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Ca. P, PTH, Vitamin Dand Bone Disease
EFFECT OF l,25(OH)7D3 ON ZINC ABSORPTION IN UREMIA.
Daoud K. Abu-Hamdafl, Sudeah K. Nahajan, Stephen D.
Nigdal, Ananda S. Prasad,* and Franklin D. McDonald
Detroit, NI
We have previously shown that patients with
chronic renal failure are zinc (Zn) deficient. The
cause of Zn deficiency in uremia is not known and
may be due to decreaaed intestinal absorpt ion of Zn.
Since vitamin D haa been alleged to affect Zn meta-
bolism, it is poaaible that Zn absorpt ion may he
related to vitamin 0 deficiency in uremia. We uaed
plaama appearance of Zn following an oral dose of
25 mg elemental Zn given as ZnSO to determine in-
testinal absorption of Zn (oral Zn tolerance teet
{ZnTT)). Seven hesiodialyaia patienta (ND) were
etudied before and 6 weeks after 1,25(00)203 "1
pcg/day". Seven healthy subjects served as con-
trols. Before vitamin 0 therapy, fasting plasma
Zn, 2 hour Fzn peak and area under the curve (AUC)
were lower in RD patients than in controls (96 2
ye, 105.± 3 pg/dl, pc0.05, 161 8 vs. 222 16
pg/dl, pc 0.05 and 188 25 vs. 302 33 pg hr/dl
p <0.025 respectively). After vitamin D, serum
calcium increased from 8.9 .12 to 9.8 .4 rng/dl
(p< .05), eerum phosphorus increased from 5.4
.6 to 6.2 .6 and parsthyroid hormone C' terminal
level decreased from 17,928 6,510 to 13,646
7,198 pg/ml in 110 patients. On the other hand no
significant change in fasting "Zn' 2 hours Zn
peak and ABC (89 3 pg/dl, 149 9 pg/dl and 126
18 pg hr/dl respectively). The results of this
study suggest that Zn deficiency in uremia may in
part he due to decreased intestinal absorption of
Zn and is not improved by l,25(OM)2D3 therapy.
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ALUNINUM—BINDIN PROTEIN IN BOVINE 0000ENAL
EXTRACTS. Andrew J. Adler, Jeffrey Lee,
Geoffrey N. Berlyne, Bept. Med. Brooklyn VA Bosp.
Brooklyn, NY.
Previous studies ia vitamin D—deficient and
0—replete rats indicated that Al uptake by the
duodenum is in psrt due to a saturable vitamin
0—dependent mechanism fnr which it is competitivefor Ca. To study further the relationship between
the Al an5Ca transport systems we examined the
relative Ca and Al binding capacity of a sol—
uble mucosal fraction prepared from bovine duode-
num. Mucosal scrapings were homogenized in buffer
solution: 20 mM Tria—HC1 (pH 7.4), 30 pM phenyl—
methane—sulpbonyl flouride and centrifuged at
35,000xg for 30 mm at 4°C. The supernatant was
ated to 65°C for 20 mm and recentrifuged.CaC12 and A1C13 were added to this super—
natant at final concentrations of 1 t.Ci/ml and
20 nM/ml respectively. 300 ml were applied to a
column (25X4.6 cm) of DE—52 DEAE cellulose and
eluted with a Cl gradient in 50 mM Tria—UCI
buffer at 25 al/hr. Eluted fractinns were ana-
lyzed for Al b5flameless atomic absorption spec—
troscopy, for Ca by beta scintillation, and
protein by the method of Lowry. The results demo-
nstrated peak Al—binding ( 3.6 nM/mg protein) in
the same column fractions in which peak Cs bind-
ing was detected.
Conclusion: Al—binding activity can be demon-
strated in mucosal extracts from bovine duodena
and is present in the same column eluate frac-
tions containing CaBP. This suggests that Al say
in part be transported by the same transport
mechanism as Ca.
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PHOSPHATE UPTAKE BY LUMINAL MEMBRANE FROM RAT
KIONEY CORTEX: AN ELECTROGENIC PHENOMENON.
R. Béliveau, H. Ibnoul—KhatibM, Universite du
Québec a Montréal, Montréal, Québec.
Phosphate uptake by rat renal brush border
aeabrane veajolea was studied in conditions where
tranamembrane electrical potential (At) could be
varied. Studies were done in initial conditions
to avoid alterations of induced potentials caused
by dissipation of ionic gradient due to the
intrinsic peraeability of the membranes. Phos-
phate uptake was shown to be deeply affected by
the nature of Na co—anions; anion substitution
studies showed that the co—anions effect is
thiocyanate > nitrate > chloride > isethionate >
gluconate > sulfate; this is in agreement with
the already known permeability of the membrane
towards those anions for the generation of a
trans—membrane electrical potential (inside
negative). Artificially induced inside negative
potential by C loaded veaiclea, in the presence
of valinomycin showed a 57% stimulation of phos-
phate uptake. Similar experiment with C loaded
veaicles, in the presence of FCCP gave 50% stimu-
lation. Positive inside potential was also
induced, by J(F gradient (outside > inside) with
valinomycin and gave 58% inhibition. The influ-
ence of tranamembrane electrical potential on
phosphate uptake was confirmed by disappearance
of co—anion effect in conditions where Ml was
shunted with the presence of co—anions on both
aides of the membrane. These results indicate a
major importance of At in phosphate uptake by the
renal membrane and the electrogenicity of phoa—
phate uptake by rat renal bruah border membranea.
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RESISTANCE TO THE INHIBITION OF PROXIMAL PHOSPHATE
REABSORPTION BY DIBUTYRYL cAMP IN PHOSPHATE
DEPRIVED RATS. T. 3. Berndt*, M. Onsgard*, and
F. 0. Knox, Mayo Medical School, Rochester, MN
PTH—induced inhibition of proximal phosphate (P)
reabsorption (R) and phosphaturia can be mimicked
by dibutyryl cAP (DBcAMP) in rats fed a normal P
diet (PD). Rats fed a low P diet (LPD) are
resistant to the phosphaturic effect of PTH and
DBcAMP. We compared the nephron sites of enhanced
P R in P deprived rats in the presence of DBcAMP
or PTH. Micropuncture of the superficial late
proximal (LP) and early distal (ED) tubules was
performed in acutely TPTX rats fed either NPD
(0.7%) or LPD (0.07%) for 3 days. After control
collections, DBcAMP (3 mg/br) or PTH (33 uA<g +
1/u/kg/mm) was infused for 1 hr and the
recollected.
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tpaired t, pZo.os; FOp, fractional delivery of P
In P deprived rats, PTH inhibited P R along the
proximal convoluted tubule. Increased P R by the
pars recta accounted for the resistance to the
phosphaturic effect of PTH. However, the
resistance to the phosphaturic effect of DBcAP
was due to enhanced P R along the proximal tubule.
This raises the possibility that the inhibition of
P R by PTH in the proximal convoluted tubule, in P
deprivation, may be through a non—cAP mechanism.
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CALCIUM TRANSPORT ACROSS CORTICAL SEGMENT TWO
PROXIMAL TUBULES. James E. Bourdemu. Michael
Reese Nospital and Medical Center & University of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
Partes rectae of cortical segment two proximal
tubules were dissected from rabbit kidneys and
perfused in vitro. Net calcium (Ca) transport was
measured by continuous—flow microcolorimetry and
epithelial Ca permeability Ca was measured with
45Ca while tubules were perfused and bathed with
artificial saline solutions dexoid of protein.
Ionized Ca concentrations ([Ca +]) were measured
anaerobically in macroscopic samples of2CO2—equi—
librated perfuaatea and baths with a Ca —sen-
sitive electrode. When tubules were perfused and
bathed with a solution that resembled an ultra—
filtrate of serum, there was fluid absorption
(v) tranaepithelial voltage (Vte) was lumen—
negative, and there was net Ca aecretion. In
contrast, when tubules were perfused with "late
proximal tubule" fluids (containing a low [HCO3],
a high [Cl], and low or absent concentrations of
Na—cotransported substrates), v was reduced,
was lumen—positive, and there was net Ca absorp-
tion. Under these conditions, [Cm2+]a in the
perfuaate exceeded those in the bath. The magni-
tude of the combined driving forces for diffusive
Ca abaorption——perfumate [Ca2+] greater than that
of the bath and lumen—positive Vte__was sufficient
to account for the measured net Ca efflux, given
the experimentally—measred Ca It is concluded
that transepithelial Ca ÷ diffusion——driven by the
favorable electrochemical potential difference and
probably occurring via the paracellular pathway——
is the moat important component of net Ca absorp-
tion in cortical segment two proximal tubules.
THE ROLE OF REDUCED CIRCULATING l,25(OH)2D3
IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF HYPERPARATHYROIDISM
IN EARLY CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF).
R.C.Brown, P.A.Lucas. J.S.Woodhead (intr. by F.Llach)
Department of Renal Medicine. University of Wales
College of Medicine, Cardiff, Wales. United Kingdom.
Hyperparathyroidism (HP) develops early in the
course of CRF and reduced circulating 1,25(OH)2D3
may be an important causative factor. Surprisingly few
data are, however, available as to 1.25(OH)2D3 levels
early in CRF. We therefore measured vitamin D3
metabolites in 11 subjects with early CRF (CFR: 50
—go. 69.5±9.9). 18 subjects with more severe CRF
(GFR:2050. 36.1 [range. mean±SD, mi/mini
1.73m2] and in 23 normal adults. Determination of
GFR was by single injection of SlCr—EDTA, avoiding
the need for 24 hr urine coilections vitamin D3
metabolites by RIA (antiserum 02282), after lipid
extraction and HPLC. No subject had proteinuria of
greater than lg/24hr or been treated with vitamin D or
its metabolites. Both CRF groups had raised iPTH
(p<O.OO2) compared with normal subjects. We found
1) a significant Correlation between 1.25(OH)2D3 and
GFR. from 20—90 ml/min/1.73m2 (r=0.54. p<O.01).
and. 2) in the early CRF group, reduced 1,25(OH)2D3
and a tendency for 1.25(OH)2D3 to correlate with
serum phosphate (rsO.56'. one tailed test) *p<O.05:
1.25(OH)2D3 normal early CRF moderate CRF
pg/mi 38.0±7.9 w3Q999 21 .1±10.9
Both 1) reduced seruml,25(OH)2D3 and 2) the tendency
of serum phosphate to be correlated with 1,25(OH)2D3
levels early in the course of CRF. are Consistent with
the hypothesis that 1,25(OH)2D3 deficiency is a major
factor in the development of HP early in CRF.
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EFFECT OF MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY BB5 ON PARATIIYROID
SECRETION. W. Cance, J. Morrissey, J. Davie,
and S. Wells*. Depts. of Surgery, Medicine, and
Microbiology—Immuno logy, Washington University
School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri
Monoclonal antibodies were produced by conven-
tional means after immunizing mice to an extract
of a hyperplastic human parathyroid gland. A par—
athyroid—specific 1gM antibody, designated BB5,
directed towards a parathyroid cell surface pro-
tein was selected and effects of this antibody on
parathyroid hormone (PTH) secretion were tested
using collagenase—dispersed bovine pararhyroid
cells. The addition of BB5 to acutely dispersed
cells or to cells cultured for 1 or 2 days pro-
duced significant increases in hormone secretion
at both low or high concentrations of extra—
cellular calcium. A non—specific 1gM was not
found to affect hormone secretion. Characteriza-
tion of the secreted products by gel electro—
phoresis suggests that the increase in RIA
detectable PTI-1 was due to an increase in the
secretion of intact hormone as opposed to
carboxy—terminal fragments of hormone. Time
course studies revealed that the addition of BB5
caused a uniform and sustained increase in PTH
secretion after a lag time of approximately 15
minutes. There was no effect on cellular cyclic
AMP levels. PTH secretion was also stimulated
from cells prepared from 3 separate cases of
cryopreserved human parathyroid tissue (primary
hyperplasias) incubated with BB5. These results
suggest that a specific 1gM (B55) directed toward
a parathyroid cell surface protein is capable of
affecting parathyroid hormone secretion. The
stimulation of secretion by BB5 occurs by a
cyclic AMP—independent mechanism.
60
EVIDENCE FOR AN ENDOGENOUS 1 ,25-DIHYDROXYVITAMIN
D RECEPTOR ACTIVATOR. TaiC. Chen. Renal-
Electrolyte Division, University of Pittsburgh,
School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA.
Interaction between 1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D3
(1,25 (OH)2D) and its specific receptors has
been proposed to be a prerequisite step in the
mechanism of action of the hormone. Thus, endo-
genous agents which are capable of modulating the
binding properties of the 1 ,25 (OH)2D3 receptor
can be physiologically significant. During the
purification of the chick intestinal receptor for
1,25 (OH)2D3 we have obtained a fraction (F3)
separated from the receptor fraction (F2) by
hydroxyapatite column chromatography. The F3,
by itself, has no or little hormone bindina
activity, whereas it has the ability to stimulate
the binding of [3H] —1,25 (OH)2D3 to F2 in a
dose-dependent manner. The stimulatory activity
of the F3 is partially heat labile and is in-
hibited 70 - 90% by previous treatment with
trypsin, suggesting that the activator is a
protein. The activator is present in both the
nuclear extract and the cytosol fraction of the
chick intestinal receptor preparation. However,
the receptor prepared from the cytosol fraction
is much less sensitive to F3 stimulation than
that of the nuclear extract. These results sug-
gest that (1) there are two distinct receptors
for 1,25 (OFI)2D3: one in the nuclei and the
other in the cytosol. (2) A new endogenous pro-
tein factor is important in the modulation of
1,25 (OH)2D3 receptor activity.
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CALCIUM CARBONATE IS THE MINERAL SPECIES THE PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF VERAPAMIL ON BONE RE—
RESPONSIBLE FOR ACID INDUCED CALCIUM RELEASE FROM SORPTION IN UREMIC RATS. A. Chsgnac,* J. Sela,*
NEONATAL MOUSE CALVARIAE. D.A. Bushinsky. R.J. I. Zahavi, and J. Levi. Hasharon Hospital,
Lechleider*, and F.L. Coe. University of Chicago, Petah—Tikva, and TelAviv Ned. Sch.,
vitro
Chicago, IL.
Incubation of neonatal mouse calvariae In an
It has been shown that verapamil
inhibits the effect of parathormone (PTH) on bone.
acid medium causes a net calcium efflux. To To determine the effect of V administration on
renal fail—determine which of the three principal mineral bone histology in the rat with
studied: controlphases of bone — apatite, brushite, or calcium
carbonate — is primarily responsible for the
calcium efflux, we cultured neonatal mouse
Ure, 3 groups of male rats were
(C); subtotally nephrectomized (SNX); and SNX
treated by V (SNX—V), 8 mg/kg p.o. daily. The
calvariae in synthetic medium at a fixed pCO (40
mm Hg); pH was adjusted by altering the 2HCO
concentration. Free energy of formation (DG) wJ
calculated, using an iterative computer program,
for each of the three mineral phases of bone prior
to and after a 3 h incubation. Lowering medium pH
trabecular bone of the mandrbular condyle was cx—
amined histomorphometrically 13 weeks following
subtotal nephrectomy.
C(n9)_
SerumPTH(pg/ml) 90.3±14.4
Creatinine(mg%) 0.48±0.04
caused a net calcium efflux from bones Cr = Total resorption
—0.851, n = 23, p < 0.001). Initial DC for
apatite was correlated with the change in DC Cr =
—0.800, p < 0.001), however bone formation ceased
even though the medium was over a millionfold
supersaturated indicating that apatite is not in
equilibrium with the medium. The initial DC for
brushite was not correlated with the change in DC
indicating that brushite was not In equilibrium
with the medium. The initial DC for calcium
surface (1) 1.83±2.42
Active resorp—
tion surface(%) 0
Oateoclasta/mm2 0
Mineral apposi—
tional rate
(micron/day) 1.48±2.58 219÷018d 120018d
a:p<O.O5 (SNX—V/SNX); b:pO.O5 (SNX—V/SNX); c:
p<O.OO2 (SNX/C); d:p<O.OOl (SNX/C, SNX—V/SNX);
carbonate was correlated (r = —0.805, p < 0.001) e:p<O.05 (SNX/C).
trsbecular bone
with the change in DC; bone formation ceased at
medium saturation, and bone resorption occurred in
undersaturated medium, indicating that calcium
In addition, measurement 1)
volume (1), 2) relative osteuld volume (1), 3)
osteoid width (micron), and 4) active osteoid
differences
carbonate is in equilibrium with the medium and is surface (1) were calculated no
the species affected by changes In pH. were found between the groups.
that verapamil de—Calcium carbonate and not apatite or brushite
appears to be the mineral species involved in pH
Conclusions: These data
creases bone resorption in the uremic rat and may
of bone disease in uremia.induced mineral dissolution from neonatal mouse prevent development
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CHRONIC PROLACTIN (PRL) EXCESS CAUSES HYPER—
CALCIURIA: A DIRECT RENAL EFFECT. Linda S. Costanzo
and Robert A. Adler*. Nedical Coil. of Va. and VA
Ned. Ctr., Richmond, Va.
Chronic PRL exceas is associated with abnormal
Ca metabolism, including osteoporosis. We studied
renal calcium handling in a rat model of hyper—
prolactinemia, previously reported to produce
hypercalciuria (Endocrinology 116: 171a, 1985).
Chronic excess prolactin secretion waa induced by
implanting three rat anterior pituitaries under
the kidney capsules of 5 male weanling Fischer
rats. 5 control rats were implanted with muacle
tissue under the kidney capsule. 8—10 weeks after
pituitary implantation, the rats were subjected to
renal clearance experiments. Serum PRL levels were
elevated in experimental rata (41.9±8.5 ng/ml)
compared to controla (4.1±0.7 ng/ml). There were
no differences in giomerular filtration rate,
plasma ultrafilterable Ca or fractional Na excre-
tion. However, fractional Ca excretion was mark-
edly higher in the hyperprolactinemic (0.017±0.006)
than in the control (0.002±0.001) group, p<O.O5.
Consequently, the ratio of Ca to Na clearance was
higher in the hyperproiactinemic rats (0.66±0.08)
than in controls (0.13±0.01), p<O.OO1. In a aep—
arate group of parathyroidectomized rata (exper-
imental, n=6; control, n7), virtually identical
results obtained.
We conclude that: (1)Chronic PRL excess causes
hypercalciuria. (2)The hypercalciuric effect ia
not the result of increases in the filtered load of
Ca or changes in circulating parathyroid hormone
levels. (3)Rather, it ia likely that PRL causea
inhibition of tubuiar Ca transport. Because of the
dissociation of Ca and Na excretion, the inhibition
is probably at a distal tubular site.
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METABOLISM CF CY'IOSCLIC PHOSPHATE IN MICE WITH
FAMILIAL HYPOPHOSPHME?A (HYP). L,D. Cocil1,
L.A. Neal and K.M. Neu . School of Vet. Med.,
University of California, Davis, California.
The cytosolic content of phosphate (P) neta—
bolites, inorganic P or the responsiveness of
cytosolic P to phosphate loading has not been
examined in the HYP mouse4 To investigate
these areas, we enployed 1H and 3]p NMR spectro—
scow of in vivo kidneys of intact HYP and normal(N) mice before and following S continuous hours
of subcutaneous phosphate loading. From the seq-
uential hourly spectra, a cytosolic index (CI) of
the content of soluble phosphates was determined
from the ratio of areas of the P resonances and
the water proton resonance. Despite differences
in plasma P between HYP and N mice (3.38±0.40 vs
5.50±0.50 mg/dl, p<.005), the CI for total solu-
ble P (16.35±0.72 vs 16.02±2.0), inorganic P
(2.67± 0.46 vs 2.54±0.43) and ATP (2.24+0.13 Vs
2.27± 0.35) were indistinguishable. Plasma P
rose proportionally to 11.93±0.49 (HYP) and 13.45
mg/dl (N) after P loading. In response,
cytosolic P fell progressively to 64.2±2.8% of
control tine in HYP and 74.7±2.9% in N by the 5th
hour (p=0.06). Cytosolic pH (7.33±0.03 and 7.28
in- HYP and N, respectively) remained un-
changed with P loading, we conclude that HYP
mice maintain normal cytosolic pH and content of
P netabolites including inorganic P and Al?. In-
organic P fell in both HYP and N in response to P
loading and increased plasma P, but the changes
were consistently greater in HYP at all tine per-iods and suggest an abnormal response of cellular
P netabolism to P loading. This abnormality may
participate in the exaggerated phosphaturia of
the H?? mouse.
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TRANSFERR IN—DEPENDENT ALUMINUM SUPPRESSION OF DNA
SYNTHESIS BY BONE CELLS. Peter H. Crooks, Akiko
Iida_Klein,* Hector 0. Ituarte,W Theodore J.
Hahn,* and Jack H. Coburn. Med & Reach Services,
VA Med Ctr West LA, and Dept Ned, UCLA Sch Ned,
Loa Angeles, CA.
Aluminum (Al) loading and high plasma Al levels
are associated with oateomalacia, characterized by
abnormal mineralization, impaired matrix aynthe—
aia, and reduced numbers of oateoblaata and oateo—
claata. Plasma Al ia largely bound to tranaferrin
(TRF), and TRF or the Al—TRF complex could modify
the effect of Al on bone cells. To teat the
interaction between Al and TRF on bone, we atudied
in vitro DNA ayntheaia by bone cells uaing 3H—
thymidine incorporation in oateoblaat—enriched,
neonatal rat calvaria; theae were incubated for 24
houra in albumin—containing, aerum—free media, to
which was added 0 (control), 60 or 600 ug Ai/L,
either with (+TRF) or without (—TRF) iron—free
TRF, 30 mg/dl. Predialyzed albumin was used to
minimize Al—contamination of control media. Be-
cause up to 90% of Al added as A1C13 waa lost from
media, we employed Al—citrate with Al recovery of
80—100%. At 600 ug Ai/L, +TRF auppreaaed thy—
midine incorporation by 35+9%, whereas Al was
mitogenic in —TRF: at 0, 60 and 600 ug Al/L,
thymidine incorporation was 100±21, 175±25, and
246±23% of control, reapectively (F = 9.961, p <
0.002). At 60 ug Al/L, thymidine incorporation
did not differ between +TRF and —TRF. Theae data
indicate that tranaferrin ia required for Al to
auppreaa DNA ayntheaia by oateoblaata in thia
system. Thia could reault from Al—transferrin
binding to specific tranaferrin receptora, leading
to enhanced intracellular Al delivery and/or modi-
fication of ita cellulnr effect.
14
INOSITOL TRIPHOSPHATE—SENSITIVE CALCIUM
POOL OF THE RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULE.
J.H.Dominguez, T. Brown K.W. Snowdowne,*
A.B. Borlet Dept of Ned, Ind Univ. Indpls,
IN, and Depts of Ned and Physiol, Univ of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA.
Transport in the proximal tubule (PT),
may be regulated by cytosolic calcium
(Cai), Which i5 under hormonal control.Because some hormones increase Cai by
releasing the Ca mobilizing agent 1,fl,5
inositol triphosphate (IP3), we studied
the 1P3 mobilization of Ca from an
intracellular pool. Rabbit PT's were
loaded with the Cai indicator aequorin,
and superfused with a cytosol—like
solution. In intact PT, IP3 did not alter
Cai. However, in PT permeabilized with
digitonin, 1P3 increased Cai. A Cai of
5621÷/—25nN (S.E.; nrlO) was achieved by
decreasing Ca in the superfusate. The
addition of 1P3 0.1, 1, 2.5, and 10 uN
increased Cai: +30+1—H, +70+1—13,
+120+I—2'1, and +121+1—28 nN (n=4—6). The
approximate Km was 0.29 uN. At 10 uN 1P3,
the rate of increase was 90+1—15 nM/sin.
To define the system responsive to IP3, we
unloaded the mitochondrial calcium pool
with the uncoupler FCCP, 10 uN. FCCP
increased Cai: +000+1—237 nN (nr3). Once
Cai returned to steady—state, IF3 10 uN
still increased Cai: +113+1—36 nN. The
rate was 88+1—18 nM/mm. Thus, the PT
contains a high affinity 1P3 sensitive Ca
pool, likely the endoplasmic reticulum. By
rapidly increasing Cai, this system may be
a regulator of FT function.
Abstracts
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Ca-DEPENDENT K CHANNELS INACTIVATED BY (SECO)STE-
HOlDS IN PNOXIMAL CELL NEMBNANE. A.Edelman*,
G.Planelles* and T.Anagnowtopoulos. INSERM U.192,
NApital des Enfants-Maladea, Paris, Prance.
Cell membrane potential (Vm) of the Nerturos pro-
ximal tubule was recorded doring luminel perfusion
with sevaral artificial solutions. Series 1. Addi-
tion in luminal perfuaste of l,25(ON)2D3 (= MB),
24,25(OH)2D3, 25(OH)D3, 5—6 trans 25(ON)D3, cholea—
terol-19-diol, oestradiol and testosterone (10—10
to 10-8 M) resulted in rapid Vm depolarization (.
20 sec) by 6,8 0.1, 4.5 0.8, 4,3 1.2, 3.6
1.2, 3.6 1.9, 4.0 0.3, 3.6 1.0 and 3.1 1.6
mV, respectively. Vitamin D3 lcv(OH)D3, choleste-
rol and aldosterone were inactivo. Series 2,AVm
depolarization by luminsl addition of glucose, 11
aM, reversibly abolished the MB—induced AVm depo-
larization. Series 3. Addition of BaClz (2 aN) to
the perforate reversibly abolished the MB—induced
AVm depolarization. The effect of BaC12 was not
lifted by current clamping Va to pre-barium levels.
Series 4. Addition of quinine (5 x io-4 M), a pu-
tative blocker of Ca-dependent K conductsncea,
K(Ca)' also suppressed the AVa depolarization eli-
cited by the NB. Series 5. Low Ca—solutions consi-
drably reduced the magnitude of the MB—associated
Mm depolarization. Conclusions. 1) l,25(ON)2D3
and other (seco)steroids, delivered at physiologic
concentrations, rapidly (,$20 eec) and reversibly
depolarize Vm by gonome—independent mechanism(s).
2) The magnitude of the tVm depolarization is pro-
bably potential-dependent. 3) The Mm depolariza-
tion most likoly corresponds to inactivation of
Ca—dependent K channels by 1,25(ON)2D3 and proba-
bly byother metabolites.
TH5 EVOLUTION OF OSTSOMALACIA (OM) WITH ACUTE ALU-
NINUM (AL) TOXICITY. A. Felsenfeld, N. Rodriguez,*
and F. Llaoh. Dopt. of Nod., Univ. of Oklohome
Health Sci. Ctr. and VANC, Okla. City, 0kb.
Aluminum toxioity is the presumed cause of dialy-
sis OM. We have developed a model in rats in which
a short but intense course of AL produces ON. This
allows sequential observations in the development
of OW. After induction of renal failure, 20 ag of
intraperitoneal AL wss given during 2 days. Rats
wore studied 5,12, and 40 days after AL. Plasma
calcium did not differ betweeo AL and control (C)
groups except for an increase in the AL group at
40 days (p<.02) . A direot correlation was present
between plasma and bone AL at 12 days (p<.Ol), but
not 5 days. Histological findings including osteo—
blastic osteoid (OH) , total ostaoid surface (Tog)
osteoclastlc resorption (OCL( , and relative osteoid
volume (ROV) are displayed below.
AL-SDAY-C AL-l2DAy-C AL-400AY-C
OBS 2±2* 20±3 12±9 16±6 7±5 11±6
TOSS 7±4* 25±5 33±1B 22±B 62±12* 17±7
OCL% 12±5 B±2 2±2* 11±3 3±2* 7±2
BOyS 2±1 3±1 10±5* 3±1 30±13* 2±1
mean±SD; *p<.05 AL vs C, same day. Bone tormation
rate was decreased in AL groups.
In summary, acute AL toxicity produces: 1) OM;
2( a decrease in OS which precedes the decrease in
OCL; 3) a progressive increase in ROy; 4) hypercal—
cemia at 40 days: and 5) a correlation between bone
and plasma AL after equilibrium is attained. In
conclusion: 1) AL may be directly toxic to the Os—
teoblaat; 2) osteobiasts may be important for os—
teoclaet generation; 3) after AL, osteoid accumu-
lation is likely secondary to normalization of OR
while bone formation remains depressed; and 4) an
exchangeable booe and plasma AL pool likely exists.
Abstracts
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EFFECTS OF PARATHYROID HORMONE IN UREMIA
ON CALCIUM TRANSPORT IN RAT BRAIN
SYNAPTOSOMES. C. L. Fraser*, P. Sarnacki* and A.i.
Arieff. Nephrology Research, V.A. Medical Center and
University of California, San Francisco, CA.
Previous studies from our laboratory have shown
that Ca transport by both Na—Ca exchange and ATP
dependent Ca transport mechanisms in synaptosomes(brain membrane vesicles) are abnormal in uremia. To
evaluate the role which parathyroid hormone (PTH) may
play in this abnormality, we performed Ca uptake studies
in synaptosomes obtained from the brain of a) normal; b)
uremic; c) uremic parathyroidactomized (PTX—U); d)
PTX-U rats injected with PTH prior to and during uremia(PTX-U + PTH). Uremia was achieved by bilateral
ureteral ligation for 30 hours (BUN = 200mg/dl).
Parathyroidectomy performed surgically resulted in
plasma Ca falling by about 4 mg/dl. By both transport
mechanism; Ca accumulation into uramic synaptosomes
was 20% greater than normal (p 0.005). Similar studies
carried out in PTX-U rats normalized Ca accumulation.
By Na-Ca exchange, maximal uptake in normal, uremic
and PTX—U synaptosomes were 3.80, 4.60, 3.54 nmol/mg
prot respectively. By ATE' dependent Ca transport,
maximal uptake in normal, uremic and PTX—U
synaptosomes were 10.8, 13.0, 10.6 nmol/mg prot
respectively at 10 minutes. Ca uptake into synaptosomes
from PTX-U + PTH rats by both mechanisms increased
to values similar to that observed in the uremic state.
These studies suggest that; a) The increased Ca
accumulation in synaptosomes observed in uremia by
both Na—Ca exchange and ATP dependent Ca transport
mechanisms are normalized by parathyroidectomy; b)
PTH administered to uremic rats which were previously
parathyroidectom ized produced abnormal synaptosomal
Ca accumlation. Thus, PTH reproduces the abnormality
in synaptosomal Ca regulation observed in uremia.
RESPONSE OF PLASMA 1,25(011)20 (1,259) TO PTh
BEFORE AND AFTER UNINEPHRECTOMY (lYNX) IN NORMAL
HUMAN KIDNEY DONORS (11KB). Miriam A. Friedlander,
Dept. of Medicine, Univ. of Iowa, Tows City, IA.
To define the effect of loss of renal mass
without progressive diaeaae on mineral metabo—
lisp,, we administered synthetic human 2711 (1—34
fragment at .555 units/kg/br) before and 1 month
after uNx in 7 11KB.
Preoperative
___________________
Time Ca P04 1,259
_______ .Ith. (pg/mi) _______Control 4.53 3.54 35.41
2.138
+4hrs 4.90 3.54 43.43
+l0hrs 5.20 3.51 50.10
1.15
+lóhrs 5.40 3.66 48.20
1.100 1.15
+24hrs 5.80 2.80 62.39
- 2.115 2.18
[K serum values S.E. p<.O5
Pre—op 1,250 levels were
periods. But the 2 change from control was not
different at any time before or after lYNX (37 vs
222—4 hrs, 54 vs 331—10 hrs, 48 vs 491—16 hrs, 95
vs 822—24 hrs). After IJNX there was a delayed
calcemic response to P711 (10 hrs) that normalized
at 16 and 24 hrs. Serum phosphate fell at 24 hra,
but the fall was not as great after UNX. Thus,
normal responsiveness of 1,259 levels to Pm
stimulation is retained after UNX. Lower levels
of 1,259 in UNX may have contributed to the
delayed calcemic response to PTh. Higher pre—op
1,250 levels at 24 hrs may reflect an effect of
lower serum phosphate compared to lYNX.
lYNXCa P04 1,251)
.i!&!2. .Q!!i (pg/ml)
4.65 3.43 21.22
1.20
4.88 3.56 33.25
2.174 2.15
4.93 3.58 35.60
1.112* 1.10
5.46 3.87 41.11
1.129
5.82 3.28* 41.80
2.166 1.21
vs pre—op, paired t]
higher at all time
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PTH STIMULATES CELLULAR CALCIUM ABSORPTION IN THE
lOUSE CORTICAL THICK ASCENDING LIMB OF HENLE.
Peter A. Friedman, Dept. of Pharmacology, Dartmouth
Medical School, Hanover, N.H.
These studies were designed to clarify the path-
way of parathyroid hormone (PTH)—stimulated calcium
absorption in mouse thick ascending limbs. Cortical
(cTALH) or medullary (mTALH) thick limbs were per-
fused and bathed at 37 °C in symmetrical Ringer
solutions containing 2.0 mM Ca. Furosemide (FUR)
(10-4 H) or bumetanide (BUM) (1O 11) was added to
perfusate to abolish the transepithelial voltage
(Ve). Net calcium absorption (Ca' pmol sec1 cm—2)
was assessed from determinations of Ca by graphite
furnace atomic absorption. Under these conditions,
Ca averaged 60±9 in cTALH and was indistinguish-
able from zero in mTALH. Addition of 1 U/ml syn-
thetic 1—34 bovine or rat PTH increased Ca by 170%
(P<O.05) in cTALH. Similarly, addition of io3 ti
dibutyryl cAMP to bathing solutions increased Ca
from 74±27 to 199±56 (P<O.03). In mTALH i03F.i
dibutyryl cAMP increased both Ve (7.8 to 12.8 mV)
and Ca (87 to 148). Addition of FUR or BUM abol-
ished both Ve and Ca These results suggest that
basal calcium transport in cTALH and mTALH is pas-
sive. In mTALH, Ca is augmented pari—passu with
Ve; inhibition of salt absorption and Ve by FUR or
BUM was accompanied by a fall in Ca to zero. PTH
and cAMP stimulate active Ca in cTALH through a
cellular pathway. Finally, I examined the effect of
PGE2 on PTH—stimulated Ca in cTALH. PTH increased
3Ca from 53 to 174 in the presence of FUR or BUM.
Addition of 10-6 ti PGE2 to bathing solutions was
followed by a fall in Ca to control levels (51±7,
P<0.05). These results suggest that prostaglandins
may modulate PTH- stimulated calcium absorption in
the cTALH.
14
INTESTINAL CALCIUM ABSORPTION IN SPONTANEOUSLY HY-
PERTENSIVE RAT (SHR): EFFECT OF 1,25(OH)2D3. U.
Gafter,* S.C. Kathpalia, 0. Zikos,* K. Lau. Michael
Reese Hospital and Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
Intestinal Ca absorption in the SHR has been
variedly reported to be lower, higher or not dif-
ferent from their normotensive Wistar kyoto (WKy)
controls. Furthermore, resistance to the intesti
nal effects of 1,25(OH)2D3 (03) in SHR has also
been suggested. To test this hypothesis, 45Ca flux-
es were measured by Ussing chamber technique in 35
weeks old male SHR and Wky rats previously fed a
synthetic diet containing 0.87% Ca. Since the 4th
week of age, half the SHR were started on hydrala—
zine (4 1jg/100 g body wt4In a separate group of
rats, the effect of (D3) (25 ng/100 g body wt/day
for 4 days) on Ca transport was studied. In vitro
Ca transport was measured across duodenum and dis-
tal colon in Krebs Ringer Bicarbonate buffer (pH
7.4) containing 1.25 mM Ca, under short circuited
conditions. Duodenal mucosal to serosal flux (Jms)
(45±2) vs 52±5 nmol.cm—l.hrl); serosal to mucosal
flux (Jam) (26±1 vs 28±1 nmol.cm2.hr—l) and net Ca
flux (JnetJms—Jsm) were comparable between un-
treated Wky and SHR groups. Prevention of hyperten-
sion did not alter the two unidirectional fluxes.
03 increased duodenal Jms in both SHR and WKy rats
(94±9 and 87±8 nmol.cm—2.hri) but only Jam in WKy
(36±3 vs 26±1 n.mol.cm2.hrl), Jnet in SHR tended
to be higher than WKy (68±9 vs 51±8 nmol.cm—2.hr—l).
Basal colonic Jnet was negligible in both groups
but increased comparably by D3.
Ii conclusion: (1) In vitro basal intestinal Ca
transport rates by the SHR were normal. (2) Net
calcium absorption in duodenum and colon of SHR in-
creased comparably as WKy rats in response to D3
offering no evidence for intestinal resistance.
DIMINISHED PARATHYROID GLAND RESPONSIVENESS TO HYPO—
CALCEMIA IN DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH ENDSTAGE RENAL
DISEASE. Rudiger Goetz, Ekkehard Heidbreder, Klaus
Schafferhans and August Ileidland (intr. by J.D.
Kopple) Dept. of Nephrology, University of Wurzburg,
FRG.
In diabetic patients with uremia lower levels of
parathyroid hormone (cPTH) than in non—diabetic ure—
mic patients are measured. The parathyroid gland
responsiveness to hypocalcemia induced by short—
time calcium—free hemodialysis in 11 pts. with insu-
lin—dependent diabetes mellitua (10DM) and uremia
was investigated in comparison with 10 non—diabetic
uremic pta. (UP). Additionally plasma catecholamin
were assayed, furthermore a battery of autonomic
tests for evaluation of sympathetic and vagal func-
tion was performed. The calcium—free hemodialyais
lasted on average 90 minutes in both groups. Blood
samples were taken before hemodialysia and during
the hemodialysis in 30 minute intervals and analy-
sed for the following parameters: total ionized cal—
cium,phosphorus ,magnesium,alkaline phosphatase ,cPTH,
1,25—DiOH—D3,aluminium and catecholamines. Results:
No differences of baseline biochemical data in plas-
ma in both groups were observed with exception of
cPTH:jn IDDM 137+30 pmol/l and in UP 691+222 pmol/l
were measured. The calcium—free hemodialysis decrea-
sed Ca in 10DM from 1.17+0.09 to 0.85+0.09 and in
UP from 1.13+0.09 to 0.83+0.13 mEq/l. During hypo—
calcemia the increase of cPTH in 10DM group to 199±
66 pmol/ml was lower than in UP group(896+24Opmol,Ia]).
The plasma catecholamines did not change in both
groups. The autonomic tests resulted in severe dis-
turbances in IDDM group. In conclusion, the dimini-
shed cPTM secretion in IDDM is probably caused by
gland dysfunction. A causal relationship between
this secretory pattern and defects of the autonomic
nervous system can't be elucidated from these re-
sults.
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IN VIVO AND IN VITRO EVIDENCE THAT SULFUR (S) GROUP
ACTIVITY MEDIATES THE BONE AND PARATHYROID
INHIBITORY AND HYPOCALCEMIC ACTION OF WR—2721 (PR)
S. Goldfarb, S.T. Walker, J. Weiss, H. Attie*,
Fallon*, L. Shaw. Univ. of PA., Phila. PA.
We studied the structure—activity relation of
WR, an aninothiophosphate precusor of a sulfhydryl
reducing agent which produces hypocalcemia by
inhibiting bone resorption and PTH release.
PTH release from dispersed bovine cells, 45Ca
release from fetal rat bone in organ culture, and
serum calcium in intact rats (3 hours) were each
assayed in respective systems after doses
various test agents designed to achieve 10- H
concentrations in vivo and in vitro.
We tested various S containing redox agents: PR;
dephosphorylated WR (—PWR); Cysteanine (Cyst), an
analo of —PWR; Dithiothreitol (DII), a highly
reactive SH agent without an amino group;
Glutathione (GSH) a weakly reactive SH agent which
does not enter cells; and VitC, a non—SH reducing
agent.
WR -PWR OTT GSH VitC
21 20 15 9 <1 <1
2 3 2 2
42 65 66 69 <20 <20
3 4 4 4
%fall in bone 54 NA 56 60 <5 <5
resorption:
2 2 2
These results suggest that PR actions are not
due to the P04 moiety or to the amino group hut
rather to either a highly reactive S group or to a
rapid cell uptake of an S-containing agent. Studies
of other highly reactive S compounds may provide a
new class of agents to regulate PTH release and
bone resorption, and reduce serum calcium.
%fall in
Serum Ca:
%fall in PTH
release:
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EFFECTS OF Ca2-MOBILILING HORMONES ON BRUSH
BORDER (BB) TOPOGRAPHY AND CYTOSKELETON IN
CULTURED RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS (RPTC). F1.S.
Goliorsky,* 0.11. Menton, K.A. Hruska. Jewish
Hospital, Washington University, St. Louis. Mo.
Calcium-induced conformation of cytoskeletal
proteins in vitro is well established. The purpose
of this study was to examine in vivo effects of
al-adrenergic agonist, phenylephrine (PE), para—
thyroid hormone (PTH) and angiotensin II (Ang) on
BB topography. Canine RPTC obtained from band IV
of the Percoll gradient, were grown on collagen—
coated polycarbonate membranes. Scanning and
transmission electron microscopy and fluorescent
microscopy of fluorescein phalloidin-stained
samples were performed. Ang, PE and PTH caused
shortening and rarefaction of microvilli . The
density of niicrovilli decreased to nearly half of
the control . RE was also associated with micro—
villar vesiculation (cell swelling). BB topography
recovered in the span of 5 mm following PTH, and
30 mm after RE and Ang. Similar shortening and
rarefaction of microvilli could be reproduced by
ionomycin, Cyclic AMP resulted in elongation,
while phorbol ester treatment was of no effect.
TEIF demonstrated hormone—induced solation of core
filaments. Staining of F-actin showed abundant
filaments in RPTC: branching and intercepting
cables and a network of fine filaments. Ang, PE
and PIN resulted in an almost complete disappear-
ance of actin cables and in fragmentation of fine
filaments. Summary: Ca2+_mobilizing hormones cause
reversible changes of BB topography, which are
mimicked by i000mycmn. These changes in BB topo-
graphy may underlie certain effects of Ca2-
mobilizing hormones upon ion transport in RPTC.
DEVELOPMENTAL CHANGES IN THE TUBULAR CAPACITY FOR
PHOSPHATE REABSORPTION IN THE RAT. A. Haramat,
S. Mulroney*, and S.K. Webster. Georgetown
University School of Medicine, Washington, D.C.,
and Mayo Medical School, Rochester, MN.
The need for young, immature animals to
maintain positive phosphate balance for growth is
well—known. However, whether this process involves
changes in the intrinsic capacity of the kidney
to reabsorb phosphate is controversial. The
present study examined this issue by determining
the maximum capacity of phosphate reabsorption
(MAX RP1/GFR) in four groups of rata at different
stages of development, from weanling to adulthood.
Clearance experiments were performed in acutely
TPTX rats (3,6,12, and 52 weeks of age) fed a
normal phosphate diet (0.7%). MAX RP1/GFR was
determined with progressive infusions of phosphate
(0,1,2,3, and 6 umol P1/mm) that raised the
filtered phosphate load.
AGE (weeks)
3 6 12 52
MAX RPi/GFR 5.4 4.9 4.1 3.7
(umol/mi) 1.4 .3 ,3
M= 12 9 10 6
MAX RPj/GFR in 3 and 6 week old rats was
significantly greater than in 52 week old rats
(p< .05). The results demonstrate that the tubular
capacity for phosphate reabsorption per ml GFR is
enhanced in immature rats, and progreasively
decreases with age. This adaptive increase in
young animals contributes to the renal retention
of phosphate during growth.
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1 ,25(OH),D3 STIMULATES IIiTERLEUKIN-2 PRODUCTION
BY A LYMPHOCYTE CELL LINE CULTURED IN VITAMIN 0
DEFICIENT RAT SERUM. T. Haverty*, J. Haddad and
E.G. Neilson, Univ. of Penn. Phila., PA.
Activated I lymphocytes (Ly), which express
cytosolic 1,25(OH)2D3 (1,25) receptors, decrease
lymphokine Interleukin—2 (IL—2) production when
cultured in 10% fetal calf serum (FCS) and
1O'M 1,25. The relatively high concentration
(conc) of 1,25 in ECS, however, may preclude
recognizing the physiologic effects of 1 25. We
chose to culture an IL—2 producing Ly cell line,
MLA—144 (MLA), in serum—free media (SF), 10% FCS,
and 2% D deficient rat serum CODS) with varying
conc of Viariin D metabolites (D net). On sucrose
gradient, H—1,25 showed displaceable binding to
an MLA cytosolic coraponet at 3.7S. IL—2
production, neasured by °H—thynidine uptake (TTU)
of HT2 (H). an IL—2 dependent Ly line, is expressed
as cpn±SE of H cultured with 50% Supernatants (SN)
of MLA (*denotes P <0.001). SN from MLA cultured
in SF caused 73% enhancenent of H TTU (24 250
901*) and 50% enhancement in 2% DOS (21 36 645*
vs. FCS (13,8 395). 511 from MLA cuttured in 2
DOS with 10— Fl 1,25 caused 7 enhancement
of H TTU (26,195 631*), 10— 11 1 2 caused
38% enhancement (21 038 743*), 1ô—'M
1,25(0H3)D3 caused 0% inhibition (12,422 366*),
whereas iO7M 24,25(OH)2D3 (24,25) caused 60%
enhancement (24,684 283*) vs. no added D met
(15,300 115). We conclude that in contrast to
the toxic inhibtion of L-2 production by high
1,25 conc, (111—10 to 10— 11), we see enhancement
in a more physiologic range in 2% DOS. The
increased IL-2 production in 2% DOS or SF over FCS
may be due to high inhibitory conc of 1,25 in FCS.
Enhancement seen with i0-'ll 24,25 nay represent
partial agonism or Ly lo—hydroxylation to
1,24,25(OH)3D3, an active 0 net. lie view MLA
cultures in 2% DOS as a facile system for further
studies on the biochemical role of 1,25 in general
and, in particular, as a putative lyrnphokine.
EFFECTS OF DIURETICS ON MINERAL CONTENTS OF KIDNEY
AND FEMUR IN CALCITRIOL—TREATED RATS. Mary Jacob,*
Faith V Sheffer,* and James C N Chan. Medical
College of Virginia, Richmond, Virginia.
Hydrochiorothiazide (HCTZ) as well as amiloride
(MI) have been used to reverse the hypercalciuria
induced by Calcitriol (l,25—D) administration. To
evaluate the fate of the retained calcium in rela-
tion to magnesium metabolism, 42 male, weanling
Sprague Dawley rats were randomly assigned to
control and treatment groups for 4 weeks. The
concurrent administration of HCTZ and l,25—D at
therapeutic dosages, reversed the hypercalciuria.
With AM in place of HCTZ, the hypercalciuria con-
tinued, but the calcium content of the kidney tis-
sue decreased significantly (204±9vs183±0.9 ug/g
dry weight, p <0.05), although the calcium content
of the femur still remained unaffected. In addi-
tion, the femur calcium content in HCTZ/l,25—D
treated rats remains unchanged from that of con-
trol rats (l71±l7vs174±9 mg/g dry wt).
The femur magnesium content increased (4.1+0.3
vs4.6+0.3 mg/g, p <0.05) with decreasing urinary
excretion of magnesium (5.O±l.3vs2.9±l.2 mg/day,
p <0.05) during treatment with 1,25—D alone or with
AM. The femur responds to changes in magnesium ac-
cumulation, although serum concentrations remain
unattenuated.
In conclusion, HCTZ and AM had opposite effects
on the total calcium content in the kidneys. AN
significantly reduced the tissue concentration of
calcium, despite the concnrrent administration of
1,25—0. By contrast, the HCTZ treated animals show-
ed increased kidney calcium content without any
change in total femur calcium. Unless adaptation
occurs, deposits of calcium in soft tissues may be
expected to reach significant concentrations.
COMPLETE PARATHYROIDECTOMY (PTX) IN THE RABBIT:
FEASIBILITY AND EFFECTS ON RENAL P04 HANDLINC.
W. Jao*, S. Tan*, R. Brady* and K. Lau. Dept.
of Medicine & Pathology, Michael Reeae Hoap. &
Univeraity of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
Deapite reportedly 30 paira of acceaaory para—
thyroid glanda in the rabbit, aerial microacopic
examination revealed only two in all the ex-
plored animals, one in the thyroid and another,
pink spindle—shaped atructurea along the carotid
aheath caudal to the thyroid. The cells were
however cluatered in "nests" and the cytoplaam
pinker than the typical clear cells in human
parathroid tisaue.
To eatabliah the role of theae preaumed para—
thyroid glands and to confirm PTX, clearance
studies were performed during 2% volume expanaion
in faated rabbita previoualy equilibrated on a
0.6% P diet. Clearance perioda were obtained 2
houra after aham (N=5) or actual TPTX (N=9).
CFR Serum P Cp04 FEPO4 Serum Ca
(nl/min/kg) (Lg/dl) (nl/min) (%) (ng/dl)
SHAM 5.8 4.27 2.61 35.3 10.6
TPTX 4.1 4.75 1.06± 14.8± 6.3t
The completeneea of PTX was confirned not only
by the marked hypocalcemia 30 houra later, but
alao by the acute reduction in P04 excretion (t,
p<O.OS ye SHAM). Exogenoua bovine PTH (1—34 pep—
tide) (7.5 unite/Kg) increaaed Cp04 (2.16 ml/min)
and FEPO4 (23.3%) in TPTX rabbita.
We conclude that complete PTX in the rabhit ia
feasible. The conaiderable residual P04 excretion
probably reflected the relatively high rate of
P04 abaorption by the young rabbit. Theae data
further demonatrate normal tubular reaponaiveneaa
to endogenoua and exogenous PTH in this species.
EFFECT OF INSULIN (I) ON PHOSPHATE UPTAKE
(PU) BY RABBIT RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE
VESICLES (BBMV) : ROLE OF PENTOSE PATHWAY
(PP). Ok D. Jo and Norimoto Yanagawa.
Nephrology Div., Sepulveda VAMC, UCLA Sch.
of Med. Los Angeles, CA.
In order to examine if glucose metabolism
in renal proximal tubules (PT) interacts
with PU by BBMV, the in vitro effects of I
on PT glucose metabolism and PU by BBMV
were studied. BBMV were isolated from PT
suspension preincubated with testing agents.
Incubation of PT with 1(10 uU/ml) stimulated
PU by BBMV isolated therefrom (from 1696.3
180 to 1880.6 194.7 pmol/mg/2min, n=6, p
0.01). Incubation of PT with glycolysis in-
hibitor, 2—Deoxyglucose (DC) (10 mM), alone
was without effect on PU, but abolished the
stimulatory effect of I. I, however, did not
affect glycolysis activity j PT, as deter—
mifld by the production of CO2 from
U— C—glucose and the formauon of lactate.
Ins}jad, I did increase El— CO I —
[6— C02], suggesting a stimulahon of
PP by I in PT. Since DC may also inhibit PP
and it is possible that such could have
accounted for its interferance with the
effect of I on PU by BBMV, the effect of
6—Aminonicotinamide (AN), a PP inhibitor,
was examined. Similar to DC, incubation of
PT with AN (0.1 mM), alone did not affect
PU, but abolished the stimulatory effect of
I. These results suggest the role of PP in
the stimulatory effect of I on PU by BBMV.
Whether or not PP is also involved in the
alteration of PU by BBMV under other con-
ditions awaits for further studies.
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MECHANISM OF OXALATE TRANSPORT BY RAT ILEUM.
S.C. Kathpalia, M.J. Favus,* F.L. Coe. MichaelEeeaa
Hospital and University of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
There is net oxalate (Ox) secretion by ileum (il)
in absence of electrochemical gradients, but the
exact mechanism of Ox transport across il is not
known. In order to clarify the mechanism of ileal
Ox transport in rat, we messured the two unidirec-
tional Ox fluxes, mucossl to serossl (Jmsox) and
serosal to mucosal (Jsmox) in modified Krebe Ringer
Bicarbonate buffer (pH 7.4) using '4C Ox (13.5M)
and added a chloride bicarbonate exchange inhibitor
4—sceto—4—isothio—cysnatostilbene 2,2 disulfonic
acid (SITS), l04M, to the mucosal and serossl re-
servoirs of modified Ussing chambers. The Jmsox de-
creased from 360±16 to 280±32 pmol.cm2.hr—l, n=7
(p<.02) without altering the Jsmox. In another set
of experiments, ilesl Ox fluxes using 14C Ox (13.5
uM) and rsffinose (Rsf) fluxes using 3H Raf (1mM)
were measured simultaneously, in Krebs Phosphate
buffer (pH 7.4) and apparent permeability coeffi-
cients (Pos and Psm) were calculated as flux/medium
concentration. The permeability coefficients of Ox
(Pox) and rsf (praf) were correlated (for Pmsox vs
praf r0.95 sod for P vs praf r=O.92). The
strong positive correlation between pox and prsf in
both directions indicate that psrscellulsr Ox trans.
port is the major component of the absorptive and
secretory Ox fluxes and only s small component (22%)
of Jmsox may be due to trsnscellulsr process (which
is inhibited by SITS), in which Ox like chloride,
is transferred across the intestinal epithelial
cells in exchange for bicarbonate. These results
suggest that cellular and psrscellulsr pathways
contribute to Ox translocstion by small intestine
snd may be important in regulating oversll Ox
balance.
MICOTINAMIDE INHIBITS PHOSPHATE TRANSPORT BY
LLC—PK1 CELLS. S.A. Kempson and J.A. McAteer*
Indians Univ. Medical School, Indianapolis, IN.
Administration of nicotinsmide (MiAm) in vivo
leads to elevation of HAD content and inhibition
of phosohate (Pi) transport in the renal nroximsl
tubule. Trsnspprt of Pi by the LLC—PK1 cell line
shares many general properties of the Pi trsnsport
system in the proximal tubule. The purpose of the
present study was to characterize the action of
MiAm on the initial rates of Pi uptske by sub—
confluent monolsyers of LLC—PK1 cells. In control
cells the Ms—dependent uptake of Pi was 2623 pmol/
mg protein/S mm. Inclusion of NiAm in the growth
medium for 5 hrs produced dose—dependent inhibition
of Ha—dependent Pi uptake, reaching 44 % at 10 mM
MiAm. Over the same concentration range, MiAm did
not inhibit initial rates of Ms—dependent uptake
of oC—methylglucoside or L—slsnine. Onset of
inhibition of Pi uptake by 5 mM MiAm wse not
immediate but was •sppsrent after 2 hrs and reached
a maximum after 4—S hrs. The change in Pi uptake
was a Vmsx effect with no change in the Km. The
Vmax in control cells was 8.0 nmol/mg/S mm
compared to 6.3 nmol/mg/S mm in cells treated with
5 mM MiAm for S hrs. Under these conditions, MiAm
treatment led to an incresse in total cellular MAD
content. In control cells the MAD content was
1.82 nmol/g protein compared to 3.22 nmol/g in
cells exposed to MiAm (p<O.OS). These data show
that the specific effects of MiAm on Pi transport
and MAD content in the kidney are reproduced in
LLC—PK1 cells. These cells may be a useful model
for studies on the intracellular mechanisms which
mediate the action of MiAm on Pi transport.
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RESPONSE OF SENESCENT RATS TO DIETARY PHOSPHATE
(Pi) MANIPULATION. G.M.Kiebzak, G.S.PhIlllps,* and
B. Sacktor.* GRC, NIA, NIH, Baltimore, MD 21224.
Senescent 24 mo male rats were phosphaturic and
moderately hypophosphatemic compared to 6 so young
adults when fed a normal P1 diet(PD;O.5% P1).
Brush border membrane veslcle (BBMV) uptake of P1
was also lower in 24 mo rats. Subsequently, we ex—
amined the response of old rats to dietary P1 man-
ipulation in vivo and in vitro. First, we found
that the tilie course oTrIThdaptation to low P1
diet (LPD; 0.1% P1) was swift (<24hr) and dramatic
in both age groups; plasma (p1) P1 decreased 50%
after 5 days concurrent with >15—fold decrease infractional excretion of P1 (FE—Pi) and >2—fold in-
crease in BBMV P1 uptake. However, p1 P1 and BBP4V
P1 remained lower and FE-Pi higher In 24 mo than 6
mo rats. Further, 24 mo rats with extremely high
creatinine and BUN responded poorly to LPD. In
contrast to P1 conservatIon after LPD, a 48 hr
fast resulted in elevated p1 P1, FE—RI and decr-
eased BBMV P1 uptake in both age groups. The incr-
ease in p1 P1 was greater In 24 mo, while the In-
crease in FE—Pi was greater in 6 mo. Finally, rats
given MD and P1—supplemented water for 14 d dis-
played elevated FE—PI and p1 P1 while BBMV P1 up-
take decreased. Compared to baseline, the change
In p1 P1 was greater In 24 mo rats (+65%) than 6
mo (+36%) despIte greater F'E-Pi in the old rats.
In summary, despite the age—related decrement in
P1 conservation, kidneys of senescent rats re-
sponded appropriately to manipulatIons of dietary
P1. However, 24 mo rats appeared to be less effi-
cient than 6 no in attenuating changes In p1 P1
via alterations of renal P1 excretIon. Consequent—
ly, changes In p1 P1 induced by dietary P1 manipu-
latIon were greater in 24 so rats.
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E\ThDCE THAT cAMP MEDIATES PI'H STIMULATION OF 25-
OH-Vitamin D -lu-HYDROXYLASE ACTIVITY IN CULTURED
MOUSE KIDNEY3CELLS. ndel B. Korkor. Richard W.
Gray* and Helen L. Henry. * Medical College of
Wisconsin, Depts. of Med. and Biochem. Milwaukee,
Wisconsin. Univ. of California—Riverside, Dept. of
Biochem. Riverside, California.
We examined the effects of Pm on the produc-
tion of l,25—(OH)2—D by cortical kidney cells
cultured in serum fre nedium by incubating the
confluent cultures
with yine PT8l-84 at concen-trations ranging fran 10 to 10 M. After 6
hours of incubation with PTH, 1,25- (OH) 2-D3 pro-
ducbion was neasured after the addition of8525-OH-D3 and incubation for one hour. 10 N PI'H,
but not la'er concentrations, increased 1,25—
(OH) —D production significantly to 156 37% of
conto1 p 0.01. Since cAMP nediates the re-
sponses to PTH, we also examined the effects of
IBMX,n inhibitor of phosphodisteraso activity,
at 10 M alone or with PTH 10 M. Results are
presented as uman percent change SD fran control
(no PTH or IBrCC) :ô
P714 10 M IBZ'4X 10 M P711 + IBMX
% l,25—D 89 8 196 16t 262 29*t
% cAMP 88 7 350 125t 478 l63*t
t p < 0.001 fran control, * p < 0.05 from IBMX
1,25- (OH) -D production was significantly corre-
lated to he3cANP content of the cultures; r =
0.87; p < 0.001. Conclusions: 1) High levels of
phosphodiesterase activity in cultured kidney
cells may have prevented the stimulation of 25-OH—
D -lci—hydroxylase acvity by physiologic concen-
tations of PTH (10 M or less). 2) cAMP nedi—
stem the stimulation of 25-OH—D-1a—hydroxy1ase
activity by P714 in mamalian cuitured kidney
cells.
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VITAMIN D DIRECTLY STIMULATES PHOSPHATIDYLCHOLINE
(PC) TRANSFER TO RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE VEST—
CLES (BBMV) AND PHOSPHATE TRANSPORT, B,R.C.
Kurnik, M. Huskey,* and K.A. Hruska. Renal Div.,
Jewish Hospital, St. Louis, Missouri.
Controversy exists regarding the mechanism by
which 1,25(OH)2D3 alters membrane lipid composi-
tion and ion transport. Previous work from this
laboratory using fluorescent phospholipid deriva-
tives demonstrated that 1,25(OH)2D3 directly stim-
ulates the transfer of NBD-PC but not Rhodamine
phosphatidylethanolarnine (Rh-PE) from liposomes to
rat renal BBMV. Quantitation of BBMV lipids fol-
lowing incubation with liposomes containing fluo-
rescent phospholipids iO-7M 1,25(08)203 revealed
that 1,25(OH)2D3 stimulated the transfer of NBD—PC
from 1385 265 to 2068 263 flg/hr without signi-
ficant transfer of Rh-PE. After incubation with
liposomes composed of DOPC or 8—linoleic PC
10-7M 1,25(OH)2D3, BBMV content increased from
49.5 2.3 to 56.9 2.3 and 58.5 3.2 hg/mg
protein, respectively (O+>D—, p<.O5). When the
BBtIV were incubated with liposomes composed of B—
linoleic PC i0—74 1,25(08)203, phosphate trans-
port was stimulated from CD— to D+) 231 20 to
431 41 pmol/mg protein/15 sec and 512 51 to
840 43 pmol/mg protein/sin (p<.05). Despite PC
transfer, incubation with liposomes composed of
DOPC and 1,25(OH)2D3 did not stimulate phosphate
transport. BBMV incubations with various lipo-
somes did not alter glucose transport. These data
suggest that 1,25(OH)2D3 rapidly and directly
modifies membrane lipid composition and that an
increase in 8—linoleic PC content results in
specific stimulation of phosphate transport.
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IN—VITRO SYNTBESIS OF 1 25—DIRT DROXYVITAJ(IN 0
(1 25D) IN PROXIMAL TIJNULE (PT) FROM NORMAL RATS:
EFfECTS OF PROSPEORUS (P1), CALCIUM (Ca) AND PTR.
Craim B, Lan . Murray .J. Favue*, Frdric L.Coe, Children $ emJosp., Northwestern Univ., and
Joint Renal Program, Univ.of Chicago, ChLcago, IL.
Pi regulation of 1,250 synthesis lisa bean
demonstrated only in states of altered physioiogy;
patients with chronic renal failure, rats eating a
diet devoid of Pi,in.mitochondria from vitamin D
deficient chicks, and in serum free tissue culture
of mouse kidney cells, We recently demonstrated
the additive effect of lowered ECP Pi on in—vitro
1,250 synthesis in PT from rats eating a ca1ciuii—
restricted diet. To test the hypothesis that Pi is
a critical regulator of in—vitro 1,250 synthesis
under normal dietary conditions, we ed ma1e
Sherman rat wanlings a Ca,Pj. and vtamin 0
replete diet (O.6ZCa,O.65%Pi,2. IU D/gm.P for lOd
and prepared PT as we have described. PT were
incubated for 20mm. ip standard Krebs—Renselett
medium (RUB 1.2mM Ca Pi) or in RUB with 0.6mM Pi
2.5mM P1, I.8mNPi, all with either 1.2mM or o.51J1
Ca. PTh, 10—11 and 10—iON was also present in
some of the flasks. PT were then exposed to 16.6uM
250503 for 5mm. to quantitate l,25D synthçsis as
we previously described. 1,250 synthe.i.e Lmaan
SE) in pmol/mg protj5min:
0.6
ICHE Pi (inN)
,_c
RHB Ca(mM)
- -
0.5 9.6+1.5 5.1+2. 3 +.8 2.2+0.3
1.2 1O. 5. 11. 3.511. 2. 1
0.5 c PTR 9. 11.7 1.6O.21.2 c PTR 4.6±0.4 2. 10.3
Conclusion.: PT from normal, vitamin 0, Ca and Pi
replete rats synthesize 1,25D in-vitro inversely
proportional to ECF Pi. In—vitro l,25D .ythesia
was not affected by ECF Ca. PTh did not stimulate
1,25D synthesis at a normal or reduced ECE Ca, and
did not alter in—vitro l,25D synthesis in response
to the suppressive effect of high ECF Pt. Pi is
the mgst . potent regulator of in—vitro 1,250
synthesis in normal rat PT, and does not appear to
interact with the mechanisms postulated for Ca sad
7TH control of l,23D synthesis.
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EFFECTS OF ANILORIDE ON RENAL MG HA}TDLING:EVIDENCE
FOR ENHANCED TRANSPORT IN THE DISTAL TUBULE. K. Lau,
D. Thomas* and B. Eby.* Division of Nephrology,
Department of Medicine, Michael Reese Hospital &
University of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
Recent studies suggest increased Ca transport by
the distal nephron in response to amiloride (Pin)
treatment. Whether similar effects on Mg reab-
sorption occur are unknown, although the existence
for distal tubule Mg transport is poorly substan-
tiated. To evaluate these two issues, recollection
micropuncture experiments were performed in six
200 gin male Wistar rats adapted to a normal diet
containing 0.15% Mg. They were acutely parathyroid—
ectontized and infused with Ringer solution at 10
mi/hr containing in mM, 140 of Na, 5 of K and 1.25
of Mg. Glomerular filtration rate (3.08 vs 3.04 in
control(C) or plasma ultrafiltrable (UF) Mg (1.14
vs 1.22 mg/di) were unchanged. Mg clearance (0.701
vs 0.92 mi/mm) (t, P<O.05 versus control) and
fractional excretion of Mg (23.4t vs 30.8%) were
reduced by amiloride (2 mg/kg bolus plus 2 mg/kg/hr
intravenously). Fractional Na excretion also in-
creased (6.3t vs 5.6%). Analysis of tubular fluid
(TF) Mg by the electron probe revealed (mean±S.E.):
Early Distal Tubule Late Distal Tubule
TF/P Inulin FD Mg(%) TF/P Inulin FD Mg(%)
C 2.94±0.18 31.8±2.3 9.6±0.5 20.8±1.4 §
Ant 3.15±0.22 32.2±3.1 9.7±0.7 14.3±1.2t
(F0.Q5 vs early distal TF)
These data indicate significant PTH—independent
Mg reabsorption by the superficial distal tubule
under the condition of mild Mg infusion. Further—
moye, anjiloride increases Mg reabsorption in the
latter portion of the distal tubule.
PHYSIOLOGIC REGULATION OF INTESTINAL PHOSPHATE
ABSORPTION IS MEDIATED THROUGH VITAMIN
D—INDEPENDENT MECHANISMS. David B. N. Lee, and
Marlin M. Walling*. Sepuiveda VA Medical Center and
UCLA School of Medicine, Sepulveda, California.
Mucosal—to—serosal (Jms) and serosal—to—mucosal
(Jsm) phosphate (P) fluxes were measured in rat
jejunum (J) in vitro, using the Ussing system.
In young, vitamin D (D)—deficient (—0) rats, Jas
exceeded Jam, indicating active P absorption
despite severe fl—deficiency. In normal, non—fl—
deficient, adult rats Jsm exceeded Jms, indicating
active secretion in face of optimal 0 nutritional
status. Exogenous 1,25(OH)2D3 (1,25D) caused
Jms-only stimulation in both groups, indicating
intact D-dependent mechanism. We postulated that in
young, —D rats because the increase in cellular P
demand for growth could not be satisfied through
D—dependent absorptive mechanism, a D—independent
mechanism is mobilized. In adult rats relieved of
the stress of growth, a relative surfeit of P
supply activated a P secretory mechanism. It should
thus be possible to convert "young" absorptive J to
"mature" secretory J by increasing P supply to the
enterocytes. Thus we tested the effect of different
incubation [PJ (0.02, 0.24, 2.4 and 7.5 mM,
respectively) on jejunal P fluxes in young, —D rats
and similar rats after 1,25D—repletion. In both
treatment groups, active P absorption was
demonstrated at (PJ up to 2.4 mM. However at
[PJ.7.5 mM, instead of active absorption, active
secretion was observed in both —D and
1.25D—repleted rats. These data suggest that the
major regulation of intestinal P absorption is
dependent on body and cellular P homeostatic
requirements and is independent of vitamin D
metabolic and/or nutritional status.
IMPAIRMENT OF TUBULAR REABSORPTION OF
PHOSPHATE (TRPO4) BY CHRONIC HYPERCALCE—
MIA (MC.) IN THE RAT. N. Levi, D. Jame—
song, W. van der Meer*. DVAMC, and U of
TX HSC, Dallas, TX.
Acute changes in serum C.2 alter TRPO4
but the effect of HCa on TRPO4 is
unknown. When compared to pair fed nor—
mocalcemic (C) rats, HCa (SC. 12.8.2
mg/dL x 8 days> causes an Increase In
urinary P04 excretion (56 3 vs 35 2
mg/24h in C, p<.01), and a decrease in
TRPO4 (553 vs 692% in C, p<.01), in
spite of a lower SPO4 (7.2.2 vs 8.3.2
mg/dL in C, p<.O1), and no change in
FENa (1.8.1 vs 1.9.2% In C). To deter-
mine possible underlying cellular mechan-
isms we measured cortical brush border
membrane (BBM) enzyme activity, lipid
composition, and fluidity. HCa causes a
decrease in alkaline phosphatase activ-
ity (4O435 vs 58044 umoles/hr/mg in C,
p<.01), an increase in the molar ratio
of cholesterol to total phospholipid
(Chol/TPhl, 1.00.02 vs O.93.O2 in C,
p<.O5), and an increase in the
fluorescence polarization of DPH .t 25°C
(0.350,001 vs O.34O.OO1 in C, p<.001)
and 37°C (O.3O2.O01 vs 0.291.001 in C,
p(.001), implying a decrease in BBM flu-
idity. Thus, HCa causes a significant
impairment in TRPO4. Our results sug-
gest that increased BBM Chol/TPhl and/or
decreased fluidity may mediate the
impairment in TRPO4 in HCa by possibly
restricting the transmembrane mobility
of the P04 transporting carriers.
rN..'rS ALKALOSIS J PHOSPHATE TRANSPOI BY TEE
RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULE. B.S. Levine, J.A. Kraut,
D.R. Mishler*, and K.A. Pasiecznik*, Med. & Resch.
Services, VA Med. Ctr. West Los Angeles and Dept.
of Med., UCLA Sch. of Med., Los Angeles, CA
Respiratory alkalosis (RA) causes increased
renal P reabsorption. To examine if this is due to
altered systemic p11, P transport by proximal
tubule brush border membrane vesicles (BBMV) was
measured in TPTX rats with either RA induced by
hyperventilation or metabolic alkalosis (MA)
induced by NaHCO3 infusion. Controls for PA (RAC)
were ventilated at normal rates, and controls for
MA (MAC) were infused with NaC1. At 15 sec
incubation, Na—dependent P transport (pmol/mg
protein) was 1806+162 in PA and 1608+99 in RAC,
p>.05, n9. Plasma P in PA fell by 26+3% and in 6
studies in which serum P fell by more than 10%, P
transport was 23+3% higher in PA than in RAC,
p<.025. Despite similar elevations in plasma pH in
PA, 7.62+.03 and MA, 7.57+.03, P transport in MA
was not different from MAC: 905+382 and 854+348
pmol/mg protein/15 sec, respectively. Glucose
transport in PA and MA was not different from
control. These data suggest that a rise in
systemic pH with alkalosis is not the major signal
that alters P transport.
Of interest, serum P is elevated and P
transport by the BBMV is inhibited with acute
respiratory acidosis, while neither serum P nor P
transport by the BBMV is altered with acute
metabolic acidosis. Thus, changes in serum P
rather than in systemic pH may be the most
important factor mediating the alterations in BBMV
transport observed with acute acid—base
disturbances.
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ION MICROPROBE DETERMINATION OF BONE SURFACE
ELEMENTS: EFFECTS OF ACID MEDIUM PH ON SODIUM. R.
Levi_Setti*, F.L. Coe, and D.A. Bushlnsk
University of Chicago. Chicago IL.
When neonatal mouse calvariae are cultured in
an acidic medium they release calcium and buffer
protons. However for each nEq of calcium released
16—21 nEq of protons enter the calvariae, arguing
against simple dissolution of bone mineral as the
mechanism of proton buffering. To determine if
surface sodium / hydrogen exchange could explain
the lack of stoichiometry between protons and
calcium we cultured calvariae for 3 h in control
(pH = 7.40+0.01) or acid (reduced bicarbonate, pH
= 7.21±0.01) medium and then examined the surface
sodium, potassium, and calcium using a high
resolution scanning ion microprobe. The calvarial
surface was rich in sodium (12.1÷2.9, all values
counts per second of detected secondary ions x
10—3) and potassium (9.9+3.1) whereas calcium
(0.26+0.04) was relatively scant. Compared to the
surface the calvarlal cross section contained more
calcium (4.0+1.7, p<O.Ol) but less sodium
(2.1+0.9, p<O.1) and potassium (2.8+1.4. p(O.OS).
Culture in acid medium reduced the surface sodium
(3.3+1.2, p<O.02) and potassium (2.1÷0.4, p<0.05)
to values not different than the cross section (p
NS for both) whereas calcium (0.5+0.1) increased
somewhat (p<O.O5 compared to control surface) but
was still far below Its abundance on cross section
(p<0.O1). Erosion of this surface with the ion
microprobe revealed that the sodium (6.7+1.2) and
potassium (6.3+1.2) depletion were limited to the
outer 15 nrn of surface. Reduced medium pH
depletes surface Ions of cultured calvariae with
respect to sodium and potassium in addition to
calci urn.
SPECIFIC INHIBITION OF PHOSPHATE (P1) TRANSPORT
ACROSS INTESTINAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE (BBR BY
PHOSPHONOCAROOXYLIC ACIDS. M. Loghman—Adham
M. Szczepanska_Konkel*, M. VanScoy, A.N.K.
Yusufi* and T.P. Dousa. Nephrol. Res. Unit,
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN.
A specific and non—toxic inhibitor of
Na—gradient—dependent uptake of P1 acrossluminal BBR of small intestine has not yet been
found. Since we recently observed that certain
phosphonocarboxylic acids inhibit Nat—dependent
uptake of P1 by BBM vesicles (BBMV) from renal
cortex, we now studied effects of these
compounds on Pi transport in the intestinal
system. BBMV were prepared from mucosa of rat
small intestine by a Mg—precipitation method.
The uptake of solutes by BBMV was measureçi in
the presence of Na—gradient [Na0 > Naj'i. The
initial (30 sec) uptake of 32Pi was markedly
inhibited by 1 mM phosphonoformic acid (PFA)
(—46%) and by phosphonoacetic acid (PAA) (—48%),
and to a lesser degree (—29%) by phosphonoprop—
ionic acid (PPA); phenyiphosphonic acid had
little or no inhibitory effect. The P1 uptake
at equilibrium (180 mm) was not reduced by PEA,
PPA or PAA. As04 (2 mM) inhibited nor only the
initial P1 uptake, but also inhibited (—20%) the
equilibrium (180 mm) uptake. In contrast to
Pi, PEA and PAA did not inhibit Na1-—gradient—
dependent uptake of D—glucose, L—proline and
succinate by intestinal BBRV. Unlike As04, PM
and PEA did not reduce the activity of BBM
alkaline phosphatase. We conclude that some
phosphonoacyl compounds, namely PM and PEA, are
specific inhibitors of the Na—dependent uptake
of P1 across intestinal BBM.
ON THE MECHANISM OF THE PREVENTION OF
SECONDARY HYPERPARATI-IYROIDISM BY
PHOSPHATE RESTRICTION. Silvia LopezHilker,*
Neville Rapp,* Kevin Martin, Eduardo Slatopolsky,
Washington University School of Medicine, St. Louis,
MO.
Since phosphate regulates the renal 1-hydroxylase,
the enzyme responsible for the conversion of 25(OK)D3
to l,25(OI-l)D3, it has been postulated that a low
phosphate diet in chronic renal failure suppresses Pit-I
release by increasing the production of l,25(OH)2D3.
To gain further insight into the mechanism by which a
low phosphate diet (LPD) prevents secondary hyper-
parathyroidism (S.H.), studies were performed in seven
normal dogs before and after induction of uremia by 5/6
nephrectomy. They were fed a (LPD) for one month,
followed by a normal phosphate diet for one month and
a high phosphate diet for an additional two months. In
the first month on a LPD, after induction of uremia,
the dogs increased their ionized calcium from 5.2 + 0.07
to 6.0 0.22 mg/lOO ml. Serum levels of l,25(OH)2D3
decreased from a mean of 21.1 + 1.8 (normal GFR) to
8.8 + 0.9 pg/mI (1 month of renal failure and LPD).
Biologically active PTH did not increase and, moreover,
became undetectable in 94% of 148 samples. Thus, the
suppression of PTH was not due to an increase in the
levels of l,25(OH)2D3. Subsequently, when the amount
of phosphate in the diet was gradually increased to
normal and high, the dogs developed severe secondary
hyperparathyroidism (PTH increased 200 -800%). In
conclusion, a low phosphate diet prevented the increase
in PTH release in dogs with chronic renal failure. This
effect was not mediated by high levels of l,25(OH)2D3.
These studies suggest that dietary phosphate restriction
may prevent the development of S.H. independent of
increases in l,25(OH)2D3.
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ALUMINUM (AL) TOXICITY IN PAF.ATHYROIDECTOMIZED RATS
RESEMBLES APLASTIC BONE DISEASE. V. Lorenzo*, M.
Rodriguez*, A. Felsenfeld, and F. Liach. Dept. of
Med. • Univ. of Okia. Health Sd. Ctr. and VANC,
Okla. City, Okia.
Excessive AL exposure is the probable cause of
osteomalacia and aplastic bone disease in dialysis
patients. Parathyroidectomy (PTX) produces low bone
turnover. This study was performed to learn if PTX
protects bone against the toxic effect of AL. After
PTX the serum calcium (Cs) decreased to <6 mg/dl
on a .05% Ca diet. After surgical induction of re-
nal failure (RF), rats were pair fed a 1.2% Ca
diet. Rats were divided into 4 groups: I—PTX+RF+AL
2 mg intraperitoneal (IP) qd x 40 days; II—PTX+RF;
III—RF4-AL 2 mg IP qd x 40 days; and IV—RF. At sac-
rifice. levels of bone and plasma AL were similar
between groups I and III. Serum Ca and histologic
findings including osteoblastic osteoid (OB), total
osteoid surface (TOS), relative osteoidvolume(ROV)
and bone appositional rate (BAR) are listed below.
I II III IV
Ca (mg/dl) l0.9±.9 8.9±.9* l0.7±.5+ ll±.3+
OB (1) .6±.5 5±2* 3±3* l8±lO*+
TOS (%) 19±8 11±6 62±14* 39±12*1-
ROV (1) 7±2 2±1* 25±5*+ 6±2+
BAR (p/d) 0 1.6±.4* 0+ 2.4±.4
inean±SD; *p < .05 vs I; +p < .05 vs II.
In summary, in rats with RF. 1) AL adminis-
tration produces hypercalcemia despite PTX; 2) PTX
does not prevent bone AL accumulation; and 3) PTX
decreases OB, ROy, and BAR. In conclusion, AL ad-
ministration to rats with RF, 1) produces a disor-
der resembling aplastic bone disease and affects
calcium homeostasis in PTX rats and 2) produces
osteomalacia in rats with parathyroid glands.
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REDUCED SERUM 1.25(OH)2D3 AND REDUCED
INTESTINAL CALCIUM FLUXES IN THE
SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RAT (SHR).
P.A.Lucas.M T.Drüeke," R.C.Brown,and D.A.McCarron.
INSEAM U90. Hôpital Necker, Paris. France.
A multiplicity of abnormalities of calcium and
phosphate handling have been demonstrated in the SI-IA
but its vitamin 03 status and intestinal Ca2+ handling
remain controversial. Using the Ussing chamber to
determine unidirectional(Jms,Jsm) and net (Jnet) Ca2+
fluxes in vitro, we recently reported reduced Jms and
Jnet in duodenum—jejunum from SHR at 12—14 weeks
on 1% Ca2+.0.46% phosphate diets. We have 1) deter-
mined 1.25(OH)203 by lipid extraction, HPLC. and
AlA. in sera from identical animals, raised in identical
conditions. 2) investigated the effect of administered
1,25(OH)2D3 on Ca2+ fluxes in the SHR. and 3) tested
the ability of the 20—24 wk SHA to adapt to a 0.1%
Ca2+ diet by increasing its Jms. We found that (mean
SEM):1) 1,25(OH)2D3 levels were lower in the SHR
than in the WKY: 78.7±10.8 vs 129.1±7.5 pg/mI,
p<0.005. while 25(OH)D3 did not differ significantly.
2) 4 days intra—peritoneal 1,25(OH)2D3 administration
increased Jms in the SHR from 44.4 to 83.4±6.6
nmol/cm2.hr. p(0.02. a level not significantly different
from that of WKY controls (84.6 nmol/cm2.hr),
3) in contrast to the effect seen in WKY. Jms and Jnet
did not increase in the 20—24 wk SHR in response to
low dietary Ca2+. We conclude that the SHR's reduced
duodenal—jejunal calcium transport is likely to result
from its inability to sustain levels of 1,25(OH)203 as
high as that of control animals. The SHA thus appears
to represent a naturally occurring model of disturbed
vitamin 03 metabolism.
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1,25 (OH)2VIT D3 MAINTAINS PCTIVITY OF E CELLS?D PARATHYROID HOR4CE MOWIATES NUMBER OF B)E
CELlS IN S WITH MODERATE RENAL FAILURE.
H.H. Malluche, C. Matthews,* M.C. Faugere,*
P. Fanti. ,* R.M. Friedler . Div. of Nhro1ogy,
Bone & Mm. Metab., Univ. of KY, Lexington, KY.In vivo studies on the effect of 1,25 (OH)2
VitD3(1,25) and/or parathyroid hormone (PTH) cmbone are hampered because changes in either of the
two hormones cause alterations in the other. Thepresent study evaluates the effects of 1,25 and
PTh cm bone singly and in canbination. Deficiency
in 1,25 and PTH was preduced in 26 dogs by 5/6
nephrectany and thyrcparathyroidectany. Five of
these dogs received 1,25 and PTH (+1+), 9 received
1,25 only (+/—), 5 PTH only (—/+), and 7 vehi-
cles and calcium (—I—). Another 6 dogs were sham
cperated and given vehicle only (C). PTH was
infused s.c. by minipimps and 1,25 was given bydaily s.c. injections. Doses were edjusted to
maintain serum calcium and phosphorus in the
normal range. After eight months histanorphanetry
of bone was done to assess number of cstecblasts(CB#) and osteoclasts (0#) and activity of bone
cells, i.e., bone formation rate per ostethlast(BF?/OB) and hone resorption rate per osteoclast
(BRA/cc). ct i/c cct /sr
+1+ 731 + 54 .72 + .17 95 + 11 41 + 13
—/— 221 90* .21 .12* 45 1'* 25 7*
+1— 34146* .58.l5 346* 68l8
—/+ 722 205 .09 V .05** 117 23 8.8 4**
C 813 112 .64 .11 79 18 66 15Differences Iran contrl: *p<O. 0lP<0. 001
The data indicate that absence of 1,25 and
PTH results in decreased number and activity of
bone forming and resorbin cells. Administration
of 1,25 increases the activity but not the number
of bone cells. In contrast, administration of PTHincreases the number and not the activity of bone
cells.
SERUM ALUMINUM LEVELS (SAl) IN DIALYSIS PATIENTS.
3. T. McCarthy, S. B. Kurtz, W. J. Johnson, T. P.
Noyer*; Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota
A retrospective analysis of SAl in patients on
hemodialysis (HD) and continuous ambulatory
peritoneal dialysis (CAPD) showed no difference
between ND (SAl 54.7 4.5 ng/mi, n 84, mean
* SEM) and CAPD (SAl = 49.3 5.0 ng/ml, n = 36).
Dialysate Al had always been negligible (HD Al
<2.5 ng/ml; CAPD Al <20 ng/ml). SAl was not
correlated to age, sex, the presence of diabetes
or vitamin D intake. The most important
determinant of SAl in ND wss prescribed Basaljel
dosage (Al vs number capsules/day, r = .29,
p<.05). This correlation was higher in compliant
ND patients (r = .45, p<.Ol, n = 56). CAPD
patients did not display this dosage relation.
SAl levels increased over the first 3—4 years of
HD, then plateaued. SAl remained stable over
five years in CAPD patients. In 28 bone—biopsied
dialysis patients, SAl was positively correlated
to histochemical aluminum staining and bone
aluminum content (r .59, p<.Ol) but there were
several exceptions to these generalizations.
SA1>lO0 ng/ml was a good indicator of the
presence of aluminum osteomalacia (OM). SA1<l00
ng/ml did not exclude other aluminum—related bone
disease (low turnover, mixed). In the presence
of SA1>lOO na/mi, concomitant iPTN levels
(C—terminal) were most useful to determine if
hyperparathyroidism was present.
SAl levels in dialysis patients must be
interpreted in light of dosage of Al—binders,
patient compliance, and length of exposure to
binders. Low SAl does not exclude a diagnosis of
Al bone disease.
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INCREASED l,25(OH) D RECEPTORS IN BONE CELLS OF
ALUMINIUM INT0XICAE RATS. JUrgen Merke5, Eberhard
Mayer', Eberhard Ritz', Depts. Internal Medicine and
Endocrinology, Heidelberg/Germany (FRG) (introdu-
ced by F.C.Luft)
Severe Al-induced osteomalacia is known to be re
fractory to treatment with l,25(OH)9D3. This has
been ascribed to diminished bone cell density,i.e.
number of target cells for i,25(OH)2D3,but changes
of receptor status of target cells have not been
excluded.To further explore this possibility, we
studied 1,25(08)203 receptors in bone cells of Al
loaded rats. Male 300 g Wistar rats received by ip
injection either saline or A1C13 daily for 3 weeks
(total Al dose Ii mg) or 16 weeks (41 mg) Experi-
mental and Co animals were pairfed. After 3 weeks
Nb (15.8÷3.7 vs 13.3+4.3 g/dl) and MGV (63+6 vs
56÷3 fl) had decreased and serum Al (AAS) had in-
creased to l91+3o ng/mi. Serum i,25(OH)2D3 was de-
creased (77+25 vs 43+18 pg/mi). Both in the 3 and
16 week group, sucrose density gradient analysis
of nuclear bone cell fraction showed increased
binding by 3.5 S macromolecule. Scatchard analysis
showed increased maximal specific binding capacit)
i.e. N 23 vs 15 fmol/ml protein (3 weeks) and
4o vs 16 weeks),with no change of KD(4x1o0M)
DNA affinity chromatography showed unchanged elu-
tion of 3J -l,25(OH)2D3 holoreceptor complex at
o.27 H KC1. Al in vitro (uM) neither affected re-
ceptor stability nor binding.The findings docu-
ment that Al intoxication increases phenotypic
1,25 (OH)D3 receptor expression in bone cells,as
is known or other tisaues.Hyporesponsiveness to
03 metabolites in Al intoxication is most likely
due to postreceptor events.
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A KINETIC ANALYSIS OF THE DIETARY CA2 DOSE EFFECT
IN SPONTANEOUS HYPERTENSION. Jill Metz,* Njeri
Karanja,* David McCarron. Oregon Health Sciences
Univeity, Portland, Oregon.
Ca requirements in the growing rat may vary
depending on the metabolic parameter as9ssed. We
used the SHR as a model of disordered Ca +
meabolism to assess the relation between dietaryCa + and four metabolic parameters. Thirty—five
SHR5 were randomized to 5 diets at 4 weeks of age:
.10, .25, .50, 1.0 and 2.0% calcium at a constant
high (1.0%) sodium intake. BP, weight (WT) and
ionized Ca (ICA) were measured every 2 weeks and
bone density (BD) was measured at 20 weeks of
age. Non—linear, curve fitting techniques were
used to fit experimental data to a time invariant
four parameter kinetic model. sults±SD:
% Ca2 PJIP(mmHg) Wt(g) RD (g/cm ) ICA (mMol/l)
0.10 6.3±.83 4.15 0.16±0.03 1.03
0.25 7.1±.92 9,95 0.21±0.03 1.11
0.50 5.0±.84 10.24 0.22±0.03 1.15
1.00 3.6±.93 10.40 0.26±0.02 1.23
2.00 3.0±.86 9.21 0.26±0.02 1.34
BP rose 3 mmHg (very 2 weeks for high Cath diet
compared to 7.1 mmHg for the low Cath diet
(p<0.D5). ED50 values for growth, ossifica-
tion, BP attenuation and ICA were 0.17, 0.36,
0.53, and 0.72% diet calciu respectively. We
conclude 1) High dietary CaC+ attenuates the blood
pressure rise despite a high Nat intake and
expected weight gain, 2) the calcium dose needed
for BP attenuation in the SHR is greater than that
needed for bone formation and growth (weight
change); and 3) calcium intakes of 1.2—1.5% appear
sufficient to attenuate HP in the growing SHR,
while diets below 0.25% accelerate its
hypertension.
NEGATIVE CONTROL FEED—BACK OF HEFATIC
25—HYDROXYLASE BY HIGH, l,25(OH)2D3 SERUM LEVELS
IN SARCOIDOSIS. A. Meyrier*, 0. Valeyre', F.
Paillard*, & R. Bouiilon*. Htpital Avicenne,
Bobigny, France & Legendo, Leuven, Belgium
(Introduced by 0.5. Hill).
In normal man 1,25 (OH)2 03 (1,25 o) prevents
increase of aerum 25—OH 0 in response to oral
vitamin 02 (Bell et al., JCI 74: 1540, 1984).
Sarcoidosis is one of the rare conditions with
chronic extrarenal synthesis of 1,25 0. We
undertook verification that this disease is
attended by low 25—OH 03. We studied in the winter
22 patients (pts) with untreated sarcoidosis and
normal renal function. They were hypercalcemic
(serum Cs 2,45+.17 mmol/vs 2,3l+.095 in
controls, p < .001), with low serum iPTH and low
nephrogenous cAMP, and 11 were hypercalciuric (4
with absorptive and 7 with resorptive hyper—
calciuris). We measured the serum levels of
25—OH 03 and of 1,25 0. In the 11 hypercalciuric
pts there was a contrast between low 25—OH 03
(9+3 ng/ml, n=13.4+9) and high 1,25 0
(54.5+16.8 pg/mI, n42'13, p<.01). In all pta
a negative linear relationship was observed
between 25 OH 03 and serum Cs (r.5, p<.02). This
inverse relationship was especially striking
(r.98, p< .0005) in the 7 pts with resorptive
hypercslciuria, who were those with the highest
1,25 0 (55.2+21.9). These data show that
chronic 1,25 03 excess down—regulates hepatic
25—hydroxylsse in man.
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BIOGENESIS OF THE HYPERPARATHYROIDISH OF RENAl
FAILURE. J. Horrissey. Dept. of Medicine,
Washington Univ. Med. School, St. Louis, Missouri
Hyperparathyroidism is one of the results of
chronic renal failure, This study characterizes
the temporal changes occurring in parathyroid
function resulting from renal failure. Parathy-
roid glands were removed from normal dogs and
from dogs at various times after the surgical
reduction of kidney mass to mimic chronic renal
failure (ORE). The protein and DMA content was
determined while collagenase—dispersed cells wers
prepared to study parathyroid hormone (PTH)
secretion. By 30 days of CRF there was apparent
cellular hypertrophy as evidenced by an increass
in cell protein to DNA. By 90 and 180 days of
CRF there was an increase in both protein and ONE
suggesting cell hyperplasis. The early hyper-
trophy stage was characterized by a significant
increase in PTH secretion from normal with nc
change in the eel point for calcium. In ths
later hyperplsaia stage there was a significant
increase in PTH secretion and a change in the set
point for calcium from 0.95 to 1.15 mM calcium.
A trend toward hypertrophy and increased PTF
secretion was evident by 1 week of CRF. In other
dogs the fatty acid composition of the parathy-
mid lipids was examined. There was a signifi-
cant 441 increaae in oleic acid, and 651 decreaa
in myrietic acid of the neutral lipide and a 222
increase in linoleic acid of the phospholipids of
90—180 day uremic glands compared to control.
These changes were not evident at 3D days. Th
increased PTH secretion in early CRF may result
from cell hypertrophy. In later ClEF cell
division may alter the set point of PTH aecretior
and the lipid fatty acid composition.
PARATHYROIO HORMONE (PTH)-ACTIVATEO CALCIUM (CA2+:
CONDUCTIVE PATHWAY IN RABBII BRUSH BORDERMEMBRANE
VESICLES (BRMV). S. Muallem, D. Yamaguchi, and C.
Kleeman. VA Med. Cnt. West L.A., CURE and UCLA,
Los Angeles, CA.
PTH affects metabolic processes in the proximal
tubule (PT) via Ca2-i-—dependent mechanisms. How PIE
influences the movement of Ca2+ into the PT is cor
troversial. Movement of Ca2+ into BBMV is thought
to occur by the initial binding of Ca2+ to the ye-
side exterior and subsequent translocation into
the vesicle (Hruska, et. al,, JBC 258:2501,1985).
We investigated PTH—etimulated Ca2÷ transport
across BBMV as a function of membrane potential
(MP). Following the in situ perfusion of one kid-
ney with an extracellular buffer with bovine PTH
(1—34) and the other with the same buffer without
PTH, BBMV5 were made from cortical tissue from
each kidney by a Mg2+—precipitation method. BBMVs
were characterized by enrichment for maltase, pre-
sence of Ha+/H+ antiport, and small H+ and K+ con-
ductances. MR was varied using varying K+ concen—
traons in the presence of valinomycin. Binding
of Ca to the vesicle exterior was large (ECTA—
removable). However in the presence of an inteEol
negative MR in BBMV from PTH—treated kidneys, CE
uptake was enhanced, a portion of whh was relea-
sable by ionomycin or reversing MR. Ca uptake
from control kidneys in the presence or absence 01
MR or from PTH-treatcd kidneys in the absence of
MP was not enhanced. Varying the MP Lom 0 to -60
mV resulted in a linear increase in Ca uptake.
the presence of negative inside MR and verapam:
Ca uptake was diminished. Conclusions: 1) a con-
ductive pathway for Ca2+ appears to exist in BBMV
in PTH—treated rabbit kidneys; 2) the conductive
pathway is MP-dependent; 3) movement of Ca2+ thror
this pathway is partially inhibited by verapamil.
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PARATHYROID HORMONE (PTH)-DEPENDENT
PHOSPHORYLATION OF ENDOGENOUS PROTEINS IN
MICRODISSECTED PROXIMAL CONVCLUTED TUBWES
(PCI). N. Murayama*, S. Homma", .3. Werness*, S.
Gapstur' and I.P. Dousa. Nephrol. Res. Unit,
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN.
Action of some hormones, which regulate
tubular functions, is presumably mediated via
cAMP—dependent phosphorylatlon of specific
proteins. We examined '2P incorporation from
'2Py..ATP in PCT segments microdissected from
rabbit kidneys. PCI were microdissected, semi—
permeabllized by the exposure to low
concentration of non—ionic detergent 10.01%
Lubroi—PX), and then incubated with 31P_y_1%TP.
Samples were then subjected to slab SDS—PAGE and
incorporation of 32P was determined by
fluorography. Only a few major phosphorylated
bands were identified in the relatively Intact,
semi—permeabilized PCI samples. On the other
had, phosphorylatlon of tubules subjected to
freeze—thaw cycle In more potent detergent (0.1%
Triton X—IOO) showed numerous (more than 20)
bands of 32P—phosphoprotelns. Incubation of PCI
with 10 U/mi of PTH plus 0.5 rrt.l MIX enhanced 32P
incorporation into major band of Mr 63 Kd,
which progressed with the incubation time (1—5
mm). On the other hand, 32P incorporation Into
another major band (Mr 48 Kd) first increased
(3 mm) and then quickly decreased at 5 mm.
These results suggest that studies of in situ
protein phosphorylation in microdissectciftiBule
segments may detect specific endogenous protein
substrates, phosphorylated in response to
hormones, and which are linked to
hormone—elicited functinal response.
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TPA (12-O-TEIRPDECPNOYLPHONBOL-13-ACETATE) STINU-
LATES Na-DEPENDENT PHOSPHATE (P.) TRANSPORT IN
LLC—PK1 CELLS. Heini Murer*, Invild Mohrmann*,
Matthias Mohrmann* and JOrg Biber*. University of
Zurich, Dept. of Physiolo, CH—8057 Zurich,
Swftzerland (intr. by 0. Giebisch).
Rat renal brush border membranes contain protein
kinase C activity and target proteins for it
(MaThistrbm and Murer, PflUgers Archly 2104; 358—
364, 1985). We have tested for an effect of stimu-
lation of protein kinase C (by TPA) on Na—P. co—
transport in LLC—PK1 cells. Incubations of LLC-PK1
cells with TPA produced an increase in Na-P. cc-
transport: the maximal response was at 10 n/ml.
Other phorbolesters which do not activate kinase C
had no effect on Na—P1 cotransport. The effect of
TPA was no related to a proliferative effect: no
effect on H-thymidine incorporation into DNA was
observed. Incubation with 10 ng/ml TPA for 8 hours
led to a 1400 % increase of Na—P. cotransport. In
the presence of cycloheximide te increase
amounted only 100 % and was reached within 1 hour.
The changes in Na—P. cotransport are related to an
increase in the V and are retained in isolated
apical vesicles. ilar alterations were observed
for Na—alanine cotransport. We conclude that the
protein kinase C system regulates the number of
operating transport systems in the apical membrane.
Similar to adaptation of Na-P. cotransport (phos-
phate deprivation; Biber and I4lurer, Amer. J.
Physiol. in press) two separate mechanisms are
involved in the TPA-effect. However, the TPA in-
duced alterations are more general as it involves
also other Na cotransport systems
ENHANCEMENT OF ERYTHROPOIETIN (Ep) PRODUCTION BY
CALCIUM ENTRY BLOCKERS IN RESPONSE TO HYPOXIA.
Nagakura, K.*, McGonigle, R.J.S.*, Brookins, J
and Fisher, J.W. Department of Pharmacology,
Tulane University, School of Medicine, New Orleans,
Louisiana.
Calcium is well known to stimulate the release
of several horriiones but apparently inhibits renin
release from the kidney. In order to deternine
whether the effects of calcium on erythropoietin
production and/or release in response to hypoxia
is similar to it's effect on renin secretion, the
effects of the calcium entry blockers verapamil
and diltiazem on serum levels of Ep (radioimmuno—
assay and polycythemic mouse bioassay for Ep) were
studied in male Sprague Dawley rats. Both vera—
pamil (5, 10 & 20 mg/kg, i.p.) and diltiazem (5
and 10 mg/kg, i.p.) produced dose related increases
in serum levels of Ep after 12 hr. exposure to
hypoxia (.42 atm) whichwere significantly (p<.Ol)
higher at all doses than hypoxia—saline control
rats. Verapamil (20 mg/kg, i.p.) also produced
a significant (p<.OOl) increase in serum levels
of Ep in normal non—hypoxic rats. The divalent
cation cobalt (250 im/kg, i.p. C0C1,•6H20), which
has been demonstrated to compete for caTcium
channels in some tissues, also produced signifi-
cantly (p<.O5) higher serum levels of Ep in rats
exposed to 12 hr. hypoxia when compared to
hypoxia controls. In conclusion, these data
suggest that cytosolic calcium levels in the kid-
ney may play a significant role in erythropoietin
production and/or release.
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ISOLATION OF GLYCOPROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH INHIBITOR
(CGI) FROM HUMAN CALCIUM OXALATE RENAL STONES. Y.
Nakagawa,* and F.L. Coe, University of Chicago,
Chicago IL.Urine of normal people contains an acidic
glycoprotein that slows the growth of calcium
oxalate crystals. The normal CGI molecule contains
gama carboxy glutamic acid (GLA), forms strong
films at the air water interface (collapse
pressure 30 to 40 d/cm), and has an affinity for
the crystal surface of 10—7M. CGI from urine of
patients lacks GLA, has a low collapse pressure,
and a lower affinity (1O—6M) reflected in less
inhibition of crystal growth. Since CGI adheres
to calcium oxalate crystals in the process of
inhibition, we reasoned that human calcium oxalate
renal stones must incorporate CGI, that CGI could
be isolated from stones by dissolving the
crystals, and that the CGI should be abnormal in
the same way as urinary CGI in patients who forn
Stones,
Three grams of calcium oxalate stones were
extracted 8 times with .05M EDIA, in the cold,
over several weeks. CGI was purified from the
EDIA using ion exchange and size exclusion
chromatography, Like patient and normal CGI,
stone CGI exhibits microheterogeneity during DEAE
cellulose elution, and in being enriched in
aspartic and glutamic acids. Like patient CGI,
stone CGI lacks GLA, and has a very low (12 d/cm)
collapse pressure at the air water interface.
CGI can be isolated from human stones, and
stone CGI has abnormal properies similiar to urine
CGI derived from patients. Presumably, urine CGI
of patients adsorbs to calcium oxalate crystals,
but is defective and cannot effectively inhibit
stone formation.
MAGNESIUM HYDROXIDE (Mg(oN)3 ) AS PHOSPHATE(P)8INOER.
P.L. Oe*, .7. van der Meulen*, P.T.A.M. Lips*,
P.M.J.M. de Vries*, and A.J.M. Donker* (intr. by
L.W. Statius van Epa). Free University Hospital,
Amaterdam, The Netherlands.
The effect of Ng(OH)2 as P binder wae compared
with aluminum hydroxyde (Al(OH)3) in 18 patients on
hemodialysis. At the start of the etudy all patients
ingested Al(OH)3 only (P1). Thereafter, they changed
to Mg(OH)2 only for 4 montha (P2). Finally, they
used a combination of Al(OH)3 and Mg(0H)2 for 10
months (p3). vitamin D supplements were not given.
During oral Mg(OH)2, a dialysate devoid of Mg was
used. The aim was to keep serum P below 1.5 and se-
rum Mg below 2.3 mmol/l. Fourteen patients completed
the study. No Mg toxicity was ohaerved. In 7 pa-
tients Mg(OH)2 dose could not be increased until
serum P fell below 1.5 mmol/l because aerum Mg
reached 2.3 mmol/l. Diarrhea aa limiting factor for
increasing Mg(OH)2 dose was observed in the remai-
ning 7 patients.
Results [Mg] I?] [Al]pg/l
P1 1.43 + .19 1.42 + .24 57.1 + 27.3
P2 1.72 i .30* 2.01 + 49* 30.7 15.6*
P3 1.68 + .29 1.63 + .21** 55.8 j9,j**
[PTa]pmol7l [Ca]mmoT/l * sign. compared
P1 26.6 + 21.8 2.29 + .07 to 1;
P2 18.6 + 20.6* 2.22 .07* ** sign. compared
P3 7.8 + 6.0** 2.32 + to 2.
Mean Al(OH)3 dose in period 1 was 6.6 2.3 g/d;
mean Mg(OH)2 dose in periode 2 was 2.4 0.6 g/d; in
period 3 3.3 1.4 g Al(0H)3 together with 2.6 1.2
g Mg(OH)2 were given daily. It is concluded that
oral Mg(OH)2 can halve the required Al(OR)3 dose.
However, serum [Al] is not affected which indicates
that fractional Al absorption increases during com-
bined administration. The observed suppression of
psrathyroid function warrants further study.
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PARATHYOTD HOP!CNE ENHANCES THE STIMULAWRY EF-
FECT OF Ca ON ALI5D5TEIdDNE SECRETION. Elaua 01-
gaard, Henrik Daugaard and Martin Egfjord. Medi-
cal Dept. P, Div. Nephrol., Rigshospitalet, Copen-
hagen, Denmark.
Parathyroid hornone (PEN) is by some investiga-
tors considered to be one of the uremic toxina. In
previous clinical investigations on uremic pa-
tients (J.C.E.M. 1978, 1980) we found a stipulato-
ry effect of the presence of hyperparathyroidism
on the Ca++ induced secretion of various horsones
(aldosterone and vasopressin). The present inve-
stigation, therefore, examined the possible ef-
fect of PTN on the calcium mediated aldosterone
secretion from isolated and purified zona glont—
rulosa cells obtained from the rat.
After washing the cells and after 30 mm • of
preincubation Ca was added to the preparations
at concentrations from 0.5 to 8.0 rtol and PEN
1—84 or 1—34 were added at concentrations from
10—6 to b—b M. The cells were then incubated for
120 mm. and aldosterone measured in the superna-
tant. The aldosterone response to Ca stinula-
tion (without PEN added) served as baseline con-
trols, while cell preparations with ACEN 1o8 M
added secured the viability and responsiveness of
the cells. In all cell preparations with Pm (1—84
as well as 1—34) added did the aldosterone respon-
ses to a certain Ca concentration increase by
up to 2w per cent atove baseline values.
Based upon these results it is suggested that
PEN may act as a Ca ionofore on many endocrine
systems and thus enhance the calcium stiirulated
normal secretion. It is further suggested that
this pheronenon may take place in uremia during
the state of secundary hyperparathyroidism.
PARATHYROID HORMONE (PIN) DOES NOT PREVENT ALUMI-
NUM (AL) INDUCED OSTEOMALAGIA (ON). J.Pederson,
N. Rodriguez*, A. Pelsenfeld, and F. Llach. Dept.
of Mad., Univ. of Okla. Health Sci. Ctr. and VANG,
Okls. City, ukla.
A deiiciency uf PIN is associatedwithAL induc-
ed ON in dialysis patients. In addition, elevated
PTH levels may diminish the toxic effects of AL on
bone. To assess if PIN protects against AL toxicity,
3 groups of rats with renal failure (RF) were stud-
ied. To induce ON, Groups I and II received 20 ag
of intrsperituneal AL during 2 days. Group I also
received continuous iofusion of 2 units/hr of syn-
thetic 1—34 bovine PIN via an implanted pump for 5
days before and 12 days after AL. Group III only
had RF. The groups were pair fed and sacrificed 12
days after AL or diluent. Plasma calciua (Ga) sod
histologic findings including osteoblastic osteoid
(OB), total osteoid surface (105), osteoclsstic re-
sorption (OcL), relative osteoid volume (ROV) sod
bone formation rate (aPR) are listed below.
I(AL+PTH+RP) II(AL+RF) III(RF)
Ga (mg/dl) ll.5±.3 lO.4±.5* 1öT3L3*
08% 9.2±2.6 12.3±9.4 15.8±6.3
105% 42.1±13.1 32.8±17.6 22.0±7.8
OGL% 8.4±3.0 2.3±1.6* 10.7±2.7
EOV% 21.9±9.4 9.6±4.7* 3.4±1.4*
EFR (pm3/pm2/d) 0 0 .23±.09*
aeso±SD; *p <.05 compared to Group I.
The infusion of PIN produced a biological ef-
fect as judged by hypercslcemia and bone histology.
OGL was maintained despite AL exposure. The in-
creased ROV, I vs III, is probably due to cessation
of BFR in III; and in I vs II, the increase may be
due to increased functioo pet individual osteoblast.
In conclusion, at the doses of PIN and AL employed,
PIN does not prevent AL induced ON.
RENAL OSTEODYSIROPHY, DISABILITY AND BONE ALUMINUM
IN PATIENTS ON HEMODIALYSIS. B.H. Piraino,
R. Rault, J.B. Puschett. Renal-Electrolyte Div.,
Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA.
Bone aluminum (BA1) in dialysis patients (pts)
has been implicated as the cause of osteomalacia
(OM), that is sometimes associated with bone frac-
tures (fx) and marked disability. We investigated
the relationships of disability (O=no pain, l=mild
pain, 2=diffuse pain, 3=required crutches) and bio-
chemical values to bone histomorphometry and 8Al
in pts on dialysis 12.9 1.9 yr. Osteitis fibrosa
(OF) was defined as normal or increased bone forma-
tion rate (BFR) in association with increased re-
sorption; a mineralization defect (OM) was defined
as decreased BFR.
OF OM
n=6 n6
calcium, mg/dl 10.1 0.7 10.1 1.2
phosphorus, mg/dl 5.8 0.8 4.4 0.7*
PIH,
BFR,
BA1,
pLeq/ml
pm3/pm2/d
mm/mm2
2975 1389
0.28 0.09
0.11 0.16
848 1031**
0.03 0.06*
1.72 0.96*
c 0.01, **p < 0.05, OM compared to OF
Four pts with no fx while on dialysis had no BA1,
whiles pts with a history of fx had a mean 8Al of
1.38 1.03 (pcO.05). Those pts with 2—3 disabil-
ity (n7) had 8Al of 1.55 1.0 mm/mm2 compared to
0.04 0.09 mm/mm2 in those with 0-1 disability
(pcO.O1). We conclude that OM is associated with
lower phosphorus and PIH levels and higher BA1.
8A1 is associated with disability and fx. Four out
of 12 pts on dialysis more than 10 yrs have no
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OXIDATION OF SPECIFIC METHIONINE RESIDUES OF PARA-
THYROID HORMONE (PTH) ALTERS ITS RENAL EFFECTS.
T. 0. Pitts, J. B. Puschett, M. Rose*, and 3. E.
Zull*. Renal-Electrolyte Division, University of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, and Biology Dept.,
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH.
In most mammals PTH produces an elevation of
the serum ionized calcium concentration (Cai), a
phosphaturia and an anticalciuria, actions which
may be lost if the hormone is oxidized. Bovine
1-34 PTH was oxidized at methionine 8 (M8), at
methionine 18 (M18) and at both sites (M8+l8) and
these preparations were purified and separated by
HPLC. We examined the actions of non—oxidized
1-34 bPTH, M8, Ml8, and M8+18 (0.3 mcg/kg priming;
0.15 mcg/min sustaining dose) on the fractional
excretions of Ca (FECa) and phosphate (FEP) in
acute clearance studies in intact New Zealand
rabbits fed standard rabbit chow:
FEP(%) FECa(%)
Peptide C PTH C PTH
1-34 bPTH(n7) 4T1 8±lT.O2) TT 3±lT.Ol)
M8(n=9) 9±3 ll±3(P:NS) 11±2 6±2(P<.05)
M18(n=lO) 4±1 6±2(P:NS) 16±1 3±1(P<.OO1)
I18+18(nlO) 6±1 1O±2(P<.Ol) 9±2 9±3(P:NS)
C=control period; values=mean±SE; NSnot signif-
icant.
Cai rose after infusion of 1-34 PTH and Ml8 but
not M8 or M8+l8. We conclude that certain bio-
logic effects of PTH may be altered by oxidation
of specific methionine residues. Further studies
of these peptides may be useful in the examina-
tion of the sites and mechanisms of PTH actions.
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THE MECHANISM OF DIETARY PHOSPHORUS-INDUCED
CHANGES IN SERUM CONCENTRATION OF l,25—(OH)2D IN
HUMANS. A.A. Portale, B.?. Halloran*, and LC.
Morris, Jr., GCRC, Univ. of CA at San Francisco.
Restriction and supplementation of dietary
phosphorus (P) can increase and decrease, respec-
tively, the serl.un level of l,25—(OH)2D, with no
change in fasting serum levels of P. The changes
in l,25—(OH)20 might be importantly determined by
serum levels of P after breakfast. We measured
levels of P in blood drawn hourly for 28 hrs in 6
healthy men in whom dietary P was normal (1.5 g/d)
for 9 days, then restricted (0.5 g coupled with
oral Al(OH)3) and then supplemented (3 g), each
for 10 d. When dietary P was normal, the serum
level of P exhibited the normal circadian rhythm:
a nadir in late morning, rise in early afternoon
and peak at night. P restriction induced a modest
decrease in fasting serum levels of P, l.0±0.3(SE)
mg/dl, p < .02, and abolished the rise in serum P
that normally occurs in the afternoon. At 2—6 pm,
the decrement, 2.1±0.3 mg/dl, p < .005, was twice
that at 8 am. The serum level and production rate
(PR) of l,25—(OH)2D (infusion equilibrium method)
increased by 80% and 60%, respectively, p < .005.
With P supplementation, fasting serum levels of P
did not change, but the afternoon and evening rise
were greatly exaggerated. The serum level and PR
of l,25—(OH)2D decreased by 30%, p<.05. Changes
from control in the 24—hour mean serum level of P
varied inversely with changes from control in the
PR of l,25—(OH)2D, r——0.88, p< .001. The data
provide evidence that in healthy men, dietary P—
induced change in the serum level of P during the
day can be an important determinant of the PR and
serum level of l,25—(OH)2D. Normal intakes of P
may dampen the renal PR of this hormone.
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HETEROGENEITY OF SODIUM—DEPENDENT PHOSPHATE
TRANSPORT IN RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE
VESICLES. Gary Quamme, Jennifer Walker*, and
Tim Yan*, Department of Medicine, Health
Sciences Center Hospital, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, B.C.
Renal brush border membrane (BEN) phosphate
(Pi) transport was studied in early and late
segments of the pig proximal tubule. Vesicles
were prepared from early proximal tubules
(outer cortical tissue), and late proximal
tubules (juxtamedullary tissue). Na—dependent
Pi uptake into BBM vesicles was determined
using voltage—clamp at 6s, 21'C. Na— dependent
glucose uptake was determined to verify the
cortical and medullary tissue cuts. At pH 7.5
(pH1pH0), two Pi transport systems were
evident in the early proximal tubule: a
high—affinity system with Km,.18± 0.01 niH, and
Vmax, 381±59 pmol.1mg.6 sec , and a
low affinity system w1h Km,O.44+O.O5 mM, and
Vmax, 700+80 pmol.mg. 6 sec 1, mean
SD, n—3. In the late proximal tubule at pH
7.5, only a single high affinity transporter
with Kin, 1.19+0.07 inN, and Vmax, 344+190
pmol.mg. .6 sec 1, was evident.
Glucose kinetics at pH 7.0 revealed both a high
affinity (Kin, 1.26+0.21 mM) and a low affinity
(Kin, 7.58+0.40 mM) system in the early proximal
segment, and a single high affinity (Kin,
1.03+0.27) system in the late segment. This
data suggests that at pH 7.5, two systems,
distinct in their affinities and capacities,
are involved in both glucose and Pi transport
across the early proximal tubule BBM, but only
a single high affinity system is present in the
late segment.
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ALUMINUM: CULPRIT OR ACCESSORY IN THE GENESIS OF
RENAL OSTEODYSTROPHY. L.D. Quarles,5 V.W. Dermis,
J.M. Harrelson,* H.J. Gitelrnan* and M.K. Drezner.5
Duke Univ., Durham, N.C. and UNC, Chapel Hill, N.C.
The observation that aluminum administration to
animal models results in development of osteomala—
cia has implicated aluminum as the cause of low
turnover osteomalacia in patients with renal fail-
ure. However, these studies are confounded by use
of large doses of aluminum, a relatively short du-
ration of treatment, and/or the use of rodents
which do not exhibit bone remodeling. We examined
the dose—time—dependent effects of aluminum admini-
stration on bone remodeling in adult dogs receivin
TV aluminum chloride 3x/week in relatively low,
0.75 mg/kg (LDA), or high, 1.25 mg/kg (FDA), dosesfor 16 or 8 weeks. Bone histolor was compared to
that in age—matched normals. LDA and FDA treatment
did not result in histologic changes characteristic
of low turnover osteomalacia in these non—uremic
animals. Rather, LDA after 8 weeks significantly
reduced bone formation rate (0.086±0.009 vs 0.146
nmi3/nmi3/yr), osteoblast covered osteoid
(15.5±6.6 vs 40.0±2.7%) and resorption (0.07±0.02
vs 0.55±0.17%), changes which were reversed at 16
weeks by enhanced bone formation, despite contin-
ued aluminum administration which resulted in a
bone aluminum content of 181.4±17.5 pg/g. In con-
trast, FDA treatment for 8 weeks was associated
with a similar bone aluminum accumulation, 147.6±
8.0 iig/g, but resulted in a unique bone disease
marked by an abundance of unmineralized woven oste-
oid associated with severe marrow fibrosis (46.9±
14.5 vs 0±0%) and decreased resorption. These
data indicate that modulating factors in addition
to aluminum are essential for the clinical expres-
sion of low turnover osteomalacia in renal failure.
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UREMIA DIMINISHES i,25(OH) D RECEPTORS IN
VARIOUS D TARGET TISSUES. hrhard Ritz Jürgen
Merke Achim Weber, Eberhaã MayerUlrike HUgel
Depts. Int.Med. and Endocrinology,Heidelberg/Ger-
many (introduced by F.C.Luft)
Vitamin D resistance of uremia has commonly been
escribad to diminishsd renal synthesis of active
D metabolites, We investigated whether, in addi-
tion, l,25(OH)2D3 receptor status as index of tar-
get organ response is altered. Male SD rats (22og)
were subtotally MX (n16) or sham op/psirfed (n
16).After 4 weeks l,25(OH)2D levels were decrea-
sed (59 vs 121 pg/ml; p<o.od. l,25(OH)2D3 recaptas
in bone, intestinal mucosa, Sertoii cells were ana-
lysed by sucrose density gradient, saturation ana-
lysis (Scstchard) and DNA affinity chromatngrsphy.
In bone, no change of RD (2-3xlo 10 N), but a sig-
nificant decrease of N (14.6 vs 26.3 fmol/mg
prot.;p(o.ol) was observed. A parallel decrease
was found in intestinal mucosa (57% of Co) and Ser-
toli cells (21% of Co).DNA affinity chromstography
allowed characterisation of unchanged (3.5 5) bin-
ding mscromolecule as typical receptor eluting at
0.27 N EC1. Further studies showed upregulstion of
l,25(OH)2D receptors (123% in Sertoli cells) with
strontium l.5% in diet) to inhibit renal 1-a-by-
droxylase with decreased circulating 1,25(OH) D
levels (21.6 vs i2o pg/mi). Diminution of recpors
was not seen after 2x5 U l,34bPTH ip or 2x2.5 mmol
NH,C1 for 4 days respectively. It is concluded that
1,25(OH)2D3 receptors of D tsrget organs are dimi-
nished and that this is unrelated to inhibition of
renal i-a-hydroxylase, PTH excess or acidosis.
ACETORYDROXABIC ACID INTRAVASCULAR COAGULATION TN
PATIENTS TREATED FOR STRUVITE STONE DISEASE.
John S. Rudman, John J. Williama, Robert L. Jones.
Rockefeller Univ. New York.
Acetohyroxamic acid (ABA) is effective in re-
tarding growth of struvits stunes(Williama et al
NEJN 311:760. 1984). However, five of our non—
neurologically impaired patients taking this drug
developed deep vein phlebothrombosis. To investi-
gate intravascular coagulation aa contibutory, we
measured clinical coagulation parameters and fib—
rinopeptide A (EPA) before and during AHA therapy.
There was no change in prothrombin times, activat-
ed partial thrumboplastin times or thrombin clott-
ing times. There waa also no significant change in
fibrinogen or fibrin split products. (Staph clump-
ing test). However, platelet counts dropped in 12
of 15 patients from a mean ISEN of 311±20 to 250
17/cm3, ptO.0l. Plasma EPA rose from 2.OIO.3 to
4,8±l.Ong/ml, p43.01. In 5 patients monitored
daily after beginning AHA, plasma EPA rose within
24 hours after adminietration of the dreg. Platelet
counts did not change significantly in the first
four days after beginning the drug. Addition of
HA to plasma 4pfltrp at levels above maximum con-
centrations predicted in patients did not elevste
EPA. Eoth clinical and laboratory evidence there-
fore aoggest that AHA may induce low grads intra-
vascular activation of the coagulation mechanism.
TRANSPLANTED (tx) PARATHYROID GLANDS FUNCTION DE-
SPITE ALUMINUM EXPOSURE. M. Rodriguez*, A. Felsen-
feld, snd F. Llsch. Dept. of Ned., Univ. of Okls.
Health Sci. Ctr. and VANC, Okla. City. Okia.
Aluminum (AL) toxicity is associated with de-
creased psrathyroid hormone secretion both in
dialysis patients with usteomalacia and in pars—
thyroid cell cultures. To address this issue, pare—
thyroid gland txs were performed in rsts during AL
exposure. Four groups of parsthyroidectomized rats
were transplanted from donors 6 days after pars—
thyruidectomy. All groups were maintained on s .05%
calcium diet during the study. The 4 groups were:
I—control; Il—AL 5 mg intraperitoneal (IP) x 4 days
to recipient prior to tx; Ill—AL 5 mg IP x 4 days
to donor prior to tx; and IV—AL 5 mg IP x 4 days
to recipient after tx. Listed in the table below ia
the serum calcium (mg/dl) on the day of tx (Day 0)
and subsequent days.
The increase in serum calcium was closely psral—
leled by a decrease in serum phosphorus.
In summary, 1) transplanted parathyroid glands
function well; 2) the fall in serum calcium after
parathyroidectomy is decreased by AL; and 3) after
parathyroid gland tx, the increase in serum calcium
and the decrease in serum phosphorus are not ad-
versely sffected by AL. In conclusion, AL given to
the recipient or donor before, or to the recipient
after a parathyroid gland tx, does not impair pars—
thyroid gland function.
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THE EFFECTS OF PARATHYROID HORMONE AND ITS FRAG-
MENTS ON WATER FLOW IN THE ISOLATED TOAD BLADDER.
S Sabatini, WC Chang* and NA Rurtzmsn. Depts of
Medicine and Physiology. Texas Tech Univ Health
Sciences Center. Lubbock, Texas.
Parathyroid hormone (PTH) has a variety of
biologic affects which are both dependent and
independent on activation of adenyl cycisas. We
studied the effects of intact PTH and PTH frag-
ments on water flow in isolated toad bladder
sacs. PTH (1—84) significantly stimulated basal
water flow in isolated toad bladder sacs.
Synthetic PTH 1—34, 44—68, 53—84 and 65—84 (1
pgm/mL) had no effect on basal water flow after a
60 mm incubation period. Intact PTH (1—84) sod
synthetic 1—34 PTH significantly inhibited both
AVP— and cyclic AMP—stimulated water flow. The
minimum effective concentration was 1000—fold
lower for intact PTH than for the 1—34 frsgment.
Synthetic FTH 44—68, 53—84 and 65—84 (1 pgm/mL)
had no effect on AVP— or cyclic AMP—stimulated
water flow after 60 mm incubation. Intact PTH
(1—84) and syhecic 1—34 PTH significantly45
stimulated Ca uptake without affecting Ca
efflux. These results demonstrate that the
intact hormone is required for a maximal inhibi-
tory effect of PTH on vasopresamn—stimulated
water flow though substantial activity resides
solely in the amino terminal fragment of the
hormone. No activity se resides in the
catboxy terminal portion of the hormone as
regards water flow. Alterations in calcium
transport appear to mediate the effect of PTN on
water flow. These effects are independent of
activation of adenyl cyclase because these
hormones also inhibit cyclic AMP—stimulated water
flow.
Abstracts
DAY 0 2 4
I 4.38±.4 4.48±.3 5.79±1.6
II 5.5D±.2* 7.59±.5* 8.48±l.U*
ITT 4.77±.7 5.36±1.6 6.51±1.6
IV 4.57±.4 4.3O±.4 7.l4±.9
mean±SD;*p <.05 vs control (I)
6 9
8.13±2.4 9.43±.7
9.13±1.6 9.36±1.4
9.84±1.4 9.71±1.0
9.D7±.7 1O.26±.3
on same day.
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ACTION OF PTH ON Na—Ca2 EXCHANGE IN ISOLATED
RENAL CELLS. B. Sacktor,5 H. Hanai,* M. Ishlda,*
and C—T. Liang* (intr. by G. Kiebzak). NIA, NIH,
Gerontology Research Center, Baltimore, MD 21224.
We recently reported that Na—Ca exchange
activity in renal cortical basolateral membrane
vesicles from PTX rats was decreased and, when
bovine PTH (1—84) was infused into these animals,
activity was fully restored (.]BC 259:10827,1984).
Now, we examined whether PTh, Incubated in vitro
with renal cortical cells, modulates Ca u5V
regulating the exchange. Cells were isolated by
collagenase—hyaluronidase digestion and loaded
with '5Ca. Ca effl.ux was measured after diluting
the cells In a EGTA medium containing 140 irt4 Na or
choline. The following results were found: (1)
extracellular Na Increases the initial (5s) rate
of Ca efflux,12.3± 2.2% vs 3.4±0.9; (2) Vmax for
Ca efflux=6.4 nmol' 5s—mg' prot, Km(Na)=10 uM;
(3) PTH (1—84) 10 U/ ml increases Na—dependent
rate of Ca efflux 55%, from 17.6±4.6 to 27.3±3.8%,
passive Ca efflux (choline) Is not changed; (4)
PTH stimulates efflux maximally after 1.5 mm of
pre—Incubatlon with cells, at which time intra-
cellular cAM is also maximal; (5) Ca eff'lux and
cAP.V generation have similar PTH concentration
dependencies; (6) Pm (1—34), forskolln, dibut
cAt.F, and 8—Br cAW enhance Na—dependent Ca
efflux, PTH (3—34) is inactive; (7) PTH (1—84) and(1—34) and forskolin Increase intracellular cAt.F,
PTH (3—34) does not; and (8) Na—dependent Ca
efflux in cells from PTX rats is decreased, Pm,in vitro, increases rate 106%. These findings
sugVthat Pm modulates Ca transport by
regulating Na—Ca exchange via a cAI'P mechanism.
EFFECTS OF PHOSPHATE (pi) ON Pi TRANSPORT BY
MEMBRANE VESICLES FROM PERFUSED RAT KIDNEYS.
Steven J. Scheinman and Nary Ellen Trimble,
Depts. of Medicine and Physiology, Upstate and
VA Medical Centers, Syracuse, NY
Acute infusion of Pi in vivo has been reported
to reduce Pi uptake by renal brush border mem-
brane vesicles (BBMV) in rats on low Pi diets
(LPD) (Cheng, et al, Am. J. Physiol. 246:F488,
1984). We performed experiments in vitro using
the isolated perfused rat kidney TYPiTTo
determine whether this was a direct renal effect
of Pi. Kidneys from Sprague-Dawley rats were
perfused after 5-6 days of LPD, at which time
BBMV uptake of Pi was increased compared with
Pi-fed rats. Perfusion was for two hours at 2
(LoPi) or 7 (HiPi) irtl Pi, and BBMV were prepared
from IPRKs using Mn precipitation. There was no
difference in Na-dependent Ri uptake by BBMV from
LoPi vs HiPi at any time point. Peak (60 eec)
uptakes (pmol P1/mg protein, SEM) Were: LoPi
1828+238, n=8, HiPi 1854+310, n9, NS). Glucose
uptake by BBMV was also unchanged. Perfusate
ionized calcium was 1.29+0.6 in LoPi vs O.88+.O7
in HiPi (p<.OO1). Preliminary results suggest
that perfusate calcium does not affect BBMV
uptakes. Perfusion with bPTH (2 Mg) reduced BBMV
uptake of Pi vs no PTH in kidneys from LPD
perfused at 4.5 mM P1 (60 sec uptakes: 2098+147,
n—3 without PTH vs 1442+78, n3 with PTh, —
p<.O25).
Conclusion: perfusion of kidneys at 7 mM Ri
fails to reverse the BBMV adaptation to LPD. If
Ri infusion inhibits Ri transport in vivo but not
in the IPIIK, systemic factors may be involved in
the reversal of this adaptation.
ALUMINUM (AL) AND IRON (FE) REMOVAL AFTER DEFER—
OXAMINE (DFO) IN CONTINUOUS AMBULATORY PERITONEAL
DIALYSIS (CAPD), HEMOFILTRATION (HF), AND HEMO—
DIALYSIS (MD). B.J. Schniepp,* J.T. McCarthy,
S.B. Kurtz, G.V. Mussmann,* Mayo Clinic, Rochester,
Minnesota.
An anephric patient with aluminum osteomalacia
and transfusion hemosiderosis was given 1.0 gm of
DFO IV (17 mg/kg) and dialysis Al/Fe removal was
quantitated for the next week. This was repeated
using 3 different dialysis modalities. CAPD was
continuous and HD/HF were performed thrice
weekly. HD utilized a Cuprophan dialyzer and
post—dilution HF utilized a polyamide hemofilter.
Al measurement used flameless graphite furnace
technique; Fe was measured using atomic
absorption spectrophotometry. Two weeks
separated the CAPD and HF; only one week
separated HF and HD. Our results suggest:
a) Fe was removed preferentially to Al — co-
existing hemosiderosis may affect Al removal by
DFO; b) CAPD, HF were more efficient than RD in
Al removal (micrograms removed/volume) — but
total Al removal was roughly the same in all
treatments. Fe removal by HF was greater than
that with CAPO, HD.
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PARATHYROID HORMONE INDUCED DEPHOSPHORYLATION OF
A PROTEIN ASSOCIATED WITH THE RENAL CYTOCHROME
P—450 25(OH)VITAMIN D3 HYDROXYLASE COMPLEX.
N.A. Siegel,* and N.J. Armbrecht* (intr. by
5.8. Davis). GRECC, VA Med. Ctr. and Depts. of
mt. Med. and Biochem., St. Louis Univ.,
St. Louis, MO.
Parathyroid hormone (PTH) has been shown to
promote the conversion of 25(OH)vitamin D3
(25(OH)D3) to other metabolites including
1,25(011)203 and 24,25(OH)2D3 in the
kidney. The regulatory biochemistry of this
mitochondrial cytochrome P—450 system remains
largely unknown, although it has been shown that
cAMP—dependent protein kinase activity increased
in response to PTH administration to rat renal
cortical slices. Therefore, the effect of PTR
on the phosphorylation state of proteins
associated with this system was studied. Renal
cortical slices were prelabelled with
(32p]PO4 and subjected to treatments with
or ionophore A23187. The hydroxylase
complex was isolated from solubilized renal
cortical mitochondria using p—chloroamphetamine
affinity chromatography. Only one 10—12,000
Dalton phosphoprotein was altered by agonist
treatment; phosphorylation of this peptide was
decreased 50% by PTH treatment but increased by
ionophore treatment with respect to non—treated
tissue. In parallel experiments, hydroxylase
activity was doubled in enzyme preparations
treated with PTH with respect to control
activity. The results from these experiments
suggest that renal 25(OH)D3 hydroxylase
activity is related to the phosphorylation state
of the 10—12,000 Dalton protein associated with
this P—450 hydroxylase complex.
Al removal (mcg/wk) Fe removal (mcg/wk) Dial
Pre—DFO Post—OFO Pre—DFO Post—DFO Vol.
CAPD (2051) 2561 (4774) 7183 56 L
HF (2408) 3047 (1720) 14032 86 L
HD (2635) 3246 (2170) 8227 310 L
)—inferred from 12 CARD bags and 1 treatment
with HF and MD, all before OFO.
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EPITHELIAL INORGANIC PHOSPHATE TRANSPORT:
CONTRASTING FEATURES BETWEEN THE KIDNEY AND THE
INTESTINE. Vincent Silis*, Marlin N. Walling*,
Oelila B. Corry, and David B. N. Lee. Sepulveda
VANC and UCLA School of Medicine, Sepulveda, CA.
In the kidney, phosphate (P) influx across the
luminal me;sbrane (Lw) is mediated through a sodium
(Na)—P cotransport mechanism, which increases with
increasiog external Na concentration ((Na]e), up to
the highest (Nal studied (300 mM). It is inhibited
by reduction in external pH (pHe). The tubule
reabsorbs, but does not secrete P. PTH—adenylate
cyclase system is the major regulator of renal P
reabsorpsion, while the role of 1,25(OH)2n
(1,250) remains uncertain. We examined LN influx
(initial rate) and unidirectional, transepithelial
P fluxes (steady—state rate) in intact, rat jejunal
epithelium in vitro, using the Ussing system. P
influx increased with increasing (Naje up to 100
mM, hut thereafter decreased with further increases
in (Naje. Reducing pfte from 7.4 to 6.0, rather than
inhibiting, caused a 150% stimolation in P inflox.
Transepithelial P flux measurements demonstrated
capacity for both active absorption and active
secretion in jejonum, with the direction of net
transport regulated appropriately by body P
homeostatic requirements. In vitro PTH failed
to stimulate cAMP, and DbcAMP had no effect on P
transport although it did cause the anticipated
changes in electrolyte transport as reflected by
changes in short—circuit current. 1,250 on the
other hand, stimulated the absorptive, but not the
secretory, P flux rate. Thus, the kidney and the
intestine transport P by mechanisms with
contrasting characteristics and provide interesting
models for further elucidation of epithelial P
transport.
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REGULATION BY 1,25-DIHYDROXYVITAMIN D3 (1,25(011)2
33) OF PRE-PROPARATHYROID HORMONE mRNA IN VIVO.
Justin Silver,5 Tally Maveh,5 Hubert Nayer,*,
Hans Schmelzer* and Nordecei Popovtzer.
Nephrology Services, Hadassah University Hospital,
Jerusalem, Israel.
In orimary cultures of isolated bovine pars—
thyroid cells 1,25 (OH) 203 decreased levels of pre—
proPTH mAMA in a dose—dependent manner (Silver,
Russell and Sherwood, PNAS 82:4270, 1985) . We heve
now studied in vivo in the rat the regulmtion of
preproPTH mRHA by 1,25(011) 203. We utilized a
cloned rat cOMA probe for preproPTH mRNA (823 bp)
and measured cellular levels of preproPTH mAMA by
dot blot analysis. Rats were maintained on a norm-
al diet and qiven intraperitoneal 1,25(011) 203. At
different time intervels the thyroid and para—
thyroid glands were removed. RHA was extracted
from the tissues, blotted onto nitrocellulose
filters, and the blots hybridized with the label-
ed cDNA probe. PregroPTN mRNA was guantitated by
densitometric scanning of the autoradiograms.
After 50 or 100 pmol 1,25 (OH) 203 preproPTH mRNA
levels decreased to 50% of basal at 6 hours and
to 25% at 24 hours. At 24 hours, a second dose of
l,25(OH)2D3 (50 or 100 pmol) was administered and
this resulted in preproPTH mRHA levels at 48 hours
which were 4% of basal. There was no increase in
serum calcium. Experiments are in progress to
determine a dose and metabolite response. These
results show that 1,25(011)203 plays an important
role in regulating the synthesis of PTH in vivo.
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PHOSPHONOCARBOXYLIC ACIDS AS SPECIFIC INHIBITORS
OF Nat—DEPENDENT TRANSPORT OF PHOSPHATE (Pi)
ACROSS RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE (BeN). M.
Szczepanska—Konkel, A.N.K. Yusufi*, N. van3Zoy'
and T.P. Dousa. Nephrol. Res. Unit, Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, MN.In search of a specific inhibitor of Na—Pi
cotransporter in renal BBM, we studied effects
of phosphonoacyl compounds on the uptake of Pi
and other solutes by rat renal cortical BeN
vesicles (BBMV). We found that phosphonoformic
acid (PFA), and to a lesser degree also
phosphonoacetic acid (PAM), are potent
inhibitors of Na"—dependent uptake of Pi, while
other structurally—related compounds had little
or no effect. PEA inhibi4s the initial
Nat—gradient Q'ia0 > NaitJ—dependent uptake of
Pi in a dose—dependent, competitive manner
(Ki a 0.46 r*i PEA) and the inhibition by PA is
revers4ble. The Pi uptake at non—gradient LNa0'
= NafU conditions is also inhibited by PFA; tha
Pi uptake in the absence of Na (Na replaced by
was not influenced. PEA had no effect on
Nat—dependent uptake of D—glucose,. L—proline or
on the uptake of 22Na, and it did not alter
uptake of any of the tested solutes at
equilibrium (120 mm). When incubated with BUM,
PFA and PAM were not hydrolyzed. The activities
of BUM alkaline phosphatase or renal cortical
(NatK')ATPase were not inhibited by PFA or PAM.
The N&—dependent Pi transport is similarly
inhibited by PEA in BBMV from rat, mouse, rabbit
or dog kidneys. Conclusions: PFA is a specific
competitive inhibitor of Na—Pi cotransporter ir
renal BUM. We suggest that PEA may serve as a
specific probe in studies of Nat—Pi cotransport
across proximal tubular BUM.
PARATHYROID HORMONE (PTH) SECRETION AND URINARY
CYCLIC AMP (UcAMP) EXCRETION DURING SEQUENTIAL
CHANGES OF SERUM CALCIUM (sCa) IN HUMANS. J.A.
Tamayo, J. Isordia R.I. Sierrat F. AguilaFrA.
Raairez*and J.C. Pena . Nephrology and Mm. Me
tab. Dpt. Instituto Nacional de la Nutrición
"Salvador ZubirSn" Mexico, D.F.
The relationship between PTH secretion and Uc—
AMP excretion was examined in 4 normal subjects
(NL) and 5 hyperparathyroid (HPT) patients, du-
ring acute changes of sCa induced with a single
I.V. bolus of EDTA (60mol/Kg B.W.) and a 5 per
cent Calcium Gluconate infusion (96 al/hr.).
Blood and urine were obtained along the study.
Serum iPTH and UcAMP were measured by radioinmu
noassay, sCa by atomic absorption spectrometry
and creatinine by autoanalyzer. The secretory
iPTH and excretory UcAMP curves were construc-
ted plotting percent of maximal increase versus
sCa. The K50 or set point was estimated for
iPTH and UcAMP. The K50 for both iPTH and UcAMP
were identical. The K50 (z e.s.) in NL was
9.70 mg/dl for iPTH and 9.34 t 0.38 for
UcAMP (n.s.) in HPT patients 11.53 0.20 mg/dl
for iPTH and 10.99 1.1 for uCNIP (n.s.). The
curves were shifted to the right in HPT patien-
ts. We concluded that UcAMP is as sensitive as
iPTH to determine (K50) set point for sCa. The-
se maneuvers can be used to study calcium sensi
tivity in HPT patients and also the coupling
between recently secreted iPTH and its effects
on the renal adenylate cyclase system.
EFFECTS OF VITAMIN D, 1,25(OH)2D3 AND PARATHYROID
HORMONE (PTH) ON INTESTINAL AND RENAL ALUMINUM
HANDLING. S. Tan*, N. Pesigan*, C. Martin* and
K. Lau. Department of Medicine, Michael Reese
Hospital & University of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
Vitamin D deprived dogs and PTH injected
rats have been found to accumulate more bone
and tissue AL But the separate effects of
1,25(OH)2D3 and PTH on AL metabolism were unclear.
Acute perfusion studies in D deprived rats sug-
gest enhanced duodenal absorption by 1,25(OH)2D3.
Whether this was associated with an actual in-
crease In AL balance was not evaluated. To ex-
amine these issues, Wistar rats were fed a 0.15%
AL diet (as Al(OH)3). Results: (1) AL absorption
(1.87 vs 1.84 mg/day; 9.7 vs 8.7% of ingested
amount), AL excretion (0.08 vs 0.07 mg/day) and
AL retention (1.79 vs 1.77 mg/day) were not af-
fected by D deprivation >10 wks. (2) 1,25(OH)2D3
injections (10 ng/100 gin BW/d x 7) did nat alter
AL absorption or retention in either D deprived
or repleted rats, although Ca and P04 absorption
increased. (3) AL absorption in D deprived and
D repleted rats (1.84 and 1.50 mg/day; 10.6 and
8.7%) was unchanged by PTX. (4) PTH injections
(4 units/100 gm BW/d x 8) failed to alter AL
absorption or retention. (5) Serum AL (27.4 vs
28.5 Bg/L) and urine AL (<10% of absorbed AL) re-
mained low and unchanged by 1,25(OH)2D3 or PTH.
Conclusions: During chronic AL(OH)3 ingestion
(1) AL absorption was significant (mean 10%),
but serum AL was only slightly elevated, illus-
trating its insensitivity. (2) AL excretion, and
hence renal compensation against oral intoxication,
was minimal due to low serum levels. (3) We found
no evidence for alterations in AL absorption or
balance by Vitamin D or PTH.
SUPPRESSION OF PARATHYROIO HORMONE (PTH) SECRETION
BY IRON. Norihiko Terao, Kunihiro Yamamoto,'
Reiko Nakamura,' Sumiko Honma," Yasushi Asano,"
Saichi Hosoda,* Jichi Medical School, Dept. of
Cardiology & Endocrinologjr, Tochigi, Japan.
Aluminium (Al) has been shown to inhibit PTH
secretion. We tested the effect of iron, the
similar trivalent metal cation, on the PTH secre-
tion. Parathyroid tissue was obtained at the time
of surgery for parathyroid hyperplasia in a chron-
ically hemodialized patient with severe bone
involvement, and immediately cut into slices.
Those slices were incubated at 37°C in Krebs—
Henseleit saline solution containing 100 ing-/dl
glucose and amino acids mixture, gassed with 95%
02/5% CO2. Each piece of slices was preincubated
with 1.0mM Ca for 30 mm (control period), and
then, further incubated for two hours with one of
the following mediums; 0.5 mM Ca, 2.0 mM Ca, 0.5
mM Ca + 2 mM A1C13 and 0.5 mM Ca + 2 mM FeC13
(experiment period, n=l2 in each). When the
change of PTH secretary rate was expressed as
experiment — control/control, although 0.5 mM Ca
stimulated PTH secretion by 81±lT % (Mean±SE,
P<O.OO1) and 2.0 mM Ca inhibited by 39±9 % (P<
0.001), 2 mM AlCl3 did not increase (—10±6 %, NS)
and 2 mM PeC13 rather decreased it by 36±8 % (P<
0.001) in spite of the concomittent low concentra-
tion of Ca.
These results indicate the acute direct inhibi-
tory effect of iron on the PTH secretion in human
parathyroid glands.
EFFECTS OF DIETARY CALCiUM AND SODIUM ON BONE
CALCIUM, PHOSPHOROUS AND DENSITY IN A MODEL OF
METABOLIC BONE DISEASE. Joan Torok,* Jill Metz,*
Njeri Karanja,* Cynthia Morris,* David McCarron.
Oregon Health Sciences University, Portland, OR.
The spontaneously hyptensive rat (SHR) has been
reported to exhibit multiple defects of calcium
(CAc.) metabolism including reduced intestinal
Ca2 absorption, and bone density compared to its
genetic control, the Wistar—Kyoto (WKY) rat. As a
potential model of spontaneous metabolic bone
disease, we used the SHR to assess the effects of
concurrent manipulations of dietary Ca2+ and Na+
on bone density and bone mineral content. Twenty—
five SHRs were randomized to one of five diets
varying in Ca and N4 at 6 (WOA): High (H) Ca2(2/H Na (1%; H Ca'/ normal (N) N (.45%); NCa (1%)N Na control); low (L) Ca (O.1%)/N
Nat; L CA /L Na (.25%). Animals were sacrificed
at 31 WOA and femurs excised. Bone density (g/
cm2) was measured by direct photon absorptio—
metry. Femurs were ashed and analyzed for Ca +
(mg/g), phosphorus IP(mg/g)] magnesium (Mg2) and
Bone Ash Weight (BAW.g). ean values SD:
%Cath %Na BD Ca + P(mg/g) BAW
2.0 1.0 .243±.03 207±5 101±3 0.46*.03
2.0 0.45 .246±.02 219±5 106*4 0.45*.O1
1.0 0.45 .255*.02 220*5 108*2 O.49*.O5
0.1 0.45 .227*.02 202*7 101*4 0.4Oj.O3
0.1 O.5 .184.O1 192j4 98±3 O.36±.O2
Low Ca resulted in lower BD (p<.O5) and was
exacerbated by a low Na diet (p<.05). Bone
density was highly correlatd with dry weight and
RAW, r=O.b8, r=O.76 respectively (p<.0001). We
conclude th4t 1) low Cath diets reduces the SHR's
BD, bone Cath and P 2) low Na+ accelerates the
SHRs metabolic bone defect.
ThE 33LIE BIOPSY ?i'ID AU1'IINTJM (Al) SIORAGE IN M'i
AREA OF LO'I WATER Al cctrra2r. M.W. Thrner, M.
Ardila, P.E. Barré, S. Prichard, T.A. Hutchinson,
A.B. Hodsnian and M. Kaye, lbntreal, Quebec and
London, C*tario, (nada.
63 chronic dialysis patients who had a bone
biopsy in t'bntreal (water Al antent <10 p g/l)
were identified. All 63 specimens were stained
for Al on the trabececular surface and 48 had
cortical bone analyzed for Al by atonic absorption
spectrcphotcmetry. Qart review was cxsipleted by
persons blinded to biopsy results and total Al
exposure was calculated frcui medication records of
phosphate binders. Overall correlations between
Al parameters were gxid, Al staining vs Al
exposure (r=.343 p<.003). Cortical bone Al vs Al
exposure (r=. 539 p< .0001). Al staining vs
cortical bone A]. (r=.619 p<.0001). 12 patients
had normal cortical bone Al (<20 mg/kg) and were
conpared to 36 patients with higher levels. No
clininical or laboratory features distinguished
these groups at a p<.05 level. 16 patients had a
high degree of Al staining (>30%) and were xllpar-
ed to patients with lo.q Al staining (<5%, n"27).
The mean total Al exposure and rate of Al exposure
was significantly higher in the abnormal group(2.519 kg vs 1.060 kg p<.003 and 0.039 kg/ ncnth
vs 0.022 kg month p<.005 respectively). Ho,iever,
individual patients could rot be reliably
distinguished on the basis of these variables. No
other clinical or laboratory parameters differen-
tiated these tw groups except for bone pain, nore
frequent in the high Al staining group bnt presentin only 56% of cases. In conclusion bone biopsy is
important in characterizing the type of bone
disease in the chronic dialysis patient.
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NYPERPUOSPHATEMIA IN PARAPROTETNEMIA DUE TO
ABNORMAL PHOSPHATE BINDING. Siriya Viriya, A.J.
Adler, Geoffrey H. Berlyne. Brooklyn V.A. Ned.
Ctr. Dept. Ned. Brooklyn, N.Y.
Five of 6 patients with diagnosed paraprotein—
emias (mean globulin; 5.75 0.87 g%) and normal
reoal fuoction were found to be hyperphosphatemic
using modern automated methods for determination
of serum inorganic phosphate which do oot require
prior sample deproteination. Nean serum phosphate
io 4 patients with IgG myelome and 1 with Walden—
strom's macroglobulinemia was 9.76 3.3 mg%,
whereas, the meao coocentration in ultrafiltrates
of these sera was 3.79 0.67 mg%. Thus, protein
bound phosphate was 58.4 13.2% and significantly
greater than the normal 10—12%. Sera were studied
further following chromatography through Sephacryl
5—300 superfine gel. The specific paraproteins
were isolated, recoocentrated, analyzed for phos-
phate before and after ultrafiltration and sub-
jected to isoelectric focuaing 00 polyacrilamide
gel. These studies coofirmed that phoaphate
binding in whole serum could be accounted for
entirely by the paraprotein fraction, which in all
cases had an isoelectric point of>8.5. Conclusion:
Abnormal binding of phosphate by paraproteins is
likely to be the most common cause of hyperphos—
phatemia excluding renal failure. This phenomenon
has not been previously recognized because only
recently have clinical laboratories begun to
utilize discrete multiple analyzer techniques in
the determination of serum inorganic phosphate
which do not require prior sample deproteination.
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ON THE MECHANISM OF THE SUPPRESSION
OF PTH SECRETION BY WR-2721. M. Weaver5,
J. Morrissey, S. Oolfarb, E. Slatopolsky and K.
Martin. Washington University, St. Louis, MO.
and University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA.
WR—2721 is a chemoprotective and radioprotective
agent which has been shown to lower serum calcium
in dogs and in men. This is secondary both to impaired
release of Ca from bone and diminished secretion
of parathyroid hormone (PTH) from parathyroid
glands. The mechanism of this effect is not known.
Since cyclic AMP plays a role in the regulation
of PTH secretion and WR-2721 (WR) has been shown
to lower cAMP levels in radiated mouse spleen,
we investigated the effects of WR—2721 on cAMP
production in dispersed bovine parathyroid cells.
Additionally, we studied the adenylate cyclase
in plasma membranes from normal bovine parathyroid
glands after exposure to WR. In dispersed bovine
cells incubated at 0.5 mM Ca' addition of Wit
in concentrations ranging from 0.2 mM to 2.0 mM
resulted in a progressive decrease in intracellular
cAMP. The intracellular cAMP diminished an average
of 52% (with 0.2 mM Wit) and to 56% (with 2.0
mM Wit) after 30 minutes of incubation. In plasma
membranes of bovine parathyroid cells a decrease
in adenylate cyclase activity was noted. At 1.0
mM Wit there was a 20% decrease in enzyme activity
(p<O.O5) when membranes were incubated at 20
mM Mg. Inhibition of tha cyclase was seen over
a wide range of Mg concentrations (2.5 -40 mM).
These data suggest that WR—2721 inhibits the activity
of parathyroid adenylate cyclase and provide a
potential explanation for the decrement in parathyroid
hormone secretion when this agent is administered.
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THE STIMULATION OF PHOSPHATIDYLCNOLINE (PC) TRAilS—
PER BY l,25(OH)2D3 INVOLVES INTERACTION WITH
BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE PROTEINS. N.E. Weaver, *,
M. Huskey,5, 0. Moskowitz,5 B,E,C, Kurnik, K.A.
Hruslca, Renal Div., Jewish Hosp., St. Louis, NO.
We have shown that l,25(OH)2D3 (1,250)
stimulates the transfer of l—acyl—n—4—nitrobenzo—
2—oxa—l,3 diazolephosphatidylcholine (NBD—PC) to
renal brush horder membrane vesicles (MaNy). This
is a potential mechanism of l,25D effect on ion
transport in the proximal tubule. Lipid transfer
depends on the characteristics of the donor
membrane, the aqueous milieu, and recipient
membrane. Incubation of quenched NBD—PC liposomes
with MMMV lead to prompt increases in the relative
fluorescence (r.f) as lipid was transferred from
the quenched environment to the BBMV • NBD—PC
transfer to platelets was not stimulated by 1,250,
10—11 N (.73 r.f. vs .69 r.f., p=NS). 1,250,
10—11 N, incorporated into liposomes increased
transfer by 13% versus a 10% increase when l,25D
was added directly to the media (p=NS). Nab—PC
transfer to trypsin treated BBMV was 16% greater
than to untreated acceptor vesicles (p.tO.OOl).
1,250 did not add to this stimulation (lO N =
12.4%, l01M = 14.3%, p=NS). l,25D also failed
to stimulate transfer when the acceptor vesicles
were liposomes of BBMV extracts. Thus, these data
indicate that 1,250 stimulated transfer of NBD—Pc
is specific for certain membranes, is not due to
an effect on donor liposomes, and is dependent on
a trypsin sensitive protein component of the MMMV.
EFFECT OF PHOSPHONOFORMIC ACID (PFA) ON THE
RENAL EXCRETION OF PHOSPHATE (P1). S. Webster,
M. Szczepanska—Konkelt, A.N.K. Yusufi and T.P.
Oousa. Nephrol. Res. Unit, Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, MN.
We found that PFA, a relatively non—toxic
antiviral agent, is a specific competitive
inhibitor of Na —P1 cotransport across rat renal
brush border membrane (8DM) (ASN, 1985). We now
examined whether PFA administered in viva can
inhibit tubular P1 reabsorption and elicit
phosphaturia. Thyroparathyroidectomized (TPTX)
rats were stabilized on low Pi (0.07%) diet.
After 4 days, the rats were injected i.p. with
PFA (0.5 g PFA/kg b.w./24 h) for two days; the
control rats received solvent only. The
excretion of the P1, other electrolytes and
creatinine (Cr) was determined in urine
collected for 24 hr periods in metabolic cages.
The 24 h excretion of solutes was expressed
relative to 24 hr excretion of Cr. Rats injected
with PFA developed marked phosphaturia:
control period treatment period
Controls 25 14 29 + 14
PFA—treated 12 + 6 122 38
* = Mean + SEM (n = 8—9) mol P1/mg Cr;
** = Significantly higher (P < 0.025; t—test).
In contrast to Pi, neither control nor PFA—
treated rats showed significant changes in the
excretion of Ca, Na+, K+ or Cr. These observa-
tions indicate that PFA selectively increases Pi
excretion in TPTX rats fed low Pi diet, We
suggest that the increase in Pi excretion
elicited by PFA in vivo is due, at least in
part, to competiUvTThibition of
Nat—gradient—dependent P1 uptake across BOW of
proximal tubules.
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ALUMINUM TOXICITY IN RATS WITH EXPERIMENTAL
RENAL FAILURE. N.L.H. Wong, R.A.L. Sutton, H.
Hughes*, and J.H. Dirks. Dept. of Medicine,
Univ. of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C.
Patients with renal failure have a reduced
ability to excrete aluminum (Al) in the urine,
and any Al that enters the body tends to accu-
mulate. The present experiments were undertaken
to determine the effect of intraperitoneal
(i.p.) AlCl3 on divalent cation metabolism in
uremic rats (n40). Remnant kidneys were
produced by partial nephrectomy. The rats were
divided into two groups. Experimental rats (Al)
were injected with Al (4 mg/kg i.p. daily) for
5 weeks; control rats (C) received normal
saline. 24—hour clearances were performed
before and after Al injections. During control
clearance, plasma (P) Al level was 2+0.4 ug/L.
By the fifth week, P Al was elevated to 911+100
ug/L in Al rats. The C rats remained at 5+0:4
ug/L. CFR was not affected by Al (C 1.26±0.05
vs Al 1.19+0.08 ml/min). 24—hour clearance
studies demonstrated a higher fractional
excretion (FE) of Ca in Al than in C rats (FE
Ca 2.3+0.2 vs 6.7±0.8%, p<0.001). This was
accompanied by a modest but significant decline
in P Ca (2.61± 0.02 vs 2.51± 0.02 mM). FE Na
and Mg remained unchanged: FE Na 0.7±0.1 vs
0.6+0.1%, FE Mg 25±2 vs 23±2%. Urinary
hydroxyproline was also measured in theae
experiments, and was higher in Al than in C
rats (48±4 vs 69±4 ug/mg Cr, p<O.Ol). These
data suggest that Al may act directly on the
kidney to reduce Ca reabsorption, in addition
to its action on the bone. These results are
consistent with the hypothesis that Al plays a
pathogenetic role in renal oateodystrophy.
RENAL RESPONSE TO PARATHYROID HORMONE CHANGES
WITH AGE. N. Wongsurawat,* H.J. Armbrecht,* and
8.8. Davis. GRECC, VA Med. Ctr. and Depts. of
mt. Ned. and Biochem., St. Louis Univ.,
St. Louis, NO.
Hormonal responses of several organ systems
are known to be affected by aging. We studied
the effect of age on renal responses to para—
thyroid hormone (PTH) in terms of calcitriol
production (1,250), tubular reabsorption of P
(TRP), and urinary cAMP, and we also meaaured
serum calcium (Ca) and phosphorus (P). F344 rats
age 2 mo and 12 mo were fed calcium and vitamin D
sufficient diet for 2 weeks. All rats were
parathyroidectomiZed. On the third postoperative
day, half of rats in each group were injected
with PTH (20 U/100 g 8W) at 24, 12, and 2 h prior
to sacrifice. The other half of each group were
injected with vehicle. Results are the mean
SEN:
YOUNG
RESPONSE CONTROL PTH CONTROL
1,250 prod.
(pg/min/g) 13.4+1.4 455+34* 7.1±1.4 13.3+2.2
TRP (%) 84.6fl.5 68.3F3.3* 94.4±1.5 80.0+5.1*
cAMP (nmoles/
mg creat.) 19.6+4.0 45.6+5.2* 12.0+2.0 25.6±4.4*
Serum Ca 5.2+0.2 10.9+0.3* 5.1+1.0 10.1+0.6*
Serum P ll.7O.7 7.8F0.4* 7.5TO.5 5.0+0.5*
*Slgnificantly different from control of
corresponding age. The results suggest an effect
of age on renal responsiveness to PTH in terms of
1,250 production. This might help explain the
decrease in serum 1,250 in response to PTH in
aged human subjects (3. Gun. Invest. 73: 1668,
1984). PTH modulates serum Ca and P and TEl' in
the old animal to the same degree as in the young.
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EFFECT OF PARATHYROID 9RMONE (PTH) ON
CYTOSOLIC CALCIUM ((CA ) IN OSTEOBLAST—
LIKE CELLS. 0. Yamaguchi, A. Iida-Klein
C. Kleeman, and T. Hahnt VA Med. Cnt. West
L.A. and UCLA, Los Angeles, CA.
PTH action on bone is hypothesize to be mediated
by incre9es in cell cAMP and (Ca f).. How PTH af-
fects (Ca '). mechanistically is sti±l unclear.
Since PTH bi!2lding and cAMP generation have only
been demonstrated in ostblasts, the effect of PTH
to elicit changes in (Ca ). was investigated. UMR
106 rat osteogenic sarcoma ell line was used since
its characteristics are similar to that of normal
osteoblass including 9TH—stimulated cAMP produc-
tion. (5 +)• was measured ung Fura2, a flyores—
cent Ca prbe. Resting (Ca ). was 147 nM — 19 nM
(n=29). UMR cell suspensions rended to boylne
PTH (1—34) y an increase in (Ca ). of 26% — 7%
(n=l4). (Ca ). rapidly returned 'baseline wi-
thin 1—2 einuts. The rise in (Ca ). was dose—
depenent from 0.25 U/al to a maximud o 1 U/al.
In Ca F_free media, the increase in/(Ca F) was
virtually abolished. In the presen of ve+apamil
the extent and rate of rise of (Ca '). were inhi-
bited by 60% and 70%, respectively. Dp2larizing
the cells by increasing extrace4ylar K decreased
the magnitude of PTH—induced (Ca ). rise. Forsko—
lin or2B—bromo—cAMP did not stimulate an increase
in (Ca ). in the absence of TH. Conclusions: 1)
9TH cause an increase in (Ca F)• 3n an osteoblast
like cell line; 2) the rse in (àa '). is depen—
den on extracellular Ca 3) PTH—inuced rise in
(Ca ). is inde9endent of cAMP; 4) the PTH—induced
increae in (Ca +) is suggested to be membrane
potential—dependent since depolarization and vera-
pamil partially inhibit the rise after PTH stimu-
lation.
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RENAL HEHODYNAHIC EFFECTS OF VASODILATOR THERAPY
FOR ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION (EN). P.A. Abraham,
C.E. Halatenaon*, G.R. Matzke, W.F. Keane.
Hennepin County Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN.
Recent experimental data in rate have
suggested that vaaodilator therapy of hyperten-
sion may lead to increased glomerular blood flow
and pressure (RI 27:187, 1985). Whether similar
changea occur in therapy of human EN is unknown.
We studied renal function of 21 EN pta before
(PRE) and after (POST) 8.5 (3.3) wks [mean (SD)]
of monotherapy with effective or maximally
tolerated doses of vaaodilatora, pinacidil
(n10) or hydralazine (n=11). Measured para-
meters included mean supine blood pressure
(HSBP); inulin (GFR) and para1aminohippurate
(RPF) clearances (ml/min/1.73m ), filtration
fraction (FF), renal vascular resistance (RVR,
HUMP/renal blood flow); albumin excretion
(UalbV, mg/d); plasma renin activity (PRA); and
excretions of proataglandina (PGE9, 6—ketoPGF10)
and thromboxane (TXR,). (tp<0.O5
HSRP GFR 8FF FF RVR UalbV
PEE 113.5 104.8 544 0.199 0.133 16.95
(6.1) (20.6) (135) (0.029) (0.042) (23.52)
POST 105.7t 107.3 556 0.198 O.118t <12.95
(7.2) (20.3) (136) (0.027) (0.034) (19.44)
Vasodilator therapy significantly decreased MSBP
and RVR while GFR and RPF were preserved. FF
was unchanged. UalbV was not aggravated, and
declined by 24%. PRA and POE2, 6—ketoPCF10, and
TXB2 excretions did not change. Thus, in fiumana,
abort—term vasodilator monotherapy for mild EN
does not appear to be associated with
deleterioua effects on renal hemodynamica.
OLD
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CHANGING PATTERNS AND OUTCOME OF ACUTE RENAL
FAILURE REQUIRING HEMODIALYSIS. K Abreo*, AV
Moorthy, M Osborne*, Dept. Med. VAMC and Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, Madison; VAMC and University
of Kentucky, Lexington; and Louisiana State
University Medical Center, Shreveport,
To identify factors that may explain the per-
sistently high mortality of acute renal failure
(ARF), we compared the etiology, clinical course
and outcome of 55 consecutive patients with ARF
who underwent hemodialysis (HD) from 1962 to 1969
with 46 similar patients from 1979 to 1981 at the
same medical center.
We noted an overall increase in mortality from
54,5% to 71.7%. There was an increase in the num-
ber of elderly patients developing ARF, from 36.4%
to 63%, but age per se did not influence survival.
The incidence of ARE decreased in the young, from
63.6% to 37% but there was a significant increase
in mortality, from 42.8% to 82.3%. Medical ARE
increased from 18.2% to 41.3% and surgical ARF
decreased from 72.7% to 56.5%. The incidence of
nonoliguric ARE increased from 9.4% to 20%. In-
crease in the number of complicating factors (sep-
sis, nephrotoxins, and hypotension) occurring at
the onset of ARE correlated with increase in mor-
tality. Duration of HD in survivors was signifi-
cantly longer, 21 19.2 days, than in the past,
9,75 9 days (p = 0.021). Predialysis serum cre-
atinine and urea nitrogen levels were signifi-
cantly higher in the past, 138.9 47.5 mg/dl and
12.1 5.6 mg/dl respectively than in more recent
years, 111.3 39.1 nig/dl and 8,5 3.2 mg/dl res-
pectively (p < 0.001, p 0.002 respectively).
We conclude that the development of prolonged
and complicated ARF has lead to the increased mor-
tality in our patients.
UREMIC SYMPTOMS AT THE START OP CHRONIC HEMODIALY—
sis (cH). J. Gary Abuelo, John Malangone*, John
PeZZUllo*+, Kathleen Lund* and Charlene McGloin*.
Rhode Island Hospital, Division of Renal Diseases
and Dept. Data processingt Providence, Rhode Island
We retrospectively studied urexsic symptoms in
402 consecutive patients started on cli between 1969
and 1983. The prevalences (%) of uremic symptoms
were anorexia, nausea or vomiting (76) , fatigue (72),
itching (40) , lethargy (36), peripheral edema (30)
dyspnea (26) , insomnia (14) , bleeding (14) , pulmon-
ary edema (13) , mental changes (12) , diarrhea (11)
asterixis, twitching or cramps (11) , polyuria or
nocturia (10) , dysguesia (8) , headache (8), visual
abnormalities (4) , pericarditis (4) , fever (4)
cough (4), constipation (3), seizures (3),hiccough
(2) and restless legs (1) . We studied the relation
between the presence of uremie symptoms and azotemia
or creatinine clearance. The BUN was significantly
higher (141 62 mg/dl) in patients with bleeding
than those without (120 43mg/il; p'O.OOl). No
other uremic symptom was associated statistically
with higher BUNs. No uremic symptom was associated
with higher serum creatinine levels or with lower
creatinine clearances (Cockeroft formula). The
overall severity of uremia, as gauged by the num-
ber of uremic symptoms in each case, did not corre-
late with 8UN, serum creatinine level or creati—
nine clearance.
We conclude that the usual biochemical indices
of renal function correlate poorly with uremic
symptoms in end stage renal disease and that the
diagnosis of uremia should be mainly based on
clinical impression.
REVERSIBLE ACUTE RENAL FAILURE DUE TO URINARY TRAC
INFECTION IN Cl-IRONIC RENAL INSUFFICIENCY PATIENTS.
Ziauddin Ahmed*, Jose de la Rosa, Sandra P.Levison,
AJlvislon at Nephrology, Medical College of Pennsyl
vania Philadelphia.
Urinary tract infection (UTI) as a sole cause
of superimposed reversible acute renal failure in
patients with pre-existing renal insufficiency has
been observed but not emphasized in the literature
We report four patients with chronic renal insuffi
ciency who developed an acute elevation of their
previously stable serum creatinine (Scr) due to
UTI. Dehydration, systemic infection, hypotension,
and obstruction were ruled out.
CASE NATERIAL:
PATIENTS 1 2_ 3 4
AGE/SEX S6LF 34/F 72/M
Dx. of CRF Diabetes l!TN* Lupus HTN*Urine cult.
colony ct.
(Iebsjej]
>iOS
E. coh
i1Q
Kld,siell.
>i
Enterobai
>ip
PEE -UTI
BUN (sg/d
5cr sg!d%J
BUN/Scr
74
3.9
jg
80
6
13
35
3.5
10
32
2.7
12
WITH—UTI
thiN isg/d05cr ng/d
BliN/Scr
1015.5
18
94
7.5
13
42
5.4
8
83
6.1
14
POST-UTI
HUN lng/dl5cr sg/d
BUN/Scr
72
3.6
20
83
5.1
16
37
4.3
9
37
2.8
13
Length of R 7 days 7 days 7 days
117 IJCi LCLLSVLLConclusion: The above case material suggests
that early identification and agressive treatment
of culture-proven urinary tract infection in
patients with pre-existing renal insufficiency maybe necessary to rgtard the development of chronic
end-stage renal disease.
ELEVATED PLASMA ALUMINUM LEVELS IN
DIABETIC PATIENTS WITH CHRONIC RENAL
FAILURE. D.L. Andress, J.B. Kopp*, J.W. Coburn, D.J.
Sherrard. VA Medical Centers, Seattle, WA, and Los
Angeles, CA.
Recently we reported that insulin-dependent
diabetic hemodialysis patients have a high prevalence of
aluminum (Al) bone disease. To evaluate this we
selected 12 insulin—dependent diabetic (D) and 12
nondiabetic (N) hemodialysis patients, matched for
estimated cumulative oral Al intake and duration of
dialysis. All patients received dialysis < 40 months
using dialysate containing < 15 /L Al. To assess totalbody Al stores, plasma Al was measured 0 and 42-44
hours after a single infusion of deferoxamine (DFO)
(Milliner et al, Ann Tnt Med 101:775, 1984).
Plasma Al levels were similar in the two groups at
baseline (mean±SD, D 90±83 vs. N 54±33 j/L) and
following DFO (D 238±176 vs. N 118±59 l-g/L). However,
the diabetic group had a significantly greater increment
in plasma Al from baseline following DFO (149±110 vs.
63±39 .g/L, p = .027). Of the seven patients with an
increment > 140 /L, all were diabetic (p = .002 by
X"). The diabetic patients were significantly younger
(49±11 vs. 61±16 yrs, p =
.047). When the two patients80 years of age or older were excluded, the groups
became comparable in age and there remained a
difference in plasma Al increment following DFO
(D 149±110 vs. N 65±43, p = .036). The increment in Al
levels following DFO correlated with oral Al intake in
both groups (D, r .70, p <.001, and N, r .55, p <.01).
In conclusion, diabetic hemodialysis patients have a
significantly greater rise in plasma Al levels following
DFO than do nondiabetic patients. It remains to be
determined whether the accelerated accumulation of Al
in these patients is due to intestinal hyperabsorption.
POST-ANOXIC ENCEPHALOPATHY WITH DELAYED PERMANENT
BRAIN DAMAOE C)t1P1lCATINO ACUTE POSTOPERATIVE
HYPONATREMIA. Allen I. Arteff. VA. Med. Ctr. & Urnv. of
California, Nephrolagy, San Francisco, CA
Hyponatremia has been reported to cause permanent brain
damage. However, the sequence of hyponatremia, hypoxia, come,
recovery from coma, recurrent seizures and subsequent
permanent brain damage has not been appreciated Furthermore, It
has been suggested that brain damage in patients with hyponatremla
is often due to central pontine myelinolysis (CPM), even though the
diagnosis is often made only on clinical grounds. Over a period of
lOyrs, 7 femalepatientswereobservedwhohadelectivesurgery
and developed hyponatremla and respiratory arrest, followed by
recurrent coma with permanent brain damage. The pre-operative
serum Na (*SD) was 139±1 mEq/l and 70*29 hrs post-op, all
patients developed grand mel seizures followed by a respiratory
arrest. After intubation, serum Na was 105*5 mEq/l. Unequal
pupils & positive Bebinski were present in 4 of 7 patients. All 7
were treated with 3Z(520 mM) NaCI such that serum He was
Increased from 105 to 131 mEq/l in 41 hrs,a rate <0.7 mEq/l/hr.
All 7 awoke and were able to ambulate, eat and talk. However, after
being conscious for 58*21 hrs, all had grand mel seizures and
lapsed back Into coma. All had serum Ne> 128 mEq/l when coma
recurred One died and 6 are In a vegetative state after at least 2
yrs follow-up. All patients had at least I post-op CT scan without
evidence of CPM. One autopsy and 2 braIn biopsies revealed
necrosis of cerebral cortex without evidence of CPM. The clinical
picture fits best with delayed post-enoxic encephalopathy.
ncluslons a) Acute post-operative hyponetremla can present
with respiratory arrest and hypoxia; b) Even though patients may
apparently recover, recurrent coma with delayed permanent brain
damage can occur I to 4 days later; c) Therapy of the hyponatremla
dees not appear to affect the development of post-anoxic
encephalopathy.
A SIMPLE METHOD FOR MEASURING URINE SPECIFIC
GRAVITY IN NEONATES USING A STRIP TEST. Farahnak
K. Assadi, Rekha Agrawal*, Eunice G. John, and
Linda Fornell*. Univ. of Illinois Med. Ctr.,
Dept. of Pediatrics & Nephrology, Chicago,
Illinois.
The performance and accuracy of a new strip
test for measurement_of urine specific gravity
(Ames N—Multistix SG®) was evaluated in 100 neo-
nates with various diseases. Strip tests results
were compared with those of a refractometer method
and with urine osmolality as determined by freez-
ing—point depression. The specific gravity tested
by the strip test was 1.010 0.005 (range, 1.000
to 1.025) not substantially different from the
results determined by the refractometer readings,
1.011 0.006 (range, 1.000 to 1.033). The amount
of variation, expressed by the mean SD and co-
efficient of variation (CV) results, were approxi-
mately the same for each method, with the strip
test being slightly more precise (CV=O.65%) than
the refractometer method (CV=O.73%), (P=O.5).
Excellent correlation was found between results
of specific gravity as measured by the strip
method, and by refractometry (r=O.897, P<O.OO1).
Overall, 93% of the samples agreed within 0.005
units. In 58%, the results obtained by the two
methods agreed completely. The correlation of
osmolality with strip specific gravity (r=0.882,
P<O.OO1) was slightly better than that found with
specific gravity determined by refractometry
(r=O.795, P<O.OO1). These findings indicate that
the strip teat is capable of determining urine
specific gravity with accuracy in newborn infants
when small urine volume are available.
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RELATIONSHIP OF CALORIC INTAKE AND ANTHROPOMETRIC
MEASUREMENT TO ERYTHROCYTE INSULIN RECEPTORS IN
CHILDREN WITH END STAGE RENAL DISEASE (ESRD).
W.C. Arnold, D.E. Hill, L. Radcliffe, M. Boughter,
Univ. of Arkansas for Med. Sci., Little Rock,
Arkansas.
Uremia is an abnormal state of insulin metabo-
lism characterized by increased serum insulin
levels, peripheral tissue resistance to insulin
bioactivity and hyperglycemia. Insulin binding
to a variety of uremic tissues have been reported
as being increased or normal in non—nutritional
status as indicated by energy intake (%RDA), mean
arm circumference (ZMAC), triceps skinfold thick-
ness (%TSF), 1 height, standard deviation scores
for height and weight, creatinine and BUN to in-
sulin binding to erythrocytes obtained from 16
children with ESRD. Using purified RBC suspension
(3.6xlO cells/nl) obtained from fasting non—dia-
betic children on dialysis, l25_I_ingulin binding
was determined over a range of 10—10 ng/ml insu-
lin. Mean lEfT in the uremic children was 8.0+
3.6c. Mean %RDA was 7l-f-160,mean %MAC was 87±14%
and mean TSF was 67±32% in the children with ESRD.
%BIT was compared to indices of nutritional status
using multiple and step—wise regression analysis.
Energy intake (%RDA) correlated with lEfT (4
—0.47, p(O.O5) as did %MAC (4— —0.45, p(0.O5).
Like starved, nonuremic adults, children with
ESRD who are not ingesting adequate calories
have increased insulin binding to RBC insulin
receptors. These results indicate that in uremia
there may be two independent causes of abnormali-
ties in insulin binding and that the failure to
determine and consider energy intake and nutri-
tional status may account for the variability of
results obtained when insulin receptors are studied
EFFECT OF RENAL FAILURE ON ANTIBIOTIC
INDUCED HYPOPROTHROMBNEMIA. G.R.
Aronoff, C. Cockerill, R. Mo6FIfi R.
Brier and D. Salzensteinj Indiana Univ.
and VA Med. Ctrs., Indianapolis, IN.
Moxalactam (Max), cefamandole, and
cefoperazone contain a methyithiotetra—
zole (MTT) side chain and are associated
with bleeding in uremic patients. To test
the hypotheses that hypoprothrombinemia
(hypoPT) associated with antibiotics con-
taining MTT is related to: (1) vitamin K
deficiency (K—def); (2) the presence of
MTT; and (3) MTT accumulation in renal
failure, we gave normal (N) and 5/6 neph—
rectomized rats (CRF) MOX, lg/Kg, the
non—MTT cefotaxime (CEF), lg/Kg, pure
MTT, 300mg/Kg, or saline (SAL) daily for
five days. Rats were fed a normal or K—
def diet. Prothrombin time (PT) was mea-
sured before drug and after five days. PT
did not increase in rats fed a normal
diet regardless of drug or renal failure.
PT (sec) for K—def rats are below:
N CRF
Before After Before After
MOX 16.0 59.1 17.0 70.6
CEF 17.5 21.0 15.9 17.0
MTT 16.1 22.1 15.0 33.6
SAL 18.6 16.2 15.5 14.LI
K—def rats developed hypoPT when given
MOX, MTT, or CEF. The effect on PT was
greater in CRF rats given MOX or MTT. We
conclude that: K—def is necessary for
antibiotic induced hypoPT; both MTT and
non—MTT antibiotics cause hypoPT; CRF
increases the severity of hypoPT.
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ACUTE HYPEEALUMTN4IC ENCEPHALOPATHY (ARE). Asad
A. Bakir, Nadine Bazilinski,' Suresh C.Hathiwai7T
Eleanor Berman,* Daniel 0. Hryhorczuk,t and George
Dunea. Cook County Hospital and the Chicago
Medical School, Chicago, Ill.
Two patients with chronic renal failure (CEF)
developed apathy and myoclonic jerks rapidly
evolving into convulsions, coma, and death in
hypotensive shock within 3 weeks.
The first patient was a 53 year old black woman
with diabetic nephropathy, begun on intermittent
peritoneal dialysis (PD) a month earlier. A
computed tosographic brain scan (CT) was normal.
An EEC showed status epilepticus. Serum aluminium
(AL) was 780 ug/L (29 uM/L). AL clearance (CAL)
on desferrioxamine (OFO) + PD increased from 0.6
ml/min initially to 40 after 4 days, and AL
decreased to 100 ug/L (3.7 uM/L). The second
patient was an 86 year old black man with
end-stage obstructive uropathy, who was begun on
HO 9 months earlier, dropped out for 7 months, but
resumed one month before the onset of AHE. CT
showed diffuse cerebral atrophy, and the EEC slow
background rhythm with runs of delta waves. AL
was 1140 ug/L (42 uM/l). CAL on DFD + HO was 17,
7, and —25 sham, in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd hours
of HO respectively. Both patients had been taking
0.9 — 1.8 C/day of aluminum hydroxide - AL (OH)3.
Thirty-four AL determinations in 17 patients on HO
and similar doses of AL(OH)3 showed a sean of 79
ug/L + 90 S.D. (2.9uM/L -,- 3.3). No aluminium was
found in the dialysis water.
We conclude that an acute and rapidly fatal
encephalopathy may occur in patients with CRF even
when chronic HO had not heen done. This syndrome
is associated with severe hyperalusinesia, the
causes and treatment of which need further study.
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PAUCITY OF CLO)IERULAR DISEASE IN ACQUIRED IMHUNO—
DEFICIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS). James E. Balow,
Abe 1-1. Hacher,* Alaln H. Rook. National Institutea
of Health, Bethesda, Maryland.
Clomerular disease, sanifeated by proteinuria
and progresaive azotesia and asaociated with meaan—
gial proliferation and focal, segmental glomerulo—
sclerosis, haa been described in AIDS. Similar
lesions occur in IV drug abusers who constitute a
substantial proportion of AIDS patients reported to
have renal diaeaae. Clinical and autopsy materiala
fros 50 males having had AIDS for a mean duration
of 12 months were reviewed (only 2 patients had a
remote history of IV drug abuse). Raposi's sarcoma
was present in 67%, most of whom required chemo-
therapy. Immunotherapy with interferon and/or IL—2
was used in 40% of patients. Extensive antimicro-
bial therapy was utilized for multiple viral, bac-
terial, fungal and parasitic disease which
contributed to transient (12%) or terminal (24%)
szotemis. Proteinuria (22+) occurred in 20%, hut
none had persistent and/or nephrotic proteinuria.
No patient developed clinical or pathologic evi-
dence of %SRD. Renal psthology showed minimal
(1—10% of glomeruli) global sclerosis (14%), CMV
glomeruisr lesions (10%), focal nephrocslcinosis
(10%), and fungal pyelonephritis (8%). Single
cmses of Kaposi's ssrcoms and TTP lesions were seen
in the autopsy kidneys. No definite non—CMV pro-
liferative CN or segmental giomerulsr sclerosis
were observed. These results indicate that the
ususi infectious and neopiastic complications of
AIDS are infrequently associated with glomerular
disease and suggest that other factors, such as IV
drug abuse or delsyed treatment, may be responsible
for the reported glomerulsr lesions in AIDS.
Abstracts
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"PLATELET FRAcTION" ARGININE-VASOPRESSIN (AVP):
CNROMATOGRAPNIC ANALYSIS, RESPONSE TO OSMOTIC
STIMULATION IN NORMAL SUBJECTS AND MEASURE AFTER
AVP INJECTION IN CENTRAL DIABETES INSIPIOUS (DI)
PATIENTS. J.N. aarjon*, C. Eortas*, N. Bouvier*,
C. Manzini, J Marc—Aurele, 0. Bichet.
Nephrology Div. Nép, SacrA-Coeur & universitA de
Montréal, Canada.
AVP ismunoreactivity has been found to be
elevated in platelet rich plasma (Plat)
(Preibitz, Hypertension, 5:1-129, 1983) but
chromatographic anelysis end significance of P1st
AVP have not been previously examined. P1st AVP,
plasma AVP (Pavp) and synthetic AVP were found to
have identical retention time on high performance
liquid chromatography analysis. We then measured
(RIA) Pavp and PlatAVP in 9 normal subjects
during a 20 mi/kg of body weight waterload
followed 2 hours (hrs) later by a 3% saline
infusion (0.1 ml/kg/min x 2 hrs). Pavp increased
with pleama osmolahity (Posm, moss/kg N20):
Pavp (pg/ml) 0.98 (Posm —274.4), r0.57,
p<O.OO1, n65; in pg/ml: bssal l,l+03, water-
load: 0.6+0.06, at the end of 3% saline: 3.43
+0.7. By contrast, P1st AVP was not signifi-
cantly correlated with Poem (rO.O8: Plat AVP in
pg/mi: basal= 5.7±1.4, 4.1±0.8 waterload; 6.6
after 3% saline. Individual slopes of the
linear relationship Pavp, Posm were correlated
with Plat AVP (rO.67, pc0.05). In 4 patients
with DI, Pavp and P1st AVP were <0.5 pg/ml and, 4
hre after an injection of Su of AVP, Pavp was 1.7
+0.56 and P1st AVP 11.25±4.6 pg/mi. Immunoresct-
ive P1st AVP is chromatogrsphically identical to
synthetic AVP could be an index of the longterm
stimulation of AVP and a measurement of AVP
associated with a specific pistelet AVP receptor.
FOLLON—UP OF ACUTE SPORADIC POSTSTREPTOCOCCAL
GLONERULONEPNRITIS IN CHILDREN. Bassam N.
Bashour, Christian 1. Herrera. Department of
Pediatrics, Metropolitan Hospital, Detroit, Nich.
The prognosis of Epidemic Poststreptococcal
Gloserulonephritis in children is excellent.
Where healing is reported to occur in virtually
100% of cases. In contrast the prognosis of
sporadic poststreptococcal glomerulonephritis
remains somewhat controversial and varies from
series to another, because of this controversy we
followed 29 patients with the diagnosis of acute
sporadic poststreptococcal glomerulonephritis.
The diagnostic criteria used for accepting the
patients in this study were a history of upper
respiratory tract infection (strongly suspected
of being streptococcal in orgin), followed by
a latent period of 1—3 weeks and subsequent
development of signs and symptoms of nephritis,
and the laboratory findings of red blood cells,
red blood cells cast in urine sediment and the
decrease in serum beta—1C globulin in all patients
at the time of diagnosis and return to normal 3—6
weeks from onset of disease. Patients with
nephritis due to anaphylactoid purpura, acute
lupus erythesatusus, periarteritis, the hemolytic
uremic syndrome, nephritis with sepsis or that
caused by drug ingestion were not included.
Duration of follow—up 14—72 months with an average
of 46 months. None showed evidence of chronic
renal disease as documented by normal kidney
function and lack of persistent proteinuria. Only
4 patients had slight increase in urine red blood
cells, not indicative of deterioration in kidney
functions. This study supports the benign
prognosis of this disease in children.
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FOCAL SMENTAL AND GLOBAL GLOMERULOSCLEROSIS
(FGS) IN A LARGE MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL. Nadine
Bazilinski,* Asad A. Bakir, Hwaja L. Rhee,* Herman
Ainis,' Hala S. Kilidar,* Danka Luchici,* and
George Dunea. Cook County Hospital, and the
Chicago Medical School, Chicago, Illinois.
In a 7 year period (1978—1984) 212 rexal
biopsies were done in adults with proteinuria,
hematuria, or azotemia, 100 of which showed
primary glomerulonephritis (GN). FGS was seen in
47 patients, followed by proliferative GM in 39
(18 diffuse, 8 mesangial, 7 focal, and 6
membranoproliferative), membranous GM in 12, and
lipoid nephrosis in 2.
Of 26 patients with FGS whose social history
was well known, 20 had not used drugs. In the FGS
patients the serum creatinine at biopsy was 2.1
mg% (SD 1.7) and 24 hour urine protein (PRT)
6.3 g (SD 4.7). Drug users were younger (26 years
+ 4 SD) than non users (38 + 13, p<.O5) and had
reater PET (11.8gi- 5.9 SD) Than non users (4.8+
2.8, p<.O5).
We conclude that FGS is the commonest form of
primary glomerular disease in adults seen in a
large municipal hospital, and that it is often not
related to drug abuse. It remains to be seen, if
the lesser protein excretion in the non-addict
indicates a better prognosis than in addicts.
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REDUCTION OF CYST VOLUME FOR SYMPTOMATIC
MANAGEMENT OF AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT POLYCYSTIC
DISEASE (PKD). William M. Bennett, John M.
Barry,* Dept. Medicine and Urology, Portland, OR.
Disabling pain may occur in PKD even In
patients without renal dysfunction. Despite
reports of symptomatic relief by surgical de-
compression, the procedure was abandoned in the
195Os primarily because of concern for losing
functional nephrons.
Cyst volume was reduced by percutaneous
aspiration under ultrasound in 8 PKD patient with
chronic pain. Dramatic pain relief was obtained
in all 8, and has been sustained for 18 months in
one patient. Six had recurrence of symptoms (3
weeks to 3 months) which was used as the
indication for surgical intervention. All large
superficial cysts were unroofed with electro—
cautery. Through the cavities of unroofed cysts,
transparent domes of deeper cysts were also
cauterized. All 6 patients experienced prompt
symptomatic relief with mean pain free periods of
20.3 months (2—48). In 2 of the 3 patients In whom
pain recurred, kidney volume had increased to pre—
surgical size and reoperation has provided
excellent results. One patient was a treatment
failure with recurrent pain after 2 months.
Creatinine clearance (CCr) was unchanged or
improved In 7 of 8 patients. One patient had
continued her steady progression of renal failure
with CCr falling from 12 ml/min to 7 ml/min In 3
months necessitating transplantation despite
excellent relief of symptoms. Blood pressure
control was improved in all S hypertensive
patients. Conclusions: Cyst decompression may
provide dramatic symptomatic pain relief in P1(0
without loss of renal function.
CREATININE CLEARENCE (Ccr) IN NON—INSULIN—DEPENDENT
DIABETES MELLITUS (NIDDM). Vincent Beroniade, Hotel
Dieu of Montreal, Montreal, Canada.
Contrary to the results of a previous study
(Friedman, 1981), some personal observations sug-
gested that GFR is increased in NIDDM and led to
the present study. From a large population of
NIDDM pts, regularly followed for nephrological
problems and in whom Ccr was repeatedly measured,
three kinds of observations could be made. In 2 ne—
phrotic pts (age 58 and 73 yrs), one presenting a
well—contolled diabetes for 5 yrs, the other only
an intermittent hyperglycemia (109—117 mg%), renal
biopsy demonstrated a diabetic nephropathy. Ccr was
137 and 73 ml/min/l.73 m2, respectively. Nine other
pts (mean age: 47.6 yrs) could be repeatedly eva-
luated for up to 15 yrs (mean age at last evalua-
tion: 58.7 yrs). At first evaluation 5 pts were
normoglycemic (first recorded hyperglycemia 2
months to 2 yrs later) and only 3 had an abnormal
proteinuria, Five pts became proteinuric 2—15 yrslater. Mean Ccr was 146.1 ml/minJl.73 in2 (range:
119—170 ml) at first evaluation and 110.8 ml/min/
1.73 m2 (range: 92—151 ml) at the last one. Final—
ly, a decreased GFR (mean: 71.3 ml/min/l.73 m2),
for some reason other than diabetes, in 6 pts, in-
creased significantly (mean: 89.3 ml/min/l.73 m2),
sometime before or at the time of the first recor-
ded hyperglycemia. It Is concluded that there is an
increase in GFR in first stages of NIDDM, but it is
rarely demonstrated, because of the usual long de-
lay between the onset and the clinical diagnosis of
diabetes. Moreover, considering the older age and
severe atherosclerosis of NIDDM pts, this increase
could not be apparent, unlecoiupared in "relative"
terms (to age and vascular status), rather than In
absolute ones.
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A MULTICENTER STUDY OF THE OUTCOME OF CHILDREN
WITH THE HEMOLYTIC—UREMIC SYNDROME (HUS). REPORT
OF THE SOUTHWEST PEDIATRIC NEPHROLOGY STUDY GROUP
(SPNSG). P.L. Berry, R.L. Siegler, R.J. Hogg;
Baylor Coll. Med., Houston, TX, Univ. of Utah,
Salt Lake City, UT, and UTHSC, Dallas, TX.
In order to delineate more clearly the natural
history of HUS, we have evaluated the initial out-
come of 155 of 220 children (age 3.15±2.84 yrs,
range 0.2—15.2 yrs) who presented with HUS between
1975 and 1984. The data were obtained retrospec-
tively through medical record review. Patients
with familial or recurrent HUS and others with
pre—existing diseases were excluded from this
analysis. Ten of the patients (4.5%) developed
end—stage renal disease (ESRD) and 5 others (2.5%)
died acutely. A number of possible outcome Indi-
cators were evaluated following stabilization of
the pts after discharge; the percentage of pts
with a calculated R (GFR=0.55 x height/SCreat)
of <60 ml/min/I.73m is provided for pts in whom
each indicator was present or absent.
Outcome indicators Present Absent p diff
61 prodrome present 25/121(21%) 4/8(50%) .07
Age <3 yrs 18/84(21%) 12/45(27%) .52
Seizures 9/30(30%) 18/96(19%) .21
Period of Anuria 16/64(25%) 14/66(21%) .70
Acute Dialysis 19/78(24%) 11/52(21%) .67
Although an abnormal GFR at follow—up was not cor-
related with the presence or absence of a GI
prodrome, the small number of pts without a 61
prodrome is acknowledged. Thus, in the largest
series of North American children with HUS yet
compiled, we conclude that no significant outcome
indicators were found. The data also allow us to
conclude that recovery from HUS occurs in more
than 90% of children afflicted with this syndrome.
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METABOLIC AND SYSTEMIC EFFECTS OF BICARBONATE IN HYPOXIC
PATIENTS WITH HEART FAILURE. fl Rersin, K. Chatterjee*, A.I.
At-leff, Cardiology & Nephroliy, V.A. tied. Ctr. & University of
California, San Francisco, CA.
Sodium bicarbonate has been used routinely for cardiac arrest
forSO yrs but the systemic effects of such therapy hove not been
well studied. Previous studies from our laboratory hove shown that
Infusion of NaHCO3 to hypoxic dags resulted in verse effects on
cardiac output, bleed pressure, blood gases and lactate & oxygen
use. We therefore decided to study effects of infusing either NaHCO3
or Nod (2.5 mEg/kg/br) to otherwise stable patients with
hypoxemia (arterial p02=62 mmHg) & congestive heart failure
(NY heart Assee. Class III or IV). We studied 13 patIents who had
ejection fraction<40% and were undergoing elective right heart
catheterization. Studies were made of blood ph, pCO2, bicarbonate,
p02, arterial pressure, cardiac output and extraction & production
of lactate end oxygen. Following IV N8HCO3, arterial pCO2 rose
from 40 to 48 mmhg, pH from 7,40 to 7.47 & Na from 138 to 143
mEg/i. Peripheral oxygen use fell by 35% with NaHCO3 (p<.0O1)
but rose by 34% with NaCI. Arterial lactate rose by 42% with
NaHCO3 (9<001) Vs no change with Nodl. Systemic lactate
extraction fell 24% with NoHCO3 (p<.00 I) Vs no change with NeCI.
BI pressure & cardiac output did not change with either NaCI or
NaHCO3. No patient had any obvious ill effects from the infusion.
These data show that in hypoxic patients with cardiac
decompensation, N8HCO3 infusion results In: a) systemic
Wpercapnia; b) increased production & decreased extraction of
lactate; c) decreased oxygen utilization. These findings imply that
bicarbonate infusion Increases anaerobic metabolism & produces
tissue hypoxemia. The effects are not due to either volume or Na
overload, as NaC) infusion dees not result in similar manifestations.
Such findings may be relevant to the use of bicarbonate In patients
with hypoxemia and cardiac decompensation.
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PULSE METHYLPREDNISOLONE (PM) THERAPY (1(x) OF RAP-
IDLY PROGRESSIVE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (RPGN)-lO YEARS
EXPERIENCE — W.K. Bolton, B,C. Sturgi]-l, Charlot-
tesville Collaborative Study, Charlottesville, Vs.
Fifty—three patients (pta) with RPGN have been
Em with PM since 1975. Pts were diagnosed by
light, electron, and fluorescence microscopy as
having acute crescentic (AC) types: no—immune—de-
posit (NID), immune complex (IC), anti—GEM, and
vasculitic (PAN), or proliferative/membranoprotif
erativi GN (PGN).
MID
20
72
75
15/10
IC a—GBM PAN PGN
#pts 8 12 4 9
% crescents 64 71 61 10
% improved 88 18 100 89
Off MD/liD 2/2 10/0 4/4 5/4
Relapse-'HD 5 1 0 0 2
Overall imp, % 50 75 18 75 67
Follow up, me 35 28 45,73 27 39
(Range) (2—105) (2—80) (4—82) (12-86)
AC—RPGN pta had similar percent crescents. Immed-
iate improvement (2 mo) occurred in 75—100% of pta
(mean=83%) except a—GBM; 20/26 non—a—GEM pta on
dialysis (HP) were able to discontinue it; 8 re-
lapsed requiring permaoent RD after a mean of 22
mu (2—105 mo); 50—75% of non—a—GEM pts remain off
ED, stable, or dead of non—renal causes; 18% of a—
GBM are stable. Failure to respond and/or relapse
to HD was associated with either a—GEM disease or
a high degree of glomerular sclerosis/obsoles-
cence, and fibrocellular/organizing crescents. Of
non—a—GEM pta Em with other modes, 1/9 discontin-
ued HP with 4/12 (33%) improved (p<O.O5 vs PM Rx).
PM Em of non—a—GEM types of RPGN is associated
with significant immediate and long term improve-
ment in renal function. It continues to be an ef-
fective, safe mode of Em for these types of RPGN.
URINARY DOUBLY REFRAcTILE LIPID BODIES (DEL?) IN
NONGLOMERuLAR RENAL DISEASES (NGRD). C. Braden,
p.Sanchez*, W.Stupak*, M.Germain, J.FitzgibbOflS,
Renal Service, Baystate Med. Ctr., Springfield,MA
DEL? are a characteristic finding in
gloinerular diseases causing heavy proteinuria.
DRAB are round or oval cells with symmetric
maltese crosses present on polarized microscopy.
DEL? are felt to be a rare finding in NOED and
in glomerular diseases without heavy
proteinUria. To determine whether DRLB are
found in NORD, we reviewed the records of all
patients (p) who had urinalyses performed in our
laboratory from 2/75 to 8/83. 361 P
demonstrated +2 proteinuria and at least 2
DRAB. Of these, 282 were identified as having a
single renal disease (SaD). SRD P on diuretics
were included since we found no evidence of DRLB
in 8 normal subjects treated for 3-7 days with
either hydrochiorOthiazide or furosemide.
Although 52% of the SRD P had glomerular
diseases, 135 (48%) had HOED including (Dx. and
%): ATN 41, prerenal azotemia 35, chronic
interstitial nephritiS (IN) 31, transient
proteinuria associated with acute illness 10,
polycystic kidney disease (PKD) 8, acute IN 7,
and renal neoplasia 3. 7 P had no renal disease,
The frequency of DRLB in P with NORD seen by
our service from 6/78 to 6/83 was: chronic IN
26%, PED 38%, prerertal azotemia 20%, ATN 15%,
and acute IN 33%. No differences in clinical
features or degree of proteinuria were found in
p with or without DRLB for each diagnostic
category of NGRD. We conclude that at lower
levels of proteinuria DRLB do not differentiate
qiomerular from HOED and that DRAB are found
frequently in 153RD.
INCREASED RESPONSE OF REMNANT NEPHRONS TO FURO—
SEMIDE IN Ci-IRONIC RENAL INSUFFICIENCY.
D.Craig Brater , Shirley A. Anderson, and
Debbie Brown-.Cartwright. Departments of Pharm-
acology and Medicine, University of Texas
Health Science Center at Dallas, Dallas, Texas.
Patients with renal insufficiency often
require large doses of loop diuretics to elicit
a response. We tested the hypothesis that
remaining nephrons respond normally to amounts
of diuretic reaching them, and that the require-
ment for large doses represents abnormal access
of the diuretic to its site of action. We
administered up to 160 mg intravenous bolus and
infusion doses of furosemide to 8 patients with
ceatlnine clearances less than 20 ml/min/1.73
m who had ingested a controlled diet and been
off all diuretics for 5 days. Data were com-
pared to those from 9 normal volunteers admini-
stered a 40 mg dose of furosemide who had
ingested an identical diet. The amount of
diuretic causing half maximal response was
identical to normal subjects, but the maximal
response expressed as fractional excretion of
sodium was increased approximately 60% in
patients with renal insufficiency (p<0.O5). In
addition, the time course of effect was greatly
prolonged such that bolus administration of
furosemide mimicked administration of the same
dose over a 2 hour intravenous infusion. In
conclusion, in patients with renal insuff-
iciency, remnant nephrons demonstrate an exag-
gerated response to furosemide.
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THE GENE FOR ADULT POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE IS
LOCATED ON THE SHORT ARM OF CHROMOSOME 16
M.H. Breuning, S.T. Reeders, B. Hogewind, L.A.
van Es, P. Meera Khan, D.J. Weatherall, P.L.
Pearson. State University Leiden, Dept. of
Nephrology and Human Genetics, Leiden, The
Netherlands; John Radcliffe Hospital, Nuffield
Dept. of Medicine, Oxford, England.
There is considerable demand for a reliable
method of presymptomatic diagnosis of adult poly—
cystic kidney disease (FED). In 9 different
kindreds originating from Great Britain and The
Netherlands we compared the inheritance of adult
P1(0 and a large number of well defined genetic
markers. In each family a close linkage was found
between the alpha globin gene cluster and adult
PKD. In four families we found close linkage
between adult FED and the locus for
phosphoglycollate phosphatase (PGP), which was
also found to be linked to the alpha globin gene
cluster. Both the alpha globin gene cluster and
PGP have been mapped to the short arm of chromo-
some 16. The results show that in unrelated
families with adult FED the disease is caused by
mutation in the short arm of chromosome 16. At
present exceptions have been found in the in-
heritance of FED with alpha globin markers in
approx. 5Z of cases. It is essential that other
genetic markers are developed for the short arm
of chromosome 16 so that a combination of markers
positioned on both sides of the FED locus will
permit accurate presymptoinatic and ante—natal
diagnosis of adult FED in all cases in the near
future.
URINARY ERYTHROCYTE MORPHOLOGY (Ery-M), TOTAL
URINARY PROTEIN EXCRETION (PU) AND URINARY
PROTEIN ELECTROPHORESIS (UE) AS MARKERS OF A
'SECONDARY IGA-NEPHROPATHY (IGA-N) IN LIVER
CIRRHOSIS (CI). R. Brunkhorst,* J. Bahlmann,
G. Eisenbach, U. Groger,* K. M. Koch,* K. Kuhn,*
Hannover Medical School, W. Germany.
Elevated serum IgA levels (S-IgA) and mes-
angial IgA deposits (MAD) are common findings in
alcoholic liver cirrhosis (Ad) (Woodroffe et al.,
Kidney Int. 18, 366-375, 1980). We investiqated
the clinical evidence for a 'secondary' IgA—t
in 61 patients (pts) with ACI (n=27) and posthe—
patitic liver cirrhosis (HCI, n=34) by examina-
tion of PU, UE and Ery-M. 20 pts without CI and
histologically proven IgA-N served as controls
(IgA-NC). The following parameters were determi-
ned: 5-IgA (normal value < 4.5 gIl), PU, SDS-UE.
Ery-M was performed by phase contrast microscopy
(glomerular hematuria 70% dysmorphic erythro—
cytes). S-IgA was elevated in 9/34 HCI-pts, in
21/27 ACI-pts and in 9/20 lgA-NC pts. PU and UE:
Only 2 ACI-pts of the 61 CI-pts showed a PU3 0/
day and a pattern of glomerular proteinuria in UE.
59 pts had a PU < 0.5 g/day and no evidence of a.
glomerular pattern in UE. In contrast all TçiA-NC—
pts showed a glomerular pattern in UE. Ery-Il: In
20/20 pts with IgA-NC > 70% dysmorphic erythrocy-
tes were found. Only the 2 ACI-pts with patholo-
gic PU and UE had , 70% dysmorphic erythrocytes.
59 CI-pts had 50% dysmorphic erythrocytes in the
urine. We conclude that in spite of an often ele-
vated S-IgA and a described high incidence of MAD
in ACI in pts with CI urinary markers for a
"secondary" IgA-N are exceptional findings.
Abstracts
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LONG TERN FOLLOW UP OF AGGRESSIVELY TREATED
RAPIDLY PROGRESSIVE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (RPGN).
F.J. Eruns, S. Adler. D.P. Segel and D.S. Fraley.
Dept., Med., Montefiore Hosp., U. Pitt.,
Pittsburgh, PA.
Twenty—one patients (8 F, 13 11) with idio-
pathic RPGN were treated (Rx) acutely with
either pulse methyiprednisolone (30 mg/kg qod
for 1—3 weeks) or plasma exchange (4 L qod for
1—3 weeks) and continued with oral prednisone
(0.5—1.0 mg/kg/day) and cyclophosphamide (1.0-
1.5 mg/kg/day) for 3 to 9 months. Average age
was 53 (range 17—70) yra. Patients were grouped
by biopsy: 11 immune complex, 8 no immune
deposit and 2 anti—GBM. Seven had other organ
involvement. None had connective tissue dis-
eases. All patients responded to Rx initially
(p COOl). Seven patients had more than 1 epi-
sode (5 had been in remission for 1.5 to 4
years) and 5 of them responded to repeat Rx.
Long term follow up is shown below:
Start 3 6 1 2 4 6
Rx mo no yr yr yr yr
Creat X 6.5 2.9 2.9 2.4 2.6 2.3 2.4
SEM 0.4 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.3
N at risk 21 21 21 14 10 7 6
Survivors 21 21 15 13 10 7 5
Thus, in the first half year 6 patients died or
went on dialysis and a 7th in the next 6 months.
Most patients had complications of therapy. The
data show: 1. Initial aggressive Rx of RPGN is
successful. 2. Recurrences are also reversed
by Rx. 3. Long, term remissions are obtained in
almost all patients surviving for at least 6
months. 4. Complications of treatment are
common.
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SYSTEMIC CAPILLARY LEAR SYNDROME (SCLS): A RARE
CAUSE OF SYSTEMIC EDEMA. James R. Cain*, Jacques
J. Bourgoignie, Yeon S. Ahn* and Duane R. Schulz*,
Univ. of Miami, Miami, FL.
In July 1984, a previously healthy 45 y.o. man
developed recurrent crises of dizziness, hypoten—
sion, oliguria and swelling of soft tissues last-
ing for 24—48 h in association with severe leuko—
cytosis, hypoalbuminemia, and hemoconcentration
(Hct up to 67%). Initially, crises occurred every
4 to 6 weeks. From 2/85 to 5/85, they became cy-
clical developing every 5 days. The end of a cri-
sis is signaled by return of peripheral pulses,
decreasing arm circumference (from 38 to 33 cm),
hemodilution (Ht 30—35%), brisk diuresis and nor-
mal serum albuminemia. Patient has a small mono—
clonal spike of IgG subtype 3, normal Cl esterase
inhibitor, modestly increased histamine, low C3—C4,
high C3a levels, activated platelets and normal T
lymphocyte subsets. Immune complexes have not been
identified. During crises, 48 — 79% of the plasma
water and solutes, including IgG and IgA. leave
the intravascular space. Muscle microvascular en—
dothelium exhibits a large number of multivesicu—
lar bodies; other capillary beds, including lungs,
brain and kidneys, appear protected. Plasmaphere—
sis, histamine Hi and H2 antagonists, high dose
aspirin (4.5 g/d), nifedipine and prednisone were
not beneficial; but, an oral sympathicomimetic
amine, terbutaline (30 mg/d) attenuates the crises
(max Hct 46%). SCLS is a rare cause of systemic
edema. Etiology is unknown. The diagnosis is easi-
ly made when Hct and serum albumin values change
in mirror image of each other. Treatment is based
on using IV fluids conservatively and terbutaline
prophylactically.
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CYCLOSPORINE(Cy) TREATMENT OF PATIENTS(P) WITH
GLOMERIJLONEPHRITIS(GN). D.C. Cattran, J.Dossetor,
P. Keown, C. Stiller, P. Halloran, W.F. Clark.
Departments of Medicine, University of Toronto,
Western Ontario and Alberta, Canada.
Twenty—three patients with biopsy—proven GN and
progressive deterioration in renal function were
treated with Cy for 4 months. The major objective
was to determine if any unexpected nephrotoxicity
occurred in patients with underlying GN. The pri-
mary diagnosis was membranous GN(7 P), diffuse
proliferative GN(3 F), focal scleroaing GN(7 F),
membrano—proliferative GN(3 P) IgA/IgG nephropat—
hy(3 P). There were 5and 18 with a mean age of
35,(range 18—65). Initial creatinine clearance
(CrCl) was 0.49 mls/sec(range 0.18—1.08), quantit-
ative proteinuria mean 4.1 gm/day(range 0.83—18.4)
Mean Cy dose 330 mg/day(range 150—570) with a 12
hour trough level mean 70 ug/L(range 38—125).
Change in renal function per year measured by
CrCl and reciprocal Cr was 19%4.in the 12 months
(M) prior to trial., 1%4,during the 4 M study ( a
projected 3%/year) and a4.of 8% post drug in 6 M
(projected 4 16%/year).
Effects on proteinuria were variable, 5 P750%
4 and 7 P33 50%of their pre—drug values. The
rest showed no change. The change was independent
of CrCl changes.
Side effects were common but mild, 8 P had GI
upset, 1 P tremor, i p gout, 7 P gum hypertrophy,
4 P hypertrichosia, 3 infections—all mild. No P
developed hepatotoxicity or malignancy.
Cy was not unexpectedly nephrotoxic in GM P.
Further control trials are warranted on the basis
of the observed stabilization of CrCL, and impro-
vement in proteinuria.
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RENAL INVOLVEMENT(RI) IN RELAPSING POLYCHONDRITIS
(RP). A. Chang,*M. Okamura,*,V.E. Torres, C.).
Michet, R.D. Wagoner, J.V. Donadlo and K.E.
Holley. Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota.
During 1943—84, 129 RP pts were seen at the
Mayo Clinic. Twenty—nine or 22% had RI (micro—
hematuria and proteinuria). Actuarial survival was
worse in the pts with RI.
Twelve renal biopsies (Rbx) were obtained in 11
pts with RP and RI (RPRIbx+). Light microscopy
showed obsolescent glomeruli (12), mesangial cell
proliferation (12), necrotizing GN (9), crescents
(8), segmental glomeruloscierosis (6), and inter-
stitial cell infiltrates (10). Arteritis or arter—
iolitis were not noted. IF microscopy showed faint
immunoglobulin deposition (C3,IgM>,IgA>, IgG) in
6/7 pts. Small amounts of electron dense deposits
(mesangial 5, intramembranous 3, subendothelial 1,
subepithelial 1) were seen in 6/7 Rbx.
Duration of follow—up in RPRIbx+ and RPRIbx—
pts was similar (50 vs. 46 mos). Pts with elevated
Scr were more likely to have Rbx. Other clinical
parameters were similar. SLE diagnostic criteria
were met by 2/11 RPRIbx+ and by 1/18 RPRIbx- pts.
Biopsy proven extrarenal vasculitis was present in
4/11 RPRIbx+ and 4/18 RPRIbx— pts. 5/11 RPRIbx+
and 12/18 RPRIbx- pts died. Two RPRIbx+ and 1
RPRIbx- pts reached ESRF. All RPRIbx+ pts received
high—dose prednisone and 2 Cytoxan. At last
follow—up, renal function had improved in 2 pts,
was stable in 4, and had deteriorated in 5.
RI in RP occurs more commonly than previously
reported and identifies a subset of pts with more
severe disease. Mortality from other complications
usually occurs before reaching ESRF. IF and EM
findings are consistent with an immune complex
mediated glomerular injury.
Abstracts
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USE OF SINGLE VOIDED URINE SAMPLES IN THE ASSESS-
MENT OF PROTEINURIA. R. Christensen*, 5,3. Schwab,
K. Doughtery*. and S. Klahr. Dept. of Internal
Med., Washington Univ. Sch. of Med., St. Louis, MO.
The measurement of protein/creatinitLe ratios in
single voided urine samples has been found to cor-
relate well with 24 hr urinary protein excretion ir
the quantitation of proteinuria in ambulatory
out—patients (NEJM 309:25 1983). The study repre-
sents a prospective effort to compare single voide
urinary (protein/creatinine) measurements with 24
hr protein excretions for the quantitation of
proteinuria in hospitalized patients (bedbound and
ambulatory) and in out—patients. 46 hospitalized
patients (24 bedbound, 22 ambulatory) as well as
28 out—patients underwent quantitation of urinary
protein by 24 hr urine collections and single
voided determinations. Serum creatinine varied
from 0.3—9.8mg%, protein excretion from 15mg to
10.6gm per 24 hrs. Single voided specimens from
ambulatory patients were obtained after activity.
Eedbound patients had specimens obtained during
waking hours. A high correlation was obtained be-
tween measurements obtained using these two tech-
niques for quantitation of proteinuria. Correla-
tion coefficients were (r. 94) bedbound, (r.96)
ambulatory in—patients, (r=.97) out—patients.
The slopes of regression lines were 0.88. 0.98, ant
1.10 respectively. We conclude measurement of
protein/creatinine in single voided urine spec-
imens are an accurate reflection of protein excre-
tion in hospitalized as well as out—patients. We
propose that this simple test has utility in the
screening and follow up of proteinuria.
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ELEVATED BLOOD PRESSURE IS ASSOCIATED WITH RAPID
LOSS OF RENAL FUNCTION IN NON-INSULIN DEPENDENT
(NIDDM) DIABETES MELLITUS. Timothy Codd,*
Judith Hermann,* and W. Gordon Walker. The
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Type 2 (non-insulin-dependent) diabetic
subjects (n=81) were followed for 4,761
pt-months to study role of BP in progression of
renal failure. Serum creatinine (sCr) and -2
1globulin (j32pG) plus microalbuminuria (mAib)
documented worsening of renal damage. For
normal HP group (systolic BP 129.7+/-1.4 mmHg)
slope of 1/sCr vs time=O (+.00073+/- .001
dl/mg/mo; p>.S), but high BP group (systolic BP
>140 mmHg; average systolic BP for group=BP
166.2+/-2.0 mmHg) exhibited a rate of decrease
of renal function (slope of 1/sCr vs time=
-.014+/-.O05 dl/mg/mo; p<.OO1) that exceeded
-16%/year, leading to projected loss of 90% of
renal function by 6 yrs after entry (average age
at entry SB yrs; estimated age when dialysis
necessary=64 yrs). In contrast renal function
did not change in normal BP group. 2pG data
were confirmatory, correl. with sCr (r=+.82;
p<.00l) systolic HP (r=+.33; p=.005), mAlb
(r=+.44; p<.003 and rate of increase in rsAlb
(r=+.55; p<.00l). FBS and glycosylated hemoglo-
bin did not differ between the two groups. Thus
elevated blood pressure appears to be a major
risk factor in accelerating renal failure in
diabetic nephropathy. Final proof requires a
clinical trial to demonstrate that adequate HP
control does slow or arrest progression of renal
damage in diabetic nephropathy.
END—STAGE LUPUS NEPHRITIS: POOR PROGNOSIS DESPITE
HEMODIALYSIS. AH Cohen, SG Adler, R Sires*.
Harbor—UCLA Medical Center, Torrance, CA
The course of SLE following onset of ESRD
treated with hemodialysis (HD) has generally been
considered one of immunologic inactivity,
although some reports indicate a subgroup of
patients with acute decline in renal function,
and continued disease activity post—dialysis. in
contrast, evaluation of all SLE patients on HO in
our institution during 1982—85 revealed a poor
prognosis even if disease activity had been
transiently quiescent prior toor during
dialysis. Nine patients (8F,IM), 19—53 years of
age at onset of dialysis, were studied. Six had
active SLE at sane tIme prior to and during HO, I
had active SLE prior to but not during HO, and 2
were inactive at both times. Six patients died
with active SLE and/or sepsis 1—27 months
following onset of dialysis; in 5/6, the activity
began within one month prior to death. Despite
previously stable courses, the patients developed
autoimmune pancytopenia, widespread arteritis,
cerebritis with status epilepticus, and/or
arthritis. Four of these patients had sepsis
superimposed on active SLE; only two were
receiving immunosuppressive agents. Follow—up of
the remaining patients has been short. In an
age—matched control group of 42 non—SLE HOpatients during the same period, only 2 died,
none of sepsis. (p<O.Ol) These results Indicate
that some SLE patients may have continued
immunological disease activity during HO and a
poor prognosis. While aggressive SLE therapy andInfection monitoring should be undertaken, these
precautions may not result in improved survival
In such patients.
X-LINKED RECESSIVE NEPHROCALCINOSIS WITH HYPO-
KALEMIA. Barbara J. Connor*, Robert L. Scheer,
Edward T. Schroeder, and Paul A. Frymoyer.
SUNY-Upstate Medical Center, Dept. of Med.,
Syracuse, N.Y.
This is a study of a family with nephro-
calcinosis, severe hypokalemia and chronic renal
failure. In a pedigree extending over 5 genera-
tions, 53% of 17 male children of obligately
heterozygous females are affected. No female is
affected and there has been no male-to—male
transmission • Affected contemporary members of
this pedigree presented with muscle weakness and
renal stones. Metabolic studies revealed severe
hypokalemia associated with renal potassium
wasting. All affected male members studied so
far show a concentration defect in response to
volume depletion and exogenously administered
vasopressin. Diffuse nephrocalcinosis (calcium
phosphate) is present but UVc5. is not
elevated. Despite slightly elevated serum
Ca, iPTH is normal. There is no evidence
of bone disease. Some affected male family
members have aminoaciduria, uricosuria, glycos-
uris and a low Tm for phosphate. Blood ph,
total serum bicarbonate and acidification of the
urine are normal. Renal biopsies in 3 show
tubular atrophy and glomerular sclerosis. One
patient has been transplanted and the above
features have not recurred in 4 years.
In conclusion, this family has a form of
nephrocalcinosis which is unusual in that it
progresses to uremia, is inherited by an
X-linked recessive mechanism and is associated
with proximal and distal tubular defects but is
not associated with RTA.
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THE EFFECT OF RED BLOOD CELL LYSIS ON PROTEIN
QUANTITATION IN HEMATURIA STATES. John B. Copley
and David C. Tapp*, Brooke ANC, Ft Sam Houston, TX
Hemoglobin(Hgb) may cause false positives when
turbidimetric urine protein quantitation techniqu
are utilized. This could influence diagnostic and
prognostic considerations when evaluating the
patient with hematuria(H). We conducted an in-
vitro analysis of the facility of such protein
testing techniques when different degrees of H are
present. To 1 liter samples of either tap water or
normal urine at varying osmolalities were added
freshly spun and washed RBCs in progressive amoun
to a urocrit of 3%. Samples were then analyzed
using a standard trichloroacetic acid(TCA) and
sulfosalicylic acid(SSA) method. Degree of visib]e
hemolysis was noted. Standard urine protein
electrophoreses(UPEPs) were accomplished. Urine
protein in xsg/dl is listed below.
Urocrit Uosm: Tap H2O 317 555 913
.1% 4.4 7 63(SH) 23
.5% 354(HH) 9 l65(MH) 51
1.0% 833(HH) 28 74(SH) 61(SH)
2.0% 1312(HH) 51 58 63
3.0% 2062 (NH) 69 72 97
Slight(SH) Moderate(MH) and Heavy Hemolysis(HH)
In all circumstances UPEP5 confirmed that the
measured protein was Hgb. The contribution of ac-
companying plasma protein was minimal. These
results establish that RBC lysis is common with H,
and that resultant hemoglobinurie can produce
marked 'false" positive proteinuria when turbidi-
metric protein quantitation techniques are used.
With gross H, especially, a UPEP must be ac-
complished to access the contribution from Hgb to
the total protein determination.
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OUTCOME PREDICTION IN ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF).
Howard L. Corwin, Richard S. Teplick*, Nartin J.
Schreiber. Ruah Medical College, Chicago, IL,
Maesachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA.
Clinical variables are usually suggested as
having prognostic significance in ARF on the basis
of univariate rather than multivariate analysis.
To quantitate the impact of specific variables on
prognosis in ARF we employed logistic linear re-
gression to analyse clinical data from 151 patients
with ARF. Statistical analysis was performed using
clinical variables; sex, age, ARF etiology, BUM,
creatinine, oliguria, hyperalimentation, surgery,
dialysis, complications, chronic renal failure and
diabetes mellitus. Overall survival in these pa-
tients was 58%. A logistic regression equation to
predict outcome was generated. Quantitatively major
predictors of nonrecovery were sepsis, respiratory
failure, and oliguria. Calculation of mortality
odds demonstrated the increase in odds of nonre—
covery with oliguria to be X2, with respiratory
failure X2.5, with sepsis X4 and with all three
factors present X15. We applied the derived logi-
stic equation to a second group of 81 patients.
Overall survival was 45%. A logit score was gener-
ated for each patient. Prediction of recovery based
on logit score could be made with a eensitivity(Se)
of 75% and specificity (Sp) of 80%. The Se and Sp
was dependent on cutoff score chosen. Maximum Se
(100%) was associated with a 17% Sp, while maxi—
mising Sp (98%) yielded a 20% Se. In conclusion:
1) a logistic regression equation to predict out-
come in ARP was derived and validated, 2) sepsis,
respiratory failure, and oliguria were quantita-
tively the most important predictors of nonrecovery,
3) the logit score can be used to stratify ARF pa-
tients as to probability of recovery.
PROGNOSTIC FACTORS IN CIRRHOSIS. R. Cosby,* B.
Yee,* M. Shapiro, R. Michoils,* mnd R. Schrier.
Dept. Med., Univ. Colorado Sch. Med., Denver, CO
Non—excretor cirrhotic pmtients (pta), defined
by <80% excretion of a etandard water load,
segregate into 2 groups. Group 1 (GP—l, ns7) had
a water load excretion (WLE) of <20%; Group 2
(GP—2, n=8) had a WLE of >25%. Means SEM were
12.9±1.2 vs 40.2±4.7%, respectively, p<.005. GP—i
compared to 9—2 had lower inulin (28 vs 62
ml/min/l.73 m , p<.O2) and PAH clearances (213 vs
351 mi/win, p<.O2); higher plasma renin activity
(11.6 vs 4.9 ng/ml/min, p<.OS) and vasopreesin
(2.3 vs 1.0 pg/mi, p<.0S). Plsema aldosterone (82
vs 39 ng/dl, p<.0S) and norepinephrine (1155 vs
603 pg/mi, p<.OS) were higher in GP—l during
head—out water immersion. Liver function tests
were similar in both groups. We prospectively
followed these pts. Total morbid events in GP—i
vs GP—2 were 12 vs 5 during 36 and 225 total Pt
mos of observation, respectively, p<.OOl. These
included hepatorenai syndrome, hepatic encephalo—
pathy, intractable ascites requiring a LeVeen
shunt end bacterial peritonitis. Survival at 6
mos was 14.3% in GP—i vs 75% in GP—2, p<.Ol.
These differences could be dissociated from
continued ethanol intake which was 1 of 7 in GP—l
and 4 of B in GP—2. The only pt in GF—l who lived
longer than 6 mos (who is still alive at 2 yrs)
had a LeVesn shunt which converted his WLE to
100%. One GP—2 pt was restudied; after 1 yr of
continued ethanol his WLE decreased from 44 to 9%.
In conclusion, morbidity and mortality in cirrho-
sis correlated with hormone levels and impairment
of both WLE snd renal function. Cirrhotic tS
with WLE <20% therefore have a very poor prognosis
and perhaps are candidates for LeVean shunt.
THE HEPMROLOGIST'S URIMALYSIS - A MATIOMAL SURVEY
Howard N. Cushner*, and John B. Copley, Brooke
AMC, FT Sam Houaton, TX.
Queationnmires were sent to 109 U.S. Nephroiogy
training programs to assess nephrologist perform-
ance and interpretation of the urinalysis (UA).
Responses (310) were received from 57 institutions.
These were tabulated and compared to a 'standard'
urinalysis, the method and interpretation of which
were determined by reviewing standard texts.
Abberations from the 'standard' textbook approach
were noted. Technique: 32.6% of nephrologists spin
down l0cc; 38% spin at excessively high or low
centrifuge speeds; 37% pour instead of pipette
urine onto a glass slide; 11% use either a rectan-
gular or no cuverslip. Interpretstion: Approxi-
mately 3% of nephrologists count red and white
calls per low power field; 45s count casts per high
power field (HPF); 54% count tb fields to deter-
mine the number of cells and casts; 73% and 77%
accept as normal >3 RBC5/HPF in females end3 RBCs
/MPF in males respectively; 67% and 36% accept as
nurmal5 wBCa/HFF in females and males respec-
tively. Nephrobogy staff and trainees indicated a
lack of formalized UA instruction during their
training programs 23% end 37.5% of the time respec-
tively. Technique variability may be partially
explained by this and by limitations of available
laboratory facilities. Interpretation variability
is more difficult to explain. The nephrologist's
UA is a technique in need of training emphasis and
standardization.
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THE ANTIPROTEINURIC EFFECT OF DIPYRIDAMOLE IS THE
CONSEQUENCE OF AN EFFERENT VASODILATION. P.E. de
J. van det Heer and O.K. van det Hem
Dept. of Hed., Univ. Hosp., Groningen, The
Netherlands. (Introduced by L.W. Statius van Epa).
An antiproteinuric effect of dipyridamole (DIP)
has been described. Since DIP increases extracel-
lular adenosine (Arend et al. Circ. Res. 1985, 56,
242), stimulates prostacyclin release end inhibits
thromboxane biosynthesis,an effect of DIP on renal
hemodynamics could be involved. We studied the ef—
facts of DIP 30 (n=8) or 60 mg (n=8) l.V. in pa-
tients with nephrotic syndrome of different etio-
logy. Filtration fraction (FF) fell 5% (mad, range
O to —17%, p<O.Ol). Log PRA decreased from 1.19
(—0.22 to 2.73) to 0.64 (—1.20 to 2.12) nmol/1/h,
p<0.D2). Urinary protein/creatinine ratio fell 16%
(-44 to +7%, p<D.D1). The change in FF was positi-
vely correlated with the change in proteinuria (r=
0,80, p<0.01). 13 Patients additionally received
DIP 150 mg t.i.d. orally. After 7—10 days FF again
was lower compared to the pre-treatment value (p(
0.05) . Changes in GFR and ERPF were minor and not
significant. Initial FF was correlated with chan-
ges In ERPF (r=O.73, p<O.O1) and with the fall in
FF (r=0.69, p<0.01) . PRA and proteinuria were not
significantly lower after one week. Platelet fac-
tor 4 fell in all patients in whom it was elevated
before treatment.
We conclude that DIP induced a renal efferent
vasodilation (expressed as a fall in FF). This im-
plies a fall in intraglomerular capillary pressure
which can be responsible for the observed (small)
fall in proteinuria. We suggest these renal chan-
ges after DIP to be secondary to a by DIP induced
rise in intrarenal adenosine levels.
WEGENER'S GRANULOMATOSIS (WG) WITH RENAL
INVOLVEMENT. V.8. Delaney', N. G. Campbell', V.
Pertuz', and E. Bourke. Oepts. of Pathology and
Med., Emory Univ. School of Med. Atlanta, Ga.
Of 33 pts. with renal disease attributed to and
treated as WG seen at Emory Univ. Hosp.
(1975—1985), analysis revealed adequate diagnostic
criteria in 28 (7 female, one Black). One pt. with
upper airway WG developed renal disease prior to
lung lesions. 46% had triple organ involvement at
diagnosis. Of 27 pts with chest x—ray findings,
14 had nodules, 13 had infiltrates. Transbronchial
biopsies were negative in 9 of 10 confirmed cases.
Open lung biopsy revealed diagnostic histology in
all nodular and 50% of diffuse infiltrates.
All pts had combined hematuria—proteinuria.
Proteinuria exceeded 2g/24h in 1 Pt. 20/28 pts had
renal insufficiency at diagnosis. 8 required
dialysis: 4 of these recovered renal function, the
remaining 4 died from vasculitis (3) or sepsis
(1). None required chronic dialysis. Renal biopsy
(22 pts.) showed proliferative GN (focal 59%,
diffuse 41%), with crescents (95%), segmental
necrosis (75%), fibrin thronibi (65%), glomerular
granuloma (40%). necrotic arteritis (35%), RBC
casts (96%). IM was negative in 73% and more than
mildly positive in one pt. EM deposits were
absent in 73% and sparse in the remainder.
Conclusions: Renal involvement is rare when
the lungs are spared. Open lung biopsy may be
essential for diagnosis. Hematuria always occurs
in combination with proteinuria, which is rarely
nephrotic. Renal biopsy shows a constellation of
findings which in combination are strongly
suggestive of WG. Pts. with renal Insufficiency
requiring dialysis either improve with treatment
or die. Chronic dialysis is rarely necessary.
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DIAGNOSIS OF MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION (MI) IN END
STAGE RENAL DISEASE (ESRO) PATIENTS USING CREATINE
KINASE (CK) AND LACTATE DEHYDROGENASE (LDH) ISOEN-
ZYMES. George A. DeVault, Jr. and Stephen T.
Brown, III. LSU Nedical Center, Shreveport, LA.
To determine if the observed variations in
normal CK and LDH isoenzymes in ESRD impede the
diagnosis of MI, we measured serial CK and LDH
isoenzymes by electrophoresis in 60 ESRD patients
on hemodialysis and 2B nondialysis (ND) patients
admitted with acute chest pain. MI was diagnosed
in B ESRD and 14 ND patients. Significant eleva-
tions of CK MB fraction (%MB) and the LDH I to
LDH II ratio (I/Il) were observed in ESRD and ND
patients with MI (p c 0.01). Data expressed as
mean SEM.
ESRD No MI ESRD MI ND No MI ND MI
%MB 3.37±0.21 9.B7±l.04 0.61±0.16 B.71±O.4BI/Il 0.64±0.06 0.B3±O.03 0.66±0.01 1.01±0.03
We determined the sensitivity and specificity of
%MB and I/Il in the diagnosis of MI for ESRD and
ND groups using multiple definitions for an abnor-
mal test (conventional definitions--%MB > 0 or
I/Il > O.B3).
ESRD ND
Spec Sens Spec Sens
%MB > 0 52% B9% B7% 96%
%MB > 2 53% B7% B7% 96%
%MB > 4 65% 79% 92% B1%
I/TI > 0.75 B5% 5B% B7% B9%
I/Il > 0.B3 97% 4B% 91% 70%
While CK and LDH isoenzymes aid in diagnosing
MI in ND patients, their use in ESRD patients is
complicated by marked variations in %MB and I/Il.
Therefore, corroborating data from EKGs or radio—
nuclide scans may improve diagnostic accuracy in
this patient population.
CIRRI{OTICS ARE UNABLE TOINCmEASE THEIR GFR AFTER
PROTEIN LOADING.M.Oratwa,M.Van Cossum,A.Burette'R.
WenstL.Charlier'tC.Tielemans'P.Collart,N.oeltenre *(Intr.by C.C.Tisher) .H8pital Universitmire
Brugmann,arussels,Belgium.
The liver,through the putative secretion of gb—
merulopressin(GP),has been recently proposed to be
responsible for the increase of GFR induced in
animals by a variety of stimuli among which pro-
tein ingestion(Alvestrand,A and Bergstr3m,J.Lancet
1984;i:195—7).Thus,it seemed of interest to study
the effect of such a protein challenge on the GFR
of patients with severe liver disease.Seven pa —
tients(4 males,3 females)with biopsy proven liver
cirrhosis(due to chronic alcohol abuse in 5 and to
chronic hepatitis in 2)were compared to six con-
trols matched for age and sex.After water loading,
baseline creatinine clearance(ml/min/I.73 m2)waa
calculated from the mean of two 30 min.urine col-
lections and blood samples;thereafter,ths subjects
were challenged with 80 g protein ingested as coo-
ked red meat within 30 min.A test CPR was measured
over the 2 ensuing hours.As shown in the Table,no
differences were noted in baseline values between
controls and cirrhotics but while controls couki in-
crease their GFR by 24% after the protein challenge,
cirrhotics were unable to show such a response.
Table Baseline GFR Test CFR % change
Controls 119+12 I49°+13 + 243f
Cirrhotics 108;!! !06°+12 — 1.7°
p<O.O1(tsst vs baseline);0p<o.OOT(cirrhotics vs
controls)by paired analysis.
In conclusion,severe liver disease prevents the
rise in GFR after protein loading lending support
to the idea that CP or a OP—like factor also is
operative in man and plays a role in the recent
theory of glomerular hyperfiltration.
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EFFICACY OF TRIMETHOPRIM (TMP) — SULFAMETHOXAZOLE
(SMX) IN CYST FLUID OF PATIENTS WITH AUTOSOMAL
DOMINANT POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE (APKD).
Lawrence Elzinga* Abdel Rashad* Mary Carr* and
William Bennett, Ore. Hlth Sci. Univ., Portland,
Oregon.
Cyst infection in APKD is usually caused by
common urinary tract pathogens. We have shown
that good concentrations of TMP—SMX are achieved
in cyst fluid (Elzinga et al, Am J Kid Dis
6:19B5). To determine the antibacterial efficacy
of this drug, cyst fluid from 3 patients with APKD
was obtained by percutaneous aspiration or at
surgery pre and post TMP—SMX therapy. Dne patient
had normal renal function and 2 had chronic renal
insufficiency. Cysts were categorized as proximal
(P) or distal (0) by their sodium con-
centrations. Fluid from 15 cysts was obtained
while on TMP (160 mg)—SMX (BOO mg) BID for 1 to 6
weeks. Mean TMP—SMX levels (pg/ml) were 13.7 and
40.3 respectively. SMX concentrations were ap-
proximately equal in proximal and distal cysts.
TMP was increased by 10 fold in distal cysts.
Cyst fluid inhibitory assays (IA) and bacteri-
cidal titers (BT) could be determined in 11/15
cysts against common urinary tract pathogens:
E.coli Prot. Mir. Strep. fecal
IA BTI IA BT I IA BT
Pre TMP-SMX <1:2 ÷ + + + +
PostTMP—SMX >1:64 >1:32 >1:64 >1:32* >1:64 <1:2
*Single proximal cyst at 1:16
Conclusions: 1) TMP—SMX achieves adequate
inhibitory and bactericidal levels within cysts vs
likely pathogenic bacteria. 2) The milieu of cyst
fluid demonstrates no intrinsic inhibition of
bacterial growth.
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PARATHYROIDEET(:MY IS ASS(XIATED WITH A FALL IN
CBCUIATING LEVElS OF 1.25 (OH )2D PD BCt4E GLA
PRGTEflI N DIALYZED PATIt1'JTS. Paolo Fanti *,
Albert J. &ith, Paul A. Price*,
Richard E. Reitz* and Har'anut H. Mailuche. Div.
of Nhrolcgy, Bone & Mineral Metabolima, Dept.
of Med. Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY.
The effects of decreasing blood levels of
Parathyroid Hormone (PIN) after parathyroidectany
(PTX) on circulating levels of 1.25(011)20 (1.25)
and Bone Gla Protein (3P) were studied in seven
patients on chronic maintenance dialysis. The
patients were followed for 6 mciiths. Before
surgery, all patients had extranely elevated
levels of PTH, (21532±7588 pgAnl; normal 200—600
pg/mi) 1 • 25 levels were low normal or low (20 4;
normal 27—45 pg/mi.) and P levels were high(1824 936 ng[ml; normal 6.8± 0.2 ng/ml). Bonebiopsies revealed signs of excessive PTH activity
on bone.The fall in PTH levels after surgery resulted
in a decline in blood concentrations of 1.25 to thelowest level of 45% of baseline at day seven after
PTX. No significant change in circulating 1.25 was
thserved during the following 11 weeks. BP levels
started to fall at week 2 after surgery to theirlowest value of 20% of baseline 3 months after PTX.
The fall in serum levels of 1.25 and B3P was not
related to serum calcium or phosphate.
1.25 therapy was started at month 4 and con-
tinued thrcuh month 6 after P1%. This resulted
in suprahysio1o9ic blood levels of 1.25 (50+12pg/mi) without significant changes in serum levelsofP and PTH. The data indicate: (a) 1.25 is
still under regulatory control of PTH in patients
without excretory kidney function. The site of
1.25 production might be extrarenal; (b) bloodlevels of P in renal failure are not only ele-
vated because of impaired clearance but also due
to PTh mediated acceleration in bone turnover; (C)
therapy with 1.25 does not stimulate production
of BPG in patients with renal failure.
RAPID ASSESSMENT OF URINARY CHLORIDE IN RANDOM
URINE SANPLES. E.F. Faustino,* R.A. Sherman,
UMDNJ—Rutgers Medical School, New Brunswick, NJ.
Urinary chloride has a sensitivity and specif-
icity similar to urinary sodium in the detection
of a renal salt retaining state. Ouantab chlor-
ide titrator strips are dipsticks that can be
used to measure urinary chloride at the bedside
in 10 to 25 minutes. Silver dichromate (brown)
is laminated within the strips and is converted
to silver chloride (white). The urinary chloride
level is proportional to the height of the white
column.
An aliquot of each of 100 urine samples
received by the Middlesex General—University
Hospital laboratory for electrolyte determination
was separately measured for chloride by titrator
strip. Renal chloride retention (<20 mEq/L) was
correctly recognized by titrator strip in 25 of
27 instances. No falsely low (<20 mEq/L) values
were found in the remaining samples. Within the
range of the titrator strips studied (<80 mEq/L)
and laboratory, the two urinary chloride values
differed by a mean of 4.9+4.5 mEq/L (s.o.).
Interference with the test by albumin, glucose,
diatrizoate and bicarbonate could not be
detected.
Chloride titrator strips should prove useful
when rapid recognition of renal salt retention is
important and where laboratory facilities are not
readily available.
CONSEQUENCES OF SEVERE CHLORIDE DEFIIENCY IN THE
NEONATAL PERIOD. Christian C. Felder , Jean E.
Robiliard, and Pedro A. Jose. Dept. of Peds, Iowa
& Georgetown Univ. Med. Ctr., Iowa City & Wash DC.
The syndrome of hypoohloremic, hypokalemic
metabolic alkalosis and failure to thrive in
infancy due to intake of chloride deficient
formula was first recognized in 1979, but a
systematic evaluation of the genesis of this
disorder is not available. These studies were
designed to develop an animal model for this
syndrome. Littermate puppies 2 wk old were fed
soy based formula (1 kcal/ml) containing normal
chloride (NC, n=5), 20 mEg/i, or low chloride (LC,
n=5), 1 mEg/i, for ! wks; the first 2 wk by gavage
and ad lib thereafter. The results at random-
ization (B) and wks post formula are tabulated:
R 2
NC 1J NC IC
1008±62 960±68 2119±i29 973108e
6.8±.2 6.9± 2 8.2.2 7•2•3Ell l6 13±1 710e
.2!!.O2 .!!3±.02e .28±.02 •73•10e
Uhj.7 108±]. 772e lO8j.4 58e
5.9±.l 6.6j.l 5()1e 5.6±.]. 322e
]J1lj.7 l'43j.!! 38±1e 1!!3.3 ]9e
20.7*.7 25.7±1 !!l.S±le 2533 36e
ll.7.2 1O.6±.1 ii..8±.2e lO.6±.2 10.2.6
10.6±.!! 8.6±.l 7•32e 8.5±.2 58±6e
Q'=crestniiie ban,c /dl,dsrEq/l, FLrfor'elinb leth,
ep<.OlNCvsIC; fp<.O5NCvsLC
We have developed an animal model that
simulates the chloride deficiency syndrome of
infancy. The hypercaicemia noted by the 2nd wk of
low chloride diet may be responsible for the
nephrocalclnosis noted in human infants, the
pathogenesis of which needs to be identified.
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"EARLY UREMIC PERICARDITIS IN DIABETIC
NEPHROPATFIY. Susan K. Feilner and David A.
Bushinsky. University of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
Non—dialyzed patients who develop uremic
pericarditls (UP) do so when renal failure is far
advanced. Patients with diabetes mellitus (DM)
are thought to tolerate uremia less well than
patients with renal failure of other causes
(non—DM). To determine whether UP occurs more
commonly or with better preserved renal function
in patients with DM compared to non—DM we studied
the 40 consecutive patients with chronic renal
failure who began dialysis at the University of
Chicago in 1984. Four of 10 patients with DM and
O of 30 non—DM patients had UP (pericardial
friction rub and effusion, and globular heart on
x—ray) prior to start of dialysis (UP associated
with DM more frequently than non—DM, p < 0.0025).
ON patients with UP had more residual renal
function (serum creatinine = 6.9 + 0.9 mg/dl) than
DM without UP (12.5 + 1.5, p < 0.02) and then
non—DM (12.2 + 0.8, p 0.002). DM with UP had a
higher serum calcium (9.5 + 0.5 mg/dl) than DM
without UP (8.2 + 0.5, p < .05) or nonDM (8.4 +
0.2, p < 0.05) üid a lower BUN and albumin than
non—DM patients. OM with UP did not differ from
DM without UP in any other laboratory or clinical
parameter including: age, duration of DM, volume
overload, or hypertension. In 3 of the 4 patients
the UP resolved with dialysis and in the forth a
pericardlal window was required because of
impending tamponade.
UP occurs more frequently and with better
preserved renal function in patients with ON
compared to other causes of renal failure.
IC
779±!!5
6.2±.2
NC
a 723±67
5.9j.2
aW0 21
d llOj.5K 5.7*.2Na l!41±.6
21.3±1
12±.3
p0 10±.?
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A SYNDROME OF ANTIBIOTIC-INDUCED, PAN-ELECTROLYTE
DEPLETION IN PATIENTS (Pts) WITH HEMATOLOGIC
MALIGNANCIES. C.D. Flombaum, N. Isaacs and
R. Davis,* Memorial Sloan—Kettering Cancer Center,
N.Y., N.Y.
Twelve adult Pts with leukemia, 3 Pts with
lymphoma and 1 Pt with aplastic anemia developed
22 episodes of severe hypomagnesemia (serum Mg
0.72± 0.27 mEq/L), hyoocalcemia (serum Ca 6.61±
0.95 mq/dl), hypokalemia (serum K 2.3± 0.34 mEq/L),
and hypophosphatemia (serum Phos 1.66± 0.51 mg/dl),
during the course of their disease. These complex
metabolic abnormalities were the result of
excessive urinary losses of Mg (fractional Mg++
excretion 28.4± 11.2%), potassium (fractional K
excretion 94± 42%), and phosphorous, at times when
their serum levels were low. The hypocalcemia,
which was disproportionately low for the concomi-
tant hypoalbuminemia, was secondary to hypo-
magnesemia and was corrected by magnesium reple-
tion. Common to all Pts was the administration of
antibiotics known to produce renal tubular wasting
of these electrolytes: aminoglycosides, anti—
Pseudomonas penicillins and amphotericin B.
.iltip1e antibiotics were given for prolonged
periods of time in high dosages as treatment for
repeated episodes of leukopenia—associated sepsis.
The high sodium content of some of the antibiotics
and the administration of very large volumes of
intravenous fluids resulted in a high solute
diuresis in these Pts (maximal urinary sodium
excretion of 369± 131 mEq/day, fractional sodium
excretion 3.14± 1.43% and urinary osmolar load of
1839± 670 mOsm/day). This exaggerated natriuresis
and osmotic diuresis probably excacerbated the
intrinsic tubular defect produced by the anthiotics.
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BIOCHEMICAL ABNORMALITIES IN PATIENTS WITH
COEXISTENT MEDULLARY SPONGE KIDNEY (MSK),
NEPHROLITHIASIS AND HYPERPARATHYROIDISM(HPT).
Dollie Florence_Green*,Warren Kupin*,D. Sudhaker
Rao*,L. Honsage*, Ray Littleton* and Nathan W.
Levin. The Kidney Stone Clinic, Henry Ford
Hosp., Detroit, MI.
Co-existent HPT has rarely been reported in
pts. with MSK. HPT in this setting may develop
Independently or as a secondary consequence of a
primary hypercalciuric state. We have
investigated calcium metabolism in 28 pts. with
radiographically proven MSK and nephrolithiasis.
11/28 pts. (39%) with concomitant HPT were
compared to the remaining group (N=17) with only
MSK and to 11 age, sex and race matched subjects
with only HPT and nephrolithiasis. Results were
(mean±SD):
MSK MSK+HPT HPT
Serum Ca/mg/dl) 9.5 11.9±1.1* 12.17T.2*
Ur (mg/24 h) 296±137 404±155** 232±109
a
*p<01 compared to MSK alone
**p<01 compared to MSK or HPT alone
A parathyroidectomy was performed in 9/11 pts.
with MSK+HPT with a solitary adenoma found in 7
and diffuse hyperplasia in the remaining 2 pts.
We conclude that 1) HPT is a frequent occurence
in patients with co—existent MSK and
nephrolithiasis 2)urinary calcium excretion is
significantly greater in MSK+HPT than in MSK or
HPT alone 3) the predominance of parathyroid
adenomas indicates either the independent
occurence of HPT or autonomous development of a
solitary gland from MSK related hypercalciuria.
These results justify a complete metabolic
evaluation in all pts. with nephrolithiasis and
MSK for the presence of HPT.
POSSIBLE USE OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE SCANS (MR) IN
PRIMARY HYPEROXALURIA (PH). D.S. Fraley, N.J.
Carpenter*, S. Adler, F.J. Bruns, D.P. Segel..
Montefiore Hosp., U. Pitts., Pittsburgh, PA.
A 35 year old female with chronic renal failure
secondary to PH despite peritoneal dialysis and
pyridoxine developed pericardial effusions,
anemia, proximal muscle weakness, and skin ulcer-
ations with oxalate deposits in kidney, bone
marrow, peripheral nerves, small arteries, and
subcutaneous tissue. With hemodialysis x 3/week
akin lesions improved but muacle weakness wor-
sened. Preparatory to cadaver transplant (T)
hemodialysis x 6/week was begun with progressive
skin ulcer healing and increased muscle strength.
Seven days of oliguria followed T. Daily hemo—
dialysis, pyridoxine, magnesium, neutral phos-
phate and calcium supplementation as well as
steroids and cyclosporin were provided. During
the second week post T polyuria developed and
serum creatinine fell to 1.5 mg/dl. MR of the
transplanted kidney in the PH patient and the
other T recipient from the same donor were mark-
edly different. MR in the non—hyperoxaluric
patients showed edema and absence of cortico—
medullary (CM) separation. MR in the PH patient
showed no edema, open collecting system, some CM
differentiation but no areas suggestive of oxa—
late deposition. MR of the native kidneys in the
PH patient showed small, end stage disease. One
month later MR of the T in the PH patient demon-
strated better CM definition and no abnormalities.
Serum creatinine was 1.2 mg/dl and urine output
exceeded 2000 mi/day. MR of the spine was con-
sistent with extensive oxalate deposition. We
conclude that MR may be helpful in evaluating
T particularly in PH.
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RENAL AMYLOIDOSIS IN SUBCUTANEOUS HEROIN AMUSERS.
GR Gallo, J Neugarten, J Buxbaum,LA Eatz,
J Rubinstein and 05 Baldwin. Depts. Path and Med,
NYU Sch of Med, and VA Med Ctr, NY, NY
Twenty heroin addicts with renal amyloidosia wer,
identified at our Medical Center between the years
1981 and 1984. All were black, 19 were male. Mean
age was 40 years as compared to 29 years in 40
heroin abusers with focal glomerulosclerosis (FGS)
observed during the same period. Heroin had been
injected subcutaneously in those with ainyloidosis
after the intravenous route had to be abandoned due
to exhaustion of access sites. Chronic suppurative
skin infection appeared to be pathogenetic in the
development of secondary amyloidosis. Peripheral e-
dema and the nephrotic syndrome were the presentinc
symptoms. Urinary protein excretion averaged l9g/2
hours, mean creatinine clearance was 48 mi/minute,
and urinary sediment was benign. Hypercholesterole-
mia was absent, kidney size normal or increased.
Renal tubular acidosis was present in 7, renal gly-
cosuria in 4, and phosphaturia in 2 cases. Five
patients who complained of polyuria and polydipsia
had urine volumes ranging from 4 to 7 liters. Vaso-
pressin insensitive nephrogenic diabetes insipidus
was documented in one. Renal amyloid deposits were
composed of AA protein as determined by immuno—
fluoroscence microscopy in 17 specimens and by bio
chemical characterization in 2. In 9 patients who
were followed up, uremia developed within 6 months
in 5 and within 3 years in 2, while function de-
teriorated in the other 2 over 5 months.
To summarize, in contrast to intravenous heroin
abusers who typically demonstrate FGS when present
ing with the nephrotic syndrome, addicts who eacap
this fate are later at risk for amyloidosis after
having had to resort to the subcutaneous route.
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SEVERE HYPERTENSION (HT) IN THE NEPHRTIC
SYNDROME (NS). A.B.Geers' H.A.Koornans
E.J.Dorhout Mees. Univ.Hosp.Utrecht, The
Netherlands.
Severe HT is uncommon in the NS. In the
recent years we have observed 4 such
patients (diastolic blood pressure, DBP
120 mmHg). Diagnoses were membraneous
glotnerulopathy (P1),focal sclerosis (P2),
systemic lupus (P3), and minimal lesions
(P4). After 3 days of 20 mEq sodium diet
their data were:
P1 showed retinal bleeding and renin (PRA,
plasma renin activity,fmolAl/l.s) depen-
dent lIT, responding to captopril.In the
others correction of the extracellular
volume (ECV) normalized BP, although in
none blood volume (By) was elevated marked-
ly. The latter may be explained by the low
plasma colloid osmotic pressure (PCOP).
Creatjnine clearance varied between 17 and
54 mi/mm. We conclude that severe lIT may
occasionally complicate the NS, which
evidently pleads against hypovolemia under-
lying edema formation at least in these
patients. The pathogenesis of the volume-
type NT remains uncertain, as the By does
not follow the elevations in ECV.
THE UTILITY OF 125 IOTHALAMATE (10) CLEAR-
ANCE (C) AS A MARKER OF GLOMERULAR FILTRATION
RATE(CFR). M. Germain, C. Braden, 3. Fitz—
gibbons, Baystate Med. Ctr., Springfield, MA.
A recent study (mx 27:9, 1985) questions the
clinical utility of C10 as an estimate of GFR.
For the past 12 years our lab ham performed
simultaneous measurements of C10 and creatinine
clearance (Ccr) to estimate GFR on subjects with
varying levels of renal function. The mean data
for the clearances stratified for levels of renal
function are:
C10 N C10 CCr CCr/ CcrCio
C'0
ml/in mi/mm ml/min mi/sin
. 10 96 5.4 10.5* 1.95 5.1
10—19 54 13.5 26.0* 1.93 12.5
20—49 36 34.5 52.5* 1.52 18.0
50—79 25 64.9 80.5* 1.24 15.6
80 60 114.3 119.1 1.04 4.8
*p . 001 compared with C10
The data demonstrate a significant differ-
ence between C10 and CCr in all groups with
C10 80 mi/sin. When the C10 was . 20
mi/sin CCr was almost twice the C10. The
presumed cause for the discrepancy in clearances
is the increasing proportion of urinary creatinine
that results from secretion rather than filtration
with progressive renal failure. Although absolute
creatinine secretion (mi/mm) calculated as
— C10 increases in moderate renal insufficiency
it declines with far advanced renal failure. The
differences in C10 and CCr suggest that the
use of tracer amounts of 125i 10 does not appear
to result in significant 10 secretion and thus
provides a good estimate of GFR.
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THE URINE ANION GAP (uAc) - A VALUABLE DIAGNOSTIC
PARAMETER IN HYPERCHLOREMIC METABOLIC ACIDOSIS
(HCMA) AND RENAL POTASSIUM (K) WASTING. N.B.
Goldstein, R. Bear, R.M.A. Richardson, P.lTsden"
and M.L. (-lalperin. Renal Divisions, St.
Michael's Hospital and Toronto General Hospital,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
HCMA can conveniently be classified into
diseases without augmented NH excretion (e.g.
distal RTA) and those with high NHi4 excretions
(proximal RTA and non renal causes). However,
this approach requires a rapid estimate of urine
NHi4 — a test not performed routinely. The
purpose of this study was to evaluate whether the
UAG (Na + K — Cl) provides a reliable indirect
estimate of urine NHt. We compared the UAG of
Low bicarbonate urines (<pH 6.5) with the
measured urine NH4 in normals, subjects who in-
gested NH4C1 daily for up to 5 days and in
patients with defects in urine acidification.
Subjects with ketoacidosis (e.g. DKA, fasting) or
those ingesting large quantities of unusual anions
(e.g. cerbenicillen) ware Omitted. In HCMA,
there is a linear relationship between the UAG
and urine WHU, with NH4 excretion exceeding the
anion gap by 83 mEq/day (NH4 -0.01 UAG ÷ 83,
n 95, r = .97). In HCMA, if the urine Cl did
not exceed the urine Na + K, a renal acidifica-
tion defect should be suspected. The UAG has 2
other clinical uses: first, a large UAG with
acid urine indicates the excretion of an anion
which may be of pathogenetic significance in
metabolic acidosis (e.g. 9—hydroxybutyrate) and
second, a high UAG might reflect the excretion
of a non-reabsorbed anion which was the basis for
renal 1< wasting (e.g. bicarbonate or carbeni—
cillen).
HYPERCALCEMIA, A NEW COMPLICATION OF ADVANCED
CHRONIC LIVER DISEASE. Arthur Greenberg, Ann
Gerhardt*, James J. Reilly, Jr.*, and David H.
Van Thiel*, Departments of Medicine and Surgery,
University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA.
Hypercalcemia (tCa) has been reported to occur
in 6-69% of patients (pts) with hepatoma but is
not a recognized feature of advanced chronic liver
disease (CLD) without tumor. During a four year
period, 14 CLD pts evaluated in the liver trans-
plantation program at our institution developed
tCa. Although five had hepatoma, including one
with osseous metastases, the 9 others were proven
to be tumor-free. The pts all had advanced CLO
with mean total bilirubin 29.5±4.6 mg/dl (meant
S.E.M.; range, 4.6-67 mg/dl) and prothrombin time
16.8±0.8 S. (range 13.2-24 s.). The highest ob-
served serum calcium was 17.2 mg/dl. Mean serum
calcium was 11.7±0.3 mg/dl, ionized calcium 5.41±
0.35 mg/dl (normal < 4.9 mg/dl), and phosphorus
4.2±0.4 mg/dl. Most pts (87%) had mild to moder-
ate renal insufficiency with mean serum creatinine
2.8±0.4 mg/dl (range 1.0-6.7 mg/dl). Mean C-term-
inal PTH level was 54±11 4leq/ml (range < 20—150
Uleq/ml, normal 20-70 Uleq/ml). In 27%, PTH was
fully suppressed, and in 45% PTH was at a level
commonly seen in non-PTH mediated iCa. Initially,
7 pts were receiving vitamin 0 supplements. How-
ever, plasma 25-OH-, and 1,25 di-OH—vitamin D
levels were normal or low in the 6 vitamin 0 trea-
ted and 3 non-treated pts in whom levels were de-
termined. +Ca persisted for 5.1±1.6 weeks (range
1-20 weeks) until death (10 pts), transplantation
(3 pts) or spontaneous resolution (1 pt). +Ca
that does not appear to be due to hyperparathy-
roidism or hypervitaminosis D is a potential com-
olication of CLD.
SBP DBP
mmHg
P1 215 130
P2 180 125
P3 190 140
P4 180 120
PCOP PRA BV ECV
%normai
13 1810 112 88
11 280 108 222
14 120 111 189
12 850 103 126
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IMPROVED SPECIFICITY IN RENAL SCANNING BY WATER
LOADING. ML Gross1 WJ Potvin*, XJ Riccobono , JP
Windham*, MS Clark , JV Nally. Medical College of
Ohio, Toledo, Oil.
We have had the opportunity to assess a variety
of nuclear medicine renal scanning techniques in
the evaluation of patients with renal artery sten—
osis as well as normal controls. In our earlier
studies, without any attention to hydration sta-
tus, the 1—131 Hippuran scan had an abnormal con-
figuration in one half of subjects serving as nor-
mal controls. The explanation for theae abnormal
1—131 Hippuran scana was unclear, although the hy-
dration status of the patient may be important. To
explore this possibility, the current studies com-
pared renal scans in hydrated and dehydrated nor-
mal controls. Eighteen normal subjects were
studied who were normotensive and without evidence
of kidney disease as assessed by urinalysis and
serum creatinine. Each patient underwent simul-
taneous 30 mm. Tc—99m DTPA and 30 mm. 1—131 Hip—
puran scans on two separate occasions. The first
set of scans was performed after an overnight fast
and the second set, one month later, after an oral
water load (10 mi/kg), 30 mm. prior to scanning.
All scans were identified by patient number and
date only, interpreted blindly and were evaluated
by the criteria of Gault. In patients who were
scanned after an overnight fast, only 3/10 30 mm.
Tc—99m DTPA and 11/18 30 mm. 1—131 scans were
:onsidered normal. After the oral water load of
10 mi/kg, all 30 mm. renal scans with DTPA or
:lippuran were now interpreted as being normal.
These results suggest that oral water loading
prior to renal scanning should be the procedure of
choice to avoid false positive renal scans.
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MOLECULAR BASIS FOR IDIOPATHIC NEPHROTIC SYNDROME
IN CHILDREN. R. Gusmano, G.M. Ghiggeri, F.Ginevri,
G.Candiano, F.Perfumo, G.Delfino and C. Queirolo.
(Intr. by Warren E. Grupe). Department of Nephrolo—
gy, G. Gaslini Institute, Genoa and Hemodialysis
Service Hospital of Lavagna (GE), ITALY.
Definitive evidences for a charge mediated de-
fect of GBM in minimal change nephropathy (MCN)
are still lacking. We have determined the iso-
electric points (p1) of serum and urinary albumin
(A) in 11 children with nephrotic syndrome (NS)
responsive to steroids and in 13 who were unrespon-
sive. A was purified with pseudo-ligand chroma-
tography and pls were determined with ultrathin
IEF staining of the immunofixed protein with the
silver method. The main components of serum A in
R before steroid and in NR were 2 bands with p1 4.7
and 4.9 respectively and a few others more cationic
with p1s between 5 and 6.7 Cationic A disappeared
in R after the steroid induced remission of pro-
teinuria. The urinary pattern was the same as in
serum (2 main bands with p1s 4.7 and 4.9 and others
more cationic) in R during the proteinuric phase
and in NR whereas urinary A in R after remission
was constituted by the more anionic of the princi-
pal isoforms (p1 4.7) and by many others still
more anionic with pls between 4.1 and 4.6. These
data suggest that cationic A have a main patho-
genetic relevance in NS in children and describe
new features of the charge dependent renal select-
ivity properties in non proteinuric conditions.
In this light current concepts of pathogenesis of
MCN must be reconsidered.
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PROTEINIJRIA OF TYPE I AND II DIABETICS IS IN-
FLUENCED DIFFERENTLY BY METABOLIC CONTROL MID
BLOOD PRESSURE. Christoph Masslacher? Peter Wahl
Eberhard Ritz? Department Internal Medicine,Hei-
delberg/Germany (introduced by F.C.Luft)
In type I diabetics (Disbetologia 28,6,1985),
metabolic control (Mc) but not blood pressure
(BP) is a predictor for onset of persistent pro-
teinuria (PP); once PP is established mainly BP
determines progression into renal failure. We
retrospectively analyzed influence of metabolic
control and blood pressure on onset of PP in
168 type II diabetics (57 male, 111 female) seen
5 times per year for a median of 7 years (2-18).
In 63 patients PP developed after a median of 17
y (7-21) of known duration of diabetes; loS pa-
tients with no PP after 2o y (16-34) aerved as
controls (co). MC: median postprandial blood
glucose (enzymatically); PP: 4 consecutive Al-
bustix positive urines. MC was not different in
female diabetics with PP or CO, but had been
slightly worse prior to onset of PP in PP males
(2o4 vs 179 mg/dl; p co.oS). Both in male and
female type II diabetics systolic and diasto-
lic blood pressure had been significantly hig-
her in the preproteinuric stage (diast.BP 91
vs 83 maHg in CO; p<o.ol). In contrast to ty-
pe I diab. a significant correlation (ro.59,
p o.ol) was noted between diast. Br' (preprotein-
uric stage) and duration till onset of PP Re-
siatence to oral antidiabetica and insulin the-
rapy had no relation to persistent proteinuria.
The data document important differences between
type I and II diabetics with respect to influ-
ence of blood pressure on proteinuria. Apart
from metabolic control, NP is also a significant
predictor of proteinuria in type II diabetics.
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ANALYSIS OF RISK FACTORS FOR PATIENTS (Pt) AND
RENAL (R) SURVIVAL (5) IN CRESCENTIC GLOMERULO—
NEPHRITIS (CGN). R.L. Heilrnan*, J.A. Velosa, K.E.
Holley, K.P. Offord*. Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN.
We reported that the type of CGN influences RS
but not PtS (Clin Res 33(l):84A, 1985). Uni—
variate and multivariate analysis of clinical,
pathologic, and laboratory variables defined the
following risk factors in 63 Pt with CGN (Idio-
pathic RPGN 18; Goodpasture's 10; Multisystem
illness 28; and associated with other glomerular
diseases 7).
Patient Survival (%)
n 1 yr 5 yr P value
34 91 83 0.002
29 72 31
Present 9 43 -- 0.007
Absent 54 87 65
Renal Survival (%)
n 6mo lyr P value
Serum creatinine (mg/dl)
<6 39 95 92 <0.001
>6 23 35 35
Oliguria
Present 9 18 18 <0.001
Absent 53 81 79
Chronicity
Mild 33 72 72 0.039
Marked 29 62 57
The initial serum creatinine and the Pt's age
were the most important single indicators of RS
and PtS respectively. Oliguria indicated worse
PtS and RS and the degree of chronicity seen on
renal biopsy was related to RS. These findings
may be of help in the design of treatment
protocols and in Pt management.
Age 160
>60
Oliguria
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EFFECTS OF ENALAPRIL ON SERUM K, RENIN—ALDOSTERONE
SYSTEM AND INTRARENAL NA-HANDLING IN PATIENTS WITH
BARTTER SYNDROME (BS). R.J. Hené, H.A. Koomans,*
A. v.d. Stolpe,* G.E.G. Uerhoef,* and E.J. Dorhout
Mees. Univ. Hospital, Utrecht, and Leyenburg
Hospital, The Hague, The Netherlands.
We treated 7 patients with BS with enalapril,
20 or 40 mg/day. Before and after 3 months
treatment electrolytes, blood pressure (OP),
plasma renin activity (PRA) plasma aldosterone
(PAC), extracellular volume (ECU), and angioten—
sin II dose needed to raise BP by 20 mmHg
(Allsens) were determined. In four of them we
estimated fractional proximal and distal Na—
reabsorption (PSR and DSR) during maximal water
diuresis:
untreated enalapril ref. values#
Serum K 2.4±0.5 3.9÷0.6 3.8-5.0 mmol/L
PRA 4.1+3.0 10.14+4.1 0.2-0.8 pmolAl/L/s
PAC 519+714 129±66 100—500 pmol/L
ECU 270±20 267±30 302±19 ml/kg
Body wt 68.2±18.2 71.7±18.5 kg
Allsens 34±11 11±4 9÷3 ng/kg/min
BP 114/74 110/76 mm Hg
PSR 0.90+0.02 0.91+0.03 0.82÷0.06
DSR 0.81-i-0.06 0.70÷0.13 0.85+0.04
/ From 8 normals on 200 mmol Na intake.
Serum K increased in all subjectw, and
normalized in 5. Most subjects reported improved
well being. Treatment decreased DSR. No changes
were found in proximal reabsorption and in ECU.
Enalapril ameliorated potassium metabolism without
altering the abnormal intrarenal Na—handling,
which confirms the importance of hyper—
aldosteronism as a cause of hypokalemiw in BS.
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CAN TESTS OF RENAL DILUTING ABILITY REVEAL THE
PROXIMATE CAUSE OF BARTTER'S SYNDROME?
B. Hernandez,' I. Kurtz, M. Schambelan,
J. Colman, P.C. Rector Jr, S.C. Morris Jr, and
A. Sebastian. UCSF, San Francisco, CA.
In paired studies on each of Il adult patients
with Bartter's syndrome CBS) and 5 normal subjects
(NS), renal diluting ability was assessed in
response to oral water loading and, immediately
thereafter, to intravenous infusion of hypotonic
NaC1 solution. The response to oral water loading
of all indexes of' diluting ability was not
significantly different between BS and NS. In
response to hypotonic NaCl infusion, a greater
increase (P<O.OO1) in delivered load of Cl— salts
to the diluting segments, (CH2O + CCL)/GFR, and a
greater decrease (P<O.OO1) in the fraction of the
delivered Cl— salts reabsorbed in the diluting
segments, CH2O/(CH2O + CC1), occurred in BS vs NS,
over the same range of increase in body Na+
content. The magnitude of those changes in BS
correlated with the increase in body Na+ content
(P<O.OO1). Both the chloruretic and natriuretic
responses were exaggerated in BS. Thus, in the
same patients who have no impairment of diluting
ability, as revealed by their response to oral
water loading, an impairment of diluting ability
becomes evident during infusion of hypotonic NaCl,
perhaps in part because of an abnormal response to
the maneuver itself. We conclude that, in our
patients with BS, the results of' standard tests of
renal diluting ability (i.e., oral water loading;
hypotonic NaCl infusion) cannot be interpreted as
evidence that the pre—test, proximate cause of
their Bartter's syndrome is impaired Cl— and Na+
transport in the diluting segments of the nephron.
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EFFECT OF ARGININE INFUSION ON RENAL
PLASMA FLOW (RPF) AND GFR IN NORMAL AND
GROWTH HORMONE DEFICIENT MAN. Raimund
Hirschberg*, Kenneth Kleinman*, Richard 3. Glassock
and 3oel D. Kopple. Harbor-UCLA Medical Center and
UCLA, Torrance, CA
A rise in plasma growth hormone (GH) has been
implicated as a cause of the increase in RPF and GFR
following a protein or amino acid load, but the data are
not conclusive. We examined this question in S normal
adults and 6 adults with GH deficiency, either
hereditary (1) or due to hypopituitarism (5). After an
overnight fast, RPF and GFR were measured with 14
PAH and inulin clearance periods of 30 mm each.
During the seventh period, subjects were infused with
10% arginine HCI, O.5g/kg body wt or 30 g, whichever
was less, over 30 minutes. Plasma GH and glucagon
were measured every 15-30 mm. The results (mean •
SD), shown in the table, indicate GFR and glucagon
increased equally in the 2 groups, while RPF rose less
and GH increased only in the normal adults.
RPF 4GR 4GH ilGlucagon(mi/mm X 1.73m ) (ng/mI) (pg/mi)
Norm 1366435b,d 23.0÷ l5.9 10.5+ 107a 176c
GH Def l9S.4+47.S 3O.Sl9.8 0.2+0.3
Significant rise above baseline: 5p <.05, b <.01, c <.001
dNormal vs. GH deficient, p<.O5
These data suggest that GH does not play an important
role in mediating the arginine induced rise in RPF and
GFR. In contrast, the increase in plasma glucagon with
arginine infusion in both groups is consistent with the
possibility that glucagon may contribute to the increase
in RPF and GFR following an arginine load.
ALUMINUM REMOVAL DURING HEMODIALYSIS AND CAPD:
EFFECT OF DFO INFUSION. A. Hodsman, N.
Muirhead*, P.E. Cordyc, D. Hollomby*, F.
Leung°, A. Henderson. University of Western
Ontario, Depts. of Medicine and Clinical
Chemistry, London, Ontario, Canada.
Removal of Aluminum(Al) from Al—intoxicated
dialysis pts. is now possible using the
chelant, Deferroxamine(DFO). Measurement of Al
removal by dialysis after a standard infusion
of DFO (100 mg/kg) was quantitated 24—48 hours
later in 8 hemodialysis(HD) and 8 CAPD pts. to
determine which modality results in the most
efficient reduction in total body Al—burdens.
In lID pta., Al clearance was calculated at Q
100 mi/hr during dialysis with a cuprophane(CP
membrane (Disscap 110), and subsequently in the
same pta. with a polyacrylonitrile(PAN)
membrane (Biospal 24005), Daily Al removal
correlated with post—DFO serum Al levels in
both HD pts. (r=0.65) and CAPD pts. (r=O.77).
In HO pts., Al clearance using a CP membrane
was 40+2.3 mI/mm (+SEM), resulting in removal
of 192±32 imol/treatment, and an estimated
288÷48 ,umol/wk. Comparable Al clearances with a
PAN membrane were 48±4.5 mi/mm, 154+33 Fmol/
treatment and 231÷50 pmol/wk (n.s. compared to
CF membrane). In CAPD pta. Al clearance was
0.83i-O.O3 al/mm leading to an estimated weekly
Al removal of 108÷30 jmol/wk (p< 0.05 cf. HO
pts . )
Conclusions: 1. Al removal by dialysis is
dependent upon post—DFO serum Al levels. 2. In
HO pts. high efficiency PAN membranes do not
offer advantages in net Al removal. 3. Despite
longer dialysis times, net weekly Al removal is
significantly less in CAPD pta. than in HO pta.
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IGA NEPHROPATHY (BERGER'S DISEASE)——FOUND IN 50%
OF RENAL BIOPSIES PERFORMED IN TEENAGERS PRESENT-
ING WITH GROSS HEMATURIA. REPORT OF THE SOUTHWEST
PEDIATRIC NEPHROLOGY STUDY GROUP. R.J. Hogg and
F.G. Silva, UTHSC, Dallas, TX.
We have shown previously that gross hematuria
(GH) is common in USA children and adolescents
with IgA nephropathy (IgAN) and that the clinical
onset of IgAN is often observed in the second dec.-
ade of life. However, there are no data indicàt-
ing the relative frequency of IgAN in pts who de-
velop GH during this period. We have evaluated
this question in 56 pts who developed GH after
their 12th birthday (14.0±1.7 yr) and had a renal
biopsy (RBx) between 13 and 19 years of age (14.7±
1.6 yrs). Three—fourths of the 56 pts were male;
80% were white, 11% Hispanic and 9% black. Only
4% of the pts presented with acute depression of
GFR whereas 93% had proteinuria and 11% had NS.
The duration of clinical symptoms prior to RBx
ranged from 1 to 60 months. In 29 of the pts, a
series of complex urologic procedures (including 8
arteriograms and 6 urethral or bladder biopsies)
were performed prior to RBx. LM was performed in
96% of Bx, IF in 91% and EM in 77%. Evaluation of
RBx showed that one-half (50%) of pts (28/56) had
widespread dorninant-codominant IgA glomerular mes—
angial deposition (i.e., Bergers disease). Renal
lesions in the other patients included minimal
glomerular changes-—16%, diffuse mesangial hyper—
cellularity-—7%, proliferative glomerulonephri—
tis—-6%, MPGN type I-—5%, focal sclerosis——5%, and
crescentic GN in 4%. One pt was found to have
absorptive hypercalciuria post—Bx. We conclude
that IgAN is an important cause of GH in adoles-
cents, and that RBx should be considered prior to
extensive urologic workup in such pts.
ASSESSMENT OF URINARY PROTEIN EXCEETION IN ADOLESCENTS:
EEC OF BOEYI POSFFION AN) EXRCI Mark 'L Honser. Univ.
of br. Med. Ctr., tept. of Pediatrics, thaha, bbraska.
Isolated proteinuria is ccsimon in the adolescent and
usually occurs in a transient or orthostatic pattern.
Evaluation of such subjects, however, is cumbersc*ae and
cauplicated by the lack of data characterizing the effects of
body position or excercise on physiologic proteiwrla. As
quantitative protein excretion can be accurately assessed
using the randcm urinary protein to creatinine ratio
(Up/Ucr), we examined the effects of body position and
e,mrcise on UWUcr in healthy adolescents. Randc*n urine
samples were obtained airing recunbeixy, following aabulation
anal exercise in 116 subjects.
Urinary Pretein Excretion (Up/Ucr; omanJ[L! (/m) 2.
Recumbent omle 40 2).9±1.8*t 76.9
fmnala 63 31.3±1.8 * 81.3
Upright sale 40 34.9±2.1 122.3fmse]e 67 38.6±1.9
Postexercise sale 41 48.4+2.2 248.4fenale 69 55.2.3
* all sama In reautent upright r emxdse portals
different, p<.0))1; 1- pCW1 cowered to fesele
Up/Ucr was highly variable d.iring the postexercise period and
varied fran 29.1 pg/mg to 94.4 pg/mg, depending cni activity.
lim urinary dipstick was also exaninmd as a tool to evaluate
proteiniria in asymptanatic subjects. Using the data derived
fran this study, the dipstick had a sensitivity of only 54.8%
or 73.7% to define abnormal proteinuria in recumbent or
upright samples, respectively; specificity, haever, was ouch
better (93., 90.7%, respectively). It is caaludad that
body position and exercise have definable effects on urinary
protein excretion anal that dipstick analysis is inadequate
for the evaluation of proteinuria in as)inptallatic sobjects.
This data shwld be useful in the evaluation of subjects
mispected of having proteinuria.
REVASCULARIZATION OF RENAL ARTERY OCCLUSION
BY SURGERY AND BY TRANSLUMINAL ANGIOPLASTY
(PTA). Th. Hupp, J.F.E. Mann, E. Ritz, J.
Allenberg, Depts. of Surgery and Medicine
University of Heidelberg, FRG.
(introd. by FC Luft)
We observed 7 patients (pts.) with acute,
oliguric renal failure due to renal ar-
tery occlusion of a solitary functioning
kidney.There were 6 male and 1 female pta.
(mean age 58 years, range 44—74). Renal ar-
tery occlusion occured because of acute
thrombosis of an arteriosclerotic stenosis
(n-4), embolism complicating mitral valYe
disease (n=1), spontaneous dissection (n=
1), and thrombosis following PTA (n=l).
3 pts. had to be dialyzed. In 5 pts. the
major ccxnplaint was flank pain; urolithiasis
was suspected in these pta., and retro-
grade pyelography performed. All pts. were
evaluated by angiography which showed
collateral blood flow to the ischemic
kidney in 5 pta. Six pts. were operated
upon (bypass graft in 4, embolectomy in
1, extracorporeal reconstruction in 1),
and 1 pt. was treated by PTA. Time inter-
val between onset of symptoms and inva-
sive therapy ranged from 8h to 5 days.
Serum creatinine was 3.9 - 10.8 ng/dl be-
fore, and 1.8 — 2.9 mg/dl after invasive—
therapy (follow—up: 6 months - 3 years).
The present study shows that (I) acute re-
nal failure due to renal artery occlusion
is often mis-diagnosed as urolithiasis,
(II) renal failure was reversible in all
pts. investigated, even after a prolonged
interval, due to collateral blood flo,.
ACUTE HYPONATREMIA DURING FORCED DIURESIS (FD) FOR
CANCER CHEMOTHERAPY (ChemoRx). M. Isaacs,
C.D. Flombaum and P. Vanamee.* Memorial Sloan—
Kettering Cancer Center, N.Y., N.Y.
Cancer ChemoRx is often accompanied by the ad-
ministration of large amounts of intravenous fluids
given to achieve a high urinary output (forced
diuresis)
During vigorous hydration instituted for cancer
ChemoRx, 12 non—edematous Pts with clinically nor-
mal hydration and renal function experienced 16
episodes of severe hyponatremia (serum Na 115±4.3
mEq/L) accompanied by mental changes and/or gener-
alized seizures. Serum Na was normal prior to the
initiation of FD and symptomatic hyponatremia su-
pervened 4±2 days after the onset of vigorous hy-
dration. All Pts were receiving large amounts of
hypotonic fluids (6±1.6 L/day), administered to
prevent cisplatin nephrotoxicity (10 Pts), acute
tumor lysis (1 Pt) and to treat hypercalcemia
(1 Pt). Predisposing factors included tumoral SIADH
(7 episodes), the concomitant use of thiazide
diuretics (4 episodes), a combination of the above
and other causes of SIADH (5 episodes). The urinary
Na concentration (132±42 msq/L) exceeded the
content of Na in the intravenous fluids. These
large urinary Na losses produced by volume expan-
sion in the setting of SIADH explained the rapid
development of hyponatremia.
In conclusion: 1) Cancer Pts receiving Chemopx
in a setting where ADH is known to be elevated can
rapidly develop severe symptomatic hyponatremia
during the period of FD. 2) The development of hypo-
natremia is related to the habitually high fluid
intake these Pts receive, coupled with an altered
water excretion due to clinically occult SIADH, the
use of thiazide diuretics and/or stimulation of ADH
secretion by ChemoRx—induced emesis or other stresses.
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ANTICYSTINURIC EFFECT OF GLUTAMINE (Gin) REVISITED
P. Jaeger, L. Portmann A. Saunders' L. Rosenberg
5.0. Thier. Oepts of mt. Med. and Human Genetics,
Yale Univ., New Haven, CT, and Lausanne Univ., Cl-I.
A coomion feature of cystinuric subjects who re-
spond to Gin is a spontaneously high Na—intake
(Jaeger, ASN '82). We now report that a cystinuric
subject who received L—Gln (3 x 0.7 g/d) for 30 d
showed a decreased UCyst.V from 3.0 0.1 (3) LX
SEM, (n)] to 2.3 0.2 (4) when dietary Na in-
take was 300 mol/d; on 160 nmiol Na/d no effect of
L—Gln on cystine excretion was observed. Further,
UCyst.V was higher (p<O.Ol) on high than on reg.
Na—intake. In 5 cystinuric subjects plotting the
individual values of IJCyst.V vs UNa.V confirmed a
positive correlation between these parameters (r =
0.8, a = 33, p<O.OO1). Similar correlations were
found for ornithine, Lys, Arg, but not for Asn,
Glu, Gly, Ala, Val, Met, Leu, Phe and His; Such
correlations were abolished on Gln. To evaluate
whether cystinurics might benefit from Na—restric-
tion, 3 patients received a diet providing <50
mmol Na/d for > 2 wks. UCyst.V decreased signi-
ficantly, compared with reg. diet, in pt 1 from
3.7 0.2 mmol/24 h to 2.2, p<0.025, in pt 2 from
2.7 0.1 to 2.0 0.1, p<O,O2, and in pt 3 from
1.8 0.1 to 1.6 0.03, p<O.O5. On the low Na
diet all 3 patients excreted cystine at concen-
trations that were within the range of solubiiity
at urine volumes >1.8 L. The anticystinuric ef-
fects of the low Na diet and of Gin were not addi-
tive and might share a common mechanism. We con-
clude: 1) Gln reduces cystine excretion in cysti—
nurics when on high Na—intake only. 2) Cystine
excretion is dependent upon dietary Na, therefore
providing the potential for a safe additional
therapeutic maneuver.
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BENEFIT OF CYCLOPHOSPHAMIDE THERAPY (CT)
IN PATIENTS WITH MEMBRANOUS GLOMERULO-
NEPHRITIS (MGN) AND IMPAIRED RENAL
FUNCTION.Kailash Jindal* Michael West*
Robert Bear and Marc Goldstein. Uriiv.of
Toronto, Dept. of Medicine,Toronto, Ont.
Twenty eight patients with MGN were
studied (9 treated and 19 controls (C)).
All had serum creat.(SC) l35,uM) and
nephrotic syndrome (NS). CT was given
for 16 mos (1.5 mg/kg/d). Concurrent
controls were chosen having the same
range of age, peak SC and date at the
time of biopsy as the CT group. CT and C
groups were not different in any way at
the time of biopsy. Prednisone had been
given to 85% of C and 67% of CT without
benefit. 6 of 9 received a second
course of Prednisone with the CT.
- Final SC Final Urine % with
prot. g/d ESRD
C 348 8.0 22
CT 195 3.2* 0
The slope of SC from biopsy to treatment
or its equivalent (37% of total period
follow up in controls) was 9.8 in CT and
2.6 in C. The slope from treatment (or
equivalent) to last observation was -1.5
in CT and 5.8 in C* (uM/month). With
respect to NS: in CT there were 4
complete remissions (RI (<0.Sg/d), 2
partial remissions (PR) and 3 NS (>3.5
g/d). In C,O had R, 6 PR and 12 NS*.
(* p<0.05). Thus CT appears to be of
benefit in patients with MGN, NS and
impaired renal function.
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP) LEVELS IN A
PATIENT PRIOR TO AND FOLLOWING IMPLANTATION OF AN
ARTIFICIAL HEART (AH). C. Kablitz, R. Baranowski,
C, Westenfelder. Univ. of Utah and VA Medical
Centers, Salt Lake City, Utah.
The first patient in whom both cardiac ventri-
cles were replaced suffered from end stage idio-
pathic cardiomyopathy. The patient was hypoten-
sive, grossly edematous and had a cardiac output
of 1 L/ cia, Postoperatively, blood pressure and
cardiac output values were "normal. The patient
continued, however, to be edematous even when
renal function was normal. We examined, there-
fore, whether the surgery might have reduced the
atrial capacity to synthesize/release ANP, which
in turn might have caused the noted salt reten-
tion, Immediate preoperative ANP levels were
elevated at 610 and simultaneous aldosterone
levels were 250 pg/cL (NL<3.l pg/cl). Throughout
the postoperative course mean ANP values were
decreased to 231 .7 15.3 (range 149.0 to 328.0)
pg/cl and aldosterone levels were 82.5±46.0
(range 0.36 to 753.1) pg/ml. Electronmicro—
graphs of both atria showed marked loss of gran—
ula. These data suggest that the patient's
postoperative cardiac output, although "normal,"
was too low to normalize renal perfusion and thus
aldosterone levels. This in part explains the
patient's avid salt retention. It is furthermore
possible that the surgically traumatized atria
lost their capacity to release "sufficient" ANP.
This raises the question whether biventricular
replacement creates a so far unrecognized ANP
deficiency state, a disorder that might
complicate the recovery of patients with AHs.
CLINICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL FEATURES OF
HYPOIHYIUIDISM IN PATIEI'flS WITh END-STAGE RENAL
DISEASE (ESRD). Winston W. Tang,* !I0f_,:
Ka2tein, and Shaul G. Massry. Div. Nephrol., Dept.
Med., Univ. So. Calif., Los Angeles, CA.
The prevalence of hypothyroidism is 2.7% in
patients with ESRD compared to 0.5-1% in the
general population. Since hypothyroidism may
contribute to the morbidity of ESRD, its diagnosis
in these patients is important. To examine the
usefulness of various clinical and laboratory
features of hypothyroidism in ESRD, we studied 6
euthyroid and 6 hypothyroid patients with
creatinine clearance (10 mI/mm. The euthyroid
patients were matched for age, renal disease, type
and duration of dialysis. The diagnosis of
hypothyroidism was based on elevated serum TSH
levels (21—280 uU/ml; normal <5).
There was no difference between the two groups
in the number of patients with fatigue, lethargy,
dry skin, weight gain, constipation, absent or
decreased deep tendon reflexes, bradycardia, low
voltage on I(G or QR findings; routine laboratory
values were not different. Only 3 hypothyroid
patients had a hoarse voice (P0.09). 'flwo patients
in each group had goitre. Only 3 patients with
hypothyroidism had positive antimicrosomal
antibody titres. These data show that the signs
and symptoms of hypothyroidism are masked or
mimicked by those of uremia. Since serum free T4
index values may be low in euthyroid patients with
RD, the diagnosis of hypothyroidism could only
be made by a high serum TSH level. In view of the
high prevalence of hypothyroidism in ESIID, it is
advised that serum TSH be measured on all ESRD
patients with a low free T4 index value to
diagnose hypothyroid i Sm.
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ALBUMIN SYNTHESIS, ALBUMINURIA AND HYPERLIPIMIA IN
NEPHROSIS, G.A. Kaysen, 3. Gambertoglio, J. Felts',
F.M. Hutchison*, V.A. Medical Center, Martinez, CA.
UC Davis, Davis, CA., UCSF, San Francisco, CA.
Hyperlipimia is a comon manifestation of the
nephrotic syndrome, is negatively correlated with
serum protein concentration and is postulated to
result from a coordinate increase in the synthesis
of both albumin and lipoproteins. Simultaneous
measurements of serum lipids and albumin synthesis
rate(ALBSYN) have not been reported. We measured
ALBSYN, urinary albumin loss(UALB), serum albumin
(SALB) triglyceride(TRIG) and cholesterol (CHOL)
concentration in 14 nephrotic patients. Changes in
UALB(6UALB),SALB(lSALB), and ALBSYN(ALBSYN) were
induced by alteration of dietary protein content
in nine of the patients in a paired fashion. The
resultant changes in TRIG(tTRIG) and CHOL(CHOL)
were analyzed by multiple regression. All variance
in both TRIG and CHOL resulted from variance in
UALB r= .589 P<.005, r=.7l8 P<.003 respectively.
tCHOL correlated only with IUALB r=.9l7 P<.0005,
but ITRIG correlated with IALBSYN r=.861 P<.003.
Variance in ALBSYN was entirely due to variance in
UALB r=.850 P<.000l. ALBSYN during consumption of a
low proteiQ diet(0.8glkg) was not increased 14.4±
l.5g/l.73m'/day compared to control, but TRIG 417±
132 and CHOL 370±59mg/dl were increased signifi-
cantly.
For individual nephrotic patients, changes in
serum lipids closely reflect changes in UALB with
the resulting changes in ALBSYN. Hyperlipimia in
nephrosis results primarily from changes in lipo-
protein metabolism resulting from the urinary loss
of albumin, or macromolecules lost coordinately
with albumin, and is only partially dependent upon
the resultant increased ALBSYN,
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS DURING TWO SUBSEQUENT RELAPSES
OF NEPHROSIS IN ONE PATIENT. H.A. Koornans,* W.H.
Boer,* and [.3. Dorhout Mees. Univ. Hospital,
Dept. of Nephrology, Utrecht, The Netherlands.
We observed sequential changes in a 19-year old
girl during a 36—day period of subsequent relapse,
recovery and again relapse of a nephrotic syndrome
due to minimal lesions. Two days after
discontinuation of a prednisone course a massive
proteinuria (41.2 g, on day 4) developed, tapering
to about 8 g daily. Sodium retention followed with
a time—lag of one day. Despite a large drop in
total protein, blood volume (3 measurements) did
not fall, blood pressure rose from 140/90 to
180/115 mm Hg. Plasma renin initally rose but
returned to original level during edema formation
(+6 kg). Inuline clearance fell (l3O-86494
mi/mm) and PAH clearance rose (750 —784 — 996
mi/mm), filtration fraction (FE) dropped markedly
(l7.8—9.4). Two doses of N—mustard given on day
17 and 23 were followed by a reversal of these
changes from day 23, but this was interrupted by
heavy proteinuria recurring from day 29. This was
again followed by sodium retention, while plasma
protein remained unchanged. The whole observation
period was characterized by reciprocal changes in
proteinuria, blood pressure, body weight on the
one hand, and sodium excretion and filtration
fraction on the other. These unique observations,
some compatible with the hypovolemia concept of
edema formation, some obviously in contradiction,
will be discussed.
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THE PROGNOSIS OF FOCAL SEGMENTAL GLOMERULAR
SCLEROSIS (FSGS) OF ADULTHOOD. Stephen M. Korbet,
Melvin M. Schwartz and Edmund 3. Lewis. Push
Medical College, Chicago, IL.
We studied 47 adults (age 36.8±16.8(SD)yrs) who
were found to have FSGS during the work up of pro-
teinuria. Nephrotic (N) proteinuria (3gm/24 h) was
found in 30 patients (pts) and non-nephrotic (NM)
proteinuria in 17. There was no initial difference
between N and NM pts with respect to age or inci-
dence of hypertension. Prednisone therapy alone was
used in 14 N pts and in combination with immuno-
suppressives in 3. The mean follow-up was 59.1 mos
(range 3—255). The initial SCr was similar in N and
NN pts (1.4±0.6 vs 1.4±0.7 mg/dl). Slopes were cal-
culated using 1/SCr X100. A more rapid decline in
renal function was noted in N (m = minus 0.75)
compared to MN (m = plus 0.19) pts (P<O.05). At
follow-up a SCr 5.O was observed in 23.3% of N vs
11.7% of MN pts. Nine of 17 (53%) treated pts res-
ponded to therapy with a partial remission in 4,
and a complete remission in 5 pts. Three responders
relapsed, and 2 were steroid dependent. Responders
had a significantly (P<O.O25) less rapid decline in
renal function (m = plus 0.46) than non-responders
(m = minus 1.44). A SCr L1.O was present in 66% of
responders at follow-up but only 12.5% Of non-
responders. Our observations confirm that adult N
and NM patients comprise two distinct groups with-
in FSGS. A subgroup of N pts (30% of N) responded
jo therapy. Pts with N proteinuria, who do not
respond to steroids, have a progressive deteriora-
tion in renal function similar to children with
FSGS. NM pts have a protracted course with a less
rapid decline in renal function of 0.1 mg/dl (SCr)
per year as compared to 0.9 mg/dl (SCr) per year
for N pts.
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NON-OSMOTIC STIMULATION OF VASOPRESSIN (AVP) Is
INDEPENDENT OF THE RENIN-ANCIOTENSIN SYSTEM (RAS)
[N SEVERE CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE (CHF) IN MAN.
C. Kortas*, J.N. Barjon*, B. Mettauer*, J.L.
Rouleau*, D. Bichet, Nephrology and Cardiology
Div., Hap. Sacr—Coeur, Universit de Montreal,
Canada.
Concomitant increases of renin (PRA) and
plasma AVP have been measured in patients (pta)
with CHF and Angiotensin II (All) may directly
stimulate AVP release. 50 pts with severe CHF
(stage III, IV) were studied. Diuretics were
discontinued for 24 hrs and a 15 mi/kg of body
weight waterload was administered on day 1
(control) and after 24 to 48 hours of vasodilator
therapy: captopril or prazosin given in a random
manner. Hemodynamics, renal and hormonal
measurements were obtained during each hour of
the waterload. Basal AVP (pg/ml) was increased
(4.05±0.6) in 36 ptw (Gr I) and suppressed (<0.5)
in 14 pta (Gr II). Or I pta were hyponatremic
(135.2±0.7 vs 137.5±0.7 mEg/i, p<O.02) and
excreted only 34.9+3 vs 73.7±7%, p<O.0O1 of the
waterload as compared to Gr II pts. PRA (ng/ml/h)
(4.9+0.9 vs 2.4±0.4, p<O.02) and plasma
aldosterone (ng/dl) 68+9 vs 25+5.6, p<O.OO1) were
higher in Gr I pts. PRA was not correlated with
AVP (r0.22, N.S.) but was found to be inversely
correlated with plasma sodium (r -0.57,
p<O.OO1). In Gr I, 20 pta received captopril and
16 pta prazosin. With either drug, mean AVP
decreased (respectively 2.5 to 1.5, 1.9 to 0.9,
both p<O.Ol) and the % of the waterload excreted
was significantly increased in spite of the
contrasting effect of these drugs on the RAS.
These results indicate that All does not
stimulate AVP release in pta with CHF.
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LOWERED TISSUE—FLUID ONCOTIC PRESSURE PROTECTS
BLOOD VOLUME IN THE NEPHROTIC SYNDROME (NS)
W. Kortlandt, H.A.Koomans*, A.B. Ceers*, and
F..]. Dorhout Mees. Univ. Hospital, Utrecht, The
Netherlands.
We have studied the role of adjustments of
tissue—fluid (wick—method) colloid osmotic
pressure (COP) in the maintenance of the blood
volume (By) in 10 (recumbent) patients with the
NS, before and after diuretic treatment until dry
weight. A mean weight reduction of 13.5 + 6.4 kg
was attended by a fall in DV in 3, and no changes
in 6, but the final BV was normal: 05.3
mi/kg (normal value 87.6 8.8 mI/kg, n88).
Overhydrated Dry
P1sms Alb (gil) 10.7+3.4 14.7÷5.5
P1asa COP (mniHg) 8.6÷1.6 11.7±3.7
Tissue—fluid Aib 3.4±4.5 8.9±4.4
Tissue—fluid COP 2.2+2.0 5.0±2.7
—COP 6.5±1.5 6.2-i-1.7
The edema removal brought parallel increases in
plasma and tissue-fluid albumin (Aib) and COP.
Yet, even in the dry state Alb and COP were very
low in plasma, but also in tissue—fluid. Thus the
transcapillary difference in COP ( -COP), which
had not changed by edema removal, was not much
below the value of about 10 mrnflg, normally found
with this technique. We conclude that lowering of
tissue—fuid COP is important to maintain DV in
overhydrated and dry patients with the NS. This
adaptation can explain why the DV is often normal
and not expanded despite sometimes huge over—
hydration in the NS. The absence of a reduced BV
in the dry state pleads against secondary renal
sodium retention by hypoalbuminemia as long as
plasma COP exceeds 12 mmHg.
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RENAL TUBULAR FUNCTION DISTURBANCES IN LUPUS
NEPERITIS. C. A. Kozeny*, P. Barr*, L. Vertuno,
J. Hano. Loyola University Med. Ctr. • Maywood,
Illinois 60153.
Tubulointerstitial changes are associated with
systemic lupus (SLE) nephritis and may be severe
enough to produce various tubular functional
defects such as abnormal acidification or abnormal
potassium excretion. Few prospective studies of
the overall incidence and type of tubular dysfunc-
tion have been done. To define these defects
more clearly, we evaluated 23 consecutive patients
with SLE for tubular defects. The diagnosis of
SLE was made by ABA criteria and, when permissible,
a renal biopsy was done. Of 23 patients studied,
8 had no abnormal tubular function, and 15 had a
variety of tubular acidification defects. Among
the latter, 8 had distal renal tubular acidosis
(dRTA) due to isolated proton secretory defects,
2 had dRTA of acid back leak type, 1 dRTA of the
voltage dependent type associated with hyperkale—
mis, 2 hypoaldosteronism, 1 abnormal ammonia
excretion, and 1 had a rate dependent defect in
secretion demonstrated during NaHCO3 loading.
Clinically, patients with abnormal tubular
functions had more frequent hyperchloremia (14/15
vs 2/8 normal p <0.025), nephritic sediment
(10/15 vs 1/8 p <0.1), edema (11/15 vs 2/8 p <
0.1) and anemia (11/15 vs 1/8 p <0.03). Renal
biopsy failed to demonstrate any differences in
glomerular histology, activity or chronicity
indices, but the interstitial activity index was
slightly more marked (3.1 0.9 vs 2.3 0.7 NS).
We conclude that tubular dysfunction is commonly
present in patients with SLE.
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GIC REL FY.flLBE ((BF): frLL PEST(EFS '10
WHIIE () BtLDLE. C. G. Krishna, P. thusid*an
R. }leldtke*. 1tple University Sz!hl of tdicise,
Departnent of rdicina, 4iila1elpia, E.
Dpa1th iitdbits alàDsterona secretion arri stiiru—lates Na excretion. The role of El'. in nrdiatir hyp-
aldsteronims ard alterirg renal Na netatolise in CRF
is un1oun. i. strdied, on a setatolic ward, the
renal—airenal resxxse to El'. blockaie in nar,tokalesic
ard hyperkalnic sbjects with at4le QF irestin
stariiard diets ard in Na, K balaz. The Ilk antagonist
uetoclqranide (tCP), was given in sxirly IV bluses
(10 m) for 4 hrs to the follceirr groupe: i) 7
mal ntrols (No), (1R 119+7 ml/iain, pla K (E4)
4.1+0.1 ne/l, plassa a]terona (Ff.) 134-3 rg/dl; ii)
6 rriu,kalesic patients with CRF, (R 31±7/r
4.140.2 ntkxJl; A 17+3 rsi/dl; iii) 5 hrkalasiic pa-
tients with CRF, (R35+5 ni],/min K 5.1+0.1 mE4/l, H'.(inariately law for the high W) 1+3 nj/dl.
BasalVwas egial in all m.bjects arr} unthanged
trj tcP in grts.ç€ i arrl iii. LbflcMing ?4P in grts.ip ii
LV fell fsx basal level of 107+27 ifo/min. EV
values nted during SeCDrd (62±14 pB/min) third (484-12
ii'Thin), fourth (491-16tiE)nin) arr3 fifth (39+11
+*EWmin) }xurs ware all significantly (p<O.05) less
than the basal values. Urine oluas, V ard (FR
ware ursthangei frciu basal values in all 3 grote. Ir-
iukalnic O.F patients ha3 an exaggerated rerma
to MP (peak 1 50+5 mjdl) as crsipared to the mild
rise in !t (24+4 ri/dl) (p10.01). In gtr iii, !'CPfailed to elidtt any IA resonae (peak 134-3 ng/dl).
These data S1T)w that IA respnaivity to Ilk bloukaie
is exaggerated in nximkalgnic (ii) CRF but sent in
hyperkalanic GF with hypoaldDsteronisn (iii). The
antinatriuretic effect oft in patients with CRF (ii)
ouuld be attributed to the elevationa of IA as wall as
to the blockede of tA's natriuretic pccpmrties.
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TEE NATIJEAL HISTONY OF STEUVITE STONE DISEASE (st)
AND COARISON WITH NONSTHUVITE STONE FORT]ERS. C.
Kristensen*, J.Parks5, F.Coe55, N. Lindheimer55,
Departments of Medicine & Ob/Gyn, University of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
Using the facilities of a computerized stone
clinic lob noncathe-terized patients (79 worsen, 25
men) with St were selected from 1096 consecutive
patients with nephrolithtasis who were studied by
a uniform protocol and divided into subjects with
ant without calcium oxalate (CO) in their stones.
Data from 992 patients with pure CO and 120 normal
subjects (N) were used for comparison. Presenta-
tion with stone passage was most frequent in pa-
tients with combined St—CO (p<O.O1). Ilegardless
of stone type, not passing stones was associated
with staghorn formation, elevated creatinine, and
greater risk of nephrectomy and early surgery.
Blood pressures were similar in St and CO patients.
St patients had higher creatinines and urinary
volumes than CO or N (p<O.Ol). Hypercalciuria
occurred in St males even in the absence o± CO but
only in worsen with combined St—CO. 31 patients had
bilateral calculi at diagnosis; 1/3 of the remain-
der had a contralateral stone within 10 yrs. Sor—
gery was performed on 102 Pidneys, 31 requiring
reoperation. There were 23 nephrectomies. Conclu-
sion: S-i leads -to high rates of surgery and
nephrectomy even in noncatheterized patients, >50%
of whom have or develop bilateral disease. Men
with St are generally hypercalciuric, while at
least 2/3 of women with St are normocalciuric and
have primary infection stones. Presentation with-
out stone passage is the most significant predic-
tor of a poor diagnosis whether calculi are pure
St or combined St—CO.
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EFFECT OF LIMITATION IN DIETARY PROTEIN INTAKE ON
RENAL FUNCTION IN TYPE I DIABETICS. Warren
k*,Pedro Cortes,Francis Dumler,Tina Kilates*,
Nathan W.Levin. Div.of Nephrology and
Hypertension, Henry Ford Hosp., Detroit,MI.
Protein restriction has been proposed as a
useful form of therapy for incipient diabetic
glomerulopathy; however, the dietary protein
requirements for possible rapid reversibility of
hyperfiltration has not been determined. We
investigated the effects of 2 sequential short
term (1 week each) diets, containing 3.5 and 1.5
gm/kg/day of protein on renal function in Type I
diabetics. Diabetic subjects were 15—20 year old
white males with(1O years of disease, without
diabetic complications or hypertension. Matched
normal subjects were used as controls. GFR and
RPF were determined by inulin and PAH clearances
after 12 h fasting. 24 h albumin excretion was
determined by RIA. Results were (mean±SD):
Control (n=6) Diabetic(n=6)
Protein intake 3.5 1.5 3.5 1.5
GFR(ml/min) 17Th* 113 19* JJFU
RPF(ml/min) 594+55* 471±41 557±71* 438±48
Urinary urea N 23±6* 11±3 26±5* 12±3
(g/24 h) *p<.O5,high vs normal diet
A high protein diet induced hyperfiltration in
both diabetics and controls. Protein restriction
decreased GFR and RPF in both groups within 1
week. Albumin excretion decreased in 4/6
controls (95 to 25 pg/mm) and in 3/6 diabetics
(125 to 88 jjg/min). Similar results have only
been achieved previously with intensive insulin
therapy. Since reducing protein intake to normal
rapidly reverses renal hyperfunction, marked
protein restriction may not be necessary in the
treatment of incipient diabetic renal disease.
HOST RESPONSES TO HEPATITIS B VIRAL(HBV) INFECTION
IN ENOSTAGE RENAL DISEASE(ESRD) PATIENTS(PTS) IN A
COMBINED HEMODIALYSIS(HD) AND CAPO PROGRAM.
H.B.Lee, S.D.Hwang*, Dept. of Intern. Med., Soon
Chun Hyang Univ. Hosp., Seoul, Korea.
Hospital records of 326 consecutive dialysis
pts treated at a single dialysis unit between July
1, 1982 and July 30, 1985 were reviewed to inves-
tigate host responses to HBV infection in ESRO pts.
Predialysis HBV markers were available in 125 pts
and in 107 pts(HD only in 20, CAPO only in 71, HD+
CAPD in 16) follow-up markers were available during
dialysis. The 242 pts with no known liver or renal
diseases served as control. HBsAg(+) was more fre-
quent in ESRD(14.4%) than in control(7.O%)(P(O.O5)
and anti—HBs(+) less frequent in ESRD(36.8%) than
in control(47.9%)(P(O.O5). All 8 pts with HBsAg(+)
on initial exam remained HB5Ag(+) during a mean
follow-up of 11.0 months(mo) on CAPD(3 pts) and 7.5
mo on HO (6 pts). Only 2 out of 99 pts with HBsAg
(—) on initial exam had HBsAg(+) during a follow-
up: one of 84 CAPD pts(1O2.45 patient-year(py))and
one of 30 HD pts(19.50 py). Anti—HB5(+) appeared
in 6 of 51 pts with HBsAg(-) and anti—HBs(—)initi-
ally. None of the 48 pts with anti-HBs(+) on in-
ital exam had evidence of infection during dialy-
sis. Thirty pts with initial markers all(-) rema-
ined(-) during a follow-up. Conclusion: 1) HBsAg(+)
was found more frequently and Anti—HBs less fre-
quently in ESRD pts before dialysis than in control
2) ESRD pts with HBsAg(+) are likely to become
chronic carriers. 3) Conversion from HBsAg(—) to
HBsA9(+) are rare during either HD or CAPD but even
less during CAPD. 4) Anti-HB5(+) pts are protected
from HBV infection during dialysis. 5) Many pati-
ents remain uninfected during dialysis.
BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF L—DOPA IN DIALYSIS PATIENTS
WITH RESTLESS LEGS SYNDROME. Stanley M. Lee,
Charles Bernick*, Reuven Sandyk* and Lawrence Z.
Stern*, Dept. of Medicine, University of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona.
The restless legs syndrome (RLS) is a poorly
understood, heterogeneous condition characterized
by ill—defined, deep—seated. unpleasant sensations
in the legs provoking an irresistible urge to
move. The condition affects 20-40% of chronic
dialysis patients. Its underlying cause is un-
known, and treatment has been empiric.
Four consecutive dialysis patients with RLS
(3 females, 1 male) ages 58-70 years were treated
with Sinemet. Initial dose was 25/100 bid or tid,
and was increased as necessary up to 25/250 bid.
Patients had been dialyzed for 6 months to 7
years, and RLS had engendered significant
problems including insomnia and inability to sit
during dialysis. Two patients had clinical evi-
dence of peripheral neuropathy, none had a
psychiatric history. Previous medications for
RLS, including clonazepam, diazepam, phenytoin,
quinine, and codeine, had been ineffective and
were discontinued. All patients experienced
significant alleviation of symptoms within
several days of starting Sinemet, including im-
proved sleeping and the ability to sit for pro-
longed periods. No patient had complete resolu-
tion of symptoms, and one individual developed
gastrointestinal distress and lightheadedness.
No other untoward symptoms were observed. The
beneficial effects of Sinemet have been sustained
during 4—5 months of observation. Sinemet appears
to be an effective therapeutic approach to RLS in
dialysis patients.
ARTERIOVENOUS SHUNTING IN CIRRHOTIC RATS.
D.J. Leehey, J.T. Daugirdas, S.J. Betzelos'.
Veterans Administration Hospital, Hines, IL.
Hepatic cirrhosis is frequently accompanied by
decreased systemic vascular resistance, which is
in part due to arteriovenous shunting. Such
redistribution of blood flow may be an important
afferent signal for renal sodium retention.
Cirrhosis was induced in male Sprague—Dawley
rats by oral phenobarbital and carbon tetrachlo—
ride inhalation. Animals given phenobarbital
alone served as controls. Rats (n12 for each
group) were anesthetized and maintained at 380 C
using a warming table. Radiolabelled microspheres
were injected into the left ventricle and the
amount of lung and kidney uptake determined. The
percent arteriovenous shunting was determined by
the formula: cpm lung/ cpa injected x 100.
The effects of temperature and alpha—blockade
on arteriovenous shunting were investigated by
body warming and intravenous phenoxybenzamine
(PEA) administration (0.1 mg/kg).
We found a significant increase in arterioverious
shunting in cirrhotic as compared to control rats
(13.2 * 2.2% vs. 6.6 j 0.8%, p < .01). Body warm-
ing and PBA both significantly increased shunting.
The amount of shunting in cirrhotic rats was
similar to that noted after combined body warming
to 140°C and PBA administration (13.2 * 2.2% vs.
10 * 1.8%, p NS).
Our results indicate that arteriovenous shunt-
ing is enhanced in cirrhotic rats and that the
degree of shunting is quantitatively similar to
that which occurs in normal rats with maximally
stimulated physiologic shunting.
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USEFULNESS OF MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
(MRI) AND ULTRASOUND (US) FOR DETECTION
OF ACQUIRED RENAL CYSTIC DISEASE (ARCD)
IN PEDIATRIC PATIENTS (FED PTS) ON LONG
TERN DIALYSIS. H.E. Leichter,* B. Diet-
rich,* 1.5. Saluslcy, J.A. Foley,* H.
Kangar1oo, R.N. Fine. UCLA, Div. of Fed.
Nephrol./Radiol., Los Angeles, CA.
ARCD is known to occur in adult pta
with chronic renal failure being main-
tained on hemo/peritoneal clialysls(HD/PD).
Because of the clinical implications as-
sociated. with ARCD (hematuria/malignancy)
early detection is important. Since
there is no data available in ped pts we
evaluated the incidence of ARCD in this
pt population. To ascertain the value of
current diagnostic techniques, 15 pts
aged 7.3—21.6 years with non—cystic pri-
mary renal disease were evaluated with
MRI and US. Nine pta were exclusively
treated with PD, whereas 6 were managed
with PD and. HD for 2t?3 months (x 37).
Three (20%) had no cysts at all. In 5 pts
multiple cysts were found in both kidneys
with NRI and US, In 7 pts solitary cysts
were found in 1 kidney with MEl; by using
the tJS,only in 2 of the 7 pta single cysts
were seen. In conclusion, ARCD is common
in ped pts on long term RD/PD. MRI al-
lows easy detection of cyst. US is in-
sufficient for early detection of soli-
tary cysts, but adequate for finding mul-
tiple cysts. Therefore US can be used for
ped pts with multiple cysts, who are at a
higher risk of developing complications.
GLUCOSE CONTROL Ill DIABETES NELLITUS AFFECTS RENAL
VASCULAR RESPONSE TO PROTEIN LOADING. S. Lew5,
J.P. Bosch* (intr. by P. Kimmel) George TJashington
Univ. School of Med., Washington, D.C.
The effect of oral orotein loading was studied
in diabetics with various GFR. Disease free (n5)
and diabetic (n=17) subjects underwent the protein
loading test. Following oral hydration, all sub—
jects received an oral orotein load (60—80 gms).
Urine and blood sarrnles were collected for clear-
ance studies for 1 hr oreceding the load (Base-
line) and for 120 mm at 1 hr after the protein
load (Test). Inulin and PAN clearances were
obtained using standard techniques. Results: Mean
values are shown. (FF=filtration fraction(%), TRR
total renal resistance(nmiig/mg/min), GFR & ERPF
renal plasma flow(ml/min), a(0.05=*).
BASELINE TEST
GFR ERPF FT TRR GFP. ERPF FF TRR
Control 123 656 19 0.080 150* 794* 19 0.065*
Diabetics
Grpl(5) 176 648 28 0.077 148* 605 25* 0,085
Grp2(4) 121 628 19 0.079 110* 606 18 0.085
Grn3(5) 74 421 18 0.150 63* 395 16* 0.156
Grnl.(3) 149 829 18 0.057 173* 851 22* 0.055
Diabetic nephrosthy is characterized by a failure
of the kidney to vasodilate in response to protein
loading throughout the snectrum of the disease.
In a groun of 3 patients with diabetes mellitus
whose blood glucose was well controlled as docu-
mented by a normal hemoglobin alc, they responded
to nrotein loading similar to the control group.
Conclusion: Diabetic nehropathy appears to be a
functional abnormality of the renal vasculature as
suggested by the protein loading test. This
abnormality may be the result of poor long term
glucose control.
PRESENTING FEATURES OF 3 DISCRETE GLOMERU-
LAR LESIONS IN SEVERE LUPUS NEPHRITIS (LGN)
EJ Lewis, MM Schwortz and the Lupus Nephritis
Collaborative Study Group (LNCSG). Rush Medical
College, Chicago, IL.
Severe LGN can be represented by (I) diffuse GN(DPGN), (2) severe segmental GN with 50% of
glomeruli involved by active segmental inflammation
(SEG), and (3) membronous GN with superimposed SEG
or DPGN (MGN+/MPGN). Since these lesions are
morphologically distinct and may have different
prognostic and therapeutic implications, we studied
whether they could be differentiated clinically. We
examined the characteristics of the first 64 patients
randomized into a multi-institutional prospective
therapeutic trial of plosmapheresis (LNCSG). There
were 30 patients with DPGN, 15 with SEG and 19 with
MGN+/MPGN. They were similar demographically and
clinically. Significant differences were found in the(DPGN=2.22+ 1.27 vs SEG— I .29+.73 vs MGN+/MPG=
2.02+l.2Omg7dl, p=.OS) (mean.D.) and Serum C(DPGN48+l8 vs SEG=77+51 vs MGN+/MPGN=60+2
mg/dI, p=.02). Serum immune complex levels (Clq
binding assay) were abnormal in 18/22 DPGN (median
55 g/ml), 9/12 SEG (median 49), and 8/17 MGN+/MPGN(median 15). Cryoglobulins were present in 98% of
patients (mean DPGN 176+151, SEG 127+103, MGN+/
MPGN 152±123 pg/mI). Abnormal anti ds DNA titers
were equally common among the groups. Proteinuria
was not different (DPGN=6.37+4.48 vs SEG=4.24+2.91 vs
MGN÷/MPGN=6.39+5.04 g/24 p=O.29). (I) Despite
some variance in serological abnormolities, the specific
glomerolar lesion of severe LGN cannot be predicted in
the individual patient on the clinical and laboratory
features alone. (2) Renal biopsy is the only reliable
method of differentiating DPGN, SEG, and
MGN+/MPGN.
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PERITONEOVENOUS SHUNT IN THE MANAGEMENT OF THE
HEPATORENAL SYNDROME. Stuart L. Linas, John W.
Schaefer,* Ernest F. Moore,* James T. Good, Jr.,*
and Richard Giansiracusa.* Univ. of Colorado
Health Sci. Ctr., Dept. of Medicine, Denver,
Colorado.
The hepatorenal syndrome (HRS) is a terminal
complication of severe liver disease associated
with a mortality of 80-90%. Although the renal
functional abnormalities in the HRS suggest pre-
renal azotemia, volume expansion with saline,
albumin or ascitic fluid rarely results in rever-
sal of the HRS because fluid redistributes from
the vascular space. Since the peritoneovenous
(PV) shunt causes sustained centrsl volume expan-
sion, it has been advocated for the treatment of
the MRS. We prospectively compared the PV shunt
(N=lO) to Medical Therapy (MED) (N=lO) on renal
function and mortality in 20 patients with the HRS
associated with alcoholic liver disease. The HRS
was diagnosed on the basis of clinical, hemody-
namic and laboratory criteria. The insertion of a
PV shunt resulted in an increase in pulmonary cap-
illary wedge pressure (4.2 1.1 vs -1.5 1.0 mm
Hg, p<.Ol) and in cardiac index (.8 .3 vs -.2
.3 L/min/m , p<.OS). After 48-72 hours, weight
(+3.1 1.1 kg) and serum creatinine (3.9 .5 to
5.5 .7 mg/dl, p<.OO1) were increased with MED
therapy and decreased (weight: -3.7 .7 kg; serum
creatinine: 3.6 .4 to 3.0 .5, p<.0S) with the
PV shunt. Despite improvement in renal function,
only one patient with the PV shunt had prolonged
survival (210 days). In the remainder, survival
was 13.8 2.2 days compared to 4.1 .6 days with
MED therapy. We conclude that the PV shunt often
stabilizes renal function, but does not prolong
life in patients with the HRS.
ACIDOSIS AND THE ANION GAP (AG) PRIOR TO BEGINNING
c{RONIC HEMODIALYSIS. John Malangone*, J• Gary
APuelo, John Pezzullo*, Kathleen LUnd*, and
charlene McGloin*, Rhode Island Hospital, Division
of Renal Diseases, Providence, Rhode Island.
Metabolic acidosis may be of either the AG or
non—AG variety in chronic renal failure. A review
of 402 patients at the start of chronic hemodialy—
sis showed acidosis (HCO <22 mEq/L) in 310 (77%)
197 had increased AG (>14 raEq/L) . The AG was 17.1
5.6 (S.D.) mEq/L in acidotic patients (range: 2
to 35 mEq/L) and was severely elevated (25-35
mEq/L) in 36 (12%). The AG correlated directly with
BUN and serum creatinine levels and inversely with
creatinine clearance (Cockcroft formula) , HCO3 and
C1 (p=<0.000l) . C1 levels in the acidotic pa-
tients averaged 103.8 8.3 mEq/L (range: 67 to 128
mEq/L) and were not statistically different in pa-
tients with glomerular or tubulointerstitial renal
disease.
Distribution of patients with AG and non-AG
acidosis was:
Cl mEq/L: <96 96-105 >105
AG/non AG 41/6 93/29 63/78
The inverse correlation between AG and C1 was
found in the 47 patients with hypochloremia and
141 patients with hyperchloremia, when these groups
were analyzed separately.
These findings show that the acidosis of end
stage renal disease is most often of the AG variety
and that the magnitude of AG may be greater than
generally appreciated. The inverse correlation be-
tween AG and Cl probably reflects the AG lowering
effect of hyperchloremic acidosis and the Cl low-
ering effect of AG acidosis; both effects have
been seen in experimental animals.
HYPERTENSIVE END—STAGE RENAL DISEASE (ESRD) IN A
LARGE POPULATION. William McClellan, Elbert Tuttle,
Ann Issa,* Emory University, Dept. of Medicine,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Data from an ESRD Registry and a population
based hypertension survey conducted in Georgia in
1980 were used to study the incidence of
hypertensive ESRD in a population with a defined
pattern. Standardized rates were calculated using
1980 census data. Between 1979 and 1983, 1,014
cases of hypertensive ESRD were reported (33.2%
of all ESRD cases), 43.3% of black and 18.9% of
white ESRD cases had hypertensive ESRD. The
average five—year crude rate for blacks was
106.6/million and for whites 12.0/million.
Despite a higher proportion of detected and
controlled hypertension in Georgia than for the
U.S. in 1980, these rates are higher than
previously reported. The crude black:white
relative risk (B:W ER) was 8.88; standardized for
sex and age the B:W RR was 12.31, reflecting a
sharp rise in incidence rates at an earlier age
among blacks. B:W ER for rates computed using
only prevalent hypertensives for the population
at risk was 3.24. This relative risk is similar
in magnitude to the B:W RR for moderate to severe
hypertension 3.5 in the population, and supports
previous conjectures that most of the
disproportionate risk of blacks can be explained
by increased prevalence of hypertension among
blacks. In conclusion, hypertension is an
important cause of ESRD and rates reflect the
demographic composition, prevalence and degree of
control of hypertension in the population.
ACID-BASE DISTURBANCES IN PULMONARY EDEMA. John
A. McGowan,* J. B. Puschett, Renal—Electrolyte
Division, Univ. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA.
Acute pulmonary edema of cardiac origin (CPE)
can be associated with several acid-base disorders
(ABD). The frequency of specific ABDs in CPE
and their relationship to mortality remains un-
clear. Acidemia is reported to be common in this
clinical setting. We reviewed the charts of 138
emergency room visits for CPE over a 1 year
period. 43 patients had arterial blood gases
(ABG) drawn before therapy was initiated and had
no evidence of any other disease which can cause
an ABD. The primary ABD or ABDs with the_inci-
dence, mean ABS values (pH, pCO2, P°2 HCO3) and
mortality were: normal: 30% (7.41, 38, 70, 24),
23%; respiratory alkalosis (R Alk): 35% (7.48,
30, 76, 22), 20%; metabolic acidosis (M Ac) and
R Alk: 12%, (7.43, 26, 96, 17), 0%; metabolic
alkalosis (M Alk) and R Alk: 7%, (7.50, 36, 70,
27), 0%; M Ac: 5%, (7.37, 32, 94, 17), 50%;
M Alk: 5%, (7.48, 45, 44, 32), 0%; respiratory
acidosis (R Ac) and M Ac: 5%, (7.19, 57, 64, 19),
50%; R Ac: 2%, (7.31, 53, 46, 26), 0%. Patients
presenting with acidemia (pH < 7.36) had a mor-
tality of 50% (2/4). For those with alkalemia
(pH > 7.44) mortality was 14% (3/21) and for those
with a normal pH it was 17% (3/18). We conclude:
1) M Ac and/or R Ac (24%) are not nearly as com-
mon as previously reported. 2) Patients with pH
values < 7.36 had the highest mortality regard-
less of the associated ABD.
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CY1OSPORINE IN LIPOID NEPHROSIS AM FOCAL—SECI'U4—
TAL HYALINOSIS RESISTANT TO OTHER TREATIENTS
A. Meyrier, P. Simon, 0. Perret & M.C. Condamin
Hôp.AVICENNE, BOBIGNY, FRANCE (Intr. by C.S. Hill)
There are reasons to believe that nephrotic
syndrome (NS) in "minimal change" lipoid nephro-
515 (MCLN) end focal-segmental hyalinosis (FSH) is
due to alteration of glomerular anionic sites by a
lymphokine. This led us to try cyclosporine (CyA)
alone in 6 cases of NS primarily or secondarily
resistant to corticosteroids and immunosuppres-
sors. Initial dosage was 5mg/kg/d and whole blood
trough levels were maintained between 100 and 750
ng/ml. In 3 pts with MCLN, aged 26-59, who had
been nephrotic for 3-15 yrs. proteinuria fell to
zero within 12—35 days. Relapse occurred a few
days after completing a 3 month trial. In 2 pts
it responded to resuming CyA. The 3rd was left
untreated because of pregnancy. Renal function
remained normal throughout. At this writing long-
est follow—up is 8 mo. In three pts with HSF. aged
20—56, who had been nephrotic for 4-6 yrs. 24h
proteinuria decreased from 14.7 to 3.6±.6g
within 20—25 days, serum-albumin rose and edema
subsided. One died of myocardial infarction at 11
wks of Rx, when she was still in partial remissi-
on. One remains proteinuric and the 3rd is again
nephrotic despite continuing CyA Rx. These preli-
minary results (1) show that CyA can be effective
in NS resisting every other form of Rx, but espe-
cially in MCLN; (2) are in keeping with a T
lymphocyte mediated mechanism of MCLN and FSH;
(3) suggest that MCLN & FSH are separate entities.
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PLASMA CHROMOGRANIN A(pCgA)IN SUBJECTS WITH RENAL
FAILURE:ELEVATION PROPORTIONAL TO DEGREE OF RENAL
FAILURE,AMD RETENTION OF IMMUNOREACTIVE FRAGMENTS.
M.S.Mezger*,D.T.OConnor. VA Medical Center & Univ.
of California, San Diego, CA
CgA is the major catecholamine storage vesicle
(CSV)soluble protein, stored and released with
catecholamines, and pCgA may index exocytotic sym-
pathoadrenal activity. It is also structurally re-
lated to parathyroid secretory protein I, stored
and released with parathormone. We assessed the
influence of renal dysfunction on pCgA in several
subject groups: normal controls(NL); nonazotemic
renal transplant recipients(Trp); nonazotemic pa-
tients with glomerular disease(GDz); subjects with
midrange renal insufficiency(Azo; Scr=2—7.4); and
those with ESRD(Scr> 7.5). Human CgA was purified
from adrenal CSV and measured by RIA(ng/ml ), with
results as + SEM: pCgA rose progressively in
n pCgA the subject groups as 5cr rose.
ML 54 57±2 In ESRD, pCgA did not differ by
Trp 5 122 24 etiology of renal disease, type
GDz 12 175±50 of dialysis, blood pressure, or
Azo 23 222±21 parathyroid status (N—terminal
ESRD 65 528 82 PTH RIA; bone films). pCgA was
not hemodialyzable, and minimally removed by pen-
toneal dialysis (mean peritoneal clearance< 1 ml!
mm). Plasma gel filtration revealed only low mo-
lecular weight forms of CgA.
We conclude: 1) pCgA Increases with degree of
renal insufficiency. 2) In ESRD, the rise may re-
flect retained fragments of CgA, and is unrelated
to blood pressure or parathyroid status. 3) Mea-
surement of pCgA in renal disease subjects must be
controlled for degree of renal insufficiency.
REVERSIBLE, NONOLIGURIC ACUTE RENAL INSUFFICIENCY
DUE TO A NEW DIURETIC COMBINATION-MAXZIDE.
Michael A. Moore, Jack W. Hall, James F. Starling,
William B. Baker. Danville Urologic Clinic,
Danville, Virginia.
Four untreated essential hypertensives CUES)
average age 56 with varying degrees of hyper-
tension treated by fcur different physicians and
one controlled essential hypertensive (CES) on
thiazide plus clonidine and metropolol received
one maxzide (MXZ) tablet (50 mgm hydrochlorothia-
zide and 75 rngm tniamterene) daily. All UES
became ill with nausea, abdominal pain, malaise,
and myalgias within several days of taking the
drug. The CES did not become ill, but his serum
creatinine (Scr) rose to 2.0 mg%. Average (5cr)
pretreatment of all patients was 1.0. The
average Scr of the UES was 2.1 mg% (range 1.5 =
3.8) on MXZ after an average of 7 days. No
patient appeared dehydrated at the time of the
highest Scr. There had been no loss of weight,
and urinalyses were normal. Average blood
pressure of all five patients on MXL was 152/94,
All symptoms cleared within two days of stopping
F•IXZ. The average Scr in all patients was 1.3
(range 1 .2—1 .4) two weeks after discontinuing
IIXZ. We conclude from these patients that MXZ
can produce nonoliguric reversible renal
insufficiency though the mechanism for this is
not clear from our data.
LEAD EXPOSURE, CALCIUM INTAKE AND BLOOD PRESSURE,
Cynthia Morrls,* William Bennett, David McCarron,
Ore. Hlth. Sd. Univ., Portland, OR.
Lead exposure and low calcium (Ca2+) intake
have been associated independently with hyper-
tension. We sought to explore any interrelation
ship in an intervention study of calcium
supplementation and blood pressure (BP). After 4
weeks of measurements, hypertensive (HTN,MAP1O5
mmHg) and normotensive (ML, AP<lOO mmHg) received
12 weeks of 1 g elemental Ca + as calcium
carbonate. BP was measured every two weeks, and
blood lead (Pb) and erythrocyte protoporphrin
(EPP) at baseline and after 12 weeks of Ca.
Dietary intake was measured by recall.
At baseline, HTN (n42) had higher Pb than ML
(n=25) (8.1±3.8 vs 6.0±2.6 g/dl, p=.O2) but EPP
did not differ significantly between HTN and NL
(21.1±26.0 vs 15.8*9.8ug/dl). However, in males
18—55 yrs, EPP correlated significantly (p<.05)
with systolic (r=.37) and diastolic BP (r=.3g) and
was similar in young females (SBP,r=.38; DBP
r=.32). In males 55+ yrs, EPP was inversely
related to SBP (r=—.28) and DBP (r=—.26), and was
significant (p<.05) in older females (SBP, r=—.45;
DBP, r=—.45). Blood Pb was significantly (p.05)
related to SBP (r=.25) and DBP (r=.24) overa1
but inconsistently within groups. Dietary Ca
was inversely related to Pb (r—.17) but not to
EP. Both Pb and EPP decreased from baseline with
Ca + supplementation though not significantly (Pb
8.8±3.6 to 8.2±5.1; EPP 17.0±3.1 to 13.3±3.3).
The change in SBP was only weakly associated with
the change in Pb (r=.14) and EPP (r=.22) as was
DBP with Pb (r=.18) and EPP (r=.O1). We conclude
that lead exposure and low calcium intake may be
interdependent risk factors in hypertension.
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EOSINOPILILUMIA: A NEW METHOD FOR DETECTION AND
DEFINITION OF THE CLINICAL SPECTRUM. Charles
Nolan5 Michael Anger5, Stephen Kelleher. Diva.
of Nephrology, David Grant USAFMC, Travis AFB,CA;
Univ. Colorado RSC,Denver CO. SUNY StonyBrook, NY
Eosinophiluria (B) is said to be a sensitive
and specific marker for drug induced acute inter-
stitial nephritis (AIN). However, reeongnition of
E by conventional Wright's stain (W) is techni-
cally difficult; moreover, the spectrum of dis-
orders causing B has not been adequately defined.
We have applied Hansel's staining technique (H)
to improve detection of B and to evaluate the in-
cidence of B in various genitourinary disorders.
The technique of II (eosin—y and methylene blue
in methanol) will be discussed and slides compar-
ing U and U demonstrated. With H, E is easily
recognized by intensely staining red granules
about a blue nucleus; with U, granules range from
blue to occasionally pink, Adjustment of urine
pH to 7.0 failed to improve staining character—
istos. Scanning for bibbed nuclear morphology
failed to improve detection of E.
The incidence of B using U and W is seen:
Disorder n H Positive U Positive
9 9 2
5 0 0
AIN
Postinfectious ON
RPGN 9 3 0
ATM 30 0 0
Pyelo/Cystitis 16 0 0
Acute Prostatitis 2 2 0
It is concluded that H significantly improves
detection of B. E is useful in distinguising AIN
from ATM and acute pyelonephritis; however, the
clinical spectrum of B also includes RPGN and
acute prostatitis.
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CLINICAL AND LABORATORY FEATURES ( AUJMIMJM—RE-
fATED BONE DISEASE: K.C. Norris,* P.W. Crooks,
H.G. Nebeker,* G. Hercz,* D.S. Milliner, K. Gerzi,*
D.L. Andress, E. Slatopolsky, D.J. Sherrard, & J.W.
Coburn. Wadsworth VAMC & UCLA, Los Angeles, CA;
Univ Wash & VAMC Seattle, WA; & Washington Univ,
St. Louis, MO
Aluminum—related bone disease (ALD) can arise in
epidemics (E) from high dialysate Al or sporadi-
cally (5) from GI absorption of Al despite H20
purification. We compared clinical and biochemical
features of dialysis (ND) patients with S—ALD
(n=40), symptomatic osteitis fibrosa (OF, n21),
and asymptomatic patients (M, n17). Years on MD
were not different. Biochemical features in S—ALD
showed increased serum Ca, Alk—P'tase and plasma
(P)—Al, reduced iPTH, but MCV was normal.
Ca Alk P'tase P—Al iPTH MCV
(mg/dl) (IU/l) (ug/l) (uleq/ml) (uM2)
A:S—ALD l0.4±.ll 228±21 224÷2l 97+25 91+2
B:OF l0.l+.15 266+56 76+13 1086÷224b 892
C;M 9,324C 105;11c 62Tl0 l76T31d 892
a:A>B & C; :B>A & C; :C<A & §; d:C>A(p<.05-jl
Fractures occurred in 55% of S—ALD vs 24% of OF;
debility was greater in S—ALD. Previous PTX, bilat-
eral nephrectomy, and renal transplant were more
common in S—ALD. Our findings in S—AID differ from
literature reports of E—ALD, with more years of ND,
6.8 vs. 3.1 yrs.; less encephalopathy, 6% vs. 41%;
higher Alk—P'tase, 228 vs. 127 IU/l; and lower P—
Al, 224 vs. 308 ugh. Also P—Al was 454ug/L in
reports of microcytic anemia with E—ALD. Fracture
incidences were similar. Thus, epidemic and spo-
radic ALD may present as different syndromes, pos-
sibly related to the rapidity of Al loading and/or
the height of plasma Al. These findings emphasize
the heterogenous manifestations of Al toxicity.
RENAL INJURY FROM ELEMENTAL MERCURY (Hg) IN MAN.
R.C. Pabico, B.A. McKenna, 1. Nowak, 1. Clarkson,
D. Marsh, J. Hursh. Nephrology Unit, Dept of Ned,
and Depts of Toxicology and Neurology, Univ of
Rochester Med Center, Rochester, NY.
Ingestion of inorganic Hg causes acute tubular
necrosis, and chronic oral/topical administration
of organic Hg leads to massive proteinuria. Ele-
mental Hg, on the other hand, has been considered
non—toxic. Recently, 2 patients, with no known
renal disease, exposed to elemental Hg showed ad-
verse renal effects. A 57—yr—old woman (Pt.1)
accidentally aspirated 35 gm of elemental Hg, and
a 22-yr—old man (Pt.2) infiltrated his antecubital
fossa with 20 gni of elemental Hg as a means of
self-destruction, underwent measurements of gb—
merular filtration rate (GFR), effective renal
plasma flow (ERPF), urinary protein excretion
(UprotV), amino acid excretion (UAAV), tubular
maximum reabsorption (Tm 1 cose) and secretion
(TnipAH), urinary concentaion (U/P osm) and di-
lution (CH2O/GFR), and urinary acidification.
Pt.l Pt.2 Normal
GFR (mi/mm) 81 114 > 100
ERPF ,mi/min) 473 500 . 490
Uprot (gm/day) 3.0 0.29 < 0.2
UAAV (umol/day) 1480 -- < 980
Tm lu /GFR 2.52 2.53 > 2.87
TmAH 0.53 0.57 > 0.60
U/ osm 1.65 2.21 > 3.0
UH+V (ueq/min) 27 60 > 80
After oral NaHCO3, Pt.l's UpCO2 - BpCO2 was only
22 (normaP35). Renal biopsy tPt.1) showed mem—
branoproliferative features, tubular epithelial
desquamation and interstitial fibrosis. Thus,
giomerular and tubular abnormalities, presumed
to be due to elemental Hg, were found.
NcAMP GFR Age 25(OH)D Serum Serum
nmol/ mi/mm years tiM P1 aM Ca mM
di GF
RS Gr. 4.2 113 41 44 0.73 2.81
+1.8 + 31 +14 +34 +0.13 +0.25
NS Gr.4.2 — 87 59 28 0.76 2.81
+1.5 + 28
P<
—
.001 0.001
In addition, we found in the whole patients
significant correlations : positive between serum
calcitriol (y) and GFR (x) ; y56.3+l.32x, r
0.47, P<0.001; negative between serum caicitriol
(y) and age Cx), y254—1.48x r 0.31, P<0.01, and
negative between GFR (y) an age (x), yl5l—x, r
0.58, P<0.001), the latter being similar to that
previously described in a large normal population
(Rowe, J.Geront.31:155 1976). We suggest that 1)
in PHPT, the functionaL renal mass (as reflected
by GFR), which declines normally with aging,
emerges as a major determinant of circulating
calcitriol ; 2) in younger patients, with higher
renal mass, a similar degree of chronic hyperse—
cretion of PTH results in higher serum calci—
triol, and thus high incidence of renal stones.
FA ILLJ TO 9-ØN REVERSAL (X M3J1t RENAL FA IL1J
WITH M.LTIPIE MvELOM. BY PLASMPI-ERESIS
A. Paula, A.Hensel, D. von Herrath, and K.
Schaefer (introduced by S. fssry> St. Joseph—
Hospital, Merlin, Gem-any.
Plasrrapheresis (pp) has been reported to be effec-
tive in restoring renal function after severe
acute renal failure (ARE) due tonultiplen'elcna
(h). We treated 11 consecutive patients (mean age
68 years> with ARE and Uby PP. Diagnosis of I'M
was established by serum electrcphoresis,irmuno—
electrqDhoresis, and x—ray of the skull; kidney
biopsy was not routinely performed. 3 of the
patients had syrrptonis and signs of hyperviscosity
in addition toAFtF (oligo—anuria and serum creati-
nine 7 nm %). — PP was begun when ARF was i nd p i -
ant or just established, starting with two treat-
ments on consecutive days. PP was done by filtra-
tion, polycarbonate filters with a cut—off above
3.000.11)0 Dalton, exchanging the plasme (4 liters)
for hurran albumin. Conccauitantly a cytostatic
treatment, typi cal ly consisting of cyclcphosphan,i —
de and prednisol one, was introduced in roust pa-
tients. The adequacy of treatments wasproven by
serum electrcphoresis. The nunber of treatments
ranged frau 1 to 7 (mean 3). Serum creatinine did
not decrease and diuresis did not increase in any
of our patients during the following period of ob-
servat ion. Because of persistent renal insuffici-
ency the patients had to be transferred to n-am-
tenance he-nodialysis. Caiclusiais: According to
our experiences we cannot share previous reports
indicating that PP is capable of reversing ARF due
to I''i. However, as only 3 kidneys were biopsied,
showing typical nI/el am kidney, we cannot exclude
other causes of ARE in the renainirrg cases, al-
though it is unlikely.
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RENAL MASS IS A MAJOR DETERMINANT OF SERUM 1,25
(OH) D (cALCITRIOL) AND CLINICAL PRESENTATION OF
PRIMR HYPERPARATHYROIDISM (PHPT). N. Paillard,
J.P. Gardin*, and P. Patron*. HEpitsi LOUiS NOU—
rier, Université Paris VII Colombes, France.
In PHPT, patients with high incidence of renal
stones have circulating levels of calcitriol hi-
gher than patients with low incidence of renal
stones, but the differences in calcitriol values
remain unexplained (Broadus et al, N.Engl.J. Med.
302:422,1980). We studied 93 unselected patients
with further surgically proved PHPT, 33 with
recurrent renal stones (RS Gr.) and 60 with non
specific symptoms (NS Gr.). Serum calcitriol was
measured with the radioimmunoassay described by
Bouillon et al. (Clin.Chern.26:562,198O), with a
normal value of 101±36 pmol/L (mean±SD). Mean
values +SD of serum caicitriol were abnormall
high (2fl±76) in RS Gr. and normal to high—norma
in NS Gr. (157+73, P<O.OO1). Mean values of
factors modulating the renal production of calci—
triol were as follows in each group (nephrogenous
cAMP, NcANP, reflects PTH activity).
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FOCAL CLOMERULOSCLEROSIS(FCS) — A COMPARISON BE-
TWEEN ADULTS(A) AND CHILDREN(C). Y. PeiT.De1more
A. Katzk, A. Lang C. Rance, D. Cattran. Depart-
ments of Medicine, Pathology and Pediatrics,
University of Toronto.
Over the past 10 years, 252 of 2500 + kidney
biopaies(Bx) reviewed by the Toronto Glomerolonep—
hritis Registry showed changes suggestive of FGS.
With strict histologic criteria, 105 cases of FCS
were confirmed by 2 independent nephropathologists,
and all were prospectively followed. Short follow—
up or2 caoses resulted in 11 exclusions. The
aean(m) time from 1st renal abnormality to Nx was
35 months(Mo). At presentation;
ACE (n) d'; N H HPI CREAI.CL(m)
A(>16) 56 1:1.8 48%* 29% 52% 1.52 ml/s/1.73m2
C(16) 38 1:1.1 75%* 32% 40% 1.34 ml/s/1.73m2
(*P <0.01) Nephrotic(N), Hematuria(H), tBP(DPT)
Outcome; Changes in GFR as measured by slope of
creat vs time were not significant between A vs
C, N vs °N, or NPI vs °NPT at presentation. Stero-
id cytotoxic drugs(Ia) was given to 19(34%) A
and 34(89%)C. Response was defined as complete(CR)
(Proteinuria(P) of 0—250 mg/day, stable GFR), par-
tiai(4,P but> 250 ag/day, stable CFR), or no reap—
onse(t.+P, or 4.GFR). CR rate c Ix in A(37%) and C
(44%) was not different,with(c) in remission length
of 45 and 26 Mo respectively. Endstage renal fsil—
ure(ESRF) developed in 21% of both A and C, E ji
time of 1st renal abnormality to ESRF of 77 and 36
Mo, respectively.
Conclusion; CR to Ix in FGS is possible, and
appears to be the same in A and C. Yet, due to
manz physicians' reluctance, only 34% of A(compar—
ad c 89% C) received Tx, and may therefore be de-
prived of the potential Tx benefit.
INTEREST OF SEPARATE RENAL FUNCTION IN CHILDREN
WITH URETEROPELVIC JUNCTION OBSTRUCTION .A.Piepsz?
M. Hall? F. Collier? F. Janssen? N. Perlmutter *(Intr. by C. C. Iisher). Pree University of
Brussels, Belgium.
A retrospective study, concerning 40 children
with ureteropelvic junction stenosis (follow—up I
to 5 years) was done to anslyse the influence of
the renal function criteria on the therapeutic
decision. Renal function was measured with the
isotopic separate glomeruisr filtration rate(SGPR)
of the 99mTe—DIPA complex using a scintillation
camera end the integration of data by a mini-
computer ss described in previous papers. Compari-
son of radiological data and SCFR showed that pa—
renchymml thickness and caliceal dilatation are
not good criteria to appreciate the renal function.
Radiological and ultrasonic findings remain the
basis of UPJ—aetrsis diagnosis snd oriented to
conservative treatment (II cases) or surgical
procedure whereas the type of intervention —
pyeloplasty (25 cases) or nephrectomy (4 cases) —
was based on the scintigraphic quantitation. Post-
operatively, there was little change in the
functional value of the kidney. These findings led
to our current prospective attitude (especially
for antenatal diagnosis of hydronephrosis) based
on individual evaluation including ; —
symptomatology — radiological findings —
measurement of the separate glomerular filtration
rate and the drainage function by means of the
total transit time, the cortical transit time and
furosemide T75 test before and after micturition.
EXTREME HYPERGLYCEMIA IN DIALYSIS PATIENTS.
S. Popli, R.R. Al—Kudsi, .J.T. Daugirdas, D.J.
Leehey, V.C. Gandhi, and T.S. Ing. Veterans
Administration Hospital, Hines, IL.
In patients with diabetes mellitus, coma may
occur in association with marked hyperglycemia and
dehydration, even when acidosis and ketonemia are
absent. In 17 diabetic patients who were being
treated with maintenance heeodialyais or mainte-
nance peritoneal dialysis, coma and other neurolo—
gio deficits did not occur during 23 episodes of
extremely elevmted serum glucose levels.
The mean serum values of these patients were;
glucose 1,133 286 SD mg/dL, sodium 12)4 £ 6.11
mEq/L, corrected sodium 11)0 5.7, calculated
total osmolality 335 t 15 mOam/kg water, and
calculated effective osmolality (without urea)
310 15 mOsm! kg water.
The corrected serum sodium level of these pa-
tients waa thus normal, and the critical osmolmli—
ty level of 350 proposed by Arieff et al. was not
exceeded. It is auggeated that the absence of
osmotic diuremis and the lack of substantial
ommotic ultrafiltration prevented the development
of hypernatremia and marked hyperosmolality. The
results further suggest that the osmoler effect of
glucose alone at these serum concentrations is not
sufficient to induce neurologic impairment.
PRESENTATION AND ODTCOME OF ARTI-CLOMERULAR
BASEMENT MEMBRANE ANTIBODY MEDIATED DISEASE.
C,n. Pusey, C.O.S. Savage, C. Dowman, C.N.
Lockwood. Royal Poagraduate Medical School,
London, U.N. (intr. by Dr. B. Scribner).
Eighty three patients from throughout the
Britiah Isles were diagnosed as having anti—REM
disease by RIA between 1980 and 1984; 12 were
managed in our unit end data were collected by
postal survey on another 59. These 71 patients
showed a alight male predominance (N:F = 4:3) and
s bimodal age distribution (peaks at 20 and 60
years) . 65% of patients presented with glomerulo—
nephritie alone and of patients who presented with
Goodpasture's syndrome 18/25 were males. There
was an increased incidence in apring and early
aummer, The effect of treatment on the outcome
of 49 consecutive patients treated at Hammersrnith
aince 1974 (Group 1) and of 59 patients treated
at other hospitals since 1980 (Group 2) was
reviewed. All patients in Group 1 and 47/59 in
Group 2 were treated with various combinations of
steroids, azathiuprine, cyclophesphamide and
plasma exchange. Circulating anti—GDM antibodies
became undetectable within 8 weeks in 29/30
patients receiving full combination therapy. At
time of discharge, renal function had improved in
20/26 treated patients whose presenting plasma
creetinine was <600pmel/1, but in only 1/12
patients whose creatinine was >800pmol/l. No
treated patient who was dialysis dependent (n58)
became independent of regular dialysis. All 56
patients with lung haemorrhage were treated and
47 improved. We conclude that our treatment regi-
men hastens the disappearance of autoantibody, and
improves the prognosis of non—dialysis dependent
patients and those with lung haemorrhage.
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AIDS-AOCIATED RENAL FAILURE (AARF):
NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE. T.K.S. Rao, and Eli A.
Friedman. Downstate Medical Center, Department of
Medicine, Brooklyn, New York.
We previously reported the dismal prognosis of AARF:
all of 22 patients hemodialyzed (HD) died in 4 to 20
weeks. Based on our experience, we suggested that
AARF may be unsuitable for HD. To assess treatment
policy in other programs, we conducted two surveys.
A questionnaire was distributed at the American
Society for Artificial Internal Organs (ASAIO) meeting
in May, 1984. Of 46 renal centers responding, 17 (37%)
had dialyzed 14 patients with AIDS and acute renal
failure (ARF) while 33 (72%) had dialyzed AIDS patients
in chronic renal failure (CRF). Renal tissue was studied
in 11 patients, 10 of whom had focal and segmental
glomerulosclerosis. None of the 29 other centers
provided dialysis for AIDS though "conservative"
management had been given to 5 AIDS patients (1 ARF
and 5 CRF). A repeat survey in May 1985 found that
16 of 39 (41%) centers had dialyzed 19 pts. with ARF
and 12 with CRF. In 4 of 4 with CRF, renal histology
revealed FSGS. In 1984, 13 of 17 (76%) nephrologists
with dialysis experience favored dialysis for AIDS, but
in 1985, only 8 of 17 (41%) would perform dialysis for
AIDS. Among centers without dialysis experience in
AIDS, 3 of 22 (14%) favored withholding dialysis and 18
(82%) had no opinion.
Telephone consultations from 40 American centers
inquired about dialysis in 47 AARF patients (6 with
ARF and 41 with CRF). Of these 41 with CRF (3
developed AIDS while on MD), 16 were IV drug addicts
and 9 of 11 with renal tissue had FSGS. We conclude
that AARF is a nationwide problem. Opinion about the
advisability of dialysis support is divided: those with
experience lean toward withholding dialysis. There is
need for an AIDS renal failure registry.
RED CELL MORPHOLOGY AS A DIAGNOSTIC AID IN IDENTI-
FYING THE SOURCE OF HEMATURIA. RD Robinson, S
Sunderrajan, Cs Brooks, Univ. of Mo. & Harry S.
Truman Mem. Veterans Hospital, Columbia, Missouri
Identifying the source of hematuria is a common
problem in clinical practice. Wright—stained pre-
paration (WSP) and phase contrast microscopy (PCM)
of the urinary sediment have previously been shown
to accurately distinguish glomerular (G) from non—
glomerular (non—G) hematuria. No previous study
has compared the usefulness of these two tech-
niques. Urine from 27 patients with hematuria was
examined by both WSP and PM. The etiology of he—
maturia in these cases was established by clinical
methods.
Patients demonstrating urinary REC dysmorphism
>80% were considered to have hematuria of G
origin. If urinary RBC morphology was uniform
(<20% dysmorphism), hematuria was considered to
be of non—G origin. Results are shown below:
No. of Origin of Hestaturia
Patients Microscopic Exam Clinical Methods
G Non-G G Non—G
PCM 27 5 18 4 17
WSP 22* 4 16 2 16
*5 patients did not demonstrate a significant
number of RBC for examination by W5P.
Non—G hematuria was accurately diagnosed in 94%
by PCM and 100% by WSP. The number of patients
studied with G hematuria was too small to allow
for predictions as to the specificity of this
procedure.
PCM is more sensitive than WSP in detecting
RBCs. Since PM is not readily available in all
clinical settings, WSP of urine appears to be an
accurate method for distinguishing non—G hema—
tuna and directing future diagnostic evaluation.
FACTORS THAT EFFECT DIFFERENCES IN ESRD TREATMENT
INCIDENCE RATES BY STATE. SJ Rosansky, T. Hunts—
berger, K Jackson, WJBD Veterans' Hospital, and
the Univ. of South Carolina Dept. of Medicine,
Computer Science, and Public Health, Columbia,
South Carolina
73,955 records from the U.S. End Stage Renal
Disease Medical Information System (ESRD MIS) for
patients who began ESRD therapy between 1/1/80 —
12/31/83 were analyzed together with US Census
data population figures to produce adjusted inci-
dence rates by state per million population (lu)
and age, sex, race specific incidence rates for 24
demographic categories by state (Id). Utilizing
lu and Id direct adjusted incidence rates by state
(Ia) were calculated for the total state popula-
tion as well as for demographic subgroups. Com-
puterized maps were produced to demonstrate
differences by state. Ia and lu were regressed
with US Census factors and age, sex, race distri-
bution by state for 1980—81 and these results were
validated through comparison with 1982—83 data
results.
Ordering of rates differed substantially be-
tween Ia and lu (Ia/lu for Alaska and Washington,
D.C., 1.9 and 0.5 respectively). las for males!
females was higher in the northeast than the
southern USA (1.63 vs 1.25) but was the same for
blacks/whites (3.0). There were no consistent
changes in Eu between 1980—83. The over 65 popu—
lation had the greatest variability in Ia. In
the 1982—83 validation regression, total employ-
ment, cancer mortality, minimum temperature, urban
population (all directly correlated) and per
capita health care expenditures (inversely corre-
lated) explained 67% of the variance in Ia for the
total population of ESRD patients.
A PILOT STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF A FORMAL
STRESS MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR ESRD PATIENTS.
Robert A. Rosen, James E. Nirenstein,* Lalla
H. Brutuco.* Midwest Dialysis Unit, Duncan,
Oklahoma.
End Stage Renal Disease (ESHD) patients
have a high rate of morbidity, mortality,
psychological distress and autonomic dys-
function despite dialysis, transplantation
and numerous medications. Behavioral thera-
pies may offer a means of directly dealing
with autonomic disorders in a more physiologic
way. In order to test this hypothesis, 6 ESRD
patients (5 hemodialysis and 1 transplant) were
trained with relaxation techniques including
ENG biofeedback. All subjects were able to
effectively learn these skills. There were
statistically significant improvements (p .001—
.05) in psychological and physical symptoms,
hospitalization days and mortality. There was
no change in BUN, creatinine, sodium or interdi—
alytic weight gain, Phosphate rose higher in
study subjects. Blood pressure (BP) was mostly
unchanged with 1 hypertensive patient becoming
normal and 1 patient learning to control intra—
dialytic hypotension without medication. Thus,
this pilot study demonstrates the effectiveness
of this non—pharmacological, low cost modality
as a potentially highly effective method of
positively affecting the high incidence of mor-
bid symptoms and mortality in ESRD patients.
In addition, the data suggest that BP, chem-
istries, and interdialytic weight gain are not
reliable predictors of morbidity or mortality,
and should not be relied upon exclusively.
Further studies with larger population are in-
dicated.
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IDENTIFICATION OF 1NOICENT PATIENTS AT
RISK FOR INCREASED MORBIDItY FROM RENAL
FAILURE. Stephen Sandroni, Carolyn
Hudson. Nephroiogy Division, University
Hospital, Jacksonville, Florida.
Patients with rensi fsiiare experience
a wide spectrum of morbidity, but it is
not evenly distributed. Identification
of patients at risk for excess morbidity
is a first step toward developing strate-
gies to reduce such morbidity. Within
sobsets of patients with similar diag—
noses and incomes we have observod wide
sariation in such parameters as days of
hospitalixation, rate ot progression of
renal failure, control of hypertension,
progression of osteodystrophy, and mor-
bid events during dialysis. We have
noted that age, sex, race, income,
tissue diagnosis, and degree of hyper-
tension are not predictive of increased
morbidity. In our indigent pnpoiatioo
the inability of the patient to compre-
hend renal failure and assume responsi-
bility for participating in the treatment
are the features that correlate moat
closely with increased morbidity. We
have developed a three item scale to ob-
tain a semi—quantitative measure of the
patient's ability in these areas. We
have used it in 50 patients in a blinded
manner to develop a scoring system which
baa allowed ua to identify patients at
risk for increased morbidity with a sen-
sitivity of 100%, and a specificity of
90%.
CLINICAL EVIDENCE ON THE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN PTI(
AND l,25(OH)203. Fernando Ssntos* snd
James C. H. Chan, Nephrology Section, Department
of Pediatrics, Children's Medical Center, Medical
College nf Virginia, Nichmond, VA.
Experimental studies have suggested that acute
administration of large doses of vitamin D is
antiphosphaturic and thst the vitamin D deficien-
cy markedly decreases the anticalciuric effect of
PTN. Clinical support
of these experimental
data have not been pro-
vided yet. We studied
a white girl, eleven
years old, diagnosed
of idiopathic hypopara-
thyroidism. Exogenous
PTR was infused in ab-
sence of l,25(ON)2D3
therapy (°) and after
l,25(Oll)2u3 administra-
tion at 45 (') and 90
mg/kg/day (n). Results
are summarized in the
figure. The phospha-
turic response to PTN
administration was low-
est when the patient
was receiving the high-
eat dose of l,23(OH)2D3.
Likewise, antagonistic
calciuric responses
with and without 1,25
(0R)D treatment were
clearly demonstrated.
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ALTERED EXPRESSION OF 000DPASTuRE ANTIGEN IN
PATIENTS WITH ALFORT'S SYNDROME.
Caroline O.S. Savage, C,o. Pusey, S. Csmhmsn,
N, Eershaw, J. Pincott, u.R. Turner, H. Hartley,
D.J. Evans, P. Harrison, T.M. Bmrratt, ,7.S.
Cameron and C.M. Lockwood. Royal Postgraduate
Medical School and Cuy's, Great Ormond Street and
Eingston Hospitals, London, U.K.
(imtr. by Dr. B. Scribner)
An inherited biochemical abnormality of renal
basement membranes is believed to underlie
Alport's syndrome (AS). Using serum—derived
anti—CBN sutoantibodies in issaunofluorescence (IF)
studies, NcCoy (Eid tnt 21: 642—652, 1982)
demonstrated an absence of Goodpasture antigen
(CPA) in CBN, but others have not confirmed these
findings (Habib, Eid Imt 21: S—20 — S—28, 1982).
We have developed a monoclonal antibody (MCA—Pl(
which recognises CPA and used it to investigate
basement membrane antigenicity in 15 patients
with AS, In indirect IF studies, MCA—Pl was
applied to frozen kidney biopsy sections from 10
patients, and, using immunoperoxidase staining
techniques, MCA—Pl was applied to paraffin block
sections from 5 patients. Control sections were
from normal and nephritic kidneys. Results
showed absent (8 patients) or markedly reduced
(7 patients) binding of MCA—Pl to CBN and TBH in
patients with AS compared to controls. Western
blotting studies have shown that NCA—Pl can
detect GPA in normal urine, and studies on
Alport urine are in progress. The inherited
abnormality in AS appears to involve the CPA and
MCA—Pl and will be of value in elucidating the
molecular basis of this and in the differential
diagnosis of patients with hereditary nephritis.
ASSAY FOR URINE AND PLASMA OXALATE BY CC/MS
ISOTOPE DILUTION. JI Scheinman, 05 Millington,5
DA Gale5 and C Roe5. Duke Univ Med Center, Dept
Peds, Dis Nephrol and Metab. Durham, N. C.
Oxalic acid determination in urine and plasma
is important for the investigation of patients
with hyperoxaluria, urolithiasia or oxalomim
resulting from impaired renal function. In vivo
isotope dilution is considered a "gold standard"
for plasma oxalate analysis. Therefore in vitro
isotope dilution should provide a comparably
selective assay. The t—butyldimythylsiiyl
(TDDMS) derivatives of oxalic acid and 13 C2—
oxalic acid are stable by capillary GC/MS, with
characteristic ions of M/Z 261 and 263.
Urinalysis of oxalate gave linear calibration
curve in control urine from 9—450 sg/dl, with
analytical precision 6%. When applied to plasma,
processed and extracted as recently reported (KI
28:82—84, 1985), the standard curve of recovered
oxalate was completely linear. However, the
normal plasmas values were higher than io vivo
isotope dilution. Progressive dilution of plasma
sampes before extraction, with constant recovery
of oxalate, gave progreaaisely increasing
ratios M/Z 26)/263, and values from 0.2 sN/dl to
6 mg/dl. Hyparoxaluric plasma values ranged from
(a higher) 0.5 sg/dl to (a similar) 6 mg/dl
maximum value. Uitrafiltrated plaa gave values
similar to the undiluted plasma. C oxalate did
not equilibrate with the "bound" pool.
Thus plasma oxalate may be largely (protein—)bound, with only free oxalate equilibrating with
isotopic standard and variable additional amounts
of bound oxalate extracted and measured in vitro.
The meaning of plasma "oxalate" must thus be
reconmidered.
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CYST INFECTION IN AUTOSOMAL DOMINA1T POLYCYSTIC
KIDNEY DISEASE (ADPKD) Steve J. Schwab, Washington
Univ. School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO.
ADPKD is a common inherited disease. Cyst
infection in ADPKD occurs frequently and is often
refractory to conventional antimicrobial therapy.
The reason for the refractory nature of these
infections has been detailed (KI 20:519, 1981) and
proposals for antibiotic therapy have been formu-
lated (Am 3 KD 5:258, 1985). The mode of infectlnn
and the organisms responsible for these infections
are not well described. This study represents a
three year rospective effort to detail all renal
infections in patients with ADPKD admitted to the
Barnes Hospital. There were 15 documented cyst
infections in 14 patients. 13 of 15 cyst infec-
tions occurred in females with 2 of 15 occurring in
a male paraplegic with a bladder catheter. 6 of the
14 patients had episodes of pyelonephritis during
the same three year period. 14 of 15 cyst infec-
tions were caused by gram negative enteric organ-
isms. 12 episodes of pyelonephritis were document-
ed during the same 3 year period. All 12 episodes
of pyelonephritis were caused by gram negative
organisms and 11 of 12 infections occurred in
females. We conclude that there is a strong female
predominance in episodes of cyst infection (87%)
and in pyelonephritis (92%) that can not be
explained by the disease incidence, and an over-
whelming predilection for gram negative infecting
organisms both in cyst infection (94%) and in
pyelonephritis (100%). We propose that cyst
infections in ADPKD are acquired in a retrograde
manner from the urinary bladder and that the most
likely infecting organisms are gram negative
enterics similar in profile to infecting organisms
commonly seen in cystitis.
DOES PAVP RESPOND TO THE DECLINE IN OSMOLALITY
DURING HEMODIALYSIS? Robert Shade and SJ
Rosansky. Southwest Foundation for Research Edu-
cation Center, San Antonio, Texas and WJBD
Veterans' Hospital, and the Univ. of South
Carolina, Columbia, South Carolina.
We have previously demonstrated that plasma
arginine vasopressin (PAVP) levels decline dur-
ing hemodialysis. To evaluate the reason for
this decline we studied changes in PAVP in 8
stable chronic hemodialysis patients who were
+ 1.5 Kg from their ideal weight; remained in
recumbancy during isovolemic hemodialysis (con-
tinuous saline infusion to replace ultrafiltra-
ted volume). To evaluate a possible "rebound"
of PAVP after clearance during dialysis, blood
samples were obtained every half hour for 3
hours post dialysis (PD). PAVP, corrected osmol-
ality (Osmc) (to a blood urea nitrogen (BUN)
of 10 mg/dl), total protein, BUN, sodium (Na),
potassium (K+), total calcium, glucose and
renin were sampled predialysis (PrD), at 2
hours, and PD. By analysis of variance during
dialysis and the PD period mean arterial pres-
sure, total calcium, total protein, and plasma
renin did not change significantly. PD weight
was within 0.01 Kg of PrD weight. PAVP, Osmc,
Na, and BUN, declined significantly from PrD
to the second hour of dialysis (2 + 0.4 uU/mL
- 1.4 + 0.2 uU/mL, 285 + 2.5 m0sun7L - 275
3.2 mOsm/L, 140 1.9 mEq/L - 137 1.3 mEq/L,
76.7 6 mg/dL - 35.4 3 mg/dl) respectively,
but did not change significantly from 2 hours
(intradialysis) to 3 hours PD. In conclusion,
PAVP declines appropriately with the drop in
Osmc during isovolemic hemodialysis.
A NEW FORMULA FOR CORRECTION OF HYPONATREMIA.
Stewart W. Shankel. Univ. of Nevada, Reno, and
Reno VA Med. Center.
Severe hyponatreinia is seen with increasing
frequency due to the use of more potent diuret-
ics, the increasing incidence of certain tumors,
and the widespread use of drugs capable of caus-
ing the SIAD. The high mortality with severe
hypona tremia makes proper treatment imperative.
Both undertreatment and overtreatment are haz-
ardous. + We feel the resent formula (Normal
Serum Na — observed Na ) x (0.6 x body weight
in Kg) markedly overestimates sodium deficits
for the following reasons, a) Review of the
literature shows that total body sodium is clos-
er to 4000 mEq, than the accepted 6000 mEq, as
determined by three techniques. Total Body
Sodium mEq:
Measured Isotope Dilution Calculated
4010 4048 4142
b) Sodium losses calculated from 25 patients
reported in the literature were 925 mEq but only
504 mEq were required to correct the serum
sodium. c) Data derived from 17 patients in
our laboratory show no change in mean corpuscu-lar hemoglobin (MCV) with correction of hypona—
tremia.
+Serum Na MCV
Before correction 117 94.6
After correction 136.4 95.4
A careful analysis of the above data show that
the shifts of water proposed by the old formula
are impossible to achieve. We propose a new
formul be adopted as follows: (Desired—Observ-
ed) Na concentration x ECF volume + 50%.
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ROLE OF ALDOSTERONE (Aldo) IN THE Na RETENTION OF
PATIENTS (pts) WITH NEPHROTIC SYNDROME (NE). N.
Shapiro, J. Hasbargen,* R. Cosby,* B. Yee,* and R.
Schrier. Dept. Med., Univ. Colorado Sch. Med.,
Denver, CO.
Recent studies using captopril to decrease Aldo
have claimed to exclude a role of Aldo in the Na
retention of NE. In the present study, the more
specific Aldo antagonist, spironolactone (SL), was
used to examine this question further. After 4
days on a diet containing 285+6 mEq Na, 6 control
subjects (C) were in Na balance (intake vs UN V;
285 vs 279 mEq/24 hr, NS) while 5 patients (ps)
with NE remained in positive Na balance (intake vs
U V; 285 vs 205 mEq/24 hr, pCOl). Following SL
(O mg/d for 4 days) U V of C remained unchanged
(279 vs 286 mEq/24 hr, ); whereas, pts with NE
significantly increased UN5V (205 vs 312 mEq/24
hr, p<.Ol). SL caused a mean Na loss of 37.2
inEq/24 hr and a mean total weight loss of 1.3 kg
in pta with NE. The increase in UNV in pta with
NE after SL was not due to an increase in reati—
nine clearance (84±8 vs 86±7 ml/min/l.73 m , NS)
or blood pressure (133±2/91±2 vs 134±5/90±5 mmHg,
NS). Interestingly, this increase in UN5V in pts
with NE occurred despite similar levels of plasma
Aldo in pta with NE and C, both before (7.5 vs
7.7 ng/dl, NS) and after (3.6 vs 3.5 ng/dl, NS) Na
loading, as well as after SL (13.9 vs 9.6 ag/al,
NS). Plasma ream activities were also not
different (0.82 vs 1.15, NS; 0.42 vs 0.30, NS; and
0.98 vs 0.50 ag/al/mm, NS, respectively).
Moreover, plasma levels of norepinephrine and
vasapressin, which were similar in C and pta with
NE, were unaffected by these maneuvers. Thus,
Aldo enhances tubular Na reabsorption in pts with
NE, perhaps due to enhanced tubular sensitivity.
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COMPARISON OF THE EPIDEMIOLOGIC AND CLINICAL FEA-
TURES OF ENDEMIC AND SPORADIC FORMS OF HEMOLYTIC
UREMIC SYNDROME (HUS) IN 220 USA CHILDREN. REPORT
OF THE SOUTHWEST PEDIATRIC NEPHROLOGY STUDY GROUP.
R. Siegier, P.L. Berry) and R.J. Hogg; Univ. Utah,
Salt Lake City, UT; Baylor Coil, of Med., Houston,
TX; and UTHSC, Dallas, TX.
Although HUS is the most frequent primary cause
of acute renal failure in children, our knowledge
of the epidemiology of this syndrome is incom-
plete. We have reviewed the epidemiologic and
clinical features in 220 pts with HUS who present-
ed to 11 SPNSG centers between 1975 and 1984. Fa-
milial or recurrent HUS and pts with pre—existing
diseases are not included in the analysis. Ninety—
two of the 220 pts (42%) were seen in Utah, 90 pts
(41%) were in Oklahoma, Dallas and Denver (ODD),
and 38 pts were in the other 7 centers combined.
Clinical Features Utah ODD Other
(i72) (n=90) (ii!J
Age at presentation (mos) 36.6 38.8 38.7
81 Prodrome 93% 91% 92%
Seizures 26% 30% 28%
Lowest Hct
+
18.0 19.5 18.1
Lowest Platelet count 61,000 47.000* 82,000*
Anuria* 40% 61% 34%
Acute Dialysis** 45% 71% 53%
+p=O.O1, *rO.Oo3. **p0 001
These data indicate that, in the USA, endemic and
sporadic forms of HUS share similar clinical fea-
tures and 61 prodromal illnesses, but that the
sporadic form is more frequently associated with
anuria and the need for acute dialysis. Continued
follow—up of the pts will determine whether the
increase in severity of acute renal failure in the
sporadic form translates into a greater degree of
morbidity in later childhood and adulthood.
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HYPERNATREMIA IN THE ELDERLY: PATHOPHYSIOLOI3V. THERAPY AND
MORTALITY Neal A. Snvder", David W. FeigaITM and Allen I. Arieff. Mt.
Zion Hosp. Vet. Adinin. Med. CIr. and Univ. of California. Geriatrics,
Epidemiology and Nephrology, San Francisco, CA.
HYPERNATREMIA IN THE ELDERLY IS A COMMON CLINICAL PROBLEM
WITH A REPORTED HIGH MORTALITY. LITTLE IS KNOWN ABOUT THE
ETIOLOGY, INCIDENCE AND FACTORS INCREASING MORTALITY. AMONG
14.133 PATIENTS WITH AGE >60 YRS ADMITTED TO A TEACHING HOSPITAL
OVER 3 YRS. 212 (1.5%) HAD SERUM Na> 146 mEq/L. PRIMARY
ETIOLOGIES INCLUDED POSTOPERATIVE (21 %). FEBRILE ILLNESS (20%).
DIABETES (11%) AND INFIRMITY (1 IS). AFTER DIAGNOSIS. PEAK MEAN Na
=154 mM. Ossn=331 mOsm/Kg (RANGE 286-426) AND WATER DEFICIT
-2.5 L (MEAN 9%, RANGE 6-30% OF TOTAL BODY WATER). FREQUENT
ASSOCIATED ILLNESSES INCLUDED: DEMENTIA (32%). PNEUMONIA (27%).
SEPSIS (25%), HEART FAILURE (20%). AND STROKE (6%). OVERALL
MORTALITY WAS 42% AND CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED
MORTALITY INCLUDED: CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (53%). ISCHEMIC HEART
DISEASE (46%). SURGERY ( 40%). PNEUMONIA (55%). HEART FAILURE
(44%) AND SEPSIS (73%). THERAPY WAS ADMINISTERED WITH HYPO- OR
ISO-TONIC FLUID. WITH A MEAN REPLACEMENT OF 72% OF CALCULATED
WATER DEFICITS IN 24 HRS. AND 100% IN 46 HRS. BUT THE RANGE WAS
tb TIMES THE DEFICIT. THOSE THAT HAD THEIR DEFICIT REPLACED WITHIN
46 OR 72 HRS HAD A 31% MORTALITY, BUT THIS INCREASED TO 66%
WHEN FLUIDS WERE REPLACED WITHIN 24 HRS. PERHAPS BECAUSE OF
CEREBRAL EDEMA.
THESE DATA SHOW THAT IN ELDERLY PATIENTS WITH HYPERNAT-
EMIA: A) THERE AREA WIDE RANGE OF ETiOLOGIES. INCLUDING SURGERY,
FEBRILE ILLNESS, DIABETES. INFIRMITY. AND IATROGENIC CAUSES; B)
THE OVERALL MORTALITY WAS 42% BUT THIS DID NOT CORREI.ATE WITH
SEVERITYOF THE WATER DEFICIT; C) SLOW THERAPY, REPLACING WATER
DEFICITS IN 48-72 IQS. WAS ASSSOCIATED WITH THE LOWEST
MORTALITY. WHILE CC*PLETE REPLACEMENT WIThIN 24 HRS APPEARED
TO INCREASE MORTALITY; D) IMPORTANT FEATURES WHICH APPEARED TO
DETERMINE MORTALITY WERE ASSOCIATED SEVERE MEDICAL CONDITIONS,
WHICH WERE PRESENT IN MOST PATIENTS. THUS. HYPERNATREMIA IN THE
ELDERLY IS ASSOCIATED WITH A HIGH MORTALITY BUT IS OFTEN MERELY
A MARKER FOR SERIOUS SYSTEMIC ILLNESS.
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HYPERCALCIURIA (HCU) IN CHILDREN WITH HEMATURIA:
REPORT OF THE SOUTHWEST PEDIATRIC NEPHROLOGY STUDY
GROUP (SPNSG). F. Bruder Stapleton, Memphis, TN.
The incidence of HCU (urine calcium EUCa] >4
mg/kg/24 hr) was examined prospectively in 140
children with isolated hematuria (defined as
hematuria without proteinuria, urolithiasis, or
systemic disease) by 10 SPNSG centers. HCU was
found in 50 pts (36%); among centers entering >10
pts, the incidence of HCU ranged from 25-42%.
HCU(n=50) NCU(n"9O) a
Age, years 8.4±.5 7.1±.6 .10
Sex, male, % 64 50 NS
Race, white, % 95 82 .037
Gross hematuria, % 31 24 NS
Familial urolithiasis, % 53 25 .002
Urine Ca, mg/kg/24 hr 5.9 1,7 .0001
HCU was not observed in any of 8 black pts with
hematuria. Oral calcium loading tests and 24 hr
UCa were determined after 1 week of a 300 mg Ca, 2
gm Na diet in 44 children. The results were
consistent with renal HCU in 2D, absorptive HCU in
11 but were nondiagnostic in 13 pts. Data from
patients with normal and increased fasting UCa/UCr
ratios are compared in the folJwing table. +
UCa/UCr S Phos S HCO ** S PTH U CAJIPA U Ca
nl (24) 4.7±.1 '4TT.6 U3I4.8 6.3±.51 T2L4
High(20) 4.6±.2 23.4±.4 85.1±8.2 6.8±1.3 5.6±.9
P NS
+
NS NS NS .02
*mg/dl, **mEq/L, pmol/ml, Smg/g Cr
We conclude that HCU is an important etiology of
childhood hematuria in a large geographic region
of the US, particularly in white children with a
family history of urolithiasis, and that the oral
calcium loading test may have limited usefulness
in the characterization of HCU in children.
RENAL BIOPSY IN 363 ElDERLY PATIENTS. k
Stesmier, * Viotoriano Pardo, Barry 3. Matermon,
and E. Perez-Stable. Medical and Laboratory Ser-
vices, VA Med. Ctr. aix]. Depts. of Medicine and
Pathology, Univ. of Miami, Miami, Florida.Limited information about the clinical
pathological correlation of renal biopsies In
the elderly prcanpted us to study retrospectively
the data for 363 patients 65 to 90 years old who
underwent renal biopsy from 1968 to
1985. Indications for renal biopsy were acute
renal failure (APP)=60, subacute renal failure(SRF)=76, chronic renal failure (CPF)=62,
proteinuria=15O and hematuria=l5. Diagnoses were
glomenilopathy (aT) =252 (69.4%), acute tubularlesions (ATN)=l8, interstitial nepbritis=23,
arteriolar disease (including 14 with
cholesterol emboli)=36, misc.=5 and insufficient
tissus=29. Of the 60 patients with APP, 70% had
potentially reversible causes as did 59.2% of
those with SRF. Only 11.3% of patients with CRFhad potentially reversible causes. The most
cateton causes of proteinuria were neatrancus aT,
31.3%, minimal change disease, 13.3%, focal
segmental sclerosis, 10.7%, and amyloidosis,8.0%. Of the 25 patients with advanced
nephrosolerosis, 24 had renal failure, 20
hypertension and 13 cholesterol ertoli. Only
44.1% of 34 diabetics had a diabetes related
biopsy diagnosis. We conclude that renal biopsyis most useful in elderly patients with ARF or
SRF because of potentially clinically reversible
renal disease in 64.0%. Overall potential
clinical reversibility was 45.4%. Old age alone
is not a contraindication to renal biopsy.
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THE PROGNOSIS OF SEVERE SYMPTOMATIC HYPONATRENIA.
R. Sterns, Rochester General Hospital, University
of Rochester School of Medicine, Rochester, N.Y.
Rapid correction of hyponatremia is still advo-
cated despite its association with central pontine
myelinolysis (CPM). This recommendation is based
on the allegation that symptomatic hyponatremia is
often fatal unless corrected at rates approaching
2 mEq/L/hr (Am J Med 78:897,1985). To test the
validity of this assertion, the records of 39
patients with 41 episodes of severe symptomatic
hyponatremia (serum [Na+)<11O mEq/L) were reviewed
and the rate of correction was calculated from the
time required to reach a [Na+]>12O mEq/L. Eleven
patients (12 episodes; [Na+11O6±1 mEq/L) were
corrected at < 0.5 mEq/L/hr: all recovered unevent-
fully. Twelve patients (13 episodes; [Na+}1O8±
1 mEq/L) were corrected at 0.5 to 0.8 mEq/L/hr:
all survived, but one developed a neurogenic
swallowing disorder and one vocal cord paralysis.
Sixteen patients ([Na+]=1O6±1 mEqIL) were cor-
rected at>O.8 mEq/L/hr: 12 recovered uneventfully,
2 suffered transient neurologic deterioration, and
2 developed clinical features of CPM, one dying
after prolonged pseudocoma.
We conclude that even severe hyponatremia has
a low morbidity and mortality rate when corrected
slowly. Rapid correction of chronic hyponatremia
is unnecessary and risks neurologic complications.
ATENOLOL DECREASES RENAL BLOOD FLOW IN HYPERTEN—
SIVES. Robert M. Stote, Jeffrey W. Dubb, Nancy
L. Allison, Alice Mako*, Jane Soreth*, Robert C.
Fatniliar*, Fred Alexander*, SK&F Clin. Res. Unit,
Presbyterian, U of Pa. Med. Center, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Beta blockers have been shown to reduce renal
blood flow and glomerular filtration rate in
normals and hypertensives. Atenolol (AT), a
long—acting, cardioselective beta blocker, has
been variously reported to cause no change or
produced a decrease in renal blood flow in hyper—
tensives. We studied the effects of AT on renal
hemodynamics in 10 hypertensives (mean age 47, 8
males, 2 females, 9 black, 1 caucasian, supine
diastolic blood pressure 95+3, mean plasma renin
activity 0.5 ng/ml/hr). Subjects were studied
with standard PAN and inulin infusions with timed
urine collections before and after 4 weeks of
therapy with AT 50 mg daily. Supine mean blood
pressure (SMBP) was determined Just prior to each
infusion. Results are given as mean±sem.
SMBP CPAH CIN
Control 114 3 505 59 118 7
AT 110 4 456 55* 107 8*
(* p <.05 by paired t—test)
in this population of predominantly black, low—
renin hypertensives, AT reduced effective renal
plasma flow by 9.11 and GFR by 10.2% in the ab-
sence of a significant fall in blood pressure.
BONE DENSITY IN HYPERTENSION. James Sutton,
Cynthia Morris*, David McCarron. Ore. Health Sci,
Univ., Portland, OR.
Abnormalities of calcium metabolism have been
noted in hypertensives compared to normals:
increased PTH and urinary calcium excretion, and
and decreased ionized calcium and calcium flux.
Because of these abnormalities and common risk
factors for hypertension and osteoporosis
(smoking, exercise, low calcium intake), we
measured bone density (BD) as part of an ongoing
study of calcium supplementation and
hypertension. After 4 wks of baseline,
hypertensives (HTN, n=18; MAP > 105 mmHg) and
normotensives (ML, N=23; MAP < 100 mmHg) had
cortical and trabecular bone density measured by
single photon absorptiometry. and dietary intake
assessed by 24—hr recall. Each bone measurement
was calculated as a z—score compared to
established norms for age and sex.
No significant difference existed between
hypertensive and nomotensive trabecular bone
mineral content (BMC) or BD, or cortical BMC or
BD. All measurements were not significantly
different from expected for age or sex.
Similarly, systolic BP was not related to cortical
BMC (r=.02) or BD (r=-.—03), nor trabecular BMC
(r=.04) or BD (r=—.08). However dietary calcium
intake was significantly (p<.O5) inversely related
to cortical BD (r=-.28) and trabecular BD (r=—
.32). Cigarette smoking decreased trabecular BD
(r=—.46), though higher body mass was associated
with significantly (p<.05) increased cortical
(r=.37) and trabecular BD (r=.41). We conclude
that hypertensives have normal bone density
despite other calcium metabolic abnormalities.
IGA NEPHROPATHY, A PATHOLOGIC SCORING SYSTEM. David
C. Tapp, John B. Copley, Brooke ARC, Ft Sam Hous-
ton, TX and US Army IgA Nephropathy Study Group.
Controversy abounds concerning clinicopatholog-
ic correlations and prognostic indicators in IgA
nephropathy(IgAN). Clinical evaluation has been
hampered by the heterogenous nature of the disease
and lack of uniformity in renal biopsy(bx) inter-
pretations. We have developed an IgAN pathologic
scoring system consisting of a Glomerular Activity
Score(GAS), Tubulointerstitial Activity Score(TIAS),
Total Activity Score(TAS)=GAS+TIAS, Glomerular
Chronicity Score(GCS), Tubulointerstitial Chronic-
ity Score(TICS), Total Chronicity Score(TCS)GCS+
TICS, Vascular Score(VS) and Total Score(TS)=VS+TAS
+TCS. Renal bx from 47 patients with IgAN were
separately graded by 3 renal pathologists per the
above system. Clinicopathologic correlations were
then statistically analyzed (P values presented for
clinical entities most often associated with a poor
prognosis).
TIAS CCS TICS TCS TAB TB
Clear Cr1- .007 .04 .004 .006 .12 .008
Serum Cr2 .002 .003 .0003 .0001 .088 .0001
U—Prot/24—Hr2 .003 .001 .007 .0003 .07 .0006
Diast BP2 .15 .02 .03 .008 .01 .001
l(—) Correlation 2(+) Correlation
Additionally, hematuria duration correlated with
TCS (P= .04). These results validate the accuracy
and utility of the scoring system. The system is
useful to communicate clearly renal bx abnormali-
ties in IgAN which can be correlated with clinical
data and used to define more precisely prognostic
indicators. It may play a role in planning pro-
spective therapeutic trials and in assessing
sequential changes in renal bx abnormalities.
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CYCLOSPORINE (CY) INDUCED REMISSION OF RELAPSING
NEPHROTTC SYNDROME (RNS) IN CHILDREN. A. Tejani, K.
Butt, K. Khawar, N. Suthanthiran, C.J. Rosenthal,
H. Trschtmsn and N. Fusi. Downstate Med Ctr—SUNY
and Rogosin Institute, New York.
We treated 20, steroid resistant/dependent and
cyclophosphamide/chlorambucil treated RNS patients
with oral CY for 8 weeks. CY wss started at 7mg/kg/
day and titrated to maintain HPLC level of 100—200
ng/ml. Grossly edematous patients received 5—lOmg/
day of prednisone for 10—14 days. T cell subsets,
blast transformation using pHA, Con A and PWNstim—
ulatinn, and Interlukein (1L2) production were
measured pre and post therapy.
Results: Remission was achieved in 14/20 patients
and reduction of proteinurés was achieved in the
remaining 6 patients.
Pre Post
Mean Se. albumin mg/dl 2.1 4.1 p.<00001
Mean Se. cholesterol ag/dl 381 215 p.<0001
Mean Cr. Cl. ml/min/l.73H2 104 107 N.S.
Histologically 6/9 focal sclerosis, 6/7 IgNnephro—
psthy and 2/4 minimal change/mesangial hypercellu—
larity patients achieved a remission. 7 of the 14
patients continue to remain in remission for 1—10
months, the remaining 7 patients had a relapse
within 1—5 months. No co—relation was noted between
I cell subsets and remission, but Con A stimulated
blast transformation appear to be significantly
different in responders and non responders (p<.005t
Fre therapy 1L2 levels meaaured in 10 patients
were normal or supranormal in 8, 6 of whom were
treatment responders. 2 patients with low IL2
levels were both non responders.
Our study shows that 1) CY can be used to induce
a remissinn in RNS and 2) low dose short term CY
therapy doea not produce oephrotoxicity.
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RENAL VASODILATION AND HYPERFILTRATION AFTER TOTAL
BODY IRRADIATION (TBI) PRIOR TO BONE MARROW TRANS-
PLANTATION. Stephen C. Textor, S.J. Forman*, 3
Carlson*. Depts. Cons. Med/Nephrology & Bone
Marrow Transplantation, City of Hope National
Medical Center, Duarte, CA
Patients undergoing bone marrow transplantation
for hematologic malignancies recieve extensive
preparation including total body irradiation (TB!)
totaling 1320 rads. During a prospective study
of immunosuppressive regimens, GFR after TBI was
higher in 16 patients than in 19 controls (158+6
vs 118+5 ml/min/1.73m2, p<D.OO1). In 10 patients
we measured renal plasma flow (ERPF, iodohippur-
an), filtration (GFR, iothalamate) and sodium
excretion (FENA) before and after preparative TB!:
Pre—FIBI Post-FTBI
GFR (ml/min) 130+9 174+12 p<.ODl
ERPF (ml/min) 506+51 629+54 p<.OO5
RVR (dyn-s-cm—5) 8840+400 6736±462 p<.Ol
MAP (mHg) 88+3 83+2 p<.02
FENA (%) O.84+.07 O.71+.18 NS
Weight fell during this period, as did hemato—
crit (39.0+1.4 vs 34.6+1.2%, p<.Ol) and serum al-
bumin (4.02+ .17 vs 3.62+.1O g/dl, p<.Ol). Urinary
creatinine excretion did not change, although
serum creatinine fell from admission to transplan-
tation (0.94+.O5 to O.75+.03, p<.OOl). These data
demonstr4te that renal vasodilation and glomerular
hyperfiltration occur during preparation for
marrow transplantation in patients with initially
normal kidneys. We postulate that protein catabo-
lic and direct affects of irradiation stimulate
renal hyperfunction. Such changes before
transplantation are a hitherto unrecognized
response to TB! and may affect the subsequent
impact and evaluation of nephrotoxin exposure.
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USEFULNESS OF NAGNgTIC RESONANCE IMACINC (NRI) IN
IHE DIAGNOSIS OF RENAL VEIN THRONBOSIS (RVT).
Jeffery A.Tobias*, James R.Cain*, Kalevi P.Soila*
and Jerome P.Shsldon*, (Intr. by Jacques J.
Bourgoignie). Univ. of Niami, Miami, FL. and
Mount Sinai Medical Center, Miami Beach, FL.
While RVT is known to be a serious and common
complication of oephrotic syndrome, the necessity
of using radiocontrast (RC) and invasive proce-
dures to diagnose and monitor RVT has hampered
its study and treatment. We have used MRI suc-
cessfully to visualize RVT in 3 patients. The
first presented with acute fisok paio and RVI
was confirmed by selective angiography (SA). IVP.
renal scan (KS), and renal sonogram (US) were not
diagnostic. The second patient had vague flank
discomfort and pedal edema for 1 wk associated
with nephrotic syndrome. KS and US were consist-
ent with but not diagnostic of RVT. The third
patient had acute renal failure and nephrotic
syndrome associated with long—standing sot i—
thrombin III deficiency. He was unable to receive
RC or SA. Computed tomography (CT) without con-
trast was nor useful in two of the three patients.
CT with contrast was diagnostic in two sod NKI
was diagnostic in all. In this small group, NRI
demonstrates several advsnrsges over other tech—
oiquea in diagnosing RVT. First, it is more sen-
sitive than IVP, KS, US or CT without contrast.
Second, it does not require rsdiooontrast injec—
rioo or ionizing radiation as do CT, RS and IVP.
Third, there are no invasive procedures ss in SA.
Fourth, these advantages make MRI useful for
longitudinal studies of RVT. Finally, NRI gives
anatomical ioformstion about the extent of RVT
which is not given by KS or US.
URINARY HISTAMINE (N) EXCRETION IN PROTEINURIC
SYATES. N. Irachtmanj' A. Iejsni, J.J. Keyzert B.G.
Wolthsrst E. Oosting Dept. Feds, DMC—SUNY,
Nrooklyn, NY & Central Lab din Chem, Univ Hosp.,
Croningen, Netherlands.
Since N has been postulated to be a mediator of
gloaerular injury and proteinuria (F), we measured
urinary H and N—methyl—histamine (MMII) excretion
in children with P due to treatment—responsive
idiopathic nephrotic syndrome (INS), focal segmen-
tal glomerulosclerosis (FSGS), SLE, end age—matched
normal children. The CFK exceeded 60m1/min/l.73N2
in all patients. In those with treatment—responsive
INS, remission was induced using prednisone in 9,
cyclophosphamide 3, and cyclosporine 7 cases. H and
MMII were measured by an isotope—dilution mass freg—
mentographic method sod results (mean±SEM) ex-
pressed as pmol/mol creatinine.
N Uprot(mg/24hr) 11 NUN
Normal 16 61.1±23.2 31.4±4.7 166.2±15.0
INS,remis. 19 71.2±23.5 28.4±4.8 149.9±15.3
relapse 2414±518 16.6±3.6* 105.3±16.1+
FSCS 10 3369±854 14.6±2.8* 94.0±14.6+
SLE 10 3009±781 10.3±4.0* 62.0±14.3+
*p<O.O2, +p<O.Ol vs INS, remission and normals.
N sod RIM excretion fell in 14/19(74%) and 16/19
(84%) of the children with INS, respectively,
during disease relapse. These results suggest that:
l)F in nephrosis of various causes is oot mediated
by increased urinary H excretion; 2)decreased uri-
nary H excretion in children with P due to INS,
FSGS or SLE may result from immunologically in-
duced mesangial cell injury; and 3)discordance
between our observations and those made in rats
with aainooucleoside nephrnsis (JCI 69:327,1982)
implies that the later may not be a suitable model
of P in minimal change disease.
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ACCURATE PREDICTION OF CLINICAL OUTCOME OF
PATIENTS WITH DEEP-SEATED RENAL INFECTION,
USING A NEW CHROMOGENIC ENDOTOXIN ASSAY.
Sander J.H.van Deventer*, W.Pauw*, L.W.
Statius van Eps, H.R.Büller*, J.W.ten Cate*.
Depts.of Internal Medicine and Bacteriolo-
gy, Slotervaart Hospital and Dept.Hernosta-
sis and Thrombosis,Academical Medical
Centre, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Many symptoms of clinical septicemia are
thought to be caused by endotoxins, which
are lipopolysaccharides present in the cell
wall of gramnegative bacte1a. The old
Limulus gelation assay never gained clini-
cal acceptance, because of lack of sensi-
tivity and high contamination rates.Using
a new chromogenic Limulus—assay (detection
limit 5 pg/ml; coefficient of variation
8,7%; assaytime 2 hrs) we prospectively
assessed its accuracy in predicting septi—
cemia in 65 consecutive patients with
deep—seated renal infections, as diagnosed
by clinical and bacteriological criteria.
Although there is no good correlation be-
tween gramnegative bacteremia and endotoxe-
mia, the new endotoxintest has a high
clinical utility (negative predictive
value> 95%) in predicting urosepsis and
can therefore be used as guidance for
therapy.
HIGH INCIDENCE OF MEMBRANOPROLIFERATIVE CLO—
MERULONEPHRITIS (MPGN) IN ADULT IDIOPATHIC
NEPHROTIC SYNDROME (AIMS). F. Velasquez_Forero*,
A. Valdes Cepeda'' N. Garcia Prugue*, and J.
Torres P. (Intr. by F. Llach). Centro Hospitalario
20 de Noviembre, Department of Pathology and
Nephrology, Mexico D.F., Mexico.
Membranous gloinerulopathy has been reported
to be the most frequently observed nephropathy
in AIMS. We evaluated prospectively 65 con-
secutive patients with AINS during the last eight
years. Ages ranged from 16 to 57 years; 34 were
males and 31 females. All patients were asympto—
matic except for the presence of edema. Mean
serum creatinine was 1.4 mg/dl, albumin 2.7 mg/dl,
24 hour protein 13.1 gm/day, and creatinine
clearance 66 mi/mm. All biopsies were studied by
light, electron, and immunofluorescence micro-
scopy. The histological classification used is
that proposed by the Committee for the Inter-
national Study of Kidney Disease in Children.
Twenty patients presented by MPGN (30.7%); 2,
dense deposit nephropathy (3%); 5, segmental
glomerulonephritis (7.6%); 7, proliferative
glomerulonephritis (10.7%); 19, segmental and
focal giomerulonephritis (29.2%); 7, membrsnous
nephropathy (10.7%); 4, minimal change (6.1%);
and 1, advanced chronic glomerulonephritis.
In conclusion, there is a high incidence of
MPGN in our AIMS population, and a relatively
low incidence of membranous nephropathy.
HIGH INCIDENCE OF ASYMPTOMATIC RENAL VEIN
THROMBOSIS (ARVT) IN ADULT IDIOPATHIC NEPHROTIC
SYNDROME (AINS). F. Velasquez—Forero*, N. Garcia
Prugue*, N. Ruiz—Morales. (Intr. by F. Llach).
Centro Hospitalario 20 de Noviembre, Department of
Pathology and Nephrology, Mexico, D,F., Mexico.
The incidence of ARVT is high in patients
(pts) with membranous nephropathy. This study
evaluates the incidence of ARVT by selective
renal venography in 26 adult pta with AINS.
Eleven of these patients had ARVT (42%). The
ARVT was bilateral in 2 and unilateral in 9.
Nineteen pts were male and 7 female. All filled
the criteria of the International Committee for
the Study of AINS. Their ages ranged from 16 to
62 years. None had significant renal function
deterioration (mean serum creatinine 1.3 mg/dl).
One pt had a pulmonary embolus and 3 had
thrombophlebitis (15%). Eleven pts had membrano—
proliferative glomerulonephritis; of these, 4 had
ARVT; 6 segmental and focal glomerulosclerosis —
2 ARVT; 5 membranous nephropathy - 3 ARVT; 3
proliferative glomerulonephritis — 1 ARVT; and 1
focal glomerulonephritis — 1 ARVT. The presence
of ARVT was not suspected by clinical or
laboratory assessment, or by histopathology.
In conclusion, in AINS: 1) there was a high
incidence of ARVT (42%), 2) ARVT was only
diagnosed by selective venography, 3) membrano—
proliferative glomerulonephritjs and membranous
glomerulopathy were commonly observed, and 4)
other thrombotjc episodes were also observed
(15%).
MULTICENTER STUDY OF THE SPECTRUM OF RENAL BIOPSY
FINDINGS IN ADOLESCENTS WITH RENAL DISEASE. RE-
PORT OF THE SOUTHWEST PEDIATRIC NEPHROLOGY STUDY
GROUP. J. Wenzl, R. Hogg, M. Malagon. F. Silva,
OUHSC, Oklahoma City, OK, and UTHSC, Dallas, TX.
Previous clinicopathologic (CP) studies of re-
nal disease have involved either adult or pediat-
ric patients (pts). Because there is often overlap
or exclusion of teenage pts in these series we
have studied 312 pts who showed initial clinical
signs of renal disease after their 12th birthday
(mean age 14.4±1.7 yrs) and had their first renal
biopsy performed after their 13th birthday (14.9±
1.6 yrs) between 1975 and 1984; 52% of the pts
were male; 64% were white, 17% black and 16% His-
panic. Microhematuria (MH) was present in 73%,
gross hematuria (OH) in 29%, proteinuria (P) in
88%, nephrotic syndrome (NS) in 32%, and acute
impairment of GFR in 12%. Combined CP diagnoses
were as follows: minimal glomerular alterations
21.1%; SLE 17.3%; Berger's disease 10.9%; mem—
branoproliferative GN 6.8%; membranous ON 5.8%;
focal sclerosis 5.8%; diffuse mesangial hypercel—
lularity 4.2%; crescentic ON 4.2%; end—stage renal
disease 3.2%; diabetic nephropathy 2.9%; postin—
fectious ON 2.9%; hereditary nephropathy 2.9%;
tubulointerstitial nephritis 2.6%; miscellaneous
7.1%. The F:M ratio was 5:1 in SLE, 1:1 in NS, and
1:2 in pts with MH±P. The white/black/Hispanic
percentages were 41/16/43% for SLE, 51/31/12% for
NS and 80/10/10% for MH±P. The renal biopsy diag-
noses within each of the clinical groups was var-
ied, heterogeneous and sometimes unexpected. Com-
parison of our data with large pediatric and adult
series suggests that the spectrum of "adolescent"
renal diseases approaches that observed in adults
rather than that seen younger children.
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A. NON-INVASIVE METHOD TO EVALUATE THE RENAL
RESPONSE TO ALDOSTEROHE (ALDO) IN VIVO, M.L.
C,B, Chen," S.C. Singer,* R.M.A. —
Richardson, H. Sonnenberg, and M.L. Halperin,
Univ. of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.
Aldo acts on the late distal CT and oortical
CD to elevate the transepithelisl potential
difference (TEPD) and thereby K excretion — i.e.
the KCCD/K peritubolar (Kpr) is high. However,
simply examining the urine [K] (Ku) may provide
an unreliable index of aldo action; accordingly,
we sought a more reliable non—invasive criterion
to monitor aldo action. To assess KPT, rats
underwent m furosemide saline—induced diurasis
sod had sll urine losses replaced IV. Since the
K delivery (AK-VK x KPF) equstled K excretion
and RBCs did not donate appreciable K to hypo—
kslemic plasma, the [K] in the renal vein
reflected KPT and a correction could be made to
the arterial K to reflect KPT. The Ku can
reflect the KCCO by correcting for water abstrac-
tion (divide by U/P osm) because late distal
micropuncture and early medullary collecting
duct K/inulin equalled that in the urine ( r 15
tubuiea in 7 rats). Thus, Ku/(U/Posa)/KA or KV
should reflect KCCD/KPT and thereby, aldo action.
This relationship was tested by K or sailorida
infusion; in the former, the KCCD/KA was 4.1 +
0.3 K infusion, (a TEPD of —37 mV). With
amiloride, the Ku/KA = 1 (TEPO = 0 mV).
Conclusion: The KU/KA can be usad to monitor
aldo action in vivo. Clinical examples will be
discussed.
RENAL CONTRIBUTIONS TD THE THERAPEUTIC ROLE OF
AZL(EILLIN'S DOSE—DEPENDENT KINETICS. A. %telton,
R.L. Stouttm, P.S. SplLman, F.A. Delgedotm,
0. Klassentm, A.J. tsontm.. Oepartmmnt of
Medicine, The Johns Hopkins University, BaLtimore,
Maryland.
We and others have previously reported that the
systemic phermecokinatics of ezlocillin era signi-
ficantLy influenced by the dose of the drug end
the duration of its use. These phenomena era no-
ted in the ueual adult "therapeutic window" of,
for example, 3gO4h through 5gQSh. To solidly
charmoterize this therapeutically inportent issue
and to quantify the contribution of the kidney to
the overall dome dependent kinetic nature of
azlocillin we compared its systemic kinetics In
normal subjects end in functionally mnephric indi-
viduals; assessed ite entero—hepatic recircula—
tion; quentifled Its renal tubular secretory Tm
end performed a 6 day, prospective, cross—over,
random therapeutic eseignment study of agO4fi ver-
sus 5g Dali in 6 male and 6 female subjects. There
is no entero—hepatic rmoirculetion of the drug.
Both kidney end liver contribute to its dose—de-
pendent kinetics. At concentrations superceeding
approximately 40 pg/el proximal tubuler secretion
of the drug Is maturated and the secretory Tm is
3OO3O g/mln. The prospective cross-over study
demonstrated that a significant (p<O.O01) correl-
ation exists betseen body veight and the increase
In total AlE velues. Remarkably the quentitatively
lover dosing regimen of bg OBh provides the great-
est Alt. Our date suggest that from the thsrapau—tic point of view the less expensive, less cumber-
some end less total drug regimen of 59 OSh can
supplant the frequently used regimen of 3g 04h.
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A PROSPECTIVE STUDY OF URINARY TRACT ANOMALIES
DIAGNOSED IN UTERO: VALUE OF LASIX RENOGRAPHY.
P.R. Wigfall*, N. Kangarloo*, R. thrlich*, and
R.N. Fine. Dept. Pads, Rad, Urol, UCLA Sch.
Med., Los Angeles, California.
With the advent of noninvssive radiologic
imaging techniques, the early diagnosis of ob-
structive uropathy (OU) during pregnancy has
become a major challenge. We have therefore
undertaken s prospective follow—up of twelve
infants with OU diagnosed by routine fetal ul—
trssonography (US). In each case, repeat ul—
trasounds were obtained at post—natal age 24
hours, 4 weeks, and 8—10 weeks. Jn addition,
Lasix renography was obtained by age 8—10 weeks
with concomitant US. By US, three infants were
found to have bilateral hydronephrosis, four
were found to have ureteropelvic junction ob-
struction, three had ureterovesiculsr obstruc-
tion, and two had renal dysplasia. Lasix reno—
graphy reconfirmed these diagnoses and also
aided in evaluation of the degree of obstruc-
tion with resultant parenclymal destruction,
and hence, the need for imminent urologic in-
tervention. US alone was insufficient to de-
lineate the specific site of obstruction or the
clinical significance of the obstruction.
These observations suggest that the addition
of Lasix renography to US appears to better
differentiate functional versus anatomically
significant obstruction. Therefore, Laaix reo—
ography should be included early in the evalua-
tion of obstructive uropathy detected by fetal
ultra sonography.
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NATRIURETIC RESPONSE TO FUROSEMIDE DURING
PROLONGED ADMINISTRATION. C. Wilcox, and
P. llnwin, St. Mary's Nosp Med Sch, London,
UK and Univ of Florida, Gainesville, FL
During diuretic administration, negativebalancea for Na and fluid are only trans-
ient. To investigate this "breaking phen-
omenon", we contrasted the acute response
to furosemido (20mg/hr IV for 2 hrs) in 5
hypertenaiveo after 1 month of furoaemide
therapy (F; 4Omg/d) with control (C) re-
sponses after 1 month of placebo. F thera-
py (compared to C) significantly (P<0.05)
reduced mean BP (124±4 va 1l6±2mmHg) ex-
tracellular fluid volume (ECV from VD of
53-Cr EDTA; 13.5±0.8 vs 12.1±0.4 1), plaama
volume (PV from VD of 1311 NSA; 3.7±0.5 vu
2.7±0.3 1) and basal UNV (328±84 vm 197±
S8pmol/min) without changing GFR or RPF.
However, the acute response to F infusioou
were similar (NS) during C or F phones for
V (19±2 vs 2l±2ml/min) U V (1859±g]. vs
2075±l7lpmol/min) FEM (fl.1±0.9 vs 14.5±
l.8t), GFR, RPF, plasma F concentrotion
(2.7±0.4 vs 2.3±0.6pg/ml) and F clearance.
After captopril, natriuretic reaponses to
F infusion remained similar during C and
F. Conclusions: 1. Despite fall in PP and
depletion of body fluids, full natriuretic
and diuretic responses to F persist after
one month of diuretic therapy. 2. Renal
response to F is independent of ECV, PV
and angiotensin II. 3. Lower basal UNeV
during F therapy indicates that the
breaking phenomenon is due to avid renal
Na conservation between diuretic doses.
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HEREDITARY REGIONALIZATION IN IgA NEPHROPATHY
(IgAN). Robert J. Wyatt, Patricia A. Quiggins,*
Marian L. Rivas,* Bruce A. Julian, Susan V.
Woodford,* Richard W. Baehler, R. Greg McMorrow.
Univ. Tennessee Ctr. Hlth. Sci., Memphis, TN,
Univ. Alabama in Birmingham, Birmingham, AL,
Central Bapt. Hosp., Lexington, KY.
Although geographical and racial differences in
the incidence of IgA nephropathy almost certainly
exist, only limited data are available on geogra-
phical clustering of cases and degree of kinship
of patients (pts) within any region. Extensive
genealogic and residence/birthplace data were
evaluated for 81/102 IgAN pts followed in Lexing-
ton, Kentucky (KY). Pts were excluded if lost to
follow-up (9), non—Caucasian (2), adopted (1) or
both pt and ancestors born outside referral area
(9). Genealogic studies showed 47 pts (58%) to be
related to at least one other pt. Closest relation-
ships found were 2 siblings, a first cousin to a
pt identified in Utah and 3 first cousins in one
family. The 3 cousins and 4 other pts descended
from a single individual 7 generations removed.
Prevalence of IgAN in many eastern KY counties was
approximately 4X higher than in Fayette Co.
(Lexington). Residences for 47 related pts were
scattered throughout eastern and central KY. Resi-
dences of 22/28 linking or cormilon ancestors (circa
1830-1870) clustered into 3 distinct regional
groupings in eastern KY. Our data are best ex-
plained by founder effect in which a disease
susceptibility gene(s) may be brought into a
region by a limited number of original settlers or
founders. The data also support the hypothesis
that inherited factors are significant in the
pathogenesis or etiology of IgAN.
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THE EFFECT OF DIETARY PROTEIN RESTRICTION IN DIA-
BETIC NEPHROPATHY: REDUCTION IN PROTEINURIA. K.R.
Zeller,* P. Raskin,*J. Rosenstock,* and H. Jacob-
son, Univ. of Texas Health Science Center, Dept.
of Internal Medicine, Dallas, Texas.
Dietary protein restriction has been suggested
to retard the progression of chronic renal insuffi-
ciency, although efficacy in patients with diabetes
mellitus has not been established. Ten patients en-
rolled in a prospective, randomized, controlled
study of the effect of dietary protein restriction
on chronic renal insufficiency in diabetes mellitus
had initial 24 hour urinary protein excretion
greater than 1 gram (range 1.1 to 6.6) while con-
suming 1-1.5 gm protein/kg/day. Renal function,
proteinuria and nitrogen balance were then assessed
at regular intervals following dietary manipula-
tion. With initiation of dietary protein restric-
tion (0.6 gm protein/kg/day), 24 hour urinary pro-
tein at 1 month was reduced in all but one patient
by a mean of 49% (range: 3% to 77%, p<.05), and at
3 months by a mean of 59% (range: 22% to 83%,
p<.OS) in 7 of 8 patients studied. Serum albumin
at 3 months increased to values greater than
3.5 mg/dl in all 4 patients who were initially
hypoalbuminemic (mean: 20%, p<.05), and in the
others remained stable or increased. These changes
have persisted in patients followed a mean of 6.7
months. Reduction in urinary protein was not asso-
ciated with significant changes in systemic blood
pressure or glycosylated hemoglobin levels. Renal
function as assessed by serum creatinine and creat—
mine clearance remained stable over the study
period. These preliminary data suggest that diet-
ary protein restriction may significantly reduce
urinary protein loss in patients with chronic renal
insufficiency complicating diabetes mellitus.
Hemodialysis
DYNAMIC STATE OF ANABOLISM IN A SUBSET OF "NOURISH-
ED" HEM3DIALYSIS (MD) PATIENTS. Z.Ahmed*, S.Hood,
R. Donnelly, J.P.de la Rosa, Division of Nephrolog)
Medical College of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.
Although anthropometric, biochemical and clini-
cal studies are tools used to evaluate nutritional
status, no standards have been developed for
dialysis patients. We studied the protein catabolic
rate (PCR) and body mass index (BMI) of 15 MD
patients for 3 to 6 months (9 females, 6 males with
a mean age of 54 SEM 2 years) to deternrire wIther
urea kinetics and anthropometrics could be used as
a sensitive indicator of nutritional status in HD
patients. The population was divided into "nourish-
ed"-Group A (n=lO) and "undernourished"-Group B(n=S). Criteria for group selection was determined
by whether the patients had a positive or negative
percent difference in BMI from standard. Members of
Group A appear to be "nutritionally stable" by
anthropoinetric criteria, but their PCRs are not at
desired levels as can be seen by the inverse linear
correlation in the graph.
We postulate that members of Group A have not
reached a steady state (mass balance) but are in a
dynamic state of anabolism.
10 20 30 40 50
BMI [kg/height (m2)]
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REMOVAL OF ALUMINUM (Al) FROM HOME DIALYSIS
PATIENTS. P. Alfrey*, B.A. Molitoris, W. D.
Kaehny, N. Miller*, and A. C. Alfrey. UCMC and
VAMC, Denver, Colorado.
As intravenous (IV) administration of deferox—
amine (DFO) is difficult in home dialysis patients
we set out to determine the efficacy of intra-
muscular (IM) and intraperitoneal (IP) DFO for
removal of aluminum. Patients with serum Al
levels greater than 90 ppb were studied in a
paired fashion with each patient serving as their
own control. Serum and peritoneal fluid Al rjere
determined using flameless atomic absorption mud
IV DFO was aduinistered at 1 gm/hr using an iried
volumetric infusion pump. In hemodialysis
patients 2 gm of IV DFO increased serum Al from
124.7 12.4 to 415.3 + 72.7 ppb. The rate at
which serum Al increased following IV DFO infusion
was biphasic with an initial rapid phase lasting1 hour followed by a much slower phase. This iti
crease in serum Al was not due to chelation of
erythrocyte Al as erythrocyte Al remained con-
stant over 24 hr. In heraodialysis patients 1 gu
of DFO given IV or IN resulted in 76.8 13.3%
and 70.4 11.6% of the 2 pm IV response. In
CAPD patients 2 go IV DFO resulted in the removal
of 592.5 113.5 Ug of Al over 24 hr uhile 2 gm
DFO given IP gave 99.1 5.1% of the IV response.
These results indicate that Al is chelated rapidly
from tissues other than erythrocytes and TM DFO in
hemodialysis patients and IP DFO in CAPD patientsis as efficacious and can be used in place of IV
DFO.
1.2
1.0
U 0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
*Estjjnated dry weight
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GENERATION OF ACTIVATED HAGEMAN FACTOR (HFa),
KALLIKREIN (KK) AND BRADYKININ (BK) BY CUPRO—
PHANE DIALYSIS MEMBRANES (C). R. Arias,* G.
Schulman,* A.P. Kaplan,* M. Silverberg,* and
L.A. Arbeit, SUN? at Stony Brook, N.Y.
The activation of complement by C is well
described. However, the interaction between C
and HF and the KK—BK systems has not been
investigated. We hypothesize that surface
activation of HF by C will generate KR from
prekallikrein which leads to BK generation. To
determine if C provides such a surface, we minced
C hollow fibers and incubated them with purified
HF(n=4). Further, we incubated these membranes
in whole blood. fiFa was measured by using an
artificial chromogenic substrate(Kabi S2302) and
KR and BK were measured by a KR—C1 inhibitor
ELISA and BK RIA. C+HF liberated .048±.004
lnAA/min(apparent rate constant) compared to HF
alone .004±.00l lnAAImin (p(0.O01). Generation
of KR and BK in blood was as follows:
BK: 5'
BL000(n"3) 44± 1.3
BLOOTJ+C(n=3) 99*19*
*p<0.05,BL000 vs. I3LOOD+C
Therefore, C provides
activating HF to HFa
prekallikrein to KK,
generation.
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GXCOSYL4TION (GYC) IS NOT THE ONLY EXPLANA-
TION FOR LOW PTH IN HEMODIALED (HD
DIAETKS M.M. Avram, R. Alvis, 0. Melendez ,A. Gan, P.
Fein Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, New York.
Diabetics on HD develop bone demineralization and
heal pathologic fractures slowly. Our observation that the
PTH level in HD diabetics is significantly lower than in
nondiabetic HD pts though confirmed has not been
explained. Recent interest in protein and peptide modifica-
tion in diabetes and uremia due to high ambient glucose
and urea concentrations raises the question of whether GLYC
induces the noted PTH difference. To test this hypothesis
we measured c-terminal PTH (PTHC), n-terminal PTH
U'THN), glycosylated hemoglobin (GLYC-HB), ionized cal-
cium (iCA), and triglycerides (TRIG) in stable HD diabetic
and nondiabetic patients.
Predialysis venous blood samples were obtained from 155
nondiabetic HD patients (80m, 75f) of mean age 52.1 yrs
(Group D) and 48 diabetics (22m, 26f) of mean age 58.3 yxa
(Group ND). Results are tabulated:
Nomil NP P
GLYC (%) 5.5—9.0 8.9 7.7
PTHC (pg/ml) 50-340 16,166 9,660
PTHN (pg/nil) 4-19 50.8 40.0
jCA (mg/dl) 4.7—5.3 52 5.0
TRIG (mg/dl 20-160 169.4 173.5
These data show a significant (p<.05) difference betwecn
D and ND only for PTHC. Although GLYC was equivalent
in D and ND, the degree of raised PTHC was nearly double
that in ND compared to D. An as yet undefined pertubs-
tion in iCA-phosphorous metabolism may alter PTHC syn-
thesis or release in diabetes. Reduced glandular perfusion as
a component of generalized vasculopathy may also limit
hormone synthesis and catabolism. We conclude that a
mechanism other than glycosylation is responsible for the
disproportionately lower PTHC in D than in ND.
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DESFEROXAMINE (DFO) TREATMENT OF ANEMIA IN DIALYSIS
PATIENTS WITH ALUMINUM (Al) OVERLOAD. M Bia,
L Solomon*, E Hendler, A Ellison*, R LawTand
K Cooper*. Yale Univ Sch of Med, New Haven, Ct.
In order to evaluate the effects of DFO on anemia
in patients with Al overload, hematologic paramet-
ers were followed monthly for 9 mos in 19 patients
treated with DFO. Patients received DFO because
of Al-related bone disease with bone bx confirming
Al overload (> 50% bone surface positive for Al).
Eight patients had a significant improvement of
anemia with DFO (mean rise in Hb 2.5±0.4g/dl) while
Hb remained unchanged in 11. Reticulocyte index
tended to rise in responders (0.5±0.1 to 3.2±1.2%)
suggesting increased marrow production. Responders
and non-responders were similar regarding mean age,
years on dialysis, percent of Al on bone surface
and number of patients with each histologic bone
lesion. Mean Nb before treatment was also similar
in responders and non-responders (9.9±0.4 vs
9.6±0.6y/dl) although fewer responders required
transfusions before treatment (2/8) compared to
non—responders (7/11). Differences were found in
the frequency of polycystic kidney disease (PKD)
and iron (Fe) status between groups. 5/8 respond-
ers had PKD compared to 1/11 non-responders (p<
0.05 vs responders). Only 1/8 responders had Fe
overload (ferritin p700 ng/ml with increased marrow
Fe) compared to 9/11 non-responders (p<O.05).
Conclusions: DFO significantly improves anemia and
RBC marrow production in some but not all dialysis
patients with Al overload. Response to treatment
is best in patients with PKD (suggesting that the
amount of erythropoietin present may be important)
and is impaired in patients with Fe overload
(suggesting that excess Fe may interfere with Al
removal from the marrow compartment).
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ROUTINE SHORT DIALYSIS. G.B. Bialy,* R.A. Sherman,
LA. Walker, H.P. Hisinger. UHDNJ—Rutgers Medical
School, New Brunswick, New Jersey.
The hemodialysis (HI)) prescription of 10 ESRD
patients (8 oliguric, 7 female, mean weight 61 kg)
was changed from 4 hours, thrice weekly using
Cuprophan (9 patients) or cellulose acetate
(1 patient) hollow fiber dialyzers (mean surface
area .87 M2) at a mean blood flow of 225 inl/min,
to 3 hours, thrice weekly using parallel plate
polyacrylonitrile dialyzers (surface area 1 H2) at
a blood flow of 350 ml/min. Dialysate flow was
500 nil/mitt and Na 140 mEq/L with acetate the
buffer in both periods. Data from 35 treatments
preceding and following the change were compared:
HP (post HD) cramps Low HP Wt
syat diast fl/HI) 1//liD kg
4 hr lID 131 79 .09 .13 1.9
3 hr MD 138 61 .04 .09 1.8
P value .02 .15 .06 >.2 >.2
Subjectively, patients noted a marked reduction in
poet dialysis fatigue with the shorter treatments.
Mean predialysis laboratory data from 4, 8 and 12
weeks preceding and following the change in
therapy were:
BUN Creat K Hg
ug/di mg/dl mEq/L g/dl
4 hr liD 78.4 13.8 5.0 7.7
3 hr MD 74.5 13.9 4.8 7.3
P value >.2 >.2 >.2 >.2
A 257 reduction in treatment time produced no
apparent change in the adequacy of lID when
performed in conjunction with an increase in blood
flow and use of a high flux membrane. The long
term risk of a reduction in dialysis time is
unknown and must be weighed against patient
preference and resource limitations.
KR: 5'
BLOOD(n3) .13±0.1
RLOOD+C(n3) 1,40±1.0*
15'
.05±0.01
2. 2 0±1. 00*
15'
50± 5
150±21 *
30'
.09±.04
2. 00±. 30
30'
54± 4
162±33*
a surface capable of
In turn liFa activates
thus leading to BK
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SERUM AND SPINAL FLUID ALUMINUM LEVELS
IN HEMODIALISED UREMIC PATIENTS.
D. Brancaccio ,0.Bugiani,J . Bisceglia,M.Gallieni,
P.Padovese,S.Costantini,A. Berlin(intr.by N .Tes-
sitore) Renal Unit Osp. S. Paolo, 1st. Neurol . C. Besta
Milano, 1st. Sup. Sanità Roma • Eur . C. C. Luxemburg.
Aluminum is believed to be the causative agent
for a progressive syndrome which mainly features
encephalopathy (EP) and osteomalacic osteodistro-
phy (00) .The pathophysiology of this intoxication
is still under discussion: in fact it is not yet un-
derstood why a small group of patients may deve-
lop EP,while others present OO,assuming that all
of them are comparable in terms of dialysis sche-
dule,dlalysate purity and Al gels intake. In order
to elucidate the possible pathogenetic factors in
inducing EP,18 informed patients on RDT,present-
Ing clinical or biochemical evidence for a possible
Al intoxication, were admitted to an investigative
neurological protocol. It included spinal fluid and
serum Al determination, Blood—Brain—Barrier( BBB)
permeability to Albumin and lgG,EEG tracing and
a clinical neurological examination. The comparati-
ve analysis of all data allowed to discriminate a
double population of patients (6 vs 12) in which
those who present clinical and EEG impairment
also have higher spinal fluid Al levels (>5 ug/L).
Our data are in favour of a BBB derangement,
with Increased permeability to Al, as pathogenetic
factor in Inducing encephalopathy in patients
on RDT.
ALUMINIUM(AL)AI4D PORPHYRIN METABOLISM IN HEMODIALY—
SIS(HD)PATIENTS(PTS) .J.P.BuchetM.DratwaR.Lauwe—
rys'R.WenA.HassounP.Co11arf,C .Tie1emanIntr .by
C.C.Tisher).Universits Catholique de Louvain et
Libre de Bruxelles,Brussels,Belgium.
The demonstration of in vitro inhibition by Al
of 2 enzymes involved in heme synthesis,S—aminole—
vulinic acid dehydratase(ALAD)and ferroxidase,
prompted us to investigate the possible relation
between heme synthesis and Al overload in MD pts.
Thirty—three non iron—deficient HD pts were compa-
red to 13 control(C)subjects with regards to serum
ALA,porphobilinogen(PG)and to erythrocyte ALD,uro-
porphyrinogen synthetase (UROase) and protoporphyrin
(EPP).Al overload was assessed by measuring serum
Al and its increase(AA1)after a desferoxamine inf u—
sion.HD pts displayed higher levels(mean+SEM)of se-
rum A1,ALA,PBG and EPP with decreased ALAD and nor-
mal UROase activities.
C MD p
Al(tg/l) 3.8±1.6 75.5±21.8 <.001
ALA(g/dl) 2.1+0.8 9.4+ 1.1 <.05
PBG(ig/dl) <5 44.4± 5.2 <.01
ALAD(pmoles 63.1÷2.3 40.7÷2.1 <.05
ALA/mm . LRBC)
UROase(pmoles URO! 202.1±15.3 204.0÷14.9 n.s.
45 min.mg proteins)
EPP (ig/g Mb) 0.9±0.3 4.O 0.5 <.001
In addition,ALAD activity was inversely correla-
ted with log Al(r—O.553,2a<.01)but not with ML.
EPP was not correlated with either parameter even
in the subgroup of 18 pts frankly Al—intoxicated
(Ml>l80ig/d1).Thus,if indeed Al interferes with
heme synthesis in HO pts by decreasing ALAD acti—
vity,it cannot account for the observed increase
in EPP(and thus for ferroxydase inhibition)nor for
the other disturbances of porphyrin metabolism.
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SERUM LEVELS OF LIMULUS AMEBOCYTE LYSATE REACTIVE
MATERIAL (LAL—EM) IN CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS(HP). R.J. Caruana, F. C. Pearson, J. Burkart,
M. Moore, J. Dubczak, M. Weary, J. Bohon,
Bowman Gray School of Medicine, Winston—Salem,
N.C.; Travenol Labs., Round Lake, ILL; Danville
Urologic Clinic, Danville, VA.
LAL—RM is a hemodjalysis membrane associated
material derived from cellulose, which can give
false positive results in some endotoxin assays.
LAL—RH levels were measured before and during
dialysis (D) in HP dialyzing on cuprophane
hollow fiber (HFAK) and plate dialyzers (PAR).
The mean predialysis LAL—RN levels were higher in
the 21 HFAK HP than in the 20 PAR HP (1656±154 vs
452±85 pg/ml, p(.OO1). Fifteen minutes after
starting 0 there was a significant increase in
mean LAL—RM in EFAX HP (799±119 pg/ml, p( .01)
but not in PAR HP (56±83 pg/ml, p> .5). There
were no significant differences in age (48.5±3.4
yrs vs 52.7±3.8 yrs) or months on D (32.3±5.2 vs
42.3±8.5 mos) between the HFAK and PAR patients.
There was little correlation between age and pre—
dialysis LAL—RM (r=. 18 for HFAK, r.14 for PAR)
or months on dialysis and LAL—RM (r. 14 for HFAX,
r.31 for PAR).
Patients dialyzing on cuprophane HFAR'S and
PAR'S accumulate a chronic body burden of LAL—RM.
The greater accumulation with HFAK is consistent
with prior studies showing larger LAL—RM residuals
in HFAK than in PAR. HP may have false positive
results in some endotoxin assays because of LAL—
RH. The possible immunologic or toxic effects of
LAL—RM in HP remain to be determined.
EVIDENCE OF 1LUMINUM (Al) TOXICITY WITH PROLONGED
CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS (CUD). Joseph A. chazan,
Stephen L. Blonsky*, and J. Gary Abuelo. Artificial
Kidney Center of Rhode Island, East Providence,and
Division of Renal Diseases, Rhode Island Hospital,
Providence, Rhode Island.
Serum Al levels and clinical signs of Al toxi-
city in 151 patients (pta) on cHO were studied.
Group A (39 pta) began HD between 1971—1977. Group
B (112 pts) began CUD between 1983-1985. All pta
were treated at the same dialysis unit which uses
reverse osmosis treated water. Therefore, thesource
of Al in these pts was Al containing phosphate bind-
ers (ACPB). Baseline serum Al (Alpre) and serum Al
after deferoxajuine (Alpo) were measured.
B
112
Bone Pain 16 <0.0001
Fractures 10 1 <0.0001
Joint Pain 35 47 <0.0001
Subperiosteal-
reabsorption (X—ray) 16 5 <0.0001
Aipre (ug/L) 147 106 82 O <0.0001
Alpo (ug/L) 526 252 157 116 <0.0001
Alk phos lu/L 204 151 138 121 0.008
Al toxicity, defined as Alpre >200 ug/L or Alpo-
Alpre >300 ug/L, was found in 27/39 (69%) of A and
3/112 (3%) of B. Clinical hyperparathyroidism was
found in 16 pts in A and 5 pta in B.
These findings suggest that the longer pta are
on cHD exposed to ACPB, the greater the incidence
of Al toxicity and clinical hyperparathyroidism.
The high incidence of musculo-skeletal symptoms in
Group A may be the effect of a combination of Al
toxicity and clinical hyperparathyroidism. We rec-
ommend that all pta on long-term CUD be periodi-
cally evaluated for Al toxicity.
Abstracts
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EFFECT OF MODIFIED HEMODIALYSIS ON NYOCARDIAL
FUNCTION AND CALCIUM CONCENTRATION
John Darsinos,Panos Ziroyanis, John Papadakis,
Joan Karli,Gabriel Levis,Spyros lioulopoulos.Dept.
of Clinical Therapeutics,Athens University,Ale-
xandra Hospital, Athens (115 28) - Greece
In a previous work it was shown that redu-
ction(5O%) of Serum Calciurn(S.Ca) by modified hen-
dialysis(HD)excerts a beneficial effect on cate-
cholamine induced myocardial(M)ischaemia without
severe haemodynamic and heart rate changes.These
results render EtD a promising intervention techni-
que to reduce ischaemic cell injury generally,but
also during heart surgery.Therefore it is necessa-
ry to know the effect of lowering S.Ca on the N.
Ca and on heart function.In 13 experimental(E)ane-
sthesized mongrel dogs S.Ca was decreased by D
with Ca free dialysate to concentrations resulting
in Electromechanical dissociation(ED)of the heart.
Ventricular pressure,heart rate,ECG,S.Ca and M.Ca
were measured.Three dogs used as controls(C) were
subjected to the same procedure with normal Ca di-
alysate.ED occurred after 80 to 180 mm of ID and
at S.Ca(mmole.Ll±SD) between 0.4 and 1.05 mean
0.77±0.04. The decline of S.Ca in E occurred in a
biphasic mode including a stip decrease to about
70% during the first 20 mm. M.Ca(mmole.kg1±SD)
at the end of the experiment ranged between 0.11
and 0.22 mean 0.158±0.03 and of the C 0.31±0.013.
A positive correlation was found between S.Ca and
M.Ca of the E,r= 0.603 p< 0.001. It is therefore
evident that S.Ca above 1 mmole.L1 is a permissi-
ble value to maintain intact heart function while
the results clearly demonstrate that Ca free car-
dioplegic solution can be replaced by low serum
Calcium infusion.
CREATINE KINASE (CK) AND LACTATE DEHYDROGENASE
(LDFI) ISOENZYMES IN END STAGE RENAL DISEASE (ESRD)
PATIENTS. Geor9e A. DeVault, Jr. and Stephen T.
Brown, III. LSU Medical Center, Shreveport, LA.
During the past decade conflicting data have
been reported regarding normal CK and LDH isoen—
zyme profiles in ESRD. We measured serial CK and
LDH isoenzymes by electrophoresis in 52 ESRD pa-
tients on hemodialysis and 14 nondialysis (ND)
patients admitted with angina or noncardiogenic
chest pain. Patients with other causes for ele-
vated CK and LDH including myocardial infarction
and intramuscular injections were excluded. In
ESRD patients, the CK isoenzyme profile (n=46l)
revealed significant elevations of %MB (p < 0.01)
and %BB (p 0.01) when compared with ND patients
(n=1lO). There was no difference in total CK or
CK MB when expressed as lU/L. (All data below
expressed as mean SEN.)
%MB %BB
ESRD 3.37±0.21 1.08±0.13
ND 0.61±0.16 0.08±0.04
Fractions of all 5 LDH isoenzymes in ESRD (n=376)
and ND (n=98) patients were within normal ranges
for our laboratory. Fractions of LDH I and LDH II
were significantly lower (p < 0.01) and LDH V
higher (p < 0.01) in ESRD patients. There was no
difference in the ratio of LDH I to LDH II (I/Il).
I LDH I % LDH II I/IT I LDH V
ESRD 19,32±0.23 29.80±0.23 0.64±0.06 16.05±0.40
ND 20.96±0.34 31.51±0.30 0.66±0.01 12.32±0.34
Thus, to prevent erroneous interpretation of
data, physicians must be aware of the marked vari-
ations of 1MB and I/IT that occur in otherwise
normal ESRD patients.
BOWEL INFARCTION (Bi): A COMMON OCCUR-
RENCE IN DIALYSIS (ND) PATIENTS. L.
Diamond*, M. Emmett, W. Henrich. Dallas
VAMC, Baylor U. Medical Center, and
UTHSCO, Dallas, TX.
Atherosclerosis is a common finding in
patients with ESRD on maintenance HO, but
Bi has not been previously recognized as
a common manifestation of the problem. A
6 year review of deaths in HO patients
revealed 11 deaths due to Bi (proven at
surgery or autopsy). Premonitory symp-
toms (including abdominal pain) were
absent in 64% of the patients. However,
82% of patients had an antecedent GI
illness and were at least 3 Kg below
their usual dry weight. Associated risk
factors Included atherosclerotic heart
disease (64%), and large interdialytic
weight gains (18%). A clear—cut hypo—
tenslve episode on dialysis was present
in 4% Once established, BI was fatal
in 9 of 11 patIents; the striking clin-
ical sign was persistent hypotension in
all. Hyperkalemia ("7.0 MEQ/L, 36%) and
severe acldemia (pH<7.2, 45%) character-
ized the preterminal course. At surgery
or autopsy, large bowel necrosis domin-
ated; occlusive atheromatoa were not iden-
tified. The 2 survIvors had necrosis con-
fined only to the sigmoid colon and were
taken to surgery promptly. Early treat-
ment of any Gl volume loss, even in large
weight gainers, and prompt surgical inter-
vention offer the best chances for sur-
vival
PLATE VERSUS HOLLOW—FIBER CUPROPLIAN DIALYZERS:
DISCREPANCY BETWEEN INCIDENCE OF ANAPHYLACTIC
REACTIONS AND DEGREE OF COMPLEMENT ACTIVATION.
Ngoclan Dinh*, J.T. Daugirdas, V.C. Gandhi, and
T.S. Ing. V. A. Hospital, Hines, IL.
Severe anaphylactic reactions during dialysis
(BARD) have been linked both to use of Cuprophan
dialyzers and to complement activation. During
the past ten years, the incidence of SARD at our
medical center has been much lower using Cuprophan
plate (CP) dialyzers (0/37,750 dialyses) than when
using Cuprophan hollow—fiber (CHF) dialyzers
(8/21,022 dialyses, p < 0.005 by Chi square). To
determine if the difference in BARD incidence bet-
ween the two dialyzer types could be explained by
differences in complement activation, we measured
plasma levels of C3a des Arg by radioimmunoassay
in 8 patients undergoing dialysis with both forms
of' dialyzer. Each patient served as his own con-
trol, and the order of treatments was randomized.
The CP and CHF dialyzers used were from the same
manufacturer, had comparable surface areas, and
were dialyzers specifically associated with low
and high incidences of BARD at our center.
Plasma C3a des Arg levels (ug/mL; mean*SD) were;
PRE 15' 30'
CP 0.211±0.11 'i.'i±1.6 3.2±0.8 2.11*0.6
CHF 0.33±0.21 3.7±1.0 3.5±1.0 2.0±0.8
There was no difference in C3a des Arg levels or
in the severity of leukopenia (CP: —611 111%;
CHF: —71 5%, p NB) between the two Cuprophan
dialyzer types. Our findings suggest that comple-
ment activation may not be involved in the patho—
genesis of' SARD.
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DO DISORDERS OF VITAMIN K(vE) METABOLISM INDUCE
VASCULAR CALCIFICATIONS(calc) IN NEMODIALYZED
PATIEMTS(MP)? T.Drueke*, D.Robert*, C. Micoloso*,
T.Collaud*, B.Lacour*, M.Leclerq*, A.Uhlmann*, F.
Bachmann*(intr. by Ph. Jaeger);Hôp. Necker, Paris;
Hop. Providence, NeuchOtel, CH; Institut Pasteur,
Lyon; HOp. Broussais, Paris; CNUV, Lausanne, CM.
The mechanism of calc in NP is poorly under-
stood. Nyperphosphatemia, secondary hyperparathy—
roidiam and vit D intoxication have been proposed.
The presence of a vK dependent protein in calc (a—
therocalcin) led us to examine whether disorders
of yE metabolism in NP could contribute to the de-
velopment of calc. We studied 10 MP(6 women+4 men;
35—74 yr) without)calc—) and 10 NP(4 women+6 men;
24-70 yr) with(calc+) radio-viaible calc of arte-
ria(a.) femoralia and/or a. tibialia anterior and/
or posterior on standard Rx of the pelvis and on a
lateral view of the ankle. Plaama total Ca)Ca) and
ionized Ca(Ca++) Ng,P,alk.P'taae(AP), iPTN, 25)N)
vit D,1—25(ON)2vito and coagulation factors II,IX
and VII+X complex were determined. Plasma oateo-
calcin)pBCP) was measured by RIA and protein C(C)
by ELISA. Plasma yE dosage is in progress. The 2
groups did not differ in the following parameters:
Ca, Ca++, Mg, P, Ca x P product, AR, iPTN, 25(ON)
vito,1-25(ON)2vito and for the factors II,IX and
Protein C. The pBCP and the activity of VII+X com-
plex were significantly lower in calc+ than in
calc- NP : 9.7±1.0 vs 15.5t1.9 ng/al (p40.03) and
90.0±5.3 vs 128.5±11.4% (pcO.01), respectively. We
conclude that none of the mechanisms currently
proposed in the pathogeneais of calc account sa-
tisfactorily for our results. The diminution of
pBCP could be interpreted as a link between calc
and a decreased bone aineralisation.
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EFFECTS OF PARATBYROID HOg4GIE 14D 1,25(011) 2D3
aJ PCC1J4ULATIGI OF ALUMINUM IN RIIE IN XES WiTH
Rfl'1AL FAILURE. M.C. Faagere,* C. Matthews,* R.M.
Friedler, H.H. Malluche. Div. of Nephrology, Bone
& Mineral Metabolima, Dept. of Medicine, Univ.
of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky.
All ccmbinat ions in blood levels of parathy—
roid hormone (PT!!) and l.25(OH)2D3 (1.25) that
might clinically occur in patients with renal fail-
ure were produced in twenty-four 5/6 nephrectanized
and parathyroidectamized dogs. This was done by
administration of 1.25 and PT!! (+1+) to 6 of
these dogs, 1.25 oily to 8 dogs (+/—), PT!! only
to 6 dogs (—/+) and vehicles and calcium to 4 dogs
(—/—). 1.25 was injected daily s.c., PT!! was
continuously infused s.c. by minipimpe. After 8
months of therapy, aluminum was administered by
daily i.v. injections of 250 ag/kg of aluminum
lactate for eight days. Thereafter, dogs were sac—
rif iced and bone was analyzed for bone aluminum
content (BW) and the percentage of trabecular
surface exhibiting stainable bone aluminum (At/IS).
AL,as(%)
+14.
5.82
+1-
1.90.5
-1+
262 251
B(ug/g) 19 4 17 3 37 7 35 9
There was a correlation between AlIT'S and BK
(r—0.62, p<O.Ol).The data show that vitamin D deficiency
represents a major pathogenetic factor for the
develcçinent of bone aluminum accumulation.
Presence or absence of parathyroid hormone does
not appear to influence uptake of aluminum by bone
after an acute aluminum load in experimental
animals with renal failure.
42 MICROCLOBULIN IS A NEW FORM OF AMYLOID ASSOCI-
ATED WIT!! CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME AND CARPAL BONE
CYSTS IN HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS. Andrew F. Fenvea*,
Michael Emmett, Martin C. White, Martha Skinnert
Tauranobu Shirahamat Alan S. Cohenft Baylor Univ.
Med. Ctr. and Boston Univ. Sch. of Med., Boston, MA
We previously described 7 long—term hemodialysia
patients with carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) who were
found to have carpal bone cysts and amyloid deposi-
tion in the carpal aynovium and in the cysts. These
patients did not have multiple myeloma, and the CTS
was unrelated to vascular access site. We report an
additional patient, a 70 year old woman who devel-
oped CTS after 11 years of hemodialyais. After
Congo red and hematoxylin staining, the carpal
aynovium showed heavy deposition of a substance
that demonatrated Congophilia of "permanganate
sensitive" nature and green birefringence on pola-
rization microscopy. Electron microscopy revealed
fibrils consistent with amyloid. Immunohiatochemi—
cally the amyloid deposits reacted negatively vs
antiaerum to human Ms but positively vs antiserum
to human 2 microglobulin. The amyloid fibrila
were isolated by the water extraction method and
the major subunit purified by column chromatogra-
phy was an 11,000 D protein by SDS polyacrylamide
gel electrophoreeis. These results confirm the
identity of the amyloid protein in this patient as
42 microglobulin which is consistent with the re-
cent finding in Japanese hemodialysia patients.
Serum B2 microglobulin levels are markedly elevated
in chronic hemodialysis patients (CHDP), being
highest in patients with native bilateral nephrec—
tomiea. This protein doea not cross Cuprophmne
hemodialyais membranes and accumulates in the aerum
of CMDP, thus probably setting a stage for ita for-
mation ma a novel form of amyloid.
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FORMALDEHYDE KINETICS AND BACTERIOLOGY IN
DIALYZERS. Richard A. FriedrJii Edmund G.
Lowrie, and Raymond M. Hakim. National Medical
Care, Waltham, MA, Brigham & Women's Hospital,
Dept. of Medicine, Boston, MA.
The kinetics of formaldehyde (F) washout in
new and reused dialyzers using 2% and 4% F solu-
tion were studied. Using a standard method of
rinsing, consisting of dialysate flow at 500 ml!
gin, and a "blood" flow at 300 ml/min, F concen-
tration decreased exponentially but residual con-
centration was dependent on the type of dialyzer.
Celulose acetate dialyzers previously incubated
with 4% F had the highest residual concentration
after 30 minutes of rinse (19 mg!L),whereas poly—
methylmethacrylate dialyzers had the lowest con-
centration (3 mg!L). Marked rebound in F concen-
tration occured in dialyzers when the dialysate
flow was stopped. In cuprophane dialyzers steril-
ized with 4 % F, rebound levels reached 90 mg!L
after 10 minutes of stopping dialysate flow.
Quantitation of total residual amounts of F was
done by recirculating 10 L of water through the
dialyzers and monitoring F levels. The quantity
of F was not linearly dependent on initial F con-
centration: At an initial concentration of 4% F
the residual quantity of formaldehyde was B8 mg!L,
more than twice the residual quantity of formalde-
hyde measured with initial 2% F(37 mg!L). Bacter-
iological tests on water—adapted "F—resistant" or-
ganisms indicated that a significant proportion of
these organisms can survive a 4 hour incubation
with 4% F at 20°C. Increasing the temperature of
incubation to 40°C or the addition of ethanol up
to 8% improved the bacteriological efficacy of F.
Under these conditions, a 1% F solution allows er-
adication of all organisms tested.
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DECREASING ANEMIA IN LONG—TERN HEMODIALYSIS (RB).
D Glicklfch* & RH Barth. Montefiore Hospital and
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx NY.
Anemia is a frequent concomitant of chronic re-
nal failure, yet some patients (pts) maintain a
normal hematocrit (Hct) even after years of ND. To
better characterize the spectrum of anemia in HD,
we studied 148 men and 132 women on chronic RD for
more than 6 mo in 3 centers. Mean age was 54±15 yr
(Mean±SD) and mean time on HD (TD) was 54±43 mo.
97 pta (35%) received androgen therapy during the
study period. Mean Hct for the population was 30±5,
with values distributed as follows: 19—24,9%;
24—29,46%; 29—34,28%; 34—39,10%;> 39,9%. Mean Hcts
of the groups receiving and not receiving androgens
were similar (P>O.30). Except for a tendency to
higher Hct in pts with polycystic kidney disease
(32±6; P<0.10), renal diagnosis had no effect. In-
creasing ID was strongly correlated with Hct (r
0.355; P<0.O01). Pta on HD 4yr had mean Hct32±6,
while pta with ID 4 yr had Hct 28±4 (P<0.0O1).
44 pta (16%) had Hct. 35; none had been trans-
fused for at least 1 yr. When compared to ptswith
Hct <30, this group was predominantly male (80% vs
41%; P<0.001) and had longer TD (91±46 vs 44±38 mo;
P<0.001). Age and proportion receiving androgens
did not differ. The proportion of pta with Hot )35
at the 2 centers which reuse dialyzers was similar
to that at the non—reuse center (16% vs 14%; P>0.90).
We conclude (I) Hct 35 is maintained in a large
fraction (16%) of pta on chronic lID; (2) original
renal disease has little influence on the severity
of anemia during chronic MD; (3) pta with Hct 35
are characterized by male predominance and longer
ID; (4) long—term lID is associated with decreased
severity of anemia, either because higher Hot en-
hances survival or because factors associated with
sustained lID lead to increase in Hot.
UPDATED DRUG SIEVING COEFFICIENTS (5) DURING
CONTINUOUS ARTERIOVENOUS HEMOFILTRATION (CAVH).
TA Golper, SK Wedel* AA Kaplan EP Paganini.
Ore. Hith. Sci. Univ., Portland; U. of MD,
Baltimore, Ii. CT, Farmington and Cleveland Clinic.
Generally S is determined as 2U/(A+V) where U
is the [ultraflltrate], A the [arterial] and V the
[venous]. We compared this formula to U/A for 34
sets of observations of drugs with S > .7 and
found that 2U/(A+V) = .97xU/A ÷.025, r=.98.
Therefore we no longer measure V. An update of
our observations reveal the following.
S x SEM N Predicted
Amikacin .88±.03 .95
Ampicillin .69±.21 4 .80
Gentamicin .81±.02 13 .95
Metronidazole .8O±.11 6 .80
Mezloclllin .68j.l1 4 .68
Naficillin .47±.l1 5 .20
Tobramycin .78i.O6 6 .95
Vancomycin .16±.O4 11 .90
Amphotericin .32.08 2 .10
Cefoperazone .27 1 .10
Cefotaxime 1.10±.44 4 .62
Ceftriaxone .71 1 .10
Cephapirin 1.48±.36 3 .55
Clindamycin .98 1 .40
Erythromycin .37 1 .30
Oxacillin .02 1 .05
Digoxin .96±.06 12 .80
NAPA .92±.O2 9 .90
Phenobarbital .86±.01 2 .60
Phenytoin .451.06 14 .10
Procainamide .86±.02 9 .86
Theophylline .85t.O1 2 .47
Drug sieving is predominantly dependent on protein
binding. U/A adequately describes drug S in CAVH.
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HEMOPERFUSION IN THE TREATMENT OF ALUMINUM (Al)
AND IRON (Fe) INDUCED BONE DISEASE. R.M. Hakini,
5. Schulman, and J.M. Lazarus. State Univ. of NV,
Stony Brook, NV, Brigham & Womens Hospital, Dept.
of Medicine, Boston, MA.
Aluminum and iron induced bone disease is in-S
creasingly recognized in the long term hemodialy—
sis patient. Therapeutic strategies include the
use of deferoxamine (DFO) to mobilize Al and Fe
and their removal by diffusive transport. We have
investigated the use of a hemoperfusion system
(Alukart, ERIKA, Rockleigh, NJ) made from colloi—
don—coated charcoal particles (70g) to enhance re-
moval of Al and Fe in patients receiving DFO. The
hemoperfusion system was used in series and proxi-
mal to the dialyzer. Clearance of Al initially
was 200 29 ml/min (extraction ratio 0.8) and
decreased gradually to 48 6 mi/mm after 1 hour.
Hemoperfusion clearance remained constant there-
after. Clearance of the cuprophane dialyzer was
25 7 ml/min. Thus the combined clearance of the
hemoperfusion—hemodialysis was 230 mi/mm at the
beginning of treatment and 78 mi/mm at the end of
the treatment. Calculation of the net removal of
Al by acid elution studies of the henioperfusion
system following treatment indicated minimum net
removal of a mean of 5 mg of Al per hemoperfuslon
cartridge. Acid elution studies of hemoperfusion
systems used iron—overloaded patients resulted
in recovery of up to 20 rag of Fe. There was a de-
crease in platelet count fro (332 145) pre-
treatment to (209 69) x 10 post—treatment, but
this was transient, and platelet counts returned
to baseline levels prior to next dialysis. These
results suggest that hemoperfuslon of Al and Fe
overloaded patients may be advantageous.
ELIMINATION OF THE PLASTICIZER DI—2—(ETHYLHEXYL)
PHTHALATE (DEHP) IN DOGS FOLLOWING BILATERAL
URETERAL LIGATION. D.B. Haughey*, W. Elmquist*,
A. Collins, E. Constantini*, P. Keahaviah",
Regional Kidney Disease Program, Hennepin County
Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN 55415.
The plasticizer DEHP is leached from
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) hemodialysis tubing
into blood during dialysis causing concern
regarding long—term toxicity. The elimination
of DEHP was studied in 5 mongrel dogs with
normal renal fu1?tion following IV bolum
administration of C—labelled DEHP and in 2 of
these dogs after bilateral uretetjg,l ligation.
rum concentrationm of DEHP, C—DEHP and
C—radioactivity were measured by liquid
chromatography and scintillation spectrometry.
In both normal and urnic dogs DEHP was rapidly
eliminated following C—DEHP administration and
by 5 hours the radioactivity in serum was
associated with DEHP metabolites. DEHP plasma
clearances averaged 6.5 ml/min/kg and
elimination half—lives averaged 53 minutes in
normal dogs compared to 5.4 mi/mm/kg and 50
minutes in two uremic dogs. Clinical studies in
dialysis patients exposed to PVC tubing
demonstrated that DEHP is leached into plasma
and rapidly eliminated. Serum concentrations of
DEHP metabolites are present predialysia and
throughout the interdialytic interval. Our
findings demonstrate that 1) the elimination of
DEHP is unchanged by bilateral ureteral ligation
in dogs, 2) DKHP is rapidly eliminated in dogs
and humans and 3) the persistence of DEHP
metabolites in dogs and humans should be studied
with respect to potential toxicity in the
chronic dialysis population.
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ALUMINUM REMOVAL BY HEMODIM.YSIS: CRITICAL Q)M-
PARISON OF DIALYZER MEMBRANES. G. Hercz*, K.C.
Norris*, J.H. Miller, J.H. Shinaberger & J.W.
Coburn. Med & Resch Services, VA Wadsworth Med Ctr
and UCLA Sch of Mad, Los Angeles, CA.
Aluminum (Al) removal by hemodialysis is in-
creased by desferrioxamine (DFO); it has been
suggested that highly permeable membranes can
enhance Al removal. To study this, paired studies
were carried out in 5 patients using both Cupro—
phan (CU) and polyacrylonitrile (PAN) dialyzers;
other dialysis parameters were the same. In each
patient, studies were done 4—6 weeks apart and 48
hours after 40 mg/Kg DFO; the dialyzer sequence
varied. Dialyzer Al clearances (C), using total
plasma (P) (CpA1) and ultrafilterable Al (CUFA1),
and mass removal were measured at 10, 120 and Z30
mins of dialysis. During 230 mins of dialysis,
initial PAl (232+45 (CU) and 267+83 ug/L (PAN))
fell by 24+6 and 27+7%, and UFA1 (75±14 (CU) and
69+16 ug/L (PAN)) fell by 42+39 and 47+7%. During
this period, CPA1 fell by 42+8% wflh PAN and
59+12% with CU; the decrement of SJFA1 was 63+19%
with PAN and 70+21% with CU. Mass removal of AT at
10 mm was 34±I0% greater with PAN, but it fell
more rapidly than with CU; mass removal over the
entire dialysis did not differ for PAN and CU.
Surprisingly, mass removal correlated more closely
with PAl than with UFA1. These results point to
the complexity of Al distribution and kinetics
after DPO and during dialysis. Changes in ultra—
filterable Al pool and the basic diffusibility of
PAl during DFO-dialysis treatment can modify mass
removal. Careful and controlled studies are
needed to document whether one dialysis membrane
has benefit over another for mass removal of Al
during DFO therapy.
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ThERAPY PRESCRIPTION FOR RAPID HIGH EFFICIENCY
HEMODIALYSIS. K. Ilstrup*, A. Collins, R.
Eerkseth*, P. Keshaviah*. Regional Kidney Disease
Program, Minneapolis. Minnesota.In the last 2 yrs, we have reduced treatment
time significantly in 120 patients using rapid high
efficiency hemodislysis achieving stable chemis-
tries, a low incidence of dialysis complications
snd no clinical signs of inadequacy. Success of
the therapy is related to the use of bicarbonate
dialysate, ultrafiltration control systems, high
blood flo rates and large surface area dialy—
zers (2M ). Adequacy of therapy is judged by urea
and middle molecule indices. The urea index
(K T/V) is calculated from urea clearance (K ),
tratment time (T) and volume of urea distrigution
(V). The middle molecule index is calculated using
the VB12 clearance (KB12) normalized to 30 L/wk.
1.0 is considered adequate therapy for both in-
dices. In switching patients from standard (5) to
rapid (R) therapy, we matched the product of the
urea clearance and time, with the urea clearance
for rapid therapy being calculated for the desired
time. Dialyzer configuration and Q5 were then
chosen to achieve the desired Ku QB being compat-
ible with the patient's access. Our data (mean
SE) is shown below:
T B K K12 KT/V
(mm) (ml/min) (ml/min)
S 235±2 258±3 187±2 39±1 1.2±.03 O.9±.02
R 174±2 348±5 264±3 73±2 1.3±.02 1.2±.04
This approach to therapy prescription has enabled
us to reduce T significantly (26%) without sacrifi-
cing adequacy or patient comfort.
ACETATE. S. Jain*, Z.M. Nawab*, J.T. Daugirdas.
Veterans Administration Hospital, Hines, IL.
Acetate is a known vasodilator but the mechanism
of its action is unknown. Because many vasodila-
tor substances act partially or completely via the
vascular endothelium, we investigated the impor-
tance of endothelium to the vasorelaxant effects
of acetate. Rat tail artery helical strips were
prepared, and in half of the experiments, the
endothelium was removed by gentle rubbing. Effi-
cacy of endothelial stripping was confirmed by
ablation of the vasorelaxant response to 10—6 to
10—5 M acetylcholine (ACHL). Preservation of con-
tractile apparatus was confirmed by persistence of
a good tension increment in response to KC1 and to
arginine vasopressin (AVP). Response to acetate
was evaluated by first constricting each strip
with a submaximal dose of AVP, and assessing the
amount of relaxation induced by isosmotic intro-
duction of 11 or 16 mM acetate into the bath.
The results, expressed as percent relaxation
after 5 minutes in acetate, or after 1 minute in
ACHL (mean SEM) were:
Acetate Percent Relaxation
Level ENDOTHELIUM + ENDOTHELIUM - p
0mM 911.5 li1.6 MS
14mM 37±5.6 30±11.5 MS
16 mM 611 5.0 53 * 3.8 NS
ACHL 11.5 2 1.6 .001
Our results suggest that the vasorelaxant effect
of acetate is not mediated by the vascular endo—
thelium.
PREDICTING ACETATE INTOLERANCE (Al) AND NEED FOR
BICARBONATE DIALYSIS (BD). Paul 5. Jenkins.
Univ. of Wisconsin Med. Sch., Mount Sinai Med.
Ctr., Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
BD has become more frequently utilized in re-
cent years, for both acute and chronic hemodial-
ysis. We commonly observe Al in patients dialy-
zing with high performance, large surface area
dialyzers, manifested primarily by nausea/vomi-
ting and/or ultrafiltration independent hypoten-
sion. When these symptoms repeatedly occur, BD
is substituted. If symptoms are prevented with
BD, the patient is considered Al. Forty-three
chronic hemodialysis patients in our program were
assessed as to the clinical presence of Al and
the following observations made:
Population # Al
Black Diabetic 2 100%
Black Non Diabetic 13 86%
White Diabetic 6 83%
White Non Diabetic 22 32%
All Diabetic 8 88%
All Blacks 15 88%
All Whites 28 43%
We conclude that black and diabetic chronic
hemodialysis patients appear to be particularly
susceptible to developing symptoms of Al with
large surface area, high performance dialyzers.
The potential role of autonomic neuropathy and/or
racially determined impairment of acetate metabo-
lism in these observations is unknown.
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MEPATO—RENAL SYNDROME (NRS) MANAGED BY CONTINUOUS
ARTERTO—VENOUS NEMOFILTRATION (CAVM) AND CONTINU-
OUS ARTERIO—VENOUS HENOPERFUSION (CAVHP). Erik
Jerome'Luke Manohar,NaimonidesNed Ctr,BrooVTTNY.
HRS remains a difficult therapeutic challenge
because of coagulopathy, low N.P.,ascites, recent
abdominal surgery etc,. A 59 yr lady with idiopa-
thic cirrhosis and MRS following spleno—reosi and
peritoneo—caval ahunting was managed with heparin
free CAVH/CAVHP using PAN—iSO (Asahi) hemofilters
& AluKart—100 (Erika) charcoal columns, whIch were
rinaed with heparinized saline,then with plain
saline and then soaked for 2 bra in 1% albumin to
enhaoce bio—compatibility. Total extra—corporeal
circuit length was kept short to 12 inches. The
replacement solution on CAVH waa HCO3 baaed in
pre—dilution mode 4 400 cc/hr and filtration set
9 650 cc/hr. The BUN fell from 149 to 99 mg% in 5
days on CAVH alooe,with normalization of the high
prothrombin & partial thromboplastin times.However
the s.bilirnbin remained over 45 mg% on CAVIl alone
when a 5 hr period of CAVHP with the charcoal col-
umn inserted in the CAVN circuit in place of the
hemofilter brought the s.bilirnbin form 49 to 32
mgs% and the Pt's B.P. rose from 50/3D to 110/60
mmHg, making reduction of pressor amine doses
possible. Maximum single hemofilter life exceeded
67 hrs and each charcoal column lasted 2½ bra.
An optimum regimen of CAVIl/CAVil? with a minimum
of equipment and personnel done on a round the
clock basis may help tide the HRS pts over the
acute phase by keeping both the renal failure and
hepatic failure toxins under control
CHRONIC HEPATITIS B ANT1GENEMIA (HB5Ag+) DOES NOT
INCREASE MORBIDITY OR MORTALITY IN HEMODIALYSIS
PATIENTS. John Jnsselaon, Betty Ann Kyaer*,
Matthew P. Weir, and John H. Sadler, Univ. of Mary-
land Hosp., Div. of Nephrology, Baltimore, MD.
Little infnraation is available concerning the
long term effects of chronic HO5Ag+ in chronic
hemodialysia (CD) patients (pta). 100 pts(T) who
were established on CD in our program on 1/1/78
were retrospectively evaluated over a S yr period
ending 12/31182. 65 pts(N) were persistently HB5Ag—
after starting CD until 12/31/82 or death; 28 pta
(P) were tranaiently(nB) or persistently(n2D)
HB5Ag+; 7 pta had Insufficient data to rule out
transient HB5Ag+ prior to 1/1/78.
There were no differences between N and P with
respect to age, sex, race or cause of ESRD. Death
rates over the 5 yrs were not different(N28.6%,
P23.l%), nor were months(mos) of survival after
l/l/78(N52.5 mos, P=54.4 mos), hospitalizations
(N=D.8/ptlyr, P=l.O/pt/yr), or hospitalized days
(N"8.6 days/pt/yr, P9.9 dayslpt/yr). There were no
hepatic related deaths in any pt, nor differences
in causes of death for N or P. Death rates for
transiently and persistently HB5Ag— pta were sim-
ilar (25% vs 30%).
23 of P became HB5Ag+ after starting CD. Of
these, enzyme data (SOOT) were available for 16 at
the time of conversion. SOOT was elevated to 2x nI
in 12/16 and was nI in 4/16. None of T had persis-
tent SOOT elevations over 5 yrs or until death.
We conclude fran these date that transient or
persistent HD5Ag+ by Itself dons not increase mor-
bidity or mortality in CD pta. This is in contra-
distinction to data reported for transplant recip-
ients in whom liver disease is a major cause of
death.
COMPLEMENT KINETICS DURINO CONTINUOUS ARTERIO—
VENOUS NEMOFILTRATTON (CAVIl): STUDIES WTTR A NEW
POLYSULPBONE HEMOFILTER. Andre A. KaoJ.s, Samuel
Toueg5, Martha Merrow*, Thomas L. Kennedy, Univ.
of Conn. Health Center, Farmington, CT.
We studied complement kinetics of the poly—
sulphone membrane using the Rensf lo hemofilter
(Renal Systems, Tnc., Mpls., MN). Pre sod post—
filter levels of the complement activation pro-
ducts, C3a, C4a and C5a and the white blood connt
(WBC), were measured prior to, and 15', 60' and
90' after, thu initiation of filtration. Post—
filter samples were corrected for % change in pre
and postfiTter protein concentrations. 5 patients
were tested:
Time (mm) 0 15' 60' 90'
c3a, pre 1222±343 1216±143 1216±378 1240±177
ng/ml: post 1329±464 1723±771 1543±536
WBC*: pre 14.9±7 14.7±7 15.4±8 15.6±8
valuea are means sd; *xl000 cells/mm3
Postfilter samples for C3a were not significant-
ly higher in any time slot, however, when sll post—
filter samples were paired with their prefilter
samples, there was a small but generally
consistent, increase (pc.Ol).
One patient, having the largest increase (50%)
in poetfilter C3a, was also tested with an Pmicon
polysulphone filter, with similar results. How-
ever, in no case did postfilter or prefilter
(systemic) C3a attain levels previously associated
with onaet of aymptomatology. There was no
significant change in C4a, CSa or WEC, and no
patient exhibited adverse pulmonary or cardio-
vascular symptoms.
Conclusion: In some patients there ia a small,
and clinically insignificant, activation of C3 by
polyeulphone membranes during CAVU.
EFFECTIVENESS OF HEMOPEBEUSION AND HEMODIALYSIS IN
METHOTBEXATE OVERDOSE. M. Kaylin5, K. Margolia5, B.
BedmanTM and P. Cadnapaphornchai. Department of Med-
icine, Wayne State University, School of Medicine,
Detroit, Michigan.
Methotrexate (MTX) is completely filtered and is
secreted by the renal tubule. In patients with
renal failure, prolonged high serum concentrations
result in severe toxicity. Previous studies sug-
gest that both hemodialysis (HO) and peritoneal
dialysis do not provide adequate clearance for MIX.
Clearance data from In vivo hemoperfusion (NP) are
acanty and show a 50% fall in drug concentration
over 3—4 hours. We evaluated the effectiveness of
NP (Gambro Adsorbs 300) end NO (C—DAK—135) in re-
moving MTX in a 66 year old men who developed MTX
toxicity and acute renal failure following high
dose of MTX therapy. his serum crestinine was 1.5
prior to end 12.6 mg/dl 4 days after MIX therapy.
Clearance of MIX was calculated from (A—V)/A x
plasma flow rate. NP was carried out for a total of
12 hrs over 4 consecutive days at blood flow rates
of 180—250 mI/mm. The mean MIX clearances et 10,
30 and 90 mm. were 112, 70 and 43 mI/mm respec-
tively for HP. MIX levels decreased from l.2x104
to 6.9x105, 7.1x105 to 3.5x105, 3.5x105 to 1.7
x105 and l.7xlD5 to 7.2xlO6M during each of the
4 consecutive HP treatments. During two separate
HO, the MIX clearence was 120 mI/mm at 6.2xlD5
and 46 mI/mm at 8.2x106M. The MTX clearances
seemed to be concentration dependent for both HP
and HD. We conclude that HP is effective for MTX
removal. The effectiveness of HP is determined by
serum MIX level and by the duration eoch cartridge
is used. Hourly replacement with e new cartridge
is highly desirable,
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NON-INVASIVE DOPPLER MEASUREMENT OF HEMoDIaYIS
ACCESS GRAFT (HG) FLOW. M. Keen*, P. Preisig
and F. Gotch. Franklin Hospital and +Unirsity
of California, San Francisco, CA.
Quantitative measurement of blood flow rate in
access grafts (Qg) has generally required invasive
radiologic or isotopic procedures or the use of
complex Doppler equipment. The Doppler voltage
signal (DVS) is directly proportional to linear
flow velocity. Conventional techniques require
measurement of graft cross—sectional area to deter-
mine volumetric flow rate. This requirement can
be circumvented in the HG by correlation of cnange
in DVS resulting with stepwise diversion of flow
from the central body of the graft (CaG) , between
arterial and venous needles, to the dialyzer cir-
cuit thus bypassing the CSG. The DVS was measured
over C5G with dialyzer flow (Q5) varied from 0 to
350 ml/min. Linear regression of DVS on QS was
determined and solved for Q5 at DVS0, the point
at which QS=Qg and total graft flow would be di-
verted through the dialyzer. Thirty Doppler
measurements of Qg (DQg( were performed on 12
patients during dialysis and in 5 patients Qg was
independently measured by isotope dilution (IDQg(.
The Qg was found to range from 550 to 1600 al/mm.
The correlation of DQg to IDQg was excellent wit±i
r0.97. The regressions of DVS on Qg all showed
r>0.PS with Qg measurement precision 4.3%. In
9 paired studies, intradialytic DQg showed graft
flow decreased as a function of total ultrafiltra-
tion (p<0.OS) . This technique allows simple,
rapid repetitive measurement of Qg during dialysis
with inexpensive Doppler equipment thus facilitat-
ing assessment of graft flow adequacy for clinical
use.
MARKED MYPEELIPASEMIA AND NYPEEAI8YLASEMIA IN ESRD
PATIENTS IN ThE ABSENCE OF PANCEEATITIS. Stephen
Kelleher, Ramona Arias $ John Donhowe5, Divisions
of Nephrology and Bypertemsion, and Clinical
Chemistry, SUNY Stony Brook, NY
Diagnosis of acute pancreatitis (P) in ESRD is
problematic due to nonspecific elevations in
pancreatic enzyme levels in the absence of P.
Serum smylsse (A)Rtwice normal is claimed to be
suggestive of P. Abnormalities of serum lipase
(L) in ESRD have not been well qusntitsted. We
have reassessed A (saccharogenic assay with
msltapentaose substrate) and defined the spectrum
of L (turbidometric assay with triolein sub-
strate) in 24 ESRD patients (12 male EM], 12
female (F]) on hemodialysis without known intra—
abdominal or salivary gland disease. The effect
of dialysis on A and L was also assessed.
Mean A (nl 23—85 III) was 122±75 IU, range 13—
310 ID. In 5/24, A was a twice normal. In-
creased A was more common in M (10/12) than in F
(5/12) (2; p=.05]. Dialysis had no effect on A.
Mean L (nl 40—240 IU) was 338±148 IU, range
151—636 III. In 5/24, L was a twice normal.
Increased L was equally common in N (9/12) snd F
(9/12). Dialysis induced a consistent 8% de—
creaae in L.
Linear regression analysis ahowed a poor cor-
relation between A and L (r=.04), perhaps sug-
gesting an extrspancreatic source of one or both
enzymes.
It is concluded thst marked increases in L and
A occur in ESED in the absence of P; even a
greater than two—fold elevation may not be help-
ful in the diagnosis of P in this setting.
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LEACNING OF THE PLASTICIZER BIS—DIETSYLMEXYL
PNTHALATE (DEN?) FROM PVC TUBING IN HENODIALYSIS
(MD) PATIENTS. P. Keshsviah*, A. Collios, K.
Ilstrup,* H. Constantini,* D. Hsughey Regional
Kidney Disease Program, Mpls., Minnesota.
The accumulation and potential toxicity of DEHP
which leaches from PVC blood tubing during ND is of
concern. We undertook in vitro studies and clinic-
al studies in 16 MD patients to determine the
magnitude of DEN? leaching, its clearance from
blood and excretion between dialyses. In vitro
studies indicate DENP leaches into blood at a
constant rate of 3 mg/hour, the rate being indepen-
dent of DEMP content (Range: 23—35% by weight in
10 different tubing types). In clinical studies,
DEMP was not detectable in serum pre MD, and
increased steadily during ND to an apparent plateau
of 650 ng/ml at the end of ND. A total of 12.7 ng
of DEN? were administered over 4 hours, this rate
being similar to the in vitro value. Post MD,
there was rapid clearance of DEHP from serum,
levels being undetectable 8 hours later. DEN?
metabolites (quantified as total phthslates) were
high (2700 ng/ml) pre ND and increased during ND to
3300 ng/ml. A modest decline (24%) occurred
between dialyses. DEN? is, therefore, rapidly
metabolized to compounds which persist in the serum
during and between dialyses. Renal and fecal
excretion of these metabolites between dialyses
totaled 53% of administered dose in 5 patients
studied. The incomplete recovery may be due to
incomplete evacuation of bladder and bowel or to
accumulation in body tissues. It is clear that
DEN?, per se, is rapidly metabolized and does not
accumulate in ND patients. Concerns of potential
toxicity should, therefore, shift to DEN? metsbo—
lites that may accumulate in ND patients.
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COMPARISON OP ACETATE (Ac) AND BICARBONATE (Bi)
DIALYSIS IN PATIENTS WITH CONCENTRIC VENTRICULAR
HYPERTROPNY (CVN). Jon S. Klein*, Kenneth K.
McLeish, Sapineedu Gondi*, and Ronald L. Wathen.
University of Louisville, Louisville, KY.
The high prevalence of CVII among our dialysis
patients led us to examine their cardiac perform-
ance during dialysis. The effect of Ac and Si
dialysis on cardiac contractility and stroke
volume (SV) was determined by combined two—
dimensional and M—mode echocardiography (2D—MNE)
in 7 patients with CVII and 5 with normal hearts
(NL). After 3 weeks of Ac or Si dialysis, 2D—NME
was performed prior to and after 30 and 240 miD
of a 240 mm dialysis. All patients weighed no
more than 5% above their "ideal" body weight.
Cardiac contractility was measured by the percent
of fractional shortening (%FS), and SV was
determined from measurement of ventricular
diameter. Pre—dislysis, CVN patients had sign-
ificantly smaller SV than NL. The results of
the intradialytic 2D—NNE are:
TINE (NIN): P5% 0 30 SV 0 30
ML AC 36±8 36±7 91±17 84±16
Si 30±6 44±4 81±20 109±41
(N.S.) (p<.O5) (N.S.) (p=.O5)
CVII Ac 40±12 51±11 69±25 67±26
Si 35±13 48±10 65±18 76±32
(N.S.) (N.S.) (N.S.) (N.S.)
In summary, cardiac contractility sod SV increases
with Si dialysis in ML, while no change occurred
with either type of dialysis in CVN patients.
We conclude that the inability to increase
cardiac performance may place CVN patients at
increased risk of hypotension during hemodialysis.
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THE VASCULAR EFFECTS OF ACETATE ARE SHARED BY
OTHER SHORT—CHAIN FATTY ACIDS. M. Kink', Z.M.
Nawab, arid J.T. Daugirdas. Veterans Administra-
tion Hospital, Hines, IL.
The Liang and Lowenstein hypothesis holds that
the vasorelaxant effects of acetate depend upon
consumption of ATP by the reaction
acetate + C0A + ATP ——— acetyl C0A + AMP
AMP and/or generated adenosine are postulated to
then secondarily cause vasodi].atation. To test
this hypothesis, the vasorelaxant effects of so-
dium propionate and sodium malonate, two short
chain fatty acids chemically similar to acetate
which also undergo the conjugation reaction and
consume ATP, were evaluated. A number of other
compounds of intermediary metabolism, including
pyruvate, lactate, alanine, and acetoacetate were
also tested as controls. Vasorelaxation was
measured in helical rat tail artery strips pre—
constricted with a submaximal dose of arginine
vasopressin. Percent relaxation was evaluated at
a 16 mM bath concentration of each anion, five
minutes after the addition of' anion.
Acetate (65 j 22% SD), propionate (80 23), and
malonate (l9 j 22) shared a strong vasorelaxant
effect in this model, whereas pyruvate (5 27),
lactate (19 j 22), acetoacetate (5 8) and ala—
nine (—5 21) had much less vasorelaxant ability
(p < 0.01 by ANOVA).
The results are consistent with the metabolic
hypothesis of acetate vasorelaxation.
45
A LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF BONE ALUMINUM
ACCUMULATION IN HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS.
J.B. Kopp*, D.L. Andress, N. Maloney*, D.J. Sherrard.
VA Medical Center and the Univ. of Wash., Seattle, WA.
Aluminum (Al) bone disease is well-recognized in
hemodialysis patients exposed to parenteral Al and in
long—term dialysis patients without significant
parenteral Al exposure, especially following
parathyroidectomy. To further evaluate the naturalhistory of bone Al accumulation, we retrospectively
reviewed 56 bone biopsies from 16 hemodialysis
patients. Patients had received hemodialysis 0—3.9
years in 23 biopsies, 4—7.9 years in 19 biopsies, and 8—17
years in 14 biopsies. Biopsies followingparathyroidectomy or deferoxamine therapy were
excluded. All patients were dialyzed in communities
where water Al has been < 20 g/L. Bone Al was
measured histologically as % trabecular surface stained
and as total Al stin (surface plus cement lines,
expressed as mm/mm of tissue area).
Dialysis yrs Surface Al (%) Total Al (mm/mm
0—3.9 18.0±5.1 0.78±0.23
4-7.9 27.4±4.7* 1.12±0.l7
8—17 63.1±7.l# 3.31±O.51#
(Results are given as mean±SEM. * p < .03 for the first
vs. second groups and # p < .01 for the second vs. third
groups.) There was a significant correlation between
duration of dialysis and both surface Al (r=.60, p <.001)
and total Al (r=.62, p < .001). The Al accumulation
rates were similar in ptients receiving dialysis < 5
years (.7±.O5 mm/mm /yr) and > 5 years (.37±.l2
mm/mm /yr,p=.12).
We conclude that bone Al accumulates in
hemodialysis patients within a few years of beginning
dialysis. Since these patients lack significant parenteral
Al exposure, this suggests that oral Al plays a role in
this progressive accumulation.
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HENODYNANIC CONSEQUENCES OF CONTINUOUS ARTERIO—
VENOUS HEMOFILTRATION (CAVH) IN INTRACTABLE FLUID
OVERLOAD. A. Lauer, R. Alvis, A. Beal*, D. Lax*,
N.M. Avram, Avram Center for Kidney Diseases, The
Long Island College Hospital, Brooklyn, New York
We examined the hemodynamic consequences of
CAVIl in 6 patients (pta) with moderate to severe
renal insufficiency and intractable fluid overload.
In each patient hemodialysis (ND) and peritoneal
dialysis were inappropriate due to complicating
clinical factors. Five pta had chronic renal
failure and one acute renal failure. CAVH was
conducted for 36—72 hours (mean 54 bra.).
(mean Wt. HASP SVR CO
(kg) (mmHg) (d/s.cm) (1/mm)
Pre—CAVH 68.0±10.9 105.5±15.6 2259±851 4.2±1.8
Post—CAVIl 62.5± 8.3 94.3±10.0 1740±874 5.2±2.5
p <0.01 <0.05 <0.025 <0.05
Fluid removal using CAVIl was associated with a
fall in systemic vascular resistance (SVR) and an
increase in cardiac output (CO). In 3 of 4 pts
with cardiac pump failure, treatment with CAVIl
resulted in improved CO. This occurred despite a
fall in mean arterial blood pressure (MABP).
The slow, continuous removal of large fluid
volumes, using CAVH, was well tolerated and may
have contributed to the observed improvement in
cardiac function. In coritrast, fluid removal
during ND is frequantly associated with a fall in
both MABP and CO. The hemodynamic deterioration
during ND frequently precludes adequate fluid re—
aoval in volume overloaded, unstable pts.
In pts with renal insufficiency and intract-
able volume overload, CAVE may result in improved
cardiac function. Conceivably, CAVIl may have a
role in the management of pta with severe cardiac
pump failure and resistance to diuretic therapy.
16
HYPOPARATI-IYROIDISM IS ESSENTIAL FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF ALUMINUM-INDUCED
OSTEOMALACIA IN RATS. 3. LewisFinch,* M. Berg-
feld,* K. Martin, S. Teitelbaum and E. Slatopolsky.
Washington University Medical School, St. Louis, MO.
The pivotal role of aluminum (Al) in the genesis of
osteomalacia is established. The majority of these
patients have low circulating iPTH, but the relationship
of relative hypoparathyroidism to development of Al-
bone disease is unknown. We performed studies to
determinate if the absence of PTH may influence the
effects of Al on bone. Thirty normal rats received Al
(1.0-1.5 mg/Kg I.P.SX/week for 12 weeks) and were then
divided into three groups, namely 1) Al, 2) Al + PTH (40
ug/Kg.S.C.5X/week, and 3) Al + parathyroidectomy
(PTX)+ CaCO3 to maintain eucalcemia. Normal, non
Al-treated rats comprised the control group. There
were no differences in circulating Ca or creatinine
levels among any of the groups, and all animals
receiving Al had blood and bone levels of the cation, 17-
24 and 57-66 times normal, respectively. Histo-
morphometry of bone revealed stainable Al at virtually
the entire calcification front of all animals receiving
the cation. Despite the presence of Al in the bones of
parathyroid-intact animals, there was no evidence of
osteomalacia. In contrast, Al-receiving, PTX'd rats had
severe osteomalacia as more than 50% of their bone
matrix was unmineralized. Furthermore, these animals
(PTX) were the only rats to develop rickets as the width
of their growth plate was twice normal (p .001). We
conclude I) normal rats can accumulate abundant bone
Al but do not necessarily develop osteomalacia, 2) PTH
administration to normal rats does not prevent bone Al
accumulation, and 3) PTX induces severe osteomalacia
in Al-treated normal rats. These studies establish a
causative role of hypoparathyroidism in the develop-
pment of Al-induced osteomalacia.
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ENOOTOXIN INDUCTION OF INTERLEUKIN-1 (IL—i) DURING
IN VITRO HEMODIALYSIS (HO). G.Lonnemann, M.Bingel,
K.M.Koch, S.Shaldon*, C.A.Oinarello**. Univ.Hosp.,
Hannover,FRG, Nimes*,France, Tufts Univ. ,Boston**,
Massachusetts. (intr. by J.H.Shinaberger).
Although fever is associated with bacterial con-
tamination of dialysate, and all HO shows some T°
rise, there is no evidence that pyrogens pass the
intact dialysis membrane. Since fever depends upon
monocyte (MNC) activation and production of IL—I,
studies were performed using recirculating fresh
human blood through a 15 pm Cuprophan hollow fiber
dialyser. The dialyser was challenged with puri-
fied endotoxin (ET) recirculated in the dialysate
compartment at 37°C. Test dialysate contained
1 pg/ml ET in phosphate buffered saline (pH=7.4)
whereas control HO was against pyrogenfree buf-
fered saline.Oonor MNC were incubated with culture
media before and after 4h of HO for 24h at 37°C;
the supernatant media from both test and control
HO were assayed for IL-i activity on a cloned mu-
rine T—cell line. The same donor's blood was used
to compare ET vs. pyrogenfree HO. Results are ex-
pressed as stimulation index (SI) ° Monocyte IL-i
production (NIL) after HO divided by spontaneous
MIL before HO. No increased IL-i production was
observed during control HO whereas HO against ET
resulted in a SI of 12.6 5.8 (SEN), pcO.O5 in 7
paired experiments. The data demonstrate that ET
present in dialysate is capable of inducing IL—i
production in MNC circulating in the blood com-
partment. ET may induce NIL on the membrane or
pass through it via undetectable leaks; or ET sub-
units may penetrate the intact membrane. Thrice
weekly stimulation of an acute phase response is
undesirable and a low routine pyrogen content of
dialysate is recommended.
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COMPARATIVE EFFECTS OF ALUMINUM ANO CALCIUM
CARBONATE ON PHOSPHORUS, CALCIUM, AND MAGNESIUM
BALANCE IN ENO—STAGE RENAL DISEASE (ESRO). Edwin
J. Macon and Oved Soffer. Department of Medicine,
Oivision of Nephrology, Emory University School of
Medicine, Atlanta, Georgia.
The side effects and potential toxicity of
prolonged oral Al adminiatration indicates the
need for an alternative phosphate binder in ESRO.
We evaluated the relative effectiveness of CaCO
and Al by metabolic balance studies in a total o
6 anuric (<50 cc/day) hemodialysis patients.
Each study period or control period consisted
of 5 consecutIve days, preceded by a 3 day
equilibrium period, performed under metabolic ward
conditions. Al was given in a dose known to be
effective for each patient. CaCO was given in a
dose of 5 gm. of elemental Ca per day. Dietary
intake and fecal and dialysate losses of Ca, P,
and Mg were determined for each study period.
RESULTS: Reported as an average percent of
dietary content recovered in feces show:
Phosphorus: Control 31% Al 51% CaCO3 13%
Magnesium: Control 28% Al 43% CaCO3 12%
Binding of 1 mEq of P required an average of
38.5 mEq of Al or 10.9 mEq of Ca.
Asymptomatic hypercalcemia (pre dialysis Ca >12
mg.%) developed in 3 of 6 patients on CaCO.
CaCO resulted in an average positive caTcium
balace of 2.03 gm/day compared to .29 ge/day
for Al and .41 gm/day for controls.
We conclude that CaCO is an effective P
binder. It also conslstenty Increases fecal Mg.
Caution in Its usage is recommended until the
metabolic fate and consequences of its absorption
are further studied.
ROUTINE FILTER LIFE OF OVER 132 HOURS IN CONTINU-
OUS ARTERIO-VENOUS HEMOFILTRATION (CAVN). Luke N.
Nsnohar,Maimonides Med Ctr,Brooklyn,N.Y.
Since frequent clotting of filter could rob the
aim of CAVN, emphasis was placed on the shortness
of the CAVH circuit (including access, blood lines
& filter length) to reduce blood shearing, stagna-
tion & clotting. Commercial CAVH blood lines (gL)
of 36 " length lead to filter clotting within 24 —
48 hours. Shorter (2—3" long) and wider bored BL
were cut from standard hemodialysis tubing and were
scaffolded in a wide tube (occlusion pump segment
of standard hemodialysis tubing split lenghtwise)to
prevent kinking. Access in the arm was radial art-
ery to anti—cubital vein and femoral access wss
from artery to vein in the same thigh to keep total
CAVH circuit to 12 ". Following heparin saline
rinse, the new filters were soaked in 1 5 albumin
for 2 hrs to enhance bio—compatibility. With above
measures ,each filter lasted>5½ days,with a steady
filtration rate of 10½ liters/day. The BUN and S.
Crest fell by hslf to 55 and 5.0 mgs S respectively
within the first 48 hrs and remained so for the
rest of the filter life. Filters were changed con-
veniently during the daylight hours when filtration
dropped to 300 cc/hr. This dramatic increase in the
filter life on a routine bssis was independent of
patient selection,patient's B.P, Hct 5, S.albumin S
coagulation status, heparin type & dose and the
type & make of hemofilter.
Need exists for a purpose designed CAVH hemofil—
ter with minimum legth and flow resistance, which
along with a short and wide bore BL could prolong a
single filter life routinely to 7 days or more &
and make CAVH a more widely sccepted and effective
mesns of renal replacement therapy in acute renal
failure.
22
HIGH VASCULAR RECIRCULATION RATES AS A CAUSE OF
INCREASED DIALYSTS TIME. Jeanne Morrison*,Allen
Gersh, Philip Rogers, Csthy Pertuit*. Nattiesburg
Clinic Renal Dialysis Unit, Hattiesburg,
Mississippi.
Pstients' vascular accesses in 3 separate
dialysis uni were evsluated for recirculation
rates to determine if high recirculation rates
were s cause of incressed dialysis time in these
units and whether there were clinical factors
which could predict high recirculation rates.
Patients included in this study were monitored
uaing the formula for recirculstion:
R Systemic BUN—Inlet BUN
Systemic BUN—Outlet BUN
Of the patients evaluated in this study, 5% had
primary AV fiatulas, 83% had gortex grafts and
11% had external AV shunts. Of the accesses
studied, 71% were found to have a recirculation
time lees than 10%, 20% had a recirculation time
between 10 and 20%, and 9% had a recirculation
time greater than 20%. Of the recirculation
rates greater than 20%, 85% have been in use for
more than 2 years. There was no difference in
venous pressure among the grafts with high
recirculation rates or low recirculation rates.
Patients, however, with inadequate dialysis as
determined by kinetic modeling were more likely
to have increased recirculation rates. In con-
clusion, high recirculation rates are common in
gortex grafts which have been used for more than
2 years. Periodic monitoring of recirculation
rates decreases dialysis time in an ESRD facility.
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LACTATE/ACETATE BUFFER BASE COCKTAIL FOR HEMO—
DIALYSIS. Z.M. Nawab*, J.T. Daugirdas, M.A. Arm-
strong', L.E. Weissberger', T.S. Ing. Veterans
Administration Hospital, Hines; and Hush—Presby—
terian—St.Luke'a Medical Center, Chicago, IL.
High plasma acetate levels during dialysis may
be associated with a reduced vascular resistance.
In vitro, DL—lmctate causes less vasorelaxation
than does acetate. For this reason, we attempted
to partially replace acetate in the hemodialysate
with DL—lactate. In acute studies, 10 patients
were dialyzed twice, using dialyaste buffered cnce
with 1)0 mM acetate (A) and once with a 20 aM/20 mM
mixture of acetate and DL—lactate (AL). In chronic
studies, 6 patients were dialyzed for two 3—week
periods using A and AL, respectively.
The single—dialysis experiments suggested a
comparable correctinn of acidosis with the A and
AL dialysates. AHCO3 (1 hour post—dialysis) was
+14.0 s 1.1) SD mM/L with A, and +3.9 2.1 with
AL (p HZ). However, the HCO3 one hour into dia-
lysis was +0.61 0.8 aM/L with A and —0.79 0.9
with AL (p<O.05), suggesting a delay in the meta-
bolism of DL—lactate relative to acetate. In the
chronic studies, mid—week, pre—dialysis HCO3 le-
vels with A and AL were similar (A: 21.0 1.14
mM/L; AL: 20.1) j 1.6, p HZ). During AL dialysis,
peak plasma levels of L and 0 lactate occurred at
14 hours (L—isomer: 2.9 j 1.3 mM/L; 0—isomer:
1.6 0.58 mM/L). By one hour post—dialysis, plas-
ma levels of both the L—isomer (1.0 0.5 mM/L)
and the 0—isomer (0.14 0.6) had fallen to near
normal values, indicating relatively rapid metabo-
lism of both forms of lactate.
The results suggest that the acetate load during
dialysis can be lessened by partial substitution
of acetate by lactate.
16
STOPPING CHRONIC DIALYSIS, A SIUDY OF PASSIVE
EUIHANASIA. Steven Neu, Carl Kjellstrsnd,
Department of Medicine, Hennepin County Medical
Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
We analyzed the prsctice of stopping chronic
dialysis before biological death in 1,766
patients from 1966—83.
of 704 deaths, 155 (22%) were due to stopping
dialysis. This passive euthanasia increased
from 0 to 8% from the late 60's to the early
80's (p .01). It was more common in older and
in diabetic patients (p .005). Ihere was no
difference between men and women. It was more
common in pstients who started dialysis with
other degenerative disorders. No emerging
complications such as blindness or amputation
seemed to plsy a role in discontinustion. Nslf
the patients were competent and made the
decision to stop. In the others, physicians sod
family initiated discontinuation in 73% and 27%
respectively. Physician initiation of the
decision to stop dialysis decressed from 66 to
30% from 1970 to 1983 (p .005). The decision
was made after 31 months of dialysis. Pstients
lived a mean of 8,1 days sfter their last
dislysis. Most patients lived at home with
families. Most deaths took place in acute care
hospitals. It was more common in intermittent
peritonesl dislysis. Only 1 case led to legal
action. Three patients committed suicide.
Stopping dialysis is a common csuse of death
in patients with end—stage renal failure. It is
increasing in incidence because pstients with
risk factors of old sge, diabetes and other
degenerative diseases are being dislyzed more
often.
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HIGH BICARBONATE DIALYSATE: THE ACID-BASE AND
RESPIRATORY EFFECTS IN CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS
PATIENTS. Carl H. Oettinger, Jsmie C. Oliver,
Cerald W.Staton. Emory University and Dialysis
Clinic, Inc., Atlsnts, Georgia.
Since dialysis baths of acetste 38 meq/L snd
HCO3 of 35 aeqlL do not completely correct the
acidosis of renal failure in chronic hemodialysis
patients, the acid—base and respiratory effects of
a EGO3 bath of 40 meq/L were evaluated versus
standard EGO3 sod acetate baths. Eight stable
dialysis patients were dialyzed for 3 hours on
baths of acetate 38 meq/L (group I), 11C03 35
meqlh (group II), EGO3 40 aeq/L (group III). pH,
PCO2, HCO3, minute ventilation ('E), 02 consump-
tion (VO2), CO2 production (VCO2), respiratory
quotient (RQ), and P02 were monitored every 30
minutes during the dialysis period. Data were
analyzed by analysis of variance. p11, mCO2, 11C03
were all significantly different: group III >
group II > group I (p < 0.05). In group III pa-
tients, HCO3, PCO2 and p11 reached maximum values
of 31.8 1.8 meq/L, 44.1 + 3.3 mmHg, and 7.46 +
0.037, respectively. In the group I patients, yE
increased and PCO7 fell significantly during dia-
lysis despite a rising p11 sod EGO3. In contrast,
the E in groups II and III remained stable asso-
ciated with a rising PCO2, p11, sod ECO3. V02,
VCO2, ED, and P02 did not change significantly
during the dialysis period compared to the pre—
dialysis values or between groups. High 11C03
dialysis was clinicslly well tolerated. From
these data we can conclude that (1) MCO3 bath of
40 meqlL better corrects the scidosis in chronic
hemodialysis patients without adverse clinical,
respiratory, or metabolic affects and (2) that
acetate may be a direct respiratory stimulsnt.
LEFT VENTRICULAR FAILURE iN ENOSTAGE RENAL DISEASE
PS Parfrey, JD Harnett, S Griffiths, P Barre, RD
Guttmsnn, Health Sciences Centre, St. John's, NE,
Royal Victoria Hospital, Montreal.
To determine the factors associated with left
ventricular failure (LVF) in ESRO we performed
echocardiography and gated cardiac scan on 245 of
326 (75%) dialysis and transplant patients.
Thirty—one patients (13%) had LVF (ejection
fraction < 55% and left ventricular end diastolic
diameter > 5.5 cm), 5 of whom had diabetes
mellitus. The 26 patients without diabetes were
compared to 52 controls without LVF matched by
age, sex, year of starting treatment for ESRD.
Significant differences between LVF patients and
controls included current treatment (73% of cases
were on hemodialysis compared to 48%), high serum
creatinine, clinical coronary artery disease,
smoking and high serum alkaline phosphatase. There
were no differences for current blood pressure,
proportion on treatment for hypertension, left
ventricular wall thickness, proportion with
functioning vascular access, or high weight gain
between dialysis, or low hemoglobin. Multiple
logistic regression demonstrated the most signifi-
cant and independent variables associated with LVI
were high alkaline phosphatase (suggestive of
hyperparathyroidism), smoking and high serum
creatinine levels (reflecting degree of uremic).
Dialysis patients with LVF (N=23) were compared
to dialysis patients who had normal echocardio-
grams (N29). The 3 most important variables
associated with LVI were age, high serumalkal Inc
phosphatase and smoking.
We conclude that the most important factors
associated with LVI in ESRD include age, hyper—
persthyroidism, smoking and degree of uremia.
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SUCCESSFUL HEMOFILTRATION (HF) FOR CHILDREN WITH
END—STAGE RENAL DISEASE (ESRD). José F. Pascual,
L. Hernandez, Mary Molina, Julie Lopez, and
Sandra Fernandez. Dept. of Pediatrics, San Juan
City Hospital and University of Puerto Rico School
of Medicine and Pharmacy. San Juan, P.R.
Four children, mean age 13 7/12 years (9 2/12
to 17 1/2 yrs.), with ESRD were treated by post-
dilution hemofiltration. Replacement fluid (RF)
was prepared prom a sterile concentrate and
reagent water usina a microprocessor
controlled batch proportioning system (Aqua—Sart).
Mean concentration of the RF was: Sodium 146.3
mEq/L, Potassium 2.09 mEq/L, Chlorides 107 mEq/L,
Magnesium 1.34 mEq/L, calcium 7.7 mgmldl. RF was
sterile and pyroen-free in all cases. Volume of
RF ranged from 10 to 15 L., with a mean of 12.94
L. Mean blood flow was 149 ml/min with a mean
filtration rate of 64 ml/min
Body weiaht loss per treatment ranped from 1.2
to 3.8 kg, with a mean of 2.12 kg. This weioht
loss corresponded to 4 89—8.65 per-cent (mean
6.12%) of the total body weight. Symptoms during
HF were minimal when compared to hemodialysis.
HF is feasible in children and offers another
alternative way of treating patients with ESRD.
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PLATELET AGGREGATION STUDIES DURING DIALYSIS.
Giulietta Pavlopoulou,*Cynthia Perzanowski ,
Raymond M. Hakim and J. Michael Lazarus.
Brigham & Women's Hospital, Dept. of Medicine,
Boston, MA.
Bleeding time, a sensitive test of platelet
function is increased in uremic patients. We in-
vestigated the response of platelets to standard
aggregating agents (Collagen, ADP, and Arachidon—
ic acid) in a whole blood aggregometer, which
measures the change in electrical impedance of
blood in response to platelet aggregation. Pre-
dialysis, the threshold for platelet aggregation
by these agents was higher than in normal subjects
(mean = 1.8 x the concentration of reagents). In-
fusion of heparin up to 10,000 units, increased
the aggregation threshold only minimally. Dial-
ysis with cuprophane membranes (N=8) however dra-
matically altered platelet behaviour. At 30 min-
utes post—initiation, platelets drawn afferent
(arterial) to the dialyzer showed a resistance to
aggregation (requiring 4 x the pre—dialysis con-
centration of collagen to initiate aggregation)
whereas platelets drawn efferent (venous) to the
dialyzer were resistant to collagen aggregation
up to 10 x the pre—dialysis concentration. This
resistance to aggregation persisted up to 240 min-
utes post initiation. The ability of platelets
to release ATP was also markedly reduced and corr-
elated with the resistance to aggregation by plate-
lets. Dialysis with non—cuprophane membranes
(N=2) did not affect platelet aggregation. These
results indicate significant platelet dysfunction
during dialysis with cuprophane membranes and may
be a factor in clinically significant bleeding
in hemodialysis patients.
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MINIMAL NEUTROPENIA AND COMPLEMENT ACTIVATION
FOLLOWING MULTIPLE DIALYZER PROCESSING WITH ACTI—
VATED C1O2. J.Petersen, N.Davenport*, and R.S.
Swenson. Veterans Admin. Med. Ctr. and Stanford
Univ. School of Ned., Palo Alto, CA.
In vitro exposure to cellulosic membranes is
associated with early neutropenia and complement
activation. As this may continue with multiple
use we have compared the effect of a unique new
germicidal preparation—activated Cl02 (RenNew) to
formalin,2% and bleach,1.5% (F+B) in 10 patients
reusing hollow fiber dialyzers. Neutrophils
(neut) were measured at 0 and 15 mm in arterial
blood. In 3 patients complement levels(C3a,ng/ml)
were measured at 15 mm simultaneously in arterial
and venous blood.
3i I I
F+E neut 26% 31 27 33
(% if 0 mm)
Ren neut 31 86* 98* 98*
(% of 0 mm)
F+B C3a 4886 3800 5133 4101
Ren C3a 3563 592* 473*
*p 0.05 vs F+B; C3a (venous — arterial levels)
Following 1st use with RenNew early neutropenia
was significantly less than with forinalin and
bleach. In the 3 patients examined less C3a ac-
tivation occured with RenNew and was strongly neg-
atively correlated with the early fall in neutro—
phil counts. We therefore conclude that hollow
fiber kidneys disinfected with RenNew may render
them more biocompatjble than with formalin and
bleach.
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RELEASE OF INTERLEUKIN-i (IL-i) DURING HEMO-
DIALYSIS: EFFECT OF DIALYSATE. FK Port, KM VanDe—
Kerkhove,* SL Kunkel,* M.J Kluger.A Univ. of
Mich. Medical School, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
In earlier studies we showed that contact of
blood with the dialyzer membrane during clinical
hemodlalysts is associated with the release of a
heat—labile pyrogenic substance, probably IL-i
(Trans. ASATO 1985). The present Investigation
tests the hypothesis that stimulation of monocytes
and other cells adhering to the blood side of the
dialysis membrane is due to factors present In the
dialysate rather than due to a direct membrane
effect. Six patients were dialyzed against
standard dialysate solution and 6 patients were
dialyzed against a sterile pyrogen-free saline
solution (saline). The hollow—fiber dialyzers
(SCE membrane) were disconnected after 20 mm. of
dialysis, rinsed with saline, and incubated for
6 hr. at 370C. The presence of IL-i In the
incubated saline was determined by 2 methods:
(1) rabbit bioassay with I.V. injection of a 6 ml.
aliquot and recording the average rise in
temperature, aT, over 180 mm, and (2) in vitro
IL—i assay by thymocyte coproliferation in 1/16
dilution. Both assays indicated that dialysis
against normal dialysate resulted In significant
increases in IL-i release as compared to dialysis
against saline:
Dialysate Saline P
aT(°C) 0.17 * 0.03 -0.007 0.02 <0.001
IL—i 896.8 * 57.7 707.5 54.5 <0.05
Heat inactivated samples produced a aT of 0.006 *
0.02. We conclude that IL—i is released during
dialysis not simply as part of a membrane effect
but that a factor(s) in the dialysate is
responsible for this stimulation.
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BODY COMPOSITION CHANGES IN CHRONTC HEMODIALYSTS
PATIENTS RECEIVING LONG—TERN TNTR.ADIALYSIS
ALIMENTATTON. D.V. Powers, A. Jackson and
A.J. Piraino, Drexel Hill, PA
Relatively healthy chronic hemndialyaia (0)
patienta (CUD) even without multiayatem disease
have clearly defined nutritional (N) abnormalities.
Long—term survival may result from better N status.
Intradialysis alimentation (IA), glucose and amino
acids (Renamin®) infused into the venous line,
waa given each 0 to 18 CHD below ideal body weight
(IBW) to etop or reverse weight (H) loss and im-
prove N parameters. Tnfnrmation was collected
post—D at baaeline (B) and Q 15—30 IA on 11 van—
ablea: H, triceps (TSF), biceps (8SF), aubacapular,
auprailiac and total fat folds (TFF), mid—arm (MAC)
and mid—arm muscle (MANC) circumference, transfer—
rin (T), total protein and albumin. Future H,
aaauming no IA had been given, and upper 951 con-
fidence intervals were predicted, using linear re-
gression of pre IA H data. From 45—165 IA infu—
aiona/pt were given and results grouped pts: H
gainers (HG) 11. and non H gainers (N—HC) 7, aub—
divided into H losers ((IL) 4, and cessation of H
baa (HC) 3. No significant differences were pre-
sent between groups in variables at 8 except for T,
HG>N—WG (P<.05), or in 8 IA infusions given. Av-
erage H change (lba) from B to last follow—up was
+12.6 (+0.14/lA) for HG, 0 for HC, and —19.3 for
(IL. Actual H exceeded upper 951 confidence inter-
val for predicted future H in all HG and 3 N—HG
pta. In HC, significant increases from B occurred
for H (p<.000I), TSF (pc.OOl), 8SF (Fc.01), TFF
(pc.0001), MAC (pc.O02) and MANC (p<.Ol). In con-
clusion, IA changed H lose pattern in 14/18 pts.,
half with multisystem disease.
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DETRIMENTAL EFFECT OF INCRRASTNG DIALYSATE BICAR-
BONATE ON DIALYSIS VASCULAR STABILITY. Raeib M.
Raja, Mark S. Ersmer, Stephen II. Goldstein*, Ralph
J.Caruana and Arthur M. Lerner*, Albert Einstein
Med. Ctr., Erafteow Div. of Neph., Phila., PA.
It hae been suggested that bicarbonate (BCe3)
dialysate may be superior to acetate (Ac) dialy—
sate for vascular srability with low dialysate Na
(DNa) but not when DNa 15 140 mEq/L. Effect of
varying 01-ICO3 has not been studied. This study
compares MD with constant 0Na of 141 mEq/L utiliz-
ing acetate 39 mEq/L (Ac39), bicarbonate 25 mEq/L
(25) and 11C03 of 35 (E35) in g pta. Each pt had
midweek MD with all the 3 dialysates. Tn, Os, Qo,
TMF and BEE dialyzer was kept aimilar for each di-
alysate Blood electrolytes, BON, Cr, Osa, blood
gas and ionized Ca were determined before and af-
ter the MD. Predialysis blood composition, aF and
wt gain were similar (Fs0.05). The mean dialytic
change ('s) in various groups are:
'DP pB 4p02 Oam tCa
amBg UNITS mmHg mesm/L mg/dl
A3g —19 +0.04 —13 12 0.6
25 +6* +001 _3* 12 0.6
835 —25 +0.l0** —9 11
*FC 0.01 )2s) pc 0.01 (535)
The dialytic changes in body wt, DON, Cr, Osm, Na,
E and Hct were similar in all the groups (F0.05).
These data suggest that MO associated decrease in
SF is lees marked with B25 than B35 and A3g with
0Na 141 mEg/L. The detrimental effect of increas-
ing DM603 from 25 to 35 mEg/L on vascular stabil-
ity may be due to higherpM, more marked hypox-
emia and/or lower ionized Ca. Bicarbonate dial—
ysate with low MC03 and high DNa may be superior
to acetate or high BCe3 and may be preferred in
acutely ill pts with marked vascular instability.
LOT BY LOT VARIATION OF HOLLOW FIBER DIALYZERS
(UFO). David Resnick,* Paul B. Jenkins. Mount
Sinai Med. Ctr. and Univ. of Wisconsin Med. Sch.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Dialysis prescription is usually based on manu—
facturer's(M) published data of clearance(C),
ultrafiltration(UF). and fiber bundle volume(FBV).
It is assumed that HFD will perform as claimed and
that such data will be reasonably consistent from
one lot of a given dialyzer to another. However,
there is no uniform industry standard for perform-
ing and reporting such evaluations. We evaluated
Curea, Ccreat, CB12, UF rates, and FBV in vitro on
dialyzers from lots of 6 different HFO and com-
pared our results with M published data.
% Difference From M Data (Mean/Max)
HFO FBV UF Curea Ccreat CB12
A +8/+l3 -16/-24 t7/+1O +2/t6 -3/-12
B
—6/—B —5/-14 —13/—14 —8/—B O/—4
C
-2/-6 +6/+8 +4/ti +1 3/+l 7 +2O/+29
0 0/—i —l 3/—23 +1 /+l 3 -4/—l 3 -l 2/—2BE -ll/-l4
—6/—B —1O/-15 -9/—13 —38/—SB
F -l5/—18 —14/—22 -12/—li —12/—l5 —16/—23
Our mean results differed from M data by 10% or
more in 47% of the tests evaluated, while maximum
differences were 10% or more from M data 70% of
the time. Nearly 75% of our results were less
than M. Mean differences of up to 15% for FBV and
OF can potentially adversely affect reuse and (iF
during treatments. Similar C differences can po-
tentially adversely affect dialysis adequacy. Al-
so, striking differences may occur between lots of
the same dialyzer. Dialysis providers must be
aware that HFO performance may vary substantially
from M published data and that marked differences
may occur between lots of the same dialyzer.
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OEPENOANCE OF BEMATNING KIDNEY AND SEX RELATED
REGULATION OF LIPID AND LIPOPBOTEIN ftP) METABO-
LISM OF PATIENTS ON CHRONIC NEMODIALYSIS (CUD).
n.Robert', S.Jeanmonod1, J.L.Dreyer5, H.Favre*
and N,Rieeen5 )intr. by Ph.Jaeger); Hop. Providen-
ce, NeochStel, CM; HOp. Cant. Geneva CM; Inatitut
for Protein reseorch, memo, CU.
In order to evaluate the role of the kidney in
the regulation of lipid metabolism, we have studied
(1 CHO patients (6 womentS men,22-79 yr( who under-
went binophrectomy(E-( and 20 CUD (10 women+10 men,
25—79 yr) with remaining kidney(K+). Trigliceridea
(TG) ,cholesterol)CM) were determined enzymaticaly.
LP were separated by ultraceotrifugation. Concen-
tration of ApoA I(AI),ApoA II(AII) were determined
by electro-immunodiffusion, ApoB(B) ,ApoCI(CI) and
Ap0CIII(CIII) with a non competitive ELISA. The re-
aults indicate that TG and VL0LTG were significan-
tly increased in K- when compared to E+. 3.65±0.46
eM )X±SEM) in E- vs 2.33±0.23 mM in Et (pcO.Ol)
1.410,26 mM in E— vs 0.69±0.08 mM in K+ (pO.OO)).
AImg/dl AIImg/dl Bag/dl CImg/dl CIIImg/dl
[E+ 129±5.9 38.92.5 11O.617.2 8.55 0.4 25.4±3.01
LE— B4t17.2 32.Bt6.2 100.2±5.8 5.52 0.8 io.oeiJ
p<0.Ol N.S. U.S. pcO.OOS p<0.005
Sex related differences were also noted for AT
(table II) but nut for All, B, CI and CIII.
flc--p 137.0 8.2k K—8 129.7 5.8' N.S.
[ji' 122.5 7,7* E—,4 84.1 17.2k N01
*pcO.f)05 +pcO.001
In contrast to previous data, our results show
alterations in the group F-. Binephrectomy leads
to an increase in TO and modifications in Apopro-
teina. Changes in Al appear to be,at least in part,
sex related while changes in CI and CIII seem
to depend on the presence of remaining kidney.
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A CONSISTENT PATTERN OF EXERCISE IFFAIRMENT
CHPRTERISTIC OF CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS (Ho)
PATIENTS. HI Robertson*, OM Rapoport*, L
Goldberg*, RM Goldring*, DL Elliot*, S Ahmad, and
P Kurtin. U of Washington, Seattle, WA; NYU Medi-
cal Center, NY, NY; U of Oregon, Portland, OR.
While patients on chronic HD commonly report
undue fatigue with exercise, the etiology of' this
fatigue is unclear. We performed progressive work
exercise tests on 53 stable nondlabetic 1-0
patients without established cardiac or pulmonary
abnormalities to determine the pattern of exer-
cise limItation. Each patient completed two
exercise tests on non—dialysis days when anti—
hypertensive drugs had been withheld. A progres-
sive worK test (15 watt power increments/mm) was
perfoiueu art a cycle ergometer to symptom—
limiting exhaustion. 44 of 53 patients stopped
the test because of the symptom of leg fatigue.
All suojects had a markedly reduced maximal 02
consumption (GO2 max) (16.1 4.7 ml/Kg/min),
Which was 50 13% of the age—adjusted normal
pietiction. No subject reached an age—adjusted
preaicted maximal heart rate (mean maximal HR
Th.4 9% of predicted). 45 of the 53 patients
exceeded their anaerobic threshold. Despite a
wide range of hematocrit (17—45%) and Go2 fltX
(9—31.2 mi/Kg/mm) there was no correlation be-
tween these variables (r2<.OO5). Because subjects
with anemia alone can attain normal maximal exer-
cise heart rates, the uniform finding of low VU2
max, coupled with low maximal heart rates and
symptomatic leg fatigue suggests that 1-0 patients
have an exercise impairment of skeletal muscle
function (rather than cardiac, respiratory or
hematologic abnormalities) that is a primary
determinant of their overall exercise limitation.
INTRAVENOUS DRUG ABUSERS vu SURPRISINGLY WELL ON
CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS. Jack E. Rubin,* Gerald
Lowder,* Geoffrey M. Berlyne, Brooklyn Veterans
Administration Medical Center, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Twenty patients with a history of intravenous
drug abuse (IVDA) and requiring chronic hemodialy—
sis were reviewed retrospectively. Over a 12 year
period 11 patients died. Causes of death were:
5 cases of overdose and 2 cases each of AIDS,
sepsis due to infected accesses, and presumed hy—
perkalemia due to their chronically missing
scheduled dialysis. Cumulative survival statistics,
using the life—table method, revealed that there
was an 80% 1st year, 60% 2nd year and 55% 3rd year
survival rate for the patients studied. Compar-
ison of these rates with those of age matched data
from HCFA (NEJM 308:1558—63, 1983) , using chi—
square analysis, showed that there was no signifi-
cant difference in 1 and 3 year survival rates.
All the 9 patients remaining alive continued to
use drugs while they were on dialysis. There were
12 instances of septic vascular accesses in these
patients and 2 patients survived endocarditis.
There were no statistical differences in age at
start of dialysis or duration of IVDA between the
surviving and deceased groups of patients.
We conclude that IVDA's on chronic dialysis are
not a population at undue risk of death on dialy-
sis, as their survival rates are not significantly
lower than other such rates in the literature of
the ESRD population at large. Early detection and
vigorous treatment of infections related to
their IVDA reduce the incidence of septic deaths.
When deaths do occur in this population, they do so
out of their pernicious actions and not as a
consequence of ESRD or dialysis per Se.
ACETATE INTOLERANCE DURING HEMODIALYSIS(HD) :EVIDEN
CE FOR A BUFFER—MEDIATED CELLULAR ATP DEPLETION
* * *R.Schiavon ,N.Tessitore,G.Panzetta ,M.Zatti ,G.Ma
schi 0—1st .Nefrologi a e Chimica Cl mi ca,Verona, Italy
Since the appearance of acetate 1-ID intolerance
has been reported at serum acetate levels which are
able to impair cellular energy metabolismin vitro'
we evaluated the relationship between serus acetate
& platelet(PLTs)adeni.ne nucleotides content & func
tion in 2 groups of ND patients at the end of a sin
gle ND sessi.on:9 of them were simptomless during a
cetate(37rnM)ND(AcT),6 had hypotension & vomiting du
ring acetate I-ID(AcI)& were simptomless when shifted
to bicarbonate(HCO3 27ri1,acetate 1CNi8)ND(Bic).
s—acetate ATP( umol/1O11PLTs) No changes in
rrl1 ) % change vs. pre-FID PLTs APP conte
AcT 3.1±0.4 + 10.2 5.1 nt & aggrega
Ad 6.5÷0.3 - 20.8 3.0 tion with van
Bic 0.8±0.1 + 3.0 2.8 ous agents(ADP
collagen,A23187)were observed during the different
ND schedules showing that the nucleotides storage
pool was unaffected by ND & suggesting that the
fall i.n ATP was limited to its readily available
component.
Our study confi rns that acetate 1-ID intolerance
appears at serum acetate above SrrLVI & shows that i t
is associated with a significant drop in PLTs ATP
content,suggesting that cellular ATP depletion(pos
sibly due to cellular overload by acetate & its uti
1 i zati on into energy requiring synthetic pathways)
may have an i niportant pathogeneti c role in the syn
drome of acetate intolerance during 1-ID.
THROMBOLYSIS OF OCCLUDED ARTERIOVENOUS (AV)
ACCESS USING INTRAVENOUS (IV) UROKINASE. John J.
Schilling*, Arnold R. Eiser, Martin S. Neff,
Robert F. Slifkin. City Hoap. Ctr. at Elmhurst,
Mt. Sinai Services, Elmhurst, New York.
Thromboses in AV grafts and fistulae continue
to be a major source of morbidity in the ESRD
hemodialysis population. We studied 21 occlusive
events in 17 pta and attempted non surgical throm—
bolysis using IV Urokinase. Complete thrombolysis
allowing the use of the access for dialysis was
achieved in 12 of 21 attempts (57.7%) with all suc-
cesses in AV grafts, not fistulae. Poat infusion
angiograms were performed on all pta successfully
declotted except for 1 who had a prior history of
contrast media allergy. Stenosis at or near the
venoua anastomotic site was identified in 6 pta
requiring angioplasty or jump by—pass to ensure
continued patency of the access. All admixture
studies and venous pressure readings were used to
complement angiographic findings in the decision
to recommend surgical intervention. Two of the
6 pta refused such revision and 1 has since re—
throinbosed. Of the 9 occlusive events in which
Urokinase was not successfully employed, only 2
pta (22%) were successfully declotted surgically.
The only complication of declotting was a sus-
pected pulmonary embolua in 1 Pt. This responded
to conservative measures. Successful thrombolysis
allowed the Pt to continue to receive dialysis
while elective angiography waa performed and a de-
cision reached as to the need for further surgery.
We conclude that Urokinase for graft declotting is
technically simple, safe and effective. This pro-
cedure should be encouraged in pta presenting with
occluded AV grafts.
TRENDS OF BIOCHEMICAL MARKERS OF AZOTEMIA AFTER THE
START OF CHRONIC HENODIALYSIS. Richard Schluessel*,
J. Gary Abuelo, John Nalangone°, John Pezzullo*,
Kathleen Lund*, and Charlene Ncoloin*. Rhode Island
Hoap., Oivision of Renal Diseases, Providence,
Rhode Island.
We analyzed serum creatinine and blood urea ni-
trogen (BUN) concentrations at (1) the initiation
of heaodialyeis and (2) predialysis in October 1984
in our population of new end—stage renal disease
patients. Complete data was available for 76 pa-
tients (42 males and 34 females) who had been
started on dialysis prior to March 1983 and who
have been followed f or periods ranging from 20 to
158 months.
Overall serum BUM levels declined from 123 SD
to 96 24 mg/dl with adequate dialysis (p=O.000l)
while serum creatinine levels over the same period
rose from 12.3 5.4 to 15.6 4.8 mg/dl (p<0.0001)
despite the absence of uremic symptoms.
The physiopathologic basis for these changes is
unknown, but we speculate that the loss of residual
GFR over time and subtle changes in dietary habits
are probably contributory.
The data raise the questions of the real signi-
ficance of serum creatinine concentration as an
index of uremia, and of the efficacy of creatinine
removal during hemodialyeia.
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CHOLESTEROL METABOLISM IN ESRD • Patricia
Sohoenfeld, Hans Dieplinger,' and Christopher J.
Fielding'. Cardiovascular Research Institute, and
UC Renal Center, University of California,
San Franoisoo, CA.
Atherosclerotic vascular disease is the major
cause of mortality in the ESBD population, but the
primary risk factors in these patients have not
been elucidated. Plasma cholesterol metabolism
was investigated in 21 normotriglyceridemic, non—
diabetic patients with ESRD treated by hemo— cr
continuous ambulatory peritcneal dialysis (CAPD),
and compared with that in a matched control group.
A reversed net transport of free cholesterol from
plasma to cultured fibroblasts as well as greatly
reduced levels of plasma cholesterol esterifica—
tion and cholesterol ester transfer rates to low
and very low density lipoproteins (LDL and VLDL)
were found in the hemodialysis patients compared
to controls. LDL and VLOL had increased ratios of
free cholesterol to phospholipid and inhibited
cholesteryl ester transfer when recombined with
control plasma. The LOL triglyceride content was
doubled in the hemcdialysis group, whereas
cholesteryl esters were decreased. These data
indicate that in hemcdialysis patients, as in
other grcups at increased risk for atherosclerosis,
an increased ratio of free chclesterol to
phospholipid in VLDL and LDL inhibits cholesteryl
ester transfer and may mediate the uptake of
plasma free cholesterol into oefl.s. Six patients
treated by CAPD, in marked contrast, had
cholesterol metabolic rates that were within the
normal range, as well as normal lipoprotein
composition. This finding may indicate that CAPD,
compared to hemodialysis, is associated with a
lower risk for atherosclerotic disease.
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A COGPARISON OF TOE ABILITY OF DIALYSIS MEEDRANES
TO ACTIVATE HACEMAN FACTOE(HF). O.Sehelmant,
R.Arias*, S.Diehlt H.Silverbergt and L.A. Arbeit.
Dept of Medicine, SUNY )& Stony Brock.
Recent investigstion has shown that dislysis
membranes vary in their ability to actiwate blood
ccmpcnents such as complement and platlets. In
order to extend our our understanding cf blood—
membrane interactions, we examined the ability of
four different dialysis membranes to provide a
surface for the setivsticn of HF, We minced
menbrsaes made of cupropbsme (C), polyeaethylmeth—
acrylate (PMNA). pclyscrylonitriie (PAN), and
cellulose acetate (CA). These membranes acre
thea homogenized, filtered, and lycphillised.
Purified HF was incubated with 100 sg/ml suspen-
sions of each membrane and the generation of
activated HF(HF ) was determined using chromo—
genie substrate 1Esbi 52302). The initial rates
of aetoaetivstion were calcelated from the slopes
of plots of ln AA/iain vs. tine snd expressed as
apparent rate constants:
hF alone .0O4*.001 'Differences between
IIF+PMBA .OlSt.OOl' HF vs. each membrane
HF+CA .O22±.O0l and between membranes
HF+C .0455,004* are significant to
HF+PAN .059t.004' p<O.000l
These data demonatrate that dialysis membranes
provide a serface capable of activating HF.
Furthermore, the ability of each of the various
membranes to activate HF is strikingly different.
Since HF imterscts with the coagulation cascade.
the kal!ikrein—Iciaia system, and the complement
systems its generation is s potentially important
feature of membrane hiocompatability.
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RANDOMIZED STUDY OF STRAGEGIES TO REDUCE
HYPOTENSION AND SYMPTOMS IN HEMODYNAMICALLY
UNSTABLE CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS (HO) PATIENTS. K.
Servilla.* M. Gregory. Univ. of Utah Schonl nf
Medicine, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Hypotension frequently complicates HO. The
etiology is multifactnrial and therapy may be
difficult.
We used a randomized block design to compare
control HO with 4 therapies designed to maintain
hemodynamic stability during HO in 6 chronic HO
patients. Te therapies were: elevation in
dialysate Na by 5 mEq/l for the first hour,
infusion of 0.3 g/kg mannitol during the first
hour, ibuprofen 600 mg (P61), and lowering
dialysate temperature to 36°C. Blood pressure
(BP) was recorded automatically every 30 mm.
Interventions (reduced ultrafiltration or
infusions), symptoms and patients' rating of
well—being were noted systematically.
Mean BP was equal throughout dialysis in all
groups but significantly fewer interventions were
required with the first 3 therapies. Subjective
well—bejng rating was notably improved in the
high Na and mannitol groups.
Na Mannitol P61 36° Ctrl
Interventions 3* 3* 3* 9 35
Symptoms
# of Dialyses
Well—being
3*
18
3.2
7
17
2.7
5
15
2.3
9
16
2.3
23
54
1.7
, P < .005 compared with control
This study supports the use of initially high
Na dialysate, mannitol, or ibuprofen in patients
who develop symptomatic hypotension during HO.
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REDUCED BIOACTIVE TO IMMUNOREACTIVE (B/I) RATIO
AND PULSE FREQUENCY OF CIRCULATING LUTEINIZING
HORMONE (LH) IN MEN ON MAINTENANCE NEMODIALYSIS.
F. Shen,* A. Matsumoto,* and W. Bremner,* (intro.
by D. Sherrard), Dept. of Med., U. of Wash, and
VA Med. Center, Seattle, WA.
To delineate the nature of hypothalamic-pituitary-
gonadal dysfunction in chronic uremia, we compared
immunoreactivity by radioimmunoassay (mA),
bioactivity by bioassay (BA),.and pulse frequency (PF)
of serum LH between stable dialysis men and primary
(10) hypogonadal men of comparable serum
testosterone level (3.1±0.2 vs. 2.9±0.4 ng/ml, NS).
Bioassay was performed in a dispersed mouse Leydig
cell system. Pulse frequency was computed from sera
obtained every 10 mm. for 6 hrs. Values are mean
SEM:
Groups
________________
** p < 0.001, * p < 0.05 compared to normalIn contrast to normal B/I ratio and rapid pulse
frequency in 1°hypogonadal men, uremic men had
significantly lower B/I ratio and pulse frequency. We
conclude that impaired hypothalamic pulsatile
secretion of LH releasing hormone, as evidenced by
the low LH pulse frequency and possibly the presence
of circulating inhibitor(s) of LH activity, are the
characteristic features of uremic hypogonadism.
BLOOD PRESSURE (BP) DURING HEMODIALYSIS (HD).
R.A. Sherman, G.B. Bialy*, B. Gazinski*, A.S.
Bernholc*, and R.P. Eisinger. UMDNJ—Rutgers
Medical School, New Brunswick, NJ.
A controlled, double-blind, prospective study
was undertaken of the effects of 0 Ca on BP
during HO. 20 patients (pts) underwent 12 HO
each using 0 Ca alternately of 2.5 and 3.5 mEq/L.
Dialysate composition was otherwise constant (Na
140, acetate 37 mEq/L).
Mean BP during low and high 0 Ca treatments
were as follows:
D Ca Pre O.5hr l.Shr 2.5hr 3,5hr Post
2.5 100.7 97.9 91.5 89.6 87.2 90.0
3.5 100.9 100.2 96.1 93.1 89.5 94.1
P value .87 .10 .004 .02 .007 .009
The low and high D Ca groups did not differ in
the frequency of symptomatic hypotension (SM)
(0.48 vs 0.42 episodes/dialysis), dialytic weight
loss (1.9 vs 2.0 kg) or muscle cramping (0.16 vs
0.10 episodes/dialysis). Subgroups of patients
with frequent SN (5 pta) and low (mean 8.5 mg/dl
— 10 pta) or normal (mean 10.0 mg/dl — 10 pta)
serum Ca did not appear more sensitive to the
hypotensive effect of low U Ca.
0 Ca of 2.5 and 3.5 mEq/L differ in their
effect on intradialytic BP in a statistically
significant but clinically minor way. Low D Ca
may prove useful in the management of pts in whom
large amounts of enteric Ca absorption are
indicated or unavoidable.
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INFLUENCE OF MEMBRANE BIOCOMPATIBILITY ON
THROMBOSIS AND/OR EMBOLISM IN HEMODIALYSIS
PATIENTS. P. Simon*, K.S. Ang* & G.Cam*,
Hpital Labauchee, St. Brieuc, France (Introduced
by G.S. Hill).
It is known that dialysis membranes enhance
coagulation, in part due to alternative pathway
complement activation. Cuprophane (CUP) induces
leukopenia and complement activation, whereas
polyacrylonitrile (PAN) does not. This
retrospective study was conducted to evaluate the
long term effects of dialysis membrane
biocompatiblity on the risk of thromboembolic
accidents in a hemodislyzed population. Between
1975 and 1984, either PAN or CUP were utilized in
172 patients (103 males and 69 females). They
all were dialyzed 4h thrice weekly. The duration
of treatment with either membrane was not
different (CUP: 306 pt/yrs and PAN: 283 pt/yrs).
Thromboembolic accidents were significantly less
frequent in patients treated with PAN than in
those dialyzed with CUP: arteriovenous fistula
thrombosis: 13 vs 86 episodes (p < 0.001),
pulmonary emolism and lower limb thromboses: 1
vs. 14 episodes (p < 0.001). The annual death
rate per 1000 patients due to cardiovascular
complications was 74 in patients dialyzed with
CUP versus 4.5 in those treated with PAN (p <
0.001). These data suggest that biocompatibility
plays an important role in thrombosis, embolism
and cardiovascular events in hemodialysis.
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VARYING PATTERNS OF PLASMA TRANSFERRIN AFTER
DESFERIOXAMINE (DF0) INFUSION IN DIALYZED PATIENTS
WITH AND WITHOUT Al INTOXICATION. P. Simon,*
K.S. Ang,* G.Cam,* and F. Bonn*, Hpita1 La
Bauchee, St—Erieuc, France (Introduced by G.S.
Hill).
To evaluate the acute effects of DFO on para-
meters of Fe metabolism, DFO infusion test was
done in 71 pta, 32 (group A) with Al overload
6 Al > 100 ug/1) and 39 (group B) without ( 4 Al
< 50 ug/1). Within each group Fe stores were
evaluated by plasma ferritin. Al and 81 had low
(< 40 ng/L) and A2 and 82 had normal ferritin
levels. After DFO, predialysis transferrin
increased within 48 hours in pts with low ferritin
and Al overload from 246+7 to 267+8 ugh, and
an increase of the same magnitude was also
observed post—dialysis. Predialysis serum Fe
increased 48 hours after DFO (from 89+6 to
105+9 ugh, p < .02, in group A2; and from
90+6 to 117+9, p < .01, in group 82). This
increase was also observed post dialysis, but only
in pta with normal ferritin (from 89+6 to
122+8 in group A2 and from 90+6 to 120+9 in
group 82). Fe decreased from 71+4 to 54+4,
p < .001, in pta with high Al stores and low
plasma ferritin (Al) and remained low (58+9 vs
56+5) in pta with low Fe stores without Al
overload (81). Transferrin saturation followed Fe
changes after DFO. Ferritin was not modified 48
hours post DFO. Our results show that tranaferrin
and transferrin saturation remain useful
surveillance indices of Fe metabolism in Al
intoxicated pts treated by DFO, and help predict
the need for Fe supplements before beginning Al
chelation.
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Uremic
(n=32)
1°Hypogonadal
(nl6)
Normal
(n=29)
LH(RIA) LH(BA)
ng/ml ng/ml
127 554
157 1691
21 169
*14
4.5**
10.5
9.3
PF
2.4*
6.5
3.8
THE EFFECT OF DIALYSATE CALCIUM LEVELS (1) Ca) ON
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THE USE OF MICROENCAPSULATED CARBON IN
THE REMOVAL OF ALUMINUM IN DIALYSIS
PATIENTS. Slatopoisky, E., Weerts, C., Finch, 3.,
Lee, W., Windus, ID., Delmez, 3. Washington University
School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO.
There is evidence that aluminum (Al) accumulation
plays a major role in the genesis of osteomalacia.
Although it has been shown that desferrioxamine (DFO)
chelates and removes (Al) during dialysis, the clearance
of Al by the artificial kidney is not very effective.
Generally, 6 - 12 months are necessary to greatly affect
Al accumulation. Therefore, we decided to test a new
cartridge that contains 100 grams o,.f.microencap-
sulated active carbon (ALU-KART. We measured
serum Al in 50 patients maintained on hemodialysis for
four years or longer. The serum Al range from 6-162
ug/L (normal<lO ug/L). From this group of patients, 32
received DFO (50 mg/kg IV), increasing serum Al from
68.2 + 7.5 to 221 + 24.5 ug/L. Clearance studies were
performed in seven patients using a hollow fiber
dialyzer alone or in conjunction with the carbon-
cartridge. After four hours of dialysis, the mean serum
Al dropped by 36.3 3.0% when the dialyzer was used
alone. In contrast, when the cartridge was added, the
mean decrease in serum Al was 54.6 ÷ 3.4%. The
"minimum" amount of Al removed by the dialyzer was
1,633 + 222 micrograms per dialysis; with the addition
of the cartridge the amount of Al remove.d increased to
2,847 + 135. The dialyzer maintained a constant
clearance of 29.5 1.8 mI/mm. The cartridge started
with a much higher clearance, 116 + 4.7 mI/rn in and fell
to 30.5 3.5 mI/mm due to saturation of the carbon by
the Al. The mean Al clearance for the cartridge, for
the entire procedure was approximately 100% greater
than the dialyzer. In summary, the carbon-cartridge is
an effective adjunctive modality in the treatment of Al
accumulation in dialysis patients.
COMPLICATIONS FROM. SUBCLAVIAN HEMODIALYSIS
CATHETERS. James F. Starling, Michael A. Moore,
Jack W. Hall, William B. Baker, and Jane W.
Pratt*. Danville Urologic Clinic, Danville,
Virginia.
To determine the complication rate of sub—
clavian hemodialysis catheters (SCHD) used for
temporary vascular access, the charts of all
patients receiving subclavian dialysis October
1982 to larch 1985 were reviewed. During that
period 119 SCHO's were placed by one of four
nephrologists. There were two insertion com-
plications: 1 pneumothorax, 1 hemothorax. Forty
seven SCHDs (39%) had to be changed at variable
periods of time due to inadequate blood flows.
SCHD's functioned for an average of 2 weeks
(range 0.5-7.5 weeks). Twenty-one (18%) SCHDs
were removed due to infection occurring at a
mean of 18 days (range 2-43). Fourteen SCHD
infections were due to Staphylococcus aureus,
2 Proteus niorgani, 1 Candida albicans. Four
infected SCHDs grew no organisms. Seven of
twenty-one were bacteremic. Three had angio-
graphic proven ipsilateral subclavian thrombosis
with extensive total arm swelling that resolved
with anticoagulation. There were no deaths. We
conclude that while there was no mortality
associated with SCHD there was a 2% incidence
of insertion complications and a 20% incidence
of late complications, predominantly infections.
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IRON (Fe) AND ALUMINUM (Al) CHELATION KINETICS
DURING EXTENDED DEFEROXAMINE (DFO) THERAPY (RX)IN
Fe LOADED HEMODIALYSIS (HO) PATIENTS. J.Stivelman'
R.J-lakim, G.Schulman, M.Fosburg and J.M.Lazarus.
Brigham & Women's & Childrens Hospitals, Boston,
MA, Northport VA Hospital. Stony Brook, NY.
We examined the effects of extended DFO RX on
kinetics of Fe and Al mobilization in 8 HD pa-
tients with severe Fe overload. Age 37.4±3.2 yrs.
(M±SEM); HO time 98.7±15 mo; ferritin (F) 14761
2165 ug/L at inception of RX.All had taken AL(OH)3
binders. Patients received 2 gm DFO over 30 mm
post (p) HD after baseline determination of Fe,
TIBC, AL and F, with repeat values drawn 60 mm p
infusion. Sampling was repeated p RX 3,9,3 mo, 6
nio. OFO was then held 1 mo and restarted in the
same manner. Serum feroxamine (Fx),DFO and Al were
expressed as increments over baseline values of
Fe, unbound Fe binding capacity (both ug/dl/kg)and
Al (ug/L/kg). Fx plateaued by RX 3(5.95±0.85) and
remained stable over 6 mo, as did DFO. Al mobili-
zation peaked by RX 3(5.89±2.66) and fell to ne-
gligible levels by RX 6 mo(O.221±O.291). In 4
patients rechallenged to date p 1 mo off RX, mean
Fx exceeded that of first 6 mo at all sampling
intervals (RX 9: 5.79±1.01 vs 9.45±1.l9,pO.O5)
and mobilizable Al reappeared, also with a peak at
RX 3(3.43±1.3). Over total course of RX, F fell
by 12.1±6.4% at 6 mo (N=5) and 24.1±1.5% at 10 mo
(N4). Longterm OFO RX for Fe overload, though
effective in decreasing Fe burden, has different
effects on chelatable Fe and Al pools, the Al pool
being more rapidly mobilized. These kinetics may
reflect differences in mobilizable Fe and Al pool
sizes, distribution and accessibility to DFO, or
an alteration of DFO affinity for these ions.
CONTINUOUS AI1TERIO—VENOUS HEMOFILTRATION (CAVH) FOR
REFRACTORY EDEMA IN CONGESTIVE HEART FAILURE (CHF).
Mary C. Stom, UMDNJ/Rutgers Medical School at
Camden, Cooper Hospital University Med. Ctr. Camden,
N.J.
QIF has forced early heiodialysis (Rn) in patients who
are nrespeneive to increasi, nadicatiorm. CVH, the raiD—
val of solutes aril water fran blood by eniwective tranaort
scross a saipenseable inasbrane, has gained attention for
its safe raiDval of voltane ,yqerioad in renal failure
patients. 1 have used CAVU in 2 ers1-ste C1F patients
with prugressive azotenia who wmre retractosy to diuretics
aod nuidmal cardiac drugs. With central pressures recorded,
tralitional cardic drugs failed to brirg on a diuresis.
With CAVIl, the cardiac ootput (03) Improved despite stoppirg
drugs* (nitrc,russIde, paste, dcpanine, dohitasine, capto-
ril, hydralazine.) Azotania stabilized or improved.
I Pt I PAP I PC1')P 0) We fJO(mlJhr OF
I Pre 61 J 30 5.49 13 < 10 —
I Drugs 45! 20 7.04 683 11 —
I CAVH I 45! 15 7.40 740 26 17.71196
15t 2 hal slmllar respDnses with reiDval of 1OL/48brs.
tspite the large volusms resoved in a short period of
tinE in these ,.mstable cardiac patients, there vere no
untovard effects. Pt I was to return to her pre-CAVR status
over 7 days and finally requf red liD. Pt 2 renamed with In,-
proved cardiac status and was able to be discharged with
decreased ereatinine and adeqtate urine ontput (U0), With
unedaial pbansacpeia for ClIP, onr patients ha! ranainsi oil—
guric and re subject to all tie aide effects of increasirg
drugs. With short—tena CAVH, the tumDdynanic profile n.ms
Improved ath that azotasia stabilized or decreased and RD
sas avoided. liar central pressures verify that CAVIl is a
tool which can safely unload GIF patients when drugs fail to
Induce a diuresis.
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SUSTAINED SUCCESS OF ACTIVATED CIO2, A NON NOXIOUS
DISINFECTANT, IN MAINTAINING MULTIPLE—USE T)IALYZER
FUNCTION. R.S. Swenson and J. Petersen. Veterans
Med. Ctr. and Stanford Univ. School of Med., Palo
Alto, CA.
A new and unioue germicidal nreparation—activat—
ed C1O2 (RenNew)—kills a wide range of bacteria,
viruses and fungi, but has no measurable toxicity
or mutagenicity in animals. We have examined in
vivo its potential for replacing bleach and formal-
dehyde in reprocessing dialyzers. Twelve chronic
patients received 16 courses of multiple—use dialy-
ses with either a cuprophan membrane hollow fiber
dialyzer (CU, n=8) or a dialyzer with cellulose
acetate or cellulose ester membrane (CAN, n8).
After use, dialyzers were rinsed with RO water,
filled with 3 priming volumes of RenNew and stored
until next dialysis. Dialyzers were discarded if
fiber bundle volume (FBV) < 80% of the original
value. Patients on CU dialyzers averaged 18 uses,
while CAE patients, 5 uses. For CU, the mean FBV
at 6, 12 and 18th use was 96, 94 and 90% (p<.Ol) of
original volume. Mean in vivo urea clearances 146,
164 and 144 ml/min (dialyzer blood flow 200 ml/min)
with similarly maintained creatinine clearances.
The ultrafiltration coefficient (Kuf), measured in
vitro before first use and then serially, decreased
to 79% of original value by 6th use, and thereafter
stabilized. CAE dialyzers reprocessed by this
simple technique showed greater reductions in FBV.
No untoward patient signs or symptoms were noted.
We conclude that in this setting a non noxious
cleaner and disinfectant (RenNew) achieved excel-
lent functional results, preserving FBV, Kuf and
small solute clearance with multiple use.
ACID—8AS STAI'(JS DOES NOT INFUJ4CE ACETATE rIETABOLISM
IN ERONICALLY HEDDIALYZED PATIENTS.
P. Viny, N. Prud'homine, 8. Vinet, N. L6veillA, G.
St—Louis, A. Gougoux, L. Lapierre, Y. Piette.
Notre—Dame tiospital and Dept. of t4edicine, Universit
de Montrül, Canada.
We have evaluated if the systemic acid—base status
per Se could influence the rate of acetate metabolism
In patients dialyzed against acetate (35 mM). Six
patients with "acetate intolerance" (Al) and 5 patients
"tolerant" to acetate (AT) were studied. Througbout
three consecutive hemodialysis (HI)) patients received
in a randomized order each of the six following con-
tinuous infusions in the venous line of the dialyzer:
A) NaCI 22 sEq/h; B) NaC1 44 sEq/h; C) DSW 30 maol/h;
I)) Na11W3 22 sEq/h, 8) 44 sEq/h or F) 88 sEq/h. Blood
acid—base parameters were measured before and after ND,
and the plateau concettration of plasma acetate was
determined at the end of ND. The results obtained with
the third dialysis of each treateent were subaitted to
a variance analysis for repeated measurements. The
values post-ND were as following:
TREATMENTS A B C I) 8 F
Blood p11 Al 7.38 7.37 7.38 7.42 7.45 7.47AT 745 744 744 745 7.50 7.51
Plasma 110)3 Al 14.0 14.7 16.4 17.0 20.0 23.3
mM AT 18.3 18.7 18.1 20.8 22.0 25.5
Plasma acetate Al 8.8 8.6 7.3 8.4 8.1 8.4
mM AT 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.9 2.8 2.6
Thus the bicarbonate infusions significantly changed
the systsmic acid—base parameters (p<0.01) but did not
influence the plasma acetate concentration post ND in
Al or in AT patients. We conclude that the acid—base
status does not influence the rate of acetate metabo-
lism in chronically hemodialyzed patients.
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ONE YEAR HIGH PLUX REMODIAPILTRATION:
6HRS/WEEK. B.vonAlbertini*, J.H.Miller, P.W .Gar-
dner*, C.E.Roberts*, and J.H.Shinaberger. Depts.
Med., Wadsworth VAMC and UCLA, Los Angeles, CA
We have previously shown that shorter more ef-
ficient treatments are well tolerated with High Flux
Hemodiafiltration (HDF). Two chronic ESRD patients(wt 75+1kg, GFR<1) have now completed one full
year on HDF, done 3x2hrs/wk, after a control period
on standard bicarbonate HD, done 3x4hrs/wk. Simul-
taneous high diffusive and convective solute removal
was obtained with two high permeability dialyzers in
series (cellulose acetate 2.8m2, polysulfone 2.5m2,
polymethylmethacrylate 4.2m2). A Drake Willock 7316
machine with volumetric UF control was modified to
automatically provide maximal QF in the 1st and
simultaneous volume replacement in the 2nd dialyzer
by backfiltration of sterile pyrogen—free dialysate.
Mean QB was 500+10, QD 690+40 (Na 143, HCO3 35),QF 1l0+3Oml/min and total QF/Rx 13L. Control HD
was performed with Cuprophene 1.2m2 at QB 250,
QD 500ml/min (Na 140, 11C03 35). Nutritional status
was monitored by dietary surveys, anthropometric
measurements and UN appearance rates. Results (N.
290Rx): AU treatments were well tolerated. There
were fewer hypotensive episodes in HDF than in HD.
monthly BUN Creat Phos C02 wt/Rx
Means+SD mg/dl mg/dl mg/dl mq,1i Kg
tIyt'(bnrs/wk) 81+12 1b+1 4.8±1.4 2U+
HIXl2hrs/wk) 87+16 17+1 5.3+1.4 19+2 1.9+.9
= < .01
Nutritional status, serum albumin, total protein,
hematocrit and nerve conduction velocity remained
unchanged during the study. Conclusion: In its rou-
tine application only moderately more complex than
conventional ND, HDF provides the same quantity and
quality of ESRD therapy in half the time.
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THE SOURCE OF THROMBOXANE (TX) IN CUPROPHANE—
INDUCED PULMONARY HYPERTNSION (PHTN) IN THE
SWINE. Andrea L. Wsvman and Alfred K. Cheung.
VA Medical Center, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Acute infusion of cuprophane—activated plasma
(CAP) or blood into animals produces drastic PHTN
in addition to other physiologic changes. This
PHTN has been suggested to be mediated by TX.
Both the PHTN and the increment in plasma TX
concentration can be blocked by a specific TX
inhibitor. The source(s) of the TX is however
unknown. Furthermore, there is controversy on
the importance of granulocytes (PMN) in the
pathogenesis of the PHTN. To find the origin(s)
of theae TX, we have incubated CAP with 3 types
of porcine tissues which are potential sources.
CAP was prepared by recirculation of platelet—
poor—plasma through a cuprophane dialyzer at 100
mi/mm for 45 mm. Whole lung tissue (300 m8) was
finely fragmented. Peripheral PNN's (5.6XIO°
cells) were isolated using Ficoll—paque. Platelet—
rich—plasma (PRP) (l.1Xl0 cells) was obtained by
centrifugation of peripheral blood. Concentrations
of TXB2 in the incubation media were measured by
radioimmunoassay.
Lung PMB P82
TXB2 conc. (n=6) (n—9) (n'8)
(ng7ntl) 25.1±3.5* .O3±.O2 .49±.15
*p less than 0.01 vs PMN/PRP
These data suggest that most of the TX released
in response to CAP in the swine originates from
the lungs. CAP does not provide the appropriate
stimulus to PNN's and platelets to release TX.
(2) These observations are also in agreement with
the hypothesis that PMN's are relatively unimport-
ant in the pathogenesis of CAP—induced PHTN.
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MORTALITY RISK ON MAINTENANCE HEMODIALYSIS: A FIVE
YEAR RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS. Matthew Weir, John
Josselson, Richard Hebel5, Michael Yen, John
Sadler. Departments of Medicine, Univ. of Mary-
land iloapital and Maryland General Moapital,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Mortality risk was evaluated in 203 patients
established on maintenance hemodialysia(MD) from
1/1/78 through 12/31/81 in two HO programs in
Baltimore, All clinical and demographic data
through 12/31/82 ware included. Log rank tast ana—
Tyais wea used to estimate relative riak of death.
Age at onset of HO was a highly significant deter-
minant: Age(yesrs)C25: 1.0, 25—34: 2.4, 35—44:
4.2, 45—54: 4.5, 55—64: 6.6,a65: 13.8. Sex was
not important; male: 1.0, female: 1.1. Black pa-
tients had better survival vs whites: 1.0 vs 1.9
(p=.Ol4) in spite of similar age(yemrs) 47.7±16.2
vs 48.1±13.4. Age—adjusted clinical diagnoses of
renal failure were ss follows: hypertension(l.0),
chronic GM(l.l), APKD(l.4), chronic interstitial
disease(0.8). Only type I and II diabetes mellitus
had a higher mortality risk. Patients dislyzed bi-
weekly hsd lower age—adjusted mortality than pa-
tients dialyzed thrice—weekly, 1.0 vs 3.O4(p.OO5)
(each group had similar monthly pre—dialysis aver-
age HUN, hut the hi—weekly group received more
dialysis hours per week 12.6 vs 11.1). Age—adjust-
ed pre—dialysis monthly average BUN was not sign-
ificant as s risk factor (81)1080: 1.0. 81)14680:
1.35), nor wss it significant when adjusted for
dialysis frequency. In conclusion, age, Caucasian
race, thrice—weekly dialysis and ESRD from dia-
betes were factors associated with higher mortality
risk. The patients' sex and average monthly pre—
dialysis BUN were not statistically important.
COMPARATIVE CLEARANCES OF VANCOMYCIN IN VIVO BY 3
DIFFERENT HEMODIAIYSIS MEMBRANES (CUPROPHANR, CEL-
LULOSE ACETATE AND POLYACRYLONITRILE [PAN]).
F. Westervelt, M.D., B. Bastani, M.D., and R.
Cummings, B.A. University of Virginia, Charlottes-
ville.
In the present study, we measured plasma van-
comycin (Pvanc) and urea nitTogen (Pan) clearances
and the decrease in Pvanc concentrations after 4
hours of MB in 6 end stage renal failure (ESRF) pa-
tients. Forty-eight hours after one gram IV vanco-
mycin, the 6 were henodialyzed with CuprophanR (5
with Gaiabro Lundia 10-SN and 1 with Castro Landis
10-3M), 2 days later 3 of them were hemodialyzed
with cellulose acetate (Cordis Dow 4000, Cellu-
lateTh) and 2 days later 4 were hemodialyzed with
PAN membrane (Hospal 24005, AN695Th). Clearance of
Pvanc (Cvanc) and Pun (Can) and percentage decrease
in Pvanc at the end of 4 hours of MB with these
membranes, along with pertinent Can and net plasma
flow rate (Qp) are shown below. We conclude that
in comparison with CuprophanR, Cvanc is increased
2 P4 3 times by cellulose acetate and PAN membranes
respectively. Those who are henodialyzed with the
latter 2 membranes and require vancomycin treatment
need more frequcnt vancomycin trough levels and
supplementary doses at less than one week inter-
vals.
C
(n=6)
Cvanc 10.7 + 5.1
Cun 101.0 1 25.2
Qp 128.8 f 30.4
We- 6.0 + 5.0
crease Pvanc
(nrnumber of patients; C=CuprophanR; Caccellulose
acetate; PAN=Polyacrylonitrile; '- 1 SD).
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THE EFFECT OF VITAMIN 86 (86) DEFICIENCY OM RENAL
FUMCIION IN AZOTEMIC RATS. Marshs Wolfson mmd
Joel 11. Kopple, VA Med. Ctr. and Oregon Health
Sciences Univ., Portland, Oregon and Harbor—UCLA
Med. Ctr., Torrance, California.
In a previous study we noted incremsed plasma
urea nitrogen (PUM) and decreased creatinine clear—
mnce (Ccreat) in azotemic rats made 86 deficient
when compared to pairfed azotemic controls. Since
86 deficiency is not uncommon in chronic uremia,
we studied in more detail whether H6 deficiency
effects GFR in ezotemic rats. Rats were made sz—
otemic by 5/6 nephrectomy and randomized to receive
s 86 replete (86+) diet (22mg pyridoxine HC1/kg
diet) or a diet without 86 (86—). Mine rats fed
the 86+ diet were pairfed to 9 rats fed the 86—
diet for 6 weeks. At the start and end of study,
we messured erythrocyte glutamic oxaloacetic tran—
saminase (EGOT) index (to measure 86 ststus), PUN,
and the mean of the creatinine and urea clearances
(Ccrest + Cures ÷ 2, to estimate GFR). All mea-
surements were similar in each group at the start
of study. At the end of 6 weeks, inulin clearance
(Cinulin) was also carried out in each rat. After
6 weeks, 116— rats as compared to 86+ rats demon-
strated increased EGOT index (3.5±0.05 (SD) vs
1.7±0.04, p<.OO1), incressed PUN (36±7 mg/dl vs
29±4, pc.O5), decreased Ccrest + Cures 2 (0.27
0.06 ml/min/lOOg vs 0.32±0,05, p<.O5) and decreas-
ed Cinulin (0.19±0.05 al/mm/bOg vs 0.26±0.08,
p<.05). These results suggest that 86 deficiency
lesds to reduced GFR in azotemic rats. 86 is a
key cofactor for enzymes involved in amino acid
metabolism and 86 deficiency impairs smino acid
and protein metabolism. Since amino acids end
protein effect GFR, 86 deficiency may reduce GFR
via its biochemical effect on these compounds.
CAMPYLDBACTER PERICARDITIS WITh EFFUSION AND
TAI'PONADE IN A DIALYSIS PATIENT. Melvin Yudis,
M.D., &'bert A. Sirota, Harold D. Stein, M.D.,
i*t. of Medicine, Abirigton Maa)rial Dospital,
Abington, PA
Campylobacter enteritis has beccsne an inportant
gastrointestinal infection in the United States.
We have recently observed a lady on chronic han,-
dialysis develop a diarrheal illness secondary to
C. jejtni. Five ntnths later she presented with
bacterania, percarditis with effusion and tampon-
ade. The latter required a pericardial window and
later stripping.
Our patient is a 55 year old lady with systaniclupus erythaaatosis as the cause of her ESED. She
has also had Sjorgren' s syndrome and a right knee
replacenent for atbropathy in the past. A menin-
gioma was excised 6 nnnths ago prior to her developing the C. jejuni enteritis. Later a seizure dis-
order occurred which was treated with Phenobarbi-
tal and Dilantin.
Six nnnths later she presented with left knee
effusion, fever and leukocytoais. She was treated
with Tobramycin and Ancef. Pericarditis developed
and she was treated with daily harmdialysis using
a PAN mebrane dialyxer. Despite this, cardiac
tamponade occurred requiring a large pericardial
window. This did not relieve the constricted phys-
iology and a pericardial stripping became neces-
sary. C. jejuni was found in the pericardialfluid. She later received Ampicillin instead of
Ancef.
It is important to recognize that Camplyobacter
can cause not only an enteric illness but batter-
enia and puruleat pericarditis. The latter can
minick a uranic etiology in the dialysis patient.
Antibiotic and pericardial stripping was required.
CAC
(n3)
21.3 + 4.8
95.1 121.2
111.4 :j 29.8
14.0 2.0
PAM
(n=4)
31.1 + 39
76.3 110.6
109.9 1 16.6
20.0 f 4.0
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EFFECTS OF AGE AND END STAGE RENAL DISEASE(ESRD)
ON LYMPHOCYTE MITOGENIC RESPONSE IN HEMODIALYSIS
(HD) PATIENTS. S.ZemeI M.Weir, R.WeIik S.Shen,
R.Peppler C.McRoy J. Sadler. Renal Immunology
Lab., Dlv. of Nephrology, Univ. of MD Hosp.,
Baltimore, Maryland
We studied the immune response of the periphe-
ral blood lymphocytes(PBL)of ESRD patients(P) on
chronic HD.We performed 133 pre—dlalysis evalua-
tions of the PBL of 106 P and 18 evaluations of
the PBL drawn in the morning of 18 healthy con—
trols.The PBL were incubated for 72 hrs. with 3
concentrations of the mitogen phytohemagglutinin
(PHA), and maximal stimulation measured by counts
per minute(CPM max)was determined by 1251UDR up—
take.There was a significant linear correlation
between age and pre—dialysis CPM max(r=—.351,
p .005).The mean CPM max was different between
the oldest P(age 6O,n=29)and the youngest P(ege
l9—29,n—16); 4462+3549 vs 9377+6177, p .005.The
serum pre—dialysis BUN, creatlnlne(Cr)and albumin
(AIb)were similar in all HD P age groups.There was
a linear correlation between age and pre—dialysis
total PBL count(r—.2O5,p< .05).The mean PBL count
(#lO6cells/ml)in HD Page 9—29 differed from HD P
age 60: l.77+I.0(rvl6)vs l.17+.57(n=29),p.c .05.
Mean CPM max in HD P age 23—32(n17)was not dif-
ferent from healthy age—matched controls(n=l2):
7393 vs 7723.Mean CPM max in HD P age 55—59(n=I4)
was significantly less then mean CPM max in age—
matched controls(n=16): 7122+5049 vs 13123+5446,
pC.O25.We conclude that there is decreased rnito—
genic response and number of PBL in HD P with in-
creasing age, independent of BUN,Cr or Alb.In addi-
tion young HD P had similar mitogenic response to
age—matched normals,while older HD P had decreased
mitogenic response compared to normals.
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SYNOVIAL AMYLOID DEPOSITS IN EROSIVE
DIALYSIS ARTHROPATHY EXHIBIT POSITIVE
IMMUNOFLURESCENCE REACTION AGAINST
82—MICROGLOBULIN. J. Zinqraff'T. Bardin, D!'
DrozYLi-l. NoëIM. TouamD. KuntzT. Drüeke
(intr. by D.A. McCarron). Hôpitaux Necker et
Lariboisière, Paris. France.
Destructive arthropathy and carpal tunnel
syndrome (CTS) associated with amyloid—type
deposits are being recognized with increasing
frequency in patients on long—term hemodialysis.
Recently, biochemical analysis of amyloid from
one patient with CTS established identity of fibril
protein with 132—microglobulin (F Gejyo et aI,
BBRC 129 : 701, 1985). In the present study we
performed either direct or indirect immuno—
fluorescence on synovial tissue from seven
hemodialysis patients using antisera directed
respectively against human 132—microglobul in,
human A.A protein, human prealbumin, and various
lg light and heavy chains. Tissue samples included
synovia from sterno—clavicular. shoulder and hip
articulations and from carpal tunnel. Five of the
seven synovial tIssue specimens strongly reacted
with anti 82—microglobulin, one was faintly
positive, and one negative. None of the seven
specimens reacted with any of the other antisera
tested. Conversely, renal tissue from five subjects
with renal amyloldosis of known AL or PA type
did not react with anti 132—microglobulin
antiserum. Our results suggest that 02—micro—
globulin accumulation plays an important role in
the pathogenesis of destructive dialysis arthro—
pathy.
Peritoneal Dialysis
TREATMENT OF PERITONITIS WITH TWO INTRAPERIT(}1EAL
(IP) DOSES OF VANCCf'4YCIN IN CONTINUOUS NIBULATORY
PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (CAPD) PATIENTS. B. Bastani,
F.B. Westervelt, and K.E. Freer. The University of
Virginia Medical Center, charlottesville.
Seven CAPD patients (pts) with peritonitis (ab-
dominal pain, cloudy dialysate and dialysate efflu-
ent WBC >100/an3) received IP vancomycin (30 mg/kg
body weight), drained after 6 hrs after which they
continued with routine CAPD exchanges. Concentra-
tion (ug/ml) of vancomycin in serum (S), and pen-
toneal dialysate (PD) after overnight dwell and
1,2,3 hrs after a new exchange was measured at 48
hrs (4 pts) and 7 days (5 pts) of treatment (Table).
Initial dialysate cultures grew Gram-positive
organisms in 4 pts (Staph. aureus, Staph. coag.
neg., Strep. salivarius, and a-hemolytic Strep.),
no organism in 1 ("sterile" peritonitis), Kiebsiel-
la in 1 and Candida in 1. Those with Gram-positive
or sterile peritonitis (5 pts) received another
similar IP dose of vancomycin 1 week later. All
responded to this treatment with no relanse in 2
months.
48 hrs 7 days
Mean Range Mean Range
S 25.8 17.0-37.2 14.4 10.2-19.3
PD 18.5 7.1-32.3 7.6 4.2-13.3
1 hr 7.7 3.3-15.4 1.8 <1.0- 3.6
2 hr 10.1 3.8-19.3 2.8 1.7- 5.8
3 hr 11.9 4.5-22.1 3.8 2.4- 7.6
We conclude that 2 IP doses of vancomycin (30
mg/kg) given a week apart is an effective and sim-
ple way of treating patients with Gram-positive or
"sterile" peritonitis.
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ERYTHROPOIETIN (Ep) LEVELS ARE HIGHER IN SERUM
FROM CHILDREN WITH END STAGE RENAL DISEASE (ESRD)
ON CAPD/CCPD (PD) THAN THOSE 014 HEMODIALYSIS (HD).
REPORT OF THE SOUTHWEST PEDIATRIC NEPHROLOGY STUDY
GROUP. B.B. Beckman,* J.W. Fisher, and L.J. Deftos,*
Tulane Univ. Sch. of Med., New Orleans, LA. and Univ.
of California Sch. of Med., San Diego, CA.
We have found that co—incubation of Ep with Se—
run from children with ESRD significantly reduces,
while normal human serum slightly enhances, the
immunologic and biologic activity of Ep. The
anemia of ESRD has been reported to be improved
more by CAPD than by ND. The mechanism of this
difference was studied in children on PD (n=41)
and on HD (n=4l). The hematocrit (Hct) for the ND
group was 22.2±0.5%; whereas the PD group was
25.2±.76% (p<.032). The serum Ep (RIA) in the PD
group (41.6±5.6 mU/ml) was significantly (p=.0O7)
higher than that of the ND group (24.6±2.1 mU/nil).
The serum parathornone (PTII) (mid—terminal lilA)
levels in the ND group (17,298±3998 pg/ni) was not
significantly (p=. 79) different from that of the
PD group (15,747±4227 pg/mi). The higher levels
of Ep in the PD group may indicate the more effec-
tive removal by PD of some enzymatic substance
which reduces the immunologic and biologic activi-
ties of Ep. The higher Hct in the PD group may be
due to the higher serum levels of biologically
active Ep in the PD patients. The lack of any
difference in PTH levels in the ND and PD groups
suggests that reduction in PTH levels is not the
cause of the hematologic improvement seen in the
PD group. In conclusion, PD is more effective
than HD in maintaining erythropoiesis in children
with ESRD possibly due to the more effective remov-
al of substances which reduce the biologic activity
of EP and/or inhibit erythroid cells.
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CUIBREAK OF G1JP IV RAPID GEYING ACID FAST
BACILIL)S IN A PERI'ItZiEAL DIALYSIS POPULATION
Walter Bender, Susan Meckstroth ,* Michael Mishkind,James Lewis, and Steven Gerald. Riverside Metho-
dist Hospital, Columbus Ohio.
During a three.-4mDnth long period, 3 patients
presented with peritonitis, culture—proven to be
due to an atypical, rapid growing acid fast bacil-
lus (atypical mycobacterium). Two of the three
synptcznatic patients presented with peritoneal
signs and bloody dialysate. Cultures in all in-
stances took a minimsn of five days to becceie
positive. Careful epidemiologic study revealed
that all three patients had undergone dialysis on
a single dialysis machine employing concentrated
peritoneal dialysate, preceeding presentation. Of
35 patients undergoing peritoneal dialysis, 11
patients had been dialyzed on the machine in
question. Cultures fras the 8 asymptcmatic
patients dialyzed on this machine yielded 2 addi-
tional patients who grew the acid fast bacillus
while remaining asymptanatic, yielding 45% culture
positivity among the exposed population. Selected
cultures revealed a contaminated sunip within the
peritoneal dialysis machine. This organism has
previonsly proven to be resistant to fonsaldehyde
in the usual concentration used to sterilize such
equipment. The 3 symptanatic patients required
removal of the peritoneal dialysis catheter be-
cause of continued symptcsriatology, despite appro-
priate antibiotic therapy, following which they
rapidly inproved. Two of the patients who were
culture positive ultimately succumbed to other
disease processes, and the remaining three
patients are alive and veil at this time.
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INITIATION AND MAINTENANCE OF GROWTH IN INFANTS
WITH END STAGE RENAL DISEASE (ESED) MANAGED WITH
CHRONIC RERITONEAL DIALYSIS )CPD) AND NASOGI½STRIC
TUBE (HG) FEEDING. S.D. Brewer, S.Holmes,* and J.
Tealey*. Univ.Utah,Dept.Peds. ,Salt Lake City, UT.
Infants with chronic renal failure, who reach
ESRD within the 1st year of life, grow poorly and
may not attain a convenient transplantable size
without vigorous nutritional support. We have
successfully used HG feeds (PM 60/40, Wyeth 8—29,
tsocal HCN, additives) to provide energy intake at
60—140% RDA/day to 6 infants, ages 2-10 mon at ini-
tiation of CPD for ESRD. Mean protein intake, de-
signed to maintain serum albumin>3.O g/l and BUN<
95 mg/dl, was 3.81±0.43 g/kg/day (183±26% HDA/day>.
Infusion pump HG feeds and CPD (7—10 exchanges/d,
vol 35-50 al/kg) were performed at home by parents.
Prior to HG feeds 5 infants were stunted: range
height SD scores (HtSDS) —2.1 to —6.6. In 2—18 mon
followup (PU) (mean 11 mon) all 5 showed improve-
ment in linear growth. At last PU 3/5 had attained
normal Mt range for age (HtSDS —1.3 to —1.9>. The
most growth retarded infants (ages 10,11 mon at
start NG therapy) improved their HtSDS from -6.6
to -5.5 and -4.1 to -3.5 rasp. A 6th infant had
normal Ht when he began therapy (age 2 Isbn) which
ho maintained during therapy (HtSDS —1.4 to —1.2).
Within 4 mon of NC feeds, 5 infants, who received
an energy intake 125—140% RDA/day, became obese
(Wt>Ht increase; triceps skinfold thickness (TSP>>
mid—arm muscle circumference increase). When ener-
gy intake was reduced to 60-80% RDA/day, Wt for Mt
and TSP decreased, but linear growth continued.
These data confirm that catch up and normal growth
can be achieved in infants receiving CPD and HG
feeds. Energy intake <120% RDA is desirable to
prevent obesity.
A MACROMOLECULAR POLYELECTROLYTE
(GELIFUNDOL) AS AN OSMOTIC AGENT. .Daniels, N. Nedev*, T. Cataldo*, B.
Leonard*, and S. Cortel].. St. Luke's
Hospital & Columbia Univ. New York, NY
Macromolecules are attractive substances
to use as osmotic agents because of their
slow absorbtion from intraperitoneal
solutions; however, they are only
marginally effective unless they function
as polyelectrolytes at physiological pH.
We examined the polyelectrolyte Gelifundol
first in vitro (its titration curve, the
pH dependence of the viscosity of its
solutions, the concentration dependence of
its osmotic pressure, and the transport it
induces across a cellulosic membrane) and
second in vivo (comparisons of the
transperitoneal fluid movement over time
in rats as induced by Gelifundol and by
4.25% Dianeal). Both in vivo and in vitro
Gelifundol demonstrated a larger and more
sustained capacity to transport fluid than
did Dianeal. For example, Gelifundol
induced the transport of its own volume of
fluid across the rat peritoneum in 8 hour
exchanges, but with 4.25% Dianeal net
volume transport ceased within two hours,
after an increase of only about two
thirds. The transport rates observed were
too large to be explained by ideal
solution theory (van't Hoff or Donnan
pressures), indicating the presence of
substantial positive deviations from
ideality which make Gelifundol an
unexpectedly effective osmotic agent, at
least in acute exchanges.
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BIOFILM PRODUCING ADHERENT BACTERIAL MICROCOLONIES
IN PERITONITIS ASSOCIATED WITH CHRONIC AMBULATORY
PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (CAPD). M.K. Uasgupta,* K.B.
Bettcher,* R.A. Ulan,* V. Burns,* J.B. Dossetor &
J.W. Costerton2,* Dent. of Medicine, University of
Alberta, Edmonton & 'Dept. of Biology, University
of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
It is possible that develoment of recurrent
peritonitis associated with CAPD could be due to
formation of biofilm protected adherent bacter-
ial microcolonies in Tenckhoff (T) catheters.
To examine this mode of infection, we examined
25 1 catheters removed from CAPD patients by
scanning electron microscopy (SEW) and micro-
biological studies of scrapings along serial
segments of the catheters. Twelve catheters
were removed from 12 patIents who were success-
fully transplanted but were not on dialysis for
more than 3 months and had no evidence of peri-
tonitis during that period (control group).Only 7 of the controls had two or less past
episodes of peritonitis before transplanta-
tion. Due to repeated episodes of peritonitis(range 3 to 13, average 5.6) 13 catheters were
removed (study group). We found equal pre-
valence of bacterial microcolonies encased in
biofilm attached to the surface of each catheter
by SEM in both groups. Morphologic and quan-titative bacterial counts also showed no signi-
ficant difference between the two groups. This
data suggests that formation of biofilm
encased adherent bacterial microcolonies are
common n T. catheters among patients on CAPD,
but active dialysis predisposes to recurrent
peritonitis.
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INTRAPERITONEAL AIR INJECTION CAUSES PERITONEAL
FLUID EOSINOPHILIA AND/OR MONOCYTOSIS.
J.T. Daugirdas, D.J. Leehey, S. Popli, W. Hoff-
man', I. Zayas', V.C. Gandhi and T.S. Ing. Vete-
rans Administration Hospital, Hines, IL.
The cause of peritoneal fluid (PF) eosinophilia
in CAPO patients is unknown, but it oocurs common-
ly after catheter insertion and initiation of
dialysis. Because free intraperitonea]. air can
often be demonstrated after catheter insertion,
and because pneumothorax has been associated with
pleural fluid eosinophilla, we hypothesized that
intraperitoneal air might similarly induce PF
eosinophilia. To test this hypothesis, 100 to 500
mL of sterile, microfiltered room air was injected
intraperitoneally into 5 stable CAPD patients
without evidence of free intraperitoneal air on
X—ray, and without PF eosinophilia (mean PF
non—erythrocte (NE) cell count 1.2 1.8 (SD)
cells per mini).
All patients responded with a transient increase
in peritoneal fluid ME cell count (range 23 to 355
cells/mm3, mean 110 35, lasting 3 days (after
injection of 100 mL air) to longer than l weeks
(after 500 mL air). In 2 patients, the cells were
predominantly monocyte—like cells (85 6.5%),
whereas in 3 patients, eosinophils predominated
(61 12%), although monocyte—like cells (35 8%)
also increased. Free intraperitoneal air was
demonstrable by X—ray in all patients after air
injection. Cultures of the PF remained sterile
and elevation of the PF neutrophi]. count was not
pronounced.
Our results suggest that introduction of intra—
peritoneal air into CAPD patients can induce PF
eosinophilia and/or monocytosis.
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THE EFFECTS OF HIGH DIALYSATE Ca AND
INTRAPERITONEAL (IP) 1,25(OH)2D ON PTH LEVELS
AND Ca MASS TRANSFER (Ca MI) DURING CAPD.
3. Delmez, S. Dougan*, B. Gearing*, M. Rothstein,
D. Windus, and E. Slatopolsky, Washington Univ. Med.
School, St. Louis, MO.
We have previously shown a variable effect of CAPD
on PTH levels despite substantial removal of this poly-
peptide. We have also shown that IV l,25(OH)2D causes
a marked suppresison of PTH in hemodialysis patients.
The purpose of this study was to determine if PTH
suppression could be achieved by increasing daily Ca MT
with high dialysate Ca (4 meq/L) or via IP 1,25(OH)2D.
Eleven patients were dialyzed for 2 mo. with standard
dialysate (Ca 3.5 meq/L), followed by 2 mo. with 4.0
meq/L Ca then by 3 mo. of IP 1,25(OH)2D. The dose of
l,25(OH)2D (range .5-4.0 ug) was adjusted to maintain
total Ca levels between 10.5 and II mg/dl and was
instilled during each nocturnal dwell period. PTH, 'Ca,
ICa and P levels were measured every 2 weeks for the
first 4 mo. and weekly during IP 1,25(OH)2D. All values
are of mean SEM. *<QI CaMT
Dialysate 1Ca mg/dl TCa mgldl P(mgldl) (mg/d)
3.Smeq/LCa 4.72±.09 9.37±.13 5.48±.32 37±17
4.Omeq/LCa 4.79±.07 9.50±.12 5.1 l±.25 84±6
1,25(OH)2D *5.31±.09 *lO.50±.17 5.13±.22 -5±21
With high Ca dialysate, PTH levels fell to 84 5.5%
of control levels (P<.05). With IP 1,25(Ol-02D however,
PTH declined to nearly half of control values (53.9
7.9%) P<.0l. Ca MT more than doubled during high
dialysate Ca (P<.01) but declined during IP l,25(OH)2D.
Levels of l,25(Ol-02D rose from undectable to 47.7 7.2
pg/dl (normal range 20-35). We conclude: 1) A 4.0
meq/L Ca dialysate doubles Ca MT leading to a modest
reduction in P11-I. 2) IP 1,25(OH)2D is absorbed into the
circulation. 3) IP 1,25(OH)2D may be an effective agent
to suppress PTH during CAPD.
MALIGNANCIES IN CAPO PATIENTS.
Digenis GE* Wu G, McNamee P, Sombolos K*,
Dombros N* Aylomamitis A,* Oreopoulos DG.
Toronto Western Hospital, Toronto, Canada.
We reviewed the records of 328 CAPO
patients (194 men and 134 women) who had
been on CAPD for an average of 19±1 months
(mean Eleven patients had a
malignancy 3—28 years before CAPD
unrelated to their renal disease and two
patients had myeloma responsible for their
renal failure.Ten patients (6 men and 4
women) aged 30—70 years developed various
types of cancer during CAPD (lung cancer
3, skin melanoma 2 and Hodgkin's disease,
esophageal cancer, pancreatic cancer,
rectal cancer, spindle cell sarcoma — one
each). Three of these 10 patients had been
immunosuppressed 1—5 years before starting
CAPD (2 for a kidney transplant, 1 for
vasculitis). The 3 patients with lung
carcinoma were heavy smokers.
Mean duration of CAPD at the time of
diagnosis was 21±6.9 months. Five
patients had metastases at the time of
diagnosis.
Comparison of the data with the
expected number of malignancies in the
general population adjusted for age, sex
and duration of follow—up showed no
statistically significant differences when
the 3 immunosuppressed patients were
excluded, and borderline significance
(PO.O54) when they were included. We
conclude that CAPD patients are not at
risk for developing malignancies higher
than the general population.
NEW MODIFIED SCHEDULE FOR ANTIBIOTIC DLIVERY IN
CAPD. P. Fein, H. Ilurtado*, A. Jorden
M. H. Avram. The Long Island College Hospital,
Brooklyn, New York.
Peritonitis and exit site infections remain
frequent complication of CAPD. Although the
majority of infections are caused by Staphylo-
coccus many treatment protocols use either a
cephalosporin or a combination of cephalosporin
and aminoglycoside. After an initial loading
dose the patient must add antibiotics to each ex-
change 4 times a day which leads to further risk
of break in aseptic technique and/or non compli-
ance. Further, some strains of S. epidermidis
are resistant to both the cephalosporins and
aminoglycosides. We devised a method which over-
comes these difficulties and successfully treated
12 infections (4 exit site, 7 peritonitis) in 11
patients (6m, 5f), (age 42-77 yrs, mean 58 yrs).
Two gm Vancomycin was added to a 2L exchange
for 4-6 hrs dwell time and then the patient or
staff added 500 mg Vancomycin q48-72 bra. Vanco-
mycin levels were measured in 7 patients after
loading dose and were found to be 26.3±6.7 pg/mL.
Peak and trough levels were respectively 23.8±5.9
and 17.6±6.9 s.ig/mL after 500 mg dose (17 measure-
ments). In all patients the peak levels were
well within therapeutic range. The trough level
fell below 10 pg/mL in only one patient who had
residual creatinine clearance of 5.5 ml/min. In 4
patients Vancomycin levels were measured 5-8 days
after treatment and found to be within the thera-
peutic range of >10 iig/mL. This new antibiotic
schedule offers a significantly reduced adminis-
tration from 4 times daily to thrice weekly
while maintaining appropriate therapeutic
levels.
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ODVERING MEMBRANE OF IWPRAPERIIONEAL CAmWrER: A
PRDBABIE FOGJS OF INFa."rIoN. 8. Gallimore*, R,F.
Gagnon*, G.K. Richards* (intr. by H. Kaye).
Montreal General Hospital, Montreal, Canada.
Staphylococcus epidermidis peritonitis retrains
a major oonplicaticn of continuous ambulatory
peritoneal dialysis (@20). A mouse model of
chronic uremia facilitated investigation of the
influence of a permanently dwelling segment of a
CAPD intraperitoneal (ip) catheter on local
inninocompetence following challenge with
S. epidermidis. Sham-operated (5) (right kidney
electrocoagulation, left kidney mobilization) and
uremic (U) (right kidney electrocoagulation, left
nephrectcry) CS7BL/6 inbred mice underwent ip
catheter implantation 2 weeks after the second
surgery. Mice received an intracatheter (ic)
inoculation of 106 cfu S. epidennidis 4—6 weeks
later. Biochemical, histological and micro-
biological status of the mice was assessed 48 hr
post inoculation. Minimal bacterial growth was
recovered fran peritoneal nanbrane and washing
which oonpared favourably with previous studiesdone without ip catheter. Granulation tissue
formed a continuous meubrane around the catheter
segment in both groups of mice. This catheter
membrane harboured viable bacteria with
significantly larger numbers (pcO.O5) associated
with the catheter netthrane of U mice compared to S
controls (log cfu 4.6±2.6 and 2.8±1.7, respect-ively). Minimal bacterial growth was quantitated
fran the catheter surface. Histological
examination demonstrated acute inflanmiaticn of the
catheter membrane only. Following ic inoculation
of S. epidermidis in U mice the catheter membrane
is a probable site of protracted bacterial growth.
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INCREASED PERITONEAL DIALYSATE(D) FIBRONECTIN(FN)
CONCENTRATION DURING ACUTE PERITONITIS IN CAPU
PATIENTS. S.D.Hwang*, H.B.Lee. Dept. of Intern.
Med., Soon Chun Hyang Univ. Hosp., Seoul, Korea.
Goldstein et. al. (ASN 1984) have shown that
decreased EN secretion by peritoneal macrophages
is associated with a higher incidence of peritoni-
tis among CAPU patients. We measured U-EN by
ELISA in 37 CARD patients (pts) during peritonitis
—free period and in 5 additional pts during acute
peritonitis to investigate changes in U—EN during
acute peritonitis. U-EN was significantly higher
during acute peritonitis (91.74*84.84 pg/mg total
protein, n=8) than during peritonitis—free period
(7.56±4.98, n=37)(PCO.0i). During acute perito-
nitis, a highly significant correlation was
observed between 0-EN and D—WBC count (r=0.92,
P<0.005). U—EN during peritonitis—free period
was significantly lower in 5 pts with 3 or more
peritonitis per year (3.48*1.93) when compared to
8 pts with no peritonitis for at least a year
(9.33±6.13) or 12 pts with 1-2 peritonitis per
year (9.13±4.68).
Conclusion: 1) Decreased U-EN may be a risk
factor for increased susceptibility to peritonitis.
2) Increased U-EN during acute peritonitis may
represent enhanced activities of peritoneal
macrophages or fibroblasts or both as a local
response to injury in CAPO pts.
1.10 + o,146 0.67 t 0.50
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DEXTRAN TRANSFER INTO AND FRON THE PERITONEUN. P.
Hirszel,* T. Shea_Oonohue,* E. Chakrabarti,* E.
Nontcala,* and S.F. Naher. Dept. Ned., Uniforaed
Services Univ. Hlth. Sci., Bethesda, ND.
We earlier showed that clearances (C) of
neutral dextrans fros plasse (F) to peritoneal
dialysate (o) of rabbits0decreased as molecular
mass increased up to 50 A. Larger dextrans
transferred slowly, independent of size, To assess
influx rates rabbits had binephrectomy. Distri-
bution volume (AVD) iv dose/F et 45 and 75 mm.
Inward C was calculated as (F x AVD)/(mnitial D
level x mm). Outward (C) postnephrectomy — (D/P)x
(V/t). B volume (v) at 5 h estimated by isotope
dilution exceeded drained V. Dextran (750 mg/kg)
was given iv 60 mm predialysis and V was concen-
trated x 100 by PH—b filtration before measuring
D by acidified anthrone after Sephacryl 300 separa-
tion. Outward C in 5 rabbits without net ultrafil—
tratinn (UF) (—.01 al/kg/mm) decreased as dextran
size rose (12.8 p1/kg/am —.000232 d) to 41,000
daltons (d), then was constant to >90,000 d (4.2
l/kg/min —.000017 d), similar to values of intact
rabbits dialyzed 1 h with no UF. In 7 rabbits
lextran AVD ranged from 62 to 82 al/kg. Inward
iextran C (n7) ranged from 7.6 to 12.5 p1/kg/mm
inrelated to solute size. Influx exceeded efflux
wmewhat at all sizes, but mostly for larger dex—
trans (pc.05). Inward C varied more among animals
(±58—90%) than outward C (±22—53%) attributed to
hemodynamica of anesthesia and surgery. Higher
inward C of most rabbits auggeats less influx
resistance as the capillary wall can be bypassed
via lymphatics. The data suggest that the pen—
toneal capillary wall is a major barrier to dex—
tran transfer discriminating by size up to about
46 A. Influx proceeds through more porous channels.
UTILIZATION OF MAGNESIUM (Mg) HYDROXIDE AND LOW
MAGNESIUM DTALYSATE DOES NOT PERMIT HEDUCTIOM OF
ALUMINUM (Al) HYDROXIDE IN CAPU. AS Jennings5,
M Nodvarsson5, 0 Galicka—Piakorske5, AS Diefendorf5
GM Sinon*, AN Levey. Tufta University, Mew England
Medical Center, Noeton, MA.
To an effort to reduce the ingestion of Al in
phosnhate—binding antacids, we treated seven pat-
ients on CAPD vith low Mg dialysate (Mg=o.5 mEq/L)
and phosphate hinders containing both Al and Mg.
Initially patients vere treated with Al hydroxide
as the sole phosphate binder with conventional
peritoneal dialysate (Mg=l.5 nEq/L). Low Mg dial—
ysate was then begun, and Mg hydroxide was substi-
tuted for part of the Al hydroxide dose. The total
amount of phosphate binders prescribed was adjust-
ed to maintain the serum phosphorous at normal
levels. The dose of Mg hydroxide was limited by
intolerable diarrhea in six patients. One patient
also developed symptomatic hypermagnesemia (serum
Mg=b.O aEq/L). After Mg was reduced to tolerable
doses, the final Al dose was not significantly de-
creased (p>O.2). The table below shows mean
values and one SD for all three periods.
Al Hydroxide Peak Tolerable
Alone Mg Hydroxide Mg Hydroxide
Al dose 3.15 + 1.111 2.91 0.814 2.92 + 0.83
Eg/day)
—
Mg dose 0
(g/day)
Serum Mg 2.147 0.35 2.73 O.76 2.27 + 0.52
(RMq/L)
Serum Phos 14.51 + 1.13 14.141 0.57 14,214 + 0.88
(mg/dl)
—
We conclude that utilizetion of Mg hydroxide as
a phosphate binder does not permit reduction in the
Al dose in CAPO.
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THE EFFECT Of DIFFERENT DIALYSIS MODALITIES ON OWTH IN
CHILDREN WITH CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE. Bruce Kaiaer' Jean
Stover " Martin Polinaky ,*H. Jorge Baluarte. St.Chriatopher 'a
Hoep.for Children, Temple Univ.Sch.of Med.,Philedelphia,PA
Dialysis tually serves as a temporary treatment for chil-
dren with chronic renal failure until transplantation,but at
times children remain on dialysis for years. Although dialy-
sis improves some of the problems associated with growth
impairment (acidosis, uremic state, poor calorie intake,
calcium and phosphorus imbalance), most children on dialysis
continue to have subnormal growth. To evaluate the effect of
growth of 3 different pediatric dialysis modalities; contirsi—
ous ambulatory peritonesl dialysis (CAPD), Intermittent pen—
toneal dialysis (IPO) and hemodialysis (HO), we evaluated
children starting and staying on a single modality for at
least 6 to 12 montlm. We compared Age, Bone Age (BA), per-
cent of expected height velocity(%EHV) for bone age, mean
BUN, HCO, calcium (Ca), phosphorus (P), for time on dialy-
sis and the percent of recommended dietary allowance for
calories (%RDA/C). Data are expressed as mean ÷ standard
deviation and compared using the students t—teat.
Age BA HV BUN ItOj Ca P %RDA/C!ES ! L mo% _mg
CAPD 9.2 6.8 82 50 24 9.5 5.1 66(nal)) +6.0 2 .8
IPD 9.1 7.9 58 7l 22 9.6 5.8 67(nl6) +4.9 3 +1.4
MD 9.9 7.8 51 91a,b 21m 55 66
(nrl6) +3.3 2
.7 .8
aap<.05 vs CAPD, bp<.O5 vs IPD
Children undergoir CAPO had the beat growth, highest HCO3
and lowest mJN'a. Their better growth is probably related to
these parameters, the continuous nature of CAPO, plum the
extra gluose supplied dering CAPD am a calorie source.
IS DAILY NIGHTLY PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (NPD) AN
EFFECTIVE PERITONEAL DIALYSIS SCHEDULE? R. Khanna,
Z.J. Twardowski, Z. Gluck*, L.P. Ryan*, K.D.
Nolph. Dept. of Med., University Of Missouri
Health Sciences Center, Columbia, MO.
Nightly peritoneal dialysis (NPD) has the po-
tential to maximize the advantages of both IPD
and CAPD while minimizing the disadvantages. We
have treated 12 selected ESRD patients on CAPD
with NPD for 1 to 27 months. Dialysate volume
exchanged using a cycler during the nightly 8-12
hours ranged 10-15 liters. The indications for
NPD were (a) recurrent hernia and/or dialysate
leak (n-2), (b) abdominal discomfort, poor ap-
petite, N&V (n=3), (c) high peritoneal membrane
permeability, poor ultrafiltration (n=2), (d)
chronic hypotension (n=1), (e) bladder prolapse
(n1), (f) patient preference (n=1), and (g) back
pain, hypotension, hyponatremia and poor ultrafil-
tration (n=1). Compared to their CAPD period, BUN
and serum creatinine were higher, hemoglobin was
lower. Systolic and diastolic pressures increased
in hypotensive patients, and hyponatremia improved.
Eight patients are still continuing on NPD.
Three patients discontinued NPD either because of
kidney transplant, transfer to hemodialysis or
death. Personal preference returned one patient
(f) back to CAPD. Due to the short experience and
selective population no conclusion could be drawn
with regards to incidence of complications.
In summary, NPD is an effective treatment
schedule of peritoneal dialysis for selected pa-
tient population who otherwise would have dropped
off from the peritoneal dialysis. More experience
is necessary before NPD could be considered as a
viable alternative for patients with ESRD.
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ENHANCEMENT OF PERITONEAL TRANSPORT BY CAPTOPRIL
(C). S. Lal*, R. Khanna, H. Flain*, H. Moore* and
K. Noiph. Dept. of Medicine, University of Mis-
souri, VA Hospital and Dalton Research Center,
Columbia, Missouri.
Effects of intraperitoneal C on urea dialy-
sate/plasma (DIP) ratios, dialysate protein (Dpro)
dialysate glucose (DG), and drainage volume (VD)
in nine Sprague—Dawley male rats (wt 250-300 gms)
with normal renal function, were measured. Five
control rats underwent 9 consecutive 30 minute
exchanges (ex) with 15m1 of 1.5% dextrose dialysis
solution. Four study rats followed the same pro-
tocol except ex 4-6 contained 75mg/ex of C. Blood
pressure fell significantly in all study rats.
No significant changes occurred with the control
protocol in B.P., DIP, Dpro, DG and VD. Mean +
SEM results for the study protocol were:
Exchanges (1—3) (4—6) (7-9)
Urea D/P .57 + .07 .64 + 0.06 .74 ÷.04*
Dpro
DG (m
VD (m
(mg/dl)
g/dl)
1)
28 T
1246 +
16.5 +
4
24
.28
104
930 +
17.1 +
23
73*
.56
108 Ti7'
914 +103*
15.6 +.25*
*p < 0.05 **p K 0.025 (ex 1-3 compared to 4-6
and 7-9).
Intraperitoneal C induced a delayed significant
increase in urea D/P (30%) and Dpro (286%). DG de-
creased both during and following captopril ex
(27%). These changes, despite systemic hypoten-
sion, could reflect an increase in peritoneal
blood flow, capillary permeability and/or surface
area subsequent to blockade of the renin—angioten-
sin system with captopril, suggesting its role on
peritoneal circulation.
IS AIR UNDER THE DIAPHRAGM A SIGNIFICANT FINDING
IN CAPD PATIENTS? Erkki Lampainen*, Ramesh Khanna,
Richard Schaffer*, Zbylut Twardowski, Karl D.
Nolph. Dept. of Med. University of MiSsouri Health
Sciences Center, Columbia, lO.
Peritonitis due to bowel perforation accounts
for about 2—5 percent of all peritonitis in CAPD
patients. The outcome of such peritonitis is de-
pendent on early diagnosis and early surgical in-
tervention. Free air under the diaphragm is an
important diagnostic criterion of bowel perfor-
ation. However, subdiaphragmatic air in patients
on peritoneal dialysis is generally regarded as
likely due to inadvertent air injection into the
peritoneal cavity during the dialysis procedure.
But, the incidence of air under the diaphragm in
CAPD patients should be low since the technique
does not predispose to air instillation. This
study retrospectively analyzed the occurence of
subdiaphragmatic air in 572 upright chest x—rays
done in 74 CAPD patients over a period of 5 years
between 198U to 1985.
Twenty seven chest x-rays (4.72%) revealed free
air under the diaphragm. In every instance except
2, a cause for the air under the diaphragm was
identified. They were: a recent use of machine
peritoneal dialysis (reverse osmosis or cycler)
(n=12), a post-operative catheter insertion period
(n=1), following an extension tube change or other
bedside procedure (n8), dialysis using bottled
solution (n=1), and proven bowel perforation(n=3).
This analysis suggests that on a chest x—ray,
free air under the diaphragm is an extremely un-
common finding in CAPD patients. Whenever such a
finding is observed during CAPD, the causes cited
above should be looked for.
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A DUAL BARRIER MODEL OF PERITONEAL TRANSPORT.
J.K. Leypoldt*, H.L. Parker*, R.P. Frigont and
L.W. Henderson. VA Med. Ctr., San Diego, CA.
Optimization of solute transport during
peritoneal dialysis requires identification of
the important transport barriers across the
peritoneum. We studied creatinine, p-amino—
hippurate and dextran (3000—50,000 daltons)
transport during peritoneal dialysis in an
awake, unrestrained rabbit using sequential
isotonic and hypertonic dialysis solutions. The
diffusive permeability—area product (PA) was
determined with a mathematical model from the
dependence of dialysis fluid concentration on
time during an exchange. The dependence of PA
on solute size for an isotonic exchange showed
no hindrance by the peritoneum to solute
diffusion for dextran of any molecular weight.
The PA values increased (p<.05) for
creatinine, p—aminohippurate and small dextran
(3000—4300 daltons) for the hypertonic exchange
implying additional transport by convection. By
incorporating convective transport into the
model, reflection coefficients (R) and PA were
simultaneously determined. Dextran R (3000—
22,000 daltons) were nevertheless large (0.9-
1.0) suggesting major hindrance to convective
transport for this size range. This paradox of
an "open" diffusive yet "tight" convective
membrane is best resolved by postulating that
the peritoneum acts like a membrane with two
transport barriers in series. We suggest that
the capillary endothelium and interstitium are
the most likely barriers controlling,
respectively, convective and diffusive solute
transport from blood to dialysate.
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SCLEROSING ENCAPSULATING PERITONITIS (SEP) INDUCED
BY INTRAPERITONEAL (in) CMLORMEXIOINE (clix) IN
RATS. RC Mackow JF Winchester, UP Argy, PA Fields"
SB Bates PM Andrews, TA Rakowski , GE Schreiner,
Georgetown Univ Med Ctr, Washington, DC
SEP is a rare, but fatal complication of con-
tinuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (CAPD) ,seen
in Europe ,US, characterized by loss of ultrafil-
tration, intestinal obstruction (Obs), malnutrition
& encapsulation of bowel in thickened visceral pen-
toneum (TP). Many etiologic agents, including CMX
have been proposed but not proven to cause SEP.
For 5 wks male Sprague-Dawley rats (weights 300-
350 gms), were given no treatment (grp 0, n=7) or
daily P 1.5% Dianeal (D) peritoneal dialysisfluid
(grp 1, n=7), or P D + CMX (0.5% in 70%methylated
spIrit, 95:5 v/v, ethanol:methanol) (grp II, n=7),
or P D + CMX + once weekly Staph epi (1DM colonies)
followed by cephalexin, (grp Ill, n7). The dose of
CMX was estimated to be 300 times the maximum daily
potential human exposure using CMX antiseptic spray
on CAPD connections. In grps II & Ill weight loss
and Obs analogous to human SEP were observed from
the 2nd wk, as was TP on light and TE microscopy.
gross
grp final wt(gm) pathology histology deaths
I 413 + 31.9 normal normal none
Il 360 + 5.0 ++5EP/Obs +++TP 2
III 356 + 8.0 +++5EP/Obs +++TP 3
In this model CMX and CMX + Staph epi conclusive-
ly promote SEP. This animal model allows investiga-
tion of dose response relationship of SEP and CMX,
treatment, etc.
ZINC MKTAJOLISM IN CAPD PATIENTS. Sudeah K.
Mahajan, Stephen 0. Nigdal, Friedrich K. Port, Judy
Abraham5, James H. Soodheimer, Daoud K. Abu—Hamdan
and Franklin D. McDonald. Hutzel Hospital, Detroit
and VA Medical Center, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Clinically significant abnormalities of zinc (Zn)
metabolism are present in patients undergoing
chronic hemodialysis. There is very little infor-
mation available regarding Zn metabolism in CAPD
patients. To assess the Zn status of these pat-
ients, plasma Zn levels were measured in 40 adult
patients undergoing CAPD for 1 to 24 months. All
patients had plasma Zn significantly lower than
those in normal controls (mean S.D., 88 12 vs.
116 + 8 pg!dl, p <.05). Plasma Zn levels decreased
further when measured within a month of a periton-
itis episode. There was no significant relation-
ship between plasma zinc levels and the duration
of CAPD. Fifteen of the 40 pstients had plesma Zn
monitored every 3 months for 12 months. Plasma Zn
levels did not change significantly from baseline
in these patients. To determine if hypozincemis
in CAPD patients was related to excessive perito—
neal Zn losses, Zn and protein in the dislyemte
effluent after an overnight exchange were measured
in 22 pstients. Protein losses were high (3± 1 gm/
exchange). The Zn losses were minimal (57 13 pg/
exchenge) and were not related to the protein loss-
es or plasma Zn levels. The results of this study
suggest that subnormal plasma Zn levels are present
in CAPD patients and are not related to peritoneal
zinc or protein losses. The degree of hypozincem—
is is similar to that previously observed in hemo—
dialysis patients. The cause and clinical signifi-
cance of subnormal plasma Zn levels in CAPD pat-
ients remains to be determined.
LETJKDCYTE ESTERASE TESTINC TN CAPD PERITONITIS.
Bevon 0. Niele ', Deborah Burnet*, J.R. Sterrett,
Morristown Memorial Hospital, Morristown, N.J.
The results of peritoneal fluid specimens (PFS)
sent for cell counts with differentials (CCWD) and
culture 6 sensitivity (CS) were compared with the
results from leukocyte esteraae sensitive strips
screening (LESSS) in order to evaluate their pre-
dictive value and sensitivity in the management of
CAPD related peritonitis.
LZSSS detect by a color reaction the presence of
eateraaea released by grenulocytea. Results of the
LESSS test were graded as negative (—) or positive
(+) as compared to a standard.
Over s tO month period, 78 PFS sent fur CCWD & CS
were also tested with LZSSS before being discarded.
Analysis of the results wee performed.
To evaluate the sensitivity of the LESSS test, the
results of the LESSS (—) PFS were compared to the
LESSS (+) PP'S. 33/78 (42%) PFS were LESSS (—).
45/78 (58%) were LESSS (+). The absolute PMN leuko—
cyte count (APMNLC) in the LESSS (—) group was <.63.
12/33 (36%) of these LZSSS (—) PP'S were cultured
and 12/12 (100%) were negative. 8° evidence of
peritonitis was found in the remaining 21 patients.
The mean APMNLC in the 45 LESSS (+) PP'S was 1478
(71% had APMMLC>250). Positive cultures were ob-
tained in 18/21 (86%) of the LESSS (+) FFS (but not
on treatment).
LESSS is a sensitive, specific predictor of bac-
terial and/or fungal peritonitis. The simplicity of
this method seems ideal for preemptive in—home
peritonitis screening in CAPD patients.
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THE EFFECT OF DIALYSATE VOLUI. ON PERITONEAL W,SS TRANSFER:
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LAR AND SMALL CLECULES. Bruce Morgen—
stern,* Bruce Kaiser,* W.Xeith Pyle,* Alan Cruskin. St.
Christopher's Hoap. for Children. Philadelphia, PA., Temple
Univ. School of' Medicine, Philadelphia, PA.
Alteration of peritoneal dialysis (PD) exchange volume
(V) appears to affect transperitoneal movement of variously
sized aolutes (S) differently. An increase from 2 to 3 liter
PD exchanges in adults increases urea clearance without
changing protein clearance. Twenty female Sprague—Dswley
rats were randomly dialyzed with either 30 or 60 cc V'a,
using commercial 4.25% dialysate with radiolsbelled albumin
(RISA) added, in order to evaluate the effect of V on perito—
neal mass transfer. Each rat underwent a 2 hr PD exchange.
Using the mathematical model of Pyle, mass transfer area
coefficients (MTAC) and reflection coefficients (RC) were
calculated for BUN, inulin, RISA, and total protein(T—prot).
There were no significant differences in the RC's for any
solute between the low(L) V and hi,(H) V exchanges: [RC for
BUN: HV .24±.O7, LV .20÷.05, for inulin: MV .52+.23, LV
.48+.l9, for RISA: MV .94+.Ol, LV .95±.Ol, and for T—prot:
MV
.75±.25, LV .72+.23J. The P41AC's (al/sin) for the higher
molecular weight S's were not significantly different for
the MV exchange compared to the LV (inulin:HV .ON6+.057,
LV .083±.OB7, RISA:HV .103+.028, LV .090+.028, T—prot:HV
.070±.05O, LV .130÷.122). However, MTAC for 8JN in MV rats
was
.725+.l72;for the LV rats it was .493+. 137 (p<D.02). The
lack of a difference in RC's implies that increasing V dies
not alter peritoneal permeability. The higher HTAC for BUN
in the MV study with no change in MTAC for larger S's sug-
gests that smaller S's may be transported at different sites
than larger 5's, e.g. via both trans— and inter—cellular
pathways, as opposed to only intercellular paths available
for large S asvement.
UROKINASE RESIORES PERITCt'EAL DIALYSIS CATHETER
FUNCI'I. Bernard D. Nidus, New York VA
Medical Center and New York University School
of Medicine, New York, NY.
Iko chronic peritoneal dialysis catheters
which functioned initially failed to drain on
the 2nd and 30th day after errplacrt. The
first failed in association with peritoneal
bleeding, the second after a bont of peritonitis.
Urokinase (Abbokinase, 5,000 1.1.1. per ml) wasinstilled in a voluma which entirely filled
the catheter. After 30 minutes, clot was freely
aspirated and good drainage restored. In onepatient the clot was a long, pale cast of
the catheter lunn; the other clot was red and
fragnented. There were no clinical signs of
peritoneal irritation or bleeding following the
procedure.Urokinase may thus serve to lyse fibrin
deposited in peritoneal dialysis catheters during
episodes of bleeding or infection. Intraperitoneal
urokinase may have an additional role in prevent-
irig catheter occlusion in these conditions.
AN ULTRAFILTRATION MAXIMUM IN PERITONEAL DIALYSIS.
DEMONSTRATION OF A MEMBRANE PHENOMENA. L.H.
Nielsen*, T.N. Levin*, L.B. Rigden* and K.D.Nolph.
University of Missouri—Columbia and Dalton Re-
search Center, Columbia, MO.
It is not clear whether ultrafiltration (UF)
would reach a maximum (UF Max) during peritoneal
dialysis (PD) at high osmotic gradients due to
capillary filtration equilibrium, hemoconcentra—
tion or membrane changes. We measured net UF in
30 continuously hydrated Sprague-Dawley rats
undergoing PD with 15m1 exchanges (ex), 30 mm.
dwells, and solutions containing 1.4 to 20.0 g/dl
dextrose (D). Serum osmolality was controlled
with i.v. insulin. Experiments were repeated ad-
ding albumin 20 gm% or nitroprusside to the PD
fluid and while infusing norepinephrine or dobu-
tamine i.v. UF/ex approached a plateau at 8.0
g/dl D. Mean UF/ex with 15 g/dl 0 was 12.5 + 0.3;
this was sustained with repeated ex. Albumin i.p.
had no effect on UF Max, nor did i.p. nitroprus-
side, i.v. norepinephrine, or i.v. dobutamine.
The Table shows mean UF values with 15 g/dl D
solutions with and without these agents added.
Exchange Type
Control dextrose 15 g/dl
+ Nitroprusside 4.5 mg/L
+ Norepinephrine 0.3 mcg/kg/min
+ Dobutamine 5.0 mcg/kg/min
Mean UF
(mi/exchange)
12.5
12.2
12.9
12.2
Results indicate a UF Max unaffected by oncotic
or vasoactive agents. Morphological studies
showed no peritoneal alterations. Thus, func-
tional membrane phenomena more likely explain UF
Max than filtration equilibrium or hemoconcen-
tration.
SHOULD CAPD BE AN INITIAL DIALYSIS MODALITY?
A.R. Nissenson, D.E. Gentile, R.E. Soderblom,
C. Brax, Medical Review Board, NCC #4,
Los Angeles, Ca.
Though CAPD is widely used as a dialysis
modality, there are no established criteria for
patient selection. We looked at one aspect of
patient selection — new dialysis pts (I) vs. those
on other modalities first (N) in an attempt to
see if this impacted on CAPD outcome. Of 1191
patients started on CAPD in NCC #4 up to 6/85,
324 were on CAPD as an initial modality. Pts
0-20 y.o., men, and diabetics were more likely
to start on CAPD as an initial modality. Life
table analyses revealed:
l2mo. 24no. 36mo. 42mo.IN IN IN IN
Pt. survival 9 87 7 77 7 6 6 6
% staying on CAPD* 66 79** 34 65** 34 52** 28 45**
% free of hosp. 39 37 30 27 28 22 28 21
% free of pent. 45 49 39 37 35 32 35 31
* death & transplantation considered 'lost-to-
follow-up'
**<.001
Despite the higher drop—out rate in the I group,
the reasons for drop-out were not different than
those in the N group - 53% because of recurrent
infection, 15% because of pt. or family choice,
and 7% because of inadequate dialysis.
In summary, CAPD is a reasonable initial
dialysis modality for ESRD patients, Except for a
higher rate of drop-out in the I group, these
patients compared favorably in other aspects of
morbidity to those who had previous experience on
another ESRD modality.
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TRTMETMOPRIM-SIJLFAt4ETNOXAZOLS PIARMACOKINETICS
DURING CONTINUOUS ANULATORY PERITONEAL DIALYSIS
(CAPD). N. Wright D. Churchill,
M.A. Manuel, S. Walker* and T. Paton*. Dept.
of Pharmacy and Medicine, Sunnybrook Medical
Centre, Toronto and St. Joseph's Hospital,
Hamilton, Ont.
Six adult patients on CAPD received a
single dose of trimethoprim—320 mg (TMP) and
sulfamethoxazole-1600 mg (SMX) orally (P0) and
intraperitoneally (IP) on two separate occasions
to characterize the pharmacokinetics of the
agents. Serum and dialysate concentrations
were measured to 40 hrs by high pressure liquid
chromatography. The terminal elimination half—
life (tl/25—hrs) were: TMP-PO—17.32; TMP-IP-
23.05, and for SMX P0—12.50; SMX—IP—14.l2.
Peak serum PMP—P0 and SMX-P0 were 8.5 and
70.5 mg/L respectfully. Following IP dosing:
peak serum concentrations were: TMP—IP-7.S
and SMX—IP-42.0 mg/L. Maximal dialysate
coOcentrations following oral dosing were: TMP-
P0-2.3 and SMX-PO-l3.4 mg/L. Residual drug
following IP dosing produced end dwell con-
centrations of TMP-IP—21.9 and SMX—IP—221.0 mg/L.
At 48 hours, dialysate concentrations declined:
TMP-P0-0.76; SMX-P0-2.71 and TMP—IP-O.60; SMX—
IP—2.48 mg/L. We conclude that peritoneal
losses contribute little to TMP:SMX elimination
during CAPID.
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PERITONEAL DIALYSATE VOLUME (V) MEASUREMENT:
COMPARISON OF SINGLE INDEX SOLUTE INJECTION WITH
MULTIPLE SEQUENTIAL DYE DILUTION (MSDD).
*Andreas H. Pust, *John K. Leypoldt, *Ronald P.
Frigon and Lee W. Henderson. VA Medical Center,
San Diego, CA.
V measurement is critical for measurement of
peritoneal mass transfer. We compared 3 V
methods In 20 awake rabbits. 1. Following time
dependence of the dialysate conc.of Dextran
T2000 (2,000,000 d) 2. MSDD using Evans blue
albumin (EB), given at 15 mm intervals. 3.
Actual drain V. MSDD by definition measures V
both relative to initial values and in absolute
terms (ml) and is independent of slow transport
processes out of the peritoneal cavity. We used
a catheter of our design for fast V injection
(40 ml/kg in 20 sec and drainage (5 mm) without
residual V (In=133 4m1, Out=133 5m1, MEAN
at the beginning (B) or end (E) of
or hypertonic exchange is given.
MEAN(ml) SEM n P
114.4 3.4 20
110.0 4.5 18" n.s.
114.3 9.2 9
94.5 6.4 12 n.s.
122.0 9.0 13 0.02
113.0 3.6 17
115.5 8.3 14 n.s.
186.0 17.7 7
164.9 7.8 7 n.s.
252.5 25.7 5 O.O1
single index solute injection
methodology incurs a variable error due to
systemic uptake even when macromolecular solutes
are used. MSDD is not subject to this error.
WHERE ARE THE PERITONEAL DIALYSIS MEMBRANES?
J. Rubin, Q. Jones,* A. Planch, K. Stannek,*
and John Bower. Univ. of Mississippi Med. Ctr.,
Dept. of Med., Jackson, Mississippi
We investigated whether the abdominal viscera
are important peritoneal dialysis membranes by
doing acute peritoneal dialysis in male S—D rats
with (wt 385±9 g, N—il) & without (375±12 g, N-12)
their viscera. Evisceration CE) was carried out
by placing a double ligature at the esophagus and
another at the rectum. Controls (C) were sham
operated. Following evisceration we instIlled 30
ml of 1.5% glucose dialysate (ABBOTT) with inulin
(25 mg%), urea (50 mg%) & creatinine (20 mg%)
added. Dialysate samples were obtained after 120
minutes of intraperitoneal residence. The rats
received IV hydration with 0.9%. NaC1 (C 21±1
ml, E 28±1 ml). Any rat failing to keep a BP of
100 mmHg was discarded. Htcs % presented as
start/end were stable — C 48±1+ 44±1%; E 50±2+ 50±
2 but serum protein g% fell - C 4.4±1.3-'- 4.0±0.8;
E 5.O±1.4 4.0±0.8. Absorption from the perito-
neal cavity was less in eviscerated rats (mg):
Urea — C 18.3±0.3, E 14.9±1.1; P<O.05; Creatinine
- C 4.8±0.1, E 4.1±0.2; P<O.Ol; Glucose — C 285±
11, E 216±16; P<0.0l; Inulin C 2.9±0.1; E 2.4±0.5;
PNS. The % decrease in absorption from the perito—
neal cavity was — Urea 18%, Creatlnine 14%,
Glucose 24%, & Inulin 8%. We call attention to the
substantial mass transported in the absence of
viscera. We suggest that only minimal changes
in transport were seen because the loss of absorb-
ing surface area was compensated by a more
favorable relationship between remaining effec-
tive peritoneal membranes and dialysate. It is
possible that the removed viscera are not impor-
tant in transport of these substances.
FEATURES OF RENAL )NE DISEASE IN DIALYZED O4ILCREN: NE
oThiICs & ALLS'41N11-I BIRDEN. l.B. Salusky, W.G. Soodman, J.
8riii*. J. Foiey, E. Siatopolsky, R,N. Fine & J,W. coburn,
Dept. Reds, LCLA Sch. Med., VANC Wadsworth & Sepuivada, LA,
CA; 6 Washington Univ., St. Louis, O.
In children on dialysis, studies of renal bone disease
have not measured bone dynamics end aluminum (Al) burden.
Therefore, we studied 18 pediatric patients (PR), aged 13+1.2
(SE) yrs. on CAPD/CCPO for 33+4 ens and treated wIth Al (OH)3
and caicitriol. We measured serum iPill, alk P'tase, Al, Ca &
P and performed bone biopsies (double tetracycline-labelled)
and Desferal (R) infusion tests (Df'OT). Patients were classi-
fied as osteomalacia (ON) surface Al >50% & bone forma-
tion (BFR), <1.5 mm3/mm3 (bone)/day; osteitis fibrosa (OF),
>0.5% fibrosis and subdivided as severe (S-0F1 n+6; BFR >4.0
end moderate (H—OF) n+6; BFR 2.5—4.0. Serum Ca & P did not
differ among the 3 groups.
iH Alk P'tmse P—Al OFOT BFR
(ulEg/mi)
A:OM 181+10
B:S-OF 5228c
C:M-OF 111+26
(lu/i)
641+308
416+179
236+51
56708
26+6
54d
....L..
75512ga
61+20
230+14
b
6,913c
3.4+0.2
e:A>BPC, b:A<BPC; c:B>A&C; d:C>D
Surface Al was 82+8% in OH, 0.8+0.8% in S—OF and 6.444.7% in
N-OF; SFR correlated with IPIK for 8&C groups, r0.86 and
with A, B&c, r0.61; resorption surface correlated with 1PiFI,
r0,61, and Al surface inversely correlated with BFR,
r—O.6S. Thus. dynenlc data and Al burden are needed to
Identify renal bone disease in PR; IPTH and OFOT may be less
discrimlnmting then In adult dialysis patients. Additional
studios of bone disease in pediatric dialysis patients ure
warranted.
SEM, nm9). V
120 mm iso—,
Volume
Given (B,ISO)
EB (B,IS0)
EB (E,ISO)
Drain (E,ISO)
1—2000 (E,ISO)
Given (B,HPR)
EB (B,HPR)
LB (E,HPR)
Drain (E,HPR)
T—2000 (E,HPR)
We conclude that
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INCREASED PERITONEAL PROTEIN PERMEABILITY IN CAPD -
ASSOCIATED PERITONITIS BY EICOSANOIDS.
Peter Schollmeyer and Hjalmar B. Steinhauer (intr.
by R.B. Sterzel), University of Freiburg, Dept.
of Internal Medicine, Freiburg i.Br., F.R.G.
Continuous protein loss is a disadvantage of
continuous ambulatory peritoneal dialysis (CAPD).
During peritonitis there is a further increase
of peritoneal protein permeability. To investigate
if eicosanoids generated locally during peritoni-
tis (Steinhauer et al., Eur.J.Clin.Invest.15 : 1,
1985) are involved in the pathophysiology of in-
creased protein permeability the peritoneal release
of eicosanoids (POE2, 6-keto—PGF1a, PGF2a, TXB2 )
and the peritoneal permeability of various prote-
ins (total protein, 132—microglobulin. IgG,52-mac—
roglobulin) were determined in 12 patients during
16 episodes of bacterial peritonitis and in in-
flammation free periods. With peritonitis a general
increase of permeability was noticed for all pro-
teins (p< 0.001). Simultaneously a rise of eicosa-
noids occurred with predominance of the vasodila—
tive acting PGI2 determined as its metabolite 6-
keto-PGF1m, and PGE2 (p<O.OOl). During the first
12 hours of peritonitis the augmented peritoneal
eicosanoid generation correlated positively with
the increased protein permeability (r= 0.597 —
0.884, p< 0.05). Inhibition of the cyclo-oxigenase
activity by local administration of indomethacin
inhibited both the generation of PGE2 and 6—keto-
PGF1 and the protein loss for >34% ( p< 0.05 ).It is concluded that the augmented protein loss
in the early phase of CAPD—associated bacterial
peritonitis is mediated by vasoactive eicosanoids.
USE OF C—T SCA1 WITH INTRAPERITONEAL CONTRAST
IN CAPD COMPLICATED BY GENITAL EDEMA. David P.
Krishan Singal*, Frank 7. Bruns, Donald
S. Fraley, Sheldon Adler, and Thomas B. Julian*.
Depta. Med. & Surg., Montefiore Hosp., U. Pitt.,
Sob. Med., Pittsburgh, PA.
Severe genital edema is a well described com-
plication of Continuous Ambulatory Peritoneal
Dialysis (CAPI)). Leakage of dialysate fluid
from defects in the eritoneum may occur from
clinically detectible and undetectible inguinal
hernias, defects at the catheter insertion site,
or other defects in the peritoneal membrane. We
present three patients (who underwent 5 surgical
procedures) illustrating the complexity of the
problem. In two patients, unsuccessful surgical
repairs (1 catheter replacement, 1 hernia repair)
were performed based on misleading findings from
standard "herniogram." This led us to try C—T
scanning with intraperitoneal contrast. Thus,
in one of the preceding patients and a second
patient 3 abdominal C—I scans were performed
which led to the correct diagnosis and prompt
surgical correction. One patient required a
second scan, upright with fluid and dye in the
abdomen, to demonstrate the defect as a routine
scan was negative. Diagnoses were clinically
undetectible inguinal hernia and catheter site
leakage. Our experience suggests that a properly
positioned C—I scan of the abdomen with radio—
opaque dye added to the dialysate accurately
identifies the leakage site tn CAPD patients
who develop genital edema, helping to avoid
unnecessary surgery and prolonged hospitalization.
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FA1A]ABIE RESRISE OF RENAL WThX])YSIFCY (Ii)) 114 CARD
PATIENIS. N. Shusternan, M. Fallon*, F. Kaplan*, P. Audet*, C,
t'brrison, A. Wasserstein. Univ. of Penn. Sch of Med,Fhtla, PA
To assess whether CAPI) specifically, or dialysis in general,
favorably affects 10, we perfonasl a controlled study in 6 CAPI)
and 6 herodialysis (HI)) patients. All patients were enrolled at
the initiation of dialysis & age, sex, cause of renal failure,
prior 10 treatrant, and haseilne saran & bone para1ters were
similar in the 2 groups. After obtaining initial blood studies
and bone biopsy [with tetracycline labels] ,both groups received
ccmparable 10 treatnent with Al(C103[to maintain phosphorus
(Ph) between 3.5—5.5 iag/dl], CaW3[l3COag daily], and calcitri—
ol to maintain total calcitin (Car') between 10-11 nejdl. Repeat
blood & bone studies were obtained after 9 nmntha. All patients
were asympttnmtic & none of the biopsies shceed Al-staining.
Hi was well controlled [CA}Th5.3±.3; HD:4.7±.6J. Though ionized
Ca (Caj-inEq/L) increased in both groups, the final Cai was
higher in HI) than CAPD [HD:2.82±.07; CAFTh2.5±.O5,p=.055]. Re—
anita of N—terminal Ffl-I(pg/ml), osteec]ast count((D-cells/nnn2),
fibrosis(FIB-%), mineralization front (MF—I), appositional rate
(AR—u/day), and bone fornmtion rate (BFR—u3/u2/day) are shca.ri:& cl1E 9.5±.3 H2±27 1.8±.7 3.8±1.9 12±7 .11±.C8 .Oll±.CC8
f 1O.4±.3 324* 1.3±.6 1.5±3.7 52±7# .57±.13# (dO24*
HI)
PE 9.4±.2 103±32 1.4±.5 4.6±3.3 32±13 .35±.28 .O74±.057
rC11' 118±3# 23±4* 0.3±.1* 0.1±3.1* 21i±15 .24±.16 .O39±.026*[nssnE] * p< 0.05, pre vs past; # p< 0.01, pre vs past
All pararaters improved in the CAPD patients, particularly the
indicators of osteonalacia (CM). In contrast, osteitis fibrosa
(OF) improved in HI) patients hat (Id either stayed the sate or
worsened. Wa conclude that in ccmparable patients, treated
similarly, CAPD favorably influences 10 overall, with a marked
improvetent in (14, while I-ID diminishes OF but may have no bene-
ficial effect on CM. A greater rise in Ca in MD patients nay
have partially contributed to this difference. Other dif-
ferences between CAPD & I-il) nay also have been responsible.
A CONTROLLED PROSPECTIVE EVALUATION OF THE AI1LEX
CONNECTOR. Michael I. Sorkin and Judy Bernardini5.
V,A.Medical Center and Univ. of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh PA., for the Ampflex Cooperative
Evaluation Group.
Touch contamination of the sterile fluid path
is a common cause of' peritonitis(P) in CAPD
patients. This accidental contamination stay occur
because sowe connectors are difficult for some
patients to operate safely. The Ampflex system
uses a screw type connector that is easier to
operate than spike type systems. It was designed
to reduce the chances of contamination and to
reduce the likelihood of peritonitis if accidental
contamination does occur. He used a controlled
parallel group prospective study to evaluate the
occurrence of peritonitis in patients using the
Ampflex Connector. All patients accepted for CAPD
training at each center were eligible for the
study. After IRB approval and informed consent,
patients at participating V.A.Centera were
randotily assigned to control (C) or experimental(E) groups. C continued to use the existing
system. E used the Ampflex System with Detadine
instilled into the reservoir. Both groups were
retrained prior to starting the study. Roth groups
were all male.
n total P Months P/YR Age
C 28 22 2118 1.06 56
E 23 11 192 0.69 58
Patients using the Aripflex connector had a lower
P rate than C. Life table analysis showed no
significant differences between C and E for
patient drop out and length of time from start of
the study to the first P. We conclude that the
Ampflex connector is a safe and effective device
for CAPD use,
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RISK OF PERITONITIS IN INTERMITTENT PERITONEAL DI-
ALYSIS (IPD) IN AN ACUTE CARE HOSPITAL. L. Stern,
L. Vernocchi* and A.Valeri4 Columbia U., N.Y., N.Y.
The risk of peritonitis in IPO is said to increase
with duration of therapy. We prospectively evalu-
ated the epidemiology ot peritonitis in IPO per-
formed at Presbyterian Hospital from July, 1984 to
the present. We included all patients (pta) treat-
ed tor at least 48 hrs. Peritonitia was defined as
preaence of 2 out of 3 criteria: peritoneal symp-
toms/signs, dialyaate fluid cell count greater than
100/mm3 leukocytea, positive cultures; or 3 or more
positive cultures. The population compriaed 55 pts
with a total of 104 treatmenta, 32 with acute renal
failure (RF), 16 chronic RF and 17 combined RF.
The mean age was 49.9 yrs (range Cl yr—80), 40 men
and 15 women. 52 treatments were done in pta with
severe co—morbid diaeaae (7 liver diaeaae, 22 car—
diovaacular disease and 23 with coagulopathy or
frank bleeding). The mean time on IPO was 4.4 days
(range 2—19, 1/3 were 5 days or more in duration),
69 treatments with acute catheters and 39 with
Tenckhoff—type catheters. There were 20 cases of
peritonitis: 2 5. eureua, 6 other gram positive or-
ganisms, 1 E. coli, 3 multiple gram negative organ-
isms, 6 Candida, and 2 culture negative. The risk
of peritonitis correlated with the presence of se-
vere co—existent disease (pO.O3). There were no
signiticant differences by type of renal failure,
or type of catheter used. The incidence of peri-
tonitis was highest during the first 2—4 days (13%
per day), and decreased to 3% per day thereafter.
We conclude that the risk of peritonitis in IPD
per day of treatment does not increase with dura-
tion of therapy.
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THE NEED FOR SWAN NECK TUNNEL PERITONEAL DIALYSIS
CATHETER. Zbylut J. Twardowski, Karl 0. Nolph,
Ramesh Khanna, Barbara F. Prowant*, Leonor P.
Ryan*, W. Kirt Nichols*. University of Flissouri,
Depts. of Medicine & Surgery, Columbia, Missouri.
Tenckhoff in 1968 recommended that a double
cuff catheter be inserted in such a way that a
slightly arcuate subcutaneous tunnel course could
give the external and intraperitoneal segments
caudal direction. Frequent external cuff extrusion
due to resilience of a straight catheter lead to
use only internal cuff and create a straight tun-
nel with less attention to its direction.
The complications associated with 83 peritoneal
dialysis catheters functional for 48,325 days
were analyzed retrospectively in 63 CAPD patients
at our institution.
Pericatheter leaks occurred only with midline
catheter insertion (20%). Exit site infections
were more resistant to treatment with single cuff
than with double cuff catheters as assessed by
the percent of time required for antibiotic treat-
ment (5.70% vs. 1.56% p < U.0001). The infections
were more responsive to treatment if subcutaneous
tunnels were directed downwards (p < 0.0001).
More frequent catheter tip migrations were obser-
ved with subcutaneous tunnel directed left and
downward (p=O.O3). Thus, our study supports Tenck
hoff's observation that the lowest complication
rates can be expected with double cuff catheters
with an arcuate tunnel convex upwards.
To avoid external cuff extrusion we recommend
a new catheter, Swan Neck Tunnel Peritoneal Dialy-
sis Catheter, permanently bent between cuffs to
eliminate resilience force. This catheter should
be inserted surgically through the belly of the
rectus muscle.
INCREASED LEVELS OF CATA3IOLAMINEM (NE and Epi),
PLASWI RU4IN ACTIVITY (PRA) AND ALETER)NE (PA) IN
CHRONIC AN LVIOfl PERIRONEAL DIALYSIS (CARD): AN
INDEX OF VOLUME STATUS. K.Vitting*,P.M.Zabetaicis,
(LW. Gleim, M.Agrawal*,M.H. Gardenswartz, MS.
Michelis .Nephitlogy Section, Institute of Sports
frtdicine,Lenox Hill Hospital, New York,NY, USA.
Measurenents of PRA, PA and catecholand.nes can
be quite variable in patients on chronic dialysis.
We have observed that a significant increase in
all three paranEters can occur in patients on CAPD
(Kidney Tnt 27:181,1985) .No ar?arent decrease in
plasma volume (PV) or change in weight(Wr) always
explained the increases noted.
Tb better clarify this issue, 10 pta. were fol—
lcwed for 10 no. with changes in weight carefully
noted.A multi-regression analysis of 12 variables
failed to reveal any consistent pattern.Cbserva-
tions on 8 pts. with significant weight loss or
weight gain are displayed (*P<O .05):
Wt. Gain Wt, Loss
Pre Post Pre Post
Wt 16T3 lr4* 17T6 l6!m*
PRA 11.5±1.6 2.3±0.9* 0.6±0.1 3.3±0.8*
PA 64.1±20,2 43.7±13.6 10.6±3.8 35.1±12.7*
The data suggest that PRR and PA may be
elevated in association with aucnented sympathetic
stinulation in CARD patients .While changes in wt.
and PV did rot always explain this phencirenon,
long tern observations datonstrated that PRA and
PA did, in fact,respond to acute changes in fluid
status. This observation oonfirnm the clinical
usefulness of PEA and PA as an aid in assessing
volume status,although other variables may
influence these levels.
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EFFECT OF LONG—TERM CAPD/CCPO (PD) AND PERITONITIS
() ON THE PERITONEAL MEMBRANE FUNCTION AND PERI—
TONEAL KINETICS (PR) IN CHILDREN. I. von Lilien*,
1.3. Sslusky. J.C. Allispolous*, N.E. Leichter*,
N. Wilson*, T.L. Hsll* snd R.N. Fine. Dept. Peds,
UCLA Sch. Ned., Los Angeles, Cslifornia.
The effect of long—term PD treatment snd P rate
on PR is not well established in pediatric pts
(PP), these factors could limit the usefulness of
PD. Therefore, clearance (C) and dialyssmce (D) of
creatinine (Cr) and urea—N (ON) and diffusion
curves (DC) for Cr, UN, K, uric acid and P04 were
performed serially in 18 pta, aged 0.8—19.2 yrs
who underwent 52 PR studies. In addition, the ef-
fect of P was evaluated by paired PR studies with-
in periods with or without P. After 2 flushes and
complete peritoneal drainage a 120 mm dwell with
a 1.5% dextrose dialysate solution was instilled.
The inflow volume ranged between 32 and 47 el/kg
SW and was constant in each Pt per study. Blood
chemistries were obtained at 60 mm and dialysate
samples at 30, 60 and 120 mm after instillation
of the solution. The initial CCr and CUN were 10.8
+3.4 (SD) and 14.4+4.0 ml/min/kg SW after 1—35 mos
since onset of PD; C, 0 and DC did not correlate
with duration of PD. Thereafter, CCr snd CUN were
94±21% and 96+22%, 107+25% and 103+18% of control
values at 5—12, 13—24 mos after the initial PR
studies. There were also no changes in 0 and DC.
Thirteen pts had 17 P free intervals of 8.3+5.0
mos and 12 pts had 16 intervals of 13.1+5.9 taos
with a P rate of 1.9 per interval (rvl—7). The
changes of CCr and CON were —4.6 +27.2% and —3.1
in the P free group versus 13.1+32.4% and
7.9+19.7% in the P group (pNS). Thus, long—term
PD up to 55 eos and P did not adversely affect C,
0, and masa transfer in PP.
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SOME IMPLICATIONS OF THE PROTEIN BINDING CHARAC-
TERISTICS OF CEFANANDOLE DURING CONTINUOUS AMBULA-
TORY PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (CAPD). J. Waishe, C.
Rowinski* and G. Morse*. SUNY at Buffalo, Dept.
of Med. & Pharm., Buffalo, New York.
Cephalosporins are the antibiotics most common-
ly used to treat CAPD—related peritonitis. We pre-
viously reported on the effectiveness of low dose
Cefamandole (C), as a single lgm/24h intraperito—
neal (IP) dose, in erradicating such infections
(Walshe et al, Proceed. 5th National CAPD Conf.,
In Press). To assess the role altered protein
binding of C may play in the above observation, 10
CAPD patients; five with (group X) and five with-
out peritonitis (group Y) were given 1gm of C IF.
Serum and dialysate samples were obtained at 4, 10
and 24 hrs. HPLC and equilibrium dialysis method-
ology was used to determine total drug concentra-
tion (TDC) and the protein binding characteristics
of C. Results showed serum TDC at 4, 10 & 24 hrs.
for group X at 36.0 11.9, 22.1 6.6 and 8.1
4.8ug/ml; and in group Y, 34.3 5.6, 26.7 ÷ 3.4
and 8.6 3.4ug/ml. The fraction bound of C (FB)
for group X was 0.63 0.14 and 0.65 0.04 for
group Y (P>O.5). This compares with a FB of 0.80—
0.85 found in normal sera. 93.4 5.8% of C was
unbound in dialysate for group X and 98.5 2.5%
in group Y (PNS). We conclude that the decreased
plasma binding of C may explain why this drug is
therapeutically effective even at relatively low
serum TDC. The elevated plasma free C also enhan-
ces its plasma to dialysate concentration gradient
and as most of C In dialysate Is unbound, C is
present at the infection site in a microbiologi—
cally active form. No significant difference was
noted in drug binding characteristics between in-
fected and non—infected CAPD patients.
A ()31 RI&3 ( JJXy—' IL PHI ASSAYS
IN GAFD PATIENTS. A. Wasserstein, N. Shusteozen, P. Audet5, F.
Kaplan*, M. Fallon*, G. Mrrison. University of Pennsylvania
Schcol of dicine, Fnhladelphia, PA
During the course of a study of renal ostecxlystrophy in CAPD
patients, the utility of twn popular Pill assays was cciapared.
Six patients were studied at the initiation of dialysis & again
9 nonths later. Total calciun (Cag'), ionized calciun (Ca1),
alkaline phosphatase (Alk Rios), phosphorus (Ph), N—PIH[intact,
N—terminal specific], and C-FIB were naasured and a hone biopsy
with double tetracycline labeling was obtained each tine.
During the study serlin Ph was rimintained betii 3.5-5.5 mg/dl
with A1CH3 & serum Caj was kept between 10-11 ntg/dl with Ca(I)3
[131)n daily] and a variable dose of calcitriol. The normal
range for the N—FIR assay was 8—24 pg/nil and for the C—Pill
assay 15O-X) pg/mi. Overall, the two Fill assays failed to
correlate with each other (R..O.36, FW).25). The correlation
coefficient of each Pill sassy with serum and hone [osteoclast
count ((C), fibrosis (FIB)] variables over the entire course of
the study is shown in the table:
Coefficient of Correlation (R Value)
FIR Asasy Ca Ca Alk Phos CC FIB
N-Terminal -O.75# -0.47 0.62*
C-Terminal 0.02 -0.0)4 0.34
* P< 0.05; #P< 0.0)5
In all comparisons, correlation with the N—Fill assay was
stronger than with the C—PIll assay. Piaever, a change in Car,
Caj, CE or FIB during the course of the study did not cor-
relate with either a change in N—FIR or C-FIR. Wa conclude
that the N—Fill assay correlated better than the C—FIR assay
with hone and serum variables in a study of renal osteo—
dystrophy. Thus, the N—FIR assay nay be the preferred assay to
use in following CAPD patients for the presence of
hyperparathyroidinir
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THE LIMULUS LYSATE ASSAY (LLA) FOR DIAGNOSING GRAM
NEGATIVE PERITONITIS (GNP) IN CAPD PATIENTS (PTS).
C. Wolf, N. 0. Claynan*, A. Raynond*, D. Colen*,
C. Moffitt, and E.G. Neilson; Univ. of Penn. and
Penn. Hosp., Phila. PA
Gram negative GN) organisms account for
10—45% of bacterial isolates from CAPD PTS with
peritonitis. Since these infections have been
associated with a particularly high morbidity,
their early, appropriate treatment is desirable.
Empiric therapy with aminoglycoside (AG)
antibiotics (Abcs) also carries with it the
disadvanta9e of exposin9 a high risk group to
ototoxic side effects, in many cases unneces-
sarily. Therefore an assay which can readily
identify those PTS with likely GNP on presentation
would permit a better selection of therapy. The
LLA is exquisitely sensitive for the detection of
endotoxin, is readily performed at the bedside and
provides a result in an hour. As such it was
evaluated for its ability to detect GNP. Pen-
toneal dialysate from 35 consecutive CAPI) PTS who
presented to the outpatient dialysis unit with
clinical peritonitis was prospectively analyzed.
The LLA was positive in all 3 PTS with GNP, was
appropriately negative in 23 of 27 gram positive
(GP) infections (sensitivityl00%;
specificity=85%) and was positive in 2 of 5 cases
in which there was no microbiologic growth. One
of the 2 in this last group grew a GM organism 2
days later. We then assessed whether therapeutic
concentrations of a variety of Abcs (cefazolin,
gentamicin, tobramycin, ticarcillin, penicillin,
vancomycin, metronidazole, piperacillin, and
sulfamethoxazole/trirnethoprim) would interfere
with the LLA. None did. We conclude that the LLA
is useful for identifying PTS at high risk for
GNP, and for excluding from aminoglycoside
exposure the majority of CAPD PTS who have GP
infections. Lack of Abc interference,
furthermore, allows the possibility of monitoring
treatment efficacy.
NO CLINICAL EVIDENCE FOR BACTERIAL COLONIZATION,
EXCLUDING PSEUDOMONAS,OF SILASTIC TENCKHOFF
CATHETER IN CAPD PATIENTS. Anthony R. Zappacosta,
Susan T. Perras'Y The Bryn Mawr Hospital,
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
If bacterial colonization(BC) of silastic
Tenckhoff catheters(STC) occured,it would cause
recurrent perltonitis(P) or prolong antibiotic(A)
response.In 110 consecutive cases of bacterial
peritonitis(BP) in CAPD patients(lO/l/8O to
7/31/85) ,excluding pseudomonas(Ps) and documented
perforated diverticulitis)we achieved recovery
without STC removal.Recovery defined as no growth
in dialysate with negative serum A levels at min-
imum one month after therapy ended.All received
14—21 day A except two who required second 14 day
A for recurrence of same organism before recovery.
One of these patients had mild reversed otologic
deficit.Home/self—care with intramuscular and
intraperitoneal(IP) A was used in 54.5% patients.
Hospitalization(mainly dictated by severity of
pain) with IF and IV A was used in 55.5% patients.
Hospital stay was 1 to 38 days(median 13.5).
Organisms were Gram positive 82.7%(S.aureus,S.epi—
dermldls,Strep.) and Gram negative l7.2%(E.coli,
E. cloacae ,Klebsiella, Bacteroides ,Acinitabacter,
etc.)
Recovery occured in 100% cases without catheter
removal. These results suggest that bacterial
colonization of silastic Tenckhoff catheters
during bacterial peritonitis of CAPD patients(ex—
cluding Pseudomonas and diverticulitis associated
cases) does not occur. Removal of Tenckhoff cath-
eter in therapy of bacterial peritonitis(with
above exceptions) is not necessary.
0.41 O.76#
0.27 0.52
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REDUCTION OF CAPD PERITONITIS RATE BY TSAVENOL
NEW ULTRAVIOLET LICHI SYSTEM (UV—XD).Anthony R.
Zappacosts,Susan I. Perrath!. The Bryn Mawr Hospital
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
We compared peritonitis rate(PR)of patients(PT)
using non—UV,non—PT assist,open CAPD systems(Group
I) with PT using UV—XD(Croup II).Candidste selec-
tion criteria,socio—econnmic level and training
were identical.All PT were taught to add Heparin
to bags for 3 days for dialysate fibrin.Group I
had 46 P1,904.75 PT montha(rsnge .5—51.5,median
l7.25).Group II had 28 P1,159.5 PT months(rsnge
.25—lO.75,median 4.6).Croup I PT were over 18 yrs.
of age and 11 insulin adding diabetics were 25% of
PT mo.Group II were over 18 yrs. add 5 insulin
adding diabetics were 11% of PT mo.In Group 11,17
PT converted from another CAPD system(aedian time
pre—conversion 32.75 mo. ,range l—5l.5).Eleven PT
were first trained on UV—XD.Group I had 114 epi-
sodes peritonitis(P)giving PR of 1 case per 7.94
PT mo.Group IT had 6 episodes P,for PR of 1 case
per 26.6 PT no. (pc.000l).In Group 1,16 cases P
were associated with same organism exit site infec—
tion(ESI) and 5 cases were of probable endogenous
origin(PEO) (enteric bacteria,diverticulosis,pro—
longed antibiotic response).In Group 11,4 cases P
had same organism ESI and 1 case was PEO.One case
had no growth in dialyaate(PT on antibiotics with
ESI).Group I PR excluding ES! and PE0 cases was 1
per 9.73 PT mo.Group II PR with these exclusions
was 1 case per 159.5 PT mo.
We conclude that the UV—XD was responsible for
a significant reduction in peritonits rate of
CAPD patients in our program.
CHRONIC PERITONEAL DIALYSIS (CPD) IS ASSOCIATED
WITH PROGRESSIVE THROMBOCYTOSIS. Stephen W.
Zimmerman, University of Wisconsin, Medical
School, Madison, Wisconsin.
The bleeding tendency of uremia is corrected
by peritonesi dialysis and it has been suggested
that patients on continuous ambulatory peritoneal
dialysis (CAPU) may be hypercoagulable. However,
platelet counts are usually reported aa normal,
and thrombocytoaia is rarely noted. Plstelet
counts of 57 CPD patients (54 CAPD) were compared
to platelet counts of a group of 50 chronic Eemo—
dialysis (HD) patients. The mean pate1et count
of CPU patients (371,000+ 15,000/mm ) was
significantly greatçr than the mean of HD patients
(224,000+ ll,D0O/mm, PC .091). Thrombocytoaia
(Platelet count >400,000/mm ) was noted in 23 oi
57 CPU patients, but in only 2 of 50 ED patients.
Platelet counts increased with time on CPD with
62% of CPU patients on dialysis for 2 years or
more having thromhocytosis in contrast to only
6% of MD patients. CPD patients with multiple
values also had an increase over time. Platelet
counts of CPD patients correlated positively with
time on PD and serum creatinine and negatively
with age. No significant correlation of platelet
counta was noted with Hct, WBC count, BUN, Serum
Albumin, cholesterol, ferritin, HgbA1 (Diabetics
only), dialyaate glucose or peritonitia rate. It
is concluded that there is a progressive increase
in platelet counts with time on CPU. The under-
lying mechanisms of thrombocytosis, relationship
to the possible hypercoagulable state, and
potential risk for thromboembolic events are
presently unknown.
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A MARKER FOP NATRIURETIC HORMONE; ITS EFFECT ON
RENAL SODIUM EXCRETION.
Suhail Abmad, N - B. Dennis Jr. ,' and N. A. Renny*
University of Washington, Seattle, WA.
Me previously reported that dignxin-like immuno-
reactive substance (DLIS) was found only in hyper-
tensive dialysis patients with higher vascular
resistance. (Ahmed, Scribner, and Kenny, Proc Am
Soc Neph, 1984 p 88 A). To determine the natriu-
retic property of DLIS renal infusions studies
were done in B dogs. PLasma ultrafiltrate (OF)
was collected from two groups of dialysis patients.
The UF from hypertansives with measurable DLIS in
blood was used as "test" and OF from normotensives
with no blood OLIN was used as "control" material.
During each experiment, test and control UF ware
simultsneously infused into each kidney at the
same rate. The fractional excretion of Na (FENS)
FEE, urine flow rate (UV) and creatinine clearance
(CrCl) were measured throughout the experiment.
The values are aean REM;
KIDNEY FENe OV CrC1
TEST; BASELINE 2.l+.3 .4*2 28+4
EXPERIMENT 4.3±.7 1.1±3 4B±7
p(Base. vs Expt) <0.05 <0.05 n.s.
CONTROL; BASELINE l.7±.3
.2±.l 27±4
EXPERIMENT 3.2±.7 .8±.2
p(Test vs Control)(0.05 <0.05 n.s.
Thus a significant increase in FENe confirms
that DLIS containing UF has netriuretic property.
This observation coupled with previous report of
association with increased vascular resistance
strongly suggests that DLIS is a marker for
nstriuretic hormone. Mo increase in FEE and CrCl
suggests that this substance is different from
atrial natriuretic factor.
INCIDENCE OF ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION IN INFANTS,
PREJUVENILE AND JUVENILE CHILDREN. W.C. Arnold,
J.B. Norton, snd N. Sims. Dept. of Pods,, Univ.
of Arkansas for Med. Sci., Arkanass Children's
Eosp., Little Rock, Arksnsss.
Though the incidence of organic hypertension
from cardiac and renal abnormalities is signifi-
cant, essential hypertension does occur in pre—
juvenile children. Few studies hsve evaluated
the Pediatric incidence of essential hypertension
by age. We evalusted the etiology of hypertension
seen in s large referral multi—disciplinary out-
patient pediatric hypertension clinic. Data were
available on 47/53 new cases of hypertension
(Np 95% x 3 by NHBLI grids) over 24 months. Pat-
ients were arbitrarily divided into infsnta (0—2
y.o.), prejuvenile 2—12 y.o.) sod juvenile (12—21
y.o.)
O—2y.o. 2—12y.o, l2—21y.o. Total
Total 9 10 28 47
EHT 0 4(47%) 21(15%) 25(70%)
Renal psren 1(11%) 2(30%) 3(11%) 6(13%)
Reno—vas 2(22%) 0 3(11%) 5(11%)
Coarc aorta 6(67%) 1(10%) 1(3%) 8(17%)
Other 0 3(10%) 0 3(6%)
These results differ somewhat from those reported
from other centers. Cosrctation of the aorta was
the most common cause of hypertension in infants
and was 17% of the tots! numbers of patients seen.
Essential hypertension can occur in prejuvenile
children though its incidence in infants is un-
usual. The incidence of essential hypertension
increased dramatically after the onset of puberty.
Renovasculsr hypertension was less common than
expected. The incidence of essential hyperten-
sion is related to age and perhaps to sexual
maturation.
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PHARMACOKINETICS OF THE NOVEL LONGACTING ACE INHI-
BITOR RAMIPRIL IN PATIENTS WITH RENAL FAILURE
Mattias Aurell, K.Delin*, H.Herlitz*, S. Ljung—
man* and P.Witte*. Department of Nephrology, Sahl-
grenska sjukhuset, University of Gdteborg, Gdte-
borg, Sweden and Med. Department, Hoechst AG,
Frankfurt, Germany.
ACE inhibitors are gaining importance fo hyper-
tension treatment in renal patients. The pharniaco—
kinetics of ramipril (HOE 498) was therefore stu-
died in 6 patients with GFR less than 20 ml/min/
1.73 n BSA. Single oral dose of 5 mg was given and
plasma concentration of the compound and its dia—
cid, the active metabolite, and ACE activity, BP
and heart rate were followed for 28 days. Peak se-
rum concentration of ramipril 42.8±10.8 (SEM)ng/ml
was reached 1±0.3 h after dosing and it was comp-
letely eliminated after 24 h. The diacid reached
its highest value 14.4±4.7 ng/ml after 6±0.9 h but
was detected up to 28 days. ACE activity decreased
from 33.5±4.6 U/min/l to 11.9± 3.4 U/min/l and
1.9±1.2 after 1 and 3 h, remained low for. the next
48 h, increased slowly thereafter but reached only
81.5±5.2 % of initial value after 28 days. BP de-
creased slowly from 152±10/87±3 to 125±7/74±6 mmHg
after 6 h, remained low for 24 h after dosing but
increased to initial value during the next few
days. Slight increases in heart rate from 64±3 to
74±5 beats/mm were noticed during the first 24 h.
The drug was well tolerated in all patients. It is
concluded that ramipril was completely eliminated
within 24 h but the diacid was still detected in
plasma after 28 days, presumably due to slowly
dissociating inhibitor—converting enzyme complex.
ACE was efficiently inhibited for 24 h.
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTOR (S) DURING SUCKLING
EXERT LONG TERM EFFECTS UPON BLOOD
PRESSURE IN GENETIC HYPERTENSION. jjEi
Azar, and William Hrushesky, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN.
To define the role of genetics (SHR and WKY strains)
and environment (high and low NaCI diet) on offspring
BP development, we cross-suckled (Cx) from birth half
of SHR and WKY offspring; the other half remained
with their mothers (C). Nurses were then given .3% or
4% NaCl diets. At weaning, 19 days, offspring were
randomly assigned either .3 or 4% NaCI diets. Offspring
BP was measured at 7, 112 and 300 days of age. At age
7 days, the type of milk ingested affected BP. This was
reflected by independent effects of nurse strain and
nurse diet. Lowest BP was found in SHR offspring
nursed by SHR given a high salt diet, indicating the
presence or absence of strain- and diet-dependent milk
factor (S). These BP (mmHg) results were as follows:
SHR C4%: 40±1, nlO; SHR C.3% 462, n10; SHR CX
4%; 48±2, n=8; SHR Cx .3%: 44±1, n=lO. At 112 days
of age offspring strain is a much stronger determinant
of BP than dietary or milk factor (S). Nurse strain also
strongly affects offspring BP: Offspring nursed by SHR
had higher BP than those nursed by WKY. At 112 days
while SHR 0.3% milk factor (S) delayed hypertension,
SHR 4% factor (S) did not. At 300 days, offspring strain
accounted for most BP variability. Offspring diet no
longer affected BP. However, milk factor (S) present
almost a year before for only 19 days still exerted a
clear influence upon BP (F: 2.87, p<.027). Thus, in SHR,
genetics is the single most important determinant of BP
at all stages of offspring development; early in life, diet
whether milk or chow has a large effect on BP which is
lost by middle age. Most surprisingly, the milk that off-
spring ingests during the first 19 days of life promin-
ently affects its BP for the next 10 months of life.
RENAL AND METABOLIC EFFECTS ON CALCIUM ANTAGONISTS
(CA) IN ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION (EN): ACUTE AND CHR
ONIC STUDY. G. Bazzatd', U. Coli' S. Landini A.Fra
casso' P. Morachielld', F. Righettc", F. Scanfer1
(Intr. by D.W. Seldin). Nephrology and Dialysis
Dpt., Umberto I Hospital, Venice—Mestre, Italy.
The effects of acute IV administration of Vera—
pamil (V), and chronic oral administration of V or
Nifedipine (N) on serum and urine electrolytes in
EN were evaluated. Acute infusion of V 10 mg in 6
Eli pts produced a fall in MAP (— 19.5+4%) after 15
mm with a modest increase in HR. BP and HR return
ed toward basal level in 1 hr. Serum Ca rose after
15 mm and was still significantly elevated after
4 hrs. Serum Na, K and P didn't change significant
ly; urine Ca and Na, but not K and P, increased. A
chronic study was then undertaken in 2 groups of
pts with EH. After a control period they were trea
ted for 2 weeks with V (n=14) 120—240 mg b.i.d. or
Nifedipine (nl2) 20 mg b.i.d. Both drugs caused a
similar reduction of MAP: V= —11.7%; N= —12% (P<
0.005). HR was unchanged during V while it signifi
cantly increased (P<O.OO1) during N therapy. V md
uced significant calciuria (P(O.O5) and slight nat
nuns, while no changes were observed during N tr
eatment. Hormonal pattern was characterized by dec
rease of PTH (P<O.O5) both with V and N. Neither
drug altered levels of calcitonin and alk.phosphat
ase or blood concentrations of Ca, P, Mg. Altera
tions in glucose tolerance test and insulin were
not detected. The finding of increasing urine Ca
in the face of normal serum Ca and low PTH sugges-
ts either a renal inhibition by V of Ca absorption
or a consequence of diminished PTH. V and N caused
comparable fall in BP but only V increased Ca excr
etion; this suggests that V may have a direct inhi
bitory effect on renal Ca transport.
TIE HEMODYNAMIC EFFECT OF DIETARY CALCIIi.I
SLPPLEMENTATION (DCS) ON 2-KIDI€Y, 1 CLIP
RENOVASCULAR HYPERTENSION (2—K,lC RVH) IN THE RAT.
R.G.Benedetti Un. of Vt. Burlington, VT
DCS lowers blood pressure in spontaneously
hypertensive rats and DOCA salt hypertensive rats.
Because the mechanism of action for the antihyper-.
tensive effect remains uncertain, the hemodynamic
effect of OCS on a renin—angiotensin mediated
model of hypertension was examined. Rats were
placed on the standard 1.2% calcium diet (NCA) or
the standard diet supplemented with CaCO3 to 2.5%
calcium (HCM) for one week, and then a 0.23 mm
clip was placed around one renal artery. Systolic
blood pressure (SBP) was recorded biweekly and 3
weeks later measurements were made of serum
calcium, phosphorous, and plasma renin activity(PRA). Systemic hemodynarnics were determined
using microsphere methodology. SSP was not dif-ferent in NCA and HCA rats prior to clipping
(110±4, N=26 vs 116±4, mmHg, N=28,resp. p=NS).
SBP Ca P0., CI SVR
mmHg mg/dl mg/dl al/mm/kg units
NCA 194±5 9.6±.2 7.7±.3 276±26 .695±.D83
HCA 161±3 lO.O±.2 6.7±.3 320±16 .481±.026
p <.005 NS <.025 NS <.01
3 weeks after clipping SBP was reduced by 20% in
HCA rats. Serum calcium was not different but
serum phosphorus was slightly reduced in HCA rats.
PRA was elevated similarly in NCA and HCA groups
(3.6±.6 and 3.1± ng AI/mlAr, resp, p=NS). Cardiac
index (CI) was not different, however, systemic
vascular resistance (SVR) was reduced by 31% in
HCA animals. Thus, DCS lowers blood pressure in
2—K, 1C RVH by decreasing systemic vascular
resistance.
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ELECTROPHORETIC ANALYSIS OF THE PROTEIN COMPOSI-
TION OF THE ERYTHEOCYTE MEMBRANE OF HYPERTENSIVE
AND NORMOTENSIVE RAT STRAINS. James Bonitatl*
and John W. Boylan. VA Medical Centers, Buffalo,
NY and Newington, CT.
Although alterations in ion flux rates across
red cell membranes of genetically hypertensive man
and rat have been reported for two decades there
has been no attempt to discover a structural basie
for these aberrations in membrane permeability. To
test the hypothesis that a variant transporter or
structural protein could account for these differ-
ences we compared 2—dimensional electrophoretic
patterns of red cell ghosts from a strain of spon-
taneously hypertensive rat (SHR) with patterns
from normotensive Wistar Kyoto (WKY) and domestic
Wistar (DW) rats. Solubilization medium was moth—
fled from that of Rosenblum et al (Clin. Chem.
28:925, 1982). Gel slabs were stained with alka-
line silver nitrate. Multiple runs were done on
each of 24 rats, 12 SUP, 6 WRY and 6 OW.
The protein patterns consist of 270 major and
approximately 725 minor spots. About 65 of the
major spots were in the 30—60K Dalton range with
iso—electric points between 4 and 6. The remaining
major spots ranged from 12 to over 200K. Protein
patterns of all three strains were virtually
superimposable, no consistent differences being
detected. Using the standard 1—dimensional elec—
trophoretic procedure of Fairbanks, with silver
straining, 76 bands were observed (many times the
number found with conventional Coomassle blue) and
no difference was discernible among the 3 strains.
It appears unlikely that protein composition
of the red cell membrane of SHE differs qualita-
tively from either of these normotensive strains.
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ESSENTIAL HEREDITARY HYPERTENSION IN DOGS:
A NEW ANIMAL MODEL. K.C. Bove, M.P.
Litteane, F. Saleh°, R. Beeuwkes, W. Mann5
P. Koster5 and L.B. Kinter. School of
Veterinary Medicine, University of Pennsyl-
vania and Smith, Kline, French Laborator-
ies, Philadelphia, PA.
Essential hypertension ha previously
been reported in only one dog (Fed Proc
38[3]:1350, 1979). We have identified and
bred two unrelated dogs with severe hyper-
tension (diastolic >125 mmHg) and vascular
changes. When trained approximately half
(n12) of the offspring have raised BP,
diastolic >85 mmHg, measured by indirect
pressure method. Trained F1 and F2 progeny
had simultaneously measured arteriopunc—
ture and indirect NP measurements using an
automatic pneumatic cuff, systolic/dias-
tolic, and mean, respectiveiy: 190/105,
133: 175/92, 117 mmHg. Indirect techniques
underestimated directly measured diastolic
pressure, DP, by 5—10 mmHg. Oral Na+
loadiNg in hype"tensive dogs produced ele-
vated DP, 122 mrnHg, ihile Na+ restriction
caused no change, a marked difference
from normotensive littermates. GFR and
frac. Na+ reab. were similarly reduced
during Na+ loading in hypertensives and
normotensives. No correlations were
found between DP and plasma renin,
aldosterone, and catecholamines. No
obvious explanation for elevated NP was
observed. These dogs identified as Penn
Hypertensive Dogs, P1-ID strain, represent
a new model of hereditary essential
hypertension.
DIFFERENCES IN OXIDATIVE METABOLISM OF CORTICAL
RENAL TUBULES FROM GENETICALLY HYPERTENSIVE RATS.
P.C. Brazy and P.E. Klotman. Duke University and
Durflam VA Medical Centers, Durham, North Carolina.
Genetic hypertension in the Wistar-Kyoto rat
(SHR) is associated with abnormalities in transport
and metabolism. However, it is unclear whether the
kidney shares these defects. Therefore, we studied
rates of oxidative metabolism in cortical renal
tubules isolated from SIIR and age-matched
normotensive (WKY) rats. SHRs were grouped by age
and blood pressure into pre-, early and stable
hypertensive groups. Tubules were prepared by
partial digestion with collagenase and separated on
a Ficoll gradient. Oxygen consumption rates (Q02)
were measured with a Clark—type oxygen electrode
under conditions which define components of
oxidative metabolism. We found oxidative metabolism
In tubules from pre— and stable SHRs to be no
different than WKY tubules. Significant differences
were present in tubules from early hypertensive
SHRs (6-9 wk old). These SHE tubules had a 20%
increase in control Q02 (49+1 vs 41+1 nmol/mg
protein/mm), a 28% increase in ouabain—insensitive
Q02 and a 16% Increase in uncoupled Q02. We found
no change in ouabain—sensitive Q02. These tubules
had a blunted response to Q02 stimulation by 10 nM
norepinephrine and a greater response to Q02
stimulation by calcium ionophore. These data
indicate that cortical renal tubules from early
hypertensive SHRs have an Intrinsic alteration in
their rates of oxidative metabolism. The changes
are in the ouabain—insensitive component of Q02 and
are associated with an altered response to hormonal
and calcium stimulation. These results may reflect
an important difference between SHR and WKY kidneys
during the development of hypertension.
MINERALOORTIIOID EFFECTS OF 19—OH AND19-NOR ALDOSTERONE.
A S 8rpm, MA Pacholski*, NA. SaccOccio*, M. Harnik*t, end DJ.
Morris*. Brown University, Providence, RI. and 'TelAviv
University, Tel Aviv, Israel.
The C19-dernethylated derivative of deoxycarticosterone (19—Nor
DOC) is a potent mineralocorticoid end hypertensinogen. However,
the biologic properties of the aidesterone derivative,l 9—Nor Aide
and its percursor, 19—OH Aide, have not been previously published.
Both of these Aide derivatives have recently been synthesized.
Minerabocorticoid activity of these derivatives was first examined
in vitro in the urinary blr isolated from the Dominican toed
(Bufo marinus). Na transport was assessed by the short circuit
current technique (3CC). In initial experiments, 19—OH Aide end
19—Nor Aide were compared to Aido at 1 O M. Both derivatives
produced en increase in 5CC after a latent period of approximately
120 mm, By 360 mm, the responses to 19-OH Alclo (n=6) and
19—Nor Aide (n6) were not significantly different from that of
Aide When Aide end its two derivatives were tested at concentrations
ranging from 108 M to 1 O M, 3CC reeched a plateau at 1O M
2 to 3 times above baseline for all three steroids (n=3—17).
Parallel studies were conducted in vivo In edrenalectomized (mix)
male rats (160—185 gm/rat) measuring changes in urinary
Na'1/K', Na4'/creatinine, and K/creaLinine. 1—3 hrs after the
edminstration of Aide or derivative (dosages O.O2—25pg
steroid/rat, n=5— 1 0/dosage); 19—OH Aide was approximately
1/100th asactive as Alcb while 19—Nor Aide proved to be equipotent
to Aide in all respects. These studies show that derivatives of Aide
modified at thedo position are potent mineralocorticoids and could
play a role in electrolyte and blood pressure regulation.
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CA INFLUX & H9O DISTRIBUTION IN AORTA OF SPONTANE-
OUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RATS (SHR5): EFFECT OF DIETARY
CALCIUM SUPPLEMENTATION. RD Bukoski,* SB Plant,*
DA McCarron, Ore. Hith. Sd, Univ., Portland, OR.
The effect of dietary Ca (dCa) supplementation
(2% vs 1%) on blood pressure (BP) and aortic 'Ca
(Ca) influx and H2O distribution (H20 dist.) was
examined In 2 populations of SHRs. Wistar Kyoto
(WKY) rats were controls. The young animal group
(yn gp) received dCa for 7—11 wks beginning at 6
wks of age (WOA) and an older group (ol gp)
received dCa for 25—29 weeks starting at 12 WOA.
At sacrifice, BP in the yn gp was: SHR—1%143±4;
SHR-2%=129±4 and WKY-1%=118±5mmHg. Values for
SHR—1% are greater at p<O.O5. Ca influx was lower
at 1 mm. in the SHR—2% yn gp (SHR—2%21.5j5.2 vs
WKY—1%=29.9±9.4 i.snol/kg tissue). In the ol gp, Ca
influx was greater at 1 and 5 mm. in the SHR—2%
Ca group (SHR—2%=37.1±8.9 vs WKY—1%=24±7.3 at 1
mm. and SHR—2%=100.1±8,7 vs WKY—1%=71.5±7.1 at 5
p<D.O5). H2O dist. was examined using
C—sucrose and the extracellular H2O was less
than control in both SHR yn gp, while cell H2O
content was elevated in the SHR—2% group (excell.
H20 for SHR-2%=1.27jO.O6 kg H2O/kg tissue vs WKY-
1%=1.O3±O.O3, p<O.O5). In the 01 gp there were no
differences in H20 dist. in the SHR—2% and WKY—1%
groups, while the extracell. H,O content was still
depressed in the SHR—1% group tSHR—1%=1.22fO.06 vs
WKY-1%=1.42*O.O6). We conclude that dCa in the
SHR alters Ca influx, perhaps through either an
increase in permeability to Ca, a decrease in Ca
extrusion or an increase In the affinity of cell
Ca binding. In addition, H2O dist. is altered in
response to long term exposure to elevated dCa.
These data may serve as a basis for understanding
the mechanism of the BP lowering action of dCa.
HEMODYNAMICS IN 1.V. ENALAPRILAT ADMINISTRATION
S.Burstere, P.Kee1ey R.Davidson, Univ. of WA
Enalaprilat is the active form of pro—drug
enalapril (MK—421),a new ACE—inhibitor with side
effect advantages over captopril;it is effective
in moderate to severe hypertension. We have used
the portable non—invasive Doppler ultrasound card-
iac output monitor(Ultracom)to study hemodynmnics
in pts.with essential hypertension receiving I.V.
enalaprilat. Pts.(n6;3 female, 3 male;age 27—61,
avg.38)were admitted to study if diastolic BP was
>105,All pta. had normal lab, studies including
1ectro1ytes,BUN,creat. ,liver function & CBC.None
had evidence of 20 hypertension.BP and heart rate
(HR)were determined supine q hourly for 12 hours
prior to administration of IV enalaprilat and
the last 4 hourly values averaged for the entry
BP;C.O. determinations were obtained by a single
observer under the smne conditions 2—4 times
prior to dosing.After 1.25 or 5 mgm of enalapri—
1st IV, BR and HR were obtained every 15 min.for
1 hr.,then hourly until next dose (at 6 bra.).
C.O. was obtained at the smne time. The lowest BR
value measured that was maintained for longer
than an hour was taken as the maximal response,
and correlated with simultaneous C.O. Entry val-
ues: MAP(133+16= S.D.),HR(7O+3), systolic BP
(=165+2O),diato1ic BP(116+8),C.I.(=2.63+
tJ.21),erived TPRI(=4O9O.2-i-6T2.1). Maximal res-
ponse was obtained at t=75 min.after dosing.Post—
enalaprilat values: MAP(—1O6+1O,p<.O5) ,HR(=73+
2,NS),systolic BP(=135+9,p<.U1)diastolic BP(=1
+5,p<.O5),C.I.(2.8+O.T7,NS),derived TPRIC:
112.2+435.3,p<.O5).'Enalapri1at appears to lower
BP effctive1y by decreasing peripheFal resist-
ance, as expected, without significantly altering
heart rate or cardiac index.
EFFECT OF THYROXINE ON FLUID BALANCE OF DOCA RATS.
J. Cheng, G. Pullen*,T. Hansen*. VAMC & Department
of Medicine and Physiology, Chicago Medical School,
North Chicago, Illinois 60064.
Extracellular volume expansion is considered as a
necessary step in the induction of DOCA—salt hyper-
tension. In thyroid-parathyroidectomy(PXTX) rats,
DOCA—salt preparation fails to induce hypertension.
(HTN). Hypertensive response resumes after intra—
peritoneal injection(IP) of Thyroxine(T4) or a min-
ute dose of T4 injected intracerebroventricularly.
These studies appear to suggest a central role for
T4 in DOCA HTN. However, the effect of T4 on the
volume status is unknown. We studied the daily
fluid balances (ISO) of PXTX rats pre- and post-
DOCA and after T4 IP. The results are as follows:
WEEKLY BLOOD PRESSURE (mmHg) Mean SEM
Pre—DOCA Wi W2 W3 Post-T4
Control (6) 122*3 146*3 152*8 157*6
PXTX (6) 96±2 114±10 122±4 159±9
FLUID BALANCE (ml/day) Mean SEN
PRE-DOCA POST-DOCA POST-T4
I 1—0 I 1—0 I 1—0
Control (6) 31±1 22±1 104±5 29±2
PXTX (6) 23±1 15±1 186±3 33±6 184±8 35±4
These results show that 1. HTN develops in PXTX—
DOCA rats only after T4 supplement. 2. Pre-DOCA,
PXTX rats have lower daily I 6 1-0. 3. Both
control and PXTX rats respond to DOCA-salt pre-
paration similarly by significantly increasing
their I and 1-0. 4. T4 IP does not change the
pattern of fluid balance in PXTX rats. In con-
clusion, the presence or absence of T4 affects the
blood pressure response but does not affect the
fluid balance of PXTX-DOCA rats.
ANTIHYPERTENSIVE AND ANTIPLATELET EFFECTS OF
NIPRIDE IN SHR. Steven G. Chrys, Louis
Ganousis, and James W. Davis, Vet. Adm. Med.
Cent. Kansas City, MO and Univ. of Kansas Med.
Cent. Kansas City, KS.
Nipride (NP) is used for the treatment of hyper-
tensive emergencies. NP has been shown to inter-
fere with platelet (pit) aggregation in man.
Thus, its use in hypertensive hemorrhagic strokes
could be detrimental. Eight male 3 mo. old SHR
received NP 50 g/kg/min in 0.2 mi/mm D5W IV,
whereas 8 other SHR received D5W 0.2 mi/mm Iv.
NP was given also to 8 male 3 iso. old WKY rats,
whereas, 8 others received D5W. Arterial pres-
sure (AN) and heart rate (HR) were measured
intraarterially. Plt aggregation was measured
using ADP with a chronolog aggregometer and
bleeding time was measured from the rat's tail.
NP decreased AP in the SHR (P(.00l) and WKY rats
(P(.Ol) and increased HR in both groups (P<.01),
whereas D5W had no effect. NP increased plt
aggregation in SHR and decreased it in WKY rats
(P('.OS). In contrast, NP decreased BT in SHR
(P(.O1) and did not affect it in WKY rats. 05W
had no effect on BT in both groups. We conclude:
1. NP has different effects on pit aggregation
and BT in normotensive and hypertensive rats.
2. Its effect on BT are related to AN reduction.
3. NP can be safely given to pts. with hyper-
tensive hemorrhagic stroke or dissecting aortic
aneurysm.
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INFLUENCE OF DIETARY SALT ON CHRONIC
RENAL INJURY, B.S. Daniels*, T.H. Hostetter,
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
The relationship of hypertension, dietary salt and
progressive renal injury remains controversial. We
studied rats subjected to subtotal nephreetomy by
unilateral nephrectomy and infarction of approximately
2/3 of the remaining kidney. The rats were maintained
on either a sodium deficient diet (Na Def) or the same
chow supplemented with 0.46% sodium as NaC1 (Na Suf).
The diets were otherwise identical. Food intake was ad
IIh but did not differ between groups. Mean serum
creatinines were matched in both groups at the
beginning of the study, 3 days after renal ablation and
prior to dietary manipulation (Na Def = 1.1 0.08 and
Na Suf = 1.1 0.13 mg/dl; SEM). After four weeks,
creatinine clearances were similar in both groups (Na
Def 0,54 ÷ 0.08 and Na Suf = 0.49 ÷ 0.07 mI/mm).
Likewise, concious systolic arterial pressures (Na Def =
141 16 and Na Suf 166 16 mmHg) and directly
measured mean arterial pressures during anesthesia (Na
Def = 137 6 and Na Suf 143 ÷ 8 mmHg) were not
significantly different. However, Na Def rats had rates
of urinary protein excretion that were significantly less
than those of Na Suf rats. (Na Def = 40 8 and Na Suf
93 20 mg/24 hr, p < 0.05). In addition, plasma renin
activity was substantially higher in the sodium deficient
animals (Na Def = 40.5 + 5.8 and Na Suf = 5.1 1.8 ng
AII/ml/hr, p < 0.001). Thus, dietary salt intake exerts a
marked effect on functional renal injury with little or
no influence on arterial hypertension. Furthermore, the
protective effect of salt restriction occurs despite
activation of the renin-angiotensin system, an event
usually associated with exacerbation of proteinuria.
Hence, the beneficial effects of salt restriction appear to
be independent of hypertension and stimulation of renin.
IN VIVO ASSESSMENT OF RAT RENAL VASCULAR a—AD—
RENOCEPTORS IN WRY AND SHR. G.F. DiBona & L.L.
Sawin*, Univ. Ia. Col. Med. & V.A. Med. Ctr.,
Iowa City, IA.
Renal a2—adrenoceptor number is increased in
SHR compared to WRY (Sanchez & Pettinger, Life
Sci. 29:2795, 1981). Since renal vascular ci 2—a—
drenoceptors do not contribute to sympathetic re-
nal vasoconstriction in normal Wistar rats (Wolff
et al., Fed. Proc. 44:6792, 1985), we questioned
whether there was increased functional contribu-
tion of renal vascular a2—adrenoceptors in StIR
compared to WRY. Flow meter determined renal
blood flow responses were determined In response
to renal arterial administration of agonists
(renal nerve stimulation, RNS; norepinephrine,
NE; phenylephrine, PR; clonidine, C; guanabenz,
C) before and after antagonists (prazosin, P;
rauwolseine, It) in anesthetized StIR and WRY.
WRY SHR
N 15 17
MAP, mm Hg 110±5 164±5
RNS, Hz 3.5±0.5 3.8±0.4
MEl 72±10 64±8 1, ED,—20% RBF
P 1 284±32 321±45)
1515±185 1485±200 ED —107 RBFC) 6458±490 6365±570
Renal vasoconstrictor responses to RNS (1—6 Hz)
were similarly inhibited by P and unaffected by It
in both WRY and SHR. P inhibited NE and PE but
not C or G, K inhibited C and C but not NE or PE.
Conclusion: Sympathetic renal vasoconstric—
tion is mediated similarly and exclusively by
vascular cs1—adrenoceptors in both WRY and StIR.
The increased numbers of renal a —adrenoceptors
in StIR are either not located on he vasculature
or, if so, are non—functional.
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DICPEASING DIETARY ClCIUM AUGMENTS GLOMEFJIAR
CAPIlLARY HYPERTENSION AND WORSENS GIOMERULAR
DJURY fll PATS WITH DESOXYCORTICOSTEl)NE-SAflL'
(LxX-SALT) HYPERTENSION. Lance D. iY,iorkin, Helen
D. Feiner, and Joseph Randazzo.* Depts. of Med. &
Path., New York Univ. Med. Ctr., New York, N.Y.
We examined the hypothesis that increased cal-
cisxn intake would lower mean arterial pressure
LAP),glomerular capillary hydraulic pressure(Pm) and plasma flow (0A) and thereby prevent
glosnerular injury in C-SAIE rats. Unissephrecto-
snized (IINX) Muniub-Wistar rats were given talC (10
is/wk, s.c.), 1% saline for drinking arid a diet
containing 1% (NC) or 2% calcium (NC). Nicropunc-
ture studies at 3 weeks revealed that while single
nephron glomerular filtration rate axiS AP were
similar in the 2 groups, values for P and
afferent arteriolar resistance (RA) were signifi-
cantly differit asshcMm
GRIUP AP P Q PA...
———xumHg——— ni/rain dyne's'cxu X101
NC (7) 120±7 57±2 180±19 1.35±0.12
HC (10) 117±4 64±1* 223±16 0.83±0.05*
Mean±SE: * P.iihO2 V. NC; (nI = # of rats
At 6 weeks, AP was further elevated but not dif-
ferent between groups (153±11 V. 146±20 snmHg).
However, MC had snore proteinuria (186±38 vs 58±4
r/24h in NC) and more severe morphologic evidence
of glomerular injury, including mesangial expert-
sion and focal segmental proliferation. We con-
dliide: 1) doubling calcium intake fails to lower
AR but reduces R and exacerbates glomerular cap-
illary hypertension_in talC-SALT rats. 2) Naneu-
vera whith augment P increase the severity ofglomerular injury in this model. Our findings
suggest caution in supplementing calcium intake in
hypertensive patients with renal disease.
INCREASED INTESTINAL AND RENAL CA TRANSPORT BY PRE—
hYPERTENSIVE SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RAT (SHR):
EVIDENCE FOR THEIR PRIMACY AND THE ROLE OF 1,25
(OH)2D3. B. Eby*, N. Pesigan*, C. Langman and K.
Lau. Dept. of Medicine & Pediatrics, Nichael Reese
Hosp., Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
One recent hypothesis regarding Ca abnormalities
in the SHR suggests malabsorption and renal Ca
leak, producing secondary hyperparathyroldism.
This hypothesis predicts the worsening of these
phenomena by parathyroidectomy (PTX) or Ca depri-
vation. In 4 weeks old normotensive StIR and Mis-
ter Kyoto (WRy) control (B.P. 106 vs 107 torr),
we tested this hypothesis. Results. (1) At 21
through 28 days of age, balance studies indicated
increased net Ca absorption by the StIR (581' vs 46
mg/d) and inappropriately reduced urine Ca (21' vs
3 mg/d) since Ca retention was greater (561 vs 43
rng/d) (1', p<O.O5 vs WRy). (2) The enhanced ab-
sorption, reduced excretion and increased Ca re-
tention by the SHR were unaffected by exogenous
i,25(OH)2D3 to both groups. (3) Ca deprivation
unmasked no renal hypercalciuria (0.29 vs 0.28
rigid) despite peraistance of greater Ca absorption
(1.21' vs 1.0 mg/d) and retention in the SHR. (4)
Acute PTX did not abolish the increased tubular
reabsorption of Ca (95.41' vs 91.7%) by SHR despite
higher serum ultrafiltrable Ca (5.11' vs 4.3 rag!
dl) (5) Chronic PTX did not reverse the hyper—
absorption by SHR (251' vs 20 mg/d). (6) Serum
1,25(OH)2D3 was increased in StIR (423± vs 170 pg/
nl). These data indicated exaggerated rates of
Ca transport by gut and renal epithelial of the
StIR, independent of PTH. The increased absorp-
tion is in part explained by the increased serum
1,25(OH)2D3. These results argue for the alternate
hypothesis of Ca overload.
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ATRIAL NATRI(.ETIC PEPTIDE (Ar'F)-INDLCED
1-IYPOTENSION IN THE DOG: CARDIOVASCt.IAR AND
CIRCI.LATING VASOCONSTRICTOR MECHANISMS.
B. S. Edwards*, T. R. Schwab*, 0. N. Heub1ein,
and 3. C. Burnett, Jr., Dept. of Medicine,
Mayo Medical School, Rochester, MN
This study was undertaken to investigate the
mechanism of ANP—induced hypotension in the dog.
The acute cardiovascular and circulating
vasoconstrictor responses to intravenous AP (0.3
pg/kg/mm) were studied in 6 anesthetized dogs.
Cardiac hemodynamics were measured utilizing a
flow—directed thermodilution catheter placed in
the pulmonary artery. AP caused a significant
decrease in arterial pressure from 124+5.7 to
110+5.4 mHg (p<.005) and in cardiac output from
4.1+.l9 to 3.63+.18 1/mm (p<.05). There was no
associated chang in right atrial or pulmonary
capillary wedge pressure. Despite the
hypotension, heart rate (158+8 to 160+9 bpm), and
systemic vascular resistance (2432+108 to 2493+90
Ru) did not change significantly. Furthermore,
the hypotensive response to AP was associated
with a decrease in plasma renin activity 4.0+.59
to 2.8+.51 ng/ml,kir (p<.005) and only modest
increases in arginine vasopressin (3.16+.58 to
5.65+1.0 pg/mi, p<.05), epinephrine (30+8.6 to
54.4+12.8 pg/al, p<.005), and norepinephrine
leveTs (147.1+24.9 to 188.8+25.8 pg/mi, p<.05).
The present study supports the conclusion that
AMP—induced hypotension is mediated by a decrease
in cardiac output and an associated blunting of
the normal physiologic neurohutioral response to
hypotension.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CELL MEMBRANE Na/H EX-
CHANGER IN SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RATS (SHR),
P.U. Feig, M.A. D'Occhio* and J.W. Boylan, UConn
School of Medicine, Department of Medicine and
VA Medical Center, Newington, CT.
Because the Na/H exchanger bears similarities
to Na/Li countertransport (reported increased in
essential hypertension) and Is important In cell
pH regulation, hormone and enzyme activity and
renal Na reabsorption, we studied the Na/H ex-
change—rich thymocytes in three strains of rats,
SHR, normotensive Wiatar Kyoto (WKY) and domestic
Wistar (DWR). Uptake of Na by the Na/H exchanger
was measured as the osmotic swelling (by electro-
nic cell sizing) after activation of the exchanger
by suspension of the cells in Na—proplonate, and
consequent intracellular acidification by the
permeant weak acid. Exchanger activity Is given
as * swelling SEN per 20 minutes.
In cells from 16 SHR and 16 WKY swelling was
44±3* vs 35±2*, respectively (p(0.Ol). Swelling
was inhibited by amiloride and by complete substi-
tutions of Cl for proplonate or K for Na. Partial
ion substitutions showed that exchange activity
was related linearly to cellular acidification;
dependence on external (Na] showed saturation with
the same apparent Km for SHR and WKY but with a
Vmax of 543* for SHR vs 39+2* for VKY (p<0.OO2).
External Li could replace Na on the exchanger but
abolished the difference between strains. Results
in DWR were Indistinguishable from WKY.
In summary, the Na transport capacity of the
Na/H exchanger is increased In SHR thymocytes. It
remains to be shown whether this transport alter-
ation is shared by other body cells, more immedi-
ately Implicated in the control of blood pressure.
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RENAL DOPAMINE RECEPTORS IN THE SPONTANEOUSLY
HYPERTENSIVE RAT (SHR). Robin A. Felder, David S.
Garland , and Pedro A. Jose. Univ. Virginia Med.
Ctr., Charlottesville, VA and Georgetown Univ.
Med. Ctr., Washington, D.C.
We have reported H—haloperidol binding sites
and dopamine (DA) linked adenylate cyclase acti-
vity in rat renal cortical homogenates (CR) and
glomeruli (G). To examine the relationship between
the renal dopaminergic system ad hypertension in
SHR,we measured the binding of -'H—spiroperidol(S)
a DA—2 antagonist and H—cis—flupenth1xo1 (CF), a
DA—l>DA—2 antagonist in renal tissue from SHR
(BP> 175 mm Hg) and normotensive Wistar Kyoto(WICY)
controls (BP< 135 mm Hg). S binding was assessed
in both CII and G; CF binding was measured in CR
only. Cortex was obtained by dissection and G by
sieving. S and CF bindIng (.1—15 nIl) were per-
formed in the presence or absence of 10 uM triflu—
peridol to determine specific binding. Selectivity
of CF to DA—1 was increased by adding 10 nM cold S
to the incubate. Using 5, in G no difference in
receptor density (B x or affinity (Ed) was found
between WKY (Kd=5.3l.3l aM, B =.2l±.l pmol/mg
protein, nk) and SHR (Kd:5.67*, 8max .21±.l,
n=1(). In WKY CH, non—linear Rosenthal plots were
found for both S and CF binding. High affinity
sites were: S: Kdl.2B*.#, 8ma .l8±.O3, n=6; CF:
Kd:2.33±.85, B .39*.l, n=3. n contrast in SHR
CII, only high inIty sites were present. High
affinity sites were: 5: Kd.52i.2l, B .O5*.O2,
n=6; CF: K,=1.23*.5'I, BmaxO8*O3 The lower
number of A—2 sites (p <.01) and the absence of
low affinity DA—1 sites in SHR suggest an altered
renal dopaminergic system. This decreased DA—l in
SHR may in part be a mechanism for the defective
sodium metabolism in these animals.
UNILATE RAL MEDULLARY ADRENAL HYPERFUNCTION
WITH OR WITHOUT HYPERPLASIA AS A FREQUENT CAUSE
OF SECONDARY HYPERTENSION. L. F, Ferder; M. Grosman;
J. C. Salvidea. Universidad Buenos Aires Argentina.
We present 7 patients (5 men and 2 women), all of them suffering
from hypertension (diastolic > 110 mm Hg), with ages ranging
between 20 and 55. Vanillymandelic acid and catecholamines in
urine over 24 hs. were normal. None of these patients responded to
pharmacological treatment. All underwent arteriography and sho-
wed: enlargement, fragility of one adrenal gland. and increase in
blood pressure after the inyection of iodine. Blood samples were
taken from both auprarrenal veins as well as from the inferior cava.
Catecholamines (NA + A) were measured by radioenzimatic me
thods in the samples. Results for (NA + A) in the suprarrenal veins
are asymmetric, (see table), in direct relation with results of the
arteriography. A suprarrenalectomy was performed on all the
patients, thus normalizing their blood pressure. Only in patients 4,
5, 6 and 7 did histologic studies show hyperplasia of the medullary
adrenal. We consider that the correlation between asymmetry of
the catecholamines and suprarrenal histology may point to a
possible cause of secondary hypertension.
Table
- Pacient 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
RightS.R. 25 20,7 159 319 12,8 170 78
< Left S. R. 1 5,5 18,6 15,80,07 10 11,5
< Inf. Cava 0.18 0,33 — 0,45 0,09 — —z
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BRIEF NEONATAL DRUG TREATMENT REDUCES HYPERTENSIVE
RENAL DAMAGE IN THE SHR. Vincent H. Cattone,
Carey D. Balaban* and Walter B. Severs*, Depts. of
Anat. & Pharm., Hershey Med. Ctr., Hershey, PA
The present study was undertaken to explore the
impact of developing innervation on the
differentiation of the SHR kidney, potentially
affecting the development of mature renal
function, We gave neonatal SHRs either a
sympatholytic or postsynaptic blockers to modify
this developmental influence.
Neonatal male SHRs were given either: a)
guanethidine (100 mg/kg), b) prazosin (5 mg/kg) +
timolol (10 mg/kg) or c) vehicle (5% sucrose),
p.o. daily on days 1-14. Each litter consisted of
a treatment group (a or b) and intralitter
controls (c). All animals were allowed to msture
to 10 months at which time renal function & blood
pressure (MBP, carotid) were determined. The
kidneys were perfusion fixed and processed for
light microscopy from which rensl damage was
scored (0-÷-i--t--i-). Creatinine clearance (Ccr) and
MBP were compared by t-test and renal damage by
Mann Whitney U test, *pCO.O5 vs control(c)
N Arteries Glomeruli Ccr/lOOg±SD MBP±SD
a) 3 *
b) 4 +*
c) 5 4+1-
+*
-i-+*
4-++
0.578± 0.068*
0.602± 0.192*
0.321± 0.073
195± 20
193± 15
181± 9
Brief neonatal treatment during the establishment
of renal innervation did not affect the magnitude
of hypertension which developed, however, it
dramatically affected the development of kidney
damage. In conclusion, hypertension and kidney
damage may be dissociated by affecting aspects of
renal differentiation under neural influence in
the SHR.
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THE CLIPPED KIDNEY IN TWO—KIDNEY, ONE CLIP (2K,1C)
HYPERTENSIVE RATS DURING PROLONGED ANGIOTENSIN CON—
VENTING ENZYME (ACE) INHIBITION. H.—J.Grdne and U.
Helmchen. University of Gbttingen, Dept. of Patho-
logy, GEttingen, West Germany (intr. by M.J.Dunn).
We previously demonatrated that in rats with bi-
lateral renal artery stenosis systemic blood pres-
sure reduction by ACE blockade led to acute renal
failure (Kidney Int.22:5198—205,1982). ACE inhibi-
tion in hypertension with unilateral renal artery
stenosis may also lead to damage of the clipped
kidney. In rats with 2K,IC the impairment of the
left kidney was investigated after prolonged thera-
py (14d) with the ACE inhibitor MK421. Untreated 2K
1C rats(C) and 2K,IC rats treated with dihydrals—
zine(D) served as controls. Mean arterial pressure
was similarly reduced in MK42! and D rats.Mean gb—
merular filtration rate of the clipped kidney in
MK421 rats was significantly lower than in B rats
(MK421,n=8: 51±13; D,n=8: 246t43; C,n6: 1063±42 ii].
/min). Serum crestinine concentration was not ele-
vated in MK421 or D rats (MK421,rad2: 0.68±0,03; B,
n=12: 0,69±0,03; C,n=19: 0,7±0,07 mgI). Left renal
blood flow was similar in MK421 and D rats (MK421:
4,08±0,75; D: 4,49*0,54; C: 7,51+0,55 ml/min). Only
clipped kidneys of MK421 rats showed a pronounced
atrophy of tubular epithelium. Apparently ACE inhi-
bition in the 2K,IC model carries the risk of ex-
cretory insufficiency and tubular atrophy of the
clipped kidney, undetectable by routine serum crea—
tinine measurement — in contrast to bilateral renal
artery stenosis —; the contralateral kidney compen-
sates for the loss of function of the clipped kid-
ney. The failure of the clipped kidney may be cau-
sed by the lack of angiotensin induced contraction
of the efferent arteriole during low renal perfu-
sion pressure.
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ACTIVATION OF THE CENTRAL VASSOPRESSIN (Vp)
SYSTEM: A COMMON PATHWAY FOR CENTRALLY ACTING
PRESSOR AGENTS. Renneth A. Cruber, Shawnee L.
Eskridge*. Wake Forest University Medical Center,
Winston Salem, NC 27103.
Activation of the sympathetic nervous system
(SNS) mediates all or most of the pressor effect
of interventricutsr (IVt) or intravenous (IV)
hypertonic saline (HS), sogiotensin TI (A—TI), and
yNSH. Activation of the SNS is also found in many
forms of hypertension. The forebrain (PB) plays a
msjor role in SNS regulation since discrete
lesions around the 3rd ventricle of many species
attenuates the pressor effect of MS or A—Il, and
prevents msny forms of hypertension. Since peri-
pheral Vp relesse is stimulated by HS, A—IT, or
yMSH, and since IVt Vp is sympatho—excitatory, we
investigated the possibility that activation of
the FB—hindbrsin (HE) Vp tract mediated the SNS
effects of these factors. All experiments were
performed in conscious, unrestrsined, thronically
instrumented rats. HR Vp receptor blockade wss by
4th IVt infusion of a Vp receptor sntsgonist.
Chsllanges were IVt MS (300 mM) or A—Il 2pM), or
IV 1MSH (lOpg). Pre/post antagonist mean arterial
pressure (MAP) responses (mmHg) were MS + 22±4/5±
2, A—lI + 18±2/5±2, yMSH+38±5/9±2. All differences
were ststisticslly significant (p c 0.05, Stodent's
I—Test). IV Vp antagonist produced only a 301 de-
crease in a HS MAP response. The results suggest
that the PB—NB Vp system is important in central
autonomic cardiovascular regulation. Since PB
lesions decrease the activity of Vp neurons and
prevent many forms of hypertension, it is intrigu-
ing to speculate that activation of the central Vp
system may cnntribute to increased 555 activity in
hypertension.
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GLUCOCORTICOIDS (8) MODULATE PRESSOR RESPONSIVENESS
IN RATS : EVIDENCE FROM IN VIVO STUDY WITH A GLUCO-
CORTICOID ANTAGONIST. Jean-Pierre GrUnfeld*, Laure
Eloy*, and Augusto Araujo* (intr.by N.K.Hollenberg)
INSERN U-90, HOpital Necker, Paris, France.
RU 486 is a steroid derivative with in vivo
antiG properties. It prevents 8 induced hyperten-
sion in rats (Hypertension 7,292-299,1985). Pressor
responsiveness (PR) to angiotensin II (All). nore-
pinephrine (NE), and arginine vasopressin (AVP) was
tested in unanesthetized, chronically catheterized
male Wistar rats before and after 5-day (d) admi-
nistration of RU 486. At 10 mg.kgl.d1, blood
pressure (BP) and PR were not significantly alte-
red. At 20 mg.kg1.d—1, basal BP was unaltered but
PR to All and NE was significantly blunted at days
3 and 5 whereas AVP responsiveness was unchanged.
The dose—response curves were shifted to the right
but slopes were not modified. At 100 mg.kg1.d',
PR to All, NE and AVP was enhanced. This was ascri-
bed to a 8 aqonistic effect. (ndeed, G administra-
tion (RU 26,988 10 mg.kg'.d') induced and in-
crease in PR to the 3 drugs and an increase in
mean BP (from J12 + 2 to 126 2 mHg). RU 486
(20 mg.kg'1.d-') completely prevented these chan-
ges. 6-keto-PGF1a production from abdominal aorta
was measured in ex vivo experiments. RU 486 (100
mg.kg-I.d1 x I d) did not alter basal production
but magnified the stimulatory effect of ionophore
A 23187. At 20 mg.kg1.d1 x 5 d, it dit not change
either basal or ionophore—stimulated 6-keto-PGFi,a
production. In conclusion antiG RU 486 blunts PR
to All and NE in conscious rats. There is no evi-
dence that this effect is mediated by Changes n
prostacyclin production. These results suggest that
endogenous 8 modulate PR and may therefore contri-
bute to BP control.
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GENETIC VARIABILITY IN RESPONSE TO DIETARY
CALCIUM Dan C. Hatton,* Paul E. Huie,* Martin S.
Muntzel,* Jill A. Metz,* David A. McCarron.
Oregon Health Sciences University, Portland, OR.
Low levels of dietary calcium have been shown
to produce elevated BP in spontaneously hyper-
tensive rats. To determine whether a similar
relationship holds in genetically normotensive
(NT) rats, three inbred normotensive rat strains
(Wistar—Furth, n=18, Fishe 344, n=20, Ad, n=16)
were tsted on low (.1% Ca; .25% Na ) or normal
(1% Ca , .45% Nat) calcium and sodium diets. The
rats were placed on the diets at 4 weeks of age.
Indirect systolic BPs were taken using a tail cuff
method (IITC) beginning at 10 weeks of age and
approximately every two weeks thereafter through
25 weeks of age. Following each of the last two
BP measurements, 3 ml blood samples were obtained
for determinaion of serum ionized Ca and Mg. BP
(mmHg) and Ca + (mMol/L) results SEM were:
F344 ACI WF
Low Normal Low Normal Low Normal
BP 156±5 146±5 139±4 144±5 150±6 151±5
ICA 1.18 1.27 1.14 1.21 1.17 1.26
All strains had significant (p<.Ol) reduction
in serum ionized Cath on the low diet. Only the
Fisher 344s responded to the low diet with a
significant (p<.O1) elevation in BP. While Ca2
restriction was associated with the anticipated
modest changes in serum Ca2+, Mg and Phos, only
F344 exhibited significant (p<.O1) rrela—
tions between their BP and serum Ca (r=—O.64)
and Mg (r=0.72). Our results suggest there is
genetic variability among NT rat strains in the
BP response to diet4ry Ca2 and that diet related
changes in serum Ca' ad Mg may have predictive
value in identifying Ca + sensitive strains.
LONG-TERM FOLLOW UP OF BLOOD PRESSURE AFTER
RADICAL OPETION IN SECtJNDRY HYPERTSICN. *Toru Hino, Geniro Kimura, Fumio ,aito,
Shunichi Koima, Masatosh Yokouchi, Mon9
Kuramochi, Keiichi Ito, and Teruo Omae.
National Cardiovascular Center, Osaka, Japan.
Blood pressure and the target organ damage
were followed up after radical operation of
primary a ldosteronism(PA,n=l 6) and renovascular
hypertension(RVH,n=14). In PA, hospital bloodpressure of 178±35/105±9 mmflg before
adrenolectctny was reduced to 127±12/83±6 in 2-4
weeks after operation, followed by further
reduction in office pressure from 139±12/96±1 3
in 1—3 months to 133±18/90±12(p<.05) in 1 year
after operation. In contrast, hospital blood
pressure of 176±20/102±12 mmug before the
operations in RVH was reduced to 129±12/81±7 in
2-4 weeks after percutaneous transluminal
angioplasty(n=9), bypass operation(n=3) and
nephrectomy(n=2), and there was no further
reduction thereafter. Office blood pressure was
not significantly different between in 1-3
months(141±19/94±10) and in 1 year(139±15/94±10)
after the operations. Damage of the target
organs(brain, optic fundi, heart, kidney) due to
hypertension was improved significantly during
the follow up periods in beth PA and RVH, but no
difference was seen between PA and RVH. Our
data showed blood pressure was reduced gradually
over a long period of a year after operation in
PA, while reduced immediately within a month
after operation in RVI-I. Thus, there was a
remarkable difference between PA and RVH in
long-term reduction in blood pressure after
radical operation.
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ABNORMAL VITAMIN D METABOLISM IN
SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RATS (SHR).
CH l-lsu, CS Yong. Dept. of Internal Medicine,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.
Vitamin D metabolism and its effect on Ca
homeostosis were studied in SHR and normotensive
Wistar Kyoto rats (WKY). Both WKY and SHR were
fed with vit D supplemented (D+) or vit D deficient
(D-) diet begiming at 4 wks of age. In D(+) rats
plasma Ca ) was not different between WKY and
SHR throughou? the observations (II to 13 wks old).
Fasting urinary Ca excretions (U V) of WKY were
higher than those of SHR (p < 0.04'i. Serum
I ,25(OH)7D of D(+) 15 wk old WKY (55.4±6.6 pg/mI,
N=5) and3HR (46.3*5.9 pg/mI, N=5) was not differ-
ent. However, 25(OH)D of SHR (27.6±1.03 ng/ml) was
higher than that of WKY(l3.4*I.2, p <0.01). In D(-)
rats hypocalcemia developed in SHR ( <7.5 mg/dl) but
not in WKY (> 9.66 mg/dI) throughout the observation
(10 to 13 wks old). Despite hypocalcemia fasting
UC0V of D(-) SHR exceeded those of WKY
(p <0.001). Clearance studies at 14 wks cqrfirmed the
above findings. In situ duodenal uptake of" Ca was
significantly lower in SHR than in WKY on D(-) diet.
Serum l,25(OH)2D3 of D(-) I5-wk-old SHR (23.0± 1.3
pg/mI, N=5) was significantly lower than the value of
WKY (67.6±4.6, N=5, p< 0.01). The 25(OH)D level
was nearly undetectable in both D(-) WKY and SHR.
The low l,25(OH)2D of SHR was not due to metabolic
acidosis or obnormalP levels in plasma or tissues.
Despite severe hypocalcemia urinary cyclic AMP
excretion of SHR was not greater than thot of WKY
(21 vs 23 nmol/mg Cr). We conclude that the low
I ,25(OH)2D3 is responsible for the hypocalcemia and
renal wasting of Ca in D(-) SHR. Feedback regulation
of l,25(OH)2D3 synthesis by PTH and Ca is impaired
in SHR but not in WKY on D(-) diet.
DIETARY CALCIUM. ACUTE STRESS, AND HYPER-
TENSION IN THE SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RAT
(SHR). PE Huie,* MS Muntzel,* DC Hatton.* JA
Metz,* DA McCarron, Oregon Health Sciences
University, Portland, OR.
Recent studies have deonstrated that low
levels of both dietary Ca" and Na+ accelerate the
development of hypertension in SHR5, while higher
levels attenuate the development of high BP in
SHRs. Since the BP development in the SHR may be
partly due to an exaggerated sympathetic response
to environmental stimuli, w assessed whether
dietary manipulations of Ca'' and Na' would modify
the acute cardiovascular response of the SHRs to
aversive environmental stimuli. Thirty male SHR5
and WKYs were randomly assigned to three dietary
conditions beginning at 6 weeks of age. One group
received high(2%) Ca2'/high(l%) Na"; low (0.1%)
Ca"/lo (0.25%) Na"; and a control group normal
(1%) Ca''/normal (0.45%) Na". After 11 wks the
rats were conditioned to a 10 sec tone followed by
a brief electric shock while intra—arterlal
pressures were monitored.
Low diets increased basal BP in both SHRs and
WKY5 (p<.Ol) relative to normal (N) diet rats
while high diets did not change basal BP. During
conditioning the high diet SHR5 exhibited
significantly (p<.O5) lower pressor responses to
the conditioned stimuli than the normal diet
animals. In contrast low diet SHR5 had greater
(p<.O5) pressor responses compared to N diet
SHRs. The conditioned BP response pattern of the
WKYs differed from the SHR5 and was not as
responsive to detar manipulations. We conclude
that dietary Ca '/Na influences both basal and
acute BP reactivity to environmental stressors.
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THE EFFECT OF AGE ON THE BIOLOGICAL PROPER-
TIES OF CRUDE AND FRACTIONATED RAT ATRIAL
EXTRACTS. E.W. Inscho,* W.W. Wilfinger,* and R.O.
Banks. Univ. of Cinti., Dept. of Physiol. & Biophys.,
Cinti., OH.
Potent natriuretic and hypotensive factors within the
atrial myocardium have been implicated in the regulation
of salt and water balance. In the present study, we have
evaluated the effects of crude and fractionated atrial
extracts from 15 (Y) and 290 (0) day old rats, onjmmunoreactive atrial natriuretic factor (ANF), sodium
excretion ( Na+), and systemic blood pressure (BP).
Crude acid extracts were fractionated on a calibrated
Sephadex G-75 column. High and low molecular weight
(HMW; > 10 kd and LMW; 10 kd) fractions were pooled,
lyophilized and subsequently bioassayed. Competitive
binding curves of serially diluted crude and fractionated
extracts were parallel (p > 0.05) to the synthetic ANF (8—
33) standard. Bioassay estimates of natriuretic activity in
crude or fractionated extracts were also identical except
for the Y 11MW extract which displayed a significantly
lower slope ( Na/dose in lii; p < 0.05). Blood pressure
estimates were evaluated for extract doses at the mid-
point of the natriuretic dose response curve. Crude Y
extract was significantly more hypotensive than 0 (p <
0.05). A difference in the temporal pattern of hypoten—
sion existed between the LMW and HMW fraction. LMW
extract prepared from Y and 0 aniamis produced an
immediate precipitous decline in BP, which gradually
recovered to preinfusion levels. Conversely, HMW frac-
tions of both groups produced a hypotension which devel-
oped slowly but was sustained. The magnitude of the
pressure drop was greatest in Y animals receiving the
BMW fraction (p < 0.05). Our studies demonstrate that
different biological responses can be obtained with atrial
extracts prepared from different aged animals.
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HYPERCALCEMIA AND HYPERTENSION: HOLE OF PARA—
THYROID HORMONE (Pm) K. Iseki*, S.C. Masery,
V.M. Campese, Univ. So. Calif. Sob, of Med., Div
of Neph., Los Angeles, CA.
Hypertension is common in patients with primary
hyperparathyroidism but the mechanisms are not
clear. Hypercalcemia increases blood pressure,
whereas PTH causes vasodilation ant hypotension.
However, in patients with chronic renal failure
(CHF), who have secondary hyperparathyroidism, the
hypercalcemia induced hypertension is more severe.
The present studies were undertaken to examine the
interaction between PTH ant calcium (Ca2+) on
blood pressure in normal rats ant in rats with ex-
perimental UHF. The infusion of Ca2 in normal
rats caused a dose related rise in mean arterial
pressure (MAP). The changes in the latter were
directly related (p<O.Ol) to changes in serum
Ca2t For a comparable rise in serum oalcium, the
increment in MAP in parathyroidectomized (PTX)
rats (1+3mithg) was significantly lower (p<O.05)
than in sham—PTX rats (19±1.3 mml-ig). When l_81
PTH was given to the PTX rats, the MAP response to
Ca2 infusion (lT±2.t ssaHg) was similar to that
in the Sham PTX rats. In CRF—PTX rats the changes
in MAP during calcium infusion were significantly
lower (p<O.O5) than in CRF—sham PTX animals
despite a similar rise in serum calcium. For corn—
paralle rises in serum calcium, the rise in MAP in
CRF rats was greater than in normal rats. These
data suggest that PTI-I through its ionophoric
action plays an impoPtant permissive role for the
hypertensive action of the hypercalceaia. The
exaggerated response in MAP during calcium in-
fusion in CHP rats is, in part, due to the state
of secondary hyperparathyroidisin.
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Na—H EXCHANGE IS PRESENT IN SARCOLEfIMAL VESICLES
FROM VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE, Andrew M. Kahn,* and
Julius C. Allen*: (intr. by Edward 3. WeTin).
Univ. of Texas Medical School and Baylor College
of Medicine, Houston, Texas.
The Na concentration inside vascular smooth
muscle (VSII) cells is an important regulator of
VSM function, but the mechanisms which mediate Na
influx are not known. We studied Na transport in a
newly described vesicle preparation, preferential-
ly enriched in sarcolemma, obtained by fig aggrega-
tion and differential centrifugation of homogenized
dog superior mesenteric artery. In the presence of
an outwardly dicted proton gradient (pHout=7.5,
pH=5.O), 1mM "Na uptake was stimulated over 2
fold relative to the absence of a pH gradient (pH
=pHo0t7.5 or 5.0). pH gradient-stimulated Na up-
take was inhibited by 1mM amiloride, a diuretic
drug which also relaxes VSM in—vitro. 22Na efflux
was stimulated by an inwardly directed proton gra-
dient, The rate of proton efflux from acid loaded
vesicles was measured by acridine orange fluores-
cence, and was stimulated by 1O0mMNaot, but not
by Nain=flaoutlOOniM. H gradient—stimulated Na
transport and Na gradient—stimulated H+ transport
were not due to electrical coupling between the two
cations. The pH gradient-stimulated component of Na
transport in the final vesicles, an intermediate
fraction and microsomes were proportional to the
respective enzyme marker activities for sarcolemma
but not for sarcoplasniic reticulum or mitochondrial
membranes. We conclude that Mg aggregation and dif-
ferential centrifugation of homogenized VSM yield
a vesicle preparation preferentially enriched in
sarcolemma. Furthermore, the sarcolemma of VSM
contains an amiloride sensitive Na—H countertrans—
port system.
BODY COMPOSITION CHANGES ASSOCIATED WITH CA2
LOADING IN THE SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RAT.
Njeri Karanja,* Jill A. Metz,* David A. McCarron,
Orego Health Sciences University, Portland, OR.
Ca + loaded SHRs experience attenuation of BP
along with lower weight gain despite normal to
high food consumption rates. Changes in body
weight and phosphate (P) depletion have been
suggested as mechanisms for the BP attenua-
tion in the SHR. We investigated the possibility
tht the lower weights in these rats may be due to
Ca4-induced body composition changes and assessed
total body P. Twenty-five SI-IRs were randomizd to
one of 5 diets: 2% Ca2/l% Na' (HCa/HNa) 2%Ca /
.4%Na(HCa/NNa) 1% Ca2/.45% N(NCa/NNa) .1%
a'/.45% Na(LCa/NNa) or .1% Ca/.25%Na
(LCa/LNa) beginning at 6 weeks of age and
continued for 25 weeks. Fat, lean body weight
(LBW) ash, water, Ca and P were determined using
standard methods. Percent (%) content of body
components and Ca(mEq/g) and P(mEq/g)(±SD) were:
HCa/HNa HCa/NNa NCa/NNa LCa/NNa LCa/LNa
H 0 62±2 65±2 62±3 52±2 63±2
LW 2a 21±2b 23±2b 2141b 222b
Ash 4±1 4±.6 3±.3 4±1 3±.3
Fat 6±2 io±ia 12±4b 13*3b ii±ib
Ca 1.5j.1 1.4±.1 1.2±.1 1.1±.1 1.O±.1
P 1.O±.1 .96±.2 .85±.2 .81±.1 .74±.l
Percent body fat ecreased significantly
.01; a vs b) with Ca + loading. The high Ca
high Na diet reulted in significantly increased
(p<.Ol) LBW. Ca + supplemntation did not produceP total bo depletion. Ca + loadj,ng did increase
(p<.Ol) Ca content (p<.03). Ca related
changes in body fat and LBW may account, n part,
for the lower body weight observed in Ca
supplemented rats.
CAPTOPRIL FOR GERIATRIC HYPERTENSIVES, Lois A.
Katz, New York VA Medical Center, NYU School of
Medicine, New York, N.Y.
Twenty—eight men (13 black, 8 white, 7 Hispanic)
aged 60 to 74 (mean 65.3 yrs.) with sitting dia-
stolic blood pressures (DBP) between 92 and 110
mml-Ig were enrolled in a single blind trial of
captopril. After obtaining informed consent all
antihypertenaive drugs were discontinued; pta then
received placebo for 2 wks and active drug for 6
wks. There were 4 placebo—responders, 1 Pt who
failed to return, and one who was discontinued from
the study when his DBP rose from 110 to 120 mmllg
within 90 mina of the first dose of captopril; the
remaining 22 pta were evaluable. All received
captopril 25 mg bid for 2 wka; Group A, the 10 re-
sponders (DBPL9O mmHg) continued on this dose for
4 more wka; of the 12 nonreapondera (DBP è 90 mmH,
6, Group B, were randomized to captopril 50 mg bid
and 6, Group C, to Capozide (captopril 25/hydro—
chlorthiazide 15) bid for the next 4 wks. Base-
line mean BP's in Groups A and B were 150.8/97.9
and 150.2/97.7; in Group C 157.2/101.8. At wk 8
the mean BP was 141.4/87.2 in Group A, 145.8/93.6
in Group B, and 134.0/91.2 in Group C; the DBP de-
creased 10.9%, 4.2%, and 10.5% respectively in the
3 groups. At week 8 BP'a were normal in 7 pta in
Group A, one in Group B, and 2 in Group C. The
druga were well—tolerated; there was no neutro—
penia or proteinuria. One pt's BUN rose from 26
to 65 (Cr 1.7 to 2.0) and returned to baseline
when Capozide and Motrin were discontinued. In
low—doses captopril alone or with a diuretic ap-
pears to be safe and moderately effective therapy
for older male hypertenaivee.
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EXCRETION OF ARTIFACTUAL ENDOGENOUS DIGITALIS—LIKE
FACTORS. (intr. hy W.E. Mitch).
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
Digoxin—like immunoreactive factors (DLF) have
been detected in the plasma and urine of hyperten-
sive patients and rats with DOCA—salt hypertension.
Uninephrectomized rats (n=9) , given 15 mg DOCA/kg/
week, were fed a standard chow containing 2% NaC1
(DOCA—HS); control rats (n=l5) were given vehicle
injection and a specially—formulated diet (0.05%
MaC1). At 4 weeks, DOCA—HS rats had a higher mean
blood pressure (121.4+10.1 vs 88+4.4 torr, mean
SEM; p'O.O5) and excreted more DLF (2.7±1.1 vs 0.2
+0.1 ng digoxin equivalents/day; p<O.OO1) than
Eontrola. Urine DLF of DOCA—HS rats was partially
purified by anti—digoxin antibody immunoaffinity
chromatography. It had a molecular weight of
<2,000, was resistant to proteaaea and acid hydro—
lyaia, and had cardiac glycoside—like properties;
it inhibited ouabain—aenaitive NaR—ATPaae activity
and 86Rb influx into erythrocytea and competed with
ouabain for erythrocyte membrane binding. However,
when DOCA—MS rats were switched to the low—sodium
chow aupplemented to contain 2% MaCl, DLF excre-
tion fell precipitoualy. No measurable DLF (<10
pg/ml) was detected in the plaama of rats eating
either chow. >95% of the urinary DLF could be
attributed to a contaminant in the standard chow;
control rata fed atandard chow excreted DLF at a
rate no different from DOCA—MS rats. Indeed, the
DLF could be isolated from the standard chow uaing
immunaaffinity chromatography. These data empha-
size the importance of excluding poaaible exoge-
nous aourcea of DLF when sensitive radioligand and
biologic aaaaya are used to detect endogenous
inhibitors of the sodium pump.
POSTERTOR HYPOTHALAMIC 9—2 ADREMOCEPTORS CONTROL
RENAL SYMPATHETIC NERVE ACTIVITY (RSMA) IN CON-
SCIOUS SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RATS (SHR) J.
P. Roepke, S. Joneø' and G.F. DiBona. Dept. Int.
Med., Univ. Ia. Col. Med. & VANC, Iowa City, IA.
Intracerebroventricular adminiatration of the
9—2 adrenocepfor antagonist, TCI 118,551 (30
pg), abolishes the increased RSNA and decreased
urinary sodium excretion (U aV) reaulting from
environmental atreas (faciaP air jet) in con-
scious SHR. In this atudy, we examined whether
ICI 118,551 exerts its effects in the posterior
(PH) or lateral (LH) hypothalamus. The effects
of bilateral injection of ICI 118,551 (2 x 1 pg)
into the PH on the RSNA (integrator reaeta/min),
UN V (pEq/min/lOOg BW), and mean arterial pres—
sue (MAP, mmHg) responses to air stress in SHE
are shown. Data are mean SE; n=8; C=control,
R=recovery; *p <0.05 vs. C; +p <0.05 R ye. C; 10
mm periods.
ICI 118,551
_______________
C Air R
+ 4.8 5.2 4.6
±0.7
5.2 5.3 4.8
167 173* 170
RSMA and UN V re-
sponses to air streas. Tsoproterenol (2 xas g)
in PH enhanced the RSMA and U V responses toNa
air atreas. ICI 118,551 (2 x i PR) in LH or
lateral ventricle had no effect on the renal re-
sponses to air streas. Conclusion: 3—2 adreno—
ceptora in PH mediate the increased RSMA and
antinatriuresia reaulting from air atreaa in
conscious SHR.
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IMPAIRED RENORENAL REFLEXES TN SPONTANEOUSLY HY-
PERTENSIVE RATS (SHR). U.C. Ropp, L.A. Smith* &
G.F. DiBona. Univ. Ta. Col. Med. & VA Med. Ctr.
Iowa City, IA.
In Sprague—Dawley rata renal sensory receptor
stimulation e.g. increasing ureteral preaaure
(tUP) cauaea a contralateral inhibitory renore—
nal reflex response with contralateral natriure—
aia and diuresia. Since carotid and cardiopul-
monary baroreflexea are impaired in SHR vs Wia—
tar Ryoto rats (WKY), and afferent/efferent re-
nal denervation prevents hypertension develop-
ment in SHR, we examined whether renorenal re—
flexea are altered in SHE. The effects of tUP
34 mmHg on contralateral urine flow rate (V, p1/
min/g), urinary sodium excretion (UN V, pmol/
min/g), ipailateral afferent renal nere activi-
ty (AREA) and contralateral efferent EMA (ERMA)
(integrated voltage, reaeta/min) were examined
in 10 SHR and 10 WRY. C: average of the 20 mm
control and recovery periods bracketing the 20
mm experimental period (tUP). * p< 0.02
WRY SHR
C IUP C tUP
MAP 124±4 123±4 173±4 176±5
V 6.6±0.9 8.1±1.0* 7.7±1.4 7.9±1.3
U V 0.4±0.1 0.6±0.2* 0.8±0.2 0.8±0.2
AA 1.6±0.6 6.1±1.7* 3.5±1.3 3.8±1.3
ERNA 7.4±1.3 3.7±0.7* 11.7±2.7 12.3±2.8
Whereas 1'UP in WRY resulted in a contralateral
inhibitory renorenal reflex response with con—
tralateral natriureaia and diureaia, 1'UP in SHE
was without effect. This abnormality in the re—
norenal reflex control of renal function may be
a contributing factor to the hypertension in SHE
by promoting excess sodium and water retention.
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vehicle
C Air R
ESNA 7.0 10.8* 6.6
±0.7
U V 2.7 1.5* 3.2
Ma
MAP 165 170* 165
ICI 118,551 in PH abolished
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DIETARY CHLORIDE AS A POSSIBLE DETERMINANT OF
NaC1—SENSITIVE ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION IN MAN.
T.W. Kurtz*, H. Al—Bander, and R.C. Morris, Jr.
Gen. din. Res. Ctr., Univ. of CA, San Francisco.
In humans with essential hypertension (HTN),
the anionic component of the Na+ Salt consumed
might determine whether a given intake of Na4 will
or will not induce an increase in blood pressure
(B?). Two men with essential RTN were studied
under strict metabolic conditions to determine the
effects of oral NaC1 and Na—citrate (Na—cit) on
BP, Na+ balance, blood volume (BV), plasma renin
activity (PRA), plasma aldosterone (ALDO), and
urinary excretion of calcium (UCaV). In both
patients (PT), after restriction of dietary MaCi
to 10 nunol/day had corrected HTN (BP: PT 1 =
123/83, PT 2 136/72), supplementing dietary Na4
with NaC1, 240 mmol/day for one week, induced HTN
(BP: PP 1 = 139/94, PT 2 = 143/75) whereas
supplementing with an eguimolar amount of Na—cit
did not (3?: PP 1 = 127/90, PT 2 = 130/70). Both
salts induced substantial Na retention and
comparable suppressions of PRA and ALDO. NaCl
induced increased UCaV; Na—cit did not. HTN
disappeared over a period of days (BP: PT 1
120/88, PT 2 127/67) when the supplement of NaC1
was replaced with an equimolar amount of Na—cit
despite continued increases in the positive
external balance of Na4 and minimal changes in By,
PRA, ALDO, serum K4, and blood pH, HCO3,
and ionized Ca44. These findings: 1) demonstrate
that in at least some patients with essential HTN,
the anionic component of the Na4 salt consumed can
determine whether or not the Na4 salt will induce,
or even correct, HTN and 2) provide Support for
the hypothesis that dietary Cl can be a
pathogenetic determinant of NaCl—sensitjve HTN.
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HALIDES AS POSSIBLE DETERMINANTS OF Na4-DEPENDENT
HYPERTENSION. T.W. Kurtz* and R.C. Morris, Jr.
Gen. Clin. Res. Ctr. Univ. of CA, San Francisco.
In uninephrectomized (UNX) rats given
desoxycorticosterone (DOd), supplementing dietary
Na4 with NaCl induces hypertension whereas
supplementing with NaHCO3, Naascorbate,4Na
aspartate, or a mixture of non—halide Na salts
induces little, if any, increase in blood
pressure. To investigate whether a characteristic
of chloride common to halides might be important
to the capacity of NaCl to induce hypertension, we
measured mean arterial pressure (MAP) in UNX rats
given DOC and supplemental dietary Na+ as Na—
aspartate, or as a mixture of two sodium halides,
sodium bromide and sodium iodide. After two
weeks, MAP was significantly greater in rats given
the sodium halide diet than in rats pair—fed the
Na—aspartate diet, 136 5 vs. 119 6 mm Hg,
respectively, p < .025. This difference could not
be attributed to differences in Na4 intake,
caloric intake, weight gain, or urinary excretion
of Na4 or K4. In rats given the sodium halide
diet, urinary excretion of calcium was
significantly greater than in rats given the Na—
asparate diet, 416 62 vs. 189 25 pmol/week,
respectively, p <.005. These findings again
demonstrate that in rats given Doe, the anionic
component of the Na4 salt consumed can be a
determinant of the extent to which dietary intake
of that Na4 salt induces an increase in blood
pressure. The findings suggest that some
characteristic common to halides might be
important to the capacity of NaCl to induce
increases in blood pressure in the DOd model of
hypertension.
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HIGH K DIETS MARKEDLY REDUCE BRAIN INFARCTS & DEATH
RATE IN SFIRsp RATS EVEN WHEN BP & BODY Na & K ARE
PRECISELY EQUAL 114 THE GROUPS BEING COMPARED.
3 Lange L Tobian, MA Johnson' 0 MacNeill T Wilke
K Ulm L Woldt Univ of Minnesota Hospital, Mpls, MN
Wale SHRsp rats were fed 4% NaC1 diets contain-
ing either .75% normal K or 2.11% high K, starting
at 6 weeks of age. After 8 months on these diets, -
40 out of 58 SHRsp on .75% K had died (69% mortali-
ty) vs 2 dead out of 95 on 2.11% K (2% mortality),
a 97% reduction in mortality, p<.00001. After 20
weeks on the diets, the daytime & nightime BPs of
each rat was measured intra-arterially under light
ether. Using these accurate BPs, we selected 2
groups precisely matched for BP. One matched SHR5p
group (BP 182) ate the .75% K diet & 30 out of 47
rats died (64% mortality). The other matched S1-iRsp
group (BP 182) ate the 2.11% K diet & 2 out of 35
died (6% mortality), a 91% reduction of mortality,
p<.0001. Seemingly, the striking reduction in mor-
tality rate with the 2.11% high K diet does not de-
pend on a lowering of BP. In other studies on such
SHRsp rats, this high K diet does not change total
exchangeable Na or K. In 9 of the surviving SHRsp
rats on .75% K, 13 of 36 brain hemisphere slides (4
slides per rat) showed infarcts (36%). In 11 of the
surviving SHRsp rats on 2.11% K, 1 of 44 brain
slides (4 slides per rat) showed infarcts (2%), a
94.5% reduction, p<.0001. The high K diet allows
cerebral arteries to carry very high BPs without
sustaining damage to the artery wall, thereby dras-
tically reducing brain infarcts and lowering the
death rate.
13
CIRCULATING PLASMA FACTOR N ESSENTIAL
HYPERTENSION RAISES INTRACELLULAR FREE
CALCIUM IN NORMAL PLATELETS.
Armando Lindner, Han Park,* and Margaret Kenney.*
VA Med. Ctr. and Univ. of Wash., Seattle, Washington.
Intracellular free calcium (Ca1) may be increased in
platelets of patients with essential hypertension.
Therefore, we postulate that a blood—borne factor
might be responsible for raising Cat. This factor could
be investigated by cross—incubstion of hypertensive
plasma with normal cells. First, using the chelating
agent QUIN-Z, we confirmed that Ca. (x SEM) was
increased in platelets (138±8 vs. 79i nM, p < 0.001)
from 31 essential hypertensives vs. 21 normal subjects
(XBP 161/104 vs. 110/71 mm Hg, p < 0.001). Next a
circulating factor was shown by incubation of platelets
from normal subjects with plasma from untreated
hypertensives (n=lO). This raised Ca from 81±5 to
146±15 nM (p < 0.001). Factor activity was very
intense in plasma from treated hypertensives receiving
a calcium influx blocker (n=6, BP 137/83 mm Hg).
This raised Ca1 from 89±6 to 208±40 nM (p < 0.02).
Cross—incubation of normal platelets with
norinotensive plasma (n=8) had no effect on Ca1.
However, incubation of hypertensive plstelets in
plasma from normal subjects (n=6) lowered Ca1 from
121±11 to 81±9 nM (p < 0.01). Heating plasma for 30
mm at 60°C abolished the Ca rise in normal
platelets. These data demonstrate a circulating, heat
labile factor in plasma of essential hypertensives
which increases Ca1 in platelets. Since Ca1 is the
trigger for smooth muscle cell contraction, if the
factor acts on these cells it may raise the peripheral
vascular resistance and thus be responsible for the
hypertension.
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RENAL FUNCTION BEFORE AND AFTER WITHDRAWAL OF
LONG-TERM TREATMENT IN PRIMARY HYPERTENSION.
Susanne Ljungman*, M. Aurell, M. Hartford*, ,J•
Wikstrand*, G. Berglund*. Depts. of Nephrology,
and Clinical Physiology, Sahlgrenska sjukhuset,
University of Gbteborg, Gdteborg, Sweden.
The effect of long-term (7 years) antihyperten-
sive treatment on renal function was studied in a
random sample of 49-year-old men. The follow-up
study included 45 treated hypertensive patients
(43 metoprolol, 18 hydrochlorothiazide, 6 hydrala—
zine, 2 other drugs), 30 untreated subjects with
borderline hypertension and 17 normotensive sub-
jects. Treatment was withdrawn and the reappearan-
ce of hypertension observed. Clearance of inulin
(GFR) and PAH (RPF) and blood pressure were mea-
sured before and at 7 years follow—up in all sub-
jects and at return of hypertension in 20 patients.
At follow—up, GFR had decreased by 17% in treated
hypertensives (p<O.OO1), by 9% in untreated bor-
derline hypertensives (p<0.01) but not signifi-
cantly in normotensives. RPF fell by 14% (p<
0.001) in the hypertensives but not significantly
in the other groups, whereas renal vascular resis-
tance increased in all groups. Hypertension retur-
ned after a median time of 10 weeks after treat-
ment withdrawal and in 81% of the patients within
one year. GFR and RPF did not change after treat-
ment withdrawal. It is concluded that renal func-
tion decrease in middle-aged hypertensive men des-
pite optimal treatment. This decrease did not seem
to be due to a pharmacological action of the drugs
used since GFR and RPF did not change after with-
drawal of treatment. The effect of other drugs or
intensified treatment on the decrease of renal
function in hypertension has to be explored.
PHARMACOKINETICS ARD PHARMACODYNAMICS OF
TRANSDERMAL CLONIDINE IN RENAL INSUFFICIENCY.
D.T. Lowenthal, S.D. Saris,* R.S. Porter,* C.
Bies,* and B. Falkner,* Likoff CVI and Dept. of
Pediatrics, Hahnemann Univ., Phila., PA.
To extend prior observations with oral
clonidine (C) in renal disease a study is being
performed employing transdermai C (TTS) in
patients (pts) with chronic renal insufficiency
(CR1) and end stage renal disease (ESRD). Twenty
pts have been studied, 12 of whom have been on
dialysis. CR1 pts were receiving furosemide 40—
160 mg daily. The data encompasses 4 wks on oral
C titration and through 16 wks of TTS
administration:
Mean Daily Sitting
C Dose (mg) BP
Sitting
HR
Pre—C
titration (ESRD) — 150/103 85
End of C
titration (ESRD) 0.30 146/872 75
vks TT, (ESRD) 0.401 139/852 76
p, NS; hp<.OS.
All BPs were similar in CR1 pta. Pts with CR1
required an average of 0.40 mgs C and 0.5 mg
equivalent TTS. Serum concentrations (SC) in ESRD
on oral C and TTS ranged from 4.69 mg/mi and 8.03
mg/nil, respectively, and in CR1 2.43 ng/ml and
6.84 ng/ml, respectively. In ESRD, decreased
vascular sensitivity may explain the equivalent BP
response to CR1, in association with higher SC, at
lower dosages for oral C and TTS. TTS allows for
similar control of BP when compared to oral C in
the management of the hypertension associated with
renal failure.
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ENDOTHELItJM-DEPENDENT RELAXATIONS TO ACETYLCHOLINE
AND ADENOSINE DIPHOSPHATE IN HUMAN RENAL ARTERIES.
Thomas F. Luscher*.. Ricardo Neves*, Paul M.
Vanhoutte* (intr. by Franklyn G. Knox). Depart-
ment of Physiology, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn.
In most animal arteries acetylcholine causes
endothelium—dependent relaxations. These relax-
ations are due to a yet unidentified endothelium-
derived relaxing factor(s). No information seems
available on the presence of endothelium—dependent
relaxations in human renal blood vessels. Experi-
ments were performed on human renal arteries. The
specimens were obtained immediately after nephrec—
tomy for hypernephroma (n=3) or hydronephrosis
(n=l). Rings of the main renal artery, with or
without endothelium, were suspended in organ
chambers filled with physiological salt solution
and isometric tension was recorded. Rings were
contracted with norepinephrine to approximately
4 gm of tension. In rings with, but not in those
without endothelium acetyicholine (109—lO—4M)
evoked concentration—dependent relaxations. The
maximal relaxation obtained at 3 x 1O5M averaged
78 + 7%. Indomethacin (10-SM), to block the for-
mation of prostacyclin, did not prevent this
effect of acetylcholine. Adenosine diphosphate
(108—lO—4N) caused transient relaxations in rings
with but not in those without endothelium. The
maximal relaxation was obtained at 104M and
averaged 35 8%. Thus, human renal arteries
exhibit endothelium-dependent relaxations in
response to muscarinic and purinergic activation.
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EFFECT OF LOW DOSE CYCLOSPORIN A (CSA) ON BLOOD
PRESSURE (BP) 2ND ARTERIAL CONTRACTILITY IN SPON—
TANOUSLY HYPERTENIVE RATS (SHR). Slamir Lus—
Vincent i1is , Morris E. Berger , Amerigo
E. Canazzola , Norredine Hadjat , Michael S.
Golub , and David B.N. Lee. VAMC, Sepulveda,
UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, Caliornia.
Hypertension (HTN) is a side—effect of CSA
therapy in allograft recipients. We used 10 wk
old SHR, a validated model for experimental CSA
toxicity, to study the effect of low dose, intra—
gastric CSA (5mg/kg/d, 14 d) on BP and arterial
contractility. Control (C) rats received vehicle
Only. Tail artery ring segments were mounted
vertically on a vernier stage equipped for iso-
metric tension recordings and housed in specially
constructed water—jacketed, oxygenated tissue
baths. Significantly higher HP was noted in CSA
rats by day 6 (190±10 vs 159+7 mmHg) which per-
sisted through the study. Body weight, serum Na,
creatinine, total and ionized Ca and Mg were not
different between the two groups. Transmural
nerve stimulation (TNS) at 2,4,8 Hz revealed a
significant increase in arterial contractility in
CSA rats. However, norepinephrine (NE) dose—
response curves were not different between CSA
and C rats, suggesting that the increased TNS—
sensitivity is not the result of a generalized
increase in responsiveness to NE. Conclusions:
1. Low dose CSA causes rapid and sustained in-
crease in BP in SHR in the absence of azotemia
and changes in body weight or divalent—ions ho—
meostasis; 2. CSA therapy sensitizes arterial
vasculature to neurogenic, but not exogenous NE,
stimulation. This sensitivity may play a patho—
genetic role in CSA HTh.
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EFFECTS OF DIGOXIN ANTIBODIES ON BLOOD
PRESSURE(BP) REGULATION IN SPONTANEOUSLY HY-
PERTENSIVE RATS (SHR). JFE Mann, R Mie-
nietz, U Ganten, E Ritz, Dept. of Medicine
and German High Blood Pressure Research
Institute, Heidelberg, FRG (introd. by
FC Luft)
We investigated the effect of putative
digitalis-like endogenous substances on HP
regulation in SHE and in nornotensive Wis—
tar Kyoto rats (WKR). Both groups were stu-
died on a normal (100 nmol/kg)Na—diet and
on a high (1000 mnol/kg) Nat-diet. In all
groups, the effect of intact digoxin anti-
bodies (bearing Fc-fragnent) and of the
Fab-fragnent of digoxin antibodies on BP
and on cardiac output (CO) was observed.
Rats were awake and chronically instrumen-
ted. It was found that i.v. injection of
Fab-fragnents did not influence BP and CO
up to the highest concentration used (bin-
ding 0.25 mg digoxin/animal) in all groups.
Mowever, as reported by others, intact di—
goxin antibody (binding(O.0l ng digoxin/
rat) lead to a significant (p<O.O1, n=> 5
rats/group) decrease of BP (15—28%) , an in-
crease of CO (7—13%), and hence a decrease
of total peripheral resistance (22—31%) in
all rats tested. In addition, WER on normal
and high Na diets were tested 24 h after
bilateral nephrectomy. No change of HP fol-
lowing iv injection of Fab—fragment of di-
goxin antibody could be detected. A role
for a circulating endogenous digitalis-like
factor in BP regulation of normal and vo-
lume expanded SHR and WER appears unlikely.
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RENAL CORTICAL BRUSH BORDER CBBN) AND
BASOLATERAL (BLM) NEMBRANE PHOSPHOLIPID
(PhL) COMPOSITIONAL ALTERATIONS IN THE
SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RAT (SHR). i,,.
Marconitm, P. Wilsontm, M. Levi. DVAMC and
U Tx Health Sd Ctr, Dallas, TX
In the SHR, renal tubular transport
processes are altered including an in-
crease In phosphate and a decrease In cal-
cium reabsorption. We measured the PhL
composition of cortical BBM and BLN of 20
wk old SHR (n—12) and WKY (n=12) rats to
determine if changes in the PhL composi-
tion of BBM and BLM are associated with
the changes in tubular transport. In the
SHR compared to WKY, BBM sphingomyelin
(Sph) is decreased (28.1 1.7 vs 35.at
1.7%), P—choline (PC) (28.3k 2.7 vs 22.7±
0.4%), and P—ethanolamine (PE) C29.22.9
vs 24.9 0.9%) are increased, and Sph/PC
molar ratio is decreased (1.020.11 vs
1.58 0.OB), all pc.05. P—serine (PS) and
P—inositol (P1) are not changed. In the
BLM Sph is decreased (9.90.2 vs 11.t
0.3%), PC (43.7L0.6 vs 41.I0.7%), and PE
(41.00.7 vs 36.90.9%) are increased, PS
(2.7 0.1 vs 7.00.3%), and Sph/PC molar
ratio (0.230.0l vs 0.290.01) are de-
creased, all pc.05. P1 Is not changed.
Thus, both the BBM and BLM PhL composi-
tion are significantly changed in the
SHR. Since membrane PhL regulate ion per-
meability and transmembrane mobility of
transport proteins, the specific PhL com-
positional alterations in the SHR may In
part mediate the alterations in renal
tubular transport processes.
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CA2 EFFLUX RATE CONSTANT (°KCa) IN ISOLATED SHR
ENTEROCYTES. David A. McCarron, Philip Lucas.*
Bernard Lacour,* Tilman Drueke,* Oregon Hlth. Sci.
Univ., Portland, OR. and INSERM U90, Hopital
Necker, Paris, FRANCE.
A variety of defects in active cellular
transport of Ca have been described in SHRs,
including impaired active intestinal Ca
transport. Increasing dietary Ca improves several
Ca—related parameters in he SHR. After a 30 mm
in vivo incubation with Ca, we isolated duodenal
enterocytes from 20—24 wk old SHRs and WKYs. The
rats had been on either normal (N), supplemented
(5) or restricted (R) Ca and Na diets 14—18 wks.
We measured °KCa over 60 mm and assessed the
impact of chronic modification of Ca and Na intake
on this Ca transport parameter. Time 0 CPMs were
not significantly different though they tended to
be higher in the SHR. By ANOVA, °KCa varied
significantly (p<,026) depending on diet and
strain. Diet influenced 'K (p<.005) independent
of strain. Mean (i SEM) % Ca remaining in the
cells at 60 em were:
1%Ca/.45%Na(NJ 2%Ca/1%Na(S) .!%Ca/.25%Na(R
92.5i1.0(n=7) 68.8±9.8(n=1O) 80.4t5.2(n=8
76.3*5.2(n=7) 76.0*5.0(n=10) 81.1±6.3(n=7)
On the N diet, SHRs' '((Ca was less (p<OO1)
compared to the WKYs'. The S diet normalized the
SHRs' '((Ca (p<.O5). The R diet tended to reduce
'((Ca in the WKY producing a °KCa similar to the N
and R SHRs, We conclude that Ca2 efflux rate
constant is reduced in SHR enterocytes. Ca/Na
intake influences this par4eeter with higher Ca/Na
intakes restoring SHR5' Cat+ efflux rate constant
to that of the WKY.
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REGULATION OF THE ALPHA1 RECEPTOR IN SALT DOCA
INDUCED HYPERTENSION. Leonsrd G. NeHHS, Jsckie
Ben—An, and Alvin I. Goodmsn. New York Nedical
College, Dept. of Medicine, Valhalla, New York.
Several lines of evidence have linked salt in-
take with the pathogenesis of hypertension in sni—
mals and man. Increased systemic vascular resis-
tance has been a consistent observation, in uni—
nephrectomized, salt does rsts (SD), however the
mechanism(s) that initiate and sustain hypertension
remain poorly defined. We have employed an slphs
selective radioligsnd to examine regulation of the
slphsi receptor in the SD hypertensive rat.
SD and controls (C) were maintained under iden-
tical conditions for s period of 4—5 weeks;
SD BP 201 18 amHg (Nl8) C BP 140 6 mmHg (N18)
(pt.Ol)
SD BUN 23 1.8 C BUN 21 1.1 (NS)
Particulate fractions of rat meaenteric artery
were prepared, and binding properties of alphs re-
ceptors compared by Scstchsrd analysis (N=4).
tmMax SD 451 3D vs. C 243 2Ofm/mg(pL.03)
RD SD .90 vs. C .45 .10 nM (pL.O3)
In contract, binding properties of the alpha1
myocsrdisl receptor, did not differ between SD and
C (N=4), —
3Max SD 189 11 vs. C 176 5 fm/mg (NS).D SD 100pM va. C 100pM
1—epinephnine competition curves did opt reveal
a shift in agonist affinity; EDSO 6.53 .33 uMSD
vs. 5.8 .44 uMC (N—5).
The results favor a salt doca induced change in
the'alpha1 vascular receptor. Enhanced vascular
responsiveness to sdrenergicstiauli may he a con-
sequence of this alteration. Differential regula-
tion may reflect variation in sympathetic input or
alteration in locsl cstecholsmine metabolism.
DIETr
WKY
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MECHANISM OF EFFECT OF BEING "ON-CALL" TO
INCREASE ARTERIAL BLOOD PRESSURE IN MEDICAL
HOUSE OFFICERS. Philip S. Mehler5 and Robert .7.
Anderson, Dept. Med., Univ. Co. HIth. Sd., Den., Co.
Although stress is an acknowledged risk factor in
the development of hypertension, there is little infor-
mation on the effect of work—related stress on arterial
blood pressure regulation. We therefore used non—
invasive automatic ambulatory monitors to measure
blood pressure and pulse (30 mm. intervals) in 11
medical house officers. Each individual was studied
for 24 hours during a regular working day (no
admissions) and during an "on—call" day (5.2 admissions).
Being on call resulted in highly significant (p<.001)
increases in 24 hour systolic (7.8%), diastolic (10.0%)
and mean (8.6%) blood pressure and in pulse rate
(7.0%). Blood pressures during daytime hours were
slightly higher while "on call" than during a regular
work thy. However, a nocturnal decrease in blood
pressure did not occur while on—call. This lack of
nocturnal decline in blood pressure on call was
associated with sleep deprivation (2.8+0.4 and 7.9+0.4
hours on— and off—call respectively). lnduction oCan
equivalent degree of sleep deprivation when not on-call
increased nocturnal blood pressure to only 40—60% of
that observed when on—call. Since sleep deprivation
alone did not fully account for the pressor effect of
being on call, the role of the beta—adrenergic nervous
system in this effect was examined in a placebo-
controlled crossover blinded trial. Timolol maleate
completely prevented any increase in 24—hour systolic,
diastolic and mean blood pressure and pulse when on-
call but did not completely restore a normal nocturnal
decline in these parameters. We conclude that being
on-call increases arterial pressure due to the combined
effects of sleep deprivation and a beta—adrenergic
mediated hemodynamic response.
ROLE OF THE RENAL NERVES IN ADAPTATION TO CHRONIC
SODIUM RESTRICTION. H.L. Mizelle*, L.L. Woods*,
J.P. Montani*, D.J. Dzielak* and J.E. Hall. Dept.
Physiol,, Univ. Miss. Med. Ctr.. Jackson, MS.
The importance of the renal nerves in adapta-
tion to chronic reductions in Na intake was
investigated in unilaterally (N7) and bilaterally
(N—4) denervated (DEN) dogs. In dogs studied
before and after bilateral denervation. there was
no difference in urine volume (UO), Na excretion
(UNaV) or fractional reabsorption of Li (FRL . an
inEex of proximal tubular Na reabsorption) beveen
innervated (INN) and DEN kidneys on either normal
(80 mEq/day) or low Na (5 mEq/day, 15 days). PRA
was attenuated following denervation on both
normal (.39±.O6 vs .18±.Ol ng AI/ml/hr) and low Na
(l.O±.O6 vs .59±.O1). In unilaterally DEN dogs the
left kidney was DEN and the bladder was split
allowing continuous urine collection from INN and
DEN kidneys in the same dog. UO, U V, GFR, and
F1ILI were determined for normal (8d'tEq/day) andlow (7 mEq/day, 9 days) Na intake.
UO U V CFR FR,
(ml/day) (mEqay) (mi/mm) (%)4
Normal Na (80 mEq/day)
INN 508±59 33.0±1.4 23.6±2.3 79.4±2.1
DEN 524±59 37.0±1.7 26.6±2.7 78.5±2.4
Low Na (7 mEq/day)
INN 490±47 2.9±0.4 25.2±2.3 90.2±1.4
DEN 510±51 3.4±0.3 26.0±3.1 90.1±1.5
Norepinephrine content was reduced by 99±1% in DEN
kidneys. Thus, while renal nerves may play a small
role in controlling UN V during normal Na. further
activation of the nerves is not essential for ad-
aptation to chronic reductions in Na intake. How-
ever, renal nerves may be important in stimulat-
ing renin release during chronic Na restriction.
Na/K PUMP INHIBITION WITH REDUCED RENAL MASS DOES
NOT PRODUCE CHRONIC HYPERTENSION. Jean—Pierre
Montani*, John E. Hall and Arthur C. Guyton.
Univ. Mississippi Medical Center, Jackson, MS..
Although digoxin does not produce chronic
hypertension (HI), an endogenous ouabain—like
substance has been postulated to be involved in
various forms of HI. It has been suggested that
the natriuretic effect of digoxin offsets the
vasoconatrictor properties, and that digoxin
should only lead to NT if there is an impairment
of the kidney's ability to excrete salt and water.
To test that hypothesis, we infused digoxin
for 14 days in 5 chronically instrumented dogs
with 2/3 reduction of renal mass (digoxin serum
levels: 2.3 .3 ng/ml), maintained on a fixed
sodium intake. Mean arterial pressure (MAP) was
recorded continuously 24 hours a day, urine was
collected daily, and cardiac output (CO) was
measured twice a week by dye dilution.
(Mean±SE) MAP CO Na excretion
(nimHg) (1/mm) (mEq/day)
Control 95±3 2.7±.l 64±2
Digoxin day 1 95±4 2.5±.1 71±6
days 4—7 92±4 2.6±.1 61±3
days 11—14 90±3 2.4±.3 65±2
Recovery 91±3 2.5±.4 67±2
High salt 118±5 — 515±31
During the digoxin infusion, there were no sig-
nificant changes in MAP, CO, total peripheral re-
sistance or sodium excretion. However, high salt
intake without digoxin for 5 days raised MAP sig-
nificantly. In conclusion, our data suggest that
chronic inhibition of the Na/K ATPase pump, as
achieved by digoxin, does not produce HI in the
dog, even in the presence of reduced kidney func-
tion, though salt loading did cause hypertension.
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19-NOR AI.DOSTEROI4E: A POTENT MINERALOCORTICOID AND
HYPERTENSINOGENIC STEROID. DJ Mv'ris,J. Oorsline*, P.A.
Tresco5, NA Sacosccio*,endM. Harnik*$ (intr. by A.S. Brem).
Miriam Hospital end Brown University, Providence, RI. and tTei
Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Isreel.
The minerebcoorticold (Mc) and hypertensinogenic properties of
two recently synthesized derivatives of eldeeterone (Alcb), 19-Nor
Aldsendits precursor, 19-OH Aldewereassessed invivo intworat
bioasseys. C19 modified steroids e.g. 19-Nor DOC have been suggested
to play a role in hypertension. When injected into edrenalectomized
(adx) male rats in desages of 0.1, 0.25, and 1.0 pig/rat, 19-Nor
Aids end Aids protaced changes in urinary Ne and K of similar
magnitude. 19-Nor Aids was also equlpotent to Aids in inducing a
rise in systolic blood pressure (BP) in young ath spontaneously
hypertensive rats (SHR). Infusions (Alzette minipumps) of 0.1 end
0.5 jig 19-Nor Aids/rat/thy over a two week period resulted in
significant increases In the BP of SHR; rising from 127±2
mmHg to 164±9 mmIlg and 180*11 mmHg respectively, while
control edx SHR remained normotensive (134±3 mmHg). infusions
of physiologic desages of Aids (0.5 and 1.0 pg/rat/day) over a two
week period induced a similar rise in the BP of adx SHR (164*8
mmHg and 190*7 mmHg respectively). Further confirmation of the
potency of 19-Nor Aids was obtained from plasma renin activity
measurements (PRA). The 0.1 and O.5pg 19-Nor Aide infusions
completely suppressed the PRA seen in the control edx SIIR
(40.6±3.6 rig ANOI/ml/hr to 0.18*0.06 end 0.24*0.10 rig
ANOI/mi/hr respectively). Similar dssages ofAids caused the PRA in
adx StIR to decrease to only 20.4±7.8 and 3.6*2.1 rig ANOI/ml/hr.
19-OH Aids showed little MC or BP activity. Although 19-Nor Aids
has yet to be identified in experimental animals or humans, these
findings show that 19—Nor Aids is a potent new miner&ocoi-ticoid
with hypertenslnogenic properties.
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ANGIOTENSIN II BINDING SITES IN INDIVIDUAL
SEGMENTS OF TIlE RAT NEPHRON. Salim K. Nujais,
Susan Kauffman*, and Adrian I. Katz. Departments
of Medicine, Univ. of Illinois at Chicago, and
Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
The sites nf action of angiotensin II along
the nephron are not well defined and both
proximal and distal effects are suggested. Using
a microwesay that permits measurement of hormone
binding in discrete tubule sgents. we
determined the binding sites of 1—Angiotensin
II along the nephron of male Sprague—Dawley rats.
Specific binding in PCI (at 25°C, pH 7.4) was
linearly related tn tubule length (r = 0.93,
p<O.OO1) and saturable, with an spp9ent maximal
binding capacity of —' 300 amolw.cm , and an
apparent binding dissnciation constant nfa4.9
nIl. Binding specificity was verified in
competition experiments that revealed significant
(p<O.OOI) and comparable competition for radio—
ligand bining by angiotensin II, its precursor
Des4— Asp — angiotensin I, its metabolite
Val — sngitensin III, and synthetic1 snalogges(Sar — Ale — angiotensin II and Sar — Thr —
sngiotenain II), whereas unrelated peptides of
similar size (bradykinin, ACTH (1—10) fragment)
were without effect. The profile of specific
angiotensin II binding along the nephron was:
PCI, 216 13; PR, 86 14; NAL, 46 8; CAL, 77
8; OCT,1 49 10; CCI, 15 1; MCT, 32 7
amols.cm . These results indicate the presence
of specific angiotensin II binding sites in all
tubule segmenta studied, but binding capacity was
highest in the proximal convoluted tubule, in
agreement with transport studies that localize
the effects of the hormone in this segment.
MATERNAL DIETARY CALCIUM ALTERS BLOOD PRESSURE
LEVELS IN SUCKLING SHR PUPS. Martin S. Muntzel,*
Paul Huie,* Dan Hatton,* Jill Metz,* David
McCarron. Oregon Hlth. Sci. Univ., Portland, OR.
Blood pr9ssure (BP) in the SHR is exacerbad
by a low Cat diet while Increased dietary Ca
has a salutary effect. Since pre—natal dietary
factors may influence the development of BP in SI-IR
offspring, 24 7—month old female SHs were
randomied to 2 diets varying in Ca + and Nat:
Hih Ca
+ (2%)/high Na'(l%) or low Ca2 (.1%)/low
Na (.25%). After the two groups achieve
significantly (pcD5) different serum Ca + values,
the females were bred. At birth the litters were
split and half the animals were fostered to dams
on high die; and half to dams on low diets.
Serum Ca was measured in the ams at day 7
and day 18 of lactation. Serqm Ca + was lower
(p<.Ol) in low versus high Ca'4 daws (1.17 vs 138
mMol/L; p<.Ol) at day 7 and low Cat decrased
further day 18 (1.06 mMol/L). High Cart dams'
serum Ca was unaffected by lactation (1.45 mM/L)
at day 18. At weaning (4 wks old) intra—arterlal
pressures (MAP) and blood samples for Ca2 and
total Ca (TCA) were obtained from the pups.
Regardless of g9stational diet, pups (n=12)
fostered to low Ca + dams had significantly higher
MA (p<.O1) (134 vs 104.6 mmHg) and reduced serum
Ca + (0.92 vs 1.13 mM/L; p<.D1) and TCA (8.8 vs
10.2 mgdl;p<.O1) than puns (n=12) fostered to
high Ca + dams. Serum Ca'4 was inversely
correlated with the pups 1W (r=—.51 p<.01). Our
results of higher serum calcium and lower BP in
pups suckled to high Ca2 dams suggest tat some
factor during lactation, possibly the Ca + content
of neonatal milk, influences BP in suckling rat
pups.
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CAPTOPRIL—ENHANCED RENAL FLCM STUDIES IN DETECTTNG
RENOVASCULAR HYPERTENSION. JV Nally, B. Gupta*,
MS Clsrke*, ML Gross, WJ Potvin* and JT Higgins.
Medical College of Ohio, Toledo, Ohio
Detection of correctable renovascular hyperten-
sion (RVHT) has received renewed interest because
of improved surgical and angioplasty techniques.
A computer—assisted Tc—99m DTPA renal flow study
wss developed for detection of RVHT in an experi-
mental model and in patients. Initially, the 90
second DTPA renal flow study and j131 Mippursn ren—
ogrsphy were evaluated in nine pstients with mark-
ed RVMT with preserved renal function. The Tc—DTPA
renal flow study proved superior by correctly
identifying 9/9 (vs 5/9) stenotic kidneys.
Studies in 2 kidney, 1 clip hypertension had dem-
onstrated dramatic, reversible changes of the DTPA
studies with Cspcopril (C) which correlated with a
decrease in CFR of the atenotic kidney (Clin Res
33(2):366a, 1935). Subsequently, we have evaluat-
ed 10 RVIIT patients with less apparent radionu—
clide abnormalities by analyzing the effect of (C)
upon their Tc—DTPA and T131 Hippuran studies.
Baseline studies were performed in water—loaded
subjects on anti—hypertensive meds. For the (C)
studies, meds were withheld and (C) 25 mg p.o. wee
given one hour prior. Only 1 patient who was
given SO mg developed awvmptomatic hypotenaion
with (C). The DTPA study with (C) proved superior
to either radionuclide study before (C). (C) ac-
centuated changes in the DTPA etudiee of the steo—
otic kidneys converting 3 of 10 from equivocal to
diagnostic studies. We conclude that: 1) (C) un-
masked the All—dependent renal hemodynamic end
functional changes of RVHT, 2) Tc—DTPA with (C) is
a safe, noninvasive technique which may greatly
enhance our ability to detect RVHT.
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RENAL RESPONSE TO MODERATE SODIUM RESTRICTION IN
HYPERTENSION:EFFECT OF ACE—INHIBITION. GJ.Navie'
PE de Jong AJM Dooker' OK van dec Heat 0 de Zeeuvt
(intr.by LW. Statius van Epa) Nephrology Unit,
State University Hospital Grnningen,The Netherlands
It has been suggested that All—mediated renal me
chaoisas limit the efficacy of moderate sodium re
striction. We therefore studied renal hsaodynasics
and sodius handling in 9 essential hyperteneives
in balance on a 200 and 50 amol Na diet,before and
during ACE—inhibition(enslapril 10 m oid, for U
days) in a cross—over atudy.Results (means SEW):
(n=9): NAP GFR ERPF 2 Filtered Na Tub Na renb
(mmHg) (el/ain/l.73m) (amni/sin) sorption(%)
200 Na 109÷2 111±4 431+22 16.9±0.7 99.17±0.06
50 Na 110+2 104±4* 415+27 15.5+0.6° 99.78±0.03*
enalspril
200 Na 98±2° 112±4 465±25° 16.7+0.6 99.08+0.08
50 Na 94±2° 110+4° 473÷30° 16.4+0.6° 99.78,O.O3*
*):pcO.O2,paired test versus 200 Na, °):p(0.02,
paired test versus pre—treetmeot value.
Thus,GFR and filtered Na sore significantly lower,
nod tubular Na reabsorption higher no 50 Na. GFR
rose with eoalapril on 50 but not 00 200 Ms. Conse
quently the differences in CFR and filtered Na eli
cited by sodium restriction were no longer present
during ACE—inhibition, wheress the adaptation of
tubular resbsorptinn to Na restriction reaeined in
tact. We conclude that an only moderate restrict-
ion of dietary aodium,thst does not alter blood
pressure,already elicits a response of renal hemo—
dynamics. This response ia abolished by ACE—inhi-
bition. Therefure it is probably mediated by the
renin—angiotensin symtem.The abolition of this re-
nal response may cnotribute to the increased so-
dium—sensitivity of blood pressure with ACE—inhi-
bition.
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MECHANISM OF THE ANTIHYPERTENSIVE EFFECT OF POTAS-
SIUM DEPLETION (KD) IN TWO-KIDNEY, ONE CLIP RENO-
VASCULAR HYPERTENSION (RVH). Charles R. Nolan,*
Stuart L. Linas. Univ. of Colorado Health Sci.
Ctr., Dept. of Medicine, Denver, CO.
KD prevents the development of hypertension in
RVH; mean arterial pressure: KD 110 5 vs potas-
sium replete (KR) 142 3 mm Hg, p<.OOl). The
protective effect of KD is associated with a four-
fold increase in plasma renin acitivity (PRA) (KD
14.2 1.5; KR 3.3
.5 ng AI/ml/hr, p<.O0l) and a
60 percent decrease in angiotensin II (All) vascu-
lar reactivity. To determine whether the blunted
vascular response in KD is mediated by alterations
in All receptor binding or to post-receptor abnor-
malities, we measured All receptors in mesenteric
artery particles of rats with RVH. Total binding
of All and receptor number (Bm) (117 16 vs 165
14 fmol/mg protein, p<.05) were decreased in KD.
Since KD increases total binding and Bm in normo-
tensive rats, we determined whether the decrease
in receptor binding in hypertensive KD rats was
caused by All. Twenty-four hours after bilateral
nephrectomy (Mx) in KD rats with RVH, PRA was less
than 1 ng Al/mi/hr. Total binding and Bm (KD Nx
212 38 vs KD 120 11 fmol/mg, p<.05) were in-
creased in Nx KD. Along with the increase in All
binding, the pressor response to All increased by
30 percent in Nx KD vs KD RVH, but was still less
than that of KR RVH. In summary, the protective
effect of KD in RVH is mediated by a decrease in
the vascular response to All which is the result
of both a decrease in All receptor binding and a
post-receptor abnormality. The post-receptor
event is mediated by KD and is masked by All-
induced down regulation of receptor binding.
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RECEPTOR-MEDIATED ENDOCYTOSIS OF RENIN
SUBSTRATE. Juan A. Oliver, Caroline
Rose* and Robert R. Sciacca.* Dept. of
Medicine, Columbia University, New York,
New York.
Angiotensins I and II have been shown
to coexist with renin in the same cell.
To determine whether renin containing
cells internalize renin substrate(RS),
this protein was isolated from dog
plasma, radiolabeled with 125-Iodine
(1251—RS) and incubated with acutely
dispersed cells of the zone glomerlosa
of the canine adrenal cortex. At 4 C,
saturable and specific binding of 1251-
RS to adrenoglomerulosa cells was
detected with an apparent Kd of 50±18 nM
(SE, n=4). Binding of l251—RS to the
cells could not be displaced by angio-
tensin II, tetradecapeptide of RS,
ovalbumin or insulin. To determine
whether bound RS is internalized by the
cells, cells were incubated with 125I—RS
in the presence and asence of unlabeed
RS both at 4°C and 37 C. Whereas at 4 C
specific binding was saturple at 250
nM, specific binding at 37 C was not
saturable and 10—fold more counts were
incorporated into the cells than at 4 C.
SDS/PAGE of the 1251—RS bound to the
cells both at 4 C and 37 C confirmed
that the displaceable counts were intact
1251-RS. The data indicate that adreno-
glomerulosa cells have a receptor for RS
that is most likely utilized for endo—
cytosis of this protein.
EFFECT OF MaCi ON BLOOD PRESSURE (BP) IN THE RAT.
C.E. Ott, W.J. Welch, L.D. Boucher*, S.A.
Whitescarver*, and T.A. Kotchen, Depts. of Physio-
logy and Medicine, University of Kentucky,Lexington,
Kentucky.
We have previously shown that hypertension in
the Dahi salt sensitive rat is dependent on both
Na and Ci, and the magnitude of the high blood
pressure is related to the MaCi content of the
food. In contrast to the Dahl—S rat, low MaCi
increases BP in the uninephrectomized Sprague—
Dawley (SD) rat compared to normal MaCi intake.
This study investigated varying NaCi intake on BP
in the intact SD rat. Four groups of rats (n8/gp)
were placed on low (Na<.OOi mEq/gm, Cl<.0O9) NaCl
food (LoS). Three groups were given either 1%, 2%,
or 4% NaCl in the food for 1—2 weeks. All groups
were anesthetized (mactin 100mg/kg) for measure-
ment of BP and heart rate (HR). Animals were
either quickly exsanguinated for blood gases,
electrolytes, and plasma renin activity (PRA), or
renal function was studied. Results (Mean±SE).
Diet LoS 1% 2% 4%
BP 133.0±3.8* 121.0±3.7 121.1±3.2 120.8+3.7
HR 402±11* 329±11 369±9 328+10
PRA 28.9±2.3* 5.1±1.3 3.l±.O3 3.O+.O4
*Significant difference vs MaCi groups
BP, HR, and PRA were higher in the LoS group.
There were no differences in GFR, renal plasma
flow or filtration fraction. Plasma pH, HCO3, and
Cl were higher (p<.O5) In LoS. Plasma Na and
ionized Ca were not different. Although K balance
was greater (p<.O5), plasma K concentration was
lower (p<.O5) in LoS. We conclude that NaCi depri-
vation raises BP, HR, and PRA in intact SD rats.
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RENAL HEMODYNAMIC STABILITY AFTER CONVERTING EN-
ZYME INHIBITION(CEI)IN RENOVASCULAR HYPERTENSION
(RVH). RJ Parmer*, DT O'Connor. VA Medical Center&
Univ. of California, San Diego, CA.
Several reports have suggested that CEI in pa-
tients with RVH may result in a fall in GFR and oc-
casionally acute renal failure. We participated in
a multicenter, prospective, randomized, double-
blind trial of CEI vs. conventional medical manage—
ment(STT) of RVH to determine the frequency of this
phenomenon. 75 subjects with documented renal ar-
tery stenosis(RAS)(44 unilateral,31 bilateral) and
hypertension(DBP> 95 mHg)on hydrochlorothiazide
alone were randomized to addition of CEI(enalapril,
lO-4chg/day)or to STT(addition of timolol,20-6Qsg/
day + hydralazine,lOO-3OQsg/day). Blood pressure
(BP)and clearances of creatinine(Ccr), inulin(Cin),
PAH(CPAH) were measured at baseline and again after
maintenance treatment(29—42 weeks). Both regimens
effectively lowered BP. In bilateral RAS, CEI ele-
vated serum creatinine(Scr)by 0.19 mg/dL(p<O.05),
but did not significantly alter Ccr, CPAH. In
unilateral RAS, CEI raised Scr by 0.16 mg/dL (p<
0.05) and CPAH by 35.2 ml/min(p<O.05) without al-
tering Ccr or C1,,. STT did not affect Scr, Ccr,
CPAH in either unilateral or bilateral RAS. No pa-
tient required discontinuation of either CEI or
SIT because of renal failure. In our own additional
longterm study, we have maintained 9 patients(7
unilateral,2 bilateral) on CEI for up to 24-30
months with no further deterioration in renal func-
tion. We conclude: l)Both CEI and SIT are effective
medical treatment of RVH. 2)Frank renal failure
after CEI treatment for RVH is unusual. 3)CEI re-
mains a viable treatment option for the majority
of patients with RVH.
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ACUTE RENAL DYSFUNCTION IN 1—RIDNEY, 1 CLIP
HYPERTENSION (I—K,1C NT) DURING REDUCED BLOOD
PRESSURF(BP). D.W. Ploth and R. Roy*. Nephrol.
Research and Training Center, VA and UAB Med.
Center, Birmingham, Alabama.
The rnle of decreaaed blond pressure as a
mechanism for the acute renal failure observed
in solitary kidneys with renal artery atenosis
during blockade of the renin—angiotensio system
was studied in 1—R,IC HT rats. Renal hemo—
dynamic, clearance sod excretory function were
assessed in two groups of 1—K,1C UT rsts (3—4
weeks post clip; 5—6 weeks post—oephrectomy).
Under pentobarbital anesthesia identically pre-
pared 1—K, 1C UT animals of both groups (Group 1
animals — usual hydropenic conditions; group 2
animals — rate treated 12—18 bra previously with
2—4 tag furosemide ip) were studied during s con-
trol period, during conditions of reduced 8?
achieved with an aortic clamp and during recon—
trol conditions, With reduction of EP from 163±6
to 141±3 mmHg (x±SEM) animals of group 1(n=B) did
not exhibit changes of clearance function (GFR,
.96±1.8 ro 1.O±.22 ml/min/g), or estimated renal
plasma flow (RPF, 3.3±.6 to 3.O±.4 ml/min). Mech-
anical reduction of NP (from 164±6 to 141±5 mmllg)
in group 2 snimsls resulted in marked decreases
in GFR (from B5±.11 to .41±.05 ml/min/g) and Ri'?
(from 3.4±.3 to 1.5±.3 ml/min) Renal vascular
resistance increased during reduced NP from 24±3
to 55±12 smUg mm/mI. These observstions indicate
that renal function of 1—K,IC NT rata is not
affected by reduced perfusion pressure during
volume replete conditiona but is exquisitely sen-
sitive to reductions of renal perfusion pressure
during conditions of prior volume depletion.
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CONTRIBUTION OF NEUROGENIC NECHANISMS TO ALTERED
RENAL FUNCTION OF THE NONCLIPPED KIDNEY UF TWO—
KIDNEY, ONE CLIP HYPERTENSIVE RATS (2—K,1C UT).
R. Rademacher*, K. Berecek* and D.W. Ploth.
Nephrology Research and Training Ctr., VA and
UAB Med. Ctr., Birmingham, Alabama.
We aaaeaaed the contribution of renal nerves
to the sltersrions of renal function of 2—K,IC
hypertensive rats during the earlier phases of
hypertension. The response of each kidney for
10 anesthetized hypertensive rats (0.2 mm clip,
right renal artery—3 weeks) during control
perioda (CT); after scute surgical denervation
(DNX) of the left renal artery and during
infusion of Teprotide (CEI, 3mg/Kg/br) following
DNX were evslusted. Seven other 2—K,1C
hypertensive rats that only received GEl served
as controls. A significant natriuresia (from
87±39 to 777±207 nEg/min) and diuresis (from
3.7±5 to 8.2±1 ul/min) occurred following DNX
of the nonclipped kidney; CEI administration
superimposed on DNX accentuated the natriureais
and diuresis further (1384±425 nEq/min sod
10.8±1.4 ul/min, respectively). GFR for the
nonclipped kidney increased by 24% following
DNX associated with increased RBF and decreased
renal vaacular resistance. Even though blood
pressure decreased further in response to CEI
(149 to 135 to 122 mmNg; CT—DNX—CEI,
respectively), GFR was not altered. Renal
function for 2—K,IC control snimsls increased
aignificantly following CEI. Theae data
support a role for the contribution of neuro—
geoic mechanisms to the angiotensin mediated
alterations of renal function of the nonclipped
hypertensive kidney.
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DECREASED ENDOTHELIUM—DEPENDENT RELAXATIONS TO
ACETYLCHOLINE IN THE AORTA OF HYPERTENSIVE DAUL
EATS. Leopoldo Raij, Thomas F. Luacher* and Paul
H. Vanhoutte,* Univeraity of Minneaota and Mayo
Clinic, Minneapolis and Rochester, Ninoesots.
The endothelium may play an important role in
local control of vascular amooth muscle. In hyper-
tension the endothelium changes morphologically sod
functionally. Endothelium—dependent relaxations to
acetylcholmne (ACh) are decreaaed in spontaneously
hypertensive rats. In the present study endo—
thelium—dependenr relsxsrions were investigated in
Dshl salt sensitive (DS) and salt resistant (OR)
rata. When fed high dietary salt OS rats develop
hypertension accompanied by vascular structural
changes while DR do not. DS sod DR rats were given
8% NaCl chow for 8 wks. At the end of this period
blood pressure averaged 183 7 mmHg in DS(n6) sod
125 3 mmflg in DR rats (o4; p<O.O5). Rings with
or without endothelium, of thoraeic aorta, from
both strains were suspended in organ chambers for
isometric tension recording. In both groupe ACh
(10—9—1O4M) caused relaxstioos in rings with but
not in those without endothelium. However,
relaxations were significantly depreaaed in DS as
compared to DR rate (IC5O: 5.6 x 107M and 4.2 x
1O°N; p<O.O5). In DR rsts msximsl relsxstions
occurred at lower concentrations (10"6M) and were
more pronounced (100%) than in DS rats(i.SxlO5M;
78 9%). Relaxations to sodium nitroprusside did
not differ in sortss of the two strains. Thus,
decreased eodothelium—dependent relaxationa to ACh
in hyperteneive OS rsts may be due to decressed
relesse of sod/or sensitivity of the smooth muscle
to endothelium—derived relaxing factor(s) rather
than to impaired relaxation due to distorted
vessel architecture secoodsry to hypertension.
EFFECTS OF ENALAPRIL IN THE TREATMENT OF RENAL
PARENCHYHAL HYPERTENSION. GP Reams & .JH Bauer;
Univ of Missouri, Colunbis, Missouri.
No studies have reported the safety and
efficacy of the angiotensin converting enzyme
inhibitor, enslapril, in hypertensive subjects
with moderate to severe renal impairment. Eight
subjects (2 polycystic kidney disease, 4 hyper-
tensive nephrusclerosis, 1 focal glomerulo—
acleroaia and 1 hereditary nephritia) with hyper-
tension and ar initial inulin clearance of C 40
ml/min/l.73 m were studied. Studies included
aupine blood preaaure (HP), serum potassium (K),
plasma renin activity (PEA), plasma eldosterone
(Paldo), and clearances of inulin (Cm) and p—
aminohippurate (Cpah). All studies were
performed prior to and following 8 weeks of
enalapril therapy (mean dose 24 iN). Results are
indicated below: Placebo Enalapril
Systolic/diastolic OP 149÷7/96+2 130±6*/84±2*
Serum K (mEq/l) 3.9+0.2 4.5+0.1*
PEA (ng/ml/br) 4.8±1.0 14.6+5.6*
Paldo (ng/dl) 25.8÷4.6 14.4±2.8*
in (ml4ein/l.73 m2 27±5 30±7
pah (ml/min/l.73 m ) 101±13 124+14*
Mean + SEN. *p <0.05; compared to placebo.
;ystofic and diastolic blood pressures were well
controlled. Serum K was increaaed. PEA was
stiim.ilated and Peldo was suppressed, the latter
accounting for the rise in Serum K, Cm remained
stable, whereas Cpah was increased. Enalapril
was an effective antihypertensive agent in renal
hypertension; the increase in Cpah was probably
mediated by a decrease in efferent arteriolsr
pressure.
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DIETARY SALT, CALCIUM METABOLISM, AND THE
AI4TIHYPERTENSIVE EFFICACY OF CALCIUM CHANNEL
BLOCKADE. LN Resnick*, JP Nicholson* and
JH Laragh. Cardiovascular Center, Cornell
University Medical Center, New York, N. Y.
To study the relation of calcium channel
blockade to calcium metabolism, we measured serum
ionized calcium (Ca++), magnesium (Mg), calcitonin
(CT), and 1,25 dihydroxyvitamin D (l,25D) before
and after short—term (3d on high vs low dietary
salt) and longer—term (1 month) therapy with
verapamil 120 mg TID In essential hypertensive
subjects (EN).
Salt nsitive EN on hi vs. lo dietary salt had
lower Ca (2.48±0.02 vs. 2.58±0.05 mEq/L, p<O.O5)
higher l,25D (75.1±9.7 vs. 58.3±6.3 pg/mi, p<O.O2)
and a greater BP on verapamil (%dDBP = —17.7 vs.
—8.2, p<O.O5) than did salt Insensitive subjects.
The %1DBP was inversely related to the initial
1,25D (r=—O.89, p<O.Ol), and directly related to
the initial CT (rO.68, p<O.O5). On either sodium
diet, the —%DBP was directly related to the
%l,25D (r=O.60, p<O.OS). Longeterm verapamil
Rx was associated with higher Ca (2.46±0.04 to
2.53±0.04 mEq/L, p<O.O5), and suppressed Mg
(2.0±0.03 to 1.84±0.03 mEq/L, p<O.Ol).
concluder 1) dietary salt loading may lower
Ca
,
elevate l,25D, and enhance the hypotensive
response to verapamil; 2) the BP effects of
verapamil are related to its effects on 1,250; and
3) longer_ter÷verapamil reverses salt—induced
changes in Ca . Thus, alterations of calcium
metabolism may underlie the sensitivity to
verapamil in EH, and may contribute to its
hypotensive effects.
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ABNORMAL RENAL HEMODYNAHICS AND PRESSURE DIURESIS
RESPONSE IN DAHL S RATS. Richard J. Roman,
Medical College of WI, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
The renal response to changes in perfusion
pressure (RPP) was studied in Dahl S and R rats to
determine whether an alteration in the pressure
diuresis response is involved in the development
of hypertension. The neural and hormonal
background to the kidney was controlled by renal
denervation and by iv infusion of aldosterone and
ADH. Control arterial pressures averaged 124±1
mmHg in R rats, 133±1 mmBg in normotensive S rats,
and 158±2 mmHg in hypertensive S rats. Control
ROF and GFR were not significantly different in
the 3 groups of rats. RBF was well autoregulated
as RPP was varied from 90 to 150 mmllg in
normotensive S and R rats. In contrast, RBF was
only autoregulated at RPP >120 mmHg in
hypertensive S rats. GFR was unchanged in R rats
as RPP was varied from 100 to 150 mmHg; however,
GFR was reduced at RPP <120 mmHg in normotensive S
rats and at RPP <160 mrnHg in hypertensive S rats.
Nevertheless, glomerular capillary pressures were
similar in S and R rats, averaging approximately
45 mmHg at RPP of 100 to 150 mmHg. Increasing RPP
from 100 to 150 mmHg produced a 5—fold increase in
urine flow and Na excretion in R rats. In both
normotensive or hypertensive S rats the pressure
diuretic and natriuretic responses were less than
half of that seen in the R rats. These findings
indicate that an impaired pressure diuresis
response may predispose a Dahi S rat to develop
hypertension when challenged with a high salt
diet. A subsequent rightward shift in the GFR
autoregulatory curve may explain the persistence
of hypertension in this model.
75
ALTERED REGULATION OF THE RENIN—ANGIOTENSIN—
ALDOSTERONE SYSTEM DURING CHRONIC THERAPY WITH
CAPTOPRIL. 3. C. Romero, L. Ruilope, B. Miranda,*
R. Garcia_RobleS,* 3. Sancho,* 3. L. Rodicio,
1. Hamond, and P. Zachariah.* 1' de Octubre and
Ramon y Cajal Hospitals, Madrid, Spain, and Mayo
Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota.
This study was undertaken in 8 essential hyper—
tensives (EH) to assess if chronic therapy of 1
year with Captopril (50—150 mg/d) alters the
responses of plasma renin activity (PRA), plasma
renin concentration (PRC), and plasma aldosterone
(PA) to suppressive and stimulatory maneuvers.
Eight normotensive (NT) volunteers served as
a control. It was found that stimulatory
maneuvers such as sodium depletion (80 mg furose—
mide + 3 days low sodium intake) or 2 hours ambu-
lation failed to induce in EH any significant
change in the normal existing levels of PRA or PRC
although it produced significant (p<O.05) incre—
nnts in PA. Similarly, progressive IV infusions
of angiotensin II (from 1 to 6 r/kg/min) failed
to suppress PRA or PRC, but it increased PA signi-
ficantly (p<O.05). This pattern of renin—aldo—
sterone dissociated responses was not seen in EH
during sodium depletion since PRA, PRC, and PA
were significantly increased. Chronic treatment
with Captopril did not alter the levels of renin
substrate. NT responded to all maneuvers in a
predictable fashion.
We concluded that chronic therapy with
Captopril alters the regulation of the reniri—
angiotensin—aldosterorie axis since it decreased
renin responses to Na depletion, ambulation, and
anglotensin II infusion whereas the suppressive
effects of sodium load remained intact.
INTRINSIC SYMPATHOMIMETIC ACTIVITY (IsA) ALTERS
RENIN RESPONSE TO BETA BLOCKADE. M Ruddy, C Bia1y
J Kostis!' UMDNJ—Rutgers Med Sch, New Brufla, NJ.
Sympathetic activity may influence plasma resin
activity(PRA) by regulation of the conversion of
inactive renin(IR) to active renin(AR, PRA). We
hypothesized that beta blockade and ISA would have
opposing effects on production of AR from its in-
active precursor.
Seventeen primary hypertensives were entered in
a placebo(PLA)—controlled, double—blind crossover
study of the effects of equivalent doses of pindo—
lol(PIN) and propranolol(PRO) on mean iSEM sys-
tolic BP(SBP), diastolic BP(DBP), heart rate(HR),
AR, total resin (TR), IR and I AR/TR. Drug dose
was titrated to achieve a goal DBP of 90 mmHg. AR
was defined as the rate of generation of anglo—
tensin I(AI) in 37°C plasma at pH 5.7. TR was
determined by preincubation of plasma aliquots
with 1.5 mg/ml trypsin in the presence of 5 mM
benzamadine for 1 hour at —4°C prior to assay of
renin activity. IR was calculated as TR minus AR.
All resin data are expressed as ng AI/ml/hr.
Rx SBP nsRg DBP snug HR AR IR 1 ARtrR
PtA 159.0 106.1 73.8 2.82 15.6 18.1
PIN 140* 91.1* 68.9* 1.96 17.6 U.6
PW) 139.5* 91.1* 57.8*± l.14*tl8.6 6.4*t
i.09
*p<.OSvs.PIA; p<.05vs. PIN
The EP responses achieved by dose—titration of
PRO and PIN were virtually identical, indicating
equivalent depressor effects of the two beta
blockers. However HR and AR were lowered to a
much greater extent with PRO as compared with PIN.
The lack of significant PIN—induced fall in
1 AR/TR suggests that this drug has little net
effect on formation of AR from IR. This finding
may result from ISA—mediated partial disinhibition
of conversion of precursor IR.
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PRESSURE-NATRIURESIS RELATIONSHIP II$ SEWNOARY
HYPERTENSION IN MAN. umio Saito, Genjiro
Kimur, Mono Ruramochi, Keiichi Ito, and Teruo
Omae. National Cardiovascular Center, Osaka,
Japan.
In patients with renovascular hypertension
(RVH,n=4) and primary aldosteronism(PA,n=6),
mechanisms of causing hypertension were
investigated based on pressure-natniuresis
relationship. Before and after radical
operation(percutaneous transluminal angioplasty
in RVH and removal of adenoma in PA), dietary
sodium intake was altered tram 12-1 Sq of NaCl/day
in the 1st week to 0-3g/day in the 2nd week.
Mean arterial pressure(NAP) and urinary sodium
excretion were measured on the last 3 days of
each week. By sodium restriction bet ore
operation, MAP was decreased in PA(l22±13
113±19 rmnHg;pcOS), but not in RVH(136±5 ÷ 136±10
mmHg;NS). Urinary sodium excretion was plotted
on the ordinate as a function of MAP before and
after operation. This pressure-natriuresis curve
before operation, cceipared with after operation,
was shifted rightward in RyH(136±5 vs 94±2
mmHg;p<.001), and the slope was depressed in
PA(17±1 vs 220±148 mEq/day/mmHg;p<.05). After
operation, pressure—natriuresis curve was
normalized and identical between RVH and PA. The
rightward shift of the curve in RVH may he due to
the increase in intrarenal vascular resistance by
stimulation of renin-angiotensin system, and the
decrease in the slope in PA may be due to
enhancement of renal tubular sodium reabsorption
by aldosterone. Thus, abnormality of pressure-
natriuresis relationship seems essential in
genesis of hypertension, as seen in secondary
forms of hypertension.
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ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR AND cGMP IN VASCULAR
SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS IN CULTURE. Makito Sato
Keishi Abe, Kazuhisa Takeuchi, Minoru Yasujime
and Kaoru Yoshinaga. (intr. by Michael J. Dunn)
Dept. of Tnt. Med., Tohoku Univ. Sch. of Med.
Sendai, 980 , Japan.
To evaluate the role of cGMP in the vasorelaxant
action of etrial natriuretic factor (ANF, Atrio—
peptin ifi), we investigated the effect of ANF on
cGMP synthesis in cultured vascular smooth muscle
cells from rat mesenteric artery and compared it
with that of sodium nitroprusside (SNP). Both ANF
and SNP stimulated cOMP in a dose dependent manner,
but did not effect cAMP and 6—keto—PGF1a, a hydro-
lysis product of prostacyclin. The effects of ANF
and SNP on cI3MP were additive. Elevation of cOMP
with ANF was not inhibited in calcium—free solution
nor by calcium entry blockers, verapamil or nifedi—
pine. Preincubation with kallikrein inhibited the
effect of ANF on cGMP in a dose dependent manner
but not that of SNP. The effect of kallikrein was
abolished by serine protease inhibitors. The oxid—
ent methylene blue inhibited the effect of SNP but
not that of ANF. The response of cGMP to ANF was
greater in cells from renal artery than from mesen—
teric artery. It is concluded that ANE and SNP
share a number of similarities in their effects on
cultured vascular smooth muscle cells, but they are
distinguished from each other by the separate
effects of kallikrein and methylene blue. Our
results are consistent with the hypothesis that
cGMP mediates the vasorelaxant action of ANF.
Further studies are required to clarify the effect
of methylene blue on particulate guanylate cyclase
which is shown to be selectively stimulated by ANF.
DECREASE OF NAG AFTER ANTIHYPEBTENSTVE THERAPY.
Roland Schmieder, Heinz Ruddel, Hans
Schlebusch,0 Hermann Neus, and August W. v.
Eiff.' Department of Hedicine and Gyneoology,
University of Bonn, FHG (intr. by Fred Husserl)
N—acetyl—/3—glucomaminidase (NAG) activity was
found in essential hypertensives and suggested to
indicate early vascular damage and renal involve-
ment in arterial hypertension. We examined the
impact of antihypertensive therapy on NAG
activity in 52 white male middle—aged patients
with untreated mild essential hypertension (EH)
who were treated randomly either with the beta
blocker oxprenolol (0) or the oalcium entry
blocker nitrendipine (N) until they became normo—
tensive. Before and after 6 months of therapy we
measured (expressed as mean SD) both serum NAG
and urinary HAG in 24—hr urine by the flurometric
method. These data were compared to 62 male
white healthy normotensive caucasians.
Norao— Untreated Treated
tensives EH EH
Serum HAG (U/al) 384±109 427±124 386+106
Urinary (U/br) 19+17 27±29 25±29
NAG (U/mgcr) 23+17 33±31 36±37
Serum NAG and urinary NAG were elevated in un-
treated patients with essential hypertension
(p<0.05). After 6 months of therapy serum NAG
significantly declined to levels of normotensive
subjects (pc0.01), together with a fall in blood
pressure whereas urinary NAG did not change.
Serum NAG decreased to the same level in both
treatment groups regardless of the antihyperten—
sive therapy (0: 353±81 vs. N: 384±123 U/al). It
is concluded that NAG levels decrease with anti—
hypertensive therapy thereby possibly reflecting
reversal of early target organ damage.
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SODIUM EXCRETION AND RENAL FUNCTION DURING GRADED
PRESSURE REDUCTION IN CONSCIOUS RATS WITH 1K—iCo
AND 2K-lCo AORTIC COARCTATION HYPERTENSION.
L. Saith-Powel1, S. C. Textor, Renal Laboratory,
City of Hope National Medical Center Duarte, CA.
To study adaptation of renal function to chronic
arterial stenosis, we studied conscious rats made
hypertensive by an aortic clip (Co) (0.330mm)
placed between the renal arteries. In 1K-iCc rats
the proximal kidney was removed. Carotid (CAP)
and femoral (FAP) pressures were monitored chron-
ically. Renal plasaa flow (ERPE) and GFR were
determined by isotopic clearances after hypctonic
saline. Sodium (FENA) was measured by flame pho-
tometry. Initial CAPs for 1K—lCo (N=9) and 2K—lCo
(N=8) groups were similar: (149±6 vs 147±8 amHg),
as were FAPs (93+3 vs 85+5 rmnHg). Graded infusion
of nitroprusside (NP) over 3 periods reduced CAP
to 101+5 rmmHg while RAP fell to 65+2 mmHg(p<O.Ol).
1K-iCc 2K-lCo 1K vs 2K
GFR ml/sin PRE i.56+.20 2.04+0.16 NS
NP 0.391.17* 1.201 .15* pc0.01
FENA (%) PRE 3.161.45 3.841 .46 NS
NP 0 601.34* 1.7011.04* pc0.05(*p<O.Ol, PRE vs NP) — —
Initial FENA was similar in both groups despite
elevated proximal renal pressures in 2K-lCo. Pres—
sure—FENA curves were shifted to lower pressures
in 1K—iCo rats in all periods. However, reduct-
ion of CAP to normal led to large decrements in
ERPF, GFR and FENA in 1K—lCo. These studies indi-
cate that although hemodynamics and sodium excre-
tion are well-compensated in kidneys hypoperfused
due to arterial stenosis, systemic pressure reduc-
tion may counter this by exceeding lower limits of
renal perfusion when the entire renal mass is
affected.
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RENAL CALCflII CHANNEL B RMALIT'1 IN DA SALT
SENSITIVE (DS) HYPTENSIVE RAT. T.H. Steele
and L. Challoner-Hue' University of Wisconsin,dison, Wisconsin.
We investigated effects of calcium channel
blockade by nitrendipine (NIT) or activation by
the calcium channel agonist, Bay-k-8644 (BAY),
on isolated perfused kidneys (IPK) from DS rats
or DahI salt resistant (DR) rats stabilized on
high (HI) or low (ED) NaCI intakes. Mean BP of
HI—DS rats averaged 157 imnHg, vs. 113, 121 and
114 for HI-DR, ED-DS and L0-DR (P< .001). erfu-
sion pressures of IPK were constant at 105 nvnifg.
During norepinephrine vasoconstriction, NIT(0.Olxrt4) increased GFR of HS-DS kidneys by 488j.l/min above control values, but did not in-
crease GFR of ifs-DR (P<.00l). NIT increased GFR
in both LO-DS and L0-DR. BAY (0. lnt4) increased
renal vascular resistance (RVR) by 38% in HS-DS,
but did not affect RVR in ifS-DR (E'.014). BAY
increased RVR by only 12% in ID-US and did not
affect RVR in L0-DR (P=.001). BAY decreased (IFR
in all 4 groupa (P=.012), independently of salt
intake (P=.237), but to a greater extent in DS
than DR (P".0l2). NIT partially reversed these
BAY-induced changes in RVR and GFR.
We conclude that the the DS rat kidney reacts
both to calcium channel activation and blockade
in an exaggerated fashion compared to the DR rat
kidney. The difference is especially apparent
in the presence of salt-induced hypertension.
It may reflect a genetically transmitted anomaly
of renal 1)S membrane calcium translocation which
is fully expressed either after the developsent
of hypertension or during high NaCl turnover.
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RENAL DISEASE PRECEDES HYPERTENSION (HTN) IN SALT-
SENSITIVE DAHL RATS (DS). R.B. Sterzel, Y.Gao*,W.
Kriz, R.Waldherr*, T.Sakai*, F.Luft, D.Ganten*,
J.Brigge, J.Schnermann. VAMC-Yale U Sch Ned, New
Haven, CT & U of Heidelberg and Munich, Germany.
To study renal involvement in HTN of DS we ana-
lyzed functional and morphologic changes before and
after onset of HTN in DS and in salt—resistant (DR)
controls (inbred JR strains). MaCi intake was nor-
mal (0.9%) up to 6 weeks (wk) of age and then ei-
ther 0.9 or 8.0%. Functional data (means±SEN) were:
Age MaCi sBP Albuminuria Inulin-Clearance
(wk) jj (mm Hg) (mg/24 h) (ml/min/lOOg)
DR DS DR DS DR DS
6 0.9 98 100 0.4 10* ND ND
8 0.9 96 104 0.9 103* O.89÷.09 0.89+.l5
8 8.0 94 147* 0.8 61* )
12 0.9 107 139* 1.2 101* 1.lO+.l5 0.83+.05*
12 8.0 98 168* 0.8 69* 1.l7.09 0.54..O4*
nu 8; ND not determined; *p< 0.05 (DR vs DS)
Light microscopic changes were seen only in DS,
consisting of diffuse mesangial widening, arterio—
lar myointimal cell hyperplasia and interstitial
fibrosis, firet noted in DS/8.0% at 8 wk, increas-
ing by 12 wk. DS/0.9% had similar yet milder le-
sions at 12 irk. EM of glomeruli showed segmental
lose of epithelial foot processes in DS as early as
6 irk. Glomerular counts in DS did not differ from
DR. Stop flow pressure of prehypertensive DS was
41.6+0.9mm Hg (estimated glomerular capillary pres-
sure: 56.4+3.0mm Hg), not different from DR. Con-
clusions: tl) Prehypertensive DS have albuminuric
giomerular disease not associated with reduced num-
ber of glomeruli or glomerular hypertension; (2) Re-
nal pathology is accelerated once systemic HTN de-
velops; (3) Normal NaC1 intake delays but does not
prevent 1{TN and progressive renal disease in DS.
SUSTAINED IMPROVEMENT OF RENAL FUNCTION IN
ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSIVES TREATED WITH DILTIAZEM
MONOTHERAPY. SS Sunderrajan, JH Bauer, GP Reams;
Univ of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri.
Short—term treatment with diltiazem mono—
therapy has been shown to inprove renal function
in essential hypertensives with mild to moderate
renal iirpairnent. Seven essential hypertensive
with initial inulin clearance < 80ml/min/l.73 n
were followed for a period of 24 weeks. Studies
included supine systolic and diastolic blood
pressure (BP iHg), clearances of inulin (Cm;
ml/min/l.73 in ) and para—aminohippurate (Cpah;
ml/min/l.3 in2), renal blood flow (RBF; ml/—
min/]-.73 m ) nd renal vascular resistance (RVR;
dyne sec cm. All studies were performed prior
to and following 8 and 24 weeks of diltiazem
monotherapy (dose range 240—480 mg). Results
(mean + SEM) are given below:
Placebo 8 weeks 24 weeks
8 8 7
Systolic BP 156+3 142+5 143+7*
Diastolic HP 100+2 86+4* 83+2*
Cm 596 86* 92+8*
cpah 250+31 339+21* 32]3l**
RBF 622+79 837+58* 763+79*
17.6+2.8 10.3T7.4* 11.6±13.8*
* p < .05, ** p < .06 compared to placebo
Systolic and diastolic blood pressures remained
well controlled following long—term diltiazem
monotherapy. The improvement in Cm and Cpah,
increase in RBF and reduction in RVR observed at
8 weeks was sustained at 24 weeks of monotherapy.
The improvement in renal hemodynamics with
diltiazem may be mediated through either a direct
mesangial affect or a decrease in afferent
arteriolar pressure.
RANDOMIZED PLACEBO—CONTROLLED TRIAL OF ORAL
POTASSIUM IN MILD ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION. L.P.
Svetkey*, W.E. Yarger, J.R. Feussner*, E. DEig*,
and P.E. Kiotman. Dept. of Medicine, Duke
University Medical Center, Durham, North Carolina
Epidemiologic and experimental data suggest a
blood pressure lowering effect of dietary
potassium (K ). Using a randomized,
double—blind study design, we assessed blood
pressure (BP) responses to 120 mEq/day of oral
(microencapsulated) supplemental K+ compared to
placebo for 8 weeks in 101 adults with mild
hypertension. We monitored BP every 2 weeks using
a random-zero sphygmomanometer. BP is reported as
mean + standard deviation.
DeFining a systolic (5) BP response as a
decrease of at least 10 mmHg, 37% of K—treated
vs. 19.1% of placebo—treated subjects responded.
SBP decreased by 6.4 + 13.7 mmHg in the K group
compared to 1.1 + 13.mmHg in controls.
Diastolic (D) BP decreased by 4.1 + 8.3 nm*Ig In
the treatment group and 1.6 + 6.5 imHg in
controls. Although the K gioup experienced a
greater lowering in SBP and DBP, the effect was
not statistically si9nificant after correcting for
differences in baseline BP (pretreatment BP in the
K—treated group was 147.5 + 13.1/95.2 + 3.2
mmHg and in the placebo—treited group wis 142.1 +
14.3/94.1 + 3.0 mmHg).
—
In conclusion, 120 mEq/d of supplemental K
decreased systolic BP in mild hypertensives.
While not statistically significant, this result
suggests an effect of oral K which may be
clinically significant. In order to resolve this
issue, a larger sample size stratified a priori by
baseline BP will be required.
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EFFECTS OF CALCIUM ANTAGONISTS ON VASOCONSTRICTOR
HORMONE-EVOKED PROSTACYCLIN SYNTHESIS IN CULTURED
VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS. Kazuhisa Takeuchi,
Keishi Abe, Makito Sato, Minoru Yasujima, Kaoru
Yoshinaga (intr. by Michael 3. Ounn), Dept. of Int.
Med., Tohoku Univ. Sch. of Med., Sendai, 980, Japan.
It has been known that vasoconstrictor hormones
angiotensin:AII , vasopressin:VP) stimulate vascular
prostacyclin(PGI2) synthesis, which, in turn, modu-
late the aflion of these hormones. To examine the
role of Ca in PSI2 synthesis evoked by hop.pones,
we assessed the effect of extracellular Ca —free
solution, Ca entry blockers and intracellular Ca—
calmodulin inhibitors on All- and VP-stimulated PSI2
synthesis in cultured vascular smooth muscle cells
from rat mesenteric artery. Both All and VP (10 -
10 6M) stimulated 6-keto—PGF5c*(6KF), which were
inhibi ted by mepacrine (10 M) or aspirin (SxlO M).
Arachidonic acid-stimulated 6KF synthesis was inhi-
bited by aspirin, but not by mepacrine. All and VP
failed to sflmulate 6KF after deprivation of extra-
ce!lular Ca . Intracellular Ca antagonist TMB—8
10 SM) and calmodulin inhibitor Wi (5x10 5M) aboli-
shed vasoconstrictor hormone—evoked 6KF synthesis.
As snown in the table, diltiazem as well as verapa-
mil or nifedipine dose—dependently inhibited vaso-
constrictor hormone-evoked 6KF synthesis. r ete
6-keto—prosta9j_andin Fia (pg/p/M mm)
diltiazem
control lxlO6M 3.3xl06M lx105M
basal 3.4 0.4 2.0 g- 0.5 2.5 0.6 2.3
All (l07M) 5.7 1.4 3.4 1.3 2.4 0.6 1.9 0.5
VP (107M) 7.2 1.6 3.7 i 0.9 3.2 0.9 2.7 *0.4
These results suggest that vasoconstrictor hormones
stimulate PSI2 synthesis at the step prior to the
arachidonic acid release, which4s dependent both
on extra— and intra—cellular Ca or calmodulin.
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ROLE OF GLOMERIJLAR PRESSURE AND FLOW IN RENAL DAMA-
GE OF GOLDSLATT HYPERTENSION WITH PARTIAL RENAL
ABLATION.E.Tapia*,M.Franco*,C.Calleja*,J.L.cermeno*
N.A.Bobadilla*, J.M.p4rez*, F.Gabbai*, J, Herrera—
Acosta. Depts. Nephrology & Pathology. Instituto
Nacional de cardiologfa I.CH. Mexico city.
Glomerular injury in experimental hypertension
has been related to increased glomerular capillary
pressure (FGc),To test this hypothesis in Goldblatt
hypertension,the left kidney of 11 wistar rats was
micropunctured 65—75 days after renal ablation
(3/4)plus clipping the right renal artery (NBP) or
renal ablation plus sham procedure (NBP). All rats
had measurements of arterial pressure (AP), single
nephron glomerular filtration rate (SNGFR), glome—
rular plasma flow (QA), afferent resistance (AR),
Pcc (stop flow + systemic oncotic pressure). Gloam
ruler volume (YG) and histological damage, were —
evaluated by light microscopy. Results are -
expressedas mean SE.
AP PGc SNGFR QA Ef AR VGx19—6
mmHg nl/min. nl/s/mmNg U pm
NBP 166* 50.5* 77 257 .070* 1.9 2.23*
n=6 2
NED 131 42.4 85 288 .143 2.4 1.37
n=S 5 .6
*p C .05 HBP vs NED U din/s/mmlig—3
Glomerular damage (sclerosis, mesangial prolife
ration or microaneurisms) was present in 83/400 —
glomeruli in HEP end in 0/250 glomeruli in REP.
SNGFR & QA rose to the same extent in NBP and
limP however glomerular dilatation and structural
damage were present only in HER in which PGc was
elevated. These data suggest that in experimental
hypertension renal damage is dependent on
increased flows and pressure to the glomerulus,
MECHANISM FOR INCREASED Ns RETENTION BY PRE—HYPER-
TENSIVE SPONTANEOUSLY HYPERTENSIVE RATS (SHR):
ROLE OF ALDOSTERONE-INOEPENDENT TUBULAR REAB-
SORPTION. 0. Thomss*, 0. Sslvi*, 3. Stein and
K. Lau. Dept. of Medicine, Michael Reese Hosp.
and Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
Disturbances in Na metabolism have been consi-
dered to play a role in genetic hypertension, but
the pathophyaiology is unclear. We examined the
thesis of s renal defect by performing Na bslsnce
studies in 3 to 4 weeks old normotenaive Wistar
Kyoto (WRy) rats snd SHR before detectable hyper-
tension. Between days 22 and 28, at comparable
Ma intake (3.23 vs 3.21 mEq/day) sod Na absorp-
tion (3.21 vs 3.15 mEq/day), urine Na was redu-
ced in the SHR (2.94 vs 2.O7 mEq/day), producing
greater Na balance (0.27 vs 1.08±; t,p<O.05 vs
WRy). The diminished Ms excretion continued
through day 46, the last day of observation. In
sdrenalectomized rats replaced with 2 pg/100 gte
B.W./day of dexamethasone, the reduced Na excre-
tion by the SHR persisted from day 28 (2.4 vs
l.34t mEq/day) through day 42 (2.7 vs 2.2± mEq/
day). Differences in intrinsic tubular Na reab-
sorption were evaluated by standard clearance
studies in conscious awake state in 9 pairs of
pairfad rats at 33.5 days of age, yielding the
following results (nean S.E.):
GFR Systolic B.P. CUS FENa
(nl/min) (torr) (p1/mm) (%)
WRy 0.86±0.06 118±5 27.9±2.7 3.29±0.35
SHR 0.84±0.10 118±7 i7.5±3.4t 2.l3±O.39
We conclude: (1) Before demonstrable hyperten-
sion, SHE kidneys reabsorb more Na despite in-
creased Na retention. (2) The increased renal
avidity for Na ia not due to differences in
aldoaterone levels or altered tubular sensitivity.
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PLASMA POLYPEPTIDES IN PRE-HYPERTENSIVE, LOW Na
DAHL S RATS WHICH IHUIBIT PLATELET THROMBOXANE
RELEASE. L Tobian, Y Uehara± Univ of Minnesota
Sprague-Dawley (SD) platelets incubated in boil-
ed, dialyzed Dahl R plasma released 99.9 pg of
thromboxane (TXA2) per 106 platelets with thrombin
activation, but released only 10.3 pg TXA2 in S
plasmas (-90%, p<.0001,n=l6). The inhibitory factor
in S plasma is present even in 4-wk old completely
normotensive S rats on .11% low NaC1 diet, 55 pg of
released TXA2 in 13 R plasmas vs 19 pg in 12 Splas—
mas (-65%, p<.005). When S platelets are incubated
in R plasma, the inhibitory factor can be washed
off of the S platelets (n=27). Digestion of S & R
plasmas with either trypsin or chymotrypsin appears
to destroy the factor since S & R plasmas after di-
gestion both completely & equally lose their capa-
city to inhibit TXA2 release, with S plasmas becom-
ing equal to R plasmas & to Dulbecco's salt solu-
tion (5-wk old S rats, n=4O). Using sieves, the MW
of the inhibitory factor is about 3500. 24 hours
after bilateral nephrectomy, S & R dialyzed (2000
MW dialysis pores) plasmas become equal, with both
plasmas completely & equally devoid of TXA2 inhibi-
tory power n=46). Thus the inhibitory factor either
comes from the kidney or is greatly influenced by
the presence of renal tissue. The factor appears to
be a heat-stable, 3500 MW polypeptide without impor-
tant S-S bonds. It is quite possible that the fac-
tor affects kidneys, arterioles, or brain to make
the S rat highly susceptible to NaC1 hypertension.
The factor may constitute a genetic marker which
could be clinically useful in man for recognizing
the pre—hypertensive state.
UNILATERAL HYDRONEPHROSIS AND HYPERTENSION: CAUSE
OR COINCIDENCE? C. Wanner*, T.F. Luscher*,
W. VetterC (intr. by S.T. Turner). Department of
Internal Medicine, University Hospital Zurich!
Switzerland.
Unilateral hydronephrosis (UHY) has been
associated with hypertension in case reports.
However, it has never been analyzed in a larger
series whether this association is causal or
coincidental. In a consecutive series of 101
UHY mild to moderate hypertension was found in
20* (mean age: 48 + 3 years; mean blood pressure:
177 + 4/103 + 3 mmHg). UHY with and without
hypertension did not differ in age, cause of UHY
or plasma creatinine levels. in a second series
of 24 UHY followed for 36 months the effect of
surgery on hypertension was analyzed. Blood
pressure was 180 + 5/108 + 4 mmHg before and
134 + 2/84 + 2 mHg after surgery (pc.O.OO5).
Hypertension was cured in 63*, improved in 16*
and unchanged in 21*. In all but one of the
cured patients the PRA-ratio (plasma renin
activity involved/uninvolved kidney) was . 1.5,
while all unchanged patients had a PRA—ratia
l.5. We conclude that in unselected UHY the
incidence of hypertension is only slightly, if
at all higher than in the general population of
the same age. In selected patients with an
increased plasma renin activity in the renal vein
of the involved kidney, however, surgery may nor-
malize blood pressure. In these patients IJHY may,
through the activation of the renin angiotensin
system, sustain hypertension.
PRESSOR RESPONSE TO NOREPINEPHRIE IN THE SHR AND
WKY: MODIFICATION BY DIETARY CA' AND NAP. L.
Wegener,* and D. McCarron. Div. of Nephrolo7
Oregon Health Sciences University, Portland, OR.
BP in te SHR can be modified by changes in
dietary Ca + intake. Na enhances sensitivity to
exogenous pressors in a variety of animal
models. In this study we sought to evaluate the
effects of concurrent manipulations of dietary
Ca + and Na+ on the BP response to the
vasoconstrictor norepinephrine (NE) in the SHR.
Forty SHRs and 40 WKYs were randomly assigned
to 4 experimenal diets 2% Ca2/%Na, 2%Ca/
O.45%Na, 1%Ca /O.45%Na , O.1%Ca /O.25%Na) at 9
WOA. At 22 WOA, they received IV NE, 0.1, 1.0,
and 3.0 ug/kg with continuous monitoring of intra-
arterial pressure, under ketamine anesthesia.
Two-way and repeated measures ANOVA were used.
Both SHR and WKY demonstrated dose—response
relationships to NE both in terms of maximum BP
reached, and in delta BP (p<.OO1). Maximum MAP
under NE stimualtion differed between diet groups
in both the SHR (p<.012) and the WKY (p<.OOl)
being lower in those roups receiving high Ca
+
and normal or hi9h Na diet than in those
receivin low Cath intakes, even in the face of a
lower Na intake.
We conclude that the presence of increased Ca2+
in the diets of the SHR and WKY appears to confer
protection against enhancement Na+ of NE
sensitivity, while decreased Ca in the diet
results in greater sensitivity to the pressor
action of NE in both hypertensive and normotensive
rat models.
RENAL VEIN RENIN AND RENAL SCAN ERPF RATIOS IN
PATIENTS WITH RENAL ARTERY STENOSIS. James 0.
Wells, I1.A. Boles0, and W.A. Fajman0. Departments
of Medicine and Radiology, Emory University School
of Medicine; Atlanta, Georgia.
Renal scans, using Iodohlppuran, and renal
venous renin determinations were performed on 77
patients found to have renal artery stenosis on
arteriogram, 41 unIlateral (URAS) and 36 bilateral
(BRAS). Estimated renal plasma flows (ERPF) from
both kidneys were compared and a ratio H/L
obtained. Renal venous renin activity was
determined after stimulation with furosemide.
Renin ratios were calculated to determIne
unilateral pattern (>1.5:1) (URVR) or bilateral
pattern (both sides/IVC >1.4) (BRVR).
In patients with URAS and URVR, ERPF ratios of
>1.5:1 were found in 26/34 (76%). In those with
URAS and normal RVR, ERPF ratios were <1.5:1 in
3,'? (43%).
In patients with BRAS and URVR, ERPF ratios
>1.5:1 were present in 16/20 (80%). In those with
BRAS and normal RVR or abnormal but non—
lateralizirig RVR (BRVR), ratios of ERPF were
<1.5:1 in 10/16 (63%).
In the 54 patients with URVR, 42 (78%) had ERPF
ratios >1.5:1. In 23 patients with non
lateral izing RVR, 13 (57%) had ERPF ratios <1.5:1.
In 30 patients with URVR and URAS who were
treated, 27 (90%) were cured or Improved and 3
(10%) failed. ERPF ratios >1.5:1 were found in 22
(73%) of those who were cured or improved and In I
(33%) of those who failed.
Renal scans, although more convenient than RVR
determinations, are not as accurate in determining
the functional significance of stenotic renal
artery lesions.
HYPERTENSION IN EXPERIMENTAL DIABETES IN THE RAT.
S. F. Wen, J. M. Tremblay,* M. H. Chu,* and J. G.
Webster.* Univ. of Wisconsin, Depts. of Medicine
and Electrical and Computer Engineering, Madison,
Wisconsin.
The tail—cuff method of measuring systolic
blood pressure (SBP) in the rat usually requires
preheating of the animals which may alter SBP.
We have been successful in applying the technique
of differentiated impedance to record the pulse
waves without preheating. We evaluated SBP in 11
normal rats with and without preheating for 5 mm
at 40°C which significantly raised SBP from 123±2
to 130±3 mmHg (P<.05). There was excellent cor-
relation between SBP measured by differentiated
impedance technique and that by direct arterial
cannulation with a correlation coefficient of
0.98 (P.z.OO01). As hypertension is known to play
a significant role in the progression of human
diabetic nephropathy, we determined SBP in 15
streptozotocin—induced diabetic rats (D) on 0.75%
and 8% NaC1 diets and compared the results with
those of 11 age—matched normal rats (N). Plasma
volume (PV) was measured by Evans blue dilution
technique.
O.75%N 8%N O.75%D 8%D
SBP(mmHg) 119±3 138±2 127±lt 147±41-
PV(ml/lOOg) 3.0±0.2 2.9±0.2 3.6±0.21- 4.2±0.41-
1- P'z.05 compared with corresponding normal groups.
Conclusions: (1) Differentiated impedance
method for SBP measurement in the rat is simple
and accurate; (2) preheating of the rat signifi-
cantly increases SBP; (3) SBP in diabetic rats is
significantly higher than that in normal rats and
reaches hypertensive range on a high salt intake;
(4) hypertension in diabetic rats is in part
related to salt retension by the diabetic kidney.
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EFFECTS OF DIETARY CALCIUM ON BLOOD PRES-
SURE AND Na, k—ATPase IN THE SPONTANEOUS-
LY HYPERTENSIVE RAT. P. Wilson*, J. Mar—
coni*, M. Levi. DVAMC, and U of TX
Health Sd Ctr, Dallas, TX
Dietary Ca2' lowers BR in the SHR but
the renal effects or mechanisms are
unknown. We examined the effects of
long term (16 wk) low (0.1% Ca) normal
(0.6% Ca), and high (3.6% Ca) Ca' diets
on systolic BP (SBP), diastolic BR
(DSP), plasma renin activity (PRA,
ng/mL/hr), fractional excretion of
sodium (FENa, %), solute excretion rate
(Uosm.V, mosm/24 h), and renal cortical
Na, K—ATPase activity (umoie/hr/mg) in
wk old SHR (n=8) and WKY (n—8) rats.
p'.05
SHR SBP DSP PRA rENa Na,K—ATPase
0.lCa 229 189 10 1.23 5.1
0.6Ca 199* 162* 9 1.39 6.6*
3.6Ca 184* 145* 9 1.27 7.2*
in the WKY, dietary Ca2 has no effects
on SBP (135), DSP (98), PRA (15), FENa
(0.78) Uosm.V (26) or Na,K—ATPase
(47). In the SHR increasing dietary
Ca lowers both SBP and DSP and stimu-
lates Na,K—ATPase, but does not alter
PRA, FENa, or Uosm.V. Thus, the BR low-
ering effect of dietary Ca2 is not
mediated by renal mechanisms. An in-
verse relationship between BR and Na,K—
ATPase activity (r0.83, p<.OO1) sug-
gests that potentiaiiy similar effects
of dietary Ca2+ on vascular Na,K—ATPase
activity may mediate the BR lowering ef-
fect by aitering Na and/or Ca2 fiuxes.
PREVALENCE OF CEREBROVASCTJLAR DISEASE IN PATIENTS
WTTN RENAL ARTERY STENOSTS. Daniel 2. Wilson,
Gary 2. Harpold,* Doris Wise*. Wake Forest Medical
Center, Department of Nephrology and Neurology,
Winston-Salem, N.C.
Renal artery stenosis (RAS) has been reported
to occur in the setting of generalized atheroscle-
rosis. Few studies have oorasented on the frequen-
cy of oerebrovasoular diseese (CYD) with ItAS. We
reviewed the case records of 162 patients who pre-
sented to Wake Forest Medioal Center with athero-
sclerotic RAS and hypertension between 1980—84 for
the presence of CYD. HAS was documented by renal
arteriography. Seventy of 162 patients had carotid
bruita noted on physical examination. Forty
patients had a history of symptomatic CYD, having
sustained a TTA/or stroke. Symptomatic CYD occur-
red more frequently in bilateral HAS vs unilateral
HAS (30% vs 22%). Sixty-six patients with HAS were
screened for extraoranial atherosclerosis (ECA),
with carotid phonosngiography (CPA) and carotid
doppler studies (CD). CPA ounfirmed carotid bruits
in 41/46 patients and found bruits in an additional
11 patients. Significant ECA, defined as a > 50%
luminal narrowing of a carotid bifurcation or in-
ternal carottd artery, with stenotic flow was ob-
served in 58% of patients studied with CD. Signi-
ficant ECA occurred in 13/19 patients with sympto-
matic CYD, 23/34 patients with ssymptomatic caro-
tid bruits, 2/13 asymptomatic patients without
carotid bruits. Carotid enderterectomy was perfor-
med in 21/24 patients who had carotid artericgre-
phy for symptomatic CAR or prior to HAS surgery.
Thus, CYD occurs frequently with atherosclerotic
HAS. Patients with HAS and symptomatic CYD or asy-
mptomatic carotid bruits are apt to have signifi-
cant ECA.
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THE QUANTITATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF CHLORIDE IN
RAW FOODS AND RELATION TO SODIUM CONTENT.
Yarbrough 5,* Nix L,* Katz B,' Korn M,' and
Sebastian A. UCSF, San Francisco, CA.
The potential health hazards of the ingestion
of dietary sodium (Na+) have been considered
aainly without attention to the possible effects
of the accompanying anion, in particular, chloride
(Cl—). Clinical studiea have delineated a role of
diet Cl— as a regulator of renin secretion, and as
a pathogenetio determinant of both "Na+ dependent"
hypertension and, in patients with renal disease,
disturbances of extracellular fluid volume and
acid—base and potassium homeostaais. Those
studies compel the consideration that, in certain
clinical conditions, it is the intake of Cl— that
should be regulated instead of, or in addition to,
that of Na+. Yet, quantitative data on the
distribution of Cl— in foods is not available in
the standard fond composition tables used in the
United States by physicians, dietitians, and
government agencies. An extensive listing of the
Cl— ccntent of foods is available, however, in the
nutrient data base prepared by the English
workers, Paul and Scuthgate (Elsevier, Oxford,
1978). To our knowledge, there have been no
published studies in which that data base has been
analyzed specifically for its information on Cl—
content of foods. Accordingly, we carried out
such a study, focussing on the uncooked, discrete,
primitive foods (n=217) in the data base. We now
report tne first quantitative analysis of the
distribution of Cl— in foods and of the
relationship between Cl— and Na+ content of foods.
The results provide a quantitative description of
the limits of predictability of Cl— content of
foods from known Na+ content, and vice—versa.
MAGNESIUM METABOLISM IN SPONTANEOUSLY
HYPERTENSIVE RATS (SHR). E Young,°GS Yang,'
C Hsu. Internal Medicine, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor MI.
We have studied the Mg metabolism in SHE and
normotensive Wistar Kyoto rats (WKY). Both WKY
and SHE were fed a diet containing 0.2% Mg.
Plasma Mg (mg/dl) of SHR (age 12 wk, 1.9'4t.29;
13 wk, 1.88t.20; 1k wk, 1.87t.21; N=12) were
lower than those of age matched WKY,
respectively (12 wk, 2.O7t.21; 13 wk, 2.O5t.31;
1k wk, 2.03±.33; N=1O, all p < 0.01). Values
were not different before 12 wks of age. Mg
content in kidney, muscle, and bone were not
different; however, Mg content in the liver was
significantly lower in 18 wk SHR (12.8t.16 uM/g)
than in WKY (13.6t.26 uN/g, p < 0.02).
Clearance studies were performed on a separate
group of 13—wk WKY and SHE fed a diet oontaining
0.05% Mg for 8 wks. Animals were fasted for
32 h followed by a 16 h urine oollection. Blood
was taken at the end of urine collection.
Urinary excretion (ug/min) of Ca (UCaV), P(UV),
and Mg(UV) as well as plasma concentration
(mg/dl) St Ca 2C P(Pp), Mg(Pp), and ionized
Ca'', and oreatinne clearance
ml/min/lOOg) were measured. The results are as
follows:
Ca Ca P P UCaV UV UV Cor
WKY 9.86 k.lk 6.92 2.15 0.13 9.59 O.k7 0.327
N:10 t.11 t.03 t.k3 t.08 1.01 1.05
SHR 9.37 3.78 7.83 2.25 0.15 7.72 0.85 0.323
N=9 t.08 t.O1 *.37 t.O5 1.01 .38 .O6 t.Oi1
P <.01 <.01 MS MS MS c.O2<.O1 NS
The results indicate that renal reabsorption of
Mg is lower in SHR. This could account for the
lower plasma concentration of Mg in older SHE.
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HYPERTENSION FOLWWG MDN1RY ARTEHY BYPPSS
SU1ERY (C7BG): EOLE OF THE PENIN-P.LIOSTE1ONE
SYSTEM.? .M. Zabetakis, G.S • Weinstein* ,A. Clavel
A. Franzone*, M.Agrawal*, G.W. Gleim, E. Wallsh*,
M.F. Nichelis. Nephxology Section,Division of
Cardiovascular Surgery, and Institute of Sports
Medicine,Lenox Hill Hospital, New York, NY,USA.
Systemic hypertension following CABG has been
reported to occur in up to 80% of cases.Previous
reports have ixplicated the renin—aldosterone sys—
tem as being responsible.Although non-pulsatilebypass can activate this system, the relationship
of plasma renin (PP.A) ,aldosterone (PA) ,angiotensin
II (All) and norepinephrine (NE) to postoperative
hypertension has not been clearly defined.
Prospectively, 18 noruotensive subjects were
studied during CPBG.Four patients (22%) developed
paroxysmal postoperative hypertension (SBP>l50matig)
Bypass tire (66±9 vs 66±5 nun) and cross clasptj (39±5 vs 41±3 mm) did not differ between those
patients developing hypertension(Postop WIN) and
those remaining noniotensive (No WIN) .I!hile PRA and
PA increased during bypass,these values were not
elevated when the hypertension occurred.
Postop WIN No ITIN P
PRA,ng/ml/br 2.2±1.0 2.6±1.2 MS
PA,ng/dl 6.1±1.1 8.6±2.6 NS
AlI,pg/ml 35.5±2.6 73.3±48.4 NS
NE,pg/rnl 1161±517 197±118 <0.05
Our findings su1d appear to exclude the renin-
aldosterone system as an irrnrtant cauee of postop
ifIN following CI4BG.Not unexpectedly, NE was
elevated during the hypertensive period.The mach-
anism for this increase in activation of the auto-
romic system and its relationship to postop WIN
remains to be clarified.
THE EFFECTS OF CALCIUM ON BLOOD PRESSURE ARE
PREVENTED BY MAGNESIUM. ET Zawada Jr., JA TerWee,*
and DE McCl ung,* Royal C. Johnson VAMC and
University of South Dakota School of Medicine,
Sioux Falls, SD.
Calcium and magnesium ions have opposite effects
on smooth muscle tone. Magnesium ions can function
as calcium channel blockers. The following studies
were undertaken to test the calcium channel antag-
onizing properties of magnesium. The effects of an
infusion of calcium chloride (CaC12) on blood
pressure, serum magnesium (sMg) and whole blood
ionized calcium (iCa) in female mongrel dogs were
compared with the effects of a concurrent CaC12 and
magnesium sulfate (MgSO4) infusion. Blood pressure
was measured using intraarterial catheters. Serum
magnesium was measured colorimetrically with a
DuPont ACA, and iCa was measured using an ion spe-
cific electrode. A 30 minute bolus infusion of
0.145 11 CaC12 in 50 cc 0.9% Mad was followed by a
90 minute infusion of 0.048 M CaCl2 in 50 cc of
0.9% NaCl. The dosage for the M9SO4 infusion was
0.09 mg/kg/sin. In four dogs given a two—hour
infusion of Cad2, mean arterial pressure (MAP)
rose an average of 16±5 mmHg •çp.C.O5). Also sMg
levels fell an average of 0.3_0.1 mg/dl (p(.O5),
while iCa increased by 0.40±0.02 mmol/l (p(.0005),
thus increasing iCa/sMg by 0.45±0.07 (p(.005). In
the same four animals plus one other, when
MgSO4 was infused at the same time as the CaC12,
there was no change in MAP, an increase of
0.26±0.13 mg/dl (p(.lO) in sMg, an increase in iCa
of 0.35±0.07 mmol/l (pC.005), and no significant
change in iCa/sMg. We conclude that acute
CaC12 infusion results in an increase in MAP and a
decrease in sMg. The increase in MAP is prevented
if sMg is not allowed to decrease.
Immunology/Pathology
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RAT MESANGIAL CELLS SECRETE A PLATELET
DERIVED GROWTH FACTOR-LIKE MOLECULE.
H.E. Abboud, E. Poptic* and P. DiCorleto*. VA
Medical Center, Case Western Reserve University and
Atherosclerosis Research, Cleveland Clinic
Foundation. Cleveland, Ohio
Mesangial cells secrete mitogens such as cry-
thropoietin and interleukin-j-ljke molecules. We
report that homogeneous cultures of rat smooth
muscle-like mesangial cells secrete a platelet derived
growth factor-like molecule (PDGFc). Serum free
medium conditioned by mesangial cell (MCCM)
competes in a dose dependent manner with '251-PDGF
for binding to human foreskin fibroblasts (HFF). The
competitor activity of MCCM is trypsin sensitive and
completely inhibited by monospecific goat antiserum
against pure human PDGF. MCCM, like PDGF, also
expresses potent mitogenic activity, measured as
thymidine incorporation into HFF. Anti-PDGF serum,
in concentration, that abolished the mitogenic activity
of pure PDGF and the competitor activity of MCCM,
only partially (40%) inhibits the mitogenic activity of
MCCM, suggesting the presence of other mitogens
besides PDGF in MCCM. The PDGF receptor
competing activity as well as the mitogenic activity
coelutes with labeled pure PDGF on Sephacryl-S-200
chromatography. Approximately ten fold greater con-
centration of MCCM was required for half maximal
inhibition of 1251-PDGF binding as is required for half
maximal stimulation of DNA synthesis, which is also
suggestive of the presence of multiple mitogens in
MCCM. PDGF is a potent mitogen for mesenchymal
cells, and may play a role at sites of tissue
inflammation, injury and repair. PDGFc released by
mesangial cells may play a role in glomerular cell
proliferation under normal conditions or in response to
glomerular injury.
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CHARACTERIZATION OF TWO ANTIGEN-ANTIBODY
SYSTEMS IN GLOMERULAR ELUATES FROM RATS
WITH HEYMANN NEPHRITIS. Christine K. Abrass, VA
Medical Center, Univ. of Wash., Seattle, WA.
This study was performed to characterize 2 antigen
(Ag)-antibody (Ab) systems in sequential glomerular
eluates from rats with Heynuann Nephritis (HN). Serum
and kidneys were harvested every 2 wks following
immunization with FxlA. Circulating Ab to the tubular
brush border (BE) (by indirect immunofluorescence (IF))
was dectectable from day 7 to 98. Direct IF of renal
tissue demonstrated an increase in IgG deposits through
day 49 with stabilization thereafter. Fx1A deposits
peaked at day 49 and then declined. One (1E) and 3 hr
(3E) acid—eluates of isolated glomeruli were analyzed
for IgG content (ELISA), Ab specificity (IF), and antigen
content (SDS-PAGE). Ab in 1E bound to the BB and not
to the glomerulus (G), while 3E demonstrated binding to
G and not BE. In addition to rat IgG, 1 E demonstrated a
7Okd band while 3E demonstrated a 45kd band on SDS-
PAGE. By Western blot analysis, sera with anti-BB
activity bound to the 7Okd band. Anti-idiotypic Ab to
anti-Fx1A, which binds to G(IF), bound to the 45kd, but
not the 7Okd band. The 3E, but not the 1E, precipitated
radiolabelled F(ab)'Z fragments from anti-Fx1A, but not
from normal rat IgG. Quantitive analysis of the
sequential eluates demonstrated that the 7Okd (BE)
Ag-Ab system predominated early, while the 45 kd (G)
Ag-Ab system contributed to the glomerular immune
deposits late in the course of the disease. In addition,
these data demonstrate that the 3E contains !gG that
binds to the glomerulus (IF), as well as to the 4Skd band
(SDS—PAGE) and has anti-idiotypic activity to anti-
Fx1A. A new mechanism for subepithelial immune
deposit formation in HN will be proposed.
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HEYMANN NEPHRITIS (HN) INHIBITS TN SITU SUBEPI—
THELIAL IMMUNE DEPOSIT (ID) FORMATION WITH
EXOGENOUS CATTONTZED ANTIGEN AND ITS ANTTBODY.
Lawrence Agodoa. Walter Reed AMC, Waah., D.C.
The glomerular ant iEen in HE has been shnwn by
Kerjaschki and Farquhar (J Exp Ned 157:667—686,
1983) tn be synthesized in the epithelial cells
and transported to the cell snrface. Ninding of
antibody to this antigen may occur on the cell
surface prior to formation of electron dense
deposits in the subepithellal space.
To study the interaction between this endogenous
ID system and subepithelial ID formed in situ with
administration of cationized exogenous antigen and
lta antibody, Sprague Dawloy rata were injected
intravenously (IV) with sheep antibodies to rat
FxIa (tubular brush border antigen), sPxls. At
selected time points catiooized human serum albu-
min (NSARD) was injected directly into the left
renal artery followed by injection IV of rabbit
antibodies to USA (aHSA). Renal biopsies were taken
and the formation of 10 by both systems determined
by staining for sheep and rabbit IgG in the glom—
eruli. In reverse experiments 10 were first formed
with USAED and aHSA before sFxls given IV. Renal
biopsies were again taken and similarly analyzed.
Administration of HSAED and aHSA 1 hr after
aFxla led to transient presence of rabbit TgC with
complete clearing by 48 hrs. HSAED—aRSA given 4
days after aFxla showed diminished deposition of
rabbit I8G, with complete clearing by 24 hrs. On
the other hand, when aFxta wss given 4 and 96 bra
respectively after HSAED sud aNSA persistent gb—
merular ID were formed by both systems. These dsts
suggest that establishment of HE inhibits subse-
quent development of in situ TD formation with
ESARD and sHEA.
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PERFUSION OF RABBIT KIDNEYS WTTM PREPARATIONS OP
STREPTOCOCCUS MUTAWS. Boris Albioi, Ingrid Clurich
sod Hurrsy W. Stinson. SUMY at Buffalo, Dept. of
Microbiology, Buffalo, New York.
Rabbits injected with S. mwtaes develop a se-
vere nephritis resembling in many eapecte the
streptococcus—associated nephritidee of msn
(Albini et al., Asier.J.Psthol. 118:408—418, 1985).
Eluates from affected kidneys show sotibodies to
four streptococcsl proteins; these proteins bind
in Le eLf/to tests to rabbit kidney (Stinsou et at.,
Tnfect. Tmmuo. 46:145—151, 1984). A longitudinal
study of the serology, immunohietology and uri-
nalysis revealed two distinct stages of kidney
pathology (Albini et at., Abstr.l7th Ann. Meeting,
The Amer. Soc. Mephrology, boA). To investigate
the reactivity of etreptococcal components with
renal structures, 16 NEW rsbbits, 3 months of age,
were sneethetized sod the kidneys isolated. Both
renal artery and vein were canulated and the kid-
neys perfused with 7—8 mI/mm of lB/MI 1640 medium
containing glucose sod 0.5% NSA at 39°C. To esch
rabbit, both kidneys were perfused, one with the
S. mwtcrnd preparation and the other with the medi-
um alone. Perfusion with the disrupted strepto-
cocci showed e granular and "homogeneous" staining
of the glomeruli ee observed also in rabbits with
nephritis wheo reacted with rabbit antisera to S.
mu,tan,o, Kidneys perfused with purified lipo—
teichoic acid (LTA) of S. mtttand lesd to "homo-
geneous" snd linear stsining, sod perfusion with a
crude preparation of the binding proteins, to a
granular and patchy pattern in immunofluorescence.
BSA never was detected in glomeruli. Perfusion of
isolated rabbit kidneys thus suggests binding of
both S. mwtctns LTA and binding proteins to gb—
merulsr structures.
ANTIBODY TO AM EXTREMELY ACIDIC PROTEIN (MAUP) IN
URINE OF RENAL TRANSPLANT PATIENTS BINDS TO ENDO-
THELIAL CELLS. A.C. Y. Ali*, A. Wsdgymsr, P.
Hsllorso, and A. P. Babes. Dept. of Clinical Bio-
chemistry, Univ. of Toronto; Research Dept., Mount
Sinai Hospital, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Two-dimensional electrophoresis (ISO-DALT) of
uriue from patients with renal transplant, or can-
cer of the kidney, testicle or bladder, showed a
protein, MM 45,000, p1 of 2 - 2.5, that was the
moat acidic urinary protein (MAUP). MAUP was also
found in urine of normal people over age 60 and in
the third trimester of pregnancy. MAUP was not
found in urine of 750/752 healthy adults under age
SD. MAUP was not found in plasma, platelets,
erythrocytes, skeletal muscle, heart, saliva,
peripheral blood lymphocytes, seminal fluid, humeri
milk, fibroblasts and smooth muscle. MAUP ex-
tracted from ISO-DALT gels was injected into rab-
bits to produce antiserum. Indirect immunofluor-
esceoce (IIF) of human autopsy and biopsy tissues
showed that snti-MAUP reacted with glomerular and
peritubular cwpillary endothelium in the kidney
and with capillary endethelium in aorta, bladder,
heart, intestine, kidney, liver, skeletal muscle,
pancreas, akin, stomsch, spleen, ureter, and
urethra and transitioosl epithelium in the bladder.
Dog, rat, and mouse tiasue waa not stained. The
staining pattern suggests that MAUP could be a
human endethelial-monocyte antigen or the human
equivalent of a class II - TLA/Ia antigen. The
staining pattern was similar to that of anti-Ia
antibody in kidneys, except that anti-MAUP serum
stains only human kidneys, whereas anti-la Ab
stains kidneys of other apecies ma well. MAUP may
be a transplantation antigen shed by endothelial
cells during allegraft reactions.
PATHDGENESIS OF ENHANCED CLDMEDULAN PEDMEANILITY IN
EXPENIMENTAL DIADETIC NEFHDDPATHY. William N. Allen,
Rodney D. Nuoley, Kerry Graves, and Tito Cavwlbo.
Dept. of Pedimtr., Scott and White Clinic, Texas
A&M Univer., Temple, Texas and Dmpart. of Pathe.,
Univer. of Texas Medical Dranch, Galveatoo, Texwa
Enhanced gbemerular filtration of protein in
diabetic nephropathy ia incompletely understood.
We used C57 db/db diabetic mice and investigated
glomerular permeability by 1) analysis of urinary
proteins, 2) use of anionic ferritin (AF; p1 4.2—
4.6) sa a tracer to delineate the transfer of pro-
tein across the gbomerulmr capillmry wall (GCW) , 3)
use of cationized ferritin (CF p1 8.0—8.5) to study
the distribution and density of anionic sites of
the glomerular bmaement membrane (GEM), 4) through
a search for uitrmstructural correlmtea of in-
creased glemerulsr permeability.
Compared to control, in 3 mo. diabetics protein—
uris increased 3—fold and included a substantial
component (22%) of-gbobu1ins. CNN were deficient
in anionic sites, and were readily permeated by AF.
In 11 mo. diabetics proteinuria increased 5—fold,
and the component of Y—gbobulin was grester (35%).
GRE was more deficient in anionic sites, and the
pathway of protein transfer across GCW was the mame
as at 3 me. Epithelial detachments from GRE were
not aeen and vesicular transport of protein by the
epithelium was negligible or absent.
In mice with diabetic oephropsthy, defective
function of size—sod charge—based barrier develops.
Molecules crossing GBM appear to leak into the ur-
inary space through altered slit pores. Focal de-
tachments of epithelium or increased vesicular up-
take of protein by epithelial cells need net be
evoked to explain the increased transfer of pro-
tein acreaa the GCW of diabetic mice.
IMMUNOMODULATION INDUCED BY IN VIVO ADMINISTRATION
OF 1,25-DIHYDROXYVITANIN D3. J.M. Bargman, S.A.
Kuzniak*, M.H. Klein*. Dept.of Medicine, University
of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.
Previous in Vitro studies have suggested that
1,25-dihydroxyvitainin D3(l,25-(OH)2-D3) has immuno-
regulatory properties. We studied immune function
in 12 patients(pts.) prior to and 14 days after
commencing therapy with l,25-(OH)2-D3. Ten pts. had
renal failure and 2 pta. metabolic bone disease.
Results (mean±SEM) of peripheral blood lymph-
ocyte phenotyping were as follows:
Pre therapy Post therapy
T4+/T8÷ 2.1±0.3 3.4±0.4 p<0.Ol
%T4+ 38.0±3.5 45.9±2.6 p<O.02
%T8+ 20.8±1.9 14.8±1.4 pcO.Ol
Total T (Xl06/L) 1228±129 1249±169 p=NS
Total T4+(X106/L) 485±83 574±82 p=NS
Total T8+(X106/L) 253±29 187±31 p<O.O5
The data show a significant increase in the
ratio of T helper/inducer(T4+) to T suppressor/cy-
totoxic(T8+) cells due to an increase in I of T4+
cells and a decrease in both I and absolute number
of T8+ cells. In pts. with renal failure there was
also a decrease in % of B cells (8.6±1.8% pre and
5.7±1.0% post, p<0.O2) after therapy. Treatment
did not affect the 3H-thymidine uptake by PHA-
stimulated lymphocytes but decreased the I of P1-IA-
activated lymphocytes expressing the interleukin-2
(IL-2) receptor(61±22 vs. 27±l6,p<O.02). However,
preliminary ovservations indicate that IL-2 syn-
thesis was not impaired by the vitamin.
We conclude that in vivo 1,25-(OH)2-D3 causes
significant alteration in circulating I and B cells
and expression of IL-2 receptor after activation.
The clinical significance and implications for
renal transplantation need to be determined.
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MARKED INCREASE IN NEGATIVE CHARGE OF BOVINE
SERUM ALBUMIN (BSA) PROMOTES GLOMERULAR BINDING
AND IMMUNE COMPLEX (IC) FORMATION. J.L. Barnes,
M.A. Venkatachalam, and M.J. Reznicek.* Univ.
Texas Health Sci. Ctr., San Antonio, Texas.
BSA (p1 = 4.9) was maleylated to yield MBSA
(p1 = 3.0). MBSA was slightly larger by SDS-
PAGE indicating expansion of molecular size.
MBSA, but not BSA, bound to the mesangium and
peripheral capillary wall (PCW) in vitro in
frozen sections and in vivo followiii7v. injec-
tion (0.006 mg/gm BWJT examined by ininunofluo-
rescence. When similarly injected rats or con-
trols were given antibodies to either MBSA or
BSA following injection of antigen, IC were
observed in glomeruli by immunofluorescence and
EM only in MBSA injected rats. Deposits
occurred in the mesanqium and subendothelium in
the PCW. It is inferred that the selective
binding of MBSA to qiomeruli and formation of IC
occurred by a mechanism not related to differ-
ence in size between MBSA and BSA. Because
glomerular localization of IC is favored by
interaction of cationic immune reactants with
glomerular polyanions and MBSA is more anionic
than BSA, it is further inferred that these
results cannot be explained by the convention-
ally understood charge interaction. The nature
of the binding remains to be determined, but may
be related to glomerular binding of DNA (3. Exo.
Ned. 144:428, 1976) or a variety of other
anionic plasma proteins (Am. 3. Pathol. 115:
443, 1984).
MVE—2 NEPHROPATHY: ALTERED GLOMEItULAR PERMEABILITY
AFTER INFUSION OF AN IMMUNOMODULATING AGENT. JA
Bertolatus, Depts of mt Mcd, VA Med Ctr and Uof
Iowa, Iowa City, IA.
The polyanionic compound nialeic vinyl ether
anhydride (MVE—2) enhances antituinor macrophage
activity and causes heavy proteinuria in animals
and humans. The mechanism of proteinuria was
investigated in rats given infusions of MVE—2,
100 mg/kg on 3 days. 24 hr urines were collected
for protein determination. Renal tissue was
obtained for light, immunofluorescence (IF) and
electron microscopy (EM). To determine the role
of marrow—derived or steroid—sensitive inflainma—
tory cells, rats were pretreated with irradiation
(750 rads) kidney shielding (KS), or methyipred—
nisolone (MP) 10 mg/kg IP ql2h. Protein excretion
(mg/24 h, mean 1SE):
DayO Day3
MVE—2 only(n"l6) 11±3 28±10 139±41 225±47
750 rads(nlO) 5±1 8±1 19±7* 74±41*
750 rads +KS(n=7) 4±1 11±5 105±33 204±43
MP (n=l4) 9±1 24±6 77±18 85±21*
*p<O.OOI, pretreated vs. MVE—2 only (ANOVA)
Radiated groups were equally leukopenic (WBC
<1000). Light microscopy showed no proliferative
changes in glonieruli; IF was negative. EM showed
podocyte effacement and occasional macrophages in
glomeruli, but no immune deposits. The protective
effect of irradiation and NP indicates that Ster-
oid— and radiation—sensitive cells participate in
the renal injury. Shielding the kidneys spares
sufficient effector cell(s) for full expression
of injury. These results suggest that MVE—2
probably acts via a population of intrinsic renal
cells rather than by causing direct glonierular
basement membrane injury.
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CONVERTING ENZYME INHIBITION (CEI) PREVENTS THE DE-
VELOPMENT OF PROTEINURIA (P) AND FOCAL GLOMERULAR
SCLEROSIS (FGS) IN UNINEPHRECTOMIZED (UN) WISTAR
RATS (W). Joke J.B. Beukers* , Philip J. Hoedemae-
ker*, Jan J. Weenincj*. State University of Leiden,
The Netherlands (Intr. by R.S. Cotran).
Systemic and intraglomerular pressures may play a
role in the pathogenesis of spontaneous FGS which
occurs in aging male W and which can be accelerated
by UN. We studied the effect of CEI by Captopril
(CAP;0.5 mg/mi in drinking water) on functional and
structural renal parameters (table) in male W up to
34 weeks (w) after UN. Untreated UN W served as
controls (C). GFR and RPF were determined by inulin
clearance and extraction at 4 w after UN.
group BP GER RPF FF P ¶ FGS ¶
n=5-8 mmHg mI/mm mI/mm I mg/24hrs I
128±5 l.9±.2 7.3±1.3 i l5±47 13±2
CAP 105±12± l.9±.2 8.8±1.8 Z2±2 39±4± •5•7F
tp<0.05 vs C,t—test;T 314 w after UN;values mean
Systolic bloodpressure (BP) by the tailcuff method
remained low in CAP (101±3 at 20w; 101±4 at 32w),
whereas C remained normotensive (129±5 at 20 w;
131±4 at 32 w). At 4 w RPF was increased in CAP,
suggesting decreased vascular resistance. Glomeru-
lar volumes measured in perfusion fixed kidneys at
4 w were smaller in CAP than in C. Significant P
was seen in C from 16 w on (74±31 mg/24hrs) but did
not develop in CAP. FGS was virtually completely
prevented with CAP.
This study shows that (1) UN W develop P and FGS in
the absence of systemic hypertension, and (2) CAP
effectively inhibits the development of age-related
FGS, possibly by lowering systemic and intraqlome-
rular pressures.
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STRESS IN THE PATHOCENE515 OF NEPHROTOXIC SUH
(NTS) NEPHRITIS (N). W.K. Bolton, T. Tyson, R.C.
NcCarty' and B.C. Sturgill. U. of Vs., Depts. of
Ned., Psychol. snd Pathol. • Charlottesville, VA.
Stress modulstes both the cellolsr sod humoral
immune systems in man and animals. We produced NTN
in high stress WRY and low stress Brown Norway (BN)
rats (0=5 ea). Urinary protein (lISP) waa quantita—
ted before, in the first 24h after sheep MIS, at 1
and 2 wks. Controls (n=5 es) received normal sheep
serum. Kidney tissue was examined for sheep and
rat lgG and rat leukocyte common antigen (LCA),
pan—T, I—helper, (TN) and I—suppressor, (Ta) cells
with Serotec monoclonal antibodies (expressed as
cells/glomerular cross section, gcs).
TABLE 1: CBN bound IgG and Histopathology 0—4+
sheep rat sheep rat
wklk_ IgC wk2 IgC 134
WXY—NTS 3—4+ O—tr 0 3.4 0.3 0
Control — — — 0 0 0
BN—NTS 3—4+ O—tr 0 3.2 l.2 0
Control — — — 0 0 0
TABLE 2: TUP mg/24h & LCA, cella/gca
Baseline 24h LCA wk 1 wk2
WKY—NTS 3 0.9 7 + 1.9 1.01 0.2
Control 3 + 0.7 4 T 1.2 — 0.4
BN—MTS 2 + 0.2 42 1 0.2 0.3
Control 2 0.3 3 0.2 — 0.1
Sheep NTS boond was similar in the two strains.
There were no histologic abnormalities at 1 or 2
wka. TDP on day 1 was different as was rat IgC on
the GBN at 2 wka. One wk LCA waa different between
atraina, while pan—T, TN• I5 were not. The immune
response in these atraina of rat appears to be dif-
ferent. Whether this difference and the resultant
NIN is related to stress or to other, possibly ge-
neric factors, remains to be clarified. §pcO.0S.
RESPONSE OF REAGINIC ETO ANTIBODIES TO ETO
WITHDRAWAL AND REEXPOSDRE. JOrgen Bonener*,
Nana Barth*,Henriing Wilhelms*,Eberhard Ritz
Dept.Intern.Med .Neidelberg and Boehringar
Co.Mannheim,Germany (intr .by P. Ivanovich)
Anaphylactoid reactions (AR) during dialy-
sis have been ascribed to complement acti-
vation by membranes.This notion does not
explain AR occoring with hollowfiber but
not plate dialysers.ETO hypersensitivity
has been suggested as alternate cause of AR
To further elucidate the role of ETO,dial.
pat. were examined for cytophilic ETO spec—
ific ab on patients'basophila(buffy coat).
Allergen induced release of protease,core-
leased with histamine,was quantitated using
TOS-GLY-PRO-ARG-chromozyme CH substrate .Re-
lease was started by ETO—BSA conjugates
(prepared at different pN)or human IgE ab
(specificity control) ;LDH to exclude cyto—
toxicity.ETO ab were detected in 1/40 con-
trols,1/15 staff and 36/84 dial.pat.(ETO
sterilsed hollow fiber/PVC tubing) .Clinical
symptoms preaent in 22/36 ab positive and
8/48 ab negative pat.20 ab pos.pat.were dia
lysed with steam sterilised cuprophane dial.
and X—ray steril.PVC tubing for 8 weeks.In
19/20 pat.ETO ab could no longer be detect-
ed and symptoms improvad.Raexposure to ETO
sterilised material caused reappearance of
symptoms and ETO ab titers within 4 weeks.
We conclude(1)Reaginic ETO ab are freguent
in pat.dialysed with ETO sterilised materi—
al(2)presence of ab correlates with AR sym—
ptoms(3)occasional ab in controls may ex-
plain AR reactions at first exposure.
RELATION BETWEEN THE INTEGRITY OF BOWMAN'S CAPSULE
(BC) AND THE COMPOSITION OF CELLULAR CRESCENTS IN
HUMAN CRESCENTIC GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (CGn). Boucher
A., Droz D., Adafer E., Noel L.H. (Intr. by D.A.
McCarron), H6pital Necker, Paris, France.
The identification of cellular constituents in
glomerular crescents (GC) still remains controver—
sal. Using indirect immunoperoxydase analysis, we
examined 10 cases of COn with a panel of monoclona1'
antibodies recognizing T—cells subsets (OKT3,OKT4,
OKT8,IOT1S (activated T cells), IOT14 (1L2 recep-
tor)); B cells (0K37,0K32,IOB3,B1,B2,B4); monocytes/
macrophages (LeuM3), BR Ag (12); podocytes—(CALLA)
(IOTS))snd parietal BC epithelial cells (OKB2,IOB3).
All 10 cases had cellular GC (2 concerned Anti—GBM
Gm, 3 vasculitis and 5 idiopathic CGn). In the 7
cases where the BC were preserved, almost all cells
of the GC were identified and were composed by 01<32+
and 1033+ cells (70—90%), LeuM3+ cells (0—25%),
10T15+ cells (1—20%) and some T4+ cells (0—5%). The
proportion of DR+ cells in GC was 3—25% and was con-
cordant with the sum of LeuM3+ and IOT1S+ cells. In
the periglomerular interstitium, numerous LeuM3+ and
T ce1ls were always observed. The GC did not contai-
ned CALLA+ cells, B1+,B4+,OKB7+ or 10T14+ cells. In
the 3 cases where BC were disrupted the GC were
formed by a majority of LeuMi+ cells accompanied by
IOT1S+,T4+ and TB+ cells. In these cases the majori-
ty of cells were DR+; OKB2+ and IOB3+ cells were
exceptional. Furthermore, in one caae, GC of each
type (01<32+ or LeuM3+) were present. In conclusion,
GC depends upon the integrity of the BC. When BC
is preserved crescents are mainly composed by pro-
liferating parietal epithelial cells whereas when
BC is disrupted crescents are mainly composed hy
inflammstory cells.
CLASS, SUBCLASs AND LIGHT CHAIN TYPE OF ANTI-GBM
ANTIBODIES IN HUMAN AUTO-IMMUNE NEPNRITIS.
Christine Bowman, Klara Axnbrus and C. Msrtin Lock-
wood (intr. by Dr. a. Scribner), Dept. of Medicine,
Royal Postgraduate Medical School, London, U.K.
Me have employed a solid phase radioimmuno—
assay to detect the class (C, A and M), subclass
and light chain specificity of the anti—
glonerular basement membrane (CBN) antibodies
at presentation in auto—antibody mediated
nephritis in san. Tha class of anti—DDN issnuno—
globulins was studied in 99 patients. All had
TgG class, 19% had IqA class and 0% also had
1gM class, while 3% were demonstrated to have
all 3 classes of anti—GEM antibodies. Of 20
patients tested fot IgC subclass, 15/20 had all
four subclasses of anti—GEM antibody whilst in
5/20 only 2 or 3 of the subclasses were detected.
In these 20 patients 19/20 were found to have
anti—GBN antibodies with both kappa and lambda
light chains whilst kspps light chains only ware
detected in a single patisnt. Variation in the
class and subclass of Ig of the anti—GEN anti-
bodies may ralate to the ismunopathology of the
disease, and sequential studies in patients
undergoing treatment are in progress. Me have,
however, found no evidence for e major
restriction of class or subclass in the auto—
antibody response in anti—GEM nephritis at time
of presentation.
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REDUCED COLLAGEN BINDING FUNCTION OF PLASMA
FIBRONECTIN IN HUMAN RENAL DISEASE. Stephen T.
Brown, Frank B. Gelder*, George A. DeVault, Lee
Bairnsfather*. LSU Medical Center, Shreveport,
LA.
The relationship of plasma fibronectin (Fn) and
the collagen binding function of Fn was examined
in humans with renal disease. Total antigenic Fn
was quantitated by nephelometry (Fn—N) as ig/ml
and En gelatin (collagen) binding function was
quanti tated using coval ently coupled latex—gelatin
in a particle aggregation assay (En—GB) as jg/ml.(Fn—N)—(Fn—GB)4(Fn—N) was designated Fn to repre-
sent the deficit in gelatin binding function of
En. Humans with serum creatinine (Scr) .. 2.0 mgI
dl (n=53) had elevated En—N (374±96) but ower
En-GB (292±78) when compared to controls (C) n=83
(333±77) and (331±65) respectively. Fn was also
greater (.20±.17) in these patients compared to
C (-.Ol±.l7). The level of Scr did not correlate
with En—N, Fn—EB or AFn. There was a direct cor-
relation between En—N and En—GB and the severity
of proteinuria (p ' .01). En—N and En were
greater in patients (n19) with . 3.5 gm pro—
teinuria/24 hr. compared to C(p < .01). Fn-N was
greater in chronic glomerulonephritis (GM, n=l5)
and SLE nephritis (SLE, n=ll) compared to dia-
betic glomerulosclerosis (n=l7), chronic inter-
stitial nephritis (n=12), nephrosclerosis (n=l7),
polycystic disease (n=7) and C(p < .05). GN and
SLE had the largest En but all etiologies were
greater than C(p < .01).
En—N is elevated in renal disease but the col-
lagen binding function of En is reduced regardless
of etiology or severity of renal dysfunction.
Patients with GM and SLE had the greatest reduc-
tion in collagen binding function.
POLYAMINE INDUCED MESANGIAL EXPANSION. Robert A.
Campbell, Susan Williamson_Pahl*, Kathleen E.
McGrath*. Oregon Health Sciences University.
Portland, Oregon.
Does the parenteral polyamine (PA), spermine
(5PM), cause mouse mesangial expansion (ME) as de-
termined by morphometric analysis? Seven young
adult male BalbC/Simmons mice (6 controls) received
a chronic low dose schedule of SPM i.p. (15 mg/kg!
d, 21 d). One p toluidine blue whole kidney sec-
tions were prepared and 130 glomeruli, based on
random selection, were analyzed. Juxtamedullary
glomerular (3MG) focal changes were seen. Glomer-
ular cross-sectional area, tissue area (glomerulus
minus capillary loops) and nuclear counts (NC)
were determined using a Zeiss Image Digital Analy-
sis System. SPM treated cortical glomeruli (CG)
values showed no statistical increase compared to
cortical controls, whereas 3MG increases were sig-
nificant (p<O.O1—O.O5). NC/unit area in CG and
3MG did not differ from normal. Absolute change
in 3MG tissue area (+25%), capillary loop area
(—16%) and capillary loop area/tissue area (-32.6%)
indicate diminished JMG effective capillary loop
area. We conclude i.p. SPM induces ME in mice,
minimal in CG and pronounced in JMG. Since 3MG
and tissue areas as well as absolute NC increase
while NC/unit area do not, hyperplasia shares in
the pathogenesis. Because of the diversity of
azotemic conditions with ME a nonspecific effector
selectively activating responsive cells is pro-
posed. Since PA5 are required for cell hypertroph-
ic/hyperplastic responses and blood PAs, where
measured, are increased in clinical conditions of
ME such as uremia, our experimental findings sug-
gest a relationship between hyperpolyaminemia and
glomerular deterioration.
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INCREASED CELL PROLIFERATION AS A PROXIMAL TUBULE GLC)MERULPR T CELLS AND MACROPHAGES IN CRESCENTIC
RESPONSE TO IMMUNOLOGICAL INJURY. N. Brodkin* and AND NON-CRESCENTIC PROLIFERATIVE GLOMERUWNEPHRITIS
B. Noble. State University of New York at Buffalo, j. S. cameron', F. Nolasco and B. Hartley, Guy's
Glassock)Department of Microbiology, Buffalo, New York. Hospital, London, U.K. (introduced by R.J.
isWe have proposed that the response of proximal Involvement of cell—mediated immunity likely
dis—tubule (PT) cells to deposition in vivo of anti— in the pathogenesis of experimental glomerular
inbrush border (BE) antibodies is analogous to the ease, but similar data are not
reaction of B lymphocytes with anti—immunoglobulin. we studied glomerular T lymphocytes and macrophages
Increased cell proliferation is a hallmark of that in 74 renal biopsies of primary and secondary GM,
B lymphocyte response. To evaluate our hypothesis, including 21 with no evident cellular proliferation
cellularcell prolferation in PT was measured by autoradio—
graphy. H—thymidine was administered to rats in
different stages of Heymann nephritis (RN) and to
age—matched controls treated with Freund'sadiuvant
alone. PT cell proliferation was also measured in
proteinuric rats with chronic serum sickness
glomerulonephritis that were recipients of either
anti—BE antiserum or normal serum. Cell division
rates ware not altered by adjuvant treatment or
aging. A 30—fold stimulation of mitosis was de—
tected in PT of rats in stage 2 of RN and in re—
cipients of passively transferred anti—SB antisera.
Anti—BB antibodies did not produce significant
enhancement of cell division in any other compart—
ment of the kidney in any other stage of RN. A
smaller (5—fold) increase in PT cell proliferation
was noted in rats with the nephrotic syndrome of
chronic serum sickness. The reaction of specific
antibodies with plasma membrane antigens can
produce proliferative pathology of the tubule
epithelium. Furthermore, a significant, if less
dramatic, nonspecific enhancement of PT cell
proliferation may be secondary to nephrotic syn—
drome. However, in late stages of RN, chronic
exposure to anti—BB antibodies may inhibit the
proliferative response associated with nephrotic
syndrome.
on optical microscopy (group I), 32
proliferation but with no crescentic lesions (group
II), and 21 crescentic GM with or without glomeru—
lar immune deposits (group III). We used an
indirect immunoperoxidase technique and monoclonal
antibodies against T lymphocytes (UCHT1) and sub-
sets (UCHT4 and Leu 3a), and macrophages (FMC 32,
1u M3, FMC 33).
Results were expressed as the number of positive
cells/glomerular cross—section (median and range),
and analysed with a two—tailed Wilcoxon rank sum
test.
Group I II III
Nacrophages 1 p<O.OO1 4.5 p<O.O3 9
(0—6.2) (0.5-40) (2.2—105)
T cells 0.3 p<O.OOS 0.8 ns 1.8
(0—1.3) (0—7.8) (0—40)
T helper/ 0.6 ns 1 p<O.O3 2.7
inducer (0-5.2) (0—8) (0.2—37)
T cytoto.! 0.05 p<0.Ol 0.8 p<O.OOS 1.8
suppressor (0—1) (0—2.3) (0—40)
In individual biopsies, the numbers of T cells
and macrophages were highly correlated (p<<O.0001).
These results indicate that GM with cellular pro—
liferation, particularly crescentic lesions, are
associated with the appearance of T cells and
macrophages in glomeruli.
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PATHOGENESIS OF PASSIVE HEYMANN NEPHRITIS (HN):
CHLORPROMAZINE (CL) INHIBITS ANTIBODY-MEDIATED RE-
DISTRIBUTION OP CELL SURFACE ANTIGENS AND PREVENTS
DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISEASE. G. Camussi, B. Noble,
J. Van Liew, 3. Brentjens and C. Andres. Stale
Univ. of New York at Buffalo, Depts. of Microbiol.,
Pathol., Pbysiol. and Med., Buffalo, NY.
Two hypotheses were tested: first, that in LEN
rats the interaction of sheep anti-bruah border
(SB) antibodies (Ab) with Heymann antigens (HA) ex-
pressed on the plasma membrane of glomerular visc-
eral epithelial cells (GEC) is chsracterized by
initial redistribution of immune complexes (IC) on
the cell surface and by subsequent shedding of IC
in the subepithelial part of the capillary wall;
and, second, that this interaction is inhibited by
CL, a drug that blocks the redistribution of IgG
on the surfsce of B lymphocytes exposed to anti-
IgG Ab. In cultured GEC exposed st 37°C to BBA1J CL
prevented, in s dose-dependent manner, the redis-
tribution (capping) of HA and the fixation of C3.
The rensi glomeruli of CL-treated LEN rats examined
6 and 4B hours after transfer of BBAb hsd punctate
and, later, punctste and diffuse deposits of sheep
IgC. By immunoelectron microscopy these deposits
were seen in the microvilli of CCC. Granular sub-
epithelial deposits of sheep IgC and rat C3, did
not develop. Studies on renal function indicated
that the findings described were not the conse-
quence of insufficient delivery of antibodies to
GEC. The results are consistent with the interpre-
tstton that HN is induced by mechanisms of redis-
tribution of cell surface sntigens comparable to
those that govern the intersction of surface anti-
gens (or receptors) with appropriate ligsnds in B
lymphocytes and in other classical in vitro
systems.
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tNMUNE COMPLEXES STtNULATE SUPEROXIDE BY RAT MESAN-
GIAL CELLS: DEPENDENCE ON Fe REGION OF ANTIBODY.
S.W. J.R. Sedor, and S.N. Emancipator.
Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland, OH.
Oxygen radicsis are important inflammatory medi—
atore produced by cultured rat mesangial cells (NC)
and are implicated in immune glomerular injury. We
hypothesized that immune complexes (IC) stiaulate
superoxide (03) release by NC. IC were prepared
using bovine gamma—globulin (8CC) and the tgG
fraction of rabbit anti—BCC (Ab) at equivalence
(insol) and at 5—fold excess antigen (sol). NC
were incubsted with IC (160 pg Ab)snd O release was
quantified as the superoxide dismutase—suppressible
reduction of cytochrome C. MC incubated with insol
IC released 28.5±7.7 nmnles 03/mg cell protein; aol
IC elicited 40.5±5.0 nmoles/mg protein. MC incu-
bated with AN alone released no O. 03 release in-
creased from 9.4±1.9 ninnies/mg protein at 5 mm. to
a maximum of 54.2±8.4 naoles/mg protein st 60 to
120 mm. At 60 min. doses ot IC from 50 to 160 pg
Ab caused a linear increase in 0— release. Pre—
incubstion of MC with cytochalasn B, an inhibitor
of phagocytosis, did not affect 03 release elicited
by sol tC (37.2±2.5 nmnles/mg protein) or insol IC
(24.1±6.0 ninnies/mg protein). To further define
the mechanism of IC—stimulated 0— release, we used
F(ab') fragments of 8CC and Ab o prepare F(ab')2
IC. Fab')2 IC and ccl IC had similar size pro-
files by uitrscentrifugatinn. F(ab')2 IC did not
stimulate 03 release by NC. We conclude that IC
stimulate 03 release by NC, an effect that is inde-
pendent of phagocytosia and dependent upon the
presence of IgC Fe regions. IC—stimulated 03 re—
lesse may be an important mediator in IC ginmerulo—
nephritis.
CHANGES IN TUBULAR BASEMENT MEMBRANE COMPONENTS
IN POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE. Frank A. Carone,
Hirofumi Makino*, and Yashpal S. Kanwar.
Northwestern Univ. Med. Sch., Dept. of Path.,
Chicago, IL.
Our previous findings in diphenyl thiazole
(DPT)—induced polycystic kidney disease (PKD) in
the rat suggest that defective synthesis/degrada-
tion of tubular basement membrane (TBM) components
by tubular cells is a factor in the development of
cystic changes. DPT—induced and human autosomal
dominant (ADPKD) PKD were studied by immunofluo—
rescence techniques using specific antibodies to
TBM components. TBM of cysts in rat treated with
OPT for six weeks revealed markedly diminished
staining for heparan sulfate—proteoglycan but
increased staining for type IV collagen and
laminin while fibronectin was increased in the
interstitium. In end—stage human ADPKO, there
was focal loss of type IV collagen, laminin and
heparan sulfate—proteoglycan but no change in
fibronectin in TBM of cysts. Thus, TBM compo-
nents were abnormal in OPT—induced and AOPKO,
even though the changes were different between
the two diseases. These differences may be
related to the pathogenesis and/or the duration
of the cystic changes. The findings support the
hypothesis that altered syntlesis/degradation
of TBM components by tubular epithelial cells
is a contributing factor to cyst formation in PKO.
SPONTANEOUS AUTOIMMUNITY TO DNA: A
POLYCLONAL IMMUNE RESPONSE. Tito Cavallo,
Kerry Graves*, and Norman A. Granholm*.
Univ. of Texas Medical Branch, Pathology Depart-
ment, Galveston, Texas.
To probe immune regulatory mechanisms of
autoantibody formation we investigated theisotype distribution of' antiDNA antibodies inplasma of NZB/W micç. To verify whether a
change in isotype distribution might occur duringthe development of nephritis the mice werestudied at S moe. of age (when nephritis wasingipient) and at 8 mos. of age (when renalfailure developed). Ant1DNA antibodies andimmunoglobulins were determined by radioimmuno-
assays.
Relative Contr)bptiori Ci) of Isotypes to TotalAntiDNA Activity in Plasma of NZB/W Mice
lgGl lgG2a lgG2b lgG3 1gM Total
5 mos.
10.7 10.6 22.2 21.5 35.0 100(0.33)* (5.32) (0.43) (2.37) (0.32) (8.77)
8 mos.
24.gt 12.9 15.15 17.1 30.0 100
(0.41) (6.84) (0.72) (2.50) (0.53) (11.00)
* Mean concentration of imotype in mg/mi.§ P less than 0.02 in comparison to values at S
mos. of age.
As shown in the Table, antiDNA activity wasdetected in all isotypes tested and, when adjustedfor concentration, 1gM antibodies had more anti-DNA activity than did lgG antibodies. The lgGto 1gM antiDNA activity ratio (about 2:1) re-
mained unchanged but anti9NA activity increasedin the IgGi and decreased in the lqGZb fractions
as nephritis progressed. The data militate a—gainst the notion that antiDNA antibodies resultfrom expansion of a single clone of antibodyproducing cell and indicated that the spontaneousImmune response to DNA may result from activa-tion of various autoreactive clones.
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T—CELLS IN THE PATHOGENESIS OF EXPERIMENTAL AUTO—
IMMUNE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (EAG) IN CHICKENS (Ch),
N. Chandra T. Tyson' R. Kirkpatrick' B.C. Stur—
gill, and W.K. Bolton, Univ. of Va., Depts. of Med.
and Pathology, Charlottesville, VA.
We have shown that immunization of Ch with GBN
results in the development of EAG. Circulating IgG
is bound to the GBM; hypercellularity is not rela-
ted to IgG deposits; disease cannot be transferred
with anti—GBM antibody; and humorally incompetent
Ch without GBN bound IgG develop EAG.
Spleen and kidney mononuclear cells transferred
disease to naive birds. Interstitial mononuclear
cells of EAG birds underwent blastogenesis with PEA
and GEM whereas CFA stimulated only with PHA.
Transferred cells had ultrastructural characteris-
tics of lymphocytes. To further characterize these
cells we raised anti—Ch thymocyte (a—Th) and anti—
bursa (a—Bu) antibody in rabbits. Sera were ab-
sorbed with Ch red cells and mouse liver powder,
and used at a dilution of 1:1000. We examined Ch
immunized with bovine (Bo), Ch or Turkey (Tu) GBM
and Freund's adjuvant controls (CFA). B6 and Ch
birds had mononuclear cellular infiltrates which
transferred EAG. Eu and CFA derived cells did not
transfer disease. Kidney sections of nephritic Bo
(4) and Ch (4) inununized animals demonstrated T—
cells in the Interstitium, periglomerular, and oc-
casionally in glomeruli. a—Eu showed fewer cells
in the same distribution. Tu (3) and CFA (3) birds
also showed Th and Eu cells but fewer yet in number
and more oriented to the collecting system.
These studies provide further evidence that EAG
in Ch transferred by mononuclear cells is mediated
by T—lymphocytes, and implicate I—cells directly in
the pathogenesis of the lesion in this model.
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EARLY EVENTS IN THE FORMATION OF SUBEPITHELIAL
ELECTRON DENSE IMMUNE DEPOSITS (SEDID) IN PASSIVE
HEYMANN'S NEPHRITIS(HN). Chatelet F. Allegri L.$
Manara G, Brianti E.,+Roland J.,+Ronco P.+and
Verroust P. INSERM U64, Hopital Tenon Paris
FRANCE and University di Parma, Parma ITALY.
(intr. by C. Le Grimellec).
Previous studies have shown that the initial
step in HN involves binding of circulating anti-
bodies to a 330 kD brush border protein (gp 330)
expressed within coated pits (CP) of glomerular
epithelial cells.In order to analyze the subse-
quent events which lead to the formation of SEDID
we have compared passive HN induced 24 hr after
injection of monoclonal(Mab) or polyclonal (Pab)
antibodies to gp 330. Pab regularly induced Ig
containing SEDID. Mab, whatever the dose used,
were unable to do so and mouse IgG was only found
within CP. In order to trace gp 330 in Pab
injected rats, sections were incubated with a
mixture of 4 biotinylated Nab reactive with
distinct epitopes on gp 330. As compared with
normal rat glomeruli, where it is localized in
C?, multivesicular bodies and endoplasmic
reticulum (ER), gp 330 was exceptionally
detectable on CP but was very abundant within ER
and in Ig containing intracytoplasmic vesicles.
SEDID could not be induced by mixtures of 4 Nab
anti gp 330, but occasional large Ig containing
intracytoplasmic vesicles were observed. In
conclusion, polyvalent antigen antibody
interactions are required for the formation of
SEDID which are thus probably related to shedding
of large highly cross linked immune complexes
initially formed on the cell membrane. This pro-
cess is associated with increased synthesis of gp
330 and distinct cellular antigen redistribution.
CIRCULATING IMMUI'IE COMPIEI{E8 AND THEIR
IMMUNOGLOBULINS COMPONENTS IN CHILDREN
WITH RENAL DIBE.A$ES. Vera Chebotareva,
Georgy Drannik, Vitaly Maida.nnik, Ingreta
Bagda.sarova. Kiev Med.Inst.,Dept.of
Pediatr. ,Kiev,USSR.
Immune complexes (IC) may be involved
i.n the iinmunopathology of renal diseases
but there is little information about the
nature of these complexes. The patterns
of serum from 128 children with pye].onep—
hritis (PN), nephrotic syndrome (NB) and
Henoch—Schonlein purpura glomerulonephri—
tis (GN) were analyzed. Circulating IC
were isolated from serum by means of pre-
cipitation in 3,75% polyethylene glycol
and then dissociated by cystein hydrochlo-
ride. Immunoglobuli.ns classes of complex-
es were identified by radial. iminunodiffu—
sion. The presence of IC was not specificbut their levels and frequency of ocouren-
ce were found to correlate with the acti-
vity of the diseases. The immunoglobulin
composition of IC in patients with vario-
us renal diseases differs. In patients
with PN IC contained IgG(8%) while the
patients with NB were identified with in—
munoglobulins of all. classesA to oppose
the patients with Henoch-Schonlein purpu—
ra GN IC of whom consisted of IgA (83,3%).
These findings prove that IC in renal
diseases may have heterogeneity of immuno
globulins composition which is the main
determinator in immunopathology of renal.
injury.
COMPARISON OF COBRA VENOM FACTOR (C0F) FROM NAJA
NAJA (COFN) AND NAJA HAJE (COFH) IN THE
GENERATION OF ANAPHYLATOXINS (AT). Alfred K.
Cheung, Charles J. Parker* and Andrea 1. Wayman*.
VA Medical Center, Salt Lake City, Utah.
The Cardiopulmonary changes which occur in
animals following administration of cuprophane—
activated plasma are thought to be mediated by AT
(C3a and/or C5a) which result from activation of
the alternative pathway of complement. Because
both molecules are generated concurrently, their
relative importance in the pathogenesis of these
cardiopulmonary changes have been difficult to
distinguish. To help to elucidate the contribution
of each AT, we have compared the capacity of two
different CoFs to generate C3a and C5a.
Activation of C3 in human serum by COIN and
COFH was assessed by: (lA) a hemolytic assay
which depends upon CoF—activated serum to replete
C3—deficient serum; (1B) a C3a radloirmunoassay
(RIA). Activation of C5a was assessed by: (2A) a
reactive lysis assay which depends upon activation
of CS but not C3; (2B) a C5a RIA.
COIN COFH P
lA) C0F(ng) for 50% inhib— 41+2 34÷2 <.05
ition of lysis (n=5)
1B) C3a (g/ml) (n6)
2A) CoF (ig) required for
50% lysis (n6)
28) C5a (ng/ml) (n=6) 93÷24 13+5 <.01
These data demonstrate that COFN and COFH
are equally active as activators of CS. However
COFN is a significantly more potent generator
of C5a. These characteristics may be exploited
to help to determine the contribution of
different AT to the pathogenesis of complement-
mediated responses.
l.7+.3 l.4÷.l >.O5
O.3+.Ol 2.7+.O6 <.01
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MORPHOMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE GLOMERULAR CHARGE
BARRIER IN ANGIOTENSIN II INDUCED PROTEINURIA.
Mark C. Clarke*, Sterling K. Aiosworth, Arthur V.
Williams, Patricia A. Pilia. Medical University
of South Carolina, Depts. of Pathology and
Nephrology, Charleston, South Carolina
Alterations of the glomerular charge barrier
were investigated in angiotensin TI induced
proteinuric female Munich—Wistar rats utilizing
the ultrastructural cationic stain polyethyl—
eneimine (PEI m.w. 40—60,000). Anglotensin II
(All) (60 ug/O.5 ml NS) waa injected via tail vein
into each rat at 1,2,3,4,6,8,12 and 24 hr prior to
sacrifice. PET was then injected IV 1 hr prior to
sacrifice following the tracer preparation
schedule of Pilia et al. (Am J Path. in press).
Using computer assisted inorphometric image
analysis, control nonproteinuric glomerular
basement membranes (GBM) demonstrated discrete PET
binding sites with 462A and 479A periodicity along
the lamina rara externa (lre) and lainina rara
interna (lri) respectively. The concentration of
sites (per 1O,000A of GBM) was 19.1 (lre) and 9.9
(lri). Proteinuria (> 10 mg/24 hr) occurred
between 1 and 8 hr with a maximum of 98 mg/24 hr
at 2 hr with resoluton by 12 hr. PSI interspacing
in experimental animals demonstrated a maximal
increase at 8 hr to 503A (lre) and 531A (lri).
Both the ire and in exhibited a decrease in site
concentration beginning 1 hr reaching a nadir of
15.5 sites and 6.9 sites at 3 hr post. This
corresponds to a 19% and 30% focal reduction in
the anionic charge barrier. This data suggests
that a focal loss of fixed anionic charge in both
the lre and in is partially responsible for the
proteinuria seen in this model.
DETERMINANTS RECOGNIZED BY HUMAN CYTOTOXIC
T LYMPHOCYTES ON A NATURALLY OCCURRING HYBRID
CLASS I MOLECULE. Carol Clayberger*, Nicholas
Holmes5, Peter Parham5, and Alan M. KrenskY.
Depts. of Pediatrics and Cell Biology, Stanford
University Medical Center, Stanford, CA.
The major histocompatibility complex Class
I HLA molecules are the primary determinants
recognized by allogeneic cytotoxic T lymphocytes
(CTL) and therefore may play a major role in
organ transplant rejection. HLA—Aw69 (previously
HLA_A2B*) is a naturally occurring hybrid
Class I molecule which we have used to investigate
the regions of Class I antigens involved in
human CTL recognition. HLA-Aw69 appears to
have resulted from an 'exon shuffle between
two closely related Class I genes: the °l
domain of HLA-Aw69 is identical to that of
HLA-Aw68 (previously HLA-A28) while the °2 and
03 domains are identical to HLA-A2. The deter-
minants recognized by human allogeneic CTL
clones specific for HLA—A2, —Aw68, and/or —Aw69
fall into three patterns: (1) CTL determinants
are located on both the s and 03 domains;
(2) interaction of the i and °2 domains results
in new combinatorial determinants; (3) interaction
of the i and 2 domains in the hybrid molecule
results in the loss of CTL determinants which are
present on both parental molecules. Thus,
using human CTL clones, target cells and HLA
molecules, we show that the interaction of
the °l and 02 domains alters CTL determinants
in ways not directly predictable from primary
structure.
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THE B CELL REPERTOIRE IN ANTI—TUBULAR BASEMENT
MEMBRANE (TBM) ASSOCIATED INTERSTITIAL NEPHRITIS:
DIVERSE CLONOTYPES LARGELY FOCUS TO A SINGLE
EPITOPE. M.D. Clayman*, L. Michaud*, J. Brill,
R. Riblet*, and h.b. Meilson; Renal Section, U of
P, and Fox Chase Cancer Center, Phila., PA.
We have previously reported the isolation of
the nephritogenic antigen of TBM associated
interstitial nephritis(R3M—l), and have
subsequently demonstrated that this moiety is
cross—reactive with the target antigen of human
TBM disease. To analyze the aTBM B cell
repertoire we raised a library of 22 aR3M—1
monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) from 5 BN rats, and
characterized then according to innunofluorescent
pattern, R3N—l affinity, isotype, epitope
specificity idiotype (Id) and VH gene family.
All NAbs: (1) gave linear BM staining on BN rat
kidneys but were negative on LEW rat kidneys CLEW
lacks te nephrito9enic antigen of TBM disease),
(2) reacted specifically with P3W—i in a solid
phase radioirnunoassay (RIA), but demonstrated a
spectrum of functional affinities with 50% maxi-
mum binding values ranging from 0.22 to >400 ng,
and (3) were of the IgGi or IgG2a isotype. In a
competitive inhibition RIA with a randomly selec-
ted MAb, 20 of the 21 other MAbs recognized the
same R3M—1 epitope. In contrast, however, Id anal-
ysis with 5 rabbit old antibodies to selected MAbs
revealed primarily unshared determinants, as only
2 of the MAbs possessed a similar Id. Northern
blots of NAb RMA with VH gene probes demonstrat-
ed at least 3 distinctive V1 region families.
Mathematical analysis of these data estimates the
aTRI1 B cell repertoire to consist of 60—120
distinct clones and, while this autoimmune B cell
population in BN rats is moderately large, it
appears to be directed primarily toward a single
epitope on P3W—i. Finally, the finding that a
representative NAb was able to inhibit more than
50% of hunan eTBM—Ab bindinq to P3W-i supports the
concept of an immunodominant epitope.
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EXPRESSION OF MACROPHAGE PROCOACULANT
ACTIVITY (MPCA) IN MURINE SYSTEMIC LUPUS
ERYTHEMATOSUS (SLE). Cole, E.H., and
Levy, G.A. Department of Medicine,
University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.
Previous studies have suggested that MPCA
might be an important mediator in human
lupus nephritis (J. Clin. Invest. 75:861:
1985) . To explore the mechanisms for the
induCtion of MPCA in glomerulonephritis
(Gu) , the male BXSB murine model of SLE
was studied. Splenic MPCA rose coincident
with age and the development of GM from
38+6 mU/106 rnacrophages at 1 month to
55+l5O mU at 3 months and a maximum of
26,OO±4,000 mu at 5 monthm (50% morta-
lity) . This was not observed for other
indices of macrophage activation, i.e.
plasminogen activator or B-glucuronidase.
Macrophages from 1 month old mice could
be induced to express a 1000 fold increa-
se in PCA when incubated with lymphocytes
or lymphocyte supernatants from 5 month
old mice. Serum from 5 month old but not
from 1 month old mice was able to induce
the production of the lymphokine by celia
from 1 month old animals. This lympho—
kine was not interleukin I, II or gamma
interferon. We conclude that induction of
MPCA parallels the development of SLE in
the male BXSB mouse and is dependant on
the interaction between lymphocytes and
serum factors. Lymphocyte instructed
induction of MPCA may be important in the
mediation of injury in lupus nephritis.
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DISSOLUTION OF IMMUNE COMPLEX (IC) PRECIPITATES BY
NON-PRECIPITATING ANTIBODIES. FG Cosio, DJ Bir-
rningham*, DJ Sexton*, LA Hebert, Ohio State
University, Columbus, Ohio.
The role of precipitating (P) vs non-precipita-
ting (NP) antibodies (Ab) in the pathogenesisof IC
mediated glomerulonephritis is not clear. The pre-
sent study evaluated the interactions between Pand
NP monoclonal anti-DNP Ab with DNP4O-BSA (Ag). Ab
were produced by standard monoclonal techniques.
Equilibrium dialysis and isokinetic sucrose gradients
were used to determine Ab affinity, Ag combining
sites and IC size. Of a panel of Ab, 10 IgGl. 5
IgG3, 3 1gM and 1 IgA were P while 4 IgG2b were NP.
Differences in Ab affinity did not explain P abil-
ity. However, NP Ab had only I Ag combining site!
Ab mol, NP Ab inhibited Ag precipitation by P Ab.
In addition, NP Ab dissolved P IC after they had
been formed. Solubilization of P IC was associated
with a reduction in size from 150,000S to 22S and
with release of P Ab, but not Ag, from the P IC.
The capacity of NP Ab to solubilize P IC was re-
lated to the isotype of the P Ab. Thus, after 30
min!37°C incubation with NP Ab, % solubilization
of 1gM, IgGI, IgA and IgG3 IC was 95, 78, 53,and
18 respectively. This variability was not due to
Ab affinity but was affected by the Ab/Ag ratio in
the P IC. Thus, under the described conditions, NP
Ab caused 15%and6O% solubilization of P IC formed
with IgGl Ab/Ag ratios of 10:1 and 3:1 (mol/mol)
respectively. Conclusion: l)NP Ab have 1 Ag combi-
ning site and can prevent the formation of P IC and
dissolvePlC already formed. 2) The ratio of NP/P
Ab and the isotype of the P Ab may beimportantde-
terminants of IC deposition and removal in vivo.
3) The production or infusion of NP Ab c6i1
result in dissolution of IC deposited in tissues.
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THE MYELOPEROXIDASE (MPO)—I-IYDROGEN PEROXIDE
(H202)—HALIDE SYSTEM: EVIDENCE FOR PARTICIPATION
IN NEUTROPHIL—MEDIATED GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (GM).
W.G. Causer, R.J. Johnson*, S. Adler, R. F. Ochi*
and S.J. Klebanoff* Univ. of Wash., Seattle, WA.
Neutrophil—induced GN is mediated in part by
H202 through undefined mechanisms. We have shown
that when neutrophil MPO is localized in glomeruli
by infusion, exposure to non—toxic concentrations
of H202 results in halogenation of glomerular
structures and significant proteinuria (ASN, 1985).
To determine if this mechanism partipates in neu—
trophil—mediated GN, we studied GN induced by per-
fusing the left renal artery of rats with 125pg of
concanavalin A (con A) antigen followed by anticor
A antibody (Groups A,C). Group B received con A
and normal rabbit IgG, and group C was depleted of
neutrophils to < 250/mm3 with anti—rat neutrophil
serum. Free 1251 was given to all groups 3 and 6
hours after immune complex formation. Glomerular
histology, proteinuria and iodination of protein
in isolated glomeruli were examined at 48 hr.
Group Glomerular Proteinuria lodination
Neutrophils (mg/24 hr) (cpm/38,000
glomeruli)
A 3+ 113+ 13 (8) 1200+104 (6)
B 0 10 2* (5) 45 14* (3)
C 0 43 47* (4) 88 13* (4)
*p <.01 vs group A; ( ) = n
We conclude that proteinuria in the con A—anti
con A model of in situ immune complex GM is medi—
iated largely by neutrophils and that glomerular
injury is associated with halogenation of glomer—
uli which can be abolished by neutrophil depletion
suggesting a role for the MPO—H202—halide system
in neutrophil—induced immune GN.
PRODUCTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF MONOCLONAL
ANTIBODIES FOR THE ENKEPHALIN DEGRADING ENZYME
FROM KIDNEY BRUSH BORDERS. Philippe Crine*,
Christian LeGrimellec, Muriel Aubry* and Suzanne
Fortin*. Univ. of Montreal, Dept. of Biochemistry,
Montreal, Canada and INSERN U251, FacultF Xavier
Bichat, Paris, France.
Hybridoma methodology has been used to produce
four different monoclonal antibodies that reco-
gnize specifically the microvillar enkephalin
degrading enzyme. These antibodies were generated
by fusion of mouse myeloma cells with splenocytes
from BALB/C mice immunized with brush border mem-
branes from rabbit kidney cortex. The identity of
the antigen recognized by the immunoglobulins in
hybridoma culture supernatants was established by
immunoblotting. All four antibodies specifically
bind a 94,000 dalton protein. The monoclonal
antibodies were also used for the immuno—adsorbent
purification of this protein from detergent solu—
bilized rabbit kidney cortex proteins. The puri-
fied protein has an endoeptidase activity capable
of cleaving the G1y3—Phe4 bond of methionine—
enkephalin. This activity is sensitive to EDTA
and inhibitors such as thiorphan and phosphorami—
don. Possible overlapping of the epitopes reco-
gnized by these antibodies was investigated by
competing the binding of iodinated immunoglobulins
with the different unlabeled antibodies. Cross
reactivity of all four monoclonal antibodies with
the rat enzyme was also demonstrated. The anti-
bodies also recognize a similar enzyme in rabbit
intestine and in rat brain.
FOLYCYSTIC KIIX4EY AND LIVER DISEASE: A
METABOLIC DEFEXT IN STEBOID METABOLISM. J.F.S.
Crocker, S.R. Blecher and M.L. Givner. Lpt.
of Pediatrics, Daihousie University, Victoria
General Hospital and School of Human Biology,
University of Guelph.
Mice honozygous for the mutation develop
a lethal infantile polycystic kidney disease(P1(D) and have abnormal elevations of cortico—
sterone in the postnatal pericd. We examined
the developmant of these elevated glucocorti-
coid levels in early life. The histological
progression of a cystic lesion of the biliary
ducts in older heterozygotes was also studied.
Normal mice had low (<30 ng/ml) or undetectable(<12.5 ng/ml) levels frcxn the 6th to 12th day
of life. Corticosterone levels were signif i—
cantly higher in all honozygote and soiam of the
normal sibs, who were presumed to he heterozy—
gote mice canpared to age—matched controlsduring the first 2 weeks of life. Corticoster—
one levels were similar fran the 15th day.
A significant proportion of adult obligate
heterozygotes fran breeding pairs were found tohavç focal areas of cystic dilatation of the
biliary ducts, in the absence of any renal ab-
normality. The incidence of this lesion in-
creased with age (10% at 150 days, 23% at 300
days, 29% at 450 days, 65% at >450 days of
age). The livers of honozygote mice dying in
infancy, and adult mice of the C575L/6J back-
ground strain were free of cysts. The finding
of hepatic cysts is reminiscent of adult type
P1(I). The nodel thus supports the concept
that the different forms of PlO) m' represent
varying expression of a similar gene complex.
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COMPLEMENT (C)—INDUCED GLOMERULAR EPITHELIAT. CELL
INJURY: ROLE OF THE MEMBRANE ATTACK COMPLEX (MAC)
IN RAT NEMBRANOUS NEPHROPATHY. A.V. Cybulsky*, H.G.
Rennke, 1.0. Feintzeig*, D.J. Salant, Boston Univ.
Med. Ctr. and Brigham & Women's Hospital,Boston,MA.
We determined the need for CE (the key component
for MAC membranolysis) in the pathogeneaia of pro—
teinoria in a pasaive—sotologous model of Heymann
nephritis. iaolated rat kidneys, containing non—
nephritogenic, nonC—fixing y2 sheep (Sh) anti—Fx1A,
were perfosed in vitro with C—fixing guinea pig(GP)
anti—Sh IgC and various human plasmas as C sources.
Fresh, heat—inactivated or CE—deficient plasma (50%
v/v) in bovine albumin and buffer was used in
groups I,TT and IV respectively. In group III,
normal kidneys were perfused with fresh plasma and
snti—Sh IgG. Results are as follows (mesn BEN)
Group (n) GFR (3Omin)f Protein excretion(30&9Omin)+
I (8) O.35±O.O6 0.58±0.08* 3.20±0.93*
II (6) 0.86±0.06 0,27±0.03 0.13±0.02
III (6) 0.50±0.08 0.40±0.05 0.32±0.05
TV (5) 0.73±0.03 0.27±0.04 0.22±0.03
fml/min!g; +mg/min/g; p<O.OlS, T vs 11,111 & IV.
When CE—deficient plasma waa reconstituted with
s source of CE (n2) proteinuris wss restored to
levels observed in group I. Differences in protein—
uris were not due to quantitative differences in
glomerular antigen or antibody content. Immuno—
fluorescence showed glomerulsr deposits of Sb and
CF lgG in all groups except III. C3 was present
only in I sod IV. Ultrsstructursl alterations,
including effacement and focsl detachment of
glomerular podocytes snd vesiculation and villous
transformation of cell membranes were exclusively
seen in group I. Thus, altered glomerulsr perme-
ability is antibody—directed and MAC—induced, and
is apparently due to epithelisl cell injury.
PROLIFERATIVE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS WITH IMMUNE DE-
POSITS IN THE ACQUIRED IMMUMODEFICTENCY SYNDROME
(AIDS). 0. J. Dsbbs,* P. W. Kendrick and L. S.
Hsrris.* East Carolina Univ. Sch. of Medicine,
Dept. of Clinical Pathology, Greenville, NC.
This is the first report of a diffuse prolif-
erative glomerulonephritis occurring in a patient
with AIDS. The diagnosis of AIDS was suggested on
the basis of study of renal tissue by light, immu—
nofluorescence (IF) and electron microscopy (EM).
A 25—year—old black female with history of chronic
alcohol abuse presented with anasarca, anuria,
anemia and hepatic failure. There was no history
of prior hospitalizations for medical illness.
Anti—GBM antibody, Anti—DMA, AMA, ENA and RF were
negative. There was hyperglobulinemia and C3 de-
pression. Total protein was 4.3 G/dl with albumin
0.6 G/dl. The creatinine was 6.2 mg/dl. Renal bi-
opsy on the 7th hospital day showed tubular necro—
crosis with regeneration and diffuse proliferative
glomerular lesions. IF showed granular capillary
wall and mesangial staining for IgG, 1gM and CIq.
EM confirmed the electron dense deposits and show-
ed a plethora of tubulovesiculsr endothelial bod-
ies (TVB). These findings along with isolation of
cryptococci from peritoneal dialysate the same day
suggested the diagnosis of AIDS. Direct IF of skin
was negative for immunoglobulins and complement.
Autopsy showed lymphoid depletion, disseminated
cry ptococcua and pneumocystis carinii pneumonia
but no hepatitis or CMV. HTLV—III was confirmed by
ELISA and Western blot. DPGN may occur in patients
with AIDS and show numerous TVB with immune depos-
its, similar to the DPGM of lupus. The presence
of TVB is suggestive of a role for MTLVITI in the
pathogenesis, although infection or abnormal host
response may be of etiologic significance.
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MICROSCOPIC POLYARTERITIS NODOSA (PAN):
ULTRASTRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE RENAL
VASCULAR(V) & GLONERULAR (G) LESIONS.
V.D'Agsti, P.Chsnder, MNash & R.Nsncills—
Jimenez5. Depts.of Peth.& Ped.,Columbia
Univ. ,NY,NY & NY Med.College, Valhalla, MY.
Twenty—seven rensl Bx from 20 pts with
microscopic PAN were studied by LN,IF and EN,
including EN exsminstion of 48 arteries and
arterioles. By LN, lesions of the C tuft
affected 4—100% of U (mesn 36%) snd consisted
of 1) segmental necrotizing lesions with
minimal endocspillary hypercellularity (RH)
in 80% of Bx, 2) moderate to marked RH with
little or no necrosis in 20%. Crescents,
present in 85% of Bx, affected 9—100% of U
(mean 37%) , with granulomatous festures in
35% of Bx. By IF, C & V Ig deposits were
generally scanty, primarily in areas of
necrosis or sclerosis. Fibrinogen, C3 & Cl
were frequently detected in C & V, often
without associated 1g. By EM, rare
electrondense (ED) deposits were found in U
of S Bx (intramembranous 2, messngial 1,
subepithelisi 2). In both C & V, endothelisi
degeneration and subendnthelisl fibrin
deposition were the mildest, presumsbly
earliest detectable EN changes. Nnre ad-
vanced V lesions showed elastics degeneration
and medial leukocyte infiltration, fibrin
deposition, edema and necrosis. No ED
deposits were detected in any V. We conclude
that renal immune complex deposition in PAN
may be 1) extremely evanescent or 2) nnt a
primary factor in the psthogenesis of G & V
lesions.
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EXPRESSION OF c-sfe mRNA IN HUMAN RENAL TISSUE
AND ENDOTHELIAL CELLS. T.0. Daniel*l, V.G.
Cibbs*2, and D.R. Fujii*iioward Hughes Ned.
Inst.1 & Depte. of MedJ, Surg.2, & Ob-Cyn3,
UCSF, CA. Intr. by F.C. Rector, Jr.
The mitogenic activity of platelet-derived
growth factor (PDGF) has been implicated in
the proliferative response of mesenchymsl cells
at local sites of vascular injury. Recognition
that umbilical vein endothelial cells and cells
cultured from human tumors release PDCFlike
activity into their media has broadened concepts
of this mitugen's role in local regulation of
proliferation (independent of its release from
platelets). The human c-sis proto-oncogene encodes
a protein product that is functionally identical
to PDGF. Assessment of local tissue expression
of the mRNA transcribed from this gene is s
direct means of identifying a role fnr PDGF
in mediating local tissue proliferation.
We have employed hydridizstion-protection
methods to quantify c-sis mRNA levels in human
kidney end cells cultured from human kidney.
In contrast to other visceral organs, normal
human adult kidney expresses measurable levels
of c-sis mRNA. Similar levels are present in
human fetal kidney but not fetal liver from
16-18 week old abortnses. c-Sis message is expres-
sed in both medulla and cortex. Capillary enduthe-
hal cells cultured from human kidney express
measurable c-sis mRMA and release PDGF-like
activity. In these cells the level of this message
is regulated by administration of biologically
active phorbol esters.
Regulation of the synthesis of this mitugen
and local expression of its activity may mediate
proliferative responses to glomerular injury.
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NON-ANTICOAGULANT PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF HEPARIN IN
CHRONIC AMINONUCLEOSIDE NEPHROSIS(AN). Jonathan R.
Diamond and Morris J. Karnovsky. Harvard Medical
School, Boston, MA
Recently, whole(anticoagulant) heparin(WH)
has been shown to confer protection against the
development of focal and segmental glomerulo-
sclerosis(FSGS) following renal ablation in rats
(KI,25:376,1984). For this reason, we admin-
istered heparins with diffeing biological proper-
ties to male Sprague-Dawley rats in a model of
chronic AN, which also progresses to FSGS. Equi—
molar amounts of either WH(500 USP U/kg body wt./
day) or a 7,000-11,000 dalton non-anticoagulant
heparin(NAH) species(kindly provided by the Ihsti—
tut Choay, Paris, France) was administered for 14
days via continuous intravenous infusion immed-
iately following the intravenous bolus delivery
of the aminonucleoside of puromycin(PA, 5mg/lOOg
body wt.). Neither heparin treatment group ach-
ieved effective ant icoagulat ion in that the act-
ivated partial thromboplastin time(APTT) was equal
to that of normal rat plasma.
At 18 weeks after PA injection, both NAH and
WH reduced the number of glomeruli manifesting
either segmental mesangial proliferative lesions
(p<.O25 and <.001, respectively) or areas of seg-
mental sclerosis and/or hyalinosis(p<.OlO and
<.005, respectively). Also, the creatinine clear-
ance in the NAH and WH groups was 1.3+0.2 mi/mm
(p<.025) and 1.47+0.07 ml/min(p<.O1O), respective-
ly as compared to PA control animals(0.78+0.06 ml/
mm). These results show that two different hep-
arm types confer protection in chronic AN in the
absence of anticoagulation, suggesting that some
other biological action(s) may be responsible.
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HUMAN ERYTHROCYTES (E) INHIBIT COMPLEMENT (C')
MEDIATED SOLUBILIZATION OF IMMUNE COMPLEXES (IC).
BL Dorval*, FG Cosio, R Lang*, LA Hebert, Depts
of Medicine and Medical Microbiology and Im-
munology, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH.
The C' receptor (CR1) and other E membrane
glycoproteins can modulate C' activation. In the
present study we evaluated the effect of E on the
interaction of IC with C' by measuring C' medi-
ated solubilization of IC. Precipitable IC were
prepar with monoclonal anti—DNP antibodies andDNP40-' 51-BSA at equivalence. IC were incubated
at 370C with human serum (HS) in the presence or
absence of E for different time periods. Percent
E bound IC (EIC), nonsolubilized IC (NSIC), and
solubilized IC (SIC) were determined by differ-
ential centrifugation. After 30 mm incubation
with HS (diluted 1:4), % SIC were 55÷4% and 21+2
(p< 0.005) in the absence or presence of E
respectively. This inhibitory effect was direct-
ly related to the number of E and was not ob-
served with sheep E (without CR1). The effect of
E vs E preincubated with a monoclonal anti-CR1
antibody on IC solubilization was evaluated. Pre-
treatment with anti-CR1 antibodies inhibited %
EIC (89% vs 25%) but had no effect on % SIC. To
evaluate if the effect of E was due to
inhibition of C' activation, CH50 were measured
in sera prelncubated (60 min/37°C) with IC or IC
+ E. CH50 consumption was significantly higher
after preincubation with IC + E. ConclusIon: 1)
E inhibit C' mediated solubilization of IC and
this effect does not require binding of IC to E;
2) Inhibition of IC solubilization by E does not
appear to require CR1. Primate E could have an
important role on C' activation by IC in the
circulation.
PAUCITY OF ELECTRONDENSE DEPOSITS IN THE EXTRA-
GLOMERULAR MESANGIAL REGIONS (EMR) OF KIDNEYS FROM
PATIENTS WITH SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS (SLE).
E. EIo.nbrodt.* F. Silva, N. GIasa,Z and E. Taft.*
Univ. of Texss Health Sciences Ctr., Dallas. Texas.
Experimental evidence suggest. that the glom—
erular mesangium may play an Important role in the
removal of circulating substances via phagocytosis
and flow to the juxtsglomerular apparatua (JGA) and
into the intercellular spaces of the macula dense.
In attempt to answer the question of whether alec—
trondense deposits of presumed Inune—complex ori-
gin are similarly processed in man, we examined by
electronmlcroscopy the EMR of 39 patients (3?
females, 2 maIes age range 12—64, mean 32) with
SLE nephritls (1—Class IlA, 10—Class IIB. 2—Class
Ill, 9—Class IV. 9—Class V, and B Class V + either
Class Ill or IV). All biopsies with SLE between
1970—1984 (124) were examined and 63 of these show—
ad EMR5 on plastic embedded "thick sectIon". 39 of
these 63 showed EMRs when viewed by EM. A mean of
16 (7—35) electronmicrographs were taken of each
EMR. Only 5 of 39 biopsies (3—Class V+lV, 1—Class
Ill, 1—Class IV) showed discrete electrondene
"insnune—type" deposits in the EMR and 4 of these 5
had numerous nearby deposits In the nearby arteri-
ole. Bowman's capsule, and Interstltiu,n. In no
biopsy were electrondense deposits noted in the
rn.cula dense. No electrondense deposits were noted
within the cytoplasm (i.e., confines) of any renal
cell. The paucity of demonstrable discrete
electrondense deposits in the EMR in SLE in man
suggests that the deposits may not be transported
in this fashion or alternately that deposits are
processed and undergo lysis within the glomerul.r
mesangial regions before they are transported.
FOOT PROCESS (FP) WIDTH AND FILTRATION SLIT (FS)
LENGTH IN DIABETES MELLITUS (DM). EN Ellis*, MW
Steffes*, B Chavers, SM Mauer. University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
The glomerular epithelial cell (EC) has
received little attention as a component of the
pathology of diabetic nephropathy. To investigate
the relationship between the EC and other renal
structural and functional consequences of
longstanding DM we studied 21 patients aged 21 to
40 years with type I DM for 9 to 28 years.
Results of 3 24—hour urines for creatinine
clearance (CrC1) and albumin excretion (UAE)
ranged from 37 to 159 mi/mm and 3 to 4495 mg/24
hour, respectively. Glomerular volume was
measured and at least 3 glomeruli from each renal
biopsy were studied by quantitative stereology to
determine FP width and FS length density (FSL/V).
FS length per glomerulus was then calculated. DM
patients with UAE <250 mg/24 hours had values for
FP width, FSL/V and FS length which were not
different from normal. OM patients with UAE >250
mg/24 hours had wider FP and smaller FSL/V and FS
length tflan did DM patients with UAE <250 mg/24
hours or normals. FP width, FSL/V, and FS length
correlated with UAE (r = +.69, r = —.89, r = —.79,
respectively, each p<.OOl) and with CrCl (r =
—.63, p<.Ol; r = +.69, p<.O01; r = +.71, p<.OOl,
respectively). Thus, EC structure is altered in
DM especially in DM patients with clinical
proteinuria. Further, measures of FS length are
closely related to GFR. Thus, study of the
structure of the EC in overt diabetic nephropatfly
may clarify important pathogenetic mechanisms.
Further, we suggest that microalbuminuria may have
a functional rather than a structural basis.
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MESANGIAL COMPLEMENT (C3) DEPOSITION CAUSES HEMA-
TURIA IN MURINE IgA NEPI-IROPATHY. S. N. Emancipator,
Z. Ovary and M. E. Lamm. Case Western Reserve Univ.,
Cleveland, OH and New York Univ. Med. Ctr., NY, NY.
Clinical and experimental studies of IgA nephro-
pathy suggest an association between glomerular C3
deposits and signs of nephritis. We hypothesized
that these signs, and specifically microhematuria,
are caused by complement deposition in glomeruli.
IgA anti-dinitrophenyl (DNP) (MOPC 315) and two IgG
anti-DNP antibodies (D05 and NK1) were obtained
rem ascites of mice bearing the corresponding plas-
macytomas. The IgG antibodies are both IgG1-K;
DOS fixes complement while NK1 does not. Both were
used as twice-precipitated (33% saturated)
(NH4)2S04 fractions. The dimeric fraction of the
IgA antibody was purified. Female BALB/c mice were
injected i.v. with soluble immune complexes (IC)
of IgA/IgG antibody mixtures and 5-fold excess
DNP8BSA antigen, with each injection containing
2 mg IgA and 250 pg of either DO5 or NK1 IgG.
Despite indistinguishable immunofluorescence inten-
sities for IgA and IgO, mice given DOS—IC had
bright mesangial deposits of C3, but mice given
NK1-IC lacked detectable C3 (x2 10.3, p < .005).
Moreover, mice given DOS-IC were lethargic and de-
veloped microhematuria during the 24 h post injec-
tion, while mice given K1—IC did not manifest
signs of the disease (x = 6.7, p < .01). Cobra
venom factor treatment prior to injection with
DOS-IC prevented glomerular C3 deposits and hema-
tuna (both x2 = 6.7, p < .01). We conclude that
complement deposition within the glomerular mesan-
glum can promote heeaturia, and is responsible for
microhematuria in murine models of IgA nephropathy.
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THE ROLE OF THE FIFTH COMPONENT OF COMPLEMENT (C5)
IN IMMUNE COMPLEX GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (GN) IN MICE.
Ronald J. Talk, and J. Charles Jennette, Univ. of
North Carolina, Div. of Nephrology & Dept. of
Pathology, Chapel Hill, N.C.
We have previously shown that C5 modulates gb—
merular localization of a repetitively adminis-
tered antigen when there is low antibody pro-
duction. In this system only a mild glomerular
lesion was produced. Using a congenic pair of mice
which differ in the presence of the gene that
codes for C5 (B1O.D2.NSN) or its absence(BlO.02.OSN), we explored the role of CS in gb—
mesular inflammation, necrosis and crescentic for-
mation under conditions of a high antibody
production. Twenty four NSN and 24 OSN animals
were given 4 mg horse apoferritin 6 days/week.
NSN and OSN animals developed equivalent high
antibody responses. No differences in gbomerular
Immunohistechemical antigen, antibody and C3
localization was apparent between NSN and OSN
mice. All NSN mice developed diffuse
proliferative. necrotizing, and crescentic GM with
severe tubular interstitial inflammation. OSN
mice developed significantly milder ON marked by
immune complex deposition without the same degree
of inflammation. Serum creatinines were
significantly greater in NSN than OSN mice. In a
further set of experiments, NSN and OSN mice with
high antibody production were given a smaller dose
of antigen. In these experiments the degree of
morphologic injury between strains was even more
exaggerated. In conclusion when large amounts of
immune deposits are present in gbomenili, the
absence of CS markedly inhibits leukocyte influx,
necrosis, crescent formation and impairment of
renal function.
IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL DIAGNOSIS OF AHYLOID TYPES:
EXAMINATION OF 50 CASES. Helen 0 Feiner, Joseph
V Chuba*, and Gloria R Gallo; Dept of Pathology,
NYU Medical Center, New York, NY.
In 50 subjects with amyloid in kidney (n=37) and
other sites (n=l3) immunohistochemical classific-
ation of amyloid type was possible in 88% as judged
by concordance of immunofluorescence, clinical,
serum and urine immunoelectrophoresis, and bone
marrow (quantitation of kappa:lambda plasma cells)
data; and by the abrogation of staining by block-
ing and preabsorption of antisera. In frozen sec-
tions reacted with a panel of antisera monospecific
for immunogbobulin heavy and light chains and AA
protein, the amyloid was readily classified as
AL in 20 and AA in 24. In the 6 that could not
be classified, there was absence of reactivity in
2 and overlap in 4. Of the 20 subjects with AL
amyboid, 5 were kappa and 15 lambda types, of whom
3 had ayeloma and 17 were primary. Bone marrow
plasma cell kappa:lambda was abnormally reduced
in 10 of 11 with lambda LC amyboid & abnormally
increased in 1 of 3 with kappa LC amyloid. Of
the 24 with AA amyloid, 18 were drug abusers, 3
had rheumatoid arthritis, 1 a liver abscess, and
2 of the 24 were primary. 4 addicts with multiple
skin absceses had granular immunostaining for poiy—
cbonml Ig as well as AA amyloid deposits & by elec-
tron microscopy had both homogeneous & fibrillar
deposits suggesting combined immune complex disease
and amyloidosis. We conclude that immunohisto—
chemical characterization of amyloid in frozen
tissue is reliable and contrary to the currently
held view, antisera to light chains raised against
Bence Jones proteins are specificaly reactive
with AL amyloid in the majority of cases.
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ROLE OF TERMINAL COMPLEMENT COMPONENTS IN
HYPERTENSIVE GLOMERULAR INJURY. Alfred J. Fish and
Leopoldo Raij, Dept. of Ped. and Med., University
of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
The terminal components of complement, CS to C9
which generate membrane attack complex (MAC) have
been identified by iminunohistochemical techniquea
in injured glomeruli (Glom.)of hypertensive humans
(JCI, 72—'83). However, the functional role of
MAC in non—immune Glom. injury is unclear. To gain
insight regarding this important question, we
induced hypertension by uninephrectomy—DOCA(6mg sc,
weekly x 4 wks.) and 1% NaC1 drinking water in
groups of a congeneic pair of mice which differ in
the single gene coding for the presence (NSN) or
absence of C5 (OSN), and compared them with similar
groups of uninephrectomized normotensive (no—DOCA/
NaC1) mice. We determined BP, 24h proteinuria and
evaluated semiquantitatively (0—4+) Glom.
cellularity (Cell), necrosis (Nec), crescents
(Cres.) IgG, C3 and 1gM. Results SEMThp<O.05 DOCA
vs no DOCA; *NSN vs OSN (n8—lO).
BP — Glomerular Injur
mmHg Cell Nec Cres IgG/M C3
NSN 79+8 0 0 0 0/0 0
OSN 89±6 0 0 0 0/0 0
NSN—DOC l5l9Th 2.6+.l±* 2.4+,2F* 1.l+.2t* 0/1+ tr
OSN—DOC 141±5± 1.8+.2Th 1.7+.lTh 0.2+.lTh 0/2+ 3+
All hypertensive mice developed Gbom. injury and
50% increase in proteinuria. However, OSN
developed 41%, 28% and 98% less Cbom. cellularity,
necrosis, and crescents respectively than NSN mice
despite increased deposition of 1gM and C3. These
studies suggest that terminal complement components
may have an important role in the progression of
non—immune Glom. injury.
MODULATION OF MESANGIAL CELL BEHAVIOR BY EXTRA—
CELLULAR MATRIX. Harald C. Foellmer*, Mary
Perfetto*, R. Bernd Sterzel, Michael Kashgarian,
Yale Univ., Dept. Med. and Patho., VA1IC, New Maven,
Connecticut.
To investigate interactions of mesangial cells
and matrix we isolated these cells from rat gb—
merulus and grew them on plastic dishes, stromal
and basement membrane sides of human amniotic mem-
brane and on rat glomerular basement membrane.
Changes in morphology were assessed using light
microscopy, TEM and SEM and then compared to those
of fibroblasts, smooth muscle and teratocarcinoma
cells. On plastic mesangial cells grew as squamous
irregular and multilayered cell sheets. They
assume a more rounded and differentiated appear-
ance on the basement membrane side of the amnion
as well as the glomerular basement membrane. When
growing meaangial cells on the stromal side of the
amniotic membrane they assumed a stellate form,
sending thick cell extensions into the underlying
collagen meshwork. Immunocytochemical studies
using specific antibodies to different extracellular
matrix components showed that mesangial cells
grown on plastic produce collagen types I, III, IV
and V as well as fibronectin and laminin. In
attachment assays using 48 well tissue culture
plates coated with 20 ug of the appropriate matrix
component, mesangial cells attached faster to
basement membrane derived collagen type IV than to
the interstitial collagen types I or III.
FOCAL AND SEGMENTAL GLOMERULOSCLEROSIS:
IMMIJNOHISTOLOGIC STUDY OF 20 RENAL PATIENTS.
Gordon N. Gephardt, Raymond R. Tubbs, Kathryn L.
Popowniak, James I. McMahon, Depts. Pathology
and Hypertension/Nephrology, Cleveland Clinic,
Cleveland, Ohio.
To evaluate the deposition of immunoglobulins
and complement and their relationship to sclerotic
and nonsclerotic glomerular segments imiuuno—
peroxidase without and with periodic acid—Schiff
counterstain (IMP/IMPAS) for IgG, IgA, 1gM, and
C3 was performed on cryostat frozen sections using
the direct method, along with routine light
microscopy (LM) and electron microscopy (EM), in
a series of 20 renal biopsies from 20 patients
with the final diagnosis of focal and segmental
glomerulosolerosis (FSG). Neither diffuse
mesangial or diffuse glomerular basement membrane
deposits were detected by IMP/IMPAS or EM. In
18 biopsies IMPAS demonstrated focal and segmental
granular to globular deposits of 1gM and/or C3
in sclerotic gbomerular segments. In 8 biopsies
small granular deposits of 1gM and/or C3 deposits
were identified in optically normal gbomeruli,
suggesting that these deposits may precede seg-
mental sclerosis.
INTERLEUKIN-i PRODUCTION BY HUMAN KIDNEY MICRO—
VASCULAR ENDOTMELIUM. Verna C. Gibbs,* Marc K.
Samet,* and Marvin R. Garovoy. Univ. of California
San Francisco, Immunogenetics and Transplantation
Laboratory, San Francisco, California.
Interleukin 1 (IL—I), a major stimulus of the
inflammatory response, collagen deposition and
I and B cell proliferation has been reported in
normal human urine and serum. However, the sources
of this cytokine remain unclear. We have developed
a technique for growing human kidney microvascular
endothelial cells (HKME) in culture and found that
they are a potent source of IL—i activity. H1E
were obtained from the human kidney cortex by
mechanical separation, enzyme digestion and
density gradient centrifugation. Cells were grown
and subpasaaged in media containing serum with
heparin and endothelial cell growth supplement.
Culture aupernatants from serial subpassages of
unstimulated HKNE from 12 different kidneys have
been bioassayed in the standard co—mitogenic murine
thymocyte proliferation assay as well as in a
peanut—agglutinin separated murine thymocyte
proliferation assay. Significant IL—i activity was
observed in dialyzed culture supernatants from
HKME grown in growth media and serum free media.
Physicochemical analysis of culture aupernatants
is being performed to establish the MW of the
active species of IL—i.
These data show that unstimulated human renal
endothelial cells, in vitro, produce an immuno—
modulatory factor, IL—i. As IL—i may play a role
in immune mediated glomerular disease our findings
suggest that the endothelium is an active
participant in the renal response to graft
rejection and immune injury.
PROTEASE INHIBITOR AMELIORATION OF IMMUNE
COMPLEX MEDIATED NECROTIZING
GLOMERULONEPERITIS (NON). 0. Yancey
Gillespie*, J. Charles Jennette, Richard
R. Tidwell*, J. Dieter Geratz*, and
Ronald J. Falk, U.N.C. Sch. Med., Dept.
Pathol. & Med., Chapel Hill, NC.
Immune complex formation initiates
inflammation by activating mediator
systems that utilize proteases as
sequential activators of biologically
active components. One important
consequence is ieukocyte attraction
followed by release of lytic proteases.
We investigated the effects on murine NON
of three protease inhibitors. Sixty-one
BALB/c mice were given 4mg horse
apoferritin (HAF) i.p. daily for 12 days.
On days 7-12, 10 mice received 20mg/kg
bis( 5—amidino-2-benzimidazolyl) methane
(SABIM) i.p., 10 mice 5mg/kg BABIM, 11
mice 20mg/kg 1- ( 4-amidinobenzyl)indole
(SS—82), 10 mice 20mg/kg K76COOHNa (K76),
and 20 mice no protease inhibitor. All 61
mice developed proliferative glomerulo—
nephritis with extensive glomerular HAF,
IgG, & C3 deposits. All had comparable
plasma anti-HAF levels. Compared to mice
that got no protease inhibitor, mice
receiving BABIM had a 90% reduction in
glomerular necrosis, and mice receiving
SS—82 or K76 50% reduction. In con-
clusion, the protease inhibitors used did
not reduce gloserular hypercellularity or
immune complex localization, but did
reduce glomerular necrosis.
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EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMA-
TOSUS (SLE): CLEARANCE OF IMMUNE COM-
PLEXES (IC). Norman A. Granholm*, Kerry
Graves*, Rodney Nunley*, and Tito Cavallo.
Univ. of Texas Medical Branch, Pathology Depart-
ment, Galveston, Texas.
The clearance of sensitized red cells from the
circulation is decreased in patients, with SLE; it is
not certain however whether this represents adefective clearance o soluble IC, or an abnor-
mality confined to the spleen. To veriiy whetierthe ability to clear soluble IC in SLIi was im-paired, we studied the clearance of a subsat-
urating dose of soluble radiolabelled IC (BSA-
antiBsA) in NZB/W mice before (2.0 and 3.5 mos.
of age) during (5.0 mos. of age), and after (6.5
and 8.d mos. of age) the develqpment of nephri-tis. Immunologically normal (C5T) mice served as
controls. The curves of disappearance of IC
were resolved, by peeling into 3 components:transient (that probably ref3lects rapid removal oflarge IC), intermediate (that reflects an equil-ibration of IC between the intra- and extra-
vascular compartmei)ts), and persistent (thatreflects the catabolic rate of soluble IC and,
therefore, mononuclear phagocyte function). Thetime (hrs.) expressed as the mean t for each of
the components of the curve is shown below.CLEARANCE (ti) OF IC IN MICE
Age (mos.) 2.0 3.5 5.0 6.5 8.0
NZB/W mice
Transient 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1
Intermediate 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.6 1.0
Persistent 11.4 8.7 10.6 10.6 11.7
t,( mice
Transient 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2
Intermediate 1.4 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.4
Persistent 10.4 10.5 8.3 12.6 10.9
The data indicate that the transient,diate, and persistent components of the curve are
comparable in NZB/W and C57 mice at all ages
studied and, therefore that an impairment ofprocessing of soluble fC is not a contributoryTactor to The autoimmune disease of NZB/W mice.
RENAL EPITHELIAL HYPERPLASTIC (EHP) AND NEOPLASTIC
PROLIFERATION (ENP) IN AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT POLY—
CYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE (ADPKD). J.R. Gregoire,*
V.E. Torres, K.E. Holley, G.M. Farrow. Mayo
Clinic & Mayo Foundation, Rochester, Minnesota.
In ADPKD controversy exists regarding: (1)
early versus late occurrence of EIIP, (2) frequency
of ENP, (3) malignant potential ._The kidneys from
50 ADPKD and 37 presumed ADPKD (s documented F hx)
pts, removed at autopsy (49 pts) or prior to Tx
(38 pts), were cut into 0.5 cm thick slices. Each
slice was inspected for masses. Six 2.2 cm circu-
lar, 4 i thick, H.E. stained tissue sections were
prepared from each kidney. EHP and ENP lesions
were counted and tabulated. The cases were grouped
according to renal function or duration of dialy-
sis (DD) prior to nephrectomy or autopsy.
S. creat/ Combined EHP,polyps ENP
P1. urea kidney wt. #pts #pts
Grou mg/dl (qm,±SEM) (#lesions) (#lesions)
<1.3/<50 943±161 14 (275) 3 (5)
11(11) 1.3-3/50—120 1143±244 9 (367) 3 (5)
111(16) >3/120 3407±666 15 (450) 7 (13)
IV(14) DD<1 mo. 3552±361 14 (605) 0 (0)
V(15) DO lm—lyr 4054±569 15 (455) 2 (3)
VI(12) DD>lyr 3655±765 12 (693) 4 (14)
Forty neoplasms were found in 19 pts. One pt
had bilateral tubulopapillary and clear cell ade-
nocarcinomas 3 cm in diameter. One pt had a micro-
scopic transitional cell neoplasm. The remaining
37 neoplasms were considered microscopic adenomas
(18 papillary, 14 intracystic papillary, 5 tubulo-
papillary). None were diagnosed prior to tissue
examination and no metastases had occurred.
We conclude that in ADPKD: (1) EHP occurs
early, (2) ENP is frequent, and (3) the malignant
potential is low even after long—term dialysis.
GLOMERULAR POLYANION IN PUROMYCIN AMINONUCLEOSIDE
NEPHROSIS (PAN). G.C. Grog9el, P. Hovingh,* W.A.
Border, and A. Linker.* Univ. of Utah School of
Medicine and VA Med. Ctr., Salt Lake City, Utah.
Changes in glomerular polyanion (GPA) in PAN in
the rat is controversial. Most investigators
believe PAN is a model of charge—selective and
size—selective defects in glomerular permeability.
Heparan sulfate (HS) is known to be a major GPA.
We examined glomerular anionic sites in PAN by
staining with polyethyleneiniine (PEI). We also
quantitated and characterized glomerular HS in PAN
using in vivo incorporation of 35SO.
PAN rats had mean protein excretion of 96±23mg/
24h. In vivo staining of anionic sites with PE!
showed 15.3±2.8 sites per l,000nm length of GBM in
controls and 13.7±1.9 sites in PAN rats, p>O.Ol.
Total 35SO, incorporation was similar in both con-
trols and PAN rats (2900±150 DPM/mg dry wt of
glomeruli, N=6 vs 3005±260, N6, p>O.O5). The %
of i5sO incorporated into chondroitin sulfate was
similar (13.0%±3.4 vs 17.3%±3.1, p>O.O5). HS
uronic acid was also similar (1.8±0.2 iig/mg dry wt
of glom vs 1.7±0.3, p>O.OS). The distribution of
i50 activity by ion—exchange chromatography
within the HS fraction showed an increase in 1.25M
NaC1 fraction in PAN rats (1.OM fraction 37%±3.2
vs 19±3.4, p<O.Ol and 1.25M fraction 36%±2.9 vs
53%+2.9, p<O.Ol). There was a striking correla-
tion between degree of proteinuria and
incorporation, N=9, r=O.92, p<O.OOl.
These results demonstrate that GPA is unchanged
in PAN as measured by staining with PEI and that
total HS is unchanged although there is a slight
shift to a more highly charged HS molecule. Thus
the increased glomerular permeability in PAN is
probably not due to changes in GPA.
'WPE I INTEFFEN J#ND INDOMETHACIN ALTER 1NAL lC
PDUCI E'PESSIGl. Philip F.Halloran and Arturo
Wadgymar. Departments of ?dicine and Pasearth,
lunt Sinai Hospital, Toronto, Canada.
'ce previously reported that certain strong
inznuiiologic stimuli (graft—vs—host disease;
allogeneic tissue grafts) induce greatly increased
expression of renal class I and class II WC
products particularly in proximal tubule
epitheium. (J.Iimnunol 135:1053,1985) . This
effect was T cell dependent, and may involve type
II (gauma) interferon. To determine whether type
I interferons can also induce increased HHC
expression, we assessed renal C products in
mice after injections of live human influenza
virus or after administration of the type I
interferon inducer poly 1/poly C. In both cases
we observed transient increased 1C product
expression in renal tubules by indirect
ijeniuriofluorescence, both in normal and in T
deficient (nude) mice. These data suggest that
type I interferons con also induce altered renal
IIUC expression. This possibility was supported
by our finding that souse type I (alplia)
interferon induced transient increases in HHC
product expression in vitro in primaxy cultures of
mouse kidney cells. Indarthacin therapy in vivo
also induced transient increases in renal tubule
MHC product expression. Thus, in addition to type
II interferon, both type I interferon and
indathacin can increase renal liC product
exoression. Because increased WC expression can
directly influence T cell recognition, these
events may be relevant to the ijniu.inologic
cceiolications of infections and of
anti-inflartniatoxy drugs on the kidney.
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IMMUNOFLUORESCENT DEMONSTRATION OF CMV ANTIBODY
IN IgA NEPHROPATHY AND IN RENAL TRANSPLANT
BIOPSIES E. Hammond, * N. Gregory, E. Brewer.
Univ. of Utah School of Medicine, Salt Lake City,
Utah.
Two specific polyclonal antibodies raised in
goats against cytomegalovirus (CMV) were tested
on frozen sections of 66 renal transplant
biopsies and 27 biopsies from patients with
various renal diseases. An indirect
Emmunofluorescence technique was used. Five of
66 transplant biopsies showed evidence of CMV in
mesangial regions and inesangial IgG or 1gM and C3
but not IgA. Only one of five patients had
evidence of overt CMV infection clinically. A
second showed abnormal glomerular changes
suggestive of transplant glomerulopathy but
unlike those of CMV glomerulopathy. No similar
staining of glomeruli was detected with Herpes I
or Herpes II antibody. Positive and negative
controls were appropriate.
Nine of ten patients with IgA—associated
nephropathy showed inesangial CMV. The only
patient not demonstrating CMV had hepatic
glomerulosclerosis.
TRANSPLANT BIOPSIES
IgA NEPHROPATHIES
OTHER RENAL DISEASE
Immunofluorescent staining for CMV may
distinguish between types of IgA—associate renal
disease and may be a clue to the pathogenesis of
these disorders. Its demonstration in renal
transplant recipients is unexplained.
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TERMINAL COMPLEMENT COMPONENTS STIMU-
LATE PROSTANOID PRODUCTION OF CULTURED
GLOMERULAR EPITHELIAL CELLS. G.M. HNnsch,
K. Rather, 3. GUnther,S. Filsinger and R.B. Sterzel.
Institut f. Immunologie, Univ. Heidelberg, Germany,
KS/VAMC-Yale Univ. School of Medicine, New Haven.
In some forms of glomerulonephritis late complement
components C5b-9 are deposited in glomerular struc-
tures without evidence for lytic attack on cells.
Since we have shown previously, that sublytic C5b-9
doses stimulate macrophages (3. Immunol. 133: 1142,
1984) to release prostanoids, we now tested for
effects on visceral epithellal cells (EC) raised from
rat glomeruli in culture on collagen-coated dishes.
EC were treated with sublytic doses of isolated
C5b6, C7, C8 and C9 purified from human serum.
By 30 mm incubation mean release of prostaglandin E
(POE) increased by 65-140% over medium control
(averaging 135 ng/mg cell protein). Release of throm-
boxane B2 (TXB2) was enhanced at 5, 10 and 30 mm
by 52% to 104% over control (38 ng/mg protein).
After 1 h C5b-9 treated cells released as much POE
as controls, but after 24 h a second maximum was
reached with PGE release exceeding control values
3-5 fold. TXB release showed no second peak. These
findings indicate that C5b-9 stimulate prostanoid
production of cultured EC. These results are consistent
with the concept that glomerular deposition of C5b-9
contributes to glomerular injury not only by lytic
attack but also indirectly by stimulating release
of inflammatory mediators from glomerular cells.
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CLEARANCE OF HUMAN ANTIBODY/DNA IMMUNE COMPLEXES
(DNA-IC) AND FREE DNA FROM THE CIRCULATION OF
NONHUMAN PRIMATES. LA Hebert, FG Cosio, RP
Taylor' Ohio State Unlv, Colunbus, OH and Univ
of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA.
Primates possess an erythrocyte (E)—IC
clearing mechanism: (J Clin Invest 71:236,1983
and 74:1329,1984). Previous studies elucidating
the E-IC clearing mechanism used large (> 12,000
5) heterologous (rabbit, mouse antibody) IC
probes. This study used a small (2OO S)
homologous (human antibody from an SLE patient)
IC probe with 1251-PM2DNA as antigen. Seven
studies were done in 5 baboons. The DNA—IC or
free DNA were given by separate IA bolus
followed by frequent blood samples from
abdominal aorta, renal and hepatic veins. By 1
mm post infusion, 44 + 9% of DNA-IC were bound
to arterial blood cells. 97% of bound IC were
bound to E. IC clearance rate was inversely
related to % IC bound to E (r = 0.90, p <0.01).
IC bound to E did not deposit in kidney but
fractional uptake by liver was 25+4%, p<O.Ol.
Some IC which had lodged in kidney during bolus
IC infusion were removed bound to E. Free DNA
did not bind to blood cells, did not deposit
detectably in kidney but was taken up by liver.
Conclusion: 1) the E—IC clearing mechanism is
operational for small DNA-IC formed with human
antibody. However, compared to the large IC
probes composed of heterologous antibody that we
studied previously, DNA-IC are cleared more
slowly, bind less well to E and are extracted
less well by liver. 2) IC lodged in the renal
circulation may be removed by E as E circulate
through kidney.
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CAPIOPRIL IMP80VES UJPUS NEPHRITIS IN MRL/l MICE.
Hans Herlitz*, Gunner Westherg*, Andrej Tarkow-
ski*, Reinhard Volkmann*, Christian Svalander*:(intr. by Mattias Aurell). Depts of Nephrology and
Pathology, University of GotebDrg, Sahlgrenska
ajukhuset, Gdtelorg, Sweden.
The ACE inhibitor captopril normalizes BP and im-
proves renal function in hunan SLE nephritis.
MRL/l mice develop a disease similar to systnic
lupus erythenatosus (SLE) with mild hypertension
and urmmia. Four groups with 10 animals were given
normal diet (group A), captopril 30 in/kg daily(group B), bretylium 60 mg/kg (group C) in the
drinking water and cyclophosphamide 1.8 ug (groupD) i p once a week. Tail BP was measured with a
strain gauge technique. The survival at nine
nonths in groups A-D was 30, 60, 50 and 100% res-
pectively. Systolic BP at the age of 4 nonths was
153 7, 129 5, 141 6 and 151 5 mnHg. Pro—
teinuria > 2+ and henaturia > 2+ occurred in
40 and 60% in group A, 8 and 10% in group 8, 50
and 80% in group C and 10 and 20% in group D. His-
topathologic examination revealed general prolife-
rative glcsiru1onephritis in 60, 8, 100 and 0% in
the groups A-D respectively. Lymphoid hyperplasia
was estimated as lymgti node size (mean of 5 esti-
mations) and found to be 12 1, 9 ÷ 1,5
and 2 + 0.5 mu in group A-D. Cutaneous dermati-
tis and loss of whiskers occurred less frequently
in groups B and D cnnipared to groups A and C. It
is ouncluded that captopril improves survival in
SLE disease of MRL/l mice with less hypertension,
renal disease, lymphoid hyperplasia and dermati-
tis.
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PRODUCTION OF NEPHRITIC FACTOR OF THE ALTERNATIVE
COMPLEMENT PATHWAY BY VIRUS TRANSFORMED B CELL
LINES DERIVED FROM PATIENTS WITH NENBRANOPROLIF—
ERATIVE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS. Misako Hiramatsu,*
James E. Balow, and George C. Tsokos,* National
Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland.
Nephritic factor (NeF) of the alternative com-
plement pathway is an IgC autoantibody which stabi-
lizes C3bBb convertase activity and has been
detected mainly in sera from patients with mem—
branoproliferative glomerulonephritis (MPGN). In
order to study the production of NeF, mononuclear
cells isolated from the blood of patients with MPGN
and NeF activity in their sera were infected with
Epstein—Barr virus (EBV) to establish active
B lymphocyte cell lines. Using a modified NeF
screening assay (P C3 consumption), we detected NeF
activity in the supernatant of a B cell line de-
rived from a patient with MPGN Type II, but in none
of the supernatants of B cell lines derived from
normal individuals. NeF positive supernatants were
investigated for their ability to conserve clas-
sical or alternative pathway C3 convertase activity
using EAC3bBb and EAC4b2a stabilization assays.
These NeF positive supernatants stabilized C3bBb
convertase, but not C4b2a convertase, activity.
Studies of the supernatants using anti—human IgG
affinity columns showed that the NeF activity was
in the IgG fraction; furthermore, NeF antibody ag-
glutinated sheep erythrocytes coated with C3bBb,
but not C3b only. We conclude that this NeF pro-
duced by EBV transformed B cell lines is identical
to the conventional C3NeF in serum. In vitro pre-
paration of homogeneous NeF(s) should greatly
facilitate the studies of the role of these auto—
antibodies in complement dysmetabolism.
INFLUENCE OF LATTICE—SIZE ON THE DETECTION OF IgA
IMMUNE COMPLEXES BY POLYETHYLENE GLYCOL ASSAY.
H. jj*and A. Rifai* (Intr. by R. Verani).
Depart. of Path. and Lab. Med., Univ. of Texas
Medical School, Houston, Tx.
The size of IgA immune complexes (IgA—IC) plays
an important role in the pathogenesis of experi-
mental IgA nephropathy. Clinical assays employed
in the detection of IgA—IC, however, yield no in-
formation about the physical nature of such com-
plexes. The ability of different concentrations
(3.5%,5%, and 7% wlv) of polyethylene glycol (PEG)
to precipitate IgA—IC, with defined lattice—size,
was examined using covalently cross—linked 1251_
labelled IgA—IC. These complexes were prepared
with purified IgA anti—dinitrophenyl (DNP) anti-
bodies covalently cross—linked with the affinity—
labeling antigen bis—DNP—pimelic acid ester. Size
analysis of IgA—IC by gradient polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (CPACE) revealed a composition of
43% large—size (>2xlO6m.w.), 33% intermediate—
size (<2x1O6 m.w.), and a 25% mixture of dimer and
monomer IgA. The standard 3.5% PEG precipitated
only 19% of the large—size and less than 2% of
the intermediate—size IgA—IC. In contrast, 5% PEG
and 7% PEG precipitated 54% and 100% of the large—
size IC, respectively. The 7% PEG was also more
effective in precipitating intermediate—size IgA—
IC (37%) than 5% PEG (14%). The correlation bet-
ween PEG concentration and size of the precipi-
tated IgA—IC was further confirmed by GPAGE and
quantitative autoradiography of resolubilized PEG
pellets of discrete—size IgA—IC obtained by gel
filtration. These results show the 3.5% PEG is
insensitive assay and the use of 5% and 7% PEG
permits, respectively, the detection of large—
size or large— and intermediate—size IgA—IC.
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EPITHELIAL ORIGIN OF GLOMERULAR CRESCENTS
DOCUMENTED BY IMMUNOHISTOL.OGY. 3. Charles
Jennette & Cecilia G. Hipp*. U.N.C. Sch.
Med., Dept. Pathol., Chapel Hill, NC.
The origin of giomerular crescent cells
is controversial. We used immunofluores—
cence and immunoenzyme microscopy to
evaluate cellular crescents in 26 renal
biopsy specimens. Antibodies used most
often were 11 antibodies reactive with
renal epithelial antigens (URO—l, —2, -3,
-4, -5, -10 (Cambridge Research Labs]; HI,
Hil (W. D. Heizer, U.N.C.J; MBM—36
(R.J.Falk, U.N.C.]; BioGenex Labs anti—
cytokeratin; Labsystems PKK1 anti-cyto-
keratin); 2 antibodies specific for
mononuclear phagocytes (leu-M3 [Becton
Dickinson], 63D3 (Bethesda Research
Labs]); and antibodies specific for all
leukocytes, T lymphocytes, or B lympho-
cytes. Although minor populations of
macrophages were present in most cres-
cents, in only 1 of 23 specimens evaluated
with anti-macrophage antibodies were these
the predominant cell type. Antibodies
reactive with renal epithelial cells pro-
duced immunostaining of a majority of
crescent cells in 22 of 23 specimens
tested. Crescent cells shared antigens
with tubular and glomerular epithelial
cells, but their antigen phenotype often
differed from that of either normal
tubular or glomerular epithelial cells. In
conclusion, glomerular crescent cells are
predominantly of epithelial origin, and
include a minor number of macrophages.
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THE MYELOPEROXIDASE (MPO)—HYDROGEN PEROXIDE (H202)
—HALIDE SYSTEM: A NEW MEDIATOR OF GLOMERULONEPHRI—
TIS (GN). R.3. Sohnaon*, S.J. Klebanoff* and W.G.
Couser. University of Washington, Seattle, WA.
Neutrophils are mediators of several forms of
GN, probably through release of reactive oxygen
species, primarily H202. The mechanism by which
H202 causes renal tissue injury is unclear. We
postulated that MP0, a cationic protein present
in neutrophils and monocytes, may localize on a
charge basis in the capillary wall and catalyze
the reaction of H202 with a halide to produce hypo-
halous acid and oxidative tissue injury. To teat
this hypothesis, rats were infused in the left
renal artery with phosphate buffered saline (PBS),
MPO (0.5 ml, 9 units, 108 Jg) in PBS, H202 (2.0 ml
of 1O—3M) in PBS or MPO followed by H202. Follow-
ing perfusion with PBS, MPG or H202 alone, urine
protein excretions were 10 + 2, 8.4 + 1, 9.1
mg/24 hra respectively. However, when MPG was fol—
lowecJ by H202 perfusion, proteinuria increased to
33 + 7 mq/24 houra (pCOO5). Light and electron
micThacopy showed immediate localization of MPO
confined largely to the subepithelial space only
in MPO perfused animals and endothelial cell swel-
ling and epithelial cell foot process fusion only
in animals perfused with MPO followed by H202.When
free 1251 was added to perfusates, no significant
iodination occurred in glomeruli of rats perfused
with PBS, MPO, or H202 alone (10—170 cpm/38,000
glomeruli) whereas rats perfused with MPO—H202
incorporated 20—24,000 cpm per 38,000 glomeruli.
We conclude that reaction of H202 with MPO in
glomeruli results in halogenation of glomerular
structures associated with significant histologic
and functional GN. This new mechanism may be oper-
ative in GN mediated by neutrophils and monocytes.
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A 6OkDa DUPLET POLYPEPTIDE IN NOR1'AL RAT SERUM AND
60—68kDa POLYPEPTIDES IN gp 330—600 IN KIDNEY CON-
TAIN THE CROSS REACTIVE ANTIGENIC DETERMINANTS
AGAINST gp 330—600 AUTOANTIBODY OF HEYNAtTN NEPH—
RITIS. J. Kanalas* and S.P. Makker, Univ of Texa&
Hith Science Ctr., Dept. of Pediatrics, Div. of
Nephrology, San Antonio, Texas
Previously we reported the reaction of a rabbit
polyclonal antibody to gp 330—600 with antigens in
normal rat serum. Since heterologous, polyclonal
antibodies may have multiple specifities this study
was conducted to determine if 1)similar antigens
could be shown to be present using a more specific
reagent (autoantibody) and 2) if the reaction could
thus be further narrowed down to fewer antigen(s).
Autoantibody was obtained from sera of rats immun-
ized with gp 330—600 and affinity purified on a
column of Fx1A. Normal rat serum and gp 330—600
were electrophoresed by SOS—PAGE with 5% mercapto—
ethanol, transblotted to nitrocellulose (Western)
and the reaction checked by indirect Avidin—Biotin—
Peroxidase complex method. Autoantibody showed re-
action with a 6OkDa duplet polypeptide in normal
serum and with similar 60—68kDa duplet and an add-
itional 9OkDa polypeptide in gp 330—600. Normal
serum reactive autoantibodies were then affinity
purified on a column of immobolized normal rat ser-
um. The autoantibody eluted from the latter column
reacted with 60—68kDa duplet on Western blots of gp
330—600 further confirming the cross reactivity.
These results show that 1) normal rat serum con-
tains a duplet of 6OkDa polypeptide which reacts
with rat autoantibody to gp 330—600 and 2) the
6OkDa duplet polypeptide of normal serum and the
60—68kDa polypeptide of gp 330—600 contain the re-
spective cross reactive antigenic determinants of
serum and kidney antigens.
POLYUNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS (PUFA) DECREASE
ENDOTHELIAL CELL (EC) PRODUCTION OF PLASMINOGEN
ACTIVATOR (PA). K.S. Kant, J. Sexton,* P. Glas-
Greenwalt,* and V.E. Pollak. Dept. of Medicine,
University of Cincinnati Medical Center,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Nephritis in NZB/W and MRL-lpr mice responds
favorably to PUFA. In man eicosapentaenoic acid
(EPA) decreases cyclooxygenase (CO) and lipo-oxy-
genase (LO) metabolites in platelets, neutrophils
and monocytes. It also increases plasma PA and
decreases its inhibitor (IPA). In SLE nephritis
we reported decreased plasma PA and increased
IPA. As PA is produced by EC, we examined the
effect of PUFA on PA production by bovine aorta
EC (BAEC). Confluent EC in serum free medium
were exposed to varying (10, 30, 60 )ig/ml) con-
centrations of EPA, linoleic acid (LA) and
arachidonic acid (AA). The influence of CO and
LO metabolites was judged by pretreatment of the
cells with indomethacin (I) and nordihydro-
guiaretic acid (N). PA activity was determined
by a solid phase radiofibrin(ogen) lysis assay.
PA production was suppressed in a dose dependent
manner by both EPA and LA. The suppression by
EPA was reversed marginally by pretreatment of EC
with I or N, whereas that induced by LA was
decreased only with N. PA production was not
suppressed by AA except at 60 1g/ml and when the
cells were pretreated with N. We conclude that:
1) both EPA and LA are capable of suppressing PA
production from BAEC in-vitro; 2) both cyclo- and
lipo-oxygenase metabolites are involved in EPA
induced suppression, but only lipo-oxygenase
pathway products in LA induced suppression; 3)
the in—vivo effects of EPA on fibrinolysis appear
to be secondary to a decrease of IPA levels.
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EPIDERMAL BASEMENT MEMBRANE (EBM) ANTIGENS IN KIN—
DREDS WITH ALPORT'S SYNDROME. C Kashtan*, A Fish,
K Yoshioka*, A Michael. U of MN, Minneapolis, MN.
Alport's Syndrome (AS) is an hereditary disor-
der associated with structural defects of basement
membranes, the molecular basis of which is unknown.
Skin tissues from 24 members of 4 kindreds with AS
and from 7 normals were examined by indirect immu—
nofluorescence (IF) with and without denaturation
of sections in acid—urea. We tested reactivity
of EBM with serum from an AS patient who developed
anti—GEM nephritis in his renal allograft. This
serum (FNS) had a high titer of anti—GEM IgG by
ELISA and by IF on normal kidneys, but failed to
stain GEM in kidneys of 5 AS males. FNS produced
bright linear EBM fluorescence in 7 normal con-
trols and 9 unaffected males, but 5 affected males
demonstrated no reactivity of EBM with ENS and 3
showed minimal reactivity. Of 6 affected females
with microhematuria only, 1 had normal EBM reac-
tivity and 5 showed reactivity that was strikingly
segmental, with areas of bright fluorescence found
adjacent to nonreactive segments of EBM. In an
elderly female subject with renal failure, EBM
binding of ENS was diffusely reduced. Laminin and
type IV collagen were found in all EBM in an un-
interrupted linear pattern. In a 5th AS family, 2
affected males and 1 affected female had normal
EBM reactivity with ENS. We conclude that (1) ENS
identifies a normal EBM (and GBM) antigen which is
absent completely in affected males and incom-
pletely in affected females of a subgroup of AS
kindreds; (2) the distribution of the IF pattern
in these kindreds is consistent with X—linked
dominant transmission of a defective gene. We
propose that absence of this antigen is related to
the structural defects of AS basement membranes.
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CLONING OF RAT GLOMERULAR VISCERAL EPITHELIAL
CELLS (RGE) WHICH EXPRESS HEYMANN NEPHRITIS
RELATED ANTIGENS (HNRA) AND HEPARAN SULFATE
PROTEOGLYCAN (HSPG). BS Kasinath, AK Singh*, MM
Schwartz, VS Kanwar. Rush Medical College, North-
western Univ. Medical School, Chicago, IL.
Cultures of RGE allow study of HNRA and HSPG
metabolism at the cellular level. Epithelial cells
were cloned and grown in monolayers following iso-
lation from rat glomerular culture. The monolayer
had a cobblestone appearance and cells displayed
epithelial morphology. Electron microscopy re-
vealed microvilli and junctional complexes. RGE
grown to confluence in culture wells were tested
for HNRA by quantitative immunoperoxidase (IP)
using antibodies against crude Fx1A and gp600, the
purified form of HNRA. The A492 due to antiFxlA
binding to RGE was 2.69±O.1(SD) times higher than
control (P<O.OO1). Protein-A immunoblotting on RGE
homogenates showed that antiFxlA reacted With 2
bands in 200-330 KD region and with several bands
in 45-7OKD region. Antigp600 recognized a discrete
band in the 7OKD region, although it was not de-
tected as an immunoreactive cell surface antigen
by IP. HSPG on RGE could be detected by IP using a
specific antibody against HSPG of rat glomerular
basement membrane (J Clin Invest-in press). The
A492 due to antiHSPG binding was 1.62±O.O5(SD)
times higher than control (P<0.OO1). Conclusions:
(1) Cloned RGE in culture readily express Fx1A
antigen on the cell surface. (2) These cells also
express glomerular-specific HSPG. (3) gp600 is not
readily detectable as a cell surface antigen, but
clearly is present in cell homogenates.
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MALARIAL GLOMERULONEPHRITIS INDUCED BY PLASMODIUM
YOELII: A NEW M1JRINE MODEL. Sheila M. Katz, Carob
A. Long, William Weidanz. Hahnemann University,
Dept. of Path. and Lab. Med., Phila., PA.
Plasmodium yoelii, a cause of murine malaria,
induces systemic derangements of humoral and cell—
mediated immunity similar to those described in
man. By infecting Balb/cByJ male mice intraperito—
neally with 1x106 nonlethal and lethal strains of
P. yoelii, we produced murine glomerubonephritis
and defined the renal alterations by light, immuno—
fluorescence and electron microscopy. Six mice re-
ceived nonlethal P. yoelii and were sacrificed in
pairs at days 9, 12 and 15 after inoculation (Group
I). Pour mice received lethal P. yoelii and were
sacrificed in pairs at days 4 and 7 after inocula-
tion (Group II). Control animals who received only
buffer were sacrificed at each of the five test
intervals (Group III). Group I developed exudative,
proliferative glomerulonephritis by light microsco-
py. By immunofluorescence microscopy, all samples
of glomeruli of these animals exhibited florid and
granular deposits of IgC and C3, and weak linear
deposits of IgG and C3 were detected in two of the
five animals. Electron microscopy revealed elec-
tron—dense deposits primarily in the mesangium al-
though subepithelial and subendothelial electron—
dense deposits were present within the glomerular
basement membranes. Group II showed only mesangio—
pathy characterized by mesangial electron—dense
deposits and meaangial localization of IgG and C3.
Group III exhibited no abnormalities. We conclude
that glomerulonephritis induced in mice by P.
yoelii constitutes a new model of malarial gb—
merulonephritis which bears similarity to human
proliferative glomerulonephritis and human
mesangiopathy.
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AIITI—INTERLEUKIN—2 RECEPTOR ANTIBODY SUPPRESSES DE-
LAYED TYPE HYPERSENSITIVITY. V.E. Kelley, D. Naor*,
N. Tarcic*, G. GaultOfl*, & T.B. Strom, Dept. Med.,
Harvard Med Sch, Boston MA; Hebrew Univ, Jerusalem.
Delayed type hypersensitivity (DIM) injury is me—
diated by mononuclear leukocytes including activated
T cells and macrophages. Activation of these cells
is dependent upon stimulation of a clone of antigen
'-pecific helper T cells (Tb). As denovo expression
of the interleukin—2 receptor (IL—2R) is a neces-
sary step in the common pathway of T cell activation
we tested the hypothesis that a rat anti—mouse antI—
IL—2R as well as anti—Tb Nab may block DTH respon—
aes'. We examined the effect of these Mabs on DTH to
foreign antigen (trinitrobenzene sulfonic acid —
TNBS) and to syngeneic antigen (irradiated spleen
cells coupled to TNBS). Mice were immunized and
challenged 6 d later with these antigens and DIM
quantitated 24 bra later by footpad swelling. Mice
were injected from immunization thru challenge with
Sug anti—IL—2R Nab. Controls were given a nonbinding
rat 1gM Nab. Injections of anti—IL—2R reduced DTH
units from 47.2±4.6 to 28.2±2.5 (p<.Ol). Treatment
with anti—Th Nab did not reduce DIM more than anti—
IL—2R Nab (39.4±1.9 to 27.0+4.5, p<.O5). Specifici-
ty of the Nab to the IL—2R was shown by the ability
of an IL—2 T cell dependent line, but not resting T
cells which do not express IL—2Ra, to absorb IL—2
Nab activity. Thus, as expected, anti—Tb Nab blocks
DTH. Notably, anti—IL—2R Mab which reacts with re-
cently activated T cells, blocks DIM as effectively
as Nab that react with the entire Th subset. This
study indicates that targeting to specific activat-
ed I cells expressing TL—2R provide a discrete me-
thod of dampening T cell dependent inimune responses.
We believe that coordinating anti—IL—2R therapy with
antigen exposure results in specific clonal deletim.
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ANALYSIS AND INTERACTIONAL F1ELEVANCE OF SUPPRESSOR(Is) AND CONTRASUPPRESSOR (Tcs) T CELLS IN THE
SPONTANEOUS INERSTITIAL NEPHP,ITIS (SIN) OF kdkd
MICE. C. Kelly and E. Neilson, U. of P.,Phila.,PA.
We have previously reported that SIN in kdkd
Dice can be suppressed by I cells fron naive,
congenic CPA/Ca nice. Nephritogenic effector T
cells, which nediate delayed-type hypersensitivity
(DTH) to CBA/Ca renal tubular antigens (IBM) and
acutely transfer SIN when injected under the renal
capsule of CBA/Ca nice have been isolated from
nephritic kdkd spleen Spl), lynph nodes (LN), and
kidneys; they are antigen—specific, H_2Kk
restricted, Lyt—2 T cells. tIe have used this
0TH reactivity to IBM to analyze Ts and Tcs
regulatory defects in kdkd nice. 0TH effector
cells are demonstrable in kdkd Spl/Lfl by age 8 wk;
Spl/LM cells fron nice prior to H wks of age
suppress the 0TH response of cells from older nice
(DTH to 11111= 17.3±0.3 inches x lO with 16 v;k
kdkd cells vs. 5.6±1.2 with 16 wk adnixed with 6
wk cells). Effector cell presence and bypass of
suppression correlates with detectable, Vicia
Vi lose adherent (VV ) Tcs cells in older
nephritic kdkd Spl /LN (0TH to TBM16. 1±1.0 by VV
+ VV cells, 4.3±0.5 by VV cells, and 14.8±0.5
by aI-J treated VV cells). Dlii suppressor
function is also present in CBA/Ca Sl/LN; these
Is cells are antigen—specific, Lyt—2 , and I_JKf.
Suppressor function is dominant ((CPA x kdkd)F1
cells suppress) and restricted by j..jk (Bl0.BR,
B10.A4 B1U.5R) but not B1O.A(3R) suppress). The
Lyt—2 , I—J CPA/Ca Is cells are also disease
protective when transferred into kdkd nice prior
to disease onset (histologic severity; 1.?±O.4 in
recipients of Ts cells treated with oI—,J°+C vs.
3.O±U.3 following treatnent with aI—J5+C' vs.
2.6±0.1 in recipients of Ts cells treated with
c*Lyt-2+C , p<O.U5.) In sumary bypass of a Ts
mechanism which inhibits both tBM reactive cells
and disease expression, in the presence of Tcs,
marks the development of SIN in kdkd mice.
THROMBOTIC MICROANGIOPATHY (TMA): COMPARISON OF
PRIMARY AND TUMOR-ASSOCIATED RENAL LESIONS. Yasushi
Koitabashi*, Barbara Rosenberg, Howard Shapiro and
Jay Bernstein. Nm. Beaumont Hosp. , DeptS. of Anat.
Pathol. and Nephrol. , Royal Oak, Michigan.
The glomerular and vascular abnormalities were
compared by light, iamunofluorescence, and electron
microscopy in renal biopsies from 13 patients with
primary and 7 patients with tumor-associated TWA.
There were no clinical differences between the two
groups in regard to renal findings. The tumor
patients had been treated with mitomycin-C, methyl-
CCNU, and BCNIJ in differing combinations, The
lesions in both groups included variable glonierular
capillary ectasia and fibrin deposition, basement
membrane duplication, electron dense deposits,
mesangiolysis, and arteriolar thrombosis and pro-
liferation. The intensity of disease process was
greater, however, in tumor-associated cases, with
more severe degrees of glomerular microangiopathy,
meaangiolysis, and vascular disease. Glomeruli in
tumor-associated TMA sore often contained deposits
of fibrinogen, 1gM, and Clq, whereas glomeruli in
primary TWA more often contained C3. IgG and IgA
were present in only a few cases of primary NA,
some with cryoglobulinemia. MesangiolySis seemed
to begin as a loosening of mesangial matrix, fol-
lowed by loss of matrix and coming apart of the
mesangium. Mesangiolysis resulted in elongated
glomerular capillaries, with tufts of meaangium
protruding into the lumens. That abnormality is
bland and easily overlooked. The mesangium in some
specimens was replaced by nonargyrophilic, electron-
lucent accumulations of abnormal matrix that resul-
ted in a distinctive form of glomerular sclerosis.
The renal lesions in the two groups were qualita-
tively similar, differing only in degree.
MHC UNRESTRICTED CYTOTOXIC T LYMPHOCYTES. Alan
M. Krensky, Marvin Karasek*, and Carol Clayber-
ger*. Departments of Pediatrics and Dermatology.
Stanford University Medical Center, Stanford, CA.
1atching organ donors and recipients for
major histocompatibility complex products has
substantially prolonged transplant survival.
However, transplant rejection remains a signi-
ficant problem. There is good evidence that
allogeneic cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) play
a major role in allograft rejection. To
investigate the target cell antigens involved
in these responses, we generated allogeneic
CTL using different types of stimulator cells.
When B lymphoblasts were used, classical HLA
restricted CTL were derived. In three separate
systems using endothelial cells or tumor cells
as stimulators, however, unrestricted CTL were
generated. These CTL lysed all human target
cells tested except for autologous cells, some
tumor cell lines which do not express HLA
Class I molecules, and natural killer (NK)targets
such as K562. These CTL express CDO (OKT8/Leu2)
and CD3 (OIcT3/Leu4) but not CD4 (OKT4/Leu3)
or NE cell surface markers (Leu7, Leull). Lysis
by these NHC unrestricted CTL was not affected
by monoclonal antibodies specific for CD2
(OI(Tll/Leu5), CD3, CD4, or CD8. These findings
suggest that novel cell surface molecules
may mediate recognition and lysis by these
cells.
PREVENTION OF GLOMERULOSCLEROSIS (65) AND PROTEIN-
URIA (Pu) BY HYPERTENSION? A STUDY IN MILAN NORMO—
TENSIVE RATS (MNR) AND MILAN HYPERTENSIVE RATS
(MHR). K.KUhn*, A.Brandis*, P.Cullen*, E.Reale*,
U.Helmchen*, G.Bianchi*, Hannover Medical School,
W.—Germany and Milan University, Italy (introduced
by G.M.Eisenbach).
It is suggested that systemic hypertension is
associated with GS only when transmitted to the
glomerular capillaries. We studied this problem in
2, 8 and 14 months (mo) old MNR and MHR. Systolic
blood pressure (SBP) and proteinuria (Pu) were
measured. Renal morphology was studied after kid-
ney perfusion fixation and morphometric analysis
of the media thickness of interlobular arteries
(IA) and of the glomerular basement membrane was
performed.
8 MHR 7 164±2 --— 5.2±O.1 195±5 1.6
MNR 7 124±2 --— 4.0±0.1 198±7 10.0
14 MHR 8 173±7k 21+2 4.6+O.1 277±12 2.6
MNR 8 136±3 287±5 3.3+0.1 330±14 22.0
+ SEM, * p<O.O1, ** p<O.OO1
As a consequence of hypertension media thickness
(MI) of IA was significantly increased in MHR. In
contrast, GBM thickness (GBM—T) of MHR did not ex-
ceed that of MNR. Surprisingly, MNR but not MHR
developed GS and PU with age. We conclude that gb—
meruli of MHR might be protected against develop-
ment of GS and PU.
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DISTRIBUTION OF HEPARAN-SULFATE PROTEOGLYCANS IN
AMINONUCLEOSIDE NEPHROSIS. Brigitte Lelong*,
Hirofumi Makino*, John T. Gibbons* and Y.S. Kanwar
(Introduced by Francesco A. DelGreco). Dept. of
Path., Northwestern Univ. tied. Sch., Chicago, IL.
Distribution of heparan sulfate-proteoglycan
(HS-PG) of glomerular basement membrane (GBM) was
determined in aminonucleoside nephrosis by a com-
bination of imunofluorescence and tissue autora—
diography. Rats were rendered nephrotic by single
I.V. injection of puromycin aminonucleoside and
sacrificed 0,7,14, and 21 days after its adminis-
tration; at which time their 24 hr urinary protein
excretions were 1.1 + 0.4, 238.8 + 70.8, 253.5 +
88.6 and 250.8 + 51.6 mg/100 g of B.W. respective-
ly. Antibody to core—protein of HS—PG of GBM was
raised in rabbits (JCI, in press). The HS-PG dis-
tribution was studied by indirect or direct immu—
nofluorescence or by tissue autoradiography. For
indirect immunofluorescence, the cryostat sections
were made, immersed in antibody solutions fol-
lowed by staining with FITC conjugated anti-rabbit
IgG. FITC-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG was also util-
ized for direct immunofluorescence on kidney sec-
tions obtained from rats received I.V. injection
of anti—HS-PG. For autoradiography, [l2I]—anti-
HS—PG was given I.V. Grain density was determined
on 20 glomeruli in each group. No differences were
observed by immunofluorescence. Mean grain density
on the GBMs from rats sacrificed at 0,7,14 and 21
days were 15.80 + 2.97, 13.03 + 2.45, 16.53 3.82
and 16.78 ÷ 3.73 respectively; suggesting no dif-
ferences among any of the group. The qualitative
and quantitative data indicate that there is no
loss of HS—PG during the entire 3 week course of
aminonucleoside nephrosis.
LEUKOCYTE C5a RECEPTOR MODULATION DURING HEMO-
DIALYSIS (HO) AND FOLLOWING EXPOSURE TO DIALYSIS
MEMBRANES. S.L. Lewis*, D.E. Van Epps*, D.E.
Chenoweth*. U. of New Mexico, Albuq., NH and VA
Med Ctr. San Diego, CA. (intr. by K.D. Oardner)
Exposure of blood to HO meribranes results in
the activation of the comolenent system and the
qeneration of the chenotactic factor C5a. Flow
cytometry was used to analyze the binding of
fluoresceinated chemotactic factors (C5a, f-9et-
Leu-Phe—Lys {fMLPL), and casein) to PMN and riono-
cytes (PIN) isolated from norrial whole blood fol-
lowing passage through a hemodialyzer. Althouoh
there was no difference in the bindin' of casein
or fMLPL throuohout the 45—minute procedure, the
average percentage of PMN binding C5a dronoed from
95 to 61% and monocytes from 73 to 40%. In addi-
tional studies, blood samples were obtained fron
patients on dialysis. Analysis of the bindinn of
C5a, casein, and fPILPL by PMN or MN from ID na-
tients indicated there were no sinnificant differ-
ences at the 4 time intervals studied, then blood
samples from normal subjects or chronic HD oa-
tients were incubated in vitro with ID membrane
fibers, a loss of identifiable C5a receptors was
observed only in PMM from normal blood. These
studies indicate that C5a receotors on PNN and III
obtained from normal donor blood exposed to dialv-
sis membranes are specifically blocked or inter-
nalized. In contrast, even though PMN and MN from
HO patients are continuously exposed to C5a gener-
ated during the dialysis procedure, they do not
show a decrease in the binding of C5a. These
findings suggest that adaptive mechanisms function
in chronically hemodialyzed patients to modulate
the effects of excessive C5a generation during HO.
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mo rats N SBF'
mm Ho
2 MHR 8 169*3 27±2
MNR 8 1332 22±1
PU MT GBM-T %sclerotic
mg/day pm flm gbomeruli
4.1+O.1 156+2 03.5+0.1 153j4
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CIRCULATING IgG AND IgA ANTIGLOMERULAR
BASEMENT MEMBRANE ANTIBODIES ARE COMMON
IN CHILDREN WITH IgA NEPHROPATHY AND
HENOCH-SCIIbNLEIN NEPHRITIS.
Tommy Linné,Per Bygren,5Bo Cederholm*and Jdrgen
Wieslandei Dept. of Pediatrics, Rarolinska Institute,
St. Gdran's Children's Hospitel, Stockholm and Dept.of
Nephrology, Univ. Hospital of Lund, Lund, Sweden.
The IgG, IgA and 1gM antiglomerular besement
membrane (anti-GBM) antibody (reacting with antigens
solubilized from human GBM by extraction with
6 mol/l guanidine-HC1) titers were determined by
enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) in 13
patients with IgA nephropathy (5.2—25.8 years of
age; 0.5—12.3 years after onset), and in 10 patients
with Henoch-Schdnlein's purpura with glomerulo-
nephritis (HSGN) (6.4—13.5 years of age; 0.3-4.3
years after onset). All patients had kidney biopsies
with characteristic findings. High IgG and IgA
anti-GBM antibody titers were found in all four
patients with IgA nephropathy of short duration
(0.5—0.7 years), but only in a few patients with long
duration and low disease activity. Seven of 10 patients
with HSGN had elevated IgG and IgA anti-GBM
antibody titers. Anti-GBM titer elevations seemed
to be common also at longer durations, when the
only sign of disease activity was slight urinary abnor-
malities. Thus, increased amounts of circulating
anti-GBM antibodies are common in children with
IgA nephropathy and HSGN. Bowever, their pathogene—
tic significance is yet unclear.
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ROLE OF PLA1ELt ACTIVATIRG FACIOR (PM') IN ROPHROIOXIC
NI-IRITIS (Nm) 004]'HTRATFD BY A PM' RECI0R ANTAGO8IST.
bnuela Livio, * vhrina thrigi ,* Carla Zoja, * Gluseppe Renvzzi ,*
Carlo Patrono,* and Thllio Bertani* (intu. by Conrad L.
Pirani). t'hrio Nagri Institute, Bergass, and Catholic
University, Brine, Italy.
PM' can increase girserular penasthility to proteins and
induce aeaangial contraction. To evaluate the role of PM' in
fibrin and crescent formation in Bowman's space, we studied a
PM' receptor antagonist LESS-lw (kind gift of Dr. T. Y. then)
in rabbit tflN. Two groups of animals were considered, Group 1:
6 rabbits were given 1 el/Kg ofran anti—rabbit nephrotoxic
serun (Nm) at day 0. Group 2: 6 rabbits were given the NIB and
also received per os 10 ag/Kg of L653—180 twice a thy fran thy
0 to thy 12. Renal frncticrn (seawured as oreatirdne clearance)
and proteinuria (neasured with LEery sethod) were determined at
day 4, 7 and 12. Penal hiatelogj was exaained by lig)it,
inisnofluorescence and electron sicroaccpy at the end of the
esperinient (thy 12). The results are shown below.
Creeps thys Crest. clearance
al/sin
Proteinuris
ag/day
% gloacnnli with
fibrin or crescents
ms 4
7
12
3.04 0.42
0.92± 0.53
0.65 0.33
n.d.
2383± 720
1583 583
—
—
' 75
NISt 4
LESS-iSO 7
.__L2?
2.84±0.49 n.d. —
2.86 1.17* 1380 570 —
2.03 0.98*493 2&l**J 10 — 45
* p < 0.05 in reapect to SITS alone (t—Student teat)
** p< 0.02 in respect to ff15 alone (t-Student teat)
The beneficial effect of a PM' receptor antagonist suggests
that PM' can be a niediator of fibrin depceiticn and crescent
formation in NIP.
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF THE ACELLULAR
GLOMERULAR BASEMENT MEMBRANES IN IMMUNE—COMPLEX—
NEDIATEO GLOMERULONEPHRITIS. William B. Lorentz,
and Noel Weidner*. Oepts. of Pediatrics and
Pathology; Bowman Gray School of Medicine of Wake
Forest University, Winston—Salem, N.C.
Using a cellular digestion technique, we
extracted kidney basement membrane and employed
scanning electron microscopy to examine acellulsr
glomerulsr basement membranes (AGBM) from frozen
kidney biopsies of patients with various
immune—complex mediated glomerulonephrit ides.
This method revealed, in the AGBN, previously
unrecognized 3—dimensional patterns of pathologic
changes. To lupus nephritis (17 cases) the
patterns correlated with WHO subclass and included
epimembranous crater—like deformities with and
without immune— complex—like material, severely
distorted "moth—eaten" AGBN, and secondary
bssement membrane formation within glomerular
capillaries. In idiopathic meabranous nephropathy
(9 cases) these patterns correlated with stage and
included ridge—like trabeculae, irregular plaques,
reticulated crater—like deformities, and
perforsted endothelial AGBM surfaces. In
membranoproliferstive glomerulonephritis (MPGN) [5
cases] crater—like deformities punctuated
ridge—thickened AGBN in type II MPGN and were
clustered segmentally in type I NPGN. This
technique may prove useful as sn investigative and
diagnostic tool in nephropsthology.
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STIMULATION OF MESANGIAL CELL(MC) PROSTANOID(AG) SECRETION BY INTERLEUIKIN i(IL-i). O.Lovett, 0.
Gemsa*. and K.Resch.* Nied.Huchschule, Hannover,FRG,
and Oiu.Nephrology, U. Waehingtnn, Seattle,WA.
Macrophage(MP) IL-i, a polypeptide mediator of in-
flammation, is a potent stimulant of MC proliferation
and neutral proteinase release. MC release a cytokine
which shares many of the properties of MA IL-i, in-
cluding MC growth stimulation. Aa many of the actions
of IL-i are mediated by the induction of PG synthesis
by target cells, we determined the effects uf purified
MA IL-i(A) and MC IL-i(B) on MC release of PG in vitro.
A 60 mm incubation with i2.SU/ml A stimulated POE re-
lease: contr. i.58t.8 vs ii.2312.2*.(All data given as
pmol/ioOmicrog protein, meartsO;* for pC05.) The same
concentration of B (thymocyte assay titer) was less
active: 4.82±i.8*. At 24 hours of exposure, AGE release
was greatly enhanced: contr. 3.i.5 vs 8O±i2(A)*,9,72(B)*. The action of It-i was dose-dependent, with stim-
ulation found with as little as 1 .SU/ml A. In contrast,
at 60 mm the IL-i's inhibited prostacyclin(PGI) release:
contr. 2..4 vs 0.33t.4(A)*, O.36t.39(B)*. At 21, hours
there was a net positive stimuation of PGI release in
the treated groups: contr. 2.5t5 vs 4.322i.8(A)*, 3.76±
i.6(B)*. Purified IL-i's did not stimulate thromboxane
(Txb) secretion at 60 mm; i2.SU/ml of A induced a small
enhancement at 24 hours: contr. 5.3±.Bi vs 8.6±1.8*.
It is concluded that the purified IL-i's from MC and
MA are potent stimulants of primarily vasudilatory AG,
and in particular AGE. The local release of IL-i by MC
or MP during glomerular inflammation, with subseguent
generation of AG, may be responsible in part fur the
hemodynamic alterations observed in these disorders.
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THE SOLUBLE CYTOTOXIC FACTOR RELEASED FROM NEPHRI—
TIC GLOMERULI IS A PROTEASE. Robin P. Lowry,
Zbigniew Hruby*, Clark Forbes*. Royal Victoria
Hosp., McGill Univ., Montreal, Quebec.
While glomerular injury in the accelerated
autologous form of nephrotoxic serum nephrltis
(AA—NTSN) is linked to glomerular macrophage
accumulation, the factors responsible for promot-
ing macrophage localization are uncertain and the
nature of the link between macrophage accumulation
and glomerular injury remains to be established.
AA—NTSN was induced in LEW by inununization with
sheep gamma globulin (SGG) on day —5 followed by
I.V. infusion of a subnephritogenic dose of sheep
anti—rat GBM antibody on day 0. We have estab-
lished that glomerular injury is directly corre-
lated with anti—SGG antibody levels at the time of
induction and inversely correlated with delayed
type hypersensitivity (DTH) to SGG. In the pre-
sent studies we have shown that I lymphocytes are
not detectable in glomeruli of rats with AA—NTSN
using the OX19 monoclonal, a pan I cell marker.
In order to probe the molecular basis of renal
injury in AA—NISN, glomeruli were recovered and
cocultured with the lymphotoxin sensitive cell
line L929. Nephritic glomeruli induced signifi-
cantly greater killing of L929 than glomeruli
from control rats and this was inhibitable with
protease inhibitors TLCK (80—100%), aprotonin
(40—60%) but not catalase. The noxious effects of
nephritic glomeruli were shown to be mediated, at
least in part, by soluble factor(s) with molecular
weights of 160,000 and 65,000. Our data suggests
that humoral factors promote the glomerular accum-
ulation of macrophage in AA—NTSN and these in turn
exert noxious effects by release of soluble fac-
tors (i.e. proteases).
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GLOMERULOSCLEROSIS: A TRANSGENIC MOUSE MODEL.
K. MacKay,* L. Striker, C. Pinkert,* H. Kleinman,*
K. Bernsteln,* M. Lange,* A. Sayed,* G. Striker.
Dept. Vet. Path., U. Penn., Phila., PA, NIADDK
and NIDR, NIH, Bethesda, MD.
Transgenlc mice obtained by injecting fertili-
zed eggs with the early region of simian virus 40
have recently been described. Several lines of
mice were established using a construct which
codes for the large and small T antigen and their
enhancer. The SV Tag 188(8—1) line consistently
displayed choroid plexus tumors and progressive
scierosing glomerular lesions. Litter mates that
did not inherit the DNA had no lesions.
Kidneys were examined sequentially. The first
light microscopic lesions appeared at 8 weeks as
isolated mesangial thickening. Later, the glomer—
ular basement membranes presented irregular thick-
ening. Between 12 and 22 weeks focal sclerosing
lesions involved a large proportion of the glom-
eruli and were accompanied by tubular atrophy and
dilatation with proteinaceous casts, and by inter-
stitial fibrosis.
Seven endothelial and one mesangial clone have
been isolated from transgenic mouse glomeruli.
These cells required low concentrations of serum
for growth. After twenty passages they showed no
apparent phenotypic modulation. However, marked
changes in growth rate and morphology occurred
when the cells were plated on different sub-
strates.
This model provides an opportunity to evaluate
a glomerular disease which appears to be a conse-
quence of a genetic manipulation. It is possible
that the glomerulosclerosis results from a modi-
fication of the resident glomerular cells induced
by this manipulation.
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IORMTiL INDIVIEUALS EXPRESS IDI(YTYPE (Id) BEPRIG
AIY1OAN1IDIFS THAT ARE PRESENT IN HIGH FRUENCY
IN LURJS(SLE) PATIEIflS MP Madaio A Schatther* M
Schattner* PS Sch rtz* N Eng Med Ctr Boston Ma.
we have previously shown that patients with
active SLE express high levels of Id—16/6 1g. In
this study we examined the relationship between
Id—16/6 Ig and anti—DNA Ab in patients with
active SLE, and we determined whether normal
individuals express similar Ab. For this purrose
O.5m1 serum from 12 patients with active SLE and5. Ornl serum fran 5 normals were absorbed
individually with poly(dt) oellulose(to purity
anti—DNA Ab) ,and rabbit(R) anti—Id 16/6 searose(to purify Id 16/6 Ig) .Elevated levels of Id—16/6
Ig and anti-DNA Ab were present in all SLE sera.
After removal of all anti—DNA Ab from SLE sera
most of the Id—16/6 Ig was also removed. The
puly (dt) cellulose Ig eluates of SLE sera were
found to have both anti—DNA Pib and Id—16/6 1g.
Conversely, after removal of all Id—16/6 Ig most
of the anti—DNA Ab were removed fran SLE sera.
The R anti—16/6 eluates had Id—16/6 Ig and anti—
DNA Pb. Although there was no measurable anti-DNA
Pb in normal serum, we could isolate anti—DNA Pb
from each by absorption with poly(dt) cellulose.
The eluted anti—DNA Pb also had Id—l6/6 1g.
Similarly, we isolated Id—16/6 Ig fran all 5
normal sera with R anti—16/6 seitharose, and the
Ig had both Id 16/6 Ig and anti—DNA Pb activity.
We conclude that in SLE serum a large fraction
of anti—DNA Pb are Id—l6/6, and many of Id 16/6
Ig have anti—DNA Pb activity. In addition Pb with
similar Ag binding and idiotypic properties are
present in normal serum. These results suggest
that in SLE, there is an overproduction of
autoantjbodjes that are present in normal people.
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NEPHRITOGENICIIY OF ANTIBODIES TO HEPARAN SULFATE
PROTEOGLYCANS. Hirofumi Makino*, Brigette Lelong
John T. Gibbons* and Yashpal S. Kanwar. Dept. of
Path., Northwestern Univ. Med. Sch., Chicago, IL.
Nephritogenic potential of antibodies to hepa-
ran sulfate proteoglycan (HS-PG) of glomerular
basement membrane (GBM) was investigated. Antibod-
ies were raised against purified core protein of
the proteoglycans of the rat GBI1. A single immuno-
precipitation line in agar diffusion plate and a
single band (M.W. = 18,000) on the immunoblot au-
toradiograms were visualized. The antibody showed
precise reactivity with the GBIIs. The antibody
was intravenously administered into rats and their
kidneys examined at 1 hr to 1 month later. A lin-
ear immunofluorescence of GBM was observed with
rabbit lyG at all times while that of C3 was posi-
tive transiently. In spite of glomerular infiltra-
tion of polymorphonuclear leukocytes and monocytes,
focal mesarigial cell proliferation and knob-like
thickening of GBM, no significant proteinuria was
observed. Preimmunization of rats with rabbit IgG
with subsequent administration of the antibody re-
sulted in a dramatic proteinuric response. After
4-6 weeks, 100% of rats had significant protein—
uria (>100 mg/24 hr/100 gm 8W). Fine granular pat-
tern along the capillary wall with rat IgG and C3
by immunofluorescence and subepithelial deposits
by electron microscopy were observed. Rats sacri-
ficed before the onset of proteinuria were nega-
tive for rat C3. These findings suggest that anti-
bodies to the HS—PG se have weak nephritogenic
ootential and preimunization caused complement-
mediated in situ imune complex glomerulonephritis
by augmentation of the autologous phase.
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TRANSPLANCENTAL TRANSFER OF AUTOANTIBODIES AND DEV-
ELOPMENT OF HEINANN NEPHRITIS(HN) IN THE NEWBORN
RAT. S.P. Makker, J. Kanslss*, Univ. of Tx Hith Sci
Cntr, Dept. of Pedi., Div. of Nephrology, San
Antonio, Texas.
Pregnancy was induced in 14 Lewis rats that had
been earlier immunized with Fx1A to produce active
UN. Sera and kidneys of 108 newborns were studied
sequentially from day 1—wk 20 by immunofluorescence
for circulating brush border autoantibodies (BBAb)
and their localization in kidney. Following obser-
vations were made: 1) BBAb were present in aers of
all 14 mothers and newborns in each litter at del-
ivery. 2) Serum titers of BBAb increased from 1:2
on day 1, to 1:64 on days 14—28. 3) Antigen(s) re-
active to gp 330—600 measured by rsdioimmunoassay
was present in serum on day 1. 4) Invivo localiza-
tion of BBAb in kidney interestingly occurred first
in the brush border of tubules and was present on
day 1 snd increased to maximum on days 14—21. While
glomerular localization first appeared on day 14
and increased to maximum on days 28—42. 5) Pattern
of glomerular localization was similar to that seen
in sctive NM. 6) C3 complement localization in
glomeruli and tubules coincided with that of BBAb.
7) Spontaneous resolution of EBAb and C3 was seen.
Glomerular deposits resolved at 12—14 wk, except in
one rat where they were still present at 20 wk.
C3 resolution occurred earlier (28—42) than BBAb
(70—140) days. 8) EBAb were undetectable in sera
after 8 wk. 9) Abnormal amount of proteinuria was
not seen at anytime. The results suggest that the
antigen, gp 330—600 develops in glomeruli later
than tubules and the experiments provide new models
for the study of the fate of the transplacentally
transferred autoantibodies and the spontaneous re-
solution of the glomerular subepithelial deposits.
RENAL BIOPSY FINDINGS IN 65 TEENAGERS WITH PRIMARY
NEPHROTIC SYNDROME: A REPORT OF THE SOUTHWEST
PEDIATRIC NEPHROLOGY STUDY GROUP. M. Malagon,* R.
Hogg, F. Silva, UTHSC, Dallas, TX.
Clinicopathologic correlations in patients with
nephrotic syndrome (NS) have been made previously
in children and adults but not in teenagers. We
have therefore reviewed the clinical records and
renal biopsy reports of 73 patients (pts) who pre-
sented with features of NS, defined by proteinuria
accompanied by hypoalbuminemia (<2.5 gm/dl), after
their 12th birthday and were biopsied between the
ages of 13 and 19 yrs in the period 1975—84. The
mean age at the time of biopsy was 14.8±1.7 years.
The distribution between males and females was
similar (47%:53%). Gross hematuria was found in 9
of 68 pts (13%), while microhematuria (>5 RBC/hpf)
was found in 36 of 68 pts (53%). NS was found to
be secondary in 8 cases: 3 SLE, 3 IgA nephrop—
athy, 2 diabetes mellitus. Pathologic lesions in
the 65 pts with primary NS and in a subgroup of 47
of these 65 pts who were biopsied prior to the
institutution of treatment with steroids or other
specific therapy are listed below.
GLOM. PATTERN TOTAL UNTREATED
Minimal glom. changes 2O/65(U8%) 12/47 (25.5%)
Diffuse mes. hypercell. 3/65 ( 4.6%) 2/47 ( 4.3%)
Focal sclerosis 12/65 (18.5%) 8/47 (17.0%
Membranous GN 12/65 (18.5%) 12/47 (25.5%
MPGN I 9/65 (14.0%) 6/47 (12.7%)
MPGN II 1/65 ( 1.4%) 1/47 ( 2.2%)
Proliferative GN 6/65 ( 9.4%) 4/47 C 8.4%)
Crescentic GN 1/65 ( 1.4%) 1/47 C 2.2%)
Chronic GN 1/65 ( 1.4%) 1/47 ( 2.2%)
We conclude from these data that the distribu-
tion of pathologic findings in primary NS in teen-
agers differs from that in younger children.
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I—J SUPPRESSOR T CELLS (Ts) 1OPULATE EFFECTOR
CELL DIFFERENTIATION AND SUSCEPTIBILIIY TO
INTERSTITIAL NEPHRITIS (TIN), P.. Oanri , and E.G.
Neilson, Renal Section, Univ. at Penn., Phila., Pa.
We have previously reported that disease
susceptible nice immunized with tubular antigen
develop antigen—specific helper cells which, in
culture with naive feeder cells, preferentially
induce a nephritogenic Lyt—2 effector cell
producing TIN and delayed-type hypersensitivity
(0TH) to soluble tubular antigen (SRTA). If I—J
Ts cells are removed from the culture, both an
Lyt—2 and L3T4 effector cell energe. The
L3T4+ 0TH effector cell, however, lacks intrarenal
effector function and does not produce TIN. In
contrast, helper cells fron non—susceptible nice,
in culture, preferentially induce L3T4 OTt-I
effector cells (L3T4 + SRTI\ = 16.7 1.3 X iO
inches vs. Ly 2 + SRTA = 4.3 0.9; P < 0.001).
Removal of I—J Ts cells from these cultures again
allows both L3T4 and Lyt—2 cells to erierge, hut
only the Lyt-2 cells transfer TIM when placed
under the kidney capsule (Histologic severity(O-2):
Lyt—2 cells = 2.0 0.0 vs. 0.2 0.2 iron L3T4
cells; P < 0.001). Suppression of L3T4 cells in
susceptible mice requires an interaction between
antjgen, I—J splenic adherent cells (SAC), and
I—J Ts cells. Removal of I-J SAC allows hoh
effector cells to emerge (DJH to SRTA: Lyt—2
cells= 16.0 0.4, and L314 cells= 15.3 0.9 vs.
3.3 0.3 in controls; P < 0.001). Once educated
by SAC, howevr, Ts cells can suppress in their
absence. I—J suppression is functional, as
removal of Ts cells late in culture allows both
phenotypes to enere. Studies with cyanogen bronide
fractured antigen indiate that the preference for
the energence of Lyt—2 effector cells requires
intact antigen. Thus, susceptibility to TIN by
Lyt-2 cells requires a selection process during
effector cell differentiation dependent on the
molecular configration of antigen, and the
education of I-U Is cells by 1_jf SAC.
HETEROGENEITY OF TUMOR—DERIVED AND KIDNEY LANININ
IN THE RAT. Donna L. Mendrick and Helmut G.
Rennke, Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA
Murine monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) were used
to study the heterogeneity of laminin present in
the adult rat kidney and the antigen synthesized by
the yolk sac tumor (L2). Six MAbs were selected
for this study based on their reactivity by an
ELISA to collagenase—solubilized (CS) kidney lam—
mm. All 6 MAbs are positive by indirect immuno—
fluorescence microscopy (hF) and peroxidase immu—
nohistochemistry (PIHC) for basement membranes in
the adult rat kidney. Five of these MAbs selec-
tively immunoprecipitate a 22Okd band from an 1251
labeled, CS GBM preparation. Only three of the six
MAbs react with laminin synthesized by the L2 cells
in vitro or by the implanted tumor in the rat as
evidenced by hF and PIHC. These three MAbs speci-
fically immunoprecipitate a 44Okd in addition to
the 220kd band from the 125i. or 3H—leucine—labeled
L2 extracts. Immunoprecipitation of a CS prepara-
tion of the L2 tumor only revealed the 22Okd pro-
tein, similar in electrophoretic mobility to the
band obtained from the CS GBM. The three MAbs that
showed no reactivity to the tumor—derived laminin
however showed positive binding to basement mem-
branes of large host blood vessels within the neo—
plastic tissue by hF. Although heterogeneity of
rat and mouse laminin based on slight differences
in amino acid composition have been described
(Engvall et al. Arch Biochem Biophys 222:649,
1983), such a variation is not likely to occur
within a given species. Our observations therefore
suggest alterations In post—translational modifica-
tion of laminin in the tumor cells that result In
lack of Immunological reactivity with three of our
MAbs.
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HBL NEPHRrLOGEHIC ANTIBODIES(Ab) CROSS-BEACP WITH
MULTIPLE ANTIGEI'IS (Ag) AND SHARE A 111INANT
IDIGTYPE(Id). P Hiqliorini*, C Pankewycz', HP
fladaio. New Engl. tied. Ctr. Boston, NA.
HEL lpr/lpr (1) nice spontaneously proc4uce lupus
autoAb and die prematurely from ir&inune deposit
glaaerulonephritis. In this study we precisely
define the Ag binding properties and idiotype
nature of these nephritogenic Ab. For this
purpose, 578 ug of IgG were elute. from the
saline perfused kidneys of 24, 12 wk. old mice.
50% of the eluted Ig reacted with DNA; strong
reactivity was found with single stranded DNA,
poly(oT), poly(I), and poly(G). Moderate
reactivity was observed with ZDNA and DNA;
whereas, no significant reactivity was found with
poly(U), poly(C), poly(dC), native DNA, poly(A),
caro1ipin. or lipopolysaccharicie. Anti—Sm
actwity was observed in the Ig fraction Pthat had
no anti—DNA activity. The eluate Ig contained
the previously defined high frequency FL Id,
H130. Of particular interest, 11130 bearing Ab
were present amang both DNA binding Ab and An
that did not bind to DNA. A rabbit anti—id
serum vs. eluate Ig was prepared and it reacted
with 11130 Id—bearing monoclonal An.
In sunriary, neiritogenic Ig from [tEL/i bind
to multiple nucleic acid antigens, similar to
that previously observed in serum and among
monoclonal anti—DNA An. There is also a large
population of nelthritogenic Ab that do not bind
to nucleic acids; however, both An fractions
share lb cross—reactivity. These results imply
that a more lirriteci but related population of
autoAb nay be responsible for irisiune deposit
formation and that suppression of this related
family of An could prevent neptritis.
PATHOGENESIS OF HEPATIC NEPHROPATHY. Raghunath
P. Misra, LSU—Fledical Center, Department
of Pathology, Shreveport, Louisiana.
Pathogenesis of nephropathy and nephromegaly
associated with advanced liver diseases remains
obscure. Hypotheses proposed to explain
lack firm experimental evidence. Liver is
a rich source of gama-glutamyl-transferase
(GGT), and high serum levels of GGT occurs
in liver injuries produced by alcoholism
and infiltrative liver diseases. Unilaterally
nephrectomized Sprague-Dawley rats were injected
with partially purified GGT from liver homogenates
suspended in Freunds adjuvant. Proteinuria
was observed in one—third of the animals.
Light and imunomicroscopy revealed segmental
mesangial proliferative glomerulonephritis,
immune complex type. Similar glomerular
changes have been observed to occur in some
cirrhotic patients. The experimental model
developed appears to mimick glomerular changes
observed in clinical setting. It is possible
that liver cell damage releases microsomal
GGT in the circulation leading to activation
of autoimune mechanisms in the host. Subsequent
deposition of GGT—anti-GGT complexes in the
glomeruli produce pathophysiologic changes
in certain patient groups reported in the
literature.
EVIDENCE FOR A cAMP DEPENDENT PROCESS PROVIDING
THE PHOSPHATE GROUPS IN THE GLOMERULAR POLYANION
COMPLEX. Farhad Moatamed. VA Medical Center,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
To investigate the mechanisms of production
of the phosphate groups in the rat glomerulus,
three experiments were carried out. First exp-
eriment: one group of rats received 0.5ml saline
and three groups received puromycin aminonucleo-
side (PA) IP on day 0. On day 4, the 1st group
and one of the PA—treated groups received 5m1
saline and rats in the remaining two groups were
injected with 250mg cAMP and 500mg glucose-6—
phosphate (G6P) IP. Total urine protein (UP)
per 24 H was measured from day 0 to day 12.
Second experiment: Three groups of rats were
injected with PA on day 0. On day 4 they
received saline, 250mg cAMP, and 250 mg ATP re-
spectively. The 24 H UP and creatinine (Cr)
concentrations were used to calculate the UP/Cr
ratios. Third experiment: two groups of rats
received PA on day 0 followed by saline and cAMP
on day 4 respectively. On day 6, the animals
were sacrificed and Cr clearance was used to
determine the GFR. In first experiment, the PA
treated rats showed a slight proteinuria on day
4, sharply rising by day 5 and reaching the peak
by day 7 except for the cAMP treated group where
proteinuria appeared on day 8. Likewise, UP/Cr
ratios in the cAMP treated group remained at a
near normal level up to day 8. No difference in
GFR was noted between the two groups in the third
experiment. G6P and ATP had no effect on the
proteinuria. These results suggest that a cAtlP
dependent process provides phosphate groups for
anionic charge in the glomerulus and that cAIP
may have therapeutic potential innephrotjc synd.
PHOSPHATE GROUPS ARE ANIONIC SITES IN THE RAT
GLOMERULUS. Farhad 1oatamed and Nancy L. McLaugh—
lin*. VA Medical Center, Salt Lake City, Utah.
In order to demonstrate and quantify the poly—
anions in the glomerulus, uranyl acetate (UA) at
PH 5 was employed. Two groups of male Sprague-
Dawley rats were selected. One group was injected
with puromycin aminonucleoside (PA) at the es-
tablished dose and the other with O.Sml saline
intravenously. Two to 4 rats in each group were
sacrificed on days 0, 4, 12, and 24. Kidneys were
perfused with 0.111 acetate buffer at PH 5 (AB) for
1 mm., 1% UA in AB for 5 mm., AB for 1 mm., and
finally with Karnovskys Fixative (in Tris—acetate
buffer, not phosphate buffer) at pH 7.4 for 5 sin.
Without osinication, specimens were processed for
electron microscopy. All saline injected rats
displayed intense reaction on the surfaces of
epithelial and endothelial cells, in basement
membrane, and in mesangial matrix. The PA treated
animals on days 4 and 24, showed the reaction on
all cell surfaces and not in the basement membrane
or in mesangial matrix. On day 12, the reaction was
almost totally absent. Spot analyses of the
epithelial and endothelial cell surfaces, basement
membrane, and mesangial matrix by energy dispersive
x-ray analysis showed consistent association of
phosphorus with uranium in all locations in control
animals. Concentration of these elements had
diminished in basement membrane and mesangial
matrix on days 4 and 24 and was almost zero on day
12 in PA treated animals. The results of this
experiment suggest that phosphate groups play a
major role in maintaining the glomerular anionic
charge.
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INTERLFUKIN-2 (IL-2) IS MITOGENIC TO UNSTIMIJLATED
HUMAN PERIPHERAL BLOOD T-CELLS. Basab K. Mookerjee
and John L. Pauly*. VA Medical Cntr and Roswell
Park Memorial Institute, SUNY at Buffalo, NY.
Lymphocyte proliferation is believed to be tri-
ggered by 2 stimuli, e.g. the first "activation"
signal provided by specific antigens or non-speci-
fic mitogens and the second "proliferation" signal
provided by IL-2. We report here that IL-2 is a
potent mitogen for peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBM) of healthy human donors. The response
is specific in being completely reversible by the
anti-Tac monoclonal antibody (specific for the IL-
2 receptor). DNA synthesis peaks at days 7-9 of
culture at which time, it is comparable to that
with con-A stimulation. Monocyte depletion marked-
ly reduces the response, which can be fully resto-
red by provision of IL-i. Significant response is
seen at TL-2 conc. as low as lu/mi (1O-l2M). Re-
combinant IL-2 (Cetus Corp.) as well as 3 prepar-
ations of natural IL-2 are all mitogenic. PBM-
cells from human umbilical cord blood also respon-
ded to IL-2. Brief pulsing (3 hrs) of PBM-cells in
IL-2 (100u/ml) led to significant DNA synthesis on
day-7. Exposure of human PBM-cells to IL-2 also
led to the development of IL-2 receptors in such
cells detectable by binding of anti-Tac antibody.
This is detectable on day-4 of culture and peaks
on day-8. IL-2 induced prolife ration is not in-
hibited by cyclosporine in concentrations markedly
inhibitory to con-A response (1-lOOng/mi)
Conclusion: IL-2 provides the activation as
well as the proliferation signals for human T-
cells. IL-2 also causes the emergence of TL-2 re-
ceptors in such cells. IL-2 induced mitogenesis
requires IL-i (or macrophages) for its maximal
expression.
MINIMAL CHANGE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (MCGN) AND FOCAL
SCLEROSIS (FSGN) ARE ASSOCIATED WITH DIFFERENT MHC
ENCODED ANTIGENS. Get-hard A. Muller*, Manfred
Gebhardt*, Claudia Muller*, Jost Kompf**, Adalbert
Bohle*** and Taut Risler* (intr. by Bernd Sterzel),
*MSdfcal University Clinics, **Tnst. of Human
Genetics, ***Dept. of Pathology, University of
Tubingen, 7400 Tubingen, FRG.
MCGN often presents with a nephrotic syndrome
and sometimes may develop into FSGN. In the pre-
sent study 27 patIents (mean age 31 yrs) with MCGN
presenting with a nephrotic syndrome and 34 patients
with FSGN (mean age 44 yrs) were investigated for
an association with MHC antigens. Diagnostic renal
biopsies were done in all patients. HLA—ABC—DR—DQ—
MT antigens were determined in the lymphocytotoxi—
city assay using the well characteriaed antisera
and monoclonal antibodies of the 9th International
Histocompatibility Workshop. The antigen frequency
of the patients were compared to their occurence
in 186 normal healthy blood donors and the rela-
tive risk (RR) calculated. In addition Ef—alleles
of 23 patients with MCGN and of 28 patients with
FSGN were defined by starch gel electrophereais
(control group with 656 normal individuals).
67% patients with MCGN typed positive for HLA—MT3
(RR7,l; pe3J,Ol) and 44% were positive for HLA—DR7
(RR=4,5; pD,Ol). In FSGN no association with MHC
class II antigens was found but 24% of them
ecpressed HLA—Cwl (RR=5,1; p<O,Ol), and 14,3% were
homozygous for 5fF (RR=5,6; p<O,Ol), whereas
patients with MCGN showed no association to dis-
tinct Bf—alleles. The results show that MCGN with
a nephrotic syndrome and FSGN are associated with
different MBC antigens.
LIGHT CHAIN NEPHROPATHY SHOWING GLOMERULAR
CAPILLARY ANEURYSM DUE TO SEPARATION OF
AXIAL PORTION OF GLOMERULAR BASEMENT
MEMBRANE FROM THE MESANGIUM. Mehdi H.
Naqui*and Tetsuo Shimamura. St. Peter's
Med. Ctr.,Dept. of Med., New Brunswick and
UMDNJ—Rutgers Med. Sch.,Dept. of Path.
Piscataway, N. J.
A seventy—eight years old male was in
renal failure at admission. A light chain
nephropathy was diagnosed by renal biopsy
specimen. The glomeruli demonstrated pro-
minent aneurysmal dilation of capillaries
and mixed nodular and diffuse mesangial
sclerosis. The mesangium and peripheral
capillary walls fluoresced for kappa light
chain and revealed dusty or globular
electron—dense deposits. The deposits were
massive in the mesangium. The ultrastruc—
tural examination exhibited partial sepa-
ration of the axial part of glomerular
basement membrane from the mesangium
creating a pocket of space, the wal]. of
which wag partly lined by mesangium and
partly by the separated segment of the
glomerular basement membrane. At places
where the separation was advanced, the
axial part of the glomerular basement
membrane became almost completely separa-
ted from the mesangium thus nearly bridg-
ing the two adjoining capillary luimina.
In summary, the aneurysmal dilation of
glomerular capillaries observed in this
case is most likely due to separation of
axial portion of glomerular basement
membrane from the mesangial matrix.
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PROTECTIVE AND INTERACTIONAL EFFECTS OF TUBULAR
ANTIGEN-SPECIFIC SUPPRESSOR T CELL FACTOR (1sF1)
ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERSTITIAL NEPHRITIS
(TIN). E.G. Meilson, R. Mann*, C.J. Kelly*, and
M.D. Claynan*, Univ. of Penn., Phila., PA.
We have previously reported that tubular
antigen(SRTA)—derivatized lymphocytes will induce
a disease—protective suppressor T cell network
(Ts—1-Ts-2) in SJL mice immunized to produce TIN.
Ts—l cells only suppress TIN and delayed—type
hypersensitivity (DTH) to SRTA if present at the
tine of inmuniration, whereas Ts—2 cells only
suppress the fully formed nephrltogenlc immune
response. We have recently prepared a soluble
suppressor Zactor (1sF1) fron Ts—l cells (L3T4,
1-3 , RE—Id ) to evaluate its protective
effect and ability to induce Ts-2 cells, TsF1
effectively suppressed TIN when adninistered for
the first 2 weeks following innunization to
produce TIN (Histologic score (0—4); TsF1 = 0.80.3 (n=lO) vs. control = 3.8 0.1 (n7);
P < 0.001). TsF1 specifically suppressed 0TH to
SRTA (SRTA = 5.5 0.6 inches xlO vs. PP[) =
16.5 1.1 with control TsF1 response to SRTA =
19.0 1.5; P K 0.001). TsF1, characterized
using imunoaffinity chromotoraphy and DTH was
I—J, SRTA—binding, and RE-Id . By SDS—PAG
it comprises two chains of 62 and JO K N.M..
TsFi suppression of 0TH is 1—3, but not Igh—1
restricted. TsF1 also induces Ts—2 cells (Lyt
2 I—0, RE-aId). The induction requires a
Thy 1— antigen—presenting cell (APC), hut not
SRTA. TsF1—pulsed ARCs only induce suppression
by Ts—2 cells when the APC and the suppressed
recipient are I-i identical; that is, the 1—3 of
the APC, and not TsF1 defines the restriction of
Ts—2 cells (0TH to SRTA in SJL: Ts—2 suppressed
when TsFi was pulsed on B1O.HTT ARC = 7.3 1.4
vs. Bl0.S(9R) ARC = 20.6 1.2; P < 0.001). Thus,
TsF1 can not only suppress TIN and 0TH in an
antigen-specific fashion, but its presentation
also regulates the Ts—2 suppressive effect.
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MULTICENTER STUDY OF RENAL LESIONS IN ADOLESCENTS
WITH SYSTEMIC LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS (SLE): REPORT
OF THE SOUTHWEST PEDIATRIC NEPHROLOGY STUDY GROUP.
C.T. Nix', F. Silva, R. Hogg., UTHSC, Dallas, TX.
Extensive clinicopathologic studies of SLE have
been carried out in the adult population. Fewer
studies have examined the pediatric group and very
little information exists on renal lesions in ado-
lescent patients (pts) per Se. As part of an
overall study of renal biopsies in 318 pts between
the ages of 13—19 from 1975—1984, we gathered 56
SLE pts (age at clinical onset 14.7±1.8 yrs; 83%
females, 17% males); 43% of the pts were Hispanic,
41% white and 16% black. Gross hematuria (GH),
microscopic hematuria (MH), proteinuria (PR) and
the nephrotic syndrome (NS) were present in 16%,
67%, 84%, and 25% of the 56 pts, respectively.
The renal biopsies were subdivided into the WHO
classes: 11—6 pts, 111—18, IV—19, V—7, and V+IV—6.
Although MH was present in at least two—thirds of
the pts in each of the classes, GH was seen in
only 9% of pts in class II or V, but in 20% of pts
in the other classes. PR was noted in 70% of pts
in classes II and III, but was almost always pres-
ent (97%) in classes IV, V or V+IV. NS was pres-
ent in 1 of6, 2of 18, 6of 18, 2of6and3of5
pts in classes II, III, IV, V and V+IV, respec-
tively. The majority of pts with the more severe
classes of SLE (i.e., III, IV or V+IV) did not
have GH or NS, and several pts in these more se-
vere WHO classes did not have MH. We conclude
that 1) SLE constitutes a major reason for renal
biopsy in pts of the adolescent age group, 2) over
three-fourths of such pts hav& one of the more
severe WHO classes of lupus nephritis, and 3)
Hispanic females represent a high percentage of
SLE pts with renal disease in our area.
DISTRIBUTION OF tgG SUBCLASSES IN IDIOPATHIC
MEMBRANOUS CLOMERULONEPHRITIS. No1, L.H.*,
Monteiro, R.C.*, Droz, D.*, & Lesavre, •*, Dept.
of Nephrology, INSERM U25, Hpital Necker, Paris,
France. (Introduced by G.S. Hill)
The distribution of IgC subclasses among the
glomerular deposits in human membranous glomerulo—
nephritis was examined in 18 patients by indirect
immunofluorescence with subclass specific mono
clonal antibodies (anti—IgGl:clone NL16; anti—
IgG3:clone ZG4; anti—IgC4:clone RJ4; anti—IgG2:
clone HP6014 from G.B. Reimer). Ten patients are
presented below.
Pts. I1 Ig92
1 + —
IgG3 IgC4 C3 Clg k. ?.
— + — + +
2 + — — + — ad nd
3 — — — + nd nd
4 — — — + — — +
5 + — — + + + + +
6 + + + + + + + +
7 + — + + + — nd nd
8 + + + — + + + +
9 + — — + + — + +
.±
— — + — — + +10
(+: Strong fixation; +: weak; ad: not done)
A very similar distribution was present in patients
11—18. Elution with citrate buffer, pH 3.2, was
performed in patients 4—10. In each case the IgG's
were eluted irrespective of their subclasses.
In conclusion: 1) There is a difference between
the distribution of IgG subclasses in normal plasma
and that in immune deposits in membranous glomeru—
lonephritis; 2) The subclass restriction (predom-
inantly IgGI and IgG4) does not correspond to a
light chain restriction, since k. and 7.. were
present; 3)The IgG's present in the immune deposits
were eluted irrespective of their subclasses,
AUTOANTIBODY (cAN) SUBCLASS RESTRICTION IN
GOODPASTURE SYNDROME (oPs). NoBl, L.H.*,
Touchard, G.*, Droz, D.*, Aucoutrier, P.,
Preud'homme, J.L.*, & Lesavre, •* Dept. of
Nephrology, INSERII 1325, Paris, and Dept. of
Immunology, Poitiers, France. (Intr. by G.S. Hill).
IgG subclasses of bound and circulating anti
glomerular basement membrane antibodies (a—CBM AB)
in GPS have been determined by indirect immuno—
fluorescence with specific subclass monoclonal
antibodies (mAN) (anti—IgCl:clone NL16; anti—IgG3:
clone ZG4; anti—tgG4:clone RJ4; anti—IgG2:clone
clone HP6014 from G.B.Reimer) in 11 patients.
Pts. IgGi IgG2 lgG3 IgG4 C3 Clq I )
1 + — + t — ad nd
2 + — + — ad nd
3 + — — +
.±.
— nd ad
4 + — + — — + +
5 — — — + — — + +
6 + — — — — + +
7 + — — — ad ad
8 + — + — + — ad ad
9 + — — — — — nd ad
10 +
.± — + + — + +
11 + — — + — + +
+: Strong fixation; +: weak; nd: not done)
IgG subclass serum levels performed in pts 1—6
were normal. IgG subclass distribution of
circulating a—GBM Ab, obtained in pta 1,2,3, &10
was identical to that of linear renal deposits.
These results show a clear aAB heavy chain subclass
restriction in GPS. It is unlikely that the aAB
restriction was due to the low affinity of the
anti—IgG2 and anti—IgG3 used in this tudy since in
lupus nephritis (results not presented here), we
found that the deposits constantly contained IgGI,
IgG2, IgC3, and very faintly, if present IgG4.
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C6 DEPLETION DIMINISHES PROTEINURIA IN EXPERIMEN-
TAL MEMBRANOUS NEPHROPATHY (MN) INDUCED BY AN
EXOGENOUS ANTIGEN. R.F. Ochi,* R.3. Johnson,*
P.3. Raker, S. Adler, and W.G. Cou8er. Univ.
of Washington, Seattle, WA.
Proteinuria in experimental MN induced by
antibody to a fixed epithelial cell antigen
(passive Heymann nephritis) is abolished by
selective depletion of rat C6 implying mediation
by a C5b—9 complement mechanism (din. Res. 33:
475A, 1985). To test if' this mechanism is opera-
tive when subepithelial immune complex deposits
are induced with an exogenous antigen, we studied
a model of MN Rroduced by renal artery perfusion
of cationized 1311 human IgG (Ag) followed by
antibody (Ab) to IgG trace—labelled with 1251.
Anti—rat C6 was produced in goats, and 7 experi-
mental rats were depleted of C6 (C6d) to levels of
less than 3% of initial values in 15 of 21 serial
measurements from 8 hrs before to 48 hours after
induction of MN. Five control rats received
equivalent mnounts of non—antibody goat 19G. Mean
C6 hemolytic activity in controls exceeded 100%
throughout the study. The mean C3 level measured
over 2 days was 105 + 6.5% in C6d and 88.3 + 4%
in controls (p > .057. The 2 groups had simTlar
glomerular deposits of 1311 antigen (C6d 9.1 + .7
j9/38,O0O glomeruli; control 9.8 + 9, p > .5) and5i Ab (C6d 104 + 10 p9/38,000 gTomeruli; control
80 + 9, p > .1). However, the C6d animals had
significantly less proteinuria at 24 — 48 hrs (C6d
34.7 + 5 g/day; controls 65 + 10, p < .02).
We conclude that a terminaT complement mechan-
ism probably involving the C5b—9 membrane attack
complex participates in mediating this model of MN
induced with an exogenous antigen.
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HUMAN MEMBRAMOUS LUPUS(SLE) AUTOANTIBODIES CROSS-
REACT WITH MULTIPLE NUCLEIC ACID ANTIGENS (Ag) AND
PHOSPHOLIPIDS. OG PankewIcz,* A Ucci,* MP Madaio,
New England Med. Cntr. Boston, MA.
The nephritogenic antibodies (Ab) in human lupus
inembranous nephropathy have not been well char-
acterized. For this purpose we eluted Ig from the
kidney of a 28 year old woman with SLE who under-
went nerectomy for renal abscess. At the time,
serum creat=l.2mg% and urine protein=5. 9gxns.
Histological exam demonstrated typical changes of
membranous nephropathy with mild inesangial
expansion; subepithelial deposits predominatedbut there were also mesangial deposits. 746 ug
Ig were eluted from 10 gins of uninfected kidney
cortex. The eluate Ig did not react directly
with native(ds)DNA; however, it reacted strongly
with denatured(ss) DNI. This eluate Ig—sSDNA
interaction was inhibited by niiltiple antigens:
Antigen 50%Inhibition* Antigen 50% Inhibition*
SSDNA 1.0 EDNA 0.48
Poly(dG) 0.003 Poly(I) 3.0
Poly(dC) 0.003 RNA 3.0
Cardiolipin 0.003 daLNA 38.0
Poly(G) 0.14 Poly(U) >1000
Poly(C) 0.48 Poly(A) >1000
*..the relative concentration of competitor giving
50% inhibition compared to ssDNA itself. Of
particular interest, the ospholipid
cardiolipin was an excellent inhibitor.
In suininsry, An isolated from a SLE membranous
kidney react with multiple nucleic acid and
phosolipid antigens. This cross—reactivitypresumeably occurs via binding of the An to an
epitope that is shared by these molecules. This
determinant omst likely includes the diester
osphate groups which is oomnmn to them.
NEPHROTIC SYNDROME ASSOCIATED WITH FOCAL AND SEG-
MENTAL GLOMERULAP. SCLEROSIS (FSS) AS A PRODROME
OF AIDS: REPORT OF 7 PATIENTS. Victoriano Pardo,
David Jaffe*, David Roth*, George Hensley*,
Margaret Fischl*, and Jacques J. Bourgoignie. VA
Med. Ctr., and Univ. of Miami, Miami, FL.
Seven undiagnosed AIDS patients with a nephrot—
ic syndrome were biopsied prior to the advent of
opportunistic infections. The time from biopsy to
definitive diagnosis ranged from 3 to 18 months.
Four had at least one risk factor for AIDS and
two of these were IV drug abusers. Two had gener-
alized lymphadenopathy. Three cases had repeat
biopsies and/or autopsy tissue.
Early renal lesions consisted of changes of FSS
with areas of reactive epithelial cells which ex-
hibited ballooning and acidophilie cytoplasmic
droplets. There was an associated tubulo—inter—
stitial nephritis with a predominant T lymphocyte
infiltrate which had an inverted helper/suppres-
sor ratio in 4/4. In late stages, the kidneys were
large and edematous. Glomeruli displayed sclerosed
lobules with focal distension of uriniferous
spaces. The parenchyma was virtually replaced by
markedly dilated tubules containing large convo-
luted casts with scalloped margins, focal varie-
gated densities and RBC's. These lesions predomi-
nated in the medullary rays.
Altogether, these biopsy findings in nephrotic
patients may be distinctive of AIDS in subjects
who have not yet developed unequivocal opportun-
istic infections.
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LIGHT CHAIN DEPOSITION DISEASE(LCDD) DEFINED BY
IMMUNOLABELING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY(EM). R.Paulm,
G.A.Herreram, E.A.Turbatm, G.Viale*, P. Del'Orto',
0. Coggi* and J.Work. Nephrology Research and
Training Ctr. and Dept. of Pathology, University
of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Al.
LCDD is characterized by the deposition of
monoclonal light—chain determinants, either kappa
or lambda, as demonstrated by immunoflourescence
microscopy(IF). The prevalence of LCDD has
probably been underestimated in part beoause of
the requirement for fresh frozen tissue for IF.
Also, with IF the ability of specifically
localize deposits is limited. Epon—einbedded renal
tissue from five patients with LCDD renal
involvement was examined by EM after immuno-
labeling with gold particles. An indirect staining
procedure employing commercially available rabbit
anti—kappa and anti—lambda antibodies and 20 nm
gold particle labeled goat anti—rabbit IgG serum
followed by routine EM staining was used. Control
sections were incubated with normal rabbit serum.
In each case immunolabeling provided a direct
demonstration that the amorphous, granular
material present in the mesangium and subendo—
thelial spaces of these patients' gloineruli
contained light chains. Specific localization of
the deposits to ultrastructural compartments could
be determined. The technique is applicable to
fixed and preserved tissue, and thus offers an
opportunity to retrospectively review biopsies in
order to recognize and localize light chain
deposits.
ISOLATION AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF RENAL
ANYLOII) LAMBDA II LIGHT CHAIN SUBGROUP
Maria Picken. Gloria Gallo, and Bias Frangione.
NYU Med. Ctr. Dept. of Pathol. New York, N.Y.
Amyloid Is a heterogeneous fibrillar protein
which can generally be distinguished In tissue
deposits as amyloid A (AA protein—related,) or
AL—lambda or AL—kappa (related to nonoclonal
light chain or its subunit) by immunohistochem—
ical methods (Feiner, at al). The present study
describes the chemical characterization of any—
bid in kidney which was not recognized by
standard antisera, from a patlebt with an immuno—
cytic dyscrasia, whose bone cells in culture
synthesized excess lambda light chain tecramers
and after reduction and alkylatlon showed monomer
and a smaller fragment approximately 10—12000 D
(Buxbaum Am. J. Med. 67:867, 1979). A fraction of
similar molecular weight to the smaller fragment
in the extracted amyloid fibrils was shown to be
homogeneous, and reactive with anti—lambda, but
not anti—kappa or anti—Am, antiserum in immuno—
blot analysis. The amino acid composition and
partial sequence analysis demonstrated corr-
espondence to the V—region of the lambda light
chain subgroup.
In summary, isolation and chemical characterizat-
ion of amyloid fibrils is necessary for the class-
ification of amyloid in cases that are not recogn-
ized by standard antisera, and for determination
of the primary protein structure, in the case of
AL amyloid, the precise light chain subgroup. Such
studies allow comparision of the protein synthesi-
zed and deposited, and may provide clues regarding
their accumulation in the kidney.
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THE ROLE OF DIETARY PROTEIN IN ThE DEVELOPMENT OF
GLOMERULAR STRUCTURAL ALTERATIONS IN LONG TERM EX-
PERIMENTAL DIABETES MELLITUS. Helmut G. Rennke,
Deborah Sandstrom*, Roberto Zatz, Timothy W. Meyer,
R. Scott Cowan*, and Barry M. Brenner. Brigham and
Women's Hospital, Boston, MA.
Streptozotocin—induced diabetes mellitus in the
rat results in hemodynamically mediated progres-
sive glomerular injury characterized by albuminuria
(Ualb) and segmental glomerular obsolescence (SS),
(PNAS 82:5963, 1985). We now report results of a
morphometric analysis performed in 4 groups of ani-
mals followed for 12 month:moderately hyperglycemic
rats on a diet containing either 50 or 12% protein
(D50, D12) and non—diabetic controls on similar
diets (N50, N12). Average GEM thickness (th),
glomerular volume (Vg) and mesangial volume (Vm)
are shown below 1mean±EM1.
th VgxlO° VmxlO5 SS Ualb
(n) nm pm3 pm3 %
D5O (6) 329±10 2.26±.17 2.67±.32 19.6±3.9 196±35
N5O (8) 289±12 1.6O±.O7 1.81±.15 2.1±1.4 29±9
D12 (7) 283±8 1.66±.O9 1.88±.14 2.3±0.4 18±3
N12 (9) 258±5 1.29±.O6 1.36±.08 0.7±0.2 1±.2
For all parameters listed only the differences be-
tween D50 vs N5O and D5O vs D12 reach statistical
significance by ANOVA. The structural alterations
are maximally expressed in D50, a group with high-
est Ualb and SS. In contrast, an effect of the
dietary protein in control animals and of the dia-
betic process in the low protein groups on these
structural parameters is less pronounced as judged
by the lack of statistical significance calculated
for the difference in mean values. We conclude
that GBM changes and glomerulosclerosis in experi-
mental diabetes in the rat are modulated to a great
extent by dietary protein intake.
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ENHANCED RENAL Is EXPRESSION IN MURINE AUTOINMIJNITY
L. Romeo, G. Mazoujian J. Dolbashian*& V. Kelley,
Dept Path & Med, Brigham & Women's Hosp, Boston MA.
Expression of Ia antigens is required to initi-
ate an tmmune response and can be induced by T cell
products. We previously reported enhanced Ia ex-
pression by extrarenal macrophages (MØ) in autolin—
mune MEL— (H_2k) mice. In this study we deter-
mined which cells in the kidney were bearing Ta an-
tigens. Single cell suspensions of renal cortex
were dual labeled with fluorescent probes — MØ spe-
cific monoclonal antibody (Nab) MAC—l conjuated
with fluorescein and biotinylated Nab to Ia tagged
with avidin Texas Red.
Urinary protein (mg/24 hr) % Ia+ % MAC_l+
MEL—H- 0.2 7 4
MRL—lpr 9.2* 34 23
*pathologjc>l.2, 4 mice each point, +200 cells
Proteinuric MEL—p mice had increased numbers of
N and cells expressing Ia in the cortex as comp-
ared to the normal MEL—H- strain. The % of MAC—l
cells expressing Ia was 52%, while the % of cells
bearing Is expressing MAC—l was only 26%. To deter-
mine the location of these cells, frozen sections
were incubated with purified, biotinylated Nab and
processed for immunoperoxidase. In MEL— mice, Is
antigens were detected predominantly on perivascu—
lar mononuclear cells and within tubular epithelium
and, to a lesser degree, on vascular endothelium,
within glomeruli and their capsules and focally in
the interstitium. Notably, T lymphocytes accompa-
nied Ia bearing cells. Thus, Mø displaying Ia anti-
gens contribute to but are not the exclusive source
of enhanced renal Ia expression. As induction of Ta
is a T cell mediated event, we suggest that unregu-
lated lymphokine secretion is instrumental in the
pathogeneals of renal disease.
MORPHOLOGICAL DIAGNOSIS OF ACUTE TUBULAR
NECROSIS (ATN) BY ENHANCED AUTOFLUORESCENCE.
Luis Salinas—Madrigal and drib Sotebo_Avila*,
Department of Pathology, Cardinal Glennon
Children's Hospital and St. Louis University
School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri
The histologic diagnosis of ATN frequently
poses considerable difficulty, especially in the
early phases, and in postmortem material in
which autolysis is commonly present.
Recognition of ATN is of considerable clinical
importance in evaluating the nephrotoxicity of
several widely used therapeutic agents. This
study aims to assess the value of enhanced
autofluorescence in the diagnosis of ATN. The
method has been shown to be useful in the
identification of myocardial infarcts. Twelve
patients with histologic and clinical diagnosis
(oliguria <250 ml/24 hrs; BUN >30 mg/dl; serum
creatinine >2.0 mg/dl) of ATM were selected.
The ages ranged from 1 day to 18 years; in all,
severe hypotenslon of various causes was
detected from 15 hours to 7 days prior to death.
In all these patients, bright yellow
autofluorescence was observed in the necrotic
tubules in H&E sections examined under
fluorescent light with excitor and barrier
filters. Six human kidneys of patients dying
suddenly in accidents and undergoing autolysis
from 6 to 40 hours were used as controls. These
control kidneys invariably exhibited a dull
olive—green autofluorescence, quite different
from that shown by the necrotic tubules. The
mechanism of the enhanced autofluorescence is
not clear. It is concluded that autofluorescent
light examination of H&E kidney sections allows
accurate recognition of ATN.
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SUPPRESSOR CELL ACTIVITY MAINTENANCE FACTOR
(SCAMF): A LINK BETWEEN HELPER AND SUPPRESSOR T
CELL DIFFERENTIATION. D. Salomon C. Kwok'
L. Pickard' and C. Carpenter. Univ. of Florida,
Gainesville; Brigham & Women's Hosp., Boston, MA.
A key element in successful transplantation is
the development of unresponsiveness to donor anti-
gens mediated by specific suppressor I cells (1 ).
Yet, the signals required for I differentiaton
are unknown. This is a critical ap in our under-
standing of immunoregulation and transplant rejec-
tion. We have used the rat mixed lymphocyte
response to investigate the generation and kinetics
of antigen specific T . T activity in the MLR
demonstrates a distinct peaI 72 hr after the peak
of helper I cell (Th) activity, and T separated by
monoclonal antibodies and cultured ii fresh media
lose activity within 24-48 hr. This suggests that
Th provide a signal requisite for T function. That
ws proven by maintaining I actiity for over 96
hr in secondary cultures stpplemented with acti-
vated Th or cell free supernantants harvested from
the MLR after only 2 days of culture. This assay
defines SCAMF activity. SCAMF activity was stable
at 56°C for 2 hr, and could not be replaced by
stimulator cells, purified IL2 or ILl. SCAMF
kinetics in the MLR are distinct, peaking at 24—48
hr, while 1L2 appears at 48 and peaks at 72 hr.
T activity of cells irradiated prior to secondary
clture cannot be maintained by SCAMF, suggesting
that proliferation is required. Inactive I after
48 hr of culture in media will regain ativity
after 24 hr culture in SCAMF suggesting the expres-
sion of SCAMF receptors by a T precursor. We
conclude that SCAMF is a new lympokine produced by
Tk and required for the differentiation and mainte—
nnce of Is activity.
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GENERATION OF AIJTO-ANTT-IDIOTYPIC ANTIBODIES IN
THE BROWN NORWAY RAT MODEL OF HgCl3-INDUCED
ANTI-GBM GLOMERULONEPHRITIS. Judith Savige and
C.M. Lockwood (intr. by Dr. B. Scribner), Royal
Postgraduate Medical School, London, U.K.
HgC12 given at 1mg/kg to Brown Norway rats on
days 0,2,4 and 7 results in cyclical development
of a range of autoantibodies including those
binding to GBM. Levels of circulating abs and
immune complexes (CIC) peak at day 11, with a
second smaller peak at days 23—25. Anti—idjO—
typic abs to anti—GBM abs were sought in
sequential serum samples of 5 SN rats over a
period of 28 days, using anti—GBN ab eluted from
the kidneys of day 14 rats. Eluted ab was radio—
labelled with 125i (2.5 x 106 cpm/mcg), pepsin—
digested, and the resulting F(ab)2 fragment used
as a probe in a precipitation assay with 4% PEG.
Contaminating solubilised GBM was present in very
low concentrations On SDS—polyacrylamide gels, but
was inactive after radiolabelling and pepsin
digestion. No peaks of auto—anti—idiotypic ab
activity were found: at day 11 (mean no. cpm pptd
(N) -4-. SD = 14,405 + 4221 compared with 8375 536
at day 0; p< 0.01) and a second smaller peak at
days 21—25 (M = 9715 + 1407; p=NS). Cyclophos—
phamide (Cy) at 20mg/kg given at day 0 prevented
development of anti—GBM abs and dC at day 11 in
8 animals compared with 6 controls given HgCl
alone (p< 0.01) and partly reduced the levels of
anti—idiotypic abs to anti—GBM antibody (N
10,887 + 2166 cf 15,561 + 2679 cpm; p=NS). We
conclude that circulating anti—idiotypic abs in
this polyclonally activated system show similar
kinetics to the corresponding ab and their gener-
ation is also Sensitive to Cy.
REDUCED IGA—SECRETING MONONUCLEAR CELLS IN THE BLOOD
FROM PATIENTS WITH IDIOPATHIC IGA NEPHROPATHY(IgAN)
AFTER TONSILLECTOMY. F ,P Schena*,G.Mastrolitti*,A.R.
Fracasso*,A.Psstore*(intr. by S.N. Emancipator).
2nd Medical Clinic, Polyclinic, Sari, Italy.
Peripheral blood mononuclear cells secreting IgA,
IgG and 1gM were quantitated in 35 patients (pts)
with I5AN utilizing a protein A plaque assay. The
mean value of IgA plaque6forming cells(PFC) in the
pts with IgAN was 418/10 lymphocytes which was sig-
nificantly higher(p<O.005) than the mean control
value of 216. By contrast,IgG and 1gM PFC were pre-
sent with normal frequency. 14 of these pta were
studied during the acute phaae of the disease(gross
hematuria following upper respiratory tract infection).
In this phase the mean frequency of IgA PFC was sig-
nificantly higher than the mean observed during the
remission phase (p<0.05).It correlated significantly
with IgA serum levels(r=0.4256,p<0.05), whereas no
correlations were found with high values of IgA com-
plexes and low Fe and C3b monocyte phagocytic func-
tion. 5 pta with recurrent episodes of gross hema—
tuna due to upper respiratory tract infections were
controlled 2 months after tonsillectomy and they
showed a drastic reduction of IgA PFC(p<0.01),serum
IgA(p<O.Ol) and IgA complexes(p<0.05) ;an improvement
of Fe and C3b monocyte phagocytic functionwas seen.
These data suggest that IgAN is characterized by
increased peripheral blood mononuclear cell secre-
ting IgA that may originate from tonsils. Therefore,
tonsillectomy may be useful for pts with IgAN due
to upper respiratory tract infections.
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STEROID RESPONSIVENESS IN NEPHROSI5 ASSOCIATED
WITH PRODUCTION OF TIlE LYMPHOKIIIE, SOLUBLE IMMUNE
RESPONSE SUPPRESSOR (SIRS). H. Nilliam Schnaper
and Thomas M. Aune* (intr. by Alan Robson). The
Jewish Hospital of St. Louis and Washington Univ.
School of Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri.
Patients with nephrotic ayndrome (('(5) often
exhibit suppressed immune responsiveness. We have
shown (J.Clin.Invest. 76: 341, 1985) that urine
and serum from certain nephrotic patients contain
SIRS, a suppressor lymphokine produced in vitro by
concanavalin A (Con A)— or interferon—activated
lymphocytes. SIRS disappears from the urine after
initiation of steroid therapy but before clinical
remission of NS. We now report evidence relating
SIRS to the pathogenesis of MS: 1) SIRS was found
in all adult and pediatric patients (n 20) with
steroid—responsive NS (SRI(S) but in no patients
who were unresponsive to steroids (n 9) , ir-
respective of underlying renal histopathology.
2) Serum from patients with SRITS contains a factor
which activates normal lymphocytes to produce
SIRS; this factor is destroyed by boiling or pro—
tease and is not dialyzable. 3) Lymphocytes from
SRNS patients (n = 5) secreted SIRS in vitro with-
out requiring addition of Con A or interferon. 4)
In vitro activation of normal lymphocytea by7don A
or the serum factor was inhibited by 5 x 10 Nhydrocortisone. however, release of SIRS by acti-
vated lymphocytes was not inhibited by hydrocorti—
sone. These data demonstrate the presence of a
factor in serum of patients with SRNS which stim-
ulates lymphocytes to produce SIRS. Activity of
this factor is inhibited by steroids. Steroid re-
sponsiveness in these patients suggests a rela-
tionship among the serum factor, SIRS production
and the pathogenesis of SRNS.
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GLOMERULAR EPITHELIAL CELL (GEC) STRUCTURE
AND FUNCTION IN CHRONIC PROTEIN OVERLOAD
(P0) PROTEINURIA IN THE RAT. Melvin M. Schwartz,
Edmund J. Lewis. Rush Medical College, Chicago, IL.
The paihogenesis of glomerular scars seen in several
disease processes characterized by proteinuria is
unknown, but may be due to GEC injury. We
investigated whether GEC injury could be related to
chronic proteinuria in the P0 model produced in l50-
200g. rats by the i.p. injection of l.Og rat serum albumin
qd. P0 and saline injected control (C) rats were
followed with balance studies, and GEC function and
morphology were determined after 4 and 8 weeks.
Proteinuria was established in P0 rats within 24 hours
of the first injection and remained significantly
elevated at 4(41.28+6.43 mg/24°) (mean+S.D.) and 8
(42.63+6.52, p<.Ol) weeks. SCr was normal in P0 and C
rats. y 8 weeks the P0 ratshad elevated SAIb
(4.5l+.67 vs 3.93÷.63 g/dl, p .01), blood pressure(138.1l.7 vs l22+l 1.0 mm Hg, p .01) and plasma
volumes (13.69+3.70 vs 12.77 .i. 3.57 ml, p <.01). Light,
fluorescence and electron microscopy showed no
evidence of glomerular scarring, GEC seperation from
the GBM or necrosis. There was focal GEC foot-process
effacement, and after 8 weeks the P0 rats developed
mesangiol deposits of lgG. GEC function, assessed by
the disappearance rate of protamine-heparin aggregates
from the lamina roro externa of the GBM was normal at
4 and 8 weeks (mean slope disappearance curve P0=
-.20+.44 vs C=-. I 9÷.43, p >.20). We conclude that (I) 8
weeks of proteinuria in the P0 model does not cause
glomerular scars. (2) The morphologic changes seen
after 8 weeks of P0 are mild, and proteinuria
does not appear to cause irreversible GEC damage or
cell death. (3) The persistent physiological abnormalities
seen with 8 weeks of P0 are not associated with
abnormal GEC function.
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HYDROGEN PEROXIDE STIMULATES PGE2
SYNTHESIS BY CULTURED RAT MESANGIAL
CELLS. 3R Sedor and HE Abboud. Case Western
Reserve Univ., Cleveland, Ohio.
Oxygen radicals (OR) and prostanoids are
important inflammatory mediators. In rat glomeruli,
OR have been shown to stimulate cAMP and PGE2
synthesis, an effect mediated by hydrogen peroxide(H202). We examined the effect of OR generated by
xanthine-xanthine oxidase or activated polymorpho-
nuclear leukocytes (PMNs) on PGE2 and cyclic nucleo-
tide (CN) production in cultured rat mesangial cells
(MC). In the presence of xanthine (0.1 mM) + xanthine
oxidase (0.005 U/mI), PGE2 synthesis was stimulated
from 5.20 0.7 to 34.5 3.6 (n=6). Stimulation was
seen as early as 2 mm and persisted for at least 60
mm. In the presence of 0.1 mM xanthine, xanthine
oxidase (.0001 U/mI) caused +% 124 and .05 U/mI
caused + L% 530. Catalase (3000 U/mI), a H2O2
scavenger, but not the superoxide anion scavenger
superoxide dismutase or the hydroxyl radical
scavenger DM50, abrogated MC PGE2 synthesis.
Glucose + glucose oxidase, a potent source of H202, as
well as reagent H2O2 (100 uM) also stimulated PGE2
synthesis by MC, an effect that was also abolished by
catalase. PMNs activated with phorbol myristate
acetate and coincubated with MC also resulted in
enhanced PGE2 synthesis that was inhibited by
catalase. The increase in PGE2 synthesis was not
associated with changes in CN (cAMP or cGMP) levels.
Stimulation of PGE2 synthesis by H202 was also not
associated with any change in MC viability as assessed
by 51CR release. In summary, H2O2 stimulates non-
lytic PGE2 synthesis from cultured MC. H202 release
either by infiltrating inflammatory cells or resident
glomerular cells may modulate immune inflammatory
events within the glomerulus via PGE2 synthesis.
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HUMAN GLOMERULAR BASEMENT MEMBRANE DEGRADATION
(GBM) BY PMA-STIMUIATEDNEITIROPHILS: ACIIVATIONO!A
MEmLLO-ENZYMEBY REACTIVE OXYGEN MFABOLfltS (ROM)
Sudhir V.Shsh. William H. Bericos, All Bud. Tulane Medical
School. Depts. of Med. and Biochem.. New Orleans. LA.
In the present study we examined the the role of ROM in
the degradation of human OHM (as measured by
hydroxyproline (HP) release) by stimulated human
neutrophils. Neutrophils stimulated with phorbol
myristate acetac (PMA) caused a significant degradation of
GBM over three hours resulting in ll.36±l.)S.n-ll. release
of HP compared to O2±0.O9%n-1l release by unstimulated
neutrophils. Superoxide dismulase. a scavenger of
superoxide did not inhibit the GEM degradation whereas
catalue. a scavenger of hydrogen peroxide, caused a
marked inhibition(59*7% n.'6) of HP release. Neither
alpha-l-PI. an Inhibitor of clastase. nor SHTI an Inhibitor of
ca*h.psin 0, caused any significant inhibition of the GBM
degradation. C.ll free supernatants obtained from activated
neutrophils (SN) degraded the GEM to the asme extent as the
intact stimulated cells. In presence of metal chelatorsEllfA
and 1,10, phenanthroline, HP release by SN was markedly
inhibited. Based on these results we postulated that the
activation of a latent metallo-enzyme by the ROM caused the
degradation of the OHM. This was examined by stimulating
the neutrophils with PMA in the presence of scavengers of
ROM and examining the effect of these SN on GEM
degradation. SN obtained from incubations with catalue;
aside, an inhibitor of myleoperoxidase; and methionine and
taurine, scavengers of hypochlorous acid markedly
inhibited the release of HP. Addition of activating agent
APMA (which has been shown to activat, latent metallo-
enzymes), completed restored the ability of these SN to
degrade GEM. Our data thus indicate that the degradation of
the OHM by PMA-stlmulated neutrophlls is due to the
activation of a latent metallo-.nzysne by hypochiorous acid
generated by the MPO-hydrogen peroxide-halide system.
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II'VIUNOCYTOCHEMICAL AND IMMUNOELECTRONMICROSCOPIC
LOCALIZATION OF 32.5 KD CALELECTRIN IN RENAL
TISSUES. F. Silva, L. Davis*, W. Schulz*, 1.
Sudhof*, M. Bujax, H. Hagler*, and O.K. Stone.
UTHSCD, Dallas, TX. +Calelectrins are a new class of Ca2 -binding
proteins that do not share the ubiquity of any
known calcium-binding protein. Previous immuno-
cytochemical studies by us have demonstrated
this protein only in certain restricted sites:
kidney collecting duct, pancreatic and bile
ducts, bronchial epithelium and brain ependyma.
The exact site of calelectrin In the Lewis
rat kidney was examined in formalin or Bouin's
fixed tissue using a monospecific rabbit poly-
clonal antibody directed against the 32.5 KD
calelectrin. By light microscopy, localization
was obtained using the peroxidase-antiperoxidase
method. Staining in cortical collecting duct
cells was diffuse with basolateral accentuation;
only a few cells had perlapical staining. In
medullary collecting duct, staining was diffuse
with periapical accentuation. To further define
the site of calelectrin, lmmunocryoelectronmi-
croscopy was performed utilizing the inununo-gold
technique on cryosections. Gold staining was
seen solely within small membrane-bound vesi-
des in both cortical and medullary epithelial
cells. Controls included absorption studies,
substitution of the primary anti-calelectrin
with unrelated antibodies, and application of
unconjugated gold. This distinctive tissue
localization suggests that calelectri÷n may play
a role in the regulation of Ca2 -triggered
organelle traffic or fusion events in cortical
and medullary collecting ducts.
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NEPHRITOGENICITY OF 7OKD SUBUNIT OF THE HEYMANN
ANTIGEN (HN) gp600. A.K. Singh,' M.M. Schwartz,
Rush Medical College, Chicago, II
The antigen of HN is present in the proximal
tubular brush border and the glomerulus, but its
precise identity and glomerular localization re-
mains controversial. This issue was addressed by
testing the specificities of the antibodies eluted
from HN kidney o2mmunoblots of crude cortical
fraction FXIA by I—Protein A autoradiography
(n6). Multispecific antibodies were detected but
the predominant reactivity was directed to the
7OKD protein. This antigen has previously been
characterized as the smallest subunit of the pur-
ified HN antigen gp600. The 70K0 fragment was iso-
lated from Triton X-lOO solubilized FXIA by lectin
affinity chromatography and the purity confirmed
by SOS-PAGE. Ten rats were actively immunized with
200 g of 7OKD antigen. All ten animals developed
circulating brush border antibody. Five developed
typical diffuse granular IgG deposits. The other 5
developed less intense diffuse granular deposits.
One/ten animal developed abnormal proteinuria.
Rabbit anti—serum against the 7OKD antigen reacted
strongly to the glomerular capillary wall and the
proximal tubular brush border by IF. Protein—A
immunogold technique revealed that the 7OKD anti-
gen was located at the endothelial—GBM junction.
The presence of the 7OKD antigen in the GBM was
confirmed by Protein—A autoradiography on immuno—
blots of detergent washed and collagenase solubil—
lied GBM preparations (n3). We conclude (1) that
the main nephritogenic antibody developed in ac-
tive UN is towards the 7OKO antigen (2) the 7OKD
protein by itself is nephritogenic (3) the 7OKD
antigen is present in the glomerulus at the endo—
thelial—GBM junction.
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THE QUANTITY OF PLANTED GLOMERULAR
ANTIGEN INFLUENCES URINARY PROTEIN
SELECTIVITY IN EXPERIMENTAL MEMBRANOUS
NEPHROPATHY. Vitor Soares5 and Harry Ward. Dept
of Med., Harbor-UCLA Med Ctr, Torrance, CA.
We studied the relationship of total proteinuria and
protein selectivity index (PSI) to the quantity of kidney-
bound antigen in several models of membranous capillary
wall (CW) injury. Three chemically cationized antigens(C-ag) of varying molecular size and comparable
immunogenicity and isoelectric point (p1) were employed
to induce nephritis in groups of Sprague-Dawley rats
(N=lO per group, 200 g). Group I received bovine
albumin (cBSA; p1 5.5-9.1; MW 69 kD); Group II oval-
bumin (cOva; p1 4.6-9.1; MW 43 kD); and Group III human
lgG (cIgG; p1 5.4-9.1; MW 160 kD). All rats received daily
i.v. injections of 2.5 mg of the respective C-ag for 17
days with blood and urine collections at 0, 7, 14, and 17
days and kidneys removed at sacrifice. Ar1lditional 6
¶8]j5 from each group received pair-labeled I C-ag and
I normal rat lgG or albumin after 3 days of injections
for quantitation of specific kidney binding (KB ag = gg/g).
Results (r±SE; t mg/24 hr; PSI=CIIEG/Clalb):
Group Albuminuri Proteinurit' PSI KB ag
cBSA l93.7±56.6 240.6±34.4 0.34±0.1t 2.2±O.2'
cOva 8.3 3.5 173.3±70.1 11.4±3.2 0.5±0.1
clgG 35.8±12.6 129.7±29.7 15.4±5.0 0.8±0.1
dj= p<O.Ol cBSA vs cOva and clgG
Immunofluorescence microscopy revealed heavy gran-
ular CW deposits of rat IgG and C3 in the cBSA and clgG
groups, with moderate CW and mesangial IgG in the cOva
group. Ultrastructural evaluation revealed comparable
degrees of subepithelial electron dense deposits. These
results indicate that morphologically similar lesions of
MN may be associated with significantly different
quantitative and qualitative defects in glomerular
permselectivity.
ANTI—IDIOTYPIC ANTIBODY TO C3NEF IN
MEMBRANO PROLIFERATIVE GLOMERULO—
NEPHRITIS (MPGN). Roger E. Spitzer and
Ann K. Stitzel*, SUNY—Upatate Medical
Ctr., Dept. of Pediatrics, Syracuse, NY.
C3NeF is an IgG auto antibody which
stabilizes the alternative pathway 03/CS
convertase (C3bBb), and potentistes
terminal complement component activity.
To study the regulation of C3NeF
production, peripheral blood lymphocytes
from 10 normals and 7 patients with MPGN
were cultured for 14 days with pokeweed
isitogen. Supernatants were adsorbed
with EC3b, factor B, and normal IgO and
then assayed for C3NeF and anti—
idiotypic antibody to C3NeF. Serum
was also assayed by the same methods.
C3NeF was determined by its ability to
bind to and stabilize preformed EC3bBb
target cells; AlA was measured by its
binding to solid phase Fsb II specific
C3NeF with subsequent quantitation of
bound Fe. Both assays were by ELISA
techniques. All normals and patients
produced C3NeF and AlA. In addition, an
inverse relationship appears to exist
between the amount of C3NeF and AlA
present in the cultures. Patients with
circulating C3NeF, however, have normal
or even increased serum levels of AlA.
These data indicate that C3NeF is
produced under normal conditions. Its
production appears to be regulated by
anti—idiotypic antibody formation which
may be defective in patients with MPGN.
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EXERCISE—INDUCED MICROALSUNINURIA (pAlbu) IN
DIABETES IS ASSOCIATED WITH THE URINARY EXCRETION
OF CATIONIC PROTEINS (uCP). C. Tetta*,P. Cavallo—
Perin*, S. Roggero', C. Iriolo*, F. Mslavssi*,
C. Camuasi, C. Pagano*. Univ. di Torino, Italy.
It has been proposed that release of endogenoua
polycations such as human platelet CP (NuP1tCP)
(p1 10.9) may increase glomerular permeability.
In Albustix—negative diabetics, an increase in
pAlbu during exercise is associated with platelet
activation. In the present study, urine samples
(concentrated 1/20, 1/40) collected before, during
(600ICpm/min for 20 mm), and after exercise fron 7
well controlled, normotensive Type I diabetics
were studied for uCP. The uCP/pAlbu (pg/mm) be-
fore, during and after exercise was 0.006—0.008,
0.1—0.04, and 0.005—0.07 respectively. Analysis of
the uCP revealed 1) that their p1 was 10.9; 2)
that they increase vaaculsr permesbility in rabbit
skin; 3) that by SDS PACE they were composed of 3
molecular species (60,45 and 10 1W) with a migra-
tion pattern similar to that of HuP1tCP; 4) and
that by immunoprecipitation anti—HuP1tCP anti-
bodies recognized 2 (60 and 45 ED) of the 3 species
(the uCP did not react with anti—human albumin or
1—globulin antisera). The urioary excretion rate
(pg/mm) of the proteins recognized by anti—NuPlt
CP antibodies was 0.13—0.50 before, 1.5—3.9 during,
and 0.11—0.97 after exercise. Urine samples from
6 age— and sex—matched healthy controls subjected
to the same protocol never contained uCP. These
results show that in Type I diabetes there is a
relationship between exercise—induced pAlbu and
uCP. The uCP have characteristics similar to those
of P1tCP. It may be speculated that P1tCP released
during exercise contribute to the obaerved pAlbu.
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ROLE OF LYMPHOCYTES IN EXPSRINENTAL IN SITU IMMUNE
COMPLEX CLOMERULONEPHRITIS (ICON) TN RATS. F.
Thaias*, N.J. Mihatach*, A. Vogt*, P. Schollmeyer*,
Univ. of Freiburg, F.R.C. (intr. by R.A.E. Stahl)
In in situ ICON in the rat complement, poly—
morphonuclear granulocytes and monocytes contri-
bute to glomerular injury. The role of lymphocytes
has not yet been established. The effect of
Cyclospormn A (CyA) on the course of in situ ICON
was studied. Unilateral nephritia was induced by
perfusing the left kidney with catmonized human—IgO
followed by intravenous injection of anti—human—
IgC. Control nephritic rats and 4 groups given
2.5,10,15 and 25 mg/kg bw CyA orally twice daily
(beginning two days before induction of nephritia)
were studied. Administration of CyA did not influ-
ence the differential blood count, serum C3 level,
amount of IC deposited (isotopic studies) nor IF
findings; by light microscopy glomerular hyper—
cellularity was aimilar as were the number of infil-
trating granulocytea. Proteinuria was markedly
reduced (<50 mg/24h compared to 350 mg/24h in
control rats) in animals trested with 10 to 25 mg/
kg bw CyA. In pair feeding studies (15 mg/kg bw
CyA) these results could be confirmed. OFR (inulin
clearance) of left kidneys in CyA fed animals
(15 mg/kg bw) was not reduced compared to control
rats (252±53 p1/mm/bOg bw versus 279±62 pl/min/
lOOg bw). Furthermore rats were immunized with
human—IgO in FCA 10 days before inducing nephritis.
CyA application (15 mg/kg bw) completely abolished
protsinuria (<ZOmg/24h) in these presensitized
animals. In animals pretreated with cycbophosphamide
(100 mg/kg bw i.p.) which is known to abolish T
suppressor cell function proteinuria was twice as
high as in control nephritic animals. These results
show that lymphocytes play an important role in in
situ ICON in rats.
INFLUENCE OF CHARGE ON PROTEIN UPTAKE AND
CATHEPSIN ACTIVITY IN RAT PROXIMAL TUBULE (PT).
C. C. usher, C. J. Olbricht*, and J.K. Cannon*,
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL.
We have demonstrated previously that protein-
uria stimulates the activity of the lysosomal pro—
teinases, cathepsins B and L (CBL), that are
involved in protein digestion roughly in proportion
to the uptake of protein by the rat PT. In this
study we examined the effect of the charge of a
rotein on CBL activity in Sl, S2 and S3 segments
)f PT dissected from adult female Sprague-Dawley
ats at 18 and 24 hr after the i.p. injection of 1
ng/g b.w. of either cationic (L ; p1—11.0) or
anionic (L ;pI—6.O) lysozyme. CBL activities deter-
mined with a fluorometric ultramicroassay represent
the mean SD in pmol/m tubule/mm. Urine protein
(UP) excretion is expressed in mg/hr. Asterisk
denotes a p value<O.O5 compared to contols.
Group Rats 51 S2 S3 UP
C 13 12.7±2.7 11.9±6.9 1.9±0.6 0.08±0.04
Ll8 7 23.0±8.6* 14.9±6.3 2.0±0.5 3.70±1.98*
L18 7 11.6±3.1 11.3±5.0 1.5±0.9 5.09±1.29*
L24 8 22.4±5.3* 13.7±2.6 3.3±1.2* 4.91±1.35*
L24 7 12.7±2.1 16.0±8.4 1.1±0.2 3.98±2.19*
CBL activity was highest in Sl segments of rats
made proteinuric with cationic lysozyme at both 18
and 24 hr even though the level of proteinuria was
not different from rats receiving anionic lysozyme.
CBL activity was also increased significantly in 53
segments with 24 hr of cationic lysozymuria. Sur-
prisingly, CBL activity was not increased in S2
segments. We conclude that cationic but not
anionic lysozymuria increases endocytosis selec-
tively in Sl and S3 segments of the PT. This, in
turn, stimulates lysosomal CBL activity.
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MODULATION OF TUBULAR C3 DEPOSITION BY
AMMONIA: QUANTITATION BY ANTIBODY
BINDING. J.P. Tolins, MX. Hostetter, T.H. Hostetter.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
Ammonia (NH3) mediated complement activation may
contribute to progressive renal injury (Nath et a!: id,
Aug. 1985). To Quantitate deposition of complement
component C3 seen previously by immunofluorescence,
we developed an antibody (AB) binding assay for C3 in
cortical tubular fragments. Goat AB to rat C3 was
purified by caprylic acid precipitation and affinity
chromatography, then tritiated by reductive methylation.
Cortical tubular fragments were prepared from perfused
normal rat kidneys. Aliquots of tubular suspension were
incubated with labelled goat anti-rat C3, with and
without a 100 fold excess of unlabelled AB and then
washed. Specific binding represented the difference
between radioactive uptake with and without excess of
unlabelled AB. Incubation of normal rat tubular
fragments with (1) buffer + NH (500 uM), (2) normal
rat serum (NRS) alone and (3) I{RS + NH3 (500 uM)demonstrated that ammonia enhanced deposition of C3
on tubules (15,913 vs 65,356 vs 157,015 cpm/l00 ug prot,
respectively). Comparison of C3 deposition on tubular
fragments from normal rats and rats 8-10 weeks after
subtotal renal ablation showed more C3 deposition in
tubules from remnant kidneys (49,700 13,602 cpm/l00
ug prot vs 37,000 + 6971 cpm/l00 ug prot, p0.08). In
summary, (I) a method for quantitative determination of
C3 deposition in tubular fragments is described; (2) the
enhancement of C3 deposition on tubular fragments by
NH3 is demonstrated jjl jj; and (3) a tendency to
increased C3 deposition is demonstrated in tubules from
remnant kidneys. This method should be widely
applicable to other models of renal disease and to the
study of the interaction of ammonia, complement, and
the kidney.
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GLOMERULAR ANGIOTENSIN-fi (A-fl) RECEPTORS IN
NEPHROTOXIC SERUM NEPHRITIS (NSN). S. Tomura*
and R. Glassock, Department of Medicine, Harbor-
UCLA Medical Center, Torrance, California.
Previous studies have implicated enhanced A-fl
action in the alterations of glomerular hemodynamics
and eicosanoid production observed in the accelerated
autologous phase of NSN. The present studies
evaluated the role of altered glomerular A-fl receptor
density (R0) and/or affinity (Kd) in the
pathophysiology of NSN. The accelerated autologous
phase of NSN was induced in rats by I.V. goat-anti-rat
nephrotoxic IgG following pre-immunization with
normal goat IgG in adjuvant. Control (C) rats received
normal goat IgG I.V. All studies were carried out 9-11
days after antibody or normal IgG administration.
Moderate proliferative glomerulonephritis developed
in NSN, whereas C remained normal. A—fl receptor R0
and Kd were determined in isolated glomeruli from
single animals by a competitive A-fl binding inhibition
assay. The assay was shown to detect appropriate up-
and-down modulation of glomerular A-fl R0 with
changing salt balance. No degradation of radiolabeled
A-fl was observed during incubation as assessed by
thin-layer radiochromatography. Kd (nM * S.E.M.)
was 1.05 0.04 in NSN In 7) and 0.95 0.09 in C (n
8) (NS). R0 (fmol/mg glomerular protein) was
889 45 in NSN and 962 104 in C (NS). Enhanced A-
fi action in accelerated autologous NSN may not be
explained by an alteration in glomerular A-fl receptor
affinity or density. The absence of down modulation
of glomerular A-fl receptors would also not suggest
enhanced local formation of A—fl. Post—receptor
events or extraglomerular vascular A-fl receptor
modulation may underly the observed enhancement of
A-fl action in NSN.
TRANSITIONS IN RENAL HISTOLOGY IN LIJPUS NEPHRITIS.
F. Velasquez_Forero*, B. Casas*, and M. Manrique—
Najere (Intr. By F. Liach). Centro Hospitalarlo
20 de Noviembre, Dept. of Pathology and Nephrology,
Mexico, D.F., Mexico.
Studies of renal biopsies from patients (pta)
with lupus nephritis have shown great histological
variability. Transition from one type of nephritis
to another has been reported. Our study prospec-
tively evaluates the type of lupus nephritis and
the transition rate. We studied 28 pts with lupus
nephritis in whom renal biopsy was performed.
These pts were uniformly treated with steroids and
azathioprine and were followed for 3—4 years. Each
had a second biopsy, on average, 34 months after
the first. Pathologic lesions of lupus nephritis
were classified according to the modified WHO cri-
teria. On the second biopsy, of all pts formerly
classified as Class II, 2 changed to Class I, 2 to
Class IV, and 1 to Class V. Of 3 Class IV pts, 1
changed to Class V, and 1 to Class II. Of 4 pta in
Class V, 1 changed to Class IV. Clinical parameters
were correlated with renal histology to assess
predictability of histological transition. By
light microscopy, activity and chronicity index,
amount and distribution of immunofluorescent
deposits and electron dense deposits, with parti-
cular emphasis on the subendothelial location were
correlated. None of these parameters predicted
histological transition.
It is concluded that 32% of pta with lupus
nephritis had histological transition but there
were not any clinical, light, immunofluorescence,
or ultrastructural studies that were of value in
predicting such transitions.
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GLOMERULAR BASEMENT MEMBRANE (GBM) ANIONIC SITES
AND URINARY ALBUMIN EXCRETION (IJAE) IN DIABETES
MELLITUS (OM). RL Vernier, EN Ellis*, SM Mauer.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
A decrease in anionic sites in the lamina rara
externa (LRE) has been described in human and
experimental proteinuria. Microalbuminuria (UAE)
is an important predictor of the later development
of diabetic nephropathy, although no structural
correlates with abnormal UAE have yet been found.
We studied the relationships between UAE and LRE
anionic sites in 6 subjects aged 32 + 5 yrs with
type 1 DM for 20 + 9 yrs. Three 24 h urines
revealed creatinine clearance (Ccr) ranging from
68—105 ml/min, UAE 5—1859 mg/24 h. Quantitative
renal biopsy electron microscopic morphometry
revealed mesangial volumes ranging from 19—47% and
peripheral capillary filtration surface densities
from 0.052 to 0.147 um2/l'm3, which were inversely
and directly proportional, respectively, to the
Ccr as previously described. Anionic sites in the
LRE stained with cuprolinic blue averaged 17.9 -s-
2.6/1000 nm GBM length, compared to the normal
value of 21.8 + 2.9/1000 nm GBM length. LRE
anionic site number was not related to Ccr or any
structural measurement but correlated with UAE
(r0.77, p<O.05). These preliminary studies
suggest that albuminuria in DM is associated with
abnormalities of the negatively charged GBM
proteoglycans which integrate the constituents of
the GBM filter. Thus reduced anionic sites in the
I3BM may be an important pathogenic factor in
diabetic nephropathy.
C1SSSPEACrICN BEE€EN A MURINE Ia MIOANTIGEN AND
A NON-Ia TISSUE ANTIGEN PRESENT IN LC4ERULAR
EPITHELIUM AND VASCULAR SMX)TH MUSCLE. Arturo
gynar, Philip F. Halloran. Mount Sinai
Hospital, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
During investigations of Ia antigens in mouse
kidney we discovered a novel crossreaction between
a mouse In alloantigen (Ia.20) and an intra-
cellular non Ia cytoskeletal ccelponent of mouse
and human kidney. Ia.20 was defined by
monoclonal 25-9-3s (ATCC), and was studied by
microcytotoxicity against lyrnocytes; absorption
with intact cells and tissue homogenates; and
indirect immunofluorescence (hF) and lssnuno-
peroxidase (lIP) against tissue sections.
Microcytotoxicity and absorotion with intact
spleen cells was Ia.20 specific, but absorption
with spleen or kidney homogenates was not In
specific, suggesting a crossreaction with a
struiial or intracellulax non-NHC antigen. hF
and II? staining patterns of anti-Ia.20 on kidney
sections differed frcm the established
distribution of ha, revealing cytoplasmic
staining of gloserular podocytes and of
arteriolar smooth muscle in Ia. 20 positive or
negative mouse kidneys as well as in human
kidneys. hF of primary cultures of human
glanenilar epithelial cells shcMed a cytoplaenic
fibrillar pattern suggesting that the cross—
reactive antigen forms part of the cytoskeleton,
possibly vimantin. The crossreaction of an Ia
allodetenninant may be relevant to the patho-
genesis of autoirniunity and to the significance
of anti-cytoskeletal autoantibodies in certain
inununologic diseases.
INCREASED EXPRESSION OF TRANSFERRIN (Tf)
RECEPTORS ON LYMPHOCYTES FROM CHILDREN
WITH NEPHROTIC SYNDROME. Barry . Warshaw,
Irene J. Check*, Steven C. DiRusso*, and
Enrique B. Nieva*. Emory Univ. Depta. of
Ped. and Path., Atlanta, Ga.
The nephrotic syndrome (NS) is associat-
ed with low serum levels of Tf, an iron
transport protein essential for normal
lymphocyte function. Increased expres-
sion of the cell surface receptor for Tf
is associated with cellular activation,
and we have also shown increased Tf re-
ceptors in lymphoid cell lines cultured
in Tf deficient media. We postulated
that lymphocytes from patients with NS
might have increased Tf receptors, either
as a result of cellular activation or as
an adaptation to low serum Tf. We
quantitated Tf receptor density using
flow cytometry and OKT9 monoclonal Ab in
peripheral lymphocytes from children with
NS. 9 of 10 patients with active NS had
increased OKT9 + cells (mean 11.9, range
3—18%) compared to 9 controls (mean 2.8,
range 2—4%, P < .001). The % positive
cells was <3% and 5% in 2 patients in
remission, <2% in 1 previously nephrotic
dialysis patient, and 22% in 1 transplant
recipient with recurrent NS.
The presence of increased Tf receptors
provides unique evidence of altered
lymphocyte surface structure in the NS.
This finding may relate either to an
underlying immune pathogenesis or to the
hypotransferrinemic environment.
EFFECTS OF CYCLOSPORINE A ON THE SYSTE1IC LUPUS
ERYTHEMATOSUS (SLE) SYNDROME OF MALE BXSB MICE.
V. Warvariv," J.B. Puschett, B.R. Rabin* and C.B.
Bedetti.* Univ. of Pittsburgh School of Medicine,
Depts. of Medicine and Pathology, Pittsburgh, PA.
Cyclosporine A (CsA) an immunosuopresive graft
enhancing agent has beneficial effects in several
animal models of autoimmune disease. We studied
the prophylactic and therapeutic efficacy of C5A
in Hale BXSB mice, which develop a SLE syndrome
characterized by B-cell hyperactivity, autoanti-
body production and immune-complex glomerulonephrj-
tis. Mice receiving C5A incorporated drug-feed
mixture (55 mg/kg/day) from 8±1 through 34±1 weeks
of age failed to develop high titers of antinucle-
ar and anti-double stranded DNA (ds DNA) antibod-
ies, proteinuria and glomerulonephritis. Glomer—
ular C3, but not immunoglobulin, deposition was
reduced. Serum albumin/globulin ratio was in-
creased, IgG and 1gM bearing splenic plasma cells
were decreased. Mortality was not significantly
affected. Prophylactic administration at a higher
dose (94 mg/kg/day) resulted in elevated serum
creatinine levels and accelerated mortality. CsA
administration (65 mg/kg/day) to mice with active
SLE (29±1 weeks) was associated with reduction of
proteinuria and lower ds DNA titers. Serum creat-
mine rose and mortality after 6 weeks of treatment
was 50%. A subset of longer term survivors had no
glomerulonephritis, decreased glomerular C3 deposi-
tion and fewer IgG bearing splenic plasma cells.
CsA administration before and after onset of active
SLE in sale BXSB mice, has profound effects on sev-
eral imrnune-dysregulatory features of this syndrome.
GsA may serve as a useful probe in delineating
pathogenic mechanisms 0f spontaneously occurinq
autoimmune disease.
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CIRCULATING IMMUNE COMPLEX (dC) SIZE AND
GLOMERULAR LOCALIZATION OF IMMUNE DEPOSITS IN SLE
PATIENTS. N.H. Wener,* M. Mannik,* U of Washing-
ton, Seattle, WA; E.J. Lewis, M.M. Schwartz,
Rush Medical College, Chicago, IL.
To correlate CIC size with glomerular
pathology, we studied renal biopsy and
simultaneous blood specimens from 35 patients
with lupus nephritis. Fourteen patients had
diffuse proliferative (WHO class IV) and 21
membranous (WHO V) lupus nephritis. Serum or
plasma (80 p1) was ultracentrifuged in sucrose
density gradients (SDGs); fractions were
analyzed for total IgG and for Clq—binding IgG
(in aggregated IgG and (ARC) equivalents) by
solid phase assays. The peak of Clq—binding was
in the upper third of SDG5 in a 7S peak in all
but 1 patient. WHO IV specimens contained more
total (mean 12.5 vs 5.5 ug AHG—equivalents/80p1
(p".OS) and 7S (5.2 vs 2.0, p=.OS) Clq—binding
material than WHO V specimens. CIC levels
demonstrated a significant difference between
patients with proliferative nephrltis (PGN, WHO
IV and Vc,n=25) and those without (nonPGN, WHO
Va and Vb,n10). Clq binding was a mean of 11.5
in those with PGN vs 2.3 in those with nonPGN
(p<.05). Significantly more Clq—binding was
present in the bottom (heavy), middle and top
thirds of the SDGs from PGN patients than
corresponding portions from nonPGN patients.
These observations demonstrate that low, middle,
and high molecular weight CICs are associated
with PGN, and suggest that CIC5 may contribute
to subendothelial deposits and the pathogenesis
of PGN in lupus nephritis.
DISTRIBUTION OF PROCOAGULANT ACTIVITY IN
KIDNEYS OF NORMAL AND LPS-TREATED
RABBITS. Roger C. Wiggins and Jorge Brukman*.
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Fibrin formation in the kidney is associated with
renal dysfunction. We therefore measured and
characterized procoagolant activity (PCA) in normal
kidneys and in kidneys of rabbits with the Shwartzman
phenomenon induced by two injections of bacterial
lipopolysaccharide (E. coli LPS 055:B5 25 ug/kg and
50 ug/kg administered 24 hrs apart, rabbits sacrificed
12 hrs after second injection). PCA was measured in
sonicated tissue by coagulation assay. In normal
kidneys PCA in inner medulla, outer medulla and inner
cortex was 18.2*3.2, 44.1*3.8 and 78.5*5.7 percent of
that in outer cortex (n=3l). Glomeruli (purified by iron
oxide magnetic method to > 95 percent homogeneity)
contained 9.7*5.7 arbitrary units/ug protein compared
with td,ular fragments 10.4*1.7 U/ug protein (n=5). In
LPS-treated rabbits PCA (in units/ug) increased in
outer cortex from 33.7*3.9 (control) to 73.4* 10.4 (LPS,
p < 0.01), in inner cortex from 26.7±2.9 (control) to
83.3* 17 (LPS, p <0.02), in outer medulla from 12.9*2.4
(control) to 54.5±16.5 (LPS, p <0.05), and in inner
medulla from 12.2±2.4 (control) to 32.1*4.9 (LPS,
p <0.01). Glomerular PCA increased from 9.7*5.7
(control) to 540*123 (LPS) units/ug (p< 0.02), while
tubular fragment PCA increased from 10.4±1.7
(control) to 219*59 (LPS) U/ug (p <0.0t)(n=5 per
group). PCA was tissue factor-like as judged by
clotting assay in human deficient plasmas. Fibrin and
neutrophils were present in glomeruli of LPS-treated
rabbits. Therefore, most PCA in normal kidneys is in
cortex. Normal renal medulla contains little PCA.
Both glomeruli and ttbules contain PCA. LPS
injection increased PCA, particularly in glomeruli.
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NEPHROTIC PLASMA INCREASES PROTEINURIA AND REDUCES
ANIONIC SITES ON THE GLOMERULAR BASEMENT MEMBRANE
IN VIVO IN NZW RABBITS. Alan H. Wilkinson*,
D.Gwyn Williams*,Cecilia Gillespie*,Barry
Hartley*,(intr. by Leon C. Fine). Renal Unit,
Guy's Hospital,London, United Kingdom.
We infused 9 nephrotic plasmas (NP) [6 minimal
change & 3 membranous nephropathy; mean
protelnuria 9.6 gm/L, range 2.6—27.5 gIL], and 7
normal plasmas (Cl') intra— aortically, proximal to
the left renal artery, in ansesthetised male NZW
Rabbits [wt 2—2.5 kg). Each experiment lasted 4
hrs with continuous urine collection and infusion
of 3 ml of NP or Cl' from the 60th to 90th mm.
Anionic sites (AS) were labelled by a 10 mm
infusion of 1% Polyethyleneimine at the end of
each experiment. There was an increase in
pr9teinuria in 9/9 NP and 2/7 CP animals
LX ,P<0.O1]. The mean increase in the NP
animals was 246 mg/L whereas in the Cl' animals
there was no change in protemnuria [P<O.05j. Light
microscopy was normal, but there was a significant
reduction in the number of AS in the lamina rara
interna (LRI) of the NP group. Controls using
saline or plasma produced no changes in
proteinuria or AS number.
ANIONIC SITES/bOO nm.
NP CF
GEM 34.4 + 3.8 44.6 + 4.3 P<O.OO5
LRI 14.0 T 2.2 19.6 T 1.9 P<O.0O5
LRE 20,4 + 1.9 24.8 + 2.9 P<O.05
mean + SEM) (Wilcoxon)
We conclude that nephrotlc plasma contains a
factor causing increased protemnuria and a reduced
number of anionic sites, most marked in the lamina
rsra interns.
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IMMUNOCHEMICAL AND FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIATION OF
URINARY GLYCOPROTEIN CRYSTAL GROWTH INHIBITOR
(CGI), TAMM—HORSFALL PROTEIN(THP) AND ALBUMIN
(ALB). E. Worcester,* S. Kumar,* V. Nakagawa,*
J. Hunt, and F. L. Coe, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago,
IL and Univ. of Otago, Christchurch, N.Z.
CGI Is an dcidlc urine glycoprotein that
Inhibits growth of calcium oxalate (CaOx) crystals
and probably is a natural defense against CaOx
stones. Although CGI differs from ALB and THP in
containing gamma carboxyglutamic acid, the latter2 are urinary proteins of similar MW to native CGI
that could contaminate CGI preparations and be the
actual crystal growth inhibitors. Both are calcium
binding, and ALB adsorbs to CaOx crystals. THP is
found In stones. CGI and THP both are localized in
the thick ascending limb, by immunohistology.
We used antiCGI serum raised in rabbits, or a
monoclonal antibody to THP, and peroxidase—
labelled second antibody, to detect protein
adsorption to CaOx crystals Incubated In buffer
solutions containing purifift CCI or THP. Growth
inhibition was measured by C—oxalate incorpora-
tion into seeded crystals. The concentrations of
CGI at 50% adsorption and inhibition both were 10
nM. THP was not detected on CaOx crystals, nor did
it inhibit their growth at even 6 uM. ALB did not
Inhibit CaOx growth at 166 uM, although its
crystal adsorption coefficient is 0.4 uM. Using
antilHP, CCI did not crossreact In ELISA (10
pM/well) or Western blots (0.16 nM) while THP was
detected at 1 pM/well and 0.12 nM respectively. On
ELISA plates, antiCGl serum did not crossreact
with THP at 8 pM/well but detected CCI at 0.8 pM.
CGI seems to have unique functional and
imunological properties not shared by IMP or ALB.
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ANTIBODY—INDUCED MESANGIAL CELL DAMAGE: THE MODEL,
FUNCTIONAL ALTERATIONS, AND EFFECTS OF COMPLEMENT.
T. Yamamoto,' and C.B. Wilson, Dept. of Immunology,
Research Institute of Scripps Clinic, La Jolla, CA.
Rabbit anti—rat thymocyte serum (ATS) which rec-
ognizes a Thy—i—like antigen on rat mesangial cells(absorbable with rat brain and t.bymus) was used,
intravenously, to cause memangial cell damage in
Lewis rats. Rabbit IgG and rat C3, degenerative
changes in mesangial cells, and occasional poly—
aorphs were observed in mesangial areas after 1 hr.
Mesangiolysis with disappearance of mesangial cells
occurred by day 2, followed by a proliferative sea—
angial response. About 11 pg of antibody bound per
7.6 x 1O glomeruli at 1 hr induced the lesions.
Mesangial function was assessed with aggregated
human gamma globulin (AHOG), bovine serum albumin
(ABSA), or preformed HGG—anti—BGG immune complexes(IC) in paired label glomerular uptake studies. At
1 1w, the aggregate uptakes in ATS—treated rats ex-
ceeded that in controls by 13.7, 11L5, and ILl
times for AHGG, ABSA, and IC, respectively. By
21t hr, only ABSA exceeded control. Systemic aggre-
gate clearance and the liver and spleen uptakes
were the same in ATS and control groups. Immuno—
morphologic studies confirmed the mesangial aggre-
gate increase after ATS treatment. The ATS—induced
mesangial lesions and functional alterations were
inhibited by systemic decomplementation (serum C3
levels < 5% of normal) with cobra venom factor; the
complement depletion did not alter quantitative
glomerular binding of ATS. In contrast to many
forms of immune glomerular injury, the ATS appears
to produce mesangial cell injury directly and as
such is an example of a new class of immunone—
pbritogenio mechanisms involving selective damage
to glomerular cells.
PARENCHYMAL HISTOLOGICAL CHANGES IN tiN ILATERAL
URETERIC LIGATION IN DIABETIC (D) RATS.
P.N. Ziroyanis,G.Hatzigeorgiou,M. Mavrikakis,
H.Paraskevakou ,G.Baltopoullos, S .Moulopoulos .Dept.
of Clinical Therapeutics ,Athens University,
"Alexandra Hospital ,Athens Greece.
We investigated the histological changes
(glomeruli and tubules) in D and non-D rats after
ligation of the right ureter. Four groups of age
and weight matched female rats were used. C=Con -
trols N=8, D=only diabetic N=8, L=only ligated N8
and DL=Diabetic and ligation N=7.Experimental dia-
betes mellitus (DM) was evoked by bolus iv strep -
tozotocin 45 mg/kgr BW. Ligation was made surgi-
cally at the site of the ureterovesical junction.
Rats were fed and watered ad lib. The experiment
lasted 35 days. Histology of left kidney showed
1. Tubular hypertrophy and hyperplasia in all
groups except C.L—3+ in 4/8,D=2+ 8/8,DL=3+ 8/8.
2. Capillaries C and L:Normal D=+(0-10%) and DL=
÷(5-10%) wall thickening. 3.Mesangial tissue in-
crease was observed frmn 20 randomly studied gb-
meruli C=1.9±2.6% LA181±3.7% D=26.3±4.4% and
DL= 54.3±6.1%. Statistically significant (SS)dif—
ferences in weight,volume and tissue specific gra-
vity were seen between DL group and all the others.
In conclusion: 1. There was a SS in hypertrophy and
hyperplasia between DL and D,L groups, 2. The com-
bined effect of D and L does not aggravate the
thickening of the capillary walls induced by tv1,
3. There was a SS in the % of affected glomeruli
with a mild increase of the nesangial matrix grea-
ter in the DL group, (p< 0.001). 4. There was a
SS increase in weight and volume in DL group
(p< 0.001).
Pathophysiology of Acute Renal
Failure and Toxic Nephropathy
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ADENIME NUCLEOTIDE DEGRADATION DURING OXYGEN
DEPRIVATION. M. Abarzua,' A. Lawton,* and J. H.
Weinberg. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI
Restoration of cell ATP levels following
oxygen deprivation (OD) is critical to cell
recovery, and its failure provides a valuable
criterion of lethal cell injury. To clarify the
role of purine nucleotide degradation products
as precursors for replenishment of the
nucleotide pool we measured ATP, AMP, adenosine,
inosine (INO), hypoxanthine (HX), xanthine+uric
acid (nmol/mg protein) and % viability (%V) of
isolated tubule suspensions subjected to 30' OD
(N) under hypoxic conditions at pH 7.'I or pH 6.6
or under simulated isohemic conditions (SI). We
also assessed 60' recovery (R) after each of
these maneuvers. N=t—6, *p < .05 vs.
corresponding pH 7.l group.
ATP AMP INO HX %V
7.4 N
.3±0 2.8±.5 1.8±.2 5.0*.I l±7
7.I R 1.3±.2
.3t.1 .8.1 10.Rt.2 3I±I
6.6 N .7±.2 37±'l' 1.1±.2' 2.8j.2' 98±3*
6.6 H 5,llj,3*
.6j.2' .Ij.1* 4.3±.3' 92±6*
SI N
.8±.i' 3.O.LI 1.6±.9 2.9t.1' 96±5*
SI H 6.Oj.3' .5±0* .3t.l' 2.6j.6' 86±3'
Thus, degradation to nucleosides increases with
severity of 00 injury and i.s not substantially
reversed during R. Significant levels of
adenosine and metabolism beyond hypoxanthine
were not detected. 200 1JM allopurinol did not
change the pattern of nuoleoside degradation
during OD, implying the absence of significant
endogenous xanthine oxidase activity since
exogenous xanthine oxidase added to the system
completely degraded MX and this degradation was
inhibited by allopurinol.
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GLUCOSE LOADING EXACERBATES THE RENAL TUBULAR
DISORDER INDUCED BY MALEIC ACID IN THE DOG
N. A. Al—Bander and R.C. Morris, Jr. GCRC, Univ.
of CA at San Francisco.
In the dog, maleic acid (MA) induces the renal
tubular disorder of Type 2 renal tubular acidosis
and Fanconi syndrae (RTA2/FS) and an increase in
urinary excretion of N—Acetyl—B—glucosaminidase
(NAG). In 7 dogs, we intravenously administered MA
(25mg/kg) with or without IV administration of 7%
solution of glucose or mannitol. Glucose loading
(given 100 mm. after MA), which increased its
plasma level to 190 10 mg%, but not mannitol,
strikingly amplified the severity of RTA2/PS and
the NAG hyperexcretion induced by MA, and induced
severe acute renal failure.
Maleic Acid alone +glucose +mannitol
U03V (umol/min) 115±19 180±12* 127±9
Ua_amj,.V (ug/min) 142±32 274±36* 126±16
UNAGV (unit/mm) 2050+896 9192±1884* 1400±500
Plasma creatininea 1.6±0.2 7.3±1.5* 1.7±.20
aMeasured as (mg%) 48 hours after MA
* <.05 vs. alone or +mannitol
Thus, glucose loading exacerbates the renal
tubular disorder induced by maleic acid, and this
effect is one of some specificity. Given that
phosphate loading attenuates the severity of both
the MA—induced RTA2/FS and the NAG hyperexcretion,
the findings in the current study are consistent
with the hypothesis that the metabolic patho—
genesis of the MA induced renal tubular disorder
including acute renal failure depends on
increased renal glucose uptake +increased
formation and accumulation of phosphorylated
intermediates + limitation on the availability of
cellular inorganic phosphate-i- further impairment
of mitochondrial oxidative metabolism.
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DIETARY PROTEIN HAS DRAMATIC EFFECTS ON
GENTAMICIN NEPHROTOXICITY. Peter M. Andrews
and 0Sally B. Bates. Georgetown University Medical
Center, Washington, D.C.
The effects of dietary protein on renal function
both prior to and after initiation of daily gentamicin
administration were investigated. Male Sprague Dawley
rats (N=100) were maintained on a dietary regime of
no-protein, low protein (5%), normal protein (20%), or
high protein (60%) diets for eight days prior to
gentamicin treatment. Gentamicin was administered as
daily subcutaneous injections (150 mg/kg) for six or
eight days. Immediately after beginning dailygentamicin injections some of the rats on normal
protein diets were switched to either no-protein, low
protein, or high protein diets. Renal function was
monitored for two weeks following the first gentamicin
injections by evaluating serum and urine creatinine
levels, and urinary volumes. Rats preconditioned to low
and no-protein diets exhibited significantly less renal
dysfunction and lower mortalities than rats
preconditioned to normal and high protein diets.
Switching rats from normal to low and no-protein diets
immediately after beginning gentamicin treatment did
not lessen the nephrotoxic effects of the drug. However,
shifting rats from normal to high protein diets
coincident with gentamicin administration significantly
Increased renal dysfunction and mortality when
compared with rats maintained on either normal or
high protein diets throughout the experimental period.
The foregoing observations indicate that dietary
protein restriction for a period of time prior to
gentamicin administration will dramatically reduce
gentamicin nephrotoxicity, and that significantly
increasing dietary protein coincident with gentamicin
administration will exacerbate gentamicin
nephrotoxiclty.
IN VIVO LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY (LDV) DEMON-
STRATES A DECREASE IN RENAL ANGIOTENSIN CONVERT-
ING ENZYME ACTIVITY (RCE) IN ACUTE RENAL FAILURE
(ARF). R. Baranowski, and C. Westenfelder. Univ.
of Utah and VA Med. Ctr., Salt Lake City, UT.
We have previously demonstrated that intra—
renal angiotensin (A) II generation during ARF is
attenuated, which may have resulted from the
inability of RCE to convert renal Al to AU. In
order to test this hypothesis, we determined the
ability of the kidney to convert Al to All by
measuring the decrease in renal cortical blood
flow (RBF) by LDV (Med Pacific). Four groups of
rats were studied: control (C, N=7), saline load-
ed (5, 4 wks., N=9), rats which received 50%
glycerol (6, 8 ml/Kg, N=4), or HgC12 (3 mg/Kg,
N=5), 24 hours prior to study. Animals were
infused with AT (4pg/Kg/min) for 5 mins, allow-
ed to recover and given 5g Al directly on the
kidney surface. This was repeated after placing
10 g of MK422 (CE inhibitor) on the kidney
surface. All (5kg) applied to the kidney sur-
face was also tested. The increase in blood
pressure to Al or All in all groups was similar.
In S rats, the Al and All mediated decrease in
RBF was not different from that in C. 6 and
HgCL2 treated animals had a significantly at-
tenuated RBF response to Al and their response to
All was not different from C. Application of
MK422 in C resulted in 79% inhibition of the RBF
response when Al was infused but only 56% when Al
was applied to the surface of the kidney. These
data demonstrate that: 1) conversion of Al to All
is attenuated in experimental ARF, 2) the reduced
effectiveness of MK422 when AT is applied to the
kidney suggest that a portion of RCE is
insensitive to this agent.
EFFECT OF DIETARY PROTEIN ON THE NORMAL
RAT KIDNEY. Sally B. Bates* and Peter M.
Andrews, Georgetown University Medical
Center, Washington, D.C.
Male Sprague Dawley rats weighing 125-150
grams were placed on low protein (5%), normal protein
(20%), and high protein (60%) Ralston Purina purified
test diets. Every two weeks for 12 weeks, kidneys from
each group of rats were fixed by vascular perfusion
and studied by light microscopy. Prior to fixation,
renal function was evaluated by measuring urine
volumes and urine and serum creatinine and protein
levels. Compared with rats on normal protein diets, rats
on low protein diets exhibited hypoproteinemia (7.4
versus 8.5 gm/dL), reduced 24 hour urine volumes (1.2
versus 2.1 ml/lOO gm), and reduced creatinine
clearances (0.217 versus 0.486 ml/min/100 gm). Rats on
high protein diets exhibited polyuria (7.4 ml/100 gm)
and slight proteinuria. Light microscopy revealed that
by six weeks the kidneys of rats on high protein diets
had glonlerular degeneration characterized by
mesangial proliferation, and a sensitivity of the
ascending distal tubules in the inner stripe of the outer
medulla to fixation procedures. The latter was
characterized by extensive swelling and rupturing of
cells lining the ascending distal tubules. Rats
maintained on low or normal protein dietary regimes
had normal looking kidneys when evaluated by light
microscopy. The apparent kidney tubule sensitivity to
the brief ischemic period which occurs during vascular
perfusion fixation may reflect ,in part, the mechanism
underlying recently observed deleterious effects of
high protein diets on nephrotoxic and ischemic induced
acute renal failure.
DECREASED GENTAMICIN (G) RENAL CORTICAL UPTAKE IN
DIABETIC (D) RATS 2 H AFTER A SINGLE DOSE. L.A.
Eedoya*, W. Gouvea*, R. Papendick*, H. Alpert*, &
C.A. Vaamonde, VANC & Dept. Mad, Univ. of Miami,
Miami, FL.
We have shown that D protects against C nephro—
toxicity in the rat by reducing the renal cortical
uptake of G(rG). Since repeated G injections cause
renal failure and tubular necrosis that may inter-
fere with rG, we assessed rG in conscious D and
control (C) rats after a wide range of G doses by
single iv injection. All D groups exhibited hyper—
filtration at baseline (14C—inulin:1.4±O.1 ml/min/
100 g BW) compared to C groups (0.9±0.1; p<.OO1).
Animals (groups of 5—7 each) received 10,40,70,100
150, or 200 mg/kg 8W of G and were sacrificed 2 h
later. Their rG (pg/g wet tissue) were as follows:
C dose + 10 40 70 100 150 200
C 122±6 188±17 345±21 378±16 463±40 —
D 39±4t 9O±71 137±16t188±11-i-189±17t211±621
X±SE; 1 p<.OOl; § p<.O25 vs C—iSO group. Values of
rG at D—100 were not different from those at 0—150
or D—200.
At all dosages, tissue uptake in 0 was half or
less that of C. Expressing rG per dry wt. did not
change results. In D rats, rG reached a maximum
above a dose of 100 mg/kg (rO.79, p<.OOl), where-
as in C, rG continued to increase (r0.94,p<.001).
In conclusion, a lower rG was demonstrated in 0
rats 2 h after a single C injection even with C
dosages up to 200 mg/kg. This limited capacity of
D rats to transport G into the renal cortex shown
after both single or repeated G injections,
appears related either to decreased binding of G
to its membrane receptor (phosphatidylinositol)
and/or to hyperfiltracion.
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MANMITOL AND ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF) IN RICH
RISK PATIENTS (pts.) AFTER ABDOMINAL AORTOCRAPNY
(AA) USINC DIFFERENT PROPHYLACTIC RECIMENS. W.K.
Nolton, E. Bastani*, P.1. Lobo, N.O. Atuk, C.J.
Tegtmeyer*,P.B.Westervelt. Dept. of Medicine &
Radiology, Univ. of Va. Ned. Ctr. , Charlottesville.
Thirty—five pta. with chronic renal inaufficien—
cy [haselioe serum creatinine (SCr%> 1.5 mg/dL) who
had received different prophylactic regimeos for AA
were compared for rhe incidence of ARE E25% or,
1 mg/dL rise over the baseline 3Cr within 72 hrs of
AA). Croup I, 16 pts. had received mannitol (N)
hydration (H) furosemide (F) dop amine (D) (NNFD
in 11, MPH in 2, NH in 2, and N in 1). Saaeline
5Cr in this group was 3.2 mg/dL (rsnge 1.6—6.5) and
2 of them had diabetes mellitus (DN). Fourteen
pts. (87.5%) developed ARP (oliguric in 5) 3 of
whom required temporary hemodialysis. Nesn rise in
3Cr was 97% (3—243%) in the whole group. Group 2,
19 pts. had received H F U (H in 15, HDP in
2, NP in 1, HO in 1). Baseline 3Cr in this group
was 2.3 mg/dL (1.5—4.0) and S of them had ON. Seven
pta. (37%) developed ARF (1 oliguric), none requir-
ed hemodialysis. Mean rise in 3Cr was 31% (0—161%)
in the whole group. Of group 2, ID pta. had 3Cr
2 mg/dL with mean 3Cr 2.8 mg/dL (not different
from mean 2.9 mg/dL of 14 pta. in group I who had
developed ARE), 4 of them (40%) developed ARE with
mean 30% (0—118%) rise in 3Cr.
Our observations suggest that N is detrimental
to renal function when added to the prophylactic
regimen (H±F±D) for prevention of radiocontrast
nephro toxicity.
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CALCIUM TOXICITY TO RENAL MEDULLA IN THE PERFUSED
KIDNEY. Mayer L. Hrezis, Gideon Nidroni*,
Franklin H. Epstein and Seymour Rosen. Dept. of
Med., Hadasseh Univ. Hoap., Jerusalem, Israel and
Depts. of Med. & Path., Harvard Med. Sch. & Beth
Israel Hoap., Boston, MA.
The acute effects of high extracellular calcium
upon renal function and morphology were evaluated
in isolated rat kidneys perfused with cell—free
medium at a total calcium concentration of 8 mg/dl
++(controls), 13 and 19 mg/dl (high Ca ). Measured
ionized calcium were 3.8±0.1, 6.6±0.1 and 8.6±1.3
mg/dl (x±SE), respectively. Perfusion with high
Ca increased sodium roabsortpion and urinary
diluting capacity while renal vascular resistance
and gloiserular filtration rate were unchanged.
High Ce increased hypoxic damage to medullary
thick ascending limbs from 58.2±4.0% of tubules in
controls to 80.2±4.0% (p<O.005) with moderate to
severe injury in the deepest area of the outer
medulla. Morphological changes in the cortex were
minimal. The increase in damage to medullary
thick limbs and the functional changes induced by
high Ca were preventd by the calcium channel
blocker verapamil (10 H).6 Addition of the cal-
cium ionophore A23187 (10 H) to controls
reproduced the effects of high Ca with an
increase in the proportion of damaged thick limbs
to 92.1±4.1% (p<0.001 vs. controls).
In conclusion, high extracellular calcium
appears to increase the susceptibility of the
renal medulla to hypoxia by a mechanism
potentially operative in hypercalcemic nephro—
pathy.
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GLONERULAR PROSTACLANDIN PRODUCTION IN CENTAMICIN
NEPNROTOXICITY. Martin Bunke, Kenneth McLeish.
Division of Nephrology, Univ. of Louisville,
Louisville, KY 40292
To determine if an alteration in glomerular
prostaglandin (PC) generation occurs in gentamicin
nephrotoxicity, either gentamirin (C) 70mg/kg or
saline (3) was administered IN to Sprague Dawlay
rats daily for 2 or for 10 days. Twenty four
hour urine collections for creatinine clearance
(Ccr) and total protein excretion were obtained
prior to isolation of glomeruli from kidneys that
had been perfused free of blood elements, The
in vitro glomerular production of PCE7, Tx82, and
6 keto PCF1 (6KF1) were measured by RIA. Ccr did
not differ tetween C end S rats at 2 days;
however, Ccr was decreased in C rate at 10 daye,
C = 0.43 ml/min/100g 8W vs 3 = 0.69 0.17
(mean SD, N = 16, p< 0.001). At 10 days
total utinary protein was increased in C rats, C
60 14.5 mg/24 hr vs 3 = 27.4 11.6 (p <
0.001). The data for PC generation expressed as
pg/mg glomerular protein per 45 minutes incubation
(mean 3D) are:
TxB PCE 6KF N
2 Day C 2t22 380 388l±64 3123 4O 8
2 Day 3 2322 83 3385±795 2188 400 4
P N.3. N.3. p < .05
10 Day C 1070 263 1325±485 933 237 10
10 Day 3 1950 291 2814±298 2740 990 8
P p <.001 p<.OO5 p <.001
We conclude: 1) glomerular production of
6KF1 is increased early in C administration and
may be required to maintain a normal Ccr, and 2)
a significant decrease in production of all PC
accompanies the fall in Ccr with continued C
therapy.
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CENTAMICIN (C) INDUCES CELLULAR Ca ABNORMALITIES
IN REMAL PROXIMAL TUBULES (PT) BEFORE FUNCTIONAL
CHANCES. T.J. Burke, N. Burnier,* P. Shanley, and
R.W. Schrier. Dept. Med., Univ. Colorado Sch.
Med., Denver, CO.
Kidneys exposed chronically to C develop
morphologic injury on day 4 and acute renal
failure on day 8. Abnormal Ca handling by PT
might induce morphologic injury leading to
functional inju. We, therefore, examined, the
effect of C on Ca influx in iaolatad renal PT
obtained from kidneys exposed to C in vivo. Rats
in group 1 (CP—l) received 1 dose of C (100 mg/kg,
IP) and PT were atudied 1 day later. In group 2
(CP—2), C was given for 3 consecucive days and PT
were studied 1 day later. PT from non—injected
served as control (C). Emetic analysis of
Ca uptake curves permitted determination of
membrane (N) and intracellular (I) compartment
size (nmol Ca/mg prot), and N and I fluxes (nmol
Ca/mg prot/min). In OP—i M Ca flux and
compartment size decreased significantly vs C (2.1
vs 3.8 and 2.0 vs 2.5, respectively, both p<.OS),
possibly ss a result of competition for binding
sites between C and Ca. In CP—2, however, both H
flux and compartment returned to C (3.5 vs 3.8 and
2.6 vs 2.5, respectively) suggesting that a M
defect had overcome the binding competition. I
compartment size tended to increase in GP—l (7.3
vs 4.9) but was significantly increased only in
GP—2 (10.0 vs 4.9, p<.OS). I flux remained com-
parable in all groups. Serum creatinine (mg/dl)
averaged 0.50, 0.70 and 0.45 in C, OP—i and CP—2,
respectively. lEna, these results demonatrate
that C induces early changes in Cm handling in PT.
The increased N flux and increased I compartment
size precede functional injury.
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EFFECT OF EXTRACELLULAR ACIDOSIS ON ENHANCED Ca
INFLUX IN ANOXIC RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULES (PT). H.
Burnier,* T. Burke, P. Shanley,* and R. Schrier.
Dept. Med., Univ. Colorado Sch. Med., Denver, CO.
Increased intracellular Ca has been shown to
impair cellular function. Previous in vio
studies have shown that anoxia increases Ca
influx in isolated PT and that extracellular
acidosis prevents anoxic cellular injury. The
present study was therefe performed to examine
the effect of anoxia on Ca influx in the pre-
sence and absence extracellular acidosis in
isolated rat PT. Ca uptake was measured for 60
mm after 30 mm of either 100% N2 (anoxia, A) or
95% O—5% CO2 (control, C). The extracellular pH
(pile) was lowered by adding HC1 to the medium.
Membrane (14) and intracellular (I) Ca fluxes (nmol
Ca/mg prot/min) and exchangeable Ca compartment
sizes (nmol Ca/tug prot) were calculated by kinetic
analysis of uptake curves. H Ca flux (3.8+0.2 vs
4.0+0.6) and compartment size (2.5+0.1 vs 2.2+0.2)
and I compartment size (4.9+0.6 vs 5.3+0.6) were
not different at pH 7.4 vs 6.9 in C. At pH 7.4, A
increased M Ca flux (8.3+0.2 vs 3.5+0.6, p<.Ol), M
Ca compartment (4.1+0.3 vs 3.0+0.3, p<.05) and I
Ca compartment (9.0+0.6 vs 4.9+0.6, p<.Ol). At
pile 6.9, A did not alter N Ca flux (4.2+0.1 vs
4.0+0.6) and 14 Ca compartment (2.5+0.5 vs 2.2+0.2)
but did lower I Ca compartment (3.1+0.5 vs
0.6, p<.OS). Extracellular acidosis also reduced
the LDH release and the morphological changes
induced by A. In conclusion, our results demon-
strate that pile is a major determinant of Ca
uptake in anoxic PT. The protective effect of
acidosis may therefore be related to a decrease in
Ca uptake.
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MECHANISM OF THEOPHYLLINE-INDUCED PROTECTION IN
MYOGLOBINURIC ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (MARF) IN RATS.
Paul Churchill*, Anhl Bidani and W Packer*. Wayne
State Univ., Detroit, MI and ush Medical College,
Chicago, IL.
We have previously reported the ameliorating
effects of theophylline(T), an adenosine antago-
nist, on the severity of MARF in rats (Can J Phys
Pharmacol 61:567, 1983). Methyixanthines, however,
have been reported to block tubuloglomerular feed-
back (TGF) and produce natriuresis, which may have
accounted for the protection. To further charac-
terize the mechanism of T-induced protection, 4
groups (A—D) of female rats were studied in meta-
bolic cages. After baseline UNaV was determined,
group A received O.lml distilled H2O ip, B and C
received 2 and 5 mg/kg furosemide, a TGF blocker,
and D received 10.9 pMol T as aminophylline. UNaV
was determined for an initial 6 hrs and a subse-
quent 18 hrs following treatment(I). One to two
wks later, the animals underwent the same protocol
but 45-60 mm after treatment, MARF was induced
(lOml/kg, 50% glycerol)(II). Serum creatinine
(5cr) was measured daily for the next 3 days.
Results are shown below (mean SEM).
pEq/h/lOOgmBW A(n=12) B(n=11) C(n=12) D(n14)
I Base. UNaV 13.5±1.7 11.7±1.9 9.5±2.0 11.6±1.9
mit. 6h 8.1±1.3 16.8±3.8 36.3±5.6* 12.4±2.4
Subsq. 18h 9.5±2.3 10.8±2.6 5.7±2.1 10.8±2.1
II Base. SCr O.38r.03 0.38±.02 0.37±.O2 0.41±.02
Peak 5Cr 3.1±.51 3.2±.38 3.6±.45 1.7±.25*
Mortality 2/12 5/11 7/12 0/14
*p<O.o1 by ANOVA
We conclude that the protective effects of I are
independent of its effects on TOE and Na excretion
and probably involve adenosine antagonism.
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RENAL AND SYSTEMIC FACTORS IN VASCULAR ABERRANCIES
OF ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF). J.D. Conger, and
J.B. Robinette.* UCHSC, Denver, Colorado.
We have shown a lack of renal blood flow (RBF)
autoregulation (AR) in ARF by serial constriction
of the renal artery (CRA) and that reducing sys-
temic blood pressure (soP) to the lower limit of
the physiologic AR range in the course of ARF
causes recurrent ischemia. It is unknown if re-
current ischemia requires systemic responses to
lowering SBP or only the local responses to a re-
duction in renal perfusion pressure (RPP). Like-
wise, it is unknown if an absence of AR can be de-
monstrated by lowering SBP. In the present study
RPP was reduced to the lower limit of AR (90 tuniNg)
for 4 hr by CRA in 7-day norepinephrine (NE)—ARF
rats (n = 5). After 4 hr RBF was reduced by 76
8% and inulin clearance (Cm) by 78±18% compared
to sham—infused (SI) controls with respective re-
ductions of 8±6% and 12+7% (p<.OO1). Two days
after RPP reduction Cr and BUN rose 2x and there
was evidence of fresh tubular ischemia in NE—ARF
rats. In a second group of 7-day NE—ARF and SI
r.ats (n = 5) RPP was lowered serially by controlled
phlebotomy to 90 mmilg. AR index was 4.54 in NE—
ARF and 0.02 in SI rats (p<.OOl). AR index with
controlled phlebotomy was similar to the 4.56
shown previously with CRA. Both the recurrent is—
chemia and lack of AR could be reversed by renal
denervation on day 7 prior to altering RPP or SOP.
Conclusion: Absence of AR and exacerbation of ARF
by reduction in RPP to the lower limit of physio-
logic AR requires local responses of the inner-
vated ARF kidney but not systemic humoral res-
ponses to SBP reduction; however, the renal hemo—
dynamic and functional changes are similar to
either CRA or a lowering of SBP.
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P0STISCEMIC RENAL AlP RECOVERY: CORRELATIONS WITH
FUNCTIONAL IMPAIRF'ENT. K.Cooper, M. Stromski, 0.
Thulin, K. Gaudio, R. Shulman, and N. Siegel. Yale
U. Sch. of Med. New Haven, CT.
The relationship between the recovery of tissue
nucleotides and postischemic renal injury is
unclear. To define this relationship, rats were
subjected to 15'—60' of renal ischernia and renal
AlP levels were assessed prior to, during, and for
120' after reflow using 3P NMR spectroscopy, in
vivo. Gin (l/min/1OO gmBW) was determined 24 hrs
iflir the ischemic insult. The level of renal AlP
fell rapidly and remained <10% of control
throughout the ischemic interval . Results are
expressed as a % of the preischemic AlP value and
are given immediately after reperfusion (AlP 10)
and after 120' of reflow (AlP 120').
Ischemia AlP 10' ATP 120' Gin
0' -—— ——- 973±33
15' 70±3 92±5 856±26
30' 59±3 73±7 445±59
45' 53±3 61±3 353±29
60' 0 56±3 168±38
Duration ot iscnemla was preact1ve of both AlP
recovery and subsequent Gin (r=-O.98,p<.O1).
There was also a direct correlation (r+0.98,
p<.O1) between AlP 120'and the Gin 24 flrs post
ischemia.
These data suggest that the duration of
ischemia is an important determinant of the
pattern of recovery of renal AlP levels.
Moreover, postischemic Gin is related to a) the
duration of a sustained reduction in Alp; and b) a
biphasic pattern of AlP recovery including an
initial rapid phase which may reflect the residual
nucleotide pool and a more gradual phase which may
represent the resynthesis of AlP.
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ROLE OF INTRACELLULAR(IC) CA++ OVERLOAD IN THE
PATHOGENESIS OF ISCHEMIC RENAL INJURY. K. Cooper*
G. Thulin* K. Gaudio, M. Kashgarian, H. Rasmussen*
and N.J. Siegel, Yale Univ. Sch. of Med., New
Haven, CT, and Ore. Hith Sd. Univ., Portland, OR.
Vitamin 0 induced hypercalcemia (HC) augments
ischemic renal injury (ASN, 84). To further
define the role of IC Ca++ overload, we studied
the effect of an acute increase in ECF Ca++ prior
to 45 mm. of bilateral renal ischemia in rats.
HC was induced by the infusion of CaCl2 for 60
mm. prior to postischemic reperfusion.
Comparisons are made to normocalcemic controls and
HC rats treated with 4 days of I.P. 1,25(OH)201.
Cin(pl/min/lOOgrn) was determined prior to an 4
hrs ischemia. Serum Ca++ and PU4 were
determined at the time of postischemic
reperfusion. Renal calcification was determined
qualitatively (Von Kossa stain) after ischemia as
O = none to 4+ = severe.
Normocalcemic (HC)Vit 0 (HC)CaCl
Ca++ 8.9±0.2 11.9±0.8* 11.8±0.6
P04 8.9±0.6 10.4±0.4* 7.4±0.4
Pre Cm 972±33 983±129 855±40
Post Cm 353±29 184±29* 521±36*
UOSM 1034±104 586±36* 1038±79
FENa(%) 0.4±0.1 1.7±0.4* 0.4±0.1
Renal calcif. 1.3±0.4 3.4±1.1* 0.8±0.4
*p<01 vs control (N=6) (N=6) (N=6)
Despite overt HC, CaC12 treated rats displayed
better preservation of Cm and tubular function as
well as less renal calcificaiton. 1,25(OH)2D3
treated rats fared worse, possibly related to a
sustained increase in IC Ca++ prior to injury, as
well as hyperphosphatemia which could augment
renal Ca++ deposition. These data support a role
for IC Ca++ overload in ischemic renal injury.
RADIOCONTRAST (RC) INDUCED DECREASE IN
GFR IN RATS WITH PRIOR RENAL INJURY. &..
Cronin, P Lockhart*, Dallas VAMC and UTx
HSC, Dallas, TX.
Radiocontrast CRC) may cause nephrotox—
Ic ARF In humans with underlying renal
disease. However, no good laboratory
model has been found since, except during
extreme dehydration, the rat kidney is
resistant to RC injury. We examIned the
effect of RC on creatinine clearance in
Sprague—Dawley rats with prior mild
nephrotoxic injury (gentamicin (G), 30
mg/kg b.w. b.I.d. subcut. x 3 days).
Following G, RC was given 3 x daily by
subcut. Injection for 2 days. Total
daily dose of RC was 4 g Iodine/Kg b.w.
Food but not water was withheld for 16
hrs. prior to the 1st RC injection. The
control group (HS) received 5% NaCI equal
in tonlclty to the RC using the same
Injection times. Creatinine clearance
CCr was determined pre and during the 16
hours following the last RC injection.
The results were (mean! SE): CCr fell 17%
in Group RC (2.4±0.1 to 2.0±0.2 mI/mm,
p<.05), but was unchanged in Group HS
(2.4±0.1 to 2.3±0.1 mI/mm, NS). After
RC, b.w. rose similarly in Group RC and
HS, 5.2±0.5% versus 3.4±0.6%, NS.
Thus, RC in well—hydrated rats with
prior exposure to gentamicin signIficant-
ly reduced GFR, but was not associated
with a reduction in body weight, The
resistance of the rat to RC renal injury
may be lost in the presence of underlying
renal injury.
ROLE OF VASOACTIVE HORMONES IN THE RENAL RESPONSE
TO SEPSIS. A.D.Cumming*, R.M.Lindsay, K.SoJ.ez,
J.W.D.McDonald* and A.L.Linton. University of
Western Ontario, London, Canada and Johns
Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore.
Generalized sepsis was induced by cecal perfor-
ation in 20 volume loaded sheep, and 24 hrs later
3 patterns of renal function were seen. In 8
sheep (Gp.1) GFR fell by 70%, urine vol. by 85%
and FENa by 83%. Four sheep (Gp.2) exhibited sim-
ilar oliguria and sodium retention but had no re-
duction in GFR, and in 8 sheep (Gp.3) renal func-
tion was unchanged from control values. The renal
function changes correlated with systemic manifes-
tations of severe sepsis — increased cardiac out-
put and reduced systemic vascular resistance were
greatest in Gp.1. Plasma renin activity (PRA),
urinary kallikrein excretion (UKa1) , urinary
6—keto PGF1 excretion (li6keto) ,and urinary
thromboxane B2 excretion rate (UTXBz ) were measur-
ed before induction of sepsis (A) and 214 hrs
later (B).
PEA UKa1 U6keto UTXB2
(ng/mllhc) (nkat/4h) (ng/min) (ng/min)
Op 1 — A 1.5 143 7.2 24.0
B 6.4 1.2 20.0 20.2
Gp 2 — A 1.0 2.4 6.1 38.2
B 4.0 0.6 211.0 44.0
Gp 3 — A 1.0 2.0 5.2 22.11
B 1.1 2.1 9.6 18.0
PRA correlated inversely with GFR, urine vol. and
urinary Na excretion; UKa1 correlated positively
with urine vol. and urinary Na excretion. Recip-
rocal changes in activity of the renin—angiotensin
and intra—renal kallikrein—kinin systems may play
a role in the renal response to sepsis; increased
PCI2 synthesis may affect systemic heaodynamics.
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PROTECTIVE EFFECTS OF O—(6—HYDROXYETHYL) RUTOSIDE
(HE) ON CISPLATIN (CP)—INDUCED ACUTE RENAL FAILURE
(ARF) IN THE RAT. D.C. Dobyan, J.M. Bull*, F.R.
Strebel*, B. Sunderland*, and R.E. Bulger. Dept.
of Medicine, and the Graduate School, The Univ. of
Texas Health Science Center, Houston, TX.
The cancer chemotherspeutic agent CP causes re-
nal toxicity which may be mediated by reactive oxy-
gen species and lipid peroxidation. This study ex-
amined the effects of the free radical scavenger,
HR, on kidney structure and function in CP—induced
ARF. Three groups of 150—200 gm. female Fischer
rats were studied. Group I received subcutaneous
(SC) HR (1 gm/kg.B.Wt.), BID for 2 days prior to
and for 4 days after Infravenous (TV) saline (S).
Group II rats received SC S for 2 days prior to and
for 4 days after IV CF (6 mg/kg.B.tJt.). Group III
rats received HR as in Group I and CF as in Group
II. Renal function was determined by inulin clear-
ance 5 days after injection of either S (Group I)
or CP (Groups II and ITT). Both Groups II and III
had significant impairment in renal function com-
pared to Group I. The Group III rats which re-
ceived HE, however, had significantly better renal
function than the Group II rats as shown below:
(*P<0O5 or less):
HR+S(N=4) S+CP(N=6) HR÷CP(N=7)
BUN (mg/dl) 18.2+2.6 267±40 69+14*
Creat. (mg/dl) 0.6±0.1 5.9+0.8 1.5+0.4*
GFR(ul/min/gmK.1Jt.) 1217±71 46±19 329±67*
FEN (F) 1.1±0.3 10.2±0.8 2.7±0.5*
Uos1 (MOsm/kg.H2O) 497+12 374±28 586±42*
All rats receiving HR had morphological damage
which was significantly less than CP—treated rats
(P.OO34, Nann—lihitney). Therefore, CF rats re-
ceiving HR had significant functional and morpho-
logical protection from nephrotoxicity.
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FUNCTIONAL AND MORPHOLOGIC CORRELATES OF EXPERI-
MENTAL NEPHROTOXIC ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARF) IN
STREPTOZOTOCIN (5) TREATED RATS. G Eknoyan, DD
Dobyan, B Sunderland*, RE Bulger. Baylor Coll
Med & U Texas Health Sci Ctr, Houston, TX.
To characterize the reported protective effect
of S-induced diabetes in gentamicin (8)-induced
ARF (G—ARF) we examined the effect of 8 (20 mg/kg
BW, BID for 9 days) and mercuric chloride (24 hrs
after 2 mg/kg SC HgC12) in 2 groups of rats: 5,
rats with S—induced diabetes (75 mg IP); and S-I,
S-treated rats whose hyperglycemia was controlled
by insulin (FBS 540±28 vs 118±21 mg%, p<O.OOl).
There were distinct structural changes in the
proximal tubules and thick ascending limb of all
S—treated rats. S provided protection from G—ARF.
GFR (inulin clearance in p1/mm/gm kidney) was
961±58 in 5, and not different from non-S con-
trols or S with 8—ARE: 827±42; but was lower in
S—I with G—ARF (584±23, p<0.OO1), a value higher
than in non-S rats with G—ARF (102±40, p<O.OOl).
There was no difference in the % of injured cells
in: S(6.3±5), S—G—ARF(10.4±4), S-I-G-ARF(8.5±1.8).
These were significantly lower from non-S rats
with 8—ARE (87±7.1). By contrast, S provided no
protection from HgCl2—ARF: GFR in S (279±47), S-I
(220±52), non-S (134±64). HgCl2 induced exten-
sive injury in both S and S—I, but was worse
(p<O.Ol) in S. Conclusions: 1) S-pretreatment
provides structural protection from G-ARF, inde-
pendent of hyperglycemia, 2) hyperglycemia in S
provides total protection of GFR, whereas its ab-
sence provides only partial protection; 3) the
protective effect of S—pretreatment is limited to
6—ARE and not present in HgC12—ARF. Tubular
changes induced by S may be the basis of protec-
tion from G-ARF.
GENTAMICIN (G) NEPHROTOXICITY (NTX): EFFECT OF
EXOGENOUS PABATHORMONE (Pm) IN PARATHYROIDEC-
TOMIZED (PTX) RATS. W.C. Elliott, B. Patchin,*,
D.B. Jones, H.E. Triable, P. Holohan,* SUNY,
Upstate Med. Ctr., Depta. Med., Pathol.,
Pharmacol., Physiol., Syracuse, NY.
Stimulation of endogenous PTh (PTH—S) in-
creases renal cortical 0 ([C]) and NTX in rats.
To determine if this effect is related to altered
renal C handling we administered C (40 mg/kg-day)
together with a) 1—34 PTH (12.5U/1008) or b)
vehicle (Ve) to PTX F344 rats. FF11 transiently
(150 mm) increased urinary C—AMP and phospha—
tuna. Treatment results: (means SE; N4-6).
7DayCRx l4DayCRx
PreRx Ve PEM Ve FF11
Scr .32+.02 4.0+1.6 2.1+1.3 0.9+0.1 0.9+0.2
[C] — 6.7+0.4 7.8+0.1 8.30.5 8.5+0.9
NMN 5.3+0.3 2.5+0.2 2.70.2 2.50.l 2.5V0.l
Scr: serum creatinine mg/dl; [C]: ig/lO mg; NMN:
cortical slice to medium (S/N) NMN ratio.
Differences between Ve and FF11 were not signifi-
cant. Structural changes were typical of C-NFX
and were similar in PTh and Ve. PTH-S also had
no effect on; C or amikacin (Am) S/N in renal
slices; Am clearance or accumulation by isolated
perfused kidney; C binding by isolated brushborder or basolateral membranes.
Conclusion: In contrast to continuous
endogenous PTH-S, pulse doses of exogenous Pmdid not affect renal [G3 or NTX. PTH also did
not alter in vitro C binding, clearance or
uptake. This suggests that FF11—S enhancement of
G—NTX is not related to renal G handling; and
that other PTH effects - i.e. alteration of
phosphotipid turnover or Ca flux - may
underlie increased NTX.
EFFECT OF BOVINE HEMOGLOBIN (11GB) ON RENAL
FUNCTION. A. Fracasso*, S. Sabatini, N. Feola*,
R. Aversano*, H. Gonzalez*, P. Canizaro* and
N. A. Kurtzman. Depts of Internal Med and Surg.
Tex Tech Univ Health Sciences Ctr, Lubbock, Texas.
Purified stroma—free bovine 11GB is an oxygen—
carrying substitute for erythrocytes. It has been
shown to prevent death or shock in mice when as
much as 2/3 of the blood volume has been removed.
While thought to be relatively nonimmunogenic. its
effect on renal function is not known. We ex-
amined the acute effects of bovine 11GB on renal
function in rats. 60—80% of the total blood
volume was removed and replaced with an isotonic
solution of bovine HGB (5.9%, pH 7.4, nonpolymer—
ized). Over the next 4 hrs, hemodynamic param-
eters and renal function were measured. Plasma
hematocrit fell from 48.1 1.4 to 22.3 1.1%,
(n62, P40.001). Urine volume rose from 14.1
2.4 to 89.7 14.8 p1/mm (P( 0.001) without a
change in blood volume. Uosm fell from 1191 132
to 584 151 mOan/kg 1120 (P40.01, n38). Heart
rate remained normal, as did pH and pCO ; p0
rose. GFR was 1.22 0.11 mi/mm and dd no
change for up to 4 hr after 11GB. Fractional Na
excretion increased and Tm HCO3 was significantly
depressed. The animals failed to raise the urine
PCO2 normally as compared to controls. 11GB
excretion was markedly increased. These results
demonstrate that bovine HGB can be used to prevent
acute mortality from hemorrhagic shock across
mammalian classes. The effects on tubular func-
tion, however, suggest that significant proximal
and distal dysfunction occur. Studies are cur-
rently underway to examine the effects of polymer—
ized 11GB on renal function.
MEASUREMENT OF MALONALDEHYDE CM) IN KIDNEY FOLLOW-
ING ISCHEMIA AND REFLOW. R.Fuld B.Spar' B.K.
Urbaitis. Div. of Nephrology, Dept. of Medicine,
School of Medicine & Physiology Dept., Dental
School, Univ. of Maryland, Baltimore, Maryland.
Free radicals have been implicated in tissue
damage following ischemia and reflow in kidney. N,
a lipid peroxide formed by the action of free rad-
icals on double—bond containing lipids, is used to
indicate free radical induced membrane damage.
Experiments were performed to determine the extent
of increase In M concentration in kidneys fol low-
ing 60 mm. of ischemia and IS mm. of reflow. M
concentration in control (n6) and ischemia +
reflow (n=6) kidneys was 66.1+4.8 and 85.8+7.9 nm/
gm tissue respectively (p.O5).
Since tissue extracts obtained from ischemic
kidneys appeared to contain more blood than con—
tralateral controls the contribution of blood to
the measurement of N was assessed. Known amounts
of blood were added to the reaction mixture and
absorbance determined between 380 and 600 nm.
Blood had an absorption maximum at 405 and a smal-
ler peak at 535 nm where M is measured. When the
data was corrected for blood content the differ-
ence was halved and became statistically insigni-
ficant (p.3O).
We conclude that:
I. When the net increase in M is small the extent
of contamination with blood must be assessed or
controlled for.
2. WithIn the sensitivity of the thiobarbituric
acid method of Okawa the ischemia—induced increase
in M, independent of increased blood content, is
uncertain.
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SEVERE AT? DEPLETION CAUSES IRREVERSIBLE DAMAGE
TO INTRACELLULAR ENERGY DEPENDENT CALCIUM
SEQUESTRATION (CaS) IN LLC—F'Kl CELLS. I.
Holland', M.A. Venkatachalam and J.M. Weinberg
Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor MT and Univ. of
Texas Health Scienoe Center, San Antonio, TX.
Cells were incubated with or without 1.5 pM
antimycin (—A,+A). With A, stepwise deletion of
medium glucose (G) causes stepwise AT?
depletion. With 0 G,+A, AT? is 0 by 3 hr and
cells become non—viable; with > 10 mg% G, AT?
is > 5% of control and cells are viable (RI
27:236,1985). To determine CsS we measured cell
Cat-i. (nmol/mg protein) 5 win after acute
permeabilization of the plasma membrane by
digitonin in the presence or absence of 5 mM AT?
following 3 hours (3NR) incubation +A or —A with
the indicated concentrations of G (mg%) or 3
hours incubation plus 4 hours recovery (7HR) in
450 G,—A ('p< .05 vs 450 G,—A, N=3—5).
3HR—ATP 3HR+ATP 7HR—ATP 7HR+ATP
O G,+A 38±8* 24±6' 51±14* 33±8*
10 G,+A 49±11* 68±21* 88±12 158±20*
450 G,+A 70±6* 150±21' 82±8 280±18'
0 G,—A 98±6' 237±41 147±30 410±74
10 G,—A 109±9 403±20 153±31 374±26
450 G,—A 146±14 330±43 132±30 459±12
Treatment with A and > 10 mg% G, or with 0 G,—A,
reversibly impaired CaS. With 0 G,+A, the
deficit was not reversed. The findings cor—
relate precisely with other cell deficits caused
by AT? depletion; phospholipid breakdown, aocum—
mulation of free fatty acids, and loss of mite—
chondrial potential estimated with a lipcphilic,
cationic flucrochrome, rhodamine 123. This sys-
tem provides a powerful, controlled model for
studying the psthcgenesis of cell injury.
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ThE EFFECT OF ThE RADIOCONTRAST AGENT (RCA),
DIATRIZOATE (D), ON WE FUNCTIcW OF CRITICAL RENAL
MEMBRANES. D.A. Huntt M.C. Noldent and H.D. Humes.
VA Med. Ctr. and Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, MI.
Recent evidence suggests that 0 is directly
toxic to renal tubular epithelial cells especially
during a hypoxic insult. To gain further insight
into the mechanimu of toxicity, the effects of D
on renal ccrtical mitochondrial (RCM) function and
on the activity of renal cortex Na—K—ATPase
activity were assessed. RCM oxygen consumption
auppcrted by succinate and pyruvate—malate was
measured in the presence of D. Data are expressed
in nanoatoms oxygen/mm/mg prot. and as means±SE,
nr5—7, *p<D.05 or better compared to control.
P Succinate Pyruvate—Mslate
mM State 4 State 3 DNP State 4 State 3 DNP
0 101±23 393±6 3T9 38±2 168±5 1F3
10 104±4 367±11' 369±10 37±2 159±7 103±4
25 109±4* 297±11' 314±10' 42±2' 159±15 100±5*
50 109±4' 175±6' 206±7* 44±3' 99±8* 93±5*
Thus D altered RCM oxygen consumption in m dose
dependent manner with progressive increases in
State(S)U respiration and decreases in 53 and DNP—
uncoupled respiration supported both by succinate
and pyruvate—malate. RCM oxygen consumption
supported by TMPD—asoorbate was not affected,
suggesting an inhibitory effect of 0 on electron
flcw not distal to phosphorylation site 2. In
contrast, D had no effect en renal cortex Na—K—
ATPase activity at concentrations as high as 100
mM. These results demonstrate that P disrupts the
function of the highly integrated and important
mitoohondrial membrane system of the renal tubular
cell. This effect may contribute to cell injury
during hypoxic stress when D probably has access
to the intracellular environment.
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PROTON MAGNETIC RESONANCE (MR) DIFFERENTIATES
DIFFERENT TYPES OF ACUTE RENAL FAILURE IN RATS.
A.Iains, S. Abrashkin, .7. Weininger, R. Shneider,
Nephrology, Rsrzilsi Ned. Ctr.& Soreq NRC Yavne,
Ashqelon, ISRAEL 78306 (Intr. by R. Solez*).
Cortical(C) and medullary(M) 11 and 12 relax—
axation times were measured in several types of
ARF by ERUKER PC "MULTISPEC at 37°C, 20 MHz:
Gentsmicin 100 mg/kg bw/day for 8 days (GARF);
Glycerol 24 hrs after 10 ml/kg bw i.m., 50% (Gly—
ARE); Ureteral ligation for 3 days (UL); Renal
artery clamping for 20 win (RAC); RAC a 30 mm
reflow; Renal pedicle clamping for 20 mm (RPC);
RPC & 30 win reflow; Cyclosporin A:4 days of i.p.
Cya 60 mg/kg bw/day(CyARF); CyA + ischemia: 4
dsye of i.p. CyA 60 mg/kg bw/day & 20 mm left
RPC (CyA+Iach ARE).
CORTEX MEDULLA
Ti 12 .11 T2
Control (o7) 466+6 49+2 636+29 7j:3
GARF (n6) 663+50* 93+9* 720+24* 93+6*
G1yAR (n8) 458+3 65+4* 536+21* 85+3*
UL (n6 699+11* 89+2* 896+17* 119+5*
CyARF (o5) 499+8 51+2 732+11* 78+3
CyA+Isch ARF (n=7) 495+21 53+2 740+17* 76+5
RAC (n9) 515+20* 55+4 708+20 78+5
RAC & Reflow (n7) 613+11* 67+5* 733+26* 69+7*
RPC (n9) 583+22* 66+4* 731+30 89+5
RPC & Reflow (n7) 592+16* 61+3* 738+39 69+5
(Mean+SE, *significantly different from control)
CAliF and UL showed increaeed 11 and 12 times in
both C and N, much higher in UL. G1yAEF showed
increased C and M 12, while Ti decreased in N.
CyARF & CyA+Isch resulted in significant increase
of H Ti. RAC was different from RPC. In conclus-
ion: different profiles of C & M MR properties
were found in several models of ARF in rate.
ANGIOTENSIN CONVERTING ENZYME ACTIVITY (ACEA) IS
INCREASED IN EXPERIMENTAL NEPHROTIC SYNDROME (ENS).
M.E. Ibarra_Rubio*, J Pedraza_ChaverrI*, J.A. de
Alba*, B. Herrero_Bervera* & J.C. Peña. Inst. Nal.
de Nutrición Salvador ZubirSn, Mexico, D,F. Mexico.
The mechanisms involved in the increased sodium re-
tention in NS arm not well understood. In order to
study the participation of renin—angiotensin system
we measured plasma renin concentration (NC) and
ACEA in ENS induced by puromycin aminonucleoside
(PA). Male Wistar rats were injected with PA (15 ma
per 100 gms b.w.) and maintained in metabolic cages
Rats were decapitated and bled 7 days after PA in-
jection. PRC was measured by RIA of angiotensin I
(ng AI/ml/hr), ACEA was estimated using hippuryl-
histidyl-leucine as substrate (no hippuric acid/ml/
mm). Urine basal values wereobtained from the same
rats before PA injection. Blood serum control va-
lues were obtained in another yroup of rats. Resul-
ts are expressed as the mean±S.E.M., p<O.05 was
considered significant (*). The results obtained
7 days after PA injection are shown between paen-
thesis. In urine: volume: 6±O.4+ml (22±3)*, Na
1.4±0.1 mEq/24 hr (O.2±O.1)*, K : 3±0.2 mEq/24 hr
(2.9±0.2), creatinine: 2.3±0.1 mci/24 hr (2.7±O.2)*,
total protein: not detetable (194±16 mg/24 hr)*.
I plasma or serum: Na : 147±0.1 mEq/L (148±0.1),
K :5.7±0.2 mEq/L (6.0±0.1), creatinine: 0.3±0.1
mg/dl (0.5±0.05), total protein: 9±0.3 gr/dl (55YO.1), ACEA:144±6 (211±15)*, PRC: 57±6 (172±21) *
These data suqgest that the increase in PRCand
ACEA may contribute to increased sodium retention
in ENS induced by PA.
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CYCLOSPORINE (CS) INDUCES CELL PROLIFERATION
WITEIN ThE RENAL IWIERSTITIUM. N .M. Jackson and
H.D. Humes. VA Med. Ctr., and Univ. of MI, Ann
Arbor, Michigan.
CS has been demonstrated to produce a chronic
tublointerstitial nephritis (TIN) presumably due
to toxic renal tubular cell (RTC) injury. Since
recent evidence has not demonstrated a toxic
potential for cyclosporine to injure RTC acutely
in vitro (Clin. Res. 33:1t87A, 1985), we inves-
tigated the incorporation of 3H—thymidine (T) into
renal cortex DNA in rats on a sodium deficient
diet treated with daily CS (100 mg/kg, s.c.) as a
sensitive index of RTC injury induced by CS treat-
ment in vivo. After 8 days of CS, incorporation of
T into renal cortex inoeased from a control value
of 20 2 to 60 11 lO dpm/mg DNA (n=7—1O, p
0.01). The increase in T incorporation was more
prominent in the deeper structures of the kidney
with incorporation of T increasing 3—fold in outer
cortex, 8—fold in inner cortex and 9—fold in
medulla and papilla compared to sham controls.
Morphometric analysis with an operator—interactive
system utilizing semlautomated, computer based
planimetry of autoradiographic specimens of the
whole kidney demonstrated that virtually all of
the increase in 7 incorporation occurred in cells
within the renal interstitium. The cells within
the interstitium have morphologic characteristics
of mononuclear cells. These data suggest that CS
produces a proliferative mononoclear cell
infiltrate within the renal interstitium. The
chronic TIN associated with CS may be a primary
proliferative process rather than a secondary
response to toxic RTC injury.
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LIPID PEROXIDATION DURING RECOVERY FROM HYPOXIC
STRESS TO ISOLATED RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULE SEGMENTS(PIS). N.M. Jackson,' R.P. O'Connor,' N.E.
Convery,' H.D. Hisses. VA Med. Ctr. and Univ. of
Mith., Ann Arbor, MI.
Oxygen free radicals have been proposed to
contribute to tissue injury during reoxygenationfolliing ischemia. We have characterized the
response of rabbit renal PTS in vitro to hypoxic
stress (H, 30 mm 95% N2/5% C02) foll,ed by
recovery (15—180 mm 95% C02). Lipid perox—
idation (LP, nmol MDA/mg protein), total gluta—
thione (G, nmol OSH/mg prot) and various indices
of tubule cell integrity including tubule IC con-
tent (nmol K/mg prot) and basal respiration (R,
atom 0/mg prot/min) were measured either immedi—
ately after hypoxia or during the recovery phase.
)ata are presented as means, * denotes P<.05 or
better compared to sham control (C), nr5—10.
Recovery LP G IC' R
time C H C H C H C H
0' 1.4 1.6 11.0 6.0* 317 89* —
15' 1.5 1.8* 12.4 6.3* 320 217* 48 20'
30' 1.4 1.8* 12.7 10.1 302 259* 52 21'
90' 1.4 1.9' 14.3 18.4 322 314 42 22'
180' 1.4 2.0' 18.5 22.8 349 354 47 24'
Tubule !C' and G were depressed immediately after a
30 mm hypoxic period. After 15 mm of 02 recovery
B was decreased and LP was elevated. G and IC had
returned to control levels by 30 and 90 mm of 02
recovery, respectively, whereas LP remained
elevated and respiration depressed for up to 3 hr
post—hypoxia. These results demonstrate that early
declines in G and K' are recoverable but that the
generation of LP and suppression of B follzing
hypoxia continue, suggesting that LP may
contribute to reperfusion Injury after hypoxia.
CYCLOSPORINE (CSA) NEPHROTOXICITY (NTX) IN RATS:
EFFECTS ON GFR, TUBULAR FUNCTION AiTh PROSTACYCLIN
(PGI) PRODUCTION. DB Jones, ET Schroeder, P
Hueber,* DS Patchin,* and WC Elliott, Dept. Med.
and Path., Upstate Medical Center, Syracuse, NY.
CSA NTX may be due to a) ischemia 2° to inhi-
bition of PCI or b) direct tubular toxicity. To
investigate these possibilities, we administered
CSA 50 or 100 mg/kg/day dissolved in olive oil by
gavage to male F344 rats. Diarrhea developed at
the higher dose. At sacrifice serum creatinine
(Scr), PAN and NMN accumulation by cortical
slices (S/H), and PCI production by aortic strips
(measured as 6-keto-PCF1a after 12 minutes
incubation in buffer) were determined. Means
SE; N 4-7. # pO.05 compared to control.
CSA S/N Scr PCI
Dose PAM NHN rng/dl ng/mg
8.2+0.3 4.9+0.1 0.6+0.1 1.4+0.3
50x7d 6.9O.l# 4.3+O.2# O.6O.l 1.0+0.1
50x14d 6.8+O.3# 4.l+0.l# 0.5+0.1 1.0+0.1
lOOx7d 6.3+0.4# 4.3+0.2# O.9O.1 O.6O.1#
Structural changes were limited toepithelial
cells of the proximal tubules: large lysosomes
in the S1 and S2 segments; and cytoplasmic
vacuolization of S3 segment.
In summary, in these studies CSA was associ-
ated with mild tubular dysfunction and structural
changes, suggesting that CSA possesses direct
nephrotoxic properties. In addition, the ability
of CSA to inhibit PCI production suggests that
nephrotoxlcity may be due to ischemia.
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EFFECT OF VITAMIN E ON GENTAMICIN INDUCED LIPID
PEROXIDATION AND TOXICITY IN RAT RENAL CORTEX.
Josepovitz, L. Ramsammy, K.—Y. Ling, B. Lane
and 6. 1. Kaloyanides. Departments of Medicine
and Pathology, SUNY, Stony Brook. NY and the
VANC, Morthport, NY.
We previously reported that gentamicin (6)
causes lipid peroxidation (LP) in rat renal
cortex as manifested by a decline of
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUPA) and a rise of
malondialdehyde (NDA). To determine whether LP
plays a role in the pathogenesis of G toxicity we
examined the ability of vitamin E (Vit E) to
inhibit LP and prevent renal injury. Rats were
injected s.c. with Vit E, 600 mg/kg per day, or
saline (S) for 12 days. During the last 6 days
the rats were injected s.c. with 6, 100 mg/kg per
day. LP in renal cortex was assessed by the
decline of double bonds (4) per mole of PA,
decrease of arachidonic acid (AA) esterified in
phospholipid, increase of MDA and alterations in
superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase (CAT) and
oxidized glutathione (GSSG).
A/mole PA AA MDA GSSG
nmol/mg %
S+G 1.24*0.03 15.9±1.0 1.23±0.06 4.9±0.4
Vjt E+G l.47±O.O2 22.5*O.4 0.70*0.0? 1.9±O.3
t=P<.O1. SOD and catalase activity were
depressed to the same extent in both groups.
Although Vit E significantly inhibited 6—induced
LP, both groups demonstrated similar elevations
of serum creatinine and similar morphologic
lesions as assessed by light and electron
microscopy. The data demonatrate that inhibition
of LI' affords no protection against 6 toxicity.
We conclude that LP is a consequence and not a
cause of 6—induced injury in renal cortex.
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EFFECTS OF CRRONIC CYCLOSPORIN TREATMENT (CCT) ON
RENAL HEMODYNAMICS AND SODIUM (Na) REABSORPTION.
F. Easkel, L. Arbeit, P. Devarajan*, J•5 Parting'
and L.C. Moore. Depts. of Pediatrics, Medicine,
Physiology, SUMY Stony Brook, NY.
CCT results in proximal tubule ultrastructural
(US) changes that suggest epithelial injury. It
has been proposed that an impairment of tubular
reabsorption reduces CFR vie tubuloglomerular
feedback (TOF). To assess this proposal, we treat-
ed male Sprague—Dawley rats for 7 days with cyclo—
sporin (10 mg/kg/day im) or vehicle (CON). US
studies revealed intact superficial nephrons with
dilated proximal intercellular spaces and increas-
ed intracellular vacuoles in CCT. Metabolic stud-
ies (7 day) showed similar growth rates and sig-
nificant sodium retention in CCT compared to CON.
In clearance studies in anesthetized rats with
similar BP, CFR was lower in CCT than CON
(0.85±0.13 SEW ml/min/gkw n7 vs 1.17±0.09 n=6
p<O.O5), as waa RBF (4.04±0.23 ml/min/gkw umlO vs
5.10±0.46 n=6 p<O.O5). The higher renal vascular
resistance (RVR) in CCT was normalized by Capto—
pril (10 mg/kg iv), which induced a greater fall
of RVR (—6.13±1.4 nlO vs —1.5+0.7 mmlig.min.gkw/ml
n—6 p<O.O5) and of BP (—30±5 vs —12±2 mmftg) in CCT
than in CON. Absolute Ma reabsorption waa less in
CCT, but fractional Na reabsoption and urine flow
were similar. SNCFR, measured proximally to inhi-
bit TGF, was also lower in CCT (19.2i-2.2 nl/min/—
gkw n21 vs 34.1±3.1 n23 p<O.OOS), as was tubular
fluid flow (8.6±2.4 ni/min/gkw vs 19.4±2.4).
Hence, CCT kidneys exhibit resbsorptive ability
adequate to handle the reduced CFR. The elevated
RVR in CCT is largely independent of TGF and may
be mediated by the angiotensin or kinin systems.
CYCLOSPORIN NEPHROTDXICITY IN THE RAT IS
ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED URINARY THROMBOXANE.
T.C. Rnauss. Case Western Reserve University and
Cleveland VA Medical Center. Cleveland, ON.
Early cyclosporin(CYS) nephrotoxicity may be rapid-
ly reversible; suggesting a functional mechanism.
To test the hypothesis that this impairment may be
related to alterations in vasodilatory/vasocon—
strictor prostaglandins, Sprague—Dawley rats were
gavage fed CYS 40mg/kg/day or an equal volume of
olive oil(OD) for 14 days. Urine(tj) was collectedfor 24 hrs. and analyzed fer PG excretion.
TEA
RUN U-PUN U-TEA U-6-ketoPGF 6-keto—$GF
CYS 369* 58±11 21,5±L4* 45.1±3 D.4l±.D3*
00 25.4 46±7 16.8±1.3 59.8±6 D.27±.D2
*p<.D258*p(.OO1, ng PG per 24hr
Thu increase in urinary TxB in aS treated ratsis associated with a trend or a decrease in 6—
keto—PGF' (stable metebolite of vasodilatory pros—
tacyclin3 The change in ratio of these prosta—
noids might significantly alter renal hemodynsmics.
To further characterize the effects of CYS on
renal PU, medullary—papillary alicea and glomer—
ular suspensions from treated animals were in-
cubated in vitro. While mean medullary TEA2 in
CYS rats was greater(59.8 vs. 43.7 pg/hr/mg wet w4
this did not reach significance. Glomerular pro-
duction of PUN the primary vasodilator produced
by rat glomeruIi also did not differ from controls.
In summary, CX'S toxicity in the rat is associated
with increased vasoconstrictor PG relative to
vasodilatory PG. whether this ie partly responsible
for the functional renal failure seen with CYS or
is just a marker of the effect of the drug on the
kidney will require further study.
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CYCLOSPORINE (CsA) NEPHROTOXICITY IN EATS:
VEHICLE AND ISCHEMIA EFFECTS. B.C. Kone, L.C.
Racuaen,* A. Whelton,* K. Solez.* Johns Hopkins
Univ. Sch. of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland.
Clinical studies have suggested that ischemic
damage at the time of transplantation is a risk
factor for the development of CsA nephrotoxicity.
we studied the morphologic and functional effects
of 20 mm of bilateral renal iechemia (15CR) or
aham surgery followed by 4 daily doses of
commercial paremteral CsA solution 60 mg/kg i.p.
or comparable volumes of the castor oil vehicle
(VEIl) or saline in pair—fed and pair—watered male
Munich Wistar rats (8—10/group). CaA—ISCH and CeA—
sham rats had similar degrees of renal failure on
day 4 (BUN 55±14 vs. 41±5 mg/dl; Ccr .55±.05 vs.
.67±.l9 ml/min). All other groups had normal func-
tion (group means: BUN 19—25, Ccr 1.06—1.19). By
light microscopy, tubular vacuolization and eosin—
ophilic inclusions were seen in the CsA and VEH
groups (CsA>VEH) but not in saline groups. By
electron microscopy, pale lipid vacuoles were eeen
only in CsA groups while dense lysoeomes and dila-
ted ER were seen in CsA and VEH groups. Renal
blood flow determined by flow probe showed a sig-
nificant decline during 2 bra after a single i.p.
dose of CsA (6.6±.5 to mi/mm) or VEH
(6.5+.3 to 4.7±.2) but not after a comparable dose
dose of mineral oil (6.7±.5 to 6.2±.2). These
studies suggest that brief renal ischemis does not
increase CsA nephrotoxicity significantly in the
Munich Wistar rat. Reproducible renal failure can
be brought about by 4 daily i.p. doses of CsA
alone, but in this model the initial decrease in
renal blood flow and all tubular histologic
changes except pale lipid vacuoles can be brought
about by the castor oil vehicle.
ACUTE RENAL INJURY LIMITED ID THE UPPER POLES
FOLLOWING GASOLINE INGESTION. Edward Kuehnel,
Peter Fisher. Portland Adventist Medical Center,
Portland, Oregon.
As of this report, gravitational effects on
renal function or toxicity are uncommon. We have
observed a renal lesion from a suspected volatile
toxin limited to the upper portions of each kidney.
A 26 y/o delivery man accidentally swallowed
gasoline while siphoning it into his truck, tast-
ing it for 6 to 8 hours after, remaining upright
during that period. No other toxic, infectious,
fluid, electrolyte, muscular, or hemodynamic insult
history could be elicited.
Two days later flank pain, cramps, nausea, weak-
ness, and red—brown urine occurred. Physical exam
was normal. Lab data included microscopic hema—
tuna, a serum Cr nf 1.8 mg/dl, and a Cr.C1. of
78 ml/min. An IVP showed ahaent nephrograms in
hnth upper polea and normal lower poles. On a CT
scan, day 4 after gasoline ingestion, one day after
the IVP, unenhanced films disclosed peraiatance of
the contrast from the previoua day, limited to the
upper poles en each side. Lower poles appeared
nnrmal with enhancement, By day 19 after inges-
tion the patient felt well, urinalysis was normal,
SF and physical were normal, ESR 1 mm/br, Serum
Cr 1.1 mg/dl. On repeat renal CT scan there was
prompt and uniform enhancement of upper and lower
poles bilaterally. There has been no recurrence of
aymptoma since avoiding gasoline ingestion.
The data suggest en acute reversible toxic in-
jury most evident in the upper poles, perhaps re-
flecting the volatile nature of the suspected toxin.
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ACUTE RENAL FAILIRE (ARE) STIMULATES ELEVATION OF
RIBONIX1EASE II (RNASE II) ISOZY!.E ACTIVITY IN
SPECIFIC TISSLES, SERUM AND PThE. A S. Kunin,
D.H. Meyer,* 3. Maddalena,* and W.L.Meyer,* t.iIv.
of Vermont, Dept. of Medicine and Biochemistry,
Burlington, VT.
Although acute renal failure is known to be
associated with negative N balance the specific
mechanism(s) responsible are not defined. To trace
this systemic catabolic process, the activity and
isoenzyme pattern of RNase II was followed post
induction of ischemic ARE in rats. These isoen—
zymes, chromatographically resolved on phospho—
cellulose, are termed Br,4,3,2,l in order of
Increasing cationic behavior. ARE was induced by
bilateral clamping of the renal pedicles for 1 h
followed by release. In urine, 24 h post ARE,
isoenzymes 1 and 2 increased 430 and 20—fold
respectively. In serum post ARE, isoenzyme 1
Increased four—fold; 2 increased 2.8—fold and 4,
1.8—fold. Isoenzyme 2 was increased 21.5 fold in
skeletal muscle and 4 fold in liver with minor
rises in 1 and 4. No significant changes in
isoenzyme activity were observed In either the
Ischenilc kidney or pancreas. The results are con-
sistent with a working hypothesis that the Ische—
mic kidney elaborates a factor(s) with a systemic
effect resulting In a sequential elevation of
RNase isoenzyme 2 activity in skeletal muscle,
followed by Increases in serum and then urine.
EFFECT OF DIPYRIDAMOLE (0) ON ISCHEMIC ACUTE RENAL
FAILURE (ARE) IN RATS. Jen Jar Lin,* Anil Bidani,
and Paul Churchill.* Wayne State University,
Detroit MI, and Rush Medical College, Chicago IL.
0, a blocker of cellular adenosine uptake, has
been used to study the effects of increased extra-
cellular adenosine in many organs including the
kidney. We have studied the effects of D in a
unilateral ischemia model of ARE. Three groups of
male rats were anesthetized (pentobarbital) and
prepared surgically for clearance experiments. The
controls (C) received a saline vehicle infusion iv
at 0.055 mi/mm; the experimentals received either
24 pg/kg/mm of D in the infusion (0), or 0 plus
theophylline (1.1 pMol/kg/min; 0 + 1). 0 + I rats
also received 111 tjMoi/kg of T as a bolus. Fifteen
minutes later the left renal artery was completely
occluded for 30 mm. Thirty mm after releasing
the clamp, urine flow (V; p1/kg/sin), clearance of
inulin (Cm; ml/kg/mmn), and renal plasma flow
(RPE; ml/kg/rnmn) were measured (RPF=PAH clearance
/PAH extraction). These data as well as arterial
blood pressure (BP; sin Hg) are shown below.
C left
right
O left
right
0+1 left
right
BP RPE V
116+3 2.4+0.2 9.3+0.6 218+28
4.5+0.2 32V5
113+5 1.6T0.2* 9.3+0.8 13127*
4.6+O.4 33+7
97+4** 2.6+5.l** l4.O+l.7** 37433**3.6O.2' l62**
p(0.O5, *0 vs C and vs 0+1
These results show that blocking adenosine uptake
increases the severity of ischemia-induced ARE and
that this effect is reversed by theophylline, an
adenosine receptor antagonist.
THROMBOXANE SYNTHASE INHIBITION (TSI) PRESERVF,S
RENAL FUNCTION IN SEVERE SEPSIS. A.L.Linton,
R.M.Lindsay, J.W.D.McDonald*, K.Solez and A.D.
Cumming*, University of Western Ontario, London,
Canada and Johns Hopkins School of Medicine.
Renal thromboxane (TX) generation increases in
some types of experimental ARF, and we studied the
effects of 751 on renal dysfunction accompanying
severe sepsis. Generalized sepsis was induced by
cecal perforation in 12 volume loaded sheep, 5 of
which received U63,557A (Upjohn), a selective TSI,
30 mg/kg I.V.,b.d., starting 5 hours before in-
duction of sepsis. Both control (Gp.1) and
treated (Gp.2) animals showed the increased
cardiac index, reduced systemic vascular resis-
tance and raised pulmonary arterial pressure
typical of the hemodynamic disturbance of sepsis
in man; in all animals systemic blood pressure and
central venous pressure were maintained at base-
line levels by volume loading. GFR (measured by
clearance of DTPA), urine vol. (U.vol.), fraction-
al sodium excretion (FENa) , plasma renin (PEA),
urinary Tx82 excretion and urinary 6keto PGF1m ex-
cretion (U6keto) were measured before induction of
sepsis (A) and 24 hrs later (B).
GFR UVo1 FENa PEA UTXB2 U6keto
(ml/min)(ml/hr) (%) (ng/ml/hr)(ng/min)(ng/mifl)
Gp.1—A 132 265 2.9 1.2 25 7.6
B 39 85 0.3 7.3 19 19.9
Gp.2—A 166 400 3.2 0.6 5.1 8.1
B 142 230 1.8 1.6 2.9 8.6
Histological examination of the kidneys revealed
JGA hyperplasia in the controls, but no other
consistent change. TSI preserves GFE and sodium
and water excretion in sepsis, perhaps by in-
creasing synthesis of vasodilator natriuretic
prostaglandins.
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MECHANISM OF CA AND OXYGEN FREE RADICAL (0')
INJURY TO THE MITOCHONDRIAL ELECTRON TRANSPORT
CHAIN. Charles D. Malls' and Joseph V. Bonventre,
Miss. Gen. Hosp. and Harvard Med. Sch., Boston, MA0 and Ca have been implicated in post—ischemic
and toxic cell injury. To explore the biochemical
features of the cellular damage we studied the
effects of these agents on mitochondrial (mite)
function in the presence of malate and pyruvate
(5mM), site I substrates, as well as sucoinate
(10mM), a site II substrate. We also studied the
direct effects on NADH CoQ Reductase, the enzyme
responsible for electron transport from site I to
site II. Basal (S4), ADP—stimulated (S ), and
FCCP—stimulated respiration were deterrhned and
respiratory control ratio (RCR) calculated. Ca
alone (3Onmol/mg mite protein) had no effect on
mito function. With either site I or II substrates
0', generated with hypoxanthine and xanthine
oxidase, reduced RCR by approximately 50% (to
2.8+O.1,nr41 and 2.3+O.1,n15 with site land II
substrates respectively). With,site I substrates
Ca pretreatment, followed by 0 , resulted In
complete uncoupling of oxidative phosphorylation
whereas this detrimental effect was not seen with
site II substrate. NADH CoQreductase activity in
Ca treated mite was 100%, 0 treated— 130%, and Ca,
O treated only 52% of contol values (p<.OOl
compared with control or 0 ).
We conclude: 1) Ca and O promote injury to alto
between sites I and II of the electron transport
chain; 2) This detrimental effect is likely due to
impairment of NADH CoO reductase enzyme activity;
3) These results likely explain the impaired util-
ization of site I substrates in post—ischemic tis-
sue and can account for impaired ability of the
tissue to generate ATP for restorative processes.
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NEUTRAL AMINO ACID TRANSPORT IN MUSCLE: EFFECTS OF
INSULIN AND ACUTE RENAL FAILURE. B.J. Naroni,*
C. Rarapanos,* and W•E, Mitch. Harvard Medical
School, Brigham and Wonen'a Hoapital, Boston, MA.
Tmpaired neutral amino acid tranaport (AL—Tx)
could contribute to abnormal protein turnover in
muaclea of rata with acute renal failure (ARF).
Therefore, we examined the 3 neutral AL—Tx ays—
tens, A, ASC and L, in incubated rat epitrochie—
aria muacle, We found that methylaminoiaobutyrate
(MeATB) tranaport waa aodium_dependent, insulin
(1)—reaponaive, and exhibited adaptive regulation;
characteriatica apecific for Syatem A. System ASC
waa examined by meaaurinE uptake of the nonapeci—
fic probes, a—aminoiaobutyrate (AIR) and cyclo—
leucine in the preaence of inhibitora of Systems
A and L, i.e. , MeAIB and 2_amino—2—norbornane
carboxylic acid (BCH) respectively. System L
tranaport was defined as sodium—independent uptake
of cycloleucine suppressible by BCE. Since excess
MeAlS completely inhibited I—stimulated uptake of
AIR and cycloleucine, System A must be the only I—
responsive neutral AL—Tx system in muscle. Basal
MeAlS uptake was significantly less in muscles of
ARF than in sham—op (SO) rats, A dose—responae
study confirmed that <10 pU/mi T increased trans-
port of MeATB similarly in both groups. Likewise,
102 pU/ul I increased AIR and cycloleucine uptake
similarly in ARF and SO muscles. At >io2 pU/ml,
MeAIB transport piatesued in ART but dot in SO
AL—Tx in muscle through System ASC or L was un-
affected by ARF. Thus, in ARF, basal System AL—
Tx in muscle is lower but there is no defect in
Systems ASC or L and the stimulation of AL—Tx by
phyaioiogic concentrations of I is preserved.
Therefore, it seems unlikely that abnormal AL—Tx
affects muscle protein turnover in ARF,
ENDOTOXEMIC ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (E-ARF): EVALUA-
TION OF PROTECTION. Esteban Martioez*, Kuo H.
Hwsng*, and Jacques 3. Bourgoignie. U. of Miami,
Miami, FL.
A bolue injection of 20 ag/kg F. Coil endotoxin
(E) In rats leads to ARF which ia reversible in
4—7 days. Several mechanisms have been proposed
in the pathogeneais of E—ARF including inctessed
thromboxane (Tx), free radical prodoction and in-
creased cytosolic calcium (Ca). To evaluate these
possibilities, we etudied the effect of a small
non—hypotensive dose of F (100 pg/kg SW) on renal
function io awake female Sprague Dawley rate, as
well as the potential protection afforded by a
specific Tx inhibitor (dazmagrel—D), a tree radi-
cal scaveuget (mannitol—M) and a Ca channel
blocker (verapamil—V).
Mean CFR's (C.Inulin) in each group (n=5—1O) wete
GFR* E E+D E-I-M E+V SHAM
Control 1.33 1.26 1.42 1.30 1.33
45 mm 0.69± 0.98± 0.95± 0.97± 1.46
120 mm 0.77± 0.80± 0.71± 0.94± 1.33
* ml/min/lOOg; p<O.05 vs control.
E alone decreased GFR by 48% at 45 mm (p<O.05)
and by 42% at 120 mm (p<O.OS). In the presence
of D, N or V, CFR decreased by 22, 33 and 25%,
respectively, 45 mm sfter F (p<O.OS for each).
With each agent the decrease in OFR was signifi-
cantly less than with E alone (p<O.05). At 120
mm, however, GFR was equivalently decreased in
the different experimental groups and not signif-
icantly different from E alone.
We conclude that Tx formation, free radical
production and increased cytosolic calcium may
each contribute to the psthogeneaie of E—ARF.
Separately, however, the role of each factor does
not appear to be primary.
VAS CULAR CUNGESTION IN NOREPINEPERINE— INDUCED
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE. June Masont and 3. Weisch
(intr. by L. C. Moore). Physiology Institute,
University of Munich. Fed. Rep. Germany.
Following arterial clamping (AC) for 45 mm,
rat kidneys diaplay a hyperemia of the outer med-
ulla, whose intensity reflects the loss of renal
function. To assess whether vascular congestion Is
also present in norepinephrime—induced acute renal
failure, the degree of medullary hyperemia was
determined after infusing aorepinephrine (NE) in—
trarenally for 45 mm. With 0.22 ig/min of NE
most kidneys had no hyperemia, with 0.44 most dis-
played light hyperemia. and with 0.66 all were
hyperemic, just as after AC for an equal time.
(degree of hyperemia) uone light mod, severe
0.66 ig/min NE 0% 42% 29% 29%
arterial clamp 0% 42% 29% 29%
To assess whether equal degrees of medullary
hyperemia accompany equal losses of function,
clearance measurements were performed 2—3 hr after
iachemia. No difference was discermable.
(sl/mie/100 g) GFR V Reaba. C—1120
0.66 ig/min NE 106+34 7±3 100±5 4±1
arterial clamp 88±12 5±1 83±12 3±1
It is concluded that vascular congestion ia typi-
cal for iachemic renal damage and not juat for AC.
The degree of vascular congestion after NE is dose
dependent, and reflects the completeness of
iachemia. The degree of medullary hyperemia after
NE, aa after AC. is related to the loss in renal
function. Vascular congestion, ahown to be a
major cause of the loss of renal function after
AC, is probably also reaponaible for much of the
loss in renal function after NE.
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TIlE EFFECT OF CISPLATIMUM ON PROXIMAL STRAIGHT
TUBULE TRANSPORT (pST) OP DTVALEHT CATIONS.
V. Hsvichak*, N.L.H. Wong, R.A.L. Sutton, and
J.H. Dirks. Department of Medicine, University
of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C.
Cisplatinun, sn sntineoplsetfc agent,
frequently causes hyponagnesemia and
renal magnesium wasting in nan. The present
experiments were undertaken in rsbbite to
determine the effect of cisplatinun on PST
transport of Mg and Cs using clearance and in
vitro perfusion techniques. Rabbits were
injected with cispistinum (2.5 mg/kg i.p.
weekly) for 3 weeks; control rabbits recefved
normal saline solution. In five rabbits,
24—hour clearance studies were performed before
and after treatment with cisplatinuu. 24—hour
clearance studies demonstrated higher FE Mg in
cisplstinum—treeted (CTS) than control rats (C)
(73+10 vs 111+17%). CFR fell following
cisplstinum treatment (4 vs 2 ml/ein). There
was no difference in FE Ca (26+10 vs 22+4%).
In 8 C and 7 CIS rabbits, the PST was perfueed
in vitro. There was no change in Jv between
the C and CIS rabbits (0.31+0.02 vs 0.34+0.07
ni/am/mm). However, there was a significant
reduction in 3 Ca (0.57+0. 10 vs —0.16+0.13
pM/mm/mm) end 3 Mg (0.43+0.08 vs —0.15+0.07
pH/mm/an). There was also a slight decline in
3 Ms (67+7 vs 51+6 pH/min/sss). These results
demonstrate that chronic treatment with
ciepistinus depresses the transport of Cs and
Hg in the FST of the rabbit. The reduction in
divslent cation transport in the PST after
cisplatinum may contribute to renal Hg wasting.
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OXIDANT STRESS FOLLOWING RENAL ISCHEMIA.
RN McCoy' MA Ayonj KE I-lill' 3H Stein and RF BurI
Univ Tx HIth Sci Ctr, San Antonio, TX.
The status of oxidant defenses may be important in
determining cell injury during reflow following
ischemia. Se-dependent glutathione peroxidase (GPx) is
an oxidant defense which detoxifies lipid hydro-
peroxides and HO2. Glutathione redox ratio (GRR),
GSSG/GSH + GSSG, reflects oxidant stress. Malondial-
dehyde (MDA), a product of lipid peroxidation (LP), is
caused by oxidant stress. We measured these markers
in 2 groups of rats—control diet (C) and Se-deficient
diet (0 Se)--subjected to 40 mm of left renal artery
occlusion. GRR was measured at no reflow (NR) and 5
mm reflow (5R). MDA (nmoles/g dry wt) was measured
at 15 mm reflow (15R). Contralateral nonmanipulated
kidneys were used as controls for all measurements.
C GRR (x 100) 0 Se
Control 1.46± 0.11 (n=9) 1.42± 0.09 (n=7)
NR 0.91 0.17 (n=3)* 0.61 (n=2)
5R 2.2l 0.17 (n=6)* l.87 0.15 (n=5)'
C MDA OSe
Control 71.2± 2.8 (n=4) 56.3± 2.8 (n=5)
15R 73.4± 9.9 (n4) 93.9± 5.0 (n=5)*
Different from respective control, (p < 0.05).
Conclusions: 1) The rise in GRR in C and 0 Se rats at
5R suggests oxidant stress is occurring. The lesser
magnitude of rise in 0 Se rats is compatible with the
lack of Se-dependent GPx; 2) The doubling of MDA in 0
Se rats at 15R further suggests LP occurs. Lack of
significant difference in MDA values in C rats may
indicate resolution of oxidant stress by 15R in these
animals; 3) 0 Se rats may be more susceptible to LP
during ischemic reperfusion; 4) Evaluation of oxidant
stress during ischemic reperfusion requires measure-
ment of more than one marker at multiple reflow
times.
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CYCLOSPORINE—A UPTAKE BY RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULAR
CELLS: INHIBITION BY CALCIUM CHANNEL BLOCKERS.
C.N. Nagineni*, B.C. Misra*, N. Yanagawa and D.B.
N. Lee VANC, Sepulveda and UCLA, Los Angeles, CA.
Cyclosporine—A (GSA), a potent immunosuppressive
agent, causes severe nephrotoxicity primarily by
affecting proximal tubular cells. In order to eva-
luate the mechanisms of CSA accumulation, we have
studied the uptake of CSA (5uM) by isolated rabbit
renal proximal tubular cells, using tritiated CSA,
at 37CC and pH 7.4. The uptake of CSA was rapid
reaching saturation by about 2—3 mm. Both uptake
and efflux were abolished at 4'C. In medium with
0.1,1.0 and 10.0 uN, cells concentrated CSA by 200,
60 and 30 folds respectively. CSA uptake was not
altered by:1. replacing medium Na with K or manni—
tol; 2.changes in pH from 6.8 to 8.0; 3.presence
of metabolic inhihitors; or 4.organic anions and
cations. Organic Calcium (Ca) channel blockers
verapamil and diltiazem, and inorganic blocer
cadmium inhibited GSA uptake (p moles/2x 10 cells!
3 mm) as shown below.
Control Verapamil Diltiszem Cadmium
Uptake Conc Uptake Conc Uptake Conc Uptake
(mM) (mM) (uM)
105±12 0.5 76±13* 0.5 96±14 50 78±10*
1.0 38±7* 1.0 58±10* 100 56±7*
n=6;*Vs control p.0.Ol
Other Ca modulators, trifluoroperazine (5OuM), ru-
thenium red (lOOuM), A23187 (5uM) and CCCP (5OuN)
had no effect. Thus, CSA uptake is mediated by ra-
pid and concentrative process which is inhibited
by Ca channel blockers but not by other Cs modula-
tors. The nature of interaction(s) of Ca channels
with GSA binding/transporting sites and its role
in nephrotoxicity remains to be elucidated.
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INJURIOUS EFFECTS OF EXOCENOUS PHOSPHOLIPASE (PL)
GM RENAL PROUMAL TtULE SEGMENTS (PTS). !..
Nguyen,' D.A.Hunt,' P.A. Weinhold,' H.D. flumes.
VA Med. Ctr. and Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, ME.
PL activation with resulting membrane
phospholipid degradation and loss has been
suggested to be a critical event in isthemic cell
injury. To examine tha possible role of PL in
cell injury, suspensions of isolated rabbit P
were incubated with 1 U PL/nig prot for 60 mm
under oxygenated (95% 0/5% C02) or hypoxic (H,
95% N/5% C02, 22.5 mm) conditions and various
cell viability parameters, including tubule
contents of I( (nmol/mg prot) and ATP (nnio]img
prot) and CCCLP—uncoupled respiratory rates (ER,
natom 0/mg prot/mmn), as well as phospholipid (P)
levels (% of total phospholipid P1), including
phosphatidyl( P)-. choline( C), P—ethanolamine( E),
lyso(L)—PC and LPE, were measured. Data are
presented as means; * denotes p <.05 or better
3ompared to preceding group, a = 14,
condition K ATP ER PC PE LPC LPE
Control 355 6.8 167 314.7 29.2 0.14 0.3
Pt. 380 7.1 1814 33.9 27.0' 2.3' 2.8'
H 2145' 3.8' 61* 314.1 30.3 0.14' 0.14'
PL + H 107' 1.5' 214' 20.3' 114.6' 15.3' 15.7'
PL treatment did nct result in alterations in
tubule E and ATP contents or RE even in the
presence of significant P degradation and
accumulation of potentially toxic lipid by-
products. PL + H, however, led to significant
declines in tubule IC, ATP contents and ER which
was associated with net loss of P. These results
suggest that PL activity produces cell injury only
when P degradation exceeds P synthesis and net P
loss occurs.
RESPONSE OF ISOLATED RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULE
SEGMENTS (PTS) TO GRADED OXIDATIVE STRESS. R.P.
O'Connor', N.M. Jackson', M.C. Holden', H.D.
flumes. VA Med. Ctr. and Univ. of Mich., Ann
Arbor, MI.
Since oxygen radicals appear to be important in
ischemic, toxic, and immunologic models of acute
renal failure, we sought to characterize the
response of renal PTS to graded oxidative stress
with t—butyl hydroperoxide (tBH). Suspensions of
isolated rabbit PTS were incubated with 1.2 or 14.8
mM tBR for various time intervals and lipid
peroxidation (LP, nmol MDA/mg prot), CCCLP—un—
coupled respiration (R, natom 0/mg prot/min) and
tubule content of K (ninol K/mg prot) and total
glutathione (G, nmol GSH/mg prot) were assessed.Data are presented as means; ' denotes P <.05 or
better compared to sham control, n=3—9.
LP G IC'
tBH(mM) 0 1.2 14.8 0 1.2 Zi,8 0 1.2 14.8
Time
0.5 1.5 3.6: 14.6: 7.6 3.5' 3.1: 321 313 310
7.5 1.14 2.1 1.8, 8.5 5.3 2.6, 303 226' 203'30.0 1.5 2.1: 3.2, 9.14 8.1 5.7 283 210' 152'120.0 1.3 1.8 3.1 12.3 11.8 3.7' 309 226' 102'
tBH also caused similar alterations in tubule R as
those observed with tubule K. These results
demonstrate early and dose—related increases in LP
accompanied by falls in 0, 1(f and R. In the low
dose group recovery of G is nearly complete by 30
mm and is paralleled by a decline in LP and a
stabilization in IC & R reductions. In the high
dose group, declines in K+ & R were progressive
with time. The early increase in LP and the loss
of G suggest a role for LP in cell injury induced
by tBH.
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ETHANE PRODUCTION AS A MEASURE OF LIPID
PEROXIDATION AFTER RENAL ISCHEMIA. Mark S.
aflr and Robert P. Hebbel*. University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN.
Oxygen free radicals (OFR) are generated
when ischemic kidneys are reperf used and produce
tissue damage through lipid peroxidation (LP). We used
a method for measuring LP which does not require
removal of the kidney or death of the animal to obtain
multiple measurements of LP over time from single
animals. Peroxidation of linolenic acid yields ethane
which is excreted by the lungs and can be collected and
measured by gas chromatography. Male SD rats were
anesthetized, intubated, and both renal pedicles clamped
for 60 mm. The endotracheal tube was connected to a
25 ml rebreathing apparatus which contained CaSO4 and
BaOH2 lime to adsorb H20 and CO2. Metabolized 02
was replaced from a reservoir. Expired gas was
collected for 10 mm periods during baseline, ischemia
and reperfusion. Between each collection period the
rebreathing apparatus was flushed with fresh 02.
During the 10 mm rebreathing periods pH and pCO2 did
not change from control and p02 rose slightly: 113 9
to 152 23 mmHg (n8). Basal ethane production was 29
14 fmol/min and 43 13 during renal ischemia (NS;
n=6). Ethane production was increased over baseline
after 10,20,30,40 and 50 mm of reperfusion: 74± 17, 65
9,72±15,81±20and72±20(allp<0.05). At60min
ethane production was 60 17 (NS) and at 85 mm
reperfusion 36 12 (NS). Administration of superoxide
dismutase (SOD) (8 mg/kg iv before and after renal
artery occlusion) completely prevented an increase in
ethane production during reperfusion. Therefore, LP
occurred within minutes of reperfusion of ischemic
kidneys, lasted less than 1 hr and was prevented by SOD.
This method should be useful for measuring LP after
ischemia of other organs and after other renal insults.
STREPTOZOTOCIN-INDUCED DIABETES MELLITUS (SDM)
PROTECTS AGAINST HgC12-INDUCED ACUTE TUBULAR
NECROSIS (HgCl2-ATN) IN RATS: POSSIBLE ROLE OF EN-
HABCED RENAL Na-K-ATPase. Mordecai N. Popovtzer,
Hanna Wald,*, Hasida Markovich,* and Pnina
Scherzer.* Nephroloqy Services, Hadassah Univer-
sity Hospital, Jerusalem, Israel
The effect of SON on HqCl-ATN was studied in
the following groups: 1. control rats, 2. rats
with liqCl2-ATN, 3. rats with SDM and 4. rats with
SDM and HqCl2-ATN. The GFRs on day 1 post—HgC12
were: in 1. 0.74+0.07, in 2. 0.11+0.01, in 3. 1.03
+0.08 and in 4. 0.31+0.03 mi/mm (p<O.O0l vs 2.),
on day 2 post-H9C12, in 1. 084+0.05, in 2. 0.031
+0.013, in 3. 0.95+0.06 and in 4. 0.50+0.08 mi/mm
(oaO.OOl vs 2.), on day 3 post-HPC12 in 1. 0.85+
0.08, in 2. 0.023+0.023, in 3. 1.01+0.09 and in 4.
0.63+0,13 mi/mm (p(O.OOl vs 2) . Na—K—ATPase in
proximal convoluted tubule and in meduliary thick
ascending limb of Henle loop were in 1. 25+1 mol/
tee/mm NAD and 34+2 respectively and in 3. 32+1
(p4O.OO1 vs 1.) and 53+2 (p(O.OO1 vs 1.) respect-
ively. Serum hernatocrit and aldoaterone levels in
1. were 40.3+0.4% and 31.3+2.3 ng% respectively
and 9n 3. 43.4+0.9% (p'.O.Olvs 1.) and 45.0+4.6
(p0.02 vs 1.) respectively. These results show
that SDM confers protection against HgCl—ATN
despite the presence of extracellular volume
depletion. The obligatory diuresis of 5DM could be
a protecting factor however equal diuresis induced
previously by other means failed to render similar
protection. We propose that the observed benefic-
ial effect of SDM may be related to activated
renal Na-K—ATPase which could make the cells more
resistant to the nephrotoxic insult.
PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF THEOPHYLLINE IN ENDOTOXIN—
MEDIATED ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARE) IN RATS.
Prada,* Paul Churchill,* and Anhl Bidani. Wayne
State University, Detroit MI and Rush Medical
College, Chicago IL.
Infusion of endotoxin (E. Coli 026B6 lipopoly—
saccharide) at 0.65mg/hr for 2 hr has been reported
to result in hemodynamically-mediated decreases in
GFR and RPF in postpartum, and to a lesser extent,
in virgin littermate rats (Conger et al., JCI 67:
1334, 1981). We have investigated the effects of
infusion of E. Coli 026B6 (E) at 5 mg/kg/hr x 2 hrs
into male rats as a model of ARE, and the effect of
adenosine receptor blockade with theophylline in
this model . Three groups of rats were anesthetized
(pentobarbital) and surgically prepared for clear-
ance experiments. Group A received saline vehicle
at 0.055 ml/min, Group B received E, and Group C
received theophylline (0.55 pMol/kg/min, after a
bolus of 55.5 j.tMol/kg) along with E. After 2 hrs
of these infusions, inulin and PAH clearances were
obtained. The results are shown below (meani-S.E.Ii.)
n=9)
MAP (mmHg) 119+5 100+3* 90+3*
Cm (mi/kg/mm) 8.6T0.6 3.2O.6* 6.2Tl.O**
CPAH (ml/kg/min) 23+1 11+2* 27+4**
Filt. Frac. (%) 37+5 31+1* 23+2**
FENa (%) 2.0+0.3 O.27T0.07* l.50.6**
These data show that endotoxin administration pro-
duces a hemodynamically-mediated ARF, and that the
administration of an adenosine antagonist has an
ameliorating effect in this model.
p<0.Ol by ANOVA, *A vs. B or C, **B vs. C
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GENTAMICIN PEItTUROS TIlE PIIOSPIIATIDYLINOSITOL
CASCAI)E AS ASSESSED DY INIIIBITION OF PROTEIN
EINASE C ACTIVATION IN RAT RENAL CORTEX.
Ramsammy and G.J. Kaloyanides. Division of
Nephrology and Hypertension, SUNY Stony Brook. NY
and VANC. Northport. NY.
Gentamicin (G) has been shown to preferentially
bind to phosphoinositides (P1) and to inhibit P1—
specific phospholipase C in vitro. We postulated
that these effects would inhibit activation of
the P1 cascade dependent protein kinase C (PKC).
To test this hypothesis we measured the effect of
gentamicin (0) on PKC in rat renal cortical homo-
genates in vitro. At 1OII 6 depressed PKC to
72±8% of control, P<.O1. To test whether 0 inhi-
bited PKC in vivo. rats were injected s.c. with
saline (S) or G (100 mg/kg) for 2 days. Fifteen
mm before sacrifice half the rats in each group
were injected i.p. with PTh to activate PEC. In
the absence of PTh baseline P1(C was not different
in the 2 groups. PTh increased PEC in S rats to
122±4% of control, p<.Ol. In rats injected with
O and Pill. PKC was not different (101±4% of Con-
trol). Phorbol ester (TPA) stimulated PKC to the
same extent in S and 8 injected rats. We con-
clude that in vitro C inhibits basal PKC whereas
in vivo 0 inhibits Pill activation of PKC in rat
renal cortex. This latter effect reflects inter-
ruption of the PT cascade and not a direct inhi-
bition of the enzyme because phorbol eater was
able to activate PEC. The fact that inhibition
of PKC was evident after only 2 doses of 6
suggests that interruption of P1 cascade depend-
ent processes may play a pathogenic role in G—
induced toxicity.
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RISPIRATICt4 IN I93tATD '1UBULS:EFFELr OF LI(D
PLATINUM. P.. Safirstein. Mt Sinai Sd of Med NY NY.
Mitochoedrial daimge is a suspacted initial
pathogenic event in heavy eatal—iedixmd acute renal
failure (TR'). To determine whether a similar rctaniam
is the cuse of cisplatin P) A1, seasured basal
(BRR) aed stimulated (CIIP, løuM; Nystatin YST),
4jg,4nj protein) respiratory rates (RR) in proximal
tut*iles isolated fran the outer zone of the outer
nmdulla in control (C) arx3 CP—treated rats. This region
s chosen as it is the site of CP—irYIuced daiage. The
effect of the non ntirotoxic, non antineoplastic trans
isar of CP transplatin rP) on PR s also exanirEd.
Tobules re isolated fran 5—10 rats by col laganase
digestion arsi percoll centrifugation. Mean values +SE
are slra.t (*p <.05 cpared to C).
BRR (nM024nirvhi protein)
Dey after CP, Eng/kg 90 mm incubation
C 0.5 2 4 6 * C CP(]l) TP(41rt4)71+4 66+5 84+2 65÷3 56+3 55+3 29+2 19+2
Stimulated rates
B11J %) .as elevated 2 (22±1*), 4 (60+5*) aed 6(66+6) days after CP. CP below 1 riM did not effect PR.
¶flibile Pt content s 0.3 nM/mg protein after in vivo
aninistration aed 64 nM4n protein after incubation
with hiM CP for 2h. In imary, tuixile respiration is
diminished after the onset of azotemia during CP-AI'.
CP imdixmd depression of PR in vitro ocours at Pt
conntrations higher than those acheived in vivo. The
inactive trans isater is more patent than CP in
reducing PR in vitro. These results do not su(prt the
notion that mitoctiomirial daiage is a primary
pathogenetic effect of CP in vivo.
IN VIVO EVIDENCE OF DIRECT PROXIMAL TLBLLE
CELL TOXICITY OF HUMAN BENCE JONES PROTEIN
IN THE RAT. P. W. Sanders* and 3. H. Galla,
Nephrology Research and Training Center, University
of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama.
We have previously shown that intravenous infusion
of human Bence Jones protein (BJP) produces nephron
obstruction in the rat. To investigate further the
pathophysiologic mechanisms of BJP toxicity, we
examined direct cellular toxicity of human BJP by in
vivo microperfusion of surface proximal convoluted
tubules (PT) of male Sprague-Dawley rats. Ringer
bicarbonate was infused at 2m1/100 g BW/h during
micropuncture. Control PTs were .perf used with an
artificial tubule fluid that contained -'H-inulin and 14C-
glucose. Experimental PTa were perfused with the
same solution except it also contained 50 g/l human
BJP, a kappa light chain obtained from the urine of a
patient with multiple myeloma. One to 3 PTs from
each rat were perfused at 20 nI/mm for 20 minutes and
their lengths (mm) subsequently measured. PR and
perfusate osmolality were not different between the
groups. In perfused PT, net fluid (Jv) and chloride
(3o) reabsorption were not affected by the presence of
B.]'; however, there was a decrease in fractional
glucose reabsorption (29.9 2.5 vs 43.5 3.7%/mm; p <
0.005) and absolute glucose reabsorption We
conclude that the presence of BJP in the luminal fluid
inhibits glucose uptake by the proximal tubule and
suggests a direct cellular toxicity of at least certain
BJPs.
n = number J 3C1
of tubules ni/mm/mm pEq/min/mm pmol/mmn/mm
CON 10 0.74 0.2 63.9 48.0 43.8 t 3.9
BJP 12 0.65 0.13 84.4 40.9 28.1 t 2.5
P > 0.35 >0.35 <0.0025
Values are mean t standard error.
THE EFFECT OF ADRENALECTOMY ON PROTEIN DEGRADATION
IN ACUTELY UREMIC RATS. R. M. Schaefer,A.
Heidland, and W. H. Edri (intr. by Joel 0. Kopple)
Dept. of Nephrology, Universities of wDrzburg and
Freiburg, FRG.
Gluconeogenesis has been documented to be in-
creased during acute renal failure, resulting in all
enhanced degradation of muscle proteins. The pre-
sent study was conducted to evaluate the effect of
adrenalectomy (ADX) on the catabolic state of acu-
tely uremic rats. Therefore rats were binephrec—
tomized (SN) with or without ADX. For characteriza-
tion of the catabolism urea—nitrogen appearance
(UN—A), methyl—histidine appearance (MN—A) and the
activity of an alkaline protease of skeletal muscle
were determined. 48 h after BN UN—A (380±25mg!
48h) was significantly increased compared to sham—
operated animals (300+20). On the other hand UN—A
was markedly decreased in SN—rats with ADX (240+15)
compared to BN—animals. Using MH—A, a more specific
marker for degradation of muscle proteins, SN—ani-
mals (85O+11Oig/48h) showed a dramatic increase
compared to sham—operated rats (120+15). Again the
effect of acute uremia could be attenuated by si-
multaneous ADX (490+45). By determination of the
alkaline protease of skeletal muscle, SN—rats
showed a small, but significant increase (138±3vs
120+4jig tyrosine/h/mg protein) compared to sham—
operated animals. In SN—rats with ADX the degrada-
tion of muscle proteins has been less (128±3).
These results suggest:1.Lower UN—A rates in animals
with SN and ADX indIcate less flux of aminoacids
through the gluconeogenetic pathway.2.The lower de-
gree of MH—A in SN—rats with ADX demonstrates less
degradation of muscle proteins.3.This point is fur-
ther strengthened by lower tyrosine release of mus-
cles of SN—animals with ADX compared to SN—rats
with intact adreral glands.
THE INFLUENCE OF RADIOCDNTRAST AGENTS (RCA) ON
KIDNEY FUNCTION. G.H.C.Schardijn*, L.W.Statius van
Eps,R.J.Bakker*, J.E.Schreuder*, A.van den Ende*,
W. J. Nooyen". Depts. of Internal Medicine, Cardiolo-
gy and CIin.Chem. ,Slotervaart Hospital and Dept.
of din, them. ,Antoni van Leeuwenhoek Hospital ,Am-
sterdam, The Netherlands.
In a prospective study, we investigated 28 pat-
ients aged 28-70 yrs,who underwent coronary angio—
graphy (CA) .They received 120-150 ml of IA.Paar
with urinary tract infections,preexistent tubular
dysfunction or malignancies were excluded.To eva-
luate the effect of injected RCA,we determined the
serum creatinine and creatinine clearances and as
parameters of tubular function the urinary excre-
tion of 5,-inicroglobulin (52-m) ,Alanine-aminopep—
tidase (AP) and N—acetyl—8—glucosaminidase (NAG)
before and at least 2 days after CA. In 15 cases,
another 24 h urine collection was done one week
later, because increases in excretions of urinary
enzymes were recorded the first days after CA. We
observed a significant temparary decrese in GFR(from a mean of 85 to 66 rnl/min/1.73 in ) and a
reversible increase in excretions of 52—m, NAG and
APP in 5, 11 and 15 patients respectively. In pat-
ients with elevated excretions of 2—m and tubular
enzymes, the normalization of NAG occurred slower
than the normalization of 82-m and APP.Fran our
results we conclude that a reversible decrease in
GFR and reversible tubular dysfunction can occur
after CA in patients who had a normal kidney func-
tion before CA. The determination of APP - a brush
border enzyme — is the most sensitive parameter to
study tubular toxicity of ICA.
% above BRRP 75+7 88+16 64+17 85+8kNYgI' 38+4 49+12 4420 62+8 nM0,4niivg protei884-S 32±3 40+]82±6 414
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SUBCELLULAR DISTRIBUTION OF GLUTATHIONE (GSH) IN
RABBIT RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULES (RPT): EFFECTS OF
THE NEPHROTOXICANT 2—BROMOHYOROQUINONE (BHQ).
Rick S. Schnellmann,* and Lazaro J. Mandel. Duke
University, Dept. of Physiology, Durham, NC.
GSH is thought to protect cells from oxidative
and chemical injury by detoxifying reactive
intermediates and by maintaining the redox status
of critical macromolecules. Early events in the
nephrotoxicity of BHQ are decreases In cellular
CSH, Ca and K levels, and mitochondrial function.
The aim of this study was to determine the
subcellular distribution of GSH in a suspension of
RPT to clarify the role of GSH in BHQ—induced
toxicity. Using the selective permeabilization
properties of digitonin, the detergent Lubrol PX,
and rapid centrifugation, we found that the
cytosol contained 28% of the cellular GSH. The
remaining GSH (72%) and glutamate dehydrogenase
were released in parallel with the addition of
Lubrol PX. These results show that the largest
pool of GSH is mitochondrial (72%); in contrast to
hepatocytes in which 85% of GSH is cytosolic and
15% is mitochondrial. Incubation of RPT with 0.2
mM BHQ decreased total OSH by 17, 21, and 44% at
15, 30 and 60 mm, respectively. Fractionation
studies showed that cytosolic GSH decreased by 37%
in 15 mm, and remained at this level for 60 mm.
Conversely, mitochondrial GSH decreased by 14% at
15 and 30 mm and 46% at 60 mm. Since
mitochondrial coupled respiration is inhibited by
18% In 15 mm and 34% in 30 mm, these results
suggest that mitochondrial GSH does not play a
large role in protecting mitochondrial function
from BHQ. The rapid decrease in cytosolic GSH may
sug9est an involvement of this GSH pool (directly
or indirectly) in BHQ—mnduced toxic events.
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PROXIMAL TUBULE INJURY IN ISCHEMIA-RE-
FLOW: SIMILARITY TO PATTERNS OF INJURY IN
THE ISOLATED PERFUSED KIDNEY. P.F. Shanley,*
M.D. Rosen,* M. Brezis, P. Silva, F.H. Epstein end S.
Rosen. Depts. of Pathology and Medicine, Harvard
Medical School and Beth Israel Hospital, Boston, MA
The distribution of proximal tubule (PT) injury
after ischemia with reflow in the rat was compared to
that in the isolated perfused kidney (IPK) after hy-
poxia or metabolic inhibition. With hypoxic perfusion
(arterial p0ç' 30 mmHg) the pattern was determined
by parenchymal 02 gradients with perivascular zones
of protection and most severe injury in areas remote
from major vascular structures. With rotenone or
antimycin perfusion, there was differential suscepti-
bility to injury among the PT segments with ?
and no relation to 02 gradients. With short term 15-
30 mm) ischemie followed by 24 hours of reflow there
was patchy necrosis among S tubules end convoluted
tubular necrosis confined to he initial portion of S
segments. Longer durations of ischemia (45—60 mm3
resulted in diffuse S, necrosis and patchy 5t52 necro-
sis. With the exceplion of the selective S injury, the
distribution of PT necrosis in ischemia-reflow showed
a relationship to 02 gradients similar to that seen
after hypoxic perfusion. The S injury contrasts with
this overall pattern in that its initial portion is un-
affected in hypoxia, being located in the periglomeru—
lar zone of protection. These results suggest two dis-
tinct mechanisms of PT injury in ischernia—reftow.
First, the S necrosis may reflect an intrinsic vulner-
ability to ischemia per se as suggested by the sensi-
tivity of this segment to inhibition of mitochondrial
respiration in the IPK. Second, an imbalance of 02
supply and demand during reflow must be a determin-
ant of necrosis showing a relationship to 02 gradients
since these are not operative during ischemia.
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THE EFFECT OF LOWERING ADENOSINE TRIPIIOSPHATE
LEVELS (ATP) ON RECOVERY OF RENAL FUNCTION
FOLLOWING AN ISCHEMIC INSULT. J. Shapiro,* c.
Cheung,* A. Itabsshi,* S. Hills,' P. Shanley,* R.
Schrier, and L. Chan. Depts. Ned. and Pathol.,
Univ. colorado Sch. Ned,, Denver, CO
A decreaee in cellular AlP haa been incrimina-
ted in the pathogenesis of iachemic acute renal
failure (ARF). We examined the effects of lower-
ing ATP with fructoee (F) and glycerol (G) in the
isolated perfused rat kidney on inulin clearance
(C1 ) and net tubular Na reabsorption (TN5). 40
mM P or C was added to our standard perfuaion
media (C). Kidneys were perfused for 70 mm
either without or following 30 mm of ischeeis
(I). At the end of perfusion kidneys were frozen
and later extracted for ATP. Results follow:
Group (n) C(7) F(S) c+i(5) F+I(5)
ATP pmol/g dry 7.2±.3 2.5±.6* 5.O±.5* l.9+.4*t
C1 pl/min/g 492+63 507±44 146±43* 163±38*
INn pmol/min/g 68+9 6ff6 22±5* 17±4*
mdn SEN, *p(,Ol with C, +p<.Ol with C+I
F decreased AT? but had no major physiologic
effect either without or following I. Studies
with C and G+I had similar results. To see if
lowering renal ATP in the early post—ischemic
period influenced physiologic recovery later we
performed in vivo studies in which rats were given
F (20 pmol/g, nlO) or an equal dose of glucose
(CC) (n10) intrsperitonesl 20 mm before and
immediately after 30 mm of I. AT? in group F was
lower than in CC at 1 hr (3.6±.2 vs 7.4±.4 pmol/g
dry, p<.Ol) but there was no difference in Cm
(701±42 vs 732±39 pl/minflOO g) or TN (94+6 vs
pmol/min/lOO g) at 24 hr of repJfusion. We
conclude that the cellular ATF is not a major
factor in the pathogenesis of ischemic ARF.
CATECIIOLN1INES IN EXPERIMENTAL ISCHEMIC PENAL FAIL-
URE. Sidney Shaw, *and Peter Weidmarin, Medizini-
sche Poliklinik, Univ. of Bern, Switzerland.
Considering the interactions between catechola-
mines (C) and renal function, acute renal failure
(ARF) could theoretically be accompanied by system-
ic and/or intrarenal accumulation of C which in
turn might influence the course of ARE. Since no
such data have been available, circulating and re-
nal tissue epinephrine (H), norepinephrine (NE),
dopanine (DA) levels and ntan arterial pressure
(MAP) were assessed before and in the early phase
of ARF induced by 90 mm of arterial clamping in 13
anesthetized (by inactin) Sprague Dawley rats uni-
nephrectcsniaed before. Free E, NE and DA were seas-
ured using HPLC with electrochenical detection.
During clamping, plasma E, NE, DA and NAP were un-
changed. Following unclasping, NAP rose 10 to 15 inn
Hg, then fell slowly stabilizing after 45 ruin at4O
iris Hg below baseline. Plasma C increased (P <.01)
progressively 15, 45, 90, 120 ruin after unclamping,
E from 56±17 to 355÷170 ng/dL, NE from 24+3 to 85÷
31 ng/dL, DA from 25+6 to 82÷9 ng/dL; plasma crea-
tinine rose from 0.69 to 1.44 rmj/dL. In renal cor-
tex, E rose from 35+4 to 154+54 ng/gm protein (P <
.01), DA from 128÷14 to 202+45 ng/gn (P <.05); NE
tended to decrease from 1622÷138 to 1345±140 ng/gn.
In renal madulla, H rose from 38±7 to 157+38 ng/gm
(P <.01); NE (from 1408±122 to 1260±153 ni/gm) and
DA (114±11.5 to 140±26.5 ng/gn) were not signifi-
cantly altered. Conclusion: Experiirental ischenic
ARE' is ncccepanied by marked and regionally dis-
tinct abnormalities in C with a known potential of
ntdifying renal function.
FEEDING OF FISH OIL CONTAINING EICOSAPENTAENOIC
ACID DELAYS THE PROGRESSION OF KIDNEY DISEASE
INDUCED BY RENAL TISSUE ABLATION IN OBESE ZUCKER
RATS. Tetsuo Shimamura and John K, Maesaka.
UMDNJ—Rutgers Med. Sch.,Dept. of Path. ,Piscatavay
N. J. & Long Island Jewish Med. Ctr., Dept. of
Med., New Hyde Park, N. Y.
Subtotal reduction of a number of functioning
nephrons results in progressive glomerulosclerosis
and functional loss of the remnant kidney. This
study examined whether feeding of fish oil delayed
this progressive kidney disease. Genetically obese
male Zucker rats with a partial 1&314 nephrectomy
and sham operated controls were fed regular diet
supplemented with O.2m1 fish 011(180mg eicosapen—
taenoic acid per 1000mg oil) or olive oil. The
partially nephrectomized rats(N:3) that were fed
the diet supplemented with fish oil demonstrated
lesser glomerulosclerosis by light microscopy than
that of the nephrectomized rats(N:3) receiving
olive oil supplementation, and exhibited better
functional preservation as indicated by higher
inulin and PAR clearances (0.1111+0.0209 vs 0.0346
.0093; 0.5651j0.0910 vs 0.2006.0263
ini/min/lOOgins body Vt., respectively) and by lower
BUN(48.1+4.1 vs 112.0±39.2 mg/dl) and urinary
protein output(243.1±45.0 vs 420.4±141.3 mg/24
hrs.). The nephrectomized rats receiving fish oil
supplementation exhibited lower systolic blood
pressure(130.0j10.0 vs 158.7±15.1 inmlig) and lesser
cardiac index(heart wt. in mgs/body Vt., gins). In
summary, the data indicate that fish oil contai-
ning eicosapentaenoic acid delays the progression
of renal disease occurring in the subtotally
tissue ablated remnant kidney of obese male Zucker
rats.
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WR-272l (WR) PROTECTION AGAINST CIS—PLATINUM (CP)
NEPHROTOXICITY AND ITS RELATION TO RENAL PLATINUM
AND SULFHYDRYL CONTENT (SHC). B. Spar R.FuId S.
Labib J.Fosner M.HaII—Craggs B.Urbaitis. Dept.
Med. & Path., Univ. MD Sch. Med., Baltimore, MD.
Experiments were done to test if WR, an organic
thiophosphate, protected against CF nephrotoxicity
in rats and its possible mechanisms of protection.
WR 30 mm. before 7.5 mg/kg CF blunted the rise in
serum Cr and BUN.
Dose Wr (mg/kg) 0 25 50 100
Peak Cr (mgldl) 3.O±.4 2.4+.5 I.8+.3* l.6+.3
* p.O2
Histology on day 10 showed significantly less ex-
tensive low regenerating epithelium in rats given
WR. WR partially protected aga(nst the fall in
inulin clearance 3 days following 5mg/kg CF
(O.33±.O4 vsO.l5+.O3m1/min/lOOgm, p.Ol).
WR had no effect on renal platinum content
(atomic absorption) I. 4, and 24 hrs. after CF.
As CP metabolites bind to SN groups in vitro
and CF has been reported to decrease renal protein
SHC it was postulated that WR acted by preventing
SHC depletion. However, CF increased renal corti-
cal non—protein SHC and medul lary protein and non-
protein SHC. This was significant only at 48 hrs.
and not 24 hrs. WR had no effect on SHC at 24 hrs.
48 Hr. Medullary SHC (PM/mg OW) * p..O5
Total Non—Protein Protein
Placebo 64.8±1.5 12.0+0.3 52.7±1.5
CP 71.1±1.9* 13.2+0.4* 57.9±1.6*
We conclude: I) WR decreases CF nephrotoxicity
in rats independent of renal platinum levels.
2) CP increases medullaryprotein and non—protein
SHC during the development of renal injury. This
may be a cellular response to oxidant stress
rather than a mechanism of cell injury.
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RENAL PHOSPHOLIPIDOSIS AND CELLULAR RESPONSE OF
DIABETIC AND CONTROL RATS TO LOW "NON—TOXIC' DOSES
OF GENTAMICIN (C). C.A. Vaamonde, C. Laurent*, D.
Beauchamp*, M—B. Carlier*, S.Ibrahim*, P.Maldague*
P.M. Tulkens, U. Cath. Louvain & ICP, Brussels,
3elgium, and Dept. Med. U. Miami & VAMC, Miami,FL.
We have proposed that the low renal cortical ac-
cumulation of G(rG) found in diabetic (D) rats
protects from nephrotoxic doses (40 mglkg/d or >).
We have now analyzed the biochemical and cellular
responses of D and control (C) animals treated
with low—dose C (10 mg/kg/d for 4 or 10 d). Sham
groups (0 & C) received saline. Renal cortical
phospholipidosis [sphingomyelinase (Sp) and phos—
pholipase Al (PA1)}, total phospholipids (TP) and
phosphatidylinositol (P1), light, electron micros-
copy (morphometry), and DNA synthesis were evalua-
ted. Renal dysfunction or tubular necrosis were
not apparent, but rG was higher (p<.OOI) at 4 & 10
days in C (639±140 & 878±126 ug/g wet tis.) than
in D (96±30 & 161±33). Sham D rats had low Sp
(p<.OO1) but normal PA1.TP were not different; P1
was reduced in D (8±1 vs C, 10±1 pM/mg prot; p <
.01). After C, C rats had Suppressed lysosomal en-
zymeS (p<.O25), increased TP, P1 (p<.O25), and DNA
synthesis (p<.Ol). These changes were absent in B
rats (PI:D,9±2 vs C, 18±1; p<.OO1). Correlations
between rG and lysosomal volume or P1 were excel-
lent (p<.Ol). In conclusion (a) assumed nontoxic
doses of G induced lysosomal phospholipidosis in
C rats despite absence of functional and usual
morphologic changes; (b) subtle cellular necrosis
was identified by regenerative DNA synthesis; (c)
In D rats, the low rG was insufficient to cause
phospholipidosis or cellular response; (d) protec-
tion in D relates to lower renal cortical P1 that
decreases C transport.
CYCLOSPORIN A INDUCED LIPID PEROXIDATION IN RENAL
CORTICAL MITOCHONDRIA. Patrick D. Walker. Clara Das*.
SudhirV. Shah. Tulane Medical School. New Orleans. LA.
Biologicalmembranes, by virtue of their high content of
polyunsaturated fats, are particularly susceptible to
peroxidative snack by oxygen derived free radicals leading
to cellular injury as a resultof lipid peroxidation. Several
agentswhich alter mitochondrialrespiration and enhance
the generation of reactive oxygen metabolites, have been
shown to cause lipid peroxidation. Since recent studies
have demonstrated that cyclosporin A alters mitochondrial
respiration, the aim of the present study was to examine
the effect of' cyclosporin A on lipid peroxidation in rat
renal cortical mitochondria. Lipid peroxidation was
measured as malondialdehyde (MDA) by the thiobarbituric
acid method and renal cortical mitochondria were isolated
by differential centrifugation. Mitochondria were
incubated at 37' for one hour with varying concentrations
of cyclosporin A in the presence of substrate (NADH).
Cyclosporin A produced a dose dependent increase in lipid
peroxidation.
Cyclosporin A (pg/mi)
0 10 50 75
MDA mean 0.76 0.89 223 3,54
(nmoles/mg/hr) iSEM 025 0.05 0.19 1.09
N 4 4 4 4
Malondialdehyde production was notenhanced when
cyclosporin A was added to incubation media in which
mitochondria or substrate were omitted or heat-inactivated
mitochondriawere used. The cyclosporin A induced
productionof malondialdehyde was completely inhibitedby
EDTA (a chelator of iron required for lipid peroxidation).
Thus our study demonstrates that cyclosporin A enhances
malondialdehyde production in renal cortical mitochondria.
Cy A induced lipid peroxidation may play an important role in
cyclosporin A nephrotosicity.
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VERAPAMIL IS NOT PROT6TIW IN AMINOGLYCOSIDE—
II1Jt1ED ACIJIE RENAL FAILURE. Al.en J *
Luis 6imenez', David Ktassen*, Robert L. Stout
end Andrew WheLton. Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine, Baltimore,MD.
Calcium channeL blockade with veremiL(V) has
proven effective in experimental modeLs of 1che—
mic acute renal failure. As a result, an aLtera-
tion of cellular caLcium has been iriL1ceted as
a mediator of renal ceLL injury in this form of
acute renaL insufficiency. Since calcium also
accuimiLates in kidneys exposed to eminoglycosides
we Investigated the potentiaL protective effect
of caLcium channel bLockade in a ret model of ami—
noglycoside toxicity. Sprague—DewLey rets re-
ceived 120 mg/kg/body weight of gentamicin q day
for 9 days (0). Control, animaLs received sham in-
jections (C) . Subgroups of animals (GV,CV) were
in addition treated with verapamil added to drin-
king water (10 mg/dl). The results were;
SrCr R UvoL Uosm TlsaueCa'
(mg/dL) (mIs/sin) (mL/24hr) (mOsm— (mg/bOgs—
/kgH0D) tissue)
C O.3t.02 I .58t_.2 5.7t.5 156O85 7.5t.4S 2.3±.4 0.22.I 24.7±2 403±28 15.6±2
CV O.2L.06 I .65..5 4.6.4 1852t27 7.7t.2
GV 4.2.6 0.14t.1 15.3±2 487±48 47.6±24
Similar resuLts ware observed when a higher dose
of verapemil (bOOmg/dL) was used.
These date suggest that verem1L does not
exert a detectabLe beneficial effect In this
modeL of nephrotoxic acute renaL failure.
INTRALUMINAL OBSTRUCTION IN CYCLOSPORIN (C5A)
NEPHROTOXICITY. Richard P. Wedeen, Patricia
Hendrix*, Gert A. Verpooten*, Viviarie Pattyn*,
Frank Roels* and Marc E. De Broe*. VA Med. Ctr.,
East Orange, NJ and U.I.Antwerp, Wilrijk, Belgium.
Since minimal imunopsuppreSSive doses of CsA
do not produce permanent renal injury but high
doses induce tubular dilatation and
nephrocalcinosis, we examined the kidneys of
CsA—treated rats for evidence of dose—dependent
morphologic changes. Female Wistar rats were
given 10 to 50 mg/kg/day CsA p.o. in olive oil or
olive oil alone for 7, 14 or 21 days.
Dose-dependent Intraluminal von Kossa staining
was evident primarily in the outer medulla in
association with dilatation of cortical distal
tubules. Some of the intraluminal deposits were
spherical or oval microliths. 5—25 u In diameter
which showed lesin and PAS positive staining in
concentric ridgs. Microliths were less frequent
in kidneys of rats receiving 50 mg/kg/day CsA
that showed progressive weight loss during the
study. Lipid droplets in proximal tubule cells
and hyperplasia of the juxtaglomerul i apparatus
paralleled the presence of microliths. The
microliths resemble those produced by magnesium
deficiency. These observations suggest that
intraluminal obstruction may contribute to renal
injury due to high dose CsA in the rat.
ABILITY OF ThE RADIOCONTRAST AGENT (RCA),
DIATRIZOATE (D), TO PRECIPITATE RENAL TUBULES AND
MEMBRANES. M.D. White D.A. Hunt and H.D. Humes.
VA Med. Ctr., and Univ. of MI, Ann Arbor, MI.
Intratubular precipitation of RCA with proteins
resulting in intrarenal obstruetion has been
suggested to be a mechanism for RCA—induced acute
renal failure (ARF). To investigate the ability of
U to precipitate renal tubules and membrane com-
ponents, the protein recovery (PR) of suspensions
of proximal tubule segments centrifuged through
bromododecane in the presence of 0 was assessed.
The % of tubule PR from the incubation medium was
shown to correlate well with various quantitative
indices of cell injury, including tubule K, Ca
and ATP content3 and uncoupled respiratory rates
with r values of 0.72, 0.76, 0.66, and O.9I,
respectively. Incubation of tubule suspensions
with 0, 10, and 25 mM 0 for 97.5 or 157.5 miri with
or without a 22.5 mm period of hypoxia resulted
in progressively greater % tubule PR for the same
degree of injury (change in y—intercept of re-gression lines) and for any incremental increase
in cell injury incrementally greater % PR (change
in slope) with increasing D concentrations. These
resulta suggest that D interacts with renal tubule
components to produce a denser and more pre—
cipitable tubule protein pellet. Measurement of U
content in the tubule pellet by HPLC methodology
demonstrated that U increased from 26 1 to 66
2 after exposure to 10 and 25 mM 0 and that 0
content increased from 60 2 to 72 3 nmoles/mg
protein when the less injured non—hypoxic
condition was compared to the more injured hypoxicpreparation in the presence of 25 mM U. These
results thus suggest that U may contribute to RCA—
induced AEF by causing intrarenal obstruction.
SUPERFICIAL AiD DEEP NE11ON FUCrICf1 IN CISPLATIN (Pt)
ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (ARE). J.Winston, R.Safirstein
Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, NY.
In Pt ARF the relative reduction in whole kidney
irilin clearanco (C10) is greater than that in single
nephrcn Ct? (St'flFR). A similar discrepancy in an
ischeiuc in.del of ARF has teen attrihuted to a greater
reduction in CFR in deep as caipared to superficial
nerons (KI 24:27,1983). To deteirnine whether such
a dispropertionate reduction in deep nephrcn (FR
exists in Pt ANF wa studied rate 72h following 5
np/kg Pt when (FR is initially reduced. Cm,
gicuerular plana flow (GPF) ware iieasured by
micropuncture and renal plasma flow (Rw) by
electranagrietic flow proho in 8 Pt and 8 control rats
(C). To estimate GFR in superficial and deep nerorm,
telus velocity (By) was niaasured using a nnxlified
Hanssen's method in 3 Pt (n94 nephrons) and 3 C (n=72
ncphrona) rats. Mean +SE are shoein below * = p<O.O5
control vs. Pt.
GFR UPF SFR SPF BV (ixt/sec)
(mi/sin) (ni/sin) superficial deep
C 1.44 5.]. 42.1 142.8 533.7 587.7
0.09 0.2 2.4 13.7 63.3 70.1
In Pt Cm was 65% lowar while FR was 39% lowar
than control values. RPF and CPF were proportionatley
redud fran controls (29% and 30% respectively). BV in
superficial n€pirons was equal to that in deep nectirons
in controls and was reduced propurtionately in both
populations after Pt. 1Ai conclude that the fall in (FR
and GPF is evenly distribited throughout the cortex and
that a diproportionate fall in deep neplrcn GFR does
not explain the greater fall in Cr, in Pt APP.
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Pt 0.50* 3.6*
0.10 0.3
25.8* 100.1*
2.3 12.9
218.5* 207.5*
37.8 37.7
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THE INFLUENCE OF TOBRAMYCIN (1) DOSING REGIMEN ON
NEPHROTOX IC ITY, OTOTOX IC ITY AND ANTIBACTERIAL
EFFICACY IN A RAT MODEL OF SUBCUTANEOUS ABSCESS.
C.A. Wood,* W.M. Bennett, D.R. Norton,* ••
Kohnen,* R. Brunssett,* D. Houghton, D.N. Gilbert*.
Providence Medical Center and Oregon Health
Sciences University, Portland, Oregon.
Prior work on experimental aminoglycoside
nephrotoxicity has used uninfected animals. Since
small frequent doses are more nephrotoxic than
doses given in one large injection (Bennett et. al
J Inf D 140:576, 1979), we studied the efficacy
and toxicity of these dosing strategies using T
for 5—20 days in male Fischer rats infected with
Ps aeruginosa (I) or sterile (5) subcutaneous
abcesses. T 60 mg/kg/day in a single dose (00)
was compared to 1 10 mg every 4 hrs (Q4h) and
diluent (Di) on quantitative ahcess bacteriol-
ogy, renal and cochlear pathology, inulin
clearance (Cm), renal cortica T and in vivo DNA
synthesis by incorporation of H thymidine. The
serum levels achieved in 04 h simulated ideal
clinical peak and trough values. Neither
treatment group had abnormal cochlear histology.
Bacterial counts were reduced 5—6 logs without
difference between QD and Q4h.
At 10 days: Di Q4h QD! S I S I
TIA9/g 126 ff08 77t 7it
CIn ml/min/1O0 0.98 1.1 0.56* 0.45* 0.84* 0.72*
DNA dpm/mg x103 27 13OX 299* 341* 254* 232*
p<0.02: * All T vs Di;t QD vs Q4h;x S vs I
Tubular regeneration was greater Q4h > QD.
Conclusions: 1) Q24h T dosing is equally effective
as Q4h despite long "subtherapeutic" intervals 2)
Q4h is more nephrotoxic than QD. 3) Infection per
se increases renal cortex DNA synthesis.
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GRAM NEGATIVE BACTEREMIA AND GENTAMICIN: A NEPHRO-
TOXIC SYNERGY. R.A. Zager, Univ. of Washington,
Dept. of Medicine, Seattle, WA.
To explore possible relationships between bact—
eremia and the development of acute renal failure
(ARI), rats were injected with 1x109 S. aureus(S),
P. aeruginosa (P), or E. coli (E) and 2 hr later
they received either gentamicin (C) (100 mg/Kg) or
ampicillin (A) (300 mg/Kg) treatment. Renal injury
was assessed over the next 48 hr. S/C caused no
azotemia. E/A caused mild azotemia (BUN 32+9) but
no tubular necrosis. E/G caused ARE (BUN 90+11;
GFR + 67%; renal blood flow, RBF, + 60%; tubuiar nec-
rosis) without causing hypotension. A comparable
degree of ARF resulted from P/C injection. E bact—
eremia increased renal C uptake compared to non—
bacteremic controls (446+58 vs 263÷37; ug/gm,
p<.02). To reproduce this degree ol' uptake non—
bacteremic rats required 600 mg/Kg C but this pro-
duced only mild azotemia (29+3) and no tubular
necrosis. E sterilization (boiling) did not dimin-
ish the E/G toxic synergy. Purified E endotoxin
(LPS, 10 ug) alone and C (100 mg/Kg) alone caused
no azotemia but together they induced renal injury
(BUN35÷2). LPS tolerant rats (prior LPS injection)
were significantly protected from E/C (½the azote—
cia, doubled RBF, no tubular necrosis).
Conclusions: Gram negative bacteremia and C
exert a synergistic nephrotoxicity capable of in-
ducing tubular necrosis and ARF. This synergy does
not require bacterial viability, it is mediated in
part by LPS, in part by increased renal C uptake,
and it can be blunted by LPS tolerance. These find.
ings indicate that Gras negative bacteremia, a
prime indication for C administration, may predis-
pose to the drug's nephrotoxic potential. Conver-
sely, prior IPS exposure may provide protection.
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PHOSPHATE DEPLETION (PD) ANELIORATES THE PROTEIN—
URIA OF DIABETES MELLITUS (DM). A.C. Alfrey,
D.C.H. Harris,* T.J. Burke, and R.W. Schrier.
Dept. Med., Univ. Colorado Sch. Med., Denver, CO.
We have reported that PD alone reduces the
proteinuria and delays the progression of renal
dysfunction in experimental chronic renal failure.
In the present study, the effects of PD on the
proteinuria and renal injury accompanying DM was
examined in 60 rats given streptozotocin (30—50
mg/kg iv) 1 wk after right nephrectomy. One wk
later rats were paired according to weight, renal
function and severity of DM. Rats were pair fed
normal rat diet with (PD) or without (PR) the
phosphate binder dihydroxyaluminum acetoacetate
(DHAAA 15 g%). Blood glucose concentration (BGC)
was measured twice weekly, weights recorded weekly
and systemic mean arterial pressure (MAP) and
other metabolic parameters measured every other
week for up to 6 mos. PD rats had significantly
lower serum (3.57 vs 6.75 mg/dl, wk 7, p<.00l) and
urine (0.62 vs 18.52 mg/d, p<.OO1) phosphate and
higher urine Ca (32.64 vs 13.35 mg/d, p<.OO1) than
PR. At 3 mos, there was no significant difference
between the 2 groups (PD vs PR) in body weight
(262 vs 278 g), MAP (81.2 vs 80.3 mmlig), urine
output (96 vs 102 ml/24 hr), BGC (389 vs 395
mg/dl), insulin requirements (15.6 vs 15.4 U/wk),
creatinine clearance (3.74 vs 3.86 ml/min/kg b.w.)
or serum albumin (3.26 vs 3.41 mg/dl). From week
3, proteinuria was significantly less in PD rats;
at 3 moe 28.0 mg/24 hr (PD) vs 72.5 (PR) (p<.OOS).
Thus, PD alone reduces the magnitude of protein—
uria early in DM and remains protective for up to
6 mos. The effects of PD appear to be independent
of other factors including protein intake, system-
ic MAP and renal function.
FENOLDOPAN PREVENTS INCREASE IN FILTRATION FRAC-
TION AFTER PROTEIN FEEDING. N. Allison, R. Stote,
T. Beck, R. Familiar, Z. Aldins, K. Ramey, J. Dubb
SK&F Clinic Res. Unit, Presbyterian—U of Pa. Ned.
Ctr., Philadelphia, Pa.
Protein feeding (PF) has been shown to alter
renal hemodynamics, increasing both RPF and GFR.
These changes are manifest in an increased filtra-
tion fraction (FF), which reflects increased intra—
glomerular hydraulic pressure. Evidence from
animal models suggests that these effects may
speed the progression of chronic renal insufficien-
cy (CR1). We tested the hypothesis that fenol—
dopam (FEN), a dopaminergic agonist, attentuates
the effects of PF on renal hemodynamics in man.
Three normal subjects were studied on separate
days with placebo infusions (PBO) or infusions of
FEN (0.1 mcg/kg/min) for 5 hours. The results
are expressed as the mean + SEN. Cl represents
baseline values, C2 the first 2 hours of FEN or
PBO infusion, and the remaining values are 1,2,
and 3 hours after PP.
Cl C2 lhr 2hr 3hr
CIN PBO 134+15 128+9 140+10 148+10 157+10
FEN 142+9 147+11 161+9 173+16 164+10
CPAH PBO 764+i0 745+52 788+7 1 803+83 802+54
PEN 830+71 1051+62 1151+40 1187+50 1069+30
FF(%) PBO 17+3 18+3 18+3 19+3 20+3
PEN 17+1 14+1 14+1 15+1 15+1
FEN infusion attenuated the increase in FF induc-
ed by PF. The effect of FEN is likely mediated
by alterations in afferent and efferent vascular
resistance which may decrease intraglomerular
pressure. These findings suggest that PEN therapy
may have a role in slowing the progression of CR1.
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IN ARRESTING PROGRESSIVE RENAL DISEASE, ALL ANTI—
HYPERTENSIVE DRUGS ARE NOT CREATED EQUAL.
S. Anderson,' H.G. Rennke, and B.M. Brenner.
Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA.
Control of Systemic and glomerular hypertension
(HTN) with the converting enzyme inhibitor (CEI)
enalapril limits glomerular sclerosis (GS) in rats
with reduced renal mass. Since anti—HTN drugs have
variable renal hemodynamic effects, we sought to
determine whether other drugs would also limit
glomerular capillary pressure (cc) and GS. Male
Munich—Wistar rats were subjected to 5/6 renal
ablation and given no therapy (C), enalapril (CEI),
or reserpine, hydralazine and hydrochlorothiazide
(TRX). Euvolemic studies at 4 weeks showed that
both CEI and TRX controlled HTN [awake syatolic
pressure (SB and mean arterial pressure under
anesthesia (AP)1 equally well, without affecting
single nephron glomerular filtration rate (SNGFR)
or plasma flow rate (QA), but only CEI normalized
GC (Mean±SEM; *p<O1 vs. C; fp <.01 vs. CET)
SB? AP GC SNGFR
mimEg ————ni/mm————
C (n8) 176±8± 154±8± 68±2 73±6 234±16
CEI (n=8) 116±6* 107±2* 53±1* 66±4 242±17
IRK (n=8) 114±4* 107±3* 65±1± 64±5 224±18
Similarly prepared C rats followed for 12 weeks
had continuous HIM (SBP 211±11 nmiHg), proteinuria
(95±10mg/a) and extensive GS (22±4% of glomeruli).
Normotensive CEI rats had less proteinuria (24±2
mg/d) and much less GS (1±.2%). Despite stable
control of systemic 11TH, failure of IRK to lower
GC allowed development of proteinuria (110±7 mg/d)
and GS (24±2%) to values comparable to those seen
in C rats. Therefore, unless GC is reduced to
near normal levels, control of HIM is insufficient
to prevent progressive glomerular injury.
INCREASED RENAL NA+-K+ ATPase ACTIVITY (ATPase)
PARALLELS PROXIMAL TUBULAR CYST FORMATION (PTCF)
IN CONGENITAL MURINE POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE
(PKD). E.D. Avner, WE. Sweeney*, N. Piesco*,
B. Fetterman, and 0. Ellis. University of Pitts-
burgh School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA.
The mechanisms by which tubular cystic lesions
arise, enlarge, and lead to progressive nephron
destruction in genetically-determined PKDs are un-
known. In glucocorticoid—induced PKD in metaneph-
nc organ culture, PTCF and enlargement are di-
rectly mediated by increased ATPase (Kidney Tnt
28:In Press,1985). We therefore examined the re-
lationships between PTCF and ATPase in a mutant
strain of inbred CE7BL/63 mice (CPK) in which le-
thal, autosomal-recessive PKD develops in associ-
ation with elevated serum glucocorticoid levels.
ATPase and morphology of paired CPK and control
(CON) kidneys were studied during organogenesis.
Microdissection isolated earliest cystic lesions
to proximal tubular segments of fetal CPK kidneys
which ultrastructurally demonstrated evidence of
it transepithelial solute transport. As cystic
malformation progressed to gross nephron destruc-
tion, PTCF initially increased, and then decreased
by postnatal day 5 as the site of cystic nephron
involvement shifted distally to collecting duct
segments. Increased ATPase (nmol/min/pg DNA) di-
rectly reflected the degree of PTCF in CPK kidneys
at all stages (} = p<OOl):
fetal newborn postnatal d5 postnatal d12
CPK .28±.Ol * .38±.Ol * •6l±.O2 .73±.O2
CON .l8±.OO6' .22±.023* .60±.O3 .79±.05
We conclude that ATPase mediated transepitheli—
al transport may have major pathophysiological
significance in the etiology and progression of
cystic nephron destruction in PKD.
INCREASED RENAL REACTIVITY TO CALCIUM + INSULIN
IN DIABETIC RATS.NormanBank, Maria La Horra*, and
Hagop S. Ayfledjian*
Montefiore Romp., Dept. of Med., Bronx, N.Y.
The present experiments were undertaken to
examine the effect of acute calcium and insulin
administration on the elevated GFR in rats with
IDDM.Rats were studied 7—10 days after
Streptozotocin. Solutions were infused into the
left renal artery (micropuncture kidney) at 2.5
ml/h and urine was collected from each kidney.
Clearance and micropuncture data were obtained
during two experimental periods, using different
arterial infusions for each period. In normal
euvolemic rats,GFR and SNGFR were constant during
intrarenal infusion of insulin at 1.25 UU/h (1st
period) and CaS0 12.5 tM/h + insulin (2nd
period)(3.57 vs 3.70 mi/mm/kg; 33.6 vs 32.5
nh/min).Similar results were observed in chronic
salt-loaded normal rats (5.10 vs 5.24 ml/min/kg;
42.3 vs 47.5 nl/4in).There was no change in blood
glucose or [Ca ]. In diabetic rats, UFR and
SNGFR were abnormally elevated during intrarenal
insulin (1st period), but both fell (p<0.02)
during insulin + CaSo, infusion (5.31 vs 4.05
mi/mm/kg; 51.4 vs 36.1 ni/mm) to values not
different from those in normal rats. There was no
change in right kidney GFR, glucose or (ca+1]. In
another group of diabetic rats, intrarenal CaSO
without insulin had no effect on CFR or SNCFR.We
conclude: l.Increasec3 reactivity of contractile
cells to calcium, but only in the presence of
insulin. 2.Effect may be directly on contractile
Cells or indirectly via tubuloglomerular
feedback. 3.Decreased ascular tone in IDDM may
be due to disordered Ca + metabolism.
ThE REMNANT KIDNEY (RK) IS A MODEL OF SEVERE
HYPERTENSIVE INJURY IN A POORLY AUTOREGULATING
KIDNEY. A Bidani, MM Schwartz, W Packer*, EJ Lewis.
flush Medical College, Chicago, IL.
The role of hypertension in the pathogenesis of
glomerular injury was studied in the rat RK model.
Male SD rats were fed a 24% protein diet (HP) and
underwent right nephrectomy and ligation of all
but one of the extrarenal branches of the left
renal artery. The parameters for RK model (meanz
SEM) are given below.
n BPmmHg SCr mg/dl Upro mg/24 hr
3—4 wks 13 191±6.6 1.15±.07 34.6± 6.9
6—8 wks 9 172r9.5 1.2 70.5±27.3
Morphologic studies at 6-8 wks showed severe hy-
pertensive injury consisting of fibrinoid necrosi5
of arterioles and necrosis and thrombosis involv—
jog 10—30% of the glomeruli. Autoregulatory stud-
ies were performed at 3-4 wks in similar rats be-
fore the appearance of significant glomerular
pathology. Also studied were RK rats fed an iso—
caloric 8% protein diet (LP) which ameliorates the
renal injury (BP 153±5, SCr 1.3±.09, Upro 5.1±1,
n=5). GFR and RPF (mi/mm/kg) were measured by
clearances of inulin, PAH and by PAH extraction at
different renal perfusion pressures (RPP).
Mean RPP HP(n=5) LP(n=5)
mmHo GFR RPF GFR RPF
1 OTO 1 .T6 8 ..5 1 7 .7fl. 8
120-140 3.O±.5 14.5±3.4 1.6±.4* 9.6±2.4
140-160 4.5±.7 18.1±3.9 2.O±.4* 10.2±2.2
p<.OS compared to HP.
We conclude: (1) RK fed HP diet is characterized
by poor autoregulation. (2) The glomerular and
vascular lesion are due to hypertensive injury.
(3) These acute lesions eventually lead to pro-
gressive glomerular scarring.
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RENAL EXCRETION AND CYST ACCUMULATION OF 62 MICRO-
GLOBULIN (62M) IN AUTOSOMAL DOMINANT POLYCYSTIC
KIDNEY DISEASE (ADPKD). N. Birenboim*, V. Donoso,
R. Husemari and J. Grantham. Dept. of Medicine,
Univ. of Kansas Med. Ctr., Kansas City, KS.
To determine the extent to which proximal tubule
function is altered 2 microglobulin, creatinine
and Na were measured in serum, urine and cyst fluid
of patients with ADPKD and various degrees of renal
insufficiency. Fractional excretion (FE62M) was
0.11 0.03% in 6 normal subjects and 0.13 + 0.05%
in 9 patients with serum creatinine levels less
than 1.6 mg/dl. In 5 patients with serum creat—
mine levels above 3.0 mg/dl, FEM was elevated
(range 3.5 — 196%) and serum levels were higher
than normal (30,600 6,910 g/L vs 1,268 111).
In 7 patients 2M levels in 33 proximal cysts
(cyst/serum Na > 0.8) equalled those in serum
(cyst/serum 62M 0.98 0.20) whereas in 21 distal
cysts (cyst/serum Na < 0.4) 62M was less than in
serum (cyst/serum 62M 0.17 0.07>. Analysis of
fluid in 2 patients with PK nephrectomy several
weeks post—transpiant indicated that proximal cyst
epithelium is permeable to62M, but less so than to
creatinine or urea. These studies show that
proximal cysts cannot develop or maintain gra-
dients for 62M whereas distal cysts maintain low
levels of the protein despite end—stage renal fail-
ure. The normal FEB2M values in nonazotemic ADPKD
patients and the low distal cyst levels of 62M in
end—stage kidneys indicate that the cystic proxi-
mal nephrons do not contribute appreciably to the
final urine. These findings are consistent with
the view that a relatively small number of cystic
tubules ultimately compromise the function of non—
cystic nephrons.
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RENAL CORTICAL MITOCRONDRIA (Mi) TRANSPORT OF Ca
IN UREMIC RATS. C. Chaimovitz,* A. Konforti,* R.
Shainkin,* R. Kol,* and V. Shoshan* (intr. by T.
Ben). Soroka Med. Ctr., Beer Sheva, Israel.
Ca overload occurs in renal cortical Mi of
uremic rats (KI 27:774, 1985). This study
assesses the tent to which abnormalities in Ca
uptake and Ca retention (or efflux) by Mi
underlie this defect. Chronic uremic rats after
5/6 nephrectomy (NX) and control rats (C) were
studied. Mi were isolated by differential
centrifugstion. Acceptor control ratio
(succinate) 4.5 in Nwas similar to 4.9 in C.
Kinetic analysis of Ca uptake shows a similar
Kin, but higher initial velocity (nmol Ca/mg
prot/sec) in NX than in C (0.73 vs 0.42). Chronic
pathyroidectomy did not correct the abnorm4
Ca uptsk+in Mi of MX. Mi retention of Ca
(medium Ca range from 80—500 uN) was studied
both with and without addition of 1 tnNPi. With
Pi, Mi of MX were unable to retain Ca as
concentrations above 150 uN of this cation, as
compared to 250 pand higher in the Mi of C.
Without Pi, Mi Ca retention behaved similarly in
MX vs C. The addition of4uthenium red largely
prevented the abnormal Ca efflux in MX. Mi Pi
content was higher in NX (110+12) than in C
(19±2). In conclusion: 1) Uremia dramatically
alters Ca transrt in renal cortical Mi which
result in Mi Ca overload. 2) The enhanced Ca
uptake in MX Mi is not PTH dependent. 3) It can
be speculated that a higher cellular level of Pi
in NX plays a role in this defect, since P1
known to cause higher i4tial velocity of Ca
uptake and to impair Ca retention of normal Mi.
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DEGREE OF SUPERSATURATION OF UREMIC SERUM WITH
RESPECT TO CALCIUM OXALATE. F.L. Coe, E.M.
Worcester*, D.A. Bushlnsky, Y.N. Nakagawa*.
University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
Serum oxalate level rises in uremia because of
decreased renal clearance, and crystals of calcium
oxalate (CaOx) occur In tissues of uremic
patients. Crystal formation suggests that uremic
serum is supersaturated with respect to CaOx. To
determine whether, and to what degree,
supersaturation (SS) exists, ultrafiltrates (UF)
of uremic serum were studied using two methods
previously applied to the study of (SS) in urine.
First, the relative saturation ratio (RSR), which
is the ratio of the dissolved CaOx complex In UF
to the thermodynamic CaOx solubility product, was
estimated for 11 uremlc (pre— and post— dialysis)
and 4 normal serum samples using an iterative
computer program. Mean UF oxalate was 89 + 8 uM/L
(+ SEM) in predialysis samples, 31 + 4 post—
dialysis, and 10 + 3 in normals. Mean RR was 1.7
+ 0.2 (predialysl), 0.7 + 0.1 (postdlalysis), and
0.2 + 0.1 (normal), where values greater than one
deno SS, less than one, undersaturatlon. Second,
the concentration product ratio (CPR), which is
the ratio of the measured CaOx concentration
product before to that after incubation of the
sample with 10 mg/ml CaOx monohydrate crystal, was
measured In 7 uremic and 7 normal serum UF. Mean
serum oxalate was 91 ÷ 11 (uremic) and 8 + 3
(normal). Mean CPR was 1.4 + 0.2 (uremic) and 0.3
+ 0.01 (normal). The degree of SS using each
iliethod correlated closely with UF oxalate (RSR. r
= 0.99, n 29, p < 0.001; CPR, r= 0.75, n = 14, p
< 0.001). A value of UF oxalate of 50 uN/I separ-
ated undersaturated from SS samples and occured at
a creatinine level of approximately 9.2 mg/dl.
POSTISCHEMIC RENAL ATP RECOVERY: CORRELATIONS WITH
FUNCTIONAL IMPAIRMENT. K.Cooper,* M. Stromski,* 8.
Thulin,* K. Gaudio, R. Shulman,* and N. Siegel.
Yale U. Sch. of Med. New Haven, CT, and Ore. Hlth
Sci. Univ., Portland, OR.
The relationship between the recovery of tissue
nucleotides and postischemic renal injury is
unclear. To define this relationship, rats were
subjected to 15'—60' of renal ischemia and renal
ATP levels were assessed prior to, during, and for
120' after reflow using 3P NMR spectroscopy, in
vivo, Cm (l/min/10O gmBW) was determined 241rs
iftr the ischemic insult. The level of renal ATP
fell rapidly and remained <lOt of control
throughout the ischemic interval. Results are
expressed
are given
and after
Ischemi a
________ _________ _______0'
15'
30'
45'
60'
MV 1U' Cm
973±33
92±5 856±26
73*7 445±59
61±3 353±29
- 56±3 168±38
Duration of ischemia was predictive of both AlP
recovery and subsequent Cm (r=—O.98,p<.01).
There was also a direct correlation (r=0.98,p<.01)
between AlP 120'and the Cm 24 hrs post ischemia.
These data suggest that the duration of
ischemia is an Important determinant of the
pattern of recovery of renal AlP levels.
Moreover, postischemic Cm is related to a) the
duration of a sustained reduction in ATP; and b) a
biphasic pattern of ATP recovery including an
initial rapid phase which may reflect the residual
nucleotide pool and a more gradual phase which may
represent the resynthesis of Alp.
as a % of the preischemic AlP value and
immediately after reperfusion (Alp 10')
120' of reflow (AlP 120').
All' 1U
70±3
59±3
53±3
0
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INDUCTION IN NORMAL RED BLOOD CELLS OF FUROSE—
MIDE SENSITIVE AND SEX—LINKED NA+ EFFLJX BY
UREMIC PLASMA. D.B. Corry, M.L. Tuck and
D.B.N. Lee, Olive View Medical Center, Sepulveda
VAMC and UCLA School of Med., Los Angeles, CA
90024.
We have reported a uniformly low furosemide—
sensitive (FS)—Na,K efflux in red blood cells
(ROC) from dialyzed (D) patients. To examine if
uremic plasma contains a circulating inhibitor
of ES cation ef flux, fresh washed RBCs from 25
caucasian normals were Na—loaded at 4°C for 20 h
by incubation with their own and with heterolo—
gous normal plasma and D plasma. Intracellular
Na (Na1) and FS—Na,K efflux were measured after
incubation of RBCs. RBCs from normal males
(N1l) showed no difference in Na accumulation(ilNa) and Na,K efflux under the 3 incubation
conditions. RBCs from females (N=l4) also
showed no difference in transport measurements
when incubated in their own or in normal plasma.
There was, however, an increase (p<0.O2) in ES—
Na ef flux in RBC5 exposed to D plasma but no
difference in ES—K efflux. To examine the in-
teraction of furosemide (f) with RBC FS—Na,K
efflux, normal RBCs were exposed to 4 concentra-
tions of f in normal and D plasma. The dose—
response curve of f for ES—Na efflux was shifted
to the left in female RBCs incubated with D
plasma. Thus, D plasma contains a substance
that increases ES—Na efflux in female RBCs sug-
gesting that the low ES—Na efflux reported in Dpatients is in the cell membrane perhaps due to
abnormal f—RB: interaction. The sex difference
in F5—Na efflux remains to be elucidated.
ELEVATED PLASMA PHOSPH0LIPASE A2 ACTIVITY IN JREIIIA.
Jerry Costello*, Karen Krall*, Katherine Landwehr*,
Richard Franson*, Douglas M. Landwehr. Allegheny
General Hospital and Allegheny-singer Research In-
stitute, Pittsburgh, PA and Medical College of Vir-
ginia, Richmond, VA.
Although phospholipase A2 mediated phospholipid
(PL) hydrolysis has been implicated in cytotoxicity
as well as other diverse physiologic and pathologic
processes, its activity in uremic plasma (U) isun-
known. Accordingly, we determined phospholipase A2
activity (PLA2), measured as nmPL hydrolyzed/ml/min,
in U (n—52) and normal plasma (N) (n—27) using
(1—lkC) oleate labelled autoclaved E—coli as sub-
strate. At pH 5.5, pH optimum for both systems,
PLA2 was significantly greater in U, 2.5±0.2(SEM)
vs. 0.5±0.03(p<.OO1). In both groups PLA2 has an
absolute requirement for Ca+2, and studies with
(1-1C)-stearyl-2-acyl-phosphatidyl ethanolamine
demonstrate specificity for the 2 position of PL.
EDTA and heparin are potent inhibitors of U and N
PLA2 and U PLA2 exhibited end product inhibition.
In undiluted plasma at p117.4, PLA2 was 1.3±0.2 for
U and 0.3±0.1 in N, (p<.OOl), indicating that in-
creased PLA2 in U is active under physiologic con-
ditions. U diluted 1:2 with N, (7.8±0.9)ordis-
tilled water (6.3±0.5) had similar PLA2, suggesting
increased PLA2 in uremia is not due to the presence
of an activator or absence of an inhibitor and is
likely due to increased levels of enzyme. With in-
creasing dilutions PLA2 increases in both systems,
but with greater increments in U, suggesting higher
levels of inhibitor in U. We conclude that PLA2 is
increased in U, and active under physiologic condi-
tions. The origin and consequences of this activi-
ty remain to be defined.
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INSULIN (I) THERAPY NORMALIZES GLOMERULAR
FUNCTION TN LONG—TERM EXPERIMENTAL DIABETES
MELLITUS (DM). F.X. Daniels*, M.P. O'Donnell,
S.L. Kasiske, and W.F. Keane. Dept of Med.,
Henn. Co. Med. Ctr., U. of Minn., Mpls. Minn.
Glomerular hyperfiltration has been impli-
cated in the development of diabetic nephro—
pathy. Aggressive I therapy in chronic experi-
mental DM can significantly retard glomerular
injury. Whether this is associated with long—
term normalization of glomerular function in DM
is unknown. Experimental DM was induced in 9
male Sprsgue—Dawley rats by i.v. alloxan.
Marked glucosuria ( 1000 mg/dL) was evident in
diabetic (Db) rats within 72 hours. All Db rats
then received daily RPM I (1 U/100 gm BW) and
were fed standard chow ad libitum. Micropuncture
studies and evaluation of glomerular morphology
were performed 3—4 months later. Results tmean
SE; vs. age—matched controls (C.n=9)}:
U V SW KW SNGFR SNPF P
(m34h) (gm) (ni/mm) (mg)
Db 69± 458 1.57 47.7 140 46.7*
14 0.07 2.1 10 0.]
C 0 472 1.45 43.3 130 50.9
15 0.07 2.1 7 1.2
In Db rats, long—term metabolic control was
reflected by mild giucosuria (U V). Body
weight (BW), kidney weight (KW) ani uperficia1
nephron junction (SNGFR, SNPF) were not signifi-
cantly different from C. Glomerular capillary
pressure was reduced in Db rats. Albumin—
uria and glomerular morphology were not aignfi—
cantly different between Db and C. Thus, I
therapy lowered and prevented both glomeru—
ular hyperfunction and histologic changes in
long—term DM.
CHRONIC UREMIA REDUCES INSULIN RESPONSIVE-
NESS TO ACUTE EXERCISE IN EPITROCHLEARIS
MUSCLE. T.A. Davis, S. Klahr, and I.E. Karl.
Department of Medicine, Washington University
St.Louis, Mo.
Insulin—stimulated glucose metabolism in vivo is
reduced in chronic uremia, probably due to peripheral
insulin resistance. The effects of chronic uremia (3/4
nephrectomy) on insulin—stimulated glycogen synthesis(GS), utilization of glucose via glycolysis (CU), and
glucose uptake (CT) were determined in vitro in muscle
from sedentary and exercise trained (swam 2 h/d, 5
d/wk. x 4 wk.) rats at rest and after an acute bout of
exercise. Epitrochlcaris muscles were incubated with 5—
(311) glucose and 0 to 10 mU/mi insulin. Chronic uremia
did not alter basal or insulin-stimulated GS, CU, or GT in
muscle from sedentary and exercise trained animals.
Acute exercise increased basal and insulin sensitivity of
GS in muscle of both normal and chronic uremics but the
increased insulin responsiveness to acute exercise was
less in uremic muscle. The increased insulin sensitivity
of GU and GT in normal muscle after acute exercise was
also observed in uremic muscle but insulin responsiveness
of GT increased only in normals. In uremic rats prior
exercise training did not improve insulin responsiveness
of GS, GU, and GT to acute exercise. Thus, chronic
uremia had no affect on insulin-stimulated glycogen
synthesis, glycolytic utilization, or glucose uptake in
epitrochlearis muscle in vitro and did not alter the
response to exercise training. However, chronic uremia
reduced the increased insulin responsiveness after acute
exercise suggesting a post—receptor defect detectable
only during conditions of high glucose requirement.
INDOXYL SULFATE SECRETION BY THE ISOLATED KIDNEY:
EFFECT OF PROTEIN BINDING. T. Depner, N. Garcia-
Naldonado, L. Stanfel*, Jarrard*, Dept. of
Med., Univ. of California Davis, Sacramento, CA.
Indoxyl sulfate (Is), an end product of bac-
terial action on tryptophan in the gut, accumu-
lates in the serum of uremic patients. Highly
bound to plasma protein in normals, levels in
uremios have been associated with impaired protein
binding. To better understand normal renal excre-
tion we examined IS clearance and it8 effect on
PAH secretion by the isolated perfused rat kidney.
Five kidneys were perfused with buffer con-
taining bovine serum albumin (BSA) 4.0 gm/dl
(Group I) and 5 were perfused without BSA (GroupII). After a stabilizing interval IS was added to
th perfusate. Control values for PAN, inilip and
Na are shown below along.with initial LISJ and
clearances/g kidney (Cl). LIS] was measured with
an HPLC technique.
[IS] [PAR] Cl—PAN Cl-In Cl—IS FR—Na
mM ml/min/g
I 0.52 0.033 11.6 1.13 0.53 .79
II 0.52 0.052 12.8 1.12 2.9 .42p MS NS NS MS <.001 <.001
PAH clearances fell 44% in Group I and 50% in
Group II within 20 mm and slowly returned toward
baseline levels over the next 40 mm. Free IS
concentrations were 7—14% of the total at 37°C.
No effect was seen on inulin clearance, FR—Na,
urine flow, perfusate flow or pressure. Cle,araicea
based on log—linear plots of perfuaate LISJ vs
time were .54 mi/mm (I) and 3.2 mi/rn in (II).
Net secretion accounted for 75% of IS elimina-
tion in kidneys perfused with BSA, 64% in those
without BSA. Elimination followed simple first
order kinetics with no evidence for sequestration
or metabolism by the kidney. At high concentra-
tions IS inhibited PAH secretion by the isolated
kidney. Protein binding at these levels markedly
reduced secretion of IS itself without attenuating
its inhibition of PAH secretion.
THE EVOLUTION OF CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE.
Clement DCziel.S .A.Renda,D.Bichet,p.cartjer,
Hpitai
SacrC-Cocur, Universjté de Montréal, Canada.
We investigated a series of unaelected pa-
tients with chronic renal failure (CRF) to
assess the level of serum creatinine (Scr)
at which deterioration becomes obligatory.
Of 1778 adult patients attending our nephro—
logy clinic in 1984, 215 showed CRF (Scr
1.5 mg% on at least 3 occasions with 2 of
the values a minimum of 2 years apart) . The
data (Scr,i/Scr,Log Scr) was analysed by li-
near regression. Early protein restriction
was started in 3 cases and the ensuing data
was excluded. Mean follow—up was 6.4 years.
CRF was either progressive (groupI;r.0.8)
or stable (groupII;rO.4;SEE4O.3;$cr vs
time) or unpredictable (grouplil; cases not
meeting criteria for groups I or II).
Number of patients
Scr mg% <2 2—3.9 4—5.9 6—7.9 8
Groupl 0 8 7 5 13
Group II 59 5 0 0 0
GrouplIl 73 38 4 1 2
We conclude that, in our experience, most
cases of CRF treated by non—dietary means
deteriorated once their Scr had reached 4
mg%. The changes generally ascribed to hy—
perfiltration are less obvious in earlier
stages of CRF but may already be operative.
BILIARY EXCRETION OF CONJUGATED SMALL MOLECULAR
WEIGHT (SMW) COMPOUNDS IN RENAL FAILURE. S. Dunfl,
D. BUrno,* J. Johnsofl* and M. L. Simenhoff. Jef-
ferson Medical College, Dept. of Med., Phila., PA.
8MW polar compounds are usually excreted by the
kidney. Free, (unconjugated), PS? (MW 354) used
previously as a marker compound showed facile ex-
cretion in both acute and chronic renal failure in
Sprague—Dawley rats. We now have examined conju-
gating capacity of the liver. Three groups of rats
were studied: control (including sham—operated),
bilaterally nephrectomized (Mx) and 7/8 nephrec-
tomized (7/8 Nw). Bile cannulation under barbitu—
ate anesthesia was performed on the 3rd (Mx) and
28th days (7/8 Mx). Following ligation of renal
pedicle, and 30 mm equilibration, PS? (10 mg/kg)
was given I.V., and following a further 1 hr equil-
ibration, bile collected for 2, 30 mm periods.
Bile flow rate (BK) was determined and conjugated
PS? (C) was measured at 555 run following acid hy-
drolysis. Analysis of variance showed a differ-
ence in BK (ui/mm) between Nx (8.9±1.0) and both
7/8 Nx (20.8±1.3) and CON (21.9±1.6) at p<O.01.
No significant difference (F =. 32) was noted for
the percent of conjugated PS? excreted among the
three groups: Mx (21.2±5.4), 7/8 Nx (23.1±1.7),
CON (24.4±1.9). We conclude that liver from ure-
mic rats can augment volume loss (7/8 Mx) and both
conjugate and excrete a SMW marker compound normal-
ly, which is masked in the normal rat by its prior
renal excretion. This study demonatrates the value
of interruption of entero-hepatic circulation for
bile products and might act as a potential means
of excretion of volume and uremic metabolites in
the bile thus providing a possible alternative to
or augmentation of dialysis.
EFFECT OF CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRY) ON HEART;
ROLE OF SECONDARY HYPEIIPARATHYROIDISM. S. El—
Beibessi*, N. Brautbar, K. Anderson*, V.M. Campese
and S.G. Div Nephroi., Univ. So. Calif.,
Los Angeles, CA.
The heart is adversely affected by PTH and ex-
cess PTH may underlie uremic myocardiopathy. We
examined myocardial energetics and cardiac index
(CI) in normal, CRF and normoclacemic parathyroid—
ectomized (PTX) CRF rats. There were significant
(p<O.Oi) decrements in myocardial ATP and creat—
me phosphate, mitochondrial oxygen consumption
(Moc) and in the activity of mitochondrial (}4T)
and niyofjbrjilar (HF) ereatine phosphokinase (CPK)
in CRY rats. Myocardial Ca and uptake in CRY
rats were higher (p<O.Ol) than in normals. In
CRF—FTX rats myocardjai ATP, HOC, 5Ca uptake and
Ca content were normal but PTX did not normalize
MT or HF CPK. PTX rats with normal renal function
caused significant reduction in NY and HF CPK.
There was a significant (p<O.Ol) decrease in CI in
CRF rats and CI did not normalize in CRF—PTX rats.
The data show that 1) in CRF with excess PTH there
is impaired myocardial energy production, transfer
and utilization and a fall in CI, 2) the decreased
energy production is due to excess PTH and not CRF,
3) the impaired energy transfer and utilization is
due to excess PTh but absence of PTH did not
correct these abnormalities, since PTH even in rats
with normal renal function caused reduced CPK, 1)
effects of PTH on heart in CRF is partly mediated
by enhanced entry of Ca into heart, 5) the optimal
activity of CPK of MT and HF requires PTH and
both excess or lack of PTH are deleterious to CPK,
and 6) total PTX is not the procedure of choice
for the prevention of uremic myocardiopathy.
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REMNANT KIDNEY GLOMERULAR DYNAMICS IN RATS WITH
THYROID ABLATION. Sandor A. Falk,* and J.D.
Conger. UCNSC, Denver, Colorado.
Tomford et al (JCI, 1981) showed that selective
thyroidectomy (TX) attenuated the proteinuria and
rise in serum creatinine in the nephrotoxic serum
nephritis model of chronic renal failure (CRF) in
rats. While the mechanism of protection is obs-
cure, it is known that glomerular filtration rate
(GFR) is reduced in hypothyroidism and Nostetter
et al (AJP, 1981) have shown that reduction in the
determinants of GFR prevents the pathological
changes in the remnant model of CRF. The present
study, which utilizes our previous observations
that the decline in renal hemodynamics is delayed
following TX, examined nephron filtration rate
(NFR), glomerular plasma flow glomerular ca-
pillary pressure (p), proximal tubular pressure
(UT)' proximal reabsorption, and 24—hr protein ex-
cretion (Prot) at 1 wk in rats with remnant kid-
neys that had undergone TX and 1— and 3—wk pre-
vious to remnant surgery. Results were compared
to euthyroid rats with remant kidneys (C).
0p CG TF/P1n Prot T4
C 138+20 60+5 2.3+.6 150+46 5.7+.5
NT, 1 wk 106÷18* 551* l.7-i-.l 21+ 9 .3+.3
NT, 3 wk 69÷2l 46÷3** l.8+.4 8+4 .2±.2
*different from C at p<.05; **differeflt from C
and NT, 1 wk at p<.DS. T and plasma proteins
were similar in all groups.
There was nearly a 10—fold fail in Prot in NT,
1 wk but small declines in 0A and P. There was
greater fall in Pp in NT, 3 wk but only a 50% de-
crease in Prot compared to NT, 1 wk. It is con-
cluded that either other NT factors in addition to
glomerular dynamics control Prot or there is a
threshold phenomenon for Prot in remnant kidneys.
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HYPERTROPHY VS. HYPERPLASIA OF RENAL CELLS: ROLE
OF ANGIOTENSIN II (AII)—EPIDERMAL GROWTH FACTOR
(EGF) INTERACTION. Leon G. Fine and Behnam Badie—
Oezfooly.* DivisionThT14iFFology, UCLA School of
Medicine, Los Angeles, California.
Kidney growth in response to reduction of renal
mass or protein loading occurs by a process of
hypertrophy whereas the recovery from tubular in-
jury following acute tubular necrosis (ATN) is
achieved by hyperplasia. To determine whether
factors produced locally within the kidney deter-
mine the pattern of the growth response, we stu-
died the interaction between All and EGF on con-
fluent, quiescent primary cultures of rabbit prox-
imal tubular cells. Both All and EGF increased
the production of inositol phosphates from phos—
phatidylinositol within 10 mm. Twenty—four hours
exposure to All (10 '°M to 10 8F1) led to hyper—
trophy i.e. an increase in protein/cell and cell
size but no increase in_DNA synthesis. In con-
trast, EGF (10 9M to 10 8M) was mitogenic i.e. it
led to an increase in thymidine incorporation into
DNA. The nitogenic effect of EGF was potentiated
by_All (10 ''Fl). In addition All (10''M to
10 'M) became mitogenic in the presence of a non—
mitogenic concentration of EGF. Conclusions: All
causes hypertrophy of PT cells and in sehiTized
cells nay play a role in renal hypertrophy.
Rising concentrations of All, such as occur in ATN
lead to hyperplasia in the presence of nonmito-
genic concentrations of EGF. Thus locally pro-
duced All and EGF may interact to determine the
pattern of renal growth in different forms of
renal disease.
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BENEFICIAL EFFECT OF MILD PROTEIN RESTRICTION (PR)
ON GROWTH IN YOUNG RATS WITN CNRONIC RENAL IMSUF—
FICIENCY (CR1). Aaron Friedman and Rita Pityer*.
Univ. of WI, Dept. of Peds., Madison, Wisconsin.
We studied the effect of PR on growth snd sur-
vival in young rats. 3 wk old F rsts were divided
into normal, pair fed and CR1 groups. CR1 was
created by one—stage uninephrertomy and contra—
lateral heminephrectomy. Each group was sub-
divided in 3 diet groups 6, 14, 22% protein by
weight. All dieta were isocaloric and equivalent
for Ma, K, Cl and P04.
In addition, 2 further diet groups were stud-
ied. CR1 animals fed 14% for 8 wka then switched
to 6% and CR1 animals fed 6% for 8 wks then
switched to 14%. Animals were followed for 24 wks
with weight and length measured weekly. CR1 rats
had a 75% reduction in CFR. With CR1 22% diet led
to a marked increase in urinary excretion and de-
crease in survival (p<.05) compared to 6% or 14%.
Within each study group 6% diet led to signifi-
cantly smaller (weight and length) rats compared
to 14% or 22% (p<.Ol). No difference was seen be-
tween animals fed 14% or 22%. Rats fed 14% and
switched to 6% followed the growth pattern of con-
tinuous 14% rats. Rats fed 6% and switched to 14%
followed growth pattern of continuous 6% rats. We
conclude: 1) Severe PR (6%) limits growth even
further in the young rat with CR1; 2) Mild PR
(14%) maintains normal growth; 3) Normal protein
intake (22%) maintains normal growth but survival
is diminished; 4) If normal growth is achieved
during rapid growth phsse (1st 10 wks of life) it
can be maintained with further PR (14%÷6%). If
normal growth is not present (6%) switching to
higher protein intake after rapid growth phase
does not lead to catch up growth.
A CUSE MDDEL OF CBl)NIC URANIA. Raymonde F.
Gagnon*, Barbara Gallinvre* and Michael Kaye.
Montreal General Hospital, Mnntreal, Cbnada.
Renal failure wms induced in 5 week old
inbred C57BL/6 mice by electrocoagulation of the
surface of the right kidney followed by left
nephrectctry 2 weeks later. Control groups
included normal mice and sham-operated mice
subjected to nobilisation of the left kidney
rather than renoval. Evaluation of the uremic
mice 6 weeks after the second surgery
denonstrated the following; 1) Absence of
inflmnnmtion or infection in the
electroccagulated kidney and peritoneal cavity;
2) Marked elevation (xS) of blood urea nitrogen(BUN) and serum creatinine. Urinary excretion
of protein wee also increased (x4); 3)
Significant growth retardation; 4) Severe fall
in haioglobin with inappropriately low
reticulocytosis for the degree of anemia. There
was a significant negative correlation (p<O.Ol)
between henoglcbin end BUN; 5) Advanced
secondary hyperperathyroidism. Mild
hypophosphatemia and hyperjtompheturia were
present in sham mice despite mormal BUN and
serum calcium. In conclusion, this surgical
nodel of renal failure will allow detailed
analysis of chronic uremia in genetically
defined mouse strains. The apparent
hyperparathyroidian cbserved in mbem animals was
unexpected and rust be further investigated.
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ON THE PATHOGENESIS OF SKELETAL RESISTANCE
TO PTH IN UREMIA. Tilde Galceran,* Kevin Martin,
Jerry Morrissey, Eduardo Slatopoisky. Washington
University School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO.
Hypocalcemia in chronic renal failure (CRF) has
been attributed in part to a skeletal resistance (S.R.) to
the calcemic action of PTH. It has been postulated
that S.R. is due to low levels of l,25(OH)2D3. To
further elucidate the role of l,25(OH)2D3 in the genesis
of S.R., studies of the calcemic effect of P11-I were
performed in dogs before and after I week, 3 months
and 6 months of CRF. Biologically active b-PTI-1 1 - 34
was infused 5 units/kg as a priming dose followed by a
sustaining dose of 5 units/kg/hour for 6 hours. The
maximum increment in ionized calcium after the in-
fusion of PTH in the normal dogs was 1.15 .i- 0.13 mg/l00
ml., decreased to 0.84 .09 after 7 days, 0.68 0.1
after three months and to 0.66 '- .11 mgJlOO ml after six
months of CRF. Thereafter, the dogs received
l,25(OH)2D3, 0.5 ug daily for seven days and the studies
were repeated. No improvement in the calcemic re-
sponse to PTH was observed (0.57
.26 mg/lOO ml).
Subsequently, a parathyroidectomy (PTX) was per-
formed and 24 hours later the studies were repeated.
After the infusion of Pit-I the calcemic response re-
turned to normal (0.93 .14 mg/lOG/mI). In summary, I)
renal insufficiency was characterized by an abnormal
calcemic response to PTH 2) the administration of
l,25(OH)2D3 did not Correct the S.R. to PTH 3) PTX
performed 24 hours before the infusion of PTH returned
the calcemic response to normal suggesting that high
levels of endogenous parathyroid hormone desensitized
the skeleton to the administration of exogenous PTH.
These studies indicate that low values of 1,25(OH)2D3
are not responsible for the skeletal resistance to PTI-t in
chronic renal failure.
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EFFECT OF CHRONIC ALTERNATE DAY FEEDING ON RENAL
FUNCTION IN AGING CONSCIOUS RATS. J.J. Gehrig,
Jr.* and R.L. Jamison. Dept. of Med., Stanford
University, Stanford, California.
To examine the effect of chronic (1—1/2 yr)
intermittent feeding on renal hemodynamics, we
performed clearance (Cl) studies in unanesthe—
tized male Sprague Dawley rats at mean age 84 wks.
Group (Grp) 1 rats (N7) were fed standard chow
(protein 24%) only on alternate days for 80 wks
and then were studied after fed days (Grp lA) and
fasted days (Grp 1B) while Grp 2 (N5) were fed
ad lib for the same period. Results (mean) for
body wt (BW, g), mean arterial pressure (MAP,
mm Hg), GFR and RBF [Cl inulin and Cl PAH/(l—Hct),
ml/min/100 g SW], fractional Na excretion (FENS,
%) and protein excretion (UPrV pg/mm) were:
lA 462t 118 0.965-I- 5.69 0.43 35.lt
lB 453 118 0.886 5.38 0.23 24.3
2 5691 124 0.785 4.89 0.53 2851
tp<0.O5, Grp 1A vs 15; §p<O.Ol, Grp 2 vs lA and
lB.
Grp 1 GFR and UprV were not significantly differ-
ent from values reported previously in 30 wk old
alternate day fed rats (RI 27:295, 1985) but Grp
2 GFR was lower (0.785 vs 1.04 ml/min/100 g BW,
p<O.Ol) and U V was markedly higher (285 vs 27
pg/mm, p<O.0Y than the values for 30 wk old ad
lib fed rats. The results indicate that life—long
alternate day feeding continues to cause fluctua-
tions in GFR in aging rats and retards the decline
in GFR and increase in UprV which occur with aging
in ad lib fed rats.
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GLOMERULAR INJURY: INTERACTION BETWEEN HIGH DIETARY
PROTEIN AND ANTIHYPERTENSIVE THERAPY IN DARL S RATS
T.G. Hammond, H.P. O'Donnell, W.F. Keane and
L. Raij, Dept. of Med. U of MN, Minneapolis, Mn
The effects of antihypertensive agents on the
development of glomerulosclerosis (Gl.Scl.) were
studied in adult, 19 week old Dahl salt—sensitive S
rats (DS) fed high protein diet (HPD) 40% protein
and normal salt (0.3%). Group I drank tap water,
Group II received the converting enzyme inhibitor
enalapril and Group III hydralazine, dissolved in
the drinking water. BP, proteinuria, microcircu—
latory dynamics by micropuncture techniques and
Gl.Scl. injury score (0—4+ x % glom. involved) were
studied after 12 weeks. Results: mean standard
error. (p<O.OS* Group II or Group III vs Group I,
tGroup II vs Group III).
Group I Group II Group III
(n"6) (n6) (n6)
BP, mmHg 160+3 129+6* 135+5*
Proteinuria,mg/24h 83+14 117+29 119±19
Gl.Scl. 43+3 24+2* 50+3*t
SMGFR, nl/min 482 565 725*t
P—GC (mnillg) 55l 57±1 61+l*f
GBF, nl/min 317+32 369±37 410+31*
Kf 0.036±.00l 0.038+.003 0.041±.003
Hence, adult DS rats fed HPD developed G1.Scl.,
proteinuria and hypertension. Enalapril reduced BP
and Gl.Scl. without changing glomerular dynamics.
Hydralazine reduced BP, but increased Gl.Scl. in
association with increased glomerular flows and
pressures. In DS fed HPD and treated with either
enalapril or hydralazine the magnitude of
proteinuria did not allow prediction of G1.Scl. or
glomerular dynamics.
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PROTECTIVE EFFECT OF VERAPANIL (V) ON PROGRESSION
OF EXPERIMENTAL CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF).
D.C.H. Harris,* W.S. Hammond, T.J. Burke, and R.W.
Schrier. Dept. Med., Univ. Colorado Sch. Med.,
Denver, CO.
It has been reported that chronic V administra-
tion reduces the magnitude of uremic nephrocalcin—
osis (NC) found 3 wIts after subtotal nephrectomy
(SNX) (Kidney mt 27:774, 1985). In the present
study, the effect of chronic V on renal function
and mortality after SNX was examined. V (0.1 ig/g
sc, bid) or saline (5, 0.1 ml Sc) were adminis-
tered beginning 10 days after SNX for up to 23 wks
to 10 pairs of rats, matched for renal functional
impairment, mean arterial pressure (MAP) and body
weight. Rats were pair fed in metabolic cages and
metabolic parameters and MAP were measured every
other week. Just prior to uremic death in S
treated rats both members of a pair were elective-
ly sacrificed. At sacrifice, V rats had a lower
serum creatinine (SCr 2.29 vs 2.99 mg/dl, p<.05)
and a higher creatinine clearance (CCr 318 vs 164
il/min, pCO5). Proteinuria was similar in the 2
groups (311 vs 330 mg/24 hr). Histological
damage, NC and aortic calcification (AC) were more
severe in S treated rats. In a second group of
rats (n22), survival was studied. Each week from
week 7 survival was significantly better for V
rats (p<.0025 at week 14). SCr was higher at week
10 (1.68 vs 1.10 mg/dl, p<.05) in S rats. MAP
measured at least 45 mm after V or S was not
significantly different between the 2 groups. We
conclude that chronic V is partially protective
against renal dysfunction, histological damage, NC
and AC and improves survival in SNX. This protec-
tive effect appears to be independent of any
antihypertensive effect of V.
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TUBULAR CHANGES DURING DEVELOPMENT OF POLYCYSTIC
KIDNEY DISEASE TN A GENETIC MOUSE MODEL. Kriata
A. Helmstadter*, Andrew P. Evan and Vincent H.
Gattone. Depts. of Anat., Hershey Med. Ctr., Penn
State Univ., Herahey, PA and Indiana Univ. Sch. of
Med. , Tndianapolia, IN.
Renal changes associated with the development
of infantile polycyatic kidney disease (IPKD) are
not well understood. In the present study the
kidneys of affected mouse pups were examined to
gain insight into the tubular changes in this
genetic model.
Kidneys of newborn, 1, 2 & 3 week-old pups were
perfusion fixed with 2.5% glutsraldehyde in ceco-
dylate buffer. Cortical and medullary tissue was
processed for, end examined by light microscopy
and scanning end transmission electron microscopy.
Microdiasected tubular segments were also examined.
In the newborn mouse, homozygous for IPKD, the
proximal tubules of inner cortical nephrons are
diffusely dilated & hyperplsstic with focal cysts,
mainly in pars rectse segment. Collecting ducts
show very modest dilation at this time, compared
to heterozygous or homozygous normal aiba. In one
week-old affected pupa the cortical and medullary
collecting ducts are the major tubule showing
dilmtion & hyperplssia. Inner cortical proximal
tubules still exhibit dilation and focal cystic
enlargement, while mid-cortical nephrons appear
normal. The nephrogenic sone tubules do not
appear to be involved at either time point.
The pattern of tubular enlargement, appearing
first in the proximal tubule of the initially
functioning nephrons, suggests that this disorder
may relate, in part, to a functional demand plmced
on these nephrona in the late fetal-early post-
natal period.
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ENALAPRIL BLOCKS INCREASED ALBUMINURIA RESULTING
FROM HIGH PROTEIN INTAKE IN NEPHROTIC RATS. F.N.
Hutchison, M. Schambelan, G.A. Kaysen, VAMC,llar-
tines, CA, UCD, Davis, CA, UCSF, San Franciscn,CA
We have previously reported that high dietary
protein intake (DPI) increases urinary albumin ax—
cretion(UAE) in nephrotic rats and humans. To de-
terrnine whether this was due simply to an effect
on glomerular filtration rate(GFR), fractional
renal albumin clearance(FCa) was measured in Hey-
mann nephrotic rats(HN) fed 8.5%(LP) or 4O%(HP)
casein. UAE and FCa was increased in HP vs LP
(428.9±40.7mg!d vs 126.8±14 Pc.OO1 and 8.9±2.8% vs
2.4±0.4 P<.D5). Neither GFR (inulin clearance) nor
renal plasma flow(RPF)(PAH clearance) were signifi-
cantly different. Enalapril(EN) 3Dmg/kg/d blocked
the increase in UAE and FCa in HP (186.6±JSmgId
and l.3±.42% Pc.05) compared to non EN treated HP,
but had no effect on UAE or FCa in LP. EN decreased
BR similarly in both HP and LP, but did not change
GFR or RPF. To determine if EN would alter UAE in
established nephrosis. 8 HN were studied longitu-
dinally on 21% DPI. GFR was measured daily as
[51Cr) EDTA clearance. EN reduced UAE and FCa in a
paired fashion (363±14 sg/d to 204±7 P<.002 and
4.3±.47% to l.4±.1% Pc.Ol) and compared to time
controls (310±3Omg/d P<.02 and 2.11.2% Pc.05). EN
had no effect on GFR. High DPI increases UAE by
increasing FCa rather than by altering GFR, and
this effect can be abolished by EN. EN has no
effect on UAE or GFR in LP, but decreases UAC and
FCa in established HN fed 21% or 40% DPI. Angio—
tensin II, either directly or by alteration of
glomerular hemodynamics may mediate the effect of
DPI on albuminuria in nephrosis. Blockade of angio-
tensin II may be therapeutic benefit.
Abstracts
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RENAL FUNCTION PRESERVATION my 5LOOD PRESSURE
REDUCTION IN THE RAT REMNANT KIDNEY MODEL OF
CHRONTC RENAL FAILURE. m.Jeckaon, L.Debrevi*,
R.Cubele*, M.whitty* and C.I.,Johnston. Monash
Uni. Dept Ned, Prince Henry's Hospital, Melb.
Aus.
Adult rats were subject to 1—7/m nephrectomy
(Na). Plasma creetinine (Cr, pmol/l) rose from
65±16 (pre Na, n=17) to 153±27 over six weeks
(p<O.OO1). Glomerular sclerotic lesions were
present from 2 weeks post Na and were prominent by
6 weeks. Rats were treated with enalapril (El
(5mg/kg/day in drinking water, n=12), hydralasine
(H) (30mg/kg/day in drinking water, n=6), or
felodipine (F) (30mg/kg in 75% PEG300 by daily
gavage n12) from one week poet Nx. Blood
pressure (awake, tail cuff method, mmNg) was
lowered by treatment (at aix weeks untreated
176±7, H 137±6 (pc0.005), E 122±5 (p<0.OO1), F
126±3 (pc.001)). Cr was lower in H and E, but not
in F (at six weeks, untreated 152±27, H 130±9, E
139±e (p<O.9 F 173±19). Filtration Fraction
Cr EDTA/ I Hippurate clearance) six weeks
post Na was 0.35±0.05 (n8) in untreated,
0.19±0.02 (n=e p<0.OOS) in E, 0.10±0.03 (n=3
p<0.05) in H and 0.32±0.02 in F.
Glomerulosclerosia (aaaessed by blinded
histological score) was reduced in E (1.93±0.08,
p<O.05) but not F rats (2.15±0.04; untreated
2.4±. 12). urinary protein excretion (mg/24hr) at 6
weeks was 65±22 (untreated), E 15±3 (pcO.0Ol), H
11±2 (p<0.Ol) and F 221±35.
Functional and structural damage in the rat
remnant kidney model of chronic renal failure was
ameliorated by enalapril (5mg/kg/day) and
hydralmzine (30mg/kg/day) but not felodipine
(30mg/kg/day).
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UNINEPHRECTOMY AND DIETARY PROTEIN AFFECT VOLUME
REABSORPTION (Jv) IN ISOLATED PERFUSED RABBIT
SUPERFICIAL PROXIMAL STRAICNT TUBULES (PST).
J.R. Johneton,* S.C. Hebert, and B.N. Brenner.
Brigham and Women'e Hospital and Harvard Medical
School, Boston MA
Ablation of renal mass and dietary protein
manipulation affect Na—H exchange in rat renal
brush border membrane vesicles (BBHV) (JCI 74:
1979, 1984). The present study examines v in
in vitro perfused PST from uninephrsctomizsd (UNX)
or sham operated (5) rabbits fed 7% (low), 14%
(normal), or 45% (high) protein (P) diets. Diets
were iaocsloric and animals were pair fed. All
tubules were bathed in rabbit serum and perfused
with an ultrafiltrate of the bath. The Jv values
in [nLf(mim.min)]±SEH were:
7%P 14%P 45%?
S .36 .06 .41 .06 .48 .09
(n) (6) * (4) * (3)
UNX .55 .05 .70 .06 .74 .03
(n) (8) (4) (6)
(* denotes p < .025 for UNK compared to S withiD
each dietary group and t denotea p <.005 UNX 7% P
vs UNX 45% F).
At each level of dietary protein intake, UHX
increases J, relative to S. However, despite UNX,
Jv remains at near normal levels when protein
intake is restricted. Since decreased dietary
protein blunta adaptive increases in Jv following
UNX, an effect also seen on Na—H exchange in rat
BBNV, we conclude that dietary protein per me
plays an important role in conditioning the
nsphron response to dscreaaed renal mace.
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SE)UEMTIAL CHANGES IN GLCMERULAR FILTRATION, URIN-
ARY P,LBtIIIN DCCRETION AND RENAL GWWrH IN THE RAT
AFTER INCREASED DIETARY PIYFEIN INTAKE. G.A. Kaysen
C. Park', C. Rosenthal*, F.N. Hutchison , VA Medi-
cal Center, Martinez, CA, U.C. Davis, Davis, CA.
Thirty-one male Sprague Dawley rats were fed adiet of 8.5% casein for 2 weeks and then switched
to 40% casein. Glcmru1ar filtration (GFR) was maa—
sured daily using the renal clearance of [51Cr]
EIYI'A continuously infused by an osntic pimp. 4to7
rats were killed daily for maasuremant of kidney
weight (KW) ornithine decarboxylase (ODC) and argin-
ase (P.ase). Urinary albumin (UALB) excretion was maa-
sured daily. GFR increased fran 1.1*. hal/mm to a
plateau of 2.l±.2 P<.OOl at 48 h. ODC increased
fran 9.7±.8U/g at tire 0 to a peak of l70±35U/g at
48 h, P<.001 decreasing to a plateau of 28.6±8 at
72 h. Aase activity did not change (18±3tJ/g). KW as
% batty weight(at) increased only at 48 h fran .86±
.05% to .92±.02% P<.02 and plateaued at 72 h at
l.02j.04% P<.02. UALB(.060±.007ig/min/m1GER) in—
creased in proportion to GFR at 24 h, but increas-
ad to a greater extent thereafter: .125± .08 at 48 h
P<.02 and ultimately 4 fold fore than GF'R to .3
pg/min/m1GFR at 96 h. The rise in ODC activity
corresponds with the maximum increase in GFR sug-
gesting that increasing GFR may trigger the rise
in ODC, the enzyma responsible for polyammne bio-
synthesis. After GFR ceases to rise ODC returns to
base line and renal growth relative to RN ceases.
UALB increased out of proportion to GFR and con-
tinued to increase after GFR plateaued suggesting
that either: 1. The filtration of ALE increases
core than does that of [51Cr] EtYIA when dietary
protein intake is increased or 2. The kidney reab-
sorbs filtered ALE less efficiently after growth
has been induced by a high protein diet.
ZINC BALANCES OF URENIC & ZINC DEFICIENT RATS.
P.L.Kimmel, D.W. Watkins*, E.B. Teller*, T.M.
Phillips*, and S. Dosa. George Washington Univ.
Medical Center, Washington, D. C.
Patients with chronic renal insufficiency (CR1)
often have hypozincemia and symptoms consistent
with zinc deficiency (ZND). We investigated the
metabolism of zinc and other cations in Lewis rats
under conditions of CR1 and ZND. One group of ani-
mals was fed a zinc deficient diet (—Zn,'-2ppm).
The other group was pair fed an identical diet ex-
cept for Zn (+Zn) supplementation (.055 mEqld).
Half of the animals in each group underwent partial
nephrectomy (N) and the others were sham operated
(S). Complete collections of urine (U) and feces
were made during 3—day periods at 1, 2, and 4 weeks
post N. ZND resulted in an average 68% reduction
in plasma Zn concentration and N caused an average
73% decrease in creatinine clearance compared to
the respective controls. U Zn excretion was high-
er in N compared to S groups for —Zn (24 5 vs.
16 . 6 nEq/lOOg/d, P<O.O2) and +Zn animals (135
34 vs 88 . 18 nEq/lOOg/d, P<O.02) during the
first post—N week. Thereafter, the —Zn N group
maintained a higher U Zn than S controls, while
there was no difference between the +Zn groups. As
expected, all N animals displayed a large increase
in U Ca compared to S (about 10 fold). These chan-
ges in urinary Zn and Ca were not correlated with
U Na, which showed no differences between N and S
groups. Due to a larger fecal Zn excretion, —Zn N
animals had a negative net Zn balance while S con-
trols were in positive balance during the first
week post—N. The data suggest that ZND may occur
on low Zn diets early in the course of CR1. Both
the kidney and the gut may be sources of Zn loss.
URINE CALCIUM EXCRETION (UCa) POST RENAL MASS
REDUCTION (Mx). E. Kraus, D. Teller*, L. cheng*,
G. Briefel, B. Sacktor*, and D. Spector, Francis
Scott Key Med. Ctr. and GRC, NIH, Baltimore, MD.
To see if UCa changes with time following
partial Mx, balance studies were done in 150 gm
male Sprague Dawley rats 9 days before through 3
wks post sham (5) (n=7) or 5/6 Mx (n=6). Intake
was limited to 10 gm/day of a .5% Pi, .7% Ca, 20%
protein diet. One week postop:
CCr Uca UCa/GFR Pos. Balance(mg/day)
mi/mm mg/day mg/CCr ca
S .99±.ll l.5+.2 1.6+0.3 21+1 16+2
Mx.43±.O7 2.4+.3 6.4+1.3 18±2 16+2
p< .002 .02 .002 NS MS
These UCa values were l.5X (p=NS) and 4.5X(p<.OOl)
preop levels for S and Mx, respectively. Excre-
tion rates of total osmoles, Cr, and Pi were un-
changed from baseline in both groups. For Mx rats
Na and K excretion dropped slightly (p< .05),
urine volume doubled, and urine osmolality halved.
Serum Ca was unchanged from preop in both groups,
but serum Pi fell slightly in Nx (2.3±.lmM to
2.l+.2mM, p< .05).
Two weeks postop in the Mx rats, UCa fell
without change in GFR or in excretion of other
solutes. At the end of the study the S and Mx
rats were not different with respect to UCa or any
other parameter examined.
Conclusions: 1) UCa and UCa/GFR rise one week
post Nx and then decrease over two weeks to levels
equal to 5. 2) The rise in UCa/GFR, in contrast
to other solutes, is greater than predicted by the
fractional decrease in GFR. 3) Hypercalciuria at
one week postop may reflect an increased solute
load per nephron. The subsequent fall in UCa
appears to be an adaptive phenomenon.
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INCREASED OXALATE BIOSYNTHESIS IN THE 5/6th NEPHREC—
TOMIZED RAT. Douglas M. Landwehr, Judy Brothis*,
Maria Plantilla*, Jerry Costello*. Allegheny General
Hospital and Allegheny-Singer Research Institute,
Pittsburgh, PA.
In order to elucidate mechanisms responsiblefor
increased body burden of oxalate (Ox) in chronic
renal failure (CRF), Ox metabolism was examined in
the 5/6th nephrectomized rat (NPX) and in age matched
controls (C) fed identical diets. Nine wks post-ne-
phrectomy plasma creatinine and Ox were significantly
increased in NPX, 1.4±O.2mg% and 101 .9±19.8mg% re-
spectively vs. 0.9±0.1 and 43.2±3.0 in C, both p<.OO1.
As shown below, urinary Ox excretion (Uox), express-
ed as mg/24h, increased significantly in NPX. Al-
though reduction in foodintakeresultedindecreased
Uox (wk 12 vs. wk 16) in C, p<.OO1, there was no signi-
ficant fall in NPX, p<O.2 and Uox remained signi-
ficantly greater in NPX at each interval.
Diet 30 grams/day 12 grams/day
WKS 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
C 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.0 0.7 0.8SEM 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.04 0.1
n 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
NPX 2.1 1.9 3.2 2.6 2.0 2.4 2.0 1.5
SEM 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.3 0.3
n 10 10 10 10 10 9 9 9
p <.02 <.005<.OO1<.05 <.01 <.005<.001<.025
Gastrointestinal Ox absorption, studied with 1C-Ox
over 5 consecutive days duringwk 14 showed similar
NPX, 7.2±1.2% and C, 6.6±0.7%. Atthesametimefecal
Ox excretion was also similar, NPX 5.4±0.gmg/24h
and 4.0±0.6. We conclude that increased endogenous
Ox biosynthesis contributes significantly to the
increased body burden of Ox in the rat with CRFand
that reduced food intake does not abolish this
increase in Ox biosynthesis.
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FAILURE TO AUTOREGULATE FILTRATION RATE TN
EXPERIMENTAL GLOMERULONEPNRITIS. C. Langs,
2. Neugarten, E.G. Schacht, 0.5. Baldwin, Depts.
Med and Pad, NYU Sch Med and VA Med Ctr, NY, NY.
We have previously demonstrated that reduction of
systemic arterial pressure (AP) with antihypertan-
sive agents, which produces a decrease in P , GFR,
SNGFR and Q , ameliorates the clinical and stolo—
gic manifestation of a hypertensive model of exper-
imental glomerulonephritis. The occurrence of these
changes in glomerular dynamics with lowering of AP
suggests a defect in autoregulation. We now examine
the hemodynamic response of the nephritic kidney
compared to the normal (C) to alterations in perfu-
sion pressure. Nephrotoxic serum nephritis (MSN)
was induced in male intact and uninephrectomised
(UNX) SD rats. AP elevations were achieved by bi-
lateral carotid artery occlusion, reductions by ad-
justment of an aortic ligature above the origin of
the renal arteries. nata ware normalized for values
obtained at 160 amNg. *p<o.osEP C C EP C CPAN
C 120 0.95 1.05 140 1.00 1.08
C/UNX 120 0.98 0.97 140 0,94 0.88
NSN 120 0.81* 1.04 140 0.88 1.02
NSN/UNX 120 0.74* 0.88 140 0.86* 0.92
C and C/UNX "aotoregulated" both CFR and RPF at
varying levels of AP. GFR varied in concert with Al'
in NSN/uNx and to a lesser degree in NSN. Control
of renal perfusion remained intact. Inability of
the nephritic kidney to aotoregulate its filtration
rate is consonant with the hypothesis that adaptive
changes in glomerolar dynamics in disease limit ac-
commodation to variations in perfosion preesore.
Redoction in glomerolar hydraulic stress may thus
be achievable with treatment of hypertension in
renal disease.
UREMIA—ASSOCIATED HYPORESPONSIVENESS TO THYROID
HORMONE (TH). Lim VS, Zavala DC7Flanigan MU,
and Freeman RM. Dept. of Med., VA Med. Ctr. &
Univ. of Iowa Col. of Med., Iowa City, Iowa.
To examine the significance of low serum trii—
odothyronine (13) in patients with chronic renal
failure (CRF). we measured basal 02 consumption
(VO2, el/mm/kg), serum 13 (ng/dl) and ISH
(mIU/L) in 8 controls (C) and 14 CRF patients in
the basal state (B), during L—triiodothyronine
(LI3) and sodium ipodate (IP) treatment. Addi-
tionally, NaK—AlPase activity of blood mnnonuclear
leukocytes was estimated by ouabain binding (Cmax,
pmole/ io7 cells) in 11 C and 9 CRF patients.
Results (M SE) are summarized as follows:
Period 13 MU VUp Cmax
- l.7±0.2 2.7l0.1 1.0O.2
0.4 0,1 3.2 U.1
3.7 11.1 2.4 0.1
<0.01 <0.001
3.7 0.9 2.9 0.1 0.5 0.1*
0.9 0.3 3.0 0.2 0.6 0.1
9.8 2.6 2.9 0.1
<0.001 NS
Li 136 lb
LT3 232 11
IP 102 21
Pt <0.001
5 75±5k
LT3 185
IP 65±5
IL <0.001
to, from analysis 01 ot variance ana *,p <U.U5 Dy
student's t comparing CRE to C in B state.
In C, VOp rose with LI3 and decreased follow-
ing IP; in CRF, V02 did not change with either
medication. Correlation between serum 13 and VU2
was significant in C (rwO.42, p<O.Ol) but not in
CRE patients (r= 0.20, P =NS). Leukocyte ouabain
binding was lower in CRF but did not increase
with LI3. These data suggest that in CRF pat-
ients IH is not the prime regulator of thermo-
genesis. Furthermore, the response to IH appears
to be blunted. This altered tissue sensitivity
may serve to minimize energy expenditure.
CRF
RENAL FAILURE (RF) INCREASES SERUM CALCIUM (Ga)
AND DECREASES SERUM PUOSPRORUS (F) IN PARATHY—
ROIDECTONIZED (PTX) RATS. F. Liach, N. Rodriguez*,
and A. Felsenfeld. Dept. of Ned., Univ. of Okla.
Realth Sci. Ctr. and VANC, Okla. City, Okia.
Parathyroid hormone (PTH) is considered to be
the primary regulator of serum Ca and P inRF. This
atudy is deaigned to learn in rats (n24), the ef-
fect of PIX and changes in dietary Ca on the main-
tenance of serum Ca and P levels before and after
RF. Surgical (Surg) procedorea included PTX and 5/6
nephrectomy (Mx). Diets included a low (.05%) and
normal (1.2%) Ca diet (LCD and MCD respectively).
(Cr) are shown.
__________ __________ ________ Cr(mg/dl)
0. 4± . 06
To learn if increased renal F excretion con—
tributee to the decrease in serum F and if serum
Ca affects P excretion, P clearance studies were
performed in additional rate using 3M inolin during
a P infusion. Fractional excretion of F (PEP) in-
creased from 2.91.2% in PTX rats to 12.31.9%
(pc.Ol) in PTX—Mx rats at serum P between 9—12
mgfdl. Dietary induced changes in serum Ca did not
change FEF at serum F between 9—12 mg/dl.
These results indicate that in the PTX—Mx rat:
1) factors other than FIB produce a sustained in-
crease in serum Ca and decrease in Serum F; 2) in-
creased PEP contributes to the decreased eerum F;
and 3) FEP is not increased by elevation of serumth.
SERUM PFf3LACTIN (PR) LtVEL5 IN CHRONIC RERAt FAItURE (CRFI
PATIENTS RECEIvINC a - METHYLIXIPA (MD) THERAPY. Celerino
Magbuhon* and Kaealjit Sethi. Gerogetows university School
of Medicine, Georgetown Nephrology. D.C. General Hospital.
PR levels aay ha elevated in GRE and with MO therapy. To
study their interrelationship, 15 adults (36 & 129
avaraga age 60 years, with stable GRE receiving MD for
hypertessios were enterad into a 2 year study. PR, nerun
creatinine (SCR) and GER were measured at entry and 1 year
later. The initial SCR was 3.9 1.6 ng/dl and GER 23 13 n)/
nm. MD dose was 0.25 - 2g/day and dsratioe of therapy was
1-9 years. Initial PR levels were 7.0 - 273.lng/nl and
hyperprolactinenia ( t C 12,9< 2lng/nl) was found is 11/15
(73%) patients, with > 50% increase ( + ) above some) in
8/11. Galactorrhea was present in 79 , but dId not correlate
with PR levels. There was no correlation between PR levels
and SCR, GEM, MD dose or treatment duration. At repeat
evaluation, PR decreased ) 4 1 to C 30% of the initial value
in 2/3 patients in when MD was stopped, and t > 350% in all
3 whosa MD dose was + . No correlation esisled between
ctange in PR and change in GER. We conclude that I) PR
levels occur in GRE patienis on MD but do not correlaie with
galactorrhea, SCM or GFR, ii) PR 4 and nay nomnalize if MD
is stopped, iii) sharp + in PR is associated with + MD
dose eves when GER is unchanged, and search for pituitary
tusors say not be indicated.
Serum levels of
pgy Diet—Surg
1 FTX—LCD
5 LCD
17 LCD
32 MCD
41 Mx-NCD
56 MCD
101 MCD
mean±SE;*p < .05
Ca, F and creatinine
Ca(mg/dl) P(mg/dl)
9.91.2 7.6±.3
4.8±.2 12.01.3*
5.D±.3
7.4±.4
7.5±.3
9.31.2*
9.l±.4
vs preceding time period.
l3.l±.5
12.2±.4
12. 11.6
8. 2± .4*
7.41.2
0. 4± . 05
1.21.2*
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ALKALI THERAPY SUPPRESSES THE MUSCLE PROTEOLYSIS
STIMULATED BY CHRIC RENAL FAILURE IN RATS.
R.C. May* and W.E. Mitch. Harvard Medical School,
Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA.
Alkali therapy decreases urea production and
improves nitrogen balance in patients with chronic
renal failure (CRF), suggesting that correction of
acidosis suppresses protein degradation (PD). At
2—4 weeks after subtotal nephrectomy, fed rats
weighing 250—350 g had a BUN of 107±13 mg/dl
(mean and an arterial pH of 7.20+0.02 vs
22+2 and 7.41+0.02 respectively in sham—operated,
pair—fed control (So) rats. PD in muscle was
measured as tyrosine (Tyr) released from the per-
fused hindquarter since in muscle, Tyr is not
metabolized. Net PD in CRF rats was increased
about 20 nMol Tyr/g/h (p<O.O5) compared to SO
rats. In normal rats, we have found that acidosis
impairs growth and stimulates PD without affecting
protein synthesis in muscle. To investigate the
role of acidosis in protein metabolism in rats
with CRF, 32 CRF rats fed 30% protein for 10 days
after surgery were paired by weight and BUN and
divided into groups A and B. Both groups were
fed 30% protein but group B received 2 mNol
NaHCO3/lS g chow. After >2 weeks, the arterial
blood pH of group A 1,7.20+0.02) was lower (p<O.O5)
than group B (7.36+0.02) and the weight gain/food
intake of group A was lower (p<O.O5), suggesting
that acidosis caused less efficient use of dietary
protein. Hindquarter perfusion studies indicated
that the alkali supplement also suppressed muscle
proteolysis (50.8±5.4 group B vs 68.4±6.3 nMol
Tyr/g/h group A; p<O.O2 by paired t—test). Thus,
Simply correcting the acidosis of CRF in rats
substantially suppresses muscle proteolysis.
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HLI4AN FOLYCISTIC KIL*1EY IN PRIWRY WLIUFE: WI}1 QIARPCIERIS-
TI ?i ULThPSIT4L'IURE SF CIS OENIV) EPIThKLiUI.
Janes A. MAteer*, Anirew P. Evan, Jared 3. Grantham,
Fank A. Carone ard Xenneth U. Gardner. Iniiana Univ.Sch. ., Dept. Anatarry, IndianapDlis, Iniiana min Univ.
Kansas, Nrthaestern Univ. and Univ. Wew Wexico.
We have developed a nethii for primary culture of
cyst lining epitheliun (SF) frun hunan polycystic kidney
(HWD) using hydrated collagen gel (1333) as substrate.
Cyst bell explants ere sdererged within 1333 (rat tail),
so that SF cells contacted fibriflar collagen. Galls
migrated to pep.ilate the surface of the 1333, forming a
pelarizad epitheliun. This cell sheet (>lai) aaa freed
fran the explant and EP-enriched cell regions sere isolated
hy trimning a,ey fibrublastic areas of 1333. Explants
replanted 2-3 tines yielded cosparable outgrowth. SF cells
were harvested for subculture hy treatnent with collagenase
or hy ren-enzysetic contact-transfer to plastic. Sutcultured
SF were maintained throu3h 4th oessage. For HPI(D in
primary culture, formation of highly enriched EP outgrowth
wes consiStent, stulied in 110 cysts (9 patients), using
varicus nedia incluiing P12K and Fl2K/t1'1E4 1:1(5—10% FBS),
also SF nedia K-l of Deub. EP cells fommd a continuous
nenlayer with heterogerses ultrastruture. Cc*nanily cells
were cutoidal, tore stort apical nicrovilli and atondant
organelles. Often cells were joined hy apical tight junctions
ceerlying narrow intercellular channels tordered hy stort
microvilli. EP cells rested on a densely staining basal
janina. lantation of HPKD cyst wall to culture within
1333 is a repreducible nethxl to thtai.n lining EP for
subculture or long-term primary culture (>180 days). The
tethnig.ie makes it pesible to isolate an SF-enriched cell
papilatiori bearing ultrastructural features characteristic
of cyst lining in situ.
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ASPIRIN(AM)PREVENTS REDUCED GFR IN DThIETIC RATS.
DI Noel. EL Safirstein, and W Rsueh*, Northwestern
Univ., Children's Hem. Hosp. Dept.Peds.,Chicago,
IL, and Mount Sinai School of Med.,Dept.Med.,NT,NY.
The decline in GTE in long—term diabetes in
humans and animals is preceded by a period of
hyperfiltration (hiGFR) which may be responsible
for it. We have recently shown that this hiGFR is
prevented by AM (Ped.Res. 19:l62OA,1985). To teat
the hypothesis that long—term ASA may ameliorate
low GTE in diabetes, we determined whole kidney GTE
(Cm) and PGE2 synthesis (syn) in streptozotocin—
treated rats (5), 45 mg/kg iv, with and without AM(1.5 mg/mi in drinking water). PGE2 syn from l4C—
arachidonic acid was determined in meduliary
microsomes by thin layer chromatography. Mean
values (±SE) for body weight (BW), plasma glucose(P&lu,mg/dl), lict (Z), Cm (ml/min/g kw), and
PCE2 syn (ng/mg protein/30 mm) for 5, S/AM,Control (C) and C/AM were: p<.OS compared to
group above; ip<.05 compared to C:
S had lower Cm and higher PGE2 sin than C. AM
reduced PGE2 syn in S and C rats and reduced Tglu
in S but not in C. C1 in S/Ask was the same as
that in C and C/ASk, while all groups had the same
Hct. The data demonstrate that chronic ASk prevents
low GTE in S diabetic rats. Inhibition of PGE2 syn
by ASk, or some other effect of ASk, may be re-
sponsible for the protection observed.
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PAThOPHYSIOLOGY OF HUMAN MERAN0US GLOMERULOPAThY,
Bryan D. Myers, Ovadia Shemesh, Jon Ross, Wm. Deen,
Depts Medicine & Pathology, Stanford University, CA
A differential solute clearance technique was used
to evaluate glomerular capillary wall(GCW)function
in 20 patients with membranous glomerulopathy and
massive proteinuria. The clearance of inulin (GFR),
filtration fraction, and fraction4 clearance(O) of
uncharged dextrans of radius 28—48X were depressed
significantly below values of 20 healthy controls
(C) (p<O.OO1). In contrast,9 of dextrans of radius
>50k were elevated markedly (p<O.Ol). A theoretical
model of solute transport depicting the major por-
tion of the GCW as an isoporous membrane and the
minor portion as a non-discriminatory shunt path-
way revealed the glomerular Ef to be 5 times lower
and mean pore radius of the major membrane compo-
nent to be 4 smaller than C. However, a prominent
shunt pathway not seen in C was permeated by a
fraction of filtrate volume (a) that ranged from
0.003 to 0.037 and correlated strongly among indi-
viduals with 8 of albumin (r0.76) and ISG (r—0.80).
Lowering renal plasma flow by 24% during indometha—
ciii therapy of 7 patients resulted in a mean reduc-
tion of proteinuria by 74% and of protein—rich
filtrate volume permeating the shunt pathway by 42%.
Morphometric analysis of glomerular ultrastructure
revealed the magnitude of GFR depression and 8 of
albumin and IgG to be related strongly to changes
in the epithelial layer of the GCW, but not to the
density of subepithelial immune deposits. We con-
clude (1) that glomerular capillaries in membranous
glonerulopathy are characterized by a loss of ultra
filtration capacity and imparled barrier size—
selectivity; and (2) that subepithelial immune
deposits do not provide a structural basis for
these functional alterations.
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n BW
C 5 4•
C/ASk 5 427±llt
S 5 269l2t
S/AM 5 295+l4t
!gju . .in PGE,gl2 50±1.3 .93.03 920T 40
124±4 51±1.1 .9l±.02 350k 35*
55l±28t 53±1,0 .69±.03t 14l5l25t
46054i* 52± .9 .9l±.06* 405± 40*
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THE EFFECT OF ACUTE AND CHRONIC PROTEIN LOADS ON
RENAL FUNCTION IN THE REMNANT RAT KIDNEY. N.
Narasimhan*, TA Golper, WM Bennett, Oregon Tlalth
Sciences University, Portland, OR.
It has been suggested that progression of renal
disease can be accelerated by maximizing GFR with
chronically high protein loads. In addition, the
GFR response to acute protein loading has been
used as a method for quantifying renal function-
al reserve. The effect on inulin clearance (Cm)
of three dietary protein (prot) regimens were
compared in pair fed uremic S—D rats after 5/6
nephrectomy. Group 1 (Gi) were fed a 14% prot.
diet for 6 mos., G2 fed 37% prot. for 6 mos., and
G3 fed 37% prot. for the first 3 mos. then 14%
prot. for 3 mos. Animals in Gi and G3 received an
acute prot. load (37% prot.) for 3 days at the end
of 6 mos. to assess renal functional reserve
(RFR). Results SD are tabulated:
G MoS.(N) r BUN C Ci9dl m7l ml7ii)1OOg 1llf
1 3 (8) .79±.17 25±3 .232j.062
6 (10) .89j.09 27±5 .182j.067 .203±.042
2 3 (7) .73±.11 58±17* .178±.057
6(16) .72±.07 58±9* ,138j,058
3 6(8) .73±.08 2EI1O .169±.092 .189*.027
*dlff from Gi and G3; p<.Ol. Weight and growth
were similar in all treatment groups.
There were no significant differences in S or
C10 between the 3 dietary regimens but CIn feS
significantly (p<.O7) over time in all 3 groups.
Conclusion: High protein diets did not accelerate
renal dysfunction as measured by C1 or Scr.
Remnant kidneys were unable to increase CIn to an
acute protein load probably demonstrating maximum
filtration in residual nephrons.
ROLE OF HYPERPHAGIA IN EXPERIMENTAL DIABETIC
NEPHROPATHY. J. Neugarten, 0. Liu, H. Feiner,
R.G. Schscht, D.S. Baldwin. Depta Med, Path and
Ped, NYU Sch Med and VA Med Ctr, NY, NY.
Glomerular sclerosis and proteinuria develop in
various congenital and experimental models of hy—
perphagia. The present study was undertaken to ex-
amine the possible role in diabetic nephropathy of
hyperphagia, which typically accompanies experi-
mental diabetes mellitus in the rat. Diabetes was
induced in uninephrectomized male Sprague-Dawley
rats by ip injection of streptozotocin. Diabetic
(DR) and control rats (CR) were fed standard rat
chow (23% protein) or a synthetic diet containing
50% protein (D50,C5O) ad libiturn. The anticipated
hyperphagia developed in diabetic rats on standard
rat chow but not on the synthetic diet. GFR (c1)
was measured at 2 weeks. Blood glucose was deter-
mined biweekly. After 100 days the following data
were obtained:
D5O C50 DR CR
Food (g/day) 26±3 25±3 54±2 37±3
Protein (g/day) 13±2 12±2 13±1 9±1
Glucose (mg/dl) 506±12 523±23
GFR (mi/mm) l.3±.l 2.4±.2 O.9±.l l.4±.l
Proteinuria (mg/24h)148±30 38±14 155±79 72±23
GBM (om) 245±14 240±10 263±10 228±10
Comparable proteinuria developed in both diabetic
groups. GBM thickness correlated with protein in-
take arid was greatest in DR. Moderate to marked
mesangial exapnsiori, frequently associated with
mesangial nodules and focal segmental sclerosing
lesions, was observed in DR but not in D50 (mean
histologic severity 3.2±0.3 vs. 1.3±0.2) . These re-
sults demonstrate a major role for hyperphagia in
the pathogenesis of giomerular structural abnormal-
ities in experimental diabetes mellitus in the rat.
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CLOFIBRIC ACID (CA) DOES NOT AFFECT GLOMERULAR
HEMODYNAMICS IN RATS WITH 5/6 NEPHRECTOMY (NX).
M.P. O'Donnell, fl.L. Kasiske, F.X. Daniels*, and
W.F. Keane, Dept. of Med., Henn. Co. Med. Ctr.,
U. of Ninn., Mpls, Mina.
Intraglomerular hypertension and hyperperfu—
sion have been implicated in the development of
glomeruloscierosis in rats subjected to 5/6 Nx.
We recently demonstrated that daily administra-
tion of the lipid—lowering agent CA significant—
ly ameliorated glomerular injury in rats with
5/6 Nx (Gun Res 33:488A). To investigate
whether the beneficial effects of CA were due to
alterations in glomerular hemodynamics, micro—
puncture studies were performed in 6 CA—treated
and 6 untreated 5/6 Nx rats 4 weeks after
surgery, i.e., prior to the development of
marked focal glomeruloscierosis. Results (mean
CHOL BW KW MAP P SNGFR SNPF
(mg/dL) (gm) (mmhg) (nl/min)
5/6 Nx 94.5 325 1.38 138 53.4 97.0 305
17 0.14 5 1.4 6.2 17
5/6 Nx+CA 75.7± 337 1.42 152 54.4 95.3 291
20 0.13 7 0.9 2.1 16
As previously reported. CA reduced serum choles-
terol (CHOL) in 5/6 Nx rats without affecting
body weight (BW), kidney weight (KW) or mean
arterial blood pressure (MAP). Moreover, CA had
no significant effect on superficial nephron
function (SNGFR, SNPF) or glomerular capillary
pressure (P ). Thus, reduction of glomerular
injury in 5% Nx rats treated with CA was not
associated with changes in blood pressure or
glomerular hemodynamics. but may have involved
correction of disturbed lipid metabolism charac-
teristic of severe nephron loss.
IMPAIRMENT OF 32—ADRENOCEPTOR-STIMULATED POTAS—
SlUM UPTAKE IN END-STAGE RENAL DISEASE (ESRD).
Guido 0. Perez, Craig Stemmer*, and James R.Oster.
Dept. of Medicine VANC and Univ. of Miami. Miami,
FL.
We have shown that patients with ESRD exhibit
impaired extrarenal mechanisms of potassium dis-
posal (MUM, in press). To determine if an abnor-
mality of the 32—adrenoceptor mechanism contrib-
utes to this defect, we evaluated the plasma po-
tassium [PK] response to a 32—agonist (albuterol)
in 8 patients with ESRD and 8 control subjects.
After 2 baseline blood samples, 15 mm apart, each
patient received 2 inhalations at 0.15 and 45 mm.
Blood samples were obtained every 15 mm for 75
mm. Plasma potassium (mEq/L) before and after
albuterol was:
Baseline(B) Final(F) B—N B—F
Controls 4.O6±.11 3.82±.11t 0.30±.05 0.25±.O6
(n8)
P value NS p<O.O2S p<O.O2S p<O.Ol
Patients 4.72±.35 4.96±.42 0.12±.04 —0.20±.14
(n8)
X±SE; Mminimum [PlC]; F p<O.OO5 from baseline.
As expected, [PlC] tended to be higher in ESRD
patients. Following administration of albuterol,
the maximal decrement in [PK] from baseline in
the patients was significantly less than that of
controls. Furthermore, the final [PK] slightly
exceeded baseline in the patients but was signifi-
cantly reduced in controls.
We conclude that abnormal extrarenal responsive-
ness of the 32—adrenoceptor may contribute to the
impaired potassium tolerance found in ESRD pa-
tients.
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INSULIN THERAPY PREVENTS PROGRESSION OF ESTAB-
LISHED DIABETIC (D) NEPHROPATHY IN THE RAT. R.
Rabkin, 3. Petersen, D. Whitney,* and 3. Ross*,
Stanford Univ and Palo Alto VAMC, Palo Alto, CA.
The effectiveness of insulin therapy on early D
nephropathy has not been established. This study
examines the influence of continuous subcutaneous (sc)
insulin on the progression of established nephro—
pathy in streptozotocin D rats. Control (C, n=6)
nondiabetic and D (n=l2) on biweekly sc insulin
were studied for six months. Then D rats received
either biweekly sc insulin (SC,n=6) or a continuous
Sc infusion (CISC,n6) for a further 8 months. At
6 and 14 months kidney was processed for EM.
Mesangial area, (MA) was measured morphometrically
and expressed as a % of total glomerular area.
Month C CISC SC
Blood Gluc 0—6 182 667t 679t
(mg/dl) 7—14 163 382* 648t
U. Prot. 0—6 25 22 27
(mg/24h) 7—14 61* 7j* 147*t
MA 6 15 19f l9t
(%) 14 17 19 25*t
*p<O.05 vs 6 mos, tp3.O5 vs C
Poor control of D for 6 months was associated with
significant MA expansion. Intensive sc insulin
therapy with improved glycemic control arrested MA
expansion and prevented excessive proteinuria. In
contrast continued poor control was associated with
increased MA and significant proteinuria. Serum
creatinine was unchanged in all groups.
We conclude that intensive insulin therapy in pre-
viously poorly controlled 0 rats arrests the pro-
gression of established D nephropathy.
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EFFECT OF PROTEIN INTAKE ON GLOMERULAR
FUNCTION IN HUMAN RENAL DISEASE. M.E.
Rpsenberg*, B.L. Thomas*, i.E. Swanson*, T.H Hostetter.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
Dietary protein restriction may be useful in treating
renal insufficiency. Because glomerular permselective
defects are associated with glomerular injury and its
progression, we studied the short term effects of dietary
protein restriction in patients with established
proteinuric renal disease. Six adult patients with a
variety of glomerular diseases were randomly assigned in
a cross-over study to two II day periods, one on a high
protein diet (Hi Pro, 2 gm/kg/day) and the other on a
low protein diet (Lo Pro, .55 gm/kg/day). Urinary
protein loss was supplemented equally on both diets.
Diets were equivalent in Na, K, phosphorous and calories.
On the 11th day of each period, clearance studies were
performed. Results (mean SE; p<.O5):
11Ji ER UDrotV Fract. Clearance (x103)
mg/dl mI/mm gm/24h albumin IgGjjj. 62 49 9.7 17.1 11.2
8 19 4.9 12.3 9.1
20* 51 7.0 8.4* 47*
2 15 3.6 5.3 3.3
Fractional clearance ofcs2-macroglobulin (molecular wt.,
820,000) was measurable in 4 subjects a;d tended to
dec'ine
on the low protein diet (.62 x1O ÷ .46 vs .22 x
1O +
.14). There was no detectable change in protein
reabsorption (assessed by lysozyme reabsorption).
Hematocrit, total serum protein, mean arterial pressure,
and body weight did not differ on the 2 diets. Hence,
short term dietary protein restriction favorably
influences glomerular permselectivity due at least in part
to an improvement in size selective defects. This early
improvement in permselectivity may predict a sustained
salutary response to protein restriction in human renal
disease.
IS THE RECIPROCAL OF SERUM CREATININE (1/Cr) RELIA-
BLE TO ASSESS CHANGES IN RENAL FUNCTION? J. Rosman5,
N. Gretz*, and A. Donker5 (intr. by L.W. Statius
van Eps). Depts of Nephr., Univ. of Groningen, The
Netherlands, Univ. of Heidelberg, FRG, and Free
Univ. Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
To assess changes in renal function during pro-
tein (P) and non—P restricted regimens in chronic
renal failure (CRF), 1/Cr against time have been
widely used as 24—h urine collections in outpatient
settings render the value Cr clearance (CrC1) un-
reliable. In order to investigate the validity of
1/Cr against that of CrC1 we calculated the slopes
of 1/Cr and of CrC1 over time, plotted the slopes
against each other, and performed a regression ana—
lysis. Analysis was based on data of 207 patients
of our prospective randomized study on the effect
of P restriction in CRF. The study comprised 4
groups: Al: CrCl 31—60 ml/min/1.73m , no P res-
triction; B: CrCl 31—60 ml/min/1.73m', 0.6 g Pt
kgBW/day; A2: CrC1 10—30 ml/min/1.73m', no P re-
striction; C: 10—30 ml/min/l.73m', 0.4 g P/kgBW/day.
Using all patients with a follow—up of at least 6
months, R' values were: Al: 0.19; B:O.48; A2: 0.65;
C: 0.47. If only those patients with CrC1 slopes
characterized by R'>O.5 (n=78) were used, values
were 0.52, 0.72, 0.73 and 0.40. Using those patients
with 1/Cr slopes with R'>O.S (nlO2) values appeared
to be 0.81, 0.62, 0.67 and 0.43. It is concluded
that in studies on the effect of P restriction on
progression of CRF slopes of 1/Cr correlate only
poorly with slopes of CrCl if a patient with poor
renal function is treated with a low P diet or if
residual renal function is good. Restricting ana-
lyses to slopes correlating with R'>0.5 results in
a better correlation between 1/Cr and CrCl but still
only a poor correlation exists for the treated
group with poor renal function.
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ECHANISM OF EICOSAPENTAENOIC ACID (EPA)—INDUCED
ACCELERATION OF RENAL INSUFFICIENCY SECONDARY TO
RENAL ABLATION IN RATS. L.Scharschmidt, N.
Gibbons*, L.McGarry*, P.Berger, M.Axelrod*, R.
Janis*, H.Ko*, Einstein Coil. Med., Bronx, N.Y.
EPA, a potential substrate for both cyclooxy—
genase and lipoxygenase pathways, delays progres-
sion of immune—mediated renal disease. In con-
trast, we reported that EPA is detrimental in
renoprival nephropathy. We therefore studied the
mechanism by which this occurs. Two groups of rats
underwent 1—1/3 nephrectomies and 5 weeks later
began diets whose fat contents consisted mostly of
beef tallow (control) or menhaden oil (EPA). After
12 weeks1 diet, we measured renal plasma flow
(RPF by I ppuran) and glomerular filtration
rate (GFR by Ic DTPA) and analyzed renal
tissue for prostaglandin synthesis and histology:
RPF cc/mm/rat GFR
Control 2.9rT .55 1.09 + .15
EPA 3.87 + .47 .72 .12
(Mean+SEM; n6) N.S. p<OTOI
The EPA—fed rats had significantly more gb—
merular sclerosis (10% vs. 1%), and slightly more
interstitial fibrosis and inflammation. There were
no differences in gbomerular diameters (EPA,136nm;
Control,138nm). PGE2 and TXB2 production by iso-
lated gbomeruli and slices from cortex, medulla
and papilia of EPA—fed rats was reduced by more
than 70% compared to controls. We conclude that,
in this nonimmune—mediated model of renal disease,
EPA may have accelerated the rate of glomerular
sclerosis in part by the suppression of cytopro—
tective, vasodilatory PGE2. The deleterious effect
of decreased PGE2 production may have outweighed
any beneficial effect of thromboxane suppression.
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MECHANISM FOR HYPERLIPIDEMIA IN CHRONIC RENAL
FAILURE. R. Jean Shapiro* (intr. by Dr. N.L.M.
Wong), Department of Medicine, Health Sciences
Centre Hospital, Univ. of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C.
We have previously observed that metabolic
clearance in guinea piga of low density iipo—
protein (LDL) isolated from uremic animals was
slower then that of control LDL. Degradation
of ureaic LDL was also slower than control LDL
in cultured normal fibroblasts. This suggested
that the dyslipoproteinemia in chronic renal
failure was accompanied by alteration of the
lipoprotein particle itself. In the present
study we compared the degradation by cultured
fibroblaats of LDL from human urernic subjects
(UR—LDL) with that of LDL from normal controls
(C—LDL). Plasma was obtained from dialysis
patients or controls, and LDL isolated by
sequential ultracentrifugation. When added at
a concentrion of 10 ug/ml protein, UR—LDL
inhibited I C—LDL (10 ug/ml)
degradation by only 33.2+13.0% in comparison to
42.3±10.9% inhibition with native LDL (mean +
S.D.; p < 0.05). High conce1ltrations of UR— or
CLDL (100 ug/ml) inhibited 25 C—LDL
degradation to the same extent. These results
suggest that the affinity of UR—LDL for the LDL
receptor is decreased compared to C—LDL.
Whether this is secondary to changes in the
lipid composition of LDL, or reflects
modification of the apoprotein moeity is not
yet known. The dyslipoprotelnemla in chronic
renal failure may therefore result, in part,
from alterations of lipoprotein binding and
degradation at the cellular level.
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ELEVATED FREE COPPER IN CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE.
James H. Sondheimer, D.Rye5, S.K.Mahajan, and F.D.
McDonald. Al len Park VA Medical Center and Hutzel
Hospital, Depts. of Medicine, Detroit, Michigan.
We have recently reported elevations of plasma
copper(PCu) in dialyzed and non—dialyzed patients
with chronic renal fal Iure(CRF). Hypercupremia as-
sociated with other clinical states is accompanied
by a corresponding elevation of ceruloplasmin(Cp).
To determine if this is true for the hypercupremia
of CRF as well, we investigated the distribution
of PCu by measurement of: I) Cp, by radial immuno—
diffusion; 2)ultrafiltrablecopper(UFCu); and 3)
freely exchangeable copper(EXCu), by extraction
with pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate. OXCu is a measure
of non—Op copper, viz, copper complexed with amino
acids or loosely bound to plasma proteins. Results
are as follows (mean s.d.):
PCu Op UFCu EXCu
pg/dl mg/HI pg/dl pg/HI
Normals
N=1O 132±14 31.5±5 1.0±0.3 9.4±2
Hemodialy-
sis N15 167±42* 32.6±7 5,5±2.3* 17.1±4*
CARD
N=34 165±37* 34.4±7 3.6±l.O 15.3±3*
< 0.05 compared to normals
ECu, UFCu, EXCu were significantly higher in dia-
lyzed ORE patients than in normal controis,whereas
Op was not significantly different. These abnormal-
ities were not dependant upon the mode of dialysis.
Our results suggest that in CRF, hypercupremia can
not be attributed solely to an increase of Cp, but
rather is due to elevations of EXCu and UFCu. The
significance of increased free copper in the patho—
physiology of uremia remains to be determined.
LOW PROTEIN (pro) AND LOW PHOSPHATE (p1) DIETS IN-
HIBIT PROTEINURIA IN RATS POST NEPHRECTOMY (Mx) 1).
Spector, G. Hill, D. Teller*, G. Briefel, E. Kraus
B. SacktOr*. Div. Renal Med., Francis Scott Key
Med. Ctr., Johns Hopkins U. Sch. Med., GRC, NIA,
NIH, Balto., l.
Previous studies of the effect of diet on the
progression of renal disease following acute
injury were not controlled for both pro & pi.
Therefore, we subjected 6 mo. old male Wistar rats
to 5/6 Mx, then randomized groups of 23 to 27 rats
to one of four 15 gm/day diets: normal (20% pro,
0.5% p1) low pro (10% pro, 0.5% p1), low p1
(20% pro, 0.1% pi) low pro—pi (10% pro, 0.1% pi).
Serum creatinine (Cr), creatinine clearance (Ccr),
& 24 hr proteinuria were assessed at 6 & 12 wks
post Nx, & pathology at 15 wka.
At 6 wks, 24 hr proteinuria was greater
(pO.O5) in rats on normal diet (70j17 mg) than
in low pro (21±3 mg), low pi (28±5 mg), low pro—pi
(31±6 mg) & non Nx control rats (25±3 tug, n—56).
At 12 wks this pattern persisted—albeit with more
proteinuria. Cr & Ccr were similar in all groups
except that low p1 rats had lower Cr and higher
Ccr at 6 wIts.
All dietary groups showed significant patholog-
ic findings compared to non Nx rats. Semiquan—
titative scores of multiple histologic features
were consistently higher (worse pathology) in nor-
mal diet rats—reaching statistical significance
versus other groups for some features, including
focal sclerosis & tubular dilatation.
Thus, in the 5/6 Nx rat, low dietary pro and p1
independently protect against the development of
certain features of chronic renal disease. Studies
of the effect of diet on progression of renal dis-
ease must account for both pro and pi.
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UTILIZATION OF ALPHA—KETOISOCAPROATE FOR PROTEIN
SYNTHESIS IN CHRONICALLY UREMIC RATS. Kriang
Tungsanga, Chang W. Kang and Mackenzie Walser.
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Branched—chain ketoacids, as substitutes for
branched—chain amino acids In patients on low
protein diets, are reported to reduce protein
breakdown and also to slow progression of chronic
renal failure, apparently more than do the amino
acids themselves, but the fate of these compounds
in uremia Is unknown. We have recently shown (Am.
.1. Phys. 249:E355—E359 1985) that the nutritional
efficiency, R, of alpha—ketoisocaproate (KIC) as a
substitute for leucine can be estimated by
measuring 14C/3H in the leucine of whole body
rote1n 6 hr after Injecting equal amounts of
'C—KIC and 3H—leuclne p.o. R increases as
protein intake decreases. To see how uremia
affects R, rats were 11/12 nephrectomized and fed
ad lib. Sham—operated controls were pair—fed.
Two weeks later, isotopes were administered p.o.
Six hrs later, the rats were killed and tissue
protein fractions were analyzed. Increases were
seen In serum urea N (46.2 vs. 11.0 mg/dl, p<.02)
and creatinine (1.3 vs 0.4 mg/d1. p<.02). R In
whole body protein was significantly increased in
uremic rats (0.61 vs 0.49, p<O.OO1). The greatest
effect occurred in liver (0.59 vs 0.42, p<.OO1),
but significant effects were also seen in brain,
muscle, heart, salivary gland and in the kidney
remnant. The results Indicate that the dose of
KIC required as a supplement to a leucine—free
diet would be 1.64 times the normal leucine dose
in uremic animals, In contrast to a requirement
2.04 times as great in normal animals. Thus
uremia improves nutritional efficiency of KIC.
DECREASED VLDL APOPROTEIN Cil/APOPROTEIN CIII RA-
TIO WITH SUPERIMPOSED CARNITINE DEFICIENCY MAY BE
PAThOGENIC FACTORS OF HYPERTRIGLYCERIDEMIA IN PA-
TIENTS ON CHRONIC HEMODIALYSIS TREATMENT (CHT).
Yasuhisa Wakabayashi,Michihito Okubo,Hajime Shi—
mada*,Naoyuki Sato*,and Fumiaki Marumo. Dept. of
Med. ,Kitasato Univ.Sch.Med., Sagamihara, Japan.
Pathogenesis of hypertriglyceridemia in pa-
tients undergoing CHT was studied. Twenty—seven
patients on CHT for over 2 yrs. were split into 13
normotriglyceridemic (NTG) and 14 hypertriglycer—
idemic (HTG) groups according to their serum tri-
glyceride (TG) levels. Their pre—dialysis fasting
blood specimens and those of 24 normal controls
were collected to study serum lipids, lipoproteins
and apoproteins (apo, by single radial immunodif—
fusion method). In addition, VLDL apos were quan-
tified by horizontal sodium dodecyl sulfate—poly—
acrylamide gel electrophoresis. Serum carnitine
concentration was enzymologically determined.
Comparison of the data in the above 2 groups of
patients allowed us to exclude factors common to
CHT patients in general which might affect their
lipid profile, such as uremic state itself, hep—
arm, dialysate, etc. Although decreased VLDL apo
CII [an activator of lipoprotein lipase (LPL)]/apo
CIII (an inhibitor of LPL) was observed both in
NTG (0.15±0.06, mean±s.d.) and HTG (0.18±0.04)
compared with normal controls (0.41±0.17, p<O.OO1
), serum TG/serum apo CII ratio in HTG (38±18) was
significantly increased compared with both NTG (22
and normal controls (17±15). In addition,
serum carnitine deficiency was only observed in
HTG (13±14 pmol/L vs. 23±14 in NTG, p<O.O4). Ac-
cordingly, the above data may suggest a bi—facto—
rial nature of uremic hypertriglyceridemis.
LYMPHOCYTE (L) ATP AND MITOGENIC RESPONSE IN
NORMAL (N) AND HEMODIALYSIS PATIENTS (HP).
R.Welik*, B. Urbaitis, M. Weir, S. Shen, S. Zemel*,
C. McRoy, R. Peppler*, J. Sadler. Div. of Nephro—
logy, Univ. of Maryland Hospital, Baltimore, MD.
To correlate L AT? and response to mitogenic
stimulation in HP and N, intracellular ATP was
measured and L were cultured with and without phy—
tohemagglutin(PHA) for 72 hrs. ATP was measured in
a known amount of peripheral blood L by perchioric
acid extraction and flurometric assay before and
after PHA stimulation. 1251UDR uptake by DNA in-
corporation was expressed as counts per minute
(CPN). L from N were also cultured for 72 hrs.
with 20% and 80% uremic serum (US) followed by ATP
assay and 1251UDR uptake measurement. L AT? with-
out PHA stimulation(NS) in HP was higher than N
(179 nmoles ATP/108 L vs 87, p<O.OO5). NS CPM
from HP was also higher than N (388 vs 230, p<
0.005). With PHA stimulation L AT? rose signifi-
cantly in N (237 nm/l08 L, p<O.OOS) but not in HP
(214 nm/l08 L). CPM increased with PHA in both N
(15557, p<O.OO5) and HP (7215, p<O.OOS). The
increase of CPM in HP was lower than N (p<O.OO5).
N L ATP did not change after 72 hrs culture in 20%
US without PHA, but it increased (157 nm/l08 L,
p<O.OS) after culture in 80% US. After culture in
20% US with PHA, N L CPM decreased significantly
(7445, pC 0.005). These results demonstrate that
HP have higher NS L ATP but respond poorly to PHA;
and after culture in 80% US, N L AT? is similar to
HP L ATP. We conclude that uremic serum can in-
crease L AT? while suppresses response to PHA.
ABATEMENT OF THE PROGRESSION OF CHRONIC RENAL
DISEASE IN THE RAT BY CLONIDINE. W. Lee Wilke,
Martin J. Fettman* and Auriel A. Tan.* Colorado
State University, Fort Collins, Colorado.
Clonidine (CL) treatment reduces the severity
of experimental acute renal failure and enhances
recovery. To examine the effects of chronic CL
treatment on the progression of chronic renal
disease (CR0), we treated rats with CR0 for 18
weeks with CL. Four weeks following 3/4 nephrec—
tomy, male Sprague-Dawley rats were paired by
proteinuria and then randomized into 2 groups.
One group received daily oral saline placebos.
The second group received oral CL on an increas-
ing dose schedule of 50 pg/kg daily for 4 weeks,
followed by 100 p3/kg for 8 weeks and finally 200
p3/kg for 6 weeks. After 18 weeks of treatment,
CL rats had lower plasma creatinine (0.75 0.10
vs 1.65 0.49 mg/dl, P<O.05), lower BUN (53
vs 83 20 mg/dl, P<O.05) and higher creatinine
clearances (3.84 0.59 vs 1.90 0.49 mI/kg per
mm, P<O.05). Mean arterial pressures while
anesthetized with ketamine—scepromazine were
lower in CL rat8 (90 6 vs 122 14 mmHg,
P0.08) while total heart weight:body weight
ratios were greater in saline treated rats
(2.85 0.23 vs 2.35 0.08 g/kg, P0.09).
Urinary 24—hr protein excretion was lower in CL
rats after 8 (90 15 vs 227 56 mg, P<0.05) and
18 weeks (208 27 vs 307 57 mg, P<0.05) of
treatment. We conclude that chronic CL therapy
retards the progression of CR0 induced by partial
nephrectomy. The beneficial effect of CL is
associated with reductions in proteinuria and
possibly arterial pressure without detrimental
effects on glomerular filtration rate.
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REDUCED GIA]€RULAR ANGIOTENSIN II (All) RELEP'IOR
DENSITY IN DIABETES MELLITUS (CM): TIME COURSE AND
M8EHANISM. B. Wilkes, S. Michaels* and G. Kiesel*,
Div. of Nephrology/Hypertension, North Shore Univ.
Hospital, Manhasset, N.Y. 11030
Reduced glcinerular All receptors in early EM may
account, in part, for hyperfiltration with result-
ant injury. We studied the tire course and mechan-
ism of the receptor abnormality. Normal (N) male
Sprague-Dawley rats and rats 24h, 2 wks and 1 153
after streptozotocin (65 mg,i.v.) were studied.
Glceierular All receptors were measured by Scatchard
analysis; glucose, insulin, renin activity, All and
aldosterone were measured in individual rats. UN
was documented by a rise in plasma glucose (N, 147
CM, 528±36 mg/dl, p<0.00l) and a fall in plas-
ma insulin (N, 50.1±4.9; EM, 29.5±1.6 iIU/ml; p<
0.001). At 24h glaaerular All receptor density was
decreased in EM rats (N, 75.5±9.6; DM, 55.5±8.3 x
106 receptors/glomerulus). Glc*nerular All receptors
were equally reduced at 2 wks (N, 78.4±5.8; CM,
60.6±5.4 x 106 receptors/glcxnerulus, p<0.002), but
returned towards normal at 1 m (N, 80.2±7.4; CM,
68.3±4.7 x 106 receptors/glcmerulus; p=NS). Three
lines of evidence suggested that the reduced recep-
tor density was not due to down-regulation by All
or up-regulation by aldosterone: plasma All and
aldosterone were identical in N and CM rats; All
infusion (50 ng/min) caused down-regulation in toth
N and EM rats but the change in receptor density
persisted (N, 33.6±6.9; EM, 18.5±1.3 x 106 recep—
tors/glc*nerulus, p<0 .05); and ACE inhibition caused
up-regulation but the differences persisted (N,
120.6±13.0; DM, 67.1±3.0 x 106 receptors/glcirterulus;
p<0.05). There is an intrinsic defect in glcmieru]arAll receptor density which can not be explained by
changes in known modulators of All receptors and
is limited to early CM.
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LOWERING OF GLOMERULAR CAPILLARY PRESSURE PREVENTS
GLOMERULAR INJURY IN LONG—TERM EXPERIMENTAL
DIABETES MELLITUS. K. Zatz, B.R. Dunn'
E.G. Rennke, T.W. Meyer, S. Anderson and
B.M. Brenner. Brigham & Women's Hosp., Boston, MA.
Reduction of systemic blood pressure (BP) with
the angiotensin I converting enzyme inhibitor
enalapril (15 mg/i drinking water) normalized the
elevated hydraulic pressure gradient across
glomerular capillaries in rats with streptozotocin
(STZ)—induced diabetes mellitus and prevented
early development of albuminuria (KI 27:252,
1985). We now report the results of 14—months
enalapril therapy in these animals (Group DMX,
n11) as compared with diabetic rats receiving no
antihypertensive therapy (Group DM, n=14) and non—
diabetic controls (Group C, n11). Stable moderate
hyperglycemia was chronically maintained in Groups
DM and OMX by daily injections of ultralente
insulin, and substantial BP reduction (a15—2O
mmHg) was consistently achieved in DMX animals vs
Groups DM and C. Urinary albumin excretion rates
in DNX animals remained at Group C levels:
6 months 10 months 14 months
Group C 2.8 0.5 8.4 2.2 26.1 5.6
Group ON 30.0 7.3 87.9 17.7 114.5 19.0
Group DMX 9.8 1.8 17.7 4.2 18.3 4.0
[mg/day; means 1SEM p<O.05 DM vs both DMX and C
at each interval by ANOVA]. Renal morphology at 14
months demonstrated glomerular sclerosis in 6.06
1.20% of glomeruli in Group DM, 0.67 0.20% in
Group DMX, and 1.10 0.18% in Group C (p<O.O5 DM
vs both DMX and C by ANOVA). We conclude that
reduction of glomerular capillary pressure with
enalapril therapy completely prevents long-term
structural as well as functional glomerular injury
in rats with STZ—induced diabetes mellitus.
Prostaglandins and Other
Renal Hormones
SODIUM DICLOFENAC INHIBITS THE NATRIURETIC EFFECT
OF BILE. U. Alon, G. Davidai,° N. Berant,*
O.S. Better.° Rambars Medical Center, Technion
Faculty of Medicine, Haifa, Israel.
We previously demonstrated that intrarenal
administration of bile results in diuresis, natri—
uresis and kaliuresis (Clin Sci 62: 431, 1982).
The purpose of the present study was to assess the
role of renal prostaglandins (PC) in this phenome-
non. Bile diluted at 1:20 and 1:10 was infused
into the Lt kidney of 6 anesthsized dogs. The Rt
kidney served as an external control. Urine was
collected simultaneously from each ureter, and the
results compared.
Bile infusion resulted in a significant, dose—
dependent increase in mean urine flow (1225. with
bile 1:20 and 233% with bile 1:10, P<O.OO1), and
increase in excretion of Na (96% and 212%,P0.001),
K (30% and 49%, P<0.Ol), PCE2 (349% and 788%,
P40.001) and PCF2.. (117% and 216%, P.(O.OO1), in the
experimental kidney. Urine flow rate, UNaV and
UKV correlated linearly with urinary POE2 excret-
ion. In an additional group of 6 dogs, IV adminis—
tration of NaDiclofenac (15 mg/kg) completely
abolished the rise in PCE2 and PGF2, and the renal
response to bile infusion. No significant changes
in CPAH and 01N were noted during the study.
We conclude that the diuretic and natriuretic
action of bile, and presumably that of cholemia, is
mediated through stimulation of renal prostaglandin
synthesis by bile components.
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ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR INHIBITION OF
ARGININE VASOPRESSIN (AVP) ACTION IN RABBIT
CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULE. Robert J.
Anderson and Mark A. Dillingham, Univ. Co. 111th. Sd.
Ctr., Den., Co.
Atrial natriuretic factor increases urinary excretion
of solutes and free water in both animals mnd man.
Since atrial natriuretic factor alters systemic and renal
hemodynamic function, in vivo studies do not allow
assessment of a direct epithelial effect. We therefore
examined the effect of atriopeptin III on osmotic water
permeability in rabbit cortical collecting tubules
perfused in vitro. Hydraulic conductivity (Lp) was
sequentially measured with AVP alone, following
addition of atriopeptin III to the AVP and again with
AVP alone in each tubule. Atriopeptin III decreased
AVP—stimulated Lp in 14 of 15 tubules studied (p<.025)
with an average decrement of 20—30%. In 7 AVP (50
pU/ml)—treated tubules, atriopeptin III at, 10—9M
exerted a significant reversible decrease in Lp in each
tubule (mean decrease 105 + 23 to 82 + 21 cm/atm's x
l0'). To determine if this inhibition i due to
impaired CAMP formation, we examined the effect of
atriopeptin III on C1PheScAMP (10'4M)—stimulated Lp.
In these studies (n=8), Lp was comparable before,
during and after atriopeptin III (153 + 15. 155 + 10
and 159 + 13 cm/atm's x i0 respectively). srnce
these reiilts suggest a pre—cAMP site of inhibition, we
examined the effect of atriopeptin III on forskolin—
stimulated Lp. In these studies (n=6), atriopeptin III
did not alter forskolin—stimulated Lp (168 + 10, 163 +
11 and 193 + 20 em/atm's x 10 before, uring and
after atrioptin III, respectively). These studies
demonstrate a direct effect of atriopeptin III to inhibit
AVP-stimulated Lp in the mammalian cortical collecting
tubule and suggest that this inhibition occurs proximal
to the catalytic subunit of adenylate cyclase.
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EVIDENCE FOR LOCAL GLOMERULAR ACTIONS OF LEUKO-
TRIENE O (LTD4). K.F. Badr*, B.M. Brenner,
M. Wasseman* and I. Ichikawa. Harvard Med. Sch.,
Boston, MA and Smith/Kline & French Lab, Phil., PA
In preliminary experiments, intrarenal arterial
(Ia) administration of LID4, a lipoxygenase pro-
duct of arachidonic acid released during inflam-
matory injury, in euvolemic Munich—Wistar rats
caused a rise in mean systemic arterial pressure,
a loss of plasma volume, and a fall in RBF,
effects identical to those we reported previously
for LTC4, and preventable by the novel LTD4 an-
tagonist, SK&F 102922. To assess the local
glomerular actions of LTD4 independently of these
systemic effects and of angiotensin II, control
(C) glomerular microcirculatory dynamics were
compared to those which obtained during a 20—mm
LTDA infusion (1 pg/kg/mm ia, n=6 rats) in the
preence of partial aortic constriction (to
maintain constancy of renal perfusion pressure),
saralasin administration, and replacement of
plasma volume loss. Results:(Mean value; *p<.o5)
SNGFR A PGC RA RE K
———nllmin——— mmHg (lOlOdyn.s'cm ) nl/('mmHg)
C 50.3 215 49* 1.01 0,66 0.100
LTD4 40.6* 162* 54* 1.18 1.09* 0.050*
Thus, LTD caused an increase in efferent (RE),
but not affrent (RA) arteriolar resistance with a
consequent fall in glomerular plasma flow rate
(QA) and rise in glomerular capillary pressure
(PGC). Despite the latter, SNGFR fell due to com-
biried reductions in QA and the glomerular ultra-
filtration coefficient (KF). These observations
are consistent with a local glomerular constrictor
action of LID4, supporting a role for this
eicosanoid in mediating the functional impairment
accompanying inflammatory glomerular injury.
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ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (ANP) SECRETION, BIO-
SYNTHESIS AND GLOMERULAR RECEPTOR ACTIVITY DURING
MINERALOCORTICOID ESCAPE. B.J. Ballermann*, K.D.
Bloch, J.G. Seidman & B.M. Brenner*. Dept. of
Medicine, McGill Univ., Montreal, Quebec, &
Depts. of Medicine & Genetics, Harvard Medical
School, Boston, Maae.
To explore the potential role of AMP in medi-
ating the natriuresis of mineralocorticoid escape
we measured plasma immunoreactive AMP (iAMP),
atrial pre—pro—AMP mRNA and glomerular AMP recep-
tor density (11) and affinity (Kd) in rats mt 0,
12,24,48, and 72 bra after initiating desoxycorti—
costerone acetate (DOCA) treatment. 24 hr urinary
sodium (UM5V) excretion was also followed.
(values denote mean SE at each time interval,
the number of rats is given in parenthesis, and
*denotes p < 0.05 vs zero time).
bra iANP AMP mRNA 1C0(fmole/ UNaV
(pM) (cpm/ug RMA) mg prot) (mEq/24h)
O 80±13 (9) 1.6±0.2(5) 159±21 (9) 0.62*0.03 (45)
12 213±25*(9) — 67*6* (9) —
24 187±17*(9) 1.9±0.4(5) 102±13*(9) 0.34*0.04*(27)
48 107±12 (9) 2.7±U.1*(4) 96±14*(9) 0.64±0.06 (18)
72 98±11 (9) 2.2*0.3(4) 91±11*(9) 0.66±0.09 ( 9)
Mean values for Md ranged from 0. 21—0. 33 nM and
were unchanged with DOCA treatment. Thus, rats
initially retained sodium but escaped by 48 bra.
Plasma iAMP increased nearly 3 fold at 12 and 24
bra and then returned to baseline, whereas pre—
pro—AMP mRMA increaaod only at 48 bra presumably
in response to prior AMP release. N0 downregu—
lated appropriately as iAMP increased, without
change in K.j. These alterations in AMP secretion,
biosynthesis and receptor density suggest an
important role for AMP in mediating the renal
excretory phenomenon of DOCA escape.
R2 CHEMORECEPTOR ACTIVATION DURING RENAL NYPOPER—
FUSION IS PROSTAGLANDIN (PG) DEPENDENT. Joan 0.
Barber, Alyson Scoltock, and Nicholas G. Moss
(intr. by William E. Lassiter), Depts. of Med. and
Physiol., Univ. of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
We have previously shown that renal R2 chemore—
ceptora in rats are stimulated during backf low of
urine into the renal pelvis and during reductions
in renal perfusion pressure to 8OmmHg or below.
The present studies investigated the role of renal
PGs in these responses. The activity of ten single
R2 chemoreceptors was recorded in the renal nerves
during renal artery occlusion (RAO), backf low or
urine into the renal pelvis (BU) and reductions in
renal perfusion pressure (RPP) to 8OmmHg. These
procedures were then repeated on the same units af-
ter inhibition of PG synthesis with indomethacin
(INDO) or meclofenamate (MEC)at 4mg/kg i.v. The
response to RPP was significantly attenuated by
both INDO and NEC, the mean increase in activity
over control values was 3.6+0.9 before and 0.5+0.6
imp./lOaec. after PG blockade (62±16% vs 12±11%
respectively). Basal activity was not significant-
ly lower after PG blockade 6.4±1.0 to 4.9±0.4 imp./
10 sec. The increase in activity during RAO was
21.3±5.5 before and 16.6±3.1 imp./10 sec. after PG
blockade (500+178% vs 327±73% respectively). Thia
reduction in response was not statistically signif-
icant. Similarly, the response to BU was not af-
fected by PG blockade, increasing from 13.5±5.1 be-
fore and 11.7±2.8 imp./1O sec. after PG blockade
(195±29% vs 207±70% respectively). These results
indicate that the response of renal R2 chemorecep—
tors to reduced perfusion pressure is dependent up-
on PGs. The mechanism of this activation appears
to differ from that caused by RAO and EU which are
not significantly affected by PG blockade.
DIETARY MODIFICATION OF PROSTAGLI½NDIN (PG) AND
TNROMBOXANE (TX) PRODUCTION IN 3/4-MEPMPECTOMIEED
RATS. U. Barcelli, Y. Ito,* J. Miyete,*
L. Gmllon,* M. Meism, and V. Pollak, Univ. of
Cincinnati Medical Center, Cincinnati, Ohio.
We reported (3 Lab Clin Med 100:786, 1982)
favorable effects of a high linoleic acid (LA)
diet in 3/4-nephrectomized Sprague-Dawley rats.
In this model we later fed control (C) end gamma-
linolenic acid (GLA), LA, and eicoeapentaenoic
acid (EPA) diets for 20 weeks and showed (Clin
Rca 33:582A, 1985) beneficial effects on survival
(GLA and LA) and on renal function (LA and EPA).
GLA, LA, and EPA are precursors respectively of
the 1—, 2— end 3—series PGs. As the benefits of
these fats may be mediated through modulation of
PG and TX production, S rats in each group were
selected at week 5 for study of urinary PG excre-
tion by NPLC and RIA; all had stable merum creat-
mine levels, egual in each group. Geometric
means (- and + 1 SD) are in ng/l6 h.
C 0.3
(n=5) (0.2—0.4)
GLA 0.5
(n=5) (0.3—0.7)
LA 0.5
(n=5) (0.3—0.7)
EPA 49*
(n=5) (2.4—10.1)
* = p <.05 vs Group C
Each experimental diet was associated with
changes likely to promote vasodilatation and to
decrease platelet aggregation, with a resultant
increase in renal blood flow and glomerular
filtration. Thus the benefits of all three diets
may be due to changes in renal PG-Tx synthesis.
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TEMPORAL EFFECTS OF ANGIOTENSIN II ON ALDOSTERONE
SECRETION AND PROTEIN PHOSPHORYLATION. Paula Q.
Earrett,* Itaru Kojima,* Kumiko Eojima,* Kathleen
Zawalich,* Howard Raemuasen*: (intr. by P. Aronmn)
Yale Univ. Dept. of Med., New Haven, CT.
Angiotenain II (All) stimulates calcium (Ca)
flux, phosphatidylinoaitol (P1) hydrolysis and
aldosterone (Aldo) secretion in adrenal glomeru—
baa (C) cells. Protein phosphorylation and Aldo
aecretion were examined in isolated calf (G) cells
durinE early (1 mm) and late (> 20 am) phases of
secretion. (G) cell phoaphoproteina were resolved
by 2—0 electrophoresis. All stimulates the phos—
phorylation of 10 early phase proteins (E7P) which
precedes the stimulation of secretion. Phosphory—
lation of 4/10 (EPP) persist during sustained se-
cretion. Three newly phosphorylated proteins, ap-
pear at> 20 mm yielding 7 late phase proteins (LPP).
Phorbol ester (TPA) in combination with Cs
ionophore, A23l87, enhances the phosphorylation
of all 10 (EPP) and all 7 (LPP), and aimics the
secretory response of All. A23l87 alone enhances
only early phase secretion and phosphorylation of
9/10 (EPP). Neither TPA nor A23187 alone repro-
duces the late phase secretory or phoaphorylation
responses. Addition of the Ca channel blocker,
nitrendipine, to All treated (G) cells eliminates
the late phases of both processes.
We conclude; that All—induced Aldo secretion
occurs in 2 pheses which correlate with specific
patterns of protein phoaphorylation, that cycles
of phosphorylation and dephosphorylation occur
during sustained secretion and that separate pro-
tein kinases are operative during the two phases.
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2.6
(1.8—3.9)
45*
(3.5—5.8)
10.5*
(9.2—11.9)
3.7
(2.7—5.2)
PGE2
13.6
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8.3
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479*
(15.7—146)
10.5
(9.8—11.3)
3.4
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3.7
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(0.2—2.7)
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CHRONIC VANADATE (VO) ADMINISTRATION MODIFIES
ACUTE RENAL EFFECTS OF OUANAIN (011). J. E.
Benabe, J.C. Garcia and N. Martinez—Maldouado. VA
Center & Dept. of Medicine & Physiology, School of
Medicine & VA Center, San Juan, Puerto Rico.
We showed that intrarenal (Ill) administration
of OU leads to natriuresis, diuresis, a transient
decrease in renal blood flow (RBF) and a steady
decrease GFR and in renin secretory rate (RSR).
We have also reported that acute IR aministration
of OU and VO (another inhibitor of Na —KATPase)
causes a marked natriuresis and diuresis, an in-
crease in GFR, RBF and RSR. We examined if
chronic treatment with VO effect of acute IA
administration of OU. Mongrels dogs (10—20kg)
were given 40 M/kgBW/d subcutaneously for 3 days.
On the 4th day DU was infused IA into one kidney
for 80 mm; sample were obtained for renin and
electrolytes. The results were the tollowiog:
GFR mi/mm REF mi/mm FENa (%) RSR ng/
mi/hr.
Control 22.2+3.7 159+22 5.0+1.0 188+67
20' 15.9+2.7 162+23 10.0+2.0* 204+47
40' 19.3+2.3 158+11 18.0+2.0* 149+28
80' 20.2+1.8 291+38* 41.0+4.0* 204+80
*p<0.05 compred to control (RSR: renin secretory
rate)
Chronic administration of VO inhibits the acute
hemodynaisic effects of OU, enhances on natriuresis
and blocks the inhibitory effects of OU on RSR. We
propose that chronic VO may antagonize the effects
of increases in intracellular calcium caused by
acute 011 administration.
GLUCOSE REABSORPTION IS INCREASED IN THE UNILATE-
RAL POSTOBSTRUCTIVE KIDNEY (P0K) AND CANNOT BE
NORMALIZED BY INHIBITION OF THROMBOXANE A2
(TXA2) SYNTHESIS. F. Birch,* R. Baranowski, C.
Westenfelder. Univ. of Utah and VA Medical
Centers, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Reabsorption of P04 and glucose (Tp04.
TG) after relief of 24 hrs. of unilateral urete—
ral obstruction is markedly increased. This is
thought to be due to a reduction in the filtered
load of P04 (low serum P04 and GFR levels)
and enhanced proximal tubular reabsorption, The
latter, it appears, is the result of intense
vasoconstrlction in the P0K. mediated in part by
TXA2. From the above observations, two ques-
tions were derived: 1) does glucose loading nor-
malize Tp04 in the P0K, and 2) does specific
inhibition of TXA2 synthesis with 0KV 1581
improve GFR and thus normalize IG? These
issues were examined in 10 adult Sprague—Dawley
rats. Blood glucose levels were raised (50%
glucose i.v.) to a mean of 550 mg/dL. GFR in the
P0K was 0.26±0.08 and 1,3±0.1 mi/mm (p<.01) in
the control kidney. Neither infusion (10 mg/Kg
B.Wt./30 mm.) nor discontinuation of 0KV 1581
had any effect on GFR, renal blood flow and TG/
GFR. Fractional excretion of P04 in the P0K
was significantly lower than in the opposite
kidney and remained unchanged. These data show
that In the P0K 1) glucose does not reduce Tp04
and 2) inhibition of the TX synthetase with 0KV
1581 has no effect on renal function and 1G.
Conclusion: 1) In the P0K there seems no signifi-
cant competition between the reabsorption of G
and P04; 2) TXA2 is not an important mediator
of intrarenal vasoconstrictive phenomena and thus
proximal tubular P04 or G reabsorption.
THE EFFECT OF DIURETICS ON COMPONENTS OF THE URI-
NARY KALLIKREIN—KININOCEN-KININ SYSTEM. pjtenL.
Blonsky*, Richard 3. Solomon and Marc S Weinberg.
Brown Univ. School of Med., Dept of Biol. and
Med., Providence, Rhode Island.
Moat studies implicating the activation of the
kallikrein—kinlnogen-kinfn system (KKS) during
administration of diuretics have measured only
urinary kallikrein (Kk). We speculated that uri-
nary kininogen (Kg) may also contribute to the
regulation of urinary kinin (En) formation. We
determined the acute effects of diuretics on En,
total and intact Kg and total and active Kk in
four normal human subjects during infusions of
chlorthiazide (CTZ) and furosetnide (F). En and
total Kk were measured by RIA. Total Kg was deter-
mined from the sum of preformed En and Kn gener-
ated after trypsin (intact Kg). Active Kk was
measured by kininogenase asaay.
CTZ CTZ F F
(/day) Control Exper Control Ep
En 8.0+5.0 15.0+12.1 10.9±3.9 1.8±1.6*
Total Kg 24.8±15.5 32.3+28.8 14.5±2.7 5.1±2.4*
Intact Kg16.8+4.2 17.3+10.7 3.6±1.8 3.3+2.5
Active Kk 23+9 28+13 25+6 10+4
Total Kk 55+23 108±36* 49±17 40+12
(*=p<.OS).
CTZ increased total Ek, an effect possibly related
to its distal tubule site of action. However, no
increase in active Kk, Kg and thus, Ku was found.
F did not alter total or active Kk but did de-
crease total Kg and En. These differences between
CTZ and F were not related to urinary flow or sod-
ium excretion. We conclude that acute Infusions of
diuretics do not activate the EKES and that some
of the previously described effects of diuretics
are related to their site of action.
EFFECTS OF CAPTOPRIL (CAP) ON RENAL FUNCTION IN
RATS WITH CONGENITAL OBSTRUCTIVE UROPATHY.
Frank G. Bojneau and John E. Lewy. Tulane Medical
School, Dept. of Pediatrics, New Orleans, LA.
Wistar rats (12—14 weeks old) with congenital
right hydronephrosis (RHN) and a normal left
kidney (LNK) were studied to determine the effects
of CAP infusion on glomerular filtration rate
(GFR) and renal plasma flow (RPF). The control
group consisted of 9 male hydronephrotic rats
given 0.9% NaC1 I.V. at a rate of 0.04 ml/min for
1 hour prior to measurements (CTR groun). The
experimental group consisted of 9 male hydrone—
phrotic rats given I.V. CAP (gift of Squibb
Institute, Princeton, N.J.) at a dose of 1 mg/kg
BW/hr in 0.9% NaC1 at a rate of 0.04 mi/mm and
started 1 hour before the measurements of GFR and
RPF (CAP group). GFR was determined by the
clearance of inulin and RPF by the clearance of
para—aminohippuric acid from each kidney. In
both groups, GFR and RPF were the average of three
consecutive 20 minute urine collections.
RHN LNK
GFR*: CTR 475 376 t 640 220
CAP 687 258 764 190
RPF*: CTR 903 915 t 1340 527
CAP 1634 725 1845 709
*values are ul/min, mean S.D.
t=p<O.05 RHN vs LNK
The significant reduction in renal function in
the RHN kidney (CTR group) was ablated by CAP
infusion. Reversible vasoconstriction may be
the principal cause of decreased GFR in these
animals.
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EFFECTS OF cGMP AND ATRIOPEPTIN II (ANF) ON
AMILORIDE—INHIBITABLE Na TRANSPORT IN THE RENAL
EPITHELIAL CELL, LLC—PK1. Horaclo Cantiello* and
Dennis A. Ausiello, Renal Unit, Massachusetts
General Hospital, Boston, MA.
We have recently demonstrated that ANF inhibits
an amiloride—sensjtjve Na+ conductive patkay in
LLC—PK cells with an apparent K. 2x1O M(ASCB,19852wjthout affecting tie Na'/H
exchanger. NaF uptake was used to assess whether
the effect of ANF was mediated by its presumed
second messenger, cGMP. The addition of 1O N ANF
increased approximately two—fold cellular and
media cGMP in cnfluent cell monolayers. The
addition of 10 N 8-.BcGMP resulted in a rapid (<
2 Thin) inhibition of Na uptake in the absence
of a pH gradient (— H') similar to the time
course observed for ANF. In confluent cell
no1ayers, cGMP maximally reduced the "—
Na uptake from 816 + 20 to 577 .i. 60 nmol/mg
DNA/mm (p<.O1) and in the2resence of a pH
gradient ("+dH") reduced Na uptake from 1233 ...
35 to 982 + 102 (p<.05). The inhibition by cGMP
was similar in the presence or absence of a pH
gradient (239 vs 251 nmol/rng2NAim1n) while the pH
stimulated cc*nponent of the Na influx remained
constant (1417 v 1405 nmol/mg DNA/mm). The
addition of 1O N
anh1orid reduced "— H'" 22Mauptake by 202 and "+ H" 2Ha' uptake by 685
nmol/mg DNA/mm, consistent with the inhibitory
effects of amiloride on both transport systems.
The maximal effects of cGMP and aniloride were not
additive. Thus 8—Br—cGMP and ANF selectively+inhibit the mnhloride—sensitive Na conductive
pathway. It is therefore likely that cGMP serves
as the second messenger for the inhibition of Na+
transport by ANF in LLC—PK1 cells.
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EFFECTS OF RISTIDINE (H) ON PROSTAGLANDIN (PG)
PRODUCTION AND VASOPRESSIH (v) ACTION.
Carvounis, E.T. Schroeder, P. Cushley*, P.
Hueber*, and D. Patchin*. Dept. Med., SUNY
Upstate and V.A.M.C., Syracuse, NY.
We showed that H greatly increases the
response of the toad bladder to V (Carvounis et
at, JCI 77:779, 1985). This is due to some
physicochemical property of H's imidazole ring.
Since imidazole decreases PG production, we
evaluated whether H influences V action by
decreasing PG production. PGE2 production
substantially decreases in hemibiadders incubated
in Ringers + 5 mM H compared to their paired
controls (1.0±0.6 vs. 3.9±1.2 pm/min/hemibladder,
n5, p<o.O2). A similar finding was found for
the metabolically inactive fl-H (1.0±0.3 vs. 3.5 +
0.3, n6, p<O.OO1). V stimulated water flow (JvT
was increased in these experiments, ty incubation
with H (44.8±5.2 vs. 16.6±3.8, p1/mm, n8,
p<O.OOl) or D—H (46.6±4.4 vs. 33.7±3.6, n6,
p<O.Ol. We then compared the effects of H (5 mM)
to naproxen (H), lOM. H has a more pro-
nounced effect on V-Jv (64.9±5.4 vs. 52.0±2.6,
n6, p<O.02) even though it did suppress PG
synthesis less than N (0.3+0.1 vs. 0.2+0.1, n6,
p<O.05). Furthermore the combination of N + H
increases V-Jv much more than N alone (36.9±5.7
vs. 16.89+6.4, p<o.02) even though PG production
was undetectable in both (<.17 pM/min/hemi—
bladder). We conclude that a) H decreases PG
production in the toad bladder; b) this is due to
some physicochemical property of its imidazole
ring, as it is mimicked by the non—metabolizable
fl-H; and c) H apparently increases vasopressin
action, not only by decreasing PG synthesis, but
through another function, as yet unidentified.
IDENTIFICATION AND REGULATION OF RENIN IN HUMAN
GLONERULI AND CULTURED MESANGIAL CELLS. Dominique
Chansel*, Nicole Ardaillou*, and RaymondArdaillou*
(intr. by Michael Dunn). INSERM 64, Paris, France.
Active renin and total renin obtained after tryp—
sin treatment were measured in the incubation
medium and the cellular extract of human glomeruli
(4 kidneys) and cultured human mesangial cells (3
kidneys ; 4—6 passages). Ream activity (RA) was
estimated by RIA of Al using renin—free human
plasma as substrate. Glomerular renin had characte-
ristics similar to those of standard human renin
optimum enzymatic activity at pH 5.8, more than
80 1 inhibition by human renin antibody (1/1000)
and more than 90 % inhibition by 1 #iMpepstatin.
Glomeruli exhibited high amounts of total (45—55 ng/
hr/mg) and active (33—46 ng/hr/mg) ream. There was
less active and total renin in the medium and the
cellular extract of mesangial cells. Their synthe-
sis capability varied markedly with the original
kidney (1—49 and 0.3—0.9 ag/hr/mg for total renin
in the medium and the cells respectively). Ream
was secreted mainly as inactive renin. Most of the
mesangial cells were stained with the renin anti-
body essentially around the nucleus. PGE2 and
carba—PGI2 produced a dose—dependent (0.1—lOuM)
increase in PA both in the cellular extract and the
culture medium. Isoproterenol (200pM) increased RA
only in the medium. Stimulation was more marked on
inactive than on active renin. PA was also increa-
sed by captopril (1—10 pM), which suggests a feed-
back regulation by the locally produced All. These
results demonstrate that human glomeruli contain
ream and that human mesangial cells synthesize
and release renin in a stable manner over a long
period of culture providing thus a tool for the
study of renin secretion and its control.
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LEUKOTRIENE C4 PRODUCTION IS INCREASED IN
REJECTING RAT RENAL ALLOGRAFTS. T.M. Coffman*,
W.E. Yarger and P.E. Kiotman. Duke University and
Durham VA Medical Centers, Durham, North Carolina.
Altered arachidonic acid (AA) metabolism is
Important in the pathogenesis of immune—mediated
renal disease. Since allograft rejection is
characterized by intense interstitial and
perivascular infiltration by leukocytes, we
evaluated renal AA metabolism by the lipoxygenase
pathway during rejection. We measured renal
excretory function and leukotriene C4 (LTC4)
production in rejecting renal allografts (PVG -
ACI) and non—rejecting isografts (Ad — Ad).
Donor kidneys were transplanted into recipients
and animals were studied 4—6 days after surgery.
Following the determination of Cm and CPAH, the
transplanted kidney was removed and perfused ex
vivo. After a 20 mInute washout period, renal
venous effluent was collected and assayed for LTC4
by radioimmunoassay.
CIn CPAH LTC4
ml/min/kg mi/mm/kg pg/mm
ACI — ACI 2.42 + .11 11.74 + .44 1851 + 773
ACI - PVG 0.39 .14* 2.23 .80* 8665 T 699*
*p<.OOl
— — —
Allograft excretory function was significantly
reduced when compared with nonrejecting isografts.
Histologic examination of the allografts revealed
inflammatory cell infiltration characteristic of
acute rejection. These histologic and functional
changes were accompanied by a significant increase
in renal allograft LTC4 production. Thus,
rejecting rat renal allografts produce increased
amounts of LTC4. In this model, LTC4 may play an
important role in the hemodynamic and immunologic
events characteristic of rejection.
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ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) INCREASES RENAL
SOLUTE EXCRETION PRIMARILY BY INCREASING CLONER-
ULAR FILTRATION RATE (GFR). Martin C.
Dept. of Med. and CVRI, Univ. of Calif., San
Francisco.
Controversy persists as to whether ANF raises
renal electrolyte excretion simply by increasing
GFR or whether it directly inhibits tubular
transport (independent of changes in flow rate).
Proximal and whole kidney electrolyte reabsorption
were measured in 10 Nunich-Wistar rats during
three periods: a control, euvolemic state; follow-
ing ANF administration (25 amino acid rat auricu-
lin, Calif. Biotechnology, 10 pg/kg then 1 pg/kg/
mm) which increases single nephron GFR (SNGFR);
and when SNCFR was normalized by aortic constric-
tion (A0C) during persistent AMP administra-
tion. Significant difference (p<0.005) from
control is indicated by *,
No direct inhibitory effect of AMP on proximal
1ICO, C1, or 1120 reabsorption was observed
when SNGFR was restored to the control level.
ANF also increased whole kidney CFR (0.95±0.05
to 1.24±0.09 mI/mm), with a 6-10 fold increase
in sodium and chloride excretion. 901i of the
natriuresis and chloruresis were obliterated
when CFR was normalized (0,93±0.05 mi/mm) by
AoC. In conclusion, ANF has no direct effect
on proximal reabsorption independent of changes
in SNGFR. ANF increases renal solute excretion
predominantly by augmenting GFR.
DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF THEOPHYLLINE AND PAPAVER—
INE ON THE RENAL TRANSPORT OF ADENOSINE. Richard
Coulson* and Mary Ellen Trimble. VA & SUNY-
Upstate Med. Ctrs., Depts. Pharmacology and
Physiology, Syracuse, NY.
Adenosine is an important modulator of renal
functions. We have compared the effects of two
putative adenosine (ADO) transport inhibitors in
the isolated perfused rat kidney (IPRK) and in rat
kidney cortex luminal (L) and antiluminal (AL)
membrane vesicles (MV). In the non-filtering IPRK
1 mM papaverine (PAP) or 10 raM theophylline (THEO)
significantly reduced the clearance from perfusate
of 0.1 mM ADO (p<O.OS). In the filtering IPRK,
1 mM PAP significantly elevated the fractional
excretion of ADO (FE.ADO) from 0.44 to 0.66
(p <0.01). Conversely, in the same
preparation, the FE.ADO was reduced from 0.49
0.05 to 0.32 by 1 mM THEO (p<O.O5) and to
0.24 by 10 mM THEO (p<O.02). ADO transport
was studied in MV to obviate the effects of drug-
induced changes in renal hemodynamics on ADO
clearance. PAP was a potent inhibitor of 1 M ADO
influx into AL and L MV; 0.1 mM PAP produced 100%
inhibition. However, 0.1 mM THEO had no signifi-
cant effect on ADO influx into AL or L MV. PAP
(10 1M) significantly stimulated ADO efflux from
AL and L MV. THEO (0.1 mM) was a weak stimulator
of ADO efflux from AL MV. It is concluded that
both THEO and PAP have similar effects on ADO
transport at the AL membrane but differ in their
effects at the L membrane.
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GLOMERULAR PROSTAGLANDINS (Po) IN THE HYPERFILTRA-
TION (H) OF EARLY DIABETES. P.A. Craven' and F.R.
DeRubertis, Dept. of Medicine, VA Medical Center
and University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA.
11 is characteristic of early diabetes mellitus,
and may be involved in glomerular injury. The
role of glomerular PG in mediating H was examined
in the diabetic rat (D), with studies conducted on
days 7 through 9 after streptozotocin (60 mg/kg).
Creatinine clearance (Ccr) was significantly higher
in D (1.57 0.21 mi/mm + SE) than in control (C)
(0.88 0.11). Treatment of D with inaulin (Ins,
10 mU/kg/day by osmotic minipump) or indomethacin
(I, 3 mg/kg/day) reduced Ccr of D to values In C;
I did not alter Ccc of C. Ccr of D rose to pre-
treatment levels 24 hra after withdrawal of I.
Mean plasma glucose was 467 -I- 17 mg/dl In D, 141
5 in C, 176 22 in D + Ins and 436 30 in D +
I. Despite higher Ccr and renal mass (50%) in 0,
UPGEV did not differ in 0 versus C and was not al-
tered by Ins in D. However, in incubated isolated
glomeruli from 0, basal PGE2 formation (2.4 + 0.2
ng/mg protein) and increases in PGE2 induced by
Ca2+ ionophore A23l87 (7.8 + 0.2) were each signi-
ficantly higher than values in C (basal, 0.9
0.09; A23l87, 1.6 + 0.2), Treatment of D with Ins
reduced ex vivo basal and A23l87 responsive gb—
merular PGE2 to values in C. Addition of 10 iM
exogenous arachidonate to incubates (+ A23l87)
abolished differences in PGE2 between D and C gb—
meruli, suggesting that Increased PGE2 of B was
linked to the availability of endogenous arachi—
donate. Analogous results were obtained when the
stable breakdown product of P012, 6kPGF15 was ex-
amined in glomerull from D and C. These findings
support a role for increased glomerular PGE2, PGI2
or both In the mediation of H in early diabetes.
SNCFR
(ni/mm)
Control 42±1
ANF 53±2*
ANF+AoC 40+2
Absolute Proximal Reabsorption
HC0 C1 1120
(peg/mm) (peg/mm) (ni/mm)
1008+46 1678+160 20+1
1227±60* 1968±147 23±1*
962+47 1866±169 20±1
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GUANINE NUCLEOTIDE REGULATORY PROTEINS IN PARS
RECTA (PR) AND THICK ASCENDING LIMB (TAL) OF
RABBIT (r) AND MOUSE (m) KIDNEY. Michael Culpepper,
William Smith,* Juan Codina,* and Lutz Birnbaumer.
Dept. mt. Med., Univ. Texas Med. Sch. at Houston;
Dept. Biochem., Michigan St. Univ.; and Dept.
Cell. Biol., Baylor Coil. Med.; Houston, Texas and
E. Lansing Mich.
Earlier studies have suggested that stimulatory
(Ns) and inhibitory (Ni) guanine nucleotide
regulatory proteins modulate the action of some
agonists and antagonists on renal epithelial
transport processes. Hicrodissected and permeabi-
lized TAL and PR segments of r and rn were incuba-
ted with (32P) NAD and either cholera toxin or
pertussis toxin in order to label Ns or Ni,
respectively. Ni was quantitated by densitometry
by comparing sample radioactivity having the
electrophoretic mobility of Ni (Mr 40,000) to
radiolabel incorporated into known amounts of
purified Ni under the same conditions. A semi-
quantitative estimate of Ns was made by comparing
tubule radiolabeling for Ns (cholera toxin sub-
strate, Mr 45,000) with that in aliquots of rat
liver plasma membranes. Ni in rPR ranged from
0.04—0. 15 ng/mm tubule and in mPR, from 0. 06—0. 12
ng/m tubule. Ns, expressed as ng rat liver
plasma membrane equivalent/rn tubule, was for rPR,
4.3 nglmm; mPR, 5.8 ng/mm; rTAL, 12.6 ng/mm; and
mTAL, 1.2 ng/rn. Thus, measurable quantities of
Ni and Ns are present in both PR and TAL of mouse
kidney. The amounts of each in PR of both species
are quite similar but more Ns and Ni are found in
rabbit TAL than in the mouse. These regulatory
proteins may modulate adenylate cyclase activity,
cellular cAMP levels and tranport activity in
renal tubules.
BRADYKININ (BK) INDUCES INCREASED LIPID
PEROXIDATION IN TEE RENAL CORTEX. J.P.Curtin*,
L.Rarnsammy5, and L.A.Arbeit. SUNY @ Stony Brook
We have previously shown that BK can act as a
vasoconstrictor and a vaaodilator in the rat
kidney (abst. Int. Soc. of Neph.,1984). In brain
tissue BK increases oxygen free radical
production which induces lipid peroxidation. We
have studied the effect of bradykinin and
captopril on rat renal cortical lipid
peroxidation.
In anesthetized rats renal blood flow (RBF)
was measured by a flow probe. In the first group
(EXP) Captopril (10 mg/kg) was administered
followed by BK (.2 tg/kg/min). In a second group
(TC) sham surgery was performed as a time
control. A third group (CON) was stunned with
rapid removal of the kidneys. Lipid peroxidation
was estimated by measuring malondialdehyde
(EDA)/tg of protein and membrane fatty acid
content by gas chromotography.
RBF was less in the EXP group vs. TC group
(4.1±.5 vs. 6.4±.5. p(0.OS). Lipid peroxidation
increased 35% EXP vs. CON (62.1±4.5 vs. 45.9±2.9.
p<.01) but did not change between TC and CON
(49.6±4.7 vs. 45.9±2.9. p>.S). The number of
double bonds per mole of fatty acids decreased
13% EXP vs. CON (1.2±.l vs. l.4±.O3, p<O.OS) and
no difference between TC and CON (l.4±.04) vs.
1.4±.O3, p>.5).
Associated with BK vasoconstriction there is
increased lipid peroxidation and a decrease in
the number of double bonds per mole of fatty
acids.
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LACK OF EFFECT OF ATRIOPEPTIN II (API!) ON
GLOMERULAR ARTERIOLES IN VITRO. R.M. Edwards,
Smith Kline and Frenchta5TThepartment of
Pharmacology, Philadelphia, PA 19101.
Studies on the intact kidney suggest that
atrial peptides may act as either renal vaso—
dilators or vasoconstrictors depending on the
experimental conditions. The present study was
designed to determine if APII has any direct
action on glomerular arterioles in vitro. Single
afferent or efferent arterioles were dissected
from rabbit kidney, cannulated with micropipettes
and changes In lumen diaWeter were measured.
The effect of APII (lOlt to lO7M) was
tested alone or in arterioles precontracted with
nonepinephrine (3 x 1O7M, afferent) or angio—
tensin II (lOlUM, efferent). By itself, APII
(1O7M) had no effect on control lumen diameter
in afferent (control, 24.8 + 1.3; APII, 24.8 +
1.4 um, n4) or efferent arterioles (control,
10.0 + 0.3; APII, 10.2 + 0.6 urn, n'.4), but both
arterioles responded to norepinephrine (3 x
107M) with 73% and 58% reductions in lumen
diameter respectively. Similarly, in nor—
epinephrine—contracted afferent arterioles and
angiotensin Il—contracted efferent arterioles,
API! had no effect on lumen diameters although
lO6M acetylcholine produced near—maximal
relaxation of both arterioles. The lack of
effect of API! on the arterioles was not due to
inactive peptide since the same lot of APII
produced a dose—dependent increase in glomerular
cGMP levels. These results suggest that the
renovascular effects of APII observed invivo
are not due to a direct action on the glornerular
arterioles but rather to an, as yet, unidentified
indirect action of this peptide.
30
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RENAL REMODYNAMICS AND
NATRIURESIS INDUCED BY DOPAMINE—1 AGONIST. Gilbert
H. Eisner, Jean E. Robillard and Pedro A. J058.
Georgetown Univ. Med. Ctr., Wash, D.C. and Iowa
Univ. Med. Ctr., Iowa City, Iowa
Dopamine (BA) can influence renal function by
occupation of DA—1 or DA—2 receptor subtypes. We
examined whether the natriuresis associated with
occupation of renal DA—1 in the dog is due to
hemodynamic or tubular mechanisms. The BA—i
agonist SKF 82526 was intrarenally infused (n=lO)
and renal blood flow (RBF, mi/gm/win), renal
vascular resistance (RVR, units), glomerular
filtration rate (GFR, nil/gm/mm), fractional
sodium excretion (FeNa%), urinary kallikrein, and
prostaglandin E2 (UPGE2V) excretion and mean
arterial pressure (MAP mm Jg) were measured.
During the infusion of lO'M SKF 82526 RBF was
decreased to pre SEF infusion levels by renal
artery constrictiop (RAC, n=6). Then, RAC was
removed while 10'M SKF 82526 was continued.
Thereafter the drug was discontinued and the
kidney allowed to recover (R). The results were:
Dnie MP BW RVR Fei
Ozi'ol 1147.2±5.1 3.]t.14 52.6±7.7 O.8.1 O.1l±.2
lOM 151.2±6.0 3.lj.3 50.9±6.7 O.7j.1 O.5j.3lO4 1147.8±14.6 3.5j.3 1411.0±5.3 O.7t.l l.0t.3'
1OM lZt3.33.6 I4.1±.1r' 35.7t3.O O.8.i 1.5±.?
lOJ4.AC 1116.7±3.6 3.2.*.5 53.5±8.14 O.6.i O.8j.2
lOM 1142.3±11.0 3.?j.S 143.2±7.l O.6±.l 2.O±.7
R llIl.Il14.5 3.7±.7 149.6±12.6 O.6t.l l.7t.6
p<.O5 paired t test, compared to control
Urinary kallikreins and prostaglandins were not
changed by SKF 82526. The RAC experiment indicates
that in the dog, unlike the rat, the BA—i
associated natriuresis is in large part a
consequence of renal hemodynamic changes.
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aj—ACENERGIC REGLL.ATION OF PROTEIN KINASE-C IN
RAT RENAL PROXIMAL TUBLLES. Charles R. Fllburn*
and Takashi Kaku* (intr. by Gary N. Kiebzak).
Gerontology Research Center, National Institute
on Aging, National Institutes of Health,
Baltimore, Maryland 21224.
Adrenergic regulation of protein klnase—C was
studied in renal proximal tubules prepared by
coliagenase digestion and Percoli gradient
separation. Protein kinase—C was localized
predominantly in a cytosolic fraction (85%)
obtained by centrifugation (27,000 x g for 15
mm) of an homogenate prepared in 0.25 N sucrose,
20 Irt.l HEPES, pH 7.5, 5 rrt4 EGTA, 5 .I dithio—
threitol, 1 mg/mi bovine serum albumin. Upon
exposure of tubules to norepinephrlne (NE)
membrane—associated protein kinase-C activity
rapidly doubled, while cytosolic activity
decreased by a conarable amount. The half—
maximal dose for translocation was 10' N NE. The
effect of iO M NE was blocked by 10—' N prazosin
but unaffected by 10' N yohimbine. Angiotensin—Il
(A—Il) at 1O N also increased the level of
membrane—associated protein kinase—C but to a
lower level than NE. Exposure of tubules pre—
labeled with H—myoinositol to l0 N NE increased
3H—inositol phosphate levels to a greater extent
than 105M A—Il. Since inositol phosphate levels
are known to increase as a result of phosphoinosi—
tide breakdown, it appears likely that elevated
levels of diacylglycerol increase or stabilize the
membrane association of protein kinase—C, leading
to the increased levels observed. The exact
membrane localization of this activity in the
polar proximal tubule cell remains unknown, as
does its role in mediating the actions of these
hormones.
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ATFIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) IN SALT-SENSITIVE
DAHL RATS (DS). Y.Gao*, R.B. Sterzei, R.E. Lang*,
H.Ruskoaho*, F.Luft, D.Ganten*. VAMC-Yale U Sch
Med. New Raven, CT. and U. of Heidelberg, Germany.
We examined the potential involvement of ANF in
the development of hypertension in DS compared to
salt resistant controls (DR), both inbred JR
strains. NaCl intake was 0.9 or 8.0%. AEF in plas-
ma and atria was determined by RIA. Synthetic atri—
opeptin (AT III) was given i.v. to test effects
on GFR (C10; mi/min/lOOg) and sodium excretion
(UN5V; xM/min/lOOg). In awake prehypertensive
DS/0.9%, ANT increased from 38.0+4.8 ( + SEE; n=8)
to 204.1+19.2 pg/mi after 5 ml i.v. saline over 60
sec, while in DR/O.9% this increase was from 31.6+
1.6 to 269.1+79.6 (na). Atrial ANT values in these
rats without saline load were 10.2+0.9 vs 9.3+0.9
ug/heart (ns). In anesthetized hypertensive DS/
8.0%, plasma and atrial ANT were 185.0+45.9 pg/nil
and 8.4+1.7 ug/heart, respectively; in DR/8.O%
values were 154.0+32.4 and 7.6+1.4 (ns). Pre—
hypertensive DS and DR had normal renal function
and same threshold dose of 500 og AT III to induce
significant rise of C1 and IJNaV. In hyper-
tensive DS/8.O% with advanced renal disease, AT
III increased C10 from .52+.06 to l.14+.23 (DRi
l.35+.20 to 3.02+.38) and UN5V from 5.1+1.5 to
17.2+5.5 (DR: 7.5+1.5 to 19.0+4.3). The mild
transient hypotencive effect of AT III was not
different in DS vs DR. The results show: (1)
immunoreactive ANF in plasma rises more than
5-fold in DS and DR upon acute saline expansion;
(2) exogenous ANF greatly augments GFR and
natriuresis, even in severely damaged kidneys of
hypertensive DS; (3) we find no major abnormal-
ities in the ANF system of PS before and after
onset of chronic salt—induOed hypertension.
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PROSTAGLANDINS MODULATE RENAL NERVE-INDUCED ALTER-
ATIONS IN OLOMERULAR DYNAMICS. D.S. Gloria* & J.C.
Pelayo*, (intr. by S. Adler). Dept. of Peds., UCLA
Sch. of Med. , Los Angeles, CA.
It is known that renal nerve stimulation (RNS)
induces the synthesis of vasodilatorv prostaglan-
dies (P6's) i.e., POE and P61 . Studies at the
whole kidney level hae previoslv shown that P6's
inhibition markedly enhanced the renal vasocon-
striction produced by RNS. To ascertain the renal
adrenergic effector loci for PG's interaction, we
examined by micropuncture techniques the influences
of indomethacin administration (45 pq/kq/min i.v.,
RNS-I, n=5) or vehicle (RIIS, n=7) before and during
3Hz RNS upon glomerular dynamics, in euvolemic Mu-
nich-Wistar rats. A summary of A mean changes is
shown: (4=p<O.O5); (ix1O9 dyns.cm5).
SNGFR SNPF ,P LpA RT
[ nl/min ] [rmiHq] Inl/(s/mmHc] [ I
RNS
-9.84 -33.24 -4.24 +0.002 +21.94
RNS-I
-24.84 —87.84 -5.64 -0.0364 +40.64
These findinas are in keepina with our previous
study, in that RNS alone can regulate single neph—
ron glomerular filtration rate (SNC,FR) by decreas-
ing single nephron plasma flow (SNPF) and glomeru—
lar hydrostatic pressure gradient CaP), in turn,
the result of enhanced total arteriolar resistances
(RTA). However, RMS in the setting of PG's inhibi-
tion not only further reduced aP and SNPF via
greater arteriolar vasoconstriction, but also eli-
cited a marked decline in the qlomerular ultrafil-
tration coefficient (LpA). In the aggregate the
results suggest that vasodilatory prostaglandins
act as local modulators of adrenergic actions on
qlomerular capillaries (LpA), in addition to af—
ferent and efferent arterioles (+RTA).
DEXAMETHASONE REGULATES BRUSH BORDER AND ASO-
LATERAL MEMBRANE SPHINGOLIPIDS. Andre Godet, and
Aubrey R. Morrison Department of Pharmacology
Washington University Medical School St. Louis,
Missouri.
Dioleoyl phosphatidyl choline (DOPC) membranes
containing 6—D—glucosyl ceramide show an increase
in ionic permeability with respect to pure DDPC
membranes. We therefore determined the structural
composition of sphingomyelins (SL) and neutral
glycosphingolipids (NGSL) of brush border and
basalateral membrane of the rabbit kidney.
Membranes were prepared and lipids extracted and
partitioned by Folch procedure. Mild alkaline
hydrolysis saporified the glycerol ester lipids
and the sphingolipids were isolated by silicic
acid chromatography. Acid hydrolysis of the NGSL
and SL yielded their long chain bases. These
bases were quantitatively derivtized with
biphenylcarbonylchloride and analyzed by reversed—
phase HPLC. Dexamethasone (60 pg/lU0 g body wt.)
administered to adrenalectomized and normal
rabbits caused an acute increase in the SL content
of renal membranes. There was a 307% increase in
brush border membrane SL and a 165% increase in
basalateral membrane SL after 24 hrs. Reduction
of endogenous steroids by adrenalectomy produced a
significant and selective decrease, of 63%, in the
NGSL content of the basolateral membrane by 24
hrs. This affect was not seen in the SL of brush
border or basalateral membranes. Dexamethasone
administration returned the levels of NGSL in
basolateral membrane to normal in adrenalectomized
rabbits. The rapidity with which the hormone pro-
duces such marked remodeling of the membranes
suggests that corticosteroids may regulate the
levels of membrane NGSL.
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THE INTERACrION BETWEEN RENAL EPITHELIAL CELLS AND
12-HYDROXYEICOSATETRA!NOIC ACID (12-HETE). ioel A.
Gordon and Arthur A. Spector. Depts of Internal Med. and
Biochem, Univ. of Iowa Coil, of Med.. Iowa City. IA
12-HErE, a lipoiygenase product released from activated
platelets and atacrophages. has been found to mediate
inflammation and injury in a variety of cells and tissues.
In order to determine if 12-HEll interacts with renal
epithelial cells, Madin Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) cells
were grown until confluent and incubated for 2-16 hr
with 1.0 M t3H1-l2-HEII. For comparison, MDCX cells
were also incubated with 1 .0MM iiii arachidonic acid
(AA). Initial uptake of 12-HEll and AA by MDCX cells was
rapid; by 2hr, the amount of 12-HETE incorporated into
cell lipids 'was only 15% less than AA. However, in
contrast to AA , there was very little further uptake of
12-HEll for the remaining 2-14 hr. Thin layer
chromatography (TLC) revealed that much of the
difference was due to greater AA incorporation into
neutral lipids. In contrast, at 16 hr. 70% of the 12-HErE
was contained in phospholipids (PL), the distribution
among the choline, ethanolamine, inositol. and serine
fractions being 36,36, 20, and 8%. respectively. This was
similar to the distribution of AA. which was 43. 36. 12. and
in the same phospholipid fractions. Reverse phase
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
analysis of the medium after 2 and 4 hr of incubation
revealed that 12-HEll was converted into more poiar
products. 12-HEll eluted at 37.5 mm; at 2 hr. the three
predominant polsr metabolites eluted at 25.9,29.4. and 31.3
nun. The 31.3 mm. fraction was the main product. These
findings suggest that 12-HETE may exert an effect on
renal epithelial cell function via incorporation into
membrane phospholipids. Furthermore, by conversion of
12-HEll to polar inetabolites, the renalepithelium may be
capable of modifying or amplifying the effect of this
lipoiygenase product.
ROLE OF LEUKOTRIENES IN THE CONTROL OF URINE
OSMOLALITY. Dale Hartupee and John Passinore.
Physiology Dept., Medical School, Univ.
Louisville, Louisville, Kentucky 40292
We investigated the effect of leukotrienes (LT)
on renal function. To determine their role in the
control of urine osmolality in the anesthetized
dog we infused arachidonic acid (30jg/kg.min) (AA)
intrarenally after blockade of prostaglandin (PG)
synthesis with ibuprofen (12.5 mg/kg) (n7). In a
second group PG synthesis was blocked with
ibuprofen and LT synthesis with propyl gallate (1
mg/kg.hr) before intrarenal infusion of AA(n6).
In a control group oleic acid (30 ig/kg'min) was
infused intrarenally instead of AA after ibuprofen
(n'6). Results are shown below. Blocking LT
synthesis prevented the decrease in urine
osmolality caused by PA infusion after ibuprofen.
CONTROL IBUPROFEN IBUPROFEN
& PROP GAL
GFR *before 17.15±3.06 22.58±2.63 24.99±4.68
(ml/min) during 20.48±6.38 21.84±4.48 24.20±2.93
Urine before 0.22±0.03 0.40±0.13 0.26±0.03
Flow** during 0.23±0.05 O.65±O.19# 0.28±0.03
Uosm before 1010±144 807±137 1014±102
(mosm/kg)during 1045±158 506±90# 1020±76
*Before and during intrarenal AA administration,
**(ml/min), #p<0.05 compared to value before.
In three ibuprofen animals, urinary PGE excretion
decreased from 12.12±4.60 before to 0.4±0.O9 pg/
mm after ibuprofen and remained low at 2.30±1.14
during subsequent intrarenal AA infusion. Thus,
our results indicate that the decrease in urine
osmolality caused by intrarenal arachidonic acid
infusion during blockade of PG synthesis is due to
leukotrienes and indicate a role for leukotrienes
in the control of renal water excretion.
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MEAS!JRFJ'IENT CYTOSOLIC FREE CALCI)1 IN CULTURED
ADHERENT MESANGIAL CELLS USING THE NOVEL CALCI1
INDICATOR FtJRA-2. Aviv Hassid*, Hanoi Pidlkiti*
and Donna Gamero* (intr. by M, 3. Dunn). Univer-
sity of Tennessee Center for the Health Sciences,
Department of Pharmacology, Memphis, Tennessee,
We have used the novel Ca indicator, fura—2,
to measure cytosolic free Ca concentrations in
superfused cultures of adherent mesangial cells.
The basal cytosolic free Ca concentration was 92
nM. Angiotensin II (All) and arginine vasopres-
sin (AVP) rapidly increased cytosolic free Ca
levels by 7- and 2.5-fold of basal, respective-
ly. All-evoked increase declined to near basal
values before rising again much more slowly to a
value of 2-fold above basal, Cells treated with
AVP did not have a siqnificant secondary increase
of Ca. The lowest concentrations of All and AVP
eliciting significant increases of cytosolic Ca
were within the range of 0.1 nM to 1 oH and 1 nM
to 10 nM, respectively. The responses to the
vasoactive peptides were completely eliminated by
specific receptor antagonists. Mesangial cells
demonstrated tachyphylaxis to both peptides.
However, little or no cross-tachyphylaxis was ob-
served. Treatment of cells with All in ECTA—sup-
plemented Ca-lacking medium or with nifedipine in
Ca-replete medium did not eliminate the rapid
first phase of cytosolic Ca incrmnents. In con-
trast both treatments inhibited the second slow
Ca response to All. These results indicate that
All and AVP mobilize intracellular Ca in cultured
adherent mesangial cells. All also appears to
increase cytosolic Ca by influx through Ca chan-
nels. Measurmnent of cytosolic free Ca levels in
superfused cultured cells by this technique may
have general applicability.
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8—ADRENOCEPTORS COtPLED TO THE cAMP SYSTEM IN
CONNECTING TUBILES (CNT) OF RABBIT NEPHRON. S.
Homa*, E. Kusano, V. Asano, and T.P. Dousa.
'E of Cardiology, Jichi Medical School,
Togichi, Japan and Nephrol. Res. Unit, Mayo
Clinic, Rochester, MN.
CNT microdissected from rabbit nephron has
been shown to contain adenylate cyclase
stimulated by B—agonist isoproterenol (ISO) and
inhibited by nonselective B—blocker propanolol.
In the present study we examined whether ISO
elicits increase in cAMP levels in the intact
microdissected CNT and we also explored which
subtypes of 8—adrenoceptors are present in this
nephron segment. The cAP.f' levels in CNT were
increased in a dose—dependent manner by ISO; the
maximum stimulation was achieved at 1 pM ISO.
Norepinephrine (NE) and parathyroici hormone
(PTH), also elevated cAMP content in CNT. The
cAMP increases elicited by ISO and NE, but not
that by PTH, were inhibited by 1 pM propr000lol.
The stimulation of cAMP accumulation by 1 pM ISO
was blocked both by 1 pM 81—antagonist
metoprolol, or by 1 pM 82—antagonist ICI—l18551.
Phenoxybenzamine (1 pM), an a—antagonist, did
not block the effect of ISO. Our results
indicate that stimulation of adenylate cyclase
in CNT by ISO leads to an increase of cAMP
levels. Unlike in proximal straight tubule of
the canine kidney (JCI, 76: 474, 1985) where
ISO stimulates cAMP formation specifically via
82—receptor, in rabbit CNT the cAMP system
appears to be coupled to adrenoceptors of both
Bi and 82 subtypes.
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EFFECTS OF INDONETHACIN (TN) ON NATRIURESIS BY
ATRIOPEPTIN III CAP—Ill) IN THE ISOLATED PERFUSED
RAT KIDNEY. A. Itabashi,* J.I. Shapiro,* and L.
Chan. Dept. Ned., Univ. Colorado Sch. Ned.,
Denver, CO.
Tha natriuretic mechanism of atrial natriuretic
factor (ANF) is still unknown. We studied the
effects of prostaglandin synthesis inhibition on
natriuresis by AP—Ill. Isolated rat kidneys were
perfuaed with Krebs—Henseleit buffer containing
6.7%4bovine albumin in a recirculating system. IN
(10 N) was added io the perfusate at 20 mm and
AP—IlI (1 pg) waa added at 50 mm of perfusion.
Kidney functiona at 65—80 mm are shown below.
Control AP—Ill IN IN+AP—II
UV(pl/m/g) 48.1±7.2 99.5±4.8* 40.6+5.9 96.2+8.3
U V(ptq/m/g) 1.1+0.3 3.6+0.7* 1.2+0.5 334Q3*
Fr (%) 1.2+0.3 2.9+0.6* 1.7+0.7 3.1+0.3*
UVtPEq/m/g) 1.5+0.2 3.6+04* 1.1+0.1 3.1+0.6*
C1 (gl/m/g) 636+32 863+424 5l0T48 780T43*
C n+0H 0 35.1+5.7 75.53.&t 31.OT4.9 74.5+3.6*
Np/j/g)
— — — —
mean SEN, *p<.05, *p<.0l compared to control
AP—IlI (1 pg) induced natriureaia, diuresis and
kaliureais. It also increased glomerular
filtration rate (GFR) as well as distal delivery
of Na (C +C}lzO) compared to control. IN (10 N)
completey suppreased PCE excretion into the
urine, but urinary excredon of Na, R and H 0 by
AF—III was not affected by TN. Moreover, te
increase of GFR and distal delivery of Na were not
affected by IN. These reaulta suggested that
natriuretic effects of ANF is caused by the
mechaniama other than the prostaglandin formation
in the isolated perfused rat kidney.
EFFECT OF LOW PROTEIN (PRO) AND NIGH LINOLEIC
ACID (LA) PEEDING ON GLOMERULAR PROSTAGLANDIN
(PG) AND TNROFSOXANE (TX) PRODUCTION IN
3/4-NEPHRECTONIZED (NX) PATS. Y. ItO,*
U. Barcelli, L. Gallon,* W. Yamashita,* and v.
Pollak. Dept. of Nedicine, Univ. of Cincinnati
Medical Canter, Cincinnati, Ohio.
In Mx rata both protein reatriction and high
LA feeding (J Lab Gun Ned 100:7N6, 1982) prevent
renal functional deterioration. We teatad the
potential additive effects of both manipulations.
Four groupe of 3/4—nephrectomized female Sprague—
Dawley rata were pair fed diets: 22% protein, 1%
LA (NPro—NLA) 11% protein, 1% LA (LPro-NLA) 22%
protein, 15% LA (NPro-HLA) and 11% protein, 15%
LA (LPro-NLA). S Great. was measured biweekly.
Slopea (1/S Great. vs time) steeper than the
median wore found in 7/10 rate of the NPro—NLA
groop, and in 5/9, 4/8, and 2/9 respectively in
the LPro-NLA, NPro—HLA, and LPro—HLA groups. PC
production by isolated glomeruli waa measured at
weak 21. Results (ng/mg protein) are geometric
means (-, + 1 SD).
NPro-NLA
(n5)
LPro-NLA(n6)
NPro-NLA
(n=4)
LPro-HLA
(n=7)
*p = 0.011.
Thua a LPru-NLA diet increaaes glomerular PCE2
production without affecting TXA2 levela. The
two dietary manipulations may have additive pro-
tective effects in progressive renal failure.
EFFECTS OF ANCIOTENSIN II (All) ON RENAL
FUNCTION ARE NODULATED BY CALCIUN(C) AND
CYCLOOXYGENASE PRODUCTS. B.L. Rasiske, N.P.
O'Donnell, R. Chaodao, and W. F. Keane, Dept. of
Ned., Henn. Co. Ned. Ctr., U of Nino., Npls, MN.
Nodolation of sogioteosin Il (All) effects on
renal function by extracellulsr C and cycloxy—
genase products was evaluated using the isolated
perfused rat kidney. Normal kidneys were per-
fused at constant pressure. After baseline
detaraination of inulin clearance (C1 1,ml/min'
g), kidneys perfused with normel O2 mN)
ionized C were infused with either 1.2 ng/min
AII (NC+AII, n6) or 0.6 ng/min All (NC+AI1,
n=7). In a third group, kidneys perfused with
low (O.5mN) ionized C were subjected to All
infusion (LC+AII, n=7). All was also given to
low C kidneys pretreated and perfused with
indomethacin (LC+AlI+l,n7). Results (Nean±SE,
shared superscripts indicate NS between groups):
C 1 C 2 C 3 35K
In In In
NC+AIl .79±.07 .11±.05 .18±.09 l22±15
NC+AIl .82±.03 .19±.04 321•04sb 62±
LC+AII 66÷05a 49106b 5305b 68±
LC+AII+I .o6±.o85 .16±.04a .49±.OBb 80± 5b
All caused a marked fall in C1 2 in normal C
kidneys and in low C kidneys trated with I.
There was some tachyphylsxia (C13) to the All
induced fall in function despite sustained in-
creases in resistance (R) during C1 2 and C1 3.
The C modulation of All reduction °in C 2 ae
not explained by resistance changes (NC+1&I vs.
LC+AIl). In addition, cyclooxygenase products
may have helped maintain C during All infusion,
but they did not mediate t!i subsequent tendency
for function to return (LC+AII vs. LC+AII+I).
RENAL EFFECTS OF ATRIAL MATRIURETIC PEPTTDE (AMP)
MAY BE MEDIATED BY DOPAMIME TM THE RAT. L
Kstoh*, H. Nstsuosgs*, N. Ohnoms*, and K.
Koroksws. Dept Ned, Univ Tokyo Sch Ned, Tokyo,
and Suntory Inst Biomed Res, Osaka, Japan.
AMP is a potent diuretic and natriuretic agent.
To examine the mechanism involved, we infused AMF
Cd—human synthetic 1—28 amino acids) into left
renal artery snd compared the changes in renal
function of left (LK) and right kidneys (RK).
Under d—chloralose—urethane anesthesia and after
denervetion of both kidneys, 8 al/hr 0.9% MaUl
containing inulin mod PAH was given iv and 1.2
ml/hr 0.9% MaUl was given into LK through a fine
needle (0D0.25 mm) inserted in LK artery. Under
this condition, GFR, RPF, urine volume (liv) and
FF,Ms were equal in both kidneys. Infusion of 12
pmol/hr AMP into LK artery caused immediate and
marked ipsilateral increases in UV and FEMa by 4.7
and 2.6 fold, respectively, and GFR and RPF by 25%
and 43%, respectively. A lower dose of AMP, 1.2
pmol/hr, increased UV sod FEMa in LK without any
change in CFR and RPF. With iv infusion of
haloperidol, a dopamine antagonist, increases in
UV and FEMa in LK in response to 12 pmol/hr AMP
were only 1.4 and 1.4 fold, respectively, without
any change in GFR and RPF, observations suggesting
AMP may act through dopamine receptors. However,
comparable suppression of the effects of 12
pmol/hr AMP was observed with iv csrbidopa, an
inhibitor of dopasine production. These results
show that the diuretic and natriuretic effects of
AMP were inhibited by 60—70% in the presence of
either haloperidol or cerbidops and suggest that
dopamine produced in the kidney say mediate or
plsy a permissive role, at least in part, in the
renal action of AMP.
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PGE 2
9.8
(7.6, 12. 6)
8.2
(5.9,11.4)
9.1
(6.9,11.9)
15.5*
(10.7,22.5)
6R-PGF1O
7.1
(5.4,9.4)
7.4
(4.3,12.7)
7.7
(6.3,9.2)
8.4
(5.3,13.4)
TXB2
3.5
(1.5,8.2)
3.0
(1.6,5.6)
1.3
(0.7,2.4)
3.3
(1.7,6.4)
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ENDOGENOUS ADENOSINE INHIBITS CHLORIDE SECRETION IN
THE SHARK RECTAL GLAND VIA A1 ADENOSINE RECEPTORS
COUPLED TO INHIBITORY NUCLEOTIDE REGULATORY PROTEINS.
G.G. Kelley, W.S. Curtis, D.M. Nuland and J.N.
Forrest, Jr. Dept. Medicine, Yale U., New Haven, Ct.
We previously identified stimulatory (A2) and
inhibitory (A1) adenosine (Ado) receptors in the
shark rectal gland, a model epithelium for cyclic
AMP mediated Cl transport. We now provide evidence
that during increased metabolic work endogenous Ado
is an inhibitor of Cl transport and that •this effect
is mediated through inhibitory nucleotide regulatory
proteins (N1). In perfused glands, 1 M forskolin
(F) increased Cl secretion from basal values (118±9)
to 422±27 pEq Cl/hr/g (n=15). Addition of adenosine
deaminase (ADA), which deaminates and removes Ado
from A1 receptors, had no effect on basal Cl trans-
port but increased the response to F two-fold to
841±150 (p<O.O1 compared to F alone). This increased
Cl secretion due to ADA could be completely inhibit-
ed by 2-Cl-Ado and phenylisopropyl-Ado (PIA), A1
agonists that are resistant to ADA. The response to
the natural secretagogue vasoactive intestinal
peptide (VIP) was similarly increased by ADA. To
determine if A1 receptors are functionally coupled
to N., we used pertussis toxin, an enzyme that blocks
inhiitory signal transduction by ADP—ribosylatjng
the a subunit of N.. In membranes from rectal glands
PT ADP-ribosylated1a 41,000 dalton protein of mol.
wt. identical to aN.. Specific binding of 9H—PIA
and 3H NECA to A1 rceptors was inhibited by PT,
providing evidence of coupling to N1. We propose
that during the increased metabolic work of hormonal
stimulation, cellular Ado is released and serves as
a physiological inhibitor of transport via A1
receptors that are functionally coupled to N.
BaSAL B 1UUR RFIS17'NE (RVR) IS A C rEIiINNr CF
ThE HEMDUtNAMIC RESRSE CF ThE 19)LAISD PE1FtSED RAT
y (IFRK) Glenn lrshaw*, .Jeffrey Stoff,
j.i.ass t.jicaJ. Center, Wrcester, Mt's.
In our previous IPRK stuiies, Ir,±nethacin(I)
incments in toth RVR and Filtration
Fraction (FF) in resconse to high tse bit rot ki dDse
All infusion. This oteervation sujgested a cost—
glaerular vaacdilatory action of renal Eu's &rirg high
tee All infusion. extervd these stujies ty
neasuri00 the hairx'nanic resconse of the I treated IPRK
to a tolus of R (l00Or) duri00 wnstant All infusion
(10 and 100 mJmin) and in the absence of All.
_______________
Filtration Fraction(n) Basal sp % Basal Exp % tx
wntrol(C) (4) 1.73 1.47 —19 1.32 .94 —28(6) 2.41 2.48 + 5* 1.29 .67 -5l'
AII21O+FGE (7) 5.81 4.91 —16 2.72 1.73 —39
All 10O*R (5) 11.00 6.21 _42** 3.67 l.24** _.
All 100 2 (4) 7.46 6.39 —14 3.33 1.99 —40
*p<.02 vs C, **p(.05 vs All 100, 4p<.005 vs All 100In the abser of All, fR cclimad in 4/4 untreated
oDnt1 kidmays bit rose in 5/6 R3E treated kidneys.
Fbver, FF declined note in reSIXInS tO 2 than did
antnDl kidneys. All infusion prrxiuced a dDse cpendent
increase in basal RVR and FF. Curing high se All
infusion (lOOrç/min), FG piuced a marked creasein
R and a greater ecmaTnt in FF than seen duringhigh dse All alone. . haS no significant effect
during l thse All infuon (lOrojiain). There s a
tight wrrelation (r'= —.907) tets'.een the manitue of
resçonise (% t R'R) ansi the basal RVR bafore RE., tolus.(r)ncluie that in the IPRK, R axetricts preglo—
nerular sites in the absence of A1I bit prethninantly
dilates costglcesrular sites in the presew. of All.
Basal vascular tore is a c'etenninant of the manxtuSe
ansi direction of the ovascUlar resconse
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EFFECT OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) ON
MEDULLARY BLOOD FLOW. B. Kiberd,* T. Larson,*
and R. L. Jamison. Dept. of Med., Stanford
Univ., Stanford, California.
To test the proposal that ANF Increases vasa
recta blood flow (Qyg) and that this effect medi-
ates the natriuretic response, rats were anes-
thetized and the renal papilla exposed for deter-
mination of VR in both descending DVR and
ascending AVR vessels by fluorescence video—
microscopy. Experimental (E) rats (n = 6) were
given ANF, 2 pg/kg BW prime and 0.2 pg/mm/kg BW
infusion; control (C) rats (n = 6), the vehicle
alone. Both groups were studied before (0 mm)
and 2 and 45 mm after ANF or vehicle, respec-
tively.
V UVNa
Mm (p1/mm) (pEg/mm) ________ ________
E C E C
0 R 22 14 2.6 1.5
2 5 38t 16 4.5+ 1.8 10.4 11.1 6.4 4.9
45 57t 18* 8.8t 2.3* 15.lt 9.6 lO.5t 3.5
*P<O.O2; tP<O.Ol compared to 0 mm.
Urinary flow (V) and UNaV increased strikingly
within 2 sin after ANF and continued to increase
at 45 mm; in contrast, VR was unchanged at 2
mm, but increased markedly by 45 mm. The re-
sults clearly indicate that ANF increases
but suggest the initial natriuresis is not medi-
ated by an increase in medullary blood flow.
PROSTAGLANDIN E2 BUT NOT 12 RESTORES FUROSEMIDE
RESPONSE IN INDOMETHACIN—TREATED RATS.
Kirchner, C.J. Martln,' and J.D. Bower, Univ. of
Mississippi Med. Ctr., Dept. of Med., Jackson, MS.
Indomethacin Undo) antagonizes the natriuret—
ic response to furosemide (F) through unknown
mechanisms. The role of prostaglandlns (P8) in
this antagonism is unclear. This study evaluated
the effect of intraaortic infusion of PGE2, P812
or the vasodilator bradykinin (BK) on the natri—
uretic response to F in Indo—treated male rats (n=
8/group). In control rats (C) receiving F alone
(4 mg/kg BW/hr), FeNa was 4.59±.50%. Indo (5 mgI
kg load and 6 mg/kg/hr) reduced (P<.OO1) the re-
sponse to F (FeNa 1.84±.33%). In Indo rats re-
ceiving PGE2 (PGE—Indo), F produced a natriuresis
(FeNa 3.91±.25%) similar (P—NS) to that in C rats
and greater (P<.0O5) than in Indo rats. PGE2 did
not potentlate F in the absence of Indo. In Indo
rats receiving PGI2 (PGI—Indo), on the other hand,
FeNa was 1.94±.59 following F (P<.OO1 vs C; P—NS
VS Indo). C1, MAP and filtered sodium load were
not different between groups. Renal blood flow
(RBF) was not statistically greater in PGE—Indo
(7.24±.81 ml/min/gKW) than in Indo rats (5.74±
.67) and not different from Indo—PGI rats (7.19±
.91). BK (100 ng/kg/min) increased RBF (10.42±
1.07 ml/min/gKW; P<.O5 vs Indo and PGE—Indo) but
did not restore F response in Indo rats (FeNa 2.44
P—NS vs Indo; P<.01 vs C). Thus, intra—
aortlc Infusion of PGE2 but not P812 restores the
natriuretic response to F in Indo—treated rats.
The data suggest that Indo blocks F response by PG
synthesis Inhibition and further suggest that PGE,
restores the natriuretic response to F in Indo
rats by a specific effect of PGE2 rather than by
renal vasodilatatlon.
DVR
(nl/min)
E C
10.2 10.8
AVR
(nl 1mm)
E C
5.7 4.6
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RELATIONSHIP OF PROSTAGLANDIN PRODUCTION TO
NEXOSE NONOPHOSPHATE SHUNT ACTIVITY. David K.
Rlassen,* Andrew Whelton, and W. Gordon Walker.
The Johns Hopkins Hospital, Dept. of Nedicine,
Div. nf Nephrology, Baltimore, ND.
The oxidation reduction atata of the prosta—
glandin generating enzyme system and the produc-
tion of reactive oxygen compounds may he import-
ant factors in the regulation of prostanoid syn-
thesis in the kidney and other tissues. We
examined the relationship of thromhoxana (TxD2)
generation to hexose monophoaphate shunt (HHPS)
activity, a source of reduced NADP+, in washed
human platelets stimulated with arachidonic acid
(An). The addition of AA produced a 55±11 fold
increase in glucose oxidation by the HMPS ayatem
that was maximal at 1 minute, declined rapidly
at 2 and 5 minutes and was near baseline by 15
minutes. The kinetics of Tx52 generation para-
lleled HMPS activation. IxB2 rose from undetect-
able baseline levels to 10.3±1.3 ng/108 cells
at one minute after which time significant TxB2
production was not detected. The addition of
0.5 mN phenol, a hydroxyl radical scavenger, de-
creased Hill'S aceivity and Tx82 production to
62±6% and 49±7% of control respectively. Phenol
did not alter baseline lIMPS activity in unstim—
ulated platelets. These results suggest a poten-
tial point of endogenous regulation as well as
pharmacologic manipulation of prostanoid synthesis.
URINARY PROSYAGLAHDINS (pa) DURING ACUTE REHAL
FAILURE (ARF) INDUCED BY GAPTOPRIL (C) IN
BILATERAL RENAL ARTERY STEHOSIS (RAS). R.T.
Kopecky* and E.T. Schroeder, SUHY Upstate
Ned. Ctr., Syracuse, NY.
C can cause ARF in RAS. Since angiotensin II
is a mediator of renal PG production, we studied
the effects of C on renal function end PC excre-
tion in 2-kidney-2—clip (2K2C) hypertensive rats
(9—il wk p.o.) on low Na diet. Twelve hrs after
furosemide (F) 7—10 mg IP, C was given for 3 days
(2—20 mg/kg I? every 12 hr) to reduco tall BP to
<110 meNg. Two weeks later the same rats re-
ceived minoxidil (N) 1—12 mg/kg in an identical
fashion. B?, urine vol (v), plasma Cr (mg/dl),
CCr and urinary POE2 (PE) and 6-ketoPGFj5
(PlO in ng/mg creatinine were monitored daily.
(n4) (mean SE) C or N treatment
baseline post—F 24 hr 48 hr 72 hr
B? C 186+10 178+10 92+12 89+8 97+6
N 159;ll 153l2 B4T7 85+7 974
Cr C .36+.03 .60T.06 4.B+.5 3.5+.7 3.0+1.1
N .54+.Oltt .71+. 10 o.8;.2-F 0.8T0.1
PE C 30T7.4 — l.2T.3 i.sT.s
N 19+3.9 4.5+.4tt 5.IT1.Ott
C vs N: tp<.05, tt.p<.025, *p<.Oi; paired t.
PE fell during both C and N vs. baseline (p<
.05), however, PE was reduced by C compared to N
at 48 (p<.O2) and 72 hr (p<.025). Changes in V
did not acount for these differences. PF was un-
changed from baseline after 48 hr of C or N. The
% decrease from baseline of PE correlated with %
decrease in CCr at 48 (r—,857, p< .05) and 72 hr
(r.923, p<.Ol) during C but not N treatment. We
conclude that ARF which occurs in some 2K2C rats
with C is associated with reduced POE excretion
and is not solely due to reduced B?.
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PHORBOL MYRISTATE ACETATE (PMA) STIMULATES
GLYCOLYSIS AND CONTRACTS CULTURED MESANGIAL (MS)
CELLS. 3. 1. Kreisberg, D. A. Troyer, and N. A.
Venkatachalam. Dept. of Pathology, Univ. Texas
Health Science Center, San Antonio, Texas.
Activation of protein kinase C (PKC) has been
associated with eany Cellular physiological
responses. PKC is naturally activated by diqly—
ceride and Ca++, both of which are eade available
during hormone-stimulated phosphoinositide
metabolism. The tumor promoter PMA activates
PKC directly. MS cells grown on oly-HEMA sub-
strata contracted when exposed to PMA (0.1 and
1 pg/ml). A lower dose of PMA (0.01 ug/ml)
contracted the cells only in the presence of low,
noncontractile doses of the Ca++ ionophore
A23187 (0.3 ig/ml). Oleoyl acetyl qlyceride (OAF,
a synthetic diglyceride), another activator of
PKC, also contracted mesangial cells at a concen-
tration of 25 ig/ml. Both PMA and OAF prevented
the shape change induced by isoproterenol and
MIX on mesangial cells grown on nlastic substrata,
consistent with their contractile role. It is
also interesting to note that PMA inhibited the
isoproterenol- and isooroterenol-MIX-induced
stimulation of cAMP by 40 and 20%, respectively.
Finally, PMA treatment increased lactic acid pro-
duction in MS cells (control = 0.064 mg/dish;
PMA-treated = 0.208 mg/dish) indicative of stimu-
lation of glycolysis. Such stimulation may pro-
vide the necessary energy for mesangial cell
contraction. It appears likely that activation
of PKC is responsible for these effects, but
other studies are necessary to confirm this
possibility.
ANGIUIENSIN(A) II EFFECT ON 22Na WASHOUT FROM
CULTURED VASCULAR SMOOTH MUSCLE CELLS (VSMCa).
Satoru Kuriyams,* Minoru Kino,* Laszlo Hopp,*
Akitoahi Nakamura,* Fikry Khalil,* and Abraham
Aviv. New Jersey Medical School, Hypertension
Research Unit, Newark, New Jersey.
Little isknown regarding the mechanism of All
effect on Na homeostasia in the VSMC. We have
developed an analytical approach that tenders it
possible to deteymine the initial 22Na exchange
rate constant (4) in preparations of cultured
cells. This approach is based on the sequential
peeling method and on nonlinear regreasion analysis
of multiexponential washout curvea of 22Na . Such
methodology was utilized to study the effect of All
on serially passed (passages 10-13) rat VSMCs. All
experiments were performed under steady stat? con-
dtions with respect to the intracellular Na and
K concentrations. All increased the 4 in a dose
response manner up to 27% above control (P<.Dl).
Amiloride (laM) and Verapamil (.1mM) diminished the
k by 29% and 12% respectively. Both drugs also
attenuated the effect of All on the k. Incubation
of the VSMC5 in Ca -deficient medium resulted in
a 19% increase in the 4 (P<.Ol). Under this con-
dition, All exerted no apparent effect on th? 4.
In the presence of All, the intracellular Na con-
centration (determined from the medium 22Na spe-
cific activity and the equilibrium distribution
ratio of the tracer between the medium and the
cells) was 8.6 aEg/L as compared with 6.9 mEq/L
for control (P<.OS). We conclude that All effect
on Na regulation in the VSMC is mediated via the
amiloride sensitve÷Na entry (which is likely to
represent the Na /H antiport) and a secondary
stimulation of the Na -pump. This process is
dependent on the extraceiiular Ca.
5— AND 12-HYDROPEROXYEICOSATETRAENOIC ACID (5HPErE,
12IIPETE) PROMOTE CONTRACTION OF CULTURED GLOMERU—
LAR VISCERAL EPIThELIAL CELLS (VEC). R. Lacave,
F. Delarue, E. Rondeau, J.D. Sraer. H6pital Tenon,
Paris, France. (intr. by D. Schlondorff).
Morphologic consequences of inflammatory glome—
rulonephritis (GN) on VEC have been extensively
evaluated. However, the cellular mechanisms invol-
ved in VEC damage are unknown. Since VEC possess
a cytosqueletton, the present work was undertaken
to understand whether or not 1/ VEC are able to
contract 2! If the proinflammatory metabolites
of arachidonic acid (AA) synthetized by activated
bone—marrow derived cells are involved in this
process. Cultured VEC were obtained from 4 diffe-
rent kidneys unsuitable for transplantation.
Shape change (contraction) was 1/ estimated by
phase contrast microscopy or using an antiactin
monoclonal antibody 2! measured by planimetry.
Prostaglandins, synthetic thromboxane analogs,
LTE4, LTC4, LTD4 and AA were unable to promote a
significant contraction. 5HPETE and 12HPETE indu-
ced a dose—dependent reduction of 55% of the cell
surface while 5HETE and 12HETE had no effect. The
concentration needed to obtain the maximum effect
was 0.1mM. The contraction was time—dependent and
maximum within 5 mm. Same effect was obtained
with 0.01mM of the calcium ionophore A23187. Those
effects were probably related to Ca++ trans—
cellular movement and not to the liberation of
oxygen free radicals. Our data suggest that the
HPETEs generated by activated bone—marrow derived
cells at the initial phase of the GN could have
a deleterious effect on VEC shape and function.
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EFFECT OF A PROTEIN BOLUS ON GFR AND GLOMERULAR
PROSTANOID SYNTHESIS IN NORMAL AND UREMIC RATS.
MA Levine*, MA Kirschenbaum, A Chaudhari*, MW
Wong*, & NS Bricker. Program in Kidney Disease,
UCLA and UCI—Long Beach Medical Program, CA.
Recent data have suggested that dietary pro-
tein intake may have an effect on both renal
hemodynamics and the progression of nephron
loss. However, the mechanisms responsible for
these events are not fully understood. One of
the many factors which may mediate protein—
associated renal hemodynamic changes are the
prostanoids. Thus, studies were designed to
investigate, in both normal and uremic animals,
the role of prostanoids on the renal response to
acute oral protein loading. Normal female S—D
rats, maintained on a low protein diet for >10
days, were given oral protein (albumin, 40% WI
w) or carbohydrate (cornstarch, 40% w/w) loads
by gavage. Similar studies were performed in
rats after 75% surgical reduction of nephron
mass. Both normal and uremic animals demon-
strated a 30% increase in GFR in response to a
protein bolus; no increase in GFR was seen fol-
lowing a carbohydrate bolus. Pretreatment with
aspirin blocked the protein—induced rise in
GFR. After a protein load, isolated glomerular
PGE and PGI, synthesis was 40% and 52%
greater than tttat observed in similar glomeruli
obtained from animals following a carbohydrate
load (p<O.O05). Thus: 1) in the setting of pro-
tein restriction, the % increase in GFR follow-
ing a protein load is similar in both normal and
uremic rats, and 2) the increase in GFR seen in
response to an oral protein load may be related
to an increase in the synthesis of one or more
vasodi latory glomeru lar prostanol ds.
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GI4ERULAR LEUKOTRIENE (LT) BICYNTHESIS AND DE-
GPADATICN IN THE PAT: EFFEL'TS OF IEMUNE INJURY.
Elias A. Lianos. Tdical College of Wisconsin,
Department of Medicine, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
The biosynthesis of LTBA and LILA and the de-
gradation of LTBA was studied in gldneruli (GL)
isolated from pefused kidneys of normal and rats
with nephiotoxic serum glomarulonephritis (NSGN)
induced in male Sprague-Dawley rats by proteinuric
doses of rabbit anti-rat GEM inuuinoglobulin. Nor-
mal GL were incubated in 1 ml Hank's buffer in the
presence and absence of arachidonic acid (AA) 5
pg/Mi (n=4) or the calcium ionophore A23l7 1 pg/
ml (n=4) or with purified 3HLTBA a 8OxlO cpu (n=
4) at 37°C for 30 mm. GL from t4SG1 rats (n=5) at
3 hrs following induction and appropriate controls(n=6) were studied iimdiately after isolation.
In 4 rats NSG was induced after decasplementation
by IV administration of purified cobra venom
factor (CVF), 10 units/lOO g, and GL were studied
as in NSGN rats. LT' s were extracted, separated
by HPLC, identified by infrared spectroscopy,
quantified by RIA and expressed in pg LT/im
protein (maan±SE). Both AA and A23 187 enhanced GL
baseline LTB synthesis (80±12) to 133±24 and 159±
25 respectivly (p<O.O5) but not LI4.
Control NS NSGN + CVF
LTB 91.6±25 336±51(t) 25±8 (tt)
LTC 38.2±4 40.9±5 32.9±7
(t,t) p<O.025 and <0.05 compared to control and
to NSG respectively. Normal GL in the presence
and absence of A23l87 and NSG GL degraded 3H-
LTB4 to a 3H matabolite comigrating with s-oH
LTBA. In conclusion: Rat GL synthesize and de-grade LTB4. AA and A23187 enhance LTB4 but not
C4. In early NS glcmerular LTBA but not C4 is
enhanced by a complement dependent mechanism.
INDOMETHACIN REDUCES THE RENOTROPIC EFFECTS OF
POOLED SERA FROM UNINEPHRECTOMIZED RATS IN VITRO.
Joy L. Logan* and Bryant Benson* (Intr. UV
Michael), V.A. Med. Ctr. and Unlv.of Arizona,
Depts. of mt. Med. and Anat., Tucson, Arizona.
Our earlier studies have suggested that limita-
tion of renal prostaglandin (PG) synthesis with
indomethacin (INDO) in vivo Interferes with
compensatory growth of the remnant kidney after
uninephrectomy (UN) in rats. This effect of INDO
may reflect decreased renal perfusion, alteration
of the synthesis/secretion of the putative reno—
tropic factor, or a reduced growth response to
this blood—borne hormone. In the present study we
tested the last possibility by determining the
effects of INDO on the uptake of 3H—thymidine by
kidney slices in vitro in response to sera from UN
rats. Kidney slices from Intact rats were pre-
Incubated for 30 win at 37° C under 95% 02/5% CO2
in MEM—199, then transferred Into 3 ml fresh MEN—
199 containing 4 iCl/ml of 3H-thymidine (84 Ci/
mmol) and 0.5 ml of fresh pooled sera from UN
rats, with or without INDO (0.5 mM). After 90 mm
incubation, the slices were washed, homogenized in
H2O and the renal DNA extracted with TCA. 3H—
labeled DNA was quantitated by liquid scintilla-
tion spectroscopy and total DNA concentration by
colorimetry. There were no differences in the
slice weights or the number of cells per slice (iig
DNA/mg kidney), but the rate of incorporation of
3H—thymidine into renal DNA (CPM/mg kidney) in
response to serum from UN rats was significantly
reduced by the presence of INDO in the incubation
medium (p<O.O1). This effect may be due to
Inhibition of synthesis of renal PG's essential to
the maximal growth response to the serum
renotropic factor.
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ATRIOPEPTIN III KINETICS AND DYNAMICS IN
RATS. E. Luft, R.E. Lsng,* 0.8.
Aronoff, H. Ruskoaho N. Totht 0. Ganten
R.B. Sterzel, Th. Unger,* Dept. of
Pharmacology, University of Heidelberg,
Heidelberg, FRG, and Dept. of Medicine,
Indiana University Sohool of Medicine,
Indianapolis, IN.
To elucidate the kinetics and dynamics
of atriopeptin III (APIII), we studied
normal and anephric rats. Bolus, iv APIII,
250 ng, was given to rats which were
decapitated at 30 sec intervals (5 per
point). APIII was determined with RIA. The
T1/2 of APIII in normal rats was 26.5 sec,
the volume of distribution was 319 ml, and
the plasma clearance was 500 ml/min. In
anephric rats the T1/2 was 56.8 sec, the
volume of distribution was 282 ml, and the
plasma clearance was 206 ml/min. No APIII
could be found in urine. APIII 1.0, 0.5,
0.25, 0.13, and 0.07 ng/g was given iv
bolus, and rats were decapitated when
systolic pressure (SP) was at nadir (30
sec). APIII in plasma and APIII dose were
correlated with change in SP (rr0.6,
p<D.Ol). The data indicate that APIII was
rapidly cleared from plasma, and that the
kidneys accounted for 2/3 of its
eliaination by degradation rather than
excretion. Plasma APIII concentration was
correlated with its biological effect.
The action of APIII is rapid and its
presence is brief. We suggest that renal
peptide hydrolysis is the major route of
APIII elimination.
Abstracts
ANF DOES NOT INHTRIT REsPIRATION 51 NEPERON SEGMENTS
OF DOG AND RAT TM VITRO. c. Manillier,* P. Vinay,
L. Lalonde,* 0. Thibault,* P. Hamet, M. Cantin,*
A. Gougoux, Depts. of Medicine and Physiology,
UniV. do Montreal and Clinical Research Institute,
Montreal, Canada.
AMP is a potent natriuretic peptide devoided of
effect on the renal NA—K—ATPase. Its mechanism of
action is unknown. if AMF interferes with the entry
of sodium io renal cells, a secondary inhibition of
cell respiration sod substrates utilization is ex-
pected. The effect of synthetic AMP (peptide 6—33,
0.1—5 ag/al) on 0 and substrates uptsks by suspen-
sions of proximal tubules (P90K) of dogs and rats,
thick ascending limbs (TM..) sod papillary collecting
ducts (CD) of dogs was compared to that of furoseiside
(F) 0.1 ntl,ouabain (0) 4.5 is4, and vanadate (V) 5 eli.
Q02 ,uaol/g.hr K OF CONTROL
AMP F 0 V
RATPRDK 280 98 80 78 66
000PROK 252 103 75 — —
TAL 316 99 39 — —
CD 39 101 70 — —
AN? had no effects on glutasine (in PROM), lactate(in TM.) or glucose (in CD) uptake, nor on glucose(in P9.0K) or lactate (in CD) production. The fol-
lowing conditions were also tested: preincubation (15
am) with AMP, co—incubation of AMP with FROM + TAL,
AN? + proteasee inhibitors. No metabolic effect of
AMP was disclosed. AMP nevertheless stimulated c'GMP
synthesis in distal (TAL, CD) but not proximal. seg-
ments. It is concluded that the effect of AN?
differs from that of F and 0 and may be due to extra-
tubular influences.
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MODULATION OF THE MATRIURETIC RESPONSE TO ATRIAL
MATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (AMP) BY ANGIOTEMSIN II (All)
AND HYPERONCOTIC ALBUMIN. R.E. Mendez,"B,R. Dunn
J.L. Troy,*snd 8.M. Brenner. Brigham & Women's
Hospital. Boston, MA.
The role of renal hemodynamic factors in the
natriuretic response to AMP infusion remains
incompletely defined. We studied the effects of
known modifiers of intrarenal Starling forces on
the natriuretic response to Auriculin infusion
(nO.5 pg/kg/mm iv) in anesthetized Munich—Wistar
rats. Infusion of AMP resulted in significant
mncresess in inulin clearance (CIn) and sodium
excretion (UM5V) over baseline values (BAS):
A? GIn UrlaV
mmMg mi/mm pEq/amn
BAS 110 3 1.48 .05 0.39 0.21
AMP 104 3+ 1.72 .04+ 5.84 1.26+
AMP+AII 119 3t 1.60 .04 15.61 1.17+
[means 1SEM; X, mean arterial pressure; p<o.Os
vs preceding period by paired t test; n—6]. Super-
imposition of exogenous All (0.1—0.2 pg/kg/mm iv)
upon continued AMP infusion further augmented UwsV
markedly, while All infusion in the absence of AMP
increased UMaV only modestly over 8AS (n=6).
Furthermore, AMP—induced increments in UM5V were
greatly attenuated when baseline isoncotic plasma(IP) was rendered hyperoncotic (HP) by intravenous
infusion of 25% albumin prior to administration of
AMP: SCIn IiUMaV
ml/min PEq/min
IPtAMP (n=6) +0.24 0.07 +5.45 1.06
}fl'+AMP (n3) +0.14 0.06 +0.55 0.24t
[tp<O.O5 vs lP+ANP by unpaired t test]. Taken
together, these observations strongly support a
key role for peritubular Stsrling forces in med-
iating the nstriuretic response to AMP infusion,
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THROMBOXAME A2 (TxA2) MD EMDOPEROXIDE ANALOGS
CONTRACT CULTURED RAT CLDMERULAR MESAI4GIAL CELLS.
P. Mene' N. Simonson C. Rettberg', sndM. Dunn.
Dept. of Medicine. Div. of Meph., Case Western
Reserve Univ. and Univ. Hosp., Cleveland, Ohio.
Vasoconstrictor metabolitea of arachidonic acid(AM affect renal hemodynsmics in various disease
models. Since mesangial contraction could be in-
volved in the glomerulsr response to vssoconstric—
tore, we studied the effects of TxA2 and two sta-
ble endoperoxide analogs, 0—44069 and 0—46619, on
the morphology of cultured rat meeangisl cells.
Computer—assisted image analysis microscopy was
employed to messure cross—sectional area (CSA) of
iodividusl cells over 40 mm experimental periods.
TxA2 was synthesized by sheep platelet microsomea
incubated 30 eec with 0.3 eM AA, snd then rapidly
added to the cells to a final concentration of
0.72±0.07 nM immunoreactive Tx52. Two different
TxA2—receptor blockers, SQ—27427 (SQ) and EP—O92
(HP), were employed in 10—fold excess of sgoniats
to establish whether contraction could be pre-
vented by competitive inhibition of a putative
TxA2/PGH2 receptor. —
Agonist %cells responding %CSA decrease, x±SE
Control 0
TxA2 30 (+SQ:O;+EP:O)* 20.5±2.4
U44069,lnM 25 15.2±2.2
U44O69,lpM 35 (+SQ:l8;+EP:13)* 16.6±2.9
U46619,lnM 25 17.2±1.2
U466l9,lpM 35 (+SQ:ll;+EP:14)* 23.1±2.2
*p<O.O5 vs. agonist alone.
We conclude that TxA2 and endoperoxide snslogs
contract mesangial cells, probably through a com—
moo receptor. These dats support a role for TxA2
and endoperoxides in the regulation of glomerular
hemodynsmics.
F1S P A II, AVP, DYXINTh, ND MF-NTE W PPNDIN () ND cAMP SYP4
' ISOE.P1 PAPULARY .LPI1 ¶1UJLE LtS
CF THE PIG ICEETIEY. H. Meyer_Lehnert*, G. Liidecke*,
R. DUsing, and H.J. Kramer. Med. Univ. -Poliklinik
Bonn, Fed. Rep. GermanyThe exact mechanism of interaction of vaso—
active hormones with the renal PG and cNIP systemis still unclear. We investigated the effects
of several substances on PG and cIWIP preduction
of freshly isolated papillary collecting tubule
cells (pCK) of the pig kidney, which were pre-
pared by a new meth using various sizes of fil-
ters and a final density gradient centrifugation
for higher purification. Concentrations of PG
and cNIP (peol and .imol)/mg prot/15 mm + 5KM)
were determined by RIA. pCrC preduced mainly '2(41,5 + 5.2), PGE (39.3 4.1) and traces4o
and 6-keto-PGF. Meclofenainate (H) (1 0 H)
inhibited spentaneous PGF2a and FOE, synthesisby 42% and 82%, respectively. CAMP 'levels were
.31 .002 with3l and .42 with H (p(O.05).
Bradykinin (10 M) significantly stimulated PGE2
synthesis by 77% without significant changes in
cAMP levels. Theophylline had no ififluence on
the effects of bradykinin. AVP (10 M) signifi-
cantly stmulated PGE, and cAMP prnduction, while
A II (10 H) had no efects on PGE but decreased
cAMP levels (.26 .03 vs. .36 ÷ .0; p<0.Ol).
The methcd presented allows the preparation of
highly purified, viable and hormone sensitive
cells as a suitable tool for investigations at
the level of the papillary collecting tubule.
The present results suggest that PG might function
as an endogenous protector against exaggerated
cAMP levels. Effects of bradykinin may at least
in part be mediated by PG.
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REGULATORY ROLE OF PROSTAGLANDINS IN THE
REMNANT GLOMERULUS. K.A. Nath5, D.
Chmielewski* and T.H. Hostetter. University of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
Decreased afferent (RA) and efferent vascular
resistances (RE) contribute to the elevated glomerular
plasma flow rate (QA) which occurs in the adapted
remnant nephron. To determine the role of
prostaglandins (P0) in mediating such hyperperfusion, we
studied the effect of an acute indomethacin infusion
(INDO), 5 mg/kg iv, on glomerular hemodynamics in
euvolemic subtotally nephrectomized (NPX) (n=8) and
normal (CONT) (n=6) rats. Results (means SEM; °p <
0.05 vs basal period):
—
SNGFR A RA 10 RE c AP Kf
---nI/mm.-- xl0 dyn.s.cm mmHg nl/s.mmHg
CONT
Basal 42
+3
Indo 44
+3
140 1.7 1.6 40 0.050
11 0.1 0.1 1 0.009
144 1.6 1.5 40 0.046
8 0.1 0.1 1 0.005
NPX
Basal 93 416 1.0 0.7 53 0.061
4 42 0.1 0.1 1 0.004Indo 72 3210 1.3° 1.00 51 0.050°
5 42 0.2 0.1 2 0.004
Acute INDO was without an effect in CONT rats while it
reduced single nephron filtration rate (SNGFR) in NPX
rats, by decreasing QA and ultrafiltration coefficient
(Kf). QA was reduced due to increased RA and RE.Urinary excretions of PGE and 6-ketoPGFia per
nephron were strikingly increased in NPX compared to
CONT rats, (8.3±3.7 vs 1.3±0.1 and 29.3±14.4 vs 1.3±0.2
pg/24 h/nephron). Thus, adaptive increments in vaso-
dilatory PG synthesis per nephron attend and sustain, at
least in part, hyperfiltration in the remnant nephron due
to their effects on intrarenal vascular resistances and Kf.
GROWTH OF A PITUITARY—RENOTROPIN IN COMPENSATORY
RENAL GROWTH FOLLOWING UNINEPHRECTOMY.
Kaoru Nemura, and Kazuo Shizume (intr. by Nobuhiro
Sugino). Dept. of Ned., Inst. of Gun. Endocrinol.,
Tokyo Women's Medical College, Tokyo, Japan.
The mechanism of compensatory renal growth
(hypertrophy and hyperplasia) following unilateral
nephrectomy remains to be solved. We recently pur-
ified a renotropin from ovine pituitaries to a ho—
mogenous state (9th Intern. Cong. of Nephrology,
LA. 1984). This hormone, distinct from other known
hormones, stimulates renal DNA synthesis in castra—
ted—hypophysectomized mice. Autoradiographic study
showed that renotropin stimulated 3N—thymidine up-
take into proximal tubule nuclei (Nephron 39:255,
1985). To study the role of renotropin in compen-
satory renal growth, we administered antirenotropin
rabbit serum for 6 days (0.1 ml twice daily) to u—
ninèphrectomized (Mx.) or sham—uninephrectomized
(Sham Mx.) mice (30—day—old male CD—i). In con-
trols treated with normal rabbit serum, Nx. signi-
ficantly increased renal weight (114% of Sham Nx.)
and renal DNA content (114%). The same results
were obtained in castrated mice treated with nor-
mal rabbit serum. In mice treated with antiserum,
however. Mx. caused a significant increase in
weight (123%) and RNA (108%), but not in DNA (99%),
indicating that antiserum blocked compensatory re-
nal hyperplasia (increased renal DNA content).
From these findings, obtained by renotropin immuno—
neutralization, we concluded that a pituitary—re—
notropin regulates compensatory renal hyperplasia.
Compensatory renal hypertrophy may, however, be
mainly regulated by other factor(s).
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ANGIOTENSIN II (All) AND VASOPRESSIN (AVP) CAUSE
MEMBRANE DEPOLARIZATION AND CONTRACTION OF
CULTURED RAT MESANGIAL (M) CELLS. Toshihiro
Okudm*, Naohide Yamashita*, and Kiyoshi Kurokawa.
Dept Med, Univ Tokyo Sch Med, Tokyo, Japan.
It has been suggested that M cell contraction
induced by All and AVP is associated with changes
in intracellular calcium ions and it plays an
important role in the regulation of GFR. To
further evaluate M cell function, we examined
electrophysiological properties of M cells
obtained by culturing isolated rat glomeruli. The
membrane potential of N cells was monitored in
modified Ringer—Hepes buffer, pH 7.4, by a glass
microelectrode containing 4M K acetate. A glass
capillary containing either 100 nil All or AVP was
positioned near the impaled cell and pressure was
applied for 0.2—1 sec to administer hormones. The
resting potential was —52±7 mV. In response to All
or AVP, contraction of impaled M cell was visible
under microscopy and membrane potential
depolarized by about 15 mV for 1—5 sin. The
depolarization was accompanied by an increase in
membrane conductance, indicating increased ion
permeability. The time course of membrane
depolarization—repolarization closely corresponded
to that of visually observed cell contraction—
relaxation. Calcium ionophore (A23187) caused a
similar membrane potential depolarization and cell
contraction. These results show the presence of
membrane potential changes and contraction in
cultured M cells in response to All, AVP and
A23187. These data together with time course of
membrane potential change and contraction suggest
that these two phenomena may be related and an
increase in cell calcium ions may be involved in
these processes.
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PERTUSSIS TOXIN (PT) ENHANCES 8—ADRENERGIC AND
BLOCKS THE a2-ADRENERGIC REGULATION OF RENIN SE-
CRETION (RS) IN RENAL CORTICAL SLICES (RCS). J.
Pedraza_Chaverri*, C. Alatorre*, J.A. Garcia—Sainz
& J.C. Pena. Inst. Nal. Nutricjón Salvador Zubirn
& Inst. Fisiologia Celular, UNAM, Mexico, D.F.
PT blocks the a —adrenergic and increases 5—adre—
nergic requiatign of RS invivo (Life Sci.35:1683,
1984). In order to confirm these findings in
vitro we studied the adrenergic regulation of RS
in RCS from control and PT-treated rats. We used
male Wistar rats injected with PT (50 pq/100 qms)
or vehicle three days before the experiment. RCS
were prepared using a Stadie-Riggs microtome and
incubated in 10 ml of Krebs-Ringer buffer during
1 hour at 37°C. Renin in the incubation medium was
quantified by its capacity to produce anqiotensin
I (Al) from homologous substrate. Renin secretion
was expressed as ng Al/mg of tissue/hr of incuba-
tion. The results are expressed as the mean S.E.
M. of at least 5 experiments performed in duplica-
te. The basal values were 239±13 and 309±8 for
control (n=44) and PT—treated rats (n=35), p<O.Ogl.
In the control aroup isoproterenol (IPT) and eni—
nephrine (EPI) stimulated RS (100% and 25% over
basal value at 1 and 10 3JM respectively), clonidi—
no (CLO) decreased RS (70% at 10 pM). IPT was more
potent and effective than EPI. CLO also decreased
the IPT-stimulated RS. PT displaced to the left
the concentration—response curve for IPT and EPI,
magnified the response to EPI and abolished the
inhibitory effect of CLO on PS. This work confirm
our previous findinqs in vivo and suggest a direct
effect of PT on the cells that secrete renin.
RENAL ACTIONS OF PAF—ACEfHER. G.E. Plapje,* R.L.
Hébert,* C. Lamoureux,* P. Braquet, and P.
Sirois.* (intr. by T. Nawar). Dept. Physiology.
Univ. Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, Québec, Canada.
Intravenous PAF—Acether (PAF) produces
extravasation of plasma and hypotension, which
is responsible for the reduction of blood flow in
most vital organs. The objectives of the present
study are as follows: examine the role of
prostaglandins and angiotensin II in mediating
the effects of PAF. When administered in the
femoral vein, PAF (O.78ug/kg) reduces arterial
blood pressure from l1I0/8l3 to 8l±1/22±3mmHg.
Renal plasma flow (RPF) decreases from 7z1&4 to
32j6ml/min. Indomethacin (3ug/kg) inhibits the
systemic vascular effects of PAF, but the
reduction of RPF still obtains. S3milarly. when
PAF is administered to Saralasin treated animals,
no effect on arterial blood pressure is observed,
yet RPF decreases from 82±LI to 32±5rnl/min.
Intravenous PAF increases hematocrit from 112±2 to
56+2%, corresponding to a net shift of plasma
from blood to interstitium of 237±l2ml. This is
abolished by Indomethacin, suggesting that
vascular prostaglandins are responsible for the
permeability abnormalities noticed.
The results indicate that PAF induces
vasodilatation, hemoconcentration and renal
vasoconstriction when administered to hydropenic
dogs: the systemic phenomena appear to be
mediated by prostaglandins, but the renal effects
result from the local release of vasoconstrictor
substances. Since the role of angiotensin II was
excluded, it is likely that other vasoconstrictor
substances are responsible for the observed renal
hemodynamic findings.
RENAL BILX)D ELIJeI (RBF) IS NO MAINTAINED BY IN-
CREASED PENAL PROSTAGLNDIN (PG) PRODUCTION TN
GLYCEROL-INDUCED ACUTE RENAL FAILURE (APP).
Maryanne Podraza*, B.M. Wilkes, I. Pion', and G.
Kieael*. Div. of Nephrology/Hypertension, North
Shore Univ. Hospital, Manhasset, N.Y. 11030
Kidney diseases which reduce renal function are
generally associated with f-dcpendcnce of the
renal circulation. We assessed the effects of ARF
on renal PG production and vascular responses to
PGs. In rats 24h after glycerol injection (50,
v/v, 10cc/kg, i.m.), there was a rise in BUN (ril,
17.5±0.7; APP, 73.5±17.8 mg/dl, p<0.0Ol) andcreat—
mine (nl, 0.43±0.02; ARF, 2.0±0.5 mg/dl, p<0.00l).
During the 24h after glycerol, urinary PGE2 excre-
tion rose fran 4.8±0.9 to 17.7±2.5 ng/24h, p<
0.001). As expected, REF (microspheres) fell 24h
after APP (ni, 3.68±0.21; ARE', 2.37±0.16 ml/min/g;
p<0.Ol). The acute inhibition of renal PGs with
indornethacin did not affect REP in ARE (2.52±0.36
ml/min/g). Adenylate cyclase responses of isolated
glomeruli to PGE2 was measured as an index of the
integrity of the vascular cAMP responses to PGs.
There was no difference in basal (nl, 91.2±13.7;
APP, 114.8±11.9 pol cAMP/mg/5 miri), PGE2—stiinu—
lated (ni, 150.4±15.9; ART, 163.8±11.1 pool/mg/S
mm; PGE2 vs. basal, p<0.02) or forakolin-simulat—
ed (nl, 341.8±76.5; ARF, 385.8±59.8 pool cAMP/mgi
5 mm; forskolin vs. basal, p<0.02) adenylate cy-
cJ.ase activity in normal and APP glcsseruli. We con-
clude that (1) the mechanism for stiamlating in-
creased PGE2 production in ARE' is intact, (2) PGE2
effects on adenylate cyclase are intact, but (3)
REF in ARE does not respond to increased PGE2.
This finding differs f rem the renal vascular re-
sponses to increased PGs in other disorders charao-
terized by renal insufficiency.
DEVELOPMENT OF A RADTOISOIUNOASSAY TO BRADYKININ
USING MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES. Marshall Posner*,
Kelly J. Smlth*, Richard 3. Solomon and Marc S
Weinberg. Brown Univ. School of Med., Dept. of
Biol. and Med., Providence, Rhode Island.
Kinins are vaaoactive peptides implicated to be
important in the regulation of blood pressure and
renal salt and water metabolism. We developed
monoclonal antibodies using bradykinin (50K) cou-
pled to albumin. No clones were capable of dif-
ferentiating between BDK, lysyl—BDK (LYS—BDK) and
methionyl—lysyl--BDK (MET—LYS—BDK). Two anti-
bodies, CS and D9, were characterized after ammo—
nium sulfate precipitation. Total binding was
24.9 1.5% (n1O) and 26.8 + 1.7% (n1l), re-
spectively. The standard curve was 25 to 750 ng
of kinina. The KD by scatchard analysis for CS and
D9 were 3.33 x 109M (n9) and 2.86 x 109M (n
10), respectively for BDK, while the K0 for MET—
LYS—BDK were 2.86 x 1O'9M (n=8) and 2.7 x IO—9M
(n5). The interaasay and intraassay coefficients
of variation of a human urinary kinin pool (5 pgf
ml) were 8.8% and 7.4% (n5) for C5 and
7.2% (n=6) and 7.2% (n5) for P9, respectively.
The recovery of BDK added to the human urine pool
was 94.8 + 7.5% (n3) and 113.2 15.6% (n3) for
C5 and P9. Increasing aliquots of the human urine
pool were linear and parallel to the standard
curve. The cross reactivity between CS and purified
human low molecular weight kininogen (LMW Kg) was
32.5% and with partially purified bovine kininogen
was 62.4 + 7.2% We conclude that these
monoclonal antibodiea can be utilized to establish
a valid KIA for kinins. However, the high cross
reactivity with human 1MW Kg precludes the use of
these monoclonal antibodies for analysis of uri-
nary kinins.
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RAPID, RICH—YIELD PREPARATION OF PROTEASE—FREE
CANINE RENAL RENIN. D. Mark Potter and Susan S.
Scaer*. MS Hershey Med. Ctr., Pennsylvania State
University, Hershey, PA
Preparation of partially purified protease—free
canine renal renin with specific activity 2 CU/mg
has been reported by others. Purification required
lyophilization of tissue, delipidization with
ether, UEAE batch preparation, two salting—out
procedures, and CM—cellulose chromatography.
Renin recovery was 26%.
Our new method yields virtually protease—free
canine renin with 100% renin recovery from the
crude homogenate. Cortical tissue is homogenized
in 20mM phosphate, 2 nil/gm tissue, pH 7.4,
containing 33% acetone, 5mM EDTA, 8mM
N—ethylnialeimide (NEM), and 3.5mM phenylmethylsul—
fonylfluoricle (PMSF). The supernatant is adsorbed
to washed DEAL—cellulose (12 gm tissue: 1 gm
dry cellulose). After washing with 20mM phosphate,
renin is eluted with 20mM phosphate, pH 7.4,
containing .37M NaCl, 15% acetone, and EDTA, NEM
and PMSF. After titration to pH4.5 with 5N H SO4
solid ainmonium sulfate is added in a separatry
funnel to 2.4M. The upper layer is recovered and
dialyzed against 20mM acetate, pH 5, with .01%
sodium azide.
Specific activity is 1—4GU/mg. Molecular weight
approximates 40K by gel filtration chromatography.
Activity is stable for over 1 yr at 4CC. Pepstatin
affinity chromatography of the preparation yields
300 CU/mg with 80% recovery.
This new method promises to facilitate rapid—
large—scale preparation of canine renin.
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INCREASED LEUKOTRIENE B4 (LTB4) SYNTHESIS IN IMMUNE
INJURED RAT GLOMERULI. N. A. Rahman, N. Nakazawa*,
S. N. Emancipator and M. 3. Dunn. Case Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, OH, and Hines Vet-
erans Administration Hospital, Chicago, IL.
We hypothesized that glomerular synthesis of
LTB4, a proinflammatory product of arachidonic
acid, increases in immune mediated glomerulonephri-
tis. We measured LTB4 produced by glomeruli from
10 normal rats (C), 12 rats with heterologous phase
nephrotoxic serum nephritis (NSN) and 12 rats with
cationic bovine gammaglobulin—induced disease (CBGG)
NSN is characterized by neutrophilic infiltration
of glomeruli; CBGG is a model of membranous nephro—
pathy devoid of cellular infiltration. All NSN and
CBGG rats had > 60 mg proteinuria/24 h. Glomeruli
were isolated by standard sieving and incubated for
30 sin with calcium ionophore at 37°C in Earle's
salts. Lipids were extracted in ethyl acetate and
chromatographed on an ODS silica precolumn/C18 col-
umn by reverse phase high pressure liquid chromato-
graphy (HPLC); radioimmunoassay (RIA) of fractions
quantified immunoreactive LTB4 (i—LTB4) with 50 pg
sensitivity. CBGG rat glomeruli generated a large
HPLC peak with a retention time identical to au-
thentic LTB4, containing 15.7 2 ng i—LTB4/ mg
glomerular protein/ 30 sin. C and NSN rat glomer—
uli i-LTB4 levels were below assay sensitivity;
therefore, LTB4 production by CBGG glomeruli was
at least 300-fold that of C or NSN (p< 0.001). We
conclude that in the CBGG model of membranous neph-
ropathy, there is enhanced glomerular synthesis of
LTB4; its pathophysiological role is still to be
determined, and may be related to increased per-
meability of the qlomerular basement membrane.
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EVIDENCE THAT DIET INDUCED HYPERFILTRATION IN
EXPERIMENTAL GLOMERIJLOPATHY IS DEPENDENT ON
GLOMERULAR VASODILATORY PROSTAGLANDINS (POs).
Ciuseppe Remuzzi,° Carla Zoja,* Andrea Remuzzi,°
and Ariela Benigni° (intr. by Conrad L. Pirani).
Mario Negri Institute for Pharmacological
Reaearch, Bergamo, Italy.
We used a model of glomerular damage induced in
rat with a single i.v. injection (5 mg/Kg) of
Adriamycin (ADR). The model is characterized by
heavy and persistent proteinuria with profound
ultrastructural abnormalities of glomerular
epithelial cells. In this model a diet containing
35% protein induced a significant increase in GFR
in respect to a diet containing 20% of protein
(0.63±0.18 versus 1.15±0.32). RPF also increased
although not significantly (2±0.49 versus
3.10±0.89). The hyperfiltration was accompanied by
a significant increase in glomerular synthesis
(1.42±0.62 versus 2.17±0.47) and urinary excretion
(16.67±5 versus 35±20) of 6—Keto—PGFL, whereas
PGE2 was not significantly modified. A significant
positive correlation was found between glomerular
production and urinary excretion for both
6—Keto—PGF1.... (r=0.7l) and PGE2 (r=0.88).
Indomethacin treatment normalized (0.70±0.13) GFR
and reduced urinary excretion of 6—Keto—PGFL and
PGE2 by 77 and 90% respectively.
We conclude that the adaptive hemodynamic
changes following high protein diet in this model
are mediated by a PG dependent mechanism.
PLASMA,URINARY AND GLOMERULAR PROSTAGLAN-
DINS (PG) IN CIRH0TIC RATS. D.Rodr.'guez
Puyol,J.ç.Santos,A.BlancartG.ArribaL
Hernando,J.M.L6pez—Novoa. (Intr by P.
Vinay). Dept Nephrology. Fundaci6n
Jimnez Di'az, Madrid, Spain.
Plasma 6—Keto-P0F1 and Tx82 concentra-
tions,PGE and PGF2 urinary excretion ai-d6-Keto,Tx, PGE and PGF2Ø production by
isolated glomeruli have been determined by
RIA in cirrhotic non—ascitis rats. Ci-
rrhotic rats were divided after a Na over-
load (5 mEg) in Na retaining (CR) and non
retaining (CNR) animals. Rats drinking.
phenobarbital were used as controls (C).
Results are shown in the Table
Urine(nQ.24h) Plpsma(np.ml
PGE PGF 6-Keto TxB.
C l6.4±.4 8.O±.l 1.5±0.11 0.5±O.11CNR 2.8±l.3 4.3±1.4 1.1±0.], 20.3±0.CR 2.3±l.0 1.5±0.71 2.O±014'0.4±O.
Glomeruli (ng.mq
C 8.40.9, 3.9±0.3 3.2±0.2k 2.8±0.9
CNR 4.9±0.3 2 3.4±0.5 1.7±0.], 28.6±0CR 3.9±0.2 2.9±0.21 2.lj0.]' 7.2±1.01
1: p<O.05 vs C , 2: p<O.O5 vs CNR
The combined decrease in PGE2 (urinary
excretion and glomerular release) and in-
crease in PGI (plasma concentration and
glomerular release) could contribute to
the vasodilatation and Na retention shown
by CR rats. Plasma TxB2 did not reflect
glomerular production, which is sharply
increased in CNR and CR rats, with possi-
ble influences on glomerular function.
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UROKINASE (UK) SECRETION BY HUMAN GLOMERULAR
RPITHELIAL CELLS (CEC) EFFECT OF PHOSPHOLIFASE 0
(PLO). E. Rondeau, F. Delarue, E. Lacave,
E. Angles—Cane, 3.0. Sraer. 1-ISpital Tenon, Paris,
France. (intr. by 0. Schiondurff).
We have previously demonstrated that CEC cultu-
red from human isolated glomeruli contain UK.
Modifications of the intracellular calcium distri-
bution is involved in secretory processes. Phos—
phatidic acid, a PLO product derived from membrane
phospholipida, may bind We therefore studied
the effect of PLO on UK secretion by GEC using a
spectrophotomerric assay with the plasmin sensi-
tive synthetic chromogenic substrate 52251 (0.5mM)
and plaaminogen (4OpM). We found that PLO increa-
sed the secretion of UK in a time and dose—
dependent manner, whereas exogenous phoaphatidic
acid, PLA2, PLC and phorbol myriatic acetate had
no effect. Maximal stimulation was observed at a
PLO concentration of 1,2 U/mi (4.1±0.3 Va 0.4±0.2
TU/104 cells, pc0.001). The effect increased with
time until a plateau was reached at 6 to 8 hours
of incubation. Continuous presence of PLD was
required. Polymixin B, known to displace Ca''
hound to anionic sites and to inhibit PLO effsct
in other cells, almost completely suppressed the
PLO—stimulated secretion of UK. Actinomycin 0
(0.2pg/ml) and cycloheximide (0.lpg/ml) decreased
the atimulatory effect of PLO from 4.1±0.3 to
1.9±0,3 and 1.45±0.2 TU/104 cells respectively
(pc0.05). PLD treatment did not modify the intra-
cellular store of UK (0.3 lU/b4 cells) nor the
[3nJ thymidin incorporation. We concluded that
PLO incrssses the synthesis and secretion of CEC —
UK. It requires mRNA synthesis but not DNA synthe-
sis and is probably mediated through changes of
the cellular calcium distribution.
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DIETARY PROTEIN INTAKE MODULATES CLOMERULAR PRODUC-
TION OF EICOSANOIDS IN RATS WITh REYMAIW NEPURITIS.
N. Schambelem, F.N. Rutchison, G.A. Kaysen, and S.
Blake.* SF General and Martinez VA Hospitals, Univ.
of Calif., San Francisco and Davia, CA.
Clomerular prosteglandin (PG) productiom is in
creaaed in diabetic rats (3d 75:404, 1985) and may
contribute to the abnormalities of glomerular hemo—
dynamics in this disorder, Dietary proteir. intake
also modifies glomerular function in several models
of experimental renal disease. To evaluate the
effect of different protein intakes on glomerulsr
eicosanoid production, rats with Heymann nephritis
(RN) and controls were pair—fed isocaloric high
(40%) and low (8.5%) protein diets for 2—3 weeks.
Glomerular synthesis (pg/mg protein per 30 mm) of
PGE2, PCF2, and thromboxane B2 was greater in UN
rats fed the high protein intalce:
Diet N PGE in
40% 15 975 i17* 1471 t 38* 896 bit
8.5% 16 651 + 72 865 96 467 * 59
Date are mean SEM; * p<O.O25, t — p<O.O05.
Directionally similar (but not statistically sig-
nificant) increases were noted in controls. Urinary
albumin excretion was greater on 40% protein in RN
(563+52 vs 180+20 mg/24h, p<O.OOi), and correlated
significantly with TXB2 (r0.683, p<O.OO1). Treat-
ment with enalapril, which has been reported to
decrease glomerular hypertension and to prevent
progression of renal disease in rats following
subtotal nephrectomy, reduced eicosanoid production
in NM and significantly reduced the albuminuria
induced by the high protein diet. Thus, in RN,
dietary protein intake modulates glomerular eicosa—
noid production. Changes in these potent autacoids
may be a common mechanism whereby dietary protein
and diabetes mellitus modulate glomerular function.
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ANGIOTENSIN II (All) STIMULATED POE SYNTHESIS
BY MESANGIAL CELLS IS INHIBITED BY kRTUSSIS
TOXIN (PT). D. Schlondorff and J.A. Satriano*,
Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Bronx, N.Y.
All influences several mesangial cell functions
including POE, synthesis. It has been suggested
that the actibn of All involves a nucleotide—
dependent subunit similar to the inhibitory sub-
unit of adenylate cyclase. As the latter can be
inactivated by PT we examined the effect of PT on
POE, synthesis by cu!ured rat mesangial cells
undbrasal, All (10 M) and ionophore A23187
(2x10 M) stimulated conditions. Preincubation
of mesangial cells with increasing concentrations
of PT (1—lOng/mI) for 2 hours led to dose-depen-
dent inhibition of subsequent All—stimulation of
POE, synthesis. (ny/culture flask 15 mm.)
n=b Basal All A23187
Contr. 0.9+0.2 5.2+0.9 10.1+1.2
PT (lDng/ml) O.8V0.2 3.9T0.9* 8.7T1.2
These results indicate that stimulation of
POE, synthesis in mesangial cells by All is in—
hibtted by PT, whereas that by the calcium iono—
phore is not significantly reduced under these
conditions. These findings are consistent with
the hypothesis that All's mechanism of action may
involve a PT—inhibitable, nucleotide—dependent
regulatory component that is similar to the inhi-
bitory subunit of adenylate cyclase.
*p<DOl
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BRADYKININ (BK) INCREASES QUIN 2 FLUORESCENCE IN
RABBIT PAPILLARY COLLECTING TUBULE (RPCT) CELLS.
JA Shayman, KA Hruska, and AR Morrison. Wash-
ington University Medical School, Departments of
Medicine and Pharmacology, St. Louis, MO.
Previous studies have demonstrated dose de-
pendent changes in free inositol polyphosphates in
BK—stimulated RPCT cells including inositol tn—
phosphate, a +Putative mobilizer of intracellular
calcium ([Ca2 Ji). To assess there relationship
between inositol metabolism and calcium mobili-
zation, primary cultures of RPCT cells were loaded
with Quin 2 acetoxymethyl ester. Metabolism to
Quin 2 was demonstrated by a shift in maximal
fluorescence emmission from 432 to 492. Quin 2
fluorescence was monitored in cells before and for
5 minutes foljowing exposure to BK. BK (107M)
increased [Ca2 ]i maximally from 154 21 to 197
30 nM (n=8, p <.01). This change was rapid and
reversible. This response was attenuated by re-
moval of calcium from the extracellular medium as
was prostaglandin E2 elaboration (150 18 v. 80.5
5.4 pg/pg protein/lb mm, p <.005, n=6). Dose
dependent changes in [Ca2+Ji were also noted. The
ED50 equaled lD0M and paralleled that seen for
POE2 elaboration and inositol triphosphate label-
ling.
In conclusion, BK induces increased Quin 2
fluorescence in RPCT cells. This is consistent
with both the proposed second messenger function
of calcium and the putative role of inositol poly—
phosphated in the transduction of BK mediated
signals.
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A CONVENIENT METHOD FOR PERORAL ADMINIST-
RATION OP INDOCIN TO RATS WITHOUT USE OF
GASTRIC GAVAGE. Yoko 0. Shimamura* and
Tetsuo Shimamura. UMDNJ—Rutgers Med. Sch.
Dept. of Path., Piscatavay, New Jersey
08854
A natural way of peroral adminstration
of a drug to rats is to let them willingly
consume it without using forceful and
stressful means of gastric gavage. We
found that rats will preferentially eat
a pellet of Purina Rat Chow that is partly
soaked with olive oil. One mg of Indocin,
therefore, was mixed in 1 ml of olive oil
and 0.2 ml of the oil put in a small hole
created in the center of a single pellet.
The pellet thus prepared was placed daily
on the floor of the animal cage housing
individual rat. Male Sprague—Dawley and
obese Zucker male rats thus far tested
consumed the medicated pellet in preferen-
ce to the pellets in the food reservoir.
When the medicated pellet was first put
in the cage, an exceptional rat did not
consume it. A temporary removal of food
from the reservoir made such a rat eat
the medicated pellet with the subsequent
result of preferential consumption of it
in the presence of food in the reservoir.
The method has a potential of applying to
other oil soluble chemicals or drugs.
Whether this method is feasible for all
rats requires further testing. In summary,
an easy method for peroral administration
of Indocin to rats has been described.
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DOPAMINE TYPE 1 RECEPTORS ASSOCIATED WITH
CYCLIC AMP ACCUMULATION IN CULTURED RAT
MESANGIAL CELLS. P Shultz,* 3 Sedor, H Abboud.
VA Medical Center, Case Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, OH.
Dopamine (DA) is a potent renal vasodilator and
inhibits angiotensin-induced glomerular contraction.
DA stimulates cAMP accumulation in glomerular
mesangial cells (MC) via specific receptors. Since 2
types of DA receptors (DA1 and DA2) have been
identified in renal tissue, the present study was under-
taken to determine the subclass of DA receptor in MC.
Two DA1 receptor agonists, SKF 38393 and SKF
825263 were tested for their effect on cAMP accumu-
lation in MC. In the presence of 0.5 mM methyl
isobutyl xanthine, both agonists (105M) caused a
marked increase in total cAMP accumulation (media +
cells) after 5 mi incubation: Basal =213 + 35 vs SKF
38393 = 1506 532; (n=8) basal = 121 22 vs SKF
825263 = 1478 370 (n=9; pmoles cAMP/mg protein +SEM). The stimulation of CAMP by SKF 825263
occurred in a dose-dependent fashion: Basal = 121
22; 107M SKF 825263 = 196 23; 1O-6M = 897 + 140;
10-5M = 1939 448 (n=6). The DA1 receptor an-
tagonist, SCH 23390 (105M) inhibited DA (105M)
stimulated cAMP accumulation in MC by 93%: Basal =
127 17; DA alone = 710 121; DA + SCH 23390 = 176
29 (n=15). In contrast, the DA2 antagonist, dom-
peridone (105M) had no significant effect on DA
(105M) stimulated cAMP accumulation in MC: Basal
= 102 14; DA alone = 705 143; DA + domperidone =
695 + 185 (n=12).
We condude that the stimulation of cAMP
accumulation by DA in rat MC is mediated by DA1
receptors. cAMP may mediate the action of dopamine
in the glomerulus.
PROSTAGLANDIN E (PGE) SYNTHESIS IN RENAL PAPILLAE
OF DAHL SALT-SENSITIVE (S) AND SALT—RESISTANT (R)
RATS: STIMULUS AND DIET SPECIFIC EFFECTS. Alan
R. Sinaiko, University of Minnesota, Medical
School, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
The capacity of the renal papilla to produce
POE was compared between 13—15 week—old Dahl S and
R rats maintained on a 0.3% or 4% NaC1 diet from
weaning (3 weeks old). POE synthesis in response
to temp (37°C) (n=26), 1500 mOsm NaCl (n=10) and 3
mM furosemide (FSM) (n=7) was determined in
papillary tissue slices incubated in Krebs—
Heriseleit buffer for 30 mm periods. POE was
measured by radioimmunoassay. ANOVA was used for
data analysis.
R S R S
Baseline 1.5± .2 1.7± .2 2.6± .2 2.0± .3
Temp (37°) 11.9± .9 8.9± .8* 14.8± .9 11.2±1**
1500 mOsm 14.5± .2 15.1±1.8 28.2±3.8 20.8±2
3 mM FSM 11.4±1.7 7.1±0.6** 14.4±2.7 6.0±1.2
POE data expressed as Mg/mg tissue
*p<.05, **p<.O2, pt<.UU1, cf R rats fed same diet
Urinary POE excretion (ng/24 hrs) increased
significantly on the 4% NaCl diet but did not
differ between S and R (0.3% NaC1: S 18.8±3.7, R
20.0±5.1; 4% NaCl: S 57.4±8.3, R 60.3±7.4). These
data show that both S and R papillae have the
capacity to significantly increase POE synthesis;
R tend to produce greater levels of POE but this
is diet and stimulus dependent; and urinary POE
excretion does not appear to be a reliable measure
of these strain differences.
CYCLIC AMP—INDUCED RELAXATION OF CULTURED RAT &S—
ANGIAL CELLS (MC) GROWN ON A SILICONE RUBBER SUR-
FACE. P.C. Singhal1 L.A. Scharschmidt and R.M.
Hays. Albert Einstein Coll. Med., Bronx, N.Y.
MC are considered modified smooth muscle cells.
Cultured MC grown on rigid surfaces alter shape
following vasoactive agents, but interpretation of
shape change as contraction or relaxation is dif-
ficult. For example, cAMP, a smooth muscle relax-
ant, produces a rounding up of MC grown on glass,
a response consistent with contraction or detach-
ment. We have grown MC on a silicone rubber sur-
face, on which contraction or relaxation can be
distinguished by increases or decreases in wrin-
kles beneath the cells. Our recent studies had
shown that angiotensin II and calcium ionophore
increased wrinkles in more than 30% of cells, and
decreased cell surface area by 19 to 29% respect-
ively, indicating a contractile response. We now
report the effect of dibutyryl cAMP (dCAMP) on MC
observed at 36±1°C, photographed sequentially,
and scored without the observer knowing the agent
employed. The percentage of cells showing a de-
crease or loss of wrinkles during a control, fol-
lowed by a treatment period was:
# Cells Time (Minutes) Aea
5 101520 (pm)
Control 104 2 6 6 6 25
dCAMP (5x10—4M) 104 27 57 70 ,90 831*
* dCAMP—Control: 581+186 (SEM) pm ; p<O.Ol
Thus, dCAMP markedly decreased wrinkles and
significantly increased surface area. Our studies
provide direct evidence that cAMP relaxes MC,
and that the silicone rubber system accurately re-
flects the action of many agents on MC.
Dietary NaC1
0.3% 4%
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A1TERIOVEDUS (AV) SHUHTING DOES NOT ACtYPELY ALTER
PLASMA ARGININE VASOPRESSIN LEVEES (PAW?). A.H.
Sklar*, B. Fowler* & G.C. Borxi*. (intr. by I
Hudson) Ipartments of Medicine & Physiol.,
Medical College of Georgia, AUgUSta, GA.
!1\enty nine experiments were performed on 14
chloralose anesthetized dogs to determine the
acute effect of fmaoral arterial to fsmoral venous
shunting on PAVE>. Each experiment consisted of 3
consecutive 30 mm periods: a control period (C)
(shunt closed); an experimental period (E) in
which the shunt fraction was adjusted to either
10% (n=7) , 30% (n=7), 50% (n=9), or 100% (n=6) of
control cardiac output (CO); and a recovery period
(H) (shunt closed). Measuranents of mean arterial
pressure (MAP), central venous pressure (CVP),
heart rate (HP), CO (by thermodilution) and shunt
flow were made every 15 mm. Blood samples for
determination of PAW? (by RIA) and plasma
omnolality were drawn at the end of each period.
Significant increases (p < .05) in HR, CO, and
systaaic vascular resistance occurred at shunt
fractions of 30%. significant reductions
(p < .05) in MAP were observed only at a shunt
fraction of 100%. Plasma omnolality was not
significantly changed at any shunt fraction.
PAW? results expressed as p/ml (mean SEll):
10% 30% 50% 100%C 6.0 1.6 4.5 1.5 14.0 3.0 23.3 4.5E 5.6 1.7 5.6 1.8 16.2 3.2 23.4 6.2
R 5.8 1.8 6.6 2.0 15.0 3.0 17.7 5.9
These results indicate that PAVE> does not
acutely increase during AV shunting and therefore
has no role in mediating the canpensatory
hancdynmnic response.
INTERRELATIONSHIP OF PROSTAGLANDINS, ci2-ADRENO-
CEPTORS (a7-A) AND cAMP IN WHOLE KIDNEY AND
ISOLATED NEPHRON SEGMENTS. Donald 0. Smyth,*
Satoshi tlmemura,* and William A. Pettinger,*
UTHSCD, Dallas, Texas. (intr. Dennis K. Stone).
The diuretic effect of prostaglandins may, in
part be due to activation of the renal adenylate
cyclase-cAMP system. The renal interactions of
52—A and prostaglandins on electrolyte excretion
and cAMP production were studied in the isolated
perfused rat kidney (Krebs-Henseleit; ficoll
3.5g% + albumin 1 .Og%; 36°C) and specific neph—
ron segments. In the perfused kidney, arachi-
donic acid (AA) at lO5M increased (p<.O5)
urinary water excretion (see table). e2-A
stimulation with 2BnM epinephrine (E), plus a1-
and g-blockade, attenuated the effect of AA on
water excretion and decreased sodium excretion.
a2-A blockade with yohimbine (300nM) (Y)
reversed the effects of E. Adenylate cyclase
inhibition by adenosine P—site stimulation
(5Q22,536 l0O1M) also blocked the effects of AA.
In single nephron segments (s-blockade, phosgho—
diesterase Inhibition, 2 mm, incubation, 37 C),
C AA AA+E AA+E+Y
V(pl/min) 98±8 127±5 97+9 137±13
U V(pEg/min) 5.9±.7 6.8±.7 4.O±.6 7.2±.3
stimulated (p<.O5) cAMP levels only in the
glomerulus, thin descending limb (tDL) and the
cortical collecting tubule. 2-A stimulation
with F suppressed (p<.O5) cAMP formation only In
the tDL. This suppression was reversed by
yohimbine but not prazosin. These results are
of interest since they demonstrate biochemical
responses of the tDL to agents known to alter
salt and water handling possibly through a cAMP
mechanism.
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THE EFFECT OF SYNTHETIC PGE2 ON BLOOD PRESSURE,
RENAL HEMODYNANICS, THE KALLIKREIN-KININ, RENIN-
ANGIOTENSIN AND PROSTAGLANDIN SYSTEMS. Richard J.
Solomon, Don Dipette*, Michael A. Kirschenbaum
and Marc S Weinberg. Brown Univ. School of Med.,
Dept. of Biol. and Med., Providence, Rhode Island,
Allegheny Singer Research Institute, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, UCILB Medical Program, Long Beach,
California.
Prostaglandins (PG) are vasodilator autocoids
which have previously been demonstrated to stimu-
late kallikrein (Kk) excretion and renin (PRA) re-
lease. These effects may modify the vascular
action of PUs. We compared the effects of trans—
dermal synthetic PGE2, CL 115,347 (Cl) (n=5),
hydrochlorothiazide (HCTZ) (n8) and placebo (n7)
on plasma volume (PV), glomerular filtration rate
(GFR), renal plasma flow (RPF), POE2, and compon-
ents of the kallikrein—kinin (KKS) and renin—
angiotensin (RAS) systems in essential hyperten—
gives. During control and after five weeks of
therapy, PEA, urinary kinins (En), Kk, PGE2 and
aldosterone (A) were determined by RIA. Total Kg
was determined from the sum of preformed Kn and
En generated after trypsin (intact Kg). PG and
HCTZ were both associated with significant de-
creases in systolic and diastolic BP between
three control weeks and weeks 4—6 of therapy. Cl
decreased GFR but did not alter A, PEA, Kk, Kn,PGE.
Kg, RPF or PV. HCTZ increased A and PEA while PV
decreased. Kn, Kg, Kk, RPF, GFR and POE2 were not
altered. Placebo therapy did not affect any para-
meters. We conclude that PGs are clinically effect
ire antihypertensive agents which do not produce
compensatory stimulation of other vasoactive sys-
tems.
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SULFIDOPEPTIDE LEUKOTRIENE (LI) BIOSYNTHESIS AND
METABOLISM BY RAT GLOMERULI (C) AND PAPILLA (P).
J. Sraer, M. Bens, K. Ardaillou and J.D. Sraer
(intr. by N.J. Dunn). INSERN 64, Paris, France.
LTC4 biosynthesis and metabolism were studied
in parallel in sonicated C and P after addition
of 5mM reduced glutathione, 34jiM [14C] arachidonic
acid (AA) and tracer amounts of {3H] LTC4. The
labelled products were separated by RP—1-IPLC. When
incubated for 20 mm at 37C, G generated from
AA [14c1 roducts which were identified as
L14C LTC4 and ¶14CJLTE4 by comigration with auth
tic standards in two different elution systems.
The exogenously added [3H]LTC4 was converted
partially into [3H]LTD4 (5%) but mainly into [3H]
LTE4 (85%)(n=5). When studied on intact C, bio-
synthesis and metabolism of LT were time—,
temperature— and protein—dependent. Biosynthesis
was inhibited by 100pM NDCA (90%) and 5OpM ETYA
(80%). It was stimulated by 2OpM A23187 ionophore
(540%). Conversion of exogenous LTC4 into LIE4 was
totally blocked by lOaN L—cysteine resulting in
accumulation of LTD4. Serine—borate (10mM) only
partially protected the conversion of LTC4 into
LIE4. When related to the same protein content,
sonicated P synthesized more LT than C but was
totally unable to convert {3H]LTc4 into [3H]LTE4
or LTD4 (93% of intact [3H] LTC4 after 20 mm ofincubation ; n=3). These results demonstrate that
rat G and P poaaeaa the enzymatic system necessary
to ganerate LT from AA. However, C only rapidly
metabolize LTC4 from exogenous or endogenous
origin into its stable and less potent end—product
LTE4. Thia might represent a potential detoxifi-
cation pathway.
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EFFECT OF CHRONIC THROMBOXANE SYNTHESIS
INHIBITION OF PROTEINURIA AND GFR IN RATS WITH
REDUCED RENAL MASS ON HIGH (HP) OR LOW (LP)
PROTEIN INTAKE. Rolf A.K. Stahl, S. Kudelka*
P. Germane, P. Schollmeyer*. Department of
Medicine, University Freiburg F.R.G.
Reduction of renal mass leads to increased
renal prostaglandin (PG) and thromboxane. (Tx)
formation. Since the psthophysiological role of
Tx in this animal model is not clear, the Tx
synthesis inhibitor UK38485 (5Omg/kgbw/day) was
administered over two weeks to rats following
reduction of 70% of renal mass. The animals
received either HP or LP diets. Two weeks after
reduction of renal mass proteinuria, GFR, (263
+ 41 ul/min/100 grbw) glomerular PGE2, 6—keto
GF in and Tx 82 (459 + 33, 270 + 42, 197
+ 29 pg/mg/mm) produetTon were sTgnificantly
rester in rats on HP intake, compared to rats
on LP diet. (GFR 164 + 27, PGE2 175 + 33,
6—keto PGF lc:25.O x , Tx 82:127 +).
Dietary protein intake had no effect on renal
papillary prostaglandin or thromboxane forma-
tion. UK38485 reduced renal TxB2 formation by 50
to 70%. This had no effect on GFR and pro—
teinuria in rats on HP diet. In rats on LP diet
UK treatment, however, reduced proteinuria from
19.8 + 4 to 12 + img/24 hr and GFR to 64
+ 6 uT/100 grbw/in. Indomethscin reduced GFR
n rats in HP intake without effect on rats
receiving L.P. diet. The data demonstrate that
dietary protein intake mediates renal PG and Tx
82 formation and thereby modulate renal hemo—
dynnics.
PROSTAGLANDINS (PC) DO NOT MEDIATE PRESSURE
NATRIURESIS (PN) OR MODULATE HEMODYNAIilCS IN THE
ISOLATED ERYTHROCYTE—PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY (IEPK).
G. W. Stephens*, W. Lieberthal, and N.G. Levinsky.
Boston University Medical Center, Boston, MA.
There is evidence that PG mediate PH. We stud-
ied the effect of indomethacin (I) on autoregul—
ation (AR) and pressure related changes in sodium
excretion in the IEPK. In this model hemodynamics
and sodium handling are close to in vivo values
and morphology is normal (Gun Res 33:490A, 1985).
Vehicle (V) and I treated kidneys were perfused
with a buffer containing 4.5 gm% albumin and
bovine erythrocytes (hematocrit 45%) at perfusion
pressures (P1') of 100 mmHg, 120 minHg, and 150 mmHg
(N=6 in each group):
PP 100
Perfusate flow V 8.8±0.4
(ml/min/g) I 8.3±0.8
RVR V 11.6+0.5
(mmHgfmlfmin/g) I 12.5+1.1
GFR V .68+ .02
(ml/min/g) I .70T .05
FeNa V 1.5+0.4
(%) I 1.5+0.7
Conclusions: 1) PG inhibition does not alter
basal FeNa or the response of FeNa to increasing
PP. Thus, PG do not mediate PH in this system.
2) RPF in the IEPK is somewhat higher than in vivo
despite the normal hematocrjt. 3) RPF is auto—
regulated in the IEPK as indicated by the increase
in RVR with PP. However, AR is less efficient thanin vivo. 4) I does not alter baseline RPF or the
degree of AR in the IEPK. Thus, the high RPF and
limited AR in the IEPK are not due to enhanced PG
synthesis or to accumulation of PG in the re-
circulating perfusate.
CORTICAL INTERSTITIAL CELLS: ROLE IN THE
INDUCTION OF SENSITIVITY OF THE HYDRONEPHROTIC
KIDNEY TO BRADYKININ. D.L. Thomasson,*
T.V. Zenser,* C.C. Tsai,* and B.B. Davis.
GRECC, VA Med. Ctr. and Depts. of mt. Med. and
Biochem., St. Louis Univ., St. Louis, MO.
The mechanisms of increased prostaglandin
(PG) production and induction of sensitivity to
bradykinin (BK) were investigated using explant—
derived cultured cells. Cortical interstitial
cells were grown from normal (N), unilsterally
hydronephrotic (H), and contralateral (C)
kidneys. Cells were morphologically character-
ized using immunological and ultrastructural
techniques. Cultured cells were compared to
cells in fresh frozen tissue slices. Using a
polyclonal antibody to splenic macrophages,
macrophages were Identified In both cultures and
slices. An additional cell was identified in
cultures as a fibroblast. Using fluorescein—
labeled polyclonal antibody prepared to mixed—
cell cultures only interstitial and not renal
parenchymal cells stained in intact slices.
Mixed—cell cultures derived from H, 15.1 2.7
ng PGE2/plate, but neither N, 3.1 0.7 nor C,
2.9 1.1 increased PG production in response to
BK. When either of the two cell types were
grown alone in tissue culture neither responded
to BK. BK responsiveness could be induced in
mixed—cell cultures of either N or C with
addition of macrophages derived from H. C
macrophages had no effect. Addition of H but
not C or N macrophages to H fibroblasts induced
BK responsiveness. Data indicated that unique
characteristics of H macrophages are Involved in
induction of BK responsiveness in H cortical
Interstitial fibroblasts.
INFLUENCE OF CYCLIC NUCLEOTIDES (CAMP) ON INOSITOL
PHOSPHOLIPID (InsPL) METABOLISM IN CULTURED MESAN-
GIAL CELLS. D.A. Troyer,'M.A. Venkatachalam, J. V.
Bonventre, and J. I. Kreisberg. Univ. Texas Health
Science Center, San Antonio, Texas, and Harvard
Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts.
Elevation of CAMP inhibits hormone-induced
contraction of MS cells, and in other cell types,
reduces stimulated lnsPL metabolism. We found
that isobutylmethylxanthine (MIX, 0.5 mM), which
increases MS cell cAMP levels 4-fold, diminishes
vasopressin (VP, 10 nM) stimulated 32p orthophos—
phate (32p) incorporation into phosphatidylinosi—
tol 4,5—bisphosphate (PIP2), phosphatidylinositol
k—phosphate (PIP) and phosphatidylinositol (P1).
PC = phosphatidylcholine. Cells were treated with
PIP2 PIP P1 PC
MIX+VP 15497±911 6066±730 14588±3395 1347±313
VP 23745±l283 9499±7l6 '22197±l528 1675±213
Results show cpm/dish S.D., n = 5, 'p<.O5
125 iCi/mol of 32P and the agents for 20 sins.
Similar results were seen using isoproterenol or
forskolin (100 iM each). Although these data
suggested that stimulated InsPL synthesis was
diminished by MIX, neither MIX nor forskolin
altered VP—induced release of inositol trisphos-
phate. Also, maneuvers which elevate cAMP (i.e.,
isoproterenol treatment) did not block the rise of
intracellular calcium as measured by quin-2.
Finally, neither MIX nor isoproterenol affected
the stimulation of glycolysis by VP as measured by
lactic acid production. We conclude that increases
of cAMP interfere with contraction distal to PIP2
hydrolysis, inositol phosphate release, calcium
mobilization, and enhancement of glycolysis.
120
9.8+0.6
9 .0±0. 9
12.5±0.7
13. 9+1 .3
.70± .06
.72± .07
4.6±0.6
4.5±1 .1
150
11 .2±0.8
10.8±1.3
13.9±1.1
14.7±1.6
.88+ .06
.97 .09
11.0±0.6
10.8±0.9
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ATRIAL NATBIUPETIC PEPTIDE MAY INCREASE PLASMA IN—
SUIJN IN MAN. Dcatinik B. Uehlinger, * Peter Weld-
mann, Markus P. GiAdinger,* Claude Bachnann, *
retta Hasler,* Beat Helixelihler, * and Sidney Shaw*.
Med. Poliklinik and Dept. of Clin.Chemistxy, Univ.
of Bern, Switzerland.
To search for possible inatabolic interactions
of ct-human atrial natriuretic peptide (ohANP), we
evaluated in 20 normal subjects blood levels of
glucose, insulin, cortisol, electrolytes, catecho-
lamines, free fatty acids, carnitine and amino ac-
ids, blood pressure (HP), and heart rate before,
during and after a 45 mm-infusion of synthetic
ohANP. Group A (N=10) was studied on liberal and
Group B 4N=10) on the 6th days of 3 consecutiveso-
dium (Na ) intakes of 17, 140 and 310 mF4/d4 ohANPinfused at 0.1 pg/kg/min produced on all Na in-
takes comparable percentage increases in plasma in-
sulin (on average +51±18%, P <.001), norepinephrira
(on average +113±26%, p <.001) and heart rate
(+13%, p <.001) and a similar fall in diastolicBP
(—9±1%, P <.001); plasma glucose tended to be de-
creased slightly, cortisol was reduced by -23±5%
(P <.01), while epinephrmne, dopamine and potassi-
um levels were not significantly nrdified. 0hANP
did not interfere with the radioimmnoassay for in-
sum. As evaluated in Group A, serum free fatty
acids were increased (+159+23%, P <.01), plasma
free carnitine levels redued (—34±13%, p <.01),
and amino acids not consistently altered. These
findings indicate that in normal man, 0hANP nay on
various sodium intakes elevate circulating insulin
levels and elicit a possibly baroreflex-nediated
sympathetic activation and lipolysis.
EFFECP OF PHOSPHORANIDON, A KININASE INHIBITOR, IN
RENAL FUNCTION AND KININ EXCRETION. N. Ura,* 0.A.
rretero and E.G. Erd6a*t. Henry Ford Hoap.,
Detroit, MI, tUniv. of Illinois, Chicago, IL.
The relative contributiona of the different rat
uriaary kininasea (Ease) to total Kaae were
determined by measuring Ease in the presence or
absence of inhibitors of Ease I (2 mercaptomethyl—
3—guanidoethylthiopropanoic acid), Ease II
(captopril) and neutral metalloendopeptidase 24.11
(NE?) (phosphoramidon; PA). Surprisingly, NEP was
responsible for 68±2% of the total urinary Ease
activity while Ease I and II contributed only
9±0.4 and 23*1%. To study the effects of
inhibition of NE? in renal function, rata were
infused with saline (0.10 ml/min; n=6) or PA (330
Rg/kg/hr; n6). Urinar,' Emma (Kin), Ease
activity, GtE, REP, UNa V, UE+V and DV were
measured during control and experimental
periods. Saline did not change any of the
variables. PA decreased total urinary Ease
activity from 284*49 to 58*5 ng/kg/min/ein (77%,
p<O.Ol) and increaaad Kin excretion from 74*9 to
128*21 pg/kg/mm (73%, p<0.02), IJV from 72*10 to
82*10 4/kg/mm (15%, p<O.Ol) and UNaV from 12*2
to 17*3 pEq/kg/mmn (37%, p<O.02). BP, REP,, }R
and UKV did not change during PA infusion. 2
Tyr—bradykin infused into the aorta did not appear
in the urine during PA administration. In
concluaion, NEP (alao known as enkephalinaae A)
appears to play a major role in the catabolism of
intrarenally generated Kin in the rat. PA, an NE?
inhibitor, increased IJNa+V UT and urinary Kin
excretion. Though PA might have other renal
effects, our results suggest these changes in
water and electrolyte excretion may be caused by
increased intrarenal Kin.
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INOSITOL PHOSPHOLIPID (lnsPL) METABOLISM IN MESAN
GIAL (Ms) CELLS INDUCED BY PHORBOL MYRISTATE ACE-
TATE (PMA). M.A. Venkatachalam, D.A. Troyer, J.l.
Kreisberg, UTHSCSA, San Antonio, Texas.
PMA causes MS cell contraction and stimulates
glycolysis as we have described elsewhere in this
meeting (see Kreisberg, et al). Since vasopressin
(VP) stimulates lnsPL turnover in cultured MS
cells prior to contraction, we studied lnsPL
metabolism in MS cells following treatment with
PMA. Cells were incubated with PMA (1 pg/ml) and
32p orthophosphete (32p) for 20 mins. PMA stimula-
ted the incorporation of 32p into phosphatidyl-
inositol 4,5—bisphosphate (PIP2), phosphatidyl—
inositol k—phosphate (PIP), phosphatidylinositol
(P1), phosphatidic acid (PA), and phosphatidyl-
choline (PC) as follows:
PIP2 PIP P1 PA PC
PMA *2.1±0.3 *1.2±0.2 *1.2±0.1 *13±03
VP *5.0±0.6 *1.7±0.1 *4.2±0.6 "2.9±0.5 *.76±O.l
CONT. 2.2±0,1 .66±0.1 .40±0.1 .3O±.02 D.5±.02
Results are cpm X 103/dish, n4, *pcO.5 comparing
PMA or VP to control. The 32P labelling seen with
PitA is proportionate in all phospholipids, includ-
ing PC, unlike that seen with VP which showed
specificity for P1 and PA. This effect of PMA is
consistent with stimulation of lipid synthesis
and/or increase in specific activity of 32p in
ATP due to stimulation of glycolysis. Such phe-
nomena have been reported in other cell types
treated with PMA. Release of inositol phosphates
from MS cells was also studied. PMA had no effect
on inositol phosphates while VP did increase these
products of InsPL breakdown. Thus, PMA apparently
stimulates MS cells independently of accelerated
InsPL hydrolysis.
BILX)D LEVELS AND CARDIOVASCULAR, ENEXXRINE AND EX-
CRFIORY EFFECTS OF ATBIAL NRTRIUBETPIC PEPTIDE TN
MAN. P. Weidmann, B. HellmUller,* D.E. Uehlinger,*
R.E. Lang,* M.P. Gradinger,* and S. Shaw*. Mad.
Poliklinik, Univ.of Bern, Switzerland, and Dept.of
Pharmacol., Univ. of Heideiberg, FPC.
To evaluate atrial natriuretic peptide (NIP) in
humans (), we investigated in 10 normal men on so-dium (Na ) intakes of 17, 140 and 310 mD/d plasma
ohANP levels and effects of synthetic ohNIP on
blood pressure (BP), heart rate (FIR), plasma cate-
cholami.ne, renin (PEAl, aldosterone (PA, cortisol
(PC), henatocrit, plasma voluma, and Na and water
excretion. Plasma ohANP (by radioinmnunassay) fol-
lcaiing S d on 1ct, "normal" or high Na intake
averaged 37 (±SMa), s" 13 and 46 8 pg/ml4
ohANP infused at .1 isg/kg/min produced on all Na
intakes a similar fall in diastolic HP (P < .001)
and rise in HR (P < .001) and plasma norepinephrire
(P < .001) with unchanged epmnephrine and dopammne
levels, a reduction in PC and PA (P < .01 to <
.001) despite raised PEA (P < .05 to < .001) and
unchanged plasma electrolytes, and a plasma volume
contraction (P < .001) not explainedtry renal excre-
tion alone. ohANP-induced diuresis and natriuesis
ware greater (P < .01) on high than on low a in-
take. Therefore, in normal man different Na in-
takes may in the equilibrated phase be accompanied
by rather discrete variations in circulating ohANP
but marked nedifications in renal ¶xcretory re-
sponses to ohANP. Regardless of Na intake, ohANP
can prainte HP-reduction and hezmconcentrationby
mechanisms other than renal losses, elicit synpa-
thetic activation, and depress PC and PA despite
activated PEA.
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THE EFFECT OF ACUTE AND CHRONIC SALT AND WATER
LOADING ON URINARY KININOGEN EXCRETION. Marc S
Weinberg, Steven Belknap*, Wayne Trebbin* and
Richard J. Solomon. Brown Univ. School of Med.,
Dept. of Biol. and Med., Providence, Rhode Island.
Kinins (Kn) are vasoactive peptides implicated
in the regulation of renal aalt and water trans-
port. Previously, we speculated that kininogen
(Kg) along with kallikrein (Kk),pH end cations may
regulate urinary Kn formation. We investigated the
effect of salt and water loading on components of
the Kk—Kg—Kn system. Normal volunteers were eval-
uated on 10 mEq Na/8O mEq K (LS) and 250 mEq Na!
SO mEq K (HS) diets (n7). On HS, 2L normal
saline (ASL) or 2L water (AWL) were administered
(n=9) in random order. Rn, Kk and aldosterone (A)
were measured by RIA. Total Kg was determined from
the sum of preformed Kn and Kn generated after
trypsin (intact Kg). All components of the Kk—Kg—
Kn system and A were suppressed during HS. ASL
decreased Kk and Kn but not Kg, whereas AWL de—
(.lg!day Kn Total Kg Intact Kg Kk
LS 13.8+3.8 21.2+5.2 7.4+2.7 176.4±24.7
HS 5.5±1.6 9.4+3.3 3.9+1.9 77.7±13.7
Significance P=.O16 P.O15 P=.O11 P<.OO1
creased Kg only. The suppression of Kn on HS and
ASL argues against the importance of Kn as a na—
triuretic agent. The stimulation of Kn excretion
during LS is contributed to by an increase in both
substrate, Kg and enzyme, Kk. Covariate analysis
indicates the alterations in Kk are mediated by
A, whereas Kg excretion is independent of A. To-
gether with the differing effects of HS and ASL on
Kg excretion, this suggests that Kg and Kk excre-
tion are regulated independently.
t'W(ISM POR THE FFS CF OI!PRY Natl ON
PLAS. REWIN (Pl). W.J. Welch, C.E. Ott, and
T.A. Kotchen, Depts. of Medicine and Physiology,
University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY
The effects of high and low NaC1 intakes on
renin release have been attributed to a renal
tubular mechanisut. We have dmnonstrated that
renin release is inversely related to C1 reab-
sorption in the loop of Henle. This micro-
puncture study evaluates the effects of dietary
NaC1 intakes on PRA and loop of Henle Na p4
Cl reabsorption in the Sprague-Dawley rat.
After one week of a low NaCl (LS), a 'normal"
Had (NS), or a high Had (itS) diet (n=8Igp),
there were no group differences of: arterialpressure, , y.+ and C1 reabsorption inthe loop, Na and Cl delivery to the distal
tubule, or Na and Cl- onnoentrations in the
early distal tubule. PRA (PEA1) of NS wes
greater than ES and less than IS.
Leop + Reab Loop C].- Reab j
pw./niiiT (pffq/uiii3 (rg/nl]./hr)
NS 2154+199SE 1948±167 4.8+0.8* l0.9+2.8t
LS 2l6l20l 1894+148 9.1l.8* 1.3.2+2.2
ES 2096l84 2076205 33Q5* 5.6l.4*
*p<05 s other groupsi tp<.05 v
To determine if inhibition of PEA by Wad is
related to low pressure heroreceptors with vagal
afferents, animals were subjected to vagotany
following micropuncture. 45 minutes after
vagotony, PEA (PEA2) increased in NE, bit not
in IS or ES; 2 of NE and t.S did not differ.Thus, the effects of dietary Had on PEA are not
medi.ated by the renal tubular signal. Lcwer PEA
on higher NaCl intakes nay be vagally mediated.
Failure of PEA to increase in ES after vagotany
may be related to depletion of renal renin by ES.
Renal Metabolism
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LOW LEVEL NERVE STIMULATION INCREASES GLUCONEOGENE-
SIS BY ISOLATED PERFUSED RAT KIDNEYS. A.D. Bainea,
W. Fraser, P. Ho and R. Drangova. Dept. Clinical
Biochemistry, Univ. of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario.
To investigate the innervation of alpha adreno—
ceptora in rat proximal tubules we measured the
gluconeogenic response to electrical stimulation of
isolated renal nerves in rat kidneys perfused with
10mM pyruvate and albumin in a salt solution. Glu-
cose accumulation (GLN, umol/min) in the recircula-
ting perfusate was measured before and during Sti-
mulation at 2—4 Hz, 8—15 V 1.5 ma. Vascular resist-
ance (VR), inulin clearance (GFR) and fractional
chloride excretion (Fe Cl) were also measured.
PERCENT CHANGE IN KIDNEY FUNCTION
RVR GFR Fe Cl GLN (n)
control 0 —18 +4 7 (8)
2 Hz 5* —18 _36* +29* (7)
4 Hz +11* _32* _33* +22* (11)
4 Hz prop +6* —26 —2 +30* (3)
4 Hz praz +1 —21 —8 0 (4)
= p<O.O5)
Propranol (10—GM) inhibited the effect of nerve
stimulation on Cl excretion. Prazosin (l0—7M)inhibi—
ted the effect on VR, GFR, Cl and GLN. Norepineph-
rine in the venous perfusate rose from 0.08± .03
to 0.6± .2 ng/ml during 4 Hz stimulation. Addition
of 0.6—1.2 ng/ml norepinephrine to the perfusate
increased GLN by 20%. We conclude that low level
nerve stimulation increased GLE by activating
alpha—l receptors. Since the venous concentration
of norepinephrine during stimulation was sufficient
to stimulate GLN there is no reason to postulate
that direct functional innervation of proximal tu-
bules increased glucose production during nerve
stimulation.
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THE TEC OF STIMULATED NEITIROPHILS ON THE CYCLIC
AMP CONTENT IN ISOIATEDRAT GLOMERULI. Ali Basci John
I) Vallln.Sudhlr V. Shah. Tulane Medical School and VAil.
Dept. of Med. New Orleans LA
The notion that neutrophils may modulate the inflam-
matory response in proliferative glomerulonephritis by
altering glomerular metabolism has not been previously
examined, lathe present study we examined the effect of
supernatants obtained from stimulated neutrophils on the
cyclic AMP content in isolated rat glomeruli. Neutrophils
obtained by peritoneal lavage of thioglycollate injected
rats were stimulated by incubating with opsonized zymosan
for 30 mm. at 3TC. Cell free supernatants obtained from
stimulated and unstimulsted cells were incubated for 5mm
with glomeruli and tubules (isolated by a combination of
differential ceatrifugation and sieving). The cyclic AMP
content was measured by RIA. Results with 15*106
neutrophils are as follows:
Sunernatants from cyclic AMP omntes/ma arotein
Glomeruli Tubules
Unstimulated neutrophils 32A±3.6(l 1) 14.4*02(4)
Stimulated neutrophils 92 5± l2.6(llf' 17.0±0.5(4)
%increase 202±31(ll) 15±0.4(11)
p<O.001
Based on our recent observation that hydrogen peroxide
increases cyclic AMP content in rat glomeruli, we next
examined theeffect of superoiidedlsmutase(a scavenger
of superoxide) and catalase (a scavenger of hydrogen
peroxide) on the observed response. Superozide dismutase
had noeffect whereas catalase caused amarked inhibition
(43±6% n-4,p0.05) ofthe cyclic AMP response. These data
show thathydrogen peroxide generated by the stimulated
neutrophils increases the cyclic AMP content in the
glomeruli and suggest that neutrophils may modulate the
inflammatory response in glomerular disease by altering
the cyclic AMP content.
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MECHANISMS OF VALPROATE—MEOIATED STIMULATION OF
AMMONIA GENESIS IN ISOLATED RAT KTDNEY—COREX
TUBULES. Gabriel Baverelt, Daniel Durozard , and
Guy Nartint (intr. by Anton C. Schoolwerth). Labu—
ratoire de Physiologie Rdnale et NGtabolique,
Faculté de Nédecine Alexis Carrel, Lyon, France.
It has recently been suggested that the hyper—
ammonemia caused by sodium valproate, an antiepi—
leptic drug, Is secondary to an increased renal
production of ammonia. In an attempt to acquire
more information on the renal effect of this com-
pound, rat kidney—cortex tubules were isotated by
collagenase treatment and Incubated with glutamine
or glutamate as substrate in the presence of va—
ri1s concentrations of valproate. With I mM
I— C—glutamine as substrate, valproate (O.Ij-OmM)
stimulated glutamine utilization as well as CO2
and aimsonia production ; glucose synthesis was
increased by low hut n1 high concentrations of
valproate. With IaN I— C—glutamate as substrate,
vslzoate did not stimulate glutamate utilization
or CO2 and glucose production but it reduced
glutamine synthesis in a dose—dependent manner.
Valproate was also found to stimulate flux through
glutaminase and inhibit flux through glutamine
synthetase under conditions were both enzymes
operated simultaneously. However, assayed activi-
ties of glutaainase and giutamine synthetase
remained unchanged in the presence of vaiproate.
We conclude that, in the rat, valproate increases
renal ammoniagenesia by simultaneous stimulation
of flux through giutaminase and inhibition of flux
through glutamine synthetase by Indirect mecha—
ni sms.
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FATE OF GLUTANINE NITROGEN TN KIDNEY Ronald T.
Dogusky and Richard L. Dietrich*. Dept. of Med.,
Univ. of California, Davis, Sacrsmento, CA.
Nost studies of glutamine metabolism demon—
strste the amount of glutamine nitrogen taken up
by kidney is greeter than the amount of free NH
formed. To idontify the metabolic fate(s) o
glutamine gmm chromatography—mass spectrometry(CC—MN) techniques were employed. Kidneys from
control and chronically acidotic rats were per-
fused with [15N]—labeled glutamlne as the sole
substrste. Perfusate samples were obtsined at
timed intervals and then de—proteinized and de—
ssltod. Amino scids formed by the kidney were
then converted to their tert—butylsilane deriva-
tive sod snalyzed by DC—MS. In the presence of
added substrate perfused kidneys released branched
chain amino acids, glutamate and serine. Aspar-
tate levels in the perfusate were below detectable
limits. With laN glutamine as the sole substrate
control kidneys formed serine at the rate of 43.0
nmol/g kidney/am (n=4). With aminofl5N]glutamine
as substrate serine was 60% enriched shove natural
abundance with [15N]-nitrogen by 20 mm. of perfu-
sion. During chronic metabolic acidosis serine
production fell to 25% of control rates to 11.5
nmol/g kidney/mm (n=4). fl5M]—enrichment into
serine, however, increased to 89% sbove natural
abundance by 20 sin. There wss no enrichment of
fl5N] into yerfusate glutamate during scidosis
with smido15N]glutamine as substrate. The re-
sults show reductive aminstion of s—KG to form
glutamste via GD!! does not occur in acidosim.
Also, glutamine amino nitrogen csn be an importent
source of serine nitrogen in the kidney. CC-RN
may be a valuable method to determine the fate(s)
of ssino acid nitrogen in kidney.
CHANGE IN CYSTINE TRANSPORT CHARACTERISTICS WITH
CULTURE IN RAT RENAL CORTTCAL CELLS. M.A. Bowring*,
J.W. Foreman, 3. Lee*, and S. Segal. Children's
Hosp. of Phila., Univ. of PA, Phila., PA
Cystine (cys) transport by renal tubule cells is
different from that by cultured cells. Lysine
(lys) and other dibssic amino acids inhibit cys up-
take in corticsl tubule cells. Glutsmste (glu)
reduces cys uptake by cultured cells. Rat renal
cortical tubule cells were studied to determine if
culturing affects the characteristics of cys trans-
port. The effect of 1mM lye and 1mM glu on 0.025
mM cys transport was exsmined in isolated rat cor-
tical tubule fragments. A portion of the tubule
prapsration was cultured in a media which inhibits
fibroblsst growth s—NEll plus 3% fetal calf serum,
2mM glutamine, 10—8 dexsmethaaone, 0.16mg/al pen.,
and .25mg/al strep. under an sir: 10% CO2 atm. The
cells which grew from the tubule fragments resem-
bled epithelial cells in culture and not fibro—
blasts. Lys inhibited cys uptake in the tubules by
36% (pc.01) after 5 mm of incubation and by 39%
(p<.OOl) after 10 mm in the cultured tubules. Glu
had no effect on cys transport in rensl tubules,
but reduced cys uptake in the cultured cells after
10 mm by 79% (pc.00l). After 30 mm of incubation
lys inhibited cys uptake by 46% (pc.Ol) and 31%
(pc.05) in the tubules and cultured cells respec-
tively. Again, glu had no effect on cys transport
in the tubules, but inhibited cys transport by 31%
(pc.05) in the cultured calls. Cultured renal
cells can be a useful system to study renal physi-
ology; however, culturing may affect transport
properties of the cells. This may limit the
extrapolation of data from cultured cells to the
in vivo situation.
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LACTATE STIMULATES K+ SECRETTON BY PERFUSED RIDNEb
METABOLIC STIMULATION OF DISTAL TUBULE. N. Brezis,
K Spokes, P. Silva and F.M. Epstein. Dept. of
Medicine, Hadassah Univ. Hosp., Jerusalem, Israel
and Beth Israel Hosp., Harvard Med. Sch., Boston,
NA.
The effect of exogenous metabolic substrates
on R+ secretion was evaluated in the isolated per-
fused rat kidney, in the presence of 2—deoxyglucose
and 2—tetradecylglycidic acid to inhibit utiliza-
tion of glucose and fatty acids from endogenous
sources. L—lactste (15 mN) added to the perfusion
medium enhanced renal oxygen consumption (4.0±1.1
pmole/min/g vs 2.0±1.0 without lactate) and sodium
reabsorption (80.7±6.8 vs 52.7±5.0). L—lactste
markedly increased the fractional excretion of
to 181±29% compared to 68±12% without lsctate
(p<O.OOl). The poorly metabolized isomer D—lsctste
did not alter these parameters. The addition of
alphs—ketoglutsrsts only slightly increased
excretion. In the absence of metabolic inhibitors
and in the presence of glucose (5 aN), b—lactate
also increased K+ excretion significantly more
than did 0—lactate (108±19% vs 69±11, p<0.02).
At the end of 90 am of perfusion with L—lactate
medium K+ concentration dropped from 4. 7±0.05 to
3.2±0.2 mEq/1 (vs 3.8±0.1 with 0—lactate, p<O.OO5)
without differences in CFR or sodium excretion.
L—lsctste appears to increase R+ secretion
by preferential metabolic stimulation of the distal
tubule, a procese that may help in vivo to prevent
hyperkslemis in lactic acidoeis.
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MEDULLARY THICK ASCENDING LIMB (mTAL)
CELLS PRODUCE A TRANSPORT INHIBITOR. L.
Cantley,* R. Fuhro,* P. Silva and F. H.
Epstein; Deparmerit of Medicine, Beth
Israel Hospital and Harvard Medical
School, Boston, MA.
In the hypoxic milieu of the renal
medulla, autoregulation of oxidative
metabolism may be necessary to avoid cell
injury. Active transport by kidney
tubular epithelium may therefore be
modulated by endogenous inhibitors. Thick
ascending limb cells were isolated from
rabbit outer medulla by enzymatic
digestion and centrifugation in a Ficoll
gradient. Ouabain-sensitive (transport-
dependent) oxygen consumption fell during
45 mm of incubation from an initial level
of 38±8% of total Q02 (1.13 N/g
cells/mm) to 10±7%, p <0.001, while
ouabain-insensitive gO2 declined only
slightly. Ouabain-sensitive Q07 of fresh
cells was profoundly inhibited 16±2%) by
supernatant medium in which mTAL cells had
previously been incubated for 1 hr.
Appearance of the inhibitor was eliminated
by incubation with l0°M nor-dihydro-
guaiaretic acid an inhibitor of
lipoxygenase. On the other hand, cells
incubated for 15 mm with 7 x l07M
arachidonic acid exhibited only 12±5%
ouabain-sensitjve Q02 compared with 41±6%
in untreated cells (p <0.001).
We conclude that mTAL cells elaborate a
metabolite of arachidonic acid that
inhibits transport-related gO2, suggesting
autoregulation of active transport.
IS RENAL AMMONIAGENESIS (rAMG) INFLUENCED BY THE
PLASMA GLUTAMINE CONCENTRATION [GLNI?
S. Cheema—Dhadli,' M.L. Halperin and C.B. Chen,*
Univ. of Thronto, Toronto, Canada.
The daily acid load is excreted largely as
ammonium which is synthesized in the kidney from
GLN; ATP must also be formed in this orocess.
However, no more ATP can be synthesized than is
utilized (>90% of ATP is used to pump sodium).
The plasma CGLN] in 43 dogs with chronic metabolic
acidosis (CMAc) was 460 + 30 1JM (range 240—990
jM); thus renal GLN delivery varied over a wide
range. The purcose of this study was to determine
whether GLN delivery influenced rAMS; results are
expressed per 100 ml GFR. GLN extraction (and
rAMS) were linearly related to the plasma [GLNI
(r r 0.71, slope 5.87). This slope was steep
and equal to that for the filtered load of GLN.
At any plasma [GLN], GLN extraction exceeded its
filtered load by 22 pmol/lOO ml GFR. Hence the
increment in GLN extraction due to a higher
plasma [GLNJ is mediated at the luminal membrane.
This relationship was reproduced by GLN infusion
into 7 dogs with CMAc. We conclude that rAMS is
directly influenced by the plasma [GIN] in dogs
with CMAc. The increment in rAMS with higher GLN
is due to an increased filtered load — no net
increase in peritubular' glutamine uptake was
observed. Possible mechanisms will be discussed.
ALDOSTERONE (ALDO) —INDUCED GLYCOPROTEINS (AlPs) IN
TOAD URINARY BLADDERS(TUBs): CHARACTERIZATION BY
ENZYMATIC DIGESTION. M. Cox & H. Szerlip*. Depts
Ned, VA Med Cntr & Univ Pa Sch Med, Phila., Pa.
The mechanisms by which aldo modulates renal epi—
thelial Na+ transport remain obscure. In TUBs, aldo
induces a group of tunicamycin—sensitive glycopro—
teins that exhibit both electrophoretic polymor—
phism (variation in Mr; 65—7OkDa) and microhetero—
geneity (variation in p1; 5.5—6.0). These proteins
are candidate mediators of the natriferic effect of
aldo. They have been partially characterized and
purified using concanavalin A (specificity: man—
nose) and wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) [specificity:
N—acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) and N—acetylneuraminic
acid (NeuNAc)]. The present studies were under-
taken to further characterize their oligosaccharide
side chains.
WGA—purif led AlPs were treated with neuraminidase
(an exoglycosidase which cleaves terminal NeuNAc),
endo H (an endoglycosidase which cleaves high man—
nose and hybrid N—linked oligosaccharides), and
N—glycanase (an endoglycosidase which removes all
N—linked oligosaccharides, including those in com-
plex glycoproteins). The AlPs were neuramindase—
and endo H—resistant. In contrast, N—glycanase
produced shifts in their Mr (to 3O—4OkDa) and p1(to '6.O—7.O). Polymorphism was eliminated by N—
deglycosylation, but microheterogeneity persisted.
Thus, native AlPs are complex N—linked glycopro—
teins which do not appear to contain terminal
NeuNAc residues. The residual microheterogeneity
of their peptide backbone could be due to O—glyco—
sylation or to other post—translational modif 1—
cations (e.g., phosphorylation); alternatively, it
could result from differences in amino—acid
composition.
ISOLATED PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY AND LIVER CoMBINED.
A NEW EXPERIMENTAL MDDEL. Henrik Daugaard, Martin
Egfjord and Klaus Olgaard, Medical Dept. P, Div.
NephrOl., Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Many hornonal systems (e.g. steroids, vitamin—
D, PTh) are dependent upon interaction and feed-
back between synthesis, conversion or degradation
in the liver and synthesis or elimination in the
kidney. Investigations using the isolated perfu-
sed kidney or liver alone do not elicit these
interactions. We, therefore, present the resultsfrom a nodal using the isolated perfused rat
kidney and liver combined, conpared to the re-
sults for the single organs.
Krebs—Henseleit biffer with 6. 7g BSA/lco ml and
amino acids was recirculated to toth organs
through 2 rolling puirps, 4x8um Millipore filters
and 2 specially designed nsmbrane lungs consis-
ting of 4 parallel 3.7m coils of Silastic tubing
each. The kidney was cannulated as described by
Nishiitsutsuji—U 1967 and the liver as de-
scribed by Hens 1966.
Kidney function: HP loo±lonitHg, flow 32±8m1/mmn/g,
GFR 46o±l6oml/min/g, FR Na 97±2%, urine product.
0.02 Liver function: Flow 25m1/mln
(fixed), portal vein pressure l2±2cniH2O, bile
flow o.2o±o.co9ml/h, oxygen consunption 2.43±0.47
unol/min/g. No significant differences were found
between single perfusions (N=l2) or combined
perfusions (N=6).We thus conclude that it is possible to com-
bine the isolated perfused rat kidney and rat
liver without deterioration of the function of
either. This combined perfusion rrodel may be a
promising new tool in the study of horlnDne homso-
stasis and drug matatolism.
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NH1J INHIBITS TUBULE CELL ENERGY METABOLISM.jd. Davis,' B. Trivedi,' M. Abarzua,' and
J.M. Weinberg. Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor,MI.
Generation of NH4+ is an important component
of tubule cell metabolism. NH41' has been shown
to inhibit transport function and has been
implicated in the genesis of chronic
tubulointerstitial disease. However, despite
documentation of direct effects of NH4+ on
metabolism in other cell types no such
information is available for renal tubules. To
test the effects of NH44 on tubule cell energy
metabolism, suspensions enriched in proximal
tubules prepared by collagenase treatment of
rabbit kidneys were exposed to NH4C1 for 60 mm
followed by measurement of basal, uncoupled
(CCCL?) and succinate stimulated uncoupled
(SUCC) respiration (natom 0/mm/mg protein),
cell C and ATP (nmol/ag protein), N=6, *p < .05
or better vs 0 mM NH4".
NIlet 0mM .1mM .5mM 1.0mM 5.0mM
BASAL 56±2 514±2 51*2' 54±'l 119±2'
CCCL? 194*5 177*5' 139±6' 137±10' 104±6'
SUCC 19I*5 177±5' 139±6' 137±10' 104*6'C 326*5 329±6 305±6' 315*7 293±13'
AT? 8.1±.5 8.1*.k 7.5*.3' 7.2*.3' 6.6±.3'
Thus, NHI", at concentrations previously shown
to have transport effects and postulated to be
available in situ, significantly inhibits tubule
respiration and reduces cell K+ and AT?.
Substantial lethal tubule cell injury does not
develop. These data indicate primary effects of
NH4" on tubule cell mitochondrial function which
must be considered in evaluating functional
consequences of increased tubule cell NH4"
generation.
A BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE VESICLE FRACTION
FROM HUMAN RENAL CORTEX. F.D. Diaz-Diaz,t
E.F. LaBelle,' and T.D. DuBose, Jr. The University of
Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, Texas.
Vesicles of proximal tubular (PT) brush border
membranes (BBMV) have been prepared and charac-
terized from rabbit, rat, and dog renal cortex. Studies
of such preparations have advanced our understanding
of a variety of PT transport mechanisms in these
species. Correlation of these findings with human PT
transport has not been possible, however. The purpose
of the present study was to determine if a specific
BBMV fraction could be prepared from human kidney.
BBMV were prepared from the renal cortex of cadaveric
kidneys by differential centrifugation after a single
MgC12 precipitation step modified from Warnock, et al(AJP 242:F733) to accomodate larger volumes of
homogenate. The final BBMV pellet displayed the
following values for enzyme marker activity enrichment
compared to homogenate (E) end % yield (%):
Enzyme E
Maltase 18.9 0.7 30.6 1.1
Leucine Aminopeptidase 18.6 0.8 30.0 1.0
Alkaline Phosphatase 9.8 0.1 15.8 1.1(NC + K'') ATPase 4.1 * 2.0 6.6 3.3
Succinate Dchydrogenase 0.4 * 0.02 0.6 0.03
N—Acetyl—B—glucosaminidase 3.5 0.04 5.6 0.06
Acid Phosphatase 2.9 0.04 4.7 0.06
Thus, brush border marker enzymes were enriched
19—fold while basolateral and lysosomal markers were
slightly enriched, and mitochondrial markers were
depleted. Moreover, transmission electron microscopydemonstrated the presence of microvillar vesicular
structures. These findings are similar to previous reports
of BBMV populations prepared from other species and
demonstrate that a comparably specific BBMV fraction
can be prepared from human kidney.
PROPERTIES OF PUSH BORDER MEMANE VESICLES
(BHMv) ENRICHED IN MEMANES FROM PROXIMAL
CONVOLUTED TUBLIES (PCT) OR FROM PARS RECTA
(PR). T.P. Oousa, A.N.K. Yusufit, N. Murayaaa4
and S.M. Cspstur. Nephrol. Res. Unit, Mayo
Clinic, Rochester, MN.
BBMV were prepared from superficial cortex
(BBMV—SC) and from juxtamedullary cortex plus
outer stripe of red medulla (BBMV—3M) of rat
kidney by CaC12—precipitation method. BBMV—SCdiffered markedly from BBMV—3M in activities of
BBM enzymes. Activities of alkaline phosphatase
(AP) and maltase were higher in BBMV—SC than in
BBMV—3M, whereas activities of y—glutaayltrans—
peptidase (CCT) and leucineaminopeptidase (LAP)
were about 3—fold higher in BBMV—3M than in
BBMV—SC. BSI enzyme activities were determined
in microdissected PCT and PR. Both in SC—tissue
and 3M—tissue, OCT and LAP were 5-10 X higher in
PR than in PCI. AP was slightly higher in PCT
from SC than in PR from SC, but it was lower in
PCT from 3M than in PR from 3M. Also maltase
had different PCI—to—PR ratio in SC—tissue than
in 3M—tissue. BBIV—SC had 50% higher intravesi—
cular volume than BBMV—3M. NC—gradient—depen-
dent transport of Pi had higher Vaax and lower
Km in BBMV—SC than in BBMV—3M; K for the
Na+_dependent uptake of L—proline was also lower
in BBNV—3M. Pattern of protein bands analyzed
by SOS—PACE showed qualitative and quantitative
differences between BBMV-SC and BBMV—3M.
Conclusions: a) BBMV—SC and BBMV—3M differ in
transport, enzymatic, and structural properties,
b) distribution of BBN enzymes suggests that
BBNV—SC contain predominantly BBM from PCI,
while BBMV—3M predominantly BUM from PR of
proximal tubules.
CYTOSOLIC GLUCOCORTICOID RECEPTOR CONCENTRATIONS
IN ISOLATED RENAL TUBULAR AND GLOMERULAR PREPARA-
TIONS. Ellis 0, Turocy J*, Sweeney WE ,Jr*, and
Avner ED. Children's Hosp. of Pgh. & University
of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, Pa.
The specific aanner in which glucocorticoid
horeone (81-1) therapy alters the pathophysiology
of renal disorders is unknown. Fundamental to the
delineation of such effects is the localization
and characterization of the renal cytosolic gluco—
corticoid receptor (GR) which mediates OH activity
at the cellular level. Previous data from crude
slices of cortex and medulla have suggested that
OR levels are uniform throughout the nephron.
Therefore, 'e developed a sensitive, specific,
and highly reproducible assay to measure binding
of [3H]-dexamethasone in mouse renal cytosol , and
applied this assay to the quantitation of OR in
isolated tubular and glomerular preparations.
Cytosol from whole kidneys of adult Swiss-Webster
mice had a maximum binding activity of 410 6.6
(R SEM) fad/mg cytosol protein and an equil-
ibriue dissociation constant of 11.8 0.3 nM (x
SEM of 4 experiments), Specific binding at satu-
ration concentrations of [3H]-dexamethasone (60
nM) demonstrated that tubular OR concentration
was 220-240 fed/mg cytosol protein as compared to
6g-85 fmol/mg cytosol protein obtained from puri-
fied glomerular preparations.
These results indicate that OR can be readily
quantitated in murine renal cytosol and that renal
tubular cytosol has 3-fold greater concentration
of CR than glomerular cytosol. These data form a
basis for further investigation of the mechanism
of OH-mediated effects in a variety of acquired
and experimental renal diseases.
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THE EFFECTS OF FLUOROCITRATE ON RENAL GLUTAMINE,
LACTATE, ALANINE AND OXYGEN METABOLISM IN THE DOG.
A. Fine. Dept. of Medicine, St. Boniface General
Hospital, Winnipeg, Canada R2H 2A6.
Acid—base status is considered the major factor
controlling renal NH3 production from glutamine
(Gin) with max. values found in chronic acidosis.
However metabolic inhibitors have been shown to in-
crease NH3 production without acid—base change; the
mechanism for these changes is unclear. As Gin is
a major ATP producing subtrate for Na reabsorption
some of this increased utilisation might be second-
ary to metab. inhibition of ATP production from
other substrates, as renal ATP production should
remain constant. Fluorocitrate (FC) was admin-
istered to dogs with chronic metab. alkalosis.
Values given are pmoles/min/100 ml GFR. Total re-
naL NH3 production rose from 32±5 to 104±15
(p<O.Ol) and Gin extraction rose from 26±8 to
65±8 (p(O.Ol) following FC. These values approx-
imate max. values found in chronic acidosis. Lac-
tate utilisation fell from 131±14 to 80±8 (p(O.Ol),
citrate extraction declined to zero and alanine
production rose from 21±4 to 40±6 (p<O.O1). Oxygen
consumption remained unchanged, 570±51 vs 545±29.
The results demonstrate that; I. marked increases
in GIn extraction and renal NH3 production can oc-
cur in vivo independant of acid—base status. 2. FC
induces changes in alanine, lactate and citrate
extraction/production, but 02 consumption remains
unchanged. These results suggest that the changes
in GIn metabolism serve to maintain ATP production
in the face of inhibition of ATP production from
lactate and citrate utilisation and support the re-
cent view (AJP 248F607) that ATP utilisation
rate could set the upper limit on renal NH3 pro-
duction.
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a —ACEERGIC REGULATION OF PHOSPHINOSITICE
'ETABOLISM AND GLUCONEOGENESIS IN RAT RENAL
PROXIMAL TUBULES. Michael Freiberg,* Stephen
Harrison, and Charles R. Filburn* (intr. by
David Spector). Francis Scott Key Medical Center
and the Gerontology Research Center, National
Institute on Aging, National Institutes of Health,
Baltimore, Maryland.
Adrenergic regulation of gluconeogenesis (G3)
in renal proximal tubules is known to be mediated
by ai—adrenergic receptors. The role of' phospho—
inositide metabolism in this process was studied
by labeling rat renal proximal tubules, isolated
by Percoll gradient separation of' collagenase—
dissociated tubules, with 3H—myoinositol and
assessing the appearance of inositol phosphates
after exposure to hormones. Norepinephrlne (NE)at iO M, in the presence of LIC1, increased
inositol phosphate (1P1) 8—10 fold, inositol
diphosphate (1P2) 5—6 fold, and inositol triphos—
phate (1P3) 1.5—2 fold. Angiotensin—lI (A—Il) at
lO— M produced a similar, though less marked,
pattern of increases. Prazosin, but not yohim—
bine, blocked the effect of 1€ on IP's. NE, A—Il
and PTH increased GNG, whereas A1 and isoproter—
enol (ISO) were witiout effect. Pm, ISO and An-I
had no effect on IP s. Dose—response studies
indicate a maximum effect of NE on GNG at a dose
(10—' N) that is submaximal for IP accumulation.
NE stimulation of both IP accumulation and GNG was
dependent upon extracellular CaZ+. NE also
increased intracellular Ca2+, monitored by Quin—2
fluorescence, in a dose—dependent manner. Thus,
adrenergic regulation of' GM and IP accumulation
Is Caa+_dependent and appears to be associated
with a rise in intracellular CaZ+.
RENOrF%)PIC ASSAY IN PRIMARY RABBIT KIDtEY CELL
CULTURE USING D V2½LINE MEDIUM. C.Y.Gao ,J.Areas",
and H .G. Preuss. Georgetown University, Departxrent
of iedicine, Washington,D.C. , ;N.Yamanoto ,Dept. of
Microbiology,HaI-inemann Med.Ctr. ,Philadelphia, PA.
Primary rabbit kidney confluent nonDlayer cell
cultures were incubated with a D Valine madiuin
that contained rabbit serum from unilaterally
nephrectornized (UNI) rabbits.Rabbit kidney cells
convert D Valine to the L form,whereas fibroblasts
cannot. Accordingly, fibroblasts are excluded fran
the culture.In each assay,test serum was cac%ared
to a control serum obtained from the same rabbit
prior to surgery. 3H-Tdr incorroration into DNA
was used as an index of growth. Results are ex-
pressed in the Table below as per cent of baseline.
Statistically significant renotropic activity (80%)
was seen 7 days pest operation and a similar range
of stimulation was seen on days 10,21 and 42 cost
operation. In general, replacetent of the rabbit
serum by rat serum caused an overall depression to
3H-Tdr incorçoration, which precludes the use of
this system for rat serum. The stimulation facta
does not pass through dialysis tubing with a pare
size approximating a nolecular weight of 12,000
daltons. One rabbit developed a seund abscess pest
operation, and the serum showed no stimulus pro-
perties. We conclude that a renotropic factor is
present in rabbit serum 7 days pest operation. The
activity of this circulating factor remains even
42 days past operation. Renotropic activity is not
present when infection develops.
SERUM EFFECTS F1%DM UNI RABBITS ON iH-TDR IN'IO DNA
Days past uni 7 2
% atove baseline 80 75 80 55
SEM 21 31 21 23
P (.01 (.05 (.01 (.05
THE STUDY OF ENRICHED PROXIMAL TUBULES AFTER ISCHE-
MIC INJURY. Karen M. Gaudio, Steve Gullans*,
Gunilla Thulin*, Tom Ardito*, Michael Kashgarian,
and Norman J. Siegel. Yale Univ. Sch. of Med.,
Dept. of Pediatrics, New Haven, CT.
Study of enriched proximal tubules (EPT) allows
an indepth documentation of cellular and metabolic
changes. We have developed a method to obtain vi-
able and stable suspensions of EPT from kidneys (K)
of rats subjected to 45 mm. of bilateral renal
artery ischemia and 15 mm. of reflow. This methI
was validated by: a) No significant tubular frag-
ments were seen in the supernatant from control (C)
and ischeniic (I) K when examined by E.I1.; b) Pro-
tein content in the supernatant from C-K and I-K
were similar (1.13 nip vs. 1.01 nip, P<0.0l); c) DN1
protein in the EPT from C—(38.5+2.9 pg/mci protein)
and I-(40.l+3.6) K were not significantly differ-
ent indicatinci a substantial portion of cellular
contents was not lost during the ischemic insult or
the harvest procedure. In EPT from C-K: The base-
line rate of respiration (RR) was 40.5+3 nmol 02/
mg protein/mm. ; nystatin (NYS) stimulated RR by
40% to 56.4+2 (P<0.0l); ATP levels were 6.1+0.5
nmol/mg protein and there was minimal histologic
evidence of cellular injury with intact mitochon—
dna and brush borders. EPT obtained from 1-K had
a significant fall in baseline RR 20.8+1.4 (P<
0.01); decreased NYS stimulated RR 30.6+1.7 (P<
0.01); diminished ATP levels 3.1+0.1 (P<0.Ol) and
histomorphometric changes of ischemic injury inclu-
ding slouqhing of brush border, apical vacuoles
and swollen mitochondria.
The data demonstrate that: 1) EPT can be obtain-
ed from kidneys after ischemia; 2) cellular and me-
tabolic parameters are depressed in injured EPT
which develop characteristic ischemic changes.
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EFFECT OF ACETAZOLAMIDE ON RENAL METABOLISM AND
AMMONIAGENESIS IN THE DOG. A. Gougoux, P.
Vinay, L. Zizian*, J. Gutierrez* and J. Noel*,
University of Montreal, Montreal, Canada.
The effect of acetazolamjde (ACZ) on renal
metabolism and ammoniagenesis was studied in 10
dogs with normal acid—base Status and 5 with
chronic metabolic acidosis induced by NH4C1. In
both groups of dogs, the acute administration of
ACZ reduced markedly the urinary excretion of
ammonium (from 33 to 10 and from 100 to
23 umolea/jOO ml GFR) whereaa its release into
the renal vein was increased in a reciprocal
fashion (from 69 to 95 and from 91 to
152 umoles/100 ml GFR). ACZ did not change the
total ammonium production nor the renal gluta—
mine utilization. The renal utilization or
production of glutamate, aiphaketoglutarate,
alanine and citrate also remained unchanged.
Despite a marked urinary alkalinization, citra—
tuna remained minimal. However, the renal
cortical concentrations of glutamine, glutamate,
fumarate, malate, aspartate and phosphoenol—
pyruvate fell following ACZ administration
especially in acidotic dogs while the other
relevant metabolites of the aminoniagenic and
gluconeogenic pathways did not change. Our data
are compatible with the hypothesis that ACZ may
not change the hydrogen ion concentration in
proximal tubular cells and demonstrate that a
normal ammoniagenic flux can proceed in the dog
kidney without the renal cortical changes pro-
duced by metabolic acidosis in this species.
The mechanism of this effect is unknown and will
be further explored with in vitro experiments.
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ISOLATION, GROWTH, AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A GLUCO-
NE0ENIC STRAIN OF LLC-PK1 CELLS. G.Gstraunthaler*
and J.S.Handler. LKEM, NHLBI, NIH, Bethesda, MD.
The LLC—PK1 porcine renal epithelial cell line
retains several properties of the proximal tubule.
However, due to the absence of fructose—l,6—bis—
phosphatase (FBPase) activity, they lack gluconeo—
genic capacity, and die off without hexoses or
nucleosides in the culture medium. We isolated and
propagated a strain of LLC-PK1 cells that grows in
the absence of hexoses and nucleosides in medium
supplemented with 10mM pyruvate. The strain expr-
esses FBPase activity (FBPase+). 3—mercaptopicol—
mate (3MP), a specific inhibitor of phosphoenol—
pyruvate carboxykinase (PEPCK), was used to test
metabolic flow through the gluconeogenic pathway.
Incubation of FBPase+ cells in 0 glucose medium
with 3MP and substrates below the PEPCK step in
gluconeogenesis (e.g. oxaloacetate) caused death of
cells in 3 days, whereas incubation with 3MP and
substrates above PEPCK (e.g. dihydroxyacetone) had
no effect. Wild type cells died under both condit-
ions. The FBPase+ strain differed markedly from
wild type in activity of apical membrane enzymes.
Alkaline phosphatase (AP), leucine aminopeptidase
(LAP), and —glutamyl transpeptidase (GT) activit-
ies were 7, 30, and 200%, respectively, of wild—
type. To test the retention of these properties,
5mM glucose was added to the culture medium. Lact-
ate production increased 5 fold. FBPase, AR, and
LAP activities were unchanged, and GT activity in-
creased 100%. When FBPase+ cells that had been kept
in glucose for 5 weekly passages were switched back
to 0 glucose medium, they grew out well. The strain
appears to be stable and a model for studying
the relationship between gluconeogenesis and other
proximal tubule functions.
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RENAL HANDLING OF LOW MOLECULAR WEIGHT
PROTEINS (LMWP) IN ISOLATED PERFUSED RAT
KIDNEY (IPK). P.W. Hall, C. Vacca* and D.
Beckwith*. Case Western Reserve, Dept of
Wed, Cleve Metro Gen Hospital, Cleve, OH
Renal handling of 2 human LMWP, beta2
microglobulin (82W) & lysozyme (LYZ), was
studied in IPE at constant pressure, using
a modified Krebs—Henaeleit buffer, 7% beef
serum albumin. Six control studies were
compared to 5 with 02W & LYZ added to keep
perfusate B2M at 1.8 t0.2 mg/i & LYZ at
17.6 ti.8 mg/i, normal plasma levels. In—
ulin clearance was used to estimate GFR.
N-acetyl glucosaminidase (NAG),a lysosomal
enzyme, & luceine aminopeptidase (LAP), a
brush border enzyme, were measured in
urine. 82W & LYZ were measured in perfu-
sate and urine from LMWP studies. While
GFR & LAP excretion were not effected by
adding LMWP, NAG excretion decreased from
0.63 to 0.34 U/nun (p <.005). Disappear-
ance rates from perfusate equaled the f ii—
tered loads for both LMWP, hence no pen—
tubular uptake was detected. Studies on
IPK5 from chloroquine (CHLQ) treated rats
showed increased fractional excretion (FE)
LYZ from 4.0 to 17.8% and decreased NAG
excretion from 0.34 to 0.05 U/mm (p <.001
for both) but no change in FE B2M. This
study demonstrates that the addition of
LMWP is associated with decrease lysosomal
enzyme excretion, suggesting altered lyso—
somal activity. Changes shown with CHLQ, a
blocker of lyaosomal digestion of macro-
molecules, suggest that the metabolic
pathway for LYZ differs from B2M.
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BINDING OF IGF I AND TGT I-STIMULATED PHOSPHORYLA-
TION IN CANINE RENAL BASOLATERAL MEMBRANES. M.R.
Hammerman and J.R. Gavin 111*. Washington Univ.
Sch. of Med., Dept. of Internal Med., St. Louls,MO.
Insulin—like growth factors. ICF I and ICF II,
are polypeptide hormones with extensive structural
homology with insulin. Many actions of growth
hormone are mediated by growth hormone—induced
formation of IGFs and subsequent interactions of
IGFs with sensitive cells. We have described re-
ceptors specific for both insulin and IGF TI in
canine renal proximal tubular basolateral membranes
(BLM), and observed insulin—stimulated phosphoryla—
tion of the is-subunit of its receptor (AJP 249:F1—
Fli, 1985). To characterize the interaction of the
renal proximal tubular cell with IGF I, we measured
binding of 1251—IGF I to BLM and induced IGF I—
stimulated phosphorylation of BLM. Specific bind-
ing of 125I—IGF I to BLM was observed that was
half—maximal at between 10—8 M and iO7 N IGF I.
1251—IGF I was affinity crosslinked to a 135,000 Mr
protein in BLM that waa distinct from the (-subunit
of the insulin receptor and from the IGF II recep-
tor. IGF I—stimulated phosphorylation of a 92,000
Mr protein was effected in detergent—solubilized
BLM incubated with 100 uM [
—32P]ATP. The 32P—
protein was distinct from the subunit of the in-
sulin receptor, the 32P—phosphorylation of which
was stimulated by insulin. IGF I—stimulated phos-
phorylation was Mn+2_dependent. We conclude that
specific receptors for ICE I are present in the
basolateral membrane of the renal proximal tubular
cell. Physiological actions of ICE I at this
nephron site may occur through the binding of this
peptide circulating in plaama, to specific basolat—
eral membrane receptors, followed by IGF I stimu-
lated phoaphorylation.
PATHWAYS OF RENAL INSUUN DEGRADATION. Jan Herrman,*
RithNll Simmnns,* & Ralph Rabkin.Stanford Univ. and VAMC Palo
Alto, CA.
Whereas it is considered that the kidney degrades proteins by a
lysosomal pathway, preliminary evidence f Herrman et al. Kidney
mt. 27.273,19841 suggests that absorbed insulin [INS] may be
degraded in part by a non—lysosomal pathway. To test this
thesis,251-INS (MW 6000) and '4[CH3J-cytochrome C (CYT)
(MW 11,600) degradation were examined in isolated
albumin/electrolyte perfused kidneys. Filtering kidneys were
exposed to INS or CVI for 30 mins to allow the proteins to be
internalized and transported to lysosomes. Thereafter kidneys
were perfused without these proteins in a nonfiltering mode in the
presence orabsence of 0.1mM chloroquine[CHL],an inhibitor of
lysosomal function. Degradation was measured by release of
nonimmunoreactive radioactivity [INS] or trichloracetic acid
soluble radioactivity [CVI) expressed as Z of labelled protein
initially incorporated in kidneys.
f* p < 0.05 vs controls;' p < 0 .025 INS/CHL vs CYT/CHL].
Exp. INS INS/CHL CYT CYT/CHL
Zdegraded/hour 86±2 63±3* 45±4 23±3*
%inhibition relative 27±3' 49±7
to control
Ailtional experiments with the lysosomal inhibitor ammonlum
chloride (10mM) depressed INS degradation to a similar extent
(26±5%) as CML. It was notable (a) that CML inhibition of INS
degradation was only — half thatexhibited with CYT and (b) that
degradation of INS was more rapid than that of CVI.
We conclude that INS degradation as compared to CVI degradation
is relatively resistant to the inhibitory action of a lysosomal
blker. This suggests the presence of an alternate non—lysosomal
pathway which accounts in part for INS degradation.
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CHARACTERIZATION AND LOCALIZATION OF CALCIUM/PHOS—
PHOLIPID DEPENDENT PROTEIN KINASE C (PKC) IN RAT
KIDNEY CORTEX. H. Hise and E.J, Weinman. Univ.
of Texas Medical ScTT, Houston, Texas.
In order to characterize the subcellular loca-
tion and activity of PKC, this protein was purified
from rat kidney cortex. Cytosol, 100,000g superna—
tant of cortical homogenate, was fractionated by
anion exchange chromatography. Elution of proteins
with a linear gradient of NaCl (O—O.l5M) produced a
sharp peak of activity at "8OmM. The kinase demon-
strated a broad pH optima from 6.5—8,0 with a peak
of activity at 7.5. Lysine rich histone was an ex-
cellent phosphate acceptor with a Ka of l.2i.tM(n3).
Arginine rich and mixed histones were poor recep-
tors. ATP was the preferred phosphate donor with a
Ka of 2.6+0.1 pM(n=4). Divalent cations other than
Ca were necessary for maximal protein activity; op-
timal Mg concentration was 10 mM whereas optimal Mn
was 1 mM. The protein demonstrated an absolute re-
quirement for phospholipids and calcium. Of the
major renal phospholipids, phosphatidylserine (PS)
was the most potent activator of the kinase with a
Ka of 4.5+0.7 iiM(n=3). In the presence of saturat-
ing amounts of PS, the addition of unsaturated
diacyiglycerol lowered the Ka for calcium 7—fold
but did not alter the Vmax of the kinase. Diacyl—
glycerol alone had no affect on kinase activity.
PKC was solubilized from brush border and basolat—
eral membranes using nonionic detergents, Activity
in cytosol was several fold greater than activity
in either membrane.
These data indicate that PKC activity is present
in high concentrations in rat kidney cortex, sub-
strate specificities are similar to rat brain, and
under normal conditions, protein activity is
primarily cytosolic in distribution.
'1W t€3NI4 B'? 51Oi MUD POYIE RSPIPN1tRY PCBCSIS(AM) SrDTJIA'1'S RAT Re.L AIPL (AG). E.R.
Jones, B. Hedcer an R.G. rins. lple iv. Health
Sciences Center. Thilalelpiia, M.
With in vivo aed In vittt sttdies, e reviously
shawed that stalaedire (R) ithibit rat renal PG.
Mild acute netthDlic acktsis (AIc) stimulated PG des-
pite alaD ircteasirg renal R synthesis. Intrrito-
neal (IP) neclofenasate (ireclo) irhtbition of
nented PG durirg mild AfrP.. lb deteoTdm whether AC anl
are affected by PM similarly to N carried cut
in vio cleara sttdies In 3 guxs: roonal rats (r
7.38+.O1; 42+2 rrnl3); mild PM (*l 7.31+0.01;
51+2 nu*) 3 severe PM (H 7.23l-.O2rth
64+ mrf3). Air-O) (95:5%, 92:8%) mixtures re re—
spired for 70 adn to ptxxiuce AM. The Ixduct of t1
renal artericwerous differei in t'U3 and renal bloxl
flc* plus excreted Ifl3 was taken as total l13
twin (P). A redioi uroassaye es used to determine
urinary 1E excretion.
Mild AM stimulated 'P (frmTt 1.4+.O1 to 2.1+.2
iiml/lnin; p< .01) despite iiyreasirg excretion (fran
191+19 to 32CN-40 p/lidn). Heclo (I?) treatment mark-
edly diminished P3 excretion in mild AM (112+22
Anin), while further iixreasin 'IT'.P (to 2.8+.2
nrynin; p(.05). Severe AM ircreased iP more than
mild PM (2.45+.23 inIlnin) and ircreased P3 excretion
to 38082 pTh. Alttouh nedo decreased P3 excre-
tion (160i-32 ,4nin) In severe APP, PG es rot further
Thus, equivalent degrees of mild and severe APP. and
A equally stimulate AC and P3 excretion. Elimination
of irhibitory P3 aments PG in mild tot rot severe
acidenic states. P3 medulation of PG Is less inpxtant
when gi is narlly reduced, regardless of whether
adieved with kw 131>3 ct high 1h.
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_____1smrrIQl F' REL LucriIL lW1UDThL PMOThE—S (PC) B'? R1P,GtA}I)I!s8 (Pb) ReJJDeS A C1'l.1C
MFD]A1. N. Fopyt, E.R. Jones, P. ndro and R.G.
5rim. '1lple Univ. Health Sciei Center. Thila-
delç&ila, Ht.P irhibit in vio arid In vito PG. tocalization
of this effect to cytomolic or mitodonirial aiIpn-
ents of PG is ustested. It is als unic t1 P3s
directly affect mitadon3rial PG or require a cytomolic
factor to mediate its irtiibitory effect. Accxxdirly,
mitodria cytosDl, imolated fran nxmal rats
ere individually iro.tatai in 1l, !.OS, (1i
7.4) b.iffer and PG measured. PG by toth cell fractiora
ns iriaffected by ITeclofensnte (lOiiM); PZ or 2u
(0—30 'i14) with or witIxxt Ce + (2uM); or araithidenate
(40 iiM). Sonicated mitodordria sre equally resistant
to the ition of P. Mitomdrial PG .ins irtilbited
by 57% (10.1+0.5 to 5.9+0.5 nio]4rg wteiMnin; p(.Ol)lr*ver, ssten rotmel cytosl vs aided to nxmal imola-
ted mitodoniria. Ite audition of meclofenanate to cy—
tomol depleted it of P3 arid ixevented cytomolic irtii-
bitkn of mitodoridrial AG. le auliticn of R2 or2u r lofenanate-treated cytl, restored its
ithibiticn of mitoc±oreirial PG. Pôditional sbzlies
sIu that renal. oxtical. cytoeDl, tot rot mitodtin—
dna, synthesized R ..tien expDsed to arathi&inate
(4011M).
In simnary, mitodusiria1 PG as zeffected by nec—
lofenasate, ara±iidenate or direct exposure to sta-
nids. The audition of cytoe.,l to mitodoniria ishib-
ited PG while neclofenanate treatment of cytoel elimi-
nated this ithibiticn. P or 2a ishibited iuito—
ciminial PG only when cytosol s sent. On-
clusion the irhibitcxy effect of P on renal mito—
dunial PG requires a cytomolic nerliat.
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NMR MEASURED INTRACELLULAR SODIUM CON-
CENTRATIONS IN PROXIMAL TUBULES OF DIABETIC
RATS. Adarsh M. Kumar, Raj K. Gupta, and Adrian
Spitzer. Albert Einstein College of Medicine, Depts. of
Pediatrics and Physiology and Biophysics, Bronx, N.Y.
We have postulated that an increase in intracellular
concentration of sodium, consequent to enhanced co-
transport with glucose, represents one of the initial steps
in the chain of events leading to the renal hypertrophy of
diabetes mellitus. Experimental diabetes was induced by
injection of streptozotocin (45 mg/kg BW). Animals
were sacrificed at 96 hours and 11 weeks following the
induction of diabetes, and proximal tubule suspensions
were prepared by a method developed in our laboratory.
Intracellular sodium (Na) was measured by NMR spec-
troscopy using dysprossium tripolyphosphate as a shift
reagent. Na-K-ATPase activity was assessed by measur-
ing the generation of Pi from ATP.
Intracellular Na Na-K-ATPase
mM limPi/h/mg prot
22°C 37°C 37°C
Control 34.1 1.8 16.3 0.6 31.6±3.0
Diabetic 47.2 1.8 28.4 1.7 50.7 1.1
(96h) p<.OOI p<.01 p<.Ol
Diabetic 30.1 1.1 19.9 1.1 47.2 7.4
(11 weeks) p>0.3 p>O.2 p<.Ol
Values are SE, p= compared to control values
These results document the existence of an increased
concentration of sodium in the renal cells of diabetic
animals during the period when renal hypertrophy occurs.
The persistently high Na-K-ATPase activity results sub-
sequently in a new steady state characterized by a
return of Na. to normal values.
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ARACHIDONATE ACID EPOXYGENASE ACTIVITY 9,F THE
RABBIT P,.RS RECTA. L. Lapuerta Jr. , J.
Capdevila and H. Jacobson. U.T.H.S.C.D.,
Depts. of Biochem. and mt. Med., Dallas, TX
75235.
Upon release from membrane phospholipids,
arachidonic acid is oxidatively metabolized into
a variety of physiologically important products.
In vitro incubations (37°C) of tritium labelled
arachidonic acid (10 iM) with pars recta
segments isolated, from New Zealand White
rabbits were found to yield several metabolites
produced by an epoxygenase system. The major
reaction products are the 11,12— and
14,15—epoxyeicosatrienoic acid (RET) and their
respective hydration products, the 11,12— and
the 14,15—dihydroxyeicosatrienoic acid (DHET).
Analysis of the reaction mixture by
reverse—phase HPLC demonstrates that product
formation Is time and substrate concentration
dependent, with maximal activity at 25—35
minutes incubation with 10 M arachidonic acid.
In paired experiments the epoxygenase activity
can be stimulat4ed four to six times by the
addition of 10— M p—aminohlppuric acid (PAIl),
(control:2—15 picomolea/mm pars recta). These
results suggest the presence of an active
epoxygenase system in the pars recta segment of
the rabbit nephron.
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MECHANISM OF INCREASED CELL ATP PRODUCED BY
EXOGENOUS NUCLEOTIDES. A. Lawton,' J.A. Davis',
B. Trlvedi*, and J.M. Weinberg. University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.
Despite their rapid degradation, exogenous
nucleotides added to suspensions of Isolated
rabbit proximal tubules induce large Increases
of tubule cell AT? levels, an effect duplicated
only in small part by added purine nuoleosides
and, thus, suggesting a role for direct eel).
nucleotide uptake. To further assess this
issue, agents were aoreened for their ability to
inhibit degradation of extracellular AMP by
tubules. Of' agents studied, including theo—
phylline, methyleneadenosine(MA)—5' diphosphate
and MA—5' triphosphate, only beta glycerol
phosphate (BGP) was effective as shown by mea-
surements of AMP and nucleoside levels after 90'
of incubation (nmol/mg tubule protein) with
250 pM Mg—AT? and varying concentrations of BGP
(Nl4, 'p < .05 vs 0 mM BGP). Adenosine (ADO),
Inosine (INO), Hypoxanthine (lix).
BGP 0mM 1mM 2mM 5mM
AMP 1.6+.14 5.6+1.6 11.0+2.1' 22.2+3.7'
ADO 0 .20+.20 .37+.1O .37+.O'l'
INO 6.5+2.1 7.8+1.4 5.1+.6 3.4+.5
HX 37.5+4.2 29.2+1 18.4÷.7' 13.6+1.1'
+ ATP 188+17 203+14 221+144 221+11
Thus, BGP Inhibited degradation of' AMP to
nucleosides without impairing the increase of
intracellular AT? (% + AT?) produced by
exogenous Mg—AT?. These data provide strong
evidence that increases of' the intracellular
purine nuoleotide pool seen after exogenous
flue leotide treatment are due to the added
nueleotides themselves rather than to their
nucleoside degradation products.
SUBSTRATE OXIDATICfI DURING ACII)DSTS IN RAT KItNEY
SLICES: A NIAGENIC ADAPTATION. M. Lenhart* ,J .Area
P.Schubert* ,H .G.Preuss — Departmant of Medicine,
Georgetown Univ. Medical Center, Washington, D.C.
Banal anuoniagexiesis requires oxidative proc-
esses. Glutamine, the major precursor of anm,nia,
is oxidatively deaminated. However, renal
limited; therefore, substrates compete for oxida-
tion. Accordingly, enhanced renal anmoniagenesis
during acidosis could be accomplished through
glutamine winning the competition. To determine
this, 2 of renal slices frcxn acidotic rats (mad—join pH 7.0) and alkalotic rats (sodium pH 7.8) in
the presence of 4 different substrates (glutemine,lactate, acetate and 2—oxoglutarate) was investig-
ated. Incresontal addition of any oxidizable sub-
strate to the incubation sodium increased Q02 i.intfl
a maximal rate was eventually reached (approximate-
ly 4.8 mol/ng/h). Comparing acidotic to alkalo—
tic slices, 2 was significantly less at low
concentrations of lactate and acetate before niaxi—
mal Q3. occurred (p(. 01), and maximal QL, was not
reached until higher concentrations of lactate and
acetate were used (5-10 irM vs 1 t*1). In contrast,
was similar or higher at low concentrations of
2-oxoglutarate and glutamine, and maximal QO was
reached at the sama or lower substrate concef'ltra—
tions with acidotic slices. Accordingly ,acid—base
perturbations produce different patterns of
depending on the substrate and its concentration.
These observations coupled with others suggest that
a relative block in oxidation of lactate and aceta-
te during acidosis provides sore 02 for glutamine
oxidation and participates in acidotic regulation
of renal glutamine matatolism.
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RENAL ORNITHINE DECARBOXYLASE (ODC) ACTIVITY AND
POLYAMINES IN COMPENSATORY RENAL HYPERTROPHY (CRH).
S—V. Lin S.B.Etheredge' J.Ribstein' L.J. ilarton
and N.H. Humphreys. Division of Nephrology, San
Francisco General Hospital. and Depts. of Medicine
and Laboratory Medicine, University of California
San Francisco, San Francisco, CA.
We evaluated the role of renal ODC in CRH by
measuring ODC activity 3 hrs after unilateral
nephrectomy (UN) and relating it to an index of
CRH one week later, the increase in the percent of
body weight represented by a single kidney (K/B).
At 3 hrs ODC activity was greater in the remaining
kidney of normal rats than in the kidney initially
removed (36.7±15.4 vs 11.0±7.4 pmol l4C0/g wet wt
1mm, p<.02). This increase did not occur in rats
given difluoromethylornithine (DFMO), an irrevers-
ible inhibitor of ODC, as a 1% drinking solution
(3.7±1.7 vs 4.3±3.4 pmol/g/mmn). In normal rats,
the renal content of putrescine, the first product
in the polyarnine biosynthetic pathway, increased
significantly 3, 8, and 48 hrs after UN, and atone
week K/B had increased from O.3s to 0.46% (p<.001).
DFMO treatment inhibited renal ODC activity
throughout the week of study, significantly reduced
the renal content of putrescine, and prevented the
increases in renal putrescine and spermidine seen
in normal rats after UN. Despite this, K/B in
rats drinking DFMO still increased from 0.36 to
0.46% (p<.O01) one week after UN.
Fhese results confirm increased renal ODC act-
ivity and polyamine content after UN, changes
which are prevented by treatment with DFMO. How-
ever, CRH occurs normally in DFMO-treated rats,
indicating that increased ODC activity and poly—
amine content are not necessary for CRH to take
place.
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MECHANISMS WHEREBY EXOGENOUS ADENINE NUCLEOTIDES
(AN) IMPROVE PROXIMAL RENAL FUNCTION AFTER ANOXIA.
L.J. Mandel, T. Takano, S.?. Soltoff, and S.
Murdaugh. Physiology Dept., Duke Univ., Durham, NC.
When a suspension of rabbit proximal tubules
is subjected to anoxia, ATP falls by 80—90% during
40 mm of anoxia, and upon reoxygenation (reox)
the cells only recover 25—35% of their initial AT?.
Addition of Mg—ATP, Mg—AD?, or Mg—AMP (5 aliauots
of 200 nmoles/ml added 10 mm apart) during anoxia
causes complete recovery of AT? levels and respir-
atory and transport function after 40 mm of reox.
Similar additions of adenosine (ADO) or inosine
(INO), or Mg—AT? additions only during reox are
much less effective in this recovery. Measurements
of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) release, show that
40 mm of anoxia release 30—40% of LDH under
control conditions, only 10—15% when AN are added
during anoxis, and 15—25% when ADO or INO are add-
ed. The intracellular levels of AT? and AD? are
not changed during anoxia by the exogenous addition
of the AN, suggesting that their extracellular
presence during anoxia may stabilize the plasma
membrane and help preserve cellular integrity.
During reox, the improved recovery is probably due
to the precursors for ATP formation provided by the
added AN, since no transport mechanism for AT? is
known to exist across renal plasma membranes. We
explored the mechanism whereby exogenous ATP in-
creases the intracellular AT? content. When addi-
tions of Mg—AT?, Mg—AD?, or Mg—AMP are made to con-
tinuously oxygenated tubules, the added AT? and AD?
are rapidly degraded to AMP, ADO, INO and HX. A
rough correlation is found between cellular AT?
content and extracellular AN? concentration in all
cases, suggesting that a transport mechanism forAMP
is present in the plasma membrane of these tubules.
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RENAL GLUCONEOGENESIS AND ANMONIAGENESIS: STUDIES
WITH '3C NMR AND 15N GC—MS. Itzhsk Nissim and
Stanton Segal, Univ. of Penna. School of Medicine,
Dept. of Pediatrics, Phila., Pa.
The quantitative relationship between ammonia—
genesis and gluconeogenesis was determined by
incubating isolated renal tubules from control and
chronically acidotic rats with 13C or iSNlabelled
glutamate and alanine (separately) in Krebs—Ringer
buffer pH 7.4. Isotopic analysis were conducted
with a 360 WH Bruker NMR and Finnigan CC—MS. 15N
data have shown that alanine—N mostly transaminated
to glutamate which serves as a precourser for NE3
via glutamate dehydrogenase. 15NE3 formed from
alanine in chronic acidosis was 3—fold higher vs.
control. 13C NMR data demonstrated that in control
alanine carbons converted primarily to glutamate
and aspartate. In acidosis, alanine carbons were
mostly metabolized mntramitochondrially to Acetyl—
CoA via pyruvate dehydrogenase and citrate with
the latter being extramitochondrially metabolized
to glucose. It appeared that the glucose formed
from alanine was via the citrate shunt and was 5—
fold higher in acidosis vs. control. Glucose was
produced from [3—13C]glutamate mainly via the
malate shunt, was 6—fold higher in acidosis and was
correlated with higher 15NE3 production from ['5N]
glutamate. Furthermore, glucose production from
glutamate was significantly higher than from
alanmne in both control and acidosis.
The data indicate that in metabolic acidosis
renal gluconeogenesis is mediated by increased
formation of a—Kg due to an increase in the
activity of glutamate dehydrogenase toward NH3
production.
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EFFECT OF TUBULAR PROTEIN LOAD ON LYSOSOMAL
ENZYMES IN DISSECTED SEGMENTS OF PROXIMAL TUBULE
C.J.Olbricht,E.Gutjahr H.Irmler*and K.M.Koch*
The digestion of proteins reabsorbed in the
proximal tubule (PT) occurs in lysosomes. Since
lysosomal enzymes involved in protein digestion
are poorly characterized ,we investigated the
effect of an increased proximal protein load on
the lysosomal enzymes cathepsin B and L (CBL) and
acid phosphatase (AP). The enzymes were measured
with ultramicroassays in single dissected S, S,
and S segments of PT from 3 groups of female rats
including nonproteinuric controls (group A), and
rats injected with either myoglobin (group B) or
albumin (group C) to induce an increased proximal
protein load. Enzyme activities are given as
mean in pmol/m tubule/mm. The asterisk
denote a p valueO.O5 against control.
urinary cathepsin B and L
n protein (acid phosphatase)
mg/24h s1 S3
A 13 2.5+1.4 12.1±2.6 11.2±3.6 3.3±1.2— (2.3±0.8) (1.9±0.7) (1.8±1.1)
B 6 107±22* 18.2+8.1* 21.4±6.5* 6.8±6.0
C 13 410+267* 15.5±3.4* 25.0±9.8* 5.0±3.0— (1.8±0.6) (1.8±0.5) (2.1±0.5)
in groups b ana witn increasea protein ioaa
the CBL activity was increased in S and S seg-
ments. In contrast , AP activity wa not ecihanced
with increased protein load in group C. The
results suggest that cathepsin B and L are in-
volved in lysosomal protein digestion in PT *
whereas AP is not involved in protein breackdown.
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THE EFFECT OF ADENOSINE ANALOGS ON OMERWAR
FILTRATION RATE (GFR) AND (BINARY cAMP EXCRETION.
0. Pawlowska*, 3. P. Granger, and F. C. Knox,
Department of Physiology, Nayo Medical School,
Rochester, MN
We have previously shown that direct increases
in interstitial levels of adenosine markedly
suppress GFR. The purpose of the present study was
to determine which subtype of adenosine receptor
mediates the hemodynamic effects of adenosine and
whether activation of the receptors alters renal
cyclic AMP production. Cyclohexyl—adenosine
(CHA), an A1 adenosine receptor agonist, and
N—5'—ethylcarboxamido—adenosine (NECA), an A2
adenosine receptor agonist, were infused directly
into the renal interstitium by means of a
chronically implanted catheter in a bolus dose of
1 nmol+.2 nmol/min for 60 win. The results are
presented as means + SE. Ip<O.05
CHA
C EXP
O.6+.08 O.44+.08GFR
(ml/min)
UcANV 3807+477 l526+598t
(pmol/ml GFR) —
—
pcAP'F 42+3 44+10
(rMnol/ml)
— —
Increasing renal interstitial levels of NECA
resulted in a marked reduction in GFR and urinary
cAMP excretion. CHA had no significant effect on
GFR, but decreased urinary excretion of cAMP.
These data suggest that activation of renal A1
and A2 receptors suppress renal cAMP production,
but only A2 receptor activation results in a
significant decrease in GFR.
SOMATOSTATIN 14 (S14) AND SOMATOSTATIN 28 (S28)
METABOLISM BY THE TSOLATED PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY.
1. Petersen, H. Sacks*, R. Simmons*, L. Cass Terry*
and R. Rabkin. Stanford Univ. & Palo Alto VANC,
Palo Alto, CA; Univ. of Tenn., Memphis, TM and Univ.
Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.
The major systemic sites of S14 and S28 metab-
olism are the kidney and liver. It is established
that liver degrades the biologically active N—term-
inus of S14 more rapidly than the core of the mole-
cule by selective cleavage. Similarly the kidney
selectively cleaves insulin and PTH. There is how-
ever little information about the renal metabolism
of S14 or S28. To evaluate somatostatin metabolism
isolated filtering (Filt) and non—filtering (Nonfilt)
kidneys were perfused with an albumin—electrolyte
solution containing S14 or S28 (initial conc. 1—2
ng/ml). S14 was measured by a core and an M—terminus
(M) immunoassay sod S28 was measured by a core immu—
noassay for determination of metabolic clearance
rate (MCR). Results: Mean + SE.
Filt,5l4 Monfilt,S14 Filt,528
no 8 5 7
GPR (mlfmin) 0.76+0.01 — 0.77±0.01
MCR—Core(ml/min) 1.91±0.42* 0.99±0.18 1.1±0.16
MCR—N (ml/ain) 2.24±0.22* l.44±O.O8 —
*pO.O5 MCR vs GFR,tp0.O5 MCR-M vs MCR-Core
Calculated tubular uptake of filtered S14 and S28
was greater than 99%.
We conclude that:
a) as the MCR exceeded GFR somatostatio was removed
by glomerular filtration and peritubular extraction.
b) tubular uptake of Sl4 and S28 is near complete.
c) based on the observation that the MCR of Sl4,
as measured by the N—terminus immunoassay, exceeds
that of S14 as measured by presence of the intact
core it appears that a peritubular aminopeptidase
is present; this enzyme selectively cleaves the
N—terminus from the complete molecule leaving the
core intact.
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31P—NNR STUDY OF GRADED HYPOXIA IN THE ISOLATED
PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY. PS Ratcliffe*, SJ Scheinman,
CTW Moonen*, JGG Lediogham* and GK Radda*, Depts.
Ned. and Biochem., Univ. Oxford, UK, and Dept. Ned,
Upstate Med. Center, Syracuse, NY.
We studied the relationships among 02 delivery,
high energy phosphate metabolites, and renal func-
tion in the perfused rat kidney (IPRK) using a 4.2T
magnet to obtain 31P—NNR spectra continuously
during perfusion. After a 45 mm baseline period
at perfusate arterial 02 tension (Pa02) of 450 mm
Hg, a single stepped decrease in Pa02 was induced
for 90 mm.
In control perfusions of 3 hr, 31P—NMR spectra
did not change, and GFR, FENa and 02 consumption
were well maintained. During hypoxia, there was a
decrease in ATP and rises in inorganic phosphate
and phosphomonoester. No accumulation of ADP was
seen. A small reduction in whole kidney ATP was
observed at relatively high levels of arterial and
venous oxygenation, so that lowering of Pa02 to 300
ma Hg, corresponding to an 02 delivery of n18 pmol/
min/g wet wt and an 02 extraction of 40% was assoc-
iated with reduction in whole kidney ATP to 70—85%
baseline. The relationship between Pa02 and whole
kidney ATP was biphasic and below a Pa02 of 120—140
ma Hg ATP depletion rapidly became more profound.
Small reductions in whole kidney ATP resulted in
marked changes in renal function, so that FENa
increased from <2% to 5—10% when whole kidney ATP
was reduced to n70%.
The results are consistent with metabolic heter-
ogeneity within the IPRK, with 02 delivery to cer-
tain cells becoming limiting despite high arterial
and venous 02 tensions. Anaerobic metabolism pre-
sumably was unable to maintain ATP levels and renal
function was adversely affected.
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EFFECT OF RENAL GLUCOCORTICOID METABOLITES ON
MEMBRANE TRANSPORT. S. Sabatmni, N. Myer*,
K. Luong* and K. Mierholzer. Depts of Internal
Med and Physiology, Texas Tech Univ Health
Sciences Center, Lubbock, Texas and the Free Univ
of Berlin, Germany.
Recent studies have demonstrated that the
mammalian kidney is important in the metabolism
of steroid hormones. At least four metabolites
of corticoaterone have been identified in the
urine, perfusate, and renal tissue of the iso-
lated rat kidney; however, it is not known
whether these metabolites have any biologic
activity. We studied the effects of three of
these aetabolites, 1 1—dehydro—2O—dihydro—corti—
costerone B (Met I), 2O—dihydro—corticosterone B
(Met II) and il—dehydro—corticosterone B (Met IV)
on membrane transport. Water flow and sodium
transport were studied in the toad bladder, and
proton secretion was measured in the turtle
bladder. Transport was measured for as long as 4
bra following incubation6with the compounds in
concentrations up to 10 N. When added to the
aerosal medium, Met IV had no effect on basal
water flow, AVP— or cyclic AMP—stimulated water
flow, Na tranaport, or proton secretion. Met I
had no effect on basal water flow, and likewise
was without effect on AVP—atimulated water flow.
However, Met II significantly inhibited AVP—
stimulated water flow at all time periods tested.
Our results suggest that some of these metabo—
lites may exert significant biologic activity on
membrane transport in the mammalian kidney, and
may play a key role in the regulation of H2O
transport in vivo.
I'ECA
C EXP
0.7+.05 O.22+.O7t
2162+305
42+7 31+11
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INHIBITORY EFFECT OF ACIVICIN (AT-125) ON GLUTA-
MINE (GLN) UPTAKE BY RAT RENAL BRUSH BORDER REM-
BRNE (BBM) VESICLES. M. Sastrasinh* and S.
Sastrasinh. VA Medical Center, East Orange, NJ.
Acivicin, a potent inhibitor of 1—glutamyl—
transpeptidase (y-GT) has been utilized in the
study of 1—CT contribution to renal alnmoniagene-
sis. However, due to the similarity in chemical
structure between acivicin and L—CLN, the drug
may interfere with other aspects of renal NH3
metabolism as well. To test this hypothesis we
studied the effect of acivicin on Na+_dependent
uptake of 100 uM L-GLN in BBM vesicles. The up-
take was performed at 15 second, acivicin was
added without preincubation with BBM.
Acivicin competitively inhibited GLN uptake
with an estimated Ki of 4.2 mM, determined by
Dixon plot. The inhibitory effect of acivicin
was apparent even at a concentration that did not
have any effect on y-GT. That the effect of the
drug on GLN transport was not a result of inter-
ference with Na+_electrochemical gradient across
BBM was shown by the following experiments. Ad-
vicin (2.5 mM) decreased the GLN uptake by appro-
ximately 50%, regardless of the Na+ gradient im-
posed (0—150 mM). Same concentration of acivicin
also impaired GLN uptake in BBM vesicles when the
membrane potential difference was abolished
either by substituting Cl with an impermeant
anion, isethionate (49.30+2.4 vs 25.54±0.8 pmol/
mg; P <.001, n = 5) or by short—circuiting the
membrane with the uncoupling agent, FCCP (69.25 +
4.3 vs 39.10+2.5 pmol/mg; P <.01, n = 3).
Thus, in addition to its effect on y—CT, aciv—
icin may suppress renal NH3 production by direct
interference with renal cellular uptake of GLN.
STUDY OF CLUTAMINE TP.AMSPORT IN RENAL SUBMITO-
CHONDRIAL PARTICLES. S. Sastrasinh and H.
Sastrasinh.* VA Medical Center, East Orange, NJ.
Study of renal mitochondrial glutamine trans-
port has been hampered by the inability to dis-
tinguish between the uptake and metabolism of
glutamine. Due to this limitation a detailed
characterization of glutamine transport in mito—
chondria is still lacking. We studied glutamine
transport by rat renal submitochondrial particles
(SP) in phosphate—free medium to minimize gluta—
mine metabolism. Ion exchange chromatography
revealed that only a small fraction of glutamine
was metabolized by the SP (0.97±0.5% at 5 mm,
n=4; 8.33±1.6% at 60 mm, n=5).
The uptake of 100 uM L-glutamine at room tem-
perature reached a steady state within 60 minutes
(28.82±6.7 pmol/mg). The relationship between
glutamine concentration (0.1—60mM) and the uptake
rate at 30 second was non—linear, indicating a
saturability of glutammne transport. An organo-
mercurial compound, p—chloromercuriphenylsul fon—
ate (2mM) reduced glutamine uptake from 7.51±1.9
to 3.36±0.7 pmol/mg (P <.05, n=5). When SP were
preloaded with 1 mM L—glutamine the uptake of L-
3(H)glutajnine increased from 7.95±0.5 to 18.08±
1.8 pmol/mg (P <.01, n=5). By contrast, the
accelerated exchange diffusion was not seen when
the particles were preincubated with D—glutamine
(5.68±1.2 vs 5.79±1.2 pmol/mg; P=NS, n=5).
These data strongly support the conclusion
that mitochondrial glutamine transport is a fac-
ilitated diffusion process which occurs via a
specific protein carrier. SP should be a useful
probe in the study of renal mitochondrial metab-
olite transport.
RELATIONSHIP OF RENAL ATP TO SODIUM TRANSPORT.
Ii. Shine, A. Xuan and M.W. Weiner. Magnetic
Resonance Unit. VA lied. Ctr. Dept. Radiology and
lied. Univ. Cal. San Francisco.
Previous investigators have demonstrated that
metabolic inhibitors inhibit renal Ha transport,
presumably by lowering ATP levels. However, freeze—
clamping techniques prevent simultaneous monitoring
of ATP and renal function. The goal of the present
experiments was to test the hypothesis that renal
Na transport is regulated by ATP concentrations in
the range of the Km for ATP of Na-K-ATPase, i.e.,
0.5mM. Renal ATP concentrations were continuously
measured using 31P 1411R; GFR and renal la transport
were simultaneously determined. 31P H1R measure-
ments were made of the rat kidney in vivo at 98.5
MHz using a 32 degree pulse angle, 0.2 seconds
repetition time, and 5 minutes aquisition time
for each spectrum. Control renal ATP concentration
was 3.6±O.13m?l. Infusion of cyanide (2 micromoles/
kg/mm) inhibited fractional reabsorption of Na
from 2 to 10% while ATP levels were lowered by
10—40%. The results demonstrate that cyanide
markedly inhibited Na transport while ATP levels
were well above the Km for Na—K—ATPase. It is
concluded that renal Na transport is not simply
regulated by whole kidney ATP concentrations. The
results suggest that a small pool of ATP, in a cell
compartment, or in a particular nephron segment,
may regulate renal Ia transport.
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RENAL CALCITONIN (CT) METABOLISM. P Slmfnons,* T.Hjelle,* W.
Lisker,* C. Mahoney, L. Deftos,* P. Hireyema,* R. Rabkin.
Stanford Univ., VAMCPa1oA1to, CA., U.C. Sen Diego, San Diego,CA.
& U. Illinois, Peoria, Ill.
Kidneys account for 2/3 of CT metabolism. In order to
characterize this process, CT degradation was examined in isolated
perfused rat kidneys (IPK) perfused with 7 % albumin and In
subcellular fractions (SF) from rabbit proximal tubules. The
metabolic clearance rate (MCR) of immunoreective human CT in
IPK's was 1.96±. 18 mi/mm. This was independent of total [Ca+ +1
from 5.5 to 10.2 mg/dl. MCR was greeter than OFR (O.85i.06
mi/mm Indicating peritubulee removai[ 1.1 l*.l8ml/min]. Oel
chromatography ofmedium from IPK's perfused with 1251-salmon
CT showed theprincipal degradetion products to be low MW forms
eluting with monoiodetyrosine. No intermediate size degradation
products were observed. Subcellular sites of degradation for
were defined by incubation with SF prepared by
centrifugotion of proximal tubule homogenates on percoll/sucrose
gradients . AT pH 5, CT hydrolysis exclusively followed the
activities of lysosomsi enzymes N-Acetyl-8-giucosaminidese and
-mannosidase. At p117, 42 Z of total degrtion oiured in the
regions of the brush border enzyme elanyl alninopeptidese
28Z in the region of the cytosolic enzyme phosphoglucomutese.
Only 9 Z was associated with fractions containing the basolaterel
mambr enzyme Na+-K+ ATPese. We conclude I) Renal
removal of CT proceeds throu both filtration end peritubular
processes. 2) Removed CT is thaded primarily to low MW
probcts. 3) Sutxellular sites capable of degradation are
lysosomea, brush border membranes end cytosol. 4) Besolataral
membrane fractions exhibited low degrading activity. Since
peritubular removal is large this raises the iestIon whether CT is
degraded by basoleterol membranes of later nephrcn segments
Internalized or degraded elsewhere in the peritubular
compartment.
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RENAL METABOLIC/EXCRETORY COUPLING OP 2-ANINO--4-
(5-NITR0-2-FURYL) THIAZOLE (ANFT), LApy, TV
Zenser, and BB Davis, St. Louis University and VA
Ned. Ctr. (CRECC), St. Louis, MO.
Although ANFT is felt to be a more potent car-
cinogen than N-formyl ANFT(FANFT), when fed to
rats PANFT causes a 3-fold higher incidence of
bladder cancer than ANFT. We have proposed metbo-
lic excretory coupling (NEC) by the kidney to ex-
plain this apparent paradox (J. C. I., Sept. 1985).
That hypotheaia waa tested in this series of in-
vivo experiments in which ten micromoles of FANFT
or ANFT were administered to Sprague-Dswley rats.
Plasma and urine FANFT and ANFT were determined
by HPLC separation with simultaneous electro-
chemical and spectrophotometric detection. When
ANFT was administered, urinary excretion rate (UV)
ANFT was 0.9 + 0.i nm/mm for the first hour, When
FANFT was administered, UV ANFT was 49.7 8.6
nm/mm (p < 0.01). At the end of 2 hours, the % of
the original dose excreted ss ANFT was 30.3
+ 5.3% for FANFT and 0.6 0.04% for ANFT (p <
0.01) contrasted with experiments with C-14 la-
beled drug where urinary recovery was 46.0 0.8%
for FANFT and 27.3 2.1% for ANFT (p < 0.01).
The elimination half-life was 23 3 mm sod less
than 5 mm ior ANFT and FANFT, respectively.
Hence, renal enzymatic deformylation of FAMFT
to ANFT is associated with markedly incressed
urinary excretion of ANPT (MEC). The rspid excre-
tion ot the proximate carcinogen, ANFT, with FANFT
administration explains the greater potency
of FANFT as a bladder carcinogen, whereas system-
ically administered ANFT undergoes further metabo-
lism prior to excretion. This phenomenon suggests
that formyiation of amino functional groups may
increase urinary excretion of xenobiotics.
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CULTURE OF A PURE POPULATION OP RAT PROXIMAL
TUBULE (PT) CELLS USING SPECIFIC MONOCLONAL
ANTIBODIES TO RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE
PROTEINS. R.C. Stanton D.L. Mendrick,
H.G. Reunite, B.M. Brenner, and J.L. Seifter.
Departments of Medicine and Pathology, Brigham &
Women's Hospital, and Harvard Medical School,
Boston, NA.
A large, homogeneous population of cultured
cells is necessary to accurately determine
physiologic end biochemical functions. Current
culture techniques are limited by eithet low cell
numbers or heterogeneity of cell types. We have
used specific monoclonal antibodies to PT membrane
proteins to isolate and culture a pure population
of PT cells. Antibodies were produced by
immunizing BaB/c mice with rat PT brush border
membrane vesicles, sod characterized as to their
specificity by ELISA, fluorescence, and immuno—
electron microscopy. A finely minced mixture of
rat cortical cells was incubated in collagenaae.
The isolated, washed celia were further incubated
with a specific monoclonal antibody and plated on
a petri dish coated with affinity purified rabbit
anti—mouse IgG. After 3 minutes, unattached cells
were rinsed off, and adherent cells were removed
and resuspended in cell culture media. The cells
were chsrscterized as PT cells by phase microscopy,
enzyme histochemistry for alkaline phosphatase and
butyrate esterase, electron microscopy, sod
specific reactivity with a variety of monoclonsl
antibodies for PT cells. Cell growth over 2 to 7
days yielded numbers up to 1000—fold greater than
obtained by single tubule microdissection. Dome
formation was observed. Our results indicate that
large numbers of homogeneous, cultured rat PT
cells can be obtained with monoclonal antibodies.
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PRODUCTION OF NONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES (Mab)
SPECIFIC FOR DISTINCT DISTAL TUBULE CELL TYPES OF
THE RABBIT KIDNEY. Tsuc N,( Poujeol Ph.,'1'
Vandewalle A. 1'Geniteau—Legendre N. ,+Rnnco P.'1'and
Verroust P. .4INSERM U 611 and U 2116 Paris FRANCE.
(intr. by C. Le Grimellec).
In order to raise Nab which would define
markers specific for different cell types of the
distal nephron and thus allow cell fractionation,
we have immunized Dslb/c mice with rsbbit
cortical cells specifically depleted of proximal
tubule cells by immunoadsorption on previously
prepared anti brush border Nab and thus enriched
to BD% in distal tubule cells (DTC). 9/NOT
hybrids secreted Nab reactive only with DTC by
indirect irsmunofluorescence (TIE) on frozen
kidney sections. Their binding along the nephron
was determined by TIE on tubules microdissected
according to Morel. In addition, to compare their
fine specificity for distinct cell types in the
same tubular segment, individual frozen kidney
sections were sequentially stained with 2 anti
DTC Nab, each specifically detected with the
adequate Fluorescein or Texas Red labeled probe.
Identical paired label experiments were also
performed with a Nab specific for Tamis Horsfall
protein (THP). Four groups could be identified:
CAL DCTa DCTb DCTg CCTg CCT1
I (1) — — — * ++ ++ *<1O% cells
II (5) — — — ++ ++ ++ stained.
III (2) + + + ++ ++ .i.+ C Number
IV (1)+ + ÷+ — — — ofNab.
THP ++ ++ — - —
In conclusion, Nab specific for the various
segments of the distal nephron have been
obtained. Furthermore, some Nab individualize
distinct cell types within a tubule segment.
EFFECTS OF AGING ON RENAL CORTICAL BRUSH
BORDER MEMBRANE (BBM) ENZYME ACTIVITY AND
LIPID COMPOSITION. Jf.. vart der Neer5, J•
Marconi*, P. Wilson , N. Levi. DVAMC, and
Li Tx HSC, Dallas, TX.
Aging is associated with impairment of
several renal tubular transport processes
including tubular reabsorption of phos-
phate (TRP) and transport maximum for glu-
cose (TmG). We isolated 8814 from 3 month
(n—fl) and 24 month (ntl2) old F344 rats
to determine if the impairments in TRP
and TmG are associated with alterations
In 8814 enzyme activity and lipid compo-
sition. In the aged rat there is a sig-
nificant decrease in alkaline phospha—
tase activity (64635 vs 85ó22 umoles—
/hr/mg), an increase In cholesterol con-
tent (Chol, 50422 vs 42213 nmoles/mg),
increases in % composition of sphingomye—
un (Sph, 4l.8l.O vs 37.50.8%), and P—
inositol (3.4k 0.2 vs 2.1 0.2%), a de-
crease in P—ethanoiamine (20.6± 0.9 vs
25.20.4%), and increases in the molar
ratios of Chol/P—lipid (1.0& 0.03 vs 0.8&
0.03) and Sph/P—choline (2,12i 0.08 vs
1.80'0.08), all p<.O5. Total P—lipid, P—
choline and P—serine are not changed.
Thus, aging is associated with decreased
8814 alkaline phosphatase activity and
increased Chol and Sph content. Since
the increases in 8814 Chol and Sph can re-
strict the transmembrane mobility of
transport proteins, our results suggest
that alterations in 8814 lipid composition
may impair tubular transport in the aged
kidney.
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EFFECT OF AT-l25 ON IN VIVO RENAL ANMONIAGENESIS.
T.C. Welbourne and P.C. Dass. LSUMC, Dept. of
Physiology & Biophysics, Shreveport, LA.
Gamma glutamyltransferase, GGT, is present
on both the luminal and antiluminal regions of
the proximal tubule. The availability of the
potent GGT inhibitor AT—125 makes it possible
to evaluate the role of this potential glutami—
nsse to total ammonia release, TAR, in vivo.
Eight male Sprague Dawley rats weighing 350—400g
were anesthesized with mactin, 120 mg/kg, and
prepared for clearance measurements. Brief-
ly, cannulas were placed in the trachea, carotid
artery and jugular vein; C—14 PAIl was infused
via the jugular vein at the rate of 0.003 u Ci/min
in saline plus 1% mannitol at the rate of 0.030
mi/mm. Cannulas were then placed in the left
ureter and renal vein via a small midline incision.
After a 30 minute equilibration period a 30 minute
clearance period was observed with 0.5 ml blood
samples drawn from the carotid artery and renal
vein at the midpoint. AT—125, 30 mg/kg, was
injected intravenously and after 30 minutes a
second 30 minute period observed. At this time
GGT activity was 92% inhibited, 1,065±112 to
85±13 nmol/mmn/mg; PDG activity was unchanged.
AT—l25 reduced TAR from 2425±153 to 1266±90 nmol/
mm, p<.005, due to a fall in anitluminal release
from 1912±16 to 668±80 nmol/min, p<.OOS; lummnal
release was unchanged 496±64 vs 597±42 nmol/inin.
Renal blood flow was unchanged. The GGT pathway
contributes almost 50 percent of the total NH3
releas*d, largely into the blood. The appearance
of NH4 in blood and urine may reflect de novo
synthesis within each compartment as suggested
(Good and Knepper, AJP F459, 1985) as well as
transport processes.
FETEROGEt'€ITY OF RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE
(BeN) FRACTIONS ISOLATED BY DIFFERENTIAL AND
DENSITY GRADIENT CENTRIFWATION. A.N.K.
Yusufi*, S.M. Gapstur*, K. Ginkinger, M.
Szczepanska_Konkel* and T.P. Dousa. Nephrol.
Res. Unit, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN.
To differentiate BeN from proximal convoluted
tubules (PCT) and from pars recta (PR), we iso-
lated separately fractions of membranes from
superficial cortex (SC—tissue) and from juxta—
medullary cortex plus outer stripe of red
medulla (3M—tissue) by centrifugation in Percoll
density gradient. BSM separated on Percoll
gradient into two major zones, the hiher
density "zone A", and lower density '1zone B".
The zone B from SC—tissue membranes showed a
peak with high activity of alkaline phosphatase
(AP) and maltase but low activities of y—glutamyl
transferase (GOT) and leucineaminopeptidase
(LAP), the marker enzymes for BeN from PR.
Membranes from 3M—tissue separated into a major
peak in zone A, with very high activities of GOT
and LAP, markers for PR, along with lesser
activity of' AP. In addition, zone B showed a
small peak of AP and very slight shoulder of GOT
and LAP. In membranes from both SC—tissue and
3M—tissue, either zone A or zone B, we found
concent.r4ive uptake ("overshoot") of both 32P1
and L—L3HJ—proline in the presence of
N&'—gradient. We suggest, based on distribution
of BeN marker enzymes, that membrane fraction in
zone B from SC—tissue contains BBM vesicles
predominantly from PCT of outer cortical
nephrons. Further, BeN vesicles from 3M—tissue
in zone A, are predominantly from PR segments,
and In zone B from PCT of deep nephrons.
RENAL DEFORNYLASE ACTIVITY: POTENTIAL ROLE IN
METABOLIC—EXCRETORY COUPLING IN RENAL METABOLISM
OF DRUGS AND XENOBIOTICS. T.V. Zenser,* L. Spry,
and B.B. Davis. GRECC, VA Med. Ctr. and
St. Louis Univ., St. Louis, MO.
The purpose of these experiments was to
further characterize renal deformylase activity
and clarify the mechanisms involved in metabolic—
excretory coupling. Greater than 90% of
deformylase activity, measured by conversion of
FANFT to ANFT, was in 100,000 xg soluble
fraction. Activity was not inhibited by
paraoxon, EDTA or p—chloromercuribenzoate. In
renal slices, activity was 34.6 + 3.1 pmol/mg
tissue/hr in renal cortex, 40.1 4.9 outer
medulla, and 31.2 2.7 inner medulla,
indicating a distribution of the enzyme
throughout renal tissue. Activity was inhibited
by incubating in 0% 02, 5% CO2, 95% N2 in
renal cortex, but low 02 had no effect in
inner medulla, 33.2 1.5. Urea, 1 H, inhibited
activity 50% in both cortex and Inner medulla.
NaC1, 0.5 M, inhibited activity 50% in inner
medulla but had no effect in cortex. In
isolated perfused kidneys and in intact animals,
all FANFT injected was excreted as ANFT. The
of FANFT in the plasma in intact rats was
less than 5 mm with 35% of injected FANFT
excreted as ANFT. These data indicate rapid
deformylation of FANYT with excretion as ANFT.
Enzyme activity was found in cortex and medulla
but physiological conditions for activity are
more propitious in the cortex, indicating most
metabolic—excretory coupling takes place in
cortex. This mechanism may be important in
efficient excretion of potentially toxic
aromatic amines.
Renal Physiology—Acid Base
EFFECT OF PROTEIN LOADING ON RENAL METABOLISH AND
RENAL CELL pH (pHi). S. Ad1er Dept. of Med.,
Montefiore Hosp., U. Pitt., Pittsburgh, PA
Animals fed a high protein diet show increased
renal ammonia (AP) and glucose production (GP).
To determine if renal metabolic changes are medi-
ated by altered pH rats were fed low (8%) cr0—
tein (LP), high (64%) protein (HP) or high cr0—
tein plus bicarbonate (HPB) diets. Body weight,
kidney weight and CFR (14C—inulin measured) were
significantly lower in LP compared to either HP
or }IPB (p .001) but did not differ significantly
between HP and HPB. Blood pH, pCO and bicarbo-
nate were identical in the 3 groups. Doily am-
monia, titratable acid and net acid excretions
were highest in HP, intermediate in HPB and lowest
in LP (p( .001 among groups). Collagenase seca—
rated proximal tubules purified by percoll sena—
ration were prepared from the 3 groups of rats
and incubated for 45 minutes in a 2 mM glutarnine
K—R bicarbonate solution at pH 7.62. Results are
shown below.
Group AP GP pH pH1 — pH
LP 82.4+ 13.3+ 7,87 0.25
HP 130.1* 27.4* 7.86 0.23
HPB 95.O*+ l8.3* 7.84 0.22
*p<05 compared to LP *14C—DMO
+p<.05 compared to HP
The data show that HP alters renal metabolism
se0arate from changes in blood acidity. The
changes, partially ameliorated by bicarbonate
feeding, do not appear to be mediated by altered
pHi. Since protein feeding increases tubular Na-.
H+ exchange the results suggest that altered H'
transport by proximal tubular cells, rather than
pH1, may be responsible for the metabolic altera—
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31P NMR MEASUREMENT OF TUE EFFECT OF K DEPLETION
ON RAT BRAIN BUFFERING. S. Adler. V. Simplaceanu*
and C. Ho'. Dept. Med., Montefiore Hosp., U.
Pitt. and Dept. Biol. Sri., CMLI, Pittsburgh, PA.
We previously showed 3'P NMR could measure nor-
mal rat brain buffering. To examine whether K de-
pletion alters brain buffering rats were K deple-
ted for 28 days. Half then received no K (KD),
the other half received K for 4 days (KR). On the
experimental day, after tracheostomy and applica-
tion of a head surface coil rats were placed into
a spectrometer operating at 121.5 Mhz for 3iP.
Femoral artery bloods were obtained and pHj deter-
mined from the chemical shift of inorganic phos-
phate. Rats were ventilated with zero CO2 during
control (C), 20% C02 for 30 minutes (E) then zero
CO2 for 30 minutes (R). During C, blood pH in KD
was 0.09 pH units higher and oHj 0.02 pT-i units
lower despite slightly higher 0CO2 in KR. During
E pH1 fell more ranidly in RD but reached equili-
brium more raoidly than in KR rats, During R the
pH1 overshoot found In KR and normal rats was not
seen in KB. Calculated intrinsic brain buffering
(B1) during E was 45.0 in RD and 43.5 in KR
(p 0.5) and during R was 35.5 and 29.5 respec-
tively (p 0.3). Transmembrane pH was signifi-
cantly greater in RD than KR in each period
(o .05). Muscle K in RD was reduced 46% hut
brain K was not lower (p 0.2). The data show (1)
KD increases the brain traosmembrane ph gradient.
(2) This is not due to altered H+ transport as
this is accelerated in RD. (3) RD reduces ini-
tial physical chemical buffering. (4) Absence
of a pH overshoot in KD indicates a process op-
posing H+ extrusion. These results ste consis-
tent with the hypothesis that altered brain buf-
fering in KD is due to increased passive H+ entry,
RESPIRA1DRY ACIDOSIS (RA) INHIBITS cAMP MEDIATED
ELECTROGENIC HCO.5 SECRETION (3HCo) IN I1IRTLE
BLADDER. HJ Arogueç G Ulate, J Tasby* and
WN Suki. VA.C and Baylor Coil. Med., Houston, TX.
Cyclic AMP increases JHCO in turtle bladder
and cortical collecting tubul3e. Whether this
change is due to active or passive processes and
the effect of RA on it are uncertain. The effects
of cAMP (8-Br 10 3M) and RA (in vivo 10% CO
for 12 hrs) were studied in turtle bladders bathes
with symmetrical Ringers-HCO (Gr. I) or with iden-
tical solution in which NaCl 'as replaced with cho-
line sulfate (Gr. II); all bladders were gassed
with 21% 0 /5% CO , after stabilization ouabain
was added Fllowedy cAMP + IBMX. Net ion trans-
port (Jnet) was measured with Is.c. The results
were: Control RA
PD(my) Jnet(pM/hr) PD(my) Jnet(pM/hr)
I. Initial 48;6 + -47;6
n=6 Ouabain ÷19_4* -1.5-0.4 +17_4* 1.2±0.3
cPbIP/IV( 0l* +0.1±0.1* +13±4 _O.9±0.3
II. Initial +18-7 -1.0±0.2 +24±7 _1.5±0.3
n=6 cAMP/IR4X _8±4* +0,6±0.2* +18±6 _l.0±0.3
*Significantly different from previous value
The + PD with ouabain or NaC1 removal represents
electrogenic JH. cAMP in controls either abolished
PD(Gr.I)orreversedit(Gr.II). TheeffectofcAMp
in Gr. II must be due to stimulation of elec-
trogenic JHCO . In Gr. I stimulation of Jl-1C03 along
with passive Cl in opposite direction, with JHCO
> JC1, may account for the results. RA abo1ishe
the effect of cAMP on electrogenic JHCO in Gr. I
and II, and reduced Cl conductance in Ct3. I.
We conclude that CAMP enhances Cl conductance
and active, electrogenic, soditin and chloride
independent JHCO in normals but these effects
are prevented by 'espiratory acidosis.
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ELECTROGENIC Na/HCO COTRANSPORT IN RABBIT
RENAL CORTICAL BASOATERAL MEMBRANE VESI-
CLES (BLMV). T. Akiba*, .3. Calamia*, R.J. Alpern, J.
Eveloff* and D.G. Warnock. Nephrology Sec., VA Med.
Ctr., and Depts. of Physiol. & Med. and CVRT, Univ. of
California, San Francisco, CA.
Bicarbonate may be transported across the basolateral
membrane of the proximal tubule by an electrogenic
Na/HCO cotransporter. Our experiments studied this
system ii BLMV prepared by differential and sucrose
density gradient centrifugation at pH 7.0 (JBC 258:
13513, 1983). The vesicles were loaded with 200 mM
sucrose and 50 mM Hepes/Tris at pH 7.5. Sodium (22Na)
uptake was measured by the rapid filtration technique at
25°C. The uptake buffer contained 10mM Na Gluconate,
25mM KHCO or K Gluconate, 90mM K G1ueonate,
50mM Hepes4OH at pH 7.5, and 0.1 pCi 22Na. When
HCO was present, the incubation solution was gassed
with '% CO2. An inwardly directed K gradient of 140
mM was present in all experiments.
22Na uptake (nmol/mg prot./5 see)
Bicaronate GlunateControl 2.93 — 0.52 1.67 — 0.30#
+Val (7 jiM) 4.07 Q.85# 1.74 0.38
-fSITS (0.5mM) 1.62 — 0,30# 1.34 — 0.22
(Mean +SEM, n = 5; #p <0.05 compared to HCO3 control)
In addition, the stimulatory effect 01' Va! on 22Na uptake
was abolished in the HCO3 group by SITS.
Conclusions: (1) 22Na uptake in BLMV was accelerated
by 11C03, and was inhibited by SITS only in the presence
of HCO3, consistent with Na/HCO., cotransport. (2) This
process appears to be electroge'fiic because positive
diffusion potentials (Inwardly directed K gradients + Val)
accelerated Na uptake only in the presence of HCO3.
This finding implies a HCO,:Na stoichiometric ratio
which is greater than unity, cnsistent with an electro—
genie Na/HCO3 cotransporter.
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CONTROL OF CELL p11 (pHi) IN THE RAT PROXIMAL
CONVOLUTED TUBULE (PCI) BY APICAL AND BASOLATERAL
MEMBRANE (BLM) TRANSPORTERS. Robert J. Alpern,
Dept. Med., CVRI, UCSF, San Francisco, CA.
The purpose of the present Studies was to
examine the relative roles of apical and BLM
transporters as determinants of pH,. pHj was
measured in the in vivo doubly microperfus-
ed rat PCT using the intracellular pH-sensitive
fluorescent dye, BCEcF. Decreasing peritubular
(PERI) pH by 0.7 pH units (+[Hco31) caused pH1
to decrease by 0.32±0.02 pH units, while a similar
decrease in luminal (LUM) ph caused pH to de—
crease by only 0.08±0.02 pH units. Removal of
LUM Na caused pH1 to transiently fall by 0.04±0.01
pH units, and then to alkalinize in the
steady-state. To test the possibility that secon-
dary effects of cell pH and [Na] on the previously
described BLM Na/HCO3 symporter (J. Gen. Physiol.
in press, 1985) were modulating the response
to changes in LUM composition, these studies
were repeated after inhibition of the BLM trans-
porter with 0.5 mM PERI SITS, SITS enhanced
the response to a 0.7 pH unit decrease in LUM
pH (-0.10±0.01, control vs. -0.19±0.02 pH units,
SITS), enhanced the acidification in response
to LUM Na removal (-0.04±0.01, control vs.
-0.23±0.03 pH units, SITS), and prevented the
late alkalinizatjon when LUM Na was removed.
In conclusion, 1) The BLM 11C03 transpor-
ter is the major determinant of pHj. 2) Trans-
epithelial proton secretion is mediated at least
in part by Na-coupled processes on both the
apical (Na/H antiport) and BLM (Na/HCO3 sympnrt).
3) By responding to changes in cell pH and [Na],
the BLM Na/HCO3 symporter modifies the response
of ph1 to LIJN acidification or Na removal.
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POTASSIUM DEPLETION (1(D) REDUCES BUT DOES NOT PRE-
VENT INCREASES IN PLASMA [K] CAUSED BY ACUTE META-
BOLIC ACIDOSIS (AMA). Helen C. Alpert*, Carlos A.
Vaamonde, James R. Oster, and Genaro R.Rodriguez*.
Dept. of Med. VANC, and Univ. of Miami, Miami, FL.
Clinicians suspect KD when hyperkalemia does not
accompany AMA, but this hypothesis has not been
studied. We have shown (MUM, in press) that moder-
ately severe RD attenuates NH4C1—induced increases
in plasma [K]. Since NH4+ might affect [K] inde-
pendent of pH, we compared the effect on [K] of iv
Nd (5 mEq/kg over 3 h) in control (C) dogs (mus-
cle [K] 27±0.3 mEq/100 g dry wt) and KD dogs (12
days of K—free diet plus DOCA and NaC1 addition to
drinking water [22±0.6, p < 0.005]).
C (n=7) Baseline 60 mm 120 mm 180 mm
pH 7.37±.O6 7.25±.03-l- 7.21±.02t 7.16±.O1-I-
HCO3 19±1 13±11- 12±1-!- 10±1-!-
K § 3.6±.1 3.6±.1 3.9±.1 4.2±.2-l-
RD (n6)
pH 7.34±.02 7.22±.02-I- 7.20±.02t 7.17±.021-
HCO3 § 20±1 15±1-1- 14±1-I- 13±1-I-#
K § 1.9±.1# 1.8±.2# 1.9±.2# 2.1±.2#
X±SE; §—mEq/L; t p<O.O5 or more vs baseline; #
p<O.O5 or more vs C.
Prior to HC1, there were no differences between
groups in pH and HCO3, and HC1 induced similar de-
crements in these variables. The increase in [K]
in C was 0.6±0.2, and in RD 0.2±0.1 mEq/L, p>O.l.
In 3 dogs, acidosis for 2 more h increased [K] by
0.7, 0.5, and 0.6 mEq/L. Thus, moderately severe
RD reduces, and perhaps delays, but does not obvi-
ate acute increases in plasma [K] induced by min-
eral acids. Total failure of [K] to rise during
AMA may indicate an organic acidosis such as lac-
tic acidosis rather than RD.
INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCT (IMCD)
ACIDIFICATION DURING REBOUND METABOLICALKALEMIA
(RMA). H.H. Bengele, E. R. McNamara , J. H.
Schwartz and E. A. Alexander. Thorndike Mem. Lab.,
Boston City Hosp., Boston Univ. Sch. of Med.,
Boston, Ma.
When rats are fed NH4C1 to produce acidosis
and the NH4C1 is then discontinued alkalemia
develops, so called RMA. The purpose of this
study was to examine the function of the IMCD
during RMA. Ten rats drank only 1.5% NH4C1 for 5
days and then only water for 16 hours prior to
study. The microcatheterization technique was
used to measure pH and pCO. in vivo while tubular
fluid samples were obtainect for measurement of the
other parameters of acidification. Arterial pH=
7.50±0.01, pCO2 =39±1 mmHg and bicarbonate
=29.5±1mM. The IMCD data were analyzed as a
function of IMCD length. Equilibrium pH decreased
from 6.06±0.08 to 5.29±0.08 (n=4O) and pCO2
increased from 32±1 to 39±1 minHg between deep
samples ( 50% of the IMCD length) and the IMCD
tip. Bicarbonate delivery decreased from 32±7 to
5±1 nmoles/min and ammonium increased from 508±40
to 714±53 nmoles/min. All the above changes were
significant at p< 0.01. While titratable acid did
not change significantly, calculated net acid
increased from 685±80 to 1038 nmoles/min
(p<O.O3). Thus during RMA proton secretion
continues along the IMCD even though there is a
systemic alkalemia and this nephon segment
accounts for a substantial portion of the excreted
acid. In addition, systemic alkalemia does not
surpress proton secretion by the IMCD during RMA.
It appears that factors in addition to systemic
acid base parameters are important in the
regulation of proton secretion by the IMCD.
PTH STIMULATES BICARBONATE ABSORPTION IN HENLE'S
LOOP AND ENHANCES URINARY ACIDIFICATION. M.
Bichara*, 0. Mercier*, M. Paillard, and F
Leviei. Hopital Louis Mourier, Universite Paris
VII, Inserm U13, Paris, France.
We previously evidenced that PTH inhibits the
proximal reabsorption of bicarbonate but sti-
mulates hydrogen secretion in collecting ducts
indirectly via the increase in urinary phosphate
concentration (M.Blchara et al.,Kidney Int. 27:
278,1985). The present study was carried Out in
TPTX rats to examine the eftects of PTH infusion
on bicarbonate absorption in Henle's loop and on
urinary acidification. After a 60—mm equilibra-
tion period, PTH administration had the tollowing
effects :1) results of micropunctures at earl
distal (ED) and end—proximal (EP) sites for eac
tubule are shown in Table (means±SEM); total CO2
(tCO ) was measured by microcalorimetry2 Distal EP tCO ED tCO, Henle's loop
SNGFR deliveri' delivery tCO Fract.
nl/min pmol/min absrption
Control 28.3+1.4 67+8 32+3 0.45+0.04
PTH 23.9l.2 10416 233 O.740.03
P<O05 P<O.2 NS P<OOO1
Moreover, absolute tCO absorption in Renle's
loop was higher during PH infusion than during
control period for any given tCO2 delivered load;
2) urinary bicarbonate excretion did not vary si-
gnificantly, but urinary pH decreased from 6.78+
0.11 to 6.39± 0.07 (P<O.O1), and titratable ada
and ammonium excretion increased from 63+18 to
405+45 and from 422±30 to 647±44 nmolfmln (P<
O.O1 for each), respectively. In another series,
when urine collections began immediately after
the outset of PTH infusion, glomerular filtration
rate and bicarbonate urinary excretion Increased
during the first 60 mm of PTH administration,
and then returned toward control values. We con-
clude that 1) PTH transiently enhances bicarbona-
te filtered load and urinary excretion secondary
to an early hemodynamic effect, but that It sti-
mulates urinary acidification In the steady state
which could generate metabolic alkalosls; 2) the
InhIbition by PTH of proximal bicarbonate reab-
sorption is counterbalanced by stimulation of
reabsorption in Henle's loop, probably in the
cortical thick ascending limb.
CO2 STIMULATES GROWTH OF PROXIMAL TUBULE CELLS
IN PRIMARY CULTURE. S. Blumenthal, D. Lewand*,
E. Cragoe, Jr.* and J. Kleinman, Dept. of Med.,
Zabiocki VA Med. Ctr. and the Med. Coil, of
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI.
Acid—base disturbances have been reported to
affect kidney size in vivo. In this study, we
examined the effects of CO2 and pH on the growth
of proximal tubule cells in defined media.
Primary cultures of proximal tubule cells
pooled from the kidneys of 8, 4—week—old mice
were grown in 10—cm2 dishes without serum. At 24
hours the plates were divided into four groups;
two incubated further in 5% CO2 and two in 10%
CO2. One group grown at each CO2 level was incu-
bated at pH 7.0, the other at pH 7.4. The mean
cell number, DNA and total protein per plate
from the four groups was equal at randomization.
A summary of these parseters and cell pH (DM0
distribution) is shown for confluent cultures
grown at an external pH of 7.4:
10% CO2 5% CO2 P
cells (x106) 52.5±0.6 44.5±0.6 <.01
DNA (tg) 12.9±2.9 11.3±2.8 <.05
protein (pg) 465±25 382±22 <.05
pHi 7.20±0.09 7.22±0.07 NS
Similar results were obtained with cells grown
at pH 7.0. Protein/DNA ratios indicate that CO2
induces hyperplasia, but not cell hypertrophy,
at each external pH. Growth inhibition by 5—(N—
ethyl—N—isopropyl) amiloride at 5% CO2 was re-
versed by exposure of cultures to 10% CO2.
We conclude that CO2 can stimulate the growth
of proximal tubule cells in culture. This effect
is independent of steady—state cell pH and may
be mediated by stimulation of Na—H exchange.
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THE ROLE OF CARBONIC ANHYDRASE AND LOW LUMINAL pH
(pHL) IN MAINTENANCE OF LOW LUMINAL BICARBONATE
CONCENTRATION IN LATE PROXIMAL TUBULE. K. Bomsztyk
and M.B. Calalb.* Univ. of Washington, Seattle,Wt
Most of the filtered HCO3 is reabsorbed in the
early proximal tubule and the high blood—to—lumen
HCO3 concentration gradient generated is then
maintained in distal part of proximal tubule. To
examine factors that prevent reaccumulation of
HCO3 in the lumen, surface proximal tubules were
perfused in vivo at 20 ni/mm. Total CO2 was
measured by microcalorimetry and pH[ with pH mi—
croelectrode. All perfusion solutions were similar
in composition to late proximal tubule fluid, con-
tained no HCO3 and were buffered to either low or
high pH. When pH[ was 6.73÷0.04 (n1O), a value
similar to late proximal tbule, HCO3 accumulated
in the lumen at a rate of 46+9 pmol/min (nal3).
When carbonic anhydrase inhiitor, acetazolamide,
was added to the same perfusate the rate of accu-
mulation increased to 78+7 pmol/min (=11). This
suggests that addition of HCO3 was the result of
HCO3 backflux rather than intraluminal generation
of HCO3 from CO2 and that normally carbonic
anhydrase facilitated conversion of backleaked
HCO3 to CO2 limits HCO3 reaccumulation. When pHL
was increased to 7.33÷0.07 (n7) rate of HCO3
accumulation doubled, 92+11 pmol/min (n=24). When
acetazolamide was added to this perfusate there
was no significant change, 98-i-6 pmol/min (na47),
suggesting that the pH induced increase was a
result of a decrease in the conversion of the
backleaked HCO3 to CO2. This value may represent
true HCO3 backflux that under free flow condi-
tions is limited by carbonic anhydrase maintained
low luminal pH in late proximal tubule thus ensur-
ing total reabsorption of filtered HCEJ3.
STUDIES WITH A NEW "EUVOLEMIC" MODEL OF CHLORIDE—
DEPLETION METABOLIC ALKALOSIS (COMA) IN THE IX)G.
S. Borkan*, T. Northrup/' J.J. Cohen, and S. Garella,
Michael Reese Hosp., Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, IL.
The maintenance phase of COMA, according to some,
depends on a persistent volume-mediated increase in Na
reabsorption coupled with decreased availability of Cl;
the result is augmented HCO3 reabsorption. Others
conclude that maintaining CDMA requires neither volume—
mediated Na avidity nor augmented HCO3 reabsorption, the
latter being obviated by a concurrent fail in GFR which
maintains filtered HCO load constant despite the
increased jHCO]p. To help resolve these conflicting
views, we developed a novel model of CDMA in the dog
that scrupulously avoids alterations in Na or H20
balance during the generation phase. We coupled
hemofiltration (50 mi/kg) with concurrent, quantitative
replacement using a solution with the same [Na] and 1K]
as the animals' plasma but in which all anion
equivalents were provided as HCO3. In controls, the
replacement solution had the same [Ma], [K], [Ci], and
[HC03] as the plasma. The procedure caused a negative
Cl balance of 124 16 mEq in CDMA animals. Results are
shown in the Table. The natriuresis consequent to CDMA
accounted for 50% of the Coot COMA
observed reduction in N 4 5
FCF volume (Cl apace), 1HCO3]p _1.2* +l1.4*t mM
the remainder being A[Cl]p —0.4 _15.8*t mM
ascribable to alkalosis— A[H]p +1.6 — 7.2*t nM
induced transcellular AMa excr —2.3 +23.8*t mEq
shifts. CDMA did not AC1 space — 67 _347*t ml
cause a significant AGFR —4.5 — 4.9 ml/min
change in GFR; thus, AF HCO3 —164 +461*t uEq/minfiltered (F) and AR HCO —168 +332*t uEq/min
reabsorbed (R) HCO3 * p < .05 Post vs Pre HemDfilt
increased markedly. t p < .05 CDMA vs Coot
Conclusions: 1) ECF contraction is an inherent feature
of COMA and stems from augmented Na excretion and
transcellular shifts; 2) COMA—induced ECF contraction
need not be great enough to reduce G11. but may well
provide the stins.ilus for the augmented RC03 reabsorption
required to maintain the alkalosis.
INHIBITION OF CLATHRIN-COATED VESICLE ACIDIFICA-
TION BY VANADATE. J. Breyer and O.K. Stone.
UTHSCD, Dallas, TX.
Proton pumping in both clathrin-coated vesi-
des (CCV) and renal medulla vesicles has been
shown to be mediated by proton translocating
ATPases which are insensitive to vanadate (100
pM). However, previous studies have demon-
strated a slight inhibitory effect of 100 pM VU4
on intact vesicle acidification. As CCV acidi-
fication requires both a functional proton pump,
as well as a chloride transporter and chloride,
the present studies were undertaken to define
the inhibitory effect of V04 on CCV acidifica-
tion. CCV were isolated from both bovine brain
and kidney medulla. VU4 (1 mM) inhibited the
extent of Alp-generated acridine orange quench-
ing of brain CCV by 38% and kidney CCV by 51%.
Amiloride (100 pM) and ouabain (1 mM) neither
inhibited CCV acidification nor affected the
degree of VO4 inhibition, indicating that the
effect of VU4 was not due to inhibition of NaK
AlPase operating in parallel with a Na/H anti-
porter. Because CCV acidification requires both
a proton pump and a Cl transporter, the effect
of 1 mM VO4 on CCV 32P.-ATP exchange, which is
proton pump driven, bu does not require a Cl
transporter was examined. Rates of 32P.-ATP
exchange were not influenced_by 1_mM V04 icon-
troll4 nmol ATP'mg_ proteiD 1'min ', VO4 = 16
nmol ATPmg protein 1, mm 1) indicating that
the effect of V04 was not due to inhibition of
the proton pump or to an ionophore action, In
conclusion, these data suggest that VU4 inhibits
CCV acidification through an effect independent
of the proton pump.
CHLORIDE CORRECTS CHRONIC CHLORIDE-
DEPLETION ALKALOSIS (CDA) WITHOUT VOLUME
EXPANSION. CV Byrum' JHCIalla, RGLuke, University
of Alabama at Birmingham, Nephrology Research and
Training Center, Birmingham, Alabama.
To determine if chronic CDA can be corrected by Cl
without volume expansion as is acute CDA (Am. .3.
Physiol., 244:F217, 1983), rats were peritoneally dialyzed
against Ringer-HCO3 (CON) or Na 150 K 4 HCO3 154
mM (CDA) then given for 7-10 days a low NaCI diet and
drink containing either N 80, K 60 mM and anions (SO4
20, acetate 20, gluconate 20, I-P04- 10, H2P04 10 and
HCO3 60 mM) for CDA or the same solution with added
KCI 20 mM for CON. Stable chronic CDA resulted (PCI
87 2 vs 105±1; PtCO2 32± 1 vs 23 1). Substitution of
choline HCO3 110 or choline HCO3 40, choline Cl 70 mM
for 24 hours then led to the following changes in plasma
(P) electrolytes (mM).
GROUP Nm K CI tCO2
CON-HCO3 142±2 3.2±0.1 107±1 21±1
CON-Cl 141±1 3.6±0.1 109±1 19±1
CDA-HCO3 139±1 2.7±0.18 94±28 26±la
CDA-CI 143±2 3.7±0.1 111±2 19±1
ap < 0.05 vs all other groups
To control for the abrupt withdrawal of Na,
substitution of 5% dextrose as drink for these 24 hours
resulted in a PtCO2 of 27±1 and 19±1 mM in CDA and
CON respectively. Na+ balance was negative during
the 24 hours in all groups and C1 balance significantly
positive in CDA-C1; Hct did not change from baseline
for CDA-Cl (45.8± 0.4 to 46.5 0.9%) or for CON-C!(41.3±1,4 to 42.8±0.9). Baseline and end hematocrits
differ (P < 0.05) between CDA-Cl and CON-Cl.
We conclude that C1 without Na and despite
persistent plasma volume contraction can correct
chronic CDA.
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BICARB)NATE REABSORPTION ACROSS THE DISTAL 'IUWLE
IS WAD—DEPENDENT. G. Capasso*, V. Guckian, P
Jaeger*, G. Mainic* and G. Giebiach. Dept. of
Physiology, Yale University School of Medicine,
New Haven, Conn.
Applying free—flow micropuncture techniques on
superficial distal rat tubules, and microcalori—
metry and 3H—inulin to assess net bicarbonate
transport, we had shown significant net bicarbo-
nate reabsorption along superficial distal
tubules. In hypokalemia, produced by dietary
potassium deprivation, we also found net bicarbo-
nate reabsorption and the establishment of steep
transepithelial concentration gradients of bicar-
bonate. We report now studies in which animals
were acutely loaded with bicarbonate. Two groups
were studied: control rats on a standard diet
and rats on a K—free diet for 3 weeKs. Having
received 3CY)mM Na—bicarbonate, control rats had
plasma HCO 36.1 +O.9meq/l,blood pH 7.68 +0.07,
plasma K 3.6 + 0.01 meq/1. Low—K rats had plasma
HCO3 47.2 blood pH 7.6 +0.06, plasma
K l6 +0.03 meq/l. Despite the elevated bicar-
bonate load in K—depleted rats, their fractional
excretion of HCO3 was sharply reduced. In the
presence of almost identical early distal bicar-
bonate loads (432 + 35 pmol/min in control and
444 + 50 pmol/mth in K—depletion), distal bicar-
bonate reabsorption was 163 + 22 pmol/min in
control rats and 247.6 + 17 Dicomole/min in low—K
rats. These values are significantly different
from each other, and both are several—told higher
than bicarbonate reabsorption in the non—loaded
conditions. Conclusion: distal bicarbonate reab-
sorption is load-dependent and, at similar earlydistal loads, distal bicarbonate reabsorption is
markedly stimulated in K—depletion.
LUTANINE HOMEOSTASIS IN METABOLIC ACIDOSIS:
EFFECT OF NEPHRECTOMY. D. Chiidress, G. Givens
and T.C. Welbourne. LSUMC, Dept. of Physiology
& Biophysics, Shreveport, Louisiana.
Chronic metabolic acidosis opens a huge
renal glutamine sink. To reveal the homeostatic
regulatory mechanisms, kidneys of chronically
acidotic rats were removed and gln homeostasis
and balance across the hindquarters, gut and
liver determined. Chronic metabolic acidoaia
was induced by maintaining 400—450g male Sprague—
Dawley rats on 1.2% N}14C1 in 5% glucose for 4
days. Net gin uptake or release was then measured
under mactin anesthesia across the hindquarters,
liver, gut and left kidney. Organ blood flow
was determined from C—l4 PAM infusion and either
the isotope dilution principle, liver, hindquarters
and gut or the Fick principle, kidney; gin concen-
tration was measured using a microfluormetric
assay. Before nephrectomy gin balance was: ex-
traction—kidneys = 1104 153 + gut 175± 62 nmol/
min/lOOg and production hindquarters =760 14
S + liver 460 180 nmol/min/lOOg. Arterial
gin was depressed 38% in acidosia 359±54 vs 572±62
nmol/ml in nonacidotic. After nephrectomy gin
returned within 30 minutes to nonacidotic levels,
575 60 nmol/ml. Gin balance at this time was:
extraction gut 343 59 + liver 11 29 nmol/min/
lOOg and production = hindquarters 520 120
nmol/ mm/bOg. Therefore gin homeostasis is
maintained after elimination of the kidneys by
decreased hindquarter production and increased
splanchnic utilization. The kidneys appear to
play a regulatory role in gin balance across
these beds.
EVIDENCE FOR NEURAL REGULATION OF ALKALI EXCRETION
IN THE TURTLE BLADDER. John Durham, Cristina Matons,
Elizabeth Schneider and William A.Brodsky.
Mt. Sinai Sch. Med. ,Dept. of Physiology, New York
Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) which initi-
ates the cAMP—dependent electrogenic alkalinization
process in the turtle urinary bladder (Kid. mt.,
27:278), is known to be a paracrine hormone stored
in neurosecretory cells of several epithelia in
other animals. The present study was initiated to
determine if nerve depolarizing maneuvers or
neurotransmitterS would activate alkalinization in
the turtle bladder. Bladders from NaHCO —loaded
turtles were mounted between identical el—free Rin-
ger containing Na, HCO, and K (4 mM). Ouabain (to
abolish Na reabsorption) and isobutylmethylxanthifle
(to inhibit endogenous phosphodiesterase activity)
were added to the serosal solution. In 8 experi-
ments, a subsequent increase in serosal K to 34 mM
was followed by rapid increments in short—circuit
current of alkalinization (Isc, uA/1.5cm2) of 25
over initial values of 7, and increments in conduc-
tance (G , mS/1.5 cm2) of 0.35 over initial
values o 0.8. No effects were found when K was in-
creased after prior stimulation of alkalinization
with cAMP. Serosally added carbachol (10 uM) in-
creased Isc (n—8) by 9.9 over initial values
of 7 and increased G by 0.3 over initial
values of 0.6; but hd no effect after atropine.
Serosally added norepinephine (10 uM) also increased
the Isc (n=8) by 15 and 6 by 0,21
This K—induced, neurotransmittr—induced,
VIP—induced alkali excretion may well represent a
neural ly—modulated paracrine—releasing system for
the regulation of acid—base excretion.
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VOLUME EXPANSION DOES NOT CORRECT ACUTE CHLORIDE—
DEPLETION ALKALOSIS (CDA). J.H. Galla, D.N.
Bonduris5, R.G. Luke, Nephrology Research and
Training Center, Univ. of Alabama at Birmingham.
Volume expansion has been considered necessary
for correction of CDA. To test this hypothesis,
we studied 5 groups of rats dialyzed (PD) against
either Ringer's—HCO3 (CON) or 0.15M NaHCO3 (CDA)
and then infused 5% dextrose (D) at 0.6 ml/100 g
BW/h, 5%D plus (in mM) 80 C1, 20 K, 20 Ll, 20
Ca and 20 Mg (CC) or 5%D plus 6% albumin (YE)
at 2.5 ml/h/lOOing BW. In the A1th h, inulin
clearances (GFR), plasma (P) eleotrolytes and
hematocrits (Hot) (normalll0.O%) were obtained.
Group P(Cl] P(Cl] P(tCO2] Hot GFR
PoatPD Final
(meq/L) (U l/m/100g
CON/YE 100 99 28 37.14 723
CON/CC 100 100 27 14d 766
CDA/D 80a 81a 141a 149,1d 650
CDA/YE 78a 73a 140a 36.6 8714
CDA/CC 79a 86abc 34abc 476d 570b
p<0.05 compared to; a—CON (both), b—CDA/VE, c—
CDA/D and d—VE (both)
In micropunctUre studies of yE groups, CDA did
not correct despite the increased tCO delivery
to early distal tubule (CON 5.l1.3, CDA
15.14±2.5%; p<0.01). SNGFRs did not differ (CON
37.7±14.6; CDA 36.2±2.2 ni/mm; P—NS).
These data show that: 1) acute CDA in this
model is stable for at least 14 hrs 2) volume
expansion without Cl does not, but Cl 80 mM
without Na does, correct CDA despite a lower GFR
and persistent volume contraction 3) increased
distal HCO3 delivery without Cl did not correct
CDA. The data suggest that only Cl repletion is
essential to correction of CDA.
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MECHANISM OF TRANSEPITHELIAL AMMONIA TRANSPORT IN
RABBIT PROXIMAL STRAIGHT TUBULE. J.L. Garvin*
M.B. Burg, and M.A. Knepper. NHLBI, Bethesda, Md.
To test whether passive diffusion of NH1 can
account for transepithelial ammonia transpSrt, we
measured NH3 and NH4 permeability, as well as the
spontaneous flux of total CO (lCD ) and total
ammonia (TAmm) in isolated, erfusd proximal
straight tubules (5-2). 1) Permeability measure-
ments: We created a gradient either for NH1 or
NI-I by varying pH and lAss in perfusate an bath,
an measured lAss flux. The permeability coeffi-
cients (cm/s) were the same with active trar;ort
inhibitd (25C) or pr9ent (37'C), namely NH3,
1.5X10 ; NH , 4.5X10 . 2) Spontaneous flux
measurements:4 With bath and perfusate containing
26mM TCO2 and 1mM TAmm (pH 7.4, 0.98mM NH4, 23iM
NH3) the results were: fluid absorption, O.39nl/
(mm.min); TCO absorption, 48 pmol/(mm.min);
TAmm secretion 1.34 pmol/(mm.min). Concentra-
tions in collected fluid were TCO2=10.6mM, NH4=
1.70mM, and NH317M. Therefore, the gradients
favored NH3 secretion and NH4 absorption. Using
the measured values (permeability and length
averaged concentration gradient), the predicted
passive fluxes are: NH1 secretion, 2.54 pmol/
(mm.min); NH absorptin, 0.85 pmol/(mm.min).
Thus, passiv transepithelial diffusion of
NH3 can account for the measured TAmm flux.
CONCLUSIONS: 1) Transepithelial ammonia secretion
in S—2 occurs by passive diffusion of NH3 down an
NH3 concentration gradient caused by luminal acid-
ification. 2) NH4 permeability is sufficiently
high to allow significant passive NH4 fluxes.
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ISOLATION, CHARACTERIZATION, PND RECONSTITUTION
OF BOVINE MEIXJLLA H+ATPASE. S. Gluck and J.
Caldwell*. Univ. of Chicago, Dept. of Medicine,
Chicago, IL.
Bovine kidney medulla vescles (BKVM) have an
NF.M—sensitive electrogenic H ATPase responsible
for urinary acidification. We report the isola-
tion and initial characterization of the enzyme.
BKVM were solubilized in CHAPS and nonyl gluco-
side, and fractionated sequentially by aasoniuu
sulfate precipitation, hydroxyapatite, and HPLCion exchange chrcinatoqraphy. NF.M—sensitive ATP—
ase was purified 55 fold to a maxi.muu specific
activity of 1.7 u?'/mn/ssj with 99% NEM sensitiv-
ity. The MW of the H ATPase by size exclusion was
630K. Non-denaturing detergent gels of the iso—
lated enzyme showed ta bands, at Mrs 653K and
700K, which were partially resolved by ion ex-
change. S[S gels of the isolated enzyme showed
major bands at 70, 56,÷44, 35, and 17K. Proper—kties of the isolated H ATPase were canpared to H
transport in BVKM under 14 different conditions
o ionic cciuposition & inhibitors. ÷Effects on
H ATPase activity closely matched H+ transport(slope 0.86, r= 0.92). Isolated H ATPase was
incorporated into azolectin liposcmes and showed
ATP— dependent potential generation, measured by
dual wavelength absorbance of oxonol—V, that was
collapsed by gremicidin and inhibited by HEM.
Negative s$aining electron micrographs of theisolated H ATPase showed 13—15 nM stalked spheres
connected to a heerogeneous membrane dcinain.
The isolated H ATPase is a large, multimeric
enzyme which fulfills morpholcgic and structural
criteria for an FOF1 ATPase, and likely repre-
sents the "studs" seen in the intercalated cell
luminal membrane.
Abstracts
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AMMONIA CONCENTHATION GRADIEWN IN INNER
MEDULLA OF THE RAT. D.W. Good*, C. Cafllsch*,
and T.D. DuBose, Jr. U. of Tx. Med. Br., Galveston, TX.
Although transfer of ammonia from loops of Henle
to collecting ducts (CD) by diffusion of NH3 is thought
to contribute to ammonia excretion, there has not been
a comprehensive study of ammonia concentration
gradients in the renal medulla. To determine ammonia
concentrations in the inner medulla, micropuncture
studies were performed in control rats and rats receiving
0.28 M NH4CI orally for 3-19 days. In situ pH and
total ammonia concentration ([Am], mM) were mea-
sured to calculate [NH3] (pM) for base (BCD) and tip
(TCD) collecting duct, loop of Henle and vasa recta (VR).
Control (13) Acidosis (13)
211 [Am] [NH3] j [Am J [NH3 J
BCD 6.13 19 23 6.31 84*
TCD 5.99 34 24 6.11 74* 82*
Loop — 7.41 2.5 61 7.35 9,4* 169*
Loop—CD — — 37t — — 87*t
Loop-CDpaired difference between loop and mean
collecting duct [NH3]. *, p<0.05 vs control; , p<0.05
vs zero. In control and acidotic rats, pH, [Am] and
[NH3 1 in vase recta did not differ from values in the
loop. No significant net ammonia transport wasdetected between BCD and TCD of control rats,
however, 10% of excreted ammonia was added between
BCD and TCD during acidosis. We conc1ude 1) acidosis
increases [NH3 I in all structures of inner medulla, 2)
a concentration gradient favoring diffusion of NH3 from
loop to CD is present In inner medulla, 3) no detectable
[NH3] gradient is present between loop and VR, (4)
increased secretion of ammonia into inner meduflary
CD during metabolic acidosis correlates with an increase
in NH3 concentration difference between loop and CD
but does not necessarily require a fall in CD pH.
ACETAZOLAMIDE SELECTIVELy INCREASES CELL
pH IN TURTLE BLADDER. Nark L. Graber,
Troy Dixon, and Enrique Pastoriza—Munoz.
VAMC Northport, New York, and SUNY at
Stony Brook, New York.
Acetazolamide (ACZL) inhibits acidifi-
cation (J11) by turtle urinary bladder
associated with an increase in cell p11
measured by DIlO. To study the dynamics
of this event at the level of single cells
we used video—intensified microscopy toquantitate the p11—sensitive fluorescence
of intracellular 4-methylumbelliferone of
S bladders in HCO3—free P04 buffer at pH
7. In the control period cell pH fell
substantially, reaching plateau values at
2 hours, with CA cells always remaining
alkaline relative to granular cells. The
addition of 5xl0M ACZL inhibited acidi-
fication by 80%. Substantial alkalini—
zatiori was seen in CA (pH pre = 6.64; p11
post = 6.7but not granular cells, With
a subpopulation of acidic CA cells show-
ing the largest change (6.57 to 6.79)'
The alkalinization initially coincided
with the fall in J, but continued while
J11 plateaued. We conclude that 1) In
HCO3—free buffer, bladder cell pH is
acidic; 2) ACZL predominantly affects pH
in CA cells, especially an acidic subpopu—
lation; 3) Like the response to C02, J11
initially parallels cell p11 but dissoci-
ates at later times, evidence that cell
pH controls indirectly 4) The CA cell
is responsible for the ACZL—dependent
fraction of J}j.
* = p <.05
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Na—HCO COTRANSPORT IN RABBIT RENAL CORTICAL
BASOLAhRAL MEMBRANE VESICLES (BLMV). Steven
M. Grassl* and Peter S. Aronson, Yale Sch. Med.,
Depts. Med. & Physiol., New Haven, CT.
The possible presence of Na—HCO3 cotransport
was evaluated in BLMV isolated from rabbit renal
cortex by Percoll gradient centrifugation. Im-
posing an inward pH and HCO3 gradient (pH 7.5,
HCO3 57 pH. 6.0, HCO. 2 aM) stimulates the
rate of Na utake 7—foi:d and induced a 6—fold
overshoot over equilibrium. Indicating that this
reflected Na—HCO3 cotransport rather than Na—H
exchange, replacement of HCO by gluconate in-
hibited Na influx by 74% in the presence of the
same pH gradient. In addition, pH and HCO3 grad-
ient—stimulated Na influx was inhibited by DIDS
(Iç 100 iM) but not by up to 1 aN amiloride.
Wil pH. = pH = 7.5, the inside—positive mem-
brane potential generated an inward K gradient
and valinomycin induced a Na overshoot in the
presence of a CO,—HCO3 buffer system but not
in its absence, Indicating that Na—HCO. cotrans—
port is electrogenic and coupled to a plow of
negative charge. As monitored by quenching of
acridine orange fluorescence, an outward Na
gradient generated an inside—acid pH gradient
in the presence of a CO—HC03 buffer system but
not in its absence, indIcating appreciable Na—
coupled HCO3 transport. Finally, we found no
evidence for Na—HCO3 cotransport in luminal mem-
brane vesicles isolated from rabbit renal cortex.
We conclude that an electrogenic Na—HCO3 cotrans—
port system is located in the basolateral mem-
brane of the rabbit proximal tubule cell and
may play a major role in mediating base exit
from the cell.
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COMPRISON OF THE BRUSH BORDER MEMBRNNa/H ANTIPORTER WITH AN ENDOSOMAL Na /H
EXCHANGER. R.W. Gurich* and D.G. Warnock. CVRI
and Depts. of Med. and Pharmacol., UCSF and VA
Medical Center, San Francisco, CA.
We have isolated an endosomal population from rabbit
renal crtex which contains a proton translocating TP;
ase (H ATPase) and an electrically neutral Na lB
exchanger (Clin. Res. 33:585a). The purpose ofou
present studies was to compare the endosomal Na+/H+
exchanger with the brush border membrane Na /H
antiporter. Rabbits were injected with horseradish per—
oxidase (HRP 10mg/kg IV) and sacrificed 5 minutes later.
The kidneys were flushed, and the cortices were homo-
genized. Endosomes were prepared by differential and
sucrose gradient cntrifugation. The fractions with the
peak HRP and H TPase activity were pooled for
further study. Na /H exchange rates were measured
after steadystate pH gradients were generated by the
endosomal H ATPase. The Km for Na was 10.0
which is comparable to that of4herush border Na /H
antiporter. The endosomal Na /H exchanger was not
sensitive to 100 uM amiloride or dimethyl amiloride(DMA) in the eter.pal buffer. Furthermore, there was
no effect on Na lB exchang, in vesicles preequilibrated
with amilo,Øde1 or DMA. Li , an agonist for the brush
border Na /II atiporter, was not an agq,nist for the
endosomal Na /H exchanger. However, i completelyinhibited the endosmal response to Na . This effect
was not seen with K or N—methyl g1ucme.
Conclusions: 1) The endosomal Na lB exchanger is
different from the brush porder antiporter in that amilo—
ride has no effect ad L acts as a simple antagonist. 2)
Th edosoma1 Na /H exchanger could represent a
Na /H antiporter which has been modified during the
course of endocytosis, or an antiporter which has yet to
be inserted into the luminal membrane.
IS UREA FORMATION REGULATED PRIMARILY BY ACID-
BASE BALANCE? M.L. Halperin, S. Cheema_Dhadli,*
C.B. Chen,* M.L. West,* and R.L. Jungas. Univ.
of Toronto, Canada and U. of Connecticut,
Farmington, Ct., U.S.A.
Large quantities of ammoniu,n and bicarbonate
(l1OO mmoles) are produced each day when the
dietary load of protein is metabolized. Atkinson
and Bourke have proposed that urea synthesis in
the liver is regulated by the need to remove this
large load of bicarbonate rather than being
regulated by the ammonium load (Trends in Biochem.
Sci. 9:296—299, l984). The purpose of these
experiments was to test whether the primary
function of ureagenesis is to remove ammonium or
bicarbonate. Groups of rats were given IV
infusions of HC1 and/or ammonium chloride (50
imoles JI+/min x 120 mm) to determine whether they
will continue to synthesize urea at a linear rate
despite the development of severe acidosis or
whether the rate of urea synthesis will decline
as the plasma bicarbonate concentration fell to
very low levels (5 mM, pH 6.8). Samoles were
taken q 20 mm. The plasma amnionium remained
constant as did the plasma glutamine (0.7 mM) as
acidosis became more severe. In contrast, the
rate of urea synthesis was constant over the 120
mm period and close to 100% of the nitrogen load
appeared as urine plus circulating urea. We
conclude that the need to dispose of excess
bicarbonate does not primarily determine the rate
of ureagenesis; the data support the classical
view that ureagenesis is controlled by the need
to remove arnmonium.
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AMMONIA (Am) TRANSPORT IN THE RABBIT MEDULLARY
COLLECTING TUBULE (MCT). L. Hamm. Dept. of Med.,
Washington Univ. Med. School, St. Louis, Missouri
A significant portion of urinary Am represents
Am secreted into the MCT in vivo. The purpose of
the present studies was to characterize Am (NH3 +
NH4) transport in the rabbit MCT. MCT were
taken from the inner Stripe of the outer medulla
and perfused in vitro with HCO3 buffered solu-
tions. Am and total CO2 were measured using a
flow—through fluorometer and a picapnotherm,
respectively. With symmetrical solutions, pH 7.4
containing 5 mM NH4C1, in the perfusate and bath
(bath contains added fetal calf serum), a small
amount of Am secretion was measurable (2.0 + 1.1
pmole/mm mm). However, the rate of Am secretion
was approximately that predicted by non—ionic
diffusion of NH3 into the acidified luminal
fluid; mean HC03 reabsorption in these MCT 6.8
+ 2.2 pmole/mm mm. To further examine Am diffu-
sion, MCT were studied with Am gradients between
perfusate (pH 6.1) and bath (pH 7.4). With 10 mM
NU4C1 in the bath, Am transport into the lumen
was flow rate dependent and accompanied by alka—
linization of the collected fluid, consistent
with diffusion of Nil3. The apparent NH3 perme-
ability (4.4 ÷ 1.0 cm/sec) was lower than that
previously reported for the cortical collecting
tubule (CCT). With 10 mM NB4C1 in the perfusate
(pH 6.1) and none in the bath, efflux of Am was
small (3.2 1.2 pmol/mm mm) consistent with a
low apparent permeability to NH4. In conclu-
sion, Am transport in the rabbit MCT occurs by
non—ionic diffusion of NH3 with little transport
of NH4+ and little apparent contribution from a
disequilibrium pH. Diffusion of NH3 in the MCT
is even more restricted than in the CCT.
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CYCLOSPORINE STIMULATES ACID SECRETION IN TURTLE
URINARY BLADDER. L. Haskell, D. Be1o, and P.D.
Lief. Montefiore Medical Center, Bronx, N.Y.
Cyclosporine (CYS) used for rejection in organ
transplants is associated with dose dependent
renal toxicity. We studied the action of CYS on
an analog of the mammalian collecting tubule, the
isolated urinary bladder of the turtle.Chemical
H secretion (J) was determined by pH stat in
paired, short-circuited hemibladders. Simulta-
neous electrical H secretion was estimated from
reverse short—circuit current (RSCC). CYS was
added to the mucosal surface of one hemibladder.
A significant dose response to CYS was
seen.
CYS DOSE AJII(liM/h) p ValUe
n= 9 3.33 mcg/inl 0.36±0.22 MS
n 7 6.67 mcg/ml 1.05±0.43 p<O.05
n=lO 13.33 meg/mi 1.81±0.32 p<O.OOI
Simultaneously measured RSCC did not incrase
after CYS. Thus, there was no identity of H
secretion when the two methods were compared.
Tese data suggested non—electrogenic release of
H into the mucosal bath. CYS was then added to
bladders in which carbonic anhydrase was inhibit—
ed. J decreased from 1.10±0.17 to 0.46±0.15
(p<.OB1) following addition of acetazolamide, but
increased to 2.13±0.30 after addition of CYS
(p<.005)(n=7). In other studies alteration of
luminal membrane permeability estimated from
backleak of H , did not occur with CYS. We con-
clude that CYS causes a transient release of
neutral acid from the luminal surface of turtle
bladder. This may reflect early membrane damage
which could be a precursor to nephrotoxicity
seen with the drug.
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P13IU'J-ATPase IN ISOLATED RP.T MEIXJLLARY O)LLECT-
It'K TUBULES: EFFECTS OF SYSTEMIC ACIEXDSIS, K DE—
PLETICt, AND M1X)STE1E. Matauhiko Hayashi,*
Marcia A. Chekal,* and i½drian I. Katz. Dept. of
Medicine, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
Recent studies describe a proton-ATPase (H—
ATPase) in maninalian kidneys, and suggest a role
in urine acidification for the enzyme located inr. We measured H+_ATPase in pooled segments(5—10 m) of the inner stripe of the MCr micro-
dissected fran rat outer medulla, and its nedif i—
cation by several experimental maneuvers • The
enzyme was defined by its H transport character-
istics described in membranes fran bovine medulla
(JCI 73:1704), i.e. as a N—ethylmaleimide (1 n*1)—
inhibitable ATPaSe. (Results using dicyclohexyl-
carbodiiinide 0.2 niM] were xinparable.) To
exclude other ATPases assays were perfonued in
the presence of oliganycin (10 1.ig/ml), ouabain
(2 mM), and EXA (1 n*1), and in the absence of Na
and Ca. H+_ATPaSe activity in control MCF was
very low, ranging between 5—10% of that of Na—K-
ATPase. Substituting NHL+Cl (1.5%) for drinking
water for 2 weeks resulted in a significant in-
crease in enzymatic activity (36±8 SE to 66±7
sls/imy'h; P<.02), as did feeding rats a lcw K
diet for 3 weeks (34±6 to 104±16 1inols/n/h;
P<.005), which increases distal H secretion in
this species. Delivery of a high-physiologic
dose of aldosterone (5 pg/bOg/day x 7) preduced
a slight, but insignificant increase in H+.ATPase
(40±14 to 56±9 rsls/im/h).
These results danonstrate a proton ATPase in
rat medullary collecting tubule whose activity is
stimulated in conditions associated with chronic
incrnents in B+ secretion, suggesting the par-
ticipation of this enzyme in urine acidification.
Abstracts
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EFFECT OF K DEPLETION ON HCO3 TRANSPORT ACROSS
RABBIT COLLECTING DUCT SEGMENTS. S.R. Hays*, D.W.
Seldin, J.P. Kokko, and H.R. Jacobson. UTHSCD.
Dallas, Texas.
K depletion is frequently associated with, and
may play a role in the development or maintenance
of metabolic alkalosis. This study was designed
to examine the effects of K depletion on whole
animal acid-base status and In vitro acidification
characteristics of collecting duct segments. New
Zealand White (NZW) rabbits placed on a low K diet
for 8-16 days became significantly K deficient and
alkalotic (pre HCO3 24.4±0.4, K 4.4±0.1, post HCO3
30.1±0.4, K 1.9±0.03, NO.001) with weight gain
and a 28% reduction in muscle K content (n=90,
P<.OOl). Cortical and outer medullary collecting
tubules (CCT and OMCT) were bathed and perfused
with 1.5 mEq K ultrafiltrate of plasma solution.
Total CO2 flux was calculated using microcalorime-
try. In contrast to all previous studies of HCO3
transport from alkalotic animals, 14 CCT's har-
vested from alkalotic and K deficient rabbits (K
1.8±0.1, HCO5 32.0±0.9) failed to demonstrate
significant HCO3 secretion (J HCO3 -0.48±0.92
pm/mm/mm). 4 OMCT harvested from K deficient
rabbits (K 2.0±0.2, HCO3 31.2±1.6) secreted pro-
tons at a rate not significantly different from 20
OMCT harvested from normokalemic animals (J HCO3
8.07±0.4 vs 8.30±0.6 pm/nmi/min). In conclusion:
1) dietary K deprivation resulting in K depletion
is associated with the development of metabolic
alkalosis in NZW rabbits; 2) the lack of HCO3
secretion in the CCI and maintenance of high rates
of proton secretion in the OMCT, suggest that
these two nephron segments contribute to the
maintenance of metabolic alkalosis in response to
K deficiency.
EXPRESSION OF TWO TYPES OF ATPase ACTIVITY IN
PROXIIIAL TUBULE BRUSH BORDER VESICULAR M-1BDANES
FROM DOG RENAL CORTEX. Shirley A. IlildenC, and
Nicolaos E. liadias. Division of Nephrology, New
England Nedical Center Hospitals and Tufts Uni-
versity School of Iledicine, Boston, llassachusetts.
The ATPase activity of purified proximal tubule
brush border vesicular membranes from dog renal
cortex was studied. The brush border vesicles
were prepared by precipitation. Two types of
ATPase activity were expressed. The first type
was revealed during the study of the pH dependence
of the ATPase. The maximal ATPase activity was
observed at alkaline p11 values between 8.5 and
9.0. The alkaline p11—stimulated ATPase was inhib-
ited by EDTA, filipin and DCCD. The hydrolysis of
ADP and AMP was stimulated also in alkaline p11.
The second type of ATPase activity was expressed
during the addition of 1mM ZnC12 at acidic p!-1.
ATPase activity was stimulated under these condi-
tions. The Zn—stimulated ATPase was inhibited by
EDTA, vanadste, DCCD and filipin. ADP, but not
AIIP, hydrolysis was stimulated also by the addi-
tion of Zn.
These two expressions of ATFase activity may
reflect the activity of two different proteins in-
trinsic to the brush border membranes. The alka-
line pH—stimulated ATPase may be mediated by alka-
line phosphatase as previously suggested for the
small intestine (AJP 238:G3, 1980). The Zn—stim-
ulated ATPase may be an expression of the Ca—or Mg—
ATPase partially purified from rabbit kidney bruah
border (BBA 776:287, 1984) or the 11+ ATPase re-
ported for rat kidney brush border vesicles (J.
Membrane Biol. 64:67, 1982). Alternatively, the
two experimental conditions may be emphasizing dif-
ferent aspects of hydrolytic activity of 1 enzyme.
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A ?LC*AL ANTIBODY 10 BOVINE MEt*JLLA
FIIIS ITS SUBUNIT Sl)CIURE S. Hirsch , M.
Yurko , and S. Gluck. Univ. of Chicago, Dept. of
Medicine, Chicago, IL.
Monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) to the bovine
kidney meduflary H ArPase were raised to confirm
the structure of the enzyme, and to serve as
probes for the P'-"P. +Balb/c mice iimtunized with isolated H ArPase
were spleen cell donors for hybridcinas. Super-
natants were were screened by nitrocellulose
dot—blot assay against isolated enzse. Positive
wells were then tested for imunoprecipitation of
[*24-sensitive ATPase activity by bends carryir
bound anti—mouse antibodies. NAb clone [16
reaoved NE2I-sensitive ATPase activity fran both
unfractioriated solubilized medullary microsanes
and partially purified enzyme by bend imuno-
precipitation. With both ATPase preparations,
the activity rmnoved was recovered in the bendpellet. In order to determine the structure of
the enzyme recognized by H6, partially purified
H+ATPase was indinated, ininunoprecipitatd with
[16, separated on polyacrylauide gel, and auto-
radiographed. 5 major bands, at 70, 56, 45, 35,
and 17K, and sane minor bands, were all co-
-precipitated. The imnunoprecipitted bands
corresponded to bands present on H ATPase
isolated by column chrcmatography and HPLC.
Control ininunoprecipitation lanes showed no
bands. +A NAb to the H ATPase has confirmed the
subunit structure of the enzyme determined by
direct isolation, and should enable further
studies of its synthesis, structure, and
021'artmentation.
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COVALENT MODIFICATION OF THE RENAL NA/H EXCHANGER
BY DICYCLOHEXYLCARBODIIMIDE (DCCD). Peter
Igarashi*, Carolyn W. Slayman*, and Peter S.
Aronson. Yale Univ. Sch. of Med., New Haven, CT.
We have previously shown that the carboxyl—
reactive carbodiimide DCCD irreversibly inhibits
the Na/H exchanger in rabbit renal microvillus
membrane vesicles (MMV), and that amiloride pro-tects against this inhibition. The present
studies examine the interaction with DCCD in
greater detail. Pre—treatment of MMV with 0.5 mM
DCCD at pH 6.0 in the presence of 1 mM amiloride
reduced e apparent rate constant for inhibition
of the Na influx rate by 55% whereas the same
protection at pH 6.9 required only 0.1 mM amilo—
ride. Additionally, pre—treatment with 0.5 mM DCCD
in the presence of substrate Li (110 mM, pH 6.9)
reduced the apparent rate constant of inhibition
by 40%. These results are consistent with the
presence of a DCCD—reactive carboxyl group at the
external transport site where H, amilorjde , and
Li compete for binding.
then attempted to label the Na/H exchanger
yth C—DCCD. Pre—treatment of MMV with 0.? mM
C—DCCD at pH 6.9 under conditions in which 2Na
transport was inhibited 30% resulted in labeling
of multiple protein bands on SDS—PAGE and auto—
radiography. However, pre—treatment in the
presence of 1 and 2.5 mM amiloride (which almost
completely protected against inhibition of tran-
sport) resulted in progressively reduced labeling
of a single 100 lcD protein band comprising <1%
total membrane protein. Labeling of no other bends
in the range 12 to 250 KD was appreciably
affected. This 100 aD protein may represent the
renal Na/H exchanger, or a subunit thereof.
BICARBONATE—BUFFERED, PLASMA—RESEMBLING,
PHYSIOLOGICAL SOLUTION FOR PARENTERAL USE.
T.S. Ing and J.T. Daugirdas. Veterans
Administration Hospital, Hines, Illinois.
Sterile parenteral solutions containing HCO3,
Ca and Mg are difficult to prepare, sterilize and
store, because Ca and Mg form insoluble salts in
a HCO solution unless pH is kept below 7.6. We
devisd a method by which such solutions oan be
prepared. A plastic bag contains two vertical
compartments. One
compartment houses
550 mL of a "base"
solution containing 26
mM of NaHCO3; the
other harbors 1150 mL of
an "acid" solution 17 .
containing 2 mM of
acetic acid and appro-
priate amounts of Ca, Mg,
Na, K and Cl A specially
* B
designed spike, perforated with many side holes,
punctures the bag at its lowest point where the
bottoms of the 2 compartments meet, allowing
mixing to occur at the time of solution adminis-
tration. Upon mixing, the acetic acid will
titrate an equivalent amount of HCO3 to form CO2
and water. The high PCO2 so generated (ca lb
torr), when the HCO3 level is 211 millimolar,
results in a pH of approximately 7.11, a pH that
will keep Ca and Mg in solution. The resultant
fluid can be used in dialysis or hemofiltration
procedures, or in the care of any patient as a
physiologic, plasma—resembling parenteral fluidin the place of Ringer's lactate or Ringer's
acetate solution.
ELECTROCHEMICAL POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE OF H
(En) ACROSS THE RABBIT COLLECTING DUCTS AT STOP
FLW CONDITION. Kenichi Ishibashi*, Sei Sasaki,
Yasuhiko 1mb, Tatsuo Shiigai, Jugoro Takeuchi'.
Tokyo Medical & Dental Univ., Dept. of Medicine
Tokyo, Japan
Distal acidification is accomplished by H-pump.
To clarify this pump ability and its response to
acute acidosis, E.(positive value means H is accu-
mulated in the Tuinen more than equilibrium) was
measured in cortical collecting ducts(CCD) and
outer medullary collecting ducts(MCD) at normal
and acid bath pH conditions. CCD and MCD taken
from normal and DOCA-treated rabbits were perfused
with HCO3-Ringer solution, and E was measured by
double-barreled pH microelectrode punctured into
the lumen. When luminal flow was stopped by ob-
structing outflow of the tubule, E.d reached a
steady—state value(E' ) whithin 5 mm. In MCD this
E' was taked as an ndex of proton motive force
H-pump because passive fluxes of H/HCO3 are
presumably small. Bath pH(pHb), lurninal pH(pHl),
transepithelial voltage(Vt), and E'H were as fol-
lows (mean+SE).
pHb pHi Vt(Vm) E'H(Vm)
CCD 7.55 7.66÷.09 —5.3+1.3 —111.1+6.5
(n=l14) 6.86 7.39÷.1O —11.3+1.1 _37.l4+6.4
MCD 7.514 6.69+.15 2.3÷0.5 514.6+7.4
(n"7) 6.88 5.66+.13 3.6+0.7 79.14+8.11
CCD+DOcA 7.52 7.61+.15 -18.9+2.7 —24.0+9.0
(n=8) 6.85 7.43+.16 —17.1+2.8 —52.5+10.2
These data indicate 1) It is MCD and not CCD
that can accumulate H in the lumen. Neither can
CCD from DOCA-treated rabbits accumulate H. HCO3
secretion in CCD may cancel H secretion. 2) Acute
acidosis increases proton motive force of H-pump
in MCD.
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C1/OH EXCHANGE IN RENAL BRUSH BORDER VESICLES IS
COUPLED EXCLUSIVELY BY ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL. N.E.
Ives and A.S. Verkman. Dept. Med., CVRI, UCSF, San
Francisco, CA
Electroneutral Cl/OH exchange has been propos-
ed as a mechanism for C1 transport in the proximal
tubule. However,36Cluptake studies in brush border
vesicles have conflicted on the existence of this
system. To resolve this conflict, we recorded rapid
time courses of pH change in membrane vesicles us-
ing 6-carboxyfluorescein (6-CF). Vesicles were ex-
posed to preformed pH gradients and 100mM inwardly
directed Cl or gluconate (Gluc) gradients both with
and without a K+/valinomycin (VAL) voltage clamp.
The initial rates of W/0H transport, measured by
6-CF fluorescence were(nmol H+/s/mg protein)
pH(in)/pH(out) 7/7 7/6 7/5
- VAL Gluc
Cl-
+ VAL Cluc
Cl-
C1 caused enhanced W/OH transport when compared
to Glue; this difference was blocked by VAL. These
results were not affected by 10mM HCO, 1mM Caor
Mg, or by method of preparation (Ca vs.
aggregation or sucrose gradient protease inhibi-
tors). Electrically coupled C1/0H transport
was not inhibited by 100pM DBDS. SITS could not be
studied because it was found to be a protonophore.
Using the 6-CF method with outwardly directed pH
gradients (pH(in)6; pH(out)7), amiloride inhibi—
table, electroneutral Na+/W exchange was readily
detected (11+ f1ux107 nmol/s/mg protein with 100mM
Na+). Therefore, electroneutral Cl/0H exchange
does not contribute measurably to C1 transport in
renal brush border membrane vesicles.
MITOCHONDRIAL VOLUMES AND HEPATIC GLN HOMEOSTASIS.
S.K. Joshi and T.C. Melbourne, LSUMC, Dept.
Physiol & Biophysics, Shreveport, LA.
Faced with excess gin the gut extracts gin
and releases ammonia which may act downstream to
activate hepatic gin removal. We studied hepatic
gin uptake before and during NH4 infusion via
the mesenteric vein of post absorptive rats. The
subsequent effect on gin metabolism was related
to mitochondrial volumes. Male Sprague-Dawiey
rats weighing 400—450 g were ariesthesized with
mactin and cannulas were placed in the portal
and hepatic veins. NaC1 was infused via a niesen-
teric vein for 20 minutes followed by the removal
of the upper liver lobe for mitochondrial volume
determinations. The infusate was then switched
to NH4C1 at the rate of 1,500 nmoi/min/lOOg for
20 minutes followed by the removal of the middle
lobe. Hepatic gin uptake and giu and urea re-
lease were determined from BSP estimated blood
flows and A-v concentrations. During the control
period, gin uptake and glu and urea release
252±56 and 271±62 and 938±121 nmoi/min/lOOg; mito-
chondrial volumes were 120=3.53±0.05 ui/mg arid
sucrose=2.04±0.04 ui/mg. NHA+ infusion increased
H,0 and sucrose spaces to 4.99±0.08 and 3.81±0.12
ui/mg. Gin removal increased to 523±75 while glu
and urea release jumped to 431±61 and 1682±125
nmoi/niin/lOOg. Activation of hepatic gin removal
by NH4 appears to be a physiological mechanism
while product release may reflect mitochondrial
volume changes.
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KINETIC STUDIES ON THE STIP4LATION OF Na-I{
EXCHANGE ACTIVITY IN ISOLATED RENAL BRUSH BORCER
MEMBRANE VESICLES (BBMV) BY THYROID HORMONE.
James Kinsella,* and Bertram Sacktor* (intr. by
Gary M. Kiebzak). Gerontology Research Center,
National Institute on Aging, National Institutes
of Health, Baltimore, Maryland 21224.
Increased Na+ reabsorption by the proximal
tubule during hyperthyroidism is due, at least in
part, to increased Na4—H4 exchange activity in the
brush border. Rats were fed ad libitum rat chow
with or without thyroid extract (lg/kg chow),
after 3 weeks BBMV were isolated. At pHi = 5.5
and pH0 = 7.5, hyperthyroid compared to euthyroid
altered Na4 uptake by increasing Va (18.9 vs 8.9
nmol Na4/mg/2s) and not the KNa4 (7.3 vs 6.5 im"l
Na"). When 1 Irt.l Na" uptake was assayed at pH0 =
7.5 and different pHi, hyperthyroidism resulted in
the proportional increase at every intravesicular
pH. When these data were analyzed by the Hill
equation, hyperthyroid vesu euthyroid did not
change n (1.2 vs 1.2) or Li.44Jo.s (0.39 vs 0.44 UN)
but increased Vm (1.68 vs 0.96 nmol Na"'/mq/2s).
These results can be explained by either an
increase in functional exchangers or an increase
rate for the rate limiting step during Na"'—H"
exchange and not to changes in Na4 or H"' affinity
or the H"' modifier site. Since amiloride sensi-.
tive Na"'Na" exchange rate is greater than Na"—I-f"
exchange rate in the euthyroid, either H"' tran—
slocation or debindingare rate limiting for
Na"—H4 exchange. When compared to euthyroid,
hyperthyroid caused a proportional increase in
both Na"—Na"' and Na+_H+ exchange. We conclude
from this result that hyperthyroid increased the
number of functional exchangers and not the rate
limiting step for Na"—H" exchange.
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ABSENCE OF FUNCTIONAL BRUSH BORDER CARBONIC ANHY-
ORASE IN THE S3 SEGMENT OF THE RABBIT PROXIMAL
TUBULE. Ira Kurtz, R. Star,* R.S. Balaban, J.L.
Garvin,* and M.A. Knepper. NHLBI, NIH, Bethesda,
Maryland.
Histochemical studies indicate that the brush
border of the superficial proximal straight tubule
(52) stains positively for carbonic anhydrase(C.A.)
while the outer meduliary proximal straight tubule
(S3) stains positively or negatively depending on
the species studied. To determine the functional
relevance of these histochemical results in the S2
and S3 segment of the rabbit proximal tubule, we
determined whether a luminai disequilibrium pH was
present. Luninal pH was measured by perfusing with
the fluorescent pH probe, 1,4-DHPN and monitoring
the emission spectra with a microfluorometer cou-
pled to a standard perfusion apparatus. Total CO2
(TCO2,mM) was measured by microcalorinietry. Bath
PCO2 mmHg,(caicuiated from the measured bath pHand
TCO2) WaS assumed to equal iuminai PCO2 given the
slow perfusion rates (2—3 ni/mm/mm). The perfusate
and bath solutions were identical containing 25mM
HCO , pH 7.4. Results at the end of the tubule:
iiL HCO.(mM) PCO ( nisHg)
S2 7J0 1T.2 4t.6 +0,06
(n4)
S3 6.89 22.9 42.7 046b
(n=5)
C.A. (0.1 mg/mi) in the perfusate obliterated the
pHdq in S3 (pHdq = -0.02± 0.01).
a, NS vs. 0; b, p<O.O5 vs. 0
Conclusion: 1) S2 has functional brush border
carbonic anhydrase.2) S3 generates a spontaneous
acid disequilibrium pH and has no functional brush
border carbonic anhydrase.
0.1
0.1 ±0.2
0.0 ±0.1
8.7 ±0.3
20.9
5.9 18.8
5.8 21.6 ±0.7
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BASOLATERAL AMILORIDE STIMULATES ACIDIFICATION IN
CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULES FROM FASTED RABBITS.
M E Laski, M Abella* and N A Kurtzman. Depts of
mt Med and Physiology. Texas Tech Univ Health
Sciences Ctr and V A Clinic, Lubbock, Texas.
Previous studies from this lab and others have
suggested the existence of basolateral Na—H
exchange in the cortical collecting tubule (CCT).
If such exchange exists and serves to remove pro-
tons from CCT cells to serosal blood, the inhi-
bition of this exchanger should acidify tubular
cells and increase luminal acidification rates.
To examine this issue, we measured acidification
as total CO flux (JTCO2) and transepithelial
potential (h) In CCTs before and aster the
administration of Ami].oride (A) 10 M to the
bath. In 8 tubules from non—pretreated rabbits,
no changes in JTCO2 or PD were noted, but in nine
tubules taken from rabbits fasted for 24 hours to
stimulate urinary acidification, the addition of
A to the bath resulted in a significant increase
in JTCO2 without a significant change in PD.
JTCO2 returned to control levels after removal of
drug from the bsth (n6). To exclude the unlike-
ly possibility that the effect of bath A was due
to inhibition of Na—K ATPase by high dose A, we
perfused six CCTs from fasted rabbts and exposed
thee to bath containing both A 10 M and ouabain
10 M. This combination resulted in a signifi-
cant decline in +JTCO2, as we previously reported
in CCT treated with ouabain alone.
We conclude: 1) Bath A stimulates JTCO2 in
CCT's from fasted rabbits, 2) this stimulation is
not due to inhibition of Na—K ATPase, and
3) these results are consistant with the exist-
ence of basolateral Na—H exchange in the CCT.
Cl/HCO EXCHANGE ASSESS WITh FWORF32EN P1FS.
R.D. London, M.S. Lipkowitz, and R.G. Abramson. Mount
Sinai School of Medicine, New York, N. Y.¶Ite kinetics of the . Cl4(D3 antix,rter havebeen exanired isotopically under equilibrium exchange
cctx3itions. Sirxe trans sstrate alters the Ne for cis
s*.tstrate, mxh stndies ray not have thfir intrinsic
affinities. Using the flrescet probe act idine orange(A0) this antiporter was reevaluated in human R
ghosts under grediant conditions. thosts ware prepared
with a pH 6.5, 0—20 mM !l and 1W mM K glurcnate. Cm
dilution 119x) x) in pH 8.5, Cl-free, 1WmM K gluronate
media, fluorescence (F) quenched for 2—3 seconds.
Thereafter, F increased as the ghosts alkalinise. 'Ite
rate of increase was non—linear, obviating valid
kinetic neasuret-its. 'It> circunvant the initial qiassth,
ghosts ware pruilibrated in 0.2 rrti AD, tI diluted
in A0—free media. A0 did not alter pH.>.>. With this
ni,iification F only increased: tte rate o increase was
linear for 3 seconds, not limited by the rate of AO
debinding, and not affected by valincittycin or
protosoptiores. Paired stuiies with the p. . sansitive
probe DIS-C3—(5) confiu>ed the abesxe of K+ axi Hf (or
Ff.D3) ct*xiuctames. Its.s, alkalinization was solely
dun to Cl/}i3)3 antiport. This process was saturable and
inhibitable with SITS and external Cl. The Nes for
din' 3 out and Clout ware 2.19, 0.24, and 0.44 1*1,
respectively. The asiuretric affinities on the 2 faces
of the exchanger and low Ne for 13 out are Cuisistant
with prior rorts. '1 Cl affinities, however, are 10
fold greater than previously detected, It is suggested
that these lower Nes, measured with minimal trans
s>.tstrate, sore closely estimate intrinsic affinities
of the RBC Cl/MW3 antiporter. The high affinities
inply efficiant fnxtion of this carrier deapite marked
pertuthatiore in intra or extracellular bicarbonate.
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ELECTROGENIC Na/11C03 COTRANSPORT IN ISOLATED
PERFUSED NECTURUS PROXIMAL TUBULES. A,G.Lp.* *,
A.W.Siebems*, G.Giebisch, and W.F.Boron. Tale
Univ. School of Medicini, New Haven. CT.
We examined the effects on basolateral membrane
potential (Vbl) and intracellular pH (pflj) of (1)lowering LHcO3] in the bath (B) at constant pCO2.
and (2) replacing Na in B with N—methyl—D—gluc—
amine. Vbl and pilj were measured with conven-
tional and liquid—membrane pH microelectrodes,
respectively, in proximal tubules from the mud—
puppy. We found that decreasing [11C031 in B from
10 nit (pH 7.5) to 2 mit (pH 6.8) resulted in an
immediate depolarization of 13 2 mV (n9), and a
P11i decrease of 0.36 0.04 n6. 0.5 mM SITS (4—
acetamido—4—isothiocyanostilbene disulfonate) com-
pletely inhibited the HCO3—induced depolarization(n=13) and inhibited the initial rate of the pH
decrease by 70 a 8% (n=4). Removal of Na from
resulted in an immediate depolarization of 12 * 2
nV (n='14), and decreased pHi by 0.37 0.04 (n4).
SITS inhibited the the zero—Na—induced depolariza-
tion and pH1 decrease by 78% (n6) and 67 5%(n3). respectively. Nominal removal of HCO3
(replaced with REPES) inhibited the zero—Na in-
duced depolarization by 70% (n=8). Replacement of
all Cl in B with glucuronate did not inhibit the
changes in Vbl induced by changing tHCO3] or [Na].
Observations similar to those described above have
been made previously on Ambvstoma proximal tubules(L 2!.fl,. Physipl..8l:53) and attributed to the
cotransport of HCO3, Na and net negative charge.
The net negative charge presumably results from a
stoichiometry of HCO3:Na > 1:1. We conclude that
Necturus proximal tubules possess a similar, if
not identical, electrogenic Na/11C03 cotransport
mechanism, and that this transporter may be a
common characteristic of amphibian proximal
tubules.
DEMONSTRATION OF PAM REABSORPTION IN THE ISOLATED
PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY (IPK): AN EXPLANATION FOR
SELF—SUPPRESSION OF PAM TRANSPORT. ML MacDougall,
TB Wiegmann*, and JJ Grantham, Univ. of Kansas,
Kansas City, KS and KCVANC, Kansas City, MO.
The effects of various perfusate PAH concentra-
tions were studied. In contrast to previous
reports, PAM was secreted at low and reabsorbed
at high perfusate PAll concentrations (>2OoOM),
PAH was not toxic to IPK at high concentrations
as no significant changes in GFR, FE.N , or FEKwere detected, a
PpAH(>M) GFR(ml/min) FEN5(%) FEK(%)
0 0.65 0.03 8.8 0.3 24.5 0.6
5600 0.84 0.43 7.3 1.6 28.3 2.2
Probenecid (2.5mM) decreased secretion at low per—
fusate PAH concentrations to 13% but had no effect
on net reabsorption at high concentrations.
Alanine (5mM) decreased PAR secretion at low per—
fusate PAR concentrations by 49%. In addition,
the same concentration of alanine decreased PAM
reabsorption at high perfusate concentrations by
52%.
PAH N) Excreted—Ultrafiltered(pM/min) P
(Alone) (-FAlanine)
720 36 0.80 0.1
< i629 46 0.39 0.1 0.0
6761 281 —2.54 0.4
6581 290 —1.31 0.5 <0.02
We conclude that tubular PAM reabsorption via
a low affinity PAH transporter is unmasked when
perfusate PAM concentration is high or when compe-
ting amino acids are absent. This may explain the
earlier observations of self—suppression of PAM
transport.
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LOAD DEPENDENCE OF EARLY PROXIMAL H20 and HCO3 RE-
ABSORPTION IN THE REMNANT KIDNEY (RK). D.A.
Maddox and F.3. Gennari. U. of VT. Burlington, VT
Isolated perfused RK late proximal tubules de-
monstrate an Increased intrinsic fluid reabsorp—
tive capacity (JCI 68:760, 1981). However, we
found that the early proximal tubule (first 2 mm)
normally accounts for a major fraction of the in-
crease in proximal fluid (APRH2O) and bicarbonate
(APRHCU3) reabsorption following Increases in f 11—
tered load (FL) (AJP 246:F113,1985). The present
micropuncture studies examined this critical
segment in RK rats. To examine reabsorption over a
wide range of SNGFR and hence FLHCQ, 10 Munich-
Wistar rats were placed on a low (6%) protein diet
(LP), and 12 were placed on a normal (24%) protein
diet (NP) for 2—5 weeks. 5 age—matched 2—kidney
rats served as controls. Collections were made
all along the proximal tubule and the site deter-
mined by microdissection.
APRH2O APRHCO
SNGFR 2mm Total FLHCO3 2mm Total
nT7In pmT7min
CON 40.1 10.9 19.9 1244 732 1106
LPRK 59.6 13.1 24.5 1650 864 1454
NPRK 75.2 16.9 29.9 1944 975 1796
SNGFR and FLHCO3 increased in both RK groups
(p<.005) but the increase was less in the LPRK as
compared to the NPRK (p<.O25). 60% of the increase
in APRH2O and 35% of the increase in APRHCO3
occurred within the first 2 m, a response similar
to that seen in normal rats. The proximal tubule
was longer in RK, accounting for 20—40% of the
increase in reabsorption, but the majority of the
increase was a load dependent response
indistinguishable from that seen in normal rats.
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MORPHOLOGY OF INTERCALATED CELLS (IC) IN DOC-
PIVALATE (DOCP)-TREATED, HCO -LOADED RATS.
K.M. Madsen, J.W. Verlander*, l.S. Wingo, M.A.
Knepper, and C.C. Tisher, University of Florida,
Gainesville, FL and NHLBI, Bethesda, MD.
Previous studies from our 1aoratory have
suggested that IC are involved in H secretion in
the collecting duct. In this study we examined
IC in the connecting segment (CNT) and the corti-
cal (CCD) and outer meduliary (OMCD) collecting
duct of DOCP-treated, HCO —loaded rats that are
known to exhibit net bicaibonate secretion in the
CCD. Five male rats received a single 5 mg i.m.
injection of DOCP 7 days before sacrifice and were
given 100 aM HC03 in the drinking H,O for 3 days
before sacrifice. Five control anitflals received
DOCP alone. Kidneys were preserved by in vivo
perfusion with glutaraldehyde and processed for
scanning (SEM) and transmission (TEM) electron
microscopy. Light microscopy, SEM, and TEM
revealed hypertrophy of the IC with prominent
microprojections on the luminal surface in HCO—
loaded animals. These changes were most plLo_
nounced in the CNT and the OMCD located in the
inner stripe. With SEM two surface configurations
were observed on IC in the CCD in both groups of
animals, but only cells with microplicae showed an
increase in size and surface projections following
HCO3 -loading. IC cells exhibiting hypertrophy
and an increase in luminal surface icroprojec—
tions are believed to be involved in H secretion.
Therefore, these findings suggest that in DOCP
treated, HCO —loaded rats increased HCO +
delivery to he distal nephron facilitates
secretion thereby accounting for the ultrastruc—
tural features observed in the majority of IC.
PHORBOL ESTER—INDUCED ALKALINIZATION OF CANINE
RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS. John Mellas*, and
Marc R. Hammerman, Dept. of Internal Medicine,
Washington Univ. School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO.
Tumor—promoting phorbol esters exert actions on
isolated cells that are similar to those of poly—
peptide growth factors. These compounds alkalinize
cells by enhancing Na+_H+ exchange across the
plasma membrane. To determine whether exposure of
renal proximal tubular cells to tumor—promoting
phorbol esters results in intracellular alkaliniza—
tion, we incubated suspensions of proximal tubular
segments isolated from dog kidney with these com-
pounds. Changes in intracellular pH were detected
by measurements of the distribution of [14C]—5,5—
dimethoxazolidine—2—4—dione (DM0) using a flow—
dialysis technique. Incubations of segments with
10—6 M of the tumor—promoting phorbol esters,
phorbol 12, 13 dibutyrate, or 12—0—
tetradecanoylphorbol—l3acetate (TPA), under condi—
tiooS such that extracellular [Nai> intracellular
[Na+] effected intracellular alkalinization detect-
able within 1—2 mm. Incubation with the inactive
phorbol ester, 4fXphorbol did not, Incubation with
as little as 10—10 N phorbol 12, 13 dibutyrate
effected intracellular alkalinization. Alkaliniza—
tion was not observed under conditions such that
extracellular [Nah = intracellular [Nai. Alka—
linization could be prevented by inclusion of
iO—3 M amiloride in incubations but not by inclu-
sion of SITS. Our findings are consistent with an
action of tumor—promoting phorbol esters to stimu-
late Na+_H+ exchange across the plasma membrane of
the renal proximal tubular cell. It is possible
that the stimulation reflects a mechanism by which
hormones and/or growth factors exert actions in
proximal tubule.
PARATHYR0ID HORMONE MODULATES THE Vmax AND
INTERNAL pH SENSITIVITY OF THE Na/H ANTIPORTER IN A
CULTURED RENAL CELL LINE. R.T. Miller ano A.S. Pollock.
Univ. ofCalif. San Francisco and VA Medical Center.
The activity of the Na/H antiporter in a variety of cell
types is subject to modulation by hormones and growth
factors. It has recently become evident that these observed
changes in antiporter activity are often a result of changes in
the internal pH sensitivity of the antiporter. Physiologic
concentrations of parathyroid hormone (PTH) rapidly decrease
Na/H antiporter activity in the proximal tubule—like OK cell
line. To further characterize this PTH effect, we evaluated the
external Na dependence and internal pH dependence of the
Na/H antiporter in the OK tell line, and the effect of PTH on
these relationships.
The Km for external Na, evaluated at pHi 6.5 and pHo 7.5,
was 27 mM and was unchanged by 25 nM PTH. PTH decreased
Vmax by 30%. In order to study the internal pH dependence of
the antiporter, the pHi of OK cell cultures was set over the
range 6.03—7.60 by exposure to nigericin and varying external K
concentrations. Na/H antiporter activity was measured as
amiloride—sensitive 22Ha uptake performed at 10 mM Na and
pHD 7.50. Antiporter activity decreased as pHi increased. Hill
analysis revealed an 'n' coefficient of 1.3. Half maximal
antiporter activity was observed at pHi 7.08. PTH (25 nM)
decreased maximal observed antiporter activity by 30% while
the "n coefficient was 1.2. Half maximal antiporter activity in
PTH treated cells was observed at pHi 6.75.
Conclusions: 1)—PTH decreases the Vmax of the Na/H
antiporter in OK cells. 2)—PTH decreases the pHi at which half
maximal antiporter activity is present by 0.3 pH units. 3)—No
evidence for significant cooperativity by internal protons was
found. 4)—The observation of a decreased internal pH
sensitivity associated with hormone—induced negative
modulation of Na/H antiporter activity has not been reported
previously.
NEW TYPE OF Na/H EXCHANGE SYSTEM IN
APICAL MEMBRANES VESICLES FROM 5LC-PK1
EPITHELIAL CELLS. A. Moran,*+ J. Biber, and H.
Murer* (intr. by 3. S. Handler). Armed Forces
Radiobiol Res Inst, Bethesda, MD, Beer Sheva Med Sch,
Israel, & Univ Zurich-Irchel Switzerland.
LLC-PK1 is an established cell line derived from pig
kidney which possesses proximal tubule properties. One
of the major acidification mechanisms in the proximal
tubule, Naf/H+ exchange, has been demonstrated
recently in this cell line. However, in contrast to
reports in the literature for the proximal tubule,
amiloride and Na+ are noncompetitive in their effect on
Na'YH' exchange in LLC-PK1. In the present study, we
used acridine orange quenching to monitor H+ flux, and
further characterized the Na+/H+ exchanger and the
conductive properties of apical membrane vesicles
isolated from this cell line. Varying vesicle membrane
potential by applying potassium gradients in the presence
of valinomycin, we found the apical membrane very
tight, and with low conductance for H+ or K+. As
observed in vesicles isolated from the proximal tubule,
the addition of sodium or lithium, but not tetramethyl
amonium to the outside compartment collapsed the
vesicular pH gradient. Lithium is slower than sodium in
its ffect on collapsing the pH gradient. Amiloride(10' M) inhibits the effect of both ions. We previously
demonstrated a saturable sodium flux in these vesicles
similar to that reported in the kidney. However, in
contrast to findings in the kidney (but in agreement with
earlier findings for the intact LLC-PK1 cells) amiloride
inhibited the sodium uptake noncompetitively (Ki = 100
uM). Assuming more than one Na/H+ transporter along
the nephron (one competitive and the other noncompeti-
tive) but only the latter in LLC-PK1 , these results may
be reconciled with reports of competitive and mixed
inhibition of amiloride in kidney vesicles.
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AMiONIA PRODUCTION BY ISOLATED PERFUSED PROXIMAL
TUBULES. EFFECTS OF BATH AND LUMEN pH, AND LUMI-
NAL AMILORIDE. G. T. Nagami and K. Kurokawa. Neph
Div1 VANC West LA, and UCLA and Tokyo Univ Sch of
Med, Los Angeles, CA and Tokyo Japan.
Renal amonia (NH ) production and excretion
play key roles in deending the body against acid
challenges. We examined the effects of bath and
luminal acidic pH, and luminal amiloride on total
NH3 production (TAP) and luminal NH3 output (LAO)by mouse proximal tubules perfused in vitro. Tu—
boles were perfused with and incubated in Krebs
Ringer bicarbonate buffer (KRB) in which the bi-
carbonate concentration [HCO I was lowered to
achieve the desired pH. All ath solutions con-
tained 0.5 trt4 L—glutamine and 1.0 nt1 sodium ace-
tate. Lowering the bath pH by lowering the [FCO,]
from 25 ati (pH 7.4) to 10 nfl (pH 7.0) stimulated
TAP by proximal tubules from 21.5±2.4 to 31.1+1.4
pnol/min per nsa (p<0.Ol). Lowering the perfusate
pH by lowering the [1C0] from 25 nfl to 10 nfl, 5
nfl, or 1 •2 nfl resulted n reductions in collected
luminal fluid pH, but had no significant effect
on TAP or LAO (TAP = 21.5±2.4 paol/min per nsa andLAO 12.3 pl/min per nsa for controls incubated
at pH 7.4). Addition of amiloride to the
perfusate and reducing the perfusate Na+ con-
centration inhibited fluid reabsorption and
acidification but had no significant effect on
TAP compared with controls (19.3+1.4 vs.
20.6±1.3, respectively). Yet, luminal amiloride
reduced LAO by 84 per cent. These data denon-
strate that bath pH plays a more important role
in the regulation of TAP than luminal fluid pH or
acidification, while Na+_H+ exchange may play an
important role in LAO.
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EFFECT OF Na-DEPENDENT ACETATE BUNSPORT (Z'i pH IN
RABBIT PROXIMAL STRAIGHT TUBULES. jjjh
houl' and Walter F. Boron. Dept. of Physiol..
Yale Univ. School of Medicine, New Haven, Cl'.
We examined the effect of acetate (Ac) trans-
port on intracellular pH (pll) in the nominal
absence of HCO. pH1 of isolated perfused tubules
was calculated from absorbance spectra of dime—
thylcarboxyfluorescein. Bilateral removal of Na+
caused p111 to rapidly fall by —0.6. Although the
readdition of 30 mM Na' to the lumen (L) caused a
pH1 recovery, it was only inhibited '-30±4% (n=8)
by 1 mM amiloride. suggesting a contribution of
another transporter besides a Na—H exchanger. We
now find that the rate of pU recovery is reduced
—70% in the bilateral absence of both Ac and
phosphate (P1). and that in the absence of Ac and
P., the inhibition by amiloride is increased to
—9±12% (n=5). Removal of both Ac and from
bath (B) and L caused PHj to rapidly increase by
—0.20 (due to efflux of acetic acid, SAc), and
then slowly fall to O.35 below its initial value
(presumably due to the absence of Ac—dependent
acid extrusion). Readdition of Ac and P. caused a
rapid PEj fall (SAc influx) followed ty a sus-
tained recovery to the normal value (Ac—dependent
acid extrusion). This pattern of 5i changes was
produced by removal of Ac alone, but not P.
Although bilateral removal of Na had no effect on
the rapid initial 11i changes caused by Ac remov—
al/readdition, it blocked the slower 5i changes.
Ac removal from L only resulted in the usual pH1
transients, whereas Ac removal from B only pro-
duced a sustained Pllj increase of O.28±O.O3(a3).
We suggest that luminal NaAc cotransport raises
pH1 as entering Ac combines with 11+ to form SAc,
which exits at luminal and basolateral membranes.
MECHANISM OF URLNE-BILCD POD2 GRPDIENT(U-B PCO2)
IN BICARBCEATE DIUHESIS. M. S. Oh, J. Uribarri,
H.J. Kim F.X. Carroll*, and H.J. Carroll. State
Univ. of N. Y., I)y.snstate Med. Ctr., Dept. of Med.
Brooklyn, N.Y.
-
U—B CO2 in 110)3 diuresis, which probably re-
flects H secretion, requires buffers to carry H
to the lower urinary tract and donate it to HCO -
for production. Urine buffer content corre -
ates well with U—B cCO2 in noderately alkaline
urine, but in highly alkaline urine HCO3' content
instead correlates with U-B rCO2. As disequilthr-
ium pH (p11de) dissipates and urine pH rises, all
buffer pairs, including 0)3=: HCO3, must realign
with the higher pH by releasing H. The high p1<
of HCO3(lO.l — 10.3) has been thought to preclude
its consideration as a significant 11+ donor, but
our recent denonstration that HODj pK is lower
9.7 — 9.8) at high HCOç concentrations suggests
that HCO3 might indeed provide a Substantial a-
nDunt of 11+ for generation of U—B pCO2. Men and
dogs received 11OD3 loads and during HCO3 diur-
esis, blood and urine pH, POD2 and HCO3 were
rreasured. For quantification of 11+ sources, pH
was set at 0.3, and pl< of HC03 at 9.7. In man,
HCO3 donated 1.7 a 0.6 iteq/l of H and non-11C03buffers 2.1 a 0.7 (n=ll). In dogs, the figures
were 1.4 1.1 and 1.4 a 0.5 (n=17). Urine HC03
correlated well with H donated by }fCOf (r'0.96
in man and 0.87 in dogs). For non-HOD3- buffers
and H, r was -0.32 and -0.03. Conclusion: Urinary
HCO is a major source of form H2(D3
during delayed dehydration of urinary 1120)3 inhighly alkaline urine; this explains the close
correlation between U-B pCO2 and urine HC03'
concentration in HC03 diuresis.
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POTASSIUM (K) DEPLETION DURING CHRONIC METABOLIC
ACIDOSIS (CMA) IN THE RAT IS SECONDARY TO
ALDOSTERONE (ALDO). DB Ornt and 3D Scandling.
Dept of Medicine. Univ of Rochester, Rochester,
NY.
High urinary K loss persists during CMA despite
the development of marked K depletion. Studies in
our laboratory have shown that isolated perfused
kidneys (IPK) from rats on 4 days of 1.5% NH4C1
do not conserve K, in contrast to IPKs from rats
on 3 days of K—free diet (FEK .83 + .09 vs .35
+
.04, p<.O1), despite significant and comparable
Toss of muscle K in both groups of the donor
rats. Urine flow and FEW5 were similar in both
groups, suggesting that the high K excretion by
the acid—fed rats was not dependent on these
factors. To study the role of aldo in this K
wasting, plasma aldo was measured after 4 days in
rats on normal 1< diet and 1.5% NH4C1 and in
pair—fed controls on no acid. Unstressed aldo
levels were significantly greater in the acid—fed
rats than in controls, 43 + 10 vs 10 + 2 ng/dl
(p<.Ol). Similarly treate adrenalectomized
(ADX) rats on either normal (4 ug/day) or high
(22 ug/day, to simulate the rise In aldo in
Intact rats during CMA) aldo replacement, given
via intraperitoneal osmotic minipump, were also
studied after 4 days. Acid—fed ADX rats on normal
aldo, compared to AOX rats on normal aldo and no
acid, did not develop K depletion (muscle K. 417
+ 10 vs 424 + 6 ueq/g). However, acid—fed ADX
fats on highaldo, compared to ADX rats on high
aldo and no acid, did develop K depletion (muscle
K, 352 + S vs 411 + 9 ueqlg. p<.Ol).
We conclude that CMA in rats stimulates aldo
secretion and that aldo is the cause of the
persistent renal K wasting seen in CMA.
EFFECT OF ACUTE REVERSAL OF KETOACIDOSIS WITH
NaHCO3 ON PLASMA PHOSPHORUS [P1 AED POTASSIUM [K].
James R. Oster, Carlos A.Vaamonde, Helen C.Alpert*
and Genaro R. Rodriguez*. Dept. Medicine VANC, and
Univ. of Miami, Miami, FL.
Patients with ketoacidosis often develop marked
hypophosphatemia during therapy. To determine if
ketoacidosis per we and/or its reversal with
NaHCO3 predispose to hypophosphatemia, conditioned
dogs (n6) were infused for 2 h with 4-hydroxybu—
tyric acid (3.0 inEq/kg body wt/h in 0.45% NaCI at
5.0 mi/mm) followed by NaHCO3 (1.5 mEq/kg/h in
0.45% MaCi at 5.0 mi/mm) for 2 h:
Baseline Hour 21 Hour 4 #
pH 7.39±0.02 7.19±0.021 7.42±O.O1
[HCO3],mMol/L 20.0±1.0 13.6±0.7 22.4±1.31'2
[P],mg/dl 4.5±0.3 5.5±0.2 I 4.6±0.2 I
[K],mEq/L 3.4±0.1 2.9±0.1 § 2.7±0.211
X±SE; after 2 h acid; # after 2 h NaHCO3;
I p<O.O5 or more vs. baseline; or I vs. h 2.
Acid infusion caused moderate decrements in pH and
[HCO3] and, as expected, a 22% increase in [P]
(p(O.OO5) and a 15% decrease (p<O.0O5) in [K].
NaHCO3 returned pH and [HCO3] to levels slightly
greater than baseline; [F] decreased but not below
baseline, whereas [K] remained below baseline. In
conclusion, acute correction of ketoacidosis with
NaHCO3, reverses the characteristic hyperphospha—
temia but does not induce hypophosphatemia. In pa-
tients with ketoacidosis, the latter most likely
relates to unmasking of pre—existing phosphorus
deficiency. Hyperkalemia in some untreated patients
probably results from factors other than acidemia,
including insulin lack. On the other hand, NaHCO3
appears to contribute to the development (or per-
petuation) of hypokalemia.
PRESTEADY STATE KINETICS OF Na-H EXCHANGE AT
0°C IN BRUSH BURGER MEMBRANE VESICLES (BBMV).
Kinya Otsu,* James Kinsella, Jeffrey Froehlich,*
and Bertram Sacktor* (intr. Gary M. Kiebzak).
CRC, NIA, NIH, Baltimore, Maryland 21224.
Initial time course studies of 2SNa+ uptake via
the amiloride—sensitive Na+_H+ exchange system in
BBMV were carried at 0°C in order to resolve the
kinetics of' the presteady state and to evaluate
the sequence and rates of intermediate reactions
in the exchange mechanism. Amiloride—sensitive
2Na+ uptake between 1 and 15 sec consisted of 3
distinct phases: (1) an initial lag, (2) a rapid
uptake or 'burst," and (3) a linear steady state
phase. Over that same time interval amiloride—
insensitive 22Na uptake displayed linear kinet-
ics. Decreasing the internal pH (pHj) from 7. to
6.0 at constant external pH (pH0=7.5) and LNaJ
(1 r*l) increased the burst size (40 to 120 pmol
NaVmg) and steady state velocity (2.3 to 65 pmol
Na/aoJsec) without effecting the duration of the
lag (<0.5 sec) or apparent burst rate (0.6 se'
Similar results were obtained by raising the LNal
from 1 to 5 ir*.l at pHi=6.0 and pH0=7.51 In contr-
ast, raising pH0 from 7.5 to 8.5 (lNaI=l a14, pHj=
6.0) shortened the lag and increased the steady
state velocity without changing the burst size.
Generation of an inside negative membrane potenti-
al with FCcP (pHi=6.0, pH0=7.5) increased the am-
plitude of the burst but had no affect on the
steady state velocity. The results are conatib1e
with a model for Na+_H+ exchange that includes a
rapid Na translocation step (burst phase) preced-
ed (lag phase) and followed by (linear phase)
slower transitions possibly involving transforma-
tions between Na—and Htspecific carrier states.
CELL pH IN RAT PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULE;
AXIAL HETERO(ENEITY AND DEPENDENCE ON
LUMINAL HCO3. E.Pastoriza*, R.Harring—
ton*, and M.(raber. V1.MC Northport and
SONY at Stony Brook, New York.
In previous superfusion studies with
4—methylumbelliferone (4MW we have shown
that cell pH (pHj) is more alkaline in
early proxinal tubule (EP) compared to
late segments (LP) (din Rem 33:495a,
1985) . To assess whether this difference
is due to the declining profile of lumin—
al HCOf, we perfused blocked EP and LP
at 40 nL/min with 4MU containing 0 or 15
mM HCOf at pCO of 60 mm}lg. Using the
365/334 fluorescence ratio as a measure
of cell pH we found:
EP(n=7) LP(n'5)
15mM 0mM 15mM 0mM
365/334 9.S±.5 8.4±.5 B.6±.6 7.8±.6*
*p<.os compared to 15mM
In paired measurements of EP and LP in
the same nephron, EP was more alkaline
than LP (p<.05) with both 15 and 0mM.
We conclude; 1) pHj is more alkaline in
EP than LP; 2) Decreasing luminal HC03
and pH acidifies pHi in both EP and LP
3) The difference in pHj of EP vs LP seen
under free—flow conditions in part re-
flects the declining HC03 (pH) profile
along the nephron. In addition, there is
an intrinsic difference in pHj regulation
by the two segments; 4) changes in de-
livered HC03 load in vivo will be
expected to alter pHi.
BASOLATERAL BICARBONATE CONDUCTANCE TO HC03 IN
THE PROXIMAL TUBULE (PCT) OF NECTURUS DURING ACU-
TE ACID-BASE DISTURBANCES. G.Planelles*, A.Edelman*
and T.Anagnostopoulos. INSERM U.192, Hôpital des
Enfants-Malades, Paris, France.
Cell potential (V3), intracellular pH and K ac-
tivity were measured at steady state during pen-
tubular perfusion with blood (BLO), then either of
these 2 solutions. Sd A : F01 5 kPs,[HCO 1= 8
mM, pH = 6.9 ; Sol B : CO 52kPa,[HCO3J= 4 mM,
pH = 7.6. Approximate blood parameters : CO 0.7
kPa,[HCO3J 7 mM, pH 7.6. Ne also measured2in
single tubules sucessively exposed to BLO, then to
Sol A or Sol B : (i) the sum of apical (GA) and
basolateral membrane conductance (GB) in parallel,
(ii) the GA/GB ratio from the respective ratio of
voltages. The two latter series provide an esti-
mate of relative changes of' GA and GB from BLO to
perfused state. Referred to published control GA=
290 and GB 500 PS/cm2, we find GB to be (US/cm2)
440 in Sol B, 350 in Sol A, GA being 230 in both
solutions. Since only HC03 and K carry current
across GB (Kubota et al, J.Membr.Biol. 73:61,1983),
the ratio of the partial HC03 to K conductances,
GBHCO /GBK, at this site was assessed by constant
field from V5 and transmembrane K and HC03 dis-
tributions (the latter assessed from pH measure—
ments).Since GBHCO * GBK = G3, the partial con-
ductances (PS/cm2)3were computed : GBHCO 130 (BLO),
100 (Sol B), 180 (Sol A) ; CBK 350 (BLO) 350 (Sol
8), 190 (Sol A). Conclusion. The response of the
PCT to a major HC03 load is a homeostatic decrea-
se of GBHCO tending to reduce basolateral HC03
ef'flux (absrption), i.e. increase HC03 excretion.
Acidic pH stimulates basolateral HCO3 efflux
through increased GBHCO , tending thus to oppose
the acidosis,
THE EFFECT OF AMILORIDE ON BICARBONATE
PERMEABILITY. S. Sabatini and N.A. Kurtzman,
Depts of Internal Medicine and Physiology, Texas
Tech Univ Health Sciences Ctr, Lubbock, Texas.
Amiloride inhibits carbonic anhydrase indepen-
dent bicarbonate reabsorption, this effect has
been attributed to a decrease in transepithelial
voltage in the cortical collecting tubule.
Favorable concentration gradients for bicarbonate
reabsorption, however, exist along the papillary
collecting duct. Amiloride has been shown to
decrease bicarbonate transport across this seg-
ment. Thus, amiloride also could increase bicar-
bonate excretion by decreasing bicarbonate
permeability independent of any effect on sodium
or transepithelial voltage. The present study
was designed to examine the effect of amiloride
on bicarbonate permeability in the turtle blad-
der. Bladders were suspended in a Ussing
chamber in the presence of 5 X 10 N serosal
ouabain. After the mucosal pH had been titrated
to 4.5 and acidification ceased, bicarbonate
secretion was measured. Control bicarbonate
secretion was 1.96±0.20 pmol/hr. Following
administration of mucosal amiloride (10 M)
bicarbonate secretion decreased to 1.62±0. 10
jimol/hr, n=6 (P<O.O1). When active bicarbonate
secetion was inhibited by pretreatment with 2 X
1O M acetazolamide, mucosal amiloride still
significantly decreased bicarbonate secretion.
This study demonstrates that independent of its
effect on sodium transport and transepithelial
voltage, amiloride also decreases bicarbonate
permeability. This effect may contribute to its
action on bicarbonate transport in the terminal
nephron.
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MECHANISM OF BICARBONATE EXIT ACROSS THE
BASOL,ATERAL MEMBRANE OF RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULE.
Sei Sasaki, Kimio Tomita, Yasuhiko 1mb, Tatsuo
Shiigai*, Jugoro Takeuchi*. Tokyo Medical &
Dental Univ., Dept. of Medicine, Tokyo, Japan.
Mechanism of HCO3 exit across the basolateral
membrane of rabbit proximal tubule was examined by
double—barreled ion selective microelectrodes.
Isolated rabbit proximal straight tubules were
perfused in vitro with HCO3-Ringer solutions, and
intracellular pH(pHi) and Na concentration(Nai)
were monitored by double barreled ion(H and Na)
selective microelectrodes. A rapid bath exchange
was performed to alter bath HCO3, Na, Cl concen-
trations. Lowering bath HCO3 from 25 to 5mM(at
constant pCO2) depolarized basolateral membrane
potential(Vbl) from -47.3+2.1 to -16.8÷3.2mV, and
reduced pHi from 7.20+0.03 to 6.89+O,011(n=8).
These changes were inhibited by 1mM SITS, but were
not affected by the absence of bath Cl. Lowering
bath HCO3(25 to 5mM) also reduced Nal from
62.9+5.2 to 53.9+5.lmM(n=9). Total substitution of
choline for bath Na depolarized Vbl from -49.9+1.0
to -ll.k+2.2mV, and reduced pHi from 7.27+0.02 to
7.lO+0.O3(n=16). Of these Na induced changes, a
60% of Vbl change and total change of pHi were
sensitive to 1mM SITS. Total replacement of bath
Cl with isethionate slightly depolarized Vbl from
-51.3+2.0 to -46.8+2.lmV and increased pHi from
7.22+0.03 to 7.28+O.03(n=13).
These data suggest that }ICO3 exit across the
basolateral membrane of rabbit proximal tubule is
mediated by two separate mechanisms. One is
rheogenic Na coupled process(Na-HCO3 cotransport,
stochiometry of HCO3/Na more than 1), and the
other is electroneutral Cl coupled process(Cl—HCO3
exchange).
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POSTNATAL DIFFERENTIATION OF INTERCALATED
CELLS (IC) IN MID-CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULES
(CCI). Satlin, L.M.*, Evan, A.P., Gattone, V.H. and
Schwartz, G3.: Albert Einstein Coil, of Med., Dept. of
Peds., Bronx, N.Y., and Univ. of Indiana, Dept. of
Anatomy, Indianapolis, Ind.
We sought to characterize+development of IC and the
functional commitment to H transport. CCT from new-
born (NB) and adult rabbits were isolated, mounted in a
specimen chamber and observed on an inverted fluores-
cence microscope. Individual IC were identified by their
bright green fluorescence after exposing CCI to 6-
carboxyfluorescein (6-CF) diacetate and total cells were
counted using Hoechst chromatin stain. 14 1% of cells
present in the NB and 25 2% of those in adult CCI
stained brightly with 6-CF. Few IC in NB CCI had
acidic cytoplasmic vesicles as seen by acridine orange
staining. The fluorescent cation, Di_O_Cç(3), which is
concentrated in mitochondria, preferentialfy labelled IC
in mature CCI. However, no selective uptake of Di-O-
C5(3) was observed in NB IC, despite the EM finding that
the volume percent of mitochondria had already reached
adult levels (15.1 2.3 vs 16.0 1.0). Scanning EM con-
firmed the paucity of IC in the NB Cortex. We us0ed
excitation ratio (490/450) fluorometry of 6-CF at 37 C
to measure apparent cell pH (pH'.) in CCI and found no
difference in pH'. between IC an principal cells (PC) in
the NB (6.8±O.d 13 CCI) compared to a 0.3±0.1 pH
unit difference between IC and PC in adult CCI
(7.4 ±0.1 p<O.Ol; 6 CCI).
Our finding of s,milar pH' in NB IC and PC suggests
the absence of H pumps in IC early in development.
This is corroborated by the absence of cytoplasmic
vesicles in NB IC by EM and acridine orange staining.
Thus, IC are present in NB CCI but are functionally
immature.
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LOCALIZATION OF BAND 3 ANION EXCUANGE PROTEIN IN
RABBIT KIDNEY. V.L. Schuster, S.M. Bonsib*, M.L.
JenningS*. Univ • of Iowa, Iowa City, IA.
Band 3, the dominant integral membrane pro-
tein of erythrocytes (RBCs). catalyzes Cl—Cl or
Cl—HC03 exchange. Because such anion exchange
is functionally present in renal epithelia, we
used immunocytochemistry to search I or band 3 in
kidney. Monoclonal antibodies (McAb) were
raised in mice against the isolated membrane
domain (52 kd fragment) of human RBC band 3. Of
several McAb's produced. one (IVF12) bound with
high affinity to rabbit RBC band 3 on Western
blots. Frozen sections of rabbit kidney were
acetone—fixed and "stained" with IVF12 followed
by fluoresceln—coniugated goat secondary. Fluor-
escence was seen in RBCs in glomeruli and blood
vessels, and in a subpopulation of cells in cor-
tical and medullary collecting tubules. Stain-
ing was preferential along the basolateral mem-brane in both medullary and cortical collecting
tubule cells. Proximal tubules, as well as
thick and thin limbs, were negative. Controls
with either non—immune mouse serum or a McAb not
cross—reactive to rabbit band 3 showed no label-
ling. Because peanut lectin binds to interca-lated cells, cortical collecting tubules were
perfused in vitro with fluorescein—conjugated
lectin, fixed, and perfused with IVF12 in Tween
followed by rhodamine—conjugated secondary.Some, but not all, lectin—positive cells
labelled for band 3. Conclusions: A subpopula—
tion of rabbit collecting tubule cells contains
band 3, or an antigenically similar protein. In
the cortical segment, these cells are probably
intercalated cells. This protein may mediate
anion exchange in these epithelia.
H SECRETION BY THE MESONEPHRIC COLLECTING
DUCT (CD). George 1. Schwartz and Lisa M. Satlin*.
Albert Einstein Coil. Med., Dept. Peds., Bronx, N.Y.
The mesonephric kidney, a precursor to the meta-
nephric or permanent kidney, is ideal for tracing lineage
of renal cel. To study the origin of the intercalated
cell (IC) (H secreting ICs can endocytose fluorescein
dextran into vesicles and acidify it with HF pumps), we
isolated mesonephric kidneys from 15-19 day rabbit
embryos. CDs were narrow and often branched segments
that connected the dilatation of the end distal tubule to
the Wolffian duct. The perfused CD was 0.5±0.1 mm
long (n=13), had an outer diameter of 61±2 lim (n=7),
and contained 694 23 cells/mm (n=21) by Hoechst chro-
matin staining. Mitotic figures were frequent (up to 10%
of cells). When perfused and bathed with a solution
simulating plasma (tCO2 = 25 mM), CD secreted H (ab-
sorbed HCO3) at high rates: 22.2* 3.4 pmol/min.mm
(n=5). H secretion was not inhibited by ouabain (n=3) but
was by acetazolamide (n=1). Transepithelial voltage was
-21 4 mY nd converted to 1-2 mV positive after
ouabain. H secreting cells were identified by the
uptake of fluorescein dextran during perfusion for 15
mm. at low pCO2: 13 4 cells/mm endocytosed the
macromolecule (n=l5 CDs) and acidified the vesicular
contents to pH 5.9±0.1 (n=5 CDs). Only those cells
endocytosed or bound rhodamine peanut ag,lutmnin.
How does the mesonephric CD secrete H at rates like
the mature medullary CD, even though fewer ICs endo-
cytosed or bound the fluorescent macromolecules? Pos-
sibly, the high fetal pCO chronically stimulated exo-
cytosis of all I-I pumps an inhibited endoytosis during
the 15 mm. loading period. Less likely is H secretion by
principal cells. We conclude that some ICs in CDs from
embryonic and permanent kidneys function similarly.
How the IC develops in the mesonephric CD and then in
the metanephric kidney are questions for further study.
KINETICS OF TIlE Na—H ANTIPORTER AS ASSESSED BY THE
CHANGE IM INTRACELLULAR pH IN MDCK CELLS. A.M.
Selvaggio , J.I-l. Schwartz, H,H. Bengele and E,A.
Alexander. Thorndike Mem, Lab., Boston City
Hospital, Boston Univ. Sch. of Med., Boston,Ma. +
The Na—H antiporter regulates both H
secretion and cell pH in renal epithelia and is
present in the MOCK cell line. The present study
was designed to further define the Na dependency
and kinetics of proton efflux in MDCK cells. In
these experiments Intracellular pH (pHi) was
determined with a pH sensitive fluorescent probe,
2,7biscarboxyethyl—5,B carboxyfluoresceln (BCECF).
Data were obtained from confluent monolayers grown
on plastic cover slips and studied in media free
of added CO2 and HCO pH=7.2 (pHo). The
fluorescent intensity ratio (Ex 506/455nM, Em
53OnM) of the intracellular probe was pH
calibrated by setting pHi to pHo (6,5—7.6) by
exposure to nigericin in KC1. Monolayers in NaC1
maintain a pHi of 7.42 0.03 (n=15). When cells
were acidified in NH,Cl, pHi=6.67+O.34 (n=33), pHi
remained stable in Na free choline chloride. But
when exposed to 100mM NaC1 pHi increased 0.28+
0.04 pH units/mm. Amiloride (1—5mM) inhibited
this Na dependent rise in pHi by over 95%. When
acid loaded monolayers were exposed to 10—100mM Na
the rate of pHi recovery exhibited saturation
kinetics, The apparent Km(Na) of this process was
46,0 6.0 mM and Vmax was 0.257 0.033 pH
units/mm. These data are in agreement with
previous studies utilizing isotopic Na flux
determinations. We conclude that pHi regulation
in the MOCK cell is in part mediated by a Na—H
antiporter and the kinetics of this process can be
reliably assessed by the pH sensitive fluorometric
probe, BCECF.
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EFFECT OF ELECTRONEUTRAL LUMINAL AND BASOLATERAL
LACTATE TRANSPORT ON CELL p11 (pH1) IN ISOLATED
PERFUSED AMBYSTOMA PROXIMAL TUBULES. Arthur L.
Sieben.a and Walter F. Boron. Dept. of Physiol.
Yale Univ. School of Medicine, New Haven. CT.
We used microeleotrodas to examine the effect
of lactate (Lac) on p111 and basolatoral membrane
potential (Vbl) in proximal tubules of the tiger
salamander. Solutions were buffered to pH 7.5
with HEPES (nominally 11C03—free). and contained
either no organic substrates or 3.6 aM L—Lac
alone. We found that Lac added to the bath (B)
caused pHj to decrease by 0.08 0.01 (u6) over
—0.7 mm (mit. rate = 0.36 a 0.04 pU/mis). The
initial rate of the pffj decrease was reduced
75 3% (n6) by 2 aN a_cyano—4—hydrOxlciflflamate
(CHC). an inhibitor of liLac cotransport (or its
equivalent). Lac added to the lumen (L) cause'd
pa1 to increase by 0.28 a 0.04 (n9) over —2.5 mit(mit. rate = 0.29 a 0.05 pU/am). This pH in-
crease is not due solely to Lac entry because
>99% of incoming Lac will remain dissociated (pK
—3.8 vs pH —7.3). Inhibition of basolateral H/Lac
exit with 2 mM cHC in B inhibited the luminal Lao—
induced pllj increase by 70 a 4% (a=5). Replace—
meat of all Na with N—methyl—D'gluCamite complete-
ly blocked the response to Lac in L (n 3) but
not in B (n 5). The response to Lac in L was
restored by readditiOn of Na to L only. There
were no instantaneous Vbl changes upon addition of
Lac to either L or B. The data suggest that:
(1) The pH' decrease caused by Lac in B results
from basotateral, elactroneutral, Na—independent
H/Lao cotransport. (2) The pH increase caused by
Lac in L results from lumiaal, electroneutral
Na/Lac cotransport, followed by basolateral 11/Lao
exit. The act effect during the addition of Lac
to L is the reabsorption of Lac and the baiO—
lateral extrusion of ff from the cell.
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MATHEMATICAL SIMULATION OF RADIAL pH GRADIENT IN
CORTICAL COLLECTING DUCT LUMEN. R.A. Star,* R.
Mejia,* and M. A. Knepper. NHLBI, Bethesda, MD.
To estimate the radial profiles of pH and
disequilibrium pH in cortical collecting ducts, we
developed a steady-state mathematical model of
proton, bicarbonate, and carbonic acid transport in
a single tubule. The model consists of partial
differential equations describing mass balances on
total CO and net acid. Concentrations are
expresses as functions of radial and axial position
along the lumen. The model assumes HCO/H2CO3
equilibrium (pK, 3.6). Dehydration of H CO3 (k
49/sec) and hydration of CO are descried by first
order rate equations. The mdel was solved
numerically using a two dimensional finite element
algorithm coupled with a modified Newton's method.
For the simulations presented here, perfusate and
peritubular bath were identical ([HCOJ, 24mM; pH,
7.40). [CO,] was assumed to be 1.2 mM everywhere. A
parabolic velocity profile was assumed (mean flow
rate, 1 nl/min). With a proton secretion rate of 5
pmol/min/mm (similar to reported values), one mm
from the beginning of the tubule, the pH at the
wall was 6.93 (disequilibrium, -0.37) and the pH at
the centerline was 7.22 (disequilibrium —0.08).
[H2C03] was 2 times higher at the wall than in the
center. [HCO3] and equilibrium pH did not depend on
radial position. The disequilibrium pH was fully
developed within 10 jim. Increasing the dehydration
rate 1000-fold (simulating the effect of carbonic
anhydrase) eliminated both the disequilibrium pH
and the radial gradients. We conclude that a
physiologic rate of proton secretin can generate
substantial radial gradients of [H ] and [H2C03J in
the absence of luminal carbonic anhydrase.
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IDENTIFICATION OF A MUTANT CLATHRIN-COATEO
VESICLE PROTON TRANSLOCATING ATPase. D.K.
Stone, N. Harnell*, and R. Draper*. UTHSCDi1
UTDallas, Texas.
Clathrin-coated vesicles (CCV) and renal
medulla vesicles contain proton pumps which are
functionally indistinguishable and are sensitive
to N—ethylmaleimide (NEM), but not azide. CCV
acidification requires (1) a proton pump, (2) a
chloride transporter, (3) non—leaky CCV, and (4)
phosphatidyl serine. We have identified a
Chinese hamster ovarian (CHO) cell line (G.7.l)
which has a conditionally-lethal, temperature-
sensitive mutation in vacuolar acidification.
To characterize the site of this mutation, CCV
were isolated from wild type (WI) and G.7.l CHO
cells, and the response of various CCV proton
pump activities to preincubation at 44°C for 10
minutes was examined. Acridine orange quenching
was inhibited by 100% in G.7.l CCV after heating
whereas WI CCV were inhibited only 30%. CCV
a2P—ATP exchange, which is proton pump driven
but does not require a Cl transporter, was
inhibited 95% in G.7.l CCV, but only 31% in WI
CCV. Ouabain, azide and V04 resistant, NEM
sensitive ATPase activity was also inhibited 98%
in G.7.l CCV, and 37% in WI CCV, both in the
absence and presence of proton ionophores.
Finally, PS had no protective effect on heat
inactivation in either WI or G.7.l CCV. It is
concluded that the mutation in G.7.l cells is
expressed at the level of the CCV proton pump.
Such a system will allow for definition of the
role of the CCV (and plasma membrane) proton
pump in cellular pH homeostasis as well as for
characterizion of the molecular requirements for
proton pump function.
INTERACTION OF K AND AMMONIA TRANSPORT IN THE
TURTLE BLADDER. Zvi Talor, Harry Lubansky,* and
Jose A L Arruda, Department of Medicine, Univ of
Ill and West Side VA Medical Center, Chicago, IL.
The turtle bladder is caable of transporting
ammonia both as NH3 and NH • Since K and NH +
share similar characteristcs such as permeabi'I—
ity and activation of the Na—K—ATPase, we studied
the interaction of these ions on transport by the
turtle bladder. Ammonia transport from serosa to
mucoaa was inhibited partially by removal of
mucosal but not serosal K solution. This inhibi-
tion was reversible by addition of K. Ouabain
also inhibited ammonia transport when added to
the mucosal but not to the serosal solution. The
failure of serosal K removal and ouabain to
inhibit NH4+ transport can be explained by the
high permeability of the serosal membrane to
NH4+. In addition, serosal NH4+ transport seems
to be carrier mediated because methylaminonium (a
competitive inhibitor of NH4 transport in other
systems) decreased ammonia transport in a com-
petitive fashion. The inhibition of ammonia
transport by removal of mucosal K or ouabain can
be explained by the existence of a putative
mucosal Na—K—ATPase which has been postulated to
play a role in K transport. In plasma membranes
from the turtle bladders, NH4+ could replace K in
the activation of Na—K—ATPase with similar Km of
2.7 and 3.9mM for K and NH4+, respectively.
Thus, K and NH,+ interact in their transport by
the turtle blader and this interaction is at
least in part mediated through the Na—K.-ATPase.
THE PK (F BICP.RBONATE xr ILW AND HIGH BICANDCtE
COErR1TIONS. J. Uribarri, M.S. Oh, H.J. Kini,
and H.J. Carroll. State Univ. of N.Y., Downstate
. Ctr., Dept. of d., Brookl, N.Y.
The buffer pair, C03=:HCD3, has not been con-
sjdered an important buffer in urine because of
its high pK(1O.l - 10.3). However, in HCO3 diur-
esis, urinary HCOf might be as high as 0.4 M, and
pK seems not to have been neasured at such high
H0D3 concentrations. We determined pK from pH
achieved in various aqueous mixtures of Na2(D3 and
NSHZO3. Fresh supplies of Na2CO3 and NaHOD3 cryst-
als were used to avoid gain and loss of CO2 upon
repeated exposure to air, and solutions were pre-
pared in evacuated syringes to avoid gain and loss
of Co2. Results: At a given Na+ concentration
varying ratios of NaHC/Na2CO3 gave the sane pK.
The higher the concentrations of the buffer pair,
the lower the pK.
Na(noles/L) : 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.01
pK: 9.71 9.71 9.78 9.84 9.92 10.05
Conclusions: The pK of CO3 /HCO3 varies inversely
with buffer concentrations. At the concentrations
of }2O3 seen in highly alkaline urine during
HC03 diuresis, the pK is sufficiently low to
allow a signicant physiological role for the
buffer pair (X)3=:HCOç in accepting as well as
donating H+.
Ratio: HC03/Co3=
pK @ 0.5 M Na
pK 8 0.05 M Na
1:1 2;l 1:2 10:1 an pK
9.71 9.70 9.72 9.72 9.71
9.97 9.98 10.00 9.98 9.98
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MITOCHONDRTh-RICH CELLS OF TURTLE BLADDER
PFflILATR CELL M (pH.) BY CALCIUM-DEPENDENT
EXOCYTOSIS OF H ATPASE. Janet van Adelsberg*
and Q. Al—Awgati, Columbia Univ., New York, NY.
CO,, by acidifying the cytosol, increases
cell talciui, (Ca.) an causes exocytosis of
vesicles containing H pumps in mitochondria—
rich (NP) cells of turtle bladder. By using
excitation ratio fluorcametry, we measured pH.
and Ca. with 5,6 carhoxyfloorescein (CF) and'
Quin2 kempectiveiy. During continuous exposure
of suspended cells to CO.,, pH1 decreased but
recovered to the original level within 5 mm.
Recovery also occurred in Na—free media. In
single MR cells identified by luminal endo-
cytosis of rhodamine-albumin, p1-I. recovery was
prevented by reducing luminal pHtto 5.5, sug-
gesting tat pH1 recovery is due to luminally
located 1-I I%TPases.
Chelation of extracellular calcium by RTA
prevented the Co2-induced rise in Ca. and also
prevented pHi recovery. Similar results were
obtained when changes in Ca. were buffered by
high concentrations of ouinL We had found
that buffering Ca1 blocked COz_stimulated exo—
cytosis. Further, the peak H current due to
which results frcsm exocytotic inserion of
H —ATPases, was reduced by 18 + 7 ua/Bcm
(p < 0.85) in calcium-depletedThladders,
These results suggest that pH. regulation in
MR cells occurs by exocytoticinAertion of
pumps and subseguent active H traspprt, not
by the more common mechanims of Na /H
exchange.
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NON-CLASSICAL DRIVING FORCE FOR RENAL BRUSH
BORDER H+/0H TRANSPORT. A.S. Verkmam and H.E.
Ives, Dept. Ned., UCSF, San Francisco, California
Passive electrogenic H+/0N trsnspnrt does
not respond to the usual driving force (A[H4]
or MOr]) for passive permeability processes
in lipid bilayers and biological membranes.
To examine the driving force for Id/O11 transport
in rabbit brush border membrane vesicles (voitsge
clamped with K/valinomycin), the kinetics of
dissipation of preformed pN gradients were studied
by entrapped 6-carboxyfluorescein (6CF) fluores-
cence. In contrast to the acridine orange method,
the 6CF method allows for studies of inwardly
directed N+ gradients, W1-1011 flux dependences
on pH and ApH, and rapid (<is) fluxes. In response
to an inwardly directed H+ gradient (pHout=6,
pH07), there is a rapid (<2 ma) decrease in
6Cr fluorescence, due to titration of extrsvesicu-
lar 6Cr, followed by a slower (-10 a) decrease
due to transmembrane H+/0H flux. Initial H+70H
flux (pmol/cm2/s) UN) was calculated fros
the fluorescence time course, veeicle buffer
capacity and 6CF fluorescence vs. pH calibration.
Surprisingly, H (23 pmul/cm2/s) was nearly
independent of pH (range 4-6) for inwardly and
outwardly directed W1- gradients (0.4 units),
predicting a strongly p11 dependent W'VOH perme-
ability coefficient (PHJH/Mf1-). At constant
vesicle pH, u increased quadratically from
23 to 325 pmol/cm2/s as Apil increased from 0.4
to 2.5. The activation energy for .111 was 21.6
kcalfmole (5-60° C). These findings are not
compatible with mobile carrier models for H+/DH_
transport and suggest a lipid diffusion mechanism
facilitated by transient binding of H+/oN to
fixed sites in the membrane.
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CAMP—PROTEIN KINASE AND Na/H EXCHANGE IN RABBIT
APICAL MEMBRANE VESICLES. E. 3. Weinman and N.
Hise. Univ. Texas School of Med., Houston, Texas.
To directly study the mechanism of cAMP inhibi-
tion of Na+/H+ exchange, brush border membrane
vesicles were opened in—viro and exposed to ATP
with and without cAMP (10°M). The vesicles were
then resealed and the rate of Na+22 uptake deter-
mined in the presence of a pH gradient (pHi=5.5,
pHo=7.5). cAMP inhibited the asiloride sensitive
component of sodium uptake from 2.21±.21 nmol/mg
protein/iD sec to l.94t,19 (pcO.OO1). There were
no changes in the equilibrium concentrations, in
the amiloride insensitive component of sodium up-
take, or in proton permeability. The inhibitory
effect of cAMP was blocked when the opened vesicles
were incubated with the Walsh inhibitor of cAMP
dependent protein kinase. In the absence of ATP and
in vesicles exposed to ATP but not opened, cAMP had
no effect on sodium uptake, cAMP had no effect on
the Na dependent uptake of 0-glucose,
Exposure of the opened vesicles to the catalytic
subunit of cAMP-protein kinase inhibited amiloride
sensitive sodium uptake from 2.35±,49 nmol/mg pro—
tein/lO sec to 2.O5+.45 (p<.O05). The inhibitory
effect of the catalytic subunit was blocked by the
Walsh inhibitor.
Audioradiograms of 505 gels of opened vesicles
exposed to radioactive gamma ATP demonstrated a
cAMP dependent phosphoprotein of approximately
52,000 daltons.
These studies provide a direct demonstration
that cAMP, acting through a membrane bound protein
kinase, inhibits the sodium—proton exchanger in
the apical membrane, The effect of cAMP may be
associated with a specific phosphoprotein located
in the brush border membrane.
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SOLUBILIZATION, PURIFICATION ANO RECONSTITUTION
OF THE CLATHRIN-COATEO VESICLE PROTON TRANSLO-
CATING ATPase. X.S. Xie, O.K. Stone, and E.
Racker*. UTHSCD, Dallas, TX, and Cornell Univ.,
Ithaca, NY.
Proton pumps of a new class have been de-
scribed which are localized to clathrin-coated
vesicles (CCV), endosomes, chromaffin granules,
golgi membranes and plasma membrane of acidify-
ing epithelia. These pumps share a resistance
to mitochondrial inhibitors and VU4, and a
sensitivity to N-ethylmaleimide (NEN). Little,
however, is known about the molecular character-
istics of these pumps. The bovine brain CCV
proton ATPase was solubilized with 0.1% C52E9
and was purified 700-fold through a sequence of
DEAE-sepharose chromatography, ammonium sulfate
precipitation, hydroxylapatite chromatography
and three glycerol gradient centrifugation
steps. The final specific filPase activity was
42 pmol p4'mg protein i.min 1; silver staining
of SOS-PAGE revealed a 116 KU doublet. The
purified ATPase was fully sensitive to NEM, but
was resistant to ouabain, azide and VU4. UV
photoaffinity labeling of the 116 KU doublet
with [a32P] ATP was inhibited by NEM.
This ATPase could not be reconstituted into
1-iposomes, but proton pumping was restored by
reinserting the ATPase into remnant coated
vesicle particles which had been depleted of
ATPase activity and had been pretreated with
MEN. The proton pumping, so reconstituted, was
sensitive to NEN and was aside resistant. It is
concluded that the ATP hydrolytic subunit of CCV
is a 116 KU protein and that a second subunit is
required for proton pumping.
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PROPERTIES OF C1IHCO3 EXCHANGE IN RABBIT MEDULLARY
COLLECTING DUCT (MCD) CELLS: DIRECT INHIBITION
WITH CARBONIC ANHYDRASE INHIBITORS.
M.L. Zeidel,*P. Silva, and J.L. Seifter. Brigham
& Women's Hosp., Beth Israel Hosp., and Harvard
Medical School, Boston, MA.
To characterize MCD cell HCO3 transport, we
have monitored intracellular pH (pHi) in fresh
suspensions of inner stripe collecting duct cells
isolated from rabbit outer medulla using the pHi
indicator, 6—carboxyfluorescein. When MCD cells
were preloaded with HCO3 and diluted into HCO3
free medium, pHi rose rapidly to 7.45±.03 (SE),
declined over the next 4 mm to 6.93±.03 then rose
over the final 5 mm to 7.24±.O6. The initial
alkalinization was attributed to rapid CO2 efflux
from the cells. The subsequent acidification, due
to HCO3 ef flux, was inhibited 6—fold by extra—
cellular substitution of gluconate (glc) for Cl.
HCO3 efflux exhibited saturability to external Cl,
(apparent Km29.9±6.O mM). Equimolar anion
substitution for extracellular Cl gave the
following relative rates of HCO3 efflux;Cl,l.O;
Br,.75; I,.5O; N03,.32; SCN,.32; glc,.18. The
disulfonic stilbene, DIDS, was a potent inhibitor
of HCO3 efflux (Ki—5x1O7M). Acetazolamide and a
dextran—bound acetazolamide analog, (DBI), also
inhibited HCO3 efflux (Ri for DBI7Pg/ml, equi-
valent to 5.6X1O7M acetazolamide). DBI directly
inhibited HCO3 efflux since 80% of intracellular
carbonic anhydrase activity remained in cells
treated with 1O5M DBI. We conclude that Cl/HCO3
exchange mediates MCD cell pHi regulation and may
contribute to MCD HCO3 transport in vivo. Direct
inhibition of Cl/HCO3 exchange by DBI suggests
homology between the active sites of carbonic
anhydrase and the HCO3 transporter.
Renal Physiology—Hemodynamics
DISSOCIATION OF RENAL BLOOD FLOW AND CARDIAC
OUTPUT WITH ACUTE LEUK0TRIENE ADMINISTRATION.
Deborah Allen*, Martin Wasserman* and Miklos
Gellal* (intr. by Richard Edwards). Smith Kline
and French Labs., Philadelphia, PA.
The hemodynamic actions of the leukotrienes
(LT) C4, D4, and E4 were examined in 6
conscious Wistar rats no sooner than 7 days
after surgery. Chronic aortic and vena caval
catheters, and ascending aortic and renal
arterial Doppler flow probes permitted assess-
ment of effects of bolus doses (0.5-10 ig/kg,
lv) of LT on mean aortic pressure (MAP), cardiac
output (CO) and renal blood flow (RBF). Dose—
related increases In MAP were observed with
LTD4 and LTC4 (40.5 + 3.0 and 42.6 + 4.0%,
10 ig/kg), while CO md RBF fell (Cu: LTD4,
—50.7 +2.1; LTC4, —34.2 + 4.3%, 10 rig/kg).
LTE4 had no significant eTfect on these
parameters. With greater doses of LTC4 and
LTD4. RBF changes were dissociated from those
In CO: RBF dropped by -45.1 + 12.6% 30 sec
after LTD4 administration, then reversed In
parallel with increasing MAP. At the same time,
CO fell steadily, reaching its nadir after the
MAP peak. Three mm after onset, when MAP was
elevated 20%, RBF had returned near control
(-4.5 + 0.4%), thus Indicating that the renal
vascular bed was receiving a disproportionate
share of the CO which was still reduced (34.4 +
2.6%). These results show that in conscious
animals with intact reflex and autoregulatory
mechanisms, the kidneys are protected against
the adverse hemodynamic effects of the
1eukotrl enes.
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DIFFERENTIAL GLOMERULAR EFFECTS OF ATRIOPEPTINS.
R.G. Appel, J. Wang*, M. Simonson*, M. Tavill*,
and N.J. Dunn. Case Western Reserve Univ. and
Univ. Hosp., Dept. of Medicine, Cleveland, OH.
Atriopeptin III (APril) has been shown to have
greater natriuretic and vasorelaxant properties
than atriopeptin I (API). We studied possible
differential glomerular effects of API and APril
In order to define mechanisms of action. Clear-
ance studies were performed in anesthetized
Sprague—Dawley rats.
GFR RPF FF
(p1/mm/bOg BW) (GFR/RPF)
C 626±85 2311±346 .28±.02
API 720±63 2086±207 .35±.OO*
APIII 978±66* 2349±201 .42±.02*
n5 Values represent mean±SEM. *p<003 vs C.
In view of the preferential effect of APIII on
GFR, image analysis microscopy was used to assess
the effect of API and APIII on angiotensin II (All)
induced contraction of cultured rat glomerular
mesangial cells. APIII inhibited All induced con-
traction in a concentration dependent manner. 1PM
All contracted 41% of cells, while 1PM All plus
1, 10, 100, and 1000 oN APIII contracted 44, 36,
24, and 11% of cells respectively. API had no
effect. Mesangial cells were then incubated with
API and APIII and intracellular cGMP (fm/pg
protein/3 mm) was assayed.
C (24) lO9M (12) lO8M (12) 107M (12)
4.5±0.4 API 5.2±0.8 18.7±3.3 198±32
APIII 7.4±1.3 105±21* 584±91*
(n). Values represent mean±SEM. *p<0001 vs API.
These results suggest that enhanced glomerular
cGMP accumulation may contribute to the greater
effect of APIII vs API on GFR partially through
inhibitory effects on meaanglal cell contractility.
VALIDATION OF A NONINVASIVE DOPPLER METHOD FOR
RENAL BLOOD FLOW MEASUREMENT. P.S. Avasthi, W.F.
Voyles, W. Sikes, E.R. Greene. V.A. Medical Center
Univ. of New Mexico and Lovelace Research Founda-
tion, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Volumetric blood flow (Q) in an artery can be
calculated if the temporal average of mean spatial
velocity of blood flow (v) nd the diameter of the
vessel (D) are known, QT.D •v/4. We utilized two
methods to measure renal blood flow (RBF) in dogs
in order to assess the linearity and the accuracy
of a noninvasive method.
For the noninvasive method, instrumentation con-
sisted of an echo—Doppler Duplex scanner. Vessel
diameter (0) and Doppler angle (8) were measured
from the sector image of renal arteries. Using the
average of five digitized cycles of Doppler frequ-
ency shift (Lf), an off—line computer calculated
and averaged the blood flow velocity (v) using the
Doppler equation, v f.C/2F.Cos 8, where the
sound velocity in blood (C) and transmitted frequ-
ency (F) were known. For the invasive method, a
20Mhz Doppler perivascular calibrated cuff was ut-
ilized to measure the v using the frequency shift.
Vessel diameters were measured directly from the
vascular cast made with methylmecralyte injected
under in—vivo matched pressures. In 5 dogs, 26
paired observations were made and compared by lin-
ear regression: r=O8, SEE 73 ml/min, slopel.O3
and I intercept equals 3 ml/min, 95% confidence
limits between the mean differences SEN were 75
ml/min. These results indicate that this noninvas—
lye method is linear and has acceptable accuracy.
The ability to measure beat—to—beat REF noninvasive
by is unique to this method. Furthermore, its
accuracy is likely to be better in humans who have
larger renal arteries.
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RENAL VASODILATION AT NORMAL AND REDUCED
RENAL ARTERIAL PRESSURE (RAP) IN THE DOG.
Robert 0. Bas*s. Dept. PhysioL & Biephysics, Univ.
CintL, Cincinnati, OH 45267-0576
It is generally accepted that preglornerular resistance
to renal blood flow (RBF) attains a minimum value below
the autoregulatory RAP range. Therefore, increases in
RBF at RAP = 60 mmHg should mainly reflect changes in
postglomerular resistance. In 22 pentobarbital anesthe-
tized dogs we measured the renal vasodilation (flow
probe) induced by infusion (dose = ig.kg1.minl) of
agents (1-4 per dog) into the renal artery at control (C)
RAP (121±2 mmHg, SE) and when RAP was reduced to 60
by an aortic clamp. RBFC was 3.02 .13 and 2.89 .17
m1.min-1g-1 at RAP = 60. Agent-induced changes in
RBF (A=ml.minl.g1) are shown (R = ARBF6Q/RBFC).D n Ac tRBF60 B;
Histamine (H) 1.0 1 1.76+.21 YY:22 .41±.09
Dimaprit (H2) 5.0 7 1.43÷.17 0.71+.12 .49+.06
2 methyl-H (H1) 10.0 0.83+.12 0.13i-.02 .15+.04
H+Cimetidine 1+IOOJ O.37+.03 0.05±.03 .10+.06
Bradykinin 0.2 1 2.72±.48 l.32+.35 .46+.07
Acetylcholine 1.0 2.75+.36 l.62+.32 .56±.06
PGE2 0.1 J 2.35+.65 1.19i-.1k .57+.06
PG!2 0,01 1 0.77+.07 0.61.04 .82.07
PGE1 0.1 f5 2.51±.23 l.54+.14 .64±.09
PGD2 0.1 J 2.39+.l9 l.27+.10 .50+.04
PGA2 0.05 J5 0.92.15 0.28÷.08 .29.06For most agents, the RBF ratio was about .5 indicating
both pre and post glomerular dilation. However, with the
Hj agonist, 2 methyl-H, or with H + the H2 antagonist,
cimetidine, vasodilation was virtually abolished at RAP
60 whereas with PG!2 vasodilation was almost unaffected
by reducing RAP. The data indicate that H1 receptors
are mainly preglomerular, that H2 receptors are pre and
postglomerular and that PG!2 action is mainly postglom-
erular.
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TEST OF FILTRATION RENAL RESERVE IN 12 DAY PREG-
NANT (P) RATS WITH ACUTE GLYCINE (13) INFUSION.
C.Baylis.* (Intr. by R.C.Blantz) Dept.of Medicine,
1JCSD, La Jolla, CA.
Acute amino acid infusion in normal animals
produces an increase in single nephron GFR (SNGFR)
and glomerular plasma flow rate (cIA ). The
present studies evaluate renal reserve in preg-
nancy by superimposing acute 13 infusion (15g%;
1.5m1/h) in euvolemic P rats which already exhibit
the gestational rise in SNGFR. Micropuncture
measurements (in control (C) and then during 13
infusion were made of SNGFR, 0A glomerular
hydrostatic pressure difference ( P), systemic
oncotic pressure ( ) and plasma osmolality
(osm) in P and virin (V) rats. Data: mean +
SE;tp<O.O5 +13 vs C, paired t-test; §p<O.O5 Vvs
P, unpaired t—test.
P0 SNGFR A
mosmg - ni/mm - - mHg -
V C 311+2 26.8+2.3 79+ 8 35+1 19+1
n5 +13 3294t 33.92.4+ 133T21 341 211
P C 2983l 33.8'1.4l 12O 81 351 1Si
n=7 +13 3092i-i 45.43.3fl 208+27i1 342 181l
As expecte SNGFR anif 0A wereThigher Tn P tTan
in V rats in control. 13 produced a 4-5% rise in
m and 30% increases in SNGFR and QA in P and V
rats, without influencing Aor P. Osmolar con-
trols (receiving 40% dextrose infusion) showed
similar increases (3-6%) but no change in
SNGFR (-9+14%, P; +3+6,). These studies demon-
strate thit the normil gravid rat has sufficient
"renal reserve, despite the preexisting gesta-
tional rise in SNGFR, to further raise SNGFR, dur-
ing 13 infusion by a similar percentage to that
seen in Vs.
TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL ANALYSIS OF BLOOD FLOW IN THE
RENAL CORTEX OF DOGS USING THE DYNAMIC SPATIAL
RECONSTRUCTOR (DSR). Michael B. Beny*, Eric A.
Hoffman, Mary J. Fiksen_Olsen*, Erik L. Ritman*,
Franklyn C. Knox and J. Carlos Romero. Dept. of
Physiol. & Biophys., Mayo Med. Sch., Rochester, MN.
The temporal and anatomic complexity of renal
circulation has previously made its in situ analy-
sis difficult. In the present study, we have
examined the sequential distribution of cortical
blood flow using the DSR——a high—speed, volume—
scanning, computerized x—ray tomographic imaging
system. One kidney from each of three dogs, anes-
thetized with inovar/nitrous oxide, was scanned in
situ during a selective bolus injection of x—ray
contrast medium (Renovist). To verify the anatomic
image interpretation, a second scan was performed
after in situ vascular casting with iodinated
methylmethacrylate. Comparison of casts with their
reconstructed images and with images obtained dur-
ing Renovist enhancement confirmed that the arcuate
arteries could be detected, thus delineating the
cortico—medullary boundary. Sequential recon-
structed volumetric angiographic images indicate
that, during the first second of transit, the cor-
tex fills uniformly suggesting glomerular filling;
In a second phase, the outer—middle zone of the
cortex becomes increasingly dense suggesting dif-
ferential peritubular capillary filling. This den-
sity becomes maximal during the fourth second and
then gradually declines indicating a slow component
of peritubular circulation. Presence of contrast
in the renal vein was detected in the third second
and indicates a rapid component in peritubular cir-
culation. These studies verify our ability to
study vascular anatomy and circulation dynamics in
the kidney via the DSR.
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CHANGES IN GLOMERIJLAR HEMODYNAMICS (GM) INDUCED BY
COMPLEMENT DEPLETION (CD) IN PASSIVE HEYMANN 'S
NEPHEITIS (PHN). R.C.Blantz, F.Gabbai,* C,Mundy,5
and C.B.Wilson. Dept.of Med.,IJCSD, VAMC and Res-
earch Inst. Scripps Clinic, La Jolla, CA.
We have found that the glomerular ultrafiltra-
tion coefficient (LpA) decreases at 5 days after
the administration of anti—FxlA antibody (PHN),
coincident with the onset of protelnuria. Since
CD prevents the onset of proteinuria, we examined
the effects of CD upon f and LpA in H-IN rats
treated with cobra venom factor (PHN—CD) and PHN
rats at 5 days. CO did not affect glomerular
binding of anti—FxlA but did eliminate C3 (>95%)
from serum and prevent proteinuria on day 5.Nephron filtration rate (SNGFR), plasma flow(SNPF), glcsaerular hydrostatic pressure (iP) and
absolute proximal reabsorption (APR) were comparedin control (C) and after HN.SN'R SNPF tP LpA APR(ni/mm) mnHg ni/sec/mm ni/mm
110+1 136+6 35+1 O.105+.O11 19.5+0.5
P}IN 28l± 1195t 11U1+ O.027.OO2+ 9.50.9t
PHN—CD 3Ol l'1681 35Th O.O55.O1l±l13.7Tl.51
= p<O.O5 versus C I rp<O.05 versus PHN
Results demonstrate that CD only partially
corrected the FHN reduction in LpA, values being
both significantly lower than C and higher than
PHN. APR was decreased in H-IN with this antibody,
but with CD fractional reabsorption increased sig-
nificantly to values appropriate for SNGFR. Com-
plement plays a major role in the glcmerular and
tubular dysfunction of PHN. Although CD prevents
proteinuria and alterations in fractional reab-
sorption in PUN, SNcFR and LpA remain decreased
suggesting that either additional non—complement
mechanisms are operative or that LpA reduction is
produced by mechanisms quite independent of those
causing proteinurla.
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DYNAMICS OF INTERSTITIAL FLUID IN CIRRHO—
TIC,NON_ASCITIc RATS. C. Caramelo5, E.
Sanz , L.M. Villamedjanatm, J.C. Santostm, A.
Blanchart*, L. Hernandotm, J.M. L6pez_Novoa*
(mt. by P. Vinay) Fundacj6n Jimnez Dfaz.
Madrid. Spain.
Interstitial pressure (IP, Guyton's cap-
sule), arterial pressure, blood volume, in-
terstitial volume, interstitial compliance
and vascular permeability to albumin were
studied in non—ascitjc, cirrhotic rats and
their controls. In basal conditions, cir-
rhotic rats showed a positive IP (0.07 1
0.07 mmHg) being negative in controls (:2.60.4 mmHg; p 0.01). After extracellular
volume expansion with Ringer (3% b.w.) IP
did not chang,e in cirrhotic rats whereas it
increased to —0.07 + 0.43 nYnHg in controls.
After albumin infusion, IP increased in
cirrhotics, reaching 1.09 0.38 mmHg,
whereas in controls it became more negative
(—3.25 .1. 1.03). Compared with controls,
diuretic response and interstitial to in-
travascular fluid shift caused by albumin
were markedly blunted in Cirrhotic rats.
These animals also showed an increased vas-
cular permeability to 125I—albumin, that
was further enhanced by expansion maneuvers
These results suggest that cirrhotic rats,
previously to the appearance of ascites,
have marked alterations in the relationship
between interstitial and intravascular spa-
ces, which favours edema formation.
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SEGMENTAL VASCULAR DIAMETER RESPONSES TO ANGIOTENSIN
II IN BLOOD-PERFUSED JUXTAMEDULLARY NEPHRONS FROM RAT
KIDNEY, Pamela K. Carmines. Tracy K. Morrison*, and
L. Gabriel Navar. University of Alabama at
Birminghan 8irminghan Alabama.
We previously demonstrated heterogeneous patterns
of intravascular pressure responses to epinephrine
and angiotensin II (All) in blood—perfused juxta-
medullary nephrons from rat kidney. The purpose of
the present study was to localize further the renal
vascular actions of All through videometric analysis
of vessel caliper. Tissue from captopril—treated
rats was perfused in vitro at a constant pressure
(llOnsrdlg); vessel diameters were measured before.
during, and after topical application of All
(0.001-mM), norepinephrine (NE, 700aM), or sodium
nitroprusside (NP. 38OntO. Epifluorescence micro-
scopy was employed to measure diameters of arcuate
and interlobular arteries (ART), mid— (MA) and late
(LA) afferent arterioles, and efferent arterioles
(EA). The results are shown below ('P<O. OS; **<)3 01):
DIAMETER PERCENT Cl-lANGE IN DIAMETER
_____________
All NE NP
ART 55.7÷5.4 -17.3+1.0 -15.4+6.ö 29.8+10.9*
MA 23.6O.8 _17.71.0** _14.4+5.4* 17.3+7.2*
LA 21.2+0.9 -12.9+1,3'"' -160;5.4 19.742'
EA 18.71.O _,g,7** ..21g;SO 8.0+3.3*
Constrictor and dilator responses were readily
observed in all segments. A dose—dependent action of
All could be demonstrated when single vessels were
studied throughout the dosage range; however, some
arterioles exhibited a tachyphylactic response to
increasing All doses. These results demonstrate the
utility of the blood-perfused nephran preparation for
videometric analysis of segmental vascular responses
and indicate that physiologic concentrations of All
can constrict all segments of the renal vasculature.
IONIZED CALCIUM (I—CA) DIRECTLY MODULATES RENAL
FUNCTION. R. Chandan*, B.L. Kasiske, M.P.
O'Donnell, and W.F. Keane, Dept. of Med., Henn.
Co. Med. Ctr., U. of Minn., Mpls, 1IN.
Evidence suggests that I—CA modulates both
neural and humoral control of glomerular
filtration and blood flow. Howevet, it is
unclear whether changes in I—CA may directly
influence renal function. Therefore, normal
isolated rat kidneys were perfused with
albumin—containing bicarbonate buffer (Period A)
containing either normal (1.2 mM; n—6; Group I)
or low (0.5 mM; n6; Group II) I—CA, and then
were abruptly perfused with high I—CA (2.0 mM)
(Period B). Resistance (Res), inulin clearance
(C ) and fractional reabsorption of sodium
(Fa) were determined during both perfusion
periods. Results (Mean±SE; tp 0.05 vs. Group I,
Period B and Group II, Period A):
Res C1 FRNa
Period (mmHg.min.g/ml) (ml/mn.g) (%)I A 1.75±0.12 0.78±0.11 96.4±1.0
I B 1.77±0.11 0.73±0.06 96.1±1.3
II A 1.67±0.06 0.68±0.06 96.0±1.2
II B 1.85±0.06 0.33±0.08t 96.2±1.0
In period A, there were no significant
differences in renal function between Group I and
II. Increasing I—CA (Period B) in Group I led to
an insignificant increase in Res, while Cm and
FRNa were unaffected. In contrast, increasing
1.-CA (Period B) in Group II caused a 12% increase
in Res and a 55% fall in C , while FRNa was
In
unchanged. Thus, in kidneys isolated from neural
and systemic influences, increasing I—CA directly
decreased renal function only when initial
perfusate I—CA was low.
PROSTAGLANDIN (P6)—STIMULATED REND) RELEASE
MEDIATES THE IMPAIRED RENAL AUTOREGULATORY
RESPONSE TO UNINEPHRECTOMV (UNX) IN YOUNG RATS.
Robert L. Chevalier, Robert M. Carey,* and Donald
L. Kaiser,* University of Virginia, Depts. of
Pediatrics and Medicine, Charlottesville, VA.
We have previously shown that while UNI causes
renal vasodilation at normal renal perfusion
pressure (RPP), lack of dilation at lower RPP in
the young rat results in impairment of autoregu—
lation of renal blood flow (RBF). To evaluate
the role of endogenous PGs in these effects, 6
rats were uoinephrectomized within the first week
of life, and at 33—41 days of age, under anesthe-
sia, RBF was measured by flowmeter during reduc-
tion in RPP from 100 to 40 mm Hg by aortic con-
striction. One of 2 P6 synthesis inhibitors,
indomethacin or meclofenamate (4 mg/kg) was then
infused intravenously, and RBF measurements were
repeated after 30 sin. Resulting RBF increased
and renal vascular resistance (RVR) decreased
only at subnormal pressures (p<O.OS) such that
autoregulatory efficiency improved for RPP 70—100
am Hg. Renal venous plasma renin activity
(ng/ml/h), measured during reduction in RPP in 5
rats with UNX, was measured pre— and post—infu-
sion of inhibitor (*p<O.O5; ne, not significant):
RPP (mm Hg) 100 70 40
Pre—PG inhibitor 20±7 * 31±8 * 82±18
ns * *
Post—PG inhibitor 4±1 ne 7+2 * 30+8
Infusion of vehicle (n7) or a thromboxane
synthesis inhibitor, 0KV 046 (n=6), had no effect
on RBF while RPP was decreased. We conclude that
PG synthesis inhibition in the young rat with UNI
restores autoregulation of RBF by reducing renin
release, thereby decreasing RVR at low RPP.
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MECHANISM OF VERAPANIL (VP)—INDUCED NATRIURESIS IN
CAVAL DOGS. S.Y. Chou, LW. Reiser, and J.G.
Porush. Division of Nephrology and Hypertension,
Brookdale Hospital Medical Center, Brooklyn, N.Y.
In chronic caval dogs Na retention Is associat-
ed with reduced papillary plasma flow (PPF) coupl-
ed with enhanced medullary tonicity. The present
study examined the effects of VP on PPF, urinary
concentration and Na excretion, as well as renal
renin and PGE2 secretion in chronic caval dogs.
In 7 caval dogs (group I) intrarenal infusion of 2
doses of verapamil (5 and 10 pg/Kg/mm, respec-
tively) into the left kidney caused a significant
dose—dependent ipsilateral increase In renal blood
flow (RBF)(from 183±26 to 216±22 and 240±24
ml/min), urine Na excretion (from 14±4 to 98±24
and 184±68 ueq/min) and decrease in urine osmolal—
ity (from 1,004±57 to 565±33 and 407±43 mOsm/Kg
This natriuresis was independent of changes
in GFR, filtration fraction, arterial pressure or
cardiac output (CO). PPF (determined by albumin
accumulation method) in the left kidney was 26.9±
4.4, compared with 11.3±2.0 ml/iain/100 g in the
right kidney (p<O.Ol), in which urine flow and Na
excretion did not change. A significant increase
in renin secretion (from 3.8±1.4 to 11.6±4.3 and
32.9±10.4 U/min/g) and PGE2 secretion (from 17.9±
3.0 to 51.6±9.3 and 70.4±23.1 pg/mmn/g) was also
noted in the left kidney. In 5 additional caval
dogs with a significantly lower mean CO than
group I (1.3 vs 2.2 L/min) intrarenal infusion of
VP stimulated renal PGE2 secretion but failed to
increase RBF' and urine Na excretion, and PPF was
markedly reduced and similar in the 2 kidneys.
These data suggest that VP induces natriuresis in
caval dogs predominantly by a hemodynamic mecha-
nism, including reversal of papillary ischemia.
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EFFEfJF c't IULIN a REBL½L F1Er&MIc fl
PERFLEED KILI'JEY. kiirew Q 4J,* j_
versity of I4assachusetts dical Setrol, WDrcestsr, Mth the post—prandial state as well as insulin—
treated diabetes are assjciated with renal herportu—
sion and gknenilar hyrfiltration. Since the direct
action of insulin (I1') on the renal circulation has rOt
teen exasined, we stuMed the effect of the bDrInDr4on
rerovascular resistance (R,nnt/ml/mir/g) and C—
inulin clearance (GFR,ml/znirVg) in isMated
kidneys true male rate rswley rats. Kidneys were
fused with crystalline porcine IBU (lO-l0aU/ml) a3ed
to the eediua arr cxnpared with conthDl (C)
to which n tonrone was a.lYed. All kidneys were Gertused
at a (x)nstant arterial pressure (l2Cbmif) for 2 basal 10
minute pericds followed by 2 periods with arsioterein
II (All) infusion (10r13/min) which were averajed and are
sloe below:
ThIS RvR (FR
lIME Basal MI % A Basal All % AtI) 4.0+.3 lO.l+.6 165+21 .63-f.06 ,31+.03 —54+6
10(6) 4.8-i-.5 9..5 *]7.f4 .49+.08 .2.04 —52+8
5Q(7) *3(}f 2 *59+4 *100+15 t88+.07 *47)6 _47
100(6) *3lTl *6lT4 * 94+ 7 t8.lO t6fi.03 *_23i0
()=nulterofpertusions,*=p<.QSvSC
—
In C All sore than ubled the R'4k while
redncinj (FR by sore than half. The kst ThE cbse had
ro effect on basal RVR or (FR but reduced the vaaxon-
strictor action of All. Higher cbses of lIE (but still
within the ranje) caused toth renal vaaxli—
lation and increased (FR in basal The effect
of All on RVR was further diminished with higher ThE
levels. Likewise higher ThE dDses attenuated the All—
induced decline in (FR.
conclude that p'siologic ThE levels cause renal
vagxlilation, increase GE, and undulate the effects of
All on the renal circulation in the isolated kidney.
INFLUENCE OF CAPTOPRIL ON RENAL HEMODYNAMICS AND
BLOOD PRESSURE DURING PREGNANCY IN CONSCIOUS RATS.
Kirk P. Conrad and Truls Brmnck.Johnsen*, Depts.
of Physiology and Pathology, Dartmouth Medical
School, Hanover, NH.
During late gestation in the rat, we have shown
that renal hemodynamics decrease from peak levels
of midgestation, and ERPF falls more than GFR
(Kidney Tnt. 26:24, 1984). These events occur de-
spite further increases of plasma volume. We test-
ed the role of angiotensin II (ANG II) as the me-
diator of this vasoconstrictiOn by assessing renal
hemodynamics and mean arterial pressure before and
after acute administration of captopril to the same
chronically instrumented, conscious rats in the
virgin state and on gestational day 20. The dose
of captopril used (1.5mg/kg bolus, followed by 1.5
mgkg1'h1 infusion) inhibited the pressor re-
sponse to ANG I in the virgin and pregnant con-
ditions by 80 6% and 77 3%, respectively.
ViL CestationaJ
Time Control Virgin 30
(n5 rats) C E
-
C H C N
GFR(pl!min) .2812 2972 3030 3329* 3313 3510
ERPF(pl/min) 9466 9017 9300 10709* 8325 983lF
ERVR(mmHg/
m1min1 6.66 7.14 6.68 555* 7,53 6.04*
MAP(mmHg) 112 115 106 102 102 97*
C, control and E, experimental periods. *p<O.O5,
C vs E.
Captopril ameliorated the renal vasoconstriction
of late gestation; however, the drug also promoted
vasodilation in the virgin condition. The data
suggest that ANG II exerts a similar effect on
vascular tone in late pregnant and virgin rats.
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EFFECT OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (AMP) ON
HYDRAULIC PRESSURES IN THE RAT RENAL PAPILLA:
IMPLICATIONS FOR ANP—INDUCED NATRIURESIS.
B.R. Dunn' J.L. Troy I. Ichikawa, and
B.M. Brenner. Brigham & Women's Hosp.. Boston, MA.
Unlike loop and osmotic diuretics, the
natriuresis induced by AMP is regularly associated
with urine sodium concentrations in excess of
plasma (303.5 8.2 sEq/i; mean 1SEM, n8).
Such hypernatric urine could be due to recycling
of sodium from papillary mnterstitium to
collecting ducts due to vasa recta Starling forces
made less favorable for absorption in the presence
of AMP. We therefore measured hydraulic
pressures, using the servo—null technique, in
vascular and tubule elements of the renal papilla
exposed in Munich—Wistar rats in vivo. Values
were obtained in a baseline, euvolemic control
period (CON) and again during intravenous infusion
of Auriculin (O.5 pg/kg/mm). With AMP infusion,
pressures increased substantially in descending
(DVR) and ascending vasa recta (AVR), and less so
in loops of Heals (LH) and collecting ducts at the
base (CDg) or mid—portion (CDx) of the exposed
papilla.
DVR AVR LH CDB
CON 9.1±0.3 7.8±.6 7.8±.4 5.2±.3 3.1±.5
AN? 15.5±i.0t 14.3±.8t 1O.1±.7t 7.l±.31- 5.2±.4t
(mmHg; means 1SEM; tp<O.O1 versus control period
by paired t test; n6]. Attendant with these
changes was a clearly discernable increase in red
blood cell velocity within vase recta. These
alterations in renal papillary hemodynamics may
contribute to the natriuresis observed during AN?
infusion and provide a possible explanation for
reported dissociations between increments in GFR
and sodium excretion.
ACUTE HEMODYNAMIC EFFECT OF ATRIAL NATRI—
RETIC PEPTDE (ANP). A.Ferández-CrR
C.Caramelo , L.M.V1lamediana , E.San
D. RodrIguez-Puyol , J.M. López-Novoa
(mt. by P.Vinay). FundaCión Jiménez DIaz
and Hospital ClInico, Madrid, Spain.
The effect of the intravenous injec—
tion of synthetic atrial natriuretic pep—
tide (ANP,8—33aa; 2pg) on arterial blood
pressure (BP), cardiac output (CO), total
peripheral resistances (TPR) and blood
flow to several organs have been studied
in 10 conscious rats using the radioactive
microsphere technique. Urine was also col-
lected and water and electrolyte excretion
measured. ANP induced a 540% increase in
sodium excretion and a 310% increase in
urine flow. BP decreased by 21 j 1.5 mmHg
and TPR decreased from 1.53 0.16 to
1.12 - 0.13 mmHg.min.100 g/ml (p<O.O5)
without significant changes in CO. Changes
in organ blood flow were observed only in
renal blood flow, (from 3.18±0.37 to 4.38±
0.64; p<O.Ol), and splanchnic blood flow
(from 4.62±0.70 to 5.74÷0.93 ml/min; p<
0.01). From these data it can be conclu-
ded that ANP shows acute vasorelaxing pro-
perties which are selective for renal and
splanchnic territories.
ARTERIAL BLOOD PRESSURE (AP) AND VASCULAR REACTI-
VITY TO ANGIOTENSIN II (All) IN NOR}IAL AND SODIUM—
DEPLETED RATS ON LOW PROTEIN (LP) DIET. E.
Fernandez—Repollet and M. MartInez—Maldonado. UPR,
Department of Medicine and Pharmacology, School of
Medicine and Medical Service, VA Center, San Juan,
Puerto Rico.
LP lowers plasma renin activity (PRA) and aldo—
sterone secretion in conscious rats. LP diet also
blocks the low Na—induced rise in PEA and reduces
AP. To study the relative contributions of the
renin—angiotensin and adrenergic systems on AP we
studied the pressor responses to All in normal and
Na deprived rats on LP. All response was also
studied after acute infusion of the a—blocker,
phentolamine (Phen; 100 ug/100g 3W, iv) and chronic
treatment with captopril (30 mg/kg 3W/day). Values
are mm Hg (Mean SEM).
NAP All Phen AlI+Phen
+Na NP 120±4 173±4 53±1 103±3 175±5 71+1
LP 111±6 169+5 58±1 81±3* 161±6 84+1*
* p<O.O5 LP vs NP; n+6 in each group.
Captopril did not alter basal AP or All pressor
response in LP and NP rats on normal Na intake; in
Na deprived conditions it diminished basal ABP in
LP and NP rats and abolished the difference in All
response between these two groups. The data sug-
gest that in LP+Na rats blood pressure is primarily
dependent on the u—adrenergic system. In contrast,
both All and g—adrenergic system play a role in
blood pressure regulation in Na depleted LP rats.
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EVOLUTION OF GLOMERULAR HEMODYNAMIC (GM) ALTERA-
TIONS IN PASSIVE HEYMANN NEPHRITIS (PHN).
F.Gabbai,* L.C.Gushwa,5 C.B.Wilson and R.C.Blantz.
ept.of Med.,UCSD and VAMC and Research Institute
of Scripps Clinic, La Jolla, CA.
In order to examine the relationship of Gil
alterations and proteinuria (UpV), the HN model
was selected, since glomerular antibody deposition(gAb) is gradual and onset of proteinuria is
delayed (5 days (50) after rabbit anti—Fx1A anti-
body administration). UpV, glomerular immunomor—phology, gAb and QI were evaluated In PMN rats at
days 3 (3D) and 5D after Ab administration and
controls (C) to determine if the reduction in
glomerular ultrafiltration coefficient (LpA) coin-
cided temporally with the onset of protethuria and
morphologic alterations. Glomerular hydrostatic
pressure gradient zP and nephron filtration
raterSNGFR.
UpV gAb SNGFR tP LpA
mg/2'Ih ig/7.6x1O glom ni/mm mmHg ni/sec/mm
C 5+1 — 1IO.l+1.2 35+1 0.1O5+.O11
3D lI1 38.0+0.9 36.7.8 3JI O.O78.OO75D 26fl 51.8'I.2 33.2.7±11±O.O33.0021i
r p<O.O5 versus C §rp<O.O5 versus 3DReduction in SNR and LpA and increase in tP at5D correlated with increase in IJpV. Paired label,
immunoflourescence and electron microscopic stu-dies desonstrated quantitative and qualitative
increases in glcmerular immune deposits with wor-
sening foot process fusion between 3D and 50.To ensure that these LpA alterations were not
the result of intrarenal angiotensin II activity,
we administered converting enzyme inhibitor
acutely and as pretreatment for 5D rats. LpA and
SNGFR were unaffected. The LpA reduction and UpV
which occurred at 5D in IIN correlated with a
critical amount of gAb and associated epithelial
foot process fusion.
MECHANISMS OF NATRIURETIC ACTION OF ATRIAL
PEPTIDES. Susan Graham* and Timothy C. Hammond,
VA Medical Center, Minneapolis, MN.
Indomethacin can prevent increased papillary
plasma flow (ppf) and natriuresis during infusion
of renal vasodilators. However, the effects of
indomethacin treatment on the increased ppf and
natriuresis induced by atrial natriuretic factor
(ANT) infusion are unknown. An atrial extract
rich in cardiodilatin (COD) is reported to in-
crease glomerular filtration rate (GFR) without
natriuresis, but the effects of synthetic COD on
ppf and natriuresis are unknown. In anesthetized
Wistar rats a control clearance (CON) was
performed, before beginning constant infusion of
vehicle (VEH), synthetic 26 amino acid ANF (1.0
ug/kg/hr), or 16 amino acid CDD (1.0 ug/kg/hr), an
experimental clearance (EXP), and measurement of
ppf by 1125 albumin accumulation. Results (mean
SE) are shown below (FeNa fractional excretion of
sodium in %, ppf In ml/min/lOOgm papilla, GFR in
ml/min/lOOgm body Wt).
1__.FeNa—1 ppf
CON EXP CON EXP EXP
VEH n8 1.O4+.01 1.18+.Ol .47+.02 .39+.Ol 38+2
ANF n'8 l.O8+.O2 1.54.O2*.22.O1 2.64.O3* 72±9+
CDD n5 i.OO+.O1 l.5O+.02*.O4+.O1 .O3±.O1 34+4
After indomethacin pretreatment:
VEH n—5 1.O2+.Ol 1.05+.Ol .25+.O2 .34+.O1 35+6
ANT n5 0.94.0l l.2l+.O2*.18+.O1 2.O4±.03*37+1
(*p<O.OS CON compared to EXP;+p<O.O5 ppf compared
to VEil). Mean arterial pressure did not change in
any group. Hence, a significant portion of the
natriuresis associated with ANF infusion is
independent of ppf. During CDD infusion an
increase in GTE is not sufficient to cause an
increase in ppf or a natriuresis.
Abstracts
—Na NP 131+2 177+4 46+3 107+4
LP 121+2* j594* 3612* 94+4*
171+5 61+3
146+7* 474*
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RENAL HEMODYNAMIC AND EXCRETORY RESPONSES TO
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE: MODIFICATION BY
DIETARY 50D1114 INTAKE. 3. P. Cranger, J. C.
Burnett, Jr., and T. J. Opgenorth4, Dept. of
Physiology and Medicine, Mayo Medical School,
Rochester, MN
Infusion of atrial natriuretic peptides (ANP)
produces variable effects on renal hemodynamics
and electrolyte excretion. The purpose of the
present study was to determine the role of dietary
sodium intake in modifying the renal hemodynamic
and excretory responses to ANP. ANP (8—33) was
infused intrarenally at a rate of .3 pg4<g/min in
anesthetized dogs (n=18) maintained on a low (L, 5
mEo/day), normal (N, 50 mEq/day), and high (H, 150
mEq/day) sodium intake for 7 to 10 days. ANP
increased glomerular filtration rate by 13.4±5%,
27+12%, 39±12% in the L, N, and H groups,
respectively. ANP produced a transient increase
in renal blood flow, but returned toward control
levels after 3 to 5 minutes of infusion in all
three groups. Filtration fraction, however,
increased 19.6+6.6%, L; 38.2+10.7%, N; and
42.6+22.4%, H. Urinary sodium excretion increased
simiTarly in the N and H groups (227±55 vs 281±56
pEq/min), whereas the L group had a blunted
natriuretic response (A45.2+ll.o pEq/min).
Fractional excretion of lithium, an indicator of
fractional delivery of sodium from the proximal
tubules increased by 19.5±3.0%, L; 12.2+2.7%, N;
and 10.9±3.5%, H. These studies demonsTrate that
the renal hemodynamic and natriuretic effects of
atrial natriuretic peptide are modified by the
level of dietary sodium intake and/or volume
status.
RENAL RESPONSE TO ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR DURING
CHANGES IN DIETARY PROTEIN INTAEE. A. Naramati,
J. Ninaver,* O.S. Setter,* and J.C. Burnett.
Georgetown Univ. School of Nedicine, Washington,
D.C., Pappaport Institute, Technion, Haifa, Israel
and Nayo clinic, Rochester, NN.
The present study evaluated whether changes in
dietary protein intake influence the renal re-
sponse to etrial natriuretic factor (ANF). Clear-
ance experiments were performed in Nunich—Wistar
rats fed either low (8%) or high (64%) protein
diet for 7 days. Following 2 control periods,
synthetic ANF (8—33) was infused intravenously
(5 pg/kg prime; 0.17 pg/kg mi. Samples were re-
collected after 30 minutes of sustained ANF
infusion. (*P<0.05 compared to control).
LOW PROTEIN DIET (n=8)
V FENa GFR BP
(jil/min) () (ml/min-lOOgm) (mmHg)
CONTROL 31 1.5 0.66 141
3
ANF 76* 73* 0.70
.06
115*
5
NIGN PROTEIN DIET (n6)
CONTROL 23 1.0 0.76 147
5
ANF 59* 45* 0.80 129*
.12 6
ANF significantly increased urine flow (vi and
sodium excretion (FEN5) and decreased mean blood
pressure (BP),but GFR did not change. Thus,
short term changes in dietary protein intake do
not alter the renal response to ANF. Furthermore,
ANF—induced natriuresis and diuresis may occur in
the absence of steady state changes in GER.
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AUTOREOULATION OF THE REMNANT NEPHRON
CIRCULATION. flj Hostetter and S.F. Krcn*.
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
Nephrons adapted to the loss of renal mass demonstrate
striking alterations in their basal hemodynamics with
elevated filtration rates, blood flows, and glomerular
capillary pressures. Furthermore, the dynamic response so
heightened perfusion pressure is abnormal in the adapted
nephron (Clin.Res. 32: 450A, 1984). We studied single
nephron hemodynamics in the basal state and after
reduction of mean arterial perfusion pressure (MAPP) by
supra-renal sortie snare in control rats (CONT) and those
with 1 and 2/3 nephrectomy (NPX). Rats were studied
under standard euvolemic conditions by micropuncture
techniques. Results (means + SEM; °pcOS vs BASAL)
MAPP AP SNOFR SNBF
--mmHg ni/mm--- xlO'°dyn.s.em5CONT BASAL 119 43 35 327 1.50
2 2 29 .18
(n=6) SNARE 92 43 32 304 0.92
10 1 2 28 .07°
NPX BASAL 133 48 65 586 1.15
3 7 90 .14(n=9) SNARE 103 41 52 376 1.1630 30 70 43° .20
With reduction in MAP?, remnant nephrons demonstrated
altered autoregulasory behavior with a fall in SNGFR,
single nephron blood floJSNBF) and glomerular
transcapillary pressure (AP). Control rats maintained
constancy of all three parameters despite an even lower
final MAP!'. Failure of ausoregulasion in the remnant
nephron derived largely from the failure of the afferent
resistance (RA) to fall. Thus, the adapted glomerular
circulation cannot acutely vasoditate further in response
to diminished perfusion pressure.
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ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) CAUSES GLOMERULAR
HYPERFILTRATION, BLUNTED TUBULO-CLOMERULAR FEED-
BACE (TGF), AND INCREASED CLONERULAR cGttP GENERA-
TION. C. -L. HuanR*, H.E. Ives and M.C. Cogan.
CVRI, Depts. Ned. and Phys., U. of Cal., S.F.
The effect of synthetic ANF administration
on glomerular hemodynsmics and cCMP production
was studied in hydropenie Munieh-Wistar rats.
ANF (Spg/kg prime, 0.Spg/kg/min) increased glomer-
ular hydrostatic pressure (assessed by stop-flow
pressure) and SNCFR, from 35±3 to 44±3 mmNg
(n4, p<0.025) and 33±4 to 37±4 ni/mm (n'6,
p<0.025), respectively. TCF response was measured
by increasing distal perfusion from 0 to 50
nl/min. Compared to controls, ABF impaired maximsi
TGF response of 6 glomerulsr pressure and 6
SNCFR by 55%, from -10±2 to -4.5±0.3 mmllg
(p<0.025) and -9±2 to -4±2 ol/min (p<0.05),
respectively.
Because eCMP appears to mediate ANF hemodynamie
effects, we stodied glomerular eCMP production
in response to ANF. ANF caused a marked increase
in Bowman's space tcCl5P] (control <B oH, ANF
54.9±11.2 oH, n5, (p<.005) without altering
arterial (control 1.0±0.2, ANF 1.1±0.3 nH) or
renal vein (1.4±0.5 oH) plasma [ct7HPJ. ABF in-
creases eCMP generation and implicates the glomer-
ulus itself (rather than extraglomerolar vasculs-
tore) as a major source of cGNP. Furthermore,
fractional eCHP deliveries (TF/P eCHP/inulin)
were similar in Bowman's space (50±13), end-proxi-
mal tubule (54±14), and urine (54±11), indicating
no major tubular handling of eCH? during ANF.
In conclusion, ANF markedly increases glomer-
ular generation of cCHP (glomerulogenous cCHP)
which may mediate the increased glomerular pres-
sure and filtration and impaired TC.
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PROSTAGLANDIN PRODUCTION BY ISOLATED
RENAL AFFERENT ARTERIOLES. CE Hura? RI
Kunau. Univ of TX Hlth Sci Ctr, San Antonio, TX.
Renal arteriolar production of vasodilator prosta-
glandins (PG) may modify the renal vascular response to
vasoactive hormones. Production of PGE2 and PGI2, as
6-keto-PGF is (6K) in canine superficial (S) and juxta-
medullary (3) afferent arterioles (AA) was measured in
the basal state and after administration of angiotensin
II (All) and bradykinin (BR). Individual AA were ob-
tained by microdissection. Pooled collections were
preincubated at 37°C for 30 mm. Two 30 mm incuba-
tion peods followed: 7A-control and B-experimental.
All (10 M) or BR (10 M) was added during period B.
Total PG production, pgfperiod, was measured by RIA.
Time-control experiments showed stable PG production
during A and B. In table, *p <.05.
SAA A B
All 6K 4.4 SEM 17.3 3.1*
PGE2 .40 .69.16BR 6K 6.5 104.5
PGE2 .44 5.463AA A BAll 6K 4.6 1.4 6.7 1.5
PGE2 .42 .79 .22BR 6K 12.0 184.4 14.8*
PGE .31 7.47 1.55*
PG producon in A expressed as pg/ug vessel protein
was: 6K: 5-4.7 .9, 3-4.2
.7; PGE : S-.22 .02, 3-.20±
.01. Unstimulated PG production 'as identical in SAA
and 3AA. 6K production was greater than PGE2. BR
markedly stimulated both 6K and PGE2 production. All
only stimulated 6K production in SAA. The latter could
potentially antagonize the vasoactive effect of All in
SAA.
CHRONIC SALT LOADING (SL) ENHANCES THE CONTRAC-
TILE RESPONSE OF ISOLATED GIOMERULI (G) TO ANGlO—
TENSIN II (All) BUT NOT TO ADENOSINE (ADNS). S.
Jahan,* R.L. Baranowski and C. Westenfelder.
Univ. of Utah and VA Medical Centers, Salt Lake
City, Utah.
Isolated G of rats possess receptors for All
and AUNS. Single nephron GFR falls when 41 are
exposed to these compounds, a phenomenon believed
to result from mesangial contraction. All recep-
tor density/affinity in blood vessels is enhanced
by chronic SL. It is unknown whether SI modu-
lates purinergic receptors in a similar fashion.
In order to explore whether SL alters the con-
tractile response of 41, 41 were isolated (by diff-
erential sieving) from adult Sprague—Dawley rats.
Control (C) animals (N=8) ate a standard diet.
SI animals (N=7) drank 0.9% saline for 5 wks.
All 41 were incubated in Krebs-Ringer HCO3 buf-
fer, 95% 02/5% CO2. pH 7.4, 24°C. G aliquots
(50 to 100) were incubated either with vehicle
(time controls) or All (10—9 H) or ADNS (3.lx
10—441). Size measurements were made (phase—
contrast microphotography) on non—fixated glomer—
uli before and for 60 mm. after drug addition.
Time control samples from C and SL rats did not
differ in size at any time. In C rats, All
caused a 5% decrease in planar surface area at 20
mm with return to baseline at 60 mm. In con-
trast, in SL rats planar surface area fell by 13%
(p<.Ol) at 15 through 60 mm. ADNS had no signi-
ficant effect in C and SL rats. Conclusion: 1)
Chronic SI augments and prolongs the contractile
response of 41 to All by 2— to 3—fold; 2) the
purinergic system in 41 seems unaffected by the
overall volume status and appears of minor
importance when assessed in vitro.
DOPAMINE—2 RECEPTOR IN THE CANINE KIDNEY. Pedro A.
Jose, Robin A. Feldr, Jean E. Robillard,
Christian C. Felder , and Gilbert H. Eisner.
Georgetown Univ. Med. Ctr., Wash, D.C. and Iowa
Univ. Med. Ctr., Iowa City, Iowa
Radioligand binding studies have suggested the
presence of dopamine DA—l and DA—2 receptors (DA—
2R) in the dog intrarenal artery. To ascertain the
function of DA—2R at this site, we infused
intrarenally the OA—2 agonist LY 171555 (n:7) and
the DA—2 antagonist III 09151 (n5) during alpha
and beta adrenergic blockade. Mean arterial
pressure (HAP, sun Hg), renal blood flow (RBF,
ml/gm/min), glomerular filtration rate (GFR,
mi/gm/mm), urinary kallikrein, urinary
prostaglandin (UPGE2V, ng/min) and fractional
sodium excretion (FeNa%) were determined:
M4P l4' (R UP(E2VOrol 129.8±8.5 3.3±.5 O.7±.l 3.5±1.9 O.2*.l
1Qt, 126.6±9.3 3.6±.5 O.8±.2 2.2±0.7 0.1I±.l5x1Q1 ll9.Oj7.3 3.9j.i4 O.8.2 14.2±2.4 O.3±.l
101M 3±4.7' 14.2±.1' O.6±.l 6.2±4.1 O.2±.l
< .05 paired t test, compared to control
The increase in RBF induced by LY 171555 during
adrenergic blockade supports the presence of post—
synaptic DA—2R in the canine kidney. RBF changes
wer not mediated by urinary kallikreins or PGE2.
10'M M 09151 antagonized the vasodilatory effect
of 10'M LY 171555, indicating specificity.
Adenylate cyclase (AC) linkage to DA—2R occupancy
was not apparent since the DA—2 agonist
apomorphine (l0 M), bromocryptine (lOM) and LY
171555 (10 M) had no effect on basal or forskolin
stimulated AC in intrarenal arteries in vitro
(n6). Thus in the dog occupation of renal DA—2R
results in vasodilatation without natriuresis and
Is not linked to the AC system.
MECHANISMS OF INDUCTION OF ALTERED RENAL
FUNCTION IN RATS WITH PROGRESSIVE HEPATIC
CONGETION (PHC). J.M.LdDez_NOvoa*,.Hlafl
chart ,JC.Santos ,D.Rodriguez—Puyol ,L.
Hernando . (Intr by P.Vinay).Dept of Ne—
phrology,Fundacion Jimenez Diaz,Madrid,an
PHC induces alterations of renal func-
tion by mechanisms not well understood. We
performed an initially non-constrictive
ligature around thoracic vena cava in Mis-
tar rats (80—100 g),studying these animals
3 months later (362+20 g) when intrahepa—
tic pressure had increased significantly
(9.75 + 0.44 vs 4.45 + 0.65 cm H2O). Sham
operated rats were used as controls (C).
Renal plasma flow (RPF;C0),glomerular
filtration rate (GFR,C n1' electrolyte ex-
cretion, plasma concenratiOfl of renin
(RPC)norepinephrine (NE), TxB2 and 6-Keto—
PGF1 and urinary excretion of aldosterone
(A),PGE2 and PGF were determined. Compa
rison with C, PH showed a decrased RPF
(3.9 + 0.8 vs 5.8 + 0.6 mi.min ), filtra-
tion fraction and urinary excretion Of1
PGE2 (0.35 + 0.07 vs 0.84 + 0.26 ng.h
an PGF (0.31 + 0.05 vs 0.78 + 0.33 ng.
h ). Tere were no changes in fractional
excretion of Na+,K+ and Cl ,RPC,TxB2, 6—
Keto-PGF1 and A. These results suggest
that a possible NE—induced vasoconstriC—
tion (probably at preglornerular or intra-
glomerular level), without opposed PGE2
compensatory augmentation, could account
for renal disfunction in these rats.
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PARADOXICAL ACTIONS OF ANGIOTENSIN II (All) ON
GFR: ROLE OF POTENTIAL—DEPENDENT CALCIUN CHANNELS
(PDC). R. Loutzenhiser*, M. Epstein, C. Horton*,
and P. Sonke*. Nephr. Sect., VAMC and Univ. of
Miami Sch. of Ned., Niami, FL.
All acts at multiple sites within the renal cir-
culation and msy either augment or decrease CFR.
Ihe actions of All on the isolated rat kidney (1K)
perfused at constant renal arterial pressure were
compared to those of KC1—induced depolarization,
a maneuver which directly activates PDC's. All
(0.3 ng/ml) decreased CFR (from 0.7±0.1 to 0.4±0.1
ml/min/g) and perfusate flow (RPP) (from 36±3 to
21±2 ml/min/g). In contrast, an equivalent degree
of vaaoconstriction (from 40±2 to 20±1 ml!min/g)
induced by KC1 (30mM) caused a far greater de-
crease in GPR (from 1.0±0.1 to 0.01±0.01 ml/min/
g). Following pre—treatment with diltiazem (1 pM),
which blocks PDC's, All also decreaeed RPF (40±2
to 23±2 ml/min/g), but increased rather than de-
creased GFR (0.5±0.1 to 0.8±0.1 ml/min/g). After
prior activation of PDC'a by KC1, All also in-
creased CFR (0.04±0.02 to 0.34±0.11 ml/min/g) and
decreased RPF (26±2 to 17±2 ml/min/g). Further-
more, pressure—induced vascular trauma, which cau-
ses membrane depolarization, prevented the All—
induced decrement in GFR. Thus, the actions medi-
ating the All—induced reductioo of CFR in this
model (eg. afferent vasoconatriction, reduction in
Kf) appear to be dependent on membrane potential
and are blocked by Ca antagoniata. This auggeats
that PDC'a ere involved in the mechanism under-
lying this response to All. In contrast, the ac-
tions by which All augments GFR (eg. efferent Va—
aoconatriction) are less sensitive to Ce antago-
nists and are preserved in partially depolarized
tissues.
EFFECT OF PROPRANOL0L ON GLOMENULAR ULTRA-FILTRA-
TION DYNAMICS. Ulrich F. Michael & Laurence A.
Meeka.* Depta. of Int. Med. & Research, vA Medical
Center and College of Med., Univ. of Arizona, Tuc-
son, AZ.
Propranolol (P1 has been shown to decrease renal
bloodflow mod GFR, It was of interest to assesa
the factors which are responsible for this de-
crease. Six Nunich—Wistmr rats received 10 pg/h
of P via s.c. infusion from Alzet oamotic capaulea
implanted under the akin for S days. Six control
rats (C) received normal aaline via tho same
route. On day 5, they were prepared for micro—
puncture studies under Inactin(R) anestheaia.
while MAP was not different in P from C [116±2 va
120±3(SEM) las Ng], heart rate was reduced from
325±13 in C to 263±12 beata/min in P (pc0.01).
SMSFR SNGPF A AR ER LpAmin
(nl/min/gKW] [mm Mg] [dyn*aec [01/sec
/cm5] /mm Hg]
C 43±2 122±6 39±1 23±1 13±1 .072±.OO5
p <.001 <.05 <.02 <.025 MS MS
p 32±2 90±12 32±2 33±3 15±3 .0g7±.olg
S SEM, SMGFR = nephroo filtration rate, SMCPF =
nephron plaama flow, Al? = hydrostatic preasure
gradient, AR, ER = afferent, efferent arteriolar
resistance, LpA glomerular ultrafiltration co-
efficient.
These data indicate that propranolol diminiahea
SNGFR mod SMGPF by increasing renal resistance and
hy reducing the hydrostatic praaaure gradient with-
out a change in the LpA. Whether these findings
are due to the effect of P on MAP or cardiac out-
put or due to en effect on intrarenal 8—receptors
is not answered by this study.
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CONVERTING ENZYNE INHIBITION AND KIDNEY FUNCTION
IN AGING RATS. Jean—Baptiste NICHEL5 and Bruno
CORMAN* (intr.by D.Levine). INSERM U36, 17 rue du
Fer—A-Noulin, Paris; DApt.Biologie, CEN Saclay,
Gif—sur—Yvette, France.
The glomerular filtration rate of senescent
rats wsa found to be lower than that of adults
(Am.J.Physiol.2118:R282—R287, 1985). To evaluate
the possible interrelation between the renin—
angiotensin system and this age—related change in
kidney function, the different parameters of the
system were mesaured in 10—20 and 30 month—old
female Wistar rats, and the influence of conver-
ting enzyme inhibition on inulin clearance and
arterial pressure was investigated. The plasma
renin concentration, the immunofluoresoent renal
renin index and the plasma renin substrate
decreased between 10 and 30 months whereas the
plassa converting enzyme activity of these
animals was unchanged with age. The intravenoua
injection of the converting enzyme inhibitor
59780 (0.1 mg/100 g R.W.) to anesthetized
diuretic rats (0.9% NaC1 at a perfusion rate of
100 p1/sin) was followed in the 10 and 20 aonth—
old rats by a drop in arterial pressure from 115
to 105 mm Hg and by a 12% increase in glomerular
filtration rate. In contrast, neither the
filtration rate nor the arterial pressure of the
30 month—old animala was affected by the conver-
ting enzyme inhibition, although the plasma
converting activity was inhibited to the same
extend at all ages. This suggests than in
senescent normotensive rata, the glomerular
filtration is no longer under the control of the
renin—angiotensin system.
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EFFECT OF PROSTAGLANDIN (PG) SYNTHESIS INHIBITORS
ON RENAL HENODYNAMICS IN MALE, FEMALE AND OVARIEC-
TOMIZED (OVX) MUNICH-WISTAR RATS. K.A.Munger* and
C.Baylis.*(Intr. by R.C.Blantz) Dept.of Med.,
UCSD, La Jolla, CA.
Previous work has shown that acute PG synthesis
inhibition with indomethacin (I) has little effect
on renal vascular resistance (RVR)in the male but
lowers RVR in the female. To confirm this unex-
pected finding, we performed studies with a dif-
ferent PG synthesis inhibitor, meclofenamate (M;
2mg/kg/h) in euvolemic male and female rats. OVX
rats were also examined (+1; 2mg/kg/h) to estab-
lish If the sex difference in response to the PGs
was due to ovarian hormones. GFR, renal plasma
flow rate (RPF), RVR, and blood pressure (BP) are
given as 11 change ( ) from control (C) values
during PG inhibition. (Data: Mean + SE; t p<O.05
female vs male or OVX, unpaired t-tst)
BP(%p, ) GFR(%s ) RPF(%s ) RVR(%A) n
Nale(+M) -5+3 -9+6- -8+7± 10+9± 8
Female(+M) -4T2 16T4 257 -ZOT5 6
OVX(+I) —62 23t 5+4t —9T6± 12
PG inhibition had no significait effect on BP
and only raised GFR and RPF in intact females. As
with I, PG inhibItion -'-N significantly reduced RVR
in females but caused no change in males.
Interestingly, the OVX group showed no significant
change in GFR, RPF or RVR in response to I. This
may be due to the absence of estrogens and/or
other ovarian hormones in the OVX group. Since
ovariectomy shifted the renal hemodynamic response
to acute PG inhibition closer to that seen in the
male, these studies suggest that ovarian factors
may be responsible for the altered renal vascular
sensitivity to PGs seen in intact female rats.
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DEPENDENCY OF RENAL ADRENERIC ACTIVITY ON Ca
INFLUX. J.C. Pelayo*, (intr. by R.J. C,lassock).
Dept. of Peds., UCLA Sch. of Med., Los Angeles, CA
Micropuncture studies were underken to inves-
tigate the role of transmembrane Ca influx in
the glomerular hemodynamic responses to 3 Hz renal
nerve stimulation (RNS) in euvolemic riunich-Wistar
rats. Measurements of single nephron alomerular
filtration rate (SNC.FR) and its determinants were
conducted before (C) and during RNS, with the con-
current i.v. infusion of either vehicle, n7, or
two chemically distinct Ca' channel—entry block-
ers i.e., Verapamil or Nifedipine, n=13 (Car).
Results (mean SE), (p<O.O5 vs. respective
tp<O.OS RNS vs. RNS+Ca1; iI=p<O.O5 C vs. C+Cai ):
SNGFR SNPF LP R RE
[ nl.min I fnsiHg) (xOdyn.s.cm)
C 37±2 123±9 39±1 19±2 15±1
RNS 27±2s 9O±9 35±1 35±6 2O±2
C+Cat 37±1 145±12 39±1 14±lii 13±1
RNS+at 32±1st 131±111- 39±11- 17±2st 15±11-
Thus, RNS alone caused marked reduction in
qlomerular plasma flow (SNPF) and qlomerular
transcapillary hydrostatic pressure difference
(P), leading to a significant decrement of 27%
in SNGFR, events which were the direct conse-
quence of increased afferent (RA) > efferent (RE)
glomerular vascular resistances. The glomerular
ultrafiltration coefficient was not modified. The
glomerular hemodynamic responses to RNS during ex—
tracellular Ca influx blockade were largely at-
tenuated. SNGFR was decreased only by 14%, the
result of decreased SNPF, since P remained un-
changed. The data indicate that Ca cellular up-
take is a major step for the functional expression
of renal adrenergic effector mechanisms.
EFFECT OF SYNTHESIZED ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE
(SANP) ON ISOLATED PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY AND
EVIDENCE OF BINDING SITES OF THE KIDNEY SLICE
AND THE CULTURED MESANGIAL CELLS. Tsutomu Sanaka,
Kousaku Nitta, Masayoshi Sone, and Nobuhiro Sugino.*
Tokyo Women's Medical College, Dept. of 4th mt.
Med., Tokyo, Japan.
In an attempt to clarify the phisiological ef-
fects of SANP and the binding sites in the kidney,
the following studies were performed, 1) Kidneys
were isolated from 5—0 rats and perfused with
Krebs—Henseleite solution containing 6.5g/dl al-
bumin. Before administration of lO.8,ug/dlof SAN?,
perfusate flow was reduced by 25% of 20 minute—
stabilizing period. Subsequently the flow rate
was maintained constant during entire experi-
ments. Renalvascular resistance(RVR), urine vol—
ume(UV), CIn, CPAH, Co, FENa, and FEK, were
measured every 5—15 minutes(n=12). There was a
transient decrease by about 20% to control period
in RVR, followed by the gradual elevation after that.
In addition, UV and FENa were increased 1.5 to 6
times as much as the control periods, and these
phenomena were remarkable at the elevated periods
of RVR. Despite the low perfusate flow, Cm was
increased from O,200.O2 to O.33*0,O2ml/min,
CpAN, COSM, and FEK were not significantly changed.
2) Binding sites of SANP in vivo were localized on
glomerular arterioles and JGA by PAP methods (n3).
3) 1311—SAN? and/or cold SAN? were boud to cul-
tured mesangial cells in vitro(n=3),
These results indicate that SANP behaves as a
vasodilator to afferent arterioles at first step
and then as a vasoconstrictor to efferent arteri-
oles. Therefore, SAN? might act directly on the
mesangial cells, resulting in increased of Cm.
A SERVOSYSTEM FOR CONSTANT PRESSURE PERFUSION OF
THE ISOLATED RAT KIDNEY. Russell C. Scaduto,
Jr.* and Anton C. Schoolwerth. The Pennsylvania
tte University, Hershey, Pennsylvania.
A technical difficulty in perfusion of the
isolated rat kidney has been the regulation of
perfusion pressure. Since perfusion pressure is
an important determinant of renal function, this
parameter should be well regulated for experi-
mental consistency. This technical difficulty
arises because a small bore cannula is needed
for easy insertion into the renal artery of the
rat and such cannulas display a significant
resistance to perfusate flow. This in turn
causes the pressure at the cannula tip to be
less than that measured proximal to the cannula
and to be dependent on the perfusate flow rate.
Although cannula tip pressure can be adjusted
manually by the investigator, the process is
tedious, time consuming, and not very precise
for moment to moment regulation.
We describe an analog computer-based servo—
system which accurately calculates and maintains
the cannula tip pressure, thereby circumventing
this difficulty. The servosystem is sufficiently
responsive to maintain a constant perfusion
pressure during rapid changes in renal resistance
caused by the addition of epinephrine, angiotensin
II, and angiotensin II followed by (Sar,Ile')-
angiotensin II. The system links to a Masterfiex
perfusion pump and analog outputs are provided
for the recording of perfusion flow rate, perfusion
pressure, and renal resistance. This method of
pressure regulation is well suited for the
testing of renal vasoactive compounds.
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FILTRATION PRESSURE RESPONSE TO INFUSION OF ATRIAL
NATRIIJRETIC PEPTIDES. JUrgen Schnermann Marcos
Maruu_GrezXand Joesphine P. Brigge. Department of
Physiology, University of Munich, West Germany.
Atrial peptides have been reported to produce
a transient increase in renal blood flow and a
longer lasting increase in GFR. To investigate
their effect on filtration pressures, we performed
micropuncture studies in male Sprague—Dawley rats
with seinipurified atrial extract (ANF) and with
atriopeptin II (A? Ii). Stop flow pressure (SF?).
used to estimate glomerular capillary pressure
(GCP), was measured continuously in single
uephrons for 25 miii. After 5 miii control
measurements, 100 p2. of ANF or 100 ng of A? II was
infused over 2 mm. With AN? SF? increased by
10.1 1.2 mm Hg (nl5), and with A? II by 8.9
1.4 mm Hg (n10). This rise occurred despite a
slight fall in arterial pressure CAP). SF?
started to rise shortly after starting the
infusion and reached maximum values within 3 miii.
Return of SF? to control was slow: 20 miii after
the infusion SF? was still elevated over control
(5.1 1.0 mm Hg with AN? and 3.1 1.4 mm Hg with
A? 11). Infusion of saralasin did not alter the
SF? response to ANF or its time course. When A?
was reduced to 85—90 mm Hg prior to infusion of AP
II the SF? response was markedly blunted (mean
peak increase 3.6 0.9 mm Hg).
Conclusions: 1) The prompt increase in GC?
following infusion or atrial peptides coincides
with the rise in GFB. and REF and is probably
caused by preglomerular vasodilatation. 2) The
presistent elevation of GCP may be due to
postglomerular vasoconstriction. 3) A reduction
of A? blunts the GCP response to AN? probably by
predilatung the renal resistance vessels.
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L-PLATELET ACTIVATING FACTOR (L-PAF) INDUCED
CHANGES ON RENAL VASCULAR RESISTANCE (RVR),
VASCULAR REACTIVITY AND RENIN RELEA5t (RP.)
IN THE ISOLATED PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY
U. Schwertschlag, H. Scherf,* J.G. Ueroer,* M. Mathias*+
and A.S. Nies, U. Colorado Health Sciences Ctr., Denver,
Colorado, and *Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins, CO
Rat kidneys were isolated and perfused with a modi-
fied Krebs Henseleit buffer containing 4% albumin. Per-
fusate recirculated except during L-PAF, angiotensin II(ANG II) and norepinephrine (NE) infusion. L-PAF (0.1
MM) infused into the perfusion circuit caused a decrease
of RVR by 18±3%. Pretreatment of kidneys with indo-
methacin (INDO) (5pM) prior to the infusion of L-PAF
enhanced the fall in RVR: -26±1% (p <0.05, compared
with non-INDO response). Renal venous PGE and TXB
rose from 2.4±0.2 to 3.9±0.4 pg/mm (p < 0.05) and from
2.1±0.4 to 3.5±0.5 pg/mm (p <0.05) respectively. There
was no significant change of RR during L-PAF before or
after INDO treatment. In order to define the vascular
receptor responsible for the L—PAF-induced decrease of
RVR, dose response curves for ANG II and NE (both 0.01
ng-l000 ng) were established with and without L-PAF.
Dose response to NE was identical both in the presence
and in the absence of L-PAF. Dose response to ANG II,
however, was shifted to the right by L-PAF so that
potency of ANG II was decreased by > 10 at the lpg
dose. Pretreatment with INDO (5 MM) enhanced the L-
PAF induced shift of the dose response curve at the dose
range 0.01 ng-10 ng ANG II, whereas dose response at
100 and 1000 ng were identical. We conclude that 1) L-
PAF is a potent vasodilator in the isolated rat kidney,
which causes release of vasoconstrictive PGs thus
antagonizing its own action; 2) L-PAF interferes with
ANG It but not with NE induced vasoconstriction; 3)
whether the effect of L-PAF occurs at the receptor
level (ANG II vs. a1,2) needs further clarification.
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SIGNAL FOR TUBULOGLOMERULAR FEEDBACK CONTROL OF
GFR: SEPARATE CHANGES OF SODIUM AND CHLORIDE AT
CONSTANT OSMOLALITY. FD Seney. Jr.*, PS Wright.
Yale Univ. and VA Medical Center, New Haven, CT.
To determine whether separately varying sodium
and chloride concentrations of tubule fluid
reaching the macula densa alters tubuloglomerular
feedback (TGF) responses, kidneys of adult male
Sprague—Dawley rats were prepared for micropunc—
ture. Surface nephrons were studied by perfusing
fluid backwards through the loop of Renle at 20
nl/inin from the early distal tubule while TGF
responses were recorded as change in stop flow
pressure ( PSF, mm Hg). In one set of experi-
ments, perfusates containing chloride salts of Na
and tetramethylammonium (TMA) were used. (Na]
was increased from 0 to 60 mM as TZ4A was reduced
from 60 to 0 mM. Osraolality was held at 122
mOan/kg and (ci] at 60 mM. TGF responses were:
Perfusate (Naj: 0 15 30 45 60 Ringer
PSF: 0 2.4 5.6 9.6 12.6 12.5
In another set of experiments, perfusstes
containing sodium salts of Cl and gluconate (G)
were used. (Cl) was increased from 0 to 60 mM as
C was reduced from 60 to 0 mM. Osmoislity was
held constant at 122 mOsm/kg and [Na] at 60 mM.
TGF responses were:
Perfusate [Cli: 0 15 30 45 60 Ringer
PSF: 0.4 2.0 8.4 10.1 11.0 12.0
Varying either (Na] or [Cli of tubule fluid
significantly affects TGF responses even though
osmolality and counter ion concentration are
constant. We conclude that the sensing mechanism
of the TGF system requires low levels (15—30 mM)
of both Na and Cl in order to act, and responds
to increases in either. The TGF system does not
require changes in osmolality.
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EFFECTS OF HUMAN APBIPL NATRIUBETIC PEPTIDE (ohP.NP)
ON KIDNEY FUNCTION IN MAN. L. Hasler,* P. Weidxnann,
M.P. Gnadinger,* R.E. Lang,* D.E. Uehlinger,* S.
Shaw,* W. Bascher,* and F.C. Peubi*. Mcd. Polikli—
nik, Univ. of Bern, Switzerland, and Dept. of Phar-
macology, Univ. of Heidelberg, Fl%.
To investigate renal effects of ahANP in sian,
we anasured in 10 normal subjects effective renal
plamnn flow (ERPF), g1cstruiar filtration rate
(GFR), electrolyte excretion, free water clearance
(CH2O), blood pressure (BP), plasma ohANP and oth-
er factors before, during and after a 45 min—infu—
sion of synthetic ahANP, 0.1 jig/kg/mm. cihp.NP—in-
fusion increased plasma cihANP fran 58±12 to 625+87
(+SEM) pg/al; caused am initediate fall in diastol-
ic BP (—12%, p <.001) and rise in heinatocrit (+7%,
P <.01) largely unexplained by diuresis; increased
GFR (+15%) despite unchanged or decreased ERPF
(filtration fraction +37%, P <.001); augitented (P
<.05 to <.001) chloride (+317%), sodium (+224%),
calcium (+158%), magnesium (+110%) and phosphate
excretion (+88%) and CH2O (fran —0.76 to +2.23 ml!
aim) with minimal change in potassium excretion;
and increased plasma norepinephrine (P <.001) while
free dopamirie, epinephrthe, IDH, angiotensin IIand
aldosterone levels were not significantly changed.
Therefore, in normal sen ahANP can prc*ThDte an ex—
travascular shift of fluid and augnent GFR despite
a BP-reductiOn and tendency for decreased ERPF.
obANP enhances CH2O with unaltered circulating ADH.
The pattern of ahANP-induced diuresis arid electro-
lyte excretion may reflect both glonerular and tu-
bular machaniarns.
ANIONIC EFFECTS OF ACUTE VOLUME EXPANSION CAVE)
ON IIJBULOGL(}IFRULAR FE8DBACK (TGF) OF JN1CH-WISTAR
RATS: IMPORTANCE OF CHLORIDE. DE Wesson. VA Med.
Ctr., Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX.
Free-flow micropuncture determinations of late
proximal (LP) and early distal (ED) tubular single
nephron glomerular filtration rates (SNGFR) were
used to study the effect of AVE using diffe-
rent anions on TGF in 34 Munich-Wistar rats
(OO-25O gums). Animals were expanded withK and Ca containing isotonic solutions of
NaC1, NaHCO , Na SO , Na acetate (NaAc), and Ringers
bicarbonat (RB3 0% BW followed by 5.0% BW/hr.
Surgical losses were replaced in control animals.
Timed LI' and ED collections were done (2 to 4
samples at each .ite/aniina1) using oil blocks
and analyzed for 'ii inulin, Cl, total CO (TCA) )
and osmolality (094). 113F was estimatJ as te
difference between LI' and ED SNGFR determinations
(P-D) then correlated with ED tubular fluid Cl
concentration (TFC1ED) and is listed below for
each group:
Group N P;D TF,.. D R Value
Control 6 13.2;2.l 3O.-3.2 -0.674
RB 5 5.3-1.9* 62.95.8* -0.821
NaCl 6 2.8l.1* 6O.75.3* -0.714
NaHCOT 6 l5.22.4 8.3l.5* 0.843
NaAc 5 7.6l.7 9.52.4* 0.896
Na SO 6 9.92.7 7.92.1* i5
*p0.5 vs control; N nunber of animals
No significant correlation was seen for
ED TCO or OSM. The data shows: 1) AVE with
NaCl a?id RB but not with other salts inhibits
TSF 2) TGP is significantly correlated with
TFC1ED in all groups except Na2SOA. Thus, while
i may be a signal for I3F, other factors as
ye unidentified may be operative.
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ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE (AMP) RELEASE IN
CALVES WITH ARTIFICIAL HEARTS (AH). C.
Westenfelder, R.L. Baranowski, C. Kablitz, D.B.
Olsen,* G. Burns* and S. Jahan.5 Univ. of Utah,
Divs. of Nephrology and Artificial Organs, and
VA Medical Center, Salt Lake City, Utah.
The recent realization that the atria contain
and probably release ANP when atrial pressure is
increased prompted us to gradually reduce cardiac
output (CO) in two calves (4 wks after AH implan-
tation) from 8 to 4 1/mm. This caused a 40%
decrease in GFR and marked salt retention and
other signs of heart failure. Mean AMP levels in
both calves prior to AH implantation were 211.5
pg/mi. They fell after surgery to 92.9 and were
106.4 when severe heart failure (high ATR.PR.)
was manifest. In animal CO was acutely increased
to 8 and then 11.5 1/mm. This improved renal
function imedlately and left ANP levels un-
changed. In the third calf, right and/or left
ATR.Ps. were increased or decreased by abruptly
changing right or left CO. These large hemody—
namic changes had no detectable effect on AMP
levels. In contrast, aldosterone levels changed
appropriately. In surmlary: 1) AH Implantation
caused a fail in AMP levels; 2) the AH can be
used to change atrial pressures which seems to
elicit, however, no change in circulating AMP
levels; 4) there are no differences in ANP levels
between right and left atrial blood. Conclusion:
It is feasible that the surgical disruption of
atrial blood and nervous supply (after AH
implantation) may lead to the development of a
functional AMP deficiency state. Alternatively,
changes in the mix of released AMPs may not be
detected by the presently used assay.
RENAL EFFECTS OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR IN
RATS WITH AORTO—CAVAL FISTULA. J. Winaver,*
A. Hoffman,* J.C. Burnett, and A. Haramati.
Rappaport Institute, Technion, Haifa, Iarael;
Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN and Georgetown Univ.
School of Medicine, Washington, D.C.
Atrial natriuretic factor (ANF) has been shown
to induce a djuresjs and natriuresis and decrease
mean arterial blood pressure (BP) in normal rats.
However, the effects of ANF in models of sodium
retention are largely unknown. In the present
study we evaluated the effects of ANF in rats
with an aorto—caval (A—V) fistula that have mark-
ed atrial distention but avidly retain sodium.
Clearance experiments were performed in 7 Munich—
Wistar rats, 7-14 days after A—V anastomosis
(side to side, 0.7—1.1 mm). Following 2 control
clearance periods, synthetic ANF (8—33) was in-
fused intravenously (5 pg/kg PRIME; 0.17 pg/kg'
mm). Samples were again obtained after 30 min-
utes of sustained ANF infusion. Results are given
below (* = P<0.05, compared to control).
V FENa GFR BP
(p1/mm) (%) (ml/mmn.lOOgm) (mmHg)
CONTROL 6.9 0.09 1.4 114
6
ANF 12.8* 0.48* 1.6 105*
5
ANF significantly increased urine flow (V) and
sodium excretion (FENa) and decreased BP. GFR
did not change significantly. In sham—operated
rats, FENa during control and ANF were 5—10 times
higher. We conclude that rats with A-V fistula
respond to ANF, but the natriuresis is markedly
blunted compared to normal rats which may con-
tribute to the retention of sodium.
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GLYCEMIA AND DIETARY PROTEIN IN THE MODULATION OF
GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE AND ALBUMINURIA IN
INSULIN—DEPENDENT DIABETES. Martin J. Wiseman,*
Emillo Bognetti,* Rosemary Dodds* and GianCarlo
Viberti* (intr. by Eli A.Friedman). Unit for
Metab. Med., Guy's Hosp. Med. Sch., London, UK.
In order to clarify the interactive roles of
dietary protein intake (P1) and plasma glucose
concentration (PG) on the high GFR and urinary
albumin excretion rate (AER) of insulin—dependent
diabetes, we measured GFR (inulin clearance) and
AER (radiommmunoassay) in 6 diabetics with raised
GFR (DHF) before and after a 70—lOOg meat protein
load. Studies were randomly performed during Cu—
glycemic and hyperglycemic clamps after a period
of normal or low (40g/day) P1. Nine normal sub-
jects (C) and 5 diabetics with normal GFR (DHF)
matched for age and sex served as control.
In DHF, low P1 reduced GFR toward normal (mean
151±13 vs 136±17 ml!min!1.73m2;p<O.02) while di-
urnal PG profiles remained unchanged. In all C and
DNF, GFR rose after a protein load under all exp-
erimental conditions. In hyperglycemic DHF on
normal P1, GFR fell in 3 and rose in 3 patients
after protein challenge (mean 152±12 vs 156±16 ml!
mm 1. 73m2; ns). Euglycemia normalized this resp-
onse in 2 subjects (151±13 vs 161±18 ml/min/1.73m2
ns). After low P1, GFR rose in all DHF (136±17 vs
149±15 ml!min/1.73m2;p<O.02). AER rose in all sub-
jects after a protein meal, both C (0.9 vs 3.7j.igl
mm; p<O.OZ) and DHF (6.5 vs 18.9 ug/min;p<O.05).
Dietary protein intake potently modulates GFR
and AER independently of PG. Only DHF, but not DNF
show an abnormal renal response to a protein load.
Manipulations of dietary protein may have thera-
peutic value in the management of diabetic renal
abnormalities.
CONTROL OF RENAL HEMODYNAMICS DURING HYPERGLYCEMIM
ROLE OF MACULA DENSA FEEDBACK. Lori L. Woods*, H.
Leland Mizelle*, and John E. Hall. Dept. Physiol.
& Biophys., Univ. Miss. Med. Ctr., Jackson, MS
This study was designed to test the hypothesis
that hyperglycemia increases renal blood flow
(RAP) and GFR by a macula densa feedback mechan-
ism, possibly activated by changes in proximal
NaC1 reabsorption, or through an osmotic effect on
the niacula densa. Glucose was infused directly
into the renal arteries of anesthetized dogs at a
rate which raised plasma glucose levels of the
kidney to 200—300 mg/al. In normal kidneys,
glucose infusion increased REF and GFR to 120±4
and 121±6% of control, respectively, after 90 mm.
However, in non—filtering kidneys (n—6) in which
the inacula densa feedback was blocked, intrarenal
infusion of glucose did not significantly increase
RBF (which averaged 92±4% of control after 60 nuns
of hyperglycemia). The renal hemodynamic responses
to glucose were also abolished in kidneys in which
renal arterial presaure (RAP) was servo—controlled
near the limits of autoregulation (n'4, REF and
GFR averaged 88±16 and 92±9% of control, respec-
tively, after 60 mm of hyperglycemia). We also
studied autoregulation of REF and GFR in response
to reductions in RAP before and during glucose
infusion in 5 normal dogs. When RAP was reduced in
steps to 85 nnnHg in normal kidneys, REF and GFR
were well sutoregulated, decreasing by only 9—11%.
However, after glucose infusion, REF and GFR fell
to 76±7 and 60±7% of control at a RAP of 85 mmllg,
indicating impairment of autoregulation. These
data support the hypothesis that elevation of
plasma glucose may increase REF and GFR through an
autoregulatory mechanism, mediated by a macula
dense feedback.
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HEMODYNAMIC ALTERATIONS MODULATE THE EXPRESSION OF
THE GLOMERULAR SIEVING DEFECT IN RAT MEMBRANOUS
GLOMERULOPATHY (MGN). T. Yoshioka*, H.G. Rennke,
D.J. Salant, W.M. Deen & I. Ichikawa. Harvard U.,
Boston U., Boston & M.I.T., Cambridge, MA.
We assessed the parameters of transglomerular
passage of macromolecules in 12 rats with hetero—
logous MGN by measuring SNGFR,lomerular trans—
capillary hydraulic pressure (AP), plasma flow
rate (GPF) and fractional clearances of neutral
dextran with molecular radii (r) of 20A (FC—D20)
to 60A (FC—D60). [A: change from MGN baseline; *:
significantly (P<O.05j_different from Normal or 0]
SNGFR GPF lP U—PR FC-020 FC—D60
—-nl/min—— mmHg nig/24h
Normal 44 149 33 8 1.03 .00035
MGN 40 123* 40* 86* .78 .00053*
Ach A -1 +30* .5* _30* -.10 _.00016*
All A -3 _42* +12* ÷95* +.05 +.00077*
When compared with 7 normal rats, MGN rats had
a higher protein excretion (U—PR) and a rise in
FC—D for r >52A. A high AP coincided with this
impaired size—selectivity. To ascertain the in—
fluence of hemodynamic parameters on the capillary
wall defect, was manipulated in MGN by infusion
of acetylcholine (Ach) or angiotensinll (All).
The suppression and augmentation of AP, respec-
tively, brought about a return and a further rise
of FC—D for r >30A and parallel changes in U—PR.
Calculation of glomerular membrane parameters
revealed abnormally high availability of non—
selective pores in MGN, which was partially cor-
rected and accentuated, respectively, by the above
measures. Thus, the proteinuria in MGN is associ-
ated with impaired size—selectivity of the
glomerular capillary wall, which, in turn, is
affected by the abnormal glomerular hemodynamics.
Renal Physiology—Na, K and CI
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EFFECT OF DOPAMINE ON PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED
TUBULE NaKATPase ACTIVITY AND CELL VOLUME.
Anita Aperia, Alejandro Bertorello, lstvan Sen. Dpt
Developm. Physiol., Karolinska Institute, Stockholm,
Sweden.
Several lines of evidence suggest that dopamine
(DA) can bind to the ouabain-site of NaRATPase. We
studied the effect of DA on NaKATPase activity in
isolated proximal convoluted tubules (PCT) and compared
the effect of DA and ouabain on PCT volume.
PCT were dissected from rat kidneys. Six rats and
10-20 PCT from each rat were studied in each group.
PCT were pre-incubated at 23° with DA or in medium
only for 30 mi NaKATPase activity (pmol Pi/mm
tubule/h) was 1838t68 in control PCT. DA significantly
inhibited enzyme activity in a dose dependent manner.
Inhibition also occurred in the presence of the DA
antagonist, metoclopramide in 102 M excess. NaKATPase
activity was 947 + 147 after incubation with DA 10-6 M
and 578t92 with DA i0 M. When PCT incubated with
DA i0 M were returned to DA free medium for 30
mm, NaKATPa5e activity increased significantly to
1305t43. Both ouabain and DA increased the diameter
of collapsed PCT in a time and dose dependent manner.
Swelling started within seconds. The lowest DA dose
causing significant swelling was iO M and maximal
swelling occurred with l0 M. The diameter increase
was 114t2% with DA 10 M as compared to 119t2%
with ouabain iO M. Swelling induced by DA as well
as by ouabain was inhibited by amiloride i0 M,
indicating that swelling was due to an inbalance between
Na influx and outflux in PCT cells. We conclude that
DA can reversibly inhibit NaKATPase activity in isolated
PCT via mechanisms that might be independent of
specific DA receptors. The tubular swelling is likely
due to inhibition of pumpmediated Na outflux.
NATRILIRETIC EFFECT OF ATRIAL NATRItRETIC PEPTIDE
(ANP) IN DIABETES INSPIPDUS RATS. M. Awazu*, 3. P.
Granger, and F. C. Knox, Dept. of Physiology and
Biophysics, Mayo Medical School, Rochester, MN
Medullary washout has been suggested to play a
role in the natriuretic response to AMP. The
objective of the present study was to determine
the effects of synthetic 26 amino acid (8—33) AMP
(4 i-ig/l<gihr) 1.v. for 60 rein in the Brattleboro
diabetes insipidus rat (DI, n = 8), in which
medullary tonricity is known to be decreased, as
compared to Long—Evans control rats (LE, rr = 7).
Initial urine osmolality was significantly lower
in DI (117+14 mmol/kg) than in LE (673+38
mmol/kg).
DI basal
ANP
CFR
(mi/mm)
1.5+0.1
1.7+0.1
lJ.4V
(uEq/min)
2.4+0.4
8.92.O*
FENa
(%)
1.3+0.2
3.4+0.7*
FR,1
CX)
74+3
63+3*
LE basal l.8O.l 3.OTO.7 1.10.2 8O2
ANP l.9O.1 9.11.8*
p<O5 (basal s AMP)
3.3+0.6* 68+4k
ANP had no significant effect on giomerular
filtration rate (GFR) in either group. Increases
in absolute urinary sodium (LlwaV) and fractional
sodium excretion (FENa) were the same. Fractional
reabsorption of lithium (FRLI), an indicator of
proximal tubule sodium reabsorption, decreased to
a similar extent in DI and LE rats.
In sumary, although meduilary washout is
already present in DI rats, we observed a similar
degree of natriuresis to LE controls. We conclude
that PINE is fully natriuretic in rats with
diabetes irrsipidus.
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PARALLEL Na/H AND Cl/HC0(0H) ANTIPORTERS
TRANSPORT NaCl IN THE RABBIT PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED
TUBULE (PCT). M. Baum, Dept. of Pediatrics, Univ.
Texas Health Science Center, Dallas.
The present in vitro microperfusion study exam-
ined whether active NCl÷ transport in th_e PCT
occurs via parallel Na /H and Cl /HCO3(OH ) ex-
changers. PCI were perfused with a high chloride,
low bicarbonate solution simulating late proximal
tubular fluid and bathed in a symmetrical high
chloride solution containing 6 gm/dl of albumin.
In this setting NaCl transport is active. Addi-
tion of 5x10 4M luminal SITS, an anion exchange
inhibitor, resulted in a 30% reduction in volume
absorption (J ) 0.23±0.01 vs. 0.16±0.01 nl/mmrnin.
Addition of 'xlO M luminal DIDS, a more potent
anion exchange inhibitor, resulted in a 46%
reduction in J 0.24±0.04 vs. 0.13±0.02 nl/mnrmin.
In both grou's the transepithelial potential
difference(PD) was zero demonstrating that active
NaCl transport is electroneutral.
-
The effect of a Cl /HCO3(OH ) exchanger on
acidification was examined in PCI perfused with an
ultrafiltrate—like solution and bathed ina serum—
like albumin solution. Addition of 5x10 4M lumi—
nal DIDS did not significantly decrease 3 1,03±
0.13 vs. 0.96±0.11 nl/mm.min or PD —4.3 v. —5.4
mV demonstrating that luminal DIDS did not result
in a nonspecific decrease in solute transport.
Luminal DIDS significantly stimulated bicarbonate
absorption 46.8±9.3 s.÷ 59.6±11.5 pmol/mm.min,
consistent with a Na /H antiporter running in
parallel with a Cl /HCO3(OH )
_antiporter.
In conclusion, a Cl /HCO3(OFI ) exchngr is
present in the PCI, and parallel Na /H and
Cl7HC0(0H) antiporters mediate neutral active
NaCl transport in the PCI.
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EFFECT OF ALDOSE REDUCTASE INHIBITION ON
NATRIIJRESIS AND PROTEINURIA IN DIABETIC RATS.
J.W. Bauman, Jr. and P.N. Farnsworth. New Jerseyliffical SchotT Dept. Physiology, Newark, N.J.
An aldose reductase inhibitor (Sorbinhl) was
administered to streptozotocin induced diabetic
and to normal rats for 2-4 weeks. In female
diabetics daily urine output was significantly
greater in the inhibitor treated group than in
the diabetic controls at 4 weeks (146 3.1 us
116 + 1.5 ml). Urine osmolality was not
different in the two groups, and UNaV and UkV
were significantly increased in the inhibitor
treated group (4.1 .26 vs 3.1 + .25 mEg Na; 6.8
+ .17 vs 5.7 + .19 mEg K). Na/K ratios were notifferent in these groups. No significant
differences in renal hemodynamics or total
protein excretion were observed Electrophoretic
patterns of urinary proteins were the same in
both diabetic groups. Studies in normal and
diabetic male rats confirmed that the inhibitor
treatment increased daily sodium and potassium
excretion. In inhibitor treated males UNaV was
significantly greater than in normal controls
(2.68 + 0.2 vs 1.82 0.16 mEq). Sodium and
potasfum excretion was also increased by
inhibitor treatment of male diabetic rats (4.3
0.2 vs 2.5 + 0.2 mEq). Potassium excretion was
also increased by inhibitor treatment in both
normal and diabetic rats. (Diabetic:8.4 + 0.37
vs 6.5 + 0.50 mEq; Normal :5.8 31 vs 4.3 + 0.22
mEq). Tt is concluded that if the only renal
effect of the inhibitor is via the sorbitol
pathway, a sorbitol dependent mechanism, which is
not sex dependent, participates in sodium
reabsorption.
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NOREPINEPHRINE STIMULATION OF OXYGEN CONSUMPTION
IN CORTICAL TUBULE SUSPENSIONS: EFFECT ON NA—K
ATPase ACTIVITY. Robert E. Beach,* Peter C. Brazy,
and Vincent W. Dennis. Duke University Medical
Center, Durham, N.C.
Norepinephrine (NE) stimulates sodium transport
in the proximal convoluted tubule. We have shown
that this occurs with proportional increases in
bicarbonate, chloride, and phosphate transport,
suggesting a primary action on active sodium
transport. The present studies in rabbit cortical
tubule suspensions examine if NE directly stimu—
lates Na—K ATPase activity. Tubules were prepared
by collagenase digestion and density gradient
centrifugation. Oxygen consumption (QO2 was
measured by Clark—type electrodes. NE 10— N in
the medium stimulated transport—related (ouabain—
sensitive) Q02 by 0.75+0.22 nmol/mg proteinS
mm (P<O.O1). With nystatin—treated (sodium—
permeable) tubules, NE increased Q02 from 29.97
to 32.25±3.49 (P<O.O5) nmol/mg proteinS
mm (P<O.O5), consistent with increased Na—K
ATPase activity or increased mitochondrial respir-
ation. Other tubules were incubated in nominally
zero potassium media (high—sodium, low—potassium
cells). Rapid addition of extracellular potassium
stimulates transport—related Q02. Under these
conditions, NE increaeed Q02 from 21.35±2.36 to
24.98±2.19 nmol/mg proteinmin (P<0.O5), sup-
porting a direct action on Na—K ATPase activity
without change in Na+ or K+ permeability. NE
did not affect mitochondrial respiration measured
as uncoupled rates of Q02 using FCCP. We con-
clude that NE increases transport—related Q02 by
direct stimulation of Na—K ATPase activity without
increased Na or K permeability.
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ELECTRON MICROPROBE ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT
RUBIDIUM UPTAKE INTO CELLS OF THE DISTAL
NEPHRON. Franz X. Becku, A. Dorge*, G. Giebisch
and K. Thurau*, Depts. of Physiol., Univ. of Munich
(FRG) and Yale Univ. (Connecticut).
Rubidium (Rb) and potassium (K) share similar
transport pathways in the renal tubule. To assess
directly functional cell heterogeneity and the involve-
ment of individual cells in potassium transport we
have monitored the cell uptake of Rb+ following
short-term intraaortal (75 mM, 1 and 5 mm) or i.v.
(20 mM, 5 mm) Rb+ infusions. Analyses were per-
formed on freeze-dried cryosections of shock-frozen
kidneys using energy-dispersive X-ray analysis. A
high Rb uptake was observed into proximal convolu-
ted, distal convoluted and principal cells (mean
SEM: 72 4, 139 11 and 104 9 mmole/kg dry
wt after 1 mm and 260 24, 239 21 and 248
22 after 5 mm). In sharp contrast, Rb+ uptake was
much less into intercalated cells (30 5 after 1
mm and 65 7 mmole/kg dry wt after 5 mm).
Similar differences between intercalated and other
renal tubule cells were obtained after 5 mm of i.v.
Rb administration.
Conclusion: A new method is described to detect
functional heterogeneity in ion transport properties
of individual tubule cells in different experimental
conditions. Taking Rb+ as a marker for K+, we
show that intercalated cells exhibit less potassium
transport activity than principal cells, consistent
with an increased K traffic through the latter cell
type.
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ELECTROPUYSIOLOGICP.L cHABPCTERISTICS OF PRIMP.RY
CULTURES OF RENAL TUBULE CELLS. Elsa Bello—
Reuss and Mark R. Weber*. Washington
JiWersity, Department of Cell Biology and
Physiology and Medicine, St. Louis, Missouri.
Primary confluent monolayers from "proximal"
or "distal" tubule fragments from rabbit kidney
were studied (6 to 16 days after seeding) with
scanning and transmission electron microscopy
and with electrophysiological techniques. In
proximal monolayers (PM) one cell type was
found. Cells were 8—10 pm high, with a 1.5 to 2
pm apical brush border and other characteristics
resembling proximal tubule cells. In distal
monolayers two cell types were found resembling
the cells of cortical collecting tubules (CCM):
a) light cells with short microvilli and a
ptominent central cilium in each cell, and b)
dark cells with longer microvilli or plicae;
light cells were more numerous than dark cells.
In PM, incubated with the same physiologic
salt solution on both sides (p11—7.40), the
transepithelial voltage (Vl) was —2.6 0.6 my
(n—B), the basolateral membrane voltage (vb) was
—49 5 my (n—lO), and the intracellular pH
(pHi), measured with liquid—membrane, double—
barrel microelectrodes, was 7.31 0.04 my
(n—4). In CCM, Vl was —12.4 4.1 my (n—6), Vb
was —67 4 my (n—B) and the transepithelial
electrical resistance was 3,200 1,050 Ohm cm2
(n—5).
In conclusion, monolayers derived from
tubules fragments exhibited morphological and
electrophysiological characteristics similar to
the rabbit proximal and collecting tubules.
Both preparations are suitable for trans—
epithelial and intracellular electro—
physiological studies.
HYPERONCUTIC ALBUMIN (HA) INFUSION DURING NA
RESTRICTION DOES NOT INDUCE NATRIURESIS DESPITE
PLASMA VOLUME (PV) EXPANSION. N.H. Boer, H.A.
Koomans,* and E.J. Dorhout Mees. Univ. Hospital,
Dept. of Nephrol., Utrecht, The Netherlands.
Clearance (C) studies sere performed during
maximal sater diuresis in 8 healthy men, before,
during snd after infusion of 300 ml 20% HA in
60 mm. Na intake ass restricted (2omeq/day) to
induce renal Na—avidity to mimick clinical
situations in which HA is often used to induce a
natriuresis. PU increased by 720 ml and colloid
oncotic pressure by 3.6 mmHg immediately after
infusion.
Before During After
GFR
ERPF
FR-Na prox.
FR—lithium
FR—uric acid
Na-excretion
121+19
602-*-B7
90.3±2.5
73.7±6.B
91.4±2.8
43±29
110+19
637±100
92.5±2.1
76.3±4.7
93.7±2.0
2B±25
117+20 (el/mm)
75l±T4B (
92.4±1.9 (5)
75.6±5.3 (5)
94.5-s-i.6 (5)
4l369iEq/min)
Na—excretion fell during I-IA infusion becmuse of a
decreased GFR and enhanced proximal fractional
reabsorption (FR-Nm prox, calculated from C-H90
max). Fractional reabsorption of lithium and urIc
acid, 2 alleged markers of proximal reabsorption,
likewise increased. Changes (A) in Na reabsorption
correlated with AERPF, and MR—Na prox correlated
with both peritubular CDP and aERPF. Restoration
of Na excretion to control values after completion
of the infusion is explained by the PU expansion—
induced secondary increase in ERPF and GFR
favouring Na excretion, which opposes the rise in
CUP favouring retention.
SODIUM IS NOT 100% VISIBLE BY NNR IN PROXIMAL TUBULES
AND THICK ASCENDING LIMBS OF THE DOG KIONEY.
Y. aoelsnger*, and P.
Inatitot de G6nie Biomedical and Dept. of MBdicine,
Univ. de MontrEal, MontrEal, Canada.
A recent report claims that sodium is 100%
visible by NNI1 in rabbit proximal tubules (PROX)
(Gullmns, ASP 249, F160, 1985). This conclusion was
based on a quantitative transfer of 2½a NIlE signal
between tubules and their incubation medium upon
redistribution of Na induced by the ionophore nys—
tatin. We have measured by NIlE intra and extra—
cellular sodium in suspensions of PROX or thick
ascending limbs (TALs) obtained by collagenase diges-
tion of dog kidney slices. Dysprosium tripolyphos—
phate was uaed to shift upfield the extracellular
sodium, and an insert containing sodium and dyspro-
sium chloride (downfield shift) was used as internal
standard. Na was 32.9 set in proximal tubules and 38.7
sf4 in TALs. The total Na measured by NIlE was iden-
tical in intact cell suspensions and 1% Triton hoiao—
genates (25 uL/2.SxUL). However flame photometry mea—
serements were 20% (TALs) or 30% (PROX) greater than
NilE measurements and this relationship was not
changed by a four—fold dilution of the homogenate
with 1120. We conclude that intracellular sodium
exists in two distinct pools: a fraction of exchange-
able sodium which is 100% NIlE—visible and a fraction
of sodium submitted to quadrupolar interactions and
only partially visible by NNR. This second pool is
probably not segregated in cell oianelles.
TIlE RENAL EFFECTS OF ATRIOPEPTIN III (AP) IN PRI-
MATES. Jacques J. Bourgoignie, George Gavellaa*,
Kuo H. Hwang*, and Eateban Martinez*. Univ. of
Miami, Miami, FL. and Mannheimer Primatological
Foundation, Florida City, FL.
The renal effecta of AP have usually been asso-
ciated with hemodynamic changes. To evaluate its
action in primates and dissociate glomerular and
tubular effects, a small non—hypotenaive dose of
AP was infused in anesthetized baboons before and
6—8 wka after uninephrectotsy (uninx) . Three con-
trol clearance periods, 4 periods in which a bolos
IV of 1 pg/kg human atriopeptin 1—24 (Peninsula
Labs) was fallawed by 0.1 pg/kg/am for 60 mm
(3 nmolee/kg), and 2—15 mm recovery periods were
obtained. Mean values for control, AP and recovery
periods were:
INTACT (n5) UNINX (n=4)
CInol CPAH UNaV CInol CPAM UMaV
ml/ain ml/min oEq/min ml/min ml/min uEq/min
Control 32.5 230 145 23.6 133 101
AP 37.1 248 465* 24.8 148 226*
Recovery 30.6 229 125 23.5 128 114
* p<O.O5 va control and recovery
In neither group did CFR or CPAH increase signif-
icantly. Nevertheless, UNaV and FENa tripled or
doubled, respectively (p<O.OS). There also was an
increased excretion of water, chloride, phosphate
and oamoles (p<0.05 for each) which was greater in
intact than in uninx. Calcium excretion increased
only in intact animals (p<O.05), and potassium ex-
cretion did not change significantly. Under the
same conditions, rhe natriureaia of .42 was repro-
duced by an equimolar amount of humetanide.
Thus, AP induces a NaC1 diuresis, rapid in on-
set, sustained, readily reversible and independent
of CFR. The natriuresia is blunted after uninx.
INTRACELLULAR POTASSIUM ACTIVITY AND SODIUM
TRANSPORT IN THE RABBIT PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED
TUBULE (PCT) PERFUSED IN VITRO. S. Bretont,
R. Laprade and J. Cardinal. Membrane Transport
Research Group, Université de Montréal.
Intracellular K activity (aK1) and baso—
lateral membrane potential ('tBL) were measured
with symmetrical double—barrelled < selective
microelectrodes in the rabbit PCT perfused in
vitro. The resistance of the reference barrel
filled with 1 M NaCl averaged 89 3 MO while
the resistance of the selective barrel was
24 1.5 Go (n7O) when the microelectrode was
dipped in 1 N KC1. The mean slope for the
selective barrel was 61.1 0.1 mV per tenfold
change in a at 39°C (r a 0.999) and the
selectivity of K over Na was 102 6.0. In
control condition, the values of a and TBL
were respectively 39.4 2.9 mM (n9) and
-39.8 1,4eV (n=9). No correlation between
BL and a1 was found. Partial inhibition
of active transepithelial Na transport by remov-
al of luminal glucose and alanine resulted in a
hyperpolarization of WBL of 11.4 1.3 mV
(n=9) and an increase in a1 of 9.0 1.9 eM
with a return to Control values within 2—4 rsin
of the post—control period. These results
demonstrate that potassium is actively accumu-
lated in the cell since the Nernst potential
EK is —63 mV. The observed effect on a1 of
partial inhibition of Na transport is opposite
to the expected effect of an Inhibition of the
basolateral pump activity and could be explained
by the reduction in cell water and volume
observed recently by our group after luminal
removal of glucose and alanine.
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THE RENAL EFFECTS OF SYNTHETIC ATRIAL NATRI1JETIC
PEPTIDE DLINC CONTRcI. OF GLOMER(LAR FILTRATION
RATE. 3. C. Burnett, Jr., T. 3. Opgenorth*, and3. P. Granger, Depts. of Medicine and of
Physiology, Mayo Medical School, Rochester, MN
Studies were performed in anesthetized dogs(n7) to determine the effects of synthetic atrial
natriuretic peptide on sodiua excretion in the
presence and absence of control of glomerular
filtration rate produced by suprarenal aortic
clamping to the lower limits of autoregulation.
Intrarenal infusion of synthetic atrial
natriuretic peptide (0.3 g/l<g/min) significantly
Increased glomerular filtration rate from 29.3
3.0 to 43.2 + 4.4 mi/mm (p<.02), urinary sodium
excretion from 20.1 + 10.3 to 223.3 + 52.3 pEq/min
(p<.005), and fractional sodii.sn excretion from
0.47 + 0.19 to 3.75 + 0.59% (p<.0O5). In
contrast, aortic clamping blocked the increase in
glomerular filtration rate (27.4 + 1.9 to 28.0 +
1.5 ml/min) in association with an attenuated
natriuresis. Urinary sodium excretion increased
from 6.3 + 2.3 to 68.3 + 23.4 ijEq/min (p<.05), and
fractionaT sodium excreEion increased from 0.15 +
0.04% to 0.90 + 0.30% (p<.05). Despite this
—
differential response in glomerular filtration
rate and sodium excretion, fractional delivery of
sodium from the proximal tubule, as estimated by
the lithium clearance technique, increased during
both unclamped (17.7 + 1.8% to 30.4 + 0.8%,
p<.005) and clamped (12.9 ÷ 2.1% to 23.9 + 2.7%,
p<.02) periods.
These studies demonstrate that the natriuretic
response to atrial natriuretic peptide is mediated
by a tubular mechanism as well as an increase in
giomerular filtration rate.
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT OF MEMBRANE POTENTIAL IN RENAL
MEMBRANES: DjS-C3-(5) RESPONSE MECHANISM. C.
Cabrini* and A.S. Verkman. UCSF, S.F., California
Although widely utilized, application of diS-C3-
(5) has been limited by an incomplete understanding
of its interaction mechanism with biological mem-
branes. DiS-C3-(5) binding to rabbit renal brush
border vesicles (BBMV) was examined by steady-
state, time-resolved and stopped-flow fluorescence.
Addition of BBMV to aqueous dye (Hf) produced a de-
crease in fluorescence at 67Onm (excitation 622 nm)
due to formation of bound non-fluorescent dimer (D).
With increasing BBMV, emission at 695 increased as
0 was converted to bound monomer (M1 and H2). Three
distinct kinetic processes were identified by
stopped-flow which are incorporated in the model
below: 6 ms binding, 30 ma reorientation and 1 a
translocation. Rotational of Hf was unhindered
(anisotropy r0.l02, lifetime rl.2 ns, rotational
rat:RO.57ns).
IMEMBRANE I I
_____
was hindered
(rO.l9, r2.l Mf==Ms - M,
ns, RO.54 ns ) 0
_________in a restricted
I
cone angle of 48°. M M MIn response to 2
induced membrane I <10 ns KDIiZAT1JI I
potentials (K!
valinomycin) the s D - D
fluorescence changes T5tOCAUON
at 670 and 695 nm were in the same direction, sug-
gesting that the reorientation-dimerization re-
action is the potential sensitive step. Based on
the proposed model, the optimal conditions for ap-
plication of diS-C3-(5) can be established for
specific experimental protocols.
SPONTANEOUS AND MECHANICALLY INDUCED HYPER—
POLARIZATIONS OF CLONED MONKEY PROXIMAL TUBULE
CELLS: A ROLE OF CALCIUM IONS. Hangil Change,
Naohide Yamashita*, and Kiyoshi Kurokawa. Fourth
Dept Intern Med, Univ Tokyo Sch Med, Tokyo.
To further assess tubule cell function, we have
examined electrophysiological properties of a
cloned monkey kidney cell line, JTC—12. This cell
line is characterized by PTH—sensitve adenylate
cyclase, l,25(OH)2D—induced 25OHD—24—hydroxylase,
and Na—dependent Pi transport, properties of
proximal tubule cells. Resting membrane potential
was —17±5 mV (SD) and input resistance 57+40 MOhm.
Spontaneous hyperpolarizations (HP) with amplitude
of 2—40 mV and 2—18 sec duration were observed in
18% of cells. Moreover, touching adjacent cells by
another electrode consistently elicited a large
HP: this occurred even in Cl—free solution. During
these spontaneous and touch—induced HP, input
resistance decreased. Reversal potential was —75
mV, suggesting that these HPs were due to
increased membrane permeability to K+.+Also,
reversal potential measured in varying K con-
centration in+ incubation agreed with equilibriumpotential of K based on Nerns4÷equation. Spont-
aneous HPs were abolished in Ca —free solution,
but touch—induced HPs were not. HP was elicited by
iontophoretic intracellular injection of Ca or Sr
ions. In addition, iontophoretic injection of EGTA
abolished spontaneous HPs. These data suggest that
HPin JTC—12 is due to increase in cytosolic
Ca which stimulates Ca —activated K channel.
Da further suggest that an increase in cytosolic
Ca $ spontaneous HP was triggered by an influx
of Ca across plasma membranes whi that in
touch—induced HP was triggered by Ca release
from intracellular storage.
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CATION CONDUCTANCE CHANNELS IN THE APICAL MEMBRANE
OF COLLECTING UCT PRINCIPAL CELLS IN CULTURE.
Chad Christine , lfred Gitter , Klaus WA Beyen-
bach, Peter Gross , and Eberhard Fromter , Depts.
of Physiology, Univ. of Frankfurt, FRG, and
Cornell Univ. Ithaca, NY and Dept. of Medicine
Univ. of Heidelberg, FRG
The patch clamp technique was used to identify
conductive channels in the apical membrane of
principal cells cultured from rabbit collecting
duct anlagen. Optically controlled measurements
were made on cell attached patches and on excised
patches in the inside—out configuration. Three
cationic channels are reported here: First, a Ca
dependent K channel. At 0 mV and physiological
Na+/K+ gradients across the excised patch it had a
conductance of 55 pS. The open time increased with
increasing Ca+-F concentrations at the cytoplasmic
surface of the patch. At -50 m pipete potenial
and Ca++ concentrations of 10', 10—0 and 10
mol/l it averaged 50%, 83%, and -'100% respective-
ly. Second, a voltage dependent but Ca indepen-
dent K channel of 37 p5 conductance (at 0 my.
10:1 K gradient, excised) which opened only under
strong depolarization. This channel was inhibited
by Ba (applied to the cytoplasmic surface of
excised patches). Third, a non—specific cation
channel with some selectivity for K+ over Na+ as
judged from measured reversal potentials ranging
from 10 to 40 mV, when the reversal potentials for
K and Na were 84 and -57 my respectively. Its
conductance ranged from 17 to 32 pS and dropped to
6 to 9 pS in pure NaC1 solutions. The frequent ob-
servation of this channel suggests that non—speci-
fic channels, in addition to amiloride inhibitable
Na+ channels, contribute to transepithelial Na+
transport in principal cells of collecting duct.
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FUNCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF TIlE SODIUM PUMP IN THE
SALT GLAND & GUT TUBES OF THE DEVELOPIP$3 BRINE
SHRIMP. N. Cortas*, M. Arnaout* and I.S.Edelman*:
(lntr. by H. Chase). P&S, Columbia Univ., Dept. of
Biochem.& Mol. Biophs. New York, N.Y.
Na-K ATPase activity increases from undetectable
levels in the Brine Shrimp cyst to a high steady
state level between 36-42 hrs. of development
(Conte et al. 1977). To investigate whether this
increase is due to biosynthesis or activation of
formed enzyme, nauplii were grown in artificial
sea water in the presence of 1 .uC/ml 3H-AA mixture
(IRK 440,Amersham). Incorporation into crude mem-
brane proteins is enhanced when 10mM Na acetate is
present. This markedly decreases incorporation in-
to membrane lipids, and yields 42500, 62500 &13700
cpm/mg. protein at 25, 35 & 40 hrs. of development
respectively. Since a large number of proteins may
contribute to this uptake, the salt gland and gut
tube, the two major ion transporting tissues in
the nauplii, were isolated in a pure form at 26,32
&4O hrs. of development according to (Lowy&Conte,
1985), the method is upscaled 12 fold with an added
Ficoll gradient step to separate the guts in a pure
form. There Is a 4 fold enrichment of Na-K ATPase
In the salt gland and the specific activity increa-
ses 2.3 fold from 26 to 32 hrs. and drops back at
40 hrs. to the 26 hrs. level. In the gut enzyme,
specific activity is constant and is 1/3—1/2 that
of the salt gland. The relative nntribution of
the gut ranges from 2-4 fold at 26 and 32 hrs. but
increases to 25 fold by 40 hrs. This is in line
with the disappearance of the salt gland by this
time. Work in progress will correlate Incorporation
of PA into partially purified preparations of the
salt gland and guts with Na-K ATPase act., turnover
number and relative abundance of OC,& O(subunits.
INNER MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCT IMCD) FUNCTION
nuIric; HEDULLARY VA600ILATATION. H. A. Cupples*
and H. Sonnenber-cj. Dept. of Physiol . Univ. of
Toronto, Canada.
It has been proposed that aediil 1 any washout
sec:ondar v to i nc:reased blood F low will limit
mcxi mci un ne osmolalit and, particularly, remb—
sorption from the 1MCD. We have tested this pre—
cli ct ion. The 1 ef t i;j dnmys of anemtheti zed, anti —
diuretic: rats were ionci :crt:uited (Fink A Drodv.
AJP 24 H19), and the function of the IMCD was
cxciii ned b cci c:ronathatmr-i:ation. Medullary pias—
ma flow was altered systeaat.i rally by ntrmrmnml
infusion of ac:etyichoi inc (ACH, 4 uçj/kg*ein) and,
in cmptccpril blacked rats, of mnciotensin II
(411, 1.5 ngikg5min). ACH increased urine flow
rate and sciclium e-ccrat ion (pO. 01, p (3.1:101
respectively) while c:aptopnii inc:reesed only
sodium excretion (p (3.025) and OIl blacked the
natrluresis dum to captopril None of the treat-
ments ml tared urine asmal li ty (p •-D.4 in all
cases) . Load dependency of reabsorption from th
IMCD was alco examined. None of the treatments
affected load dependency of reebsorption of water
socli us. chl on dii. or total solute, cithauph
del iverx to the 11150 was affected. Reabsorption
of NaC1 predominates, accciuntinq for 82 5 of
the total solute reabsorbccd from the IMED. Also,
NeCl r eabsorpt. on, per mnutii, is at least as
cjrCat as esti mated inner- mcdiii lacy NaCi content(abciut 2.8 umal) . We c:oncl ude that these data are
not c:onsistent with the washout hypothesis or
passi e riper ati nrc of the central ran macial a-f
urlnary concentration.
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MECHANISMS BY WHICH NOREPINEPHRINE INCREASES
VOLUME ABSORPTION IN PROXIMAL CONVOLUTED TUBULES.
Vincent W. Dennis and Robert E. Beach.* Duke
University Medical Center, Durham, NC.
Noreplnephrine (NE) increases net sodium trans-
port (Jv) in the proximal tubule by transport
mechanisms that are unknowo. We studied the
effects of NE on sodium—dependent transport
processes in rabbit proximal convoluted tubules to
determine if a specific transport process was
affected. Jv, glucose, and phosphate transport
were measured using radioisotopes. Total CO2 and
chloride concentrations were measured by micro—
calorimetry and coulometric titration, respective-
ly. NE increased Jv by 33% (0.76±0.10 to 1.01+
0.11 nl/mmmin) and J—Phos by 33% (6.50+1.20 to
8.64±1.61 pmol/mmmin). In spite of the ignifi—
cant (P<O.02) increases in Jv and J—Phos, the con-
centrations of total CO2 (21.0+2.7 vs. 18.5±2.9
mM) and chloride (115.6±3.4 vs. 114.1±2.8 mM) were
not changed significantly. Accordingly, net CO2
and chloride fluxes increased in proportion to the
changes in Jv. Glucose transport was unchanged at
102.9±15.3 pmol/mmmin. We conclude that NE
stimulates sodium transport in the PCT with
proportional increases in phosphate, bicarbonate,
and chloride transport. These effects are
consistent with a direct action of NE on Na—K
ATPase activity. As has been observed with other
modifiers of Jv, glucose transport is less
responsive to changes in net sodium transport.
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CHLORIDE DEPENDENT CATION TRANSPORT PATHWAYS IN
EARLY AND LATE DISTAL TUBULES. David H. Ellison,
Heino Velzquez* & Fred S. Wright. Yale University
and West Haven VA Hosp, West Haven, CT.
We have shown previously that low lumen Cl
decreases Na absorption and increases K secret ion
by renal distal tubules (DT; AJP 242:F46, 1982).
We have postulated that, in addition to conductive
pathways, there are pathways for Na and for K
Coupled to Cl in this nephron segment. Because
the VT is cytologically heterogeneous, we examined
the Cl dependence of Cation transport separately
in early (ED, within 0—50% of total DI, mean
length — 460 pm) and late (LO, within 50—100% of
total VT, length 450pm) distal tubules. Rats
were prepared for micropuncture and ED and LU were
perfused in paired fashion with a control solution
(Cl; in mM, Na 75, K 2, Cl 68) and one in which
gluconate (G) replaced all Cl. Ion transport
rates pmol/niin, + absorption, — secretion)
were (A = Cl — G, * P<O.05):
ED (n13) LD (n11)
Cl C Cl C
Na 19 —110 129* 28 —34 62
—6 —10 4 —31 —55 24*
22 —119 141* 47 —129 176*
Potassium secretion was significant in both ED
and LD but the rate was Sx higher in LD. Removing
perfusate Cl increased K significantly only in
LD. was approximately 2x larger in ED com-
pared with LD. We conclude, 1) when Cl is pres-
ent, Na transport rates are similar in ED and LD,
2) under the conditions of these experiments,
cells of ED are capable of small but significant K
secretion, 3) cells of ED but not LD exhibit
Coupled Na—Cl transport while cells of LD but not
ED exhibit coupling of K and Cl transport.
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STIMULATION OF PLASMA ANF IN NORMAL HUMANS BY
IMMERSION—INDUCED CENTRAL I{YPERVOLEMIA. Murray
Epstein, Rodger Loutzenhiser*, Edward Friedland*,
MJF Camargo*. Steven Atlas, Nephrol. Sect., VAHC
and Univ. of Miami, and Cardiovasc. Ctr. ,Cornell
Univ. Miami, FL. and New York, NY.
Despite confirmation of the potent natriuretic
and renal hemodynamic effects of ANF, its role in
modulating volume and circulatory homeostasis is
uncertain. To date, there has been no systemic
analysis of the factors augmenting ANF release in
humans. Since water immersion to the neck (NI)
provides a "volume stimulus" identical to that in-
duced by 2L saline, without plasma compositional
change, NI was utilized to assess the A1F response
to acute volume expansion. Thirteen normal seated
subjects were studied in the sodium—replete state.
Plasma was obtained hourly during NI. The results
for AI1F (fmol/ml), PRA (ng/ml/h) and plasma aldo—
sterone (PA) (ng/100 ml) were as follows:
Pre—study Hr.1 Hr.2 Hr.3 Recovery
ANF 5.2±1.2 9.5±1.9*13.0±2.5* 10.6±2.2* 4.2±0.9
PRA 4.2±1.1 2.2±0.5* 1.4±0.2* 1.2±0.2* 3.5±0.8
PA 11.7±2.3 9.6±1.5 5.5±0.7* 4.5±0.6* 9.1±1.3
Means SE, * p<O.O5 compared to pre—study
NI resulted in a prompt and marked increase in
ANF. Recovery was associated with a prompt return
to prestudy levels. Concurrently, NI induced a
profound suppression of PRA and PA. The augmenta-
tion of ANF was associated with a marked natri—
uresis (from 108±19 to 199±16 pEqjmin) that corre-
lated directly with the increase in ANF (rO.66;
pO.Ol). These findings indicate that stimulation
of ARE' release contributes to the hormonal and
renal effects of NI and suggest an important phys-
iological role for ANF in modulating volume homeo—
stasis in humans.
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EFFECT OF HYPEROSMOLARITY AND PHORBOL
ESTERS ON CATION FLUXES IN MEDULLARY THICK
ASCENDING LIMB CELLS (mTALH). J. Eveloff*, J.
Fong, and J. Calamia*. (intr. by D.G. Warnock).
Nephrology Sec., VA Med. Ctr., Dept. Physiol. and CVRI,
Univ. California, San Francisco, CA.
Na and K entry mechanisms are regulated by cell
volume changes in many cells. We investigated the
effects of a hypertonic extracellular media on
furosemide—sensitive Na and K fluxes in mTALH cells.
lu control incubation media, fursemide-sensitiv 22Na
and 86Rb fluxes were 379.1—24.4 and 30.5— 16.9
pmoles/mg protein mm, respectively. The furosemide—
sensitive Na uptake was not stimulated by K and
conversely, the furosemide—sensitive S6Rb uptake was
not stimulated by Na. When 200 mM mannitol was added
to the incubation media, the furosemide—sensitive 2Na
and 86Rb jluxes increased dramatically to 919.4—76.6
and 106.1-29.2 pmoles/mg protein/mm, respectively.
Futhermore, the furosemide—sensitive fluxes became
interdependent, i.e. removing Na or K prevented the
increases in the furosemide—sensitive flux of the other
cation.
Phorbol esters, stimulators of protein kinase C, have
been implicated in volume regulatory changes in
lymphocytes. In mTALH cells, the phorbol ester TPA
(12—0—tetradeconyl—phorbol—13 acetate) stimulated furo—
semide-sensitive 86Rb uptake 65% above the control,
whereas, the inactive phorbol ester 4—-PDD (4-a-
phorbol-12, 13-didecanoate) stimulated the uptake by
only 15%.
In conclusion: (1) The data suggest that the Na—Cl and
Na-K-2Cl cotransport system may be distinct functions
of the same furosemide—sensitive cotransport system and
that their expression may be regulated by changes in cell
volume. (2) The Na—K-2Cl cotransport system and its
control by cell volume may be regulated by protein
kinase C.
EFFECTS OF POTASSIUM BICARBONATE ON NA—K—ATPASE IN
CORTICAL COLLECTING DUCT (CCI)) IN ADRENALECTOMIZEI)
(AUX) RABBITS. Lal C. Garq and Neelam Narang*.
Univ. of Florida College of Medicine, Gainesville,
FL.
Na—K—ATPase activity in the CCD has been shown
to be influenced by KC1 both in presence and in
absence of aldosterone. To investi9ate if the
aldosterone—independent effect of K on ATPase can
be produced independent of C1, we determined Na-
K-ATPase activity in CCD of ADX rabbits given four
different diets for 1 week. All diets were simi-
lar in ccmposition except their KHCO3 contents
which were 100, 300, 500 and 700 meq/kg in groups
I to IV respectively. Na—K—ATPase activity of all
four groups is given as mean SEM of 5—8 animals
in pmol.min1m4.
ATPase Group I Group II Group ff1 Group IV
Na/K 3.6±0.8 8.8±2.0* 8.1±2.0* 13.O±2.O**
*p<O.OS vs"roup I. **p<O.O5 vs groups I, II, fIT.
Increasing KHCO3 in the diet increased K ex-
cretion (7x) and urine pH (6.6 to 8.3). Na-K—
ATPase activity in the CCI) increased >200% as di-
etary KHCO3 was increased. There was a linear re—
lation between K+ excretion and Na-K—ATPase activ-
ity in this segment. Furthermore, there was a
significant (60%) decrease in ouabain—insensitive
Mg—ATPase activity in CCD as the dietary KHCO3 was
increased in ADX rabbits. There was an inverse
linear relation between Mg-ATPase activity in CCI)
and urine pH. It is concluded that dietary intake
of K can influence Na—K—ATPase activity In the
CCD independent of both Cl— and aldosterone. The
significance of a decrease in Mg—ATPase in CCI)
with an increase in urine pH remaIns to be
determined.
ROLE OF cz2-ADRENOCEPTORS AND DOPAMIME
RECEPTORS IN ATRIOPEPTIN II (APII)-INDUCED
DIURESIS. Miklos Gellai*, Genevieve Sosnowskl*
(Spon: Reinier Beeuwkes). Smith Kline and
French Labs., Philadelphia, PA.
To assess the role of adrenergic and
dopaminergic receptors in APII-induced diuresis,
we examined the effects of yohimbine (Y), a
selective 52-adrefloceptor antagonist and SK&F
83566, a dopamine (I)1) antagonist (SK&F).
Studies were performed in conscious, trained,
male Sprague-Dawley rats surgically prepared at
least 5 days prior to experiments. Bolus
injections of low (LD) and high (HD) doses of V
(100 and 500 iig/kg) or SK&F (0.5 and 5 iig/kg)
were given in 5 rats during sustained diuresis
induced by infusion of a non-hypotensive
dose (40 ng/kg/min) of APII. Fluid balance was
maintained by replacing excreted volume with
1120 via indwelling stomach tube. Changes in
urinary flow rate (el/min/100 g) are given below
(mean + SE; , p<O.O5 vs. APII alone):
CONTROL APII APII+LD APIIHD
V 7.0+1.5* 42.9+6.6 28.5+3.9 8.2+4.0*
SIG&F 6.0+1.3* 42.51O.8 26.51.7 31.1+2.7
Thus, only 52-adrenoceptor blockade stopped
the diuresis. Changes in Na+ excretion
paralleled those in urine flow.
The results indicate that In conscious rats
under carefully controlled conditions, diuresis
Induced by Infusion of APII may be mediated by
52-adrenoceptors, but not by D1 receptors.
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Na ACTIVATES Na—H ANTIPORT ACTIVITY AT THE INTER-
NAL LOCUS OF THE EXCHANGER IN THE ABSENCE OFTRANS-
MEMBRANE H GRADIENTS. D. Goldfarb,* 0. Yamaguchi,*
and E.P. Nord. Division of Nephroloqy, UCLA School
of Medicine, Los Angeles, California.
Activation of Na—H antiport activity by Na at
the internal locus of the exchanger was studied in
MDCK cells by monitoring changes in intracellular
pH (pH.) with a pH—sensitive probe 2,7—biscarboxy—
ethyl-(6)-carboxyfluorescein (BCECF). Cells were
grown to confluence in DFIEM supplemented with 2.5%
FCS and 7.5 HS. Loading of cells in uspensionwith
BCECF proceeded for 15-20 mm. at 37 C. To test for
antiport activity, cells were acidified with nige—
ricin (pH. 6.4) and exposed to a buffer containing
140n*1 Na t pH 7.4. Alkalinization of cells was
followed as a function of time using a spectrofluo—
rometer, (excitation SOOnm, emission 530nm, slit
didths 3 and Snm respectively). Under these condi-
tions rapid alkalinization was observed which was
completely amiloride inhibitable (10 M). In addi-
tional experiments BCECF loaded cells_were incu-
bated in 140mM NaC1 at pH 6.2 with 10 M oubain and
acidified with nigericin. Cells treated in this
manner were exposed to 140mM Na at pH 6.2 and no
change in pH. occurred. Permeabilization of these
cells with digitonin did not alter the fluorescent
signal indicating pH.=pH and Na.=Na (i.e. pH6.2,
Na 140mM). When an aãdit9onal alIguo of cells (Na
140, pH1 6.2) was exposed to a Na—free buffer atpH
6.2 rapid acidification was observed which was to-
tally amiloride inhibitable. In similarexperiments
where Na. was set at 70mM, lower rates of acidifi-
cation ware observed.
Conclusion: Na activates Na—H antiport activity
at the internal locus of the exchanger in the ab-
sence of a transmembrane H gradient in MOCK cells.
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IONIC CONDUCTANCES OF APICAL AND BASAL CELL MEM-
BRANES OF COLLECTING DUCT PRINCIPAL CELLS IN
CULTUR Peter Gross*, Will Minuth*, and Eberhard
Fromter (intr. by Klaus Beyenbach). Univ. of
Heidelberg, Depts. of Medicine and Anatomy, and
Univ. of Frankfurt, Dept. of Physiology, FRG
We demonstrated previously that pure principal
cell epithelia in primary culture had charac-
teristics of tight epithelia with active Na ab-
sorption. We now studied their conductive proper-
ties by step changes of bath ion concentrations
(ci). Replacing 9/10 of luminal Cl by gluconate
changed transepithelial voltage (Vt) and resi-
stance (Rt) from 23.2±3.6 mV and 1.23+0.3 kc cm2
in control Ringer solution to 37.9÷5. mV and
1.59+0.37 kG cm2. Replacing 9/10 oT luminal Na by
choline changed Vt and Rt from control values to
11.0+2.7 mV and 1.47+0.28 kc1 cm2. In the latter
caseT increasing luminal K from 5 to 50 mol/l on
the expense of choline increased Vt to 14.3+3.7 mV
(p <0.5) wjthout significantly changing Rt Ti .43
+0.4 kc cm). These data demonstrate Na and K
onductances to be present in the luminal cell
membrane in agreement with our patch clamp data
from the same preparation. Increasing c, applying
1 mmol/l of barium or decreasing cCl on the basal
surface depolarized Vt, the latter transiently.
These observations indicate significant K and Cl
conductances of the basolateral cell membrane.
Since the preparation contains only principal
cells and since a potent Cl channel blocker (a
derivative of diphenylamlne—2-carboxylate, Wittner
et al PflOgers Arch. 403, Ri2, 1985) did not exert
an effect from the luminal surface, we conclude
that transepithelial Cl absorption proceeds along
the tight junctions in this preparation.
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BLOCKING AGENTS OF Catt—ACTIVATED K CHANI%ELS IN
CULTURED RABBIT lEDULLARY THICK ASCENDING LIMB
CELLS (MTAL). S.E. Guqgino,* W.B. Guggino,
N. Green* and B. Sacktor.* GRC, NIA, mnd Dept.
Physiol., Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, MD end
LKEM, NHLBI, Bethesda, MD.Ba has been used as an inhibitor of K+
conductance in a variety of epithelia including
the MTAL. Using microelectrodes and the patch
claw technique we examined Ba block and the
block produced by other agents. A 24 mV
depolarization in the presence of 5 nt.l Ba
provides evidence that the MTAL apical K' con-
ductance is retained after culturing. A 135 p5
Ca+l_activated K+ channel is observed in cell—
attached or excised patches. Ba added to the
intracellular face of the patch decreases mean
open time, fractional open time and increases the
probability of long closed states in a voltage and
concentration dependent block. The dose for a 50%
decrease in probability of channel opening is less
than 1 pM. Charybdotoxin (CTX), a scorpion venom
extract which inhibits the 200 pS Ca—activated K
channel (BK) of skeletal muscle, abolishes this
channel activity revealing smaller K' channels
when 20 nM is present in the patch pipette.
Apamin, a bee venom extract known to inhibit the
30 p5 Ca—activated K' channel from neuroblastoma
cells does not abolish the 135 pS channel when
10—' N is present in the patch pipette. These
results suggest that kidney cells can express a
channel which is homologous to channels expressed
in nerve and muscle cells and this channel can be
successfully and specifically inhibited to reveal
other channels. CTX was a gift of Dr. Chris
Miller.
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FUROSENIOE—SENSITIVE K+ EFFLUX INOUCED BY GLUCOSE
IN THE RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULE. S.R. Gullans, N.J.
Avison5, T. Ogino*, R.G. Shulman*, and C. Giebisch.
Depta. of Physiology and Molec. Biophys. and Bio—
chem., Yale University. New Haven, CT.
We have examined the regulation of intracell-
ular Na+ and K+ in the proximsl tubule following
the addition of glucose to the medium. Rabbit
proximal tubules, prepared by collagenase diges-
tion, were suspended in a buffer without glucose.
Intracellular Na+ was resolved with 23Na—NNR
spectroscopy using the shift reagent dysprosium
tripolyphosphate and a Bruker WH360 wide bore NMR
spectrometer with a 20 mm probe tuned to 95.26 HHz.
Extracellular K+ was monitored with a K+_sensitive
electrode. Addition of 7 mM glucose to the medi-
um caused a sustained rise in intracellular Na+ of
31 4% (n7). Simultaneously, glucose caused a
slow release of K+ by the cells which was complete
in 10—15 minutes. These effects were mimicked by
a—aethyl—D—glucoaide, a non—metabolized analogue.
In the presence of barium (5 mM), a known inhibi-
tor of K+ conductive pathways, glucoae still
cauaad a K+ efflux (26.1 2.4 nmol/mg prot.-min).
However, 1 mM furoaemide and bumetanide inhibited
the barium—insensitive K+ efflux by 75% and 53%,
reapectively. i05 N furoaemide and bumetanide
had no effecta. We conclude that Na+_glucose
cotranaport promotes an increase in intracellular
Na+ which atimulatea Na+, K+_ATPase activity. In
addition, glucose causes a net K+ efflux via a
furoaemide—aenaitive, barium—insensitive pathway
suggesting the likely presence of KC1 cotranaport.
Finally, the mechanism responsible for the K+
efflux could be involved in the regulation of cell
volume.
Na INHIBITS H-DRIVEN Na-H EXCHANGE AT THE INTERNAL
LOCUS OF THE EXCHANGER IN MDCK CELLS. A. Hafezi,*
D. Goldfarb, * 0. Yamaguchi and E.P. Nord. Divi-
sion of Nephrology, UCLA School of Medicine, Los
Angeles, California.
The interaction between Na and H at the internal
locus of the Na-H exchange pathway was studied in
MOCK cells using a pH—sensitive probe, 2,7—biscar—
boxyethyl-5(6)—carboxyfluorescein (BCECF). Cells
were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 2.5% FCS
and 7.5% HS. Confluent cells were brought to sus-
pension and loaded with BCECF at 37 C for 15—20mm.
Antiport activity was studied by monitoring changes
in intracellular pH (pH1) using a spectrofluoro—
meter (excitation 500nm, emission 530nm slitwidths
3 and 5nm respectively). Aliquots of BCECF loaded
cells were Incubated with different Na buffers
(140,112, 56, 35, 28, 12 and 7ntl) in the presence
of 10 t'M oubain. Sodium-loaded cells wereacidified
to pH 6.4 with nigericin. Permeabilization of cells
with digitonin in a buffer at pH 6.4 and the appro-
priate Na concentration did not alter the fluores-
cent signal confirming that pH.pH0 and Na=Na
The Na—loaded acidified cells Na 140—7mM, pH%.4)
were exposed to a buffer at pH 7.4 and lnf'l Na
When Na. was below 28mM, cytop?asmic alkaliniztion
was obsrved. In contrast when Na. was above 35mM,
cytoplasmic acidification occurre. The rate ofal-
kalinization or acidification was a function of Na.
and was completely blunted by 10 M amiloride. 1
Conclusions: 1)Na and H compete for the internal
locus of the Na—H antiporter in quiescent MDCK
cells, 2) In the presence of an outwardly directed
H gradient, Na can inhibit antiport activity. Whe-
ther Na. concentration per se or the transmembrane
Na gradient is the critical factor, remains to be
determined.
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SINGLE SODIUM CHANNEL EVENTS IN APICAL
MEMBRANE OP RAT CORTICAL COLLECTING DUCT(CCD). K. Hamilton,*, D. Good* and D. Eaton*. U.
of Tx. Med. Br., Galveston, TX. (intr. by T. DuBose, Jr.)
Although sodium absorption by the CCD is thought
to involve entry of sodium into cells via a conductive
pathway, little information is available on single Na
channels in the apical cell membrane. Therefore, we
used the patch—clamp technique to study single Na
channels in the apical membrane of CCD's from deoxy—
corticosterone(DOC)—treated rats. CCD's were dis-
sected, split lengthwise and fastened to the bottom of
a plastic dish to expose their apical surface. Cell—
attached patches (5—20G) were obtained using 3—8 mO
pipets coated with Sylgard. The pipets and bath con-
tained (mM): 140 NaC1, 4 KCI, 2.5 Na phosphate, 1
MgClz, 1 CaCl2, 5 glucose (pH 7.4). Sodium—selective
channels were identified by a large positive reversal
potential. Current flow was inward (pipet to cell) at
all applied potentials less than +50 mY. Single channels
exhibited spontaneous transitions between open and
closed states. Mean open time was approximately 40
msec with no applied potential. A short closed state
was associated with channel flickering whereas a second,
long closed state was observed between bursts of open-
ings. Mean channel conductance, determined from cur-
rent—voltage plots, was 4.8 0.5 p5 (n=4). We conclude:
1) the apical membrane of CCD from DOC—treated rats
contains a Na—selective channel that fluctuates between
open and closed states, 2) the channel conductance is
low relative to ion channels in other epithelia, 3) the
channel exhibits at least two types of closings—one short,
in association with channel openings, and one long, which
leaves the channel quiescent for long periods of time,
4) apical sodium entry could be altered by changing the
relative amount of time each channel is open in addition
to changing the total number of channels.
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CELLULAR ACIDIFICATION ACTIVATES Na—H
EXCHANGE AND Na-K PUMP IN PRIMARY CULTURES
OF RAT RENAL PROXIMAL TUBUI.AR CELLS (RPTC).
R.C. HarrisJ.L. Seifter,B.M. Brenner,and
Ttechene, Harvard Med. School and Brig-
ham & Women's Hosp., Boston, Mass.
The coupling of Na—H exchange and Na—K
pump activity in response to cytoplasmic
acidification (CA) was examined in 3 day
primary cultures of RPTC, measuring in
individual cells:1) simultaneous rates of
Na and K entry in Rb preloaded RPTC with
electron probe analysis,and 2)cytoplasmic
pH with microfluorescence of dimethyl—
carboxyfluorescein. RPTC exposed to 15 mM
NH4C1 were transiently acidified after
NH4C1 removal, with Na—dependent recovery
to control pH within 10 mm. With CA, rate
of Na entry increased at least 6.2x,and
cellular Na content increased 2.7x within
60 sec. Ouabain sensitive K entry rate
showed a biphasic change: inhibited 47%
during the first 60 sec of CA and then
increased l.8x control during the next 2
minutes. In presence of 500 uM amiloride(a
concentration that inhibited only 15% of
Na—K pump activity at Vmax), after an acid
load: 1) recovery of cellular pH was
blocked; 2) increase of Na was inhibited
89%; and 3) there was no secondary stimu-
lation of K entry. These results demon-
strate that acidification of RPTC dramati-
cally accelerates Na—H exchange resulting
in increased intracellular Na content,and
in a secondary stimulation of Na—K pump
activity leading to an increased rate of K
entry. In addition, Na—K pump may be ini-
tially inhibited,possibly due to a direct
effect of CA.
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TINE COURSE OF Na—DEPENDENT ALDOSTERONE STIMULA-
TION OF CORTICAL COLLECTING DUCT (CCD)Na—K—ATPase
ACTIVITY. R. A. Hayhurstnd R. C. O'Neil*(Intr.
by E. J. Weinman). Univ. of Texas Med. Sch., Dept.
of Physiol. & Cell Blol., Houston, Texas.
To assess the Influence of plasma aldosterone
(ALDO) elevation on the Na—K—ATPase of the rabbit
CCD, serum ALDO levels were first depressed by
maintaining the animals on a high Na, low K diet
for 2 weeks (serum ALDO"4.8±l.9 ng/dl, serum K
3.5±0.3 mM). Serum ALDO levels were then rapidly
elevated and sustained near 100—200 ng/dl for up
to 48 hrs via constant ALDO infusion (50 ug/kg/
day, s.c. implanted osmotic pump) combined with an
Initial i.v. injection (5ug/kg). Following given
time periods, CCDs were isolated and the Na—K—
ATPase activity assessed using a microfluorometric
assay (3. Menibr. Biol. 85:169, 1985). The Na—K—
ATPase activity averaged 8.71 pmol ADP/min/mm
tubule length prior to ALDO elevation. After 3
hrs of ALDO treatment the activity was unaltered,
then tended to rise after 6 hrs, approaching a
significant increase (13.8 pmol ADP/min/mm) after
12 hrs of ALDO elevation. Further increases
were observed at 24 hrs (16.8pmol ADP/minlmm) and
48 hrs (19.2 pmol ADP/min/mm) of ALDO elevation.
If animals were simultaneously treated with ALDO
and the Na—channel blocker ainilorlde (10 mg/kg!
twice daily, s.c.) for 24 hrs, the increase in
Na—K—ATPase activity was abolished. Administering
amiloride alone had no affect on the Na—K—ATPase
activity. It is concluded that 1) sustained
serum ALDO elevation in rabbits with intact
adrenals causes a stimulation in the Na—K—ATPase
activity of CCD with a latent period of 6—12 hrs,
and 2) the stimulation is modulated by Na entry
into the cell.
Abstracts
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BASOLATERAL Na /H AND Cl /HCO EXCHANGERS
MEDIATE HYPERTONIC CELL VOLUME3REGULATION IN
MOUSE MEDULLARY THICK LIMBS (mTALH).
Steven C. Hebert. Brigham and Women's Hospital
and Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
Differential interference contrast microscopy
and standard electrophysiological techniques were
used to evaluate the transport processes involved
in ADII—dependent hypertonic cell volume regulation
In the in vitro perfused mouse mTALH. Tubules were
perfused at 37°C in the presence of bath ADH (25
1JU/mi) and experiments performed after the trans—
epithelial voltage and the rate of NaC1 absorption
had reached maximal steady—state values. The
steady—state rate of cell volume increase after
osmotic shrinkage (50mM mannitol added to bath),
V (nl/min—ca), was negligible after symmetrical
N remova' (.577±.152 and .063±.020 with and
without Na , respectively (p <0.05)] or bath
(0.081±0.010), but not perfusate (.244±,034), C1
removal (p< .OO5, paired). The volume regulatory
process also required (CO2 + IWO3) in external
media, and could be abolished by the lipophilic
carbonic anhydrase inhibitor, ethoxzolatnide, in
the presence of (CO2 + HCO3). In adition, Vr was
nea zero following ddition of 10 M amiloride,
10 H ouabain or 10 H SITS to bathing_media or by
coolin to 15°C. In contrst, lumen Cl omission,
or 10 M amiloride or 10 M furosemide addition to
the perfusate, had no effect on hypertonic cell
volume regulation. These data suggest that ADH—
dependent, hypertonic cell volume regulation in
the mouse mTALH depends on cell NaCl uptake via a
secondary ative transport process involving
parallel Na :H and Cl :11C03 exchangers in baso—
lateral cell membranes.
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF)- AND FTJROSE-
MIDE -INDUCED NATRHJRESIS IN RATS WITH PAP-
ILLARY NECROSIS. Drew A. Hildebrandt, * and Robert
0. Banks. Univ. of Cinti., Med. Ctr., Dept. Physiol. &
Biophys., Cincinnati., OhioANF has been extensively studied, but its site of
action in the kidney is not clear. We investigated the role
of the renal papilla in the natriuretic response to ANF.
Papillary necrosis was induced in female rats (150—250gm)
by i.v. infusion of 2-bromoethylamine hydrobromide (BEA;
25mg/lOOgmBW) 48 hi's prior to the experiment; untreated
animals (UNT) served as controls. At surgery, bladder
urine was collected and its osmolality used as an indica-
tion ofpapillary destruction. Mean urinary osmolailtes (-i-
SEM) of BEA rats were significantly lower than that of
UNT rats (436.1 + 12.5 vs 1215.2 + 76.SmOs/Kg). Synthe-
tic ANF (rat, 8—33) was given as a bolus i.v. (0.125, 0.25,
or 0.5 pg/lOOgmBW, n=5/dose). The clearance of exogen-
eously administered creatinine (GFR) was significantly
lower in BEA rats than in UNT rats (0.75 + 0.04 vs 1.26 +
0.05 mi/mm-gm kidney weight). The UNaV/rnl GFR
between UNT and BEA rats (R; tEq/ml GFR) induced by
ANF was not significantly different at any ANF dose (e.g.
at 0.25 ig/10OgmBW, R for BEA 2.20 + 0.88, R for UNT
= 2.56 + 1.14). However, with furosemide, a known
tubular diuretic, (0,4mg/lOOgmBW i.v. bolus, n = 5/grp.),
UNaV/ml GFR was significantly higher in the BEA
(14,78 + 0.63) than in the UNT (7.94 + 1.36) group. We
conclude that 1) a functional papills is not required for
the natriuretic action of ANF in the rat, 2) superficial (S)
and juxtamedullary (J) nephrons respond similarly to ANF
and 3) the furosemide—sensitive segment in S-nephrons
reabsorbs more Na than the corresponding segment in J—
nephrons.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A CHLORIDE CHANNEL IN BWINE
KIC('IEY MELIJLLARY VESICLES (BKNV). J. Holley*
S. Gluck. Dept. of Medicine, Univ. of Chicago,
Chicago, Il.
A Cl conductance (GC1) in H—transporting BKMV
was identified and its role in acidification ex—
anined. Bi(f4V were isolated fran medullary ha-
genates by differential and sucrcee graiient
centrifugation. Changes in potential difference(PD) of BEN'? were measured using absorbance
changes of the anionic probe oxonol—V (OX-V).
BK1IV showed PD charses with increasing external
concentration (Ce) t'4G—Cl, Br, 33, but not with
increasing Ce NMG-Gluconate (Glu). PD varied
linearly with Log Cli/Clo (slope 0.07 %OD/Log)
consistent with the presence of a Cl channel in
the menbranes. PD with Ci 5mM Nm—Cl was equal
to PD for Ci 150 n4 suggesting no voltage depen-
dent gating. Channel properties were exanined
using the slope %OD/I.og Cli/Clo as an assay for
(Xl. Lowering external pH (pile) increased GC1;
slope was maximal at pile 6.5 and zero at pHe 8.0(with pHi constant at 7.0), with a Hill coeffi—
cient (a) of 2.11. Varying pHi fran 5.0 to 7.0
had no effect on Gd. Furosanide decreased GC1
with K1/2 of 0.81 n*4 and a 1.96. External sa'-
inhibited Gd with Kl/2 of 4.7 mM and a 1.69.
ATP—dependent acidification showed similar ani-
onic selectivity and furosanide inhibition. BEN'?
have a pH gated, furosanide sensitive Cl channel
which appears to be present in Hf—transporting
manbranes. Hill plots for furossnide, protons,
and SCN suggest the channel has 2 interacting
canponents. Lowering cytosolic pH opens the
channel and could enhance acidification.
ELECTROPIIYSIOLOGY or THE AMPHIUMA COLLECTING
TUBULE. Jean—P. Horisberger*, Malcolm Hunter*,
Bruce Stanton and Gerhard Giebisch. Yale Univ.
School of Medicine, New Haven, CT.
We have investigated the electrophysiological
properties of the isolated perfused collecting
tubule of Amphiuma using transepitheliel and
intracellular potential measurements and cable
analysis. The transeoithelial potential of —24 +
2 mY (21) decreased to 0 1 while the baso1—
teral potential increased from —56 + 2 to —77 + 2
mV by addition of amiloride (l0 14) to the
luminal side. The global tra9sepithelial coiduct—ance was 7.4 + 1.2 mS.cm (135 Ohm.cm ) (8)
showing that this is a moderately tight epitho—
hum. The paracellular and ceh1u1a conductances
were 5.3 and 1.2 mS.cm (6), respec-
tively. The conductance of the apical membrane
was completely suppressed by amiloride and no
apical K conductance could be detected by ion
substitution or inhibitor (Ba) experiments. The
basolateral membrane was mainly K—selective with
a T of 0.79 0.03 (21).
As measured in flux studies, using helium glow
spectrophotometry, this epithelium was shown to
secrete potassium. This K secretion cannot be ex-
plained by a conductive pathway across the apical
membrane as in mammals, but may be via the oars—
cellular route, driven by the transepitelial
potential, or by an electroneutral mechanism
across the apical membrane.
REGULATION OF APICAL MEMBRANE CONDUCTANCE OF
AMPHIUMA. Malcolm Flunter*, Jean—D. Horisberger*,
Bruce Stanton, Gerhard Giebjsch. Yale UniversitySchool of Medicine, New Haven, CT.
The collecting tubule of Amphiuma means shows
distinct morphological changes with K—loading.
This is normally indicative of adrenal steroid
responsiveness of a tissue. We have performed
circuit analysis of collecting tubule segments,
using isolated perfused tubules, from animals
which had been maintained in control (10 mM
high Na (100 mM Na) or high K (50 mM K
holding tanK solutions for periods of not less
than 5 days. These animals will have moderate,
low and high circulating levels of aldosterone,
respectively. Results are summarized in the
table.
Gte Gt Ga Gbl Vte
Control 7.10 5.35 1.70 4.19
—23.64
Hi Na 6.5 6.21 0.79 5.84
—15.2Hi K 4.75 3.74 2.74 4.22
—37.85
The major difference is that the apical membrane
conductance (which is solely attributable to Na)
increases with aldosterone, as does the transepi—
thelial potential. This is consistent with the
idea that aldosterone increases the rate of Na+
transport by the collecting tubule. This is
supported by the estimated e2uivalent short
circuit current of 27.4 ueq cm in Na+_adapted
and 72.1 ueq cm2 in K—adapted animals.
APICAL SODIUM (Na) UPTAKE BY RAT PAPILLARY COL-
LECTING DUCT CELLS (RtPC) IN CULTURE. Russell F.
Busted and John B. Stokes. Univ. of Iowa, Dept.
of Medicine, Iowa City, IA.
RtPC play an important role in determining thefinal concentration of ions in the urine. To
investigate Na transport by this segment, RtPC
were obtained from Sprague—Dawley rats and cul-
tured on filter—bottom cups in a serum—free medi-
um (S—; Dulbecco's/Han's F12 supplemented with
insulin, transferrin, triiodothyronine, andhydrocortisone) for 5 days. For the next 24 hr
the cells were grown either in S— or in Dulbec—
co's/F12 supplemented with 1OZ serum (S+). In 12
primary cultures, the transepithelial resistane
was significantly higher in S+ (118±12 oha.cm
n.'45) than in S.- (74±13, n"41). In 3 of these
primary cultures qgnificant short—circuit
currents (SCC > 2 iiA/cm ) were measured in the
culture media (Na'151 ). SCC averaged 3.9±0.7(n15) in S— and 3.8±0.4 (n16) in S+. Despite
the similar SCC, apical Na uptake measured after
60 sec exposure to isotope in a low Na (27 W()
Ringer was significantly higher in S than 5—;
0.61±0.05 (n'.45) vs. 0.23±0.04 nmol/cw (n'41).Supplementation of S+ during the final 24 hr with
adenosine (0.1 mM), an agent known to alter cAMP
metabolism in the papillary cells, reduced Na
uptake without affecting the electrical
parameters. Supplementation with hexamethylene
bisacetaniide, an agent which inducesdifferentiation in a variety of cell types, had
no effect on the electrical parameters or Na
uptake in either 5— or S+. The results indicate
that Na uptake by RtPC in culture responds to
physiologic stimuli and that Na transport is
probably not via an electrogenic pathway.
FURA 2 AND QUIN 2 MEASUREMENTS OF CYTOSOLIC Ca2+
IN ISOLATED TOAD BLADDER CELLS. William R. Jacobs*
and Lazaro 3. Mandel. Dept. of Physiol., Duke
Univ. Med. Ctr., Durham, NC
Cytosolic free calcium (Caf) has been implicated
to be a regulator of epithelial transport. With
the recent development of Ca sensitive fluorescent
dyes it Ia possible to directly measure Caf under
a variety of conditions. Toad bladder cells were
prepared by collagenase digestion and mucosal
scraping. Washed cells were loaded with either
Furs 2 (F2) or Quin 2 (Q2) by incubation with
their respective acetoxymethyl esters at 250 C
followed by repeated washing and Incubation for
30 mm. Neither F2 or 02 altered cellular oxygen
consumption or ATP, APP, and K+ contents. Caf
was 236 16 nM (n=21) for F2 loaded cells and 92
* 9.5 (n=16) for Q2 loaded cells. To determine if
the difference In Caf between F2 and 02 loaded
cells was due to differential dye loading, cell
dye content was varied from 0.1 to 100 nmol dye/mg
protein. An Inverse relationship between dye con-
tent and Caf (from 350 to 50 nN) was observed (r=
—0.87). In cells with low Caf (50 uM) addition of
10 WM Br—A23187 increased Caf to 200 nM while the
same treatment in cells with a higher initial Caf
(290 nM) increased Caf to > 2 jiM. Similar results
were found with lonomycmn. These data indicate
that both F2 and 02 reduce Caf, possibly by a buf-
fering action. In preliminary studies, treatment
with ouabain (1 mM) or amiloride (10—6 M) for 30
mm has no effect on Caf. However, the possibi-
lity that physiological changes in Caf are buffered
by the dye cannot be ruled out. In light of these
data, the use of F2 and Q2 to examine the role of
Caf in toad bladder cells should be interpreted
with caution.
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POTASSIUM AND CHLORIDE CHANNELS IN THE LUMINAL
AND BASOLAPERAL MEMBRANES OF AMPHIUMA EARLY DIS-
TAL flJBULE. Katsumasa Kawahara*, Malcolm Hunter'
and Gerhard Giebisch. Dept. of Physiology, Yale
University School of Medicine, New Haven, CT.
The amphibian early distal tubule has a lumi—
nal K+_conductance and a basolateral Cl con-
ductance. Using the patch—clamp technique we
have discovered two types of potassium channel in
the apical membranes and Cl channels in the
basolateral membranes of these cells. Early
distal tubules were manually dissected from Kid-
ney slices of Amphiuma means. Luminal and/or
basolateral membranes were exposed by ripping the
tubule with sharpened needles. Patch pioettes
always contained 100 mM KCL The first potassium
channel in the luminal membrane has a variable
conductance of between 10 and 30 pS and occurs in
clusters of around 5 channels. This channel is
voltage sensitive and tends to open with depola—
rising potentials. The second channel is a
little larger, with a conductance of 40 pS. This
channel shows the opposite voltage dependency to
the first channel, with hyoerpolarizing poten-
tials causing an increase in channel open proba-
bility. On the basolateral membrane there is a
C1 channel with a slope conductance of 150 pS(—20 to 2OmV) with symmetrical Clsolution. At
0 mY with 100 mM K gluculonate in the bath,
channel activity with unitary steps of 5 pA was
evident, indicating the Cl selectivity of the
channel.
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EVIDENCE FOR A REABSORFFIVE K PUMP IN KIUMEYS OF
PCIIASSIUM DEPLEVED RATS • P,drian I. Katz, Marcia
A. Chekal,* and Matsuhiko Hayashi.* Dept. of
Medicine, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois.
We reported (Clin. R.es. 33:619A) a striking
increase in Na—K—ATPase activity of the inner
stripe of medullary collecting tubules (MCI) in
K—depleted rats, and raised the possibility that
the enzyme is located on the luminal mmnbrane,
where it could mediate active K reabsorption. To
test this hypothesis we measured a) (3H1 ouabain
binding in isolated MCI of 3 wk K—depleted rats,
and b) the effects of ouabain on K excretion by
isolated perfused kidneys fran these animals. In
a) (3F1]—ouabain binding to intact MCI (reflecting
the number of pump sites on the basolateral man-
brane) was similar in K—depleted and control ani-
mals (4.4±1.1 SE vs. 6.9±0.7 fnols/nin, P=N.S.);
in contrast, disruption of the tubules by hypo—
tonic lysis and freeze—thawing (exposing addi-
tional pump units) umeasked a 280% increase in
[3Hlouabain binding (50.0±6.8 vs. 13.2±1.7
fnls/nn, P<.00l) in K—depleted rats, similar to
the incranent in Na—K—ATPase activity. In b) in-
fusion of ousbain (5 n4) into kidneys of control
rats (pert usate K=4 n) caused a slight but
insignificant decrease in FE (44.5±5.3 to
37.4±3.5%), whereas it produced a striking
£Jtga)e in FE.. in K—depleted animals (8.5±2.9 to
34.4±4.5%, P<.t0l). The latter effect was repro-
duced both with 1CM (1—2 mM) and high (8—10 mM)
perfusate K concentrations, and when ouabain was
infused in the presence of aniloride (l0 M).
These results provide indirect but cc,npelling
evidence for the operation of a ouabain—
sensitive, K reabsorptive pump in the nephron of
K-depleted rats.
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REVERSIBLE MODIFICATION OF THE Na+_CHANNEL IN
ISOLATED FROG SKIN EPITHELIUM BY 4-(3-DI-
METHYLAMINO- 2-HYDROXYPROPOXY) TRIABTERENE AND
ANILORIDE. J. Kipnowski, G. Detjen, K. Dusing,
N.J. Kramer, Medizifli5che Poliklinik, University
of Bonn, West Germany.
The present study was performed to characterize the
steady state transport kinetics of the interaction bet -
weeD 4_(3_dimethylamino_2_hydrOXyprOPOXY)trtaflterefle
(RF'H 2823) and amiloride (A) with external Na in the
isolated frog skin epithelium of R. esculenta.Transepi -
thelial Na -transport,measured as the short-circuit cur-
rent (SCC) and normalized by the values obtained from
untreated control skin halves,was significantly and re-
versibly6inhibited by apical RPHnd R jRJ'H (n=64 to
Ii): l0 M:0.890.04, pc0.05; 10 M;0.74_0.03*;W M:
0.400.02*; 10 M:0.ll0.05*;,.A (n=6 to 9): 10 M:O.89
O.02*; 107M:0.650.O3*; l0°M:0.42t0.05*; 105M:0. 19
0.04*; l04M:0.04±0.03* (* p-ciOOl)).This dose-depen-
dent decrease in SCC during apical RPH and A was
paralleled by a significant increase in transepithelial
electrical resistance (R).The correlation between R and
SCC was analyzed by linear regression:R2.05-I.06 SCC
(RPH) and R=I.83-0.84 SCC (A).The correlation coeffi-
cient r was -0.99 for both curves.The Hill-inhibitory
plot of the RPJ-1- and A-induced decrease in SCC at
an external Na -concentration of 110 mM revealed a
slope of the regression line of 0.59 and 0.56,resgec -
tively.The apparent dissociation constant for Na5 (Kr)in the absencef RPH and A was 4.71 mM.I0 M
RPU and 5x10 M A resulted in a significant increase
in K by a factor of 3.0 and 2.8,respectively.HoweVer,
since SCC was also significantly reduced we con-
clude thatDI?le interaction of RPH and A with Na at
the Na-channel of the isolated frog skin epithelium(R. esculenta) is of a mixed competitive-noncompeti-
tive type.
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SOLUBILIZPTION OF THE EPITHELIAL SODIUM
CH1NNFL. Thc*nas N. K1e3fl, Teresa YulO,* E.
Cragoe, Jr.,* and 0. Al—Awati. Columbia Univ.
N.Y. and Merck Sharp And iDobme, West Point, pa,
We have characterized an epithelial sodium
channel mresent in rnmsbrane vesicles frcm22
bovine kidney cortex. Benzamil inhibited Na
influx (IC = 5 nM) and bound to a single
class of high affinity sites (K, = S nM)
suggesting that bensamil is binding to the Na
channel.
A rapi gel filtration assay was used to
measure 1-Il bensamil binding to the Na channel
following detergent solubilization. MaBbrane
vesicles were solubilized with cL6% deoxy—
cholate and spun at 15R,l3NPxg for 1 hour. The
supernatant contained 73%3of the mnbraneprotein, and 2N% of the H]benzamil binding
sites. The pelle contained only 3% of the
binding its. [ H]benzmnil bound to
solubilized protein with a K of 22 nM. The
number of binding sites was ptioi/mg protein.
We have synthesized an amiloride affinity
column, with aniloride coupled to sepharose
through the guanidine moiety with a 6 carbon
spacer arm. To test this resin as a potential
tool for use in purification, solubilized
protein was incubated for 95 mm with the
amiloride affinity resin. A depletion of 37+12%
(n=3) of the high affinity benzamil binding
sites was observed, which was prevented with
the eddition of IN uM benzamil. In stmnary, we
have solubilized the epithelial Na channel, and
have synthesized an asiloride affinity resin
which should prove useful in purification of
the channel.
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ELECTROPHYSIOLOGIC IDENTIFICATION OF CELL TYPES IN
THE RABBIT OUTER MEDULLARY COLLECTING DUCT.
Bruce M. Koeppen, University of Connecticut Health
Center, Farmington, CT.
Collecting duct segments (n27) were isolated
from the outer stripe of the outer medulla (OMCD0),
perfused In vitro, and studied with intracellular
microelectrodes. The transepithelial voltage and
resistance were —10. 7±2.5 mV, lumen negative, and
28.5±2.9 kOem (272 Cern2), respectively. Two cell
types were identified. The minority cell type
(n7) had a basolateral membrane voltage (Vb) of
—30.1±2.4 isV, and the fractional resistance of the
apical membrane (fRaRa/Ra+Rb) was O.g9±.Ol. A
10—fold increase in the bath [K+] depolarized Vb
by O.3±.1 mV (n6), while a 2—fold reduction in
the bath [ci—] depolarized Vb by l3.O±.3 mV
Thus the basolateral membrane was predominantly
Cl selective. The majority cell type (n=27) had
a Vb of —63. 7±2.7 mV, and iRa was O.81±.02. A
10—fold increase in the bath [id-] depolarized Vb
by 34.9±1.9 mV (n=l6), while a 2—fold reduction in
the bath [cl] depolarized Vb by 0.8±.2 mV (n14).
Thus the basolateral membrane was predominantly
K+ selective. In addition, luminal amiloride
(l0— H) increased iRa from O.80±.O2 to O.98±.01
(nl2), while luminal BaCl2 (2 aN) only increased
fRa from 0.77±.03 to 0.82±.03 (n=9). Thus the
apical membrane was predominantly Na+ selective.
The minority cell type shares many of the
properties reported for the acid secreting cells
of the inner stripe segment (Am. J. Physiol. 248:
1500, 1985), and may represent the intercalated
cell of the OMCDo. The majority cell type appears
to be involved in the reabsorption of Na+, and to
a lesser degree the secretion of K+.
SODIUM TRANSPORT IN CULTURED RAT RENAL PAPILLARY
COLLECTING TUBULE (RPCT) CELLS. N. Konieczkowski*
and N. J. Dunn, Dept. Medicine, Div. of Nephrology
Case Western Reserve U. and University Hospitals,
Cleveland, Ohio
The renal papillary collecting duct (PCD) is
the final site for regulation of sodium excretion.
Cultured rat RPCT cells were investigated as a
model for the PCD. Sodium transport was studied
in RPCT cells using 22Na+ uptake measurements.
Steady state Na+ uptake was measured at 23°C in
the absence of K+ and in the presence of 0.1 mM
ouabain. 22Na+ uptake by the monolayer (157 9
nlnol/mg protein/3 mm) was saturable at 100 inN
extracei.lular Na+ and half—maximal uptake occurred
at 40 mM Na+. The sigmoidal velocity curve sug-
gested more than one external binding site for Na+
as the Hill coefficient was 2. The measured uptake
of 22Na+ appeared to be intracellular and was reg-
ulated by Na+/K+ ATPase activity, since activa-
tion of the Na+/K+ pump with K+, reduced 22Na+
accumulation seven—fold. The time course for up-
take was linear, showed only a single component,
and followed first order kinetics with a t1,2 of
17 mm. Amjloride inhibited 22Na+ uptake.
A Dixon plot revealed a linear, mixed type of in-
hibition with a K1 of 16 uN amiloride. Complete
inhibition was observed at 10 inN amiloride. These
results demonstrate that sodium uptake by cultured
RPCT cells occurs via a saturable, ainiloride—
inhibitable channel which transports 2 or more Na+.
These studies verify the usefulness of this model
for examining the regulation of sodium transport
in the PCD.
HEMODYNAMIC AND TUBULAR EFFECTS OF RAT
ATRIAL EXTRACT (AE) AND OF ATRIOPEPTIN
Ill (AP III) IN CONSCIOUS RATS. Herbert J. Kramer,
Birgit Stekie, Jochen Klpnowski, Angela Bgcker,
Helgard Stelkens, and Rainer DusIng. Med. Polikilnik,
Bonn, W-Germany.
Renal plasma flow (RPF) as PAH-clearance (ml!
mm), glomerular filtration rate (GFR) as endogenous
creatinine clearance (mi/mm), and tubular function
were studied during 2-mm clearance periods in each
7 conscious female Sprague-Dawley rats with an
average b.wt. of 250 g before (C) and after (E)
bolus injections of crude rat AE from 300 mg of
atrial tissue and of 50 pg of synthetic rat AP ill.
During .45°k saline infusion proximal tubular function
was assessed by fractional excretion (FE;%) of phos-
phate; C 2 (p1/mm), distal delivery (DD;pl/min/lOOp1 GFR) n2 distal fractional absorption of chloride(DFAr1;%) were calculated by conventional formulas.
Resuft are as follows.
AE
RPF GFR V CH2O DD DFACIFEPO4FECIFEN
9.2 2.5 96 52 2.3 91 6.5 0.2 0.1
E 24.8 4.5 492 267 7.4 81 14.2 1.4 1.1
AP III
C 9.2 2.4 100 43 2.1 84 8.7 0.3 0.2
E 35.9 5.0 550 255 9.0 56 17.0 4.0 2.5
Thus, AE and AP III caused significant changes In
RPF, GFR, and in proximal tubular absorption and
DFA l The increase in DD and decrease in CI-ab-
sorptcon in the diluting segments fully account for
the rise in FE . Since diuresis (V;pl/min) and natri-
uresis only lasced for the first 3 to 4 clearance
periods paralleling the changes in RPF, the tubular
effects of AE and AP Ill may depend at least in
part on the changes in intrarenal hemodynamics.
NA-H EXCHANGE IS THE MAJOR PATHWAY FOR Na
INFLUX AND PROTON EXTRUSION IN CULTURED
RAT RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS (RPTC).
C.Lechene,R.C.HarriS'J.L. Seifter,and
B.M.Brenner.Harvard Med. School and Brig-
ham & Women's Hosp.,Boston,Mass.
The magnitude of Na influx and proton
extrusion via Na—H exchange was studied in
3 day primary cultures of RPTC using elec-
tron probe analysis or microfluorometry of
individual cells.In dimethyl carboxy—
fluorescein loaded cells,0.5 mM amiloride
(Am) induced cytoplasmic acidification.
Recovery from NH4C1 induced acidification
was abolished by removing Na from medium
or by 0.5 mM Am. Na influx rate,measured
in the presence of 1mM ouabain,decreased
80% with 1mM Am(Na tl/2 21' without and
164' with Am). Apparent KI of Am was 30uM.
Without ouabain,O.5 mM Am decreased RPTC
Na content by 50% in 5' in absence of
cotransported solutes(CS).In DME
medium,with CS,0.5 mM Am induced a
decrease of Na content within 2' in Rb
preloaded RPTC,followed by a decrease in K
influx( marker of Na—K pump
activity),without changing Rb efflux.
Exposure of Na preloaded RPTC (70mM
Na,70mM Tetramethylammoflium,OmM K) to Li(
70mM Na,7OmM E.i,OmM K) decreased Na con-
tent by 79% in 5'; Li—Na exchange was
inhibitable by Am. Compared to RPTC grown
in 10% FCS,Am inhibitable Na flux
decreased 38% by growth in defined medium
or in serum—deprived DME.In conclusiofl,in
this model,Na—H exchange is the major
pathway for both Na influx and H efflux.
Growth in serum further increases Na—H
exchange activity.
CONTROL OF SODIUM EXCRETION IN THE ISOLATED
ERYTHROCYTE-PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY (IEPK): ROLE OF
ADH AND PROSTAGLANDINS (PG). Wilfred Lieberthal,
Murray L. Vasilevsky* and Norman C. Levmnsky.
Boston University Medical Center, Boston, MA.
We studied the effect of dDAVP (D), the anti—
diuretic analogue of ADH, and Indomethacin (I) on
renal function in the IEPK. We have shown that in
the IEPK hernodynamics are close to in—vivo levels
and morphology is normal. (din Res 33:490A 1985).
Kidneys were perfused at 100 mmHg with medium
containing 4.5% albumin, 5 mM urea (U) and bovine
erythrocytea (hematocrit 45%). We measured renal
perfusate flow (RPF), GFR and fractional sodium
(FeNa) and potassium (FeK) excretion.
FeNa FeK RPF GFR
% % ml/min ml/min
Control 2.4 +0.6 36+6 8.4+0.3 0.57+0.08
D 0.45+0.14* 155* 9.7+0.4 0.610.10
D without U 0.51+0 02* 11+5* 9.30.5 0.53+0.06
I 2.0 +0.4 35+4 7.8+0.5 0.50+0.04
I with D 0.08+0.02+ 12+2* 10.1+0.6 0.79+0.14
*p<O•Ol compared to control; +p<.O1 compared to D.
Conclusions: 1) D increased Na reabsorption
(TNa) In kidneys free of neural and extrarenal
hormonal influences. 2) The effect of D on TNa
occurs without U and is therefore not due to in-
creased passive TNa in the thin ascending limb
resulting from a D induced increase in medullary
U content. 3) The reduction of FeK by D may be due
to increased reabsorption of K in Henle's loop
and/or to reduced delivery of Na to K secretory
sites. 4) I has no direct effect on TNa in the
absence of D but enhances the anti—natriuretic
effect of D; PG thus act by antagonizing the
effect of ADH on TNa. 5) Renal hemodynamics In the
IEPIC are not altered by D or by PG inhibition.
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SUSTAINED ELFXTROLYTE GRADIENTS IN BRUSH BORDER
MEMBRANE VESICLES (BUMV) ISOLATED WITH THREE
PREPARATIVE TECHNIQUES. M.S. Lipkowitz and R.G.
Abraleon, Mount Sinai School of Ms3icime, N.Y., N.Y.
Interpretation of inasbrane transport data is often
critically dependent on the assumption that ions
rapidly e.ii1ibrate across the inssbranes. To test this
assiliption RDMV were prared fran rat renal cortex
with 3 irethcx:ls: free—flow electrophoresis (WE), Mg,
and Ca. After 3 h in 1(Y) r*1 N.l, vesicles were aid
to sedia containing DiS-C3—(5), a fluorescent P.D.
prote, and 0—1(X) rr'1 KC1. Fluorescen waS nonitored at
each [K+1,. pre and ost valinomycin. [K+]0,
calculated from the [K at which valinanycin
prodtred no was 41.0+2.8, 5L8+3.8 and 50.1+1.9
with WE, Mg, and Ca, respectively. also failed
to equilibrate. The time course of RbC1 uptake
paralleled that of [Rb'] in detennice fluorcinatrically;
however, quantitation of uptake was obviated by Rb
leskage during filtration. An alternative estimate f
in was obtained by incubating vesicles in 50 oH
glucose plus 100mM mannitol (M), 3(X) mM M, or 100mM M
+ 100 mM RbC1 for 3h. The glucose space was
significantly smaller in 300 than 100 mM M, and
intermediate in 100 mM M + 100 mM RbC1. The glucose
space in ptci containing media, hver, shauld have
equalled that in 100 1*1 M if RtC1 had equilibrated.
[b]ji calculated from the glucose space, only
approximated 40 1*1. In sumiary, 2 irreç.xent methods
indicate that neither K' nor p+ reach chemical
equilibrium despite prolonged incubation. The caTmDn
assurpticn of ionic equilibration is thus unjustified.
The significant disparity tetwaen assiiied and actual
internal ion concentrations is likely to lead to
erroriacus conclusions, particularly in studies in which
equilibrium conditions or precise electrolyte gradients
oust prevail.
GROWTH OF RAT PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS
(RPTC) OCCURS AT THE PERIPHERY OF A
COLONY, WHERE CELLS ARE MORE ALKALINE AND
HAVE A HIGHER K/NA RATIO. R.D.Lipman'
R.C.Harris J.L.Seifter, B.M.Brenner, and
C,Lechefle. Harvard Med.School and Brigham
& Women's Hoap., Boston.Mass.
RPTC were plated on silicon pieces for
electron probe analysis,and on glass
coverslips for autoradiography of 3H—
thymidine incorporation..and for micro—
fluorimetry of dimethylcarboxyfluorescein.
RPTC were cultured in DME with 10% FES or
in hormonally defined medium. RPTC grew in
island—like colonies,often centered on a
clump ot cells. After 3 days of primary
culture,an island contained 50 to 300 hun—
dred cells, Observations and measurements
of individual cells in an island demon-
strated the following differences between
the cells located at the periphery of the
island and the centrally located cells :1)
a higher fluorescence intensity of
dimethylcarboxyfluorescein, likely indica-
tive of a higher pH;2) a larger number of
labelled nuclei and an increased density
of silver grains within nuclei ,indicative
of a higher rate of DNA synthesis; and 3)
a significantly higher K/Na ratio (12.9
1.5 SE in the peripheral cells vs 9,95
1.0 in centrally located cells,N=5,p<.05).
These results indicate that RPTC grow at
the periphery of an island of cells where
intracellular K/Na ratio is higher and pH
is likely more alkaline than in centrally
located cells. Alkaline pH and higher K/Na
ratio may be linked to RPTC proliferation.
Abstracts
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CHARACTERIZATION OF THE KINETIC EFFECTS OF
AMMONIUM ON THE Ne/H ANTIPORTER. Andrew G.
Lowe*, Dennis G. Yick*, and David G. Warnock, Depts.
Med. & Pharmacol., and CVRI, VA Med. Ctr., and Univ.
Calif., San Francisco, CA.
The Na/H antiporter may be regulated at modifier
sites. We have found that ammonium (NH ) stimulates
amiloride—sensitive sodium (22Na) uptake in10rush border
membrane vesicles (BBMV) (Clin. Res. (1985) 33:491A).
The purpose of the present studies was to characterize
the effects of NH4 on the kinetics of the antiporter
using the acridine orange (AO) fluorescen quench
technique. BBMV were prepared, using Mg aggrega-
tion, at pH 6.0. The external buffer consisted of 10 mM
Hepes—KOH at pH 7.5, 100 mM sucrose, 150 mM N—
Methyl-glucamine Gluconate, and 6 uM AO. The initial
rate of collapse of the pH gradient was measured fol-
lowing the addition of Na Gluconate. The changes In
maximal transport rate (Vmax; measured with AO), and
the 0.5 sec uptake of 22Na (90 mM Na) in the presence
of NH (500 uM) and/or amiloride (AMIL; 25 t,M) were:
PERCENT ACTIVITY - SEM
Vmax 0.5 sec.
(measured by AO) 22Na uptake
Control 100.0 + 100.0 +AMIL 81.5 3.0 74.4 3.1
NH 134.3 12.8 111.1 ;5.0
NH & AMIL 91.0 — 10.4 69.7 — 8.7
In the abse'nce of Na, 10 mM NH4 collapsed the pH
gradient, but 500 uM NH4 had no discernible effect.
Conclusions: 1. Studies with AO confirm the previously
observed stimulation of 22Na uptake by NH4. 2. The
stimulatory effect of 500 uM NH4 is characterized by an
increase in Vmax and is inhibited by amiloride, demon-
strating activation of the Na/H antiporter. 3. The effect
of NH was seen without a change in internal pH,
suggesting that the antiporter may be regulated by
factors in addition to the internal pH.
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR CAN INDUCE A NATRIURESIS
WITHOUT INCREASING GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE.
J. A. McGowan,* T. Pitts, H. Rose,* J. B.
Puschett. Renal-Electrolyte Division, Univ. of
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA.
The means by which atrial natriuretic factor
(ANF) enhances sodium excretion remains unclear
because of the peptide's hemodynamic properties.
Several recent studies have suggested that an in-
crease in the glomerular filtration rate (GFR)
causes the natriuresis. The synthetic 8-33 ace-
tate salt of the ANF molecule was administered
intravenously to New Zealand white rabbits as a
1.0 ig/kg bolus and a 0.1 jig/kg/sin infusion
(n = 12). Mean systemic arterial pressure fell
(92 2 - 82 2 aim Hg, P <
.001) as did renal
plasma flow (CPAH: 56.7 7.0 44.5 9.4 cc!
Kin, P .01). There was a natriuresis (UNaV:
42.0 5.9 64.6 10 iEq/min, P .02), and an
increase in both fractional excretion of sodium
(2.0 .33 -- 3,3 .4%, p < .005) and urine flow
rate (0.22 .04 -- 0.32 .05 cc/mm, P
.05).
GFR (CIn) did not change (16.8 2 - 16.1 3 cc!
mm, P >.30). There was no change in any of the
parameters measured in control rabbits (n = 10).
We conclude: 1) ANF caused a natriuresis with-
out increasing GFR or renal plasma flow. 2) Since
previous tubular perfusion studies have shown no
effect of ANF on proximal tubular transport, the
data suggest that ANF inhibits sodium reabsorp-
tion at a more distal site in the rabbit.
DETERMINANTS OF DIFFERENCES IN SURFACE AND INNER
CORE MEMBRANE FLUIDITY IN BRUSH BORDER (BEN) AND
BASOLATERAL MEMBRANES (BLM). B.A. Molitoris, R.A.
Harris* and C. HoilienC. UCMC, VAMC, Denver, CO.
BBM and BLM differ markedly In lipid composi-
tion and membrane fluidity. As fluidity is an im-
portant regulator of membrane function we have
used multiple fluorescence probes to evaluate the
determinants of BBH and BLM inner core and surface
meisbrane2luIdity. BBM and ELM were isolated
using Mg precipitation and a discontinuous su—
crose gradient respectively, fractionated into
total lipid (neutral lipids + phospholipids) nd
phospholipld fractions using a silicic acid col-
umn. DPH (l,6—diphenyl—l,3,5—hexatriene) revenled
differences (1¼.Ol) in inner core_fluidity be-
tween all BBM and BLM fractions (x SD, u6).
Membrane Intact Total Lipids Phospholipids
BBM O.254+.006 O.242+.009 O.138+.002
BLM O.214+.004 O.179±.OO6 0.119+.004
However, the difference between BBM and ELM dimin-
ished greatly uhen neutral lipids (primorily cho-
lesterol) were removed. Furthermore, readdition
of cholesterol to the phospholipid fraction (0.1
to 1.0 molar ratio) totally restored these large
differences. 12—(19—anthroxyloxy) stearic acid
(12—AS), another inner core probe, gave similar
results. 2—AS and 1—(trimethylaminopheny)DPH
were used to evaluate surface membrane fluidity,
but showed no difference between BBM and ELM for
either intact membranes or total lipids. These
data indicate 1) BBM and BLM differ markedly in
inner core but not surface membrane fluidity, 2)
proteins have little effect, 3) cholesterol is
the major determinant of these differences and as
such may closely regulate transaembrane protein
mobility.
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EFFECTS OF HIGH K DIET ON THE TRANSPORT PROPER-
TIES OF THE ISOLATED CORTICAL COLLECTING DUCT
(ccD) OF THE ADRENALECTOMIZED (ADx) RABBIT.
ShigeaKi Muto*, Steven C. Sansom*, and Gerhard
Giebisch, Yale U. Sch. of Med., New Haven, Ct.
Aldosterone independent effects of a high Kdiet were demonstrated in CCO using microelec—
trodes and equivalent circuit modelling. Conduc-
tive properties of 3 separate groups were stud-
ied: group 1 = control, regular K diet (K = 300
meq/Kg), group 2 ADX, regular K diet, group 3 =
ADX, high K diet (600 meq/kg). The apical cell
membrane Na conductance (Gaa) and current (I
and K conductance (G,) an current (I) wee
estimated using amiloride and Ba. CCD5 from
group 2 had parallel decreases in Ga G, ia
and
'K to less than 20% of group 1. Tubules from
group 3 demonstrated an increase in Gaas G, Ial
and I when compared to group 2 as shown in the
table. I G c vb yb
Group 2 on2 ncm2 on2
1 127 66 1.2 6.3 —83 9
2 19* 11* 0.2* 1.1* ...63* 3*
3 43** 29** 0.6** 2.3** _70** 8**
*p<005 1 vs 2; **p<005 2 vs 3
The basolateral membrane voltage, Yb (cell nega-
tive), of group 2 was depolarized with respect to
groups 1 and 3. Raising bath K from 5 to 50 mMin less than 1 sec resulted in a significant
decrease of _b (4v) in groups 1 and 3 compared
to group 2, suggesting higher basolateral mem—
brane K selectivity in these groups. These re-
sults demonstrate that the basolateral as well as
the apical cell membranes of the CCD adapt to
chronic aldosterone stimulation and a high K+
diet independent but similar mechanisms.
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APICAL MEMBRANE TRANSPORT MECHANISMS OR Na ENTRY
IN AMBYSTOMA KIDNEY PROXIMAL TUBULE. Solange
Abdulnour Nakhoul*, and Emile L. Boulpaeo, Yale
Univ. Sch. Med., Dept. of Physiol., New Haven,
Connecticut.
Modes of Na entry from tubule lumen to cell,
which are neither dependent on organic substrate
transport, nor on Na—H antiport, were examined in
isolated perfused proximal tubules, using deter-
minations of basolateral (v1), luminal (v2), tran—
sepithelial (V3) potential aifferences and intra-
cellular Na activity (a Na). 1) Tubules first
equilibratred in 0 mM Na,lumen and bath, and in
zero substrate in the lumen, exhibit a de-
polarization of —5.2 my and a rise in a Na1 of 5.4
mM, when luminal Na is suddenly increased to 100
mM. Amiloride (2 mM) added together with Na to the
lumen yields a larger V2 depolarization of
—8.0 mV and a larger rise in a Nai of 12.5 mM. It
is concluded that Na entry in the latter case is
via conductive Na channels, not Na—H exchange. 2)
Tubules first equilibrated in zero substrate in
the lumen, when exposed to 0 mM Cl and zero sub-
strate in the lumen. show a = —5.7 mV,V2 =
—30.6 mV, V3 = —35.1 mV, but no change in a
Nat. The membrane potential changes result from a
paracellular chloride diffusion potentiaL Further
addition of bumetanide (0.1 mM) to the 0 mM Cl
lumen did not appreciably affect the potential
differences or the a Nat. Thus, Na entry does not
appear united to chloride. In conclusion, Na tran-
sport across the luminal membrane may occur via
Na—substrate symport, Na channels, and Na—H anti—
port, but apparently not via Na/Cl or Na/K/2C1
synDorts.
Na-H ANTIPORT ACTIVITY IN QUIESCENT LLCPK -Cl
CELLS: ACTIVATION UNDER BASAL AND ACID LOADEO4CON-
DITIONS. Edward P. Nord and Dalia Goldfarb.* Divi-
sion of Nephrology, UCLA School of Medicine, Los
Angeles, California.
Conflicting results exist concerning the pre-
sence of a Na—H exchange pathway in LLCPK cells
(Fed Proc 43:448, 1984; BBA 127:739, 1985L Na-H
antiport activity was studied in quiescent LLCPK1-
Cl4 cells by monitoring changes in intracellular
pH (pH.) using a PH—sensitive probe 2,7—biscarboxy-
ethyl—(6)-carboxyfluorescein (BCECF). Cultures
were aintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% FCS
at 37 C in a 5% CO9 atmosphere. Loading of cells
(in suspension) with BCECF proceeded at 37°C for
15 mm. Loaded cells were suspended in a sodium
free buffer (pH 7.4) containing 5mM KC1, and acidi-
fied with nigericin. Acidified cells were exposed
to l4Ontl Na (pH 7.4) and changes in pH monitored
as a function of time on a spectrofluorometer (ex-
citation 500nm, emission 530nm slit widths 3 and 5
nm respectively). Under these conditions there was
rapid cellular akalinization which was completely
inhibited by 10 amiloride. Replacement of NaC1
by LiCl but not KC1 and TIIA—Cl partially supported
the alkalinization process. The K for Na for the
external site was 60i1 and K fr amiloride 3pM.
In parallel experiments BCECPoaded cells, not
acid loaded, were exposed to the 140mM Na buffer
(pH 7.4). Amiloride—dependent alkalinization was
observed but of smaller magnitude than with acid
loaded cells.
Conclusions: 1) Quiescent cultures of LLCPK -Cl4
cells possess a Na—H antiport pathway, 2) Antiort
activity is observed under basal and acid—loaded
conditions, 3) pH is a potent activator of Na—H
antiport activity in these cells.
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FUSION OF RENAL EPITHELIAL CELLS:A NOVEL MODEL FOR
STUDYING CELLULAR NECHANISNS OF ION TRANSPORT. Hans
Oberleithner*, Birgit Schmidt* and Paul Dietl*
(intr. by C. Ciebisch) Univ. of Wurzburg, Oept. of
Physiol., Wurzburg, FRC.
Investigation of cellular mechanisas in renal
epithelia by electrophysiological techniques is
hampered by the small size of renal cells and
interpretation of experiments is complex due to
trans— and paracellular ionic pathways. In aearch
of a new experimental approach we developed a
method to isolate cells (diam. 10pm) of frog dilu-
ting segment and to fuse them by a modified poly-
ethylene glycol—method (Nature, 266:550—552,1977)
to "giant" epithelial cells (diam. 100pm). The
cells were impaled by microelectrodes applying
differential interference—contrast microscopy.
Stable cell membrane potentials (Vm, mV±SEM, n=l0)
over several hours were measured in fused cells
while R+ concentration (mmol/l) in the superfusste
was rapidly changed in absence (Con) and presence
of furosemide (Fur, 5lO5mol/l).
lK+ 3R+ 1SR+
Con Va —57.1+1.5 —54.6±1.6 —38.6±2.5
Fur Vm —78.9±1.8 —63.1±1.3 —41.9±2.8
Vm 21.6+3.2 8.5+0.9 3.3±0.9
Conclusions: R+ permeable luminal and Cl perme-
able peritubulsr membranes of about 100 single
cells of frog diluting segment fuse to the cell
membrane of a giant renal cell. The transmembrane
electrochemical C1 potential difference, directed
"uphill" into the cell, dissipates after Fur—
induced inhibition of the Ns+/R+/Cl cotranaporter.
Thus, m hyperpolarizes and approaches the K+
equilibrium potential which is determined by the
transmemhrane cheaical K+ potential difference.
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SINGLE Na CHANNELS IN THE APICAL MEMBRANE OF THE
RAT CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULE.
Lawrenoe 0. Pa1mer end Cuatavo Fcindt. Cornell
Univ. Ned. Coil. , Dept. of Physiol. , New York, NY.
Currents through individual Na selective ohan—
nels in the apioal membrane of the ret cortical
collecting tubule (CCI) were measured using the
patch clamp technique. CCT's were isolated from
kidneys of rata fed a low Na diet. The tubules
were split open longitudinally using a sharp
needle to expose the apical membrane to the patch
clamp pipet. Measurements were made at room temp-
erature. With Ringer's solution (135 mM Na) in
the pipet and bath, positive, inward (pipet to
cell) ourronta through spontaneously fluctuating
channels were observed in cell attached patohea.
The slope conductance at positive pipet potentials
was 4.9±0.2 p5 (n=8). The spontaneous transitions
were characterized by mean open and closed times
of —.1 second. gddition of amiloride (0.5 pM) to
the pipet solution did not affeot the single chan-
nel conductance, but markedly reduced the mean
open time of the channels. Excised, inside—out
patches were studied with 135 mM Na in the pipet
end 47 mN Na inthe bath (Na replaced with K).
The reversal potential under these conditions was
-29±2 mV (n'6) pipet relative to bath. This fig-
ure is close to the Nernat potential for Na
(—27 mV) indicating a high selectivity for Na.
These channels presumably mediate reabsorption of
Na by this segment in vivo.
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INFLUENCE OF A MICN SALT DIET ON PLASMA LEVELS OF
ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) AND OUABATM-LTRE
FACTOR (OLF) IN RATS. Albert L. Reuch*, Marisns
Morris* and Vardmmsn M. Buckalew, Jr. Bowman Cray
Sch. Med., Dept. Phys./Phsrm. and Med., Winston—
Salem, North Carolina.
Plasma ANF and OLF are putative reguletora of
renal excretion of sodium with contraating effects
on blood pressure. To investigate the potential
role of these factors in the regulation of sodium
balance, their plasma levels were examined after
1 to 21 days on a high salt diet (8.0% NaC1). OLF
waa meaaured with e radioreceptor essay using 3H—
ouebain and erythrocyte ghosts. ANF was measured
with a rsdioimmunoassay specific for rat ANF.
Plasma ANF (pg/ml) for daya 0, 1, 3, 7, 10, 14 and
21 was 94.3±14.4, 90.0±4.7, 97.7±15.2. 149±38.1,
71.2±18.5, 65.1±8.0 and 54.7±6.9 (mean±SE), re-
spectively. Thus, plasma levels of ANF remained
at control level for days 1 and 3, then rose 58%
above control on day 7. However, subsequent val-
ues were below control, such that a significant
inverse correlation (pcD.O5) of plasma ANF with
time was observed over the entire 21 days. Plasma
OLF (pmoles/ml) for the same days waa 4.1±1.0, 4.1±
2.4, 3.4±2.0, 4.8±1.0, 5.5±2.5, 5.4±2.3 and 9.2±
1.4 (mean±SE), respectively. Thus, in contrast to
ANF, a significant positive correlation (pcO.O5)
was observed between OLF and time. After three
days of a high salt diet the relationship between
OLF and time became significantly linear (p<O.OS).
No alterations in plasma vasopresain were found et
any time. The diverging plasma levels of ANF and
OLF over time suggest these factors respond to
different stimuli and that regulation of renal
sodium excretion is based in part on thia recipro-
cal relatiouahip.
GAP JUNCTIONS IN THE SYNCHRONIZATION OF THE
POLARIZATION PROCESS IN CULTURED RENAL
PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS (LI,j2 PR1). Carlos A.
Rabito, amd James A. Scott. Dept. of
Radiology. Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School, Boston. MA.
LLC—PICj cells dispersed from confluent
cultures and plated at saturation density on
a permeable support develop a transepitbelislelectrical resistance through a highly
synchronized process that reach steady-state12 h after plating. Monolayers obtained from
cultures in very active growth, however, show
a significant delay and reach steady—state 36
h. after plating. No such delay was observed
when cell growth was synchronized. In orde
to evaluate the role of gap junctions (G.J.
in the synchronization of this process we
analyzed the development of these structuresby studying the transfer of the luoçescent
dye carboxy dimethylfluorescein (dmf) from s
loaded to and unloaded populatiçn of
LLC-PK1 cells plated at a 50% mixture.
Unloaded cells were identified by
sutofluorescence. Periodically after plating
at saturation density the cells were
dispersed gnd analyzed for fluorescence
intensity cr.i.) by fluorescence—activated
cell sorting with a FACS—Ill laser activated
cell soçter. The results show that tbe two
population of cel's identifiqd by their low(autofluorescence) and high (dmf) P.1. are
progressively replaced 2 h after plating by a
single population with intermediate P.!.
This process is inhibited in eubconfluent
monqlayers or confluent monolsyers incubated
at 4°C. Protein synthesis inhibitors
however, do not inhIbit the fluorescence
transfer. A significant delay was observedin cel4 from actively growing cultures
supporting the notion that the
aynchronization of the polarization process
results from the early assembly of the O.J.
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AMILORIDE PROTECTS THE RABBIT RENAL Na/H4
ANTIPORTER AGAINST INACTIVATION BY ETHOXY-
CARBONYL-ETHOXY-DIHYDROQUINOLINE (EEDQ).
V.K. Rocco*, D.G. Yick*, V.J. Yee*, E.J. Cragoe, Jr.*
and D.G. Warnock. VA Med. Ctr., Univ. Calif., San
Francisco, CA & Meck harp & Dohme, West Point, PA.
EEDQ inhibits Na /H exchange in renal brush border
membrane vesicles (BBMV). We characterized this inhi-
bition and studied the protective effects of pretreatment
with amiloride (AMIL) analogues. + Th4e acridine orange
technique was used to assess Na lB exchange rates;
Vmax (FTJ/sec/mg protein) and Km (mM) for Na were
assessed by Eadie—Hofstee analysis. BBMV were treated
with 1 mM EEDQ, or 1 mM AMIL + 1mM EEDQ for 30
mm at pH 6.0 before assay:
Vax K4nControl 5.5 — 0.7 14.1; 2.5
EEDQ 2.0 0.4# 8.7 —,2.4#
AMIL+EEDQ 4.7 1.0 14.9 - 1.9
(n=6; #p< 0.001 compared to control)
BBMV treated with 1 mM AMIL befreaddition of 1
mM EEDQ showed 11% inhibition of Na IH exchange as
compared to 59% Inhibition for EEDQ alone. AMIL
provided the best protection against inactivation of
antiporter by EEDQ compared to the analogues: AMIL>
5-dime thyl AMIL) 5-t—butyl AMIL> 5-ethyl isopropyl
AMIL> inactive (des-hlro des-5-amino) AMIL> benza—
mu. in contrast, Na /H exchange was inhibited by 5—
ethyl isopropyl AMIL) 5-t-butyl AMIL) 5-dimethyl
AMIL) AMIL> benzarnil> inactive AMIL.
Conclusions: 1).+ A+carboxy group is involved in cation
binding to the Na /H antiporter. 2). EEDQ irreversibly
inactivates the antiporter by decreasing the Vmax, de-
spite a decrease in Km for Na. 3). AMIL protects
against attack by EEDQ; this effect is largely steric,
but is distinct frm ÷those factors which determine
inhibition of the Na /H antiporter.
POTASSIUM TRANSPORT IN APICAL MEMBRASE VESICLES
PROM RABBIT KIDNEY CORTEX. Lorraine Rome*, Joy
Wilson* and L.P. Sullivan. University of Kansas
Medial Cente6, Kansas City, KS.K or Rb uptake was studied under equili—
brjum conditions (identical solutions in and out)
in apical membrane vesicles prepared by Mg aggre-
gation, differential centrifugation techniques
from rabbit kidney cortex. The presence of apical
vesicles was verified by 12—fold enrichment of
alkaline phosphatase activity and the absence of
basolateral vesicles by absence of ouabain—
inhibitable Na—K, ATPase activity. Solutions
contained 10 mM KC1, 40 aM TMA—Cl, 180 aM mannitol
and 1 mM amiloride and were buffered to pE 7.5.
Vesicular tracer uptake was linear from 0.25 to 2
mm. The slope of that regression line wa2 used
to8etermine the initial exchange rate. K and
Rb exchange rates did not d,ffer. Increasing
the temperature from 21 to 37 C raised the ex-
change rate from 4.l6±.44 to 6.93±.40 nEq/min/mg
protein (n=5, p<.OOl). Q10 1.70.0 All addition-
al experiments were performed at 37 . Reducing pH
from 7.5 to 6.0 reducedexchange from 7.48±1.21 to
4.28±.51 nEq/min/mg prot.(n5, p<.05). The depen-
dence of 1 mm tracer exchange on K concentration
was investigated. The change in exchange rate was
linear over the range of 1 to 20 irM (TMA—Cl conc.
was varied reciprocally) with no evidence of
saturation. The channel blocker TEA—Cl (10 nil in
and Out) did not affect exchange (p>.4). 1 mM
external BaC1 reduced exchange from 5.50±.78 to
3.82±.7l nzq/%nin/mg prot. (n=5, p>.05). These
results are consistent with the Conclusion that in
the presence of amiloride, K exchange occurs via
channels that are sensitive to temperature, pH and
barium.
EFFECT OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE ON WHOLE
KIDNEY AND JUXTAMEDULLARY NEPI-IRON FUNCTIONS IN
YOUNG RATS. Denis R. Roy, Evelyn Rubin*& Alice
Gung, Division of Nephrology, MCCIII University,
Montreal, Canada.
The effect of atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP)
on water and sodium delivery to the end—
descending limb of juxtamedullary nephrons
(JMN—EDL) was examined by recollection micro—
puncture in the following groups of hydropenic
female Munich Wistar rats (wt 95—115 gm): Group
I (N=8) received vehicle only; Group II (N12)
received synthetic AMP (1.2 ug/lOOg followed by
0.6 ug/lOOg/hr) and fluid replacement. Blood
pressure was similar in both groups. Whole
kidney and single nephron function did not change
significantly in Group I. The infusion of ANP
was associated with a significant fall in GFR
(1479*103 to 1073*97 ul/min/gKW) and RPF
(3199±233 to 2164±204 ul/inin/gKW). Urine flow
rate doubled and fractional sodium excretion
increased tenfold (FE—Na: 0.2±0.02 to 2.0±0.13%
p < 0.05). Juxtamedullary SNGFR remained stable
while absolute and fractional sodium delivery to
EDL increased from 5.2*0.7 to 7,4*0.5 nM/ain/gKW
(p < 0.05) and 34±3 to 45±2% (p < 0.05) respec-
tively. In three additional rats, cortical SNGFR
fell by 20%. During clearance studies in larger
adult rats (165—200 gms) (N=7) prepared for
micropuncture and treated identically to Group
II, GFR remained stable or increased. We con-
clude that: 1) in young rats, AMP reduces RPF
and GFR, presumably by an effect on cortical
SNCFR; 2) AMP produces a small but significant
increase in sodium delivery to JMN—EDL; 3) JMN
contribution to final natriuresis is unlikely to
be significant.
THE EFFECT OF INHIBITION OF PROSTAGLP,NDIN SYNTHESIS
ON RENAL SODIUM HANDLING TN INTACT RAT: POSSIBLE
ROLE OF ENI1NCED RENAL Na-K-ATPase. Dvora Rubinger*,
Manna Wald*, and Mordecai M. P000vtzer. Nephrology
Services, Hadassah University Hospital, Jerusalem,Israel.
The effect of suppression of prostaglandin (PG)
synthesis on renal Na—K—ATPase activity was studied
in the following groups: 1. control rats (C) and 2.
rats pretreated with indomethacin (IND). The GFR
and the fractional Na excretion (FENa%) were 0.6+
0.03 mi/nun and 0.43+0.003 in C and, respectively,
0.4+0.02 mi/mm (o<O.OO1) and 0.05+0.01 (o<O.OOi)
in END. The Na—K-ATPase activity in medulla was
206+6 uimol Pi/mg prot/hr in the kidneys of IND
group as conpared to 148+7.8 junol Pi/ing orot/hr (p
<0.001) in C. The activity of Na—K-ATPase was un-
changed in the cortex and the oapilla. Mq-ATPase
activity was similar in the cortex, medulla and
napilla in C and END. The effect of PGE2 and PGA2
on meduliary Na—K—ATPase activity was examined in
vitro. The basal Na—K—ArPase activity was 139+6.9
umol/mg orot/hr, with PGE2 (100 mo1) 126.6+4.8 (p
<0.005) and with PGA2 (100 lnm,1) 120.8+11 (p<O.O5)
respectively. These results suggest that inhibition
of PG synthesis is associated with a significant
increase in the activity of renal medullary Na—K—
ATPase. In parallel, PGE2 and PGA2 were shown to
inhibit the meduliary Na-K-ATPase in vitro. These
findings suggest that the antinatriuretic effect
induced by inhibitors of PG synthesis may be relat-
ed, at least oartly, to the stimulation of renal
Na—K—ATPase activity, while the natriuretic effect
of POE2 and PGA2 may be oartlv related to the in-
hibition of renal Na—K-ATPase.
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PLASMA ATRIAL NATRItETIC PEPTIDE LEVELS DURING
ACUTE AND CHRONIC SALINE VOLUI.E EXPANSION IN
CONSCIOUS DOGS. F. Javier Salazar,* JOey P.
Granger, John C. Burnett, Jr., Sharon Sehryver,*
Terry 3. Opgenorth,* and Juan C. Romero. Mayo
Foundation, Rochester, MN.
The purpose of the present study was to deter-
mine plasma levels of atrial natriuretic peptide
(ANP), as measured by radioimmi.roassay, during
acute and chronic saline volume expansion. Con-
scious chronically instrumented dogs (n=4) were
acutely volume expanded (5% B.W.) with isotonic
saline over a 30 minute period. Acute volunE
expansion resulted in a 2.5 fold (p<O.Ol)
increase in plasma levels of ANP. The effects of
chronic Increases in sodium intake were examined
in the same group of dogs. Sodium intake was
progressively increased from 5 to 70 to 280
mEq/day by continuous I.V. Infusion of saline.
Each animal was maintained on each sodium Intake
for 7 days. Plasma levels of ANP, plasma renin
activity (PRA), plasma aldosterone concentration
(PAC) and urinary excretion of prostaglandin E2
(UPGE2) were measured daily. Chronic Increases
in sodium intake had no significant effect on
plasma levels of ANP. The steady state con-
centrations of AMP were 62 + 18, 71 + 16, and 69
+ 17 ng/ml for sodium intakes of' 5, 70, and 280
rnEq/day, respectively. Chronic Increases in
sodium intake pro—duced significant (p<0.05)
decreases in PRO, POC, and UPGE2.
In summary, plasma levels of ANP increased in
response to acute saline volurre expansion but not
In response to chronic increases In extracellular
fluid volume by increasing sodium intake. These
results suggest that AMP may be more important in
acute rather than in chronic volume regulation.
65
Na—K—Cl COTRANSPORT IN APICAL MEMBRANE OF RABBIT
RENAL PAPILLARY SURFACE EPITHELIUM. J.M. Sands,
M.A. Knepper, and K.R. Spring. NHLBI, Bethesda, MD
The renal papillary surface epithelium is
exposed to pelvic urine on its apical surface and
to inner medullary interstitium on its basolateral
surface. To investigate transport across this
epitheliuni, cell volume was measured utilizing
computerized, quantitative microscopy, The pap-
illary surface epitheliuni was dissected from rabbit
kidneys and mounted in a specially designed chamber
at 25C. This tissue is a simple cuboidal epithel-
ium with a mean sell height of 3O, diameter l2ji,
and volume 340Or . The control solution contained
(in mM): NaCl 118, NaHCO3 25, K2HPO4 2.5, CaCl2 2,
MgSO4 1.2, glucose 5, ursa 100, creatinine 5,
arginine vasopressin 10 M, and4was bubbled with
95% airl5% CO2. Addition of 10 M ouabain to the
basolateral bath induced a 20% volume increase.
This volume increase was completely inhibited by
the isotonic replacement of apical bath NaC1 by
mannitol, Na by N—methyl—D—glucamine, K by Na, or
Cl by qluconate; but not by te replacement of urea
by raffinose. Bumetanide (10 M), in the apical
bath, completely inhibited the oabain—induced
swelling. Neither ailoride (10 M) nor hydro—
chlorothiazide (10 M) did so. Removal of K from
the apical bath resulte9 in cell shrinkage which
could be blocked by 10 M bumetanide, a result
which indicates that the apical Na—K—Cl cotrans—
porter can reverse direction depending on the ionic
gradients. These observations are consistent with
the presence of a Na—K—ATPase in the basolateral
membrane and a bumetanide—sensitive Na—K—Cl
cotransporter in the apical membrane.
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SODIUM DEPENDENT EFFECTS OF DEXDXYCORTICOSTERONE
ACETATE (rxcA) ON THE NA AND K TRANSPORT PROPER-
TIES OF CORTICAL COLLECFING oucrs (ccn) OF ADRE—
NALECTOMIZED (ADX) RABBITS. Steven C. Sansom*,
ShigeaKi Muto*, and Gerhatd Giebisch. Yale Univ.
School of Medicine, New Haven, cr
Apical cell membrane Na and K currents (Ia
and I) and conductances and G) were esti-
mated using microelectrodes to determine Na de-
pendence of early effects of DOCA on the CCD (in
vitro, 37C). DOCA was given (2mg/Kg,1r4) 7 to 14
days post ADX for 3 or 18 hrs. DOCA administra-
tion resi.lted in an increase in Ia om 25 to
146 uAcm after 3 hrs and to 386 uAcm after 19
hrs and an increase in I fom 17 to 84 uAcm
after 3 hrs and to 207 uAcm after 18 hrs, The
basolateral membrane voltage, Vb, (cell negative)did not change after 3 hrs (control = —62mV, 3
hrs DOCP. = —63mV), but increased to —9lmV after
18 hrs. and G,oth increased after 3 hs
from 0.3 tot9mScm and from 1.4 to 7.9mScm
respectively, but did not change significantly
from 3 hs to 18 hrs 'a = 3,6 and G =
12,OmScm ). After simultaneous injection of
amiloride (5mg/Kg/12 hrs) and DOCA for 18 h9,
Ia and I were decreased (161 and 95 uAcm
resoectively), Yb was depolarized (—69 mY) bt
Ga and were unchanged (2.7 and 7.1 mScm
respectively) when compared with DOCA alone for
18 hrs. We conclude that the delayed effect of
DOCP. (i.e. increase in —Vb) can be prevented by
inhibition of Na entry through the apical cell
membrane. In contrast, the early effect of DOCA
on Ga and G is not sensitive to apical Na+
entry.
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HYPOTONICITY CAUSES NET EFFLUX OF K AND CL IN
NORMAL RAT RENAL PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS (RPTC)
AND NET EFFLUX OF NA AND CL IN NA LOADED RPTC,
V.J,Savin. R.C.Harris J.L.Seifter, B.M.Brenner,
and C.Lechene. Harvard Med. School and Brigham &
Women's Hosp., Boston, Mass,
The response of 3 day primary cultures of RPTC
to extracellular hypotonicity (lSOmOsm) was stu-
died by measuring the sum of K÷Na+C1 (Sum) using
electron probe analysis. When control
RPTC,containing a normally high intracellular K,
were exposed to hypotonicity they decreased Sum
by 45% at 10 mm, with a loss of K and Cl in a
ratio of 1.7:1. BaC12 (5mM) decreased K and Cl
loss by 41% and 57% respectively at 10 sin. Qua—
bain sensitive K influx (pump) and Rb
efflux(leak) measured simultaneously in Rb
preloaded RPTC,were equal in isotonic medium. In
hypotonic medium, Rb eftiux increased 2—3x
without change in K influx . After return to iso—
tonicity ,RPTC regained K and Cl within 10 sin
;recovery was prevented by tetramethylammonium
substitution for Na or by 1mM amiloride. RPTC
loaded with Na(by preincubation in 1mM ouabain)
and exposed to hypotonicity,also decreased Sum by
approximately 45%, but within 30 mm and with a
net loss of Na instead of K. These results indi-
cate that control RPTC exposed to hypotonicity
increase K and Cl eftlux,which is partially inhi-
bited by barium. The reaccumulation of K after
return to isotonicity is dependent upon Na
influx. Finally,if the observed ionic losses are
indicative of volume regulation of RPTC,volume
regulation is not predicated on high K but also
occurs when Na is the predominant intracellular
cation,
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ORMATE STIMULATES ACTIVE NaCl TRANSPORT IN TUE
RABBIT PROXIMAL TUBULE. Laurent Schild*,
KarnisKi*, P.S. Aronson, and G. Gjebisch. Dept.
Physiology, Yale Univ Sch of Med, New Haven, CT.
Formate stimulates C1 uptaKe into rabbit
renal brush border vesicles. To test whether
such anion exchange is involved in "active"
transcellular C1 transport, we tested the effect
of adding physiological concentrations of formate(0.250 mM and 0.5 mM) to the bath and lumen on
water reabsorption nl/min.mm) and trans—
epithelial potential (Vte) in the rabbit proximal
tubule. In proximal straight tubules perfused in
vitro with low HC0, high C1 solutions simula-
ting late proximal fluid, v was:
Control Formate Ouabain (0.05 mM)
0.35 (+0.05) 0.57 (+0.06) 0.16 (+0.06) (n=9)
—
DIDS (1 nt4)
0.48 (+0.07) 0.73 (+0.09) 0.32 (+0.04) (n8)
Vte was unaffected by formate (l.l 0.12 mV vs.
l.D8 ÷ 0.12 mY). Either DIPS in the lumen or
ouabain abolished the formate—induced increase in
J,. To test whether this transport stimulation
also occurs when the transtubular Cl gradient is
minimized, early proximal tubules were perfused
with symmetrical solutions (5 mM HCO). Again,
formate (0.5 mM) increased '3v reversibly from
0.36 (+0.04) to 0.77 (÷0.10) (n=5). Vte remained
zero during both periods. We conclude that f or—
mate at physiological concentrations stimulates
an active and electroneutral Ned transport in
the rabbit oroximal tubule. These results are
consistent with the model where Na—coupled Cl
transport occurs when formate exchanges with
luminal C1 and then recycles by non—ionic diff u—
sion in aral1el with Na/H exchange.
ATRIAL RESECTION LIMITS ATRIAL NATRIURETIC PEPTIDE
RELEASE AND SODIW EXCRETION DURING VCLU'IE
EXPANSION IN THE RAT. 1. R. Schwab*, B. S.
Edwards*, 0. M. Heublein, and 3. C. Burnett, Jr.,
Dept. of Medicine, Mayo Medical School, Rochester,
MN
This study investigated atrial endocrine
function and its contribution to the natriuretic
response of acute volume expansion (yE).
Rats with (ATRX) and without (SHAM) partial
right atrectomy underwent VE with isooncotic
albumin (25% blood vol). Pre and post VE
differences in arterial pressure, central venous
pressure, and glomerular filtration rate were not
significantly different between groups.
Radioimmunoassay of atrial natriuretic peptide
(AMP) from extracted plasma confirmed that
surgical atrectomy blunted AMP release during VE.
This decreased release of AMP was associated with
a significant attenuation of urinary sodium
excretion. Sodium excretion and plasma AMP
responses after VE are depicted in the table:
SHAM (n=6) ATRX (n=6)
aV pEa/sin 9.48 + 1.01 5.10 ÷ 1.62 p<.05
ANP pg/mi 303.25+35.85 156.10+43.00 p<.05
Results also demonstrated that the increase in
fractional excretion of sodium in both groups
correlated (r=.89) with the increase in plasma
ANP.
This study demonstrates that 1) partial
atrectomy in the rat attenuates acute volume
expansion induced increases of circulating AMP and
urinary sodium excretion, and 2) the natriuresis
of acute volume expansion in the rat is mediated
in part by an increase in circulating atrial
natriuretic peptide.
MEDULLARY WASHOUT - A MDCHANISM OF NATRIUPESIS?
Harald Sonnenberg, William A. Cupplesl arid Douglas
R. Wilson. Dept. of Physiol., Univ. of Toronto,
Canada.
It has long been suggested that an increase in
renal medullary blood flow, by reducing theinterstitial solute gradient, reduces net salt
reabsorption from the ascending limb of Henle' S
loop. The resulting rise of sodium delivery to
the distal nephron is then thought to be excreted
more or less quantitatively, resulting in
natriuresis. To test this hypothesis we infused
KC1 in anesthetized rats to increase tubular
sodium load to the medullary collecting duct
system. Using microcatheterization and clearance
methods we compared Na delivery to, and
reabsorption along, the collecting duct with
simultaneous sodium excretion. Results in 8 rats
are shown in the Table (* = p<O.05, C vs KC1):
delivery reabsorption(nnol/min/g kidney weight)
Control 2570±330 2190*280 488*114
KC1 4010±720* 3220*570 825±176*
There was good agreement between calculated(delivery — reabsorption) and measured sodium
excretion. KC1 infusion increased delivery to the
duct by 56%. However, reabsorption also increased
proportionately (+47%), minimizing the effect of
the increased delivery on excretion. We conclude
that an enhanced tubular Na load delivered to the
medullary collecting duct is not a sufficient
condition for major natriuresis.
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REGULATION OF SODIUM A1'D POTASSIUM TRANSPORT IN THN
LOOP OF HENLE (LH) BY ADRENAL CORTICOSTEROIDS.
Bruce Stanton. Department of Physiology, Dartmouth
Medical School, Hanover, NH.
There is no direct information about the influ—
ence of physiological levels of adrenal corticos—
teroids on the regulation of Na and K reabsorption
in L}is. The present experiments examined the
effects of adrenalectomy (ADX) alone, and of
selective, continuous replacement with physiolog-
ical doses of aldosterone (ALDO, 0.5 pg/bOg BW•d)
or dexamethasone (DEX, 1.2 pg/bOg BWd), on Na and
K reabsorption from LHs. Sprague—Dawley rats were
prepared for micropuncture 10 days after ADX.
Superficial LHs were perfused with Ringer's solu-
tion from the late proximal tubule at 20 ni/mm,
and all fluid reaching the early distal tubule was
collected. Na (JNs), K (JK), and water reabsorp-
tion (Jv) were measured (n=l5—24/grouo).
JNa (pmol/min) JR (pmol/min) Jv (nl/min)
Control 1,978 67 36 3+ 7.3 O.5
ADX 1,492 75* 2 4* 4.1 0.5*
ADX+ALDO 1,839 70+ 38 2+ 5.9 0.5+
ADX+DEX 1,599 44* 21 4* 5.1 0.5*
*P<O.O1; vs.Control +=P<0.Ol; vs ADX
It is concluded that Na and K reabsorption are
inhibited by ADX, and that ALDO, but not flEX,
restores these processes to normal. Further, these
studies provide evidence for the existence of
mineralocorticoid receptors in LBs. The functional
implications of these studies are; (l)thàt the well
—known defect in urinary concentrating ability with
ADX may be due, in part, to a reduction in ALDO—
dependent Na reabsorption from LHs; and (2)that
decreased K reabsorption from LBs may contribute
to the maintenance of K balance during adrenal
insufficiency.
INTRARENAL EFFEC1'S OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC
FACTOR. S. Steigerwalt O.A. Carretero and W.H.
Beierwaltes. Hypertenaion Reaearch, Henry }brd
Hospital, Detroit, MI
Mammalian atria have been found to contain
peptidea (ÂME) with diuretic and natriuretic
effects due to either hemodynamic changesincreasing the filtered Na+ load or to a direct
tubular reduction of Na+ reabsorption. To
localize a specific aite of action of AMP, we
performed atop flow studies to meaaure the
profile of sodium reabsorption along the nephron.
In 6 anesthetized dogs, atop—flow was perfomed
during intrarenal infusion of 5 pg/mm synthetic
ANF, paired with MaCl controls. Time control
stop—flows were run in 4 dogs. After expansion
with 20% mannitol, free—flow clearance periods
were run before and during mntrarenal infusion of
AMP. The ureter was then clamped over 10 minutes
to obstruct flow and cease filtration, then
released and serial urine collections taken.
Under free—flow conditions, AMP increased urine
flow 32% (6.8 0.9 to 9.0 1.2 ml/mmn, p<o.os),
sodium excretion 40% (496 110 to 694 * 166
ptq/mmn (p<0.O25), and OW 4% (p<0.05). The nadir
of Ma+ concentration (indicating distal function)
was not different between AMP and controls (4.5 *
1.1 vs. 5.2 1.4 pEq/ml). Stop—flow collection
profiles indicated that mntrarenal AMP caused no
aparent
alterations in tubular handling of Nat
K or water, compared with either paired controls
or time controls. The increase in sodium excre-
tion observed in the absence of measurable tubu-
lar effects suggests that, under these condi-
tions, if a tubular action of AMP exists, it is a
minor influence compared to a predominant effect
upon renal hemodynamics.
id DEPLETION MEDIATES EXTRARENAL K+ ADAPTATION.
A. Spital and R. Sterns. Rochester General Hos-
pital, University of Rochester School of Medicine,
Rochester, N.Y.
An acute id load given after nephrectoay (Mx)
causes a smaller increase in plasma iid in rats
previously fed a iDE KC1 diet (BR) than in rats
fed a regular diet (C) (Alexander & Levinsky, itT
1968;47:740). We could only show this "extrarenal
R+ adaptation" (ERA) if a critical period of fast-
ing precedsd Mx and the K load (ASN 1984;222A).
During fasting, urinary R+ excretion in HR was
twice that in C, leading to paradoxical K+ deple-
tion demonstrable by significantly lower plaama
and muscle K+. To see if K+ depletion ie respon-
sible for ERA, HR rata were R+ repleted (MR—R)
after a 40—hour fast and Mx prior to R+ loading
(2.5 mEq!kg). The results were compared with
similarly treated non—repleted HR rats (HR—NR)
and C rats. In the table, plssma R+ before (Ko),
2 hours after R+ loading (Rf), and the increase
in plasma R+ (AK) are ahown in mEq/L±SEM:
HK—R BK-MR
4.64 3.02
t.20
6.74 3.68
2.10 .66
There were no differences between C
and HK-R; however, all values in BK—MR were aig—
olficantly lower than C and HK—R (p<.01). HE—MR
also had significantly lower muscle R+ than C and
NK—R. Thus, correction of R+ depletion abolishes
ERA. We conclude that ERA is mediated by R+
depletion.
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PHORBOL ESTERS STIMULATE Na/H EXCHANGE IN RABBIT
RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE VESICLES. 0. Steplock
M. Hise and Li. Weinman. Univ. of Texa SKool of
Medicine, Houston, Texas.
To study the realtionship between C—kinase ac-
tivity and the rate of sodiue-proton exchange,
brush border membranes were opened in—vitro and
exposed to TPA and calcium with or without the
phorbol ester TPA. Ihe vesicles were then resealed
and the rate of Na+c uptake determined in the
presence of a pH gradient (pHi=5.5,pHo7.5). Expo-
sure of the opened vesicles to TPA resulted in an
increase in the amiloride sensitive component of
sodium uptake from 2.33-l-.19 nmol/mg protein/iD sec
to 2.66+.17 (p<.02). There were no differences in
the equilibrium concentrations, in the amiloride
insensitive component of sodium uptake, or in the
proton permeability. I the absence of calcium, TPA
had no effect on Nat/H exchange transport. TPA had
no effect on sodium dependent uptake of 0-glucose.
Exposure of the opened vesicles to the inactive
phorbol ester, 4iaphorbol 12,13-didecanoate, result-
ed in no significant change in the rate of sodium
uptake. In vesicles exposed to ATP, calcium, and
TPA but not opened, the rate of sodium uptake was
not altered.
These studies indicate that in the presence of
ATP and calcium, the phorbol ester TPA stimulates
the rate of sodium proton exchange in the renal
apical membrane. These results suggest that C—
kinase is present in these membranes. In conjunc-
tion with other studies, it would appear that the
renal Na+/H+ exchanger may be under dual control;
inhibition by cAMP dependent protein kinase and
stimulation by calcium-lipid dependent protein
kinase (C—kinase).
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ALD0STER0ME(ALDO)—IMDUCED PROTEIMS(AIP5) IM TOAD
URINARY BLADDERS (TUBs): RELATIONSHIP TO CHANGES IN
SHORT—CIRCUIT CURREMT(Isc) AND c0NDUcTANcE(K).
H. Szerlip* & N. Cox. Depta Ned, VA Med Cntr &
Univ Pa Sch Ned, Phila., Pa.
In TUBa, we have previously identified a group of
proteins (Mr: 65—7OkDa, p1: 5.5—6.0) specifically
induced by eldo. These proteins are potential
cellular "effectors" of aldo—stinulated Ma+ trans-
port. The present study was designed to examine
the time—course of their synthesis, and their
relationship to aldo—medisted changes in Tsc and K.
Electrophysiological studies were performed in
paired quarterbiaddera mounted in Usaing chambers,
Eladdera received either aldo (1O—7M) or carrier,
and were monitored for lOh. There waa a 2—phase
response to aldo: 1)an "early" response (1—3h)
during which Isc increased to u6O%, and K to 'tlOO%,
of their maximal (lOb) values, and 2)a "late" res-
ponse characterized by a further increase in lac
without sny further change in K.
Biochemical studies were performed in paired
aldo—treated heaibladders nounted as bags. One
bladder of each pair was pulsed with 35S—methionine
between 0 and 2h ("early" group); the other was
pulsed between 7 snd 9h ("late" group). The
bladders were then processed for 20—PAGE and auto—
radiography. Typical AlPs were present in the
"Tate" group but were absent in the "early" group.
conclusions: 1)The "early" increase in Isc in
TUBs is related to concomitant changes in K, where-
as the "late" response is not directly depeodent
on such changes; 2)The "early" effects of eldo on
K do not appear to be mediated by the AlPs; and 3)
Since these proteins are synthesized as a "late"
effect of aldo, they may act by modulating
Nat1dATPase (Ns+ pump) activity.
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C
Ko 4.98
15
Rf 7.57
AK 2.59
significant
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PATHWAYS OF CHLORIDE TRANSPORT IN RABBIT CORTICAL
COLLECTING TUBULE (CCT). R. Tago*, D. Warden*,V. Schuster, J. Stokes. Dept of mt Med. Univ ofIowa College of Medicine, Iowa City, IA.Chloride (Cl) selexchange accounts for meat
of lumen—to—bath Cl flux in CCT under
conditions minimizing Cl diffusion (voltage
"clamped" near 0 with lumen aailoride) and
C1-11C03 exchange (HEPES—buffered solutions).Because a cellular Cl conductance baa recently
been described in CCT, we examined electroneutra].
vs. conductive Cl permeation pathways using theCl channel blockers, anthracene—9—dicarboxylate(9AC) and dienylamine carboxylate (DPC).
Lumen—to—bath Cl rate coefficient, K(us/s)2 and transepithejial conductance,(mS/cm ) were measured under amiloride—H%PE
conditions as above. When Cl self—exchange was
allowed (bath Cl115 NI), bath 9AC (1 () or DPC(0.1 () reduced 1( by 70—90%, and DPC reducedC by 1.95 0.50. 'hen Cl self—exchange was
inhibited (bath Cl—0 NI), these agents did not
alter Kci. After the residual a1calconductive pathway (K) was blocked with Ba (4NI), bath DPC still inhibited (73%) but nolonger altered Ct. Thus, €iie DPC—sensitive
conductance is in series with the apical K
conductance. Lumen DPC was less potent on K Iand C than ,ath DPC. and its effect on
was also Ba —blocked. Thus, lumen DPC may act
on a basolateraj. conductance. Conclusions: 1)9AC and DPC inhibit transcellular Cl permeation;
2) there is a DPC—sensjtive basolateral, but not
apical, conductance; 3) the data suggest that Cl
permeates the apical membrane via neutral
self—exchange, and the basolateral membrane via a
conductive pathway.
EFFECTS OF EXTRACELLULAR ACIDOSIS ON ACTIVE TRANS
PORT PROCESSES IN ISOLATED RENAL CORTICAL CELLS
* *N.Tessi tore,R.Panebiarico ,G.Maschio,F.Rossi —Isti tu
ti di Nefrologia e Patologia Generale,Verona,Italy
Since acidosis has been shown to impair several
transport processes in the proximal tubule,we inve
stigated its mechanisms of action i.n a suspension
of isolated rabbit renal cortical cells obtained by
hypertonic citrate perfusion.All experi.ments(n=6)we
re performed at 37°C,in KRP buffer(P 2.4)with 4nf1
succinate at external pHs of 7.4 & 6.9.
During acidosis,cellular APP content & Na—pump acti
vity(G61Rh influx,2 min)were decreased by tha same
extent(20.4±3.7 & 23.5÷1.1 % respectively,p<O.Ool);
the 10 min,Na-dependerit uptakes of phosphate(P)& e-
methylglucoside(AJvIG,ln-f4)were also inhibited by 35.0
23.6±3.5 % respecti\'ely(p<O.OOl).No changes
in the effects of acidosis on APP content & transpo
rt processes were observed when acidosi s—stimulated
gluconeogenesis(GNG)was inhibited by 2ni1 3—mercapto
picolinate.The 1 mm uptakes of P & PNG were inhibi
ted by acidosis(by 3l+'l%,p<O.O01 for P & by 12+3%,
pO.05 for AMG)in APP depleted(5O,ii rotenone)ceus
also(pHIn=pHout,Nain O,Naout 100 rrN).
Our study shows that in the intact renal tubular
cell extracellular acidosis decreases APP content &
Na—pump activity,the former effect being independent of stimulation of GNG.The inhibitory effect of a
ci dosi s on Na—dependent transport of P & AMG seems
to be the result of both the inhibition of the Na—
pump & of a direct action on luninal transporters,
this latter effect being more evident for P.
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INFLUENCES ON BASOLATERAL K CONDUCTANCE OF CELLS
OF EARLY DISTAL CONVOLUTED TUBULE. Heino VelIzguez*
and Rainer Greger*. Max Planck Institut fUr Biophy—
sik, Frankfurt, FRG. (introd. by David H. Ellison)
In a previous study (K.I, 27: 322, 1985) basic
transepithelial and basolateral membrane electri-
cal characteristics were established for the rab-
bit early distal convoluted tubule. In this study
we sought to characterize further the basolateral
K conductance using in vitro microperfusion and
standard electrophysiological methods. With the
control solution in lumen and bath (in mM: 150 Na,
4K, 130 Cl, 2 204, 20 IICO3, 5 Acetate, 1 Mg, 5
glucose) transepithelial voltage (Vt5) was —6.6 mV
(n47), resistance (Rte) was 106.ILc51L (n32),
basolateral membrane voltage (Vbl) was —82mV
(nl39) sad the voltage divider ratio (VDR) was 67
(n3l). Average Vbl with different [K], Barium
(Ba) or Ouabain (Ou) added to the bath only was:
19K 0.1K lBa Ba+l9K 0.05 Ou Ou+19K
Vbl —46 -113 —48 —48 —47 —35
Rapidly raising or decreasing bath [K] caused
large rapid changes in Vbl; the apparent trans-
ference number for K (tKbl) was 0.83. Barium
blocked effectively the basolateral K conductance:
tKbl decreased from 0.83 to zero. Ouabain gradu-
ally decreased Vbl and also reduced tKbl to 0.3.
Barium and ouabain effects were reversible. We
conclude that the basolateral membrane conductance
is highly selective for K and appears to be re-
duced in the presence of ouabain. Conductive
transcellular ion movement, however, would be
limited because of high Rte and because resistance
of luminal membrane is 1—2 orders of magnitude
higher than that of basolateral membrane. If these
cells absorb Na and Cl, electroneutral transport
mechanisms must be postulated for these ions.
PLASMA AND URINE ANF LEVELS IN CONSCIOUS DOGS
FOLLOWING ANF INFUSION, VOLUME DEPLETION AND
VOLUME EXPANSION. K.M. Verburg, R.C. Van, D.
Villarreal, J.O. Davis and R.H. Freeman*. Dept.
of Physiol., Univ. of Missouri, Columbia, MO.
Plasma and urine levels of atrial natniuretic
factor (ANF) were measured by radioimmunoassay in
3 groups of dogs. Gr. 1 (n=4): a—human ANF (28aa)
was infused at 100 (E1) and 300 ng Kg min'
(E2). Results:
C E1 E2 R1 R2
(pg/mi ) *17 *1050
311 120
UANF 53 *116 *130 *160
*56
*109
*
p<.05; 30 mm periods)
Gr. 2 (n..5): volume depletion averaged 653±33 ml
(U) for 2 h period after e9acrynic acid
administration (EA; 2 mg Kg
• i.v. bolus).
lasma ANF levels progressively fell from 99±27 to
56±16 p9/mi after 2 h. Urinary ANF] fell 4—fold
and UANFV increased from 30±2 to 106±39 pg/mm
only in the initial 30 mm period after EA. Gr. 3
(n=3): volume expansion (0.9% NaCl for 30 mm)
averaged 48O5 ml. Plasma ANF levels increased
from 65±6 to 121±22 pg/mi and then returned
toward control levels after 2 h during which 74%
of the infused volume wa excreted. UANFV
increased from 62±28 to 90±29 pg/mm.
Conclusions: alterations in intravascular volume
produce physiologic alterations in ANF release as
measured by plasma ANF which may not be reflected
in UANFV.
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ENHANCED RENa TUBULAR Na-K-ATPase TN STREPTOZOTO—
CIN-INDUCED DIABETES NHLLTTUS: POSSIBLE ROLE TN
ELECTROLYTE HOMEOSTASTS. Henna Wald,* Pnina
Scherzer,* and Mordecai N. Pc'rjovtzer. Hadassah
Univ. Moso., Nephrology Services, Jerusalem, Israel
The effect uf streptozotocin—indoced diabetes
mellitus on rat renal Na—K—ATPase in six distinct
neohron segments was studied. 24 hours after the
administration of streptozotocin, blood glucose in-
creased 3—fold (o 0.001), and glucosuria was evid-
ent. Aldosterone levels increased almost 2—fold (p
50.001) . Na-K—ATPass increased in the proximal seg-
ment PC end PS by 43% and 62% respectively (p5
0.001) and CD Na—E—ATPase increased by 85% (p5
0.001) . Na—E—ATPase in the cortical and medullary
thick ascending limb and in the DC remained un-
changed after 24 hours of streptozotocin administr-
ation. Eight days after streotozotocin administrat-
ion, when GFR was already markedly elevated, Na-K-
ATPese remained increased in the PC, PS and CD but
significantly less compared to the activity after
24 h (oCO.05) while in the cortical and medullary
thick ascending limb a marked increase in Na—K—
ATPase occurred by 50% in the CTAL and 58% in the
MTAL. Aldosterone levels remained elevated compared
to control but less than after 24 h. Pretreatment
with DOCA abolished the increase in Na—K—ATPese in
CD, suggesting the role of aldosterone in this
change. These findings show thst streptozotocin—in—
duced diabetes mellitus in the rat is associated
with a substantial increase in Na—K—ATPase activity
along most length of the neohron. This increase in
enzyme activity may reoresent a mechanism of phys-
iological adaptation of the nephron to maintain
electrolyte homeostasis in diabetes in the face of
the increased GFR and osmotic diuresis.
LOW BASOLATERAL REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS FOR NsC1
DEMONSTRATED BY PAIRED TUBULE RESPONSES TO NYPO—,
ISO-, AND HYPER-OSMOLAR BAFFINOSE AND NaCl MEDIA.
Dan J. Welling, Larry W. Welling, and Toni Ochs*.
Depts. of Psthology sod Physiology, Univ. of Kansas
Medical Center, Kansas City, ES, and Laboratory
Service, VA Medical Center, Kansas City, NO.
Isolated proximal S2 segments from rabbit were
equilibrated in isotonic NsCl media (Ringer's,
285 mOsm/kg) and then acutely immersed in test
media. Using rapid video measurements of the
collapsed tubule dismetere during the first 0.1 5
or less following change from steady state, the
tubules swelled at rates of 0.52 0.05 and 0.30
0.04 nl/min.mm.mOsm when exposed to hypo—osmotic
(<285 mOsa) raffinose and NaCl media, respectively.
They shrank at rates of 0.51 0.07 and 0.32 0.04
nl/min.mm.mOsm when exposed to hyper—osmotic (>285
mOsm) raffinoae and NaCl media, respectively. With
iso—oamolar (285 mOsm) exchange of MaC1 for
raffinose media, the tubules shrank at a rate of
0.20 0.02 ni/min.mm.mOsm of exchanged solutes and
reached a smaller steady state volume without
subsequent recovery. Assuming that the reflection
coefficient for raffinose is unity, the data from
all studies indicate an 52 bssolateral membrane
NaC1 reflection coefficient of approximately 0.5.
DISSOCIATION OF KENIN AND ALDOSTERONE BY ALTERA-
TIONS OF DIETARY ELECTROLYTES. S.A. Whitescarver*,
T.A. Kotchen, C.E. Ott, C.F. Guthrie, Jr.*, J.M.
Lorenz5, Depts. of Medicine and Physiology, Uni-
versity of Kentucky School of Medicine, Lexington,
KY.
In the MsCl deprived rat, we have reported that
inhibition of renin release by MaCl is dependent
on chloride. The present study evaluates the ef-
fects of selective chloride loading (without sodium)
on both renin and aldosterone. Compared to that in
MaCi deprived rats (20.9ng/ml/hr+2.l S.g.) PRA of
pair—fed rats given CaC12 (13.1+1.3) was decreased
(pcO.05) whereas aidosterone production was in-
creased (p<O.0l). In separate animals, chronic
administration of the calcium antagonist verapamil
did not affect PEA but lowered plasma aldoaterone
(p<0.Ol). In an additional study, compared to
that of NaCl deprived rats: a) PEA was lowered
(p(O.Oi) by dietary MaCl (28.9±2.5 vs 3.1+0.3)
and glycine chloride (9.2±0.8) loading (both diets
contaioed O.32mEg Cl/gm; b) plasma aldosterone
was also lowered (p(O.Ol) by NaC1 (52.9ng/dl+7.7
vs 16.9±1.5) but was increased (p(O.Ol) by glycine
chloride (236.9±39.9); c) plasma corticosterone
was not affected. In the MaCl deprived rat, die-
tary potassium depletion increased (pO.Ol) FRA
and decreased (p<O.Ol) plasma aldosterone (70.3
vs 4.5±0.7). Thua, these alterations of
dietary electrolytes had opposite effects on PEA
and aldoaterone. Calcium, potassium, and chloride
affect plasma aldosterone independent of PEA.
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ACTIVE CL SECRETION IN THE CORTICAL COLLECTING
TUBULE (CCT) OF RABBITS ON A CL—RESTRICTED DIET.
C.S. Wingo. VA Med. Ctr. and Div. of Nephrology
and Hypertension, U. of Florida, Gainesville, FL.
Previously I have shown Cl absorption and resid-
ual anion secretion (JR=JNa+JK—JCC0) in the CCT
of rabbits fed a 10 meq Na, 241 meq KC1/kg diet.
I have now studied animals in which KHCD3 replaced
dietary KCI. Plasma [HCO3] was greater (23.4±0.7
vs. 19.2±1.6 meq/L) and urinary [Cl] was less
(12.4±1.5 vs. 191±13.3 meq/L, both p<O.O5) in
animals fed KHCO3 compared with KC1. The CCI from
6 KHCO3—treated animals secreted Cl in syrmeetrical
Ringer s HCO3 (Cl flux [Cl] in pmol'nmr1min—1
—28.O±12.4); all tubules had a lumen—negative
voltage (VT) (—16.5±7.7 mV) significantly below
the Nernst equilibrium VT for Cl (+1.6±0.7 mV).
Secretion persisted in 5 separate tubules (jcl=
-13.2±3.2) when bath and lumen [Cl] were 15 meq/L.
Increasing bath [Cl] to 112 meq/L to simulate in
vivo conditions did not change 3C1 significantly
(—22.5±4.3), but produced an anomalous (lumen—
positive) change in VT. When the CCT was perfused
in symetrical Ringer s HCO3, R (pmol'rimr''min4)
was consistent with Hç03 absorption (19.1±4.5).
Acetazolamide (A) (1O M) decreased (p<0.05) R
to 5.4±5.2 without significantly affecting Cl
Isoproterenol (10—6 M) increased Cl secretion in
5 of 5 tubules, but had a variable effect on VT.
Conclusions: Cl secretion occurs in the CCT of
rabbits on a high HCO3, low NaCl diet. Secretion
is active, is not necessarily conductive, and may
be regulated by 8-agonists. Results of A addition
suggest that only part of Cl is in exchange for
luminal HCO3. Cl secretion in the CCT occurred
during avid Cl retention, suggesting recycling of
Cl In the terminal nephron.
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ACUTE KC1 LOADING INCREASES SUPERFICIAL LOOP OF
HENLE CHLORIDE REABSORPTION. J. Work, B.B.
Booker*, J.H. Galla, and E.G. Luke. Nephrology
Research and Training Center, University of
Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, Al.
Recent studies suggest that medullary potassium
recycling may modulate NaCl transport in the loop
of Henle. To Study this further, the superficial
loop segment (LS) of rats fed a normal diet were
mioroperfused in vivo at 20 nl/min with a Ringer—
HCO solution following infusion (2% body weight)
with either KC1 or equivalent NaC1 as a control.
After KC1 loading, excretion of K, Cl, and water
increased compared to the Had group (Fed 1.1 vs.
0.1%, respectively). Blood pressure, hematocrit,
whole kidney GFR, plasma chloride, and plasma
osmolality were not different between groups. LS
function was: (Mean4SEM, *p<O.O2, KC1 compared to
NaC1).
Absolute C1 Fractional Fractional Early Distal
Reabsorption Cl Fluid Cl
pgq/min, % * % * mEq/L,KC1 1838±85 69±0.1 39±0.1 6l±k
Had 1527±80 57±0.1 28±0.1 79±5
The results demonstrate that acute KC1 loading
stimulates LS chloride reabsorption, at the same
time increasing urinary Cl excretion compared to
an equivalent NaCl load. This suggests adifference in the response to acute K loading of
superficial LS chloride transport and juxtamedul—
lary nephrons or more distal segments (or both).
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EFFECT OF PHORBOL ESTER ON FLUID (Jv) AND
PHOSPHATE (Jp) FLUXES IN ISOLATED PERFUSED
RABBIT PROXIMAL STRAIGHT TUBULES (PST).
Norimoto Yanagawa. Nephrology Div.,
Sepulveda VAMC, UCLA Sch. of Med., Los
Angeles, CA.Protein kinase C (PKC) has recently been
shown to be present in rabbit renal proximal
tubules (Fed. Proc. 44:1420, 1985). We have
examined the effect of activation of PKC on
Jv and Jp in the isolated perfused rabbit
PST. Phorbol 12—myristate 1—acetate (TPA),
at concentrations below 10 M, either in
the bath or in the perfL/sate, was without
effect. Addition of 10 M TPA to the bath
caused a reversible increase in Jv, not Jp:
Control T P A Post—Control
Jv 0.49 0.80* 0.41
(nl/mm/min) ±0.10
Jp 2.08 2.73 1.95
(pmol/mm/min)+0.47 +0.64(n=6, * p 0.01)
We have also examined the effect of l—oleoyl—
2—acetyl—glycerol (OAG). Addition of 50 ug/
ml of OAG to the bath caused a similar, but
less increase in Jv (from 0.33 0.09 to
0.55 0.18 nl/mm/min, n=4) and without ef-
fect on Jp (from 2.65 0.47 to 2.94 0.34
pmol/mm/min, n=4). In the presefle of lumi—
nal Amiloride analogue, EIPA (10 M), which
suppressed Jv from 0.58 + 0.27 to 0.060.04 nl/mm/min, bath TPA (10 M) continued
to stimulate Jv to 0.38 0.27 nl/mm/min
(n=3). These results show that activation
of PEC stimulates Jv in PST, possibly
through Amiloride insensitive transport
pathway.
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HORMONE STIMULATED CHLORIDE SECRETION IN A6
EPITHELIA. M. Yanase* and J.S. Handler, LKEM,
NHLBI, Bethesda, Md.
A6 cells in culture form a high resistance
epithelium that expresses amiloride inhibitable
sodium transport (apical to basal surface). Under
basal conditions and after stimulation with
aldosterone, net sodium transport equals short
—circuit current and is eliminated by 5OuM
amiloride added to the apical solution. We
confirm earlier reports that after stimulation
with vasopressin or forskolin, short—circuit
current rises, but find that under these
conditions, 5OuM amiloride does not completely
inhibit short-circuit current. The amilorde
insensitive short—circuit current (3uA/cm ) is 1)
inhibited by 1OuM furosemide or bumetanide added
to the basal solution, 2) inhibited by .1mM
ouabain added to the basal solution, 3) dependent
on the presence of both sodium and chloride, 4)
associated with increased bidirectional chloride
flux with net chloride flux equivalent to
amiloride insensitive short—circuit current. We
infer that in response to elevation of cell cAMP,
amiloride—inhibited A6 epithelia transport
chloride from basal to apical surface via
furosemide sensitive cotransporters located in the
basal plasma membrane and chloride channels in the
apical plasma membrane.
Renal Physiology—Water, Vasopressin
and Solutes Other Than Na, K and Cl
CYTOCHEMICAL DEMONSTRATION OF URICASE IN ISOLATED
MEMBRANE VEEICLFS OF PAT RE4L (DRIEX. P. G. Abraitscri,
M. S. Lipkowitz, D. Rivero*, and S. K. Masur. Mount
Sinai Sdiool of Medicine, w York, N. Y.
Stodima in our laboratory have provided indirect
evidence that uricase is meabrane associated and
fuLrtions as a urate transporter in brush border (ED)
and basolateral L) xasrbrane vesicles (MV) derived
from rat renal cortex. This enzyme has been readily
detected in rat hepatic peroxiscmes, but it has not
previously been detected in renal cells. Since urate
oxidation produces H2O2, a coupled urate oxidation —
ceriun diloride peroxidation reaction has n used to
localize uricase in renal cortical tissue. Plamaa
iasrbrane vesicles were separated into ED and BU1V tij
free-flow electrooresis. Vesiclee, captured on 0.22
urn Millipore filters, were preincubated in 200 mM
sucrose, 2 mM CeCl1, 50 mM arninotriazole, 0.1% DMSO
buffered to pH 7. with 10 mM Tris—maleate, then
ircubatai at 37 in an ithitical solution with 15) uM
urate. Paired controls were iri±ated without C13 or
without urate. Rinsed filters were fixed in boffered 2%
glutaraldthe and post—fixed in 0504. Thin sections
of Eon material lead stainir were exatiir1
electron microscopically. Fins, particulate electron-
dense deposits of the CeC13-HD2 product were localid
to membranes of vesicles which were free of
onrpiologically defined content. Such deposits were
abeent in the controls. I'ne rur of uricase positive
vesiclea wes greater in t1 BC fraction than in BDMV.
These cytochomical studies thus provide the first
direct evidere for the pres of uricase in plamaa
msnbranes. This finding confirms our biochemical
evith for irethrane-associated uricase and supports
the proposal that this protein can transport urate
across renal plasa tosthraoss.
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RENAL PAPILLARY CELLS CULTURED IN HYPERTONIC
MEDIUM SYNTHESIZE LARGE AMOUNTS OF INTRACELLULAR
SORBITOL. S. Bagnasco*, S. Uchida, R. Balaban,
and M. Burg. NHLBI, Bethesda, MD.
During antidiuresis renal inner medullary cells
contain large amounts of organic osmolytes which
balance the high interstitial concentration of
salt. We recently used mass spectrometry and
proton NMR to identify the osmolytes in rat end
rabbit papillas. The osmolytes were betaine,
glycerophosphoryicholine, inositol and sorbitol.
We are now studying osmolyte metabolism in cul-
tured cells. GRB—PAP1 is a continuous line of
epithelial cells from rabbit renal papilla grown
in isotonic medium. PAP—I-(T25 is a strain of
GRB-PAP1 grown in hypertonic medium (300mM Na)
since passage 25. Both strains are now past
passage 70. Osmolytes were measured in cell
extracts by NMR, chemical analysis and flame
photometry. Sorbitol was the major organic intra-
cellular osmolyte found. The results for sorbitol
were identical using either proton NMR or an
enzyme-based chemical method. No sorbitol was in
the medium. The results were:
MEDIUM INTRACELLULAR (nmol/mg protein)
Strain Na Sorbitol Na K
GRB—PAP1 150mM M.D. (4) 109 813 9(3)
PAP—HT25 300mM 1480 68 811 39Lil
Mean N.D. = None detectable.
Three weeks after transferring PAP-HT25 from 300
to 150 mM Na no intracellular sorbitol was
detectable, but cell Na and K remained unchanged.
CONCLUSIONS: 1) Rabbit renal papillary cells
grown in hypertonic NaC1 do not alter their Na
plus K content. 2) Instead, the cells synthe-
size large amounts of sorbitol to balance the high
extracellular osmotic pressure.
PERMEABILITIES AND FWIDITf C' BiJSH BDER ME1BRANE
VESICLES(BBMV) FROM RABBIT INNER AND OUTER CORTEX.
J.C. Beck , M.S. Lipkowitz, and R.G. Abramson. Mount
Sinai Sthooi of Medicine, New York, N.Y.
Two apparently distinct Na—coupled glucose
transporters have teen reported in MV fran ralrbit
outer cortex and outer medulla. Differences in
transport could, in part, reflect differ in the
merbrane envirorint of ti transport proteins. This
possibility was examined in BBMV prepared by Mg
precipitation fran either whole cortex, or inner (IC)
and outer (CC) cortex of the same rabbit. Purity of
eath MV fraction, as assessed by nerker enzy, s
comparable in IC, CC, and whole cortex. The time
course of 3u glucose uptake was determined in thepresence of l( mM Na0:O Nan. The P.D. sensitive
fluorescent probe DiS-C3—(5 was used to assess
ncthrane perseabi 1 ity and conductance in MV after 3 h
incubation in JIX) ir1 FC1. (K4] is calculated franthe [K4] at which valinanan prcs3ucei no
The anisotrojy of diçtenyihexatriere O)PH) fltxrescre
s used to assess netbrare fluidity. Omtible with
prior data, the Na—stijailated glucose overshoot in IC
was 3—SX that in (C. (K4] in' a measure of total KC1
permeability, was indistioguishable in paired IC (53.1+
9.0) and CC (58.8±11.2), and whole cortex (69.0±1.8).
In bath IC and CC, K coductance was aproximately (
that of and C1. Merbrane fluidity was ideatical
in IC, (C, and whole cortex. In ejuiery, tle stediesfail to desonstrate differences in either the
condtrtances or fluidity of IC and CE nethrai. These
find ims ejrrt the hypothesis that the segmental
heterogeneity in glucose transport in the proximal
tubule results from differences in the transport
proteins for Na-cnled glucose transport rather thandifferet in intrinsic mEthrana prcrties.
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DEPENDENCE OF OSMOTIC WATER PEBSCEABILITY (P1)
ON OSMOTIC GRADIENT (Mr) IN THE ABSENCE OF EXTER-
NAL UNSTIRREO LAYERS (uSL) IN RABBIT PROXIMAL
CONVOLUTED TUBULE (PCT). Christine A. Berry.
Univ. of Calif., San Francisco, CA 94143
Pf (eels) is underestimated in the presence
of USL. USL are indicated when Pf shows flow-,
viscosity- or AlT-dependence. To assess Pf and
the role of USL, PCT were perfused at 26°C with
the impermeant salt, sodium isethionate; 60
mOsm bath raffinose established ArT and Pf was
calculated from collected [inulin].
Neither increasing bath flow rate (0.4 to
10.0 ml/min) nor bath viscosity (0.010 to 0.108
Poise) influenced Pf (0.074 v 0.069 and 0.056
v 0.047). Changing luminal perfusion rate (40.6
to 12.6 and back to 43.6 ni/mm) also had no
influence on Pf (0.034 to 0.035 to 0.043). Failure
of Pf to show flow- or viscosity-dependence
indicates that external USL are unimportant.
Mr-dependence of Pf was examined at All of
20, 60 and 100 mOsm when perfusate osmolslity
was 300 and 400 mOsm.
Air (mOsm) 20 60 100
Pf (300 mOsm) 0.50±0.12 0.10±0.02 0.08±0.03
P1 (400 mOsm) 0.37±0.14 0.05±0.02 0.04±0.01
The decrease in P1 with increasing Air was
independent of perfusate osmolality and could
be attributed to higher intraepithelial water
velocities at higher ArT. This suggests an impor-
tant intraepithelial USL and velocity-dependent
solute polarization. Alternatively, there might
be a "down-regulation" of Pf at higher MT.
In conclusion, (1) external USL are unimportant
in isolated perfused PCT; (2) Pf is best evaluated
at small All to minimize the AIr-dependent decrease
in Pf.
PRELIMINARY CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN PLATELET
(PLT) ARGININE-VASOPRESSIN (AVP) RECEPTORS.
0. Bichet, M.F. Arthus*, C. Manzini*, S. Bordet,
J. Marc—Aurele. Nephrology Div., Hap.
Sacr4—Coeur & Université de Montréal, Canada.
AVP immunoreactivjty is elevated in pit rich
plasma (Preibitz, Hypertension, 5:1-129, 1983)
and AVP binding sites have been detected on pit
membrane fractions; however,- no previous studies
have examined the AVP receptor characteristics on
intact pit, Intact human pit were isolated and
incubated with increasing concentrations of
13H]-AVP. [3H1-AVP was not inactivated during
incubation. Binding was linearly related to the
number of pit incubated and time dependent: at a
[3H]—AVP concentration of 1 nM, an equilibrium
state for hormone binding was reached within 25
minutes. AVP binding sites were homogeneous: they
were found to be linear on Scatchard analysis
with a Hill number close to 1, and displayed the
following characteristics (ni5; mean±SE): Kd
0.78+0.07 nM, maximal binding capacity 334+35
fM/b6 pit i.e. about 201,000+21,000
sites/cell. Dose-dependent inhibition of
(3H]—AVP binding by unlabelled AVP and analogs
(dDAVP l07M; d(CH2)5D—Tyr(Et) desglycine
VAVP lllOOM) were obtained. The bogit-log
transform of displacement curves led to a linear
relationship whose slopes were close to 1,
suggesting that binding was not cooperative for
the 2 analogs tested. These results suggest that
intact human plt might be a convenient biological
material for direct characterization of AVP
receptors.
RENAL TUBULAR EFFECTS OF GLUCAGON (GLU) IN MAN.
Prançoise Blanchet*, Grard Friedlander*, Claire
Bailly*, Roger Assan* and Claude Amiel* (intr. by
Christian La Grimellec). Inserm U.251 and Facult
de Mdecine Xavier—Bichat, Univ. Paris 7, Paris,
France.
In agreement with the identification of a GLU—
sensitive adenylate cyclase in the nephron segments
where the bulk of calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg)
is reabsorbed, it was previously shown that GLU
increased Ca and Mg reabsorption in the rat.
The aim of the present study was to evaluate
the renal effects of GLU infusion in man. Eight
normal weight, healthy male volunteers were infused
with GLU (4 ng.min1.kg body wt). GFR and the
urinary excretion of electrolytes were measured
before, during and after a 3-hour GLU infusion. GLU
infusion resulted in a four—fold increase in plasma
concentration of the hormone. It induced an
increase in glomerular filtration rate (GFR), a
decrease of Ca and Mg fractional excretion (from
1.67 0.24% to 1.25 0.18 % ; p.O.O1, and from
3.45 0.36 % to 1.62 0.27 % ; p.O.0Ol, for Ca
and Mg, respectively), an increase in urinary pH
(from 6.22 0.25 to 6.74 0.15 ; p4.0.001) and
bicarbonate excretion (from 0.48 0.16 to 2.24
0.53 mmol/mmol reatinine ; p 0.001) resulting in
a decrease of net H ions excretion (from 2.73
0.76 to 1.32 0.89 mmol/mmol creatinine
p 0.02). These variations were not related to
changes in systemic parameters, and were reversed
after the discontinuation of GLU infusion. These
results extend those previously obtained in the
rat, and demonstrate a direct action of glucagon on
transepithelial tubular transport in man, the
physiological significance of which remains to
establish.
EFFECT OF LUMINAL AND PERITUBIJLAR pH ON CITRATE
(cit) REABSORPTION IN THE RABBIT PROXIMAL CON-
VOLUTED TUBULE (PCT). S. Brennan*, S. Elahr,
and L. Hamm. Dept. of Medicine, Washington
Univ. Med. School, St. Louis, Missouri
Cit, an important renal metabolic substrate,
is predominantly reabsorbed in the PCT of the
rabbit. Cit excretion in the urine increases
with systemic alkalosis; this has been attri-
buted either to metabolic effects or to effects
of luminal pH on brush border cit uptake. Our
purpose was to test in vitro the effects of both
lutninal and peritubular pH on cit reabsorption
(Jcit) in the PCT. Rabbit PCT were perfused
with 1 mM cit and bathed in solutions containing
6 gm/dl albi.in and no cit. Jcit (expressed as
pmole/min mm) was measured using 14C—cit. pH
was varied by changing UCO concentration.
Changes in cit transport at different peritu—
bular pH values were: pH 7.4 (time controls),
Mcit
—0.30 + 0.18 (n5, p145); to pM 7.6,
&Icit
—0.31 + 0.09 (nll, p<O.OS); to pH 7.2,
b.Jcit +0.67 + 0.37 (n°6, p<O.O5 compared to
time controls). In experiments to examine the
effect of luminal pH, perfusate was varied from
pH 7.4 (control) to pH 7.2 or 7.6 (experi-
mental) in alternating order. Jcit with perfu—
sate pH 7.6 was 0.95 + 0.66 (n5) lower than
with perfusate pH 7.4. Jcit with perfusate pH
7.2 was 1.37 + 0.54 (n11, p<O.05) higher than
with perfusate pH 7.4. In conclusion: 1) in
vitro changes in pH alter Jcit in the PCI con-
sistent with changes in urinary Cit excretion in
vivo; 2) in the PCT in vitro, however, the
effects of mild acidity are more pronounced than
the effects of mild alkalinity; 3) both luminal
and peritubular pH can alter Jcit.
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ACTIN_REGULATpRy PROTEIHS LcCATE PPEt'OM IrATELY II!
THE APICAL C'frOPLAsM c VICI'EY COLLFCTIrD DUCT.
D. Brown,* C. Ausiello, J. Hsrtwig, T. Stossel,*
L. Orci.5 Univ. of Geneva ?'ed. Seh., Switzerland
and tass. Gen. Hosp., Boston, PtA.
It has been hypothesized that microfilaments in
kidney collecting duct calls olay a direct role in
vasopressin—mediated wster flow. If this is true,
actin—associated regulatory proteins such as
gelsolin, actin—binding protein (RP), and myosie
should Selectively locate in the apical cytoplasm
of these cells. We have localized these proteins
in thin sections of collecting duct orircipsi
cells of rabbit kidney perfused with 1
glutaraldehvde and embedded in Loiicryl }P1 at low
temperature. Antigens 'ere visualized on the
section surfaces by incubation sequentially with
affinity—purified goat IgG antibodies, rabbit
anti—goat IgG, and protein gold complexes.
Electron rnicrographs revealed the concentration
of these proteins over the apical cell web. For
gelsolin and AB?, the label took the form of
discrete patches of up to 140 gold particles, and
was often associated with microvilli. With
anti—myosin, the label was heavy and continuous. A
quantitative evaluation of the labeling intensity
in 10 cells revealed, for ABP, 11.3+1.3 partlcles/
urn of apical membrane, and 0.9±0. 1 particles! tin
of basal membrane. For gelsolin, the values were
33.3+2. 1 and 14.7+0.7, respectively. Background was
0. 32±0.1 particles/ sn. These results demonstrate
the non—random distribution of actln—regulatory
proteins in a vasopressin—sensitive cell and
provide a first step to study microfilanent
reorganization by high—resolution
imunocytochemical techniques.
DO CHANGES IN NA TRANSPORT OR NEMBRM4E LIPID
EVENTS ACCOUNT FOR THE RENAL ADAPTIVE RESPONSE TO
ALTERED DIETARY AMINO ACID INTAKE. Russell
Chesney, Naomi Gusowski* and Israel Zelikovlc*.
UC Davis Medical Center, Dept. of Pediatrics,
Davis, California.
A low sulfur amino acid diet (LTD) enhances the
Vmax of Na—taurine co—transport by rat brush
border vesicles compared to vesicles from animals
fed the normal diet (NTD). A high taurin2diet
reduced the Vmax of uptake. We examined Na
uptake, membrane phospholipid composition and
membrane fluidity using the fluorescent probe.
diphenylhydrazine (DPH), to determine their role
in this membrane sociated adaptive response to
diet. Uptake of NaCl (laM) was 128.3±9.8.
151.2±12.4 and 153.3±6.3 pmoles/mg protein at 3
sec for LTD, NTD and HTD—fed rats respectively;
not different from each other. Uptake at 7. 10
and 15 sec was also not different. Phospholipid
composition was similar on each diet: phosphatidyl
choline — 158.3±9, 139.5±11 and 161.2±11 pmoles/gm
and phosphatidyl ethanolamine — 63.4±6, 60.4±1 and
67.8±6 respectively. Five other examined
phospholipids were also similar. Fluidity studies
showed a 2 component curve over the temperatures 6
to 56°C. The break occurred at 25.3±2°, 23.5±2°
and 23.6±1° and at a membrane polarization value
of 0.334. 0.334 and 0.336 respectively. The
slopes of both components were similar. These
data indicate that changes in the number of
taurine accumulation sites brought about by
altered dietary sulfur amino acid intake are
unlikely to represent changes in the initial rate
of Na transport or changes in membrane
phospholipid composition or membrane fluidity.
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AGE—RELATED CHANGES IN WATER AND SOLUTE PERME-
ABILITY OF THE RAT KIDNEY BRUSH-BORDER MEMBRANE.
Bruno CORMAN5, Pierre RIPOCHE5 and Jean PRATZ*
(intr.by D.Levine). Ddpt.Biologie, CEN Saclay,
Gif-sur—Yvette, France.
The cholesterol to phospholipid ratio of
kidney brush—border membranes was found to
increase with age in male Wiatar rats (Biochim.
Biophys.Acta 8111:265-273, 1985). How this lipid
modification waa associated with changes in water
and aolute permeability was studied by measuring
the rate of shrinkage and swelling of the
veaioles using a stopped—flow devioe coupled to
light transmission recording. The osmotic water
permeabilitiea, Pt. calculated from the initial
alopea of plots of vesicle shrinkage in the
presence of an osmotic gradient, were comparable
for 10 and 214 sonth—old animals: 250±6 pm/s (n.'5)
and 252±11 pm/s (n'4) respectively. The addition
to the vesicle auapenaion of 0.11 mM HgCl2, a
sulfhydryl reagent, reduced Pf to 15% of the
control value at both ages. The passive diffusion
of glycerol, urea and thio-ures, determined from
the rate of swelling of the vesicles in the
presence of an inwardly directed solute gradient,
were not modified with age, whereas the passive
diffusions of Mad end KC1 were reduced by 30 to
50% in senescent rats. These results suggest that
water crosses the luminal membrane of proximal
cells through proteio channels, the integrity of
which is scarcely influenced by the surrounding
cholesterol, and that the mechanisms responsible
for NmGl and KC1 passive diffusion are impaired
with age.
PARTIAL DEFINITION OF N1—NETHYLMICOTINMIIDE (NMN)
TRANSPORT STEPS BY INHIBITOR EFFECTS IN ISOLATED,
PERFUSED SNAKE PROXIMAL RENAL TUBULES. William_H.
Dantzler and Olgs H. Broklt Dept. of Physiol.,
Col. oi Med., Univ. of Ariz., Tucson, Arizona.
NMN transport by isolated, perfused snske proxi-
mal renal tubules involves entry into cells down
electrochemicel gradient at both luminal and pen—
tubular membranes and transport out of cells
against electrochemical gradient at both membranes.
To examine transport ateps more directly, we stud-
ied effects of inhibitora on lumen—to—bath
and bath—to—lumen fluxes and cellular NMN
concentrationa with these tubulea. Tetraethylam—
monium (TEA) and choline had no effect on NMN
trsnsport. Mepiperphenidol in lumen (1mM vs l3pM
NNN) also had no effect on fib However, NMM ana-
logs, N1—hexylnicotinamide (IT) and N1—ethylulco—
tiosmide (NEM), in lumen (l00—5O0M va 13cM NMN)
reveraibly depreeaed 1PIM by 40% by inhibiting MMN
entry into cells acroaa luminal membrane. Mepiper—
phenidol in bath (1mM vs 13cM NMN) reversibly de-
pressed AN by 60% by inhibiting NMN entry into
cells acroes peritubular membrane. NHN and MEN in
bath at high concentrations (1mM vs l3pM NMN), but
not at low, depressed by 40—50% apparently by
inhibiting both NMM entry into cells from bath and
MMM transport out of cells into lumen. Replacement
of all Na+ in lumen and bath with sucrose reversi-
bly depressed both PIN and iN by about 50% by
inhibiting NMM entry into cells across both mem-
branes. Data suggest that MMN entry into cells
across both membranes occurs via Ne+_dependent,
carrier—mediated process specific for ring config-
uration containing quaternary ammonium. Luminal
membrane transporter is more specific than pen—
tubular membrane transporter.
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EFFECT OF ATRIAL NATRIURETIC FACTOR (ANF) ON
MEBULLARY SOLUTE GRADIENTS. Connie L. Davist
JUrgem Schnermann Jomephine bniggs. Physiology
Institute, University of Munich, West Germany.The effect of ANF on medullary solute
gradients was examined in anesthetized
Sprague—Dawley rats. Animals were given 200 p1purified atnial extract as prime followed byinfusion at 0.6 ml/hr. Control rats received
isotonic saline. After S sin the kidneys were
removed and papilla (PAP), inner (IN) and outer
(OH) medullary pieces rapidly sectioned. Tissue
oss, urea, and NA were determined by extraction of
solute from the dried pieces. Urine flow rose
from 0.5 p1/sin (control) to 74 p1/sin at 5 sin,
and NA excretion increased 30 fold to 15 peq/min.
Urea excretion rose from 1.8 pmole/min to b.9p
isole/sin. *p<0 003
Oem (mosm/l) PAP OH IN
Control 2020 260 990 60 650 30
5 sin AN? 680± 60* 630±50* 590± 50
na (seq/l)Control 345 50 142 20 96 12
5 sin AN? 175±20* 152±20 118±12
Urea sM/l
Control 890 150 475 45 134 12
5mm AN? 85± 12* 63± 5* 31± 4*
Expressed per sg solute free dry tissue, a
significant fall in total solute content (PAP
and OH) and urea content (all regions) was
observed. We conclude that the atrial peptides
produce a rapid loss of the sedullary solute
gradient, a result which say have secondary
transport effects.
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INDOMETHACIN SECRETION BY THE RABBIT PROXIMAL
STRAIGHT TUBULE(PST). Dick de Zeeuw*, Harry R.
Jacobson, and D. Craig Brater, Dept of Pharma-
cology, Univ of Texas Hlth Sd Ctr, Dallas, TX.
The present in vitro microperfusion studies
were designed to examine the mechanism of Indometh—
acin(Ind) transport across the rabbit PST. Bath—to—
lumen flux of Ind(J. ) was determined by a new
specially designed ?IPC technique. j. was a
function of Ind concentration in the'Bth (ultra—
filtrate—like solution + 5% fetal calf serum). The
total uometabolized—Ind transport showed a V of
l15x105M/m/min and a K of 6x1C0M (n=33,m5)c
0.39±0.03). The Ind transort was blocked in a"
dose dependent5manner by two 9her anions: pro—
benecid (2x10 ) and PAH(2x10 M) inhibited J.
90% (n=10). To determine the active J. compMlgnt
the bath was cooled from 38 to 18°C. t8ume absorp-
tion was completely inhibited (n=12, J : 0.39±0.06+
-0.02±0.01). However J was only inhibited by
52±5%. Recovery(38°C) tored J. to 82% of
control. To further characterize1Pte remaining
passive component, addition of probenecid to
cooling reduced 3. d by 85%.4ikewise the anion
transport inhibitM1 0105 (10 M) added to cooled
tubules inhibited d by 86±2%(n=4). DIDS alone
had a minor effect ,B j (0.38±O.O2O.3O
but caused a 46±3% inhibition of 3. , whereas
cooling in addition inhibited nA' 85±2%(n=4).
In conclusion indomethacin i ecreted into the
lumen of rabbit PST. The affinity for the carrier
is higher than that of probenecid and PAH. At
least half of the transport Is active, probably
via the organic acid transporter. Most of the
remaining passive component is inhibited by pro—
benecid and DIDS, suggesting passive transcellular
Ind secretion.
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CELLULAR CALCIUM UPTAKE MODULATES ARGININE
VASOPRESSIN (AVP) ACTION IN RABBIT CORTICAL
COLLECTING TUBULE. Mark A. Dillingham, Bradley
S. Dixon', and Robert J. Anderson, Dept. Med., Univ.
Co. 111th. Sci. Ctr., Den., Co.
Cellular calcium ion flux has been proposed to be
an important mediator of the hydroosmotic response to
AVP. We therefore examined the effect of reducing
basolateral calcium ion concentration on hydraulic
conductivity (Lp) response to AVP in rabbit cortical
collecting tubules (CCT) perfused in vitro. Each
tubule served as its own control. Reducing bathing
fluid calcium from 0.94 mmol to 4.6 pmol reduced Lp
in each tubule with a mean decrease from 159 + 18 to
116 + 10 cm/atm's x (p<.025, n=6). This dcrease
in Lp was fully reversible upon readdition of calcium
to bathing fluid. To determine if this inhibitory effect
was due to decreased cellular calcium uptake, we
measured the effect of 104M lanthanum in bathing
fluid on AVP—stimulated Lp. Lanthanum decreased Lp
(from 109 + 13 to 80 + 10 cm/atm's x iO—7, p<Q.05,
n=5) in eah tubule. To examine the site at which
cellular calcium uptake regulates AVP action, we
measured the effect of decreasing bathing fluid
calcium on forskolin (n=4) and C1PheS cAMP-stimulated
Lp (n=5). Decreasing bathing fluid calcium decreased
significantly (p<.025) Lp response to both forskolin and
CIPheS cAMP. Since these results suggest that
cellular calcium uptake exerts a post-cAMP effect to
modulate AVP action, we examined the effect of the
calcium lonophore A23187 (107M) on AVP (n5) and
ClPheS cAMP—stimulated Lp (n=8). A23187 reversibly
potentiated (25—30%, p<.025) the Lp response to both
AVP and ClPheS cAMP. These results suggest that
cellular calcium uptake is an important regulator of Lp
response to AVP in the mammalian nephron by acting
at a site distal to cAMP formation.
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EVIDENCE FOR INHIBITION OF VASOPRESSIN-
STIMULATED ADENYLATE CYCLASE ACTIVITY BY
ACTIVATORS OF PROTEIN KINASE C IN CULTURED
RABBIT CORTICAL COLLECTING TUBULES. Bradley
S. Dixon, Ruth Breckon, Carolyn Burke* and Robert
J. Anderson, Dept. Med., Univ. Co. 111th. Sd. Ctr..
Den., Co.
Biochemical studies in selected tissues suggest that
protein kinase C (PKC) is capable of regulating
hormone—stimulated adenylate cyclase activity. Recent
transport studies find inhibition of arginine vasopressin
(AVP)-stimulated water flux by PKC agonists such as
the tumor promoting agent phorbol 12—myristate, 13—
acetate (PMA). We therefore examined the effect of
PMA on basal and AVP—stimulated adenylate cyclase
activity in primary cultures of microdissected rabbit
cortical collecting tubular (CCT) cells. Cells were
grown on collagen—coated slides in modified RMPI and
adenylate cyclase activity (fmole cAMP generated/30
miWunit surface area) was measured at 7 days.
Pretreatment with PMA (106M) does not affect basal
adenylate cydlase activity (510 ÷ 70 with, 620 + 190
without PMA). However, pretreatment with PMA
(106M) inhibits significantly 107M AVP—stimulated
adenylate cyclase activity (851 ÷ 100 with, 1,750 +
250 without PMA, p<0.01). To confirm these —
observations, we examined the effect of another PKC
agonist, 1-oleoyl—2—acetyl glycerol (OAG), on CCT
adenylate cyclase activity. Pre—treatment with OAG
at 10 pg/ml does not alter basal adenylate cyclase
activity (180 + 86 with, 170 + 103 without OAG).
However, 0A17 does inhibit 107M AVP—stimulated (410
+ 90 with, 1,700 + 280 without OA, p<0.01) adenylate
cyclase activity. Fhe results of these studies support
a role for PKC in regulation of AVP-stimulated
adenylate cyclase activity in cultured mammalian
cortical collecting tubular cells.
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ROLE OF CALCIUM IN MOBILIZATION OF VASOPRESSIN
RECEPTORS IN TOAD BLADDER. Patrick Eggena. Mount
Sinai Med. Sch., Dept. of Physiol. & Biophys., New
York, New York. (Introduced by Ruth Abramson)
Binding of tritium-labeled vasopressin (3H-AVP)
was measured in a broken epithelial cell preparat-
ion of the toad bladder in the presence and absence
of saturating concentrations of vasotocin (AVT).
The Scatchard plot for specific binding of 3H-AVP
was curvilinear, consistent with two populations of
binding sites with high and low affinities. Speci-
fic binding and urea transport activity of 3H—AVP
were more closely associated with the high than
with the low affinity sites. Urea transport acti-
vity of 3H-AVP was measured with a new technique
which makes possible the bioassay of labeled hor-
mones in samples as small as 5 microliters.
When bladders were incubated in Ringer's fluid
for several hours there was a substantial increase
in low affinity 3H—AVP binding sites. This in-
crease in low affinity binding sites was associat-
ed with an increased water permeability response
to AVP, but only after a delay of 15 mm..
When bladders were incubated in Ringer's fluid
without calcium (and with EDTA) low affinity binding
sites were lost and the Scatchard plot changed from
curvilinear to linear. This change was reversed
within minutes of adding calcium to cells in sus-
pension. Thus, calcium induced the appearance of
low affinity (high capacity) binding sites for 3H—
AVP.
These observations have led to the working hypo-
thesis that calcium is involved In moving low af-
finity 3H-AVP binding sites from intracellular yes-
ides to the surface of the basolateral plasma mem-
brane where they undergo a transition to a high af-
finity state and become physiologically active.
RENAL FUNCTION DURING POSITIVE END EXPIRATORY PRESSURE
VENTILATION(PEEP) Farge DPayen DLeviel FI'Chiron B'
Wirquin V* (Intr. by Dr Levy M.)Paris, France.
PEEP decreased urinary output(Vu ml/min)was related to
CI and RPF fall and to ADH release.In 7 normovolenilc
(CrSl)men(36±l2yrs) ,free of lung cardiac or renal
disease,none receiving diuretic,we measured or caicu—
iated:arterial blood(SAP) ,right atriai(RAP), infe-
rior vena cava(VCP), renal perfusion(RPP)pressures
(torr) ;CI(l/min/m2) ;RPF(131IPAH clearance) ,GFR and
CR20 (mi/mm) ;FENa+() ;renal vascular resistances
(RVR) (IU) ;piasma renin activity(PRA) (ng/mi/h) and ADH
(pg/mi) (RIA) ;norepinephrine (NE) and epinephrine (E)
(pg/ml;enzymo assay) .We performed 3 successive sets,
after 90mm steady stade(1)zero PEEP (2)=l5cmH2O PEEP
(3)—(2)+4Onmillg lower body positive pressure (LBPP)with
antiC suit.RESULTS:SAP,heart rate,plasma osinolality,
filtration fraction,E dit not vary(mean+S.D. ;paired
— (p values)
1 1—2 2—3 1—3
CI 5.2 +1.5 .05 .01 .01
RAP 7.7 1.1 .025 .025 .01
RPP 77.5 NS NS NS
RPF 643 +131 .05 .01 NS
u 3.1 + .9 .05 NS .025
GFR 139 42 NS .05 NS
CH2O —(.93+1.3) NS NS NS
FENa+ 1.19+1.3 .05 .05 .025
PRA 9.1 7.5 .025 .05 .05
NE 509 +302 .05 .05 NS
ADH 3.111.47 NS NS NS
During PEEP: (1)Antidiuresis was not due to ADH release.
(2)LBPP corrected CI and RPF fall,it suppressed sympa-
thetic activation(NE) , (3)Despite LEPP beneficial re-
nal and systemic hemodynamic effect,we observed sus-
tained antidiuresis and reduced FENa+.
Wilcoxon test).
2
3. 9+1. 2
12.5+4.2
68.713.8
525±14 1
1.4±.7
120±34
—(.80+.52)
.72.73
16±12. 6
5 94±2 98
3. 38±1. 68
3
4.8+1. 3
15.2+2.5
71.4±12.8
66 2+ 16 6
1.O+.3
131+49
—(.95.37)
.50+.53
14.2±11
539±246
3.30+1.23
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ACTION OF MERCURY ON BASOLATERAL CELL MEMBRANES
(BL) AND THEIR ROLE IN TUBULAR AMINO ACID (AM RE-
ABSORPTION IN RABBIT KIDNEY, E.C. Foulkes, Depts.
Environmental Health & Physiology—Biophysics,
University of Cincinnati Med. Ctr., Cincinnati, OH.
A recent report (Foulkes, Am. P. Physiol., in
press) described the measurement of the transepi—
thelial passage time (rET) required for filtered
Mt to cross from lumen into peritubular bulb
space in rabbits, and of the size of S, the cellu-
lar transport pool. Mt reabsorption may be repre-
sented by a catenary model according to which slow
BL extrusion from S limits the linear transfer
rate. It follows that inhibitors of extrusion
should increase TET and, accordingly, the size of
S. In agreement with this prediction, HgC12 (15
pmol/kg, injected cc 2 days earlier) more than
tripled S for cycloleucine, and prolonged TET from
40 to >150 sec; similarly S for aspartate was
raised almost six—fold. Inhibition of BL aspar-
tate transport by Hg has been previously described
(B.B. Acta 318:439, 1973) . Further, s—methylglu—
coside (0mg), which does not react with DL, accum-
ulated in cells to a level 7.5 fold higher than
glucose, which is transported by BL. At the same
time, TETamg >150 sac, compared to TETglucose 15
Sec. Although the degree of fractional AA reab—
sorption is controlled at the brush border, and
the aminoacjdurjc action of metals has been local-
ized at that site, these results confirm 1) occur-
rence of metal effects at DL, and 2) the role of
BL in Mt reabsorption, and in particular in deter-
mining TET.
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SOMATOSTATIN (ssis) SELECTIVELY INHIBITS VASOPRES—
SIN (AVP)-INDUCED cAMP ACCUMULATION IN RECK CELLS.
Gerard Priedlander* and Claude Amiel* (jntr. by C.
Le Grimellec). Inserm U.251 and Facu1t de fledecine
Xavier-Bichst, Univ. Paris 7, Paris, France.
SPIF has been shown to antagonize the effect
of AVP on the mammalian kidney both in vivo and in
vitro, likely through an inhibition of the adeny—
late cyclase stimulation by AVP. The aim of the
present study was therefore to investigate a pos-
sible similar interaction between SElF and other
hormones stimulating adenylate cyclase in Nadin—
Darby canine kidney (REcK) cells ; glucagon (GLU)
and POE2.
MDCK cells ware grown to confluence in serum—
free chemically defined medium. AVP (1 nM — 1 p14),
GLU (1 nM — 1 sOt) and PGE2 (10 nN — (0 pM) stimula-
ted intracellular cAMP accumulation up to 15, 10
and 50 times the basal cAMP value, for maximal
concentrations of AVP, GLU and PGE2, respectively.
SElF (1—40 iN) dose—dependently inhibited the AVP—
induced cAMP accumulation, whereas it did not
modify the basal cAMP content nor its stimulation
by GLU and POE2. For a given SElF concentration,
the relative inhibition increased as the AVP
concentration was lowered 20 UN SHIP inhibited by
100 %, 70 % and 30 % the cAMP stimulation elicited
by 1 oN, 5 nit and 50 nM AVP, respectively. This
inhibition was not the result of an effect of SHIP
on PG synthesis since it persisted when cells were
preincubated with 10•'5 N indomethacin.
These results show that BRIF inhibits the
effect of AVP in MDCK cells, whereas it does not
affect GLU and PGE2-induced cAMP accumulation. They
suggest that SHIP might selectively modulate the
antidiuretic action of AVP.
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USE OF FLUORESCENT MARKERS TO STUDY MEMBRANE
RETRIEVAL IN AOH TREATED TOAD URINARY BLADDER. H.W.
Harris Jr*, J.B. Wade*, and J.S. Handler. NHLBI,
Bethesda, MD; Dept. Physiol. U. MD, Baltimore, MD;
Div. Neph. , Children's Hospital of Boston, MA.
Tubular vesicles (aggrephores) containing
particle aggregates fuse with the apical plasma
membrane of granular cells when toad bladder is
stimulated with ADH. Insertion of particle
aggregates into the apical membrane increases its
water permeability. ADH removal causes the
retrieval of aggrephores into the cytoplasm. We
studied this process in living cells using dextran
and horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugated with
fluorescein or rhodamine. The apical membrane was
exposed to markers during ADH stimulation and
removal, rinsed and observed by fluorescence (F)
microscopy. Dextran uptake was: 1) a linear
function of dextran concentration, 2) dependent on
ADH concentration, and 3) increased by osmotic
water flow. The F pattern differed at 5 and 20 mm
after ADH removal. Initially, F was finely
dispersed near the apical surface, but after 20 mm
had coalesced into globular bodies located deeper
in the cell. This was most evident when the same
bladder was subjected to two cycles of ADH
stimulation and removal, using a different F
dextran for each cycle, The intracellular location
of F material was identified using rhodamine—HEP.
In electron micrographs, HRP was in aggrephores (5
mm) and clustered aggrephores and multivesicular
bodies (MVB) (20 tin). We conclude: 1) under these
conditions, aggrephores detach from the apical
membrane (fine F), cluster and transfer their
contents to MVB (globular F), and 2) these F
markers can be used to study membrane retrieval and
the intracellular processing of aggrephores.
DILUTING SEGMENT FUNCTION IS ABNORMAL IN
BARTTER'S SYNDROME (BS). D Hart CS DeIea P
Smolens and 3H Stein. Univ of TX Hith Sci Ctr and
Clinical Research Unit, AMVAH, San Antonio, TX.
Patients with BS have been postulated to have a
defect in solute and water handling in the diluting
segment (DS) of the nephron. It has been suggested
that this "defect" might be due solely to the large doses
of KCI given patients with BS or might be a function of
the type of hypotonic fluid infused during the clearance
studies. We studied DS solute/H20 handling under
conditions of maximal free water diuresis in 2 patients
with BS and in 3 normal subjects (NS). All subjects
maintained balance on a constant diet containing 200
mEq K and 100 mEq Na/day during the study. Three
clearance studies (with intravenous hypotonic saline
(YzNS) or 5% dextrose in water (D5W), or oral water
(OW)) were performed in each of the three NS and in 1
85 patient. The other BS patient was studied with 5NS
only. The maximal CH2O/CH.,0+CCI (an index of
fractional solute reabsorption by 'the DS) and the mini-
mum Uosm (mosm/kg) in each clearance were
determined.
CH2O/CH2O+CCI Minimum Uosm
NS BS NS BS
I4NS .87 .01 .69 65 4 88
D5W .95 .01 .72 56 7 74
OW .912±.003 .84 62±2 65
Fractional excretion of Na during the %NS
clearances were greater in BS than in NS (0.5 0.1% vs.
2.5%). These results suggest that BS patients do have
impaired diluting segment function and this does not
appear to be a function solely of their high KCI intake
or the type of hypotonic solution used in the clearance
studies.
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DO ADRENAL STEROIDS AFFECT RENAL
TUBULAR WATER PERMEABILITY? DavidJ.Hirsch and Roy ti. Hirtle. Daihousie
University, Depts. of Medicine and
Physiology, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.
The impaired 'free water clearance of
adrenalectomized (ADX) mammals has been
attributed by Stolte et al. CPflugers
Archiv 299: 99, 1968) to increased distal
tubular water permeability; howeverthese studies did not control for the
known rise in vasopressin (ADH) levels
associated with the Adx state. We
determined the diffusional water
permeability (P..) of distal tubule
segments in Intact and Adx Brattleboro
rats, which are totally deficient in ADH.
Distal tubule segments of mean length
1.06+0.11 mm were microperfused in vivo at
a rate of 8.8±0.9 nI/mm with a solution
containing 40 mEq/L Na, 13 K, 53 Cl,
mannitol 240 eMIL, 'C—inulin, and
Net J.., during per-fusions was zero, and P..
was calculated from unidirectional 5H,Oflux. P.. of distal tubules of Intact rats
was 87.6j-16.6 x 10 cm/sec (N14), vs.
78.3+11.3 x l0 cm/sec (N5) in Adx rats
(pNS by t—test).Steroid hormones do not directly
affect diffusional water permeability ofdistal tubules in the rat. Osmotic water
permeability is now under study.
HYPERGLYCEMIA INDUCES NA AND K
RETENTION IN THE RAT. Rgy,W.Hirt1e and
David J. Hirsch. Depts. of Medicine and
Physiology, Dalhousie University, Halifax,
Nova Scotia, Canada.
Despite evidence in human and canine
studies that hyperglycemic hyper—insulinemia induces renal Na and K
retention, a rat model would aid analysis
of insulin effects on ion transport. In
paired clearance studies, S—D rats
prepared for micropuncture received
saline infusions (0.02 mi/mm) during period
1. During period 2 a dextrose infusion was
added: experimental CE] rats received 207.dextrose while control [C] rats received57. at the same rate. Infusion rate was
regulated to maintain stable
hyperglycemia (13.3+1.0 mMIL plasma> in E
rats; C rats maintained plasma glucoselevels similar to both groups in period 1(8.5+0.9). During period 2, E rat insulinplasma levels were double those of C
rats. Both C and E rats had noglycosuria, and similar inulin and PAH
clearances for both periods. Althoughfractional Na and K excretion (F,Fk>
increased for both groups from period 1to 2, hyperinsulinemic E rats had
significantly less X rise than C rats: Fp...
171+837. vs. 319+136%, Fk 63+33% vs.
202+87% (p<0.05 paired t—test both cases,
N=8 pairs). Hyper—glycemic hyper—insulinemia induces relative Na and K
retention in the rat.
CHOLERA TOXIN (CT) INCREASES WATER PERMEABILITY IN
TOAD URINARY BLADDER. B.S. Hoch* and S.D. Levine.
Dept Med, Albert Einstein Coil Ned, Bronx, NY.
CT is a stimulus of adenylate cyclase which
alters transport in several tissues, among them
cortical collecting tubule (Nadler, Proc ASN 1984,
p233a). Prior attempts to demonstrate CT—stimu-
lated transport in toad bladder have been unsuc-
cessful. At 25°C, we found that CT did not alter
water transport, even after 4—6 hrs incubation. At
37°C the tissue did not tolerate incubation in
Ringer's solution: voltage fell and sucrose per-
meability increased. We found, however, that in-
cubation in Wolf and Quimby's amphibian culture
medium maintained the bladder intact for long
periods of time at 37°C. Under these conditions,
20—200nM CT in the mucosal bath increased water
flow after 9tnin incubation. This increase rose to
levels seen with maximum vasopressin when 0.1mM
methylisobutylxanthjne (MIX) was added to the
serosal bath. In tissues preincubated with MIX,
water flow increased to maximal levels after only
30—45 mm incubation. Stimulation of flow persis-
ted after removal of CT. Serosal CT led to a
similar, but smaller flow increase, and the ef-
fects of serosal and mucosal CT were additive. Our
data demonstrate that (1) CT can increase water
permeability of toad bladder at 37°C with a pat-
tern consistent with activation of adenylate cyc—
lase, suggesting that toad bladder cyclase has a
CT—activated nucleotide regulatory subunit. (2)
The use of defined culture media rather than Rin-
ger's supports tissue viability at 37°C, (3) The
high concentration of CT required suggests that
the toad bladder may have relatively few of the
GM1 receptors necessary for CT to act on other
tissues.
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REGULATION OF WATER PERMEABILITY IN ADH— AND CAMP—
TREATED TOAD BLADDER. W.A. Kachadorian, R.A.
Coleman*, and J.B. Wade*. NHLBI/NIA, NIB, Bethes-
da, and Dept. of Physiol., Univ. of Maryland Sch.
of Med., Baltimore, MD.
Recent studies confirm that toad bladder luminal
membrane particle aggregates, revealed by freeze
fracture, are reliable markers of luminal membrane
water permeability. These same studies indicate
that ADH—induced osmotic water flow (J) across the
bladder is influenced at a barrier in series with
and basal to the luminal membrane. We examined the
hypothesis that ADH itself may influence the perme-
ability of such a series resistance. J was used
to evaluate total tissue water permeability (Pf),
while aggregate frequency was used to assess lumin—
al membrane water permeability. In bladders (n=6)
prepared as sacs, cAMP (10mM) treatment resulted in
as many aggregates as treatment with ADH (2OmU/ml)
(69.4 9.8 vs 89.4 25.5 x 106 per cm2 membrane,
NS). Pf In cAMP—treated tissues, however, was only
half of that induced by ADH (97 12 vs 214 7 x
lO— cm/sec; P<O.OOl). A similar disparity in the
relationship between aggregates and Pf occurred for
bladders (n=5) treated with 5OiaM forskolin (F),
which increases endogenous cAMP to supramaximal
levels. Although Pf achieved with F was the same
as with ADH (2OmU/ml) (222 19 vs 217 + 14 x iO
cm/sec, NS), aggregates were far more numerous with
F (145.5 + 11.8 vs 82.1 11.7 x 106 per cm2 mem-
brane; P<O.O05). The data suggest that in addition
to cAMP—mediated effects in the luminal membrane,
the hydrosmotic response of toad bladder Involves
regulation of permeability by ADH via a non cAMP—
mediated mechanism at a site other than the luminal
membrane.
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ROLE OF V2 RECEPTOR IN AEGININE VASOPRESSIN
(AVP) EFFECT ON VASA RECTA BLOOD FLOW. B.
Kiberd,5 C.R. Robertson,t and R.L. Jamison,
Stanford Oniversity, Depts. of Med. and Chem.
Eng., Stanford, California.
We previously reported AVP directly reduces
vasa reota (VR) blood flow (QVR), via AVP'm
vascular action (Vj), In this study we
determined if AVP also reduces QVR indirectly
via its antidiuretic action (V2). In 4 groups
of water diuretic rats, QV4 was measured by
fluorescence videomicroscopy. There were 3
periods in each group: control (1), experimental
(2), and recovery (3). In period 2, Group I
rats (AVP n6) received AVP; Group II (Time n:5)
dilute saline; Group III (AVP and Inhib. n:8)
AVP and V2 antagonist [d(CR2)5 D—Ile2Thr4]AVP;
and Group IV (Inhib. n=7) the antagonist alone;
respectively. Urine was concentrated in period
2 only in Group I (543 52 mOsm/kg H20).
(nl/min, mean SEM) for descending VR was:
I TI III IV
(AVP) (Time) (AVP+Inhib.) (Inhib.)
Period 1 1 15.8 15.3 20.5 16.8
SEM 3.1 4.4 3.8 2)4
21 12.7*t 17.0* 21.5 19.9*
SEN 2.8 4.9 3.5 3.3
3 1 111.8 16.5 23.3 16.9SEN 2.4 4.3 4.4 1.6
'P<O.02, Period II compared to Period I; t
PcO.02, Group I compared to Group II, period 2.
Ascending VR values changed similarly. The
results suggest the AVP—induced fall in VR is
mediated in part via the V2 receptor, i.e., a
change in urine flow is a determinant of
medullary blood flow.
MECHANISM OF IMPAIRED CELLULAR ACTION OF ARGININE
VASOPRESSIN (AVP) IN THE MEDULLARY THICK ASCENDING
LIMBS (MAL) OF HYPOTHYROID (HT) RATS. J.K. Kim,
S.N. Sunuuer, and R,W. Schrier. Dept. Med., Univ.
Colorado Sch. Med., Denver, CO.
In our previous studies, the adenylate cyclase
(AC) response to AVP was decreased in MAL but not
in collecting tubules of MT rats, suggesting a
potential role of this defect in the impaired
concentrating capacity in MT rats. The mechanism
of this impaired AC response to AVP in the MAL of
UT rats was further studied by examining subunits
of AC with forakolin (F) for catalytic unit,
cholera toxin (CT) for stimulatory nucleotide unit
and pertussia toxin (PT) for inhibitory nucleotide
unij. AC (expressed am fm/30 mm/mm) response to
10 H F was not significantly different in
control (C, 15.2±2.8 to 541.1±52.1, n4, p<.OO1)
end MT (14.1±2.4 to 55O.l±4872 n=4, p<.OOl). The
decreased AC response to 10 U AVP in MT (C
15.9+2.6 to 184.9+23.3; HT 17.4+1.8 to 90.7+9.0,
n5,p<.O5) Wa, nt affected bylO ng/ml of CT
added with 10 M AVP (C 198.1+14.8 vs MT 106.4±
15.3, n5, p<.O5) or by PT (1 g/ml) (C 190.7±
18.4 vs NT 105.6±8.1, n—5, p<.OOS). In addition,
in situ cAlif accumulation response to 10 U AVP
was significantly lower in MT rats (C 6.6±2.0 to
41.4±12.7, p<.O5; UT 9.0+0.8 to 13.4±2.7 fm/mm,
n"4, MS), while cAMP—phosphodiesterase activity
was not significantly different (C 13.9±1.6; MT
11.0±1.7 fm/mm/mm, n4, NS). These reaults
therefore suggest that the impaired AVP binding to
receptors, not the subunits of AC, is involved in
the impaired AC response to AVP in HAL of MT rats.
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PREVENTION OF HYPONATREMIA IN EXPERIMENTAL
SCHWARTZ-BARTTER SYNDROME WITH A VASOPRESSIN
ANTAGONIST (SK&F 101926). L.B. Kinter, 0.
Oytko*, J. McOonald*, W. Huffman* and F.
Stassen*, Smith Kline and French Labs.,
Department of Pharmacology, Philadelphia, PA.
Hyponatremia is now increasingly recognized
as a relatively common clinical disorder. It is
multifactorial In origin, often associated with
excessive plasma vasopressin (AVP) levels, and
has potentially life-threatening neurological
sequalae. DesGly d(CH)5D—Tyr(Et)VAVP (SK&F
101926) Is a potent water diuretic vasopressin
antagonist potentially useful for the management
of hyponatremia. Hyponatremla (Experimental
Schwartz-Rartter Syndrome) was established over
3 days in Sprague—Dawley rats by administration
of water (5% 5w BID) and AVP (1 U/d, minipump
ip). SK&F 101926 was injected (10 ag/kg ip,
BID). Plasma osmolality (Posm, m0sm/kg H20)
and plasma Na (PNa, mEq/L) were measured before
(b) and after (a) treatment (*, p<.O01;
p<.OOS).
TREATMENT n Posm(b) Posm(a) PNa(b) PNa(a)
Control 1! 2994 2912 l41l 14O1
AVP 12 2969 24Th'll* 1401 118T6**
SK&F 101926 4 2969 3029 1399 1439
AVP plus
— — —
SK&F 101926 6 2841 27212 139+1 1336
Hyponatremia was assoCiated With lethargy anC
loss of muscle tone. Administration of SK&F
101926 at a total dose of 20 sglkg/day blocked
the development of hyponatremia and CNS sequalae
associated with AVP administration. Hyper-
natremia was not observed. We conclude that
vasopressin antagonists like SK&F 101926 may be
useful in the management of hyponatremia.
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UREA PERMEABILITY OF INNER MEOULLARY COLLECTING
OUCT ANO PAPILLARY SURFACE EPITHELIUM. M.A.
Knepper and J.M. Sands. NHLBI, Bethesda, MO.
Urea accumulates in the inner medulla during
antidiuresis. Urea enters the inner medullary
interstitium from the inner medullary Collecting
ducts (COs) and has been proposed to enter from
the renal pelvis across the papillary surface
epithelium (PSE). To compare passive urea trans-
port across the inner medullary COs and the PSE,
we measured two determinants of passive transport
(permeability and surface area) in both. Urea
permeability was measured at 37 C in isolated COs
dissected from three sites along the inner medula
of rats and rabbits. Permeabilities (cm/s x 10
were calculated from fluxes resulting from a 5mM
bath—to—lumen concentration gradient:
OUTER THIRO MIOOLE THIRO INNER TNIRO
Rat 1.6±0.5 46.6±10.5* 39.1±3.6*
Rabbit 1.2±0.1 11.6±2.8* 13.1±1.8*
POO5 vs. outer third.
PSE from rabbits were isolated and mounted in
a chamber (area, 7 mm2). Urea permeability was
measured at 37'Cusing C—14 urea. The permea-
bility was lxlO cm/s both in the absence and
presence of vasopressin (lOnM). Epithelial sur-
face areas were measured in histological cross—
sections of papillas. The total surface area of
all papillary CDs exceeded the area of the PSE by
10—fold in the rat and 3—fold in the rabbit.
CONCLUSIONS: 1) The inner medullary CO has a high
urea permeability only in its distal two—thirds.
2) Based on the high C0:PSE permeability ratio in
the rabbit and the high CO:PSE surface area ratio
in both species, we conclude that the COs most
likely predominate as a source of urea entering
the inner medullary interstitium.
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QUANTIFICATION OF VASOPRESSIN—INDUCED INTRAMEM—
BRANOUS PARTICLE AGGREGATES IN ISOLATED CORTICAL
COLLECTING TUBULES (ICCT's) OF RABBIT KIDNEY. M.
Lorenzen, B. Kubat,* and E. Reale,* Dept. of
Anatomy and Dept. of Medizin, Hannover Medical
School, Federal Republic of Germany.
To test whether increased doses of vasopressin
(VP) lead to an increased number of particle ag-
gregates in the luminal membrane of rabbit ICCT's,
freeze—fracture electron microscopy was performed
on tubules bathed in phosphate buffered Ringer's
solution at 37°C and fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde.
The number of particle aggregates per 100 pm2 as
well as the number of particles per aggregate were
counted. Under control conditions, the number of
particle aggregates per 100 pm2 averaged 5.5±1.2
(n9). Addition of VP at concentrations of 20 and
200 microunits/mi to the serosal bathing medium
increased the number of particle aggregates to
V4O±18 (n=11; p<O.03), and to 29ki32 (nr13;
p<O.Ol), respectively. The number of particles
per aggregate increased from 13±2 (n26) in con-
trol conditions to 18±3 at 20 microunits/ml VP
(n:11; p<.05), and to 26±3 (n13; p<.OO3) at 200
microunits/ml VP. These results demonstrate that
a dose—dependent relationship exists between the
concentration of VP in the serosal bathing medium
and the number of particle aggregates as well as
the number of particles per aggregate inserted
into the luminal membranes of isolated cortical
collecting tubules.
EXPRESSION AND REGULAXION OF NA:SUGAR COTHANSPORT
IN A RENAL CELL LINE (LLC-PYZi) WITH DIFFERENTIAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF PROXIMAL TUBULAR CELLS.iF*and Canoe A. Rabito. Dept. of
Radiology. Massachusetts General Hospital andHarvard Medical School. Boston, NA.Confluent monolayens of LLC-PK1 cells have aNadependent sugar system which shaçee
several characteristics of the system present 3.nthe straight segment of the renal proximaltubule. Like glucose for instance, the
non—metabol ,.zable sqgar 1—0—methyl-
—D—glucopyranoside (MOP) is also activelytransported by the cultured nonolayers. The
ability of LLC—P11 cells to concentrate MOP,
however, is pot constant and is regulated by the
culture conditions. Cells in very active growth
or confluent monolayers incubated in medium with
high glucose concantation show a dramaticinhibition of the Na —dependent sugar transport.Although the proper ties of this sugar transport
system has been well characterized, data
pertaining to the expression and modulation of
this system are very limited at present. This
study analyzes the changes in the Na -dependent
transport of MOP by LLC—W1 cells plated atsaturation density after dspersion from
previously confluent (p.c.) or actively growing
cultures Lpg.). Although the system is no
longer confined to the apical membrane, the
Na—dependent influx of MOP in p.c. monolayers
reaches izamediately after plating a value similarto the control cultures before the isolation ofthe cells. The p.g. monolayers show initially
after plating a very small MOP influx that
increases progressively to reach after 72 h a
value similar to the value observed in p.c.
monolayers. The steady state value of sugar
transport j.n both mono].ayers depend on the sugar
concentration of the culture medium.
Cycloheximide inhibit the expression of the sugar
transport system in p.g., but not in p.c.
monolayers. We conclude that in cells which
already contain the sugar transporterdissociation of the monolayer. affect thedistribution but not the expression of the
tren.poçter. In cells from p g. cultures, the
expression of the system requires the synthesisof the transporter.
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THE SITE OF INHIBITION OF WATER PERMEABILITY AFTER
REPEATED VASOPRESSIN (VP) STIMULATION OF TOAD
URINARY BLADDER. Sherman D. Levine and Monica
Jacoby*. Dept. of Medicine, Albert Einstein
College of Medicine, Bronx, N.Y.
Repeated exposure of toad bladder to VP reduces
subsequent VP—stimulated water permeability com-
pared to tissues stimulated after incubation
without VP (Ellis, et al Kidney Int'l. 2l:273a,
1972). To define the site of this inhibition, we
prepared paired bladders as sacs without an os-
motic gradient. Experimental tissues received VP
(2OmU/ml) for 30 mm. and were then washed for 30
mm. This cycle was repeated for a total of 3
hours. Controls were treated identically, but re-
ceived no VP. All mucosal baths were then replaced
with dilute Ringer's, and permeability was in-
creased by VP or by luminal addition of the pore
forming antibiotic amphotericin B (Ampho).
Water Flow Cont. Ex . (ui/mm.)
VP 2 mU/ml r + p<O.Ol (n=l2)
VP 20 mU/ml 35+6 27+6 p<O.O2 (n=8)
Ampho 44ug/ml 22+2 22+1 NS (n6)
Experimental tissues had a dimTnished response to
both submaximally—and maximally—stimulating VP,
however experimental and control flows were iden-
tical when the luminal membrane was made permeant
by ampho. This pattern suggests that inhibition of
VP stimulated flow in the experimental tissue re-
sults from decreased luminal membrane water per-
meability and not an impermeant "series barrier"
to water flow within the cell. Since luminal
membrane aggregates are equal in experimental and
control tissues using this protocol (ibid), we
conclude that prestimulation with VP alters the
relationship between aggregates and luminal mem-
brane water permeability.
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ISOVOLUMETRIC REGULATION IN ANISOTONIC MEDIA: A
NEW APPROACH TO STUDY COMPENSATED CELL VOLUME
REGULATION IN ISOLATED PROXIMAL S2 SEGMENTS. J.
Lohr* and J. Grantham. Univ. of Kansas Med. Ctr.,
Kansas City, Kansas.
After an abrupt change in external osmolality
non—perfused rabbit tubules initally swell in
hypotonic and shrink in hypertonic media. Cell
volume then returns toward control levels in hypo—
tonic media, but in hypertonic media no volume
regulatory behavior is observed. In contrast to
previous studies we gradually changed medium osmo—
lality to determine if cell volume response depends
on the rate of external osmola].ity change. Tubules
were observed at 1800X on a video monitor using an
inverted microscope. Tubule volume was computed
from mean diameter. Basal medium contained iso-
tonic (293 mOsm) physiologic salts in 6 g/dl BSA at
37°C. NaCl was varied to make hypo and hypertonic
solutions. When medium osmolality was changed at
1.5 mOsm/min cells did not swell until osmolality
reached 167 10 mOsm (n5) and did not shrink
until osmolality reached 361 8 mOan (n=7).
Slower rates of change had no effect on the range
of osmolalities over which isovolumetric regu-
lation was observed, but a rate of 40 mosm/min
overcame isovolumetric regulation in the hypotonic
range and only 3 mOsm/min decompensated regulation
in the hypertonic range. Cooling to 10°C blocked
volume regulation. Isovolumetric regulation in-
volved transmembrane solute movements since cells
shrank when compensated tubules were suddenly
changed from hypotonic to isotonic media, and
swelled when changed from hypertonic to isotonic
media. We conclude that precise maintenance of
tubule cell volume is strongly dependent on the
rate at which extracellular osmolality changes.
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INHIBITION OF VASOPRESSIN-INDUCED TOAD BLADDER
WATER FLOW BY CAPTOPRIL THROUGH PGE2 PRODUCTION
AND/OR INTERFERENCE OF A CERTAIN PROCESS FOLLOW-
ING CYCLIC AMP GENERATION. Fumiaki Marurno,
Kitasato University, Japan.
Captpril inhibits angiotensin II synthesis and
kinin degradation. Kinin degradation delay may sti-
mulate PGE production and inhbit the vasopressin(
Vp) action. The manner in which captpril influence
the action of Vp was studied. lOmU/ml Vp increased
the osmotic water flow in toad bladder,Bufo bufojaponicus,to3.72±O.23ul/min(n3l). After 2 hrs of
incubation, 100 and 500pg/ml of captpril were found
to inhibit Vp-induced water flow by 54.3%(n9,p <
0.001) and 58.7%(n=5,p<O.001),respectively, but not
10 and 5Og/ml. Accordingly, 100 jg/ml captpril and
lOmU/ml Vp were used in the experiments. The add-
ition of 10Mhradykinin(BK) to a mucosal solution
decreased the water flow from 2.74±0.27 to 2.46±0.30
pl/mjn(n=10,p<0.05). Captpril enhanced the action
of BK. BK+decreased the water flow to 2.41±0. 16
while BK+Vp+captpril ,to 1.72±0. 26(n=8 ,p 41.01). 10-6
M angiotensin U failed to have any effect on the
water flow from either side. These findings indicate
captpril to increse PGE2 production by inhibiting
kininase II acjivity. However, following pre-treat-
went with 10°M indomethacin, the drug was also
found to inhibit the water flow from 4.79.0. 38 to
3.24±0. l8pl/min(n8,p<0. 01). Captpril decreased 5
mM cyclic AMP-induced water flow from 3.49±0. 42 to
2.85±0.44p1/min(n=7,p<0.Ol), and a 103M MIX-indu-
ced flow from 2.69±0.40 to 1.65±0.37il/min(nr10,p<
0.025). The present data show captpril to possibly
inhibit Vp-induced water flow by (1) PGE2 produc-
tion increment, and/or (2) some interaction at the
site after cyclic AMP generation.
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TOAD BLADDER (TB) ENDOCYTOSIS: IMMUNOISOLATION OF
APICALLY-DERIVED ENDOSOMES USING ANTIBODIES TO AN
IMPLANTED INTEGRAL MEMBRANE VIRAL GLYCOPROTEIN.
S.K.Masur, J.Gruenberg* and K.E.Howell*. Mt. Sinai
Sch. of Med. of CUNY, NY; EMBL, Heidelberg, FRG.
Endocytosis from the TB surface can be
demonstrated morphologically using horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) as a fluid phase marker. We have
maximized apical endocytosis in the granule-rich
cells by first stimulating exocytoais using wheat
germ agglutinin applied to the niucosal surface and
ADII applied to the serosal surface. After removal
of these two ligands, the cell responds with a
burst of apical endocytosis. Using these
conditions, we followed the traffic of an integral
plasma membrane component to the endocytotic
compartment. Our stategy was first to implant the
membrane spanning protein C of the vesicular
stomatitis virus (VSV-G) in the TB apical membrane
for subsequent immuno-iaolation as described by
Cruenberg and Howell (Europ. J.Cell Biol.
383l2,l985). The virus is bound, the C protein is
implanted by low pH mediated fusion and endocytosis
is maximized in the presence of mucosal HRP as
described above. Then the epithelial cells are
scraped from the bladder and homogenized. The
post-nuclear supernatant (PNS) containing the
endocytic vesicles is mixed with an immunoadsorbent
(IMAD) for immuno-isolation. The IMAD is a solid
support to which monoclonal antibodies to the
cytoplasmic domain of the C protein are coupled.
6O1 of membrane-enclosed HRP activity of the PNS
could be immuno-isolated with the specific IMAD. In
conclusion, apically inserted VSV-G protein can be
recovered as an integral membrane spanning
component of a bona fide endosomal compartment and
thus can be used as a marker for recycling of
apical plasma membrane proteins.
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CIMETIDINE (C) UPTAKE BY RABBIT RENAL CORTI-
CAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE VESICLES (BBMV).
TD McKinney and ME Kunneman*. VA Hospital and
Univ TX Hith Sd Ctr, San Antonio, TX.
C is a weak organic base and commonly prescribed
drug that is eliminated largely by renal tubular secre-
tion. Our previous studies in isolated perfused rabbit
proximal tubules indicated that this secretion occurred
predominately by an organic base transport pathway.
The present studies in BBMV prepared from rabbit renal
cortex by a calcium precipitation technique were
designed to further elucidate the mchanisms involved in
this transport. Uptake of 50 uM H-C at 120 minutes
varied inversely with the media osmolarity, indicating
uptake into a vesicular space. An initial outwardly
directed proton gradient (pH in = 6.0, pH out = 7.5)
increased C uptake compared to no proton gradient (pH
in and out = 7.5) and at 120-300 seconds was associated
with an overshoot above that at 120 minutes. C uptake
in the presence of this initial proton gradient was
inhibited by cis nonradiolabelled C (10 mM), and the
organic bases procainamide (10 mM) and quinidine (5
mM). Uptake in the absence of a proton gradient was
also inhibited by 10 mM nonradiolabelled C. Preloading
BBMV with 10 mM procainamide stimulated C uptake in
the absence of an initial proton gradient. However, this
stimulation (countertransport) was greater with an
ambient pH of 6.0 than 7.5, suggesting that protonatedC is more readily transported than uncharged C. These
results indicate that C is transported by an organic base
transport pathway in rabbit BBMV. Evidently, this
occurs, in large part, by organic cation/proton
exchange.
CHANGES IN RENAL HEMODYNAMICS AND SEGMENTAL
TUBULAR FUNCTIONS DURING HYPOTONIC VOLUME
EXPANSION IN MAN. [.3, Dorhout Mees, H.A.
Koomans*, W.H. Boer. Univ. Hospital, Dept. of
Nephrol., Utrecht, The Netherlands.
Hypotonic volume expansion was induced in 8
normal man by DDAVP administration and water
drinking. On the 4th day body weight had increased
by serum Na level decreased from 142.6 to
126 mmol/L, while plasma renin activity had
decrea8ed from 228 to 96 fmol/L/sec, but plasma
aldosterone had increased (from 191 to 239 pmol/L,
NS). Serum K did not change. Clearance (C) studies
were performed before (c) and during expansion
(exp). Fractional reabsorption (FR) of lithium
(Li) uric acid (UA) and phosphate (P1) were
calculated as markers for proximal reabsorption
(ER prox):
C—inul C-PAH FR—Li FR—UA FR-P1 FE-Na
c 108.5 662 70.7 91.0 92.0 1.49
exp 130.6* 813* 65.4* 95,5* 88.0* 1.89
Despite a marked increase in GFR, FR of all
"proximal markers" decreased. If Li is taken as
index, fluid— and Na load delivered from the
proximal tubule would have increased from 31.6 to
45.3 mI/mm and from 4.52 to 5.71 mmol/min resp.
Thus distal FR remained high (93.6 v. 94.8%
control). This contrasts with values reported
during isotonic expansion where FR dist is
markedly depressed. The increased FR dist is
tentatively ascribed to the failure to suppress
aldosterone and to an ADH—induced permeability
increase of the collecting duct with decreased
medullary hypertonicity. The latter may also
enable eventuel "escape" from eater retention.
OSMOTIC WATER TRANSPORT IN VIABLE PROXIMAL TUBULE
CELLS IN SUSPENSION. Mary H. I4eyer* and A.S.
Verkman, Dept. Med., UCSF, San Francisco, CA.
In order to evaluate the role of non-membrane
barriers to osmotic water permeability (Pf) in
the PCT which cannot be examined from vesicle
studies, Pf in PCT cells was measured by stopped-
flow light scattering. Viable cells were isolated
from suspended rabbit PCTa without enzyme diges-
tion by agitation in hypotonic media containing
no divalent cations. Cell volume distribution
determined by impedance sizing was unimodal
with mean volume (V)82O jim3; V was linearly
related to Osm of solution MaCi (1-7 Osm)
with a non-osmotic volume component of 180 jim3.
900 scattered light intensity at 500 run (I)
decreased with increasing V. Pf was calculated
from the time course of I (T½'4O-8OO ins) following
rapid mixture (<2 ins) of cells (300 mOsm) with
hypo or hyperosmotic MaCI. Cell surface-to-volume
ratio was taken to be 1.2 x cm based on
sizing and morphometric data. Pf decreased from
0.021 to 0.005 cm/s (23°C) for increasing hyper-
tonic gradients (100-1300 mOsni). Pf decreased
20-407. when solution viscosity was increased
4x with dextran and Pf increased >50% when cells
were pre-swelled in 150 mOsm NaC1. Pf for a
100 mOsm outwardly directed NaC1 gradient was
0.01 cm/s (compared to 0.02 cm/s for a comparable
inward gradient) with a biphasic temperature
dependence: 1H3 kcal/mole (T<32°C) and 9
kcal/mole (T>32°C). These studies raise the
possibilities that: (1) Both extracellular and
intracellular non-membrane barriers to PCT cell
osmotic water transport exist; and (2) Pf may
be asymmetric because of highly convoluted brush
border and basolateral membrane surfaces.
PABATHYROID HORMONE (PTH) STIMULATES Ca2 TRANS-
PORT BY AN ATPASE OF THE ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM
(ER) OF CANINE RENAL CORTEX. D.W. Moskowitz,* S.
Westbrook,* K.A. Rruska. Jewish Hospital, Renal
Division, St. Louis, MO.
A subcellular fraction greatly (>50—fold) en-
riched in ER and dc—enriched (0.8 fold) in plasma
membrane marker enzymes was prepared by sucrose
density gradient centrifugation of canine renal
cortical homogenates. Electron microscopy demon-
strated vesicles without ribosomes, primarily,
consistent with smooth ER. The ER exhibited
ATP—dependent. azide—insansitive uptake of Ca2
which was released by 10 iI4 ionomycin. To test
the efects of PER on the Ca2 transport
properties of this system. Mongrel dogs were
thyroparathyroidectomized, and after 48 hrs
uninephrectomy was performed (TPTX). Saline or SO
tg b—Pm 1—84 was then injected into the jugular
vein. 30 mm later the remaining kidney (PEN or
sham) was removed. Ca2+ transport was assessed
by incubating the ER preparation at 30C with
4Cac12 at 5 iii! total (Ca2'i, 110 mM MCi,
25 mM Hepes, 10 in)! NaN3, 2 mM MgCl2, 2 mM
IcH2PO4, pH 7.0 with or without 10 aN Tris—ATP
followed by dilution in ice—cold buffer with S mM
EGTA and Miulipore filtration. kEN dependent
Ca2+ uptake was maximal at 5 mm, and in the
TPTX ER it was 2.O±.3 iunol Ca2/mg protein/S
mini. Uninephrectomy resulted in somewhat
increased ca2 uptake by ER, 2.2, p=NS. PTH
increased Ca2 uptake to 3.1*.6, p<,O5, No.4.
Thus, PEN stimulated Ca2 uptake into the ER of
canine renal cortex, in concert with its
demonstrated ability to increase cytoplasmic
Ca2+ concentrations in canine renal proximal
tubule cells.
LYSINE (Ly) IMPROVES ADH RESISTANCE (a) IN
POTASSIUM DEPLETION (KD). S. Nerzig*, E.
Pastoriza*. C. Carvounis, and C. CaTvounia*. VA,
Northport, NY, SUNY at Stony Brook, SUNY Upstate
and V.A. Medical Centers, Syracuse, NY.
Cationic aminoacids accumulate in the kidney
in KD animals but the significance of this
finding is unclear. To address this question we
studied the effect of Ly on ADH-R in the rat and
in the toad bladder, Rats received a normal (N)
K (1%) or a K-free diet, Ly content was normal
(1.4%) or high (3%). ADH (l3mU/hr) was given.
Group ClIR/lOOg K UOsm TcH2O/C0$m
mi/mm mEq/L mOsm/jig xlOO
NK,l.4%Ly .86+.05 5.5+.2 1620+65 82+.8
KD,l.4%Ly .8l.05 2.5.2t lO8O52t 721.2t
KD, 3%Ly .87+.O5 2.4+,lt 1531±37 8l±.6
t p<.O5 compared to NK. In NK rats high Ly
diet had no effect.
In toad bladders removal of serosal (5) K
impaired ASH—stimulated water flow (W). Addition
of Ly (lmM/L) to K+ free S increased ADH-W
(39.6+3.4 vs 26.7+2.3 jil/inin, n8, p<.Ol). To
study whether improved ADH-R by Ly was due to
correction of cell acidosis in KD, cell pH was
measure4 by DM0 in KS bladders, Ly furtherdecreased cell pH in KD bladders (7.22+.O4 vs
7.42+.05, n—8, p<.Oi). We conclude; 1) Ly
corrects ADH-R in KS rat8, A similar response
was seen in vitro suggesting an effect of Ly
localized to the ADH—sensitive epithelia;
2) Action of Ly is independent of an effect on
cell pH.
TYPE B SYNDROME OF INAPPROPRIATE MJTIDIURETIC
HORMONE (SIADH) IN A PATIENT WITH NORMAL PRESSURE
HYDROCEPRALUS (NPH) AND THYROTOXICOSIS. Glenn C.
Newell,* and Mary C. Stoni, M.D., Temple University
Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa., and UMDNJ—Rutgersidica1 School at Camden, Cooper Hospitsl/
University Medical Center, Camden, New Jersey.
NPR has not been previously reported to cause
SIADH. Also little known are the primary thirst
stimulating effects of hydrocephalus as well as
thyrotoxicosis. Herein we present a patient with
hypontremia secondary to these disorders. A 66yr. old female presented with lower extremity
weakness and was found to have euvoleniic hypo—
natrenia. She admitted to polydipsia. Thyroid
function tests revealed thyrotoxicosis, and CT
scan metrizamide studies diagnosed NPM.
Standard water load tests revealed inappropri-
ately high ADH levels with intact ability to
handle hypoosmolar challenge consistant with type
B SIADH. Symptomatology mandated propyithiouracil
therapy for thyroxin excess and urgent ventri—
culoperitoneal shunting for MPH. Within days the
serum sodium returned to normal and the polydip—
sja resolved.
Hydrocephalus may cause altered function of
both osmostat areas and thirst centers in the
hypothalmue ny dilating the third ventricle.
Thyrotoxicosis has been reported to cause primary
polydipsia by unknown mechanisms. Both disorders
are treatable and therefore should be considered
in the differential diagnosis of unexplained
SIADR or polydipsia.
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ELECTROPRYSIOLOGICAL EFFECT OF MUCOSAL CALCIUM
(C2) REMOVAL ON A LEAKY EPITHELIUM. Canoe E.
Palant* and Carl J. Eentzel (intr. by David 8. N.
Lee), Sepulveda VAMC, UCLA Sch. of Med., Los
Angeles, CA; East Carolina Univ., Greenville, NC.
The effect of mucosal Ca2+ removal on electri-
cal resistances and cytosolic Ca2+ activity (a) in
Necturus gallbladder (Gb) was explored. Gb's were
mounted in an Ussing chamber and bathed in amphi-
bian Ringer (1.6 mM Ca2). Lateral space width
was controlled by —3cm R2O serosal pressure.
Transepithelial potential (Vms) and resistance
(Rt) were monitored while cell membrane potential
(Vmc), fractional membrane resistance (fR) and
intracellular CaZ+(a) (Ca2+j) were determined with
1M KCI and Ca2+ sensitive microelectrodes (tip
diameter <0.25 ia). CaZ+ electrode average slope
was 30 mv/decade change in Ca24(a) (ideal slope —
29.6 my). Control measurements in 7 Gb's were:
Vms(mv) Rt(4cm2) Vmc(mv) fR Ca2j (nM)
—1.2±0.7 131±11 55±2(n=46) .84±0.1 108±22(n=9)
In Ca2—free EGTA (2mM) Ringer (5—10 mm):
Condition #Gb's Vms(mv) Rt(fl.cm2) Vmc(mv) fR
Control 3 0.8±1 111±14 54±1(n20) .83±.3
Ca2+—free 1.3±1 65±26* 551(n14) .83±.3
Recovery —0.8±.7 109±14 57±1(n—5) .86±.05
* p<0.O01 with respect to control and recovery.
CaZ+ microelectrodes were kept in the cell and
mucoaal Ca2 removed. Ca2+j rapidly fell from 109±
46 nM to 52±17 nM (n2) with simultaneous drop In
Ri by 50%. Conclusions: 1) Ca2+ removal rever-
sibly affects tight junctional (Ti), but not cell
membrane resistance. 2) Time course relationship
between decrements in Ca2+j and Rt support a
direct role for intracellular Ca2+ in control of
TJ permeability, but an additional role for extra—
cellular Ca2f cannot be excluded.
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MECHANISM OF ANTI-DIURETIC HORMONE (AOH)-INDUCED
NATRIURESIS. Venugopal K. PiIlai* and Juha P.
Kokko. UTHSC, Dallas, Texas.
Previous studies demonstrate that ADH can
induce natriuresis in certain circumstances.
The mechanism of the ADH- induced natriuresis
has been conjectural. We developed a water
diuretic model of Munich Wistar rats (1.5%
dextrose infusion) which predictably had natri-
uresis in response to IV infusion of 0.3 mU/lOO
g BW/min of ADH. Clearance as well as cortical
and medullary micropuncture studies were then
conducted. ADH caused a 4-fold increase in U
without significant changes in Hct or GFR. Ttl
segmental mlcropuncture studies revealed: 1)
ADH had no effect on fractional delivery of
chloride (Cl) in the proximal or distal superfi-
cial cortical nephrons; 2) fractional Cl deli-
very to the descending loop of Henle (DLH) of JM
nephrons increased from 35.9 6.6 to 71.5
10.0 (p <0.005) by ADH, without altering the
TF/P Inulin ratio; 3) ADH increased the delivery
of Cl to the base of the collecting duct (CD)
from 1.59 0.24 to 5.40 1.40 (p<O.02) while
causing increased reabsorption across the papil-
lary CD segment at a time when there was in-
creased natriuresis; 4) ADH did not alter the
SNGFR of either the cortical or JM nephrons; and
5) furosemide blocked the ADH-induced rise in Cl
delivery at the DLH. These results, in conjunc-
tion with previous microperfusion studies,
suggest that ADH stimulates NaCl recycling from
the thick ascending limb of Henle to pars recta
or DLH. This process ultimately increases
delivery of salt from the JM nephrons to the CD
which, in part, is a cause of ADH-lnduced
natriuresis.
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URIC,SE AS CFRRIER ROR ORATE TRANSIORF. W.P. Pordy,
M. S. Lipkowitz and R. G. 7brawon, Mount Sinai Sdiool
of Medicine, New York, New York,
Previous sttiljes frcia our laboratory sgested that
omthrane—associated uricase me3iates orate transport in
brush border and basolateral vesicles of rat renal
corx. To further evaluate the role of this protein,
[2—"C] orate uptake was exemined in 1 ipDsarms prspar&
with and without uricase inserted in the lipid bilaer.
Proteoliposates were prepared fran L— phosphatidyl—
choline dipalmitoyl by bath sonication with pirified bogliver uricase (40:1); liposas ware prepared without
uricase. Electron microscopy demonstrated single
1allet structures. A time dependent uptake of orate
was evident in proteol ir.oscns; r uptake wac oheerved
in liposomes. In proteoliposcises a significant
fraction of intraliposci1 radioactivity s allantoin,
the proiuct of orate oxidation. Pure [2—1"CI allantoin,however, was not taken up by liposomes orproteoliposomes. Kinetic studies demonstrated
saturation of urate uptake with a Km of 9.4 + 0.9 uM
(rs7). 1take was cnztitively inhibited by oxonate, a
knowa inhibitor of uricase, with a Ki of 0.18 0.02 uM
(n=6). these stedies indicate that neither orate net
allantoin cross lipid omrbranes by siople diffusion. 'Ite
allantoin found in proteolipososes must derive,
therefore, fran unicase-meliated orate transport. The
demonstration of saturation and specific inhibition
provides furtherevider that this transport is carrier
mediated. Thus, purified uricase, obtained from
microtedies of hog liver, is a carrier for facilitated
diffusion of urate when inserted in lipid bilayers.
This finding supports the proposal that membrane—
associated uricase in the intact cell operates as a
orate transporter.
PHOSPHATIDYL INOSITOL 4,5 BISPHOSPHATE HYDROLYSIS
WITH FORMATION OF INOSITOL TRIPHOSPHATE DOES NOT
OCCUR IN RESPONSE TO VASOPRESSIN IN RABBIT
PAPILLARY COLLECTING TUBULE (RPCT) CELLS.D. Portilla, JA Shayman, AR Morrison, WashingtonUniversity School of Medicine, Departments of
Medicine and Pharmacology, St. Louis, MO.
Inositol lipids have been suggested to be in-
volved in hormone signaling. We have therefore
studied the effect of vasopressin on polyphos—
phoinositide metabolism in RPCT cells to assess if
hydrolysis of these phospholipids are involved in
transmembrane signaling. RPCT cells in culture
for 5 days were labeled to constant specific acti-
vity with [3H] inositol. The temporal changes in
[3H] inositol incorporation into polyphospholipids
were assessed in response to vasopressin. Water
soluble inositols were quantitated after sep-
aration by ion exchange chromatography. In-
tracellular [Ca2'] was monitored by use of fuore—
scent indicator dye Quin 2. Vasopressin 10— M did
not increase the hydrolysis of polyphosphoino—
sitides over a five minute period when compared
with controls. Similarly there was no Increase in
water soluble inositols during the same inter-
val. Pretreating the cells with LiCl (10 mM) did
not produce any increase in inositol 1—phosphate
when stimulated with vasopressin but did in re-
sponse to bradykinin. Finally, vasopressin did
not increase cytosolic [Ca2+] and did not increase
the release of PGE2 into the media under our ex-
perimental conditions. We conclude that vaso—
pressin does not stimulate PGE2 in RPCT cells,
does not produce hydrolysis of polyphospho-
inositides, and does not increase cytosolic
[Ca2]. Thus these cells lack V1 receptor coupl-
ing mechanisms.
CHARACTERIZATION OF TWO SODIUM—DEPENDENT
GLUCOSE TRANSPORTERS IN THE SMALL INTESTINE.
Gary Quamme, Cynthia Horner*, and Hugh
Freeman*, Department of Medicine, Health
Sciences Centre Hoapital, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, B.C.
Two distinct D—glucose transporters have
been reported in the small intestine based on
kinetic differences; S, a high capacit
system (Vmax 4.66+1.12 pmoles.mg1.inin
Km 249+72 uM) and S7, a high affinity system
(Vmax 1.72±0.35 pmores.mg.min', Km
35+5 uM) Clin. Res. 33: 325A, 1985. The
objective of the present study was to further
resolve these two systems by their differential
sensitivity to the inhibitors, phiorizin and
galactose. BBM were purified fran rat proximal
jejunal segments. Na—dependent kinetics wore
studied under Na gradient conditions, 100 mM
cis, zero trans, voltage clamped, at 5 s. For
vesicles were incubated with glucose
concentrations> 0.1 mM and phlorizin
concentrations ranging from 0—60 uM and S2
experiments were performed with glucose
concentrations < .04 mM and phlorizin of 0—10
uM. Inhibition kinetics studied under Na
gradient conditions gave apparent K values of
11.4+1.9 uM (S ) and 4.5+1.7 uM (S2. Half—
maximal inhibihon of glucose flux yielded
K values of 7.6 uM Cs1) and 2.0 uM
thus S9 is 3—4 times more phiorizin
sensitive. y contrast, galactose inhibition
gave K values of 6.0 uM Cs1) and 17.5
uM (s79 auggesting S1 is 2—3 times more
galactose sensitive. This data suggests that
and S2 processes have unique tertiary
shuctures as the kidney proximal tubule,
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EFFECTS OF HYPERCALCEMIA (HCa) ON URINARY
CONCENTRATING ABILITY IN RABBITS--IN-VIVO
AND IN-VITRO STUDIES. KM Raymond. VA Hospital/
Univ of TX HSC, San Antonio, TX. ++A significant increase in the plasma [Ca ], 10.63
.21 to 11.95 .45 mg% (p<.025), was produced in 6
female New Zealand white rabbits after 5 days of
vitamin D2 administration, 150,000 U IM. Although
body weights remained unchanged over this 5 day
period, (3.00 .12 to 2.97 .12 kg), urine output
increased significantly from 167 20 to 267 37 ml/24
hr, (p < .05). The maximal urinary concentrating ability
after 12 hrs of dehydration and Pitressin 1.25 U IM
decreased significantly from a control (C) value of 1821
168 to 1367 168 mOsm/kg H20 (p < .01) after 5
days of treatment.
Cortical collecting tubules (CCI) were perfused in-
vitro at 25°C with a transepithelial osmotic gradient of
200 mOsm/kg H,O. The hydroosmotic response to
vasopressin (AVPT was evaluated in CCTs from 4 HCa
and 6 C rabbits. The hydraulic conductivity coef-
ficient, Lp, for the various concentrations of AVP are
shown below: (X SEM, ns=not significant, *rp< .025).
AVP uU/ml) Lp (cm s-l atm-I 10-7)
HCa C
0 5.9 3.1 7.7 3.1 ns
10 8.9 58.2 13.1 *
100 15.9 100.3
200 19.66.1 127.8 l8.4 *
400 23.1 5.2 125.9 l9.6 *
In conclusion, vitamin D induced HCa in the rabbit
produces polyuria and an AVP resistant urinary con-
centrating defect. The above results demonstrate
directly that decreased AVP stimulated hydraulic con-
ductivity in the CCI may contribute significantly to
the concentrating defect of HCa.
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ACTIVATION OF THE INHIBITORY NUCLEOTIDE RE-
GULATORY PROTEIN MEDIATES THE ADRENERGIC
INHIBITI(Y'4 OF ADH ACTION. C. Ribeiro,* F.
Ribeiro_Neto,* lB. Field,* and W.N. Suki. Baylor
College of Medicine, Houston, Texas.
We have recently shown that the hydroosrnotic
action of arginine vasopressin (AVP), but not cAMP, in
cortical collecting tubules (CCT) was inhibited by 02-
adrenergic receptor activation by clonidine. Since in
other systems n-adrenergic action is exerted on the
inhibitory nucleotide regulatory protein (Ni) of adenylyl
cyclase, we made use of pertussis toxin (PT)-catalyzed
covalent modification of Ni to investigate the actions
of AVP (10 iLl/mi) and clonidine (104M) on water
transport in CCT. Control and PT treated tubules (0.1,
0.5 and 1.0 g/ml) were perfused (10-15 nI/mm) and
bathed with an osmotic gradient of 165 mOsm/kg. The
stimulation by AVP of 3v (ni/mm/mm) and Pf (cm/s)
over baseline with PT alone, and their inhibition by
clonidine are shown:
PT N % AVP stimulation % Clonidine Inhibibition
ug/mI JV Pf 3V Pf0 6 61±5 61±5
0.1 6 350±131 418±199 35+4* 37±5*
0.5 6 794+262* 1032±394* 17±7* 18+7*
1.0 6 720±172*+ 853±274k 12±6*+ 14±7*+
*p <0.05 vs Control; +P is N.S. vs 0.5 pg/mi PT
PT potentiated AVP-stimulated 3V and Pf, while it
attenuated clonidine-induced inhibition of these
parameters, in a dose dependent manner.
Activated PT also specifically radiolabled Ni by
32PADP ribosylating a 40,000 Mr membrane protein
from dissected and isolated CCT preparations.
We conclude that the inhibitory 02-effect on Water
transport in CCT is mediated through the stimulation,
at the transducing level, of Ni.
COMPETITION OF DIFFERENT ORGANIC CATIONS WITH THE
TRANSPORT OF TETRAETHYLAMMONIUM (TEA) AND MORPHINE
(MO) BY THE RENAL BRUSH BORDER MEMBRANE (BBM).
Schálj C.Rafizadeh'and F.Roch_Rarnel*(Intr.by D.D.
Fanestil). Inst.de Pharmacologie Se lUniversité,
Lausanne, Switzerland.
Transport across the BBM represents the final
step in the transepithelial secretion of org.cat—
ions by the rena tubule. Rabbit BBM vesicles were
prepared by a Mg /differential centrifugation
method. Transport of the radiolabelled substrates
was measured by rapid filtration. Imposition of a
proton gradient (pJ-li=6.O, pHo=7.4) resulted in a
transien4overshoot above equilibrirn uptake (100%)
of both C—TEA (o.2 mM, 267%) and H-MO (0.1 mM,
260%). This proton/ org.cation antiport was speci-
fically inhibited by other organic cations present
in the incubation medium. The potency of the inhi-
bitors of TEA uptake (15 s uptake) dereased in the
ordgr: quinine (90% inhibition at 10 M and 39% at10 M), mepiperphenio1 (Darstine, 80% a 10 M),
morphine (72% at 10 M), TEA (63% 10 M), N'—
methylnicotinamide (NMN, 20% at 10 M) and p-mino-
hippurate, an organic anion (no effect at 10 M).
M0ptake was inhibited by 50% in the presence of
10 N quinine, but the interpretation of this ef-
fect is complicated by the large binding of MO to
the BBM (45%). These data suggest the presence in
the rabbit BBM of a specific transport mechanism
shared by several org.cations, for which NMN has
only low affinity.
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IN VIVO KINETICS OF PARAAMINOI-IIPPURATE (PAH)
TRANSPORT IN DOG KIDNEY. M. Silverman and C.
Lumsden*, Univ. of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario.
A new method is described combining whole organ
modelling and computer (C) simulation along with
the multiple indicator dilution (MID) method—CMID.
This approach is applied to transport of PAH.
Pulse injections are made into the left R.A. of
anesthetized dogs. The bolus contains 1251_
albumin (vascular ref.), croatinine (CR) (extra.
cellular ref.) and 3H-PAH. Timed serial samples
are drawn simultaneously from left renal vein and
ureters. Recirculation was eliminated and outflow
curves plotted as fractional recovery vs time.
The model assumes (i) a distribution of vascular
transit times in an assembly of capillary-inter—
stitium-cell-urine space exchange units, (ii) in
each independent unit, extravascular tracers are
flow—limited, (iii) diffusion lateral to blood
flow is infinitely rapid but negligible parallel
to blood flow. The capillary plus interstitium
acts as a single effective convective space for CR.
The model incorporates a cellular volume of dis-
tribution that contacts the urine space. Using CR
as ref. the CMIO protocol predicts whole organ
curves that are then fitted to data in the t2-norm.
Average unidirectional steady—state fluxes in the
absence of background PAl-I were: k1=.282±.O22 (in-
terstitium-scell), k2=.163±.035 (cell-*interstitium),
k3.195±.017 (cell-*tubule), and k4=.0l9±O.13
(tubule-*cell). Thus k1/k2=l.73 and k3/k4=lO.26.
The implication is that net secretion is localized
to the luminal membrane and is probably coupled to
net proton secretion at that surface. The model
can now be used to calculate changes in 'k's as a
function of plasma [PAM].
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UNIQUE COUPLING OF THE V2 VASOPRESSIN (VP) RECEPTOR
TO BOTH STIMULATORY ANO INHTBTTORY GTP-BTNDTNG
PROTEINS OF ADENYLATE CYCLASE (AG). K.L. Skorecki,
P. Glayman*, D. McAnaney*, D.A. Ausiello. Univ. of
Toronto, Canada; Nasa. Gen. Hosp., Boston, Ms.
Receptor coupling to AC is mediated through
either stimulatory (Ge) or inhibitory (G) membrane
GTP—binding proteins. We examined coupling of the
VP receptor to C5 and G in LLGPR1 cells. AG
activity was measured in LLGPK1 membranes at vary-
ing CT? concentrations, Increasing CT? concentra-
tions (l—lOOpN) resulted in inhibition of VP—
stimulated AC activity. Pretreatment of cells with
pertussis toxin (PT), abolished GTP—mediated
inhibition.
AG (pmol cAMP/mg protein/S mm.)
Basal 2pM LV? 2pM LVP+lOOpM CT?
withont PT 76±8 1275±50* 617±32*
bOng/mi/PT 73±2 1421±93 1733±86* *p<.Ol, n%
CT? mediated inhibition was also observed for the
AG response to V2—specific sgonista (dDAVP) and was
not abolished with the addition of a Vl—selective
antagonist ((GH2)5Tyr(ME)V13AVP),
PT failed to abolish desensitization of the AC
response to VP which results from prior exposure
of intact cells to 200 oN LV? for 20'. However,
exposure of cells to diaclyglycerol which activates
protein kinase G, mimicked the desensitization
response.
Conclusions: 1) Net AC response to VP is deter-
mined by coupling of the V7 receptor to both Ga
and G1 as a function of CT!'. 2) Desensitization of
the VP response involves altered coupling to, or
fnnction of C5 but not 3) Protein kinase C
mediated phosphorylation of AC subunits may he
involved in desensitization.
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IMMUNODISSECTION AND CULTURE OF RABBIT CORTICAL
COLLECTING TUBULE (RCCT) CELLS. Wm. S. Spielman,
W.K. Sonnenberg*, M.L. Allen*, K. Gerozissis*, and
Wm. L. Smith*. Michigan State University, East
Lansing, Michigsn.
A monoclonal antibody designated IgC3 (rct—30)
has been prepared which reacts specifically with
an antigen on the surface of rsbbit collecting
tubules. Plastic culture dishes coated with IgC3
(rct—30) were used to isolate collecting tubule
cells from dispersions of rabbit5cortex by immuno—
adsorption. Typically, S x 10 RCCT cells were
obtained from S g of cortex. Initial purity was
greater than 96% based on immunocytofluorescent
staining with three different anti—collecting
tubule antibodies. Between 20—30% of the RCCT
cells were reactive with peanut lectin suggesting
that RCCT cells are a mixture of principgl and
intercalated cells. Approximately 6 a 10 RCCT
cells were obtaiued after 4—5 days in primary
culture. Moreover, RCCT cells continued to
proliferate after passaging with a doubling time
of 32 hrs. RGCT cells passaged once and cultured
4—5 days were found (a) to synthesize cAMP in
response to vasopressin (AVP), PGE2, isoproterenol
and, surprisingly, parathyroid hormone, but not
calcitonin, PCD2, PCI1; and (b) to release PCE2 in
response to bradykinin but not AVP or isopro-
terenol. Thus, cultured RCCT cells retain at
least some of the hormonal, hiatochemical and
morphological properties expected for a mixture of
principal and intercalated rabbit collecting
tubule epithelia. The immunodiasection method
yields about 500 times the number of cells which
can be obtained in the same amount of time from
cultures of microdissected tubules and is
sufficiently convenient to be of general use.
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EFFECT OF ANCTOTENSIN II (All) ON Cs KINETICS AND
CELL CONTRACTION IN CULTURED RAT NESANGIAL (MS)
CELLS. K. Takeda,* 3. Kim, and K. Schrier. Dept.
Ned., Univ. Colorado Sch. Ned,, Denver, CO.
MS cells have smooth muscle—like properties in
the glomerulus that respond to All by contraction.
In the present stiea, we have examined the
effect of All on Ca efflux and influx and cell
contraction in MS czIls. Tn the presence_9f 2 mM
Cs, stimulation of Ca influx by AlT (10 N) was
modest after 5 mm (3607 to 4916 cpm/mg prot/5
mm, n5, p.O5) and was inhibited by verapamil
(Ver, SxlO N) (4916 to 3481 cpm/mg prot/5 mm,
n5, p'(.OS). All—induced cell contraction was not
blocked by4er. In contrast, All significantly
increased Ca efflux within 30 sec (1005 to 2442
gm/mg prot/30 sec, n=8, p<.Ol). ATT atisiglated
Ca release was blocked by saraissin (10 N)
(772 to 666 cpm/mg prot/3O sec,_R—3, NS). Tn
Cm—free medium (0 mM CatGTA 10 N), AIX was
still able to increase Ca release (lOll to 1830
cpm/mg prot/30 sec, n=4, g.OS). Ver had no
effect on All stimulated Ca release (1153 to
2634 cpm/mg prot/3O sec, n5, p<.OS). Thes5
results therefore suggested that the rapid Ca
efflux evoked by All was due to the Ca release
from the intcellu1ar pool. The effect on
All—induced Ca eff)ux and cell contrsction of
dantrolene (Dan, 10 M) w therefore examined.
The effect of All—induced Ca release (1204 to
2135 cpm/mg prot/30 sec, pC.05) was blocked by
prior Dan (1040 to 1105 cpm/mg prot/30 sec, NS) as
was the cell contraction. The reaults therefore
suggest that intracellular Ca mobilization rather
than Ca imflux initiates the effect of All on
glomerular mesangial contFactiOn.
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RECONSTITUTION OF THE Na—Ca EXCHANGE SYSTEM OF
RENAL BASOLATERAL MEMBRANES. Zvi Talor and Jose A
L Arruda, Department of Medicine, Univ of IL and
West Side VA Medical Center, Chicago, IL.
A Na—Ca exchange system is present in renal
basolateral membranes. The low activity of this
system has precluded a definitive characterization
of this system especially regarding kinetics and
stoichiometry. Therefore, the Na—Ca exchange
system in renal tubular basolateral membranes
(enriched approximately 10 times over the homoge-
nate) was partially purified and incorporated into
liposomes. Solubilization of beef renal baso—
lateral membranes with 1% cholic acid in the
presence of 2.5% soybean phospholipids and proteo—
lytic treatment with pronase (20 pg/mi) allowed
partial purification and reconstitution of the
Na—Ca exchange system into liposomes. The Na
dependent Ca uptake in the reconstituted liposomes
was 25 times higher than the Na dependent Ca
uptake in the native basolatersi membranes.
Eadie—Hofstee analysis of the Na dependent Ca
uptake revealed Vmax of pi pmoles Ca/mg protein!
45 seconds and Km for Ca of 2.7pM. The stoichio—
metry (n) of the Na—Ca exchange system was
determined from the Na gradient which opposes
constant membrane potential so that no net Ca
transport occurs. In the presence of constant
negative membrane potential (imposed by K gradient
and valinomycin) the value for n was 3.09±0.22 and
in the presence of constant positive membrane
potential the value for n was 2.89±0.2. Thus, the
stoichiometry of the renal Na—Ca exchange system
is approximately 3Na:lCa.
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IMPAIRED VASOPRESSIN (AVP) STIMULATED cAMP
FORMATION BY INCREASED CELLULAR Ca: EVIDENCE FOR A
G MEDIATED MECHANISM. I. Teitelbaum,* M. Anger,*
J. Mansour," and T. Ben. Dept. Med., Univ.
Colorado. Sch. Med., Denver, CO.
We have demonstrated that AVP—stimulated cAMP
production by cultured rat inner meduliary col-
lecting tubule (RIMCT) cells is inhibited when
intracellular Ca is increased by the ionophore
A23187 (I). Studies were performed to determine
the mechanism of this inhibition. The requirement
for a receptor was evaluated by the use of
forskolin (F) which stimulates the cyclase system
bypassing the receptor. F—stimulated cAMP
generation was impaired by I as cAMP generated was
373.6 in the absence and 176.7 fm/pg prot in the
presence of I, p<.OO1, n7. Requirement for an
intact stimulatory guanine nucleotide binding
regulatory G protein (C ) was assessed in ceils
genetically lacking suc a protein, the S49 cyc
murine lytuphoma cells. In each of 3 experiments,
I lowered F—stimulated cAMP formation (95.67 to
39.24 fm/pg). To explore whether enhanced inhibi-
tory G protein activity (Gi) mediatea the process,
we employed pertussis toxin (lAP). In 4 experi-
ments employing RIMCT cells, I decreased AVP—stim—
ulated cAMP formation (261,4 to 166.2 fm/pg prot,
p<.Ol) in the absence of lAP. This inhibition was
not observed in the presence of lAP as cAMP
generation was 274.9 without and 229.6 with I
(NS). Similar abolitio2ot I inhibition was
obtained with 0.5 mM Mn which also inhibits Gi.
We conclude that the inhibition of AVP—stimulated
cAMP associated with increases in cellular Ca is
independent of the hormone receptor and does not
involve inhibition of G . Rather, the process
appears to be mediated y stimulation of G.
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INHIBITORY EFFECT OF ATRIAL NATRIIRETIC PEPTIDE
(ANP) ON cAMP ACCII&LATION IN GLOMERILI (GL) ANI)
IN CORTICAl. COLLECTING TUBLIES (CCI)
MICRODISSECTED FROM THE RAT KIDNEY. 3. Werness5,
S. Hcnwna, S. M. Gapstur5 and T.P.Dousa.
Nephrol. Res. Unit, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, MN.
According to functional studies in vivo, the
administration of ANP influences ma1iTte
functions of CL and of tubular segments,
including the distal nephron. It has been
reported (B8RC:121,885, 1984) that ANP inhibits
activity of adeTate cyclase (AC) in
homogenates of some types of rat tissues.
Therefore, we explored whether AMP influences
CAkF accumulation in rat CL stimulated by 10 M
3erotoçln (5—HT) and in CCT stimulated by 1 pM
L8—ArgJ—vasopressin (AVP), or in CL and CCT
stimulated by the non—hormonal agent forskolin
(FSK). Addition of synthetic AMP (0.3 pM) to CL
decreased accumulation of cAMP stimulated by
5—HT (A % = —27 + 6; P < 0.05), but, cAMP
accumulation in GL in the presence of 0.1 n*4 FSK
was not inhibited by ANP. Conversely, in CCI,
the addition of AMP caused a marked decline in
cAMP accumulation by FSI< (A % —34 ÷ 4; P <
0.01); cAMP stimulated by AVP was decreased to a
lesser extent by addition of AMP (A % = —16 + 5;
P < 0.05). These results indicate that ANP
inhibits cAMP accumulation both in CL and in
CCT. However, the hormone—stimulated cAMD
accumulation is inhibited mainly in CL, whereas
FSK—stimulated cAMP accumulation is inhibited
mainly in CCI. These findings suggest the
presence of different mechanisms for inhibition
of cAMP systems by ANP in CL and in the distal
nephron, namely in the CCT.
VANADATE (V04) EFFECT ON PHOSPHATE (P04) CLEARANCE
(Cl) IN THE ISOLATED PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY (IPK).
Thomas Wiegmann,* Duane Puckett,* Margaret Mac—
Dougali, Univ. of Kansas, Kansas City, KS and
KCVAMC, Kansas City, MO.
The effects of '104 on C1p04 was studied with vari-
ous perfusate concentrations of P04 (P—04). V04
was added after stabilization at 0.15 tM. Results
represent mean of two 5—minute collections prior
to and 5 minutes after P04 addition (I and II,
mean SE):
'VO4 Pp GFR Cl FEB04
aM mg/ mi/mm miYn %
I .15
II .15
2.5
5.0
.62+.08
.52+.07
.05±.O1
.07±.01
8.±1.
14.±4.
I .15
II .15
2.5
10.0
.8O+.04
.68+.03
.08±.02
.09±.01
11.±1.
14.±2.
I. .0
II .0
2.5
10.0
.70+.08
.56+.06
.11±.02
.16±.O1
17.±3.
28.±2.
'104 blunted the increase in P04 excretion after
further P04 addition. Variations in P—1,04 had
little effect on '104—clearance. We conclude that
vanadate, a powerful inhibitor of Na—K—ATPase
with natriuretic and diuretic effects, is similar
in structure to P04, may have a role in the
regulation of renal P04—handling.
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PERTUSSIS TOXIN PREVENTS HOMOLOGOUS
DESENSITIZATION OF ADENYLATE CYCLASE
ACTIVITY FOLLOWING ARGININE VASOPRESSIN (AVP)
IN CULTURED RABBIT CORTICAL COLLECTING
TUBULAR (CCT) CELLS. Patricia A. Wilson, Bradley
S. Dixon*, Mark A. Dillingham , J. A. GarcIaSainz*,
and Robert .1. Anderson, Dept. Med., Univ. Co. Hith.
Sd. Ctr., Den., Co. and Depart. de Bioenergica, Univ.
Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, Mexico City. Mexico.
Chronic exposure to AVP in responsive epithelial
cells results in diminished adenylate cyclase activity
and cAMP formation. Since the mechanism of this
desensitization remains unclear, we studied the effect
of AVP exposure on adenylate cylase activity in
primary cultures of rabbit CCT cells, Pre—incubation
of CCT cells with AVP leads to a 30—100% decline in
AVP—stimulated adenylate cyclase activity which is
duration of exposure and AVP concentration dependent.
By contrast, exposure of CCT ceUs to AVP does not
result in significant changes in basal, NaF—,
isoproterenol-, forskolin— or cholera toxin—stimulated
adenylate cyclase activity suggesting homologous
desensitization. Pre—incubation of CCT cells with
cAMP, cholera toxin and forskolin does not result in
loss of AVP—stimulated adenylate cyclase activity
suggesting that AVP-desensitization occurs independent
of CAMP and of the stimulatory guanine nucleotide
regulatory protein and the catalytic subunit of
adenylate cyclase. Although prostaglandins can inhibit
AVP action, pre—incubation with indomethacin does not
prevent AVP—deSensitization. However, adenylate
cyclase desensitization following AVP does not occur
in the presence of pertussin toxin. These results
demonstrate that chronic exposure to AVP induces
homologous adenylate cyclase desensitization in
cultured mammalian CCT cells and suggest a role for
pertussis toxin substrate in this desensitization.
Transplantation
EFFECTS OF CYCLOSPORIN A ON SERUM U RATE
LEVELS IN RENAL TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS.
Abdullah A. Al_Khader*, liohairmad H. Absy*
Riyadh Armed Forces Hospital, P 0 Box
7897, Riyadh 11159, Kincidom of SaudiArabia.
Serum urate levels in renal transplant
recipients treated with Cyclosporin A
(CyA) was compared to that in patients
treated with Azathioprine and was found
to be sicinificantly hicTher in the
first group (p < .0002) - This difference
is found to be even more exaqerated
with the administration of duiretics
(p .0002). This difference, however,
is partially related to the difference
in renal function between the two groups.
No significant difference was found in
the urate excretion in the two aroups.
No correlattion could be found between
serum urate level and CyA blood level.
Reduction in CyA dose resulted in a
rise in plasma urate level.
SUCCESSFUL LIMITED USE OF CYCLOSPORINE IN THE
RESCUE OF A REJECTING TRANSPLANT. Steven L.
Almany * and Howard S. Shapiro. Wm. Beaumont
Hospital, Dept. of Medicine, Royal Oak, Michigan.
Successful use of Cyclosporine (C) has been
reported in the treatment of acute rejection of
patients maintained on prednisone (F) and
azothiaprine (A), when conventional therapy has
failed. Such patients were then kept indefinitely
on C+P.
We report a patient treated successfully with C
for refractory acute rejection. This patient was
later weaned from the C back onto P+A without
evidence of further rejection.
A 48 year old white female received a
1-haplotype living related kidney on 1/9/84.
Initial therapy was anti-lymphoblast globulin
followed by maintenance P+A. An acute rejection
episode was diagnosed on 2/11/84. A five day
course of P (8 mg./Kg./d.) elicited a transient
response. Biopsy of the graft showed severe
vascular rejection. C was then begun
intravenously, then given orally along with P.
This regimen was maintained until 9/84, when she
was weaned onto P+A, on which she is currently
maintained.
Data 2/6
Cr 1.9
P+A *
P bolos
p+C
We conclude that C rescue of severe acute
rejection does not preclude the subsequent change
to P+A for long term antirejection therapy.
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EFFECT OF CYCLOSPORINE A(CyA) ON THE CHRONIC
ADAPTATION TO UNILATERAL NEPURECTOMY (UN). D.C.
Batlle, C. Guttermanand Y. SongWSVA and Univ.
of Ii. Chicago, Il.
The effect of a "therapeutic" dose of CyA on the
adaptive increase in GFR characteristic of a
single kidney was studied. Following UN, CyA
(12.5mg KBW) or its vehicle was given IP for
either 2 or 3 weeks (w). In CyA rats on a regular
diet studied 3 w after UN, RPF and CFR were less
than 50% of that of control (C) despite of unim-
paired growth of kidoey mass as shown by an in-
crease in kidney ut. in both groups. Two w after
UN, CyA did not affect RPF or CFR while rats were
on a regular diet (Table). Since a high protein
intake has been shown to enhance renal vaso—
constrictor mechanisms in animals sustaining
renal injury we fed CyA rats a high protein diet
for 2 w. to examine its effect in conditioning
CyA nephrotoxicity. This maneuver resulted in an
increase in kidney wt. in both groups. CFR,
however, increased in C but not in CyA rats. The
lower CFR of CyA rats was associated with a
reduced RPF (Table). p = high protein diet
8FF 1.0±0.1 0.9±0.1 1.5±0.2 0.6±0.2*
GFR 0.4±0.04 0.3±0.04 0.6±0.09+ 0.3±0.08*
+ C vs Cp , * CyA vs C, otherwise NS
We conclude that CyA obliterates the adaptive
increaae in GFR characteristic of UN In associa-
tion with a decrease in RPF and in the face of
unimpaired kidney growth. A high protein intake
in CyA rats decreases rather than increases RPF
suggesting that enhanced vasoconstriction
prevents the expected increase in GFR secondary
to kidney growth.
2/11 2/18 3/27 6/84
3.3 3.3 5.0 1.8
* * *
9/84 7/85
1.5 1.1
* *
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HEMATOPOIESIS FOLLOWING RENAL TRANSPLANTATION (RTx)
A.Besarab, J.Caro, B. Jarrell, A.Erslev, College
of Medicine of Thomas Jefferson Univ., Phila., Pa.
The influences of delayed graft function (APN),
immunosuppressive regimens, and early rejection on
the dynamics of anemia correction following RTx
are not well characterized. We measured sequential
changes in circulating erythropoietin (EPO),
reticulocyte counts (normalized to the reticulo—
cyte index — RI), and Hct in 47 patients to assess
the effects of these factors.
Pre-transplant, EPO was 27 4 mU/ml, Hct
28 3 vol % and RI 0.6 0.1%. In the absence of
ATM, EPO rose within 7 days and peaked at 13 1 d
post-RTx with a value of 77 8 mU/ml, a time when
Hct was still unchanged, 27 1 vol %. At a mean
interval of 69 6 d following successful RTx,
EPO decreased to 27 4 mU (N=27), but RI remained
elevated at 2.3 0.3. The parabolic relationship
of Hct to RI noted pre-transplant was maintained
but shifted to the right.
ATM in a setting of azathioprine, prednisone,
ALG immunosuppression delayed hematopoiesis
with EPO levels not increasing until 4-6 d
following onset of diuresis. Cyclosporin—A (CyA),
however, increased EPO and RI transiently even
during ATM. Full recovery of hematopoiesis did
not occur until renal function recovered. Early
graft rejection suppressed EPO (65 9 to 18 2)
and hematopoiesis until rejection was successfully
reversed (EPO increased to 87 14).
We conclude that EPO drives the correction
of anemia following RTx, that ATM and acute
rejection suppress EPO synthesis, and that CyA in
the presence of ATM has some stimulatory effects
on EPO production.
CORONARY REVASCULARIZATION AND/OR VALVULAR PRO-
CEDURES IN THE RENAL TRANSPLANT PATIENT. "C.
Buszta, D.R. Steinmuller, A.C. Novick, *P.C.
Taylor, D.G. Vidt, W.E. Braun, S. Nakamoto, E.
Paganini, *S. Streem, and *E.F. Estafanous, Cleve-
land Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio.
Cardiac disease a frequent cause of morbidity
and mortality in the patient (pt) with end—stage
renal disease (ESRD). The Cleveland Clinic experi-
ence includes 43 cardiac procedures (CP) in 38 pts
prior to or post renal transplant (Tx).
PATIENTS EVALUATED FOR TRANSPLANT (38)
CPr CPon CP
ESRD Dialysis Tx
Number of CPIPT 10/8 24/23 9/7
Deaths 2' to CP —
Deaths waiting
for Tx
0 6 1
Procedures included coronary bypass (30), valve
replacement (7), septal repair (2), commissurotomy
(2), and 1 each with percutaneous transluminal
angioplasty and repair of the sinus of valsalva.
Following the Tx surgery there were no operative
deaths or cardiac events. Eighteen pts are alive
with functioning grafts for a mean of 50.8 months
(SD+54.6), 2 are on dialysis after failed Txs,
and 4 are waiting for Tx. Deaths post Tx are due
to sepsis and CHF. Although there is sn incressed
mortality in pta with severe cardiac disease, long
term survival is possible for some pta. These
data support the efficacy of transplanting pts
with a history of coronary or valvular procedures
and the success of cardiac surgery post Tx.
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THE RELEVANCE OF SUPPRESSOR CELLS (SC) IN NOR
SPECIFIC TRANSFUSIONS (DST). S.Y. Cho*, T. von
LIIien5, J. Marik°, F. Strauss, R.N. Fine, R.B.
Ettenger. Dept. Pods, UCLA Sch. Med., L.A., CA.
OST, as eIther low—dose stored whole blood
(SWB) or with azathioprine (A), Improves outcome
in live related kidney transplants with minimal
sensitization. SC Induction is believed to play a
role, but the methodology has varied and differ-
ences In SC between SWB and A have not been pre-
viously examined. We therefore studied SC in 12
patients (pts), age 6.4—48.5 yrs., who wore ran-
domized to receive DST wIth only SWB (1 mI/kg x3)
(n5) or DST wIth A (1.5 mg/kg) (n7). SC were
measured by Mixed Lymphocyte Culture (MLC) inhi-
bItion (I), using pt peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBM) as responders, Irradiated (1RR) donor
PBM as stlmulators and IRR pt PBM as potentIal
SC. Two sets of potential SC were assayed for:
unseparated (US) PBM and T cell enriched PBM (T)
and results compared to controls with media or
IRR pt PBM obtained prior to DST (DST0). SC were
studIed 2 weeks after each DST and I week later
after the third DST. By using the media control,
9 pts showed significant apparent mean SC gener-
ated MLC I of 40—95% wIth US PBM but not with T.
However, when 1RR 051O US PBM were used as con-
trol, only 2 pts showed significant US SC activi-
ty at any time period post—DST. Using IRR DST0 T
as control, no pt showed SC activity. No differ-
ences were seen between SWB and A in SC activity.
We conclude that when appropriate controls are
used there was no generation of SC by DST either
with or without A. Previous studies should be
evaluated using approprIate controls. SC may not
play a major role In the beneficIal effect of DST
when low—dose SWB or A are used.
USE OF ANTI—THYMYTE GLOBULIN (A!I'G) FOR
TREAThENT OF ACUTE REJBTION IN CYCLOSPORINE
(CYA) -TREATED RENAL TRANSPLANT PATIENTS. DJ
Cohen*, Al Benvenisty*, MA Hardy*, CL Kunis, GB
Appel, Coluabia Univ, New York, NY
Use of ATG for rejection treatment in
CYA—treated renal transplant patients has been
limited due to concern about efficacy and early
lymphcnna induction. Eighteen steroid—resistant
acute rejection episodes in 16 CYA—treated
patients were treated with ATG over a 22 month
period. Rejections occurred at a mean of 4.8
months following transplant (range 8.5—15 mos);
12 of 18 were biopsy proven. All patients
received initial treatment with high dose
intravenous methyprednisolone 5—10 mg/kg/d x
3d, followed by gradual taper. Mean duration of
A'1 treatment was 11.8 d (range 1—21 d); in 14
rejection episodes, mean overlap CYA and ATG
treatment was 8.8 d (range 1—15 d). Cm dose
was reduced on overlap days to mean of 364
mg/d. Six patients received azathioprine at the
time of stopping CYA. 13 of 18 rejections were
reversed. Of 5 A'EG non-responsive rejection
episodes, 2 patients received < 2 d ATG, 1
patient had primary non-function. A3 was
discontinued in 5 patients (2 thrcsnbo-
cytopenia; 1 seriin sickness; 1 rash; 1
diverticulitis). At 6.8 months mean follow—up,
graft survival is 50%, mean creatinine 2.3
mg/dl (range 0.9—3.3; 8 patients, 7 on CYA);
patient survival 108%. No lnphoproliferative
disorders have been seen. Thus, with reduction
of CTh dosage, A'rG treatment can safely salvage
50% of steroid resistant rejections in
CYA—treated patients.
Abstracts
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NONSPECIFIC SUPPRESSION AND SUPPRESSOR CELL
INDUCTION FROM IN VITRO RESTIMULATION OF RAT
SPLENIC T CELLS. Michele A. Crane5, John F. Neylsn5, Edgar L.
Milford , and Charles B. Carpenter. Brigham and Womens Hospital,
Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
In our laboratory's rat cardiac allograft model of cyclosporine-induced,
donor-specific transplant tolerance, in vitro assays of suppressor and
cytotoxic cell function have identified only nonspecific suppressor
activity. Using the mixed lymphocyte response (MLR) as an in vitro
model of transplantation,we can recover activated cells capable of
suppressing a new test MLR. Supernatants from secondary WF x
LEW MLRs, added at concentrations of 1 to 10% to a primary or
econdary test MLR or to mitogen-stimulated lymphocytes, suppressed
'HTdR incorporation to less than 10% of control. Proliferation
inhibition was not due to nutrient exhaustion, cell death, or alteration in
proliferation kinetics. Suppression was nonspecific for responder or
stimulator strain and occurred only if supernatant was added within the
first 40 hours of culture. Secondary allogeneic and autologoas splenocyte
MLRs as well as Con A-stimulated splenocytes generated comparable
supernatant suppressor activity. Supernatants from primary splenocyte
MLRs and from restimulated thymus, lymph node, and peripheral blood
lymphocytes showed no suppressor activity. Phenosypic separation with
monoclonal antibodies W3/25 , a marker for rat T helper / inducer cells,
and 0X8, a marker for I suppressor / cytotoxic cells, indicates that
suppressive activity is contained in the W3/25-enriched population. The
addition of supensatant so a test MLR potently inhibits both primary
proliferation and subsequent memory response but permits the generation
of new suppressor cells. Supernatant activity is stable after freezing,
prolonged storage at 4 degrees C, or heating to 56 degrees but not 80
degrees C. Amicon filtration has demonstrated an estimated molecular
weight between 10 and 100 kilodalsons. We conclude that restimulated T
cells of helper / inducer phenotype from rat spleen are a necessary
requirement for production of a potent nonspecific suppressor factor(s)
which inhibits MLR proliferation while permitting the induction of
suppressor cells.
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RENAL VASCONSTRICTION IN CYCLOSPORIN—TREATED (CT)
TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS (flit) WITHOUT OTHER EVIDENCE
OF NEPHROTOXICITY. Curtis JJ. Luke itO, Jones F,
Dubovsky EV, Wheichel JD, Diethela AG. Univ of
Alabama Medical Center. Birmingham, AL.
During an 8 month period, we converted ill TXR
from immunosuppression with CY to Azathioprine
(AZ) for financial reasons rather than poor graft
function or detected CY nephrotoxicity. Mean age
was 38±10 years (±S.D.)(9 men, 6 blacks); all
received cadaveric grafts and had serum
creatinines of < 2.0 mg/dl when converted to AZ —
10±2 months post transplantation. Before
conversion dosage of CT was 380±106 mg/day (5.11
mg/kg body wt) and whole blood level b RIA assay
was 5111±221 ng/ml (therapeutic range 250—1000
ng/ml) One month later, we measured serum
oreatinine (S.Cr.) and renal blood flow (ERPF) and
calculated renal vascular resistance (R.V.R.
blood pressure/ERPF) to compare to values obtained
before conversion;
BEFORE AFTER CHANGE P
ERPF(ml/min) 236±60 322±80 +86±53 <0.0005
S.Cr(mg/dl) 1.71±0.2 1.67±0.3 _0.014±O.3 ns
R.V.R.(units) 50±20 32±9 —17±13 <0.0005
M.A.P.(mmHg) 108±15 98±10 —10±11 <0.01
All have been followed l4_9 months since conversion
and 3 have had acute rejection episodes that
responded to conventional therapy.
We conclude renal blood flow is decreased and
renal vascular resistance increased in TXR on CT —
even when graft function judged by S.Cr. appears
excellent and blood levels of CT are therapeutic.
This vasoconstriotive state oould contribute to
the increased sensitivity to other nephrotoxio
agents and hypertension observed in such patients.
Abstracts
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THE GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE OF STABLE RENAL
TRANSPLANT PATIENTS RECEIVING CYCLOSPORINE (CsA) IS
MARKEDLY IMPAIRED. Gabriel Danovitch, Randall
HawkinsEdward A. Ross.*Depts. of Medicine & Radi-
ology, UCLA School of Medicine, Los Angeles, CA.
The introduction of CsA into clinical renal
transplantation has been followed by improved rates
of engraftment. The mean serum creatinine (SCr) of
patients receiving CsA however, is typically some-
what higher than that in patients receiving azathi—
oprine. Since SCr may be an unreliable marker of
renal function, we measured GFR by creatinine (CCr)
and DTPA clearance. DTPA was chosen because of its
accuracy as a filtration marker. A standard 4 per-
iod clearance protocol was used during water diure-
sis. In 19 stable patients receiving CsA fora mean
duration of 8.5± 3.7 months, mean dose was 5.0±1.8
mg/kg and mean serum trough level was 127±53nl/ml.
Mean SCr was 2.0± 0.6 ml/dl. GFR by DTPA clearance
was 43 16 ml/min and CCr was 53 20 mi/mm such
that the mean overestimation of GFR by CCr was 23%
and reached a maximum of 130% in a patient with
heavy proteinuria. lie also studied 11 stable pa-
tients receiving azathioprine who were selected be-
cause their SCr was elevated to within the range
seen in the CsA group. Mean SCr was 1.8± 0.7 mg/dl.
GFR by DTPA clearance was 49±17 ml/min and CCr was
64±24 ml/min. The mean overestimation of GFR by
CCr was 32% and was not significantly different
from the CsA group. Hence, in transplant patients
with impaired graft function CCr tends to overesti-
mate GFR. The "mild' elevation of SCr seen in sta-
ble transplant patients on CsA clearly reflects a
major reduction in the GFR of the grafts. Such im-
paired early graft function might well influence
long term prognosis.
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ANALYSIS OF PATIENT & RENAL ALLOGRAFT SURVIVAL
IN RECIPIENTS OF THE BLACK AND WHITE RACE.
A.G. Diethelm, K.A. Kirk,* S.L. Hudson,* J.D.
Whelchel, J.J. Curtis and 8.0. Luke, Univ. of
Alabama School of Medicine, Birmingham, Ala.
Patient and renal allograft survival has
been reported to be inferior in recipients of
the black race when compared to those of the
white race. This study reviews a single trans-
plant center's experience of 952 patients over
a 17 year period analyzing patient and kidney
survival between the black and white race. All
patients were followed for at least 1 year.
The analysis includes a comparison of age,
race of recipient and donor, blood transfu-
sions, immunosuppression, tissue typing and
primary renal disease. Clinical material in-
cludes patients of black (n=376) and white
(n576) races receiving kidneys from cadaveric
(CD) (n1198) and related living donors (RLD)
(nal1511). There was no overall statistical dif-
ference in CD kidney and patient survival be-
tween the two races, although CD kidneys
transplanted from the opposite race had a de-
crease in graft survival (p=O.O5). Patient and
graft survival in the white patient receiving
related living donor kidneys was no better
than those black recipients with related liv-
ing donor kidneys. In summary, contrary to
previous reports, this experience suggests ra-
cial difference has minimal impact upon the
outcome of patient and graft survival after
renal transplantation. Racial matching ac-
cording to the black and white race is unnec-
essary and would lead to limitations of trans-
plant opportunity for patients of both races.
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MEMBRANOPROLIFERATIVE GLOMERULONEPHRITIS (MPGN) IN
RENAL TRANSPLANTS. J. V. Donadio, P. P. Frohnert,
K. E, Holley, C. F. Anderson, V. E. Torres, J. A.
Velosa. Mayo Clinic & Mayo Foundation, Rochester,
Minnesota.
Among 728 pts who received renal transplants at
Mayo Clinic (1964—1984) 39 had MPGN: 27 type I, 6
type II, 6 type III (diffuse subepithelial
deposits). There were 24 males, 15 females whose
ages at diagnosis were 6—56 yrs, M 24.5 yrs.
There was biopsy proven recurrence in 7/27 type I,
5/6 type II and 0/6 type III pts with primary (1°)
transplants. In types I & III, 11/33 grafts were
lost due to rejection with combined lesions of
rejection + recurrence (type I only) in one—half;
2/10 secondary (2°) and 1/2 tertiary (3°) grafts
were lost to rejection. In type II, 2/6 1°, 2/3
2° and 1/2 3° grafts had recurrence that caused
graft failures; all pts were nephrotic.
In 1978, 8 pts with prior type I and without
allograft GM were randomized (transplants > and <
1 yr) to receive dipyridamole/aspjrjn (4 pts) or
placebo (4 pts) plus STD imunosuppression. 3/4
treated pts and 1/4 placebo pts had stable graft
function (1 recurrence, treated pt) 7 yr after
randomization. 3 placebo pts had graft failure
due to rejection and 2 were also nephrotic with
recurrent disease 2—6 yr later; one treated pt had
chronic rejection and no recurrence 4 yrs later.
Conclusions: Rocurrent type II is more conanon
than recurrent type I MPGN in renal transplants
and causes allograft failure in first and
subsequent grafts. A limited experience with
anti—platelet treatment suggests protection of
allograft function in previous type I disease.
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LOSS OF CORTICOMEDULLARY DEMARCATION ON MAGNETIC
RESONANCE IMAGING: AN INDEX OF BIOPSY-PROVEN
ACUTE RENAL TRANSPLANT DYSFUNCTION. K. Dunbar
D. Salomon' C. Wingo, J. Peterson, B. Croker
J. Kaude' R. Thompson C. Tisher. Departments of
Medicine, Radiology and Pathology, University of
Florida, Gainesville, FL.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the kidney
provides images with striking anatomical detail.
Reports suggest that the loss of corticomedullary
demarcation (CMD) could be used as an index of
rejection. Yet, no one has evaluated the clinical
usefulness of MRI in biopsy-documented renal
transplant rejection. We biopsied 12 cadaveric
renal transplants with suspected rejection. Each
underwent MRI as did 4 cadaveric renal transplants
with normal renal function. All patients were on
azathioprine and prednisone and were less than
18 mo. post transplant. Both T1 and 12 weighted
Images (coronal and axial views) were evaluated.
Each biopsy was graded for acute cellular rejec-
tion (ACR), acute vascular rejection (AVR), and
acute tubular necrosis (ATN). The MRI and biopsies
were evaluated in a blinded manner.
ACR AVR ATN ACR+AVR ormals
Distinct 1 0 0 0 4
Absent 5 4 2 8 0
In normal functioning cadaveric renal transplants
the CMD is distinct on MRI. Patients with ACR,
AVR, ATN, or a combination of AVR and ACR show a
loss of CMD. We conclude that MRI will accurately
reflect renal transplant dysfunction, but is of no
value in predicting the nature or severity of the
acute pathologic lesion on biopsy.
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CYTODIAGNOSTIC URINALYSIS (CUA) IN THE
DIAGNOSIS OF RENAL ALLOGRAFI REJECTION (AR):
A CLINICOPATHOLOGIC OGRRELATION OF 122 URINE
SPECIMENS. Diane Eggensperger', Jimmy A.
Light, Susan Schweitzer', Gerard O'Dowd.
Washington lispital Center, Washington, DC.
Serial CUA's were performed in transplant
recipients by semi—quantitative examination
of Papanicolaou—stained cytocentrifuge
preparations of clean voided urines.
Differential counts of white cell and renal
tubular cells were recorded per 10 hpf. The
CUA diagnosis was compared with the clinical
diagnosis established retrospectively (N=39)
and with the renal biopsy diagnosis (N=116).
Receiver operating characteristic curves
were created by comparing the cytological
profile with the clinical and morphologic
diagnoses. Decision points were established
for acute rejection at 20 collecting duct
(CD) cells and 13 Lymphocytes (Ly) per 10 hpf.
Using both cellular elements led to 97%
sensitivity or 89% specificity for AR, which
was diagnosed by CUA prior to the clinical
diagnosis in 29 of 39 patients. Specimens
were inadequate in 80% of late diagnoses. In
22 of 23 cases of Cyclosporine nephrotoxicity(CNTX), the CUA showed convoluted cells (CON)
with fewer CD cells. CUA findings mirrored
renal biopsy findings of CON cell injury in
CNTX.
We conclude that CUA reflects nephron
injury and contributes importantly to the
differentiation of CNTX from AR.
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CYSTOPATHY DOES NOT PREClUDE SUCCISUL KID-
NEY VANLANATION IN DL4BFICS E.A Friedman. L.
Cohen ,G. Lowder, GB. Laungani * K.M.H. Butt Downstate
Medical Center, Brooklyn, New York.
A prospective study of bladder function was performed
in 22 (14 m, 8 0 diabetic kidney transplant recipients (19
type I, 3 type ID. Onset of diabetes was at mean age 18 ym
(range 2 to 44 yes). Duration of diabetes prior to transplant
was a mean of 20 yes (range 2 to 33 yea). Cystopathy had not
been previously diagnosed in any patient. Testing induded
an an cystogram, and maximal pressure (P), and capacity (C)
measurements. Cystopathy detected in 8 pts (36%) manifested
as detrusor paralysis (P = OcmH2O) in 1 pt; was severe (P <25
cinH2O and C >500 ml) in pta (24%); and mild (P <50
cmH2O and C >500 ml) in 1 Pt.
Duration of hospitalization for the kidney transplant
was not longer for the cystopathic group (mean 29, range 19
to 58 days) than for the normal bladder group (mean 43,
range 16 to 104 days). Subsequently, although 3 pta in the
cystopathy group required a total of 8 hospitalizations for
bladder retention and infection, their total days hospitalized
for any reason (mean 45, range 30 to 70 days) did not exceed
(and was actually fewer) than in those with an intact bladder
(mean 80, range 23 to 219 days). Survival after 6 to 36
months was no woese with cystopathy (7/8k 90%), than with
an intact bladder (7/14, 50%). All of the living recipients
wish cystopathy require treatment for bladder retention with
a regimen of frequent voiding (every two hrs when awake)
and bethanechol (50 to 200 mg/day); one Pt performs self
catheterization once daily to reduce residual volume. While
cystopatby increases morbidity and may intermittently elevate
serum creatinine simulating allograft rejection, we condude
that bladder dysfunction is not an absolute contraindication
to kidney transplantation in diabetics.
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PRIMARY RENAL TRANSPLANTATION TN CHILDREN AND
ADOLESCENTS. Bernard Gauthier. Schneider
Children's Hospital of the Long Island Jewish
Medical Center, New Hyde Park, New York.
Primary renal transplantation (transplantation
before the start of dialysis) was considered In 22
children and adolescents with renal failure. Renal
replacement therapy was discussed with patients
and families several months before its need was
anticipated. Five adolescents refused transplan-
tation and eventually went on dialysis.
Seventeen patients sages 3-20.3 yrs., mean
GFR 8-26 ml/min/l.73 m , mean 14.6) and their
families were evaluated for primary transplanta-
tion. Five had no living donors and donor specific
transfusions sensitized another to her only avail-
able donor. Those 6 patients were placed on cada-
ver transplant waiting lists. Five were subsequent-
ly transplanted, of whom 3 had not yet started dia-
lysis. Eleven patients were transplanted elective-
ly with a kidney from a living-related donor. GFR
at the time of transplant was 5-18 ml/min/l.73 m2,
mean 10.3. Thus, 14 of 17 potential recipients
(82%) received a primary kidney transplant. Of
those 14 patients, one died of a pneumocystis
carinii infection during an episode of acute rejec-
tion, and 2 developed chronic rejection within a
few months. Eleven maintained good graft function
(GFR 34—111 ml/min/l.73 m2, mean 66) for 0.4 to 7.4
(mean 3.2) yrs. post-transplant. One died of
varicella 2.5 yrs. post—transplant.
Primary renal transplantation avoids the dis-
comforts, risks and costs of several months of
dialysis. Our experience suggests it is possible
in the majority of children and adolescents for
whom transplantation is chosen as renal replace-
ment therapy.
TRANSPLANTATION OF CADAVER KIDNEYS FROM ANENCEPHA—
LIC NEONATE DONORS
Van Geertruyden*(Intr.by C.C.Tisher) .Free Univer-
sity of Brussels, Brussels, Belgium.
Because of the present shortage of cadaver do-
nors, the possibility of kidney transplantation
from anencephalic newborns was investigated.Both
kidneys of two anencephalic donors were transpian—
ted "en bloc" to 2 recipients (14 and 24 years old)
in our department.The patients are presently li-
ving with a functionning graft 3 and ] years post—
transplantation.Ona patient is hypertensive but
blood pressure is medically controlled.Transplan—
ted kidneys increased in size and in function fol-
lowing the same pattern as normal neonate's kid-
neys.
This success contrasted with the notion chat
this type of transplantation is less than satis-
factory and prompted us to review other centers
experience.Pooled results from 18 cases reported
in the literature and 18 cases obtained through a
special inquiry from the Eurotransplant Registry
show:I°kidneys from anencephalic babies can provi-
de adequate function even in adult recipients;
2°both major technical problems responsible for im-
mediate failure can be overcome(fixation of the
kidneys to the adjacent tissues can prevent ische—
mia and removing the donor's aorta and both iliac
arteries to create a vascular patch can avoid nar-
rowing of the anastomosis between the aorta and
the recipient artery);3the use of anencephalic
kidneys is feasible on anatomic grounds provided
congenital kidney anomalies are excluded by appro-
priate diagnostic screening.These and our findings
lead us to recommend this source of kidneys
whenever possible.
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CONFIRMATION OF THE UTILITY OF THE FINE NEEDLE
ASPIRATION BIOPSY OF THE TRANSPLANTED KIDNEY. J.H,
Helderman, J.A. Hernandez*, J.L. Glennie* and ,J.P.
Kokko. UTHSCD, Dallas, TX.
It has been suggested that the fine needle
aspiration biopsy (FNAB) may be an important
diagnostic tool to ascertain the nature of renal
failure In the transplanted kidney. To confirm
the utility of FNAB, we evaluated the FNAB scoring
method in post transplant setting as described
from Finland. 50 aspirates were performed in 24
patients from 3/85 to 8/85. The biopsy was con-
sidered adequate in 86% (43/50). No complications
were noted. We employed the corrected Inflanana—
tory increment scoring system (TCI) in which a
score of 1.0 would indicate an aspirate with an
inflammatory content similar to that in the
peripheral blood. A member of our team who was
unaware of the clinical Impression read all the
slides. While there was some overlap, there was a
clear and statistical difference between the mean
TCI scores from patients who were felt on clinical
grounds to be undergoing acute cellular allograft
rejection (10.5±1.8) from those with post—surgical
acute tubular necrosis CAIN) (2,9±0.3), with Cy A
toxicity (1.9± 0.2), and those with excellent
function (1.6± 0.3). Furthermore, the morphologic
changes of tubular cells and overall observation
of the cells allowed for more precise discrimina-
tion into each of the above described groups.
These data: 1) confirm that FNAB is an easy,
rapid, and safe technique; 2) demonstrate that
different cellular components of the aspirate in
conjunction with its TCI score can be used as a
sensitive index of the nature of renal failure in
the allograft.
LIVING-NON-RELATED KIDNEY DONORS(LNR)FOR TRANSPLAN
TATION. M.Hoette F.Ruzany E.Tãvora,A.Mocelin,E.
Sabbaga,R.MoraM.Sandro'E.Lasmar'E. IanhezL.Bran
dinaE.MoraesL.Mel 1oB.Horizonte ,Londrina ,So
Paulo,Rio de Janeiro - Brasil.
The availability of kidney donors is a worldwide
problem. In 4 different centers in our country 104
renal transplants were performed using LNR. 61 do
nors were friends, 33 spouses and 10 others. 69 of
the recipients were males, 35 females; their ages
ranged from 11 to 67 years. 102 received 5 or more
non specific blood transfusions(NST), 42 of them
received also 3 donor specific transfusions(DST),1
received only DST, 1 was not transfused. 27 werety
ped for HLA-B,DR, 4 had lOS match, 1 had 205 match,
4 had I DR + lB match and 17 were DR incompatible.
Standard immunosuppressive therapy, azathioprine
plus prednisone(P), was given to 99 patients. The
other 5 received cyclosporine plus P.Rejection cr1
ses were treated with prednisolone 1G LV. x 3.The
re were no major complications related to the do
nors. 1 YEAR GRAFT SURVIVAL
NST
DST
TOTAL
A - considering all causes of graft losses
B - considering only immunological losses
There average serum creatinine level was 1.4mg%(5
pts. with Cr2mg%). There was no statistical sign
ificant difference between NST/DST groups. There
was a 80.5% patient survival at 1 year(14 pts.died,
8 from sepsis).We believe that under specific eth!
cal guidelines LNR can be used for renal transplan
tation.
A
37/50(74.0%)
17/22(77.2%)
54/72(75.0%)
B
37/45(82.2%)
17/22(77.2%)
54/67(80.6%)
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CYCLOSPORINE (CsA) ENHANCES ENDOTOXIN (Etx) IN-
DUCED NEPHROTOXICITY IN RABBITS. JT Innes, FG
Cosio, JD Mahan, NS Nahman*, RM Ferguson*. Depts
of Surg and Ned, Ohio State Univ, Columbus, OH.
Recurrent or de novo hemolytic uremic syndrome
(HUS) has occurred in CsA treated renal allograft
recipients. In addition, thrombosis, without evi-
dence of HUS, has been described in these
patients. Etx nephrotoxicity is in part mediated
by thrombosis. In this study we examined whether
CsA + Etx might be synergistic in producing
nephrotoxicity. 30 rabbits received IN CsA
(25mg/kg) for 4 days and subsequently a single
dose of IV Etx (50 ug/kg). Controls (C) (Nl3)
received equivalent doses of carrier and Etx.
After Etx, 14 (47%) CsA and 2 (29%) C rabbits
died. Platelets (P), BUN and creatinine (Cr)
were measured. Four and 24 hr post Etx, renal
tissue was examined by light and immuno-
fluorescence (IF) microscopy. CsA and carrier
had no significant effect on P, BUN or Cr.
Twenty-four hr after Etx and compared to C, CsA
rabbits demonstrated significantly higher BUN
(52+13 vs 25+6, p<O.OO1) and Cr (l.9+.5 vs
l.l.l, p<OThOl) but similar degreesThf
thrmbocytopenia (130+157 vs 214+146, NS). By IF
neither group had evience of intravascular
fibrin deposition. However, light microscopy
demonstrated tubular damage in 82% and 55% of
CsA and C rabbits respectively. In addition, 2
CsA treated rabbits demonstrated cortical
infarction. Conclusion: CsA enhances the renal
tubular toxicity caused by a single dose of Etx
in rabbits. This synergistic nephrotoxicity of
CsA and Etx appears unrelated to enhanced
intravascular clotting.
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ACUTE CYCLOSPORIN (C A) INDUCED DECREASE IN GFR
IS MEDIATED BY CRAN6S IN RENAL BLOOD FLOW (REP)
AND RENAL VASCULAR RESISTANCE (RyE) Jao, W,
Waltzer' and L.A. Arbeit. Dept. of Medicine and
Transplantation SUNY @ Stony Brook, NY
The fall in GFR following C A has been thought
to be due to renal tubular damge. A model of
acute C A induced nephrotoxicity has been
ezamineL Male S.D. rats were anesthetized and
an electromagnetic flowneter was placed around
the renal artery. Baseline (B) measurements were
followed by the IV infusion of C5A 5 mg/kg.
Forty minutes later the experimental (El)
measurements were made. A second dose of C5A
(5 mg/kg) was then infused. Thirty minutes later
experimental (E2) measurements were made (n6).
B El El
GFR l.4±.l p<.OS l.0±.l p<.Ol .8±.i
RBF 6.2±.l p<.O1 5.l±.2 p<.O5 4.5±.4
RVR 18.9±.7 p<.OS 22.3±1.3 p<.O5 25.7±2.3
To examine whether the renal vascular con-
striction was mediated by vasoactive peptides the
animal was pretreated with captopril 10 mg/kg and
the protocol was repeated (n=6).
POST CAPTOPRIL
B El E2
OPt l.2±.2 NS l.l±.l NS l.2±.2
I'JJF 6.2±.4 NB 6.6±.5 NS 6.6±.6
P.VR 15.7±.5 pCO5 14.6±.4 NS 13.6±.3
In conclusion the acute effects of C5/ are
decreased OPt which appears to be uediated by an
increase in INR and a decrease in REF. Further—
more,C5A induced vasoconstriction can be totally
blocked by pretreatnent with captopril.
Captopril may work by potentiating kinins or
decreasing angiotensin II.
DOG KIDNEYS PERFI.JSfl) WITh CRYOFROIECrIVE DIMEIIIYL
SULFOXIDE AND TEANSPLANTED A1.T1'OLOGOUSLY. A.M.
Karo/*, M. MeDcriald* and T. Dendle*. (IntrTWT. Mandal) Dept. Pharmacol. & Tozicol., Med.
Cig. Ga., Augusta, Georgia.Previous studies with renal cortical slices
and rabbit kidneys indicated dimethyl sulfoxide(Me2 SO) to be an effective cryoprotectant at
concentraticts >1.4 N. This study dmmonstrates
that dog kidneys perfused with 2.8 M Me2SO
survive as the sole source of renal lupport.
Kidneys wore perfused in vitro with 2SO in oneof two ehicles: solution A (K - rich) or
RPS-2 (K -glucose rich). Over a period of 100
mm, Me2SO concentration was increased to inad-
nun (0.0, 2.8 or 4.2 N), held for 5 to 10 mm,
then decreased to zero. All groups eept one
consisted of 5 kidneys perfused at 25°C. Sur-
vivors wore dogs living 21 days postoperatively.
Group one kidneys were perfused with solution A;
100% survival, s r = 1.3±0.1 (S = serum crea-
tinine (ng/dl) c day 21, mean Cl S.E.). Group
two received RPS-2; 80% survival, s r = 1.14±0.1.
Group three received solution AC with 2.8 ii
Me2SO; 60% survival, S = 2.7±1.3. Group four
received RPS-2 with 2.i Me2SO; 100% survival,S = 1.2±0.2. Group five received RPS-2 with
4 N MeSO; 40% survival, 5cr = 1.7±0.3. Group
six consisted of 6 kidneys perfused at 10°C with
4.2 N Me2SO in RPS-2; 1 survived (17%), Sc
1.4. The mean Scr in group 4 was lower than rin group 1 on postoperative days 3 and i6.
These results denonstrate beneficial interaction
of RPS-2 with Me2SO and the efficacy of 25°C
perfusion.
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GLUCOCORTICOIDS INHIBIT TRANSCRIPTION OF
INTERLEKIN 1-ENCODING RNA. Peter J.
Knudsen , and Terry B. Strom. Beth
Israel Hospital, Dept.Med., Boston, MA.
The immunosuppressive properties of cor-
ticosteroids were investigated using
human peripheral blood monocytes and the
promonocytic tumor cell line, U937. Dex-
amethasone (DEX), [250 nM), reversibly
decreased IL-i production by 50% while
[500 nN] completely blocked IL-i produc-
tion. The action of DEX upon IL-i pro-
duction couid invoive three mechanisms:
an increase in intraceiiuiar cAI4P; acti-
vation of lipomoduiin, causing a decrease
in intracellular arachidonic acid; or
binding to a cytosolic giucocorticoid
receptor, which regulates transcription
of nuclear DNA. DEX caused a transient
increase in intracellular cAMP levels.
When CAMP levels were increased by addi-
tion of dibutyryl cAMP IL-i production
was inhibited, but IL-i mRNA tran-
scription was unchanged. A iipomoduiin
mediated effect of DEX was exciuded,
since the addition of exogenous arachi-
donate did not abrogate the inhibition of
IL-i production by DEX. Intracellular
levels of IL-i encoding mRNA were probed
by DNA hybridization. In the presence of
DEX, transcription of IL-i-encoding mRNA
was completely inhibited. These resuits
demonstrate that DEX inhibits IL-i pro-
duction by inhibiting the transcription
of IL-i-encoding mRNA by a cAMP- and ii-
pomodulin-independent action and thereby
biocks cell-mediated immunity.
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DIFFERENTIATION OF CYCLOSPORINE (CsA)
NEPHROTOXICITY FROM RE3ECTION BY
IMMUNOHISTOLOGIC LABELING OF RENAL
ALLOGRAFT BIOPSIES. P. C. Kolbeck*, 3. A.
Wolfe*, 3. Burchette*, F. Sanfilippo* (intr. by P. E.
Klotman), Duke Univ. Med. Ctr., Durham, NC.
Antibody to CsA was used for immunoperoxidase
labeling of 62 renal allograft biopsies from CsA
treated recipients and controls to identify staining
patterns associated with C5A nephrotoxicity (CsA-
NT). Patients were categorized by independent
clinical criteria as having either definite or probable
CsA-NT (n=22), rejection (n17), or as non-CsA
treated controls (n=23). Each biopsy was
independently graded for each of five distinct
histologic patterns by 2 pathologists masked to
clinical category. Mean CsA labeling was
significantly (Pc 0.0)) higher in CsA-NT patients vs
rejection and control groups respectively for three of
the patterns: diffuse interstitial staining (intensity
grades: 1.09 + 0.16 vs 0.65 0.13 vs 0.65 0.08), fine
granular epithelial staining (grades: 1.74 + 0.15 vs
0.99 ÷ 0.16 vs 0.92 ÷ 0.13) , and dark cellular staining(% positive; 55 vs 24 vs 9). Two other patterns
(coarse granular epithelial and tubular cast) showed
no differences among clinical groups. Serial biopsies
in 8 patients suggested that staining patterns tended
to remain constant over time. Patients with CsA-NT
also showed a significantly lower serum creatinine
and temperature than those with rejection at time of
biopsy, while the duration or amount of CsA therapy
was not significantly different between groups.
These results indicate that C5A labeling of renal
allograft biopsies may be useful for identifying CsA-
NT when strict immunohistologic criteria are applied.
T4 AND T8 CYTOTOXIC LYMPHOCYTES (Cm) IN RENPI
&LOGRAFT REJECTION. 1. Kovithavongs, and J.B.
Dossetor, Departments of Medicine and Lab
Medicine, University of Alberta, Edmonton,
Canada.
There is increasing evidence in animal studies
that I helper cells (mediating DTH or delayed
type hypersensitivity) may be more imçortant
than cells of the I cytotoxic/suppressor pheno-
type (mediating direct cytotoxic killing) in
organ allograft rejection. However, both types
of cells can function as killers as well as re-
leasing lymphokines In respense to the appro-
priate class of alloantigens encountered, and it
may not be possible to define their action In
the graft. In htinan studies 18 cii. (as detected
with donor PHA blast targets in lymphocyte
mediated cytotoxicity test or LMC) gave good
correlation with rejection but, in our ex-
perience, many renal transplant rejects failed
to give evidence of T8 Cm. The significance of
14 cm in this situation is uncertain as this
has not been properly studied with class II
targets. By incorporating 8—lymphoblastoid cell
lines (B—La..) as class II targets and using
monoclonal antibodies plus complement to enrich
14 and T8 cells In selected sensitised hemo—
dialysis patients, we have obtained evidence
that (1) B—L0. are suitable for use as class II
targets in LMC and (ii) T8 cells preferentially
kill class I targets whereas both T4 and 18 are
effective against 8—LCL. Testings of both donor
PHA blasts and EB virus transformed donor B—LO
in LMC simultaneously are currently underway to
define the role of 14 and 18 Cfl. in renal
allograft rejection.
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INTERLEUKIN 2 RECEPTOR TARGETED THERAPY SPARES T
SUPPRESSOR CELLS AND PREVENTS/REVERSES ACUTE ALLO-
GRAFT REJECTION. J.W. Kupiec-Weglinski L.C.Uhteg
T. Diamantstein C.B. Carpenter, N.L. Tilney and
T.B. Strom. Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA.
The mouse ART 18 monoclonal IgGi antibody, which
binds to the rat IL-2 receptor(IL-2R) ,was studied
for its effect on heterotopic cardiac allograft
survival in LBN.+LEW and LEW-*WF rat strain combin-
ations. Treatment with ART 18 for only 10 post-
grafting days prolonged allograft survival in a
dose dependent fashion up to 21±ld(acute rejection
occurs within 8d,p'CO.OOl). ART 18 therapy started
at d5(the time of major rejection activity)abroga_
ted acute rejection and extended the survival to
c.18d. Intermittent ART 18 treatment(5-9d and 15-
19d) improved graft survival further to 26-28d.The
dense cellular infiltrate noted in acute rejection,
had virtually disappeared after ART 18 treatment.
Thus,IL-2R targeted therapy can be successfully
used to prevent and/or treat acute rejection.Ssleen
cells from antibody treated recipients adoptively
transferred to normal unmodified rats not only pro-
longed the survival of donor_specific(l5ld,p<0.ODfl
but not third-party test cardiac sllografts, but
also profoundly suppressed a test MLR in vitro,as
compared to controls(p<O.OOl).This supports the
notion of ART 18 induced 'sparing' of T suppressor
lymphocytes. Combining the infusion of ART 18 with
exogenous IL-2 produced the same effect as if ART 18
alone had been administered, suggesting that an
excess of IL-2 does not prevent in vivo binding of
ART 18 to IL-2R bearing cells .These results demon-
strate that a profound immunosuppressive effect can
be precisely exerted upon a discrete population of
IL-2R(+) lymphocytes, stressing their paramount
role in the allograft rejection cascade.
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A SOLUBLE SUPPRESSOR FACTOR ELABORATED IN
THE HUMAN MIXED LYMPHOCYTE CULTURE. A.B.
Leichtman*, P. Loertscher*, J.M. Wi11TEBE*
and !T'.B. Strom. Beth Israel Hosp. Harvard
Med. Sch., Dept. of Med., Boston, MA.
The immune responae to MHC antigens in-
cludes both helper and suppressor cornpon—
ents. A soluble suppressor factor (SF) is
generated in bulk mixed lymphocyte cul-
tures (MLC) in which human mononuclear
cells are stimulated by a heat inactivated
(45°C for 1 hour) EBV transformed allo—
geneic B cell line. Incubation with SF
does not interdict the initial binding of
T cells to monoclonal anti—T3 coated Se—
pharose beads, nor does it result in modu-
lation of the T3—Ti complex. Flow cyto—
metric analysis places the site of the
block in the GO/G1A phase of the cell cy-
cle. Culture supernatants suppress, in a
dose dependent manner, T cell prolifera-
tive responses to a variety of stimuli.
At dilutions of 1:8, T cell proliferation
was inhibited by 74% following stimulation
with PHA, and 76% after stimulation with
mitogenic anti—T3. Similar suppression
was obtained in one way MLCs employing a
variety of allogeneic responder and stim—
ulator combinations. SF does not alter
cell viability by trypan blue ataining,
and careful washing and restimulation of
SF incubated cultures restored cellular
proliferative responses, indicating that
the effects of SF are nontoxic and rever-
sible. SF is a potentially important mes-
senger governing the allograft response.
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SELECTIVE PREFORMATION OF SUPPRESSOR T
CELLS (Ts) IN VITRO. R. Loertscher*, A.B.
Leichtman*, J.M. Williams*, T.B. Strom.
Beth (Israel Hospital and Harvard Med. Sch.
Dept. of Med., Boston, MA.
We and others have demonstrated that
stimulation of T cells with heat inactiva-
ted allogeneic cells (HMLR) leads to pre-
ferential Ts activation. We have employed
this model to study lymphokine release.
Conventional (XMLR) and HMLR culture super—
natants were assayed for interleukin(IL)—
2 and IL—3 activity. The IL—2 dependant
murine CTLL—2 and IL—3 dependant DA—l cell
lines served as indicators for the respec-
tive IL. In the HMLR IL—2 and proliferation
were not detectable over the whole time
course (day 1 to 12) whereas XMLR's using
irradiated stimulators showed abundant IL—
2 activity and rigorous proliferation. HMLP.
activated T cells failed to become IL—l
and IL—2 sensitive as addition of exogeno-
us purified IL—l or recombinant IL—2 at the
initiation of the culture did not restore
the proliferative response. In order to de
termine the effect of heat treatment on
stimulator sells protein synthesis was es-
timated by H—leucine uptake after irradi-
ation or heating of proliferating cells
(PHA blasts and B cell lines) . Compared3to untreated cells irradiation reduced H—
leucine uptake to 43% and heating to 14%.
We suggest that preferential Ts activation
is caused by an IL—3 like activity and is
induced by stimulation with metabolically
inert lymphocytes.
IMPROVED RENAL FUNCTION AFTER CONVERSION FROM
CYCLOSPORINE TO AZATHIOPRINE FOLLOWING RENAL
TRANSPLANTATION. MS maddux,* SA Veremia,5 R
Pollak,* MF Mozea.* Univ of Illinois at Chicago,
Oepts of Pharmacy Practice and Surgery.(Int A Lsu)
Discontinuing cycloaporine (CS) and instituting
azathioprine (AZ) after renal transplant (RT) is
controversial. We prospectively studied 18
patients (15 cadaver and 3 living donor grafts)
converted froa CS to AZ an average of 4.2 aontha
(range 11 days—S months) past—transplant with6
months follow—up. Conversion from CS to AZ occur-
red ovqr 5 days. Four patients were converted due
to acute tubular necrosis (ATN). Ten patients were
biopsied before conversion. Only I biopsy reveslsd
rejection, and this patient required nephrectomy
before conversion was completed. Five patients
experienced acute rejection prior to conversion.
No supplementary stsroids or antilymphoblast glob-
ulin were given during conversion. Mean serum
creatinine (CR) was 4.3 * 3.7 mg/dl before conver-
sion and 1.8 C 0.5 mg/dl 5 months later (p<.0l).
Mean CR clearance was 29.3 C 28.9 el/mm before
conversion and 55.9 * 22.9 ml/min S months later
(pc.O1). If ATN patients are excluded, changes in
mean CR (2.2 to 1.8) and mean CR clearance (44.7
to 74.7) are still significant (p<.DS). No sepsis
occurred in the post—conversion period. Two allo—
grafts failed due to non—immunologic or non—infec-
tious causes. Five patients experienced acute
rejection after conversion. Only 1 episode was
associated with immunosuppressive failure refrac-
tory to treatment. Discontinuation of CS and
institution of AZ after RT is safe and reults in
improved allograft function.
LONG TERM RESULTS OF DIALYSIS AND
TRANSPLANTATION IN PATIENTS WITH END—STAGE RENAL
FAILURE (ESRD) FROM NYPERNEPHROMA. Jeff ry
Handel, C.M. Kjellwtrand Department of Medicine,
Henepin County Medical Center, Mpls, Minnesota.
Early data euggested that transplantation
could he performed in pat ients with malignancy
and ESRD if they had at least a one year waiting
period on dialysis, but some patients had late
recurrence. We did a long term (2—9 years)
analysis of 13 patients treated for ESRD
secondary to hypernephroma.
Eight were dialyzed only; six died, four from
metastatic disease that occurred in less than
eight months in three. Five were also
transplanted. Three died, one of metastatic
disease after 27 months, one of hepatic
insufficiency after 60 months and one after 90
months of metastatic breast cancer. Two are
alive, six years after transplant, one has
metastasis.
There were no differences in age and sex.
Patients with Stage III and IV disease and less
than 5 years between first and second nephrec—
tomy more often had early metastasis. There was
no difference in cumulative survival (307, in
five years) between dialysis and transplanta-
tion. No patient survived 9 years.
A 7 month waiting time on dialysis is enough
to avoid transplanting those with early recur-
rence, a six year period necessary to avoid all
who developed metastasis. Immunosuppreasion is
inconsequential for recurrence. Patients with
Stage III and IV and reappearance of tumor
within 5 years in the second kidney are beat
treated with conservative management.
THE EFFECT OF A NEW Ca CHANNEL BLOCKER ON RENAL
FUNCTION FOLLOWING WARM AND COLD ISCHENIA IN THE
ISOLATED PERFUSED RAT KIDNEY (IPK). S. Mills,*
J. Shapiro,' P. Shsnley,* U. Schwertschlag,* P.
Wilson, R. Schrier, L. Chan. Depts. of Med. and
Pathol., Univ. Colorado Sch. Med., Denver CO.
We examined the utility of LU37O65 (Knoll), a
new Ca channel blocker, in protecting renal
function in a new model of organ preservation
using the IPK. We have previously demonstrated
the protective effect of verapamil against warm
and cold iachemia in the IPK (Shapiro et al,
Transplantation in press). In this study, the
renal artery was clamped for 15 mm, then flushed
in situ with either 30 cc of Eurocollins (C) or
LU37065 added to C at 5 nM concentration and
stored for 4 hr at 0°C. The kidney was then
removed and placed on a recirculating0perfueion
circuit and perfused for 70 mm at 37 C at con-
stant pressure with standard perfusion media.
This media, 6.7% albumin in Krebe Henseleit saline
supplemented with glucose, 20 amino acids and
mnulin, was adjusted to pH 7.4 and gassed continu-
ously with 95% 0 —5% CO . Physiologic parameters
of renal plasma how (RF), mnulin clearance
(C1 ), net Na reabsorption (TN5) and frsctionsl Na
reaBsorption (FR.N ) were measured during perf
sion. Results: a
Group (n) RPF C TN FR,,
(ml/min/g) (al/m?nIg) (jimol/m!n/g) (%)
C (11) 33+1 58±7 5±1 48±4
E (7) 39T1* 146+23* 16±3* 76+4*
mean SEN, *p<.OOS compared with C
—
Addition of LU37065 resulted in better physiologic
parameters during perfusion. This agent appears
to ameliorate ischemic injury and may eventually
prove useful in human transplantation.
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CYCLOSPORINE EXACERBATES ADRIAMYCIN-
INDUCED PROTEINURIA. Brian M. Morray* and
Mark S. Paller. S.U.N.Y. at Buffalo, NY and Univ. of
Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN.
Cyclosporinc (CY) has been reported to reduce
proteinuria in immune-mediated glomerulonephritis. We
examined the effect of cyclosporine on protcinuria in
non-immune glomerular disease due to adriamycin
(ADR). Male Sprague-Dawley rats (280-295g) were given
a single 3.5 mg/kg i.v. injection of ADR. Two weeks
later they were divided into 2 groups: 8 rats received
cyclosporinc 10 mg/kg ip daily for 1 week and 8 control
rats received vehicle. Rats were pair-fed and both
groups had equal food intake and weight gain. At 3
weeks crcatinine clearance was 2.1 0.2 mI/mm in ADR
rats and 2.5 0.1 in ADR + CY rats (NS). In ADR rats
24 h urinary protein by the SSA method was 94 13
mg/24h after 2 weeks and 107 14 after 3 weeks (NS).
In ADR + CY rats proseinuria increased from 93 17 to
177 41 (p=.08). Urinary excretion of albumin and IgO,
determined by nephelomctry,was 103 31 mg albumin /
24h before and 245 64 after cyclosporinc (p <.05) and
4.3 1.0 mg IgG /24h before and 6.5 1.7 mg/24h after
cyclosporine (NS). Cyclosporine (20mg/kg) for I wk did
not cause protcinuria in rats not given ADR
(10.1 2.2 mg/24h). Since cyclosporine (10mg/kg)
produces no change in filtration fraction or renal blood
flow the effect of cyclosporinc to increase albumin
excretion in ADR-treated rats may be due to an
alteration in glomerular charge selectivity (loss of
negative charges). These studies reveal unanticipated
glomcrular effects of cyclosporine which may have
relevance to the development of chronic nephrotoxicity,
especially in the presence of coexistent renal disease.
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CARDIOVASCULAR RESPONSES TO EXERCISE POST RENAL
TRANSPLANTATION (RTX). P. Painter, P. Hanson,*
M. geaozzi,5 S. Zissserisan, N. Class,* Univ.
WI Clinical Science Ctr, Madison, NT.
This study was done to determine the
mechanism responsible for increased exerc-
ise tolerance observed post RTX. Seven MD
pt (age=28) were tested 2 days prior to
and 8 (±1)wk after living related RTX.
Radionuclide angiography was done at rest
and max upright cycling exercise(ex). 02
consumption(V02) was measured and cardiac
index(CI) and systemic 02 transpnrt(SOT)
were calculated from estimated ventricular
volumes and O2content from ABG's drawn from
the a-vfistula. After RTX significant inc-
reases (pCOl) were observed in VO7max,
max CI (9.34 vs 12.21 1/mm), maxHE (155
vs 184), max CaO, (118 vs 192 ml/l)and max
SOT (2.27 vs 4.5P 1/nm). Max CI was higltr
due to HR. SV was different at rest post
RTX (60.3 vs 45.5 ml), but not at max ex.
The calculated increase in max SOT was due
to increases in both Ca02 and CI. Plasma
norepinephrine (NE) was measured at rest
and after 15 minutes of ex at 502 max in 4
pt. Higher resting NE levels were observed
in HP (2.41 vs 0.57 ng/ml). NE increased
minimally(4.7%) with ex in HP compared to
appropriate increases(150%) in RTX. HR
increases above rest were 32 in HP and 70
in RTX. Attenuated ex HR (and max CT) in
HO may be a manifestation of adrenergic
dysfunction as evidenced by impaired NE
responses to ex which normalize post RTX.
This, in combination with increased SOT
may be responsible for higher VO2max inRTX.
25
RELATIVE INFLUENtE OF RISK FACTORS WITH
SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON GRAFT SURVIVAL: ANALYSIS
OF DATA IN 600 CONSECUTIVE RENAL TRANSPLANTS
(TXs) FROM A SINCLE CENTER. K.V. Ran, A.
Umen*. Henn. Co. Med. Ctr., Minneapolis, NM.
Using the Cox regression model, we analyzed
the independent effect of the following risk
variables on graft survival in 600 consecutive
patients who received kidney TXs at our center
between Feb 1963 and Aug 1985: Recipient's age
(14—29, 30—49 end 50—SO yrs), sex, race,
diabetic status, dialysis duration, previous
TXs, blood transfusions, splenectomy, cytotoxic
antibodies (0—33%, 34—66%, and 67—100%), HLA
mismatches, co—existing medical problems, cold
ischemia time, post TX ATN, prophylactIc ALC
and time periods (Period A, transplantation
before July 1975 and Period B, after July
1975). Only conventional immunosuppressive
drugs (Azathioprine, Steroids and ALC) were
used in both periods, The relative risk or
benefit ratio was then determined for those
factors which had a significant effect (p<O.O5)
on graft survival.
Croup Nean/ Reference Risk
Variable Percent troop P_Value* Ratio
Period 5 75 Period A(25%) <.0003 0.55:1
ALG 77 No ALG (23%) <.00001 0.51:1
Age 14—29 26 30—49yrs(51%) 0.006 0.67:1
Splenectomy 87 No splen.(13%) 0.035 0.69:1
Diabetes 21 No Diab.(79%) 0.048 1.37:1
AS mismatch 1.41.8 1 mismatch less 0.04 1.16:1
Cold ischemia 24±12 1 hour lower <.0006 1.02:1
Our results suggest that in addition to the
known variables, the comprehensive patient care
scheme adopted at our center since 1975 (Period
B), may have played an important role.
25
MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) DETECTION OF RENAL
ALLOGRAFT REJECTION. EA Ross,* Z Barbaric,*
A Cnhen, S Salehmoghaddam and GM Dannvitch.
Nephrology Section, Long Beach VAMC, Dept. Path.,
Harbor-UCLA, Depts. Rad.& Med., UCLA, CA.
Since MRI can Visualize structural abnormalities
of native and transplanted kidneys, it has been
suggested that this technique may be useful in the
diagnosis of renal allograft rejection. MRI can
discern the anatomic junction between cortex and
medulla, and this cortico—medullary differentiation
(CMD) is diminished in advanced renal disease and,
reportedly, in rejection. In order to test whether
the loss of CUD is a clinically useful sign of
allograft rejection, we imaged 28 patients with a
wide range of graft function up to 2 years post-
transplant: 18 patients underwent allograft biopsy
and 10 were sssessed by clinical criteria, CMD was
diminished in every case of acute rejection diag-
nosed by biopsy (n12). CMD was normal in patients
with biopsy evidence of cyclosporine toxicity
(n=5), and in those with either moderate renal in-
sufficiency from chronic rejection (n=4) or appa-
rent normal allograft function (n=7). Sonographic
and radioisotope scanning were not specific in
defining the etiology of allograft dysfunction. In
addition, FIRI detected only 1 of 4 small juxta-
allograft fluid collections seen on sonogram. Un-
suspected aseptic necrosis of the femoral head was
detected by MRI in 2 cases. Thus, MRI is a promis-
ing non-invasive method for differentiating acute
rejection from other causes of graft dysfunction.
It does not replace the sonogram for detecting
small fluid collections. Serial MRI examinations
can be helpful in following the clinical course of
select patients.
20
THE RELATIVE EFFECTS OF BLOOD
TRANSFUSIONS AND CYCLOSPORINE (CsA) IN
LIVE-DONOR RENAL TRANSPLANTATION. Fred
Sanfilippo* and William K. Vaughn* (intr. by PaiF
Kiotman) for the South-Eastern Organ Procurement
Foundation (SEOPF), Richmond, Virginia.
Data collected prospectively on 1114 live-donor
renal transplants performed at 32 SEOPF member
institutions from 1/82 to 8/85 were analyzed
comparing outcomes for different treatment groups.
By univariate and multivariate analyses, the greatest
risk of rejection was associated with 0-haplotype
match (HM) donors, delayed graft function, high
presensitization and prior graft loss. There were no
significant differences in actuarial graft survival for
1-HM recipients treated with donor-specific blood
transfusions (DSBT), random blood transfusions
(RBT), or C5A alone or in combination. However, 1-
HM patients receiving CsA had significantly higher
creatinine levels at 1 and 2 years post-transplant, and
a significant increase in frequency and total days of
hospitalization past 3 months. Graft survival,
rejection episodes, creatinine levels, frequency and
total days of hospitalization and graft biopsy rates
were equivalent for 1-HM patients given DSBT or
RBT without CsA, although rehabilitation (mean
index) was lower in RBT recipients during the first 6
months. DSBT, RBT, or CsA had no benefit for 2-HM
recipients in terms of any of these factors, while C5A
was associated with higher creatinines,
hospitalization and biopsy rates by 6 months. These
results suggest that DSBT, RBT, and C5A can each
provide excellent and equivalent graft survival in 1-
HM recipients but no apparent benefit in 2-HM
recipients, and that CsA is associated with higher
creatinine levels and more hospitalization.
50
CYCLOSPORINE A-INDUCED HYPERKALEMIA IN THE RAT.
JO Scandling, K. Solez, and DB Ornt. Dept of
Medicine, Univ of Rochester,Rochester, NY and
Dept of Pathology, The Johns Hopkins Univ.
Baltimore, MD
Hyperkalemia occurs in up to 40% of transplant
recipients treated with cyclosporine A (CyA).
Initial studies in our laboratory showed a rise
in plasma K in rats on normal diet given CyA. To
examine its effect on renal K excretion, CyA, 10
mg/kg/day, was given intraperitoneal UP) to rats
during concomitant adaptation to high K diet
(2rr4/g). Pair—fed controls received high K diet
and IP vehicle daily. At 7 days plasma was
obtained or isolated kidneys were perfused (IPK)
at 4.5 mM [K] for 90 mm. Mean urinary excretion
of K (13 + 2 vs 17 + 2 meq/day), and Na (1.1 +.2
vs 1.4 + .2 meq/dayT and mean urine flow (41 + 8
vs 48 + 5 mi/day) were not significantly less by
CyA rats in vivo. Yet IPKs from CyA—treated rats
showed signfFT'ntly less K excretion, 3.0 + .05
vs 5.1 + 0.8 ueq/rnln/g (p<.05) and FEK, 1.2 +
0.1 vs T.8 + 0.3 (p<.05), than controls. GFR(664
+ 101 vs 84'+ 121 ul/mln/g), urine flow (77 + 18
vs 130 + 31 uT/min/g) and FENa (.04 + .01 vs
.05 + .'1) were not significantly le's in the
IPKsfrom CyA—treated rats. At 7 days unstressed
plasma aldosterone levels were significantly less
In the CyA rats, 21 +.5 vs 72 + 19 ng/dl (p<.05),
while creatinine (0.' + .03 vsTh.5 + .02) was
similar. Blinded light"mtcroscopic ranking of the
IPKs showed an increased number of tubular casts
In the CyA group (p<.01). Mean trough plasma CyAlevel by RIA at 7 days was 2483 + 205 ng/ml.
We conclude that CyA Inhibits R• excretion by
impairing distal nephron K secretion, at least in
part by suppression of aldosterone secretion.
HEPATIC VENO-OCCLUSIVE DISEASE(HVOD) IN
RENAL TRANSPLANTATION PATIENTS. Robert L.
Scheer, Edmond S. Ricanati, Alexandra E.
Read*, and Arthur J. McCullough*. St.
Joseph's Hospital, Syracuse, N.Y. and
Cleveland Metropolitan Hospital,
Cleveland, 0.
HVOD was encountered in four patients
who had renal allografts for six months
to nine years. The liver histology which
excluded peliosis hepatis, showed marked
sinusoidal dilatation and congestion,
perivenular fibrosis, and prominent endo-
thelial cells. The hepatic veins and
veria cava were patent oy x—ray and ultra-
sound. All patients were receiving
azathioprine and prednisone. The clinical
course in two patients has been progres-
sive portal hypertension and progressive
hepatic failure in the other two. Cyclo—
phosphamide has been substituted for
azathioprine in all cases, but without
apparent effect on the disease. A similar
downhill course has often been noted in
previously reported cases of HVOD. HVOD
has most often been associated with
ingestion of pyrrolizidine alkaloids, in
bone marrow recipients, in acute leukemics
receiving chemotherapy, and occasionally
after renal transplantation. In those
instances, affected individuals were
receiving an alkylating agent, either
pharmacologic or biologic (pyrroles). We
suggest that azathioprine was involved in
the pathogenesis of HVOD in our patients.
CONVERSION(C) OF CYCLOSPORINE(C A)THERAPY TO AZA11-1-
IOPRINE(AZA)IN RENAL TRANSPLANT. S.Shen,M.lfeir,
F.Bentley*,F.Dagher*, DiV. of Nephro?ogy, Trans-
plant Surgery, Univ. of Maryland, Baltimore, MD.
To determine the optimal regimen to maximize re-
nal allograft(RG)survival and minimize C5A toxici-
ty, we examined protocols -1-0 convert patients(P)
from C5A to Aza. Of 40 PG recipients on C5A and
prednlsone,27 have converted to Aza and prednisone.
The first 12 P were converted at 6 mos, due to
state policy(SP). They were started at l.5mg/kg/d
of Aza 2 days(D) prior to C5A was reduced by 25% of
pre—C dose every 2 0(8 0 overlap).Aza was increas—
sd to 2.Omg/kg/d when C5A was dlscontlnued,and
prednisone doses were not changed.Only I P develop-
ed acute rejection(AR)2 wks. after C, which re-
sponded to ATG, and serum crea-1-inine(Cr)was stable
at 2.Omg%.At a mean follow—up of 16.2 mos.,their
mean Cr was l.88mg%.Ten more P were also converted
at 6 rims, due to SP by the same drug doses and
schedules except that Aza was started 14 0 before
C5A taperlng(20D overlap).No AR was noted after C
in this group.-At a mean follow—up of 9.2 mos., the
mean Cr was l.5lmg%.One P was converted due to gum
soreness at II mos. with 20 D overlap(O)and Cr was
stable at l.2mg%.Four P were converted due to C5A
nephrotoxicl-fy before 6 mos.; I P at I mo. with
12 D 0 and Cr decreased from 3.2 to l.9mg%; I Pat
2.5 rnos. with 3 B 0 and Cr remained at 3.Omg%;l P
converted at 4 rims, with 32 D 0 and Cr declined
from 4.8 to 3. lmg%;other P converted at 4 mos.with—
out 0 developed AR which responded to steroid and
Cr was down frce 5.6 to 3.9mg%.No complication was
noted in any P.These findings suggest that C9A can
be converted to Aza without AR ro RG loss If there
is sufficient O,and early C is indicated for P
with C5A toxicily.
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AMINOACIDURIA IN ACUTE RENAL ALLOGRAFT
REJECTION. Hjalmar 8. Steinhauer, Reinhold
Kluthe, Peter Schollmeyer (intr. by R.B.
Sterzel), Univ. of Freiburg, Dept. of mt.
Med., Freiburg i.Br., F.R.G.
Acute renal allograft rejection is asso-
ciated with various functional disorders
including defects in tubular transport.
The present study was performed to eluci-
date if the tubular transport is affected
entirely during renal transplant rejection
or if various tubular transport systems
are influenced differently.
The urinary excretion of 18 amino acids was
studied in 14 patients during acute rejec-
tion and in the absence of immunological
disorders. Acute rejection was diagnosed
by an increase of urinary immunoreactive
TXB2 toO.4O ng/ml for2 days (Steinhauer
etal.,Proc.E.D.T.A.21:1032,i985). The
diagnosis of allograft rejection was con-
firmed in 8 out of 9 patients by an in-
creased transplant uptake of ''In—labeled
platelets. Acute rejection was associated
in all cases by an increased aminoaciduria.
The urinary concentration of the basic
amino acids ornithine, lysine and histidine
increased by factor 5.9±1.1, of the acidic
amino acids asparagine—N112 and glutamine—
NH2 by factor 7.5± 1.6 whereas the concen-
tration of the 13 neutral amino acids in-
vestigated increased only by factor3.5±O.3.
It is concluded that the defect of tubular
transport in acute renal allograft rejec—
tion affects various amino acid transport
systems differently.
20
THE ENHANCEMENT OF CYCLOSPORINE (CYA) NEPHRO—
TOXICITY BY RENAL ISCHEMIA IN A RAT MODEL L
Steinmuller, G, Kanazi, N. Stowe, H. Hsieh, A.
Novick Cleveland Clinic Foundation, 9500 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
In human renal transplantation, renal
ischemia may enhance CYA nephrotoxicity. We
studied the combined effect of renal ischemia
and CYA administration on renal function in a
non transplant rat model in order to avoid the
additional variable of rejection. Four groups
of rats were studied: Group 1 (n=23) — sham
operation. Group 2 (n=l5) — CYA (50mg/kg) po
daily. Group 3 (n49) — unilateral nephrectomy
combined with 60 of renal ischemia (renal
artery clamping). Group 4 (n=53) — Unilateral
nephrectomy and 60' ischemia combined with CYA
(50mg/kg) po daily. BUN, creatinine (Cr), and
CYA blood levels (HPLC) were measured at
sacrifice on days 1—4 and day 11.
BUN/Cr (mg%)
Day 1 Day 4 Day 11
Group 1 (Sham) 21/.52 23/.36 17/.46
Group 2 (CYA) 34/.52 32/.66 48/.36
Group 3 (Ischemia) 95/3.6 64/.86 36/.40
Group 4 (CYA & Ischemia) 120/3.7 94/1.2 86/1.0
p<.05 for BUN/Cr(group 3 vs group 4, day 11),
By day 11, there was a 40% mortality (8/20) in
group 4 compared to a 10% mortality in group 3
(p<.O5). Mean CYA blood levels were 3867ug1m1
(n=lO) in group 4 and 2844ug/ml (n4) in group
2. There was a positive correlation (r=0.66,
p<.O4) between CYA blood levels and Cr for
animals in group 4 at day 11. No correlation
was found in group 2. We conclude that
transient renal ischemia enhances the
nephrotoxiCity of CYA.
88
HUMAN T-CELL ACTIVATION: A NEW MODEL.
M. Suthanthiran and K.H. Stenzel, Rogosin Institute
The New York Hospital-Cornell Medical Center,
New York, N.Y.
Expression of T-cell programs quintessential to
renal allograft outcome is dependent upon antigen
and accessory cell (Ac) associated signals perceiv-
ed by T-cells. We propose here a novel model for T-
cell activation resulting in the elicitation of T-
cell repertoire wherein the antigen signal process-
ed via the T3-Ti complex is complimented by the AC
signal conveyed via the Til differentiation anti-
gen.This notion is supported by the following find-
ings: 1)Monoctonal anti-Til, and not monoclonal
anti-T4 or T8, inhibits strict AC-dependent T-cell
proliferation induced by monoclonal anti-T3 or per-
iodate(IO), 2)striking similarity between the
effects of anti-Til and AC depletion on prolifera-
tion induced by anti-T3, TO or PHA, 3)inhibition
of conjugate formation between T-cells and AC by
anti-Til and not by anti-T4 or T8, 4)failure of
anti-Til to inhibit T-cell activation by anti-T3,
IO or galactose oxidase when AC functions were
replaced with 12_O_tetradecanoyl-phOrbOi-l3acetate
(TPA), 5)changes in cytosolic Ca2, protein phos-
phorylation, IL-2 receptor expression, and 11-2
production were inhibited by anti-Til. IL-i or IL-2
failed to reverse the inhibitory effects of anti-
Til. AC help provided by syngeneic or allogeneic
AC was inhibited by anti-Til suggesting that the
Til epitope interacted with a non polymorphic det-
erminant on AC. Anti-Til effects (inhibition of
activation or conjugate formation) were mimicked by
the removal of the Til epitope with trypsin. Taken
together, our findings support the thesis that
informative interactions critical to T-cell activa-
tion proceed via the Til epitope.
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DETERMINANTS OF BLOOD PRESSURE(BP) IN RENAL
TRANSPLANT(TX) DONORS(D) AND RECIPIENTS(R). V.E.
Torres, C.F. Anderson, J.A. Velosa, K,P. OffFff
P.P. Frohnert, J.V. Donadio, D.M. Wilson. Mayo
Clinic & Mayo Foundation, Rochester, Minnesota.
After renal TX, a proportion of 0 and low risk
R (LRR are R normal TX function, i native kid-
neys or TX artery stenosis) develop hypertension
(HT). We wanted to identify 0 or R characteristics
at TX which might predict future development of
HT. Characteristics analyzed included: age, mean
arterial pressure (MAP), relative weight (RWt),
CPAH, CIN, and filtration fraction. Data at TX and
10—20 yrs later were obtained in 100 0 and 50 LRR
pts. HT (MAP11O mHg or on treatment) was pre-
sent in 22/90 (24%) 0 and in 9/50 (18%) LRR pts.
Rank correlation between
DMAP at follow—up and RMAP at follow—up and
atTX r p n atTx r p n
O age 47 <0.001 0 age -: N5
O MAP 0,42 <0.001 90 0 MAP 0.10 NS 50
O RWt 0.38 <0.001 90 0 RWt -0.24 NS 50
D CPAH —0.33 0.005 73 D CPAH 0.03 MS 40
D Cm -0.23 0.043 73 R age 0.21 NS 50
D FE 0.26 0.027 73 R RWt 0.46 <0.001 50
Since no correlation between 0 MAP and R MAP at
F/U was detected (r=O,17,NS,n42), an intrinsic
predisposition of the 0 kidney is not a major fac-
tor in LRR HT in human TX. 0 age, RWt, MAP and
CPAH at TX are significant determinants of D BP at
F/U. Since D age and D CPAH at TX correlate highly
(r=0.58,p<O.O01,n=80), 0 CPAH at TX and 0 MAP at
F/U may be indirectly correlated, as no correla-
tion between D CPAH at TX and R MAP at F/U was
found. R RWt at TX is the only preTX determinant
factor of R BP at F/U.
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OUTCOME OF TRANSPLANTATION (TXP) IN PATIENTS (PTS)
WITH POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE (PCKD). A.Valeri*,
M.Hardy*, L.Stern, D.Cohen*, and G.Appel, Colunbia
Univ., New York, N.Y.
Although pts with PCKD have been considered
good candidates for TXP, we have noted a high
incidence of mortality due to complications
related to age and underlying co-morbid disease.
We analyzed the post—Txp course of 19 TXPS in 18
pts with PCKD performed at Presbyterian Hospital
fran 1972 to the present. 15 men and 3 women were
transplanted (mean age 46.4- yrs, 12/18 over age
45). The pts reached ESED at a mean age of 44.6
yrs, and were on dialysis for a mean of 1.7 yrs
(range 1/4 to 4 yrs) prior to TXP. 61% of the pts
had hypertension, 17% coronary artery disease, 39%
diverticular disease, and 28% had undergone
bilateral nephrectomy pre—Txp. 15 pts received
calaveric Txps (I pt had 2 Txps), 3 living-.
related. 11/14 rejection episodes in 18 pts were
reversed. 11 Txps received cyclosporin A, 8
Imuran. Graft survival at 1 yr was only 26% (5/19)
due, in part, to a high mortality rate. Nine of
the 18 pts died within 6 mons of Txp. Another 3
pts died at intervals of 12, 24, and 68 mons
post—Txp. Four pts died of infection related to
imaunosuppressive therapy, 3 from gastrointestinal
problans (one each from perforated diverticulurn
and biliary tree a3enocarcinana), and 2 each from
cerebrovascular and coronary artery disease. Thus,
excluding infection, at least 6 of the deaths were
felt directly related to age- and/or PCKD—
associated co-morbid disease. M additional graft
was lost due to co-morbid disease (perforated
diverticulus). The prognosis post—Txp in ptswith
PCKD may not be as optimistic as formerly noted.
MEASUREMENT OF 6-THIOURIC ACID (6TU) AS A POSSIBLE
METHOD OF DETERMINING THE PHARMACOKINETICS OF AZA-
THIOPRINE (AZA). K.G. Van Scoik,* C.A. Johnson,*
W.R. Porter,* (intr. by S.W. Zimmerman). Univ.
of Wisconsin, Madison, WI.
While Aza is included in most inmiunosuppressive
programs following renal transplantation, little
is known about its optimal dose response relation-
ship. Dosing often is based on peripheral WBC
counts. Therapeutic drug monitoring has not been
useful because plasma levels of Aza do not reflect
the activity of the pharmacologically active intra-
cellular metabolites. 6TU, the primary catabolite
of Aza in man, does appear in plasma and urine
and may be used as an indicator of Aza metabolism.
An HPLC assay capable of separating 6TU from
known metabolites of Aza was developed. The detec-
tion limit of the assay was 12.5 ng/ml of 6TU.
C57B1/6 mice were given 20 mg/kg Aza. Some
mice also received either allopurinol, menadione
or hypoxanthine which alter thiopurine metabolism.
Plasma samples were obtained over 12 h. 6TU appeared
in plasma in a biphasic pattern consistent with
known metabolic pathways for Aza. In mice given
Aza alone, the early peak, which occurred at 15
mm, corresponded to metabolism of parent drug;
a second peak, occurring from 8 to 12 h post-dose,
corresponded to catabolism of intracellular metabo-
lites. This work in intact animals corroborates
previous work in cell cultures (Breter & Zahn,
Cancer Research, 39:3744, (1979). Pharmacokinetic
studies of Aza using 6TU as the primary indicator
of metabolism are warranted in humans.
CYGE4DSPOP.INE cttVEPSION IN STABLE RENAL TRANSPLTNT
PSECIPIENTS. R.L.Velez, A.Hull, D.Iong, P.Vergne-
Marini, D.Nesser, K. Brinker, C .Atkins, B. Levitz.
Dallas Transplant Institute, Dallas, TX.
Long term sequelae of Cyclosporine A(CyA)
therapy (nephrotoxicity, hypertension, hypertrich—
osis, gingival hyperplasia, paresthesis, etc.) in
renal transplant has influenced many centers to
conversion with varied results. In view of this,
we began a prospective nonrandcnmized study of
conversion to azathioprine (ABA.) with continuat-
ion of prednisone (pred.) in stable transplant
patients after 6 conths of initial CyA therapy.
Our protocol included a very slci CyA taper over
4 weeks with ABA coverage. Glofil (lotholamate)
clearances (ml/min) were perforned pre and post
conversion in cost of the patients. Nean follce
up has been 8 nonths. Results: (mean)
PEE POST Rr.JDrIONS
Cr CrC1 Cr rCl
LED (7) 1:9 4 1.4 71 0%
CRT (28) 1.7 45 1.4 61 11% (3)
Ibst of the patients had a significant amalor—
eation in drug symptoms and iinprovnmient of renal
function. In general, patients felt better off
CyA. Only 3 patients had rejections and 2 were
placed back on CyA, 1 with significant decrease
in renal function; the other patient ranamned on
triple therapy (CyA, ABA, pred.) without loss of
function.
We conclude that slow controlled conversion to
AZA/pred. is safe in stable renal transplant
patients after 6 months. In addition, cost side
effects from CyA improve or disappear and patients
feel better.
RECURRENT FOCAL SEGMENTAL GLOMERULOSCLEROSIS:
A PATHOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE EARLY LESION.
Regina R, Verani and Edith P. Hawkins*
Univ. of Texas Medical School and Baylor College
of Medicine, Houston, Texas.
This study describes the early lesion of
focal segmental glomerulosclerosis (FSGS) in the
transplanted kidneys of two patients with recur-
rent FSGS who had early transplant nephrectolnies
(2mo.) for uncontrollable nephrotic syndrome.
In the original and transplanted kidneys the
renal cortex was divided into 3 zones: external,
mid and juxtmmedullary cortex and segmental
gloinerular lesions (SGL) were counted on 10 PAZ
stained slides. Immunofluorescence (IF) and
electron microscopy (EN) were performed on
one or more biopsies of the original and trans-
plant kidneys and EM was performed on the trans.-
plant nephrectomies. In the transplant kidney in
Case 1 SGL were present in 2%, 13% and 35% of the
glomeruli in the external, mid and juxtamedullary
zones respectively. In case 2 SGL were present
in 3%, 9% and 16% of the glomeruli. Foam cells
(FC) were present in 93% of the segmental lesi-
ons in Case 1 and 79% in Case 2. Proliferation
of epithelial cells (ECP) was a constant feature
in the SGL and sclerosis was mild. Hyaline depo-
sits (lID) and global sclerosis were not present.
IF was negative or showed focal segmental Ig4 and
for C3. By EM the FC were identified as
gial. In the original kidneys the lesions showed
MD, more sclerosis, fewer FC and mild or no ECP.
We conclude that: in recurrent FSGS the lesions
are more often present in the juxtamedullary cor-
tex; ECP and FC are characteristic of the early
lesion of FSGS; MD are secondary late phenomena;
FC are probably mesangial in origin.
CYCLOSPORINE—ERYTIIROMYCIN DRUG INTERACTION. !os
C. Venuto, Brian N. Nurrsy*,Leils Edwsrds*, and
Gene Norse*, SUN? at Buffalo, Dept. of Ned., Pharm.
& Biochem., Buffalo, New York.
We have observed a prnbable drug interaction
between cyclosporine (C?) and erythromycin (NR). A
36 year old black male wae admitted for evaluation
of fever, renal transplant dysfunction and a lung
infiltrate. ER was started to cover possible Leg—
ionells infection.
Date C? Dose ER Dose C? Level Serum Cr
(mg/kg/d) (g/d) (ng/ml) (mg/dl)
6/25 8.0 0 190 8.4
7/3 5.0 1 250 6.D
7/8 2.5 1 120 5.8
7/15 2.5 0 61 5.4
7/24 2.5 0 58 4.4
The date above show that with initiation of ER
therapy, trough whole blood C? level (NPLC) rose
despite a 30% reduction in dose. When ER was dis-
continued, C? level was halved despite an unchang-
ed dose. This pattern is consistent with inhibi-
tion of C? metabolism by ER at the level of the
hepstic micrnsnmal enzyme system. To obtain inde-
pendent confirmation of this interaction, we gave
ER (100mg/kg/day i.p.) to male SD rats (300—375g)
who were also receiving C? (10mg/kg/day i.p.). Con-
trol rsts were given C? and ER vehicle only. After
seven days, trough C? levels were higher iD the ER
treated snimsls (ER—C? 3031 177ng/mi, CON—c? 1515
205ng/ml, n=4, P<.Ol. No difference in serum
crestinine (Cr) levels was detected in this short
study (gR—CY 0.64 .O2mg/dl, CON—c? 0.63 .OSmg/
dl, P=NS). We conclude that sdministration of ER
can increase blood levels of C?. C? blood levels
and renal function should be closely monitored when
these two drugs sre given together.
VALUE OF RENAL ALLOGRAFT BIOPSY IN THE
CYCLOSPORINE ERA. H. Ward, A. Cohen, 3. Rajfer,R. Glassock, and M. Koyle. Transplant Section,
Harbor-UCLA Med. Ctr., Torrance, CA
We performed a retrospective analysis of the clinical
usefulness of renal allograft biopsy (BX) in the manage-
ment of transplant recipients receiving cyclosporin(CYS) therapy. Twenty-two of 53 cadaver recipients
transplanted over the past 20 months underwent 1 to 3
BX each for a total of 38 BX. Worsening azotemia was
the indication for MX in 36 of the cases, whereas only
2 MX were performed for nephrotic proteinuria. All
specimens were processed routinely for light, IF and
electron microscopy. Diagnostic categories for MX
included acute tubular necrosis (ATN)/CYS toxicity (i.e.
improved function after CYS tapering alone); acute
rejection (AR); recurrent or de novo glomerulonephritis(GN) and thrombotic microangiopathy (TMA);
"non-diagnostic" (ND) MX either correlated poorly with
a clinical course or showed nonspecific changes of
chronic rejection. A predictive index was calculated
from ratio of MX yielding expected results (accuracy)
to total number of MX in that category.
MX Category N % Total MX Accuracy Index
ATN/CYS 7/38 18% 6/7 .86
AR 15/38 39% 12/15 .80
GN/TMA 5/38 13% 2/5 .40
ND 11/38 29% 1/11 .09
The results indicate that allograft MX confirms the
etiology of early posttransplant failure and AR about
80% of the time. In contrast, allograft MX, even with
excellent pathology support, may suggest AR in
patients with normal graft function or be nonspecific in
nearly one-third of cases. Although allograft MX is a
useful clinical tool, careful clinical evaluation and/or
therapeutic trials are the critical elements in sucessful
management of the CYS treated recipient.
HIGH PREVALgNCE OF HEPAT1C DYSFUNCTION IN RENAL
THMISPLANT (Tx) PATIENTS (pta) OH ANTIHYPERTENSIVE
THERAPY. B. Yee,* R. Cosby,* and L. Chan. Dept.
Ned,, Univ. Colorado Sch. Ned, Denver, CO.
26 pta who received Tx from 1966—1985 and were
regularly followed by the Tx Clinic at the Denver
VANC were atudied. 20 of these pta were on
treatment for hypertension. 2 pta died, one due
to liver failure. They were both on furosemide +
hydralazine. The potential risk factors were
identified
AST <25 IU/L
mean AST 19.1
nl8
hypertenaives
hydrochlorothiszide
furosemide
bets blockers
hydralazine
captop ril
minoxidil 0
The pts were on no other drugs with potential
hepatotoxicity. The hepatotoxic effects of
antihypertensive therapy could be dissociated ftom
immunosuppressant use. Mean azathioprine dose in
pts with AST <25 was 94.6±10.5 vs 100.0±13.7 mg/d
in pta with AST >25, pNS. Similarly, the mean
doses of prednisone were 13.5+0.9 vs 14.0±1.2
mg/d, respectively, p=NS. Nepstotoxicity could
also be dissociated from prior transfusion: 3 of
18 (16.7%) vs 1 of 8 (12.5%), respectively. There
were no differences in viral sntigenemia between
the 2 groups. In conclusion, hepatic dysfunction
as assessed by AST was common in a group of renal
Tx pta, in one case was fatal, and may be due to
polyphsrmecy in these pta. Studies of larger
groups of Tx pta may reveal other associations.
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AST >25 IU/L
mean AST 56.9 p value
n B
13 (72%)
4 (22%)
5 (28%)
9 (50%)
2 (11%)
1 (6%)
1 (6%)
7
2
5
5
3
0
(88%)
(25%)
(62%)
(6 2%)
(38%)
NS
NS
p<.05
NS
NS
NS
NS
